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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

O
1. It was detennined that the Surveillance Frequencies contained in Surveillance Requirements

(SRs) 3.7.8.3 and 3.7.12.3 were changed from 18 ta 24 months; however, no justification was
provided. This item incorporates a justification for these changes.
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3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS h '#

hr Jpc a f.edw @/
SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Coettamed)*AJ e Anlu M "lJg

s~l, 3. Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory
analysis of a representative carbon sample obtained from an'
adsorber tray or from an adsorber test tray in accordance
with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52
Revision 2. harch 1978, demonstrates a removal efficiency of

'

2 90% for radioactive methyl fodine when the sample is
tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975 (30*C. 9M R.H.).t

4. Verifying a system flow rate of 2000 cfm + 10% during system
operation when tested in accortlance with INSI M510-1975.

d. After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by:

Verifying within 31 days after reseval that a laboratory analysis
of a representative carbon sauple obtained from an adsorber tray
or from an adsorber test tray in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2. March 1978
demonstrates a removal efficiency of 2 90% for radioactive
methyl todine when the sample is tested in'accordance with
ANSI N510-1975 (30*C, 9% R.H.).

Subsequent to reinstalling the adsorber tray used for obtaining
the carbon sample, the filter train shall be demon;trated
CPERABLE by also verifying that the charcoal adso:cers remove
199% of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when they
are tested in place in accordance with Regulatory Positions C.5.a'

Dand C.5.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2. March 1978, while
perating the ventilation system at a flow of 2000 cfm i 10%. j

Atleastonceper[monthsbye.
"

1. Yerifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA ]filters and charcoal adsorber banks is < 4 inches Water
'%uumGauge while operating the ventilation system at a flow rate](vg>

c.r 2" ~ y",3 K Verifying that on a(Control Roo(high raMa
dic. nitthe systemf&UtpHYTully swinnes nio a rectrculatio ode(cf o;rerrtron,vith flow through e HEPA filters and arcoal LASladsorber bedts and that both the isolation valv in eachinlet duc1I and comon exha duct. and the isol ion valveAthVtoilet area exhaus duct. close.
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3/4.7 PLANT SYSTDt$ p

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRDIENTS (Contiased) * lt" d I

a:

f~ 4. Verifying a system flow rate of 2000 d6 + 10% during system}operation when tested in accordance win INSI M510-1975.

d. After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by:

I Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis
of a representative carbon sample obtained from an adsorber tray
or from an adsorber test tray in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2. March 1978,
demonstrates a removal efficiency of 2 90% for radioactive
methyl iodine when the sample is tested in accoNance with
ANSI N510-1975 (30*C, 95% R.H.).

Subsequent to reinstalling the adsorber tray used for obtaining- i
the carbon sample, the filter train shall be demonstrated

|OPERABLE by also verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove
i

199% of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when they j
are tested in-piece in accordance with Regulatory Positions C.S.a ;

( and C.5.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2. March 1978. WhileJoperating the ventilation system at a flow of 2000 cfm i 10%.
z

At least once per $$ months by: " h - |e.

O 1. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA
|filters and charcoal adsorber banks is < 4 inches Water

Gauge while operating the ventilation system at a flow rate n
of 2000 efm i 10%.

_ _ _ (y
k. Verifying thaQaEont'rol rtom W i ramtf

! K3 M. .J the systemJGtoma6icsity swl nes ' rao a rectrculatto de) \
,

i

/6T opera ton with flow thro h the HEPA filters and arcoal,1 gg
adsort banks and that b .h of the isolation valv in each ,

inle* duct and comon e aust duct. and the 1501 onvalve/
Jn e toilet area exh st duct, closee -
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! DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.8 - CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY VENTILATION SYSTEM

<

'

i

Os approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate
change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change
because there is no change in the requirement for both CREVS trains to be Operable.
Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license

{
amendments to these requirements will be reduced. His change is a less restrictive movement;

j ofinformation change with no impact on safety. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
I

I| LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.7.6.1.e.2 specifically lists the type of test signal (Control
Room high radiation) to ensure that the CREVS actuates as required. Improved Technical :

Specification SR 3.7.8.3 requires the CREVS to perform as required on an actual or simulated i
signal. The specific test signals will no longer be specified in the SR. The test signals will be |

moved to Section B 3.7.8 of the ITS Bases. This is acceptable because these details do not
impact the requiremen! to verify that the CREVS will perform as required. These details can !
be adequately controlled in the Bases which requires change control in accordance with Bases

Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory )control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. He level of safety of
3

facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement for
the CREVS to perform as required. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources

|

,

associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This
|

change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This |

change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.7.6.1.e.2 requires that the CREVS automatically !
switches into a recirculation mode of operation with flow through the high efficient particulate jO air (HEPA) filters and charcoal absorber banks, and that both of the isolation valves in each I

inlet duct and common exhaust duct and the isolation valve in the toilet area exhaust duct, I
close on a Control Room high radiation signal. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.7.8.3

will not contain this detail. These details will be moved to Section B 3.7.8 of the ITS Bases.
This is acceptable because these details do not impact the requirement to verify that the
CREVS will perform as required. These details can be adequately controlled in the Bases
which requires change control in accordance with Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. |
This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more

!
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by
the change because there is no change in the requirement for the CREVS to perform as
required. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license
amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement
ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECliNICAL CIf ANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
L.1 Current Technical Specification SR 4.7.6.1.e.2 requires verification that the CREVS actuates

on an actuation signal once per 18 months. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.7.8.3 will
require verification that the CREVS actuates on an actuation signal once per 24 months. His
change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months. His change
requires the performance on a refueling frequency of a demonstration of system operation on
an actual or simulated test signal, which is a frequency consistent with similar testing
performed in the ITS (see SR 3.7.5.3, Component Cooling System, SR 3.8.1.16, Diesel
Generators, and SR 3.5.2.5, SR 3.5.2.6, and SR 3.5.2.7, ECCS). The CREVS contains
redundant electrical and mechanical components and it is operated once per 31 days to verify

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.7.8-3 Revision I
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.8 - CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY VENTILATION SYSTEM

I

Operability. Therefore, per Generic Letter 91-04, the effect of this change on plant safety is
-

small. Instmment drift will have no effect on this test. Also, review of previously performed
| Surveillances determined that no failures have been found during the performance of this SR
!

once per 18 months. 'Ihe 24-month frequency is sufficient to cmsure that the CREVS will
perform as required on an actuation signal. Decreasing the Frequency of an SR from 18
months to 24 months constitutes a less reseictive change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432 and the guidance in Generic Lett r 91-04, Changes in Technical Specification '

Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24 Month Fuel Cycle.

!
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NO SIGNIFICANT IIAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS

|

; O 3.7.8 Chance L.1
! V
i 1. Does the change involve a significia increase in the probability or consequences of an
l accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 to 24 months for verifying that
the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS) will actuate on an actual or simulated
actuation signal. He CREVS is not an initiator to any accident previously evaluated so there is no

change in the probability of an accident. The 24-month test frequency is sufficient to verify that
; the equipment will actuate if needed, so the equipment will continue to be able to mitigate the
) consequences of accidents previously evaluated. Herefore, this change will not invoh'e an

!
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. I

1

5
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident I

previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 to 24 months for verifying that
the CREVS uill actuate on an actual or simulated actuation signal. His change will not
physically alter the plant (no new or different types of equipment will be installed). The change

|

does not require any new or unusual operator actions. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

|3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 to 24 months for verifying that
,

the CREVS will actuate on an actual or simulated actuation signal. A review of previously l(S performed Surveillances determined that no failures have been found during the performance of '

'

\d
this SR once per 18 months. Given the performance history, there is no reason to believe that a |
Frequency of 24 months would result in reduced reliability of the system. Therefore, this change
does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.7.9 Chnnee L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the Completion Time for restoring an inoperable air conditioning
unit to Operable status from 7 days to 30 days, when one air conditioning unit is inoperable. The
remaining Operable Control Room Emergency Temperature System (CRETS) train is adequate to
maintain the Control Room temperature within limits. He backup Control Room air conditioning
system is also available, and the hkelihood of an event requiring the Control Room isolation during
the additional 23 days allowed is small. The proposed change does not significantly affect
initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, does not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
{ previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the Completion Time for restoring an inoperable air conditioning
unit to Operable status from 7 days to 30 days, when one air conditioning unit is inoperable. The,

change will not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is
( being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce
\

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.7-13 Revision 1
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4tLCt.b 3. ~7. j 0,_

O
3/4.6 CONTAllplENT TYSTEMS

*

$URVEILLANCE REQUIRDIENTS (Continued)

d. At least once per $ months bys h;
[~ 1. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA 7/ filters and charcoal adsorber banks is < 6 inches Water Gauge7 while o+ 10%. perating the filter train at a flow rate,of 2000 cfm

I

g n ,iA 3 h Ver frine that the filter train starts onLadtiMG 33;1 M Signal.
fe. After each complete or partisrr~ placement of alEFA filter banke l

by verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove > 99% of the DOP g*3 i

when they are tested in-place in accordance witE Regulatory i

Positions C.5.a and C.5.c of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2 ;

March 1978. while operating the filter train at a flow rate of
2000 cfm i 10%. :

|f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove > 99% of a
halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test pas when they are tested

,

in-place in accordance with Regulatory Positions C.S.a and C.S.d
of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2. March 1978. while operating
the filter train at a flow rate of 2000 cfm i 10%.

After maintenance affecting the air flow distribution by testingg.
in-place and verifying that the air flow distribution is unifom

O within 120% of the average flow per unit when tested in
accordance with the provisions of Section 9 of ' Industrial
Ventilation * and Section 8 cf ANSI K5101975.

b bdc IJm :>F c1.. b
4.E A- r,o
% s aa k G, M s"
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

I _ Subsequent to reinstalling the adsorber tray used for obtaining '

the carbon sample, the filter train shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove 199% of
the halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when they are
tested in-place in accordance with Regulatory Positions C.S.a and

iC.S.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2. March 1978. while
\ operating the ventilation system at a flow rate of 2000 cfm

}( i 10%. f

d. At least once per months by: ' - l 'l g-

( 1. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA
filters and charcoal adsorber banks is < 6 inches Water GaugeI

while operating the filter train at a flow rate of 2000 cfm( + 10%. J C
f r3 *W 2 3

3 (Verifvino that_MtN train starts opntrinr=*D ~~~*2

leistion Test) */,

c .4 x .c - e
_ , .

,

,

After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bankT ,e.
by verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove > 99% of the DOP t

when they are tested in-place in accordance witE RegulatoryO Positions C.S.a and C.5.c of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2
1 March 1978, while operating the filter train at a flow rate of
f i 2000 cfm i 10%.

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove > 99% of a
halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when they are tested
in-place in accordance with Regulatory Positions C.S.a and C.S.d
of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2. March 1978, while operating
the filter train at a flow rate of 2000 cfm 110%.

g. After niaintenance affecting the air flow distribution by testing
in-place and verifying that the air flow distribution is uniform
within 120% of the average flow per unit when tested in
accordance with the provisions of Section 9 of " Industrial
Ventilation" and Section 8 of ANSI N5101975. i

Ih

h baja.ob b^f
Cn Sp, eL A * ~ 5 0
" Ak,m.4,.h Mr*I1"
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.12 - PENETRATION ROOM EXHAUST VENTILATION SYSTEM|

r

| G for the PREVS to be Operable. These details can be adequately controlled in the Bases whichDl

require change controlin accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Sectica 5.0. This

approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate
| change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change
{ because there is no change in the requirement for the PREVS to be Operable. Furthermore,
| NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license ==he to these
i requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement of information

change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification 4.6.6.1.d.2 specifies that the Surveillance should verify that
the filter train for the PREVS start on a Containment isolation Test Signal. Improved
Technical Specification SR 3.7.12.3 will not specify the Contamment Isolation Test Signal.
This detail will be moved to the Bases. This is acceptable because these details do not impact
the requirement for the PREVS to be Operable. These details can be adequately controlled in
the Bases which require change control in accordance with Bases Control Program in ITS
Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and prosides for a

| more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected'

by the change because there is no change in the requirement for the PREVS to be Operable. '

; Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license
'

amendments to these requirements will be reduced. 'this change is a less restrictive movement
| ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. |

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

| O L.1 Current Technical Specification SR 4.6.6.1.d.2 requires verification that the PREVS actuates
' d

on sn actuation signal once per 18 months. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.7.12.3 will
require verification that the PREVS actuates on an actuation signal once per 24 months. This
changes decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months. This change
requires the performance on a refueling frequency of a demonstration of system operation on

! an actual or simulated test signal, which is a frequency consistent with similar testing
performed in the ITS (see SR 3.7.5.3, Component Cooling System SR 3.8.1.16, Diesel ;
Generators, and SR 3.5.2.5, SR 3.5.2.6, and SR 3.5.2.7, ECCS). The PREVS contains |

redundant electrical and mechanical components and it is operated once per 31 days to verify j
Operability. Therefore, per Generic Letter 91-04, the effect of this change on plant safety is i
small. Instrument drift will have no effect on this test. Also, review of previously performed ;
Surveillances determined that no failures have been found during the performance of this SR
once per 18 months. The 24-month frequency is sufficient to ensure that the PREVS ..-21
perform as required on an actuation signal. Decreasing the Frequency of an SR from 18
months to 24 months constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with,

NUREG-1432 and the guidance in Generic Letter 91-04, Changes in Technical Specification

| Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle.

1

l
!

'
!

|
'

i

1

|
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS

'
,

p) 3.7.11 Chance L.3
%.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
*

accident presiously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for
verifying that the SFPEVS can maintain a measurable negative pressure in the spent fuel pool area

,

i

of the Auxiliary Building. This change will not affect the probability of an accident. he SFPEVS
is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The change will not affect the consequences of an
accident. The 24-month Frequency is sufficient to ensure that the SFPEVS can maintain a
measurable negative pressure in the spent fuel pool area. The change will not alter assumptions '

relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. Therefore, the change will not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluaiod.

!2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for
verifying that the SFPEVS can maintain a measurable negative pressure in the spent fuel pool area
of the Auxiliary Building. This change will not physically alter the plant (no new or different type
of equipment will be installed). The change does not require any new or unusual operator actions. ;

Therefore,, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
iany accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

/N The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 to 24 months for verifying that !\
the SFPEVS can maintain a measurable negative pressure in the spent fuel pool area of the '

Auxiliary Building. The margin of safety is not significantly affected by this change. The failure
i

history for this SR has shown that no failures have occurred in the previous ten years. The |

proposed Frequency will contmue to prove that the SFPEVS will maintain a negative pressure in
the spent fuel pool area. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety.

3.7.12 Chance 1,.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

!
| The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 to 24 months for verifying that

the Penetration Room Emergency Ventilation System (PREVS) will actuate on an actual or
simulated actuation signal. The PREVS is not an initiator to any accident previously evaluated so
there is no change in the probability of an accident. The 24-month test frequency is sufficient to
verify that the equipment will actuate if needed so the equipment will continue to be able to

|

| mitigate the consequences of accidents previously evaluated. Therefore, this change will not
involve an increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
| presiously evaluated?
!

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 to 24 months for verifying that
the PREVS will actuate on an actual or simulated actuation signal. This change will not physically

,

J

|

|

j CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7-17 Revision 1
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NO SIGNIFICANT IIAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS

|

! (q alter the plant (no new or different types of equipment will be mstalled). The change does not
)- require any new or unusual operator actions. Therefore, this change does not create the possibility

i of a new or different kind of accident from any accident presiously evaluated.
;

| 3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 to 24 months for verifying that
the PREVS will actuate on an actual or simulated actuation signal. A rniew of previously |

i

! performed Smveillances determined that no failures have been found during the performance of |

this SR once per 18 months. Given the performance history, there is no reason to believe that a
| Frequency of 24 months would result in reduced reliability of the system. Therefore, this change

will not involve an increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
|
L

| 3.7.13 Chance L.1
<

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change resises the Applicability for spent fuel pool water level from when irradiated,

'

fuel assemblies are in the spent fuel pool, to during rr.ovement ofirradiated fuel assemblies in the
spent fuel pool. Safety analyses are for a fuel handling accident, which is associated with
movement of fuel. Thus, the change is consistent with current safety analyses. The proposed
change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore, does
not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of any accident previously l

evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for spent fuel pool water level from when irradiated
fuel assemblies are in the spent fuel pool, to during movement ofirradiated fuel assemblics in the
spent fuel pool. The change will not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the .

plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create thet

| possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for spent fuel pool water level from when irradiated
fuel assemblies are in the spent fuel pool, to during movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies in the
spent fuel pool. Safety analyses are for a fuel handling accident, which is associated with
movement of fuel. Thus, the change is consistent with current safety analyses. Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
,

i

j These proposed Technical Specification changes have been evaluated against the criteria for and
'

identification of licensing and regulatory actions requiring emironmental assessment in accordance with
j 10 CFR 51.21. It has been detennined that the proposed changes meet the criteria for categorical exclusion

as provided for under 10 CFR Sl.22(c)(9). The following is a discussion of how the proposed Technical4

Specification changes meet the criteria for categorical exclusion.

4

I

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7-18 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.9 - CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY TEMPERATURE SYSTEM

no change in the requirement for the CREVS to perform as required. Furthermore, NRC and
Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license amendments to these requirements

v

will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement of information change with no
impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.7.6.1 Action b allows 7 days to restore an inoperable air
conditioning unit to Operable status (when one is inoperable). Improved Technical
Specification 3.7.9 will allow 30 days to restore an inoperable air conditioning unit to
Operable status (when one is inoperable). This change will increase the allowed outage time
from 7 days to 30 days when one CRETS train is inoperable. * Bis change is acceptable
because the remaining CRETS train is adequate to maintain the Control Room temperature
within limits. It is also based on the low likelihood of an event occurnng requiring Control
Room isolation and that backup Control Room air conditioning syrtem is available.
Extending the allowed outage time for the CRETS constitutes a less restrictive change. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current Tecimical Specification SR 4.7.6.1.a requires the CRETS to maintain Control Room

temperature s 104*F for at least 12 hours once per 62 days on a Staggered Test Basis.
Improved Technical Specification SR 3.7.9.1 also requires the CRETS to maintain Control
Room temperature s 104'F for at least 12 hours; however, the ITS requires the SR to be
performed once per 24 months. This change is appropriate since significant degradation of the ]
CRETS is slow and is not expected to change over this time period. This has been shown by jg evaluating the previous 10 years of operating experience which show that this test has not had
any failures. The CRETS contains redundant electrical and mechanical components and is |

operated once per 31 days to verify operability. Therefore, per Generic Letter 91-04, the effect i

of the change on plant safety is sn.all. Also, instrument drift will have no affect on this test.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432 and the guidance in Generic Letter 91-04. I

i

,

|
f
l
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I)lSCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.11 - SPENT FUEL POOL EXHAUST VENTILATION SYSTEM

O' SFPEVS consists of only one train with a redundant exhaust fan. Thus, the ITS depicts this
system as consisting of a single train. Based on this change CTS Action a is being deleted
because it depicts Actions *.. hen one train is inoperable, herefore, the Bases will depict the
SFPEVS as being Operable with only one exhaust fan. Removing enm~='s from the
defmition of the composition for Operability is a less restrictive change. His change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.9.12 Applicability for the SFPEVS, is whenever irradiated

fuel is in the storage pool. Improved Technical Specification 3.7.11 Applicability is during
movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies in the Auxiliary Building. His change reduces the
Modes of Applicability from whenever irradiated fuel is in the storage pool to whenever
irradiated fuel is being moved in the spent fuel pool. This change is acceptable because the
fuel handling accident assumes an irradiated fuel assembly is being moved in the spent fuel
pool. The reduction of the Mode of Applicability is considered a less restrictive change. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.3 Current Technical Specification Surveillance 4.9.12.d.2 requires that SFPEVS maintain a
,

measurable negative pressure relative to the outside atmosphere once per 18 months.
Improved Technical Specification SR 3.7.11.3 requires that SFPEVS maintain a measurable

,

negative pressure relative to the outside atmosphere once per 24 months, his change |decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months. %e 24-month '

Surveillance Frequency is sufficient to ensure that the SFPEVS can maintain a measurable
negative pressure in the spent fuel pool area of the Auxiliary Building. After resiewing the !

g previous ten years of Surveillance history, the SFPEVS has never failed to maintain a
measurable negative pressure in the spent fuel pool area of the Auxiliary Building. The
SFPEVS contains redundant electrical and mechanical components and is operated once per
31 days to verify operability, Therefore, per Generic Letter 91-04, the effect of this change on
plant safety is small. Also, instrument drift will have no affect on the test. Decreasing
Surveillance Frequencies constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1432 and the guidance in Generic Letter 91-04. | |

!

i

I

|
|

!
;

!
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

O
2. Improved Technical Specification (ITS) SR 3.8.1.14 currently requires verification that automatically

bypassed diesel generator (DG) trips are bypassed on a safety injection actuation signal and a
simulated loss of offsite power. This has been changed to require verification that automatically '

bypassed DG trips are automatically bypassed on the required actuation signal. At Calvert Cliffs, the
required signals to automatically bypass DG trips differ for different DGs. This information has been
placed in the Bases. In addition, clarification is provided which shows that the Current Technical
Specification (CTS) Surveillance (4.8.1.1.2.d.3) requires a safety injection actuation signal and an
undervoltage signal for the same test.

,

o
i

|

|

|

|
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AC Sources-Operating !

3.8.1

O SuRvE1LLANCE REcu1RE8ENTS (coat 4nued)

SURVE1LLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.11 Verify each DG operates for 2 60 minutes 24 months
while loaded to 2 4000 kW for DG 1A,
2 2700 kW for DG 1B, and 2 3000 kW for DG 2A |
and 28.

SR 3.8.1.12 Verify that auto-connected loads to each DG 24 months i

are s 4000 kW for DG 1A, s 2700 kW for r

DG 18, and s 3300 kW for DG 2A and 28.
;

|

| SR 3.8.1.13 Verify each DG rejects a load 2 500 hp 24 months
! without tripping.
i

'

,

SR 3.8.1.14 Verify that automatically bypassed DG trips 24 months 1

are automatically bypassed on an actual or '

simulated required actuation signal. |

|
SR 3.8.1.15 Verify each DG synchronizes with offsite 24 months' !

i power source while loaded upon a simulated
j restoration of offsite power and the loa,
' can be transferred to offsite power source.

, 1
|

|

1

l

,
1

|

O3
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES,

SR 3.8.1.12

This SR provides verification that auto connected loads to
each DG are within the design bases. This SR will
adequately ensure that auton. tic loading of the DGs will not
adversely affect the ability of the DGs to perform their
safety function. The 24 month Frequency is adequate to
ensure DG OPERABILITY and it is consistent with the
refueling interval.

SR 3.8.1.13

Each DG is provided with an engine overspeed trip to prevent
damage to the engine. Recovery from the transient caused by
the loss of a large load could cause diesel engine
overspeed, which, if excessive, might result in a trip of
the engine. This Surveillance demonstrates the DG load

g response characteristics. This Surveillance is accomplished
U by tripping the DG output breaker with the DG carrying

greater than or equal to its associated single largest post-
accident load while paralleled to offsite power.

Consistent with IEEE-308 (Ref.11), Regulatory Guide 1.9 I

(Ref. 3), and Safety Guide 9 (Ref. 4), the load rejection
test is acceptable if the increase in diesel speed does not
exceed 75% of the difference between synchronous speed and
the overspeed trip setpoint, or 15% above synchronous speed,
whichever is lower.

The 24 month Frequency is consistent with the UFSAR,
Chapter 8 (Ref. 2).

I

SR 3.8.1.14

This Surveillance demoastrates that DG non-critical
protective functions are bypassed on a required actuation

| signal. The non-critical protective functions are 1

|
l l'')V
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AC Sources-Operating
8 3.8.1

O
BASES

consistent with P.egulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) and Safety
Guide 9 (Ref. 4) and IEEE-387 and are listed in UFSAR,
Chapter 8 (Ref. 2) Verifying the non-critical trips are i
bypassed will ensure DG operation during a required
actuation. The non-critical trips are bypassed during DBAs
and provide an alarm on an abnormal engine condition. This
alarm provides the operator with sufficient time to react
appropriately. The DG availability to mitigate the DBA is
more critical than protecting the engine against minor
problems that are not immediately detrimental to emergency
operation of the DG.

'' The 24 month Frequency is based on engineering judgment.
taking into consideration unit conditions required to

! perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent
with expected fuel cycle lengths. Opera?.ing experience has
shown that these components usually pass the SR when

e

performed at the 24 month Frequency. Therefore, the

O Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
steadno4nt. inis creaueacy is coasisteat wita urSAR.
Chapter 8 (Ref. 2). I

SR 3.8.1.15

This Surveillance ensures that the manual synchronization
and load transfer from the DG to the offsite source can be 5

mace. The Frequency of 24 months takes into consideration
unit conditions required to perform the Surveillance.

ER 3.8.1.16

In the event of a DBA coincident with a loss of offsite
power, the DGs are required to supply the necessary power to
ESF systems so that the fuel, RCS, and containment design
limits are not exceeded.

(
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i 3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS SM* M * ** * *It ' 0'"I r.A o#j
SURVEILLANCE REQUIDEMENTS (Continued)

76.
At least once per 92 days by verifying that a sample of diesel ]fuel from the fuel storage tank is within the acceptable limits
specified in Table 1 of ASTM Dg75-81 when checked for viscosity,#Iwater and medimed

M 3.S.y 9 's. At least once per 184 days by verifying the diesel starts from
ambient condi
510 seconds. tion and accelerates.to et least so P.: in 1

d. At least once per REFUELING INTERVAL by:

% ISub cting the diesel to an spection in accordance w ~
pr edures prepared in to etion with its manufaciu s'r. nm endatient far * M ' met af standby servire.1

9 308'13 -

T,. Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of
t 500 hp without tripping.

M t. A.:.e 2,,g, g f3.# Simul: ting a loss of offsite pow unction with a6fau_Lnjection actuation tesD signal. and: I,4 gj
a) Verifying de-energization of the amergenc

load shedding from the emergency busses. y busses and \ g'g '

i

b) Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition on theO auto-start signal. energizes tt's emergency busses with
permanently connected loads, energizes the auto-connected
emergency loads through the load secuencer and operates
for > 5 minutes while its generator is loaded with the f

i
'

emergencyloa{s.*
,, _ . . _ . . - - - g L. $G N Verifying that automatica11g 3' g' ,'N .-

automaticallybypassedonbbypasseddieseltripsare
'

(- signal. reuxnaec t ionctua ti

% Yerifying the diesel generator operates for 160 minutesu 3.01,Il
while loaded to > 4000 kW for No. IA Emergency Diesel

-

Generator or 12700 kW for No.1B Emergency Diesel Generator.

_% Verifying that the auto-connected loads to each diesel5' ti1C
generator do not exceed 4000 kW for No.1A Emergency Diesel
Generator or 2700 kW for No.18 Emergency Diesel Generator. I

*u 3.., i.3 All engine starts for the purpose of this Surveillance Requirementa+w I may be oreceded by an engine pre-lube periodfonsnencec oy tne
y ,g ,,4 (manufacturer so that mechanical wear anc stress on the diesel engin A* l
, , , (1s einimir y -

rWer s4 3. d. b 17 -- . M,\
CALVERT Cu F NT1 3/4 8-5 Amendment No. 214
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' 3/A.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILIANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

SR 3 710
At least once per 184 days by verifying the diesel starts fromc.
ambient condf
110 seconds,} ion and accelerates to at least 60 Hz in |

d. At least once per EEFUELING INTERVAL by:

,1f Subje ing the di el to an inspection i
ccordance with 1,-h.4pro dures prep d in conjunction wit ts manufactuWr's /

re onsnendation for this class ofJ by service.
D'I I S --

-/l. Verifying the generator capability to' reject a load of jg,t 500 hp without tripping. jy -

f3. f31mulating a loss of offsite p6wer in~ conjunction with a
(afety in.jemen actuatioTiest signal, and:

j,/gI D'' ' ' ' 4 , ;

| a) Verifying de-energization of the emergency busses anc'
load shedding from the emergency busses,

b) Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition on the
auto-start signal, energizes the emergency busses with
permanently connected loads, energizes the auto-connected

g emergency loads through the load sequencer and operates
for 15 minutes while its generator is loaded with t -

,-~
_ emergency loads.

''. c.'. N
, g [,3.

Verififn~g 'that"a'utisiitTdally bypassed diesel trips are)|automatically bypassed on e datf tmiection.xtuataSignal. g |_ i

( '4 Verifyin; the diesel generator operates for 160' minutes
.

while leaded to 13000 kW.
|

'

.a 't.- '5, Verifying that the auto-connected loads to each dici,el
generator do not exceed 3300 kW.

|

i

7' $ . '.v . ' . 9 All engine starts for the purpose of this Surve44ancuamdramen
: >.5 i may be

/ r.anHac' preceded by an engine pre-lube periodfrecommended by thetifr6r'sb~thatTechaTcal' wear anfifress on the diesel engin"g jg * h)
.

T ,

. - (, Us minimized.. - ,

~

\;- t s _=w-
I N y c.r SC 3.% . \. t- n --

QC-
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| SECTION 3.8.1 - AC SOURCES - OPERATING
t
'

q power to the associated emergency busses with the performance of SRs 3.8.1.3 and 3.8.1.9.V This requirement can be adequately controlled in the Bases which require change control in
accordance with Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. His approach provides an

, effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control
| process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because this

requirement will be performed monthly with other SRs. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs
resources associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will be
reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on
safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

!
LA.5 Current Technical Specification SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3 specifically lists the type of test signal

(safety injection actuation signal and simulated loss of offsite power) to ensure that the |,

| emergency bus de-energizes and load sheds, and the DG starts, energizes permanently-
connected loads, and connects auto-connected loads through the load sequencer on a loss of
offsite power, in conjunction with a safety injection actuation signal and simulated loss of
ofr ite power. The CTS SR also requires that automatically-bypassed DG trips ares

automatically bypassed on a safety injection actuation signal and simulated loss of offsite
power. Improved Technical Specification SRs 3.8.1.16 and 3.8.1.14 require the above
functions to le performed as required on an actual or simulated signal. The specific test
signals will no lor:ger be specified in the SR. The test signals will be moved to Section B 3.8.1

of the ITS Bases. This is acceptable becaute these details do not impact the requirement to
verify the above functions are performed as required. Ecse details can be adequately
controlled in the Bases which require change control in accordance with Bases Control
Program in ITS Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective 1 21 of regulatory control

Gi and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility
operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement for the
above functions to be performed as required. Fmthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources
associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This

change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECHNICAL CI1ANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.8.1.1 Actions a and d require performance of the DG i

Operability test within 24 hours, or 8 hours when less than the required number of offsite
circuits are Operable (one or two offsite circuits inoperable, respectively). Improved Technical
Specification 3.8.1 will not contain this requirement. The CTS requirement to perform
increased testing on the DG does not prove the DG is any more reliable or Operable than prior
to it being tested. He requirement only adds additional unnecessary testing to the DGs. In
Generic Letter 93-05 and NUREG-1366, the NRC recommends the deletion of alternate testing

,

that requires testing the DGs and other unrelated systems not associated with an inoperable
{

train or subsystem (other than an inoperable DG). Specifically, the NRC recommended 1

deleting the testing of the DG when an offsite circuit is inoperable. His recommendation is a
result of an effort to eliminate unnecessary testing of the DG. It was concluded that excessive

| testing of the DG results in degradation of the diesel engine. Eliminating the DG test, when an
! offsite circuit is inoperable, constitutes a less restrictive change. His change is consisteat with
| NUREG-1432.
i

O,

| \.J
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.8.1 - AC SOURCES - OPERATING

j
'

t

L.4
Current Technical Specification SRs 4.8.1.1.2.a.1 through 4.8.1.1.2.a.7 require that testing for
the DG be performed every 31 days on a Staggered Test Basis. Improved Technical
Specification SRs 3.8.1.3, 3.8.1.4, 3.8.1.5, 3.8.1.7, and 3.8.1.8 will not require testmg for the

j
!

DG on a Staggered Test Basis. There are two DGs. Just as other systems with two trains '

(low pressure safety injection, Contamment Spray, etc.), the DGs are tested by train with other
components on the same train. Normally, different 9-..; ==* on different trams are not

,

!

tested on the same day. This is a good operatmg practice because it prevents components from
opposite trains from becoming inoperable at the same time. His change makes the DGs
consistent with ESF trams in that Staggered Testing is not reqmred The deletion of

,

requirements on SRs constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

L.5 Current Technical Specification SR 4.8.1.1.1.b requires the offsite circuits be demonstrated
i

Operable, at least once per refueling interval during shutdown, by manually transferring unit
power supply from the normal circuit to the altemate circuit. Improved Technical
Specification SR 3.8.1.10 will not contain this restriction. The procedure can be accomplished
in any Mode and, while not routine, has been done at power at Calvert Cliffs. This test is

;

normally performed with SR 3.8.1.16 (loss offsite power with ESF signal) which is normally !
performed during a refueling outage, but is capable of being performed at power at Calvert *

Cliffs. This change is r.cceptable because, while the desirable time to perform the test is during
;

a refueling outage, it can be done safely in any Mode, as exhibited at Calvert Cliffs. The
deletion of Mode restrictions on an SR constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is {consistent with NUREG-1432. +

t

L.6 Current Technical Specification 4.8.1.1.2.a.5 requires verification the DG is synchronized,
(

loaded, and operates for 2 60 minutes every 31 days. Improved Technical Specification
SR 3.8.1.4 perfonns the same test, however, it is modified by a Note which allows momentary(

2

transients below the load range to not imalidate the test. This allows for changing bus loads
j which may cause transients below the load range. Electrical loads to equipment sometimes

vary; therefore, variation of the loads which may result in momentarily being below the limit
,

!

does not invalidate the test. The purpose of the test is to verify the DG is capable of
synchronizing with the offsite electrical system. Since during accidents the DG loads may
vary, allowing these perturbations during testing is acceptable. His change is consistent with

,

j
j NUREG-1432.

;

L.7 Current Technical Specification 4.8.1.1.2.d.4.c requires verification that automatically
bypassed DG trips are automatically bypassed on a SIAS in conjunction with a simulated loss
of offsite power. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.S.I.14 will require verification that'

automatically bypassed DG trips are automatically bypassed on an actual or simulated
required actuation signal. This allows the appropriate signals for each DG to be tested. The
non-critical protective functions bypassed are described in UFSAR, Chapter 8. Unless
specifically configured, operation of the DGs bypasses is not contingent on a SIAS in
conjunction with simulated loss of offsite power. His change is less restrictive because IA,
2A, and 2B DGs do not require verification that automatically bypassed DG trips are

i

automatically bypassed on a SIAS in conjunction with a simulated loss of offsite power. The
change is consistent with NUREG-1432..

: O
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

p 3. Does the change :nvolve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
V

The proposed change will allow momentary transients below the load range to not invalidate a
| Surveillance test which verifies that the DG is capable of synchronmng with the offsite electrical

system. This change is acceptable because such transients may occur under accident conditions or
under the test conditions, and therefore, these transients do not invalidate the test results. As the,

! test results are still acceptable, the verification that the DG is capable of performmg its safety
| function is unchanged. Herefore, the proposed change does not involve a signi6 cant reduction in

a margin of safety.i

3.8.1 Chance L.7
*

|
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an i

accident previously evaluated?

Current Technical Specification SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.4.c requires verification that the automatically
bypassed diesel trips are automatically bypassed on a Safety Injection Actuation Signal and a i

simulated loss of offsite power. The ITS SR 3.8.1.14 will require verification that the
automatically bypassed diesel trips are automatically bypassed on a required actuation signal.
This change is needed because the Diesel Generators have different non-critical protective trips that

, are bypassed automatically on a required actuation signal. The specific trips are described in the'

Bases. 'the Diesel Generators are not an initiator of any accident previously evaluated so the |
probability of an accident previously evaluated is not increased. He ITS SR will continue to
require testing that the trips are automatically bypassed so the ability of the Diesel Generator to
miti ate an accident previously evaluated is not affected. Therefore, this change will not involvec
an increase in the probaFlity or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

|
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident i

previously evaluated?

Current Technical Specification SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.4.c requires verification that the automatically
bypassed diesel trips are automatically bypassed on a Safety injection Actuation Signal and a
simulated loss of offsite power. The ITS SR 3.8.1.14 will require verification that the
automatically bypassed diesel trips are automatically bypassed on a required actuation signal.
This change will not physically alter the plant (no new or different types of equipment will be
installed). He change does not require any new or unusual operator actions. Therefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident |

previously evaluated. I

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

Current Technical Specification SR 4.8.1.1.2.ds.c requires urification that the automatically !
bypassed diesel trips are automatically bypassed on a Safety injection Actuation Signal and a
simulated loss of offsite power. The ITS SR 3.8.1.1.14 will require veri 6 cation that the
automatically bypassed diesel trips are automatically bypassed on a required actuation signal.
This change is needed because the Diesel Generators have different non-critical trips that are

i automatically bypassed on a required actuation signal. He specific trips are described in the
| Bases. Testing that the automatically bypassed trips are bypassed will continue to be performed.

| Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

p,

((

i
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!v
AC Sources-Operating

3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE/ \ FREQUENCY

.$@4.8I.I2dcEl/ | p G
m

_

SR 3.8.1. . NOTE----------------------- -- ---

This Sur 111ance shall not be perf d /
.in 80 1 or 2. fidUtver, crea n y

}as r unplanned e nts tha sati y gg, g
.................. .. ,' ......

, .-1
- -

| Verify e ch DG automa e trip is bypassed months}A. i

on [ actual or simula d loss of voltage
signal on the emer ncy bus concurrent wit
an actual or simu ted ESF actuation
signal) except:

a. Engine erspeed; [and)

| b. Gene tor differential curre [;
f| c. L lube oil pressure;

1

| d. Igh crankcase pressure and
i

Start failure relay).

0 -

| (continued)

%,J., +f d adm, hcally
by. su d b6 +r r.r .n c. .

a dem. -b c , ti, 6,p u d & '

cL./ or" an

.s. ins-|< b c| rtqv:e<k n+vr4.vn Q,

s.3 4

|

l

'
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

{V'T Calvert Cliffs is currently only required to suspend movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies in
containment when any of these LCOs are not met. His was stated in a June 27,1991 NRC Safety,

Evaluation Report for Amendment Nos.155 (Unit 1) and 135 (Unit 2). Calven Cliffs does not
credit any equipment in the fuel handling building with having emergency power, and the Calven
Cliffs fuel handling accident in the safety analysis does not assume a loss of offsite power.
Therefore, this change was made consistent with Calven Cliffs current licensing basis.

.

;

18. NUREG-1432 contains a Note which requires SR 3.8.1.3, DG monthly Operability test, to be
conducted on only one DG at a time. Calvert Cliffs ITS SR 3.8.1.4, DG monthly Operability test, '

will not contain this Note. Although Calvert Cliffs' cunent practice is to perform the SR on only
one DG at a time, Calvert Cliffs does not currently contain a requirement prchibiting the testing of'

both DGs at one time, and reserves the right to do so. His would also allow Calvert Cliffs to
credit the test if both DGs were inadvertently started simultaneously or within one hour of one
another. This change is consistent with current licensing basis.

:

1 19. NUREG-1432, Generic Change TSTF-il5 contains a requirement in Action A.2 to perform'

certain SRs. Calvert Cliffs ITS will alter TSTF-115 slightly to allow the performance of either set
of SRs within 24 hours, and once per 7 days th reafter. This change will allow Calvert Cliffs to '

utilize either float current or specific gravity as one of the parameters to test instead of only
requiring one or the other, as required by NUREG-1432, Generic Change TSTF-115.

20. NUREG 1432 SR 3.8.1.16 (verification that each DG synchroni::es with offsite power, transfers
load, and returns to steady state) and SR 3.8.1.19 (Engineered Safety Feature / loss-of-offsite power
DG test)(Calvert Cliffs ITS SRs 3.8.1.15 and 3.8.1.16, respectively) contain a Note which
prevents the SRs from being performed in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4. Calvert Cliffs ITS will not
contain this Note. Calvert Cliffs does not currently contain a requirement prohibiting these tests in
Modes 1,2,3, and 4, and reserves the right to do so. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' ;
current licensing basis. ;

:

21. NUREG-1432 SR 3.8.1.13 requires the verification that each DG non-critical automatic trip is
bypassed on an actual or simulated signal. Calvert Cliffs ITS SR 3.8.1.14 will verify that
automatically bypassed DG trips are automatically bypassed on an actual or simulated required
actuation signal. Calvert Cliffs verifies that the bypassed trip signals are bypassed, not that the
non-bypassed trip signals are not bypassed. In addition, the Calvert Cliffs CTS and ITS do not
specify the bypassed trip signals, because they vary between the DGs. The bypassed trips are
identified in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. This change is consistent with the current
Calvert Cliffs SRs and licensing basis. |

!22. NUREG-1432 SR 3.8.3.5, " Diesel Fuel Oil" contains a bracketed frequency of 31 days to check
for and remove accumulated water from each fuel oil storage Tank. There is no existing CTS
requirement to perform this Surveillance. NUREG 1.137 recommends this test be performed
quarterly for above ground tanks, as the tanks at Calvert Cliffs are.

23. NUREG-1432 SR 3.8.5.1, "DC Sources - Shutdown," lists the SRs in Specification 3.8.4 that are
applicable (SRs 3.8.4.1, 3.8.4.2, 3.8.4.3, and 3.8.4.4, which is consistent with TSTF-115). The
SR is modified by a Note wluch states that SRs 3.8.4.2,3.8 A.3, and 3.8.4.4 are not required to be
performed (which is consistent with TSTF-115). Thus, only one SR in Specification 3.8.4 is
required to actually be performed (SR 3.8.4.1). This change will delete the current SR 3.8.5.1O requirements and replace it with a Surveillance that requires the battery termmal voltage to be

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.8-4 Revision 1
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AC Sources-Operating
8 3.8.1

.-
BASES /
SURVEILLANCE % J. 1.12 (continued) -

standby condit hat is, with the e e coolant and oil
continuously circulate tempera maintained[ consistent with manufacturer ndations. The reason

I Tfse %.cgg for Note 2 is that during at with the reactor
,,g " b"d.I! critical, performance his Surval ce could cause Ip ,' ~J de perturbations to electrical distribu systems that

f"5'54e-4 di R,4,3 L could challen entinued steady state opera n and, as a
d e l,3 ((& c 3 )> ,q Mr i res d , u safe y sy q m y [ y ,,n h W _ %

3 unplar -events
g.s' T 4ef-Q . 1 ggg,'c

)CegAer
''

r SP 381.
.

( A ( d Ver4 ,,,4 This Surveillance demonstrates that C3 noncritical3

fhf*fie&4.llesurt% c,,tyg g15 *
protective functions / rex.. hfw heur atar tanraturel
am bypassed on 4trss of YEaoe sJeffal ennstrfrent idttrand h I

DG (df) actuation <tibsignalfand tical protective un ons
I c ar,J.; A ,,a3cr (engine speeo, generitor fferential current, w lube

3
oil p ure, high erankca pressure, and start 11ure

I'b u.a + e c 'M e *' rel ) trin the DG to Mert substantial damaa to the Oc
i

k -- ' . The noncritical trips are bypassed during DBAs and QO provide an alarm on an abnomal engine condition. This
V alarm provides the operator with sufficient time to react

appropriately. The DG availability to mitigate the DBA is
more critical than protecting the engine against minor t

problems that are not immediately detrimental to emergency
opera ion of the DG.

The month)EFrehuency is based on engineering judgment,
taking into consid< ration unit conditions required to
perform the Survel1 1ance, and is intended to be consistent
with expected fuel cycle lengths. Operating experience has
shown that these components ssually pass the SR when

.#,igoen M W
performed at the @ 8 month}* Frequency. Therefore, the

ge r Frecuency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability 3 |'
3 5 A ,4 J g standpoint 9 2, h,

Ch. @ S of + M jTheSRi modified by a Note, reason for the Note is
up$Q (pe(,2), that p forming the Surveilla would remove a require DG

-T S * f - 5fro ervice.
credit m a _ n: , 0, . 4k, ;d :x[" Set k'sfy4hb-6R. g

(continued)
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE
\

3. Surveillance Requirement 3.9.2.2 Bases has been modified to replace a statement describing the
Channel Calibration for source range monitors. A statement was added which explains why neutron
detectors are excluded from Channel Calibration. His replaces a statement about obtaining the
detector plateau or preamp discriminator curve, evaluating those curves, and comparing the cun'es to
manufacturer's data. The existing statement was left in by mistake. The explanatory statement added
to the SR 3.9.2.2 Bases is the same as the one that already exists in the Bases for SR 3.3.12.3,
addressing the same equipment.
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Nuclear Instrumentation f
B 3.9.2

O
BASES

i

This is because generating a meaningful test signal is i

difficult; the detectors are of simple construction, and any i
failures in the detectors will be apparent as change in i <

channel output. This Frequency is the same as that employed
for the same channels in the other applicable MODES.

!

:
REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix 1C e

j 2. UFSAR, Chapter 14 |
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Nuclear Instrumentation i

B 3.9.2 i

BASES (continued) i
'

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.2.1 !
REQUIREMENTS !

SR 3.9.2.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK, which is a !,.

comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a ;
isimilar parameter on other channels. It is based on the '

assumption that the two indication channels should be
consistent with core conditions. Changes in fuel loading
and core geometry can result in significant differences ,

between source range channels, but each channel should be v

consistent with its local conditions. I

The Frequency of 12 hours is consistent with the CHANNEL .'tCHECK Frequency specified similarly for the same instruments ,

in LCO 3.3.1, " Reactor Frotection System." ?

i

|
SR 3.9.2.2

<

SR 3.9.2.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every I

@ months. This SR is modified by a Note stating that h
neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL rat tRDATION.

,

I

[IhecMANNELC IBRA110N for the source range neutron flux,

!- monitors co ists of obtaining the etector plateau or! /
preamp dis iminator curves, eva ating those curves,
comparin the curves to the sa facturer's data. The g18 mon Frequency is based the need to perform isSurv lance under the co tions that apply.dur a plant
ou ge. Operating exper nce has shown these ponents

ually pass the Surve lance when performed
| Frequency. gn the 18 mon]t
!

REFERENCES 1. C %x A, GDC 13/GDC 26, GDC/28 and )
'

'
-- UFsA A kppe r,J5 IC

2. FSAR, Section M . g hh
)

;

i %~ - _ -
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

l

PLANT SPECIFIC CIIANGES

( V 1. These changes incorporate Calvert Cliffs specific information into brackets. Bracketed'

information located throughout NUREG-1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert
Cliffs requirements.

2. The change to the non-bracketed system name, number of systems / components, terminology,
or value was changed to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs-specific system name, number of

| systems /co. ponents, terminology, or values. This change also includes numbering changes
due to the addition or deletion of Specifications, Action, or Surveillance Requirements.

3. This change either adds or deletes information to the Bases to conform to Calvert Cliffs'
design or safety analyses.

4. This change to the Improved Technical Specification (ITS) Bases incorporates changes made
to the ITS. This change ensures consistency between the ITS and the ITS Bases.

5. Calvert Cliffs has an Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), therefore, "FSAR"
will be changed to "UFSAR" throughout the ITS Bases.

6. The addition, deletion, or modification to references, or the changing of reference numbers ;

was performed to ensure that the references are applicable to Calvert Cliffs and to ensure )consistency between references in the text and the reference section.
1

7. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the General Design Criteria (GDC) in 10 CFR Part 50

{') Appendix A; Calvert Cliffs is committed to the draft GDC loca'ed in UFSAR Appendix IC.
Therefore, the Criterion in UFSAR Appendix IC, where applicable, was referenced in the
Technical Specification Bases.

8. The reference to GDC 34 in the Background Section of the Bases for Specifications 3.9.4
and 3.9.5 was deleted. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the GDC in 10 CFR Part 50 |

Appendix IC; Calvert Cliffs is committed to the draft GDC located in UFSAR Appendix IC.
There is no equivalent requirement to GDC 34 in UFSAR Appendix IC.

9. The reason for exclusion of the neutron detectors from CHANNEL CALIBRATION is the j
same as that used for ITS Surveillance Requirement 3.3.12.3 since the instruments are the
same, and the Surveillance Requirement 3.3.12.3 explanation conforms to Calvert Cliffs
design.

10. NUREG-1432 3.9.4 and 3.9.5 Bases, Background Section, states the purposes of the SDC
System in Mode 6 are to remove decay heat and sensible heat from the Reactor Coolant
System. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.9.4 and 3.9.5 Bases, Background Section, states the purposes
of the SDC System in Mode 6 are to remove decay heat and other residual heat from the
Reactor Coolant System. This deviation will change " sensible" to "other residual" in the
Bases statement. Using "other residual" heat is more accurate because heat removed by the
SDC System encompasses more than just decay and sensible heat. Also, these words exactly
quote GDC 34, however, Calvert Cliffs is not a GDC plant.

i

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.9-1 Revision 1
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE
| O

4. Bases 3.7.4, Condensate Storage Tank, has been changed to state that the Condensate Storage Tanks ;

| contain sufficient cooling water, in the event of a coincident reactor trip, to nmintain the plant in Mode
! 3, instead of shutdown cooling (SDC) entry conditions. The Calvert Cliffs licensing basis ends events

with the plants in hot shutdown (Mode 4), not cold shutdown (Mode 5). Therefore, this change is
needed for consistency with the design and licensing basis for the Condensate Storage Tank.

,

O

,
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CST

B 3.7.4

O
BASES

APPLICABLE The CST provides cooling water to remove decay hcet and to
SAFETY ANALYSES cool down the unit following all events in the accident

analysis, discussed in the UFSAR, Chapter 14 (Ref. 3). For
anticipated operational occurrences tad accidents which do
not affect the OPERABILITY of the steam generators, the
analysis assumption is generally 6 hours at MODE 3, steaming | |
through the MSSVs followed by a cooldown to shutdown cooling
(SDC) entry conditions at the design cooldown rate.

The limiting event for the condensate volume is the large
feedwater line break with a coincident loss of offsite
power Single failures that also affect this event include
the following:

a. The failure of the diesel generator powering the motor
driven AFW pump to the unaffected steam generator
(requiring additional steam to drive the remaining AFW
pump turbine); and

b. The failure of the steam driven train (requiring a
longer time for cooldown using only one motor driven
AFWpump).

These are not usually the limiting failures in terms of
consequences for these events.

The CST satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criteria 2 and 3.

LC0 To satisfy accident analysis assumptions, the CST
(i.e., CST 12) must contain sufficient cooling water for
both units to ensure that sufficient water is available to |
maintain the RCS at Mode 3 for 6 hours following a reactor
trip from 102% RTP, assuming a coincident loss of offsite
power and the most adverse single failure. In doing this it

must retain sufficient water to ensure ade:;uate net positive'

suction head for the AFW pumps during the cooldown while in

!

O
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CST
'

B 3.7.h h
BASES

APPLICA3LE power. Single failures that also affect this event include
SAFETY ANALYSES the following:

(continued)
The failure of the diesel generator powering the motora.
driven AFW pump to the unaffected steam generator
(requiring additional steam to drive the remaining AFW
pump turbine); and

@b. The failure of the steam driven AFW requiring a
longer time for cocidown using only one mo(tor driven
AFWpump). 1

These are not usually the limiting failures in terms of
consequences for the;e events.

_ ;

f.Anonlimitingeve considered in CST i entory
determinations a break either in t main feedwater, r
AFW line near ere the two . join. is break has thepotential fo dumping condensate il terminated by
operator a ion, as the Emergen feedwater Actuati System

!would no) detect a difference pressure between he steam
;

; genera)trs for this break lo tion. This loss condensate
inventory is partially comp nsated by the reta ning of steam
generator inventory. ),\ Crderg 2 4 1 i

The CST satisfiesjQMQB33 of the NRC Policy Statement, '

rsrr- Ip
N# t N"+f h bek ( i.e,3 GTI L @ hDWed s.b

f' LCO contain sufficient cooling wate}r toWdecarTeaMc)N
To satisfy accident analysis ass mptions, the CST mus

;3 %),p, b
M a h W g0 Q,.cd 130M5bfollowing a* reactor trip from Ian Kir,cjmp [f.hCool_gine up SD(, antty conditttnT3 assuming a->=

d th006 N
0 k.seg

g jjeg coincident loss of offstte power and the most adverse single
'

failure. In doing this it must retain sufficient water to
. ensure adannate net positive suction head for the AFW pumpsusef/c vo/ gag

.\ from the siteth driven AiW pump turbine, or before isolating @ |
during the cooldowlr as well as to account for any losses

pe, y,,g j, 4 (AFWtoabrokenline. ,, s

Nf *( "#f"If f;
-~ ~~~ The CSM( which ispaseorequired is garsaoleolumespf __ fW-/M

qalions n nasoing ne un a in rws a s ur |
5

i 1 Q; J h 'n s, roiipued b cooldown to 50C . try condition at
?$ r hour. Thi asis is establis by the NRCj pa NS. g t$1f _ Review P _n_ Branch Te.chnisa osition. Rea

G
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ATTACHMENT (2)
,

I
'

AMENDMENT 'ttEVISION BY CHANGE

O
5. The alarm setpomt and the measurement range of the contamment area high range radiation monitor

were not dispositioned in the original submittal. The CTS markup has been corrected and an
appropriate Discussion of Changes was added.
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PAM Instrum ntation
*

B 3.3.10

0V BASES
.

,

P

9. Containment Area Radiation (hich rance) '

.

Containment Area Radiation is provided to monitor for
.

the potential of significant radiation releases and to '

provide release assessment for use by operations in
detennining the need to invoke site emergency plans.

,

Containment Area Radiation instrumentation consists of
two radiation detectors with displays and alann in the '

control room. The radiation detectors have a g
8measurement range of 1 to 10 R/hr.

|

10. Containment Hydrocen Monitors '

Containment Hydrogen Monitors are provided to detect !

high hydrogen concentration conditions that represent a i
potential for containment breach. This variable is i

also important in verifying the adequacy of mitigating !
l actions.

Containment Hydrogen instrumentation monitors that j
analyze samples from six locations inside the !

Containment. Two groups of three sampling lines from
| each containment provide samples to the two cabinets in
| the sampling room. The cabinets contain the hydrogen
. analyzers and related equipment. The sampling system
| is fully operational from this remote station due to 1
'

post-accident personnel safety considerations. Once
the system is placed in the sampling mode, any

3

malfunction or high hydrogen condition will generate a |,

| signal in the annunciator system in the main control |

room.

!

|
|

,

!

O
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CHANNELS APPLICABLE ALARM / TRIP MEASUREMENT "
OPERABLE MODES _SETPOINT RANGE ACTICW k'''

, INSTRUMENT
_

1. AREA MONITORS ag g
a. Containment / h

Purce & Exhaust Isolation 3 6
_

. 5 220 mr/hr 10-8 - 10' mr/hr

T.Va M '* ' (,dContainmentAreaHighRange 2 1. 2. 3 Mr )f- IN/O
~2. PROCESS MONITORS

.__

_j
a. Containment

% 1. Gaseous Activity

a) RCS Leakage Detection 1 1. 2. 3. & 4 Not 10' - 10' cpm 14
Applicable

' 11. Particulate Activity

a) RCS Leakage Detection _I 1. 2. 3. & 4 Not 10' - 10' cpm 14 )y . M plicable / 'O ,

g f. Noble Gas Effluent Monitor 's ]k I 1. Main Vent Wide Range 1 1. 2. 3. & 4 10 to 10' pC1/cc 3 C
'

4
a

11.

g it. Main Steam Header' 2 1. 2. 3. & 4 10$to 10' R/hr 30 ;
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.3.10 - PAM INSTRUMENTATION

O wiii be aggregriateir reviewed. This ch nee dees net alter this res hement and. therefere. has
no impact on plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.13 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3.6, contams the alarm setpoint for the
Contamment Area High Range monitors. The Cnatninment Area High Range monitors are
moved to ITS 3.3.10, Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation. The alarm setpoint is not
retamed in the Technical Specifications. According to the Bases, the Contamment Area
Radiation instrumentation is provided to monitor for potential of significant radiation releases
and to provide release assessment for use by operations in determining the need to invoke site
emergency plans. The alarm setpoint is not required to perform these functions. This change
is a less restrictive movement of details with no affect on safety. His change is consistent
with NUREG-1432.

LA.14 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3.6, contains the measurement range for the
Containment Area High Range monitors. The Containment Area High Range monitors are
moved to ITS 3.3.10, Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation. He measurement range is
moved to the LCO Bases for 3.3.10. Any change to these requirements in the Bases will be
controlled under the Technical Specification Bases Control Program which will ensure that an
appropriate review is performed. This change is a less restrictive movement of details with no
affect on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE '

n L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Action 31 (for all the PAM instruments except( Reactor Vessel Water Level and Containment Water Level) requires inoperable PAM
,

instruments to be restored to Operable status in 30 days, or the plant must be in Hot Shutdown i

within the next 12 hours. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.10 will relax requirements
applicable when a single channel of PAM mstrumentation is inoperable, for CTS functions ;

I through 12, and 15. The proposed change permits continued operation with one channel
inoperable; however, after 30 days a report is required, in accordance with Chapter 5.0,
" Administrative Controls" of the proposed Specifications. Post-accident monitoring prosides
indication and does not provide an active safety function. With one indication channel
inoperable, another is available or altemate means of indication are available. With two j
channels inoperable, many of the critical parameters monitored by the instrumentation can be ;

verified by alternate means. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. 1

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Action 35, when two channels of Reactor Vessel
.

Water Level mstrumentation are inoperable, requires one channel to be restored to Operable |

status within 48 hours, or to submit a report to the NRC. Improved Technical
Specification 3.3.10 will allow seven days to restore one inoperable channel prior to submitting
a report to the NRC. This change essentially increases the time allowed to repair one
inoperable channel from 48 hours to 7 days. This change is based on the other indication
channel available, and the availability of other means to monitor level (e.g., core exit

i thermocouples). Extending the allotted time from 48 hours to 7 days before additional actions
| are required is a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
i

| L.3 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Action 35-3 requires the Reactor Vessel Water Level
Monitoring System to be restored to Operable status at the next scheduled refueling outage if

r

i
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PAM Instrumentation h
8 .3. g

BASES

LCO C. Containment Isolation Valve Position (continued)

the containment penetration. The LCD requires one
channel of valve position indicatio n the control
room to be OPERABLE for each active IV in a
containment netration flow path, i.e., two total
channels of IV position indication for a penetration
flow path w h two active valves. For containment -~

penetrations with only one active !Y having control '

E L - 509 506) $ 15' S l 6, room indication, Note (b) requires a single channel of
' valve position indication to be OPERABLE. This is

loto>2150 p gi>3t,z2> sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation status
> of each isolable penetration via indicated status of

W 3; 4260, 52 4 l> S Ut ? the active valve, as applicable, and prior knowledge> of passive valve cr system boundary status. If a
M00, .-J L'lo l ( J,$). penetration flow path is isolated, position indication

path is@not needed to determine status.lV(s) in the associated penetration flow
for the

"
Therefore,'

the position indication for valves in an isolated
penetration flow path is not required to be OPERABLE.

I (F position PAM instrumentation ] h_ consists of th Dj -
_

9. Centainment Area Radiation (hich rance)

Containment Area Radiation is provided to monitor for
the potential of significant radiation releases and to '

provide release assessment for use by operators in i
determining the need to invoke site emergency plans. :

i "* 'dd8 * I M Containment Are diation _hdkb .% h
.3 ~

%
.,

_ instrumentation consists of 6 out ,
_

dq%, au
, ;

g ,.; 10. Containment Hydrocen Monitors

conb\ ro o% Containment Hydrogen Monitors are provided to detect
high hydrogen concentration conditions that represent Udn'' p W Etktb a potential for containment breach. This variable is '

k also important in verifying the adequacy of mitigating , '
'

t- o e,pa pren cy actions, i

I b l0%. 4,,,. (or t)WuniD Containment Hydrogen instrumentation 7 /(N
~

* _ consts @e inHowinob U_

(continued)
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

O
| 6. Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6, Table 3.3-6, was changed to note that Containment Purge and

Exhaust isolation information has been incorporated into ITS 3.3.7, Contamment Radiation Signal,1

instead of being relocated. This change also provides dispositions which address the alarm setpoint and i

measurement range of the containment area high range radiation monitors. |

|
|
f

I

I i

|
'

,

|
;

I

I

!

l
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|O
|
!
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| !
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!
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!

CRS

B 3.3.7

i
! BAS' 9.

| <

| consistent with the assumptions of the plant specific
setpoint calculations. !

| Each nominal trip setpoint specified is more conservative
| than the analytical limit assumed in the Fuel Handling
|
'

Accident analysis in order to account for instrument
uncertainties appropriate to the actuation Function. These
uncertainties are defined in Reference 3. A sensor channel
is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its
required Allowable Value.

The Bases for the LC0 on the CRS are discussed below for
each Function:

i

a. Manual Actuation

The LC0 on Manual Actuation backs up the automatic
actuations and ensures operators have the capability to

n rapidly initiate the CRS Function if any parameter isU trending toward its setpoint. At least one channel
must be OPERABLE to be consistent with the requirements

'

of LCO 3.9.3, " Containment Penetrations."

b. Containment Radiation-Hioh ;

1

The LC0 on the radiation sensor channels requires that
all four be OPERABLE. The radiation sensor channels

4 ,
have a measurement range of 10 - 10' mr/hr.

The Containment Radiation-High setpoint is based on
sensing radiation resulting from a fuel handling
accident in order to prevent a release of radioactivity
through the containment purge system.

!

i

!

!

!

O
!
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i

|

,

PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.10

'V
BASES

|

| 9. Containment Area Radiation (hiah ranae)
|

| Containment Area Radiation is provided to monitor for-
the potential of significant radiation releases and to

| provide release assessment for use by operations in
.

'

| determining the need to invoke site emergency plans.
i

Containment Area Radiation instrumentation consists of
two radiation detectors with displays and alarm in the
control room. The radiation detectors have a g

smeasurement range of 1 to 10 R/hr.

10. Containment Hydrocen Monitors

Containment Hydrogen Monitors are provided to detect
high hydrogen concentration conditions that represent a
potential for containment breach. This variable is
also important in verifying the adequacy of mitigatingO actions.

Containment Hydrogen instrumentation monitors that
analyze samples from six locations inside the
Containment. Two groups of three sampling lines from
each containment provide samples to the two cabinets in
the sampling room. The cabinets contain the hydrogen
analyzers and related equipment. The sampling system
is fully operational from this remote station due to
post-accident personnel safety considerations. Once
the system is placed in the sampling mode, any
malfunction or high hydrogen condition will generate a
signal in the annunciator system in the main control
room.

|

!

|O
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Lt013.~) q EHANNEL5 APPLICABLE ALARM / TRIP MDuvuurun g''' INSTRUMENT OPERABLE _ MODE 5__ _SETPOINT RANGE ACTION ,.,

N d
)! AREA MONITORS h bIc-

5 d
] a. Containment E

[,I 5 220 mr/hr h' - 10' mrh ^ 16 q.4
^1. Purge & Exhaust Isolation 3

Contaffnent Area High Range 2 1, 2, 3, & 4 5 10 R/hr 1 - 10' R/hr ~' TO}
2. PROCESS MONITORS

g __
-

* a. Containment
w

k 1. Gaseous Activity
'

.

a) RCS Leakage Detection 1 1. 2. 3, & 4 Not 10' - 10' com 14
Appitcable

it. Particulate Activity

a) RCS Leakage Detection 1 1, 2. 3, & 4 Not 10' - 10 cpm 148

_ An|Ll_icablek
. _ _ _ . _ _ _ . - _ . _ . _ w' ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~Noble Gas Effluent Monitors
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

See k r,.,4ckup ,

TABLE 3.3-6 (Continued)b .g c41. d r.. fa. wi,,

M*Ink-<7d,,,a IABLE NOT.A_ TION
*^

*
Alam setpoint to be specified in a controlled document ~
(e.g.,setpointcontrolmanual).

/ --

ACTIONSTATEMENTS
.

- ON 14 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with th
CTION requirements of Specification 3.4.6.1.

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by A .)ACTION 1 -

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requiremen c 1 with the'

ACTION requirements of Specification 3 ,| h
r - i

' ACTION 30 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by ,

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement initiate the
preplanned alternate method of monitoring the appropriate
parameter (s), within 72 hours, and: ,

1) either restore the inoperable channel (s) to OPERABLE
status within 7 days of the' event, or

i

2) prepare and submit a Special Report to the Comission |
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 days following the l
event, outlining the action taken, the cause of the
inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoringy ,

the system to CPERABLE status. y !

|
%_

\

'
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i

11. Particulate Activity
,
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- . . . . . . . . _ _ , _
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g Containment
''' 1. Gaseous Activity.
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^

a) RCS Leakage Detection 1 1.2,3.14 Not 10' - 10' cpm 14
11. Particulate Activity Applicable

l

a) RCS Leakage Detection 1 1, 2. 3, & 4 Not 10' - 10' cpm 14w Appifcablem g b. Noble Gas Effluent MonitE

$ k ,
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

[bpdcd.,n3,4,14,
ide 0%uton of Cheap

TABLE 3.3-5 (Continued)'
5 u

"AG Rakep .eled'en TABLE NOTATIONI
L h ~,o abn ''

Alann setpoint to be specified in a controlled document
(e.g.,setpointcontrolmanual).

ACTION STATEMENTS

CTION 14 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by '

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with th.

ACTION requirements cf Specification 3.4.6.1.C -

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required byACTIC -

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement with the
ACTION requirements of Specification 3

'

g
ACTION 30 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, initiate the
preplanned alternate method of monitoring the appropriate
parameter (s),within72 hours,and;

O 2) either restore the inoperable channel (s) t0 OPERABLE
status within 7 days of the event, or

2) prepare and submit a Special Report to the Commission-

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 days following the |
event, outlining the action taken, the cause of the
inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring

_ J e system to OPERABLE status.
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|

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECT!ON 3.3.7 - CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SIGNAL

] LA.3 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Table 4.3-2, item 6.a, contains CFT requirements for
manual purge valvo control switches. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 will not contain
this information. Ihis information is being moved to plant procedures. Any changes to these
requirements will require change in accordance with the plant change control process. He
plant change control process ensures that any changes will be appropriately reviewed. His
change will not alter these requirements and therefore will not adversely affect plant safety. '

Manual operation of these valves is not assumed in the safety analyses. His change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.4 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3-6, contains the measurement range for the
Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation monitors. Improved Technical Specifications will
move this detail to the Bases. This is acceptable as the exact range of the mstrument is
unimportant as long as the instrument is capable of performing its safety function as required
for operability. Placing this detail of operability in the Bases is consistent with the ITS
standards for format and content. Any changes to these requirements in the Bases will require
change in compliance with the Bases Change Control Program. He Bases Change Control
Program will ensure that changes receive appropriate review. This is a less restrictive
movement of details change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 requires two Containment Purge Valve Isolation

Manual Trip channels per penetration to be Operable. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7
reduces this requirement to one channel of Manual Trip per penetration. The change is based
on the fact that the ability to close the valves remains assured with one channel Operable. Also
the Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation will also occur on a High Radiation Signal or
Containment Isolation Signal. Also in conjunction with this change, the CTS Actions when
one of two Manual Trip channels is inoperable are now applicable when the one required
Manual Trip channel is inoperable. The change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

:

!
; L.2 Current Technical Specif ation 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required
i

number of containment radiation monitors Operable, Operation may continue, prosided the |

| containment purge isolation valves are maintained closed. Improved Technical
'

Specification 3.3.7 Action A requires that if one instrument channel is inoperable, then within
! four hours, either the affected sensor module be placed in trip or Core Alterations and all
| movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies within containment be suspended. Allowing continued

operation, with the sensor module in trip without closing the containment purge isolation
valves, is a less restrictive change. Placing the sensor module in trip satisfies the function of I
the monitor. This logic is more conservative, and thus is an acceptable condition. This change |
is consistent with NUREG-1432. I

L.3 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required j

number of containment radiation monitor channels Operable, operation may continue provided
the containment purge isolation valves are maintained closed. Improved Technical

.

Specification 3.3.7 Action B requires that if one required manual Actuation channel or I

( Actuation Logic channel is inoperable, or more than one instrument channel is inoperable, or
](

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.7-4 Revision 1
j
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES'

_ SECTION 3.3.7 - CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SIGNAL
,

,

Completion Time of Action A is not met, then containment purge supply and exhaust isolation
|
1

<

x.J
valves must be placed and maintained in a closed position, or Core Alterations and all !

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment must be suspended (Technical I

Specification 3.9.3 Actions). This is a less restrictive change because instead of requiring the
valves to be closed, an option is added to suspend Core Alterations and the movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies within contamment. Prohibiting the continuation of Core Alterations

i
and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies prevents the initiator of a fuel handling accident i
from occurring. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

!
,

! L.4 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3-6, states that the Mode of Applicability for j'

the Containment Area Purge and Exhaust Isolation Monitors is Mode 6, and Table 3.4-3 states
|that the Mode in which the surveillance is required is Mode 6. Improved Tecimical !| Specification applicability will be during Core Alterations with containment purge valves open,

and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the containment with containment-

purge valves open. This change makes the applicability for the monitors consistent with the
safety analysis. The Containment Area Purge and Exhaust isolation Monitors are required to
close the Containment Purge and Isolation Valves upon an increase in containment area
radiation following a fuel handling accident. This function ii not required if the purge valves
are already closed or if Core Alterations or movement of fuel in contamment, which could

I
result in a fuel handling accident, are not underway. As the required Mode of applicability is

i narrower in the ITS, this change is less restrictive. The change is consistent with'
NUREG-1432.

i

'

Pg

!
1

|
1

!

I

l

i

V
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I i

i11. Particulate Activity !

1. 2. 3. ENa) RCS teakace Detection S R M
E -

,

b. Noble Gas Eff nt Monttors 1
3 1. Main nt Wide Range S M I, ,&4 j
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P 11. n Steam Header S R M 2, 3, & 4 . q |
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. TABLE.3.3-6 (Continued)
4

TABLE NOTATION gj

Su0,5 %,w A cL ,,oep nt o ro ..

4 M''YuN"a 313, h|Su b.u.u,., ,c 6.$4 . A .+i., 3.4,i9 ACTION STATEMENTS * cg g >>u.u, v..u .n .a.

kCTION14- With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by i

the Minimum Channels OPERAELE requirement, comply with the; ,

CTION recuirements of Specification 3.4.6.1.r !
.

.

(ACTION 16- h the nJnber of channels OPERABLE less than requi by I
he Minimum Channels OPERABLE /equirement, comply wi the"CTION requirements of Specif/ cation 3.9.9. f- ;

ACTIDH 30 - With the number of channels err.nasu scan snan required by [
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement initiate the 1

'preplanned alternate method of monitoring the appropriate
A parameter (s), within 72 hours, and:

1) either restore the inoperable channel (s) to OPERABLE
status within 7 days of the' event, or

2) prepare and submit a Special Report to the Comission
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 days following the |
event, outlining the action taken, the cause of the
inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring

Ithe system to CPERABLE status.
'o
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RADIATION MONITORING INSTRtMENTATION Pdaab I37)'EY l 'd I'

'

c, MINIMUM gj!C CHAMMELS APPLICABLE ALARM / TRIP MEASUREMENT 4
,

3 INSTRUMENT OPERABLE MODES _5ETPOINT_ RANGE ACTION
E"

t

. 1. MONITOR g
-

e
5 a. Cont -- ent - y

>

" _ Purge & Exhauit isosau on .V 6 < 220 er/hr/10-' - 10' mr/hr A6)
Q ._ Containment Area High Range 2 1, 2. 3. 1 4 < 10 R/hr 1 - 10' R/hr 30)

rxvu.n nunuvw $3, 0, s of,,. 3 ch.7 &
.

4,p 43, , , , ,

S "'' h'.,N'~
3 . A I A " I''SR a. Containment #t L e v L . % 3 . 1. 0 , " f n n GL. < k b e'r 4.. L1'* ~

,,*

t' f. Gaseous Activity
u
^

a) RCS Leakage Detection 1 1, 2. 3 & 4 Not 10' - 10' cpm 143 <Applicable
l it. Particulate Activity

a) RCS Leakage Detection I 1. 2. 3. & 4 Not 10' - 10' cpm 14j
O olicable v

Noble Gas fluent Monitog
E 1. Mai Vent Wide Range 1 1. 2. 3. & 4 10 '' o 10' pC1/cc 3 b

kt_ . afn Steam Header 2 1. 7 1- E4 -' to 10' R/hr 0 h.
*

4 5 - Al p
Q

e
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s
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

TABLE 3.3-6(Continued) ;
*

1

TABLE NOTATION i

/.| I*

A,laf setpoint to be cified in a controgd document
W.g., setpoint con o manual). / -

)
Tw Dn.a. p ch.p 4 See Ohn50.o[clege,b g5(a e&4 3,4,4 td ACTION STATEMENTS g
Leday hdwb. solem ,4 gy/ gi,

ee

|

%CTION14- With the number of channeth'ertusLL sess Enan required b7%
\ the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with the/
\ ACTION reautrements of SDeciff Cation 3.4.6.1.f

FtTION )6 - With the numberAf channelk OPERA 5 lessthanrequirepbd
.itheMinimum[annelsOPERABLEr

rement, comely w1M thed .
L.acTirw = ;__ nte nf eneific ion 3.9.9.J|

(kCTION 30 - With the numoer of cnannels vrtusLE less than required b?
the , Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, initiate the
preplanned alternate method of monitoring the appropriate
parameter (s),within72 hours,and:

I 1) either restore the inoperable channel (s) td OPERABLE,
| status within 7 days of the event. or

| 2) prepare and submit a Special Report to the Comission*

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 days following the ( |,

| event outlining the action taken, the cause of the
|

inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring >i
'

the system to OPERABLE status.j
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RADIATIDM MONITORING INSTRtfwENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS U
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CNANNEL MODES IN WHICR EC CHAMMEL CM?.NMEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLFNCE Q
] INSTRtMENT CHECK CALIBRATION TE_ST REQUIRED

E"AREA MONITORSe .
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* a. Containment :n..

y
7 Purge & Exhaust Isolation 5 REFUELING INTERYAL M 6') |

.

(b. Containment Area High Range 5 nu utLIm annuvAL n A. 2. .s. a y {
PROCES5 NR150Ki be Der-m, g &p f..

* " Ad " ^#R a. Containment sp .4.b 3A.HP 'WC.S '"

';' 1. Gaseous Activt 2,,/.y biteA.. 1,, $ s ''

a) RCS Leakage Detection S 'R M 1, 2, 3, &
11. Particulate Activity

a) RCS Leakage _ Detection S R M 1, 2, 3, & h
*

Noble Gas Effleent Montt
,

g .

E 1. Main Vent Wide Range S R M 1, 2, 3, &

|Qt.Mainsteamneader
2

3

3 S R M 1, 2, 3. & 4
.

.
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.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION

3
/) penetration to one per penetration. The function will still be able to be perfonned. Also, no safety( analysis credits the manual actuation of the Contamment Purge Valve Isolation. Therefore, the

change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. '

3.3.7 Change L.2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

he proposed change revises the conditions under which continued operation is allowed if one
contamment radiation monitor is Operable. Instead of requiring the containment purge valves to be
closed, four hours is allowed to make Operable an inoperable containment radiation monitor, after
which the affected sensor module may be placed in trip, and operation may continue. Contamment
radiation monitors are not initiators of any analyzed event. Placing the affected sensor module in

trip satisfies the function of the associated monitor. He proposed change does not significantly
affect initiatiers or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significa. ,
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

He proposed change revises the Conditions under which continued operation is allowed if one
containment radiation monitor is Operable. Instead of requiring the containment purge valves to be
closed, four hours is allowed to make Operab'e an inoperable contamment radiation monitor, after
which the affected sensor module may be placed in trip, and operation may continue. He change
will not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is beings

q added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any
new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change revises the Conditions under which continued operation is allowed if one i

containment radiation monitor is inoperable. Instead of requiring the containment purge valves to )
be closed, four hours is allowed to make Operable an inoperable containment radiation monitor,
after which the affected sensor module may be placed in trip, and operation may continue. Placing '

the affected sensor module in trip satisfies the function of the associated monitor. Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.3.7 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will add the option to suspend Core Alterations and movement ofirradiated
fuel assemblies instead of closing the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves when
the Containment Radiation Signal is inoperable. His change will not significantly affect the
probability of an accident. The conttinment purge system is not an initiator of any analyzed event.!

! This change will not significantly affect the consequences of an accident. When Core Alterations
and movement ofirradiated fuel is ruspended, the fuel handling accident is precluded. This change
will not affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, this

(_.)
'

i
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION

O(j change does r.ot involve a significant increase in the probability or consequ nces or an accident
; previously evaluated.
f

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change will add the option to suspend Core Alterations and movement ofirradiated
fuel assemblies instead of closing the contamment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves when

the Containment Radiation Signal is inoperable. 'Ihis change does not invoh>e a significant change,

( in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
| proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore,
i

the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from wy accident
previously evaluated.

l
! 3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will add the option to suspend Cere o%w and movement ofirradiated
fuel assembH s instead of closing the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves when
the Contain nat Radiation Signal is inoperable. Allowing Core Alterations and movement of
irradiated fud assemblies within contaimnent to be suspended instead of closing the contamment
purge supply md exhaust isolation valves is acceptable because the fuel handling accident is

| precluded when Core Alterations and movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies are suspended. This
| will ensure that the initial conditions of the accident analyses are maintained. Therefore, the

proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin or safety.

3.3.7 Change 1,.4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
| accident previously evaluated?

)

The proposed change changes the Mode of Applicability for the Containment Area Purge and '

Exhaust Isolation Radiation Monitors from Mode 6 to during movement of irradiated fuel |
|

assemblies within containment with containment purge valves open. Containment Radiation
Monitors are not initiators of any analyzed event so this change does not increase the probability of

, any accident previously evaluated. The Containment Area purge and Exhaust Isolation Radiation
| Monitors are assumed to close the containment purge valves following a fuel handling accident.
! Fuel handling accidents are assumed to occur only during Core Alterations or movement of
I irradiated fuel. The Containment Area Purge and Exhaust isolation Radiation Monitors are not
| required to mitigate a fuel handling accident if the purge valves are closed or if Core Alterations or

{
| movement ofirradiated fuel is not occurring so there is not an increase in the consequences of an

accident previously evaluated. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
j increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
;

j 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accidem from any accident
'

previously evaluated?

The proposed change changes the Mode of Applicability for the Containment Area Purge and
Exhaust Isolation Radiation Monitors from Mode 6 to during Core Alterations with Contamment
Purge Valves open, and during movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies within containment with

/ containment purge valves open. This change will not physically alter the plant (no new or different
( types of equipment will be installed). The change does not require any new or unusual operator
%

>
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'

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION C,pe uTu-tr won j

b MINIMUM
q CHANNELS APPLICABLE ALARM / TRIP MEASUREMENT g''' INSTRUMENT CPERABLE MODES __ _SETPOINT RANGE ACTION ;

,.,

b 1. AREA MOMITORS h Diwa.- c1 k h5 ctr 4 2.n l " A d '
j

[ a. Containment %4,;$ y,,3u_W E
1. Purae & Exhaust Isolation 1 r. ; 9?n mr/hr 10-8 - 10* mr/hr ID (-

(b. Containment Area High Range 2 1. 2. 3. & 4 5 10 R/hr 1 - 10' R/hr 3j
2. PROCESS MONITORS _,%. ,r A. C,

2 a. Containment -#* #' "4 ''

i. Gaseous Activity
,

a) RCS Leakage Detection 1 1. 2, 3 &4 Not 10 - cpm 14 |
3

Applicable
11. Particulate Activity

,

I
a) RCS Leakage Detection

'

1 2. 3. & 4 Not 10 - 10' cpu 14
8

g Applicabl
a b. Noble Gas Effluent Monitors !

2 1. Main Vent Wide Range 1 I. 2, 3. A 4 10 to 10' pC1/cc 304

f. .
tA

g 11. Main Steam Header 2 1. 2. 3. & 4 104 to 10' R/hr 30 } .

'b

9
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION ,

i

$p h.. 2. . TABLE 3.3-9 (Continued) |*
.

fs K.) . A ab M j A4 r '' TM W MTATION,

Alann setpoint to be specified in a controlled documenl*

(e.g.,setpointcontrolmanual). J
' iL ,0,3w m ,n d CL. yA<-

ACTION STATEMENTS Sphb '3,7-),"c6 5"

ACTION 14 - With the number of channels SPERABLE less than required b -

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with the :

ACTION requirenents of Specification 3.4.6.1. [

, {lCTION16-
With the msnber of channels SPEAABLE less than required by |
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with the !'

|! M CTION .aequirements of Specification 3.9.9. f - --

ACTION 30 - With the numoer of channels oriRABLE less than required by |the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, initiate the
preplanned alternate method of monitoring the appropriate

| parameter (s), within 72 hours, and. ;

! I

i 1) either restore the inoperable channel (s) to OPERABLE i
|status within 7 days of the' event, or

I :

2) prepare and submit a Special Report to the Conmission |

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 diys following the | !

event, outlining the action taken, the cause of the i

inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring ) |

the system to OPERABLE status. j {
|
' t. |

L km...-J.1..f. G, i
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7 b Pg
RADIATION NONITORING INSTRtMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS1 "

% 0%m.w of G.,y. M
o

5 v% b 137'cfs' CHANNEL MODES IN INIICR *
f [q y CRANNEL CHANNIL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE p "E' i7 INSTRtMENT

_CH_ECK._ CALIBRATION TEST REQUIRED
1 [ [

g 1. AR 5 MONITORS } ;
- .

jf j{
a. Containment

!!
t1 f. Purge & Exhaust Isolation S . REFUELING M 6 ] .[ / ~

'd
owTERVAL_s ;1 b. Containment Area High Range S 8.EFUELING M 1. 2. 3. & 4]

' '

(IKTERVAL r
2.:' 2. PROCESS MONITORS .

V' a. Containment 'U Sk ag st1. Gaseous Activtty 3.4 IL1 yq g g,7
a) RCS Leakage Detection 5 R M 1, 2. 3. & 4

11. Particulate Activity
-

g a) RCS leakage Detection S R H 1, 2. 3. & 4a
. Noble Gas Effluent Monitor i

P. 1. Main Vent Wide Range S R M I, 2. 3. & 4'2'
I [P t 11. Main Steam Header 5 R M I.2.3.&4)E '

=
O I

7 7
:

ce ~

" 5
%y d

.

V
y
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S
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N 'M S' MINIMUM E
'

C CHANNELS APPLICABLE ALARM / TRIP MEASUREMENT 4q INSTRUMENT OPERABLE MODES _SETPOINT RAMGE ACTION Ein
x. 1. AREA MONITORS \ L. taa..,~ # c).y Rn g

t~
e n 3. L ).r, V ) ,.J.. , >* a. Contaircent w,a,:S p ,. d

" ,M
1. Purge & Exhaust Isolation 3 6 5 220 cir/hr 10-8 - 10' ter/hr 16_1

,,-----

Q. Containment Area High Range 2 1. 2. 3. & 4 5 10 R/hr 1 - 10' R/hr _30]
2. PROCESS MONITORS gm,,, 4 g

R a. Containment k'e d " b 1 1.8* ,"('A < "
a

t* 1. Gateous Activity /m̂

a} RCS Leakage Detection 1. 2. &4 Not 10' - 10' cp]m 14
Applicable '

11. Particulate Activity

a) RCS Leakage Detection 1 . 2. 3. & 4 Not 10' - 10' cpm 14
__ Applicab
b. Noble Gas Effluent Monitor h

,

E 1. Maln Vent W1de Range 1 1, 2. 3. K 4 ' 10 to 10' pC1/cc 3034
R &

. T~~0 3 11. Main Steam Header 2 1. 2, 3. & 4 10 to 10' R/hr4

4 30} r-
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

/Rsanb!73,\ TABLE 3.3-6(Continued)" ' - - ' c'- Q,Q % ,g {(p u . . .

DETM TABLE NOTATION gg ,f,w.t%
*

*
Alann setpoiht to be s ecified in a controlled document )*

(e.g., setpoint contro manual). j
ACTION STATEMENTS

,

ACTION 14 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by
th'e Minimum Channels OPCRABLE requirement, comply with the
ACTION requirements of Specification 3.4.6.1.

(ACTION 16- With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by
,

_

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with the ,

ACTION recuirements of Specification 3.9.9.,
_

ACTION 30 - With the number of channels OPERABLE l'ss than required by )e
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, initiate the

i preplanned alternate rnethod cf monitoring the appropriate
' parameter (s), within 72 hours, and:

O 1) either restore the inoperable channel (s) tc OPERABLE |

status within 7 days of the event, or ;

2) prepare and submit a Special Report to the Comission*

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 days following the |
event, outlining the action taken, the cause of the
inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoringJ
the system to OPERABLE status.,

l
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Ac s.g CA..o Le .
- PIRADIATIDs nonITORINc_ INST e tNTATIOn so-vtIttANCEl qu!REntwTS i

i .t % G 7,'te5"[Sp CHANNEL M0eES In unICn ; *

C ( CHANNEL CMANNEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE Q
Q INSTRUnENT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST _ REQUIRED i !w

,1. AREA MONITORS
__ : E

y.
c- amy a. Containment

" ~

Purge & Exhaust Isolation S REFUELING INTERVAL M 6 ) |

h Containment Area Hich Rance S . REFUELING INTERYAL M 1. Z. 3. &J |

L e Oc5c.5 , & J C L . p _ b2. PROCESS MONITOR $

D*' 'g a. Containment P' " "

/hhse s et.y 1. Gaseous Activity g 2.4M.1 g,a ph
a) RCS Leakage Detection S R M 1. 2. 3. & 4 {

11. Particulate Activity ) [
_

a) RCS Leakage Detection S R M 1.2.3.14 )f
^

Noble Gas Effluent Monitorsb.

a 1. Main Vent Wide Range S R M 1. 2. 3. & 4l *j
?+ 11. Main Steam Header 5 R M 1. 2. 3. & 4 Y:p

M, d
s *
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CPIS (Analog) @
B 3.3.7

$cAus4 5
BASES, -_

.

LC0 analysis in order o account astrument uncertalaties(continued) appropriate to the Fun on. These uncertainties aredefined in Reference 3. A channel is inoperable if its
| actual trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable

Value.,

The Bases for the LCO on the are discussed below foreach Function:

w --Ach M Q-a. Manual
_

| The LCO on Manual backs up the automatic r s
and ensures operators have the capability to rap y

| initiate the CPIS Function if any parameter is
! trending toward its setpoint. At least one channel

must be OPERABLE to be consistent with the
requirements of LCO 3.9.3, ' Containment Penetrations.' '

h - fs ~r.% , r] @
b. Containment Radiation-Hioh

reut.[r, The LCO on the radiattogh; requires that all = A.. A., hg g.,,, k }
| re b + +s

q g four be OPERABLE. - g,yye c., a,

8 ' '' M '^ o r 4 4, [ der thtMnit. . tise bafis for']the Containment .32(" fo '' ai' O] * b " h '" + > * N
e rd em _ Radiation-high setpoint isni Uwite:

y _

O r,.. b 4L pl .anvd g,... Actuntion teeic -
,

P''[ t -t
' 1

de a One r2 n of Actuation Logic must be OPERABLE to be hn.

cons stent with the requirements of LCO 3.9.3. If one
(C w... - ], fails, it must be restored to OPERABLE status.
e ;

f
| APPLICABILITY j' In MODE 5 or 6. the @ isolation of containment purge g ,-j valves is not required to be OPERABLE. However, during CORE i

ALTERATIONS or during movement of irradiated fuel, there is ;
' c T', c. - the ossibility of a fuel handling accident requiring the! .

!on high radiation in containment. Accordingly,the
must be OPERABLE during CORE ALTERATIONS and when |

moving any irradiated fuel in containment i
g

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the containment purge valves er
sealed closed.

_ f

'f kYh)*''_
'

! (continued)
, ,

CEOG STS B 3.3-111 Rev1,04/07/95
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V I

PAM Instrumentation 3h
B 3.3 d

im )

BASES i

LCO C. Certainment isolatien Valve Position (continued)
the containment penetration. The LCO requires one
channel of valve position indication in the controlm
room to be OPERABLE for each activeffcIV in a
containment netration flow path, i.e., two total
channels of IV position indication for a penetration
flow path w h two active valves. For containment !

penetrations with only one active IV having control3L-50
06> S IS' S l 6 room indication, Note (b) requires a single channel of> j

valve position indication to be OPERABLE. This is )

7 0t0,214 0, DFl> nt2; sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation status 1

of each isol.ble penetration via indicated status of J
M ; 4Z60,5 241>S it?> the active valve, as applicable, and prior knowledge

of passive valve or system boundary status, if a
400; ud L'io l (4.S), penetration flow path is isolated, position indication .

!

path is@not needed to determine status.lV(s) in the associated penetration flow
for the~

Therefore,
the position indication for valves in an isolated i

penetration flow path is not required to be OPERABLE.
'

I
IV position PAM instrumentation ] h_ consists of c W y@ m

_

l
9. Containment Area Radiation thich rance)

Containment Area Radiation is provided to monitor for
the potential of significant radiation releases and to
provide release assessment for use by operators in
detettnining the need to invoke site emergency plans.

b ' M'" LI@ unit) Containment AreQadiation f4s
~

4kb ~ n _ instrumentation consists of 6e fDRvfnD
%

_
W,

69 , au
gg 10. Containment Hydrocen Moniton

j
cordre\ rao m. Containment Hydrogen Monitors are provided to detect / !high hydrogen concentration conditions that represent W
yg' 4 gW $ tItdV a potential for containment breach. This variable is

also important in verifying the adequacy of mitigating g
b-t o *h brers ey actions.

4 I h l0 k/kr J[(or tbWuniD Containment Hydrogen instrumentation D
E

conTTsts of dhe foHewinT b g

g

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.3-142 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

7. The 5.0 Bases were changed to correct a typographical error (page numbering).
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IMPROVED TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION BASES
SECTION 5.0 - ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

Section 5.0 does not contain a Bases Section.
(
!

,

O .

;

!
l

O
CALVERT CLIITS - UNITS I & 2 5.0-1 Revision 1
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

8. Page lla was added to the CTS markup sections 3.6.1.2 for Units I and 2. These pages do not change
the ITS, but they were inadvertently omitted from the CTS mark-up.
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT..,

Containment Leakaae

K.
!4: LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

i$i
34 1 3.6.1.2 Containment leakage rates shall be limited to:,

d E ]'
, p. A maximum allowable containment leakake rate, , as s ecified inSpecification [$5.6, ' Cont nt Lea age Rate esting Program." | hj]

(1}%tf0Q>JfCM3 for alldN c Q h A combined leakage rate of ype B and C tests M . ' ~0 D=$ M cenetra+4nne and valves sub

- S enN,'$",[."'

/ I CABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. ~

/

ACTION: With either (a) the measured overall integrated containment
Ieakage rate exceeding the acceptance criteria specified in the Containment

M Leakage Rate Testing Program, or (b) with the measured combined leakage (rate for netrations and valves sub.iect to Types B and C tests
exceeding L , restore the overall integrated containment leakage rat
to within acce tanc __criteriaEcified in the Containment Leakage _ Rate ggt

1 ti m an e combined leLk_ ace rate for ao nanatratinne an
(j

-

' gsalve_ngJh to Type B y d C te @seri than crecual toe.50 LJ prior 37
s st

to Ind sing the Reactor CoMnt System temperature above 200*F..''

b'I A,1 |
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

(NtC.96-DS$
4 Tht containment leakage rates [shall,M1femonstrate64t thD

. gdWtesWehidule-arupshall be determinea in ennf amnce with the !.o
it, methodspand p 5 specified indD CFLPeft 50, AppeadTx J:

a. Perform required visual examinations a yte ( t in y
accordance with the Containment Leakag ste Testin rogram,

kako9,c gic Jed;.3
%.a a m,ey,(4 M . a .:. 4 a , u m . e, g i

4< d:,$ _ > -
.

C

| tAtytRit1FFS -1) NIT-1- 9/4-4-2 - knendment-Me,-216

|

|

O
|

96-057
Ila J h \ ,
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS |

. 3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

Containment Leakaae
'

-4

} LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

g.1.2 Containment leakage rates shall be limited to:
' h

%" . @ A maximum allowable containment leakage rate, , as specified in !,

;p Specification .5.6. 'Contai Leakage Rate esting Program." |g
'I T I th'e )' A combined leakage rate of < L {(17)ftF00 std53for all

e S C 4 -0 @; c penetrations and valves subi . Iype5andC_t t -

y5 *ig (presywtized j;e4d K |(yg ;f fggg, gg -

-

c NL T '

t
'

,,

"id ' ' *d t' N '*3 #

m e$ U
'

'

5***j#

MODES 1.2,3and4Q
e CABILITY:

=

\ AC.Tlp.N: With either (a) the measured overall integrated containment '
,

\ , leakage rate exceeding the acceptance criteria specified in the Containment
J Leakage Rate Testing Program, or (b) with the measured combined leakage

W rate for a netrations and valves subject to Types B and C tests
exceedin , restore the overall integrated containment leakage rat
to within ceptance criteria _ seprified in tha Enntainment tenkaee Rat (JR_

Testing Program ana Ine combined leakace rate far all nenetrations an q 6,o $3
; @a'TVeTTUtr . Type B and C testsfo_ lese"than or M1 to 0,60 L.) prior 1

[ Qoincreas Reactor coolant System temperature above 200* j

17
i
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

hf_C96M I

(4.6d.23 The containment leakage ratesCthall Wnstrated-af tTe3 J
.

(fo))owine test scteet0le an,pshall be detemined_in confomance with the 1

eria, m hod and provisions specified in 40_.CFRJeTT 50. Apenrndix JI) !

$' edole I'

) a. Perfom required visual examinations ang(Iype-rtsetin) in hp4q6-05>7'n

accordance with the Containment Leakege/ Rate lesting Program.

age rdekes h , je 3

)ene4,4or Q L,(o.Aa,; m ,,4 a j ,, u ,T,a; Q, conb, ,a.,t 4.,- - -

1 lokse.dia

C

! CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/4 6-2 Amendment No. 193
!
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

9. Page 37a was added to CTS markup section 4.9.12 for Unit 2. This page does not change the ITS, but
was inadvertently omitted from the CTS mark-up.
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L k ItI* L a Sp Jca, fu % af V(TP
'

srv.o
.r o w f.r.Il

.

f) (fase 12a of IF)
C,/

.

|

V5U WTP Showf a &rdren
d !!"E' 3"O OP 14vu or Sydem h/Aff

|
.

Q 61.0', -svamuANG: !!TSL, G ; _ "| .

~ ~i
k Aft each costDete or pMiel reptacement Ef ejharfna'i assuroco

5,$,1],3 b verifying that the charcoal adsorbers(remo(> !S%ga
a ocensted hudrocarpon Wgerant.,.4eri canwhen sney arv te ed
n- in accordance with RegulatorW6u.enns c.5.e Wil N '

GT ao Guide 1.52 Revision 20tarrA4978)wh11e operating
the ventilation system at a flow rate of 32.000 cfs110%.

$ After mainten/ verifying that the aice affecting the air ow distribution by ting)
in-place and flow distribution i niform
within + 0% of the average f1 r unit when tested l.d~

accorda e with the provisions f Section 9 of "Ind rial
Ventil ion" and Section 8 o ANSI N510-1975. J

O()
i

)
|
1

i

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/4 9-18 Amendment No. 149
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ATTACliMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION HY C11ANGE

10. Various reference marking errors and omissions were found and corrected which do not change ITS,
but clarify references on pages.
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b n 3.3, $ h~

fu e o

O
3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATION

'
Containment isolation of non-essential penetrations is also initiated]by SIAS (functional units 1.a and 1.c).

{crA *ok g
g When the RCS temperature is:

hGreater than 385'F, the required OPERABLE HPS! pumps must be able lhI

to start autornatically upon receipt of a SIAS signal,
--

(b) Between 385'F and 365'F. a transition region exists where the
OPERABLE HPSI pump will be placed in pull-to-lock on a cooldown
and restored to automatic status on a heatup.

{
,

(c) At 365'F and less, the required OPERABLE HPSI pump shall be in |
'

' pull-to-lock and will not start automatically.

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are r.et aeolicable.
"

Must be OPERABLE only in MUDL o wnen the valses are required OPERABLE
and they are open.

--

O ,

Trip function may be bypassed in this MODE when pressurizer pressure
is < 1800 psia; bypass shall be automatically removed when
pressurizer pressure is 11800 psia.

IC) Trip function may be bypassed in this MODE below 785 psia; bypass !
( shall be automatically removed at or above 785 psia. i

'

|

b(c b%5'rea l Usays lar
>See d4 g 2,3,y a ggr,3 9e Oist.ss. of dog 3 tm

,

bshr*~bdnhos." 'I' IF "*
>

;

e

i

CALVERT CLIFFS - tlNIT 1 3/4 3-14 Amendment No. 185

O
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Sg4 6 33.5 ; Ss.

0 |
|

|

3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

TABLE 3.3-3(Continued) *

TABLE Il0TATION

# Containment isolation of non-essential penetrations is also initiated '

by SIAS (functional units 1.s and 1.c).
{ob nokl
g , When the RCS temperature is

h Greater than 325'F. the required OPERABLE HPS! pumps must be able | h
to start automatically upon receipt of a SIAS signal. '

-

(b) Between 325'T and 301'F. a transition region exists where the
OPERABLE HPSI pump will be placed in pull-to-lock on a cooldown
and restored to automatic status on a heatup.

t

:
| (c) At 301*F and less, the required OPERABLE HPS! pump shall be in |'

pull-to-lock and will not start automatically.
' *

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicahic.
_.

m

.. t

Must be OPERABLE only in MODE 6 when the valves are required OPERABLE t
and they are open.

/ ip function may be bypassed in this Moi)1 when pressurizer pressureO l is < 1800 psia; bypass shall be automatically removed whenQ pressuri:er pressure is 1 1800 psia.
,

| (c) Trip function may'be bypassed in this MODE below 785 psia; bypass
shall be automatically removed at or above 785 psia,

w

Se e (),u.M.. of(k es for feg bga;,,) (Qg

$p,4uAn3.3.$'EsFA5 g, g ,,g,g, gg ja

I r, A.,.aAb . *
{

,

i

l

l
i

|

|

i-
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g _ TABLE 4.3-2_(Continued], '

e- g ENGINEERED,5AFETY FEATURE ACTUATION 5_YSTEMlNSTRtMENTATI0fL5URVEILLANCE-REQUIREMENTS-- wo *
t no C w

CNAMEL MODES N WImq
CRANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE*'

_ FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CALIBRATIDW TEST REQUIRED E'

5ey[7. LOSS OF F0WER h >
] d

" Ea. 4.16 kv Emergency Bus Undervoltage NA REIVELING Q 1, 2, 3 |.
(Loss of Voltage)

INTERVALb. 4.16 kv Emergency Bus Undervoltage NA RETUELING Q 1,2,3 j( (Degraded Voltage) INTERVAL j
CYC5 ISOLATION ( _.

s _

*
West Penetration Room / Letdown NA RETUELING Q 1, 2, 3, 4j iY' t eat Exchanger Room Pressure - High INTERYAL
H

"

{
9. AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

I

a. Manual (Trip Buttons) NA NA REFUELIM MA '
-

INTERVAt./b. Sicam Generator Level - Low 5 RETVELING Q 1,2,3 '

INTERYAL[ Q. Steam Generator AP - High 3 REFUELING Q 1, 2, 3)= -

D NTERY Ck y
d. Automatic Actuation Logic NA 7A- 1,2,3 u 1

'

'Nc,, a . . . ,.. . a .< '
~R

.

,

.

c.. ,,..c..~, .
.. ,,

S ,.
7. < ; , s ., *

Ja* d s a. e . s . - ~~ =I,
L**S'

'+, .. .
o C-

s 33 ,, .. , r . a . .. i v.. c ,. . . 'N S ,- J.. .o - -- g
.

, , 3 ..
,

s x c., s ... < .. . x . <. y,

:-

| -

' ' O ,g \. .

'

~
,

.__ _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . . -_ . ._ -- .
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v

!

9 TABLE . -i (Cuni.;nucui A.t 5'
<-

Q
g 1EACTOR-PROTECTIYMMSTRtMENTATIOMURVEfttANCE-REQUIREMEWYS- L

P SR 3.3,ll Z. 5g <;f 'L'L tLi sq 3.3.iL3
CHANNEL MODES IN INIICH N**

CHANNEL CMANNEL FUNCTIOMAL SURVEILLANCE k' FUNCTIO''AL UNIT __ CHECK _ MIBRATION TEST REQUIRE 0 5e
?! 11. Wide Range Logarithmic Neutron Flux 5 REFUELING INTERYALUI

>
S/UDI 3. 4. 5 -| d* Monitor

-

Em
,12. Reactor Protection System Logic NA NA Q and S/U W 1, 2f Matrices

13. Reactor Protection System Logic NA NA Q and S/UUI 1. 2Matrix Relays
i

-

R. Q . Reactor Trip Breakers NA NA M 1, 2 and *
.

'

a

? *%S2%%*tps o( tG o. o

7.re Q - c . .O. 4 .1. g 33,3 %

L~;.e ~> T . . ,, t . < . , 4 ..., -

5-- l .~ u. . ,. C cL. g,)
{ fe, G ( +e G -.. J . 3 3. % Q - A

=3 -

* * . *=*a %4 4 p4 $b ., $ J., %e

?. D
*=

g.

<~ A - - - m . . . ,> t \
, , . , . , ., y.

@ I'* . S . . f. . 4 ,,3. T. T, g g g>e,
'*g

s
$ ' . ' s . . -4 .,1, ,, _ - Op., s 8, ~.3 ' * ,

s

(D( RTcG 's
. --

t

e c --
- +.e .

{ c t'a %a . ~ . ., 3 , p.st. &(-,in qs <_.. o . ~-i
@

:

,
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

To~cumented and updated, as appropriate, in the system
; description contained in FSAR Chapter 8. and updated in

j accordance with 10 CFR 50.71(e).
!

b . At least once per 18 months, the battery charger * shall bee

demonstrated capable of recharging the battery at a rate of
5 400 amperes while supplying normal D.C. loads or equivalent or .

greater dustry load. ,

|

|
At least once per 60 months by verifying that the battery

,
- '

f.
|

capacity is at least 80% of the manufacturer's rating when I'

subjected to a perfonnance discharge test. This perfonnance l
discharge test shall be perfonned subsequent to the satisfactory ) '

completion of the required battery service test. >,

Ih E. 5M *

s _ c . 4 ..
2. e . c, f

e
,

Cy h-*bC 5, . , a, -

O
.

I

i

l
l

l
i

l

Not applicable to the charger associated with the Reserve Battery.) |

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 8-16 Amendment No. 183 |
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3/4.8 ILECTRICAL PWER SYSTDis

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

documented and updated, as appropriate. in the systemN
description contained in FSAR Cha
accordance with 10 CFR 50.71(e). pter 8. and updated in

At least once per 18 months, the batte$attery at a rate
e.

charger * shall be
demonstrated capable of recharging the of
5 400 amperes while supplying normal D.C. Ioads or equivalent or igreater dunty load. i

f. At least once per 60 months by verifying that the battery
capecity is at least 80% of the manufacturer's rating when
subjected to a performance discharge test. This rformance
discharge test shall be performed subsequent to t e satisfactor I

completion of the required battery service test.
!

he d , <. c v > , . u ., .f (Lc p
|
!V, S e r . T . . a ,, . ,,p * ? , L) >.

G (. 'e.c-. O ,;.., 4 . . . ,
,

-,

.

s

|

,

1

Not applicable to the charger associated with the Reserve Batte

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/4 8-16 Amendment No. 160i
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE
i

l1. Portions of CTS Surveillances 4.7.7.1.d and 4.6.6.1.d that were moved to the Ventilation Filter Testing
Program were not marked to identify the appropriate Discussion of Change. The markups are |

|~ corrected. l

j
|

I
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i
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| 3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

I
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

g.p % Verifying that the HEPA filter banksfrg;e;/with Regulatory[1 1; m ;f C. LGP
,

.u-e r e = :: - - - ::.:;ra.ra

e M S.a.e G C M f R = Maar Guide 1.52 I'7
gI vision 2,(HW M71L while opera 1.Tng the filter train at bm A ~I

a flow rate et 3000 cfm i 10%.-

- s f.l\,c_ VerifyingGan - M G~ ;f ter rncd that a labora A.

.

-

s,

'

analysis of a representative carbon sample _nbtained
. us.cr _ . :--+m m- r ::_. ~~ ?^ ~O in accorCance

wIth Qesgt1ftoes45 sit 4cffCJk!Iof) Regulatory Gutde 1.52, LA,
-

| Revision 2,QarghE2BTdemonstrates a removal efficiency of'

2 90% for radioactive methyl iodine when the sample is
tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975 (30*C, 95% R.H.).

Veritp.g a systemfrow rate of 3000 cfmp 10% during sy,rrtes.

operation unen tVted in accordance wiK ANSI N510-1975. LM;

[[Mter><6v 7?gurs ofMcoa' ,adstIr~ber oprgfioy6y:}1

VerifyingGi_t#tfi 3Mvs a+Wm A that a laboratory anal5 Cu.c, of a _ representative carbon sample obtainedL w ; :n:r::r ysis ;
:'. - ERrco ioH+es in accordance with Regula '

4.')Po ' ion car ~o of Reptlit< fry > Guide 1.52 Revision 2 a 1

(qU)
. - ANSI- K540-1975 (30"C, 95% R.H.) . -- ebsaFad"

/ cemonstrates a remosal ef ficiency of 2 90% for radioactive fr ftr, ethyl iodine when the sample is tested in accordance with

oA sg>h kp= s5A| Subsequent to reinsta g the adsorber used for o nin f. l */i-( f. f. D A the carbon sampl,e. .th f.ilter trMn engbe demonstr_ag!
'

A2DtAet r 3v alsd_ verifying that the charcoal adsorbers ree
\

-

(> 99tMff a halp;ifatecy.er caroon therTgerent w oao
^

hen they
tested in-pia;e in cccorcance witn ilegulatoryQoJLitMns.h-5.a) M ,~7

er _

rv' of egulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2,OVchMB, while.

operating the ventilation system at a flow rate of
3000 cfm i 10's.

7s 7(r ~

At leastance pe~r 18 rrwtMy verifying that the pres %sure drop
Ei across the combined HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber banks is

' [ a ,"~) ,h
V.t ! . < 4 inches Water Gauge while operating the filter train at a flow

rate of 3000 cfm 110%.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 7-21 Amendment No. 186 |
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)

_
_2 Au6ft7 .r .r, // 4 ,.. A .A .c o

/XEl'./ pns/ jg ;(;g) ,

'

or wie(y) ,

,

,
i

Q-

SSil Vf1P
- O/ .; ! T atuurvy w m e

SUAVEIllANCE-SE4U3AEMENT C::" ::d) i

'

ff,f[g [.h leastjdce per 184onths bD'7
g. Verifying that the pressure dn>p across the combined HEPA

filters and charcoal adsorber banks is < 6 inches Water Gauge
while operating the filter train at a flow rate of 2000 cfm--

i 10%.
w.u,.. r S-

{. Verifying that the filter train starts on Containment g gg,.ry.J, %"7/*ge
Isolatien Test Ugni

i.g g f.g. =
/. Ap(r th cotDiete or oartf arreplacement nT renFA T11Hr M L A. '/g, g, //,( Ey erifying that the HEPA filter banks trenk6e t 99% pf thWOF

w en they are tested in-place in acco_rdance with Kegulatory :
(fii1MtmspT end L "T '

wag"wnrvlGuide 1.52. Revision 2, !m r# N, while operating the filter train at a flow rate of I
a

2000 cfm i 10%.

[. f efeacletomplete (partial replatfment_ oT a cruricoat acsoroeh
I' gg '

k/by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers(rentove t 99Mf ab
gQajed hydpotArhnn spTr WerEn1 IeKI un dhen Inei ,

ace in accordance withQteguHrory Ass 1Tinnh.y are teneda anc r A d) Lg,
r_n egulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2. Mad 197Bl. while operating
the filter train at a flow rate of 2000 cfm 110%.

-

'g . After maintena .e affecting the air flo distribution by tes ing''in-place and erifying that the air f1 distribution is u form 4 A, f\, within i 20' of the average flow per nit when tested in
- - - 4ccordane with the provisions of ' ction 9 of "Industr 1

|
Ventila} on' and Section 8 of ANS N510 1975.

sk ew s q f:a a.d.4 u .,
s t a- s,, a e, , A.23 i

l
|

|
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$f sd! E A 'I#'A S* 0O U {-|1 ?$ Qgk|FJ OE k d
j-~

I t.)S N S , r,It i

@ 4 h/4pJ
.f . $", / l NT E *IS

~3/4:7 7 LAhT-5Y5YiM$ ~

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRENENTS (Continued)
~

pAwe'b.*a
,

!,(ibil A Verifyino that the HEPa filter banksf[ .
,u

.

d /#J {....P
/Einen thef TPe tested in-nlace in accordaned.neguisto 44/ 5psb !pc.sMtUns Wand carof aneirrhtnerivuide 1.52, 6
Revision ZOtart'fi 1NHL while operating the filter train at A s s j f,, y* ji

i

a flow rate of 3000 cfm i 10%. Mm
_

% VerifyingCwithW31 dayf aftertemo(aNhat a labor
analysis of a representative carnon7 amole obtaine A '7,a m.

(cert:- - e ^- '-~ :: d :d:: " t-Din merardance
with(Rggerfator?os11to# C.6< tref) Regulatory Guide 1.52
Revisi~onl.Oafi: 14978. demonstrates a removal efficiency of
2 90% for radioactive methyl iodine when the sample is
tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975 (30*C, 95% R.H.).

kNtd dan e N

l A.]E. Afidery_7)Ciours oVc'harcoal adsefber coeratforf'hvP
( h' VerifyingF :: :::: :- r rn.:$ hat a laboratory analysis
1 ^ ", of a representative carbon sample obtainedc;a. . _m;-"r tr. -

1MrS- Mi^-ter it ; ';;h'Glffde 1.52. Revision 2.@aretrN711,
'in accordance with Reoulatorv
;7

LPosfff6iPCTBDlGgulatory'

[~ demonstrates a removal efficiency of 2 90% for radioactive
methyl iodine when the sample is tested in accordance with Ai

'

. . .... ._ ANSI N510-1975 (30*C, 95% R.H.), A

sed for Dbfaining.)Abaf rda // sdubs ent to r .stallin sorbe

['I g, //, 6 t carbon s s e._the ft train s. pufs

be demonstrDM
g g / j , , .y;}iERABLE. als r ifying_that the tiharcoal adsorbers remove , f, so p ; pef1s9 .a

[Er en t ed .Pftroca room r mum ~ r w e4TeR'Th'ev ,/ / !
d in-place in accordance withCRegulet'tfry PMffTomMJ

-
'

.5. Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision z,
operating the ventilation system at a flow rate (perch JM1). whilem
2000 cfm i 10%.,

'
d, (At lea d cnce pe /18 mon by verifying that the pressure dropavs across N EP filters ar.d charcoal adsorber banks is

7 '{, y, )) < 4 inches Water Gauge while operating the filter train at a flow(
rate of 3000 cfm .+ 10%.r

, s
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(pkn k & In

O
V

!

f,F,// MN
s

- 2/4.5 _sGWi",'r* 'Y.iTDt3
i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
1

)
,6ubseg o reinsta the adsor ray used for ~ tainingthe on sample, ter train all be demonst edg '{' jf ' { n. 31L.bygeriiying snet tne cnarcoa t iaosorperst..y.vve z 95% o /J ."7 I

,

e hajegenaus.+ycrocargoertefrisecent testpAen they are T
esteo in-place in accorcance witn dlepettrTory rs ;vas C.2,w ad2P 1

Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision Z.Q4sdE.197E; while ~' '
'

j,_

op ng the ventilation system at a flow rate of 2000 cfm j
g., ;

r Ad 5tjY,
~

k. (At leasfonce per JFfnonths by . ["' j | e M : '~ /
,* ' '6 f , o "f 1

56, ll, J s
4. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA M

filters and charcoa adsorber banks is < 6 inches Water Gauge
while operating the filter train at a flow rate of 2000 cfm |

t 10%* S
Verifying that the filter train starts on Containment |dPlf

ga %p;in o

(2. bh
\ f ,7. /1; " f Rff5 /, /

'

( Isolation Test Signal.

$ T lI4 g. - 9 :::;letcar n"H 4'4.M.acement-of-a-MEFA f'i ter- ben '

Ifying that the ifEFA filter hnkgfremove-+-99Y'Uf ttirt0PDd
en they are tested in-place in accordance with Kegulatory

O (Posmow.f.5.A end CEr no Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2
+ '

..

J f ft/F ^ '

>6 while operating the filter train at a flow rate of mC h "' ' ' ' # 'l_ _ ,_2000 c m i 10%.,,
, , ,

f'f, / J . b k. f% cagt:pm!deff or rartiabrep]atement of a-charcoal-edsorbeY ,[pyd- b|j ,' 7]
. , , , , ,

*
,.'ha t' verifying that the c_b4r4DA.)_acsorber > 9,9% / -

mTtevd rocarbowef e4 cerant-tM1-4M
~ en ey are tested ' N'

i - lace in accordance withQRe @ory Ses1tions CMand-t:fd) N-egulatory Guide 1.52. Revislon 4 a while operatingthe filter train at a flow rate of 20 m i 10%.

(g. After .sintenance af fecting i e' air flow distributton byJt'stlng' in- ace and verifying i e air flow distributtpof unifom L A .~)
s

thin + 20% of the a e flow per unit when ested in
accordalice with the Isions of Section 9 o Industrial

@ tilation" and 5 tion 8 of ANSI N510 19?if.

.
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|
l

ATTACHMENT (2)

| AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

12. The Administrative Controls section 5.6.7 was corrected to change the reference to the Post Accident
| Monitoring (PAM) Instrument specification from Specification 3.3.11 to 3.3.10.
l
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W eci4ca Q f.O ;

TNSERT 5.6.7 k ,(( '

C
;

5.6.7 Post-Accidsnt Monitorine Report

When a report is required by Condition B or G of LCO 3.3.10, " Post Accident (hMonitoring Instrumentation," a report shall be submitted within the following 14 days.
He report shall outline the preplanned alternate nwhod of monitoring, the cause of
the inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring the instrumentation channels

|
of the Function to OPERABLE status.

t

i
.

|
,

O. .. . . -

I

I

I

|

|

|

|

|
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SPe5 Cie. % g
i

j

INSERT 5.6.7

5.6.7 Post Accident Monitorine Report
|
|

When a report is required by Condition B or G of LCO 3.3.10," Post Accident \b
Monitoring Instrumentation," a report shall be submitted within the following 14 days.
The report shall outline the preplanned alternate method of monitoring, the cause of i

the inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring the instrumentation channels
of the Function to OPERABLE status.

;

|

t

a

i

i

I

. . . . . .
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.

,Q Reporting Requirements

V 5.6

(C T h 5.6 Reporting Requirements

5.6.6 Reactor Ecolant Syst/m (RCS) PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMIT /
REPORT (PTLR) (co inued)

~

6. The mini temperature requirements of Appendix S o 10 CFR /k
~

Part 50 all be incorporated into the pressure a
temper ure limit curves. !

7. Lic sees who have removed two or mot e capsul shduldc are for each surveillance saterial the asured increase
t i reference temperature (RT.,) to the pre cted increase in

iT.,; where the predicted increase in RT is based on themean shift in RT., plus the two standa eviation value(2a ) specified in Regulatory Guide 1. . Revision 2. If

measured value exceeds the predicted alue (increase in RT.,
+ 20,), the licensee should provide supplement to the PTLR
to demonstrate how the results afpct the approved |
methodology._

_

5.6.7 EDGFaidresReoort

If individual emergency diesel nerator (EOG) experiences fouror te valid failures in the las 25 demands, these failures an
y non valid failures experten

shall be reported within 30 da d by that EDG in that time pe od
Reports on EDG failures s 1 7#'U.

include the information recer . ended in Regulatory Guide 1. ,f-
Revision 3, Regulatory Posi on C.5, or existing Regulat yGuide 1.108 reporting re rement. .

| -

5.6 PAM Recort g Q
When a report is required by Condition E or G of LCO 3.3. *

j[/f ' Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation," a repor all 1

,

be submitted within the following 14 days. The report shall <

outline the preplanned alternate method of monitoring, the cause iC(Q,y of the inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring thepn )

instrumentation channels of the function to OPERABLE status.

5.6@.3
-

Tendon Surveillance Report
-

@
Any abnonnal degradation of the containment structure detectedf4g,4) during the tests required by the Pre-Stressed Concrete Containment

_ Tendon Surveillance Program shall be reported to the NRC within i

l

-

i

(continued)

CEOG STS 5.0-23 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

13. An "AND" logical connector was inadvertently omitted from Specification 3.9.4, between Required
Actions A.1 and A.2. The ITS and CTS markup has been corrected.
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! l
|

| SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
3.9.4

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
|

A. One required SDC loop A.1 Initiate action to Imediately
inoperable or not in restore SDC loop to
operation. OPERABLE status and

operation.
,

!

IAND Imediately,

A.2 Suspend operations
involving a reduction i

in reactor coolant
boron concentration. '

1

AND
|

A.3 Suspend loading of Imediately
irradiated fuel |

assemblies in the I

core.

()U AND
1

A.4 Place containment 4 hours
penetrations in the

status described in |

LC0 3.9.3, except
that the EAL
temporary closure

gdevice may not be
used in place of an
EAL door.

i

|

|

|

O,

! CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.9.4-2 Revision R 1
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I

'

i

:

I
l

t

|O'

1

SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
1 3.9.4

3.9 REFUEL 1HG OPERATIONS
,

3.9.4 Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulati_on-High Water Level

I PilhtLE .nr 73 Tf* 'O3.cL%,1 LCO 3.9.4 One SDC loop shall be in operat on.

ndh)s 'T5 TF-( 53,
---- -------NOTE----- -

1.TherequiredSDC cop mayt%4mayed fodboperation for! '

f.3g I hour per 8) hour period, provided no operations are U
,-

.

Nsy qy. permitted that would cause reduction of the Reactor Coolant
System boron concentration.gg -

N OTE:. '2
~5:-

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with the water level 2 23 ft above the top of ($EI5D
4

@E1M.
__,,,J A .0 fa./ a m sl:a s L'i, nc Q

-

._ _- ~ .

ACTIONS ff*' b
vexetCONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

p # s ? T.i A.pSDC loop feq~irtryfenCQ e\
e moms Ts rf-tu

D[\y'#6 *- A.(D Suspend operations immediately
,
'-

* MA -/] involving a reduction ;

in reactor coolant#

ff f/j'"br n d boron conc 6ntration.
'

j

[p ppC fCbU^ M-Q

A.t. Suspend loading Immediately(b irradiated fuel ;

assemblies in the
core.

MD

A.3 n i e t n to I 'diateTT g 7g, fy g
i requir ents.

_
/j

MD

(continued)
.

L .t 5.J,de c<. k k cesher Sbc ' .% ~ 3.,1 f p,jffb.p -h oecta%E swa en4
ope.k r .

,

| CEOG STS 3,g.6 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

14. The description of the charging pump flow path needed for the charging pumps to perform their
Emergency Core Cooling System function has been corrected. The revised description is taken from
CTS Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.1.2.8.,

! j
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ECCS - Operating
B 3.5.2 i

BASES

i

| LC0 In MODES 1, 2, and 3, with pressurizer pressure f
| 2 1750 psia, two independent (and redundant) ECCS trains ;
! are required to ensure that sufficient ECCS flow is

1
available, assuming there is a single failure affecting !
either train. Additionally, individual components within
the ECCS trains may be called upon to mitigate the

!
consequences of other transients and accidents. '

!
In MODE 1 with reactor power > 80% RTP an ECCS train ,

! consists of an HPSI subsystem, an LPSI subsystem, and a
| charging subsystem. In MODES 1 s 80% RTP and 2, and in

MODE 3 with pressurizer pressure 2 1750 psia, an ECCS train {
| consists of an HPSI subsystem, and an LPSI subsystem. ;

Each HPSI and LPSI train includes the piping, instruments,
,

i and controls to ensure the availability of an OPERABLE flow !

path capable of taking suction from the RWT on an SIAS and i

automatically transferring suction to the containment sump
upon a recirculation actuation signal (RAS). The charging i

pump receives inventory from the boric acid tank. !

,

During an event requiring ECCS actuation, a flow path is
provided to ensure an abundant supply of water from the RWT

,

to the RCS, via the HPSI and LPSI pumps and their respective| ;

| supply headers, to each of the four cold leg injection.
|

nozzles. In the long term, this flow path may be switched I
to take its supply from the containment sump end to supply j
part of'its flow to the RCS hot legs via the pressurizer or
the shutdown cooling (SDC) suction nozzles. The acceptable
charging pump flow paths are:

a. A boric acid storage tank (Unit 1. Tank 12; Unit 2,
Tank 22), via a boric acid pump (Unit 1, Pump 12; Unit
2, Pump 22) to the cnarging pump, and |

,

L b. Either boric acid storage tank (Unit 1, Tanks 11 or 12;
Unit 2, Tanks 21 or 22) via a gravity feed connection
to the charging pump.

i |
| 1

|O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.5.2-5 Revision 11 |
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ECCS - Operating
B 3.5.2

BASES
,

. The charging pump flow patn supplies the RCS via the normal i
' charging lines.

The flow path for each train must maintain its designed
independence to ensure that no single failure can disable

|
both ECCS trains.

.

1
;

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with RCS pressure
21750 psia, the ECCS OPERABILITY requirements for the
limiting Design Basis Accident (OBA) large break LOCA are.

based on full power operation. Although reduced power would,

^

not require the same level of performance, the accident
; analysis does not provide for reduced cooling requirements

in the lower MODES. The HPSI pump performance is based on
the small break LOCA, which establishes the pump performance
curve and has less dependence on power. The charging pump

1
,

, performance requirements are based on a small break LOCA
{

1 when power is > 80% RTP. The requirements of MODE 2, and j
O MODE 3 with RCS pressure 2 1750 psia, are bounded by the

'

4

; d MODE 1 analysis.
;

The ECCS functional requirements of MODE 3, with RCS.

> pressure < 1750 psia, and MODE 4 are described in !
LC0 3.5.3, "ECCS - Shutdown."

In MODES 5 and 6, unit conditions are such that the
probability of an event requiring ECCS injection is

! extremely low. Core cooling requirements in MODE 5 are
addressed by LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled," l
and LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled."
N0DE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed by LC0 3.9.4,
" Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulation - High Water ;

Level," and LC0 3.9.5, " Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant '

Circulation - Low Water Level."

O
) CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.5.2-6 Revision R.I
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8ASES

|

| LCO
- 1

to take its supply from the containaient sump and to supply
'

(continued) part of its flow to the RCS hot legs viartne snutoown
|g

!_,,i m
,

P'f _-

1

(soc) sucuon nomes.& The charging pump flow path
-

Action we= rne RWT 4cd) supplies the RCS via the
2

.Inomal charging lines. {
The flow path for each train must maintain its designed
independence to ensure that no single failure can disable
both ECCS trains.

-

APPLICABILITY In MO $ 1 , and in MODE 3 with RCS pressure
t .lJet psia, the ECCS OPERABILITY requirements for the
limiting Design Basis Accident DBA) large break LOCA are
based on full power operation. (Although reduced power would
not require the same level of performance, the accident
analysis does not provide for reduced cooling requirements
in the lower MODES. The HPS! pump perfomance is based on - hthe small break LOCA, which establ p oog
curve and has less dependence on sne pump performance

wer. The charging pump
performance requirements are bas.e on a small break L
The requirements of MODEI 2 andywith RCS pressure32 Q psia, unded by the MODE I analysis, 4 p, . e

u , g.j, ge()i The ECCS fu e on requirements of MODE 3, with RCSpressure <
'ECCS-Shutdown." psia, and MODE 4 are described in LCO 3.5.3,

In MODES 5 and 6, unit conditions are such that the
probability of an event requiring ECCS injection isextremely low. Core cooling requirements in MODE 5 are
addressed by LCO 3.4.7, 'RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled,'
and LCO 3.4.8, 'RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled.'
MODE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed by LCO 3.9.4,
' Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulation-High Water
Level,' and LCO 3.9.5, ' Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant
Circulation-Low Water Level."

_.

ACTIONS 6.d

if one or more trains are inoperable and at least 100% of
the ECCS flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS train is
available, the inoperable components must be returned to

(continued)

CEOC STS B 3.5-14 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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|
;

ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE !

O |
1

15. An additional pressurizer pressure instrument was added to the list of PAM instruments in ITS 3.3.10,
;

I

Table 3.3.10-1. The criteria for adding this instrument to the ITS is the same as that for other PAM
|

instruments added to or deleted from the CTS. '
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. PAM Instrumentation
1 3.3.10

I
Table 3.3.10-1 (page 2 of 2) |

Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation
!

| !
,

FUNCTION
i REQUIRED CONDITIONS

| INDICATION REFERENCED FROM
CHANNELS REQUIRED ACTION!

E.1
:

12. Steam Generator Pressure 2 per steam F
generator

i13. ' Pressurizer Level 2 F

14. Steam Generator Water Level (wide 2 per steam F
range) generator

)

15. Condensate Storage Tank Level 2 F

16. Core Exit Temperature-Quadrant 1 2('} F

'

17. Core Exit Temperature-Quadrant 2 2 ('' f

18. Core Exit Temperature-Quadrant 3 2('} f

!
19. Core Exit Temperature-Quadrant 4 2') F

I

20. Pressurizer Pressure (low range) 2 F \

('I
'Not required for isolation valves whose associated penetration is
isolated by at least one closed and de-activated automatic valve, closed
manual valve, check valve with flow through the valve secured, blind
flange, or equivalent.

03
Only one position indication channel is required for penetration flow
paths with only one installed control room indication channel.

('I
A channel consists of two or more core exit thermocouples.

O:
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PAM Instrumentation
I B 3.3.10
! /'

BASES

inadequate core cooling detection is ensured with two I
valid core exit themocouples per quadrant.

The design of the Incore Instrumentation System
includes a Type K (chromel alumel) themocouple within

| each of the 45 incore instrument detector assemblies.

The junction of each themocouple is located more than
a foot above the fuel assembly, inside a structure that
supports and shields the incore instrument detector
assembly string from flow forces in the outlet plenum
region. These core exit themocouples monitor the
temperature of the reactor coolant as it exits the fuel
assemblies.

The core exit themocouples have a usable temperature
range from 40*F to 2300 F, although accuracy is reduced j
at temperatures above 1800'F.

i

O
'ig 20. Pressurizer Pressure flow rance) i

Pressurizer low range pressure is a Category I variable
provided for verification of core cooling and RCS i
integrity long-term surveillance.

Low-Range Pressurizer pressure is measured by two
pressure transmitters with a span of 0 psia to
1600 psia. The pressure transmitters are located

g

inside the containment. Redundant monitoring
capability is provided by two indication channels.
Control Room indications are provided.

Pressurizer pressure is a Type I variable because the
operator uses this indication to monitor the cooldown
of the RCS following a LOCA and other design basis
events. Operator actions to maintain a controlled
cooldown, such as adjusting steam generator pressure or
level, would use this indication. Furthemore,

|

! O
lV
i
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PAM Instrumentation j
B 3.3.10p);

V
BASES

.

Pressurizer pressure is one factor that may be used in
decisions to terminate reactor coolant pump operations. g

Two indication channels are required to be OPERABLE for all
but two Functions. Two OPERABLE channels ensure that no
single failure, within either the PAM instrumentation or its
auxiliary supporting features or power sources (concurrent
with the failures that are a condition of or result from a
specific accident), prevents the operators from being
presented the information necessary for them to determine
the safety status of the plant and to bring the plant to and
maintain it in a safe condition following that accident.

In Table 3.3.10-1 the exceptions to the two channel
requirement are CIV Position and the SHMs.

Containment Isolation Valve Position is not required for
isolation valves whose associated penetration is isolated by(-)' at least one closed and deactivated Lutomatic valve, closed''

manual valve, check valve with flow through the valve
secured, blind flange, or equivalent. Equivalent isolation
methods must be approved in accordance with appropriate
American Society of Mechanical Engineers /American National
Standards Institute Codes.

Two OPERABLE channels of core exit thermocouples are
required for each channel in each quadrant to provide
indication of radial distribution of the coolant temperature
rise across representative regions of the core. Power
distribution symmetry was considered in determining the
specific number and locations provided for diagnosis of
local core problems. Therefore, two randomly selected
thermocouples may not be sufficient to meet the two
thermocouples per channel requirement in any quadrant. The
two thermocouples in each channel must meet the additional
requirement that one be located near the center of the core
and the other near the core perimeter, such that the pair of
core exit thennocouples indicate the radial temperature

n
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.310 - PAM INSTRUMENTATION

_

O M.4 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6, Actions 31 and 33, when two channels, of thetd
respective functions are inoperable, requires one channel to be restored to Operable status in
30 days. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.10 Action C will require the channel to be
restored to Operable status in 7 days. His charage essent2 ally reduces the allowed cutage time
from 30 days to 7 days. His change is acceptable because 7 days is enough time to restore
one channel to Operable status. He change will not adversely affect plant safety. His change
is consistent with NUREG-1432. '

M.5 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Table 4.3-10 does not require the Reactor Coolant
inlet Temperature, Contamment Isolation Valve Position, Condensate Storage Tank level, or

! Pressurizer Pressure Gow range) to be provided as PAM mstruments in the CTS. These
indications are Category I variables, and are listed as such in the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report, and all but Pressurizer Pressure Oow range) in a letter from Baltimore Gas
and Electric Company to the NRC, dated August 9,1988, Regulatory Guide 1.97 Resiew
Update. Pressurizer Pressure Cow range) was added to the Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report as part of Revision 19. This equipment is controlled appropriately to ensure proper
operation. Adding these indication channels to the ITS is a more restrictive change because it
was not in the CTS, but it is appropriate for PAM instrumentation and was already being
properly controlled. The change will not adversely affect plant safety. His change is |

consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECliNICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECllNICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
_DOCU M E NTS

A1 ne CTS 3.3.3.6 Action 35-1 details, which describe compensatory measures that may be
implemented when the Reactor Water Vessel Level instrumentation is inoperable, are being
moved to the Bases. Details regarding operation or construction of equipment to meet
Specifications are more appropriately located in the Bases. Any changes to the Bases will
require compliance with the Bases Change Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. He Bases

. Change Control Program will ensure that any changes to these requirements will receive
'

appropriate review. This change does not alter this requirement and, therefore, has no impact;

on plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 The details of the construction of the Reactor Vessel Water Level probes and what constitutes
an Operable channel are being relocated to the Bases. Details regarding operation or
construction of equipment to meet Specifications are more appropriately located in the Bases.
These controls assure that the appropriate margin of safety is maintained. This requirement is
being moved to plant procedures. Any change to plant procedures will require compliance

L with the plant change control process. The plant change control process will ensure that any
changes will be appropriately reviewed. This change does not alter this requirement and,
therefore, has no impact on plant safety. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.3 Current Technical Specification 3.6.5.1 Action a.1 requires the verification of the containment
atmosphere grab sampling capability when one hydrogen analyzer is inoperable. This altemate

V
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.3- INSTRUMENTATION

O 16.U Specification 3.3.10 will not be included in the Improved Technical Specifications because Calvert
Cliffs does not have a Shield Building Filtration Actuation Signal. His change is conststent with
Calvert Cliffs design.

17.
Specification 3.3.12 SR 3.3.12.2, which requires that the Remote Shutdown System control circuit
and transfer switch be verified capable of perfornung the intended function, is being deleted. he
Calvert Cliffs CTS does not contain control circuit requirements, so testmg of these circuits is not
required. This change is consistect with Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

18. The Note in Specification 3.3.12 SR 3.3.12.3 which excludes the Reactor Trip Breaker Indication
from the channel calibration is being modified to also exclude the Reactor Trip Breaker Indication.
The Reactor Trip Breaker Indication channels indicate whether the Reactor Trip Breakers are open
or closed, which does not require a channel calibration. This change is consistent with Calvert
Cliffs currentlicensing basis.

19. This change removes part of the Applicability for LCO 3.3.6. Mode 4 and "When associated DG
is required to be Operable by LCO 3.8.2, 'AC Sources - Shutdown"' are removed because the
Diesel Generator Loss of Voltage Start (DG-LOVS) is required for ESFAS systems to function in
any accider.t with a loss of offsite power, and ESFAS Applicability is Modes 1,2, and 3. This
change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

20.
The SR 3.3.11.2 Note which excludes the Neutron Detectors from the channel calibration will be
modified to also exclude the Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System. There is no mechanism at

Calvert Cliffs to perform a channel calibration on the Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System.
s

The instruments are usually replaced. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current,

licensing basis.

21. Surveillance Requirement 3.3.10.2 was added to require performance of a channel calibration on
containment hydrogen analyzers every 46 days on a Staggered Test Basis, instead of 24 months.
This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis. In conjunction with the
change a statement was added to SR 3.3.10.3 excluding the hydrogen analyzers.

22. This change adds Steam Generator Pressure and RCS Subcooled Margin Monitor and Pressurizer
Pressure (Iow range) to Table 3.3.11-1. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current
licensing basis.

23. This change removes Auxiliary Feedwater Flow from Table 3.3.11-1, removing PAM
instrumentation. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow does not meet the threshold for inclusion in this PAM
table. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

>

24. This change excludes the Loss of Load function from SR 3.3.1.8, Channel Calibration. The less
of Load Function cannot be calibrated because it senses a turbine trip and does not contain
setpoints. Therefore, Loss of Load was added to the Note which excludes Neutron Detectors
(TSTF-81) from the channel calibration. This change is consistent with the Cah'ert Cliffs current
licensing basis.

25. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.3.6 does not contain any requirements when DG actuation logic is
,

^

inoperable. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 would have to be entered if DG actuation logic were inoperable.
-

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3-3 Revision 1
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|

i

i

PAM Instrumentation (M) h,

I F3.3 Q)
! @
! BASES

!

LC0 (ll , 15 A , Ifb core Exit Temoerature (continued) Mo't Na he
,

I The junction of each thennoccuple is located
hil,f 1r; M 4EBIP above the fuel assembly, inside a stru: ure

that supports and shields the incore instrument-

detector assembly string from flow forces in the -
outlet plenum region. These core exit thermocouples ,

monitor the temperature of the reactor coolant as it
exits the fuel a mblies.

't * ,

The core ex thermocouples have a usable temperature
range fro to 2300'F, although accuracy is hreduced at temperatures above 1800*F.

| r
'

i 18. f Auriliary Feedwater (AFWil Flow
.

, (AFW) Flow i provided to monitor operation decay
| heat remova via the steam generators.

The(AFW: low to each steam generator is etermined
from a d' ferential pressure measurement alibrated to

O - a span 94 0 gpm to 1200 gpm. Redundant anitcring
capabt ity is provided by two independe trains ofi

'
instr entation for each steam generat Eachi - - - - -

.

! diff ential pressure transmitter pro des an input t j9
a e ntrol room indicator and the pla computer.
Si e the primary indication used b the operator
d ing an accident is the control com indicator, the

.
IWd M PAM instrumentation Specification deals specifically I i

! ith this portion of the instrum nt channel,
i At some plants (AFW) Flow is Type A variable becauso
| operator action is required throttle flow during at i

SLB accident in crder to pr ent the AFW) pumps frdm
operating in runout condit ns. [AFW Flow is also .

used by the operator to v ify that i e (AFW) Systen
is delivering the correc flow to each steam
generator. However, th primary indication used by

| the operator to ensure an adequate inventory is steam
j generator level.

,

vchannels are required to be OPERABLE for all but @e h"

a ,[unctica. Two OPERABLE channels ensure that no singl
W faFure, within either the PAM instrumentation or its

i
| auxiliary supporting features or power sources (concurrent i

(continued) j

i CE00 STS B 3.3-145 Rev 1, 04/07/95,

'
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i .

'
+

i

!

l

Insert 3.3.10
|

(
20. Pressurizer Pressure (Iow rance)

!

Pressurizer low range pressure is a Category i variable provided for verification ofcore cooling
and RCS integrity long tenn surveillance.

Low range pressurizer pressure is measured by two pressure transmitters with a span of 0 psia to
!

1600 psia. The pressure transmitters are located inside the containment. Redundant monitoring !
capability is provided by two indication channels. Control Room indications are provided. i

Pressurizer pressure is a Type i variable because the operator uses this indication to monitor the !
cooldown of the RCS following a LOCA and other design basis events. Operator actions to
maintain a controlled cooldown, such as adjusting steam generator pressure or level, would use this
indication. Furthermore, pressurizer pressure is one factor that may be used in decisions to '

terminate reactor coolant pump operation.
.

i

!

;
,

i

!

!

O e meewoe.

. .

!

l

!
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

\
16. The word " required" has been added to " charging pump" for SR 3.5.2.4 to clarify when the ;

surveillance is required. Without this clarification, it is not clear whether all charging pumps or only '

those required for Operability must be tested. This change elimmates this ambiguity.

!

I

l

1
;

I

O |

.

!

'
i

.
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ECCS - Operating
3.5.2

! py SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS|

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

:

SR 3.5.2.1 Verify the following valves are in the 12 hours
listed position with power to the valve

| operator removed.

| Valve Number Position Function

M0V-659 Open Mini-flow Isolation
M0V-660 Open Mini-flow Isolation
CV-306 Open LPSI Flow Control

l
|

SR 3.5.2.2 Verify each ECCS manual, power operated, and 31 days
automatic valve in the flow path, that is
not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, is in the correct position.

SR 3.5.2.3 Verify each ECCS pump's developed head at In accordancep
the test flow point is greater than or equal with the
to the required developed head. Inservice

Testing Program

SR 3.5.2.4 -------------------NOTE-------------------

Only required to be performed when
|

> 80's RTP. |

..___..__.___ ..._____ ....____....___.....

Verify each required charging pump develops In accordance I

a flow of 2 37 gpm. with the
Inservice
Testing Program

i
.

O
I CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.5.2-2 Revision 'R l
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1

speinc.bn 3. s . 2. |
-

O
l
!

1/ A 1 BrAPTfvfTV enarva^s * sie m* I

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SunM1aae* Readements et#ir than tifose redired8- dditi
b peci ations .0.Sf R 2 2. :m: a.2.03 ---

_

fascar se Herg Pt** p. Cp t,

4/8 eac).nsMdafsps~ P d*vd'f 5 i *" u "^"sR 5.5.1.4- Ig''41

afW eE E 37.pm*, Ime aid
s,4,,troyam

! l
!

!

|
|

|
1 i

|
,

fv i
..

|

| '

!

.

|
i

!

$ CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 1-20 Amendment No. 186 |
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'

l
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'

O
b

,

4

3/'c3-REAGHVHV-CONTROL 4YSTW
| SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS,

4.1[.8 _N/additio/ Surve111de naauidte atherA1ian theses 4aut 4d)'
by/5pect Wcations f.0. M tt:2;t; indirl-LA*a

Th---jhiN",E RT S R Not C- EbH p.%r 6
.u...e,.e,),% - - - - d 'a

> R s. s.2.4 v - . . c ., ~.c,,#.aA.g3;- 9 ... 4 , i
de e l er,c,v o r om .( 1 47 i .. v. e

{\*.*..,i>u,..
.-n_-~'

l

(h
V . - - . _ _ . .

1

I

|
!

|

\ |

|
,

I

i
i

.
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@)0 2 k0 'd @_O - ECCS-Oper

<c n>
-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIR NTS (continued)

SURVEILtANCE
FREQUENCYmj

(3 b<~_

SR 3.5.2 7 Verify a ch arging pump develops a flow In
_

4./.2.% c_f2 [ pm _apscme pressart Af7 accordance(1 PrD s fV with the 4
Inservice h-

Testing |

.
Progras.

_
.

k
.

SR 3.5.2.6 Verify each ECCS automatic valve that is
monthsnot locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in

. f. 2 . f. position, in the flow path actuates to the
correct position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

SR 3.5.2 Verify each ECCS pump starts automaticallA2E7 onanactualorsimulatedactuationsignak. months

/* SR 3.5.2 . Verify each LPSI pump stops on an actual or
,p 3 C Z ~ 11molated a:tuation signal. months

f--
SR 3.5.2.9 Veri fy,> m--

or each ECCS throttle valve isted (IB] monthsach position stop is in ther/ correctbelow
posi on.

j
V ve Number

i

'

.

l

I I( __
.

-

i (continued)
!

CEOG STS 3.5-6 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ATTACHMENT (2)l

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

17. The original ITS submittal deleted a table of distribution system busses from Bases 3.8.9 and
referenced the appropriate Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) Table. For ease of use, a
Calvert Cliffs-specific table has been placed in the Bases. The list exists in the CTS and the UFSAR, '

and placing it in the Bases will aid the operator in applying the LCO. In addition, typographical errors
in Discussion of Changes, LA.2, and the CTS markup have also been corrected.

|
|

v

i

v
|

|

l
|

|

|

!

!

!

O
|

|
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.9

O BASES

There are four independent channels of 125 VDC electrical'
| sources.

The list of all required distribution buses is presented in
Table B 3.8.9-1, and in UFSAR Figure 8-9 (Ref. 1). \

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the UFSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 2) and

Chapter 14 (Ref. 3), assume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The
AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power distribution
systems are designed to provide sufficient capacity.-
capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the
availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the
fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limits
are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail
in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits; ;

Section3.4,ReactorCoolantSystem(RCS);and |
Section 3.6, Containment Systems.

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical
power distribution systems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon
meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes
maintaining power distribution systems OPERABLE during |
accident conditions in the event of: j

-

1a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC
;

electrical power; and I
'

b. A worst case single failure.

The distribution systems satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 3.

!
LC0 The required distribution load groups shown in i

Table B 3.8.9-1 and in UFSAR Figure 8-9 (Ref.1) ensure the g

'

| availability of AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical supply

|O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.8.9-2 Revision & |
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Distribution Systems-Operating |
B 3.8.9

(}~ BASES

TABLE B 3.8.9 1

AC and DC ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

4160 Volt Emergency Bus #11 (Unit 1), #21 (Unit 2) |

4160 Volt Emergency Bus #14 (Unit 1), #24 (Unit 2)

400 Volt Emergency Bus #11A (Unit 1), #21A (Unit 2)

480 Volt Emergency Bus #11B (Unit 1), #21B (Unit 2) !

480 Volt Emergency Bus #14A (Unit 1), #24A (Unit 2)
i

480 Volt Emergency Bus #14B (Unit 1), #24B (Unit 2)
l :

480 Volt Emergency Bus #104R (Unit 1), #204R (Unit 2)
,

480 Volt Emergency Bus #114R (Unit 1), #214R (Unit 2) {
120 Volt A.C. Vital Bus #11 (Unit 1), #21 (Unit 2) i

120 Volta.C.VitalBus#12(Unit 1),#22(Unit 2) !

!

120 Volt A.C. Vital Bus #13 (Unit 1), #23 (Unit 2)
i

120 Volt A.C. Vital Bus #14 (Unit 1), #24 (Unit 2)
I

125 Volt D.C. Bus #11 (Unit 1 and Unit 2) ,

. \

125 Volt D.C. Bus #12 (Unit I and Unit 2) l

125 Volt D.C. Bus #21 (Unit 1 and Unit 2)

125VoltD.C. Bus #22(Unit 1andUnit2)
|

|'
.

,O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.8.9-11 Revision Ost
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,fp ub, 3,6 9

.

y,$ 4/44 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3'g'q 4/4,8r2 ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS m -
[4ssWD y-}u A C, hc, e.) AC V4I

- +-e. Distribution - uneratino
b,a .1 e le e.)o c t p.a eo- p,

LIMITING CDNDITICN FOR OPERATIDN [
'

L D 10*l m th.<niinq ne 6r ,;;,.; shall be nr;'nd =d OPERABLE.

f(cant or as necessary sne Reserve Battery, and one associated ful12f. volt MC. bus /o.11)the associated 125-volt'D.C. battery 7hi

|

,b (5
"

l capacity charger.

'h N b. (f25-y/olt D.C/ bus MI. I the associated 125-volt D.C. battery %u *? . Dank or as necessary the Reserve Battery, and one associated full /44
| *

"t capacity charger.,. .

J d c. (I25/ volt D/C. bus h6. 2D the associated 125-volt D.C. battery 8
-

aant or as necessary the' Reserve Battery, and one associated full
% [j capacity charger. % >

S c1 >
d. (ll5-folt D.C/ bus No./22) the associated 125-volt D.C. battery %|

i par A or as necessary tne Reserve Battery, and one associated full
! .pj_ city chargerf

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2, 3 and 4.
V - . . . . . .

ACTION:
_

1

% Gith one 125-volt bus inoperable, restore the inoperable bus to! /b rio d ( PERABLE status within 2 hoursact be in at least HOT STANDBY
I ithin the next 6 hours and in COLD SHlfTDOWN within lowing| ACnv/ h -

O hours. a a Q.. ,, < - d. n . ,e7D)
' A.I

A- LC6ri r.\... L. i. u o

D. With one 125-volt D.C. battery inoperable and the associated
125-volt D.C. bus not being supplied by the Reserve Battery
except during surveillance testing per
specification 4.B.2.3.2.d.1:

1. Restore the inoperable battery to CPERABLE status within
2 hours or replace the inoperable battery with the OPERABLE
Reserve Battery within the next 2 hours, or

2. Be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in

- COLD SHM within the followino 30 hours. Lr

h b.sm s,,- J eL.7 ,.,, fir.
4'e 'b e cha 2.S . f ,
* D C bru op.4,m "

d

CALVERT CLIFFS - LINIT 1 3/4 8-13 Amendment No. 183 |
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57' 8' 4. . 3. 3. p )

p
d

~$,9 . 3/44. ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
.

3,17,} 3/'.".2 DNSITE POWER DIKTatarrTIDN SYST M The AC,'OC. a. L Ac 1

0 C. Distributi Y v$b n W., e I -c d . . ,. tno

u o ,.3,s g' '- - . s . 4 . . u . .-
< : LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION D, *._ , - -,h --

..
5

j q .;i. 3.0.2.0- TM fellwinu L.C. ;,6 3. ira /rshall be energized and OPERABLE:
(

-

"A a. f5 i t p. '. bus 'o. I' the associated 125-volt D.C. battery h*d@ bari r ectsfary the rve Battery, and one associated fullc
f capacity charger,

l .f b. h -v$lt D[C. bus /lo. I associated 125-volt D.C. battery b7 4 '

bank or as necessary the Reserve Battery, and one associated full
j[ capacity charger. ,

.-

E' c. 7) ItD.C/busWJ6 the associated 125-volt D.C. battery1 -g,4 Q ban cr'Winecessary the eserve Battery, and one associated full I6 0 capacity charger.
;

ti$Tv41tD.C.
banTor as ne/ bus NoU sociated 125-volt D.C. battery jgd..,

cessary the Reserve Battery, and one associated ful1)j
'~ capacity c _

,O APPLICABli.!TY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Q) .... - ..

's.g4PERABLEstatuswithin2hoith one 125-volt bus inoperable, restore the inoperable bus to#; #'' * * 0 - '

urs or be in at least NOT STANDBYe
/within the next 6 hours and in ' COLD-SMII@QL.4.t it wing/ cv oea L A 30 hours. ,-

;. -- Q . . .. . . .' G L . <p , Fe o~ , p(M. ')LC = + 1
., e s s -e . a --vb.' With one 125-volt D.C. battery inoperable and the associated ~

.

,

f L<o
|125-volt D.C. bus not being supplied by the Reserve Battery

' '
'

except during surveillance testing per
| Specification 4.8.2.3.2.d.1:

'

' 1. Restore the inoperable battery to OPERABLE status within
2 hours, or replace the inoperable battery with the OPERABLl'
Reserve Battery within the next 2 hours, or

; i 2. Be in at least HDT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in
| \ COLD 5HilTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

-

I

i S *- d m c..,s .. r ef (_ L . . .,- ..
P. c. c p - c . f . ,. 4 , ,, ,, 3. 7< . 4 ,3

;

w
Dc_ S au . e - ., - O.~s *i

,.

p n

! CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/4 8-13 Amendment No. 160 |
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Distribution Systems-Operating
8 3.8.9

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

| B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating

BASES

_

BACKGROUND The onsite Class IE AC, DC, and AC vital _ bus e_lectrical
. power distribution systems are Alvidadm_-aHntoc(twoF
redundant and independent ACLDE< and AC41tal, bodand 6 ishpa.d
electricalpowerdistributionsubsystomyj

'O fdaN DC- The AC primary electrical power distribution system consists h|

| oat AC A y of two 4.15 kV Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) buses, each
i (IA p ,' A having at leastMone separate and indeper. dent offsite source

8"K of powerfas well a dedicated onsite diesel generatorc h,,nd t . (DG) source. Each 4.16 kV ESF bust *1s normally connected gg j

toapreferredoffstesource.jKi r a auss tn
3

)rsler a offs e power urce t a 4.16 kV F bus,
tra r to e alte e offs e source acensm14 ad hv
t iring time del ad hut adarvalta reinv I lf all

offsite sources are unavailable, the onsite emergency DG
!supplies power to the 4.46'kV ESF bus. Control power for 1

the 4.lG'kV breakers is supplied from the Class IE @batteries. Additional description of this system may be
i s i

found in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1, 'AC Sources-Operating," !! , _ and the, Bases for LCO 3.8.4, *0C Sources-Operating." ;

'

g
,

,

gos/ ydce The se::nd:e M el;;td::? prm, odu Luv . ., , mm Ter
e:e tr:tr/ includes the safety related load centers, motor hcontrol centers, and distribution panels shown in
Table B 3.8.C-1. j

The 120 VAC vital buses are :rr;;;;d .:' '

and are normally @gfE2P from th ;n.~ . -
r m gr '

alternate power supply for the vital buses are[Klass IEi vert rt. The
A~ centtint volta; :.;r;; 1s ar.;|e. .,. . p:_: ;d T. .. J, ..m.

J. bck . dv (b' tr.: ;;:::ht;d i .;-;;r, and its use is governed bytr:in ::
'" ' ' ' LCO 3.8.7, ' Inverters-Operating.' Each constant voltage jWp,,L A ,,njL source tr rmer is powered from a Class 1E AC bus, h ,p j

' d de l c.1.en t h findependent l25fe68 VDC electrical @There are
;

qsm odiort -t}m:'- Dr.; '. :;;t. tr;.in).| (w5

| q o N ktsf'y The list of all regired distribution buses is presented in
/ Tchl: 8 3.8.9- a in ugg g. '

f pggj N* A Clas5 .i.E ESF Mcc,
'

L..L -4 up eh hl
, r p C

k tar htmr -

\

! #- ,

- (continued) I !

'
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| Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.g

BASES (continued)

i 1 e-

.
APPLICABLE The initia co itio s o sign Basis )ccident ( ) and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient nalyses the SAR, Chapter 16}'(Ref, and

Chapter Ref. , assume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The
AC, DC, and A vital bus electrical Tower distribution
systems are designed to provide sufficient capacity, hcapability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the
availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the
fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limits
are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail ,

in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits;
| Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS); and
| Section 3.6, Containment Systems.

,

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical
| power distribution systems is consistent with the initial @ !

assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon
i meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes
| maintaining power distribution systems OPERABLE during
i accident conditions in the event of:
|

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC
electrical power; and

p b. A worst case single failure.

~ ~ ~ ~~~The distribution systems satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

,

%d to.clution <" . _ p r.fs s%LCO
-

The required power d .....N n I

(D g ' Table B 3.8.91+ ensure e availability of AC, DC, and AC
/- vital bus electrical-p er for the systems required to shut' DM Ipv B S down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after

(p4 g an anticipated operational occurrence (A00) or a postulated
DBA. The AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power

distribution yWt:= are required to be OPERABLE. f=~3 a,~p
;

| m,
Maintaining the if * .r.J !. .'r C AC, in: A: "t;' t .

j ( b t) 0,up|

e b n icei ,~.. 4;.L .L.t's. ...,;,.t; ; b PERABLE ensures
.

that the redundancy incorporated into the design of ESF is;

i not defeated. Therefore a single failure within any system
or within the electrical, power distribution i p ' n will
not prevent safe shutdown of the reactor.

loej gr~ p

|

l

(continued)
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.B.9

Table B 3.8.9-1 (pa e 1 of 1)
AC and DC Electrical Power D stribution Systems

TRAINB*[
TYPE TAGE TRAIN A*

AC safety [4160 [ESFBus)[NB01] [ESFBus NB02] |buses
(480V) Load Centers L Centers

[NG01,NG03] G02,NG04) )
[480V) or Control ' Motor Control

ters Centers
[NG01A, NG01 , [NG02A,NG021,
NG01B, NG02B, NG04C,s ,

NG031, 0 NG041,NG040)

[120 V) Dist ution Pane Distribution Panels
NP01,NP03) \ [NPC2,NPO4]

DC buses [125V) Bus [NK01] us[NK02]

Bus [NK03) Bu NK04)

Distribution Panels Distributi Panels

/ [NK41,NK43,NK51) [NK42,NK44, K52]
/"N
I AC vital -. --. [120V) Bus [NN01) Bus [NN02)

Bus [NNO3) Bus [NN04)

* Each train of the AC and DC electrical power distribution systems is
a subsystem.

4.

n[f r h
( I

| CEDG STS B 3.8-87 Rev 1, 04/07/95
{
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Insert B 3.8.9 Ib

Table B 3.8.91 (page 1 of 1)
AC and DC Electrical Power Distribution Systems

i

4160 volt Emergency Bus #11 (Unit 1), #21 (Unit 2) |
;

4160 volt Emergency Bus #14 (Unit 1), #24 (Unit 2)

!
480 volt Emergency Bus #11 A (Unit 1), #21 A (Unit 2)

{

480 volt Emergency Bus #1IB (Unit 1), #21B (Unit 2)

480 volt Emergency Bus #14 A (Unit 1), #24 A (Unit 2)
1

,

480 volt Emergency Bus #14B (Unit 1), #24B (Unit 2)

480 volt Emergency Bus #104R (Unit 1), #204R (Unit 2)

480 volt Emergency Bus #114R (Unit 1), #214R (Unit 2)

120 volt A.C. Vital Bus #11 (Unit 1), #21 (Unit 2)

120 volt A.C. Vital Bus #12 (Unit 1), #22 (Unit 2)
i

120 volt A.C. Vital l'us #13 (Unit 1), #23 (Unit 2)

120 voit A.C. Vital Bus #14 (Unit 1), #24 (Unit 2)

| 125 volt D.C. Bus #11 (Unit I and Unit 2) i
i

' t

125 volt D.C. Bus #12 (Unit I and Unit 2) I

125 volt D.C. Bus #21 (Unit I and Unit 2)

125 volt D.C. Bus #22 (Unit I and Unit 2)

|

l i

!

:

!
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DISC'USSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

|

q l 1. This change adds or deletes infonnation from the SR Section of the 3.8.1 Bases to moreQ specifically coincide with the Cah*en Cliffs current practices or design. In Section 3.8.1.3, the
,

i

discussion about power factors is being deleted because it is not applicable to Calvert Cliffs. Bis
change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs design.

|

l 12. The shutdown Specifications in Section 3.8 are AC Sources-Shutdown (3.8.2), DC Sources
Shutdown (3.8.5), luverters-Shutdown (3.8.7), and Distribution Systems- Shutdown (3.8.10).
These LCOs contain Actions which require the suspension of movement of arradtated fuel,

!
assemblies. In the NRC Safety Evaluation Report for Amendments 155 (Unit 1) and 135 (Unit 2),

| it was clarified that the suspension of the movement ofirradiated fuel assemblics applies only to
containment. This requirement was clarified in the Bases Section for these LCOs.

l

; 13. This change adds or deletes information in the Background Section of the 3.8.3 Bases to more
; specifically coincide with the Calvert Cliffs current practices or design. A section was added to
'

more specifically describe the Calvert Cliffs diesel fuel oil storage tanks. Le sentence that
i

| refercnces underground fuel oil storage tanks is being deleted because Calven Cliffs does not have I

underground fuel oil storage tanis. These changes are consistent with Calvert Cliffs' design. I
i

14. This change adds wording to LCO Section of 3.8.4 which states that a battery charger is
considered Operable as long as it is receiving power from its normal source and is capable of being
aligned to a diesel generator (DG) within two hours of an event. This was added because the

,

chargers provide a post-accident recovery function by recharging any discharged batteries.| '

| Because at least two hours are available, operator Action can be credited for manual realignment
of a DG to a DC bus to support charging. Therefore, a charger still performs its design safety

i /'g ftmetion even ifit does not automatically receive emergency power from a DG. This is consistent
|) V with the Calven Cliffs current licensing basis. ;

15. This change adds clarifying information to the Background Section of the 3.8.7 Bases. The added !
information clarifies that the inverters can be powered from the DC Bus which is energized from

, the station battery and/or battery chargers. This added information is consistent with Calvert
! Cliffs' design.

16. This change adds clarifying information to the LCO Section of the 3.8.7 Bases. He added
information clarifies that there are four inverters per Unit, and that the AC vital bus can be

j powered from the backup bus, which is a 120 VAC bus powered by Engineered Safety Features
motor control center through a regulating transformer. This added information is consistent with
Calven Cliffs' design. A similar statement on the back-up power source to the AC vital bus was
also added to the Actions Section of the 3.8.7 Bases.

17. This change deletes information that is not applicable and adds clarifying information to the
Background and LCO Sections of the 3.8.9 Bases. He added information replaces trains with
load groups and discusses specifically the composition of the 120 VAC vital bus. These changes
are consistent with the Calvert Cliffs design. |

18. Table B 3.8.9-1 is revised to include Calvert Cliffs specific information. This table lists the AC
and DC electrical power distribution systems. Calvert Cliffs is a two-unit site with shared systems
and shared DC sources, that supplies power (through the AC vital bus) to the other unit's Reactor
Protective System and Engineered Safety Features Actuation Signalinstrumentation. Constructing
a table similar in format to the one in B 3.8.9-1 Bases would be very complicated and not vseful.

i
|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.8-2 Revision 1
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|

DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

|

!

! p Current Technical Specification 3.8.2.1 contains a similar table in the LCO. nat information is

(') used as Table B 3.8.9-1. In addition, a reference is added to the Calvert Cliffs UFSAR which
contains a drawing (UFSAR Figure 8-9) that depicts the information located in the table.
Therefore, the referenced table in the Bases will be supplemented with reference to the UFSAR
figure.

19. NUREG-1432 B 3.8.1 Actions contain statements which state "According to" certam references, l
Calvert Cliffs ITS will state " Consistent with" certain references for those references Calvert Cliffs
is not committed to. For references Calvert Cliffs is not committed to, "According to" is
inappropriate. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

20. NUREG-1432 B 3.8.1 SR 3.8.1.4 states the SR verifies that the DGs are capable of synchronizing
with the offsite electrical system and accepting loads greater than or equal to the equivalent of the
maximum expected accident loads. Cahcrt Cliffs ITS will not verify the DGs are capable of
accepting loads greater than or equal to the equivalent of the maximum expected accident loads.
Calvert Cliffs ensures this in a 24-month SR (Calvert Cliffs ITS SR 3.8.1.11). His change is
consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

!

1

21. NUREG-1432 SR 3.8.2.1 states the reason some of the SRs are excluded is to prevent parallelmg j
| the DG to the offsite power network. The Calven Cliffs ITS will not include this statement.

1

Whenever Calvert Cliffs runs the DG, it is paralleled to offsite power; therefore, the statement was
deleted. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

| 22. NUREG-1432 Specification Required Action A.2.5 requires the associated required SDC |
| subsystem (s) to be declared " inoperable" and "not in operation." liowever, this does not preclude,

( using the inoperable SDC subsystem (s) if needed. The appropriate actions for the inoperable SDC
subsystem (s) are still required to be followed. This change clarifies the Section 3.8.10 Bases that
SDC subsystem (s) declared inoperable due to inoperable distribution systems do not have to be
turned offif operating.

23. NUREG-1432 B 3.8.9 LCO Section states that Operable vital bus electrical power distribution !
subsystems require the associated busses to be energized to their proper voltage from the
associated inverter via inverted DC voltage, inverter using internal AC source or Class lE constant

voltage transformer. Improved Technical Specification B 3.8.9 LCO Section will not specifically
state that the proper voltage is from the associated inverter via . . It is not necessary to state
where the vital bus is powered from to be Operable, only that it has proper voltage. The inverter
Technical Specification requires the inverter to power the vital bus and if not then the backup
source is allowed for a limited period of time. Therefore, the vital bus Technical Specification is
not required to be entered solely due to not being powered from the inverter. The inverter
Technical Specification requires the power distribution Technical Specification to be entered if the
inverter cannot be restored within the allowed outage time. Ilowever, the power distribution
Technical Specification is required to be entered if the proper voltage is not on the vital bus. This
change is consistent with the 3.8 Technical Specifications.

!

| This change will be reviewed for applicability to other Combustion Engmeering plants and other
!

vendors. Based on these results, a generic change will be proposed accordingly,

i

i

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.8-3 Revision I
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

| 18. Improved Technical Specification 3.5.3, Discussion of Changes LA.2 has been changed to correct a
j CTS reference number.
l

1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.5.3 - ECCS-SHUTDOWN

D
Q operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement to have,

two ECCS trains Operable. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with
processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less j
restrictive movement of information change with no impact oc safety. His change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specifi:ation LCO 3.5.3.a requires the HPSI pump, at temperatures of |
365'F and less, to be put in pull-to-lock to prevent the pump from starting automatically.
Improved Technical Specification 3.5.2 will not contain this requirement. The ITS LCO on
LTOP (LCO 3.4.12) requires the HPSI pump to be in manual control when in use. The ITS
moved all instructions for ensuring this to plant procedures. Therefore, this requirement is
being moved to plant procedures. This is acceptable because moving this instruction to plant
procedures will not affect the requirements to comply with the LTOP Specification. This
requirement can be adequately controlled in plant procedures which require change control
in accordance with the plant change control process. His approach provides an effective
level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The
level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in
the LTOP requirements. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with
processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less
restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on plant safety. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

() L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.5.3 Action a requires the plant to be in Mode 5 in 20 hours
if the required HPSI train cannot be restored to Operable status within the required
Completion Time. Improved Technical Specification 3.5.3 Action B will extend the
Completion Time to be in Mode 5 from 20 hours to 24 hours. This change is reasonable
based on operating experience to reach Mode 5 in an orderly manner, and without I
challenging plant systems. It is also consistent with similar CTS Actions, such as i

Action 3.4.6.b. Increasing the Completion Time constitutes a less restrictive change. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.5.3 Action b requires a special report to be submitted
to the NRC in the event the ECCS is actuated and injects water into the RCS. This j
requirement is being deleted from the Technical Specifications. If an event occurred in
which the ECCS was actuated and injected water into RCS, an LER would be required.
Therefore, the CTS requirement to submit a special report to the NRC is unnecessary, |
because other requirements (LER requirements) will ensure that a report is provided to the
NRC. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

tG'

V'

i
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ATTACHMENT (2)

j
_ AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

,' 19. The phrase, "and CEA deviation circuit" has been adried to LCO 3.1.4 in the markup of CTS 3.1.3.1.
j This does not change the ITS or discussions, but clarifies what was changed in the CTS.
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Spee.C6 Mon 2. l.% |
.
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O
i

l

3.1 3/4.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSIR E

3.\.k Q/f(1.3 P'Uvet' E CONTROL A55trwLItnE

Qgnmi. | .I !CEa ext twn

h| LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

g y '4 3.1.3.1 The CEA Motion Inhibit nd all 6huttown and AculathfkD CEAs shall 1

,
be OPERAELE with each CEA of a given group positioned within 7.5 inches |

| (indicated position) of all other CEAs in its group. |

MODIS 1 and $0APPLICABILITY:

ACTION:

hug @ With one or more CEAs (regulating or shutdown) inoperable due to I
2d u,., being untrippable, be in at least NOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

@ With the CEA Motion Inhibit inoperable, within 6 hours either:
)

herw4(. C.2,/ @ Restore the CEA Motion Inhibit to OPERABLE status, or {r-e

/ 4,L,2. @ CEAs in group 5 to less than 5% insertion, orFully withdraw all CEAs in groups 3 and 4 and withdraw theSt p,s/4 g. g
| /] F., c,g I

) .M f'.. h Be in at least NOT STAND _BY... g,|

- - NorG - - -
'
[ . mn one regulating LLA Inoperable due to causes other than )

py(;**** 'I k'd adhessed by ACTION a, above, and inserted beyond the Long Term
Steady State Insertion Limits but within its above specified

( Ad'a C. 7. 2 is alla }i alignment requirements, operation in MODES 1 and 2 may continue
ewt g A ,,4 * for up to 7 days per occurrence with a total accumulated time off
gg 5 14 days per calendar year. ,

Ac.b 6. } | . With one CL (regulating or shutdown) noperable due to cau 5'

- -
' g,,7' ,, g'g* other than ddressed by ACTION a, a ve, but within its a e--

specified alignment requirements a either fully withdr n or *
,

within e Long Tern Steady Stat nsertion Limits if CEA
(groups, operation in MODES 1 2 may continue,/

w bsst.ss,.a of dy b
5escS u4w. :3.1.C,, * Apkbg
C.EA yrw.A r..A"

'

|

C / See Special Test #xceptions 3.10.2 and g .10.4.)

|
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Sp.4Acb 3.14-

i

O

3.1 3/4.1 REACTIYrTY CONTROL SYSTDt3

M.3 MOVABLPCONTROL ASSDEl(Eh
-

CEAfPoeft, i A.\
CCA kv.dron tjetait, A.)

LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION - #
f _- _ - _ -

geo 3,64 3.1.3.1 The CEA Motion Inhibit nd all(stprrdown and rmrLlatin3 CEAs shall
be OPERABLE with each CEA of a given group positioned within T.5 inches
(indicated position) of all other CEAs in its group.

APPLICABILITY: MODES h and k h
ACTION:

4cru E
M ..i b . @) With one or more CEAs (regulating or shutdown) inoperable due to2 C

being untrippable, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

k t'ith the CEA Motion Inhibit inoperable, within 6 hours either: M
Acti..a c. c.z I D Restore the CEA Motion Inhibit to OPERABLE status, or

[.t.2 @ CEAs in group 5 to less than 5% insertion, orFully withdraw all CEAs in groups 3 and 4 and withdraw thesg FK

. @ Be in at least NOT STANDBY.
' '

.-With one. regulating CEA inoperable due to causes otner snan

- - - - AbrE - - - - Y) addressed by ACTION a above, and inserted beyond the Long Term
Stea

'

State Insertion Limits but within its above specified
P4, f.< m s e ta .F R.l'..t h

alig nt requirements, operation in MODES 1 and 2 may continue

Aha C.:.7 is 4 tlwt } for up to 7 days per occurrence with a total accumulated time ofj,

414 days per calendar yeary
*^b A ^ **N c.4 h d With one (regulating or shutdo inoperable due to caus 7i

" M Y''S Ad * ^ other th addressed by ACTION a ab ve, but within its abov
.

A.I, 8.2, a t>. \ specift alignment requirements .d either fully withdra or
withi the Long Tenn Steady Stat Insertion Limits if 1 EA

|-w grou 5, operation in MODES 1 a 2 may continue. f j

I

S4 k mssm / dnp &
f pcf.'d =^ 1.l.f. , H E.d# */ IcRh zes. Het s.,r h n

|

|

i

eeSpecialTestExjsptions3.10.2and3/.4) h
| CALVERT CLIFFS . UNIT 2 3/4 1-23 Amendment No. 163
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ATTACIIMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

! 20. The words "or containment vent valves" have been removed from the Applicability of LCO 3.3.7,
Contamment Radiation Signal. The vent valves were added to this LCO by nustake. The containment
vent valves are closed in this Mode and, therefore, this specification is not necessary.
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CRS

3.3.7

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

| 3.3.7 Containment Radiation Signal (CRS)
!

i

LC0 3.3.7 Four CRS containment radiation monitor sensor modules and
associated measurement channels and one CRS Actuation Logic

l channel and one Manual Actuation channel shall be OPERABLE.
|

! !

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS, with containment purge valves open, |t
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within

containment with containment purge valves open. |1
,

ACTIONS
,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.

A. One radiation monitor A.1 Place the affected 4 hours !

sensor module or sensor module in
associated trip.

measurement channel-

inoperable. OR

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
|

ALTERATIONS.

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies within
containment.

1

l

|O ;

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.7-1 Revision K(
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| CRS

B 3.3.7
,

) _) BASES
t

c. Actuation Loaic

| One channel of Actuation Logic must be OPERABLE to be
consistent with the requirements of LCO 3.9.3. If one

i fails, it must be restored to OPERABLE status.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 or 6, the CRS isolation of containment purge
valves is not required to be OPERABLE. However, during CORE
ALTERATIONS or during movement of irradiated fuel, there is
the possibility of a fuel handling accident requiring the
CRS on high radiation in containment. Accordingly, the CRS
must be OPERABLE during CORE ALTERATIONS and when moving any
irradiated fuel in containment when the containment purge |tvalves are open.

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the containmeh' 'irge valves are
sealed closed.

ACTIONS A CRS sensor channel is inoperable when it does not satisfy
the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's Function. The
most common cause of channel inoperability is outright
failure or drift of the sensor module or measurement channel
sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed by the plant
specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the drift is not
large which at worst would result in a delay of actuation
rather than a total loss of Function. This detemination is
generally made during the perfomance of a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION when the process instrument is set up for
adjustment to bring it within specification. Sensor drift
could also be identified during CHANNEL CHECKS. CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TESTS identify sensor module drift. If the

actual trip setpoint is not within the Allowable Value in
SR 3.3.7.2, the channel is inoperable and the appropriate
Conditions must be entered.

In the event that either a sensor channel's -- trip setpoint
j is found nonconservative with respect to the Allowable
;

i

i CALVERT Cl.IFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.3.7-4 Revision'Q\
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ese e ach 4 e oa . .

Ov
~3. 3 sts-s- INSTRUMENTATION __g],i,y g,g, Qg,. Q-

q
, 3. 5. 7 wise,

= : = = = m = e = .n = n = .. =,.=< r _ _ w{- ne cas .-*. . . l'r 4... - . . . , . , s ,o e
. i.. .4 .%.....2 w , . .- ,m..,..LIMITING CONDI FOR OPERATIO Ach t.. t.w , .t ,,, M ..,3,,,.,j, ..m

| L.c. o ,,

[ inst
A, 4 s a o ,./ ...,(

'

3*$ 7 .2.1 Engineered Safet Fe Actuation 5 tem (ntation channels and sses shown in Tab e 3. sha)1be
AS ,,s.,,,, .

*. , , , ,~f.g^OP LE with their trip set nts set consistent wi the values shown i .~,9( *-t e Trip Setpoint column o able 3.3-4.: f ,

-
'

__ -- -

APPLICABILITY: ,.; M.;.; .17. Teble 3r3-3- O
..$ core ALTErMT og?, j ,8! 'y,; on *-. +! .c .. ~a....ead c v

8.E119.3: o wt., o wU , <..*a - - te

."With an ESFAS instrumentation channel trip setpoint less
_ (,k;g

we, Valoo n /
conservative than the value shown in the Allowable Values column MVof Table 3.3-4. declare the channel inoperable and apply the

,

iapplicable ACTION requirement of Table 3.3-3 until the channel is
'

restored to OPERABLE status with the trip setpoint ad. justed
,, consistent with the Trip Setpoint value. 7

g Eftn an t.sFAs instrumentation channel inoperable, take the ACTI0gi A.hNshown in Table 3.3-3. f- -- U
!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

M*Z I
'*7 4d.f.i'.'f' Ench EMAS instrumentation channel shall be demonstrated

'.f'.',3' -j'} OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION and -

' , , , 7 A. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operatic .: i.ri. s the =Z er.d-st-the-frequencies-
, -, ' 5 " "' '"'"" '''''',, , .

.2.1 %tnic-fur ine oy- ses shall be demons atedOPERAELLcuringlgthe power CHANNEL rVNCTIO TEST of channels af cted by bypass ; i. A ~ -
-

op ation. The total bypa function shall be d nstrated OPERABL at '

ast once per REFUELING TERVAL during CHAN _ CALIBRATION tett a of |kh channel affected y_ bypass opy ation. 7

95.3.1. b (4,_3E.13 The(IKINEERIp_SAFITY' FEATURES RESPON5E JIMEof each ESFAf - '

; shall be demonstrated to be within the limit at least once perun

R FU. jNGNTERVA M Each test shall incl e at least one enanne per '
~

unction such th all channels are tes d at least once every REFUELING ,

INTERVALS wher is the total number f redundant channels a specific L.
ESFAS functi as shown in the " Tot No. of Channels' Col af jable 3.3 f -

on e A66CFfD

'I E.. ST B. Asis-
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i.w, t.T v. i*

n ,

g TABLE .LE (Continued)-- / * T ?.> T w
t 2w v. s . 7. 5 psg ENGINEMM ATETT TEAT;;;E ACTUATHf6-SV$ TEM-INSTRUMENTATMI6-SURVE3_ _ _ _ __

-.,_~,.m* w
, , _ _ . (,w-

{ V R '.T.7J $8.7. P. 9 CHANNEL MODES IN WNICN hq
CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTI0frAL SURVEILIANCE g{ FUNCTIC"*1 ""!T- CHECK CALIBRATION TEST REQUIRED ,.,

5
[.'MAINSTEAMLINEISOLATION

" a. Manual SGIS (MSIV Hand Switches NA NA REFUELING MA
=

,

and Feed Head Isolation Hand INTERVAL
Switches) i

fb. Steam Generator Pressure - Low S REFUELING Q 1, 2, 3
INTFitVALc. Automatic Actuation Logic NA NA # 3*3w 1,2,3 '

{ 5. CONTAINMENT SUMP RECIRCULATION (RAS)
;

h a. Manual kA5 (Trip Buttons) NA NA REFUELING MA
INTERVAL ,

b. Refueling Water Tank - Low NA REFUELING Q 1, 2, 3
s

INTERVAL 1

b'@33 1, 2,
ic. Automatic Actuating _ Logic NA NA
;6. CONTAll#IENT PURGE VALVES ISOLATION

,J\

k t_ A . 'P M (Purge g e Control / NA / NA / REFUELIa. "
2g itc W Wg b. Containment Radiation - High Area $ REFUELING Q h N
-

.

g Monitor INTERVAL j=
+

'

g Aad SR 5.7. 2

N P.r.. crr D'' ' ' ~2 c- '+'4 -sy
- -

,, e c~ m cru A u :,_ | D'" ' ' S * ~ ~ ~ ^ ^ * f,
.

4' c __M ' . ..<-4. 4 a w i e ss e,,, A A.9 q
'

> jm c %-,-ty

alame d yy +5 o ren
,
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h.h33 $f4*-INSTRUMENTATION !

c ,, ,, , , . , a 1, . 2 . . + ,,, 5, y.1 (C R $)p.~5. 7 8/418,2 , ,

ENGifiEERED-SAFETV-FEATUE f5J5'.IbsYST"..!Pl:9fS5"J"0% ... _---_ ,.
-

*

u, m .. . . . , . . - - , . . . . . . . . . ---
,LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATIO

, . . . ',;M.'d a' *. ; * "* *' ' C* *""J . * f, Q,* ,' . , ' , ;, , , _ ,, , , .
-

. ,; !
. ,

lC
-

-
3.3~.2.1 he Engineered 5 ty Feature Actuett

stem (ESFAS)
- . ._

~5 . C . 7 inst ntation channe and bypasses shown e 3.3-3 shal
-m - -

LE with theirJf p setpoints set con
he Trip Setpoint.c61umn of Table 3.3 tent with the vp sshowa(y '' ,

'

!%
_f

.

APPLICABILITY: -As shown ta Table.-3,3 3,
u,,. 3 cokM"E6r75X)( w &l
p

'

AMv- .~.4 .c......ACT!04
t .- .,,,g c g , y,.7 7,-, M M.i ,M.,33

(a7With an E5FAs instrumentation channel trip setpoint less * P*'
,

%-
conservative than the value shown in the Allowable Yalues column'

of Table 3.3-4. declare the channel inoperable and a ply the )Oapplicable ACTION requirement of Table 3.3-3 untti 1 e channel is t A. 5 t'
,

grestored to CPERABLE status with the trip setpoint adjusted jconsistent with the Trip Setpoint,valuy

Q. With an ESFAS instrumentation channel inoperable, take the ACTIO]Nshown in Table 3.3-3. .j , 4 ,'
/_

'
Si,'RVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

O /- f, g
tr3.2.-1<!- Each TSFAS instrumentation channel shall be demonstratedQ,

p(.',""*,,f, 4
, , ' ' . ,

7, OPERABLE by the perfornance of the CHANNEL CHECK. CNANNEL CALIBRATION and
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operat4ons-during-.the-N0 DES-end-at-the-frequencieshJ,h

_*

,,

shown-1rLIAhle 4,3-2r-,,. .

'

'' '' ~

/4.3.2.1.2 Ahe logic for the EyReirsM11~be demonstrated 0FERAsLL cu .1ng'
f the at poGer CEANNEL FUNCT)0RAL TEST of channels afffeted by bypass
operaJfon. The total byptss function shall be dyn6nstrated OPERABLE at .4 . O .)4 le3st once per REFUELING INTERVAL during CHANNEL CALIBRATION testMg of./ |each channel affected by bypass operation.. . #

g- _ ,

M '5,5,7* 6 (4.32 LD The 1NGINEERID-'EITl*hkFI.ATURES RESPONSE TIME 4f each ESfKD'I

(.fliDtilP3 shall be demonstrated to be within the limit at least once per
REFUELING INTERVALC Euch testAhall include at least o!n cnannei per

(INTERYALS where N is the tyt'al number of redundantfunction such that all chanceTs are tested at least o ,

every N REFUELIN /

[ ESFAS function as shown jn the " Total No of Chanys' Column
\ annels in a specif i '

of jTable 3.3-3, .~-'
'% d

on a STA HrERtc
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b4 MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION (SGIS)
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a. Manual SGIS (MSIY Hand Switches NA NA RENELIM NAand Feed Head Isolation fland
Switches) INTERVAL

b. Steam Generator Pressure - Low S RETUELIM Q 1,2,3
INTERVALc. Automatic Actuation Logic NA NA

# IM 1, 2, 3^ S. CONTAINMENT SIM? RECIRCULATION (RAS)
la. Manuel RAS (Trip Buttons) NA NA RENELIM NA

NTERVALb. Refueling Water Tank - Low NA RENELIM Q 1, 2, 3
,

MTERVAL.yAutomatic Actuation Logic NA NA gt) 1, 2, 3 J
__ .

6. CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVES ISOLATION
g,$~

Mang rge Valve Control NA NA NA }
.

$ D. Containment Radiation - High S ~ REFUELIM Q [S Area Mon 1ter -2
INTERVAL '
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.3.7 - CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SIGNAL

i

! O
h A.7 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Table 3.3-3, "ESFAS Instrumentation, " includes a

functional unit for Containment Purge Valve Isolation. Improved Technical
| Specification 3.3.7 is created specifically for the Contamment Purge Valve Isolation funcion.

Creating a new Specification from existmg requirements constitutes an adnumstrative change.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

!

A.8
Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required
number of Contamment Radiation channels Operable, Operation may contmue provided the
containment purge isolation valves are maintained closed. Improved Technical
Specification 3.3.7 Action B requires that if one required manual Actuation channel or
Actuation Logic channel is inoperable, or more than one instnnnent channel is inoperable, or

,

the Completion Time of Action A is not met, then containment purge and exhaust valves must;

be closed, and Core Alterations and all movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
containment be suspended (LCO 3.9.3). Closing the containment purge and exhaust valves for

this Condition is the same requirement as in CTS. The other actions are addressed in a less |
restrictive change. Moving a Specification within the Specifications constitutes an
administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.9
Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1, Table Notation "**" requires the containment purge

;

valve manual control switches and containment radiation - high radiation monitor be Operable
when the containment purge valves are required to be Operable. Current Technical
Specification 3.9.4 requires the valves to be Operable during Core Alterations and movement
of irradiated fuel within containment.( Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 requires four'

containment radiation monitor sensor modules and measurement channels, one Actuation Logic
i

channel, and one manual Actuation channel to be Operable during Core Alterations, and during '

movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies within containment when containment purge valves are
open. The intent of when the equipmem is required to be Operable is the same. Movement of |
a requirement within the Specifications constitutes an administrative change. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECilNICAL CilANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required |

number of containment radiation monitors Operable, Operation may continue provided the
containment purge isolation valves are maintained closed. No time requirement is stated for
the action. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 Action A requires that if one instrument
channel is inoperable, then within four hours, either place the affected sensor module in trip, or
suspend Core Alterations and all movement ofirradiated f_el assemblies within containment.

The addition of a time requirement for Actions to be taken is a more restrictive change. This
change will not have an adverse affect on plant safety. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

M.2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required
number of containment radiation monitors Operable, Operation may continue prosided the

| containment purge isolation valves are maintained closed. Improved Technical
i Specification 3.3.7 Action A requires that if one instrument channel is inoperable, then the
! affected sensor module is placed in trip, or Core Alterations and all movement ofirradiated

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.7-2 Revision 1
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,

LCO 3.3.7 ur . containment radiation monitor hannals) one '
1

|Actuation Logi and one ManualcT tG. s all be OPERABLE. g,o,\ ]y ~

l

APPLICABILITY: DuringCOREALTERATIONS
During movement of irra lated fuel assemblies with

containment ,4 ,yl*h ks],g,aj gYokd$ e Q ,
'

e
ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One radiation monitor A.1 c Lthe affected 4 hourschannel inoperable. nneD in trip. i
_ t

g Asic Ech IVnornobo o e- - ^ -

|o.8 0cluic6 r a s pf w .4 A.2.1 Suspend CORE !mdiateif
,

y
ALTERATIONS.,

. . . . . . . . -

033

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Imediately <
irradiated fuel '

assemblies within
containment.

B. One required Manual B.1 Place and maintain Imediately 1

or(CIBiiiiRb containment purge and hActuation Logic tra n exhaust valves ininoperable, closed position.

I b
(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.3- INSTRUMENTATION

.

OI f PLANT-SPECIFIC CHANGES
'
di

- 1. The ud Analog was removed from the title of each .cpecification in Section 3.3. Calvert Cliffs is
an Analog plant and specifically hstmg this in the title is unnecessary Analog was placed in
NUREG-1432 to distinguish between Analog and Digital Specifications.

2. Specification 3.3.7 Applicability will include the phrase with mntainment purge valves open.
Having the contamment purge valves open is a CTS criteria for the Applicability. A Containment
Radiation Signal will shut the containment purge valves. The Containment Radiation Signal is not
required if the valves are already shut. 'Ihis change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs design.

3. These changes incorporate Calvert Cliffs specific information into brackets. Bracketed
information located throughout NUREG-1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert Cliffs
requirements.

4 Changes to non-bracketed system names, number of systems / components, terminology, or values
were made to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs specific system name, number of

1

systents/ components, terminology, or values. This change also includes any numbeling changes
due to the addition or deletion of Specifications, Actions, or Smveillance Requirements (SRs).
This terminology includes terms for RPS to make names consistent, and Engineered Safety Feature
Actuation System (ESFAS) terms to reflect the Calvert Cliffs ESFAS Vitro equipment

5. Table 3.3.1-1 Functions 8 and 9a (Axial Power Distribution - High and Thermal Margin / Low
Pressure [TM/LPJ, respectively) allowable values refer to Figures 3.3.1-1, 3.3.1-2, and 3.3.1-3.

O This change deletes the reference to the figures and replaces them with reference to the Core
{b Operating Limits Renort. The allowable valves can be adequately controlled in the Core Operating j

Limits Report. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing Basis. |
1

6. Specification 3.3.4 Actions B and C are the Actions when one or two instrument channels or trip
units are inoperable, except for Containment Spray Actuation. This change (in conjunction with
the deletion of Action A) will delete the exception to Contamment Spray Actuation. Therefore,
these Actions will be applicable to Containment Spray Actuation. Although this is different than
the Current Technical Specification (CTS) Actions (which is justified in 3.3.4 Discussion of
Change L.1), it is acceptable because the CTS Actions were established prior to manual bypass
switches being incorporated, and prior to modifications which require a Safety injection Actuation
Signal (SIAS) to start the Containment Spray Pmnps. This prevents a single failure from causing
an inadvertent spraying of containment (which is the main thrust behind NUREG-1432 Action A).
The above changes to the Contamment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) allow the CSAS to have
the same Actions as the other ESFAS functions.

7. Surveillance Requirement 3.3.4.3 currently requires the Channel Functional Test on each ESFAS

automatic bypass removal function to be performed once within 92 days prior to each reactor
startup. This change will revise the test interval to every 24 months. This change is consistent
with the current Calvert Cliffs licensing basis.

| 8. A footnote was added to Table 3.3.5-1 Function 1 SIAS which states that high pressure safety
; injection pumps are only required to start automatically on a SIAS signal when Reactor Coolant
| System (RCS) temperature is > 385 F for Unit 1, and > 325'F for Unit 2. This change isp) consistent with the requirements of the Calvert Cliffs Low Pressure Overpressure Protection
|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3-1 Revision 1
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CPIS (Analog) @
8 3.3.7

aekva4
,

'

BASES,
_ -- __

.

LCO analysis in order e account
astrument uncertalaties(continued) appropriate to the Fu on. These uncertainties aredefined in Reference 3. A channel is inoperable if its

actual trip setpoint is not within its requimd A11esable
Value.

TheBasesfortheLC0ontheGP#arediscussedbelowforeach Function:

y -dC$w N'a. Manual
=

The LCO on Manual eks up the automatic
and ensures operators have the capability to rap y iinitiate the CPIS Function if any parameter is
trending toward its setpoint. At least one channel
sust be OPERABLE to be consistent with the
requirements of LC0 3.9.3, " Containment Penetrations." ~

6 b. Containment Radiation-Hioh ~ Sr u/
_ .

r .Gha eu,g;. The LC0 on the radiatto requires that all IL.A., h%g }-q.h four be OPERABLE. aq pg 6llo,y n 4t
at eieo eae.4- %g8 ' 'M ,^ o,g4 f. #

__ a

(for thi34ntt. the befis forJ; he Containment .;z.,
'

O *('''''"d __ Radiatlon-High setpoint iggi;:
,

A Mg ru tsw9:
b '* d"'h .

_

|

fle .gb 41 wk,wd . . .. Actuation tecic

|- f*'y s-t dem. Onej of Actuation Logic must be OPERA 8tE to be hconsu t with the requirements of LC0 3.9.3. If one;} fatis, it must be restored to OPERABLE status.
- n

j. APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 or 6, the @lsolation of containment purge gi. valves is not required to be OPERABLE. However, during CORE'

ALTERATIONS or during movement of irradiated fuel, there is-
|' [ch c the ssibility of a fuel handling accident requiring the

n high radiation in containment. Accordingly, the.

,

sust be OPERABLE duri CORE ALTERATIONS and when|
'

moving any irradiated fuel n containmentg _

|- In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the containment purge valves are'

sealed closed. ,

'
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i

ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE
i
V 21. This change incorporates the CTS requirements regarding the Containment Purge and Exhaust

Isolation Valves in Modes 1,2,3, and 4, into ITS 3.6.3 Action A, the 3.6.3 Bases, and SR 3.9.3.2.
This change is necessary because the Containment Purge and Exhaust System is being modified to use
a blind flange in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 instead ofisolation valves, but the modification for Unit I will
not be completed until the end of the 1998 reft * ling outage. These changes will allow the use of the
Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation Valves in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4, or the blind flanges,
whichever is needed to meet the Containment Isolation Valve requirement.
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Containment Isolaticn Valves
i

B 3.6.3 '

V
B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves

I
l

BASES

I
BACKGROUND The containment isolation valves form part of the

{containment pressure boundary and provide a means for fluid !

penetrations not serving accident consequence limiting |

systems to be provided with two isolation barriers that are !
closed on an automatic isolation signal. These isolation
devices are either passive or active (automatic). Manual
valves, de-activated automatic valves secured in their
closed position (including check valves with flow through
the valve secured), blind flanges, or equivalent, and closed
systems are considered passive devices. Check valves, or
other automatic valves designed to close without operator
action following an accident, are considered active devices.
Two barriers in series are provided for each penetration so
that no single credible failure or malfunction of an active

(n) component can result in a loss of isolation or leakage that
exceeds limits assumed in the safety analysis. One of these
barriers may be a closed system.

A blind flange is installed on the Containment Purge and
Exhaust System in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 on Unit 2. Similar
equipment will be used on Unit 1 after a modification is

'

installed. Until the modification to Unit 1 is completed,
the Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation Valves will be I

required for Containment Penetration Operability.
Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation Valves are not
required for Containment Penetration Operability when the
blind flanges are installed.

Containment isolation occurs upon receipt of a high
containment pressure signal. The containment isolation
signal (CIS) closes automatic containment isolation valves

| in fluid penetrations not required for operation of
| Engineered Safety Feature systems in order to prevent

leakage of radioactive material. Upon actuation of safety

(%
d

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.6.3-1 Revision %g
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

i

BASES

that potential paths to the environment through containment
isolation valves (including containment purge valves) are
minimized. The safety analysis assumes that the purge

! valves are closed at event initiation.

The DBA analysis assumes that, within 60 seconds after the
accident, isolation of the containment is complete and
leakage terminated except for the design leakage rate, La.
The containment isolation total response time of 60 seconds
includes signal delay, diesel generator startup (for loss of;

offsite power), and containment isolation valve stroke
times.

The containment isolation valves satisfy
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3.

,

LC0 Containment isolation valves form a part of the containment
boundary. The containment isolation valve safety function
is related to minimizing the loss of reactor coolant

,

inventory and establishing the containment boundary during a
DBA.

The automatic power operated isolation valves are required
to have isolation times within limits and to actuate on an
automatic isolation signal. The valves covered by this LC0
are listed with their associated stroke times in the Updated

1

Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) (Ref.1).

The normally closed isolation valves are considered OPERABLE
when manual valves are closed, automatic valves are
de-activated and secured in their closed position, blind '

flanges, or equivalent are in place, and closed systems are
intact. Containment purge supply and exhaust isolation
valves being credited for Containment Penetration
Operability shall be closed. They shall be maintained I

closed by isolating air to the air-operator and maintaining
i the solenoid air supply valve de-energized. These passive |
[ isolation valves or devices are those listed in Reference 1.
!'p
id
! CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.6.3-3 Revi sion 'Bd
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Contains::nt Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

n
d BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR ensures that the containment vent valves are closed
as required or, if open, open for an allowable reason. If a
containment vent valve is open in violation of this SR, the' i
valve is considered inoperable. If the inoperable valve is
not otherwise known to have excessive leakage when closed,
it is not considered to have leakage outside of limits. The
SR is not required to be met when the containment vent
valves are open for pressure control, as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA) or air quality considerations for
personnel entry, or for Surve111ances that require the
valves to be open. The containment vent valves are capable
of closing in the environment following a LOCA. Therefore,
these valves are allowed to be open for limited periods of
time. The 31 day Frequency is consistent with other
containment isolation valve requirements discussed in
SR 3.6.3.2.

! /~N

SR 3.6.3.2,

This SR requires verification that each containment
isolation manual valve, blind flange, or equivalent located '

outside containment and not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured and required to be closed during accident conditions
is closed. The Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation

| Valves required for Containment Penetration Operability
,

shall be determined closed by verifying that power to the
solenoid valve is removed. The SR helps to ensure that post
accident leakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside the

; containment boundary is within design limits. This SR does
: not require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it

involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those
| containment isolation valves outside containment and capable

of being mispositioned are in the correct position. Since
verification of valve position for containment isolation
valves outside containment is relatively easy, the 31 day
Frequency is based on engineering judgment and was chosen toi

<

O;
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Containm:nt Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

/O
O BASES

.

and 3 for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these containment isolation valves, once
they have been verified to be in their proper position, is
small,

i

SR 3.6.3.4 |
|

Verifying that the isolation time of each automatic power
,operated containment isolation valve is within limits is |

required to demonstrate OPERABILITY. The isolation time
test ensures the valve will isolate in a time period less
than or equal to that assumed in the safety analysis. The
isolation time and Frequency of this SR are in accordance
with the Inservice Testing Program. Isolation times are not
applicable for Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation i
valves because they are required to be closed.

f') SR 3.6.3.5
v

Automatic containment isolation valves close on an isolation
signal (CIS Channels A or B, or safety injection actuation
signal Channels A or B) to prevent leakage of radioactive
material from containment following a DBA. This SR ensures
each automatic containment isolation valve will actuate to
its isolation posicion on a containment isolation actuation
signal. This Surveillance is not required for valves that
are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the required
position under administrative controls. The 24 month
Frequency was developed considering it is prudent that this
SR be performed only during a unit outage, since isolation
of penetrations would eliminate cooling water flow and
disrupt nonnal operation of many critical components.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass this SR when performed on the 24 month Frequency.

|
!

! (G
'N

t
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3/4.6 LONTAINMDfT SYSTDt$

SURVEILt.ANCE REQUIRDENTS (Continued)

!
|j b. (ontainment purge isolation valMhall be demonstrated OPERAllLEb.2;

( any time upon entering MODE 5 from power operation modes, unless f |;

the last surveillance test has been perfonned within the pasti

six months or any tic.e after being opened and prior to entering
MODE 4 from shutdown modes by vertfying that when the measured
le1kage rate is added to the leakage rates detennined pursuant to i

Technical Specification 4.6.1.2.a for all other Type B or C
|

!

penetrations, the combined leakage rate is less than or equal to ),

0.60 L The leakage rate for the containment purge isolation
Ivalves .shall also be compared to the previously measured leakag

rate to detect excessive valve degradation. l
-

c. bcontainment purge isolation valve seals shall be replaced
with new seals at a frequency to ensure no individual seal I

remains in service greater than 2 consecutive fuel reload cycles.

tt ,3

0 . . ..

i

;
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|
1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
!

SECTION 3.6.1 - CONTAINMENT |

|p
TECHNICAL CHANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED |Q DOCUMENTS

|LA.1 Unit 1 CTS 3.6.1.6 Action a allows 90 days to perform an engineering eval.mtion when the | |

contamment structur: exhibits evidence of possible abnormal degradation, per the tendon I
Surveillances. His requirement is being moved to the Bases of Section 3.6.1. His is
acceptable because moving this requirement to the Bases will not affect the reqmrement to
perform an evaluation to detennine if the mnuinment is inoperable. His reqhst can be

i adequately controlled in the Bases, which require change control in accordance with the Bases
|

Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory
| control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. Tbe level of safety of

facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement to
perform an engineering evaluation to determine if the containment is inoperable. Furthermore,
NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license amendments to these

| requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement of infonnation
;

change with no impact on safety. His change is consistent with NUREG 1432.
!

| LA.2 Unit 1 CTS 4.6.1.2.b requires that containment purge isolation valves be demonstrated
Operable any time upon entering Mode 5 from power operation modes, unless the last
sun eillance test has been performed within the past six months or any time after being opened

;

and proper to entering Mode 4 from shutdown modes by verifying that when the measured
{| leakage rate is added to the leakage rates determined pursuant to Technical

' !

Specification 4.6.1.2.a for all other Type B or C penetrations, the combined leakage rate is less
than or equal to 0.60 L.. The leakage rate for the containment purge isolation valves shall be

p compared to the previously measured leakage rate to detect excessive valve degradation..

Q These requirements are being moved to the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. This |

'

is acceptable because moving this requirement to the Containment Leakage Rate Testing !
Program will not affect the performance of this requirement. This requirement can be '

adequately controlled in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. This approach
provides an eff;ctive level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control proce,s. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change cause

i

there is no caange in this requirement. This change is specific to Unit I because the Unit 2
containment purge and exhaust penetrations are isolated outside containment with blind j
flanges. The Unit I containment purge and exhaust penetrations will also be modified to have |

blind flanges installed for operation during Modes I through 4 during the 1998 Unit I refueling
outage. This change is being made in case this Surveillance is required to be performed due to
an unanticipated shutdown. Therefore, this Surveillance Requirement will no longer be needed

,

!

once the blind flange is installed. This change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation
change with no impact on safety. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.3 Unit 1 CTS 4.6.1.2.c requires that containment purge isolation valves be replaced with new
seals at a frequency to ensure no individual seal remams in senice greater than two
consecutive fuel cycle. This requirement is being moved to plant procedures. This is
acceptable because moving this requirement to plant procedures will continue to ensure that no

| individual seal remains in senice greater than two consecutive fuel cycles. This requirement
| can be adequately controlled in plant procedures. This approach provides an effective level of
'

regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of
safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no chenge in thisi

requirement by moving it from Technical Specifications to plant procedures. This change is

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.6.1-3 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGF3
SECTION 3.6.1 - CONTAINMENT

n specific to Unit I because the Unit 2 containment purge and exhaust isolation valves locatedV outside containment are being replaced with blind flanges for operation in Modes 1 through 4.
The Unit I containment purge and exhaust penetrations will also be modified to have blind
flanges installed during the 1998 Unit I refueling outage. This change is being made in case
this Surveillance is required to be performed due to an unanticipated shutdown. Therefore, this
Surveillance Requirement will no longer be needed once the blind flange is mstalled. This
change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Unit 1 CTS 3.6.1.6 requires a plant shutdown if the contamment tendons or structure exhibit
evidence of abnormal degradation, and continued operation carmot be justified by an
engineering evaluation within 90 days. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.1 Action A will
allow I hour for the containment to be deemed Operable following the engineermg evaluation
performed within 90 days. This change increases the Completion Time from immediately
beginning a shutdown, to one hour. 'Ihis added Completion Time will allow a period of time to
prepare for a possible impending shutdown. This time period also ensures that the probability
of an accident (requiring containment Operability) occurnng during periods when containment
is inoperable is minimal. Allowing an additional one hour to complete a Required Action
constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

!
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134. iV4,4 it!!IAINMENT SYSTEMS

Al I

3, A ,3 -3/ LEA CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES
1

s

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

| LCo 3.4 3 4,4,4d- Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.* '
_

~

A'PPLICABILITY: N0 DES 1, 2, 3 and 4.
.

SILO!i:O

'

ilith cne or more of the isolation valve (s) inoperable, either: O
ne sne inoper3pw valvets) UHrrt. SABLE statut,arrt' '''

'k^fjG A ' offda ,sd'/NW~[M eI~ say&/
b " Isolate each aff ed penetr'atTon iitthin urs by use of at

_

Aceri.., 53 i k..M,le nedeapvatedautomaticvalvesec d in the isolation _ 1

|,4 ,,

c. Isolate the affected penetration within

ours by use of at['L*t M|-
.

1 east one closed manual valve 8 blind flang or 4 .

"

& k*,.L
IL fBe in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours _a (, ,,

Act,4a b
~ n COLD

,.

(SHUTD0'n'N within the following 30 hours. gip;nt.,4 _

,

1
i

provisions of Specification 3. are not applicable,Arfovide
e, /

that the affect.tf penetration i solated. 4* g
W~

|. DMG~ A c7pn.: //07 0
3 M_/ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

,

__.

4.6.4.
1 Each containment 1so tion valve shall be demon trated OPERAB L'prior o returning the valve service after maintenanc repair, orrep cement work is perfom on the valve or its asso ted actuator,

trol, or power circuit. y performance of a cyclin est and verif ation) 4 /;,7c

isolation t h ..s

,mw -~ <c'
C..Ab., t% t, o , ,, e -

n .,g ., ;.g .t , g_., A ,.4. C ' .4 f. G 2 A & c.,m ,a o.4 . slaw' g '

sis + m
CAL. c. .uu : 2. 5, ,, re f. . .% n . p.J&<'~ F '~ e 2 "' *u er no CWc e+ he^

hyd)$
* !^'"( l. \. Valves that are nomally closed may be opened on an intermittent

basis under administrative control.
!

Containment purge isolation valves isolation times will only apply 1
%BT K den the valves are recuired to be OPERABLE and they are open.

-

g'gti;r._t':: 'm : -tri-" 70 yht'y -a anc 4 per tecnnices o m ... m .....;., Q, ... .wa y ; |J),4$ j
., ., w 4 4

2 nwhk h tim th::: v:hu ; ;t . s.;,i ch::' _
;
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTDtS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRD4ENTS (Contissed)

(4.641.7) Each containment isolation valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
during the CCLD $NUTDOWN or REFUELINE IIODE at least once per REFUELING
INTERVAL by:

Verifying that on eachrifontai -a hanawan el A4r runn. "'I

SR16.5.f{ psolation poiTW,d isolation va13e actuates to its_

est signal, each require
,Ag ,L.,gth,_.

'b . Veri ng. bat on- icontainment distion-High Tes(Channpiignal, both ired.containmfepurgpeives 4l/ hor an B tes
ctuat at isolation po ton. *

Ve'rtfying t[at on eachQafetvMetianMuatierettraMh61 A or f. L., |5 '

4%_aeTBMest signal, each required isolation valve actuates ~to ,

its TsiTation position.

4.6S D b'3'S The isolation time of each power-operated or automatic.

con a nroenLisolation valve shall be detemined_to be within its Itmit whentested @ursuantpechnical 5 pes 154tTtton 4.0.5)

*rbunN si IL< 1 n sords. e Te<,4.- PrQnQo
~

;
*

_ _ ..

:
;

i
!
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3/4.6 CONTAIRENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTA! MENT

Containment Purce System

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
,

@ he containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves shall be'
by isolating air to the air operator and maintaining the solenoidc os

g,3air supply valve de-energized.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3 and 4.

hu. ve.ACTION:

(ond%enk''
a. ith one cont nment purge supply and/or on aust isolationvalve open, e the open valve (s) within hour or be in at

*

A cd s on A l
,_.y least HOT ST within the next 6 hours a in COLD SHUTDOWNwithin the following 30 hours,

/' b. With one cont (nment purge su d/or one exhaust i ationhd'*6g**f valve inope le due to high age, repair the val s)within0.7. 24 hours be in COLD SHUTD within the followl 30 hours. *

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS *

# 'lSR $ Q ,1 4. 1. The 4 1 h containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves
a be detem ne closed at least once per 31gy verifying tha A.3er w ine solenoid valve is removed.

. .
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES I

i
; (N direction consistent with the intent of the existmg Actions for the conWnment air locks. His( change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

1
:

| A.6 Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 will contam an Actions Note (Note 3) which requires .

entry into applicable Conditions and Regmred Actions for system (s) made inoperable by CIVs. !

Current Technical Specification 3.4.3.1 does not contam this r%uua. His change adds a i

requirement to declare system (s) inoperable that are made moperable by moperable CIVs. i

This Action was added because, per ITS LCO 3.0.6, only the Actions of the CIVs would have !

to be entered. However, since inoperable CIVs require isolat on ofpenetrations to the affected Ii

system (s) with continued operation, cascadmg to the affected system is prudent. This
requirement is necessary because unlimited continued operation with a system inoperable could
severely affect the mitigation of accidents and violate the safety analyses. The CTS does not
contain a Specification similar to LCO 3.0.6 and, therefore, already requires cascadmg He
addition of a requirement which is already required in the CTS is an adnumstrative change.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.7 Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 will contain an Actions Note (Note 4) which requires
entry into the applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.6.1 when the leakage |
exceeds the overall contamment leakage rate acceptance criteria. Current Technical !
Specification 3.6.4.1 does not contain this Note. His Note is essentially a reminder that ;

noncompliance with the overall leakage limits requires entry into the ITS Contamment !
Specification (the CTS Containment Leakage Specification). Howewr, ITS as well as CTS |

requires entry into Actions for any Specification in which the LCO is not met. The addition of
informational Notes constitutes an administrative change. His change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A.8 Current Technical Specification 4.6.4.1.3 requires the isolation time of each power-operated or
automatic CIV to be determined to be within its limit when tested pursuant to Technical
Specification 4.0.5. Improved Technical Specification will require the SR to be performed in
accordance with the Insenice Testing Program. This change is admmistrative because ITS

1

moved CTS 4.0.5 and incorporated it into the Insenice Testing Program, which is required per
ITS Section 5.0. The requirement to perform the SR has not changed. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

i
'

A.9 Current Technical Specification 3.6.4.1 does not specifically have different Actions for
different types of penetrations. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 contains Actions for
different type penetrations with different numbers of valves inoperable. Improved Technical
Specification 3.6.3 Actions A and B will contain a Conditions Note which specifies that these
Conditions only apply to penetration flow paths with two CIVs and not a closed system.
Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 Action C will contain a Conditions Note which
specifies that this Condition only applies to penetration flow paths with one or more CIVs and
a closed system. Adding Notes which specify which Actions are applicable is an
administrative change because the requirement is not affected technically.

A.10 Unit 1 CTS 3.6.1.7 Action a requires an open contamment purge supply and exhaust isolation, >

!

valve to be closed. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 will require an inoperable
| containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valve to be closed. The ITS combines all
' p containment isolation valves into one specification and does not specifically contam Actions

\ for the containment purge system valves. Therefore, the ITS Actions require the valves to be,

i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

O closed when the valve is inoperable. He bases will require the contamment purge supply andV exhaust isolation valves to be closed as a part of their Operability requirements H erefore,
changing closed to inoperable in the Actions is an C ;:mdive change. His change is
specific to Unit I because the Unit 2 cantamment purge and exhaust isolation valves located
outside contamment are being replaced with blind flanges for operation in Modes 1 through 4.
The Unit I containment purge and exhaust psh. ions will also be moddied to have blind
flanges installed during the 1998 Unit I refueling outage. Therefore, this change will become
moot after installation of the blind flange because the contamment purge system speedication
in Modes 1 through 4 will not longer be applicable. His change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A.11 Unit 1 CTS SR 4.6.4.1.2.b requires verifying that on each Canninment Radiation- High Test
Channel A or Channel B test signal, both required containment purge valves actuate to their
isolation position. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 SRs will not contain this
Surveillance. Current Technical Specification SR 4.9.9 and ITS SR 3.9.3.2 also require
verifying the contamment purge valves actuate on a Contamment Radiation - High Test signal.
Therefore, deleting an SR which is duplicated in another Specification constitutes an
administrative change. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.6.4.1 Actions require the penetrations to be isolated within

four hours if two CIVs are inoperable. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 Action B will
require the penetration to be isolated within one hour. His change decreases the Completion

O- Time to isolate a penetration, when two CIVs in the penetration are inoperable, from
four hours to one hour. With both CIVs in one penetration inoperable, the means to isolate<

containment is hindered. He one-hour Completion Time is consistent with the urgency to
isolate containment, and is also consistent with the Actions of LCO 3.6.1. In addition, the
affected penetration flow path must be isolated with an isolation barrier that cannot be ,

adversely affected by a single active failure (closed and deactivated automatic valve, a closed
manual valve, or a blind flange). Decreasing the Completion Time to complete an Action
constitutes a More Restrictive change. This change will not adversely affect safety because '

when two CIVs are inoperable, the ability to isolate the penetration is hindered, and rapid
,

isolation is warranted. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
!

|M.2 Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 Required Actions A.2 and C.2 contain requirements to | '

verify that the affected penetration flow path is isolated once per 31 days for isolation devicesf

outside containment, and Action A.2 contains an additional Completion Time to verify the |
| affected penetration flow path is isolated prior to entering Mode 4 from Mode 5, if not -
'

performed within the previous 92 days for isolation devices inside contamment. The added |
Required Actions are modified by a Note which allows the isolation devices in high radiation
areas to be verified by use of admmistrative means. Current Technical Specification 3.6.4.1

| does not contain these requirements. His change will add requirements to Technical
;

j Specifications to periodically verify that the affected penetration flow path is isolated. This |

| verification is necessary to ensure that contamment penetrations required to be isolated
following an accident, and no longer capable of being automatically isolated, will be in the
isolation position should an event occur. The addition of requirements to the Technical

: Specifications constitutes a more restrictive change. His change will not adversely affect

b I
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

i
!

resources associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will be
Q reduced. This is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety.

His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

|

| LA.3 Unic 1 CTS LCO 3.6.1.7 requires the contamment purge supply and exhaust isolatica valves |!
shall be closed by isolating air to the air operator and maintaining the solenoid air supply valve !
de-energized and SR 4.6.1.7 requires verification that power to the solcmoid is removed Rese i

requirements are being moved to the Bases of Section 3.6.3. This is acceptable because
moving these requirements to the Bases will not affect the requirement to maintain the vahes,

| closed and how to maintain the valve closed. He valves are required to be mamtamed
i

Operable per Section 3.6.3 but that section does not specifically require them to be maintained
! closed. The Bases will require the containment purge and isolation valves to be closed in order

to be Operable. The SR that requires the valves to be maintained closed will remam in the
i

Technical Specifications; only the requirement on how to maintain the valve closed is being
removed. These requirements can be adequately controlled in the Bases which require change
control in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because
the requirements are still in place to ensure the valves are closed and maintained closed.
Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (CCNPP) resources associated
with processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change isi

'

specific to Unit 1 because the Unit 2 containment purge and exhaust isolation valves located

outside containment are being replaced with blind flanges for operation in Modes I through 4.
The Unit I containment purge and exhaurt penetrations will also be modified to have blindOb flanges installed during.the 1998 Unit I refueling outage. Therefore, these requirements in the
Bases will no longer be applicable after installation of the blind flange because the contamment
purge system specification will no longer be applicable. This change is a less restrictive

| movement of information change with no impact on safety. His change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

LA.4 Unit 1 CTS SR 4.6.4.1.1 footnote # allows isolation times for containment purge isolation !
valves to not be applicable for Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 per the containment isolation valve |

Technical Specification, during which time these valves must remam closed. This requirement {l is being moved to the Bases of Section 3.6.3. This is acceptable because mosing this !

requirement to the Bases will not affect this allowance. His requirement can be adequately
controlled in the Bases which require change control in accordance with the Bases Control
Program in ITS Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control
and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility j
operation is unaffected by the change because this allowance will be unchanged. Furthermore, '

NRC and CCNPP resources associated with processing license amendments to these
i

requirements will be reduced. His change is specific to Unit 1 because the Unit 2 contamment '

purge and exhaust isolation valves located outsido contamment are being replaced with blind
flanges for operation in Modes 1 through 4. He Unit I contamment purge and exhaust
penetrations will also be modified to have blind flanges installed during the 1998 Unit 1

| refueling outage. Herefore, this portion of the footnote will no longer be applicable after
installation of the blind flange because the contamment purge system specification will no

i longer be applicable. His change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no
n impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

, ( )i%
i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SCC'llON 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

or otherwise secured to be verified closed inside and outside of contnimmt, respectively. This

(n") change is acceptable because valves and blind flanges that are locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in position are verified isolated prior to lockmg, seahng, or securmg. These valves are
admmistratively controlled to provide reasonable assurance that they are not inadvertently
opened. Adding allowances that relax SRs constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.5 Current Technical Specif::ation 3.6.1.1 footnote * requires the containment vent to be opened
only for containment pressure control, airborne radioactivity contrcl, and Surveillance testing
purposes. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.6.3.1 requires the verification once per 31
days that the containment vent is closed, except for contamment pressure control, airbome
radio.'ctivity control, air quality control, and Surveillance testing purposes. This change
nsentially adds an allowance for the containment vent to be opened for air quality control

This is reasonable because containment air quality in .;ontainment is critical forpurposes.
personnel entry. Also, the containment vent is capable of closing in the emironment following
a loss-of-coolant accident. Adding an additional allowance for tha containment vent to be

opened constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consis'ent with NUREG-1432.

L6 Current Technical Specification SR 4.6.1.1.a requires all penetrations (inside and outside of
containment) not capable of being closed by Operable CIVs, and are required to be closed
during accident conditions, are verified closed by valves, blind flanges, or deactivated
automatic valves secured in their positions. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.6.3.2
(outside containment) and SR 3.6.3.3 (inside containment) will allow penetrations to be
isolated by an equivalent isolation device. The equivalent isolation device is required to be

O American Society of Mechanical Engineers /American National Standarda institute approved

\ for the purpose in which it is being used. This device is required to serve the same safety
function as the normal method of isolation. Adding additional methods for isolating a
penetration constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with the proposed
Generic Change CEOG 112 to NUREG 1432.

L.7 Current Technical Specification SR 4.6.1.1.a requires all perations (inside and outside of
containment) not capable of being closed by Operable CTVs, and are required to be closed
during accident conditions, to be verified closed. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.6.3.2
(outside containment) and SR 3.6.3.3 (inside containment) will require the penetration to be
verified closed; however, the ITS will centain a Note which allows valves, blind flanges, or
equivalent in high radiation areas to be verified by administrative means. This Note is
acceptable since access to these areas is typically restricted for as low as reasonably
achievable radiation exposure reasons. Also, since these areas are restricted, the chances of
these isolation devices being misaligned once they have been verified to be in the proper
position is small. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.8 Unit 1 CTS 3.6.1.7 Action a requires the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation
valves to be closed within one hour if any of the valves are open. Improved Technical
Specification 3.6.3 requires the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves to be
closed w; thin four hours if any of the valves are open. This change will increase the
Completion Time to close the valves from one hour to four hours. This change is acceptable
because the chances are remote that the valves vill be left in the open position or opened in

_
Modes 1 through 4. The valves are required tm ' e maintained closed with power to the
solenoid valve removed prior to Mode 4 per ITS SR 3.6.3.2 and the associated Bases. The

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.6.3-7 Revision I
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

r valves also receive automatic closure signals during accidents (contamment isolation, safety
injection, and high radiation signals). Also, this change is specific to Unit I because the Unit 2 |

contamment purge and exhaust isolation valves located outside containment have been replaced
with blind flanges for operation in Modes 1 through 4. The Unit I matainment purge and
exhaust penetrations will also be modified to have blind flanges mstalled durirqi the 1998

;
Unit I refueling outage. Therefore, this Action will no longer be applicable after installation
of the blind flanges because the containment purge system speci6 cation will no longer be
applicable in Modes I through 4. Increasing Completion Times to perfonn an Action

!
constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432, i

L.9 Unit 1 CTS 3.6.1.7 Action b requires containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves to
be repaired within 24 hours when inoperable due to high leakage. Improved Technical
Specification 3.6.3 will require the valve to be maintained closed. In both cases the

|
containment leakage requirements are required to be maint6M. 'The ITS will allow l

contamment purge supply and exhaust valve leakage to exist indefinitely as long as the
containment leakage requirements are within limits whereas the CTS requires the valve to be
repaired within 24 hours as long as the containment leakage requirements are within limits.
This change is acceptable, because other Technical Specifications exist that control
Containment Leakage. If the containment leakage is not within limits, Actions of the
appropriate Technical Specification LCO is required to be entered (LCO 3.6.1 which requires
an allowed outage time of one hour before requiring a plant shutdown). However, good :
operating practices and engineering judgment dictate performmg repairs to correct leaks before '

they become excessive. This change is specific to Unit I because the Unit 2 containment purge
and exhaust isolation valves located outside containment have been replaced with blind flanges/7

O for operation in Modes I through 4. The Unit I containment purge and exhaust penetrations
will also be modified to have blind flanges installed during the 1998 Unit I refueling outage.
Therefore, these changes will no longer be applicable after installation of the blind flanges
because the containment purge system specification will no longer be applicable in Modes 1
through 4. Deleting a requirement to perform Actions within a certain amount of time
constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

|
1

I

1

|

!O
!
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 1
SECTION 3.6 - CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS I

I

(]/ Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any( 2.

previously evaluated?
|

The proposed change adds a Note which allows the closure devices (valves, blind flanges, or
equivalent) in high radiation areas to be verified closed by administrative means. This change
will not affect the probability of an accident. This change will not physically alter the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed). The change does not require any new or
unusual operator actions. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change adds a Note which allows the closure devices (valves, blind flanges, or
equivalent) in high radiation areas to be verified closed by administrative means. This change
will not affect the probability of an accident. The margin of safety is not significantly affected
by this change. Access to high radiation areas is restricted, therefore, the likelihood of these

j
valves being remotely mispositioned is small. Also, by allowing these valves to be verified

{
closed by administrative means will keep rad: ion exposure as low as reasonably achievable.

|Therefore, the change does not involve a signif. m reduction in a margin of safety.

3.6.3 Change L8

I. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence: of an
accident previously evaluated? '

The proposed change will increase the allowed outage time to close an open containment purge
(' supply and exhaust isolation valve from one hour to four hours. This change will not |

<

\ significantly affect the probability of an accident. The containment purge system is not an
initiator of any analyzed event. This change will not significantly affect the consequences of an |

accident. The valves will continue to receive an automatic closure signal (containment isolation,
safety injection, and high radiation) during an accident. Also the valves are verified closed and

power to the solenoid removed prior to entering the Modes of Applicability and performed
monthly thereafter. This change will not affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of
accidents or transients. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or . consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the allowed outage time to close an open containment purge
supply and exhaust isolation valve from one hour to four hours. This change does not involve a
significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the
plant as part of the proposed change. 'Ihe proposed change will not introduce any new accident

|. initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

!
i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change will increase the allowed outage time to close an open containment purge
supply and exhaust isolation valve from one hour to four hours. This change will not affect the
function of the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves during an accident which
is to close on a containment isolation, safety injection, or high radiation signal. These valves are

1

|
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.6 - CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

also verified closed with power removed prior to entering the Modes of Applicability. Therefore,
,%,

the proposed change does not invoh c a significant reduction in a margm of safety.

3.6.3 Chanee L.9

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
1

accident previously evaluated?

;
The proposed change will change the allowed outage time to repair a contamment purge supply and

I exhaust isolation valve from 24 hours to only requiring the valve to be maintainaA closed.
However, the containment leakage requirements are still required to be within iimits. This change
will not significantly affect the probability of an accident. The contamment purge sptem is not an
initiator of any analyzed event. This change will not significantly affect the consequences of an
accident. The initial accident conditions with respect to contamment leakage will be preserved

I

because the containment leakage requirement is required to be within limits. His change will not
affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Derefore, this change
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously
evaluated.

I

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

j

The proposed change will increase the allowed outage time to repair a contamment purge supply !
and exhaust isolation valve from 24 hours to only requiring the valve to be maintained closed.

!
However, the containment leakage requirements are still required to be within limits. This change
does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being

,

added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed char;e will not introduce any
-

new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. )

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change will increase the allowed outage time to repair a containment purge supply
and exhaust isolation valve from 24 hours to only requiring the valve to be maintained closed.
However, the containment leakage requirements are still required to be within limits. This will
ensure that the initial conditions of the accident analyses are maintained. If the contamment

;

leakage requirements are not within limits the plant is required to shutdown if the limits are not |

restored within one hour. Also good operating practice and engineering judgment will ensure that
excessive leakage from any valve will be repaired as soon as practicable. Therefore, the proposed
changes does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.6.6 Chance L.1 i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the Completion Time allowed to place the plant in a Mode
outside the Modes of Applicability from 36 hours to 84 hours when an inoperable contamment

| spray pump cannot be restored to Operable status. This change will not significantly increase the
probability of an accident previously evaluated. The Containment Spray System is not an initiatori

| of any analyzed event. This change will not significantly increase the consequences of an accident.
'

When the plant is placed in Mode 3, the need for containment spray is reduced
i
f
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| Containment Isolation Valves '" ~M- w Sep
l 8 3.6.3 ;

j

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS ,

j
B 3.6.3

Containment Isolation Valves 'Mer32 =d id}-

BASES

% e .,, sir +___ Cfpb'I'*BACKGROUND The containment isolation valves fem part o he
; / containment pressure boundary and provide means for fluid

penetrations not serving accident conseg nce limiting
,

'p h blial %e g /All, s stems to be provided with two isolatt barriers that are
Iog g gg''*d 0"'St c osed on an automatic isolation sign These isolation

l

Ga'd fr 6 1 5 4 ;., devices are either passive or active automatic). Manuali |
.

| 5 valves, de-activated automatic valv secured in theirgpO I O 'd i *" closed position (including check v ves with flow throughn

NL S/ kr e W the valve secured), blind flange and closed systems are i

d ig go * "3 d *" b p e.,t- considered passive devices. Check valves, or other
MI automatic valves designed to close without operator action|

'' N * N ca b .' s following an accident, are considered active devices. Two
barriers in series are provided for each penetration so thatlusf& L. WE) m no single credible failure or salfunction of an active%A|g 4 component can result in a loss of isolation or leakage that

-

"*'I'gd'E b"# Y'S"3 g ".% LL., .A exceeds limits assumed in the safety analysis. One of these 1

Pu'Se n.,h E, h vi barriers may be a closed system.

3 si''4'O M M W'U N Containment isolation occurs upon receipt of a high
.

.

p' ' U" t hr Coda;d containment pressure signal @rmow Rextor cos(nt' ,
wue@(u, or,es s u re uGIS . The containment isolation signal ~

M"*i a e-k h,ry,,,,) 6 6 3) closes automatic containment' isolation valves in fluid
r tw OPU. ActuTCe *~

4, tao W penetrations not required for operation of Engineered Safety
- 4.r Co. we,W,t h.w.4 Feature systems in order to prevent leakage of radioactiveare
k OPu-oog*T'/ A - W @M m,gmaterial. Upon actuation of safety injection, automaticot containment isolation valves also isolate systems not< 4 es are _ required for containment or RCS heat removal. Other !\

\m gee, ' ,Ygh penetrations are isolated by the use of valves in the closed |positio blind flangesl As a result, the containment g off //Z-
|isolati n valves (and blind flangesJ help ensure that the

containment atmosphere will be isolated in the event of a/(, g 'f ''' j''' release of radioactive material to containment atmosphere
from the RCS following a Design Casis Accident (DBA).

The OPERABILITY requirements for containment isolation
valves help ensure that containment is isolated within the
time limits assumed in the safety analysis. Therefore, the
OPERABILITY requirements provide assurance that the
containment function assumed in the accident analysis will
be maintained.

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves {^*--- ' ' nf M;

B 3.6.3

BASES (continued)

LCO Containment isolation valves form a part of the containment

beundary. 'to minimizing the loss of reactor coolantThe containment isolation valve safety functionis related
inventory and establishing the containment boundary during a

i

!

DBA.

The automatic power operated isolation valves are required
to have isolation times within limits and to actuate on anautomatic isolation sigrial.__JThe p valves must -

maintain sealed c1 o [or hav eks installepreve full opent [_Blocka urae valves al _ctuatt_.on autentic, 1.11 The valves covered by this LCO are
1 d

th their associated stroke times in they @
The normally closed isolation valves are considered OPERABLE
when manual valves are closed, automatic valves are|

de-activated and secured in their closed position, blindMeP^ flanges'are in place, and closed systems are intact.y These gf o6- //b
CaAma pse&I, Msive 1 solation valves or devices are Enose sisted in
8 4 0 4 .orf isolo f ,a -Reierence Q @s

M*5 bc!wel4 J 4 Ifypassval ith resilient sea / and secondary contal enturge valve
g

must meet addi ona leakage ratej bb~ r.eM P44 abo. requirem ts. The other con inment isolation valve eakage
|

U
Of'QMa T't y(g) ge ,64, {e e addressed by LCO .6.1, ' Containment,' a ype Ca s

N<3 skd be i.44 e6 g
CL,4 h is d % a;,, This LCO provid,es assurance that the containment isolation1 3

valvesdrpa purte vaWel will perform their designed safety 6b % de egerA 64 fuoctions to minimize the loss of reactor coolant inventoryV- c - b .f. .g. g,,t,,g j i

O d %(f % % ) 6er-<s&rea.
and establish the containment boundary during accidents.

|

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material te containment. In MODES 5 and 6, the
probability and consequences of these events are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.
Therefore, the containment isolation valves are not required
to be OPERABLE in MODE 5. The requirements for containment
isolation valves during MODE 6 are addressed in LCO 3.9.3,
' Containment Penetrations."

(continued)
CEOG STS B 3.6-22 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Containment Isolation Valves ("-c:t ;f MF C

B 3.6.3

BASL2

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.1 (con nued)
REQUIREMENTS

opening of a co ainment purge valve. talled analysis ofthe purge valv failed to conclusivel demonstrate theirability to el c during a LOCA in ti to limit offsite
doses. Ther fore, these valves are equired to be in the
sealed clos d position during MODES , 2, 3 and 4. Acontainme purge valve that is se ed close,d must have
motive p er to the valve operato removed. This can be
accompl .hed by de-energizing th source of electric powor by moving the air supply t the valve operator. I ,

this pplication, the term "se ed" has no connotatio of i

leak tightness. The Frequene is a result of an NRC p \ Ng,yg
-

ini lative, Generic Issue B- (Ref.00, related to
co tainment purge valve use during unTt operations This SR
i not required to be met hile in Condition E of his LCO.i

| his is reasonable since he penetration flow p h would be )
isolated. |

!

SR 3.6.3. g; , g
D This SR ensures that he valves re closed as( required or, if open, ope allowab reason. If a' s

. - -@dered inoperable.
valve is open i violation of this R, the valve is.;.coE*."" VC4 consi If the inopera e valve is not

otherwise known to hav excessive lea ge when closed, it is
not considered to have eakage outsi of limits. The SR isnot required to be met uhen the - valves are open for
pressure control, ALARA or air ou y considerations for.
personnel entry, or for$urveillances that require the
valves to be open. The pvriurue) valves are capele of
closing in the environment following a LOCA. Therefore,
these valves are allowed to be open for limited periods of
time. The 31 day Frequency is consistent with other
containment isolation valve requirements discussed in i

!

SR 3.6.3 Q s
i

n

*e e p'd'SR 3.6.3.
C6cL-H2-and M )g This SR requires verification that each ntainment

isolation manual valve blind flange ocated outside
f** U '' 6 "'' * * * containmentaand requi[e@d to be closed during accident!

! (d
conditions is closed a The SR helps to ensure that post gg,4f
accioent teakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside the

|

(continued)
|

i
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Containment Isolation Valves m = a'-4 -' M g
B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3 (continued) hREQUIREMENTS

administrative means is considered acceptable, since access
-

to these areas is typically restricted during NODES 1, 2
and 3 for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the probabilit
misalignment of these containment isolation valves,y of ,once
they have been verified to be in their proper position, issmall.

)
i -^ SR 3.6.3 p , ,parle O

15, Id*# '5 Verifying
at t e isolation time of each4ced coeratfd anf ysr# 4, g gj ,Mpedf, automatic containment isolation valve is within ltatts 1s~

required to demon,trate OPERABILITY. The isolation timeQr re ;,ei a;_., test ensures the vaive wiii isoiate in a time period its,o
0

than or equal to that assumed in the safety analysis.ofThe mIky ua (,Lmf (f./isolation time and Frequency of this SR are in accordanceg with the Inservice Testing Program (tipOpda(s).b.
, @

- \ hec.aSe %e1 ove
|

f # N0** 6 7~#F- 9-SR 3.6.3.6Rgvire / b h, /
Qc lop 4 , For containment purge alv s wit r 111ent seals. -

3.. additional leakage r e tfstin
tr F (Ref.g eyond the test r quirements

' .

of 10 CFR 50, Appe~
Opertingexperie@n)cehasdemonst

, is required ensureOPERABILITY. ted that WWO
this type of seal has the potential to degra in a shorter|

' time period than de other seal types. Base on this
observation and he importance of maintain g thisi

, '

penetration le k tight (due to the direct path between|

containment d the environment), a Fre ency of 184 days
was establi ied as part of the NRC res ution of Generic
issue J-20 ' Containment Leakage Due o Seal Deterioration"
(Ref (2J. _ . _ _ _ m |

{
Additio ally, this SR must be per nned within 92 days afteropeni the valve. The 92 day F quency was chosen |

izing that cycling the va ve could introducereco
add tonal seal degradation ( yond that occurring to a( va ve that has not been open ). Thus, decreasing the

terval (from 184 days) i a prudent measure after a valve
as ueen opened, j

(continued)
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE I

J
22. This change incorporates the justification for a Note added to SR 3.3.7.2. This justification w~as

inadvertently onGtted from th; original submittal. In addition, the word " driver" is being added to the
ITS Note. This term is included in the CTS and NUREG-1432 markups, but was omitted from the '

draft ITS.

I
4
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!

CRS
, 3.3.7-
'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
:

SR 3.3.7.2 -------------------NOTE-------------------

Testing of Actuation Logic shall include
verification of the proper relay driver gg ;

'

output signal.
|_____________.. ________________ ..___....

Perfonn a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 92 days
CRS Actuation Logic channel. '

SR 3.3.7.3 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 92 days (
containment radiation monitor sensor.

Verify CRS high radiation setpoint is s the '

Allowable Value of 220 mR/hr.
| '

SR 3.3.7.4 Perfonn a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each 24 months
containment radiation monitor instrument
channel.

SR 3.3.7.5 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 24 months
CRS Manual Actuation channel.

! SR 3.3.7.6 Verify CRS RESPONSE TIME is within limits. 24 months on a
STAGGERED TEST

| BASIS
|
|

l

4

O.
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g TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued) y
m

ENGINEERED 5AFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRtMENTATION TRIP VAttiES

FUNCTIONAL UNIT SETPdINT ALLOWABLE YALUESq _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . , . / '

=
.

5. CONTAINMENT SlHP RECIRCULATION (RA3)
e ' A bw..: fC'*Y 47}5

d \y es"ca#'"'M'.%
| a. Manual RAS (Trip Buttons) 'Not Applicable Not Applicable

r

f-'
j

E s m-J kJ~
Q. Refueling Water Tank - Low 2 24 inches above tank i 24 inches above tank l--

- N otto 2L_ bottom j
6. CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVES ISOLATION '

h URGE Valve C,gntr [ Nat.-A@Ticable [ Not Applicable
y b. Containment Radiation - High Area p0 /hr MJe

< 220 mr/hr '

SR 3.rl.2. Monitor"

LOSSOFPOWER( ~.

4.16 ky Emergency Bus Undervoltage 2450 + 105 volts with a 2450 + 105 volts w.

(Loss of Voltage) 2 1 0,Y second time delay 2 1 0.Y second time delay
b.

4.16kyEmergency)BusUndervoltage3628 + 25 volts with a 3628 1 25 volts with a -

(DegradedVoltage 8 1 O J second time delay 8 1 0.4 second time de
i

a

g -

.a w w,....
.g %*oc,,-t.ovs"

-

u -
-

s Ah,.au,g e
,

5
_ _ _ - ,*rr - -- - -

m
p __ 7ech of Ahk % ''

b }dM A ,il la 4 de 4 ,.A ,.A.- or
:

-)f pa >pe play Jna< sds.d' ? *

sjn l., ?_.
~ .

_o
Ya*

.

,t.A

.J
!
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p TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued)
R.r-- m

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUNENTATION TRIP YALUES U

b FUNCTIONAL UNIT TRI SETrolltT ALLOWABLE VALUES 4m
. / N

5. CONTAIMMENT SUMP RECIRCULATION (RAS
c

_

s.* a. Manual RAS (Trip Buttons) Not Applicable Not Applicable d i

E" b. Refueling Water Tank - Low- t 24 inches above tank 1 24 inches above tank
bottom - hatta='

6. CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVES ISOLATION

a ( alve Control Not Applicable Not Applicab
'

Y b. Containment Radiation - High < 20 mr/ r
R ~5. 3. '7,2 - {4,

~< 220 mr/hr0 Ana Monitor

LOSS OF POWE

1a. 4.16 kv Emergency Bus Undervoltage 2450 1 105 volts with a 2450 + 105 volts with a
(Loss of Voltage) 2 1 0.2 second time delay 2 1 0.Y second time delay

' b.
4.16 kv f.wrgency) Bus Undervoltage 3628 1 25 volts with a 3628 1 25 volts with a(Degraded Voltage 8 1 0.4 second time delay 8 1 0.4 second time delayg

i, '

3 p 4,, s. _.. < y,N . s
3' '

3 6 Sp..n - % % ". 6 .h
hh. [ O 1/ ( '

,

h Morp - - --
. h

-
_. --

- -n,r ,,,as.,L t.>.e nii ue

0ver.Ce,1,., / 4 rwc re| , <>~ '

*g4 .sy.,,1._ - ~ ^--._.

v
,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.3.7 - CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SIGNAL

:

O fuel assemblies within containment be suspended with containment purge vahes ord contamment vent valves open. His is more restrictive because closing the mntenment vent
valves is added as a criterion for continued operation. His change will not adversely affect
plant safety. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

i M.3 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 requires a CIT to be performed on the Contamment
Radiation Signal. Improved Technical Specifications SR 3.3.7.2 also requires a CFT to be
performed. However, the ITS SR is modified by a Note which requires testing of actuation
logic to include verification of the proper driver relay output signal. His is an additional
requirement which is added to the Technical Specification SR, and is therefore a more
restrictive change. This change will not adversely impact plant safety because verifying the
proper relay driver output signal is currently included in the CFT. His change is consistent
with NUREG-1432.

M.4 Improved Technical Specifications will add a Surveillance (SR 3.3.7.2) to perform a CFT on |
cach Containment Radiation Signal Actuation Logic channel once per 92 days. Current
Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 does not contain this SR. This SR will ensure that the
containment purge valve isolation signal is properly tested. His Surveillance was added to
CTS 3.3.2.1. The addition of new requirements to CTS constitute a more restrictive change.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS,

i,

None

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

'LA. ] Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Table 3.3.4 contains a " Trip Setpoint" colunm.
Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 only contains allowable values for the trip setpoints.
Specific trip setpoints are more appropriately maintained in plant procedures. The trip
setpoints will be moved out of Technical Specifications and placed in plant procedures. Any I

changes to these requirements in plant procedures will require compliance with the plant
change control process. The plant change control process ensures that any changes to these
requirements will receive appropriate review. This change only moves the details out of
Technical Specifications and does not alter the trip setpoints. Herefore, this change does not
impact plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Table 3.3-3 contains a " Channels to Trip" column.
Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 will not contain this information. This is an
informational column which is more appropriate for the Bases. The number of channels to trip
will not be changed. The information is being moved to the Bases intact. Any changes to these
requirements in the Bases will require change in compliance with the Bases Change Control
Program in ITS Section 5.0. However, any hardware change to the number of charmels to trip

| will require a design change. The Bases Change Control Program will ensure that changes
; receive appropriate review. This change is a less restrictive movement of details clunge with
j no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
'

O
V,
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CilANGE

23. This change revises the SR 3.8.3.2 Bases to refer to the 1992 version of ASTM D975 instead of the
currently used 1981 version.

|

|

|

|
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Diesel Fuel Oil
B 3.8.3

BASES

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient
supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are
provided and unit operators would be aware of any large uses
of fuel oil during this period.

SR 3.8.3.2

The tests listed below are a means of determining whether
new fuel oil is of the appropriate grade and has not been
contaminated with substances that would have an immediate,

'

detrimental impact on diesel engine combustion. If results
from these tests are within acceptable limits, the fuel oil
may be added to the storage tanks without concern for
contaminating the entire volume of fuel oil in the storage
tanks. These tests are to be conducted prior to adding the
new fuel to the storage tank (s), but in no case is the time
between receipt of new fuel and conducting the tests to
exceed 31 days. The tests, limits, and applicable American,

Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) Standards are ass

follows: ,

a. Sample the new fuel oil in accordance with
ASTM D4057-1988 (Ref. 4);

b. Verify in accordance with the tests specified in
ASTM D975-1992 (Ref. 4) that the sample has an absolute | 1

.

specificgravityat60/60*Fof20.8155 ands 0.8871, |
or an American Petroleum Institute gravity at 60"F of |

2 28' and s 42', a kinematic viscosity at 40'C of
2 1.9 centistokes and s 4.1 centistokes, and a flash

i point 2 125'F; and
!

c. Verify that the new fuel oil has < 0.05% water and
sediment.

Failure to meet any of the above limits is cause for
i rejecting the new fuel oil, but does not represent a failure
,

i

d

U,
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!

'
Diesel Fuel Oil

B 3.8.3
.

O :BASES *

to meet the LCO concern since the fuel oil is not added to !
the storage tanks. !

t

Within 31 days following the initial new fuel oil sample, !
the fuel oil is analyzed to establish that the other

i
properties specified in Table 1 of ASTM D975-1992 (Ref. 5) I

i are met for new fuel oil. The 31 day period is acceptable i

because the fuel oil properties of interest, even if they. t

were not within stated limits, would not have an intnediate
effect on DG operation. This Surveillance ensures the

! availability of high quality fuel oil for the DGs.
;

J,

Fuel oil degradation during long term storage shows up as an
increase in particulate, due mostly to oxidation. The ;
presence of particulate does not mean the fuel oil will not
burn properly in a diesel engine. The particulate can cause ;
fouling of filters and fuel oil injection equipment,

;

however, which can cause engine failure. ;

Particulate concentrations should be determined by
gravimetric determination of total particulate concentration >

in the fuel oil and has a limit of 10 mg/1. It is
acceptable to obtain a field sample for subsequent i

laboratory testing in lieu of field testing. Because the i
..

total stored fuel oil volume for DGs 1B, 2A, and 2B is
;

contained in two interconnected tanks, each tank must be :

considered and tested separately. There is a separate fuel i

oil storage tank for DG 1A.

The Frequency of this test takes into consideration fuel oil
degradation trends that indicate that particulate
concentration is unlikely to change significantly between
Frequency intervals.

SR 3.8.3.3

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil
degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can grow in

|O
'
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|

Diesel Fuel Oil
B 3.8.3

BASES

fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must have a water
environment in order to survive. Removal of water from the '

fuel storage tanks once every 92 days eliminates the
necessary environment for bacterial survival. This is the
most effective means of controlling microbiological fouling.
In addition, it eliminates the potential for water
entrainment in the fuel oil during DG operation. Water may
come from any of several sources, including condensation,
ground water, rain water, and contaminated fuel oil, and
from breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent

|checking for and removal of accumulated water minimizes
|

fouling and provides data regarding the watertight integrity
of the fuel oil system. The Surveillance Frequencies are
established by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 6). This SR is

| for preventative maintenance. The presence of water does
| not necessarily represent failure of this SR provided the

accumulated water is removed during performance of the
Surveillance,

O |
t b -
'

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 8

2. UFSAR, Chapter 6

3. UFSAR, Chapter 14
.

I4. ASTM Standards: D4057-1988; D975-1992

5. ASTM Standards, D975, Table 1

| 6. Regulatory Guide 1.137

|

|
.

: O
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bac b er 3,8, 3
t

|
!
I m -- - e

M m. ,
3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

|

$URVEILLANCE REQUIRDENTS (Continued)

sg 3,g'g b. 'At least o e per yZ osys by ve fying that a samplefuel f he fuel storage to swithintheaccepts/ofdiesee limits- A.1f fasss . specif in Table 1 of AS
sc343 sater nd sediment. f 75(JOwhen checked fpf viscosity.J | !

,

r

i
_

3. M least once per 454 osys Dy veritying Ene siezel Isarts from \
ambient condf
510 seconds.} ion and accelerates to at least 60 H2 inT |

,d
I . At least once per REFUELING INTERVAL by:

.

1. Subjecting the diesel to an inspection in accordance with !
procedures prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's
recomendations for this cisss of ctandby service.

2. Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of,

t

> 500 hp without tripping.

3. Simulating a loss of offsite power in conjunction with a
I safety injection actuation test signal, and:!

a) Verifying de energization of the emergency busses andL

|
load shedding from the emergency busses.

i

! [ b) Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition on the
| auto-start signal, energizes the emergency busses with

permanently connected Icads, energizes the auto-connected. - -.

| emergency loads through the load sequencer and operates
for t 5 minutes while its generator is loaded with the
emergency loads.*

c) Verifying that automatically bypassed diesel trips arei
'

automatically bypassed on a Safety Injection Actuation
| Signal.
|

4. Verifying the diesel generator operates for 160 minutes
while loaded to > 4000 kW for No.1A Emergency Diesel
Generator or 12700 kW for No. IB Emergency Diesel Generator.

5. Verifying that the auto-connected loads to each diesel
i generator do not exceed 4000 kW for No.1A Emergency Diesel '

,

'

Generator or 2700 kW for No. IB Emergency Diesel Generator.

All engine starts for the purpose of this Surveillance Requirement
may be preceded by an engine pre-lube period recomended by the
manufacturer so that mechanical wear and stress on the diesel engineis minimized,

o
% Oaun. s of c.k<sy &

m A .A. 2.s.i , x.c.s

Swse.- 0%.A et
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 8-5 Amendment No. 2141
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.G C L -- ,e.3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER $Y$ tdt $ p, 9,,,g_..,,,,,,,._,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRDIENTS (Continued) k 5.w < < * s - Or " * + - g ''

For the 69 kV SMECO offsite power circuit, within one hour ch2.
substitution for a 500 kV offsite power circuit, and at least
once per 8 hours thereafter during use by verifying correct i

'

breaker alignments and indicated power availability; and I

b. Demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per REFUELING INTERVAL during
shutdown by manually transferring unit power supply from the

.

j normal circuit to the alternate circuit.I

d_8.1.1.2 Each diesel generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:;

j
At least once per 31 days on aTTAMIREDAYST SAS!Dby

f
a.

Verifying the fuel level in the day fuel tanQ
5 R 3,S. 3.1 d) verifying the fuel level in the fuel storage tank.

.

-3 .- vertTytng~the fuel transfer ~ pump can be started and transfers
fuel from the storage system to the day tank.

! | 4. Verifying the diesel starts and achieves a generator voltage
i / and frequency,of 4160 1 420 volts and 60 1 1.2 Hz,
| I respectively.
I e 5. Verifying the generator is synchronized, loaded to 12700 kW, |! ( and operates for 1 60 minutes.. ..

6. Verifying the diesel generator is aligned to provide standby
power to the associated emergency busses.

I 7. Verifying that the automatic load sequencer timer is OPERABLE
with the interval between each load block within i 10% of its( design interval.

b. 'I Ileast once er u cays oy ver fying that a sample of diesel
-

SR 3.t,1.2. fuel from t fuel storage tan is thin the accepta e limits -

; i specified n Table 1 of AS 975 hen checked f viscosity, i
! quater a_ sediment.

_

,

-

i

I INI6M U3./3,7

N @
| All engine starts for the purpose of this Surveillance Kequiremen'

may be preceded by an engine prelube period and/or other warmup
procedures reconmended by the manufacturer so that mechanical wear
and stress on the diesel engine is minimized.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/4 6-4 Amendment No. 191,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
,

! SECTION 3.8.3 - DIESEL FUEL OIL

Speci6 cations. Adding an AOT to Action statements when none currently exists constitutesn

i(] a more restrictive change. This change does not adversely affect plant safety because itj' cascades the p! ant to the support system Specification if restoration cannot be completed
within a certain time limit. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

M.4 Current Technical Specification 4.8.1.1.2.b references ASTM-D975-81 for sampling the
diesel fuel oil storage tanks for viscosity, water, and sediment. Improved Technical
Specification B 3.8.1 requirements for testing the diesel fuel oil storage tanks will require
compliance with ASTM-D975-92. This change will commit Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power
Plant to the updated ASTM which contains additional testing requirements. The requirement
to include additional testing constitutes a more restrictive change. This change does not
impact plant safety because the updated ASTM includes better testing methodology along
with additional testing which allows for a more thorough test of the diesel fuel oil.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLFil
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.8.1.2 Actions e and d (Unit I only) require the suspension
of moving heavy loads over irradiated fuel when one required AC source is inoperable. This
requirement will be moved out of Technical Specifications and into plant procedures. All
heavy load requirements are being moved out of Technical Specifications as part of the

g conversion to NUREG-1432. It is acceptable to move heavy load requirements out of
Technical Specifications because heavy load requirements are not assumptions, nor are they
initiators, of any event in the accident analyses. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

,

LA.2 Current Technical Specification 3.8.1.2 Action d footnote (*) requires that the performance
of Action d. not preclude completion of actions to establish a safe conservative position.
This requirement is being moved to the Improved Technical Specification Bases. The ITS
Bases states that suspension of these activities does not preclude completion of actions to
establish a safe, conservative condition. The movement of this requirement to the Bases will
still ensure that the actions taken will establish a safe, conservative position. This type of
specific informction is being moved to the Bases as part of the conversion to NUREG-1432.
Any changes to these requirements will be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in
Section 5.0 of the ITS. This will ensure that any changes to these requirements will be
appropriately reviewed. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

LA.3 Current Technical Specifications 3.8.1.1 and 3.8.1.2 Actions for a FOST inoperable require
; verification that the Operable FOST is aligned to the appropriate DG. Improved Technical
i Specification 3.8.3 Actions will not contain this requirement. This requirement is a

condition of Operability and is more appropriate for plant procedures. This is acceptable
because Technical Specifications should only contain specific requirements for a support
system Operability (requiring the FOST is sufficient), and not get specific. This specific
requirement is more appropriate for plant procedures. Requirements in plant procedures will

Q be controlled via the plant change control process. This approach provides an effective level
V

i

| CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.8.3-3 Revision 1
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Diesel Fuel 011, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

BASES

:
SURVEILLANCE I SR 3.8.3.2 (continue 9
REQUIREMENTS

;c;;r:t h: f:r :ac The (500] gal requirene is based.

on the DG manufac er consumption values for e run time
,

the capabilit[yof the DG. [mpi it in this SR is the requi nt to verify
|transfer the lube oil f its storaga

location to t DG, when the DG lube oil s does not hold )adequate iny tory for 7 days of full 104 operation without '

the level r aching the manufacturer rec nded minimum -

level .") Q
A 31 da Frequency is adequate to ens e that a sufficient
lube supply is onsite, sinceJDG arts and run time are i .

{os y monitored by the unit staf j,

SR 3.8.3

The tests listed below are a means of determining whether )new fuel oil is of the appropriate grade and has not been i

contaminated with substances that would have an imediate, '

detrimental impact on diesel engine combustion. If results
from these tests are within acceptable limits, the fuel oli

p) may be added to the storage tanks without concern for
contaminating the entire volume of fuel oil in the storageD ~ ''
tanks. These tests are to be conducted prior to adding the
new fuel to the storage tank (s), but in no case is the time
between receipt of new fuel and conducting the tests to

j

exceed 31 days. The tests, limits, and applicable ASTM '

Standards are as follows:

a. Sample the new fuel oil in accordance with ASTM
D4057- p (Ref. / gyu

( Verify in accorda M th the tests s ecified i ASTM
|b.

h - ""~0975 M (Ref. g) that the sample h s an abse ute
'

specific gravity at 60/60*F of 2 0 and s @ orW an API gravity at 60*F of 1 @' and s O', a 1[nematic | -

viscosity at 40*C of a 1.9 cehtistokes end 5 4.1s

centistokes, and a flash point ( 125'F; ana g
c. Verify that the new fuel cil has ji ci r ano orig

|appea ce witn prope oiar wnen t ed in ace
- wit M D4176-r Ref. 6).

-
4. 0.05|4 o der- aJ sa),Ld.

(continued)

| CEOG STS B 3.8-46 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
8 3.8.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.B.3. (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Failure to meet any of the above Itaits is cause for
rejecting the new fuel oil, but does not represent e failure
to meet the LCO concern since the fuel oil is not added to |the storage tanks.

Within 31 days following the initial new fuel oil sample,
the fuel oil is analyzed to establish that the othe g

iproperties specified in Table 1 of ASTM Dg75- (Ref. )are met for new fuel oil. t=9-d 4 =rea- ~a with g gALTX OU M ' " ' .
sulfur .n,6 m iv

,517~4T .n i p ts j er m.n.6 .n.
in* anc with AKTM D1552-I ])'Ref. Kor ASTM D2622-I (Ref. The 31 day perica

3 acceptable because the fuel oil p rties of interest,
even if they were not within stated .imits, would not have
an imediate effect on DG operation. This Surveillance
ensures the availability of high quality fuel oil for the ,

DGs. i
1

Fuel oil degradation during long term storage shows up as an
increase in particulate, due mostly to oxidation. The
presence of particulate does not mean the fuel oil will not

Os . . ..
burn properly in a diesel engine. The particulate can caust >

fouling of filters and fuel oil injection equipment, )
however, which can cause engine failure. ,

!

@ i
-

Particulate concentrations should be determined y)decordant
'

th ASM 276-I 1 Atnoa a (Key. is l

/l !*r b' #(meth 4 .volvept(IgYaVimetric determination of total
particulate concentration in the fuel oil and has a limit of , M,24 *ad
10 mg/1. It is acceptable to obtain a field sample for 46
subsequent laboratory testing in lieu of field testing% Lf Fw- h"=

b> A 99" " die the total stored fuel oil volume Qis containec in two interconnected tanks
sted separately. [ , e4ch tank @must be considered an

We 'J 4 "/ * '''' The Frequency of this test takes into consideration fuel oil
f, , / s, / d ,.2 . A degradation trends that indicate that particulateJ

4r 6614 concentration is unlikely to chsnge significantly between
Frequency intervals.

)

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.8-47 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Diesel Fuel 011 Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

|
'

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 1h.8.3.6 \
REQUIREMENTS N '

(continued) Draining of the fue of) stored in the supply tanks, val
of accumulated se ment, and tank cleaning are requ at10 year interva by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 9,

iparagraph 2.f This also requires the performa e of the
!ASME Code, tion XI (Ref. 8), examinations the tanks, nrr 1 A'( I {To preclud the introduction of surfactants the fuel oil lsystem, e cicaning should be accomplish using sodium 1

hypochi ite solutions, or their equival t, rather than
soap detergents. This SR is for pr ntative i

imai enance. The presence of sedine does not necessarily '

esent a failure of this SR, pr dad that accumulatedr

diment is removed durino perfo nee of the Surveillance g

6.he 6 4 g in
REFERENCES 1. gSAR, M+ 4 aa [9.5.0.;).

% Regulatory Guide 1:137. h
. *!'!! '':00-1070, f.;;;n 5 9. h ;

h/.@FSAR,ChapterkC[

~ h I h FSAR, Chapter g g9 | gg
f. ASTM Standards: D4057- ; D975- % @

eth d
@ /I. ASTM Standards, D975 Table 1. @

er --ASME, ^w iier ua T. . := W -1 rne ui~ v:, -r n " 4

I

.

[

CEOG STS B 3.8-49 Rev1,04/07/95
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ATTACHMENT (2)
I

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

24. This change replaces Technical Specifications Task Force (TSTF)-83. The change will revise ITS
3.3.3 to remove the Condition A Note (regarding three Matrix Logic channels inoperable due to a
common power source failure de-energizing three matrix power supplies). The Condition would be

:
satisfied without the Note, thereby rendering the Note unnecessary. )

| i

\
!

!

1

!

|

|
|

|

I

|
|

\j
|

1

|
1

|

|

1

I

|
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation

<e r.s> g
'

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.3
Reactor Protective Systes (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation [A M

C
(3.3.4)LCO 3.3.3 5 annels of RPS Matrix Logic; four channels of RPS

Logic,Affour 8 hannels of reactor trip circuit
breakerslRTCBs), andp[}four}* channels of Manual Trip shall

c7;, p
be OPERAELE.Pe4%

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2

MODES 3, 4, and 5, with any RTCifs closed and any control
element assemblies capable of being withdrawn.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

%.&ma.. t w.e A. IC------- TE--------
| A.1 Restore nel to 48 h -

q3'l ' '
This act on 4' Iso OPERABLE status.

'

^*wI applu.s hen three
Matrix ogic chann s
are i operable du to
a co . n power s rce

. t ,3 . n.4,,,,, , fai ure de-ener ~ zing
th ee matrfx p er,, r , ,

s plies.v.n ox. t.s .

....____.. ____

One Matrix Logic
channel inoperable.

(continued)

I
l

CECG STS 3.3-15 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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|

|

|

O.

RPS Logic and Trip Initiation h
BASES (continued)

a

ACTIONS When the number of inoperable channe nTvfrfo Fm6 tied
that specified in any related ConditionGss6ciafad) g,

hh trip,4 unction 1 then the plut is outside theit

safety analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 is immediately
entered if applicable in the current MODE of operation.

L1

Condition A applies if one Matrix Logic channel is
noperable in any annlicable MODE i.oss or single vitalinstrument bus will -energize >na of th womatrixpowe}'

supplies.in'up to se u.atrices. This considered a
single matrix fat re, providing the ma tx relays / i

l

associated with e failed power supp es de-ehergize t {
required. The bove statement is su o.*ted by a Note

'

Failure of e matrix relays to d -energize in all hree,

i

affected trices could, when c hanntiof bistable tehy cv|efbined with tripl bypassin
tacts in the ott)er matricesW ult in loss of RPS function. ,

/ s
l

The hannel must be restored to OPERABLE status within b48 hours. The Completion Time of 48 hours provides the
,

' A ( Iq''* operator time to take appropriate actions and still ensures/V) ' that any risk involved in operating with a failed channel is
,

|

t,_ og. <. , apceptable. Operating experience has demonstrated that the 1

probability of a random failure of a second Matrix Logic
channel is low during any given 48 hour interval. If the
channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within !

48 hours, Condition E is entered. I
|

!
_

ConditionBappliestoone(inkt1EtE6fogicchannel,RTCB
channel,-cr Manual Tri
have the same actions.p channel in10 DES I and 2, since theyMODES 3, 4, and 5, with the RTCBs,

!
shut, are addressed in Condition C. These Required Actions
require opening the affected RTCBs. This removes the needl

for the affected channel by performing its associated safetyfunction. With the RTCB open, the affected Functions are in
one-out-of-two logic, which meets redundancy requirements,
but testing on the OPERABLE channels cannot be performed
without causing a reactor trip unless the RTCBs in the
inoperable channels are closed to permit testing.

'

l (continued),

CEOG STS B 3.3-56 Rev 1, 04/07/95!
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|
DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432 4

[ SECTION 3.3- INSTRUMENTATION |

(V~)| 31. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.33 Conditions B and C contein Notes which state the Reactor Trip
| Circuit Breakers (RTCBs) associated with one inoperable channel may be closed for up to one

hour for the performance of an RPS channel Functional Test. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.3.3
Conditions B and C will not contam this Note. The Note is not required because LCO 3.0.5 will

i allow the RTCBs associated with the inoperable channel to be closed to perform testmg Limiting

| Condition for Operation 3.0.5 allows equipmmt that has bem removed from service or declared
,

l inoperable to comply with Actions to be returned to se vice undera ' .4.Gvc control to perform i
testing required to demonstrate its Operability or Operability of other equipment.

| 32. Specification 3.3.3 will not include a Condition Note which allows three hhtrix Logic channels to
be inoperable due to a common powe source de-energtzmg three matrix power supplies. The Note j
is not needed because if a power supply is lost, three matrix logic channels are de-energized and
one trip leg is lost (four RTCBs are open in one trip leg). His places the plant in a safe condition.
If a power supply fails and the RTCBs do not open, an operability determination must be made to !
determine. the inoperability. It is not necessarily a Matrix Logic problem. This change is 1

| consistent with Calvert Cliffs' design.
i

|

I
i

i

f'%!

&
i l

j

i

|
:
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

25. The changes associated with TSTF-1 have been removed. TSTF-1 incorporated an allowance for )
| inoperable equipment to be returned to service to verify variables to be within limits. TSTF-1 was '

! withdrawn from NRC review by the industry.

|
|

'

i

i
i
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LCO Applicability
3.0 i

iQ 3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITYb |
'

LC0 3.0.4 When an LC0 is not met, entry into a MODE or other specified I
condition in the Applicability shall not be made except when
the associated ACTIONS to be entered pemit continued
operation in the MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability for an unlimited period of time. This .

Specification shall not prevent changes in MODES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability that are required
to comply with ACTIONS or that are part of a shut down of
the unit. !

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the
;

individual Specifications.
l

LC0 3.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a MODE or other i

specified condition in the Applicability in MODES 1, 2, 3, '

and 4.

:

LC0 3.0.5 Equipment removed from service or declared inoperable to
comply with ACTIONS may be returned to service undct

O administrative control solely to perform testing required to
demonstrate its OPERABILITY or the OPERABIL UY of other i
equipment. This is an exception to LC0 3.0.2 for the system >

returned to service under administrative control to perfonn '

the testing required to demonstrate OPERABILITY. I i

i

LC0 3.0.6 When a supported system LC0 is not met solely due to a
support system LC0 not being met, the Conditions and
Required Actions associated with this supported system are

;

not required to be entered. Only the support system LC0 t

ACTIONS are required to be entered. This is an exception to i

LC0 3.0.2 for the supported system. In this event, !
additional evaluations and limitations may be required in '

accordance with Specification 5.5.15, " Safety Function
Determination Program (SFDP)." If a loss of safety function
is. determined to exist by this program, the appropriate
Conditions and Required Actions of the LC0 in which the loss
of safety function exists are required to be entered.!

O '

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.0-2 Revision 'R \ ,
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|

|
LC0 Applicability

B 3.0 !
I

BASES !

| LC0 3.0.4 is only applicable when entering MODE 4 from
MODE 5, MODE 3 from MODE 4, MODE 2 from MODE 3, or MODE 1

| from MODE 2. Furthennore, LCO 3.0.4 is applicable when
entering any other specified condition in the Applicability
only while operating in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. The
requirements of LC0 3.0.4 do not apply in MODES 5 and 6 or
in other specified conditions of the Applicability (unless
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4) because the ACTIONS of individual
Specifications sufficiently define the remedial measures to
be taken.

Surveillances do not have to be performed on the associated
'

inoperable equipment (or on variables outside the specified
limits), as permitted by SR 3.0.1. Therefore, changing
MODES or other specified conditions while in an ACTIONS
Condition, in compliance with LC0 3.0.4 or where an
exception to LCO 3.0.4 is stated, is not a violation of
SR 3.0.1 or SR 3.0.4 for those Surveillances that do not
have to be performed due to the associated inoperable

e equipment. However, SRs must be met to ensure OPERABILITY
prior to declaring the associated equipment OPERABLE (or
variable within limits) and restoring compliance with the
affected LCO.

LCO 3.0.5 LCO 3.0.5 establishes the allowance for restoring equipment
to service under administrative controls when it has been
removed from service or declared inoperable to comply with ;
ACTIONS. The sole purpose of this Specification is to !
provide an exception to LCO 3.0.2 [e.g., to not comply with j
the applicable Required Action (s)] to allow the performance i

of SRs to demonstrate:
!

a. The W ERABILITY of the equipment being returneo to i

service; or I
,

b. The OPERABILITY of other equipment.

The administrative controls ensure the time the equipment is
| returned to service in conflict with the requirements of the

O '

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.0-7 Revision h(
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

[] BASES

) v
:

ACTIONS is limited to the time absolutely necessary to
perform the allowed SRs. This Specification does not
provide time to perform any other preventive or corrective !maintenance.

I

l

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the equipment
being returned to service is reopening a containment
isolation valve that has been closed to comply with Required
Actions and must be reopened to perform the SRs.

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other
equipment is taking an inoperable channel or trip system out
of the tripped condition to prevent the trip function from
occurring during the performance of an SR on another channel
in the other trip system. A similar example of
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other equipment is taking
an inoperable channel or trip system out of the tripped
condition to permit the logic to function and indicate the
appropriate response during the performance of an SR on
another channel in the same trip system.

Oe li
!LC0 3.0.6 LC0 3.0.6 establishes an exception to LC0 3.0.2 for support

systems that have an LCO specified in the Technical
,

Specifications. This exception is provided because !

LC0 3.0.2 would require that the Conditions and Required
Actions of the associated inoperable supported system LC0 be
entered solely due to the inoperability of the support
system. This exception is justified because the actions
that are required to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe
condition are specified in the support system LC0's Required
Actions. These Required Actions may include entering the
supported system's Conditions and Required Actions or may
specify other Required Actions. !

When a support system is inoperable and there is an LC0
specified for it in the Technical Specification, the
supported system (s) are required to be declared inoperable
if determined to be inoperable as a result of the support
system inoperability. However, it is not necessary to enter

13 i!
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.5paefa.sMen 3.O |
:
?

L

INSERT 3.0.4
]
:

LCO J.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the g
Applicability in MODES 1,2,3, and 4.

|

| INSERT LCO 3.0.5 !
!

)

Equipment removed from service or declared inoperable to comply with ACTIONS may Q
be returned to service under administrative control solely to perform testing required to
demonstrate its OPERABILITY or the OPERABILITY ofother equipment. This is an

;

exception to LCO 3.0.2 for the system returned to service under administrative control to
perform the testing required to demonstrate OPERABILITY.

|

|

INSERT LCO 3.0.6

When a supponed system LCO is not met solely due to a support system LCO not being
! met, the Conditions and Required Actions associated with this supported system are not !

required to be entered. Only the support system LCO ACTIONS are required to be |
,

! entered. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for the supported system. In this event,
'

additional evaldatibris and limitstions may be required in accordance with Specification h .

5.5.15, " Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP)." If a loss of safety function is '

| determined to exist by this program, the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of !
!

the LCO in which the loss of safety function exists are required to be entered.

| When a suppon system's Required Action directs a supported system to be declared
inoperable or directs entry into Conditions and Required Actions for a supported system,
the applicable Conditions and Required Actions shall be entered in accordance with LCO

| 3.0.2.

l

|

O
| VA\ P * y 2 'J %
|
|
|
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| Sp8da^ 3D
|

!

INSERT 3.0.4

LCO 3.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability in MODES 1,2,3, and 4.

INSERT LCO 3.0.5
]
,

Equipment removed from service or declared inoperable to comply with ACTIONS may '

be returned to service under administrative control solely to perform testing required to h {
demonstrate its OPERABILITY or the OPERABILITY of other equipment. This is an

i
! exception to LCO 3.0.2 for the system returned to service under administrative control to

{g'

perform the testing required to demonstrate OPERABILITY.
i

| INSERT LCO 3.0.6

When a supported system LCO is not met solely due to a support system LCO not being
met, the Conditions and Required Actions associated with this supported system are not

'

required to be entered. Only the support system LCO ACTIONS are required to be ;

O entered. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for the supported system. In this event, '

additional evaluations and limitations may be required in accordance with Specification Q !
5.5.15, " Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP)." If a loss of safety function is '

determined to exist by this program, the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of
,

the LCO in which the loss of safety function exists are required to be entered. '

l

When a support system's Required Action directs a supported system to be declared I

inoperable or directs entry into Conditions and Required Actions for a supported system,
the applicable Conditions and Required Actions shall be entered in accordance with LCO
3.0.2.

4
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.0 - LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION AND,

i
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT APPLICABILITY|

O accepted practice is considered administrative. This change is consistent withb NUREG-1432.

A.8 Current Technical Specification SR 4.0.2 requires SRs to be performed within their specified
Frequency, with a maximum allowable extension not to exceed 25% of the specified
Frequency. The proposed change (ITS SR 3.0.2)is consistent with the CTS. It will add that
for frequencies specified as "once," the above extension does not apply; if a completion time l

requires periodic performance on a "once per . . ." basis, the Frequency extension does apply !
i after the initial performance; and that exceptions to this specification are stated in individual I
| specifications. This change also adds specific information for using this SR Applicability for

conventions used in the ITS, and that the limit is measured from the previous performance or
i from the time a specified condition of the Frequency is met. The addition of clarifying
| information constitutes an administrative change. Therefore, this change is consistent with
| NUREG-1432.

A.9 The proposed change adds a new LCO Applicability (ITS LCO 3.0.5) requirement, which
allows inoperable equipment to be returned to service under administrative control to

perform testing required to demonstrate Operability or Operability of other equipment. This |
requirement is consistent with current Calvert Cliffs and industry practice to place inoperable

i equipment in service to perform testing in order to prove Operability. Administrative
controls will be in place to ensure the time the equipment is returned to service in conflict
with the Actions is limited to the time necessary to perform the allowed SRs. This
requirement is provided only to perform SRs to prove Operability, and not to provide time to

| p perform any other preventive or corrective maintenance. The addition of an LCO
|

Applicability which is consistent with existing plant practice is considered an administrative
change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

i

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None

| TECHNICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

| None
|

| TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
! DOCUMENTS

None

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.0.4 and CTS SR 4.0.4 disallows entry into a Mode or
other specified condition required by the Applicability unless the LCO or SR, respectively, is
satisfied (with some exceptions). The proposed change (ITS LCO 3.0.4 and ITS SR 3.0.4)
specifies that this requirement only applies for entry into a Mode or other specified condition
in the Applicability in Modes 1,2,3, and 4. This requirement is acceptable because the,

specifications that apply in Modes 5 and 6 have been verified to contain adequate remedial.

4
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m

O
LCO Applicability

.,3 0

| <crs> 3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY

|
'

im 2A.4 LCO 3.0.4 Specification shall not prevent changes in MODES or other(continued) specified conditions in the Applicability that are required
to comply with ACTIONS or that are part of a shutdown of theunit.

Exceptions to this Specificj_ tion are stated in tha
---individual. Specificatient /

ese em ptions a ow entry /finto ' DES o other ecift , condi tons in t e
Appl abili y when e ass ciated CTIONS t enter ~7 3 77,gy/

i al w uni operati n in t e MODE r other ecified
f

;
c ditio in the spplica ility obly for a imited riodof)

.

_

.

i 1.C0 3.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability in MODES 1, 2, 3,and 4

~

Reviewers's hete: LC .0.4 has been revised so thatchanges in HDDES or her specified conditions in th
Applicability that re part of a shutdown of the un shallnot be prevented In addition, LEO 3.0.4 has boe revised
so that it is o y appitcable for entry into a E or other
specified con tion in the Applicability in M0 51,2,3, Aand 4 The .0DE change restrictions in LCO 3 .4 were Wpreviously applicable in all MODES. Before his version ofLCO 3.0, can be implemented on a plant-s cific basis, theO licens must review the existing techni 1 specifications
to de* reine where specific restriction on MODE changes orReg'

ed Actions should be included i individual LCOs to
ju ify this change; such an evaluat n should be summarized
i a matrix of all existing LCOs t facilitate NRC staff( eview of a conversion to the STS

(ap./ LCO 3.0.5
Equipment removed from service or declared inoperable to
comply with ACTIONS may be returned to service unders p., 7. . O

ucAO administrative control solely to perform testing required to hdemonstrate its OPERABILITY,er the OPERABILITY of other
equipment. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for the system
returned to service under administrative control to perform
the testing required to demonstrate OPERABILITY.

(continued)
CEOG STS 3.0-2 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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(O*y LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

*

LCO 3.0.5 ACTIONS. The sole purpose of this Specification is to
.

,

(continued) provide an exception to LC0 3.0.2 (e.g., to not comply with
the applicable Required Action (s)) to allow the performance
of SRs to demonstrate:1

The OPERABILITY of the equipment being returned toa.
service; or

4
A

| Q
b. The OPERABILITY of other equipment.

j The administrative controls ensure the time the equipment is
.

'

| returned to service in conflict with the requirements of the
ACTIONS is limited to the time absolutely necessary to
perform the allowed SRs. This Specification does not
provide time to perforn any other preventive or corrective
maintenance.

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the equipment
,

being returned to service is reopening a containment
isolation valve that has been closed to comply with Required
Actions and must be reopened to perform the SRs.

i

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other
equipment is taking an inoperable channel or trip system out
of the tripped condition to prevent the trip function from .

, h occurring during the performance of an SR on another channel 1

|

| s/ in the other trip system. A similar example of i
|

demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other equipment is taking
in inDperable channel or trip system'out of the tripped
condition to permit the logic to function and indicate the
appropriate response during the performance of an SR on '
another channel in the same trip system.

,

,

'

LCO 3.0.6 \

LCO 3.0.6 establishes an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for support
Isystems that have an LCO specified in the Technical

Specifications (TS). This exception is provided because
LCO 3.0.2 would require that the Conditions and Required
Actions of the associated inoperable supported system LCO be

iI entered solely due to the inoperability of the support t!

system. This exception is justified because the actions
that are required to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe

; condition are specified in the support system LCO's Required
t Actions. These Required Actions may include entering the

I
i

(continued) I
!

CEOG STS B 3.0-7 Rev J 04/07/95
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ATTACHMENT (2) i

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE
's

26. The changes associated with TSTF-27, Revision 1 (and other related changes) have been added to the
submittal. TSTF-27, Revision I removes SR 3.4.2.1 and removes the Note for SR 3.4.2.2, eliminating
the conditional surveillance of Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature and replaces it with a fixed
frequency surveillance.

;
t

,
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j RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
3.4.2

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
1

LC0 3.4.2 Each RCS loop average temperature (Tavo) shall be 2 515'F.
]

! !
,

iAPPLICABILITY: MODE 1,

MODE 2 with K,f, 2 1.0.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. T,y, in one or more A.1 Be in MODE 2 with K,,, 30 minutes ;

RCS loops not within < 1.0.
limit. j

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.2.1 Verify RCS T.,, in each loop 2 515'F. 12 hours |

|O
|
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality |
B 3.4.2

O
BASES

The RCS minimum temperature for criticality satisfies
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 2.

LCO The purpose of the LC0 is to prevent criticality outside the
normal operating regime and to prevent operation in an i,
unanalyzed condition. '

s

"
APPLICABILITY The reactor has been designed and analyzed to be critical in

MODES 1 and 2 only and in accordance with this
specification. Criticality is not permitted in any other
MODE. Therefore, this LCO is applicable in MODE 1 and
MODE 2 when K,f, 2 1.0.

ACTIONS A.1

O i< T-, is below 515 F, the plant must be brought to a MODE
in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status,
the plant must be brought to MODE 2 with K,ff < 1.0 within
30 minutes. Rapid reactor shutdown can be readily and
practically achieved within a 30 minute period. The allowed
time reflects the ability to perform this action and to j

maintain the plant within the analyzed range, l

a

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

Reactor Coolant System loop average temperature is required
to be verified at or above 515 F every 12 hours. THE SR to
verify RCS loop average temperatures every 12 hours is
frequent enough to prevent the inadvertent violation of the I

LC0 and takes into account indications and alarms that are
continuously available to the operator in the Control Room.

1

0
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.2-2 Revision A 1
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i nimue Tetoerature For Criticality3A.z.'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

'[4'1 4,4,hr The Reactor Coolant System lowest operating loop temperature (T,,,)
shall be t $15'F when the reactor is critical.

**

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1.and 2 with K,,,11.0. |

A CT' 8 M $CTION: With a _Reettor Coolant System operating loop temperatureA
No ,)T"J,';;7 within the niit
(T . < 515'F, fe:::. . :: + - " ' '-i t a t t-" ;; "..ac. G be in h'

inutes.

M2E 2 .n
Vati 4. t. 0 *

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SA
4rh4rfr5.42.1 The Reactor Coolant System temperature (T,,,) shall be detennined.,

te be 1515'F:

. '.! thi n 1; -i n.::: Fi:- t: ::'!:^'n; :::::: cr'tf::! "y :nd. Ld

_ :r' del %d M.e)
K At lea:t unce per4W - W tsD a{- 16 m t :r f :

Igme - c-m,qr:- . o > ~ . - c e r ._3
k

12 4~,3
L . 2.

|

|
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m(J
A.t ,

'

reactor c.ooLA NT A.|
|

3. I W REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTDt$

2/' !! "0RA7iO; Coni %i.
QCS

A Minimum Temperature For Criticality
3.92

!
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

!

|LCO -Srt*c5 The Reactor Coolant System lowest operating loop temperature (T.,,)L 4. "2. shall be 1515'F when the reactor is critical. '

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2 with K,,,21.0.
|

ACTiotQ ACTION: With a Reactor Coolant System operating loop temperature (T, )
A < 515'F, coster: T . to-wMhh i's 'frit ;;itt.in 1: ;;;'r.;te: Or-be in-NT-4 T R .i within the n,ex inutes.

.

b 6E h ,%
V ccc <\.o A.suRVIIHANC M EQUI EMENTS

SR
4rh4v5 The Reactor Coolant System temperature (T,.,) shall be detemined6_ . 4 . 2. I to be t $15'F:

/.ar--Wtthitr15 mimrtes prim-ttrect.1e. Ins ...dur 6ritinitty--and- .

d - % At least once pergVrindeD'2: tr.: . .. 0 f;7 g.mm. ..

cau ac- ;ca:ea=8 a.m.: .; u : - = =a.

I$ bsu.s L,z

.,

:

I

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

SECTION 3.4.2 - RCS MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

{q) ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES

A.1 The proposed change will refermat, renumber, and reword the existmg Technical
,

Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result, the !
Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable by
plant operators, as well as other users. '

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG-1432. However, the additional information does not change the intent of the |

current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.1.1.5 Actions require RCS Tm to be restored in 15 minutes,
and the urcit to be in Mode 3 in the following 15 minutes. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.2 Action A will require the unit to be in Mode 3 within 30 minutes. He CTS

|
statement to " restore . " is bein.c deleted because the option to restore always exists. The
deletion of a requirement that is always implied in the ITS constitutes an adnumstrative

!change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
j

A.3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.1.1.5.b requires Tm to be verified within limits when | f
the reactor is critical and Tm is < 525 F. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.2.1 deletes |

the requirement for the reactor to be critical and deletes the temperature requirement. The| Ib requirement for the reactor to be critical is already captured in the CTS and ITS Applicability,"

which requires Le to be 21.0. Therefore, the requirement for the r?. actor to be critical in the
)CTS SR is being deleted. This is consistent with SR 3.0.1, which requires the SR to be met
:

during the Modes or other specified conditions in the Applicability. The requirement for the )

CTS SR to be performed only when T is less than 525 F is addressed in a less restrictive im
discussion of change. The deletion of an already existing requirement, constitutes an
administrative change.

A.4 Current Technical Specification 3.1.1.5 requires the plant to be in Mode 3 if the RCS average
Temperature is not 2 515 F in Mode 1 or Mode 2 with La 21.0. However, per LCO 3.0.1, |
the plant is only required to be taken outside the Mode of Applicability, which would be Mode '

2 with Le < l.0. Improved Technical Specifications require the plant to be taken to Mode 2
with Le < l.0 in this situation. Therefore, changing the requirement for the plant to be in
Mode 2 with Le < 1.0 is consistent with CTS requirements and is considered an
administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432, Generic Change
TSTF-26.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
None.

|

TECilNICAL CIIANGES - REI OCATIONS

T None
(Q
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.2 - RCS MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

m

|

TECIINICAL CHANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DDCUMENTS

None

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification SR 4.1.1.5.a requires T,y, to be verified within 15 minutes
prior to achieving reactor criticality. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.2.1 deletes
this requirement; however, SR 3.0.1 requires the Surveillance to be met during the Modes or
other specified condition of the LCO. Therefore, the ITS SR must be performed within
12 hours prior to achieving reactor criticality. This change essentially increases the
maximum time prior to criticality that the SR must be met from 15 minutes to 12 hours.
This is reasonable because if a Frequency of 12 hours is sufTicient to verify T,y, while the
reactor is critical, it is sufficient to verify T,y, prior to going critical. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.1.1.5 SR 4.1.1.5 b requires the RCS temperature to be
verified within limits once per 30 minutes when the reactor is critical and RCS T,y, is less
than 525 F. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.2 SR 3.4.2.1 will require RCS
temperature to be verified within limits once per 12 hours regardless of the RCS
temperature. This change essentially decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 30 minutes

q to 12 hours and deletes the allowance to not has e to perform the SR when Tm, is greater than
V 525'F. ~Ihe requirement for the reactor to be critical was disposition in an administrative

change. This change is reasonable because instead of an SR that is performed situationally
(whenever temperature is below 525*F), the SR is required to be performed every 12 hours.
This will lead to a more consistent monitoring of temperature when the reactor is critical.
Also, there is a plant computer alarm that is capable of alarming prior to exceeding the
minimum temperature for criticality limit. Thus, with the alarm capability and the consistent
monitoring of RCS temperature, the capability of ensuring that temperatures are within
limits is not diminished with the incorporation of this change. However, decreasing the
Frequency of an SR constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with
NU REG- 1432, TSTF-27.

!
|

|

2

O
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

q
Q 3.4.2 Channe L.I

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
i accident previously evaluated?

|

He proposed change increases the maximtun time prior to criticality that the average RCS !
| temperature must be verified from 15 minutes to 12 hours. Delaying the measurement of RCS | !

mimmum temperature for criticality is not an untiator of any analyzed event. Allowing the
i

Surveillance to be performed 11 hours and 45 minutes earlier is reasonable because it is within the | I

same Frequency the Surveillance is performed during operation. Reactor Coolant System
' temperature will still be verified to be within limits prior to achieving reactor criticality. The

proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and
therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to criticality that the SR must be met from
;

15 minutes to 12 hours. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of | |
the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?,

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to criticality that the SR must be met from

15 minutes to 12 hours. This change will make the time to verify average temperature prior to |
criticality and after criticality consistent. The increased time will continue to pro ide assurance
that average temperature is within limits prior to achieving reactor criticality. Herefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.2 Chance L 2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

De proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency to verify T is greater than 515*Fy

every 30 minutes when T is less than 525 F to every 12 hours. His change will not affect they

probability of an accident. Reactor Coolant System temperature is not an initiator of any analyzed
event. The change v ill not affect the consequences of an accident. De RCS temperature will be
veiified on a consisamt basis while the reactor is critical instead of situationally (whenever
temperature is below 525cF). Although the SR is perfomied less frequently when temperature is
below $25 F, there is a plant computer alarm that is capable of alerting the operators prior to
exceeding the minimum temperature for criticality limit. Hus, with the alarm capability and the
consistent monitoring of RCS temperature, the capability of ensuring that temperatures are within
limits is not diminished with the incorporation of this change. The change will not alter
assumptions relatise to the mitigation of an accident or transient event. Therefore, the change will
not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously
evaluated.

i

I
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

D)(, 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency to verify Tm is greater than 515'F

every 30 minutes when Tn is less than $25'F to every 12 hours. His change will not physically
alter the plant (no nev. m different type of equipment will be installed). He change does not
require any new or unusual operator actions. He change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Froquency to verify T is greater than 515'Fm
every 30 minutes when Tm is less than 525'F to every 12 hours. The margin of safety is not
significantly affected by this change. While the Frequency for verifying RCS temperature has
decreased. the SR is now perfonned on a more consistent basis (instead of situationally which is
often the cause of missed SRs). This will more reliably ensure that the temperature is within limits
while the rector is critical. Also, there is a plant computer alarm that is capable of alarming prior
to exceeding the minimum temperature for criticality limit. Thus, with the alarm capability and the
consistent monitoring of RCS temperature, the capability of ensuring that temperatures are within
limits is not diminished with the incorporation of this change. Therefore. the change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.3 Chance L.1
GV 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the amount of time specifically allowed to perform an evaluation to
determine if the RCS is acceptable for continued operation, following a siolation of the
pressure / temperature (Pfr) limits, from no specified time allowed (which is assumed to require an
immediate evaluation) to 72 hours. The Pff limits are not derived from design basis accident
analyses. They are prescribed during normal operation to avoid encountering pressure,
temperature, and temperature rate of change conditions that might cause undetected flaws to
propagate and cause nonductile failure of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, which is an
unanalyzed condition. The time required to evaluate RCS when the pressure or temperature limits
have been exceeded is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The out-of-limit condition is required
to be restored in 30 minutes or a shutdown must commence. Also, the time allowed for the
evaluation is long enough only to evaluate mild violations, which most likely will prove the RCS to
be acceptable for continued operation. The change does not alter assumptions relative to the
mitigation of an analyzed event. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or
mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
{ presiously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the amount of time specifically allowed to perform an evaluation to
; determine if the RCS is acceptable for continued operation, following a siolation of the P/T limits,

p(./ from no specified time allowed to 72 hours. While a nonductile failure in the RCS is an
unanalyzed condition, the unit is required to restore the P/T limits within 30 minutes. The

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3-4-9 Revision I
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C RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

U'4rs> !3.4.2
j

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEN (RCS) ' !

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

EachRCSloopaveragetemperature(T)shallbe22.(3.u.5) LCO 3.4.2

^ " " ' ^ ' ' " " '

EE g'C7|;J"eeA:|iMJb @ 3
I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

['3 iI hA. T , in one or more RCS A.1 Be in MODE 30 minutes.loops not within
_

limit, . _ _

gg ,g.

== 71 rf . g c,

SURVEllLANCE REOUIREMENTS
-

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

3.4.2.1 Verify RCS T,, in each loop 2 Oh, g .1, r,'p SR ln s.

ea er'

)
T.51T- 2 ")

CEOG STS 3.4-4 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

i

23. The containment sunp monitor in Specification 3.4.15 was changed to containment sump level (
alarm. Calvert Cliffs has a containment sump level alarm system. This change is consistent with

'

the current Calvert Chffs licensing basis.

24. The Specification 3.4.12 Bases Applicability requirement, which reqmres "any" RCS cold leg
temperature, will be revised to require "all" RCS cold leg tugonoros. This is consistent with the
current Calvert Cliffs procedures which require all cold leg tuupm4ms. to provide proper signah
prior to enabling the LTOP System. This change is consistent with current Calvert Cliffs design. 1

25. A Note was added to Specification 3.4.11 Required Action A.1 which allows 120 hours (when one
PORV is inoperable), and 72 hours (when two PORVs are inoperable) when PORVs are
inoperable and the associated block valve is inoperable. In Current Technical Specifications, if one
PORV is inoperable for causes other than excessive seat Icakage, and the associated block valve is
closed with power removed,120 hours is allowed before begmmng a plant shutdown. If both
PORVs are inoperable under the same circumstances, 72 hours is allowed before begmnmg a plant
shutdown. This change is acceptable based on a plant shutdown being unreasonable when the
PORVs are still capable of performing their function, and the pressunzer safety valves being
available to mitigate overpressure events. This addition is consistent with current Calvert Cliffs
licensing basis.

26. The bracket infonnation in NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.9, regarding the pressurizer heaters being
capable of being powered from an emergency power supply, is being deleted. This statement is not
needed because the Bases require emergency power, and Calvert Cliffs has four banks that are
capable of being powered from an emergency power supply.

27. NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.9.2 requires the verification of the pressurizer heater capacity once per
92 days. Technical Specification Task Force-93 justified the change from 92 days to a bracketed
18 months. Calvert Cliffs ITS will require verification of the pressurizer heater capacity once per
24 months. Calvert Cliffs Current Technical Specification does not contain this SR, thus this is a
new SR for Calvert Clifts. The 24 month interval is consistent with NUREG-1432, Generic
Change TSTF-93.

28. NUREG 1432 Specification 3.4.2 Applicabihty is Mode I with T in one more RCS loopsm
< 525'F and. Mode 2 with T in one or more RCS loops < 525'F and L 21.0. The Calveny

Cliffs ITS 3.4.2 Applicability is Mode 1 and Mode 2 with h 2 1.0. The temperature
requirements were deleted because the minimum temperature requirement should be applicable
whenever the reactor is critical and not just below certain temperatures. This change is consistent
with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

This change will be reviewed for applicability to other Combustion Engineering plants and other
vendors. Based on these results, a generic change will be proposed accordingly.

29. NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.1.4 requires the RCS total flow rate to be verified within limits by precision
heat balance. Calvert Cliffs ITS will require the RCS total flow rate to be determined by

, measurement. The Calvert Cliffs ITS will not specify the method by which to verify the RCS total
| flow rate. Calvert Cliffs does not use the precision heat balance method of verifying RCS total

flow rate. Cah crt Clifts current Technical Specification requires the measurement of the total flow

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-4 Revision 1
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

BASES

LCO (TheLCO only applicable - low [530 'F an rovides D

_

(continued) reason e distance to t limit of *

This allowsadeq e time to tre ts approach and ake corrective @
.

get ns prior to ex ing the limit. Ij

APPLICABILITY

MODES I and 2 only and in accordance with thisThe reactor has been designed and analyzed to be critical in
specification.

Criticality is not permitted in any otherMODE.

MODE 2 when K,,,2 1.0.Therefore, this LC0 is applicable in MODE 1 and
W^ . ; u J., .,,,,' ;,J,ii ; berinnw or criu cality i a temperature lia ,

nitor g is required _at below a T of [53 J' . The '
1.

no 1 temperature of'
for n1 sveg 'F is maintaEed by t Steam Dump

,

ACTIONS M
If T
MODE,inwhichtheLCOdoesnotapply.is below MMi3F, the plant must be brought to ahTo achieve thisstatus, the plant must be brought to MODE X within30 minutes.
practically achieved within a 30 minute period. Rapid reactor shutdown can be readily andp j,g, h
time reflects the ability to perform this action and toThe allowedE// # /* g pF .2.0

O maintain the plant within the analyzed range.

. .

SURVEILLANCE So 3. 4. 2.1_
REQUIREMENTS

_

"I @ 30 minu e time period is fis requi 4d to be verified 2 {5 }'Fevery30 minutes'.DT
req nt enough to prevert' inadverte violation of the LC -While'the Surveillanc isrequire whenever the reactor critical and temperat ' is I37I' 27below ,530]'F, in practice i
Surveillance is mostappr riate during the pert

er ical. when the reactor is br ught
)

t4 i

REFERENCES j # @SAR, Section JPJ[.
1.

I g

CEOG STS
B 3.4 8 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Sesa a Lyech1 ._
1~

\

INSERT S 3.4.2.2 7
*

SR .2.2

iTm is req ' ed to be veri 5ed 2 5157 every 12 hours. *

Surveillanceis modi 6ed by a gNote which o
requires the SR to be performed whern Tm 525T. This Temperature e*

a reasonable di ce from the 515*F to allow a less frequent intervalthanin SR
3.4.2.1. The 12 hot. ime period is frequent enough to prevent

dvertent violation ofthe LCO.
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ATTACIIMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

27. This change revises the SR 3.4.12.1 Bases to add, ". . . or by verifying their discharge valves are |

| locked shut" as an alternate means of verifying that the high pressure safety injection pumps are j
| rendered incapable of injecting into the RCS. His allowance is contained in the CTS and was

!
inadvertently omitted frorn the Bases. '

|
|

|

|

|

,

O
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l

l
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LTOP System |
i B 3.4.12 l

| BASES

The Completion Time of 48 hours to depressurize and vent the
RCS is based on the time required to place the plant in this

,

i condition and the relatively low probability of an |
overpressure event during this time period due to increased

| operator awareness of administrative control requirements.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.1
REQUIREMENTS

To minimize the potential for a low temperature overpressure
event by limiting the mass input capability, all but one |
HPSI is verified unable to inject, and one HPSI is verified
able to inject but with automatic initiation of the pump and
header motor operated valves disabled. The HPSI pumps are
rendered incapable of injecting into the RCS through
removing the power from the pumps by racking the breakers
out under administrative control or by verifying their

idischarge valves are locked shut. !

O
The 12 hour interval considers operating practice to
regularly assess potential degradation and to verify '

operation within the safety analysis.

;

SR 3.4.12.2 t

F

SR 3.4.12.2 requires verifying that the required RCS vent is
open once every 12 hours for a valve that is unlocked open
and once every 31 days for a valve that is locked open. The

!

31 day frequency for locked open valves is modified by a ?

Note which includes the pressurizer manway. When the
pressurizer manway is open it is equal to or better than a
locked open vent valve. I

The passive vent arrangement must only be open to be i

OPERABLE. This Surveillance need only be performed if the ;

vent is being used to satisfy the requirements of this LCO. ;

| The Frequencies consider operating experience with 1

|O
CALVERT Cliffs - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.12-11 Revision B I
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' TOP System
. B 3.4.12 j

i

4
,

BASES

S'JRVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.1, -

2.' '2.0. -..d : 2." 12.2 (continued) hREQUIREMENTS

of injecting into the RCS through removing the power from 1

b racking the breakers out under administrative ithe
contro a ii rn i. -sinn or i.wr control anyor- y er. I ja esp usin t least two independent means prevent a/ J pump tart s h that a single failure or si e action willh hs ,(,T g,las no result n an injection into the RCS. is may be :2.3

,

.compli ed through the pump control s ch being placed in '

,

are locke) SL A J-{ pull lockfhnd at least one valve n the discharge fl
Ipath Aetng closed. f
j

The 12 hour interval considers operating practice to ^1

regularly assess potential degradation and to verify
operation within the safety analysis.

|

SR 3.4.12 |.j
SR 3,.4.12. quires verifying that the RCS ent is opens r es - --- t- g , q 7 = - ent = g. ,; g ,z 3 ;
0;:n :::diti ;it' r' >

|D C{ 3) J [<< 1f % /ceevery12hoursforavalvethatisunlockedopen[aol
g /.J ol otu r #. 6 'l -

% (pnce every 31 days for a valve that is locked open.I
m.>.t.C.) lIa @)NA

The passive vent arrangement must only be open to be \f) Ldd ,m L L, M OPERABLE. This Surveillance need only be performed if the
s aW''f * g. vent is being used to satisfy the requirements of this LCO. ![#tJJ ri24- i

The Frequencies consider operating experience withj( /, mispositioning of unlocked and locked vent valves,, , , , ,y w
respectively.

~ :p n & f I'<y, e q
,n A 4 . ., b. M so 3. a .1 r kr' g

af:r e M / L' - The PORV block valve must be verified open every 72 hours to'
provide the flow path for each reouired PORY to perfors its
function when actuated. The valve can be remotely verified
open in the main control room.

The block valve is a remotely controlled, motor operated
valve. The power to the valve motor operator is not required
to be removed, and the manual actuator is not required

(continued)

|

CEOG S15 B 3.4-65 Rev 1. 04/07/95
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

23. Calven Cliffs is not committed to the Gueral Design Criteria in 10 CFR Pan 50, Appendix A;
Calvert Cliffs is committed to the draft General Design Criteria. Therefore, the Criteria in the
draft General Design Criteria, where applicable, were referenced in the Technical Specification

| Bases.
l
.

| 24. Bases statements which refer to the CFR or the Standard Review Plan as the source of offsite dose
| or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the Calven Cliffs Updated

~

!
Final Safety Analysis Report. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calvert Cliffs are approved by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and stated in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Repon. The
CFR contains the maxtmum allowable limits, not plant-specific limits which are typically more
conservative. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review Plan and, therefore, the
current licensing basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.

25. NUREG-1432 B 3.4.12 SR 3.4.12.1 Section allows an alternate method of LTOP control to be
employed using at least two independent means to prevent injection into the RCS such that a single
failure or single action will not result in an injection into the RCS. It allows this to be
accomplished through the pump control switch being placed in pull to lock and at least one valve in
the discharge flow path being closed. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.12.1 Bases will
allow verification that the HPSI pumps will not inject into the RCS by verifying their discharge
valves are locked shut. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs design and current
licensing basis.

|

|

|

I

|

|
|

|

O
CALVERT CLIFFS -UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-3 Revision 1
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ATTACHMENT (2)

| AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE
, .

I
'

28. This change replaces the reference to TSTF-65 with a plant-specific justification. TSTF-65 has not yet
been approved by the NRC.

!

|

i

|

l
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Responsibil

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS |

(C#h 5.1 Responsibility

h*TheM/lant_f..~..h[r,,.1,1) 5.1.1
,

operation and shall delega|te in writing the succession to this...nint tshall be responsible for overall unith
responsibility during his absence.

; The4/lant ; intPor his designee shall approve, prior to hyrs implementation
each proposed test, experiment or modification to

systems or equ,ipment that affecguclear safety,
Mf t 5 per&c- '!!)] .shall be responsible fo

gg g .1, 5.1.2
the controlroom command function. During any absence of the from thecontrol room while the unit is in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 an

individual with an active Senior Reactor Operator
shall be designated to assume the control room comm(SRO) licenseand function.During any absence of the

from the control room while the
unit is in MODE 5 or 6, an in tvidual with an active SRO license
or Reactor Operator license sh 11 be designated to assume the

.

l

control room command function.

Codrol doom depennor (C41)

O
. . .

CE0G STS 5.0-1 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Organization
5.2

|

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 1

hh imdh O P M' 4' of O*k pm*an al
5.2 Organization

'Tsa"t e./ .fw A./ .,v, P '+ '" M*"M*' ' *
is h

x _

wwg,g 5.2.1 Onsite and offsite orcanizations

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for unit
operation and corporate management, respectively. The onsite and
offsite organizations shall include the positions for activities
affecting safety of the nuclear power plant.

Lines of authority, responsibility, and communication shall
a.

be defined and established throughout highest mana.gement
levels, intermediate levels, and all operating organization

(* * 24 4)(
positions.

These relationships shall be documented and
updated, as appropriate, in organization charts, functional
descriptions of departmental responsibilities andrelationships
positions, o , and .iob descriptions for key personnel

quivalent forms of documentatJon. Theserequirement
be documentad in the g j

b. TheQ1 ant ,.. .... _"rth shall be responsible for overall
safe operation of the plant and shall have control over Z4(G . ,I . E) those onsite activities necessary for safe operation and '

main enance of_tAe olant:

.ce, IM. Ad - WW. swQ : ;9t %M sha11 havec. The :;::i't:d :;r r;t; en;act

corporateresponsib1I;tyforoverallplantnuclearsafety
r

@ip
and shall take any measures needed to ensure acceptableQ h.i.c) performance of the staff in operating, maintaining, and
providing technical support to the plant to ensure nuclearsafety; and

,

d.
The individuals who train the operating staff, carry out
health physics, or perform quality assurance functions may
report to the appropriate onsite manager; however, these6. ~r t elx/
individuals shall have sufficient organizaticnal freedom to ,

ensure their independence from operating pretsures.

h 2.2) 5.2.2 Unit staff I

The unit staff organization shall include the following:
4 ' .g ' a. A non 1 censed operator .all be assigned t eachreacto)r

,

ing fuel and an itional non-lic operator ]

(continued)

CEOG STS 5.0-2 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Organization
5.2 I

h |

5.2 Organization

![g.2,p 5.2.2 Unit staff (continued)

'@t"'' a'tino 'in MODES 1""'''' '" " "'' "" # ' " '''''l [thell L e 'st
' " ' "'" '"' ''' <

s 1 ar A '

,J ;
~

9'' T= '# t " i t e: with hth x!M ttr r t'.M-

pequ4e total of three non-llcansed operators *w..<,

c t wt .
A east one 'icensed Reactor Operad.2 2. the cent -l room when fuel is the(RO) shall be prese

.

r

reactor. InN
' addition hile the unit is in E 1, 2, 3, or 4, st,

t

one 11 nsedSeniorReactorperator(SRO)shall resenty Y/-12/ !> control romin
y ;

-

t

h 2 2. h)
c. Shift crew composition may be less than the minimum *

requirement of 10 CFR 50.54(m)(2)(1) and 5.2.2.s and 5.2.2.1
for a period of time not to n u ed 2 hours in order to '

accomodate urexpected absence of on-duty shift crew members
provided immediate action is taken to restore the shift crew
composition to within the minimum requirements.

.ad t' W".Vif
Vgfn hiin

d. A
i

i

fcian] shall be on site when fuel ish . 2.7. d in the reactor. 1he position may be vacant for not more b\
/

than 2 hours, in order to provide for unexpected absence,
provided immediate action is taken to fill the required
position.

[ e.
Administrative procedure shall be de'veloped and implemented _)to limit the working h rs of unit staff who perform

@safety related functi s (e.g., licensed SR0s, licensed R0 ,t health physicists, axillary operators, and key maintenapersonnel). e

Adequa,e shift overage shall be maintained without outine
heavy use of vertime. The objective shall be to ave
operating p sonnel work an [B or 12) hour day, ominal i
40 hour wn. while the unit is operating. How er, in the|, event th unforeseen problems require subst tial amountsi

( of over ime to be used, or during extended eriods of
| shute n for refueling, major maintenance or major plant

mod scation, on a temporary basis the f lowing guidelines
| st 1 be followed:

1. An individual should not be pe itted to work more than
16 hours straight, excluding ift turnover time; i

_

(continued)
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Organization

5.2h 5.2 Organization

I

h22) 5.2.2
Unit staff (continued)

.-

~

2.
An individual should not be pemitted to work more than16 hours in any 24 our period
in any 48 hour per od, nor more, nor more than 24 hours bthan 72 hours in any7 day period, all excludir.g shift turnover time;

3. A break d at
ast 8 hours should be allowed betwework periods,

neluding shift turnover time;
4 Except duri

extended shutdown periods, the useovertime s f
uld be considered on an individualand not f sis
the entire staff on a shift.

f Any deviatto
from the above guidelines shall bein advance thorizedy the

with app (Plant Superintendent) or hissignee, inaccordanc

els of management, in accordance wiroved administrative procedu es, or byhigher 1
, establishedprocede es and with documentation of the basthe d tation. for granting

Con ois shall be included in the proced
1 es such thatividual overtime shall be reviewed

perintendent) or his designee to ens; e that excessivethly by the [ Planttours have.not been assigned. Routi
above guidelines is not authorized. deviation from the_

O 9? -

g' performing safety related functions shall be limited andThe~ainount of overtime worked by unit staff members4
(6 4. J. c)

controlled in accordance with the HRC Policy Statement on--4_ working hours (Generic Letter 82-!2).
([]b E 2- f. e perationsganager(

_

hold an SRO license,OsfisttWOperafio(Mm6[ g g. shal
f

9 Thi" Shift Tec ical Adviso'r ( IA) shall provide ady!
| (6. Z. Z$s/ of therma ydraulics, rea or engineering, and ant

technical s oryort to the Shi Supervisor (SS) in ]e areas pg@/ iganalyst ith regard to
'additi n, the STA shal ie safe operation of e unit. In

meet the qualificat ns specified by
. ssion Polic tatement on Enginee ing Expertise on

k

S hold or h* " 'N "

Q y &cp c hx |- * U "# # , (,g ,
CEOG STS
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Programs and Manu

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

hTD 5.5 Programs and Manuals

The following programs shall be established, implemented, and maintained.

(0 0. l> 5.5.1 offsite Dese calculation Manual (0DtM)

The ODCM shall contain the methodology and parameters useda.
in the calculation of offsite doses resulting from

(6 5%*h of gaseous and 11guld effluent monitoring alars and tripradioactive gaseous and liquid effluents in the calculation
setpoints, and in the conduct of the radiological
environmental monitoring program; and

!

b. The CDCM shall also contain the radioactive effluent

controls and radiolofptions of the information that shouldical environmental monitoring
activities and descr
be included in the Annual Radiological Environmental !h 510
Operating, and Radioactive Effluent Release Reports required
by Specification M 5.6.2.P and Specification 1 5.6.3t*

h*LicenseeinitiatedchangestotheODCH: h
b' 6'I'C"h h Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall be

retained. This documentation shall contain; i

b h. Sufficient information to support the change (s)
s together with the appropria nalyses or evaluations( </= 5 l < . I. A.)justifying the change (s), one)

h.'Adeterminationthatthechange(s)maintainthelevels
.,

of radioactive effluent control required by
10 CFR 20.1302, 40 CFR 190, 10 CFR 50.36a, and

<g , 5 1. c . /.1) 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, and not adversely impact the
accuracy or reliability of. effluent, dose, or setpointcalculations;

[p

(/.. r.l . c . 2) @4Shall become effective after the approval of the lant
.

3
.

&wper4ntendent,; and

Shall be submitted to the NRC in the form of a complete, hlegible copy of the entire ODCM as a part of or concurrent
with the Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period

[r,,. f,1.c . 3\ of the report in which any change in the ODCM was made.
/ Each change shall be identified by markings in the margin of

I

(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF TECliNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 5.0 - ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

\22. He prcposed change to NUREG-1432 adds a requirement that licensed operators counted towards I

the minimum shift crew composition shall be licensed for both units. This is a specific requireme 4
for Calvert Cliffs and is consistent with the current licensing basis.

23. The propesed change to Specification 5.5.11.c changes the penetration requirements of methyl
iodide frora less than 10%, to less than or equal to 10%. This change is consistent with the Calven

!

Cliffs current ihensing basis, which requires a 2 90% removed efficiency ofmethyl iodide.

24. The proposed changes to Specifications 5.5.11.a and 5.5.11.b change the penetration system
bypass requirements of the high efficiency paniculate air filters and charcoal absorbers from i

< l.0% to s 1.0%. His change is consistent with the current Calvert Cliffs licensing basis which |
requires a 2 99% removal efficiency.

25. NUREG 1432 requires the particulate concentration to be tested _a accordance with American '

Society of Testing Material D 2276, Method A 2 or A-3. Calvert Cliffs ITS will include the
requirement to test for particulates, but not in accordance with ASTM D-2276, Method A-2 or
A-3. Total particulate concentration will be determined by gravimetric analysis. His reference
was deleted because Calvert Cliffs is not committed to this test method. This change is consistent
with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

26. He Calvert Cliffs CTS Administrative Controls uses generic tMes provided in American National
Standards InstituR:/American Nuclear Society 3.1 instead of plant specific titles. Th plant-

,

specific titics that correspond to the generic titles are given in the Updated Final Safety Analysis i

O Report. The use of generic titles in the Administrative Controls was encourged in a letter from id C.1. Grimes (NRC) to Lee Bush (WOG), Brian Mann (CEOG), Clinten Szabo (B&WOG), and {
Andrew Maron (BWROG), dated November 10,1994. These generic titles are carried over into the
Calvert Cliffs ITS. Also, some additional titles appear in NUREG-1432. For consistency, generic
titles have been used in those locations. In addition, a change was made to allow the corresponding
plant-specific titles to be placed in the Quality Assurance Plan or the Updated Fi.al Safety
Analysis Report. This is consistent with the November 10, 1994 letter. This change has been
proposed as a change to the ITS NUREG as TSTF-65, but has not yet been approved by the NRC.

I
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ATTACHMENT (2) |

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

29. This change incorporates TSTF-92, Revision 1. Revision I deleted the phrase, " . . that is not lod.:d,
scaled or otherwise secured in position," from SR 3.9.3.2. That phrase was added in Resision 0.
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Containment Penetrations
| 3.9.3

O ^CTIONS

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
i

A. One or more A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
containment ALTERATIONS.
penetrations not in
required status. AND

A.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies within
containment.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.3.1 Verify each required containment penetration 7 days

O is in the required status.

SR 3.9.3.2 -------------------NOTE-------------------
,

Not applicable to containment purge and
exhaust valve (s) in penetrations closed to
comply with LC0 3.9.3, c.1.
..... ..... ....... ___ ...._...__........

Verify each required containment purge and Once each
exhaust valve actuates to the 1 solation refueling I

position on an actual or simulated actuation outage prior to
signal. the start of

CORE

ALTERATIONS or
movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies in
containment

i

D)|

i (
|
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i

!
| Conta.inment Penetrations |

8 3.9.3 j

BASES

:

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that each of the containment i
penetrations required to be in its closed position is in
that position. The Surveillance on the open purge and
exhaust valves will demonstrate-that the valves are not
blocked from closing. Also, the Surveillance will
demonstrate that each valve operator has motive power, which
will ensure each valve is capable of being closed by an
OPERABLE CRS.

The Surveillance is performed every 7 days during CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
the containment. The Surveillance interval is selected to
be commensurate with the normal duration of time to complete
fuel handling operations. A surveillance before the start i

of refueling operations will provide two or three
surveillance verifications during the applicable period for
this LCO. As such, this Surveillance ensures that a i
postulated fuel handling accident that releases fission!

product radioactivity within the containment will not result
in a release of fission product radioactivity to the
envircnment in excess of those described in the UFSAR

,

(Ref. 1).

l SR 3.9.3.2
|

This Surveillance demonstrates that each containment purge
and exhaust valve actuates to its isolation position on i
manual initiation or on an actual or simulated high
radiation signal. The once each refueling outage Frequency ;

maintains consistency with other similar ESFAS
| instrumentation and valve testing requirements. In
| LC0 3.3.7 " Containment Radiation Signal (CRS)," the
! Containment Radiation Signal System requires a CHANNEL CHECK

every 7 days and a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 31 days to
ensure the channel 0PERABILITY during refueling operations.
Every 24 months a CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed,

,

t

O'
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sm/
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Containment Penetrations
3.9.3

SURVE!!LMCE REQUIREMENTS :

SURVElllMCE
FREQUENCY

D0 SR 3.9.3.1 Verify each required containment 7 days
penetration is in the required status.

'

SR 3.9.3.2
91'i.Q 't Verify each required containment pu e and

exhaust valve actuates to the l',ola on
position on an actual or simulated [0"d N p
actuation signal.

1 deh
/'P<for +3,.,f ag ,

s .pe ski af -

;
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DISCUSSION OF TECliNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432 ISECTION 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS
i

'N
'

10. The CTS requires that each required containment purge and exhaust valve be verified to
actuate to the isolation position on an actuation signal prior to startmg Core Alterations.
Improved Technical Specification SR 3.9.3.2 requires this verification every 18 morahs. The
Calvert Cliffs ITS will retain the CTS requirement. This will ensure that the test is performed
each refueling outage prior to the system being required to be Operable. His change is
consistent with the Calvert ClitTs current licensing basis.

I 1. His change to a plant-specific Note is consistent with NUREG-1432, CEOG -115. The plant-
specific CTS allowance to use the EAL temporary closure device in place of an EAL door is

j
excepted from the shutdown cooling specifications. The EAL temporary closure desice may
not be able to withstand the containment pressurization which could occur with a loss of
shutdown cooling. ~

|
l
I
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j Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

LE Otoestic containment purge anwnaust isoperi) @ !

The Surveillance is performed every 7 days during CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradisted fuel assemblies within
the containmer.t. The Surveillan;a interval is selected ta
be commensurate with the normal duration of time to complete
fuel handling operations. A surveillance before the start
of refue'ing operations will provide two or three
surveillance verifications durin the applicable period for
this LCO. As such, this Surve11 ance ensures that am tsun of Nov,
postulated fuel handlin accident that releases fission

NSC . ' *' b product radioactivity w thin the containment will not result.

in a release of fission product radioactivity to the Q h g/(AF)//l (9,t environmen . %-k
SR 3.9.3.2

This Surveillance demonstrates that each containment purge
/m\, and exhaust valve actuates to its isolation position on

manual initiation or en an actual or simulated hichy' radiation signal. Th Yenttrirequency mainteins
consistency with other s milar ESFAS instrumentation and

t.t0 3.3 "( e h..ed valve testino requirements. IaIL .3.4 _i_ci t al vd').3.3 (Analoo)1. Mscellantous uation the C6ntainmentdr.b G...,l(44,,
Purn IsolaM535tgnal System reouires a CHANNEL CHECK every

~

7 days and a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 31 days to ensuredah
e channel OPEPABILITY during refueling operations. Every
months a CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed. The system

" actuation response time is demonstrated every IB months
during refueling, on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. SR 3.6.3(I")@ 62
demonstrates that the isolation time of each valve is in
accordance with the Inservice Testing Program requirements.
These surveillances performed during MODE 6 will ensure that
the valves are capable of closing after a postulated fuel
handling accident to limit a release of fission product
radioactivity from the containment.

7% SR u m.a 64 b * NA. sWg -SA -R., eb d' A -
3

ts J .n\ +k -b yks is is si , * A pn. h . h. .> . t < o 3. 9. +. C f B W-%
twk & ,,.h.., f s /w ,u 44 ~> i- );a., , , - 4, _ ), ,., , , ,

is.l. dr. s c.pt ,s.f .

(continued)
CEOG STS B 3.9-12 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ATTACHMENT (2)
!

,

! AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

O
30. TSTF-62, which as approved by the NRC on September 18,1996, revised the Note to SR 3.4.1.3 from

"Only required in Mode I with all RCPs running," to "Only required in Mode 1." However, the
! Applicability of Specification 3.4.1 is Mode 1. Therefore, the Note is unnecessary and confusing.

This change eliminates the remaining portion of the Note. A generic change will be written to correct
NUREG-1432. Also, a Discussion of Change and No Significant Hazards Consideration for
Specification 3.4.1, L.2 is deleted. The associated changes were not included in the submitted, but this
information was not deleted.
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RCS Pressure Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
3.4.1

ACTIONS (continued) ,

% -

-CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met. >

.

:

C. RCS cold leg C.1 Restore cold leg 2 hours
temperature not temperature to within
within limits. limits.

:

D. Required Action and D.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 6 hours
associated Completion to s 308s RTP.
Time of Condition C
not met.

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.1.1 Verify pressurizer pressure 2 2200 psia. 12 hours

SR 3.4.1.2 Verify RCS cold leg temperature s 548 F. 12 hours ]

SR 3.4.1.3 Verify RCS total flow rate 2 370,000 gpm. 12 hours i

SR 3.4.1.4 Verify measured RCS total flow rate is 24 months
within limits.

i

|

I

|O
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l

RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

A
U

BASES

the 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for pressurizer pressure
is sufficient to ensure that the pressure can be restored to
a normal operation, steady state condition following load j
changes and other expected transient operations. The |

12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be |
sufficient to regularly assess for potential degradation and i

verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions. I
1

SR 3.4.1.2

Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of
2 hours to restore parameters that are not within limits,
the 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for cold leg temperature
is sufficient to ensure that the RCS coolant temperature can
be restored to a normal operation, steady state condition
following load changes and other expected transient
operations. The 12 hour interval has been shown by

^ operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for
- potential degradation and to verify operation is within

safety analysis assumptions.

SR 3.4.1.3

The 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for RCS total flow rate )
is performed using the installed flow instrumentation. The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating experience to
be sufficient to assess for potential degradation and to
verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.

\

SR 3.4.1.4

Measurement of RCS total flow rate is performed once every
24 months. This allows the installed RCS flow
instrumentation to be calibrated and verifies that the
actual RCS flow rate is within the bounds of the analyses.

|

o |
'
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Spwo ce,4m J. A/t~
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-

RfAcTbf ccot Avr 5.ss REM (.4c.5)
3.4- vW IU ON L ITS

_ g,g
3' 4.1 3/4.2.5 Monwnre 6 nuun, %@v '

Acinkt b.licy C6410 LiMd4
-

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

Lc0 3 4,1 4rik,6
limits shown:The following DNB related parameters shall be maintained within the

.

|
b 4. Cold Leg Temperature s 548*F

|

R. )f. Pressurizer Pressure 2 2200 psta',

|

Reactor Coolant System total Flow Rete 2 370,000 gpm
|

c.

t!. AUAi 3nArE In0EMjQ'yec4Kir, tk 00'a jh4
'"

APlticAsttiTy: HooE 1. ~h%M 4* 92Dt\twna % (Aerim A a
-

-

e

ACTICN; With e.; ci h b_ M B T UTs exceec ing its limit, restore theparameter to
within its limit within_2 hours _og_ reduce THERMAL POWER tD -

.,

; cese mr 9 -f
D A l t u I H E RMR PD.H h within tne next hours.

,

- _ -~.te p s rdm.,
--

Acro.M C old / y

,y g eMe s d , / , /,d " p.> a a * 3* # -i

SUk
~

} Qf,b ' 4riMrisA 2 4 t
lEach of the parameters shall be verified to be within their limits | |at least once per 12 hours.

-

3.2.5.2-lhe Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shalsrt a,4.l.4 be determined tobe within its limit by measurement at least once per months.
24

b

I
|

6erid'I h ihT G ~
l

Limit not applicable during either a THERMAL POWER ramp increase in
excess of 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER per minute or a THERMAL POWER step
nerease of greater than 10% of RATED THERMAL POWER.
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j$_CI@ h_OOLANT S[5I t M MC.kh 4,g_

3,4 -3/h e- POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS _ m

~5. 4. I 3/4.2.5 -oMaJARANg;gg. RC.$ P **s-ee, T~ p*< *J o s e , 4 Fl. %
0.po rao, e Fr - N oct,. h G o , t,,

ON G) L .7 4 [,,LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
_

-her5- The following DNB nlated parameters shall be maintained within the
* *

limits shown:
|,

b p. Cold Leg Temperature s 548'F
|

cx. f. Pressurizer Pressurt 2 2200 psib
|

,

c. Reactor Coolant System Total Flow Rate 2 370,000 gpm |
4_ nian emur New =e==,' pg_;; 2:q .

_ '- ear e

APPLICABILITY: DE . - L""7 ' M *'# Y-

A c 1 int. G" Q< C.TWN T i s M mai A.IACTION: Withey a' n- fMEth ts I'mit. restore the \parameter to d'ithin its limit within 2 hours or% duce TII!M.L POWER tD ./

(less than 5% h ,f RATED THERMAL POWER)within the nexours.nu p n. ,2. . ~ LL
A c Ota O Ac.4,o., 4 70 % RT L.)roa mea .ed ,c e ~,,e

$URVEiLlfNft RL6EIRTMERTSp)( r o,i~
;p; r 4,3rGrl-- Each of the parameters shall be verified to be within their limits |

v

h-{,.4,,,,{<4,,, at least once per 12 hours.

4.2.5.2 The Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shall be determined to L,3% *,4i4 be within its limit by measurement at least once per.16"nonths

a ;

i

I

L _?* ' .\
*

Limit not applicable during eit er THERNAL POWER ramp increase in
excess of 5% of KATED THERMAL POWER per minute or a THERMAL POWER step
increase of greater than 10% of RATED THERMAL POWER.
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DISC'USSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.I - RCf PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND FLOW (DNB) LIMITS

!

ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result, |
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable

|by plant operators, as well as other users. .

|

During the Calvert Cliffs improved Technical Specification (ITS) development, certain
wording preferences or conventions were adopted which resulted in no technical changes to |
the Technical Specifications. Additional information may also have been added to more i

fully describe each Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) and to be consistent with
NUREG-1432. Ilowever, the additionai information does not change the intent of the

;

current Technical Specifications. The reiirmatting, renumbering, and rewording process !

involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.2.6.d requires the Axial Shape Index (ASI) and
Thermal Power to be within the limits specified in the Core Operating Limits Report.
Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.4.1 deletes this requirement because these i

parameters are controlled via other Technical Specifications. A specific Technical
Specification for ASI versus Thermal Power (ITS 3.2.5) exists. 'Ihis Technical Specification

;

provides the limits for ASI versus Thermal Power and Actions taken if the ASI is not within |

limits. The deletion of requirements contained in other Technical Specifications constitutes
an administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

| TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

i

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

None

IECIINICAL CilANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.2.5 Actions require power to be reduced to < 5% Rated
Thermal Power (RTP) if cold leg temperature cannot be restored. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.1 Action D will require power to be reduced to s 30% RTP if cold leg
temperature cannot be restored. This is acceptable because the potential for violating the
departure from r.ucleate boiling ratio, when the temperature is not within limits, is very
remote when power is s 30% RTP. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.2.5 Action requires the unit to reduce power within
four hours when the Action cannot be met. Improved Technical Specification Actions B and
D will allow six hours to reduce power when Actions A and C, respectively, cannot be met.

! \
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.1 - RCS PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND FLOW (DNB) LIMITS

1

(O) The two additional hours to reduce power, from four hours to six hours, will allow for a
'#

more controlled power reduction (which is a transient in itself), in conjunction with even
control of steam generator (SG) heat removal. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

1

L.3 Current Technical Specification 3.2.5 Surveillance Requirement (SR) 4.2.5.2 requires the |
RCS total flow rate to be determined within its limit by measurement once per 18 months.
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.1 SR 3.4.1.4 decreases the Surveillance Frequency to
24 months (consistent with the Calvert Cliffs refueling interval). The RCS flow rate does
not normally change much during the fuel cycle; however, changes will be detected by ITS
SR 3.4.1.3 which requires the flow to be verified every 12 hours. Reactor Coolant System !

flow will be most likely to change after refueling outages when the core has been altered,
which may cause a change in flow resistance. Thus, it is impoitant that this detailed test be
performed after a refueling outage when the RCS flow is most likely to have changed. The
Current Technical Specifications (CTS) Frequency of 18 months will not coincide with the
test to be performed after each refueling outage. Therefore, this change reflects the
importance of performing this test after a refueling outage. This change ',s consistent with
NUREG-1432.

I

I

o)(v

i
i

i
a

!
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
i

SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
|

initiator of any analyzed event. Reducing power to s 30% RTP will ensure that the potential for
a departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) anomaly is remote. The proposed changes do not
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the posibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change would require RTP to be reduced to s 30% RTP if cold leg temperature
cannot be restored to withi limits. The CTS require RTP to be reduced to s 5%. The changen

will not involve a significant change in design or operation. No hardware is being added to the
plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident ,

initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change requires RTP to be reduced to s 30% RTP if cold leg temperature cannot
be restored to within limits. The CTS require RTP to be reduced to s 5%. Operating in
accordance with this change will result in meeting the DNB ratio criterion in the event of a DNB

limited transient. Allowing the reduction in power to s 30% RTP, when the cold leg temperature
is outside its limit, is adequate to ensure that a DNB limit will not be violated. Also, this change
will reduce the chances of a plant upset occurring due to reducing power unnecessarily, which is
a plant transient in itself. Therefore the change does not involve a significant reduction in a

/3 margin of safety.
k. I

Lt.1 Change L2

1. Does the change insolve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the amount of time allowed to reduce power, when Actions to
restore DNB parameters cannot be met, from four hours to six hours. Departure from nucleate
boiling parameters are not an initiator of any analyzed event. Allowing an additional two hours !

to reduce power is reasonable. The consequences of an accident is the same in the additional two I
hours as it is in the first four hours. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators
or mitigation of analyzed esents, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the

i

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. !

,
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

! presiously evaluated?

| The proposed change increases the amount of time allowed to reduce power when Actions to
restore DNB parameters cannot be met, from four hours to six hours. The change will not
involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to
the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new
accident initiators. Therefore. the change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

(
i (
.
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NO SIGNIFICANT IIAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

O 3.
d Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?I

The proposed change increases the amount of time allowed to reduce power, when Actions to
restore DNB parameters cannot be met, from four hours to six hours. The change allows for a
more controlled power reduction which places less stress on plant components. Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.1 Change L3 |
:
1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for the
total flow rate measurement. Decreasing the RCS flow rate test Frequency to 24 months is not
an initiator of any analyzed event. The RCS flow measurement is required to accurately verify
the RCS flow rate has not changed. Any significant RCS flow rate change throughout the fuel

]cycle is unlikely to go undetected, because of the shiftly RCS How rate verification. The most
likely cause of a change in flow rate would occur following a refueling outage. Thus, it is

1

essential that the flow rate measurement be taken after refueling outages. Calvert Cliffs is
currently on a 24-month refueling outage Frequency, therefore a 24-month Surveillance interval
is appropriate. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed i

events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated,

p 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
V previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for
the total flow rate measurement. This change does not affect the probability of an accident. The
change will not involve a signiGeant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is
being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce
any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for
the total flow rate measurement. Decreasing the Frequency from 18 months to 24 months :

,

! ensures that the Surveillance is performed when a change in RCS flow rate is most likely to have j

|_ occurred (following a refueling outage when the core has been altered). Any significant RCS I
l flow rate change throughout the fuel cycle is unlikely to go undetected because of the shiftly

"

RCS flow rate verification. 'Iherefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

I

I

n'

(),
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow [DN8] Limitsogo ><>,

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACT10N CONPLETION TIME

C. RCS cold leg C.1 Restore cold leg 2 hourstemperature not within temperature to within
<3 7' limits. limits.

D. Required Action and 0.1 Redu RMAL POWER 6 hoursassociated Completion to 5 30 RTP.
NEW) Time of Condition C

not met.3,g
se< r.1

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

[42M)SR 3.4.1.1 Verify pressurizer pressure 2 psia 12 hours tud ; |???5] ;;is.

(%(42&hSR
_

QW
t 3.4.1.2 Verify RLS cold leg temperature -[E25 ' T- 12 hoursd

-emf s
'

/ F fe,- ' '7^ F.?P t (5444.*I g
and ; '!ES; " %; i 70|" "".

!

'

)
(f.7 TI)SR 3.4.1.3 ....-....-NOT -------.-------......

Requ ed to be met i MODE 1 with all ; cps ig--.

20 iru ng.
'

g_ .... , - _ _ . . . . . . . . - - . . .

370,000 J |
1

V ify RCS total flow rate 12 hours @_{ m EC' It! 5 - 3
!"d iG LQ g kh

(continued)
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| DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
| SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
i

| /'] rate. Thus, this deviation from NUREG-1432 is also consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current
IV licensing basis.
|

30. hnproved Technical Specification SR 3.4.1.3, which verifies RCS total flow rate, contains a Note
which states, " Required to be met in MODE 1 with all RCPs running " TSTF42 revised the Note l

to read "Only required to be met in MODE 1" with the justification that all RCPs are required to
i be running in MODE 1. Ilowever, the Applicability of LCO 3.4.1 is Mode 1. Herefore, a Note
'

which states, "Only required to be met in MODE 1"is superfluous. The NOTE has been deleted.,

TSTF-62 wm approved by th NRC on September 18, 1996. A new generic change will be
.

i

!

proposed to delete the Note from NUREG-1432.
]

|

|

|
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i RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flw DN8 Limits
!

i /O 8 3.4.1! i s

V j

BASES

'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.2
REQUIREMENTS

i
(continued) Since Required Action A.1 allows a Ceepletion Time of I

2 hours to restore parameters that are not within limits,
the 12 hour Surveillance frequency for cold leg temperature
is sufficient to ensure that the ACS coolant temperature can t

be restored to a normal operation, steady state condition i

following load changes and other expected transientoperations'. The 12 hour interval has been shown by
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for
potential degradation and to verify operation is within j

3

safety analysis assumptions. '

SR 3.4.1.3

iThe 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for RCS total flow rate
is perfonned using the installed flow instrumentation. The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating experience to
be sufficient to assess for potential degradation and to
verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.
T

,

/ his SR i modified by a Not 'that only requires formance
meas ment of RCS flow te at normal opera gconditionsj @ \ hof this R in MODE 1. The ate is necessary t low

at_ wer with all RCPs unning. f *

.
5u

SR 3.4.1.4
,

Measilrement of RCS total f}cw ratebrfirunfiecy on ca l orime t r u r ajir 'once ~every months,
hen*

Ints allows t'he installed RCS tiow instrumentat on to be g |n
calibrated and verifies that the actual RCS flow rate is ($
within the bounds of analyses.

The Frequency of .onths reflects the importance of
verifying flow after a refueling outage where the core has
been altered, which may have caused an alteration of flow
resistance.

jbR is/ modified by a Hote at sliiin se .w is nrequire to be performed
necessary to allow [2 hours after 2 [90 % TP. The iNote i

ieasurement of the f w rate at(norma operating conditi s at power in MODE 1 The g
__

(continued)
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| ATTACHMENT (2)
|

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

31. This change to the 3.7.10, 3.7.11, and 3.7.12 Bases modifies the discussions of what constitutes the,

i equipment necessary to meet Operability requirements. This change is made to be consistent with the
| Calvert Cliffs design.
t

,

,

O
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|

SFPEVS |
3.7.11 ;

;

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

|

3.7.11 Spent Fuel Pool Exhaust Ventilation System (SFPEVS)

;

! LC0 3.7.11 The SFPEVS shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
auxiliary building.

,

I

ACTIONS i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION- COMPLETION TIME

A. SFPEVS inoperable. A.1 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the i

auxiliary building. ;

A i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.11.1 Operate the SFPEVS for 215 minutes. 31 days |

SR 3.7.11.2 Perform required SFPEVS filter testing in In accordance
accordance with the Ventilation Filter with the VFTP
Testing Program (VFTP).

SR 3.7.11.3 Verify SFPEVS can maintain a measurable 24 months
negative pressure with respect to

,

!atmospheric pressure.

'O
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ECCS PREFS

B 3.7.10
(
V

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.10 Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Pump Room Exhaust Filtration
System (PREFS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The ECCS PREFS filters air from the area of the active ECCS
components during the recirculation phase of a loss of
coolantaccident(LOCA).

The ECCS PREFS consists of one of two independent and
redundant fans, a prefilter, a high efficiency particulate I
air (HEPA) (ilter, and an activated charcoal adsorber
section for iemoval of gaseous activity (principally
iodines), and a fan. Ductwork, valves or dampers, and ||
instrumentatior, also form part of the system.

The ECCS PREFS operates during normal unit operations,
p During normal operation flow goes through the pre-filter and

'

V HEPA filters, but flow through the charcoal absorbers is
bypassed. During emergency operations, the ECCS PREFS
dampers are realigned to initiate filtration. The stream of
ventilation air discharges through the system filter trains |

and out the plant stack. The prefilters remove any large
particles in the air to prevent excessive loading of the i
HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers.

i

The ECCS PREFS is discussed in the Updated Final Safety I
Analysis Report (UFSAR), Section 9.8.2.3 (Ref. 1), as it may

. be used for nonnal, as well as post accident, atmospheric
! cleanup functions. '

l APPLICABLE Emergency Core Cooling System PREFS ensures that radioactive
! SAFETY ANALYSES materials leaking from the ECCS equipment within the pump
| room following a LOCA are filtered prior to reaching the

environment. The operation of this system and the resultant
effects on offsite dose was assumed 'in the accident analysis
(Ref. 2).

3
(G
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ECCS PREFS

B 3.7.10

BASES

The ECCS PREFS satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(11), i

Criterion 3.
;

,

LC0 .The ECCS PREFS is required to be OPERABLE. Emergency Core i
Cooling System PREFS is considered OPERABLE when the
individual components necessary to maintain the ECCS Pump

;

Room filtration are OPERABLE.
e

The ECCS PREFS_is considered OPERABLE when its associated: I, i

a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. High efficiency particulate air filter and charcoal '

adsorber are not excessively restricting flow and are ;

capable of performing their filtration functions; and
i

c. Ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, and air
circulation can be maintained.

O ;

.

,
| APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the ECCS PREFS is required to be :

OPERABLE consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the !
,

ECCS. i

In MODES 5 and 6, the ECCS PREFS is not required to be
OPERABLE, since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

;

i

ACTIONS A.1

! With the ECCS PREFS inoperable, action must be taken to I

| restore OPERABLE status within 24 hours,
l

| The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on the low
| probability of a design basis accident occurring during this

time period.

l-
:

;

; O
'
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;

L ECCS PREFS
| 8 3.7.10
f b

BASES

I
B.1 and B.2

If the ECCS PREFS cannot be restored to OPERABLE status I

| within the associated Completion Time, the unit must be in a
'

MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this ;

status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within
6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed |

! Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating '

experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full i

power conditions in an orderly manner and without,

challenging unit systems.

!
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.10.1
REQUIREMENTS t

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure
that they function properly. Since the environment and -

'

normal operating conditions on this system are not severe, !
testing each train once a month provides an adequate check
on this system. The ECCS PREFS is started from the control

.

room and flow through the HEPA filter and charcoal absorber |

train is 2 15 minutes to demonstrate the function of the
system. The 31 day Frequency is based on the known
reliability of equipment, and the two train redundancy
available.

SR 3.7.10.2

This SR verifies that the required ECCS PREFS testing is
performed in accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing I

Program (VFTP). The VFTP includes testing HEPA filter
perfomance, charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimum system
flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated I
charcoal (general use and following specific operetions).
Specific test frequencies and additional infomation are

|
discussed in detail in the VFTP.

|

|O
!
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SFPEVS

B 3.7.11 |

A<

!V i

| B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

!
,

B 3.7.11 Spent Fuel Pool Exhaust Ventilation System (SFPEVS'r !

i

BASES ;

BACKGROUND The SFPEVS filters airborne radioactive particulates and
gases from the area cf the fuel pool following a fuel

:handling accident.
i

The SFPEVS consists of one of two independent, redundant |I :

exhaust fans, a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) [filter, and an activated charcoal adsorber section for ;

removal of gaseous activity (principally iodines).
Ductwork, valves or dampers, and instrumentation also fonn
part of the system. '

The SFPEVS is operated during nonnal unit operations. ;
During nonnal operation, the charcoal absorbers are ;

A bypassed. When filtration of the air is required, normal
V air discharges from the fuel handling area in the auxiliary

building and through the system filter train. The
prefilters remove any large particles in the air to prevent |
excessive loading of the HEPA filters and charcoal j
adsorbers.

The SFPEVS is discussed in the Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report (UFSAR), Sections 9.8.2.3 and 14.18 (Refs.1, and 2,
respectively), because it may be used for nonna1, as well as
post accident, atmospheric cleanup functions.

|

APPLICABLE The SFPEVS is designed to mitigate the consequences of a
SAFETY ANALYSES fuel handling accident in which all rods in the fuel

assembly are assumed to be damaged. The analysis of the
fuel handling accident is given in Reference 2. The Design
Basis Accident analysis of the fuel handling accident

i assumes that the SFPEVS is functional. The accident
analysis accounts for the reduction in airborne radioactive
material provided by this filtration system. The amount of

|O
|
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!4@
B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

83.7.}5
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Pump Room Exhaust (MrTJ(andp3System (PR ) ~ @@c

.

BASES

BACKGROUND
The ECCS PREACS filters air from the area of the active ECCScomponents during the recirculation phase of a loss of
coolant accident (LOCA)_ IThe rLL5 PREAG5, in con ontsiiin otner normally operati systems, al a prov,1uncidenviron tal control of t perature ane lower ~ -'d humidity n theECCS p_ room _ area _ and e at thetrui no / uriliary

g

The FCCS PREACS consists M two_ _ t and redundant 4
1rair/ Each tras><tInsists ofA3< heater, a prefilter '

3 '
-

, a nigh efficiency particulate air (HEPA) fi
an act vated charcoal adsorber section fnr removal ofgaseous activity
Ductwork, valves o(principally iodinesif ace 1 faA

r dampers, and instrumentation also fom @
part of the systesf amil => demi >6.
tecuce Ine reist vt humidity of the a . im J::,7.fri te -

,

'

stream. A second
] bank of HEPA fi ters follows the ad rber section to cellcarbon fines .d provide backup in ase the main HEPA fi erbank fails.

he downstream HEPA 11ter is not credite inthe accide analysis, but serv to collect charcoal inesf
. ..

and to b k up the upstream H filter, should tt d elop a )leak, e system initiates itered ventilation of he pum ]pg ,. . w ,,, .1 ,, A m room d lower region of t auxiliary building f lowing6 i

; rec pt of a safety 19.ie on actuation tional coolant if/v fg, f!, . g '- (n etion actuation sic _ . ~ ~

//, #,. 4/lre "EI m
The ECCS PPIACS tra "anM tvitem. Mrts of wnipn say a wip'

|_operatGduring normal unit operations. WTIIe Meactor>IrrA 6 /h'*
- <

auk W ar _D 0 hm L U M i'n ' i !
''

*V " """W MONal[j if, ,,; J/z
dampers are rea igned s.ency operations,"the. ECCS PREACScoolina. rin emerg !,

r
i g/,g , , / o f 5.,6"'' nwans arr sterwat to initiate

_.' filtration. lITpur ceipt of the actu ing Engineerea fetfW * ,,, c/. gestuatio ystem signal (s) omal air di.15 rop the ECCS p room, the pum room is isolate the;

stream of ventilatica air discharges inrough the system A'

_ _ filter train .j The prefiltersiorAemisurst remove any largeda j d
_

particles ih the airi anunv entraned water d=6n1*tM4g preteEtJ to prevent excessive loading of the HEPA filters h
__ and charcoal adsorbers.

(continued)
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A

ECCS PR

B 3.7.$
BASES

\ W DBACKGROUND The ECCS PREA',5 is discussed in the FSAR. Sectiof@ 54 ,(continued) Apf.5), p6 :15.W (Refd. 3r ze ano m), as
m may oe used for normal, as well as cost accident.
atmospheric cleanup functions. I The primary purpos of the'
Westers i to maintain tne aTive humidity at
acceptab level consist ith lodine removl

pffici cies, as discuss
in the Raoulaterv vide 1.5h| ((Ref ,i}J

,

APPLICABLE TThe design casis or the CS PREAC5 is established by the l
SAFETY ANALYSES 1arge break LOCA. The stem evaluation assumes a passiv

failure of the ECCS o side containment, such as safety
eccs f4e15 c - <s Itq/ injection pump seal ilure, during the recirculation de. iIn such a case, the .,ystem limits the radioactive re ase tqr,<l -<lue - der,, /s /.. b 4

& Eccs q w # ) licensing basis .g., a specified fraction of 10 R 100
within 10 CFR 100 mits (Ref. 6), or the NRC staff pproved/, .<n

,

u, A:n A, p,.,p ,._ limits). The a lysis of the effects and conseo nces of a'

SII"''^) * M4 '" 5y,,,g ) large bre n LO is presented in Reference 3. e ECCS
PREACS a: a tuates following a small break CA, requiringgru- 4 <<u / .. s L e..,.< ~~:f. the unit t ,o into the recirculation mode o long term

n 7L op,4,.. / A 4 ,.j"' cooling ar- to ciean up releases of smalle leaks, such as .

from valv sicm packing.*~J % rau4.h a(/<As
on , //,dc cf,a m ., - - The two types of system failures that e considered in theaccid t analysis are complete loss o function and8J3- m el m. A, .,ce 18 exce ive LEAKAGE. Either type of f ilure may result in a
am lo,j ((,f, g ) *

}lo
efficiency of removal for an gaseous and particulate

a ivity released to the ECCS pur roomsfollowingaLOCA.J
_

The ECCS '3REAts satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

.

Mindepep(ent and redundant) ECCS PREACS hLCO

required to be OPERABLE to Mthat"at is.. ei
tavai ie, e>>uming a s le failure disable e othe
t n coincident wit loss of offsite po Total syste ;

;
.

lure could res in the atmospheric ease from the
ECCS pump room ceeding the required mits in the even o f,
a Desien Bati Accident (DBA). fs

j

(continued)
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|
t

| d i

ECCS PR S !
B 3.7. '

BASES

|

LCO
ECCS MEATS is considered OPERABLE when the individual !(continued) components necessary to maintain the ECCS Pump Room
filtration are OPERABLE ,rsw sm+ ,

3

ECCS DREAC$his considered OPERABLE when itsh hassociated:
|

a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively
restricting flow and are capable of performing their
filtration functions; and

tig>RAoLE, an @ctwork. valves, and dampers aretrc. a er
Ort a r rirculation can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the ECCS PR MCS is required to be
OPERABLE consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the
ECCS.

O In M3 DES 5 and 6, the ECCS PREt$C5 is not required to be
OPERABLE, since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS LJ
g

hhWith ECCS PREACS ut G 1 inoperabl action must be taken
to restore OPERA 8LE_ status within , wurin tnis w o

.

U hing OPERAy a train ig uJ m .;e t w eiivra tje ta y Iga e N gw
~

the 7 o compieu on line appropriate beca therisicontr tion is less th hat for the ECC 2 hour
' |

i' Comp tion Tir.e) and u ev< tem is not a tract tunne[sydem for the ECCS.I The Conipletion Time is
i reasonable, based on th ow

,

robability of a CdA occurring
during tnu use peri , e conu ucr r,

e the recuired ynabili( ,cregaurna t ra in tar or

(continued)
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i

(O
ECCS PR h

B 3.7

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(continued) 8 h-

If the ECCS PREAr.S cannot be restored to OPERABLEstatus within the a@ssociated Completion Time, the unit must
!be in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve

this status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 i
t

within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
|Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating '

experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without !

tchallenging unit systems.
I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.L
REQUIREMENTS

!

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure
that they function properly. Since the environment and

I

normal operating conditions on this system are not severe,
testing each train once a month provides an adequate check

j
_

ion this system. fMonthlyTesi operatiuns ory out ariy 3
[maistu that may have accu ated in the charcoal f men 1 humi ty in the ambient a [ Systems with heate must b hgh 7/. Ecc: t'ef4 g3 op ated for 2 10 conti ous hours with the heyt rs

.

r

("/ 4 3/*de/ I"" E.gized. Systems w hout heaters n**rf on1 7be ooerated
t

- for 215 minutes to demonstrate the function of the systein.[-A c,JM Am The 31 day Frequency is based on the known reliability of
w1 n.a ./h< g equipment, and the two train redundancy available.

3,7.h2|''' "Y sp
se f c . ,c a.| a Ls, e r

( A |o%6- - This SR verifies that the requir ECCS PREACS testing is
performed in ac rdance with the Ventilation Filter 'festing
Program (VFTP) . T
muwence witn Tse|Th Mb VKL%b 11IIeJ/ tests arn 8 g 13gul1 tory Guide 1.524Ref 41.1 e !VFTP}'YnTlUdes ~fesYing HEFK filter performance, charcoal adsorber

~

!efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the physical '

properties of the activated charcoal (general use and
following specific operations). Specific test frequencies
and sdditional information are discussed in detail in thei VFTP .

1 '

|

|

(continued)
|
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|
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* FPEV
i'

sy# v e..ica.a v,x A ' ' #@ 8
'

Sqsh m (s F PE V5)
| 8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

.

'

B 3.7.4 (luelJutiding $(r Cleanup 4ystem (MAC_S @
- onJ ge.scs h

hBACKGROUND The filters airborne radioactive articulates rom the
area of he fuel pool following a. fuel andlingaccident63

cfflNJ fotfernopsa4f cooJt acc;aeng. [The tIMC5) on.iunction wi F
ly opers6 zystems,' rovides I

)' envir ental contr of temperatu and humidity thejA"* ***LAS*:/ Q Q4L}YTh consists of two independent, redundant D m2,8- !OttFtre
n consiswm a nanes,(HEPA) filter.Jn act'ivated

a prefilter V dse 's 'ei$, a 3 1

high eff' ciency particulate air

QS charcoal adsorber section for r;emovai of gar.cous activity
(principally todines)g eng f rari. Ductwork, valves or
dampers, and instrumentation also form part of the sy> tem.

1 grt! misters, functioning to educe the relative
humidity of the air stream. A seco bank of HEPA f1 ters
follows th adsorber section to co ect carbon fine and ;

provide b kup in case of failure f the main HEP filter !
, bank. T downstream HEPA filt is not credite in the '

\ D ~.5 n - - I eg,.b analysi , but serves to collec charcoal fines and to back
% J ,n,,1 .Ls,a.,y up the upstream 4 EPA filter s ould it develop a leak. The-

system initiates filtered we 11ation of th fuel handlingN'"*#* ( building following receipt of a high radiation signal. J
'"

~
B The @@-is (Ganq>f system, p(rt et inhiro =av'n sn G h@

<

- operated durino normai unit operations.'t/UnWrece' ot.ns-9't13gm g
6FtuaMno.54tjnaQpormal air discharges from the fuel -

3O quy.L,I b a.ndling$bui lding, Jht_tuelandlinaAnr11dino is 1sont_eO(and7tw streampf vent 11stt6n air dist41arges)through the
system filter tra< ns. The prefilters *- - " m '' remove
any large particit s in the aiQ- -i mn unep

(rpeMtvtsetant_A to prevent excessive leading of the HEPA
n)L /;/jf,/,,o ,/ filtersandcharpalads rs.

4 a;r 6 r< ,.<< d e b is discussed i R Sections @.

and (Refs. I 2, respe. Ve y), gecause it may sed for normal, as we 1 as post accident,
' atmospheric cleanup fun tions.

M M

(continued)
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

O 32.. This change implements TSTF-116, Revision 1. TSTF-116, Revision 0 was incorporated in the
original submittal. Revision I removed the phrase "RCS pressure" from the list of parameters in the
Note in both specifications. The phrase stable "RCS pressure" is not consistent with a presious |
reference in the Bases to performing the associated water inventory balance when the reactor is near I

operating pressure.

O

,

G
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE !

B 3.4.13 I

n :U
BASES I

:-

|

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on i

operating experience, to reach the required conditions from
,

full power conditions in an orderly manner ard without
challenging plant systems. In MODE 5, the pressure stresses i

acting on the RCPB are much lower, and further deterioration
is much less likely. -

If one or more SGs are inoperable due to failure to meet
SR 3.4.13.2, the reactor must be brought to MODE 3 within
6 hours and MODE 5 within 36 hours. Subsequent entry into
MODE 4 is restricted by LC0 3.0.4 until the SG tube
integrity can be established.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1 i

REQUIREMENTS )
Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LCO limits ensures !

the integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure bounda'ry i
LEAKAGE would at first appear as unidentified LEAKAGE and |

Os can only be positively identified by inspection.
|

Unidentified LEAKAGE and identified LEAKAGE are determined |

by performance of an RCS water inventory balance. Primary <

to secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by performance of an I

RCS water inventory balance in conjunction with effluent
monitoring within the secondary steam and feedwater systems.

The RCS water inventory balance must be performed with the
reactor at steady state operating conditions and near
operating pressure. Therefore, a note is added allowing
that this SR is not required to be performed until 12 hours

,

after establishing steady state operation.
|

The 12 hour allowance provides sufficient time to collect
and process all necessary data after stable plant conditions |

are established. Steady state operation is required to
perform a proper water inventory balance since calculations
during maneuvering are not useful. For RCS operational
LEAKAGE determination by water inventory balance, steady
state is defined as stable temperature, power level, t

O
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I

| RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

01
'i BASES

.

| ACTIONS The actions are modified by a Note that indicates the
| provisions of LCO 3.0.4 are not applicable. As a result, a
| MODE change is allowed when the containment sump and

required radiation monitor channels are inoperable. This,

allowance is provided because other means are available to ;

monitor for RCS LEAKAGE. ;

e

i

A.1 and A.2

'If the containment sump monitor is inoperable, no other form
of sampling can provide the equivalent information.

However, the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor
will provide indications of changes in leakage. Together '

with the atmosphere monitor, the periodic surveillance for
RCS water inventory balance, SR 3.4.13.1, must be performed ;

at an increased frequency of 24 hours to provide information
;

r that is adequate to detect leakage. A Note is added
allowing that SR 3.4.13.1 is not required to be performed
until 12 hours after establishing steady state operation
(stable temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup I

tank levels, makeup and letdown, and reactor coolant pump
seal injection and return flows). The 12 hour allowance
provides sufficient time to collect and process all
necessary data after stable plant conditions are
established.

Restoration of the sump monitor to OPERABLE status is
required to regain the function in a Completion Time of
30 days after the monitor's failure. This time is

acceptable considering the frequency and adequacy of the RCS |
iwater inventory balance requirad by Required Action A.1.

B.1.1. B.1.2. and B.2

With both gaseous and particulate containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitoring instrumentation channels

|

'
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

( )'~'
BASES

inoperable, alternative action is required. Either grab
samples of the containment atmosphere must be taken and
analyzed, or water inventory balances, in accordance with
SR 3.4.13.1, must be performed to provide alternate periodic
information. With a sample obtained and analyzed or an
inventory balance performed every 24 hours, the reactor may
be operated for up to 30 days to allow restoration of at
least one of the radioactivity monitors.

The 24 hour interval provides periodic information that is
adequate to detect leakage. A Note is added allowing that
SR 3.4.13.1 is not required to be performed until 12 hours
after establishing steady state operation (stable
temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup tank I
levels, makeup and letdown, and reactor coolant pump seal
injection and return flows). The 12 hour allowance provides
sufficient time to collect and process all necessary data
after stable plant conditions are established. The 30 day

G Completion Time recognizes at least one other form of
V leakage detection is available.

C.1 and C.2

If any required Action of Condition A or B cannot be met
within the required Completion Time, the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

D.1

| If all required alarms and monitors are inoperable, no
| automatic means of monitoring leakage are available and |
|
<

V
|
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE !

t B 3.4.13

BASES
I
1

l

ACTIONS LLatulL1 (continued)

[JNgn' acting on the RCP8 are auch lower, and further deterioration l

is such less likely. I

G_8 Y$5'E
, Ac rnN

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LC0 limits ensures
the integrity of the RCPB is saintained. Pressure boundary
LEAKAGE would at first appear as unidentified LEAKAGE and
can only be positively identified by inspection.
Unidentified LEAKAGE and identified LEAKAGE are determined ,a n,h is added
by performance of an RCS water inventory balance. Primary l

to secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by performance of ana)WJu 4M
f RCS water inventory balance in conjunction with effluent

monitoring within the secondary steam and feedwater systems. W g 'j j g, ,

-
l

j

.The RCS water inventory bala e aust be performed with the # pygreactor at steady state operat
Therefore, g conditions and near gp;4Uoperating pressure. this SR is not tred tofAe. /t h,a

be performed TheauiW and 4} until 12 hours heeady
-

!
g a flowana prwde s state operation \near ,ep'eraTina oresavre nave ciprse$.
f

( ,f.,/ L ,, i fi~ _ .
,,, 3

Steady state opera on required to perform a proper water
A c o '/"p * * y inventory _balanc calculations during maneuvering are not ,, , rt"- / ' ''

useful fand a hotGewires 6ne h n*= n 9 x when)jvu o ,, / t
(re~i#_ state Vestablished/for RCS operational LEAKAGE 1

deternination cy water inventor l
'"'"*'/ d'j"

defit.ed as stable Q[c9ressv%y balance, steady state is !temperature, power level, T5Tr-i% \b6 //(3 /Je r f
pressurizer and makeup t&nk levels, makeup and letdown, and, f, . p c ,,, ,.t . A , RCP seal infect 4:n ;;d nurn flows.

e s /. 5 /* ' *'

An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE orf, 7 ,

unider,tified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems
that monitor the containment atmosphere radioactivity and
the containment sump level These leakage detection systems
are specified ia LC0 3.4.1, 'RCS Leakage Detection
Instrumentation.'

@
The 72 hour Frequency is a easonable interval to trend
LEAKAGE and recognizes the importance of early leakage
detection in the prevention of accidents. f A Note und thF(Frequen coiumn nates that fis bK 1s required to 'I'3 'g

(perfo dduringsteadystfeoperation. j
e

-

(continued)

CEOG S15 8 3.4-72
Rev 1. 04/07/95
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O INSEPT 3.4.14 ACTION A

A Note is added allowing that SR 3.4.13.1 is not required to be performed until 12 hours after
establishing steady state operation (stable temperature, power level, pressuruer and makeup tank Ihlevels, makeup and letdown, and RCP seal injection arxi return flows). The 12 hour allowance
provides sufficient time to collect and process all necessary data after stable plant conditions are
established.

INSERT 3.4.14 ACTION B

!

A Note is added allowing that SR 3.4.13.1 is not required to be performed until 12 hours after
establishing steady state operation (stable temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup tank |h
levels, makeup and letdown, and RCP seal injection and return flows). The 12 hour allowance
provides sufficient time to collect and process all necessary data after stable plant conditions are
established.

;

O.

. ..

,.

e

|
I
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ATTACilMENT (2)

1

/3 AMENDMENT REVISION BY CilAhCe I
- \

33. This change revises the 3.8.9 Bases to eliminate the requirement that operable vital busses must be
energized "from the associated inverter via inverted DC voltage." With this Bases statement, the

| Conditions of Specification 3.8.9 would be required to be entered whenever an inverter is inoperable,
even though the inverter specification, Specification 3.8.7, contains a Note which specifically directs

1
when to enter the Conditions of Specification 3.8.9. Condition 3.8.7.A allows 24 hours for an '

inoperable inverter, but the existing Bases to LCO 3.8.9 would require entry into Condition 3.8.9.A,
which allows only two hours before a plant shutdown is required. This Bases change corrects the
proper application of the specifications.

A

G 1

1
i

I
:
(
i

I
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.9

| ID
! BASES

| for the systems required to shut down the reactor and
| maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated

operational occurrence (A00) or a postulated DBA. The AC,
|

DC, and AC vital bus electrical distribution lead groups are
required to be OPERABLE.

Maintaining the load groups OPERABLE ensures that the
,

redundancy incorporated into the design of ESF is not j
defeated. Therefore, a single failure within any system or 1

within the electrical power distribution load group will not
prevent safe shutdown of the reactor.

OPERABLE AC electrical power distrilution subsystems require
the associated buses, load centers, motor control centers,

,

and distribution panels to be energized to their proper
t

voltages. OPERABLE DC channels require the associated buses '

to be energized to their proper voltage froo sither the j
associated battery or charger. OPERABLE vital bus '

electrical distribution subsystems require the associated,

y buses to be energized to their proper voltage. ||
In addition, tie breakers between redundant safety related

,

AC, DC, and AC vital bus distribution subsystems, if they '

exist, must be open. This prevents any electrical
,

malfunction in any distribution subsystem from propagating
to the redundant subsystem, which could cause the failure of
a redundant subsystem and a loss of essential safety
function (s). If any tie breakers are closed, the affected
redundant electrical distribution subsystems are considered
inoperable. This applies to the onsite, safety related ^

redundant electrical power distribution subsystems.

i

;

I

J

O
|
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Distribution Systems-0perating
B 3.8.9

BASES C ad |

LCO OPERABLE AC electrical p Jer distribution subsystems require
(continued) the associated buses, 1 d centers, motor control centers,

and distribution panels to be energized to their proper
voltages. OPERABLE te sytrica k 0 31strisutton)

-

GursuremDrequire the Essociated buns to be energized to
their proper voltage from either the associated battery or ,s
charger. OPERABLE vital bus electrical power distribution UJ
subsystems require the,_ associated buses to be energized to
their proper voltagef rom sne sountes Unverter lapnver c voltage, inverter ' sing internal AC h3Qass constant voltage .ncfemtr] . 3-~

rce, '

|

In addition, tie breakers b'etween redundant' safety related
AC, DC, and AC vital bus power distribution subsystems, if
they exist, must be open. This prevents any electrical
malfunction in any power distribution subsystem from
propagating to the redundant subsystem, which could cause
the failure of a redundant subsystem and a loss of essential
safety function (s). If any tie breakers are closed, the
affected redundant electrical cower distribution subsystems
are considered inoperable. This applies to the onsite,
safety related redundant electrical power distribution
s bsystems. Xd u at. M+. . vcelgdj__.jdg.d..
SU B F:i G " " " " """* "'' ~ "'''"''i

.

( '"'

. ._

APPLICABILITY The electrical power distribution subsystems are required to
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of A00s or abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained
in the event of a postulated DBA.

Electrical power distribution subsystem requirements for
MODES 5 and 6 are covered in the Bases for LCO 3.8.10,
" Distribution Systems-Shutdcwn."

! (continued)1

CEOG STS B 3.8-80 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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|
|

). DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

| q
Current Technical Specification 3.8.2.1 contains a similar table in the LCO. That information is
used as Table B 3.8.9-1. In addition, a reference is added to the Calvert Cliffs UFSAR which
contains a drawing (UFSAR Figure 8-9) that depicts the information located in the table.
Therefore, the referenced table in the Bases will be supplemented with reference to the UFSAR
figure.

19. NUREG-1432 B 3.8.1 Actions contain statements which state "According to" certain references.|
!

Calvert Cliffs ITS will state " Consistent with" certain references for those references Calvert Cliffs
is not committed to. For references Calvert Cliffs is not committed to, "According to" is
inappropriate. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

20. N UREG-1432 B 3.8.1 SR 3.8.1.4 states the SR verifies that the DGs are capable of synchronizing
with the offsite electrical system and accepting loads greater than or equal to the equivalent of the
maximum expected accident loads. Calvert Cliffs ITS will not verify the DGs are capable of
accepting loads greater than or equal to the equivalent of the maxunum expected accident loads.
Calvert Cliffs ensures this in a 24-month SR (Calvert Cliffs ITS SR 3.8.1.11). This change is
consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

21. NUREG-1432 SR 3.8.2.1 states the reason some of the SRs are excluded is to prevent paralleling
the DG to the offsite power network. The Calvert Cliffs ITS will not include this statement.
Whenever Calvert Cliffs runs the DG, it is paralleled to offsite power; therefore, the statement was
deleted. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

22. NUREG-1432 Specification Required Action A.2.5 requires the associated required SDC
subsystem (s) to be declared " inoperable" and "not in operation." However, this does not precludei

using the inoperable SDC subsystem (s) if needed. The appropriate actions for the inoperable SDC |
s

subsystem (s) are still required to be followed. This change clarifies the Section 3.8.10 Bases that
SDC subsystem (s) declared inoperable due to inoperable distribution systems do not have to be

,

!
turned offif operating.

|

23. NUREG-1432 B 3.8.9 LCO Section states that Operable vital bus electrical power distribution
subsystems require the associated busses to be energized to their proper voltage from the
associated inverter via inverted DC voltage, inverter using internal AC source or Class 1E constant

voltage transformer. Imp oved Techniel Specification B 3.8.9 LCO Section will not specifically
state that the proper voltage is from the associated inverter via , it is not necessary to state
where the vital bus is powered from to be Operable, only that it has proper voltage. The inverter
Technical Specification requires the inverter to power the vital bus and if not then the backup
source is allowed for a limited period of time. Therefore, the vital bus Technical Specification is
not required to be entered solely due to not being powered from the inverter. The inverter
Technical Specification requires the power distribution Technical Specification to be entered if the
inverter cannot be restored witlJn the allowed outage time. However, the power distribution
Technical Specification is required to be entered if the proper voltage is not on the sital bus. This
change is consistent with the 3.8 Technical Specifications.

This change will be reviewed for applicability to other Combustion Engineering plants and other
i

vendors. Based on these results, a generic change will be proposed accordingly.

1
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ATTACIIMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

34. This change removes TSTF-145. TSTF-145 provided clarification of the actions to be taken when two

contamment isolation valves on the same flow path are inoperable by repeating an action contained in
the condition for one containment isolation valve inoperable. This is not strictly required under the ITS
usage rules, as all applicable conditions are entered. In order to reduce the number of generic changes
contained in the Calvert Cliffs submittal, TSTF-145 has been removed.

|

|

/

N/ |
1

|
,

i

(
\
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i

Containment Isolation Valves
'

3.6.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
i

B. - - --- - -- N OTE - - - - - - - - B.1 Isolatt the affected I hour
Only applicable to penetration flow path,

l

penetration flow by use of at least
paths with two one closed and
containment isolation de-activated
valves and not a automatic valve, I

| closed system. closed manual valve,
blind flange, or

|
---------------------

equivalent.
One or more
penetration flow

,

j paths with two
! containment isolation

valves inoperable. I

-

|

|

.

!O
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Containm:nt Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

necessary to ensure that containment penetrations required
to be isolated following an accident and no longer capable

,

of being automatically isolated will be in the isolation
position should an event occur. This Required Action does
not require any testing or device manipulation. Rather, it
involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those
isolation devices outside containment and capable of being
mispositioned are in the correct position. The Completion
Time of "once per 31 days for isolation devices outside
containment" is appropriate considering the fact that the

,

devices are operated under administrative controls and the
probability of their misalignment is low. For the isolation
devices inside containment, the time period specified as
" prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not perfomed
within the previous 92 days" is based on engineering
judgment and is considered reasonable in view of the
inaccessibility of the isolation devices and other
administrative controls that will ensure that isolation
device misalignment is an unlikely possibility.

Condition A has been modified by a Note indicating that this-

condition is only applicable to those penetration flow paths ;
with two containment isolation valves and not a closed j
system. For penetration flow paths with one or more
containment isolation valves and a closed system, '

Condition C provides appropriate actions.
1

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
isolation devices located in high radiation areas and allows
these devices to be verified closed by use of administrative
means. Allowing verification by administrative means is
considered acceptable, since access to these areas is

! typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these devices, once they have been verified;

| to be in the proper position, is small.

.

O:
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i

Containment Isolation Valves
| B 3.6.3
|D
'G

BASES

B.1 I

With two containment isolation valves in one or more
| penetration flow paths inoperable, the affected penetration
'

flow path must be isolated within 1 baur. The method of
isolation must include the use of at least one isolation
barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active

! failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a
! closed and de-activated automatic valve, a closed manual
I valve, a blind flange, or equivalent. The 1 hour Completion

,

Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1. In the
event the affected penetration is isolated in accordance
with Required Action B.1, the affected penetration must be
verified to be isolated on a periodic basis per Required
Action A.2, which remains in effect. This periodic

| verification is necessary to assure leak tightness of - !

containment and that penetrations requiring isolation
following an accident are isolated. The Completion Time of

3 once per 31 days for verifying each affected penetration !) flow path is isolated is appropriate considering the fact
that the valves are operated under administrative controls
and the probability of their misalignment is low.

;

Condition B is modified by a Note indicating this Condition
,

is only applicable to penetration flow paths with two i

containment isolation valves. Condition A of this LC0
addrc:ces the condition of one containment isolation valve
inoperable in this type of penetration flow path.

1

!

C.1 and C.2
1

With one or more penetration flow paths with one or more
containment isolation valves inoperable, the inoperable
valves must be restored to OPERABLE status or the affected
penetration flow path must be isolated. The method of
isolation must include the use of at least one isolation
barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active
failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a

O'
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'

3b W4,6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

MA83,q,3 CONTAINMEN1 ISOLATION VALVES

s

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
)

Leo 3.1.3 3.5.'. Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.* ' l

i

NPPLICABILITY: MODES I, 2. 3, and 4.
i
.

ACTION: With one or more of the isolation valve (s) inoperable. either: O*3

e sne inoper3pw vaivels) U..nABLE statuprrtn
"(T;;^ de+f,b aR7)@ W z4 W af# sed 2/

"

| A." Isolate each aff
_

ed penetratTon within@ hours by use of at frAcrau B ik.
wated automatic valve se@ in the isolation gg c, qu.M.Ac-o.as least one deaet ,

'

7 g position, or .

*1y v--

1 east one closed manual valve 8 blind flangIsolate the affected penetration within@ hours by use of st[ Amast M-h
-c,

- or +A
W. :Be in at least NOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and Jn COLDeuu. aAcuw b SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. pp,y}4@ _

,
-

m

e. provisions ofjfpecification 3. are not applica vidi'

that the affectet! penetration i solated. 4g -;o - 1;~ _ _
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

|*
4.6.4. I Each containment iso tion valve shall be demon trated UPERAB '

prior o returning the valve service after maintenanc repair or
rep cement work is perfom on the valve or its asso ted actuator.
c trol or power circuit y perfomance of a cyclin est and verif ation)

- 4/)g
isolation tirne.]

rv, ~ -iC.ek<h.~ N b 'ia'. ! ev ;. .4 t.:Jc 1, i ., A <d. N . I t s wif4 + d oa L n.4 et* gt
f '" "

a.4
Acrrun

*^'#U Valves that are nomally closed may be opened on an intemittent
basis under administrative control.

Containment purge isolation valves isolation times will only apply 1
- 8'^nt A @an the valves are reoutred to be DPfaaaLE and thev tre open,

heuti;r. t' :: fr re-t 9 --" a"'~ 4:0 h t'0- ==1==e 4e nw

C';3 1, 2, 5 ena 4 per tecnnnai 5m; &ede,. ''/; 0,1 ', 6-iq Up$ ; ,

iwhuh t'ac tt::: = ' . ;;; aat.;;ei :h:0 L '
i

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 6 22 Amendment No. 212 M
i
i

$,, Igiu dses 7*
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!
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INSERTS 3.6.3 ACTIONS A.2 and C.2

r
i

!

AM2

A.2 Note !
Isolation devicesin high
radiation areas may be !

| verifies by use of !'

administrative means. t

| l

r:
!

Verify the affected Once per31 days forisolation
penetration flow path is devices outside containment

!
| isolated. i
! AND !
L
' r

;

Prior to entering MODE 4 from
i.

!
MODE 5 if not performed within,

the previous 92 days forisolation |
devices mside containment. !

I
f

-I

AND I

!

C.2 -------Note !-

! Isolation devices in.high
|

. . .

|
rac'!ation areas may be

i
verifies by use of )

| administrative means. 1

| Verify the affected Once per 31 days
i

penetration flow path is
. isolated.
I

i

I |

\

!

!

I |

0
.
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},g M CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.63 3/4.0.0-- CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES I

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3 4.4,4,4 Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.* 8

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. - ,

ACTION: With one or more of the isolation valve (s) inoperable, either: L.! {
| ore In perable valvMs) to wr -= ='atatus within/1.
| hours, <., . A ,, g ,,,g ,,gg- - g, - __-

|

M *NS %I' isolate each affected pene atton withi u Y uy vie m at - -
3 **Dleast one deactivate tic valve secure

n the isolation (Ac5=C 7Ayc , c - - position, or

| -c,, Isolate the affected penetration within ours by use of at L..k
~

| 1 east one closed manual valve or blind ang or MCSU
A c ti o*J A. 2.

Acr o,a % [Be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next hours an.d in COLD e d C.2.O - - A SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours, je jg;;gy
* ~- In rov 1TTDTis oT sp fication 3.0.4 notapplieffeprovidFj! \ at the affected netration is is ted. f '

.

( N - --

f " .

M\No165 (6
g ' -- Nst m .A c.n c ed %

,

-
1

| \ SURV LL1N'CEREQUIREMENTS bj
. ~7 ;'g;

| T.5.4.1 Each containment olation valve shall e cemonstrated OP BLE' 'x
| prior o returning the val to service after m ntenance, repair,

'

'

L A-, rep cement work is perf ed on the valve or s associated act or,
| N trol, or power circ - by perfomance of eyr14ag +,ct and erificatienj '-

| N f isolation time. f
1 .~ _- - - - - - -

_ - __

| C o., u ..., A.4 t naort: oey ,rv - W'c '- r--4 > < + - - F' r- % i #- AS
f

h| ~ ~~ - L
' y -- <e m . % -~ c.4 a nd adi<.0s A

--
; . -

_ - - - - ~ F---
-

o . , ,,.g... ic e 7. s . . , c i _ p. ..u .; 2
- q-e c. ,. a ~ c i .. 4 9..-

! M' ""#' *

Valves that are nomally closed may be opened on an intemittent il wLi basis under administrative control.

(I 6tMFii261~ purge 1 solation valves isolation times will only apply in
k MODE 6 when the valves are required to be OPERABLE and t, hey are open jg2 3..... u .. m -- -- -- -. .m. . n a . 4.. ...s..._ _u ,..

! b* IJ nQ p ECnnlcsi ger , .w

-h'rds-ilks scar valve 5 must reE.Aln Levasw. -

-
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INSERTS 3.6.3 ACTIONS A.2 and C.2 |(Q/

|

AE12 i

A.2 - - Note
Isolation devicesin high
radiation areas may be

,

verifies by use of
administrative means.

'

Verify the affected Once per 31 days forisolation ;
penetration flow path is devices outside containment
isolated.

AND
8

,

Prior to entering MODE 4 from
MODE 5 if not performed within
the previous 92 days forisolation
devices inside containment.

m
C.2 ------Note--------

Isolation devices inhigh. . .
,

radiation areas may be '

verifies by use of
administrative means.

,

. -

Verify the affected Once per 31 days I
penetration flow path is
isolated.

|

|

! !

!

|

\ |
J

l

|
1

- _ . . . . _
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
i|' SECTION 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVESt i

1

closed when the valve is inoperable. De bases will require the mntamavnt purge supply and
)

j
exhaust isolation valves to be closed as a part of their Operability requiremants. Herefore,!

changing closed to inc,perable in the Actions is an m/- Jsti.iive change. His change is I
specific to Unit I because the Unit 2 mntainmmt purge and exhaust isolation valves located

i
outside contamment are being replaced with blind flanges for operation in Modes I through 4.'

The Unit I contamment purge and exhaust penetrations will also be modi 6ed to have blind -
flanges installed during the 1998 Unit 114.d.4g outage. Herefore, this change will become ,

moot after installation of the blind flange because the cor4inment purge system specification
in Modes 1 through 4 will not longer be applicable. This change is consistent with

|NUREG-1432.
'

A.ll
Unit 1 CTS SR 4.6.4.1.2.b requires verifying that on each Containment Radiation- High Test
Channel A or Channel B test signal, both required containment purge valves actuate to their i

!isolation position. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 SRs will not contain this
Surveillance. Current Technical Specification SR 4.9.9 and ITS SR 3.9.3.2 also require
verifying the containment purge valves actuate on a Contamment Radiation - High Test signal.

i

Therefore, deleting an SR which is duplicated in another Specification constitutes an
,

:
administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. '

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE i
"

M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.6.4.1 Actions require the penetrations to be isolated within t

four hours if two CIVs are inoperable. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 Action B will
. quire the penetration to be isolated within one hour. His change decreases the Completion
\ Time to isolate a penetration, when two CIVs in the penetration are inoperable, from

i

|four hours to one hour. With both CIVs in one penetration inoperable, the means to isolate
!

containment is hindered. The one-hour Completion Time is consistent with the urgency to j
isolate containment, and is also consistent with the Actions of LCO 3.6.L In addition, the

|-
affected penetration flow path must be isolated with an isolation barrier that carmot be |

'

adversely affected by a single active failure (closed and deactivated automatic valve, a closed
. manual valve, or a blind flange). Decreasing the Completion Time to complete an Action
constitutes a More Restrictive change. This change will not adversely affect safety because
when two CIVs are inoperable, the ability to isolate the penetration is hindered, and rapid

,

| isolation is warranted. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

M.2
Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 Required Actions A.2 and C.2 contain requirements to |
verify that the affected penetration flow path is isolated once per 31 days for isolation desices )

outside containment, and Action A.2 contains an additional Completion Time to verify the |
,

affected penetration flow path is isolated prior to entering Mode 4 from Mode 5, if not
performed within the previous 92 day: for isolation devices inside containment. The added |
Required Actiors are modified by a Note which allows the isolation devices in high radiation j
areas to be verified by use of administrative means. Current Technical Specification 3.6.4.1

;
does not contain these requirements. This change will add requirements to Technical
Specifications to periodically verify that the affected penetration flow path is isolated. This
verification is necessary to ensure that contamment penetrations required to be isolated
following an accident, and no longer capable of being automatically isolated, will be in the
isolation position should an event occur. De addition of requirements to the Technical:

1

Specifications constitutes a more restrictive change. His change will not adversely affect |

[

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.6.3-3 Revision 1
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Containment Isolation Valves m -^ f :-h 24 :;. 1; h3.6.3 '

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2 NOTE --

Isolation devices in
high radiation areas
may be verified by
use of administrative
means.
.. _ . ..

Verify the affected Once per 31 days
,

penetration flow path for isolation t

is isolated. devices outside [
containment

b8D |

Prior to
; entering MODE 4

from MODE 5 if|

not performed
within the

i

previous 92 days I'
i for isolation |
'

~ ~~ ~ devices inside I

containment
>

B. ..----..-NOT E--- B.1 Isolate the affected I hour-

Only applicable to penetration flow path
penetration flow paths by use of at least
with two containment one closed and
isolation valve . GnA. g de-activated @ |automatic valve,

Cl*u d 3M closed manual valve, I

SO One or more @ blind flange MY N;

| AA..s a 4 b penetration flow paths
,

or
with two containment i
isolation vLvesi
inoperableJ[except or)

_

'

Surge palve lea e f
and ield bui ing g

,

h 1_. _ .

,

(continued)
-

CEOG STS 3.6-9 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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.

I

' SERT 3.6.3 ACTION B.2

:

'

AND

'

B.2 Note
.

Isolation 'ces in high !

radiation may be t

verified by use i

administrative mq. !

Once per 31 days forisolation i.

!devices outside contamment
Verify the affected . J

'

penetration flow path is ,

isolated. !,

Prio o entering MODE 4 i
from DE 5 ifnot i

perfo within the previous
92 days for * lation devices isj inside contal ent.,

\ J. ..

.

1

!

!

| -

t.

I
,

'

:
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Containment Isolation Yalves (*":g... % . 4 M QB3.6.$

BASES

I
ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued) j

means. Allowing verification by administrative means is
considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these devices, once they have been verified
to be in the proper position, is small.

Ed ih
With two containment isolation valves in one or more
p_enetration flow paths 1,noperable J[ ept for purge v u vet
leak ana sniels - m mu ovom enkace not witJrff \

the affected penetration flow path must be isolated !wit I hour. The sethod of isolation must include the use i

of at least one isolation barrier that cannot be adversely
affectedbyasin$terionareaclosedandde-activated > # #d"

le active failure. Isolation barriers /,
that meet this cr
automatic valve, a closed manual valve, @a blind flanget ^ " ~

The I hour Completion Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of dEg ut-

LCO 3.6.1. In the event the affected penetration is
isolated in accordance with Required Action B.1, the

[ affected penetration must be verified to be isolated on a
periodic basis per Required Action A.2, which remains in
effect. This periodic verification is necessary to assure
leak tightness of containment and that penetrations- --

requiring isolatio. following an accident are isolated. The
Comp"tetton Time of once per 31 days for verifying each
affected penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate
considering the fact that the valves are operated ur. der
administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low. jg

}
Condition B is modified by a Note indicating this Condition
is only applicable to penetration flow paths with two
containment isolation valvet. Condition A of this LCO AN

0g * * C accresses the condition of one containment isolation valve LD
inoperable in this type of penetration flow path.Sp4cm

_ , _

C.1 and C.2 {c .m o
With one or more penetration flow paths with one containment @ hisolation valvetinoperable, the inoperable valve must be
restored to OPERABLE status or the affected penetration flow

(continued)

1
.

| CEOG STS B 3.6-25 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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INSERT B 3.6.3 B.2

For ed penetration flow paths that cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the 1
-hour Comp lon Time and that have been isolated in accordance with Required Action B.1, the
affected penetr * n flow paths must be verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. This is

! necessary to ensure at contairanent penetrations required to be isolated following an accident
and no longer capable being automatically isolated will be in the isolation position should an;

l

event occur. This Requir 4ction does not require any testing or device manipulation. Rather,
| it involves verification, throug a system walkdown, that those isolation devices outside

containment and capable of bein 'spositioned are in the correct position. The Completion Time
of"once per 31 days forisolation d 'ces outside containment" is appropriate considering the fact

| that the devices are operated under ad * *strative controls and the probability of their
;

! misalignment is low. For the isolation de es inside containment, the time period specified as
" prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 i t performed within the previous 92 days" is based
on engineeringjudgment and is considered reaso ble in view of the inaccessibility of the isolation !

| devices and other administrative controls that will e re that isolation device misalignment is an
| unlikely possibility. |

Required Action B.2 is modified by a Note that applies to iso 'on devices located in high
radiation areas and allows these devices to be verified closed by of administrative means.p) Allowing verification by administrative means is considered accepta since access to these areas

\. ,/.. ~ is typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of the evices, once they haves

been verified to be in'the~piroper position, is small.
~

>

l

I

|

|

.

k
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ATTACHMENT (2)
|

I AAiENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

O
35. This change removes generic change Combustion Engineering Owners Group (CEOG)-71. CEOG-71,

replaced the SR 3.7.1.1 Note "Oaly required to be perfonned in Modes I and 2," with "Not required to
be performed prior to entry into Mode 3." CEOG 71 was mjected by the TSTF because the revised (
Note was no more clear than the existing Note and the Bases are clear as to the objective. The
NUREG-1432, Revision I words are being restored.

,

O

1

l
!
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MSSVs

3.7.1
i

i

( ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion

,

Time not met. AND {

0.B B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours j

One or more steam
! generators with less
! than five MSSVs
! OPERABLE.

|

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

.

| O SR 3.7.1.1 -------------------NOTE-------------------

V Only required to be performed in MODES 1 and 1
'

|

2. |

'
__________________...______________.______

Verify each required MSSV lift setpoint per In accordance
3Table 3.7.1-2 in accordance with the with the |

Inservice Testing Program. Inservice
Testing Program

|

|

A !
'

|b
| CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7.1-2 Revision R l
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j '3. 7 Q PLANT SYST.[g

(TORf INEXYCLD33.t

| .A Safety Valvesrgsv,) j

LIMITING EONDITION FOR OPERATION
a spe$st) ok T~ lle gril-|

o ,,J g Li, 3,9 j. a.
__ {.h

e :

| Lc o 3.% { All main steam line code safety valves shall be OPERABLE 8
i

APPLICABILITY:_M0 PES 2 and 3. C T 2 W ~ T ; ' N -
ACTION: / G ii'i b.,s Sep,< h Ce.b+iaa eA'1 is alldl /Jg',

r, n , eu e r (,, e,3
__ _

il~
_

./ 1
:

A f ith be reaczor coo t loons 4nd associated stan eenerators ' - *
flinnp atinn_ald wi one_or more main steam line code safety }Acr,oa 4 - valves inopera e. ejrton in -yo 2. z ano 3 .ay proce_e_a I -

rev ded that.0withinichours.dTitrer tvinopeseDie vaum 1% __ 4'A i

,

ec to prERABLE status or the Power Level-High trip setpointres
is reduced per Table 7 otiierwise, be in at least NOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours J in (013ESHUTDDWPwithin thecu_gw@f c:Ytw Q. f30T;fEb. " n.1. ' Qr Q,a.3; Q T _

b. With one re tor coolant loop an &ssociated steam gener ~or In' L M.{ I
operation id with one or more ein steam line code safe y valves 1

associate with the operating team generator inoperab ,.
operatio in MODE 3 may proc d provided:

| |

-

'

.Oi 1. I t at least 2 main st am line code safety val 5 on the ~~ - # k hi

V
. .. )n-operating steam g herator are CPIRABLE, an ''

2. That within 4 hours he inoperable valve is estored to | )OPERABLE status; etierwise, be in at least T STANDBY within I
the next 6 hours s'd in E0LD SHUTDOWN wit n the following 30 / '

in
'- __ hours. /

(c.,Ahe provisions of Spycification 3.0.,Mre not a;plicabJe. . _ __._ ,fg,,g
.

-
. - . . - - - w ,

i

te go.e < d de b ;)< rber~c.| Is Woobf3
.L av / 2 .| b ,

|

, ,_ r -__ ~ _ = _

/ ]46
-

0 .~i .I @ Etr[intoMODE3i per1nitted to detpenine OPERABILITY oMain stea
sh- lite code safety es. ffurliig'Th'It time, at least 2 main t. teamf

line face sniety is1TTIT(r steam generator,sfiall be OPERAlt!.
j

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 7-1 Amendment No. 186
r
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S u| hitsf n) 3, y ,

f3V

| 3 , ") fjANT SYSTEMS

Q FT#astcyth h |
afety Valy -

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION Nb |

(gp y,p,/ 3.7.1.1 All main steam line code safety valves shall be OPERABLE
t .

-
APPLICABILIT SM and3r pfc . _ _ , , '

\

'CT'*"' flyh Yib 0 Y p,| )r
$, I both pe ctor 46olant laops and 6(soc (ated Efens geplerato_

_ operatibn(and with/one or more main steam line coce safety
[. A

r
1 valves Inoperable. ope t onjn_lgpE$ h ad 3 nav nearmet ; L./;

/#0 0/3 A _ p hat *within / ours,qi_wer ja ipepepble yalvM
en or the Power Leves-nign trip seIpotht- -

|[rc otet! =='> J

Ts reduced per Tablep7 otherwis .e in 1st_ ant ETannBY -

he *
~

within the next 6 hours and irCC hip /the/foll.seib
p g } ( usi W It p1,1

'[b. With one reactor coolant loop and associated stearfenE1%ttffn A*d"/

opefation and with one or more main steam line code safety valves. i

1ass'ociated with' the operating steam generator inoperable. /| r operation irvMODE 3 may" proceed provtded:
[ l

, 1. That t least 2 in steam.11 codesafety4alvesonthe (,, .

.

f no operatin eam generato are OPERABL and
j

2. f hat withi hours the i o is restored o
- the next 6 hours and in)te,perable valv[0PERABLE atus; otherw be in at ast NOT ST Y within

COLL SHUTDOWN within the llowing
_3_0 hou p._ _ ._ _ _

_ '_ _ _ _ s j

Qe proy(sions of Specification [4 are notplijc bg -

!
i

I.--
,

Cnly regsrec|-h k prkronaq||n /Y)0MS .f. *d La h
_- _ = - = - _

*

ntrfinto i 3 isJemittedfo dWemine OPERABRITYsf matvste A+int code .ety v 6ves, 'During th me, at lets wo mainJteam
saf ety valve 64e'r steamg nerator shalkb OPERABLE. (,, , 2n

| CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/47-1 Amendment No.163
i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.1 - MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES

:

with'n the ITS. ne movement of requirements within Technical Specifications is an{OJ administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.6 Current Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 Footnote * allows entry into Mode 3 to determine
Operability of the MSSVs. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.7.1.1 contams a Note

i which states the SR is only required to be performed in Modes I and 2. He Current Technical |
|

Specifications (CTS) and ITS Note both allow Mode 3 to be entered to perform testing on the'

MSSVs. Therefore, the CTS and ITS Note are essentially equivalent. The rewording of a
requirement without changing the meaning is ensidered adnumstrative. His change is

;consis+ent with NUREG-1432. 1

A.7 Current Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 Table 3.7-1 lists the maximum number ofinoperable
MSSVs on any operating steam generator (SG), and the maxunum allowable Power Level -
High trip a.tpoint. Improved Technical Specification 3.7.1 Table 3.7.1-1 will list the

>

;

maximum number of MSSVs per SG required Operable, and the maxunum allowable Pcwer
Level - High trip setpoint, and will add a new column for maximum power, and a row of

)information when all MSSVs are Operable. The two tables essentially display the same
1

information, except that the ITS will list the number of Operable MSSVs and also list
{

associated maximum power. The addition of the maumum power column is for clarity. The
!

CTS table indirectly lists the maximum power by listing the maxunu.n Power Level - High trip
setpoint, which is the maumum power before a reactor trip would occur. The change from
inoperable valves to Operable valves is only a change in presentation. The change in
presentation of a table is an administrative change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432. )

O
'

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 Action a requires the plant to be in Mode 3 within

6 hours, and Mode 5 within 36 hours, when the Required Action and associated Corroletion
Time cannot be met. L.= the Mode of Applicabilhy is Modes 1, 2, and 3, and per
LCO 3.0.1, the plant would orJy be required to be in Mode 4 in 36 hours. Improved Technical
Specifications would require the plant to be in Mode 3 in 6 hours, and Mode 4 in 12 hours.
This change decreases the time allowed to be in Mode 4 from 36 hours to 12 hours. This
change is acceptable because 12 hours is a reasonable amount of time, based on operating

i

experience, to reach Mode 4 from full power conditions in an orderly manner without |
challenging plant systemt This would make the Completion Time consistent with other ITS '

Completion Times to place the plant in Mode 4. Decreasing the time allowed to reach Mode 4

constitutes a more restrictive change. This change will not adversely affect plant safety
because the change ensures that the plant is in a degraded condition for a lirrdted amount of
time while ensuring a safe and controlled cooldown. This change is consistent with j
NUREG-1432.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - RELOCATIONS

| None

O
|
|

l CALVERT C11FFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7.1-2 Revision 1
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MSSVs
3.7.1(CW

!
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS1

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

1

SR 3.7.1.1 -------.--.------.NOT E------ i
---

Only reauired to be performed in MODES 1 )g 1and 2.,

l
......__ ........... .__... _ ___.. !

i

'

Yerify each required MSSV lift setpoint per In accordance b
Table 3.7.1-2 in accordance with the ' tith the
Inservice Testing Program. fto,ilowin Inservice ;

- i

, nrtpungs shall Kwith n Testing Program h_

,

. ..

1

CEOG STS 3.7-2 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ATTACHMENT (2)
i
! AMENDMENT REVISION BY CIIANGE|O
| 36. This change implements the changes to CEOG-74 when it became TSTF-171. The changes deleted the
! new Frequency Note and revised the SR Note.
L

|

|

|
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating
3.3.1

3
V (Q SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

>

'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
| .'
,

-

i
! SR 3.3.1.2 ------------------NOTES------------------ !

i 1. Not required to be performed until |
!

12 hours after THERMAL POWER is |
2 15% RTP.

2. The daily calibration may be suspended<

I during PHYSICS TESTS, provided the
calibration is performed upon reaching
each major test power plateau and prior
to proceeding to the next major test

,

power plateau.
____________..___________________________.

! Perform a calibration (heat balance only) 24 hours
and adjust the excore power range and AT
power channels to agree with calorimetric j
calculation if the absolute difference is

| 2 1.5%.
'

i

l

SR 3.3.1.3 -------------------NOTE-------------------

Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after THERMAL POWER is 2 20% RTP and

Irequired to be performed after each fuel
loading prior to operation above 90% RTP.

31 days____________... ________________________--

'Calibrate the power range excore channels
using the incore detectors. I

l

1

iO
|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.1-6 Revision (l
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating
B 3.3.1

O
BASES

SR 3.3.1.3

It is necessary to calibrate the excore power range channel
upper and lower subchannel amplifiers such that the internal
ASI used in the TM/LP and APD-High trip Functions reflects
the true core power distribution as detemined by the incore
detectors. A Note indicates the Surveillance is required
within 12 hours after THERMAL POWER is 2 20% RTP, and prior

g
to operation above 90% RTP. Uncertainties in the excore and
incore measurement pr: cess make it impractical to calibrate
when THERMAL POWER is < 20% RTP. The Completion Time of
12 hours allows time for plant stabilization, data taking,
and instrument calibration. The Frequency requires the
Surveillance be perfomed every 31 days after the initial i
performance prior to operation above 90% RTP. Requiring the
Surveillance prior to operations above 90% RTP after each
fuel loading is because of the increased uncertainties
associated with using uncalibrated excore detectors. If then excore channels are not properly calibrated to agree with

\ ) the incore detectors, power is restricted during subsequent
operations because of increased uncertainty associated with
using uncalibrated excore channels. The 31 day Frequency is
adequate, based on operating experience of the excore linear
amplifiers and the slow burnup of the detectors. The excore
readings are a strong function of the power produced in the
peripheral fuel bundles and do not represent an integrated
resding across the core. Slow changes in neutron flux
during the fuel cycle can also be detected at this
Frequency,

f
'

SR 3.3.1.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perfomed on each RPS
instrument channel, except Loss of Load and Rate of Change;

of Power, every 92 days to ensure the entire channel will
perfom its intended function when needed.

!

I O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.3.1-33 Revision 9L
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3/4.3 INSTRtMENTATION

Ca, d. u ,.... , C s b. S. 3
TABLE 4.3-1(Continued)

$p ,44".r d..,. 3. I ~3,' RPSor
TABLE NOTATION

0-de . e4 T*;p L . 4 . 4 .. ., ' '

With reactor trip breakers in the closes position and the CEA drive)system canable of CEA withde.awg],

( */ N If not performed in previous 7 days. k,M'' ''t
,,

.E at balance on1boveE% of RATED Termi paura) adju@ kA.sq
5~2 _:;1br.;e --menu =;er1Mu unis sne nuover power signals,uq,,

agree with calorimetric calculation if absolute difference is > 1.5%. c core
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION - OPERATING

Q allowable value is derived will now be contained in the COLR, and the COLR will be
referenced by the ITS. Thus, details regarding how allowable values are determined are
more appropriately determined outside the Technical Specifications. This requirement is
being moved to the COLR where it can be adequately controlled.

LA.8 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1, Table 4.3-1, Table Notation (3) discusses recalibrating
excore detectors, and states it should be done ,vith the existing reactor coolant pump
combination. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.1 will move this requirement to plant
procedures. This requirement can be adequately controlled in plant procedures. Any change
to this requirement in plant procedures will require compliance with the plant change control
process. The plant change control process will ensure that any changes are adequately
reviewed. This change does not alter the requirement to recalibrate the excores using the
existing RCP combination. This change only moves details out of Technical Specifications
and does not affect plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 Table 4.3-1 Endnotes (2) and (4) require the heat
balance to be performed when power is > 15% RTP. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.1
will add a Note to SR 3.3.1.2 (heat balance) which allows the Surveillance to not be
performed until 12 hours after power is > 20% RTP. The allowance to delay the
Surveillance for 12 hours after power is > 20% RTP allows time for the plant to stabilize in a
condition in order to accurately calibrate the instruments above a power at which they are

Q(/
accurate. This will provide more accurate results, helping the RPS functions initiate at the
appropriate time. The 12 hours is within the 24-hour delay allowed for a missed SR. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 Table 4.3-1 Endnote (3) requires power to be limited
to 90% RTP if the excore channels are not calibrated using the incore detectors. Improved
Technical Specification 3.3.1 Action C requires power to be limited to 90% RTP within
24 hours when the excore channels are not calibrated using the incore detectors. This change
essentially increases the time allowed to reduce power to 90% RTP from immediately to
24 hours. The 24 hours allow time to complete the Surveillance while minimizing the time

,

; in a condition where the excore channels may not be calibrated. This is consistent with the
24-hour delay allowed for a missed SR. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432. This
change also encompasses the addition of the SR 3.3.1.3 Note which allows the SR to not be
performed until 12 hours after Thermal Power is 2 20% RTP, and required to be performed
after each fuel loading prior to operation above 90% RTP.

|

|
|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.1 -6 Revision I
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
| SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION

( performance of the heat balance calibration and AT Power calibration using the excore detectors is~
! not initiator of any analyzed event. The delay in these calibrations will allow for more accurate
| results because power is stabilized. More accurate results will help the Reactor Protective System
| (RPS) functions initiate at the appropriate time. He 12-hour time limit is consistent with
| Surveillance Requirement (SR) 3.0.3 which allows 24 hours to complete missed SRs. Instrumcnts
'

are adequately accurate above 20% RTP. He proposed change does not significantly affect
initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
| previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a Note, to the excore channel heat balance calibration and to the

AT Power calibration using the excore detectors, which allows a delay in the performance of these
Surveillances for 12 hours after power is > 20% RTP. The change will not invoh'e a significant
change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the

; proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore,
'

the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does this chan;;e involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change adds a Note to the excore heat balance calibration and to the AT Power
calibration using excore detectors, which allows a delay in the performance of these Sun'eillances

! O tor 12 hours after power is > 20% RTP. Allowing the plant to stabilize prior to performance of the
.

(/ heat balance calibration and the excore channel calibration using incore detectors helps the signals I
'

| received in the RPS by the excores channels accurately depict the neutron flux in the core. This !
provides better assurance that RPS trips are to mitigate Design Basis Events (DBEs). The 12-hour 1

time limit is consistent with SR 3.0.3, which allows 24 hours to complete missed SRs. Instruments
are adequately accurate above 20% RTP. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant

'

reduction in a margin of safety.

3.3.1 Chance 1,.2 |
|

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in tlee probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the time allowed to reduce power to 90% by 24 hours when the
excore channels are not calibrated using the incore detectors. The time allowed to reduce power is
not an initiator of any analyzed event. nis change also encompasses the addition of an SR Note
that allows the calibration to not be performed until 12 hours after Hermal Power is 2 20% RTP,
but requires the calibration to be performed after each fuel loading prior to operation above 90%

| RTP. The 24-hour time limit will allow time to perform the Surveillance while minimizing the time
where excore channels are not newly calibrated. The 24-hour time limit is also consistent with
SR 3.0.3, which allows 24 hours to complete missed SRs. The excore channels will still be
capable of providing reliable information to the RPS. The delay in performing the calibration
allows the plant time to stabilize in order to more accurately perform the calibration. He proposed
change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does
not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident presiously

(, ,) evaluated.
v

|

|
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
| SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION

'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
i previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the time allowed to reduce power to 90% by 24 hours when the
| excore channels are not calibrated using the incore detectors. His change also - psses the
i addition of an SR Note that allows the calibration to not be performed until 12 hours after nennal
!

Power is 2 20% RTP, but requires the calibration to be perfonned after each fuel loadmg, prior to
i

operation above 90% RTP. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation !
of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The
proposed change will not introduce any new accid:nt initiators. Therefore, the change does not

;
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. '

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the time allowed to redace power to 90% by 24 hours when the
excore channels are not calibrated using the incore detectors. This change also enecmpasses the !

| addition of an SR Note that allows the calibration to not be performed until 12 hours after Thermal

Power is 2 20% RTP, but requires the calibration to be performed after each fuel loading, prior to !
operation above 90% RTP. Allowing 24 hours to complete the Surveillance is consistent with |
SR 3,0.3. The 24 hours will allow enough time to complete the Surveillance, while nummizing the
time where the excore channels are not newly calibrated. The delay allowed prior to performing
the calibration ensures the plant is stabilized in order to perform a more accurate calibration !
without affecting plant safety. Herefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a

O margin of safety,
b

3.3.2 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for the Rate of Change of Power - High functional
unit from when any reactor trip circuit breaker (RTCB) is closed and any control element assembly

,

(CEA) is capable of being withdrawn to Modes 3, 4, and 5, when any RTCB is closed and any |

CEA is capable of being withdrawn. His change deletes the requirements for this trip function in,

!
Mode 6, and when the reactor is defueled. The Rate of Change of Power - High RPS trip is not an
initiator of any analyzed event. This change maintains consistency with the safety analysis. The l

CEA withdrawal events are not postulated in Mode 6 and cannot occur when the reactor is )
defueled. Boron Dilution in Mode 6 is not termmated by a reactor trip. The proposed change does I

not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a,

| sigmficant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any;

i presiously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for the Rate of Change of Power - High functional
unit from when any RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being withdrawn to Modes 3,4, j
and 5, when any RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being withdrawn. The change will ;

not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to !
the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed change will not introduce any new accident i

-

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.3-7 Revision 1
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating @

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

)
....- .. - __... . --N0TE- -.---

Refer to Table 3.3.1-1 to determine which SR shall be performed for each RPS
---

Function.

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUDiCY

41''Id SR 3.3.1.1 Perfom a CHANNEL CHECK of each RPS 12 hoursT.W 4.YI instrument channel except Loss of Load.

SR 3.3.1.2 - .- --. . .. ----- . NO T E S -----------------
1. Not reqsired to be performed until

12 hours after THERMAL POWER is4.3.I.I.I k ypjL RTP.
i '" 4 '5 ~ '

2. The daily calibration say be suspended
during PHYSICS TESTS, provided the
calibration is performed upon reaching
each sajor test power plateau and
prior to proceeding to the next major
test power plateau.

........ ..................................

| PerfomMalibration (heat balance only) and 24 hours cl hlI

adjust the excere power range and AT power
channels to agree with calorimetric
calculation if the absolute difference is I

I

k}1.5{%. !

SR 3.3.1.3 ----.-.......-.--..N0TE--------------------
Nht' recuired to be performed until 12 hours

q u i,q after THERMAL POWER is N2s3% RTP.,
....................... ....... ..... ..

Calibrate the power range excore channels 31 daysusing the incore detectors. n
(D

(continued)
.

.
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating h

|

BASES

l I

i SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2 (continued) g s ,4| REQUIREMENTS g i

this Surveillance must performed within 12 hours after 1

THERMAL POWER is 2 RTP. The secondary calorimetric is |

lnArate at lower power levels. The 12 hours allows time
requirifmer1L> for plant stabi ration, data taking, and Einstrument calibration. ,

,

A second Note indicates e daily calibration may be
suspended during PHYSIC TESTS. This ensures that
calibration is proper / preceding and following physics

-

testing at each plateau, recognizing that during testing, p ,

N c *d ' * '' I

SR 3.3.1.3 * * *U

It is necessary to calibrate the excor power range channel
upper and lower subchannel amplifiers uch inat the internal
ASI used in the TM/LP and APD-High tr reflects the truead gelado operdt'as core power distribution as determined by the incere

cuod q0e/* g detectors , A Note ceAbe Freauency] indicates theg
A Surve111a ce is required within 12 hours after THERMAL POWER

g
h |A{205 RT . Uncertainties in the excore and incore I

|

i k,
<

-

' mea ementprocesssafkt' impractical to calibrate when
. THEPJ%L POWER is W201% RTP. The Completion Time of

( N-T k F,t y g g g,,e5and instrument calibration.g If the excored4tectortare not (croe- C
12 hours allows tii.ie for plant stabilization. data taking.

-

properly calibrated to agfie with the incore detectors,% Swaa Le. Power is restricted during subsequent operations because of Gu.C,~,W- )tincreased uncertainty associated with using uncalibrated
[DredGVer'3 /TxcTfYTftM The 31 day Frequency is adequate, based
.|h*35C D W- f on operating experience of the excore linear amplifiers and

|

8M'M 8Cf b%4ct ~ the slow burnup of the detectors. The excore readings are a
..

strong function of the power produced in the peripheral fuel
bundlesanddonotrepresentanintefuxdurin

p h ope #* b.#J \rated reading across C. fey'lj p,lthe core. Slow cbanges in neutron (
% vt 30 % /l~/g cycle can also be detected at this Frequency.g the fuel

% rt e %f t -
ko gs,n tke $urMlang SE 33A4'

pr r 4oogir -ironsah A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perfonned on each RPSe a

Cl0'/o hfe44frva n i instrument channel, except Loss of Load and@ Rata of 2

' 'lodig h Le ca,se of| * are

% ;r w . a L vnroch ; Ares
(continued)
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

O
38. This ;hange replaces references to CEOG-76 with a plant-specific justification. CEOG-76 was

determined to be below the threshold for a generic change by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) TSTF.

O

O
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|

hB

BASES

| ACTIONS ,J and l.2 (continued);

The selowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without ;

challenging unit systems,

& l'n MODE {with[two FW trains operable i MODES 1,gy , ne,
, ''' f) and3) operation i allowed t continue cause only e 3

,

padfUde V
' motor driven AFW sip is rag ed in ac rdance with ef ue ' d'**P #3 No that modif s the LCO Although is not re red,

/vec/de/ // Jelemsed th unit may c tinue to 01 dawn and start the Si .

-k ls & mod"
p r-de d sc Ain. hA '

f @Required Action .1 is modified by a Note indicating that
all required MODE changes or power reductions are suspended H lhi

'

until one AFW train is rester BLE status. I

inope)aple'in MODES 1, 2, and 3, bWith AFW train
the unit eriousi egraded condition with no safety
related means orconauctingacooldownf only limites)

_

afety erade / )inuns or annauruna a coo m m, witn no( men tl. In such'a condition, the unit should not be-
-

narturbeil by any actinn, including a power change, thatN

might result in a trip.+ The seriousness of this conditionf--- m
~. (d;INC OjfW . requires that action be started immediately to restore one

l /n f g.e !,'J/N h1A )! @ could force the unit in o a less safe condition.{j

ATW train to OPERABLE status. LCO 3.0.3 o x app 1xable) 1 j$
c f

by |/c & 5^/
__ 4 i:u c9MtOic bu' i

\
',g
7 Mg 7/g5 f /"'" jb ' /

. Required Act E.1 is modified by a teindicatingty
-+b-t

all require ODE changes t power r uctions are susp nded
iuntil one W train is res cred to ERABLE status. ' '

' h)
~

With on AFW train inoperable, tion must be ta to
insnedi ely restore the inope le train to OPE BLE status
or to immediately verify, b administrative ns, the /

,

OPERABILITY of a second tr n. LCO 3.0.3 i not applicable
as it could force the uni into a less safe condition.

C- .. -

--

__
_

(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.7 - Pl. ANT SYSTEMS

!
'

(Q These additions or changes to NUREG-1432 are based on details moved out of the Current10.

/ Technical Specifications . These details were moved into the Bases to capture the Calvert Cliffs
current licensing basis.

I 1. The MSIVs are not containment isolation valves, therefore any reference to such has been deleted.
| This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

12.
NUREG-1432 Bases Section SRs 3.7.3 and 3.7.8.3 state that the 24-month Surveillance interval is |
based on the need to perform the Surveillance under conditions that apply during a unit outage, and
the potential for transients if the Surveillance is performed at power. Calven Cliffs ITS Bases
Section SRs 3.7.3.5 and 3.7.6.3 will not contain the statement because Calvert Cliffs currently
satisfies these SRs during the perfomiance of the quarterly Instrumentation Channel Functional
Tests.

13. NUREG 1432 Bases references Regulatory Guide 1.52 as the guide for performing filter tests, per
the Ventilation Filter Testing Program. Calven Cliffs ITS Bases deletes this reference. Calvert
Cliffs does not perform all filtration testing in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52. This
change is consistent with Calven Cliffs' current licensing basis.

14. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.7.3 Bases, Action F.1, revised NUEG-1432 3.7.5 Bases, Action D.1, to make
the Action match the Action Note, and to not preclude a plant shutdown if deemed appropriate.
The NUREG specifies actions to be taken when there are no Operable auxiliary feedwater trains.
The Note to Action D suspends all Technical Specification-required shutdowns. The Bases for the

O Note states that not only are Technical Specification-required shutdowns suspended, but no power|

U changes or shutdown should be made. This is inconsistent with the Note, and may preclude the
plant being put in a safe condition if equipment is functional but not Operable. The added words
clarify that a plant shutdown or power change may be made ifit is the most prudent action. This
change is necessary to ensure that it is clear to an operator that plant power changes or a shutdown
may be made ifit is the most safe course of action.

,

,

15. Calven Cliffs ITS 3.7.3 Bases, Action F.1, revised NUREG-1432 3.7.5 Bases, Action D.1, to
make it clear that if other Actions or plant coriditions require entry into LCO 3.0.3, that an
LCO 3.0.3 entry is made, but the required Actions do not have to be taken. The NUREG specifies
actions to be taken when there are no Operable auxiliary feedwater trains. The Note to Action D
suspends all Technical Specification-required shutdowns, including LCO 3.0.3. The Note states
that LCO 3.0.3 is suspended, but the Bases state that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. This is
incorrect. The differences are significant in terms oflogging, reportability, and actions to be taken
should Condition D be exited. This change corrects the error.

16. NUREG-1432 3.7.1 Bases, SR 3.7.1.1 Section, states that Table 3.7.1-2 (Main Steam Safety
Valve Lift Settings) allows a i 3% setpoint tolerance for Operability; however, the valves are reset
to i 1% during the Surveillance to allow for drift. Calven Cliffs ITS 3.7,1. Bases, SR 3.7.1.1
Section, states that there is a 3% setpoint tolerance for as-found values in the plant procedure;

| however, the valves are reset to i 1% during the Surveillance to allow for drift. This change was
l

made to be consistent with changes made to Table 3.7.1-2 which will not contain the i 3% setpoint
'

tolerance because Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis allows setpoint tolerances from 3% to 6%.'

However, to comply with the ASME Code, Calven Cliffs has imposed the i 3% setpoint tolerance

O-

|

!
|
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; ATTACIIMENT (2)

!

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE
i

\ |
39. This change replaces references to CEOG-77 with a plant-specific justification. CEOG-77 was

determined to be below the threshold for a generic change by the TSTF.
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ACTIONS ,) and .2 (continue #b
i

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on!

operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions
| from full power conditions in an orderly manner and withoutchallenging unit systems.

| In MODE i with two FW trains operable
cause only, 3MODES 1and 3 peratio i allowed t continue6*d'Y M .'# e

i f.ee' E **P /# d*p mot riven AFW is req red in at Mance with e
No that modif s the LC0 Although is not re red,'

prec/de/ // ddun,4,ed th unit may c tinue to
ol_down and start the St

L /s JL md* .

|P"AN dchn. Q f @Required Action .1 is modified by a Note indicating that
all required MODE changes or power reductions are suspended
until one AFW train is restore 1

RABLE status. '

With AFW trains nopera in MODES 1, 2, and 3, b!

the unit erious1
related means degraded condtlion with no safety

[m orconoucungacooldownf only umst y)|
waan r a nnuro no ai ' ~ rooirm.n w un nn afety erade / J

! ntJ. In such a condition, the unit should not bi
nierturbed by any a: tion, including a power change, that-

might result in a trip.V The seriousness of this condition-
S-

|

M 1</c O
-

requi s that action be started imediately to restore onewW"
AFW t in to OPERABLE status LCO 3.0.3 s wt app 1xadiel 15/a, F pjf4W D1ey @ could force the unit i o a less safe condition. g )

g' ) |
f(e s te G N ^| de oh hau

|

l N bc),1 Oc ;g 4 ku c \bu ,qhp-

/
. Required Acti E.1 is modified by a te indicating t

m
g 7/p/t15 N/"'" J all require ODE changes or power r uctions are sus ded

I"-

until one W train is restored to ERABLE status.\.h With on AFW train inoperable, tion must be ta to
, Iimedi ely restore the inope le train to OPE BLE status jor to, imediately verify, b administrative ns, the

OPERABILITY of a second tr n. LCO 3.0.3 1 not applicableas it could force the un into a less safe condition.
,

, L
| ,

~

|

!

(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS

10. These additions or changes to NUREG-1432 are based on details moved out of the Current
,

V Technical Specifications . These details were moved Nto the Bases to capture the Calvert Cliffs
! current licensing basis.

I1. The MSIVs are not containment isolation valves, therefore any reference to such has been deleted.
This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

'12. NUREG-1432 Bases Section SRs 3.7.3 and 3.7.8.3 state that the 24-month Surveillance intenal is |
based on the need to perform the Surveillance under conditions that apply during a unit outage, and
the potential for transients if the Suncillance is performed at power. Calvert Cliffs ITS Bases
Section SRs 3.7.3.5 and 3.7.6.3 will not contain the statement because Calvert Cliffs currently

| satisfies these SRs during the performance of the quarterly Instrumentation Channel Functional
! Tests.

13. NUREG-1432 Bases references Regulatory Guide 1.52 as the guide for performing filter tests, per
the Ventilation Filter Testing Program. Calvert Cliffs ITS Dases deletes this reference. Calvert
Cliffs does not perform all filtration testing in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52. This
change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

14. Calven Cliffs ITS 3.7.3 Bases, Action F.1, revised NUEG-1432 3.7.5 Bases, Action D.1, ta make
the Action match the Action Note, and to not preclude a plant shutdown if deemed appropriate.
The NURLo specifies actions to be taken when there are no Operable auxiliary feedwater trains.
The Note to Action D suspends all Technical Specification-required shutdowns. The Bases for the

p/ Note states that not only are Technical Specification-required shutdowns suspended, but no power
y char.ges or shutdown should be made. This is inconsistent with the Note, and may preclude the

plant being put in a safe condition if equipment is functional but not Operable. He added words
| clarify that a plant shutdown or power change may be made ifit is the most prudent action. This

change is necessary to ensure that it is clear to an operator that plant power changes or a shutdown
may be made ifit is the most safe course of action.

15. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.7.3 Bases, Action F.1, revised NUREG-1432 3.7.5 Bases, Action D.1, to
make it clear that if other Actions or plant conditions require entry into LCO 3.0.3, that an
LCO 3.0.3 entry is made, but the required Actions do not have to be taken. He NUREG specifies
actions to be taken when there are no Operable auxiliary feedwater trains. The Note to Action D
suspends all Technical Specification-required shutdowns, including LCO 3.0.3. The Note states
that LCO 3.0.3 is suspended, but the Bases state that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable, his is
incorrect. The differences are significant in tenus oflogging, reportability, and actions to be taken
should Condition D be exited. This change corrects the error.

16. NUREG-1432 3.7.1 Bases, SR 3.7.1.1 Section, states that Table 3.7.1-2 (Main Steam Safety
Valve Lift Settings) allows a i 3% setpoint tolerance for Operability; however, the valves are reset

,

| to i 1% during the Surveillance to allow for drift. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.7.1. Bases, SR 3.7.1.1
Section, states that there is a 3% setpoint tolerance for as-found values in the plant procedure;
however, the valves are reset to i 1% during the Surveillance to allow for drift. This change was
made to be consisterit with changes made to Table 3.7.1-2 which will not contain the . 3% setpoint
tolerance because Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis allows setpoint tolerances fron. '% to 6%.
However, to comply with the ASME Code, Calvert Cliffs has imposed the 3% setpoini ierance

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.7-2 Revision I
l
1
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

40. This change incorporates changes made to CEOG-83 (for consistency with NUREG-1432) when
TSTF-177 was created.
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RCS Loops - MODE 3

B 3.4.5
'

(d
BASES

Note 2 requires that all of the following three conditions ;,

i be satisfied before an RCP can be started when any RCS cold
; leg temperature is s 365*F (Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit 2):

,

[ r

a. The pressurizer water level is s 170 inches, 4

i

; b. The pressurizer pressure is s 300 psia (Unit 1),
i s320 psia (Unit 2),and

!

The secondary water temperature of each steam generatorc.
is s 30 F above the RCS T,yg.

'

Ensuring the above conditions are satisfied will preclude a
large pressure surge in the RCS when an RCP is started.

An OPERABLE loop consists of at least one OPERABLE RCP and I

an SG that is OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam {
Generator Tube Surveillance Program. An RCP is OPERABLE if

| it is capable of being powered and is able to provide forced i

) flow, if required. i jm

| |

!

! APPLICABILITY In MODE 3, the heat load is lower than at power; therefore,
one RCS loop in operation is adequate for transport and heat

,

removal. A second RCS loop is required to be OPERABLE but ),

not in operation for redundant heat removal capability.

Operation in other MODES is covered by: i

!
'

LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2;"
| LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4;" !

LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled;"
LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled;"

| LC0 3.9.4, " Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant
| Circulation - High Water Level" (MODE 6); and

|
.

( CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.5-3 Revision Q
|
|

|
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| (* RCS Loops-MODES 3
B 3.4.5 1

BASES (continued)

h
LCO

ThepurposeofthisLCOistorequirehtwo[ loops to beavailable for heat removal thus providing undancy. TheLC0 requires theaftwo}^1oop,s to be OPERAB
of requiring both SGs to be capable (> with the intent
transferring heat from the reactor coolant at a controlledwater level) ofAg b #" rate.

Forced reactor coolant flow is the required way to
a

transport heat, althou h natural circulation flow provides NN'Doperd'*
adequate removal. A e nimum of one runnin
LCO requirement for one loop in operation.g RCP meets the

N Not permits a ilmited period of operation without RCPs. hAll RCPs maydec--uTUDO for s 1 hour per 8 hour part
This means that natural circulation has been established.

.

When in natural circulation, a reduction in boron nJ f 2 6
concentration is prohibited because an even concentration i pu g w

Jdistribution throughout the RCS cannot be ensured.
outlet temperature is to be maintained at least 10*F below

|p.,:oA GrCore pi s

the saturation temperature so that no vapor bubble may form ' M| ,Y
and possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction.I

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all
RCPs or shutdown cooling (SDC) pump forced circulation
(e.g., to change operation from one 500 train to the other,
to perform surveillance or stare.:p testing, to perform the

. transition to and from SDC System cooling, or to avoid
!- operation below the RCP minimum net positive suction head

limit). The tim period is acceptable because natural enj
,

11| circulatien is adequate for heat removal # the reactor
'

cooln e,... ant teitperature c.an be maintained subcooled W h....
. cr:--- w.,

~ , g g g ; x ; _ ,, , , ; , , ,,_ , m _;, gyspf @
-n.~

|

! ,_,, gna
An OPERAPLE loor consists of at least one

M

qggeo f l ow f.c= b e a t transtorb and an SG '
,

LE in d Eo6- 33
accordance with the Steam Generator Tube Survei lanceProgram.

An RCP is OPERABLE if it is capable of being
powered and is able to provide forced flow if required. toArAE

i
APPLICABILITY

In MODE 3, the heat load is lower than at power; therefore,
<

,

one RCS loop in operation is adequate for transport and heati-
removal. A second RCS loop is required to be OPERABLE but
not in operation for redundant heat removal capability.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

}

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.4-22 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

41. CEOG-84 proposed the deletion of the Table 3.7.1-2, Main Steam Safety Valve Lift Settings. This
change was not approved Iy the NEl TSTF. CEOG-84 has been removed from the Calvert Cliffs

submittal and Table 3.8.12 has been restored to the Calvert Cliffs ITS. Calvert Cliffs current
licensing basis allowances regarding the lift settings are incorporated into the Calvert Cliffs ITS.

,
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MSSVs

3.7.1

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs),
;

LC0 3.7.1 The MSSVs shall be OPERABLE as specified in Table 3.7.1-1 and
Table 3.7.1-2. I

,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

___________________________________--NOTE-------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV.
______________________________________.________________________________________

:
.

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Reduce power to less 4 hours ;

MSSVs inoperable. than or equal to the '

applicable % RTP;

listed in
Table 3.7.1-1. |

6!LD

A.2 Reduce the Power 12 hours
! Level.high trip

setpoint in

accordance with
Table 3.7.1-1.

;

I

|
-

|
'

|

!

:

i
.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7.1-1 Revision % i
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MSSVs

3.7.1
4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME I

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours {associated Completion
|

; Time not met. AND 1

QR B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

| One or more steam
generators with less

;

than five MSSVs i

OPERABLE.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

O SR 3.7.1.1 -------------------NOTE-------------------

Only required to be performed in MODES 1 and 1

2.
__________________________________________

Verify each required MSSV lift setpoint per In accordance y

Table 3.7.1-2 in accordance with the with the
Inservice Testing Program. Inservice |

Testing Program )
)

!

|

|

|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7.1-2 Revision ElI



MSSVs
| 3.7.1

Table 3.7.1-2
Main Steam Safety Valve Lift Settings

.

'

VALVE NUMBER LIFT SETTING
,

Steam Generator #1 Steam Generator #2 (psig)
RV-3992 RV-4000 935-995 ;RV-3993 RV-4001 935-995 j
RV-3994 RV-4002 935-1035
RV-3995 RV-4003 935-1035 i
RV-3996 RV-4004 935-1065
RV-3997 RV-4005 935-1065
RV-3998 RV-4006 935-1065
RV-3999 RV-4007 935-1065

(1) Lift settings for a given steam line are also acceptable if any two
valves lift between 935 and 995 psig, any two other valves lift between
935 and 1035 psig, and the four remaining valves lift between 935 and
1065 psig.

O !

!;

!

!

!

!

|

|
|

|

'

:
.

4

U
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MSSVs !

B 3.7.1
O

BASES
l

condenser, and terminates normal feedwater flow to the steam '!

generators. Before delivery of auxiliary feedwater to the
,

steam generators, RCS pressure reaches s; 2647 psia. This I

peak pressure is < 110% of the design pressure of 2500 psig,
but high enough to actuate the pressurizer safety valves.

The MSSVs satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3.

LC0 This LC0 requires all MSSVs to be OPERABLE in compliance
with Reference 2, even though this is not a requirement of
the DBA analysis. This is because operation with less than
the full number of MSSVs requires limitations on allowable
THERMAL POWER (to meet Reference 2 requirements), and i

adjustment to the Reactor Protective System trip setpoints
to meet the transient analysis limits. These limitations
are according to those shown in Table 3.7.1-1, Required
Action A.2, and Required Action A.3 in the accompanying LC0. I

A
(~~) The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to

open within the setpoint tolerances, relieve steam generator |

overpressure, and reseat when pressure has been reduced.
The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is determined by periodic
surveillance testing in accordance with the Inservice
Testing Program.

The lift settings, according to Table 3.7.1-2 in the
accompanying LCO, correspond to ambient conditions of the I

valve at nominal operating temperature and pressure.

This LC0 provides assurance that the MSSVs will perform
their designed safety function to mitigate the consequences
of accidents that could result in a challenge to the RCPB.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a minimum of five MSSVs per steam
generator are required to be OPERABLE, according to
Table 3.7.1-1 in the accompanying LCO, which is limiting and
bounds all lower MODES.

O
V

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.7.1-2 Revision & 1
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Spu Cd's 3. 7 (
:
.

I3.7 @ PIANT SYSTEMS

3."M
!

afety Valves ( g m ,a,)

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION I as we$ecl ok 1* Lie Rt1I-| .
*l os rgy, 3,1,f s. __ {

L c o 30. | 6 All main steam line code safety valves shall be OPERABLE 8 h !

;

!
APPLICABILITY: MODE _$ 2 and 3 . C N W '- D

'

i Cd.~ 4 bs 5,p,, +c c J+i. 4 edit i s .itose.<D -

dE.I.lM: re Lw rw * e
- _ fA,, c., J. . re:,,V,|. , , , , .- , _ __. , _ -

lth b reacyr c 1 icons 4nd attaciated n+ada eenerators ' -

,% n nnpatinn aid
i t_ one _or more main steam line code sa"ety .'

;

Acnon A valves inopera ion in wm a. E anc 3 may procuee ;
;

d that.fwithin es.dTarrer inrinocesseie v.we it
'

ec m__prinABLE st usJor the P:,wer Level-High trip setpoint ~
l

b reduced per Table ottierwise, be in at least NOT STANDBY Iwithin the next 6 houAcriou Q, in C013PANUTDDEVmithin tha'"Tellog '[r. . i. g { ,A . 7; i g 7
E. With one re tor coolant loop an associated steam gener or In ~b l

operation d with one or more sin steam line code safe y valves [

associate with the operating team generator inoperab ..operatio in M0DE 3 may proc d provided:
{

'

;

i 1. T t at least 2 main s am line code safety val .s on the - - -
.

, , ,
n-operating steam g erator are OPERABLE an

2. That within 4 hours he inoperable valve is stored to
OPERABLE status; of ,erwise, be in at least T STANDBY within
the next 6 hoursjmd in COLD SHUTDOWN wit n the following 30
hours.

(c. e provisions of Spycification 3.0 pre not applica . . , _ , ___
, )

i

On|| reguir<d h b parberu c/ h n%pu ,g, ,) f,,,,, f
__ w=m = _

a7
. U 3. 3 * I #

'[nt/rinto MODE 3 perinitted to detpdine OPERABILITY chdIain steamj
.

n
.g -

_116e code safet Ives. fHii~1 hts 7tme, at/least 2 main peam)
Q1nefacesaTc6yvoives- steam generatorgall be OPERABtE. l. . Zj

CALYERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 7-1 Amendment No. 166
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Spc[<.M..'3,'l.i

O -

3/4.7 PLANT $YSTEMS

SURVEILt.ANCE REQUIREMENTS

SC.33,t.) 4 4 ,4,4 JNo additional urveillance Requi s other than those receirethlay spep5rication 4.0 are applicable for
b31vg of Table 4.7 main steam line codefafetY / A'5.,

-

,

Vera f, cae $ reg uitec| M SS V |.f4 se /p** Y ' 'I ^ * *"' S'^*pr

Y= LIc 33.l-2. In Accorela m .ai A & 5 o r v Lo

&serm a %hy frogram. T " E**) ''Y'"
,

;

.

*v
. .

|

|

|

|

|
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|

3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
,

TABLE 4rP[h
. _

h '

TEAM LINE GAPNV VALVEt "*: " ::
-

I.8LYi LIFT SETTIhCS* ALLOWABLE g
a. RV-3992/4000 935-995 ps19 R

b. RV-3993/4001 935-995 ps19 R

c. RV-3994/4002 935-1035 psf 9 R

d. RV-3995/4003 935-1035 psig
,

e. RV-3996/4004 935-1065 psig '

R

f. RV-3997/4005 935-1065 pstC R

g. RV-3908/4006 935-1065 ps19 R

h. RV-3999/4007 935-1065 psig '

t

- .

,

.

I

1

*

Lift settings for a given ster:n line are also acceptable if any
2 valves lif t between 935 and 995 psig, any 2 other valves lif t between '

935 s.nd 1035 psig, and the 4 remaining valves lift betw en 935 and
1065 psig.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 7-4 Amendment No. 186 |
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3 , "J @ FLANT SYSTEMS

hrnih
~3,7. | = "m i

afetyValves4(mf5dd

b y [: N|4> c 3 A'I*I '

! #

|LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION da

(gO y,y, / 3.7.1.1 All main steam line code safety valves shall be OPERABL

~ ~: L f_3. 2 and_L -@hV6"25tt$2s
APPLICABILIT i- - ~ ,p,_.,__,,

1

a.O
$ both,pe ctor e,dolant labps and 4(soc (ated steam geferatooperation (and yrfth/one or more main steam line coce safety y

[. A Valves Inoperable. opetstion _in MODE 5_.1m2 and 3 may nrnesed (; -;

$0d D = hat $1 thin 'A hours.@wier 3,re ipopepble yalvFT
^

_

rg ided
eskorst

/
re- . ;mun er the Power Leves-nign srlp set -

Ts reduced per TableG4 otherwise. be in at least aat st=?y
within the next 6 hours and 1(cpLpJNUDOWI githip/thejfolldh

he G, s , | * _ O'pe} u)If ~I1 p1,I
'

[b. With/one reactorjoolant7oop and associated steam geners6er in M
opefation and wjth one or more main steam line code safety valves
associated wit,h the operating steam generator inoperable.

~

perationi DE 3 ma ' proceed provi ed: / |
|V

. 1. That t least 2 ain steam.11 code safety alves on the 6no operating team generato are OPERABL and

2. .at withi 4 hours the operable valv is restored a|

j OPERABLE atuss othent e be in at ast NOT ST Y within
the nex 6 hours and 1 COLD $N within the 110 wing
30 hou p.

The proy(sions c[Specificationg4 are notplicjblef - |

&I rec {-fu br.prArnec/in /t10D6$ .L e d A-. $e

_- - , . .__-:_-___- _

1

nt into C3i reitted2e dererwine 6PERABRITY sf matp/ste A.*

in code ty y Muring thi3Af'me, at leastJwo main steam !

ne Toce'saf ety valve)+6r steam-gtnerator shal)-te OPERABLf. (, ,1

| CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/47-1 Amendment No.163
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3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

I SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
\

R 3,7./.1 -4.7 * ^ No additio 1 Surveillan Requiramen Q other than-
.

se requ

vaker/fication
y Sper .5 are appl bleforthpinsteam ne code s ty

of Table .7-1. , , __|

"v
''

Wrf) a d, r<p:<d fA55V bR sk='d per TAk M l'I ' [,[ '

| In acwJeu ed ik %4x<nia.%M*) P< p m . 5

y,,

i

r

O . ..

.

!
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3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
____

,
TAB ,// go-

$ TEAM 44HL SAFETY VALYBE>ft

VALVE NUMBER LIFT SETTING $*did3hlad ORIFICESIEI

a. RV-3992/4000 935-995 psig

b. RV-3993/4001 935-995 psig R

c. RY-3994/4002 935-1035 psig R

d. RV-3995/4003 935-1035 psig R

e. RV 3996/4004 935-1065 psig

f. RV-3997/4005 935-1065 psig R

g. RV-3998/4006 935-1065 psig R

h. RV-3999/4007 935-1065 psig

- ..

*

Lift settings for a given steam line are elso acceptable if any 2 mvalves lift between 935 and 995 psig, any 2 other valves lift between p935 and 1035 psig, and the 4 remaining valves lift between 935 and
1065 psig.

;

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/4 7-4 Amendment No. 163 |
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| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
} SECTION 3.7.1 - MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES
| l

1

i| pd TECHNICAL CHANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE CONTROLLED |
DOCUMENTS !

LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 Table 4.7-1 lists the MSSVs orifice size. Improved |
Technical Specification 3.7.1 will not contain this information. His information will be
moved out of Technical Specifications into the Inser ice Testmg Program. This is acceptable

| because the MSSVs orifice size can be controlled appropriately in the Inservice Testmg
Program. Requirements in the Inservice Testmg Program will be controlled via the piant i

|

change control process. This approach provides an effective level of control and a morei '

appropriate change control process. He level of safety of facility operations is unaffected by
the change because there is no change in the requirement to verify the lift settings for the
MSSVs. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license
amendments to these requirements v.ill be reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement
ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECHNICAL CilANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.I Current Tecimical Specification 3.7.1.1 Action a requires the inoperable MSSV(s) to be
!

restored to Operable status within 4 hours, or reduce the Power Level - High trip setpoint per
the Technical Specification table. Improved Technical Specification 3.7.1 Action requires
power to be reduced per the Technical Specification Table within 4 hours, and allows 12 hours

;

to reduce the Power Level - High trip setpoint. This change extends the time to reduce the,

'

Power Level - High trip setpoint from 4 hours to 12 hours. The time to reduce reactor power
remains the same (even though not directly required by the CTS, a power reduction would be

;e required when the Power Level - High trip setpoint is reduced). The 12-hour Completion Time(') is based on operating experience in resetting all channels of a protective function, the low
1

likelihood of the occurrence of a transient that could result in SG overpressure during this
period, and the fact that power is stnl reduced within four hours, as before. Allowing an
additional eight hours to Complete a Required Action constitutes a less restrictive change.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 Footnote * requires at least two MSSVs to be
Operable during the time entry into Mode 3 is permitted to determine Operability of the
MSSVs. Improved Technical Specification 3.7.1 will not contain this requirement. Tids
footnote requires either scheduling maintenance on the MSSVs at two different times during an
cutage (and also testing), or requiring bench testing in order to meet this requirement. Also,
operating experience 1as shown that the MSSVs usually pass the SRs. He likelihood of an
event occurring which would require the MSSVs in Mode 3 while they are being tested is
remote. Therefore, allowing Mode 3 to be entered prior to performing the SRs is acceptable.
Deleting a requirement which requires the MSSVs to be Operable is a less restrictive change.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.3 Current Technical Specifications 3.7.1.1, " Safety Valves," Action b provides actions if less
than the required number of MSSVs are Operable in the non-operating loop in Mode 3.
Improved Technical Specification 3.7.1 will not contain this requirement. Although

; Section 3.4 allows only one Reactor Coolant System loop to be Operable, it is very unlikely
; that Calvert Clifts will Operate in this configuration. However, if Calvert Cliffs decided to
| Operate in this configuration, requiring two MSSVs to be Operable in the non-operating loop

O is not required because it is not supported by the Calvert Cliffs design basis. Therefore, this
V

|
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gp MSSVs
3.7.1

1 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)
>

<3,7.1. )) LCO 3.7.1 1

The MSSVs shall be OPERABLE as specified in Table 3.7.1-1 |
and Table 3.7.1-2. (

,

;

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------Separate Condition entry is allowe
--...-........... .................d for each MSSV.

. . . _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . )
.

CONDITION _. -
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

iA. One or more required A.) 1[. MSSVs inoperable. Reduce power to less 4 hours

()/ than or equal to the {applicable % RTP
)listed in./y7.t )s - -

Table 3.7.1-1. ;N/v i. o -

g
os< Luc l

A.2 Reduce the 12 hours@ gs gh)
.

m
#

a r c with
Table 3.7.1-1.

I

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hoursassociated Completion
3,7 g i Time not met. 82
le"a 2 h D.3 B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12[ours

One or more steam @
generators with less
than [b e
OPERABLE.(]MSSVs

CIED G
CEOG STS 3.7-1 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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MSSVs
3.7.1

dCYS) ,

SURVEILUUfCE REQUIREMENTS I,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

|
^

SR 3.7.1.1 ---------------- - NOTE - - - -
i

Only required to be performed in MODES 1 !

and 2.

Verify each required MSSV lift setpoint per In accordance b'

Table 3.7.1-2 in accordance with the with the
inservice Testing _ Program. o inservice

11tt y tings shall within Testing Program h,

l
I

|

.

1

a

%) '

. .. -

1

x |

l
I

1
1

I

i

|

|

| )
'

CEOG STS 3.7-2 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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MSSVs
3.7.1

#

Table 3.7.1-2 (page 1 of 1)
|

Main Steam Safety Valve Lift Settings

-OVALVE NUMBER Qr(p:7g h [[ b,-'I
steam senerator #1 steam Generator te

A f 4 i

RV- 39 92 gy. 4 ooc > g,_,,,
PV - 3D93 pg.4 oo; 03.: o9fp, . 3 5 9 +

( V - 4002- 2 3 7 /*3 5~
:

&^' ps - inc
' ~ 9 3 f ' ''' ' :

av 3ssb - p -4cn1
13 ' ' '*55

M- 3%D7 p - 4 +T
05'|

/2/ - 3 99'f i< v' - 4 636
'3S '''S

p - d o o '1g,. 3,99 p a r - /%5

,

M E' / #'7<lt* Acr4/slu~ Un(l') L.ft se44..js Gr <. p e n ar*

Vdas I/.h bdue r21 a i 9 9f pn; , o n y bo o & r v'Ivcs /> W
b>han 93f e A /03 7 ,,so; y *~ A S hi , e pin in ye/,,as /*e/d

}ahon 93 5~~ a 9 fths p.s .

3 7-4 Rev 1. 04/07/95
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DISCUSSION OF TECllNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS

r

| (~S 9. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.7.3, "AFW System," adds a Limiting Condition for Operation Note that is not
! ( currently in NUREG-1432 Specification 3.7.5, "AFW System." The Limiting Condition for

Operation Note states that the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) trains required for Operability may be
; taken out-of-senice for performance of periodic testmg This Note is consistent with Calvert
! Cliffs CTS 3.7.1.2 Action c. His Note is required to allow certam tests to be performed

(e.g., manual discharge valve closed for pump Total Dynamic Head Test or Logic Testmg) because|

! of the Calvert Cliffs unique AFW design. His change is consistent with Cah>ert Cliffs' current
licensing basis, as approved in a Safety Evaluation Report, dated November 17,1983, for

, Amendment 88 (Unit 1), and in a Safety Evaluation Report, dated February 16,1983, for
'

Amendment 62 (Unit 2).

10. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.7.3, "AFW System," deleted Actions A and E, added new Actions A, B,
and C, and renumbered the remaining Actions from NUREG-1432 Specification 3.7.5, "AFW
System." The NUREG-1432 Specification is for plants with one tarbine-driven AFW pump and
two motor-driven AFW pumps. The above changes are a result of the unique design of the Calvert
Cliffs AFW System which contains two turbine-driven AFW pumps and one motor-driven AFW
pump, and has the capability to cross-connect Units I and 2 motor-driven AFW pumps. This
design requires unique Actions, which are contained in the Calvert Cliffs CTS, and which have
been adopted in the ITS. However, Calvert Cliffs' ITS also adopted the NUREG-1432 Actions
which require trains to be Operable. The summation of these changes resulted in the Calvert Cliffs
ITS. These changes are consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis. In conjunction
with the above changes, two new Sun eillances were added. He added SRs are SR 3.7.3.2, which
requires the cycling of each testable, remote-operated valve that is not in its operating position
every 31 days, and SR 3.7.3.6, which requires the verification that the AFW System is capable of,

D) providing a minimum of 300 gpm nominal flow to each flow leg every 24 months. These tests arer

a direct result of the Calvert Cliffs AFW design.

I 1. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.7.8, "Senice Water System," contains a Note (Note 2) which
requires the applicable Condition and Required Action of Limiting Condition for Operation 3.4.6 ;

to be entered for shutdown cooling made inoperable by Senice Water (SRW). Calvert Cliffs ITS
|

3.7.6, "Senice Water System," will not contain this Note. Calvert Cliffs' SRW System does not ;

supply cooling water to the shutdown cooling heat en uangers. This change is consistent with
]Calvert Cliffs design.
|

12. Calvert Cliffs contains a Saltwater (SW) System. NUREG-1432 does not contain a Specification
for the SW System. The NUREG-1432 Specification 3.7.8 for SRW was utilized as a template for !
the Calvert Cliffs ITS SW System Specification (ITS 3.7.7).

13. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.7.9 contains the requirements for an ultimate heat sink. The Calvert

Cliffs ITS will not contain this requirement. The Chesapeake Bay utilizing the SW System is the
ultimate heat sink at Calvert Cliffs; however, the SW System is a " train *ed" system and is similar
to the Component Cooling and SRW Systems. He Specifications for SRW were used as a
template for the SW System. The atmospheric dump valves are not credited in the Calvert Cliffs

i safety analysis. Herefore, this Specification was deleted since it does not resemble the current

| Calvert Cliffs SW System. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current design.

j 14. NUREG-1432 Table 3.7.1-2 requires the main steam safety valve lift settings to have a tolerance
i

ofi 3% Calvert Cliffs ITS will contain the lift settings, however, the i3% does not apply to |
Vt

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7-2 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF TECllNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
I

SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS t

f |
'

C) Calvert Cliffs. Calvert Cliffs' allowable value range is from i3% to approximately 6%,U depending on the valve; however, the Calvert Cliffs procedures require the as-found value to be,

i i3% Therefore, this requirement will be kept in the Bases. This change is consistent with
j Calven Cliffs' current licensing basis.

,

i
15. NUREG-1432 SR 3.7.2.1 requires the main steam isolation valve closure time to be verified within '

a specific amount of time. Calvert Cliffs ITS SR 3.7.2.1 will require the main steam isolationi

;'

valve closure time to be within the requirements of the Inservice Testing Prograta. Currently, )
i Calven Cliffs does not contain a specific SR to test the closure time of the main steam isolation
I

valves. It is part of the Calvert Cliffs Inservice Testing Program. Calvert Cliffs will add the SR,
but will maintain the closure time in the Insenice Testing Program. Adding a specific main steam

|
isolation valve closure time Surveillance is a new SR for Calvert Cliffs, and maintammg the
closure time in the Insenice Testing Program is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing
basis.

16. NUREG-1432 SR 3.7.14.4 requires one Fuel Building Air Cleanup System train to be capable of
maintaining a specific negative pressure during the post-accident mode of operation, at a specific
flow rate. Calvert Cliffs ITS SR 3.7.11.3 will only require the Spent Fuel Pool Exhaust
Ventilation System to maintain a measurable negative pressure. This is consistent with the current
Calvert Cliffs licensing basis, which only requires that a negative pressure be established. This
change also de!eted the NUREG-1432 requirement to perform the test on a Staggered Test Basis.
There is only one train of Spent Fuel Pool Exhaust Ventilation System, therefore staggered testing
does not apply.

17. NUREG-1432 SR 3.7.1.1 contains a requirement that, following testing, the main steam safety
valves lift settings shall be within 1% The Calvert Cliffs ITS SR 3.7.1.1 will not include this
requirement. This is not a requirement in the Calven Cliffs CTS, however, Calvert Cliffs will
retain this requirement in the ITS Bases for SR 3.7.1.1. This change is consistent with Calvert
Cliffs' current licensing basis.

18. Calvert Cliffs ITS Table 3.7.1-2 contains a footnote which allows lift settings for a given steam
;

line to be acceptable if any two valves lift between 935 and 995 psig, any two other valves lift )between 935 and 1035 psig, and the four remaining valves list between 935 and 1065 psig. I

NUREG-1432 Table 3.7.1-2 does not contain this footnote. The footnote was added to allow
Calvert Cliffs testing flexibility as approved by the NRC in License Amendment No.104, dMed
May 20,1985, and License Amendment No. 90, dated November 21, 1985, for Calvert Cliffs ;
Un;ts 1 and 2, respectively. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing |
basis,

i
,

fh'

Oi
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MSSVs

B 3.7.1

BASES

,

| !LCO surveillance testing in accordance with the Inservice
I(continued) Testing Program.

The lift settinbs,' according to Table 3.7.1-2 in the {1

accompanying LC , correspond to ambient conditions of the
| valve at nominal operating temperature and pressure.
! 4

This LCO provides assurance that the MSSVs will perform|' their designed safety function to mitigate the consequences
of accidents that could result in a challenge to the RCPB.

M
-

.
APPLICABILITY In r a minielm of MSSVs per steam generator are

required to be OPExABLE, according to Table 3.7.1-1 in thepggs /j , ,- / 3 accompan in LC_0, which is limitin and bounds all lowerg
MODES. DDEs z ano J. Doth t AIME Code and the -"

-

acciden analysis require only e MSSV per steam gen [ator htn er ide overpressure prot, jon._ f ;

i
in MODES 4 and 5, there are no credible transients requiring! the MSSVs.\

l
The steam generators are not normally used for heat removal '|-

- . . in MODES 5 and 6, and thus cannot be overpressurized; there
is no requirement for the MSSVs to be OPERABLE in these
MODES.

ACTJONS The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that
separate Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV.CN

TAs ouder el' <rgvabl(
/his ]; a < ll cJe|c ~ > < A.1 and A.2

| rh, r e c e sur7 /nci 44 An alternative to restoring the inoperable MSSV(s to
f, ,)', y* " OPERABLE status is to reduce power so that the ava)ilable'""#''I
ty s /<m slu .m f/.a a'',p MSSV relievina caeacity meets Code reauirements for the

-

power level. J0peration may continue provided the allowab}e'

g 4 ,.,j,, j "p.< < .0
ratsa e t rw c4 r, 7HERMAL POVE is equal to the prod t of: 1) the ratio T 3* ' 4,. the number f MSSVs available pe steam generator to t

total nu er of MSSVs per stea generator, and 2) t ratioO''r s'/**) s/ du /w of the vallable relieving c city to total stes. Iow, 1/s4 / - A 4f'n 6 p c), ul.r. & tmult lied _by100Q___ J
h.,s,J Q

teslc h s <Io#i*0 ** Ae. r *

/i//j:,,, /;ao
(continued)
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j MS$Vs
8 3.7.1

i

; BASES
l

| ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 [u> hi (continued)
|
'

If the MSSVs cannot be resto ed to OPERABLE status in the
associated Completion Time, r if one or more steam
generators have less than o MSSVs OPERABLE, the unit must
be placed in a MODE in whic the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4 within (12] hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

;
This SR verifies the OPERABILITY of the MSSYs by the
verification of each MSSV lift setpoints in accordance with
the Inservice Testing Program. The ASME Code, Section XI
(Ref. 4), requires that safety and relief valve tests be

i

performed in accordance with ANSI /ASME OM-1-1987 (Ref. 5).
According to Reference 5, the following tests are required |

| g for MSSVs: ;
i

~ ~'

a. Visual examination;

b. Seat tightness determination;
!

Setpoint pressure determination (lift setting);c.

d. Compliance with owner's seat tightness criteria; and

Verification of the balancing device integrity on !
e.

balanced valves,
be . e a b'NkThe ANSI /ASME Standard requires that all valves tes ed !

every 5 years, and a minimum of 20% of the valves tested
every 24 months. The ASME Code specifies the activities and

g '" # frequencies necessary to sat sfy the requirements.
a >Te7.hi-i diows a 193 setpoint tolerance for

. Ppuluiu nowever, the valves are reset to i 1% during h|

'$w So nl alats the Surveillance to allow for drift.as
in f/, / ,/ Fy /,,e This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into andh

operation in MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. This is to

,

(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS

10. These additions or changes to NUREG-1432 are based on details moved out of the Currentf} Technical Specifications . These details were moved into the Bases to capture the Cah>crt CliffsU currentlicensing basis.

I1. The MSIVs are not contamment isolation valves, therefore any reference to such has been deleted.
This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' cunent licensing basis.

12.
NUREG-1432 Bases Section SRs 3.7.3 and 3.7.8.3 state that the 24-month Surveillance intervalis |
based on the need to perform the Surveillance under conditions that apply durmg a unit outage, and
the potential for transients if the Surveillance is perfonned at power. Calvert Cliffs ITS Bases
Section SRs 3.7.3.5 and 3.7.6.3 will not conten the statement because Calvert Cliffs currently
satisfies these SRs during the performance of the quarterly Instrumentation Channel Functional
Tests.

13.
NUREG 1432 Bases references Regulatory Guide 1.52 as the guide for performmg filter tests, per
the Ventilation Filter Testing Piogram. Calvert Cliffs ITS Bases deletes this reference. Calvert
Cliffs does not perform all filtration testing in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52. This
change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis. '

14. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.7.3 Bases, Action F.1, revised NUEG-1432 3.7.5 Bases Action D.1, to make
the Action match the Action Note, and to not preclude a plant shutdown if deemed appropriate.
The NUREG specifies actions to be taken when there are no Operable auxiliary feedwater trains.
The Note to Action D suspends all Technical Specification-required shutdowns. The Bases for the

Note states that not only are Technical Specification-required shutdowns suspended, but no power
g changes or shutdown should be made. This is inconsistent with the Note, and may preclude the
( -

plant being put in a safe condition if equipment is functional but not Operable. The added words
clarify that a plant shutdown or power change may be made ifit is the most prudent action. This
change is necessary to ensure that it is clear to an operator that plant power changes or a shutdown
may be made ifit is the most safe course of action.

15. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.7.3 Bases, Action F.1, revised NUREG-1432 3.7.5 Bases, Action D.1, to
make it clear that if other Actions or plant conditions require entry into LCO 3.0.3, that an
LCO 3.0.3 entry is made, but the required Actions do not have to be taken. The NUREG specifies
actions to be taken when there are no Operable auxiliary feedwater trains. The Note to Action D
suspends all Technicai Specification-required shutdowns, including LCO 3.0.3. The Note states
that LCO 3.0.3 is suspended, but the Bases state that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. This is
incorrect. The differences are significant in terms oflogging, reportability, and actions to be taken
should Cordition D be exited. This change corrects the error.

16. NUREG-1432 3.7.1 Bases, SR 3.7.1.1 Section, states that Table 3.7.1-2 (Main Steam Safety
Valve Lift Settings) allows a i 3% setpoint tolerance for Operability; however, the valves are reset

1% during the Surveillance to allow for drift. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.7.1. Bases, SR 3.7.1.1to

Section, states that there is a i 3% setpoint tolerance for as-found values in the plant procedure;
however, the valves are reset to 1% during the Surveillance to allow for drift. This change was
made to be consistent with changes made to Tabic 3.7.1-2 which will not contain the i 3% setpoint

| tolerance because Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis allows setpoint tolerances from 3% to 6%.'

llowever, to comply with the ASME Code, Calvert Cliffs has imposed the 3% setpoint tolerance

!
!
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| DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
: SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS
,

p in plant procedures and requires the valves to be reset to 1% Eis change is consistent with theV Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

17. The Bases for LCO 3.7.1 contain conflicting statements. He first paragraph states, "An MSSV is !
' considered inoperable if it fails to open upon demand." He second paragraph states, "Ihe

OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to open within the setpoint tolerances,
relieve steam generator overpressure, and rescat when pressure has been reduced." his defmition,

i

of operability is more broad, and more accurate, than the preceding definition ofinoperability. !

His is confusing and could cause errors in deternunmg when a main steam safety valve is declared
inoperable. Therefore, the sentence in the first paragraph is deleted.

! 18. Bases statements which refer to the Code of Federal Regulations or the Standard Resiew Plan as
the source of offsite dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to refereace the
Calvert Cliffs Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calvert
Cliffs are approved by the NRC and stated in the UFSAR. The Code of Federal Regulations
contains the maximum allowable limits, not the plant-specific limits which are typically more
conservative. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review Plan and, therefore, the
current licensing basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.

!

!

p i
!

V

|

|

, . (nJ.
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

37. This change incorporates changes made to CEOG-75 for consistency with NUREG-1432 when
TSTF-172 was created.

|
|

!
|

|
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MTC

3.1.3
./N( ,) 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.3 Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)

LC0 3.1.3 The MTC shall be maintained within the limits specified in
the COLR. The maximum positive limit shall be that specified
in Figure 3.1.3-1.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS '

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. MTC not within A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
limits.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.3.1 -------------------NOTE-------------------

This Surveillance is not required to be
performed prior to entry into MODE 2.
..........................................

Verify MTC is within the upper limit. Prior to I

entering MODE 1
after each fuel
loading

|

|

|
|

/
(
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3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1,49 - TsTN34Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) ('a='~;) g
\ LCO 3.1.b I*I' h The MTC shall be maintained within the limits specified in

the COLR. The maximum itive limit shall be that
specified in Figure 3.1 T6 7 /~- /34.

APPLICABILITY: MODE', I and 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLET!0N TIME

3.\.I 4
A. MTC not within limits. A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

(O - --

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

0 TS TF-l 3 4\ ,p.42. A b SR/4 3.1 7 1 -NOTE---------------------------- -

/ This Surveillance is not required to be
performed prior to entry into MODE 2.
.........................- __- ..........

VerifyMTCiswithin.theupperlimit@ Prior to
-- CEO6 ~ 7 5'(spptitied >h t he MLP). entering MODE 1

after each fuel
loading

(continued)

.

l
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i ATTACIIMENT (2)
|

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE101

: a'

42. CEOG-85 changed the description of the SDC System to be consistent with the requirements in
General Design Criteria 34. This change was rejected by the NEI TSTF as being below the threshold
for a generic change. Therefore, justification for this change has been incorporated into the Calvert
Cliffs submittal.

O
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
B 3.9.4

| B'3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.4
Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level e

BASES

BACKGROUND
The purposes of the SDC System in MODE 6 are to remove decay

;

eat and%meaheat from the Reactor Coolant System g jhof4ec m,)d (RCS), is/equirer ov uu to provide mixing of borated
coolant, to provide suf ic nt coolant circulation to @ !
minimize the effects of a boron dilution accident, and to 1

prevent boron stratification (Ref.1.
the RCS by circulating reactor coolan)t through the SDC heatHeat is removed from
exchanger (s), where the heat is transferred to the Component
Cooling Water System via the SDC heat exchanger (s). I

The
coolant is then returned to the RCS via the RCS cold leg (s),
Operation of the SDC System for normal cooldown or decay i

heat removal is manually accomplished from the control room.
'

IThe heat removal rate is adjusted by controlling the flow of
reactor coolant through the SDC heat exchanger (s) and
bypassing the heat exchanger (s). Mixing of the reactor
coolant is maintained by this continuous circulation of |

reactor coolant through the SDC System. j

O 1

'

APPt!CA5LE ~
~

If the reactor coolant temper'ature is not maintained below
SAFETY ANALYSES 200'F, boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This i

could lead to inadequate cooling of the reactor fuel due to |
a r2sulting loss of coolant in the reactor vessel.
Additionally, boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a >

'

reduction in boron concentration in the coolant due to the
boron plating out on components near the areas of the
boiling activity, and because of the possible addition of
water to the reactor vessel with a lower boron concentrationthan is required to keep the reactor subcritical. The loss
of reactor coolant and the reduction of boron concentration
in the reactor coolant would eventually challenge the
integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a fission productbarrier. One train of the SDC System is required to be

eer d 4 d operational in _ MODE 6, with_ t e water level 123 ft above
the too of thefJrac

~

_

to prevent this hQ
_

-

challenge. The LC does permi e-energizing of the SDC
, ,, % pump for short durations under the condition that the boronga concentration is not diluted. This conditional4 ,y ., de-energizing of the SDC pump does not result in a challengeto the fission product barrier.g

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.9-14
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
B 3.9.5

| B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.5 Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
!

BASES

l
BACKGROUND The puro_oses 'of the SDC System in MODE 6 are to remove decay 9 hheat andhefishre)heatzfrom the Reactor Coolant SystemOM ngj (RCS),lasMuireFby GDW4;) to provide mixing of borated bcoolant, to provide surticient coolant circulation to

minimize the effects of a boron dilution accident, and to
prevent boron stratification (Ref.1). Heat is removed fromi

i

the RCS by circulating reactor coolant through the SDC heat
exchanger (s), where the heat is transferred to the Component
Cooling Water System via the SDC heat exchanger (s). The
coolant is 'then returned to the RCS via the RCS cold leg (s).

! Operation of the SDC System for normal cooldown or decay,

|
heat removal is manually accomplished from the control room.
The heat removal rate is adjusted by controlling the flow of'

reactor coolant through the SDC heat exchanger (s) and
bypassing the heat exchanger (s). Mixing of the reactor
coolant is maintained by this continuous circulation of
reactor coolant through the SDC System.,

|

| (^) |

!
APPLICABLE - If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below-

SAFETY ANALYSES 200*F, boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This
icould lead to inadequate cooling of the reactor fuel due to

, the resulting loss of coolant in the reactor vessel. )
! Additionally, boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a

-

reduction in boron concentration in the coolant due to the
boron plating out on components near the areas of the; boiling activity, and because of the possible addition of

|-
water to the reactor vessel with a lower boron concentration
than is required to keep the reactor subtritical. The loss
of reactor coolant and the reduction of boron concentration i

'

in the reactor coolant would eventually challenge the
integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a fission product

M.'d d barrier. Two trains of the SDC System are required to be
| OPERABLE, and one train is required to be in operation in

Od MODE 6, with the water level < 23 ft above the top of the
woum canorves se t t e ge) to prevent this challenge. 4u M '. A
r,< b m A SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level satisfies! Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
! CEOG STS B 3.9-1B Rev 1, 04/07/95
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|

DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432 |
|

SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS I

g PLANT SPECIFIC CHANGES

V 1. These changes incorporate Calvert Cliffs-specific information into brackets. Bracketed
information located throughout NUREG 1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert

1Cliffs requirements.
1

2. He change to the non-bracketed system name, number of systems / components, terminology,
or value was changed to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs-specific system name, number of
systems / components, terminology, or values. This change also includes numbering changes
due to the addition or deletion of Specifications, Action, or Surveillance Requirements.

3. This change either adds or deletes information to the Bases to conform to Calvert Cliffs'
design or safety analyses.

4. This change to the Improved Technical Specification (ITS) Bases incorporates changes made
to the ITS. This change ensures consistency between the ITS and the ITS Bases.

5. Calvert Cliffs has an Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), therefore, "FSAR"
will be changed to "UFSAR" throughout the ITS Bases.

6. The addition, deletion, or modification to references, or the changing of reference numbers
was performed to ensure that the references are applicable to Calvert Cliffs and to ensure
consistency between references in the text and the reference section.

7. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the General Design Criteria (GDC) in 10 CFR Part 50
Appendix A; Calvert Cliffs is committed to the draft GDC located in UFSAR Appendix 1C.
Therefore, the Criterion in UFSAR Appendix IC, where applicable, was referenced in the
Technical Specification Bases.

8. The reference to GDC 34 in the Background Section of the Bases for Specifications 3.9.4
and 3.9.5 was deleted. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the GDC in 10 CFR Part 50
Appendix IC; Calvert Cliffs is committed to the draft GDC located in UFSAR Appendix IC.
There is no equivalent requirement to GDC 34 in UFSAR Appendix IC.

9. The reason for exclusion of the neutron detectors from CHANNEL CALIBRATION is the
same as that used for ITS Surveillance Requirement 3.3.12.3 since the instruments are the
same, and the Surveillance Requirement 3.3.12.3 explanation conforms to Calvert Cliffs
design.

10. NUREG-1432 3.9.4 and 3.9.5 Bases, Background Section, states the purposes of the SDC
System in Mode 6 are to remove decay heat and sensible heat from the Reactor Coolant
System. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.9.4 and 3.9.5 Bases, Background Section, states the purposes
of the SDC System in Mode 6 are to remove decay heat and other residual heat from the
Reactor Coolant System. This deviation will change " sensible" to "other residual" in the
Bases statement. Using "other residual" heat is more accurate because heat removed by the

| SDC System encompasses more than just decay and sensible heat. Also, these words exactly
quote GDC 34, however, Calvert Cliffs is not a GDC plant.

:

'

V4

i

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.9-1 Revision 1
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! ATTACHMENT (2)

| AMENDMENT REVISION BY CIIANGE' p)\
'

43. CEOG-86 removed the requirement to declare SDC trains powered by inoperable distribution systems
inoperable and "not in operation" because there was a concern that an operator would consider this a
requirement to stop using inoperable, but functional, SDC trains. This change was rejected by the NEl

i

TSTF as it was felt that this requirement was needed in order to ensure that the appropriate Conditions
in the SDC specification would be entered. Therefore, CEOG-86 has been removed and clarifying j

! statements are being added to the Bases to make clear that SDC subsystems declared inoperable and |
not in operation may be used if needed. '

i

|
|

|

.

O

: 1
'

I

|

;

|

i
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown
3.8.10

) ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations

iinvolving positive l
reactivity additions. l

AND

A.2.4 Initiate actions to Immediately
restore required AC,
DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power
distribution
subsystems to
OPERABLE status,

b.ND

A.2.5 Declare associated Immediately

O\ required shutdown
coolingsubsystem(s)
inoperable and not in
operation, i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.10.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to required AC, DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power distribution subsystems.

,

|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.8.10-2 Revision 1 g
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r

|

Distribution Systtms-Shutdown
B 3.8.10

O
BASES

concerns relating to coolant circulation and heat removal.
Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the SDC ACTIONS would not be entered.
Therefore, Required Action A.2.5 is provided to direct

| declaring SDC inoperable, which results in taking the t

| appropriate SDC actions. The SDC subsystem (s) declared
j inoperable and not in operation as a result of not meeting

g'

this LC0 may be used if needed. However, the appropriate '

actions are still required to be taken.

| The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the
; required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The
! restoration of the required distribution subsystems should
! i

be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the '

'

time the unit safety systems may be without power.

I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.10.1 \
REQUIREMENTS

'

This Surveillance verifies that the AC, DC, and AC vital bus
-

electrical power distribution system is functioning
properly, with all the buses energized. The verification of
proper voltage availability on the buses ensures that the
required power is readily available for motive as well as I

control functions for critical system loads connected to
these buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the
redundant capability of the electrical power distribution
subsystems, and other indications available in the control
room that alert the operator to subsystem malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6

2. IIFSAR, Chapter 14

1

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.8.10-4 Revision R t
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Spac, [. c 3.ty.10n
E

i,9 ' # 4 ,8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

_,, , , . , _ . _ _ _ . _ , . . _ _ , _
.... .. . __ .... . . - - _ . -

j
be,,,,opc,,4.ff,aLadr,s.]jsw.A,G, D1stributio own

al.,4,.L4 , sAsp ea s W L. ,orr**C'CJ a

.. LIMITING CONDITIONTOR OPERATION f,j"//d'l* Y'"'# "V" * "

4ce 2,3,10 3 a 0.0- *,; e eini - . L fo; 6 im a.C. +c.-

i w i6.i uu.... .i..; ; ;,.

$PERAtttffnf energized from soprces or power mner
(but alignec to an OPERABLE di4sel generatalfi tnan a oir.ci genefatog g /;,

_

l2
1 160. volt gency Bus-

i

480 volt rgene) Bus

W 2 120 t A.C. Vital sses-

,

APPLICABILITY: i40 DES 5 and 6.

MTION:

a. With less than the above complement of A.C. busses CPERABLE and
.

-

energized:
{

~

T ,,. ,, , c.,z.| Imedi a.6 suspend all operations involving CORE~

ALTERM"N, positive reactivity changes. movecent of ( /),r. s.J .- A l l - irradiated __ fuel P d en- s 't=. 1:22: --- ,_-,.: a

gp7dBI"ea' d - w i d" *.55"' ,e"- 'd '' ~ ~~ ' ~ ' ' ~-- t
A +e u " " ' - " -^

5n ~
At^^- /- 4. 't

' ' ' " " ^ - ^ - - - - ^ -
e

- 1 f! mediately initiate corrective actions to restore the
(minimum A.C. electrical busses to OPERABLE and energized

j

04@M r4 2 4 ,status, and

All contain.ent penetrations providi direct access from th.

containmen atmosphere to the outsi e atmosphere shall be
either c sed by an isolation valv , blind flange, or man 1m

g'vol.e, be capable of being cl ec by an CPERACLE aut atic
purge alve. A minir.um of one Jor in each airlock sh be

'

clos and the equipment door hall be closed and he in j
_ g e by a minimum of four b ts.j

(frig h k. . A E, r
,

De4|< re se s3 sc sc,(e d rep *4 t =$ =

_ A- d h *'* < ~ Lp ,J g,,4,,,, p
i^v< ** h a 4 4 k p,%.

.m

a f ra e '.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.8.10 - DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS - SHUTDOWN

p ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES
\

. A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change of intent, to be coacistent with NUREG-1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily ieadable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG-1432. However, the additional i. ' rmation does not change the intent of the
CTS The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process involves no technical changes
to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.8.2.2 1pplies to the AC Distribution System during
Modes 5 and 6. This CTS encompasses the 4160 Volt emergency ous, the 480 Volt
emergency bus, and the 120 VAC vital bus. Current Technical Specification 3.8.2.3 applies
to the DC Distribution System during Modes 5 a.nd 6. This CTS encompasses the 125 VDC
bus,125 Volt batteries and the battery chargers. The ITS will divide the DC Distribution
CTS into two Specifications, DC Sources - Shutdown Technical Specification (batteries and
chargers), and Distribution Systems - Shutdown Technical Specification. The AC
Distribution Technical Specificat6n will not be divided. Improved Technical
Specification 3.8.10 will discuss the Distribution Systems - Shutdown (Modes 5 and 6, and
during movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies) which encompass the AL, ;C, and AC Vital
bus electrical distrf en systems. This change is administrative since no technical changes
were made. This cimnge is consistant with NUREG-1432.

A.3 Current Technical Specifications 3.8.2.2 Action a.1 and 3.8.2.4 Action a. require the Actions
taken (suspension of Core Alterations, positive reactivity changes, and movement of
irradiated fuet) to remain in affect until the minimum required distribution systems
equipment is restored to Operable status. Improved Technical Specification 3.8.10 will not
contain this requirement. Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.0.2 requires the LCO to
be entered and the Required Actions and Conditions m be satisfied until the LCO is met or
no longer applicable. Therefore, stating this in the Actions is not required. The deletion of a
requirement in the Technical Specifications that exists elsewhere in the Technical
Specifications constitutes an administrative change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A.4 Improved Technical Specification 3.8.10 will add Required Action (A.2.5) to CTS 3.8.2.2
and 3.8.2.4 to declare the required shutdown cooling (SDC) subsystem (s) inoperable and not
in operation when the associated distribution subsystem is inoperable. This action was
added because, pursuant to ITS LCO 3.0.6, the SDC Actions would not have to be entered.
Requiring the SDC Actions to be entered is appropriate because SDC (which povides core
cooling) may be degraded. The CTS already requires the SDC LCO Actions to be entered
based on the defmition which requires both normal and emeryncy power. Thus, this change
ensures that appropriate Actions are taken in the ITS. The addition of a requirement that
already exists in the CTS constitutes an administrative change. This change is consistent
with NUREC-1432.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.8.10-1 Revision 1
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown

3.8.10

ACTIONS

CON 0! TION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

3.5.2.2 A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate actions to Immediatelyy '*^ * 'g restore required AC,
DC, and AC vital bus

3.T.2.9 electrical power
distribution

D'em b subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

A!!D

'A'q A.2.5 Declare associated Ismediately
NEd required shutdown

cooling subsystem (s)
inoperable and not in
operation.

-

SURVEILLAllCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

. .

SR 3.8.10.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 daysq*7* 7 7
voltage to required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution

tj,g,1,yi subsystems.

CEOG STS 3.8-42 Rev I, 04/07/95
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown

8 3.8.10

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. and A.2.5

Although redundant required features may require redundant
trains of electrical power distribution subsystems to be
OPERABLE, one OPERABLE distributten suosystem train may be
capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow
continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movement. By
allowing the option to declare required features associated
with an inoperable distribution subsystes inoperable,
appropriate restrictions are implemented in ncordance with
the affected distribution subsystems LCO's Required Actions.
In many instances, this option may involve undesired
administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance for

32sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspendg

CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
and operations invalving positive reactivity additions). jn g;w.f
Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion
of actions to establish a safe censervative condition.
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of
postulated events. It is further required to innedtately
initiate action to restore the required AC and DC electrical
power distribution subsystems and to continue this action
until restoration is accomplished in order to provide the
necessary power to the unit safety systems., ,

Notwithstanding perfomance of the above conservative
Required Actions, a required shutdown cooling (SDC)
subsystem may be inoperable. In this case, Required Actions
A.2.1 through A.2.4 do not adequately address the concerns
relating to coolant circulation and heat removal. PursuantT A, f 6C .s d sy de-<>) to LCO 3.0.6, the SDC ACTIONS would not be entered. '

heln,~e b imp ro pt "g Therefore, Required Action A.2.5 is provided to direct
h "5 declaring SDC inoperable, which results in taking theg N VP"f ed pppropriate SDC actions.

(cuN < r dA

8'' b)
. # "[ [ The Completion Time of innediately is consistent with the

y
b- required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The

b (LSed ab M #y* restoration of the required distribution subsystems should
be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize theg ./c time the unit safety systems may be without power.

Achens are $4|| fefA
b L, .h km.

|

(continued)
CEOG STS B 3.8-90 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

Cuntat Technical Specification 3.8.2.1 contains a similar table in the LCO. That information ish used as Table B 3.8.9-1. In addition, a reference is added to the Calven Cliffs UFSAR which/
coutains a drawing (UFSAR Figure 8-9) that depicts the information located in the table.
Therefore, the referenced table in the Bases will be supplemented with reference to the UFSAR
figure.

I19. NUREG 1432 B 3.8.1 Actions contain statements which state "According to" certain references.
i

Calvert Cliffs ITS will state " Consistent with" certain references for those references Calvert Cliffs|

is not committed to. For references Cahert Cliffs is not enmmittM to, "According to" is
inappropriate. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

'20. NUREG-1432 B 3.8.1 SR 3.8.1.4 states the SR verifies that the DGs are capable of synchronizing
wit the offsite electrical system and accepting loads greater than or equal to the equivalent of the
maximum expected accident loads. Calvert Cliffs ITS will not verify the DGs are capable of

,

accepting loads greater than or equal to the equivalent of the maximum expected accident loads.
;

Calvert Cliffs ensures this in a 24-month SR (Calvert Cliffs ITS SR 3.8.1.11). This change is
consistent with Calvert Chris' current licensing basis.

2L NUREG-1432 SR 3.8.2.1 states the reason some of the SRs are excluded is to prevent paralleling
the DG to the offsite power network. The Calvert Clifts ITS will not include this statement.
Whenever Calvert Cliffs runs the DG, it is paralleled to offsite power; therefore, the statement was
deleted. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

22. NUREG-1432 Specification Required Action A.2.5 requires the associated required SDC
subsystem (s) to be declared " inoperable" and "not in operation." However, this does not preclude

(Q) using the inoperable SDC subsystem (s) if needed. The appropriate actions for the inoperable SDC
subsystem (s) are still required to be followed. This change clarifies the Section 3.8.10 Bases that
SDC ubsystem(s) declared inoperable due to inoperable distribution systems do not have to be

|turned offif operating.

23. NUREG-1432 B 3.8.9 LCO Section states that Operable vital bus electrical power distribution
subsystems require the associated busses to be energized to their proper voltage from the
associated inverter via inverted DC voltage, inverter using internal AC source or Class 1E constant

voltage transformer. Improved Technical Specification B 3.8.9 LCO Section will not specifically
state that the proper voltage is from the associated inverter via . It is not necessary to state.

j

where the vital bus is powered from to be Operable, only that it has proper voltage. The inverter
|

Technical Specification requires the inverter to power the vital bus and if not then the backup
source is allowed for a limited period of time. Therefore, the vital bus Tecimical Specification is

i

not required to be entered solely due to not being powered from the inverter. The inverter
{Technical Specification requires the power distribution Technical Specification to be entered if the
j

inverter cannot be restored within the allowed outage time. However, the power distribution
Technical Specification is required to be entered if the proper voltage is not on the sital bus. This
change is consistent with the 3.8 Technical Specifications.

This cLange will be reviewed for epplicability to other Combustion Engineering plants and other,

i vendors. Based on these results, a generic change will be proposed accordingly.

i
'

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.8-3 Revision 1
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

i O
! 44. CE00-88 moved a provision of SR 3.5.1.5 to an SR Note. This change was determined to be
i inconsistent with the ITS Writers Guide and was withdrawn. Therefore, the NUREG-1432, Revision I

,

presentation has been restored,

i

|

|
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:

I
SITS :

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) |

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY :

1

SR 3.5.1.4 Verify boron concentration in each SIT is 31 days
2 2300 ppm and 5 2700 ppm.

8!iQ !

-----NOTE ---- :

Only required ,

to be performed j
for affected
S!T -

;______________

l

Once within '

| 1 hour prior to
I- each solution

volume increase
of 2 1% of tank |

'
volume i

o
SR 3.5.1.5 Verify power is removed from each SIT 31 days

|
isolation valve operator when pressurizer

I' pressure is 2 2000 psig. :

i
:

!

;

|

|
f

I
!

!

:
i

iO
| CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.5.1-3 Revision E \
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@c.6cAa 3. 5'. (

3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

SURVEILLMCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
,

5R
3'g'4 % At least once per 31 days by verifying the boron concentration of

the safety injection tank solution.

sg s At least once per 31 days when the P.CS ressure is above
3*M'S 2000 psig, by verifying that power to t e isolation valve |g

operator is removedy -"""-'-u-- LM--- # ---- -- ----.;
G 1:'-'.;tn r;; n . ;f.

~

fleurspriortoenteri MODE 3 from MODE 4 by verWithi.

ing.via al indication at the ve, that the tank isolati valve \ ~ L' 4-4+ n. 3
At least nce per REFUELING "NTERVAL by verifying that eat'h 'safety njection tank isola on valve opens automatical undereach f the following cond ions:

I When the P.CS preue . exceed: 300 p:ia, and .

I

( 2_. Upon receipt of safety inicetion ted si al. J
< /( % Within one-hour prior to each increase in solution volume of > 1%~

of re
gx=ino b"tn oressete safen in_iection pi.mp eischacce>1s1 t:r.E :!u e by verifying the boron concentrationM, 5,l.i..

between 2300 and 2700 ppm.

NJ
. ,

f
u

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 5-2 Amendment No. 169
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S *t S. * ~ 4 .on 3. 5. IQ

O '

3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

1* RVEILtANCE KIQUIRENENTS (Coettinued)J

sw
3. 5, n ,4 'A At least once per 31 days by verifying the boron concentration ofthe safety injection tank solution. |

!

$R
T 515 At least once per 31 days when the RC$ pressure is above 2000t.

psig, by verigjhatyr to the isolation valve operator is 4
stdtIsi 555ENI. ~ '~~

~ ' " ' " " '

T Wirnin 4 nours of to enteripE 3 from E 4 by verihring
ivia local inp ation at the as1ve, that th ank isolatieff v~alv [, $ !1.5 0P.en_ __,-;

bt lepst once per IHUbMG INTERVAL by v (ifying that each
)safetyinjectiontapfisolationvalve ns automatically une (h of the fell ..ng conditions: . i

i

1. When the 5 pressure exceeds 00 psia, t:.J. L' 6

/)j2. Upon eipt of a safety ection test signa
{

%

Sf3 3. Within one hour pflor to each increase in solution volume of 11%
d' i i ofwonnal-tank-vokime by verifying the boron. concentration @f

* 6pnating niun or_ rc mety-weemon - ami ... . is
between 2300 and 2 00 ppm. 4'g

!
,,

: O
. .

|

|
|

..

.
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3.5.1 J

SURVEILLANCE EE0VIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLMCE
FREQUENCY

/,s.|,chSR 3.5.1.5 Verify power is removed from each $1T4,

l N / isolation valve operator when pressertzer 31 days.

|h
'

'

pressure is 2 T2000):'"fg,n g 4

1

|

. 'b
|

|
-

\

!

>

| \
. .

F

|
|

|

I
i
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l
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE
%

45, CEOG-93 moved Notes in Specification 3.3.3, Conditions B and C to Action Notes. Upon further
review, it was determined that the Notes were not needed because they duplicated LCO 3.0.5.
Therefore, CEOG-93 was changed when

i

I
1
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!

!

|O
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t

!
!
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
3.3.3

i

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.3 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation

LC0 3.3.3 Six channels of RPS Matrix Logic, four channels of RPS Trip
Path Logic,. four channels of reactor trip circuit breakers
(RTCBs), and four channels of Manual Trip shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2,

MODES 3, 4, and 5, with any RTCBs closed and any control
element assemblies capable of being withdrawn.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME '

A. One Matrix Logic A.1 Restore Matrix Logic 48 hours
channel inoperable. channel to OPERABLE

A status.
N)

B. One channel of Manual B.1 Open the affected I hour
Trip, RTCBs, or Trip RTCBs.

,

Path Logic inoperable
in MODE 1 or 2.

LC. One channel of Manual C.1 Open the effected 48 hours
Trip, RTCBs, or Trip RTCBs.
Path Logic inoperable

!in MODE 3, 4, or 5. '

,

i

q)
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 r 2 3.3.3-1 Revision W
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
B 3.3.3

O
BASES

Ir

i LC0 3.0.3 is immediately entered if applicable in the
) current MODE of operation. |

I
!

A.1 i
!

Condition A applies if one Matrix Logic channel is
inoperable or three Logic Matrices channels are inoperable
due to a common power source failure de-energizing three
matrix power supplies in any applicable MODE.

The Matrix Logic channel must be restored to OPERABLE status
within 48 hours. The Completion Time of 48 hours provides !

| the operator time to take appropriate actions and still
ensures that any risk involved in operating with a failed

| channel is acceptable. Operating experience has
! demonstrated that the probability of a random failure of a

second Matrix Logic channel is low during any given 48 hour

|O interval. If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within 48 hours, Condition E is entered.

B.1
4

Condition B applies to one Trip Path Logic channel, RTCB
channel, or Manual Trip channel in MODES 1 and 2, since they

| have the same actions. MODES 3, 4, and 5, with the RTCBs
| shut, are addressed in Condition C. These Required Actions
' require opening the affected RTCBs. This removes the need

for the affected channel by perfonning its associated safety
function. With the RTCB open, the affected Functions are in
one-out-of-two logic, which meets redundancy requirements,
but testing on the OPERABLE channels cannot be performed
without causing a reactor trip unless the RTCBs in the

| inoperable channels are closed to permit testing. Limiting
| Condition for Operation 3.0.5 allows the RTCBs associated n

| with the inoperable channel to be closed to perform testing.
i

3

I I
.
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
| B 3.3.3

|O
| BASES

I

Required Action B.1 provides' for opening the RICBs;

| associated with the inoperable channel within a Completion
Time of I hour. This Required Action is conservative, since

i depressing the Manual Trip push button associated with
either set of breakers in the other trip leg will cause a
reactor trip. With this configuration, a single channel
failure will not prevent a reactor trip. The allotted
Completion Time is adequate to open the affected RTCBs while
maintaining the risk of having them closed at an acceptable
level. ;

'

l

C.1

Condition C applies to the failere of one Trip Path Logic
channel, RTCB ch6nnel, or Manual Trip channel in MODE 3, 4,
or 5 with the RTCBs closed. The channel must be restored to ,

OPERABLE status within 48 hours. If the inoperable channel

O cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 48 hours, the
;

affected RTCBs must be opened. In some cases, this
condition may effect all of the RTCBs. This removes the
need for the affected channel by performing its associated
safety function. With the RTCBs open, the affected

,

functions are in a one-out-of-two logic, which meets i

redundancj requirements.

The Completion Time of 48 hours is consistent with that of
other RPS instrumentation and should be adequate to repair |
most failures. |

Testing on the OPERABLE channels cannot be performed without
causing a reactor trip unless the RTCBs in the inoperable
channels are closed to permit testing. Limiting Condition
for Operation 3.0.5 allows the RTCBs associated with the

1

inoperabla channel to be closed to perfonn testing.
|

I

i

,

i O
j CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.3.3-11 Revision %| I
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$ pas.hssSen 3. 2. 3

3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

'***EO***b
I***# "'A*''E.3. 6 >ftk fu TABLE 3.3-1(Continued)h40dN /bap M

Lo p Ak m Ne 4es,Fl d e6b , ACTION STATEMENTS
S,.t.6s. A., 3,3,3

(.6..ou y,A, ,,, ,,,,.,, /, ge;
u

s

x

(OPERABILITY however, the inoperable channel shall thenbypasseo for up ;o ga hours from time of Inislag fossoM

be either restored to OPERABLE status or placed in thetripped condition.

Within one hour, all functional units receiving an input.

from the inoperable channel are also placed in the same
condition (either bypassed or tripped, as appitcable) as
that required by a. above for the inoperable channel,

The Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is met;c.

however, one additional channel may be bypassed for up to
48 hours while perfonelng tests and maintenance on that
channel provided the other inonerable channel is olaced
n the trioned condition. /

_

@CTION3- With the numoer of channels UPEllABLE one less than requiH.,
] by the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, verify

compliance with the 5HUTD0WN MARGIN requirements of
Specification 3.1.1.1 or 3.1.1.2, as applicable, witO O hour and at lent nnea nar 17 hnure tharmafter

,

ACTION / r th the 'er of channels or LE one less than require
.

by the M mum Channels OPERA
recuirement. be in HOTSTANDay

4 thin 6 heurte how Jr on@annel may p bypassed 'or up hour for surveillanceXesting per Specification .

.3.1 ,,r-
,

GC'':26
ea o~ o e

:a$/ef ALYf*^l l
/

_ _ _ - -

3p. sex 7 Acf/*W b

ER@ @
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i M]wJ).13
\

INSERT ACTIONS A, B, C, D, E
( (page I of 2)

.

A. One Matrix Logic channel A.1 Restore channel (s)to 48 hoursinoperable. OPERABLE status,

j B. O,e channel of Manual Trip, B.1 Open the affected RTCBs. Ihourh1'CBs, or Trip Path Logic
inoperable in MODE 1 or 2.

b! C. One channel of Manual Trip, C.1 Open the affected RTCBs. 48 hours!
RTCBs, or Trip Path Logic
inoperable in MODE 3,4, or 5.

D. _ Two channels of Manual Trip D.1 Open the affected RTCBs. humediately
RTCBs, or Trip Path Logic

, affecting the same trip path
inoperable.

O'

. .
.

,

i

|

!
!
4

|

i

4

1
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5 9, ~ . r. r + . - , 3'.33

i
g,,A,..., ,f~ c W 's

e.ge / ca d '* " '' 18'L "W% byr..
;

t,p, u peh. A Mo d .c ct.wls''
3/4.3 rusTaistENTATION

S,, ar.,. .s... . c < G y s

taste 3.31(continued)
6' s r".

#'**'''' T: ** '-Sr
i. SP *~ + 3 *

bypassed for up to 48 hours from time of initial loss of
OPERABIt!TY: however, the i

rable channel shall thenbe either restored to status or placed in the i

tripped condition.
i tb. Within one hour, all functional units receiving an input '

from the inoperable channel are also placed in the same
condition (either bypassed or tripped, as appitcable) as

'

'

! that requitwd by a. above for the inoperable channel.
'

The Minimum Channels SPERABLE requirement is metsc.
however, one additional channel'any be bypassed for up to ,

48 hours while perfoming tests and maintenance on that j )!

channel provided the other inoperable channel is placedj
-

n the.tr_1pped 4ondition.l

! ACTION 3 - With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than requir2
|by the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, verify

--

- compilance with the 3RUTD0181 NARGIN requirements of

(Specification 3.1.1.1 or 3.1.1.2. as ap icable, within j
.

1 hour and at least once_oer 12 hours t reafter.

O ACTION /- th the er of channellAPERABLE one le
hanrequir/ed3 y th imum Channels 9PERABLLrecuir 1, be in ROT

TAND within 6 houns^..c aar) One channet may oe Dypasse 1. . ,'
I

or up to I hour for surveillance testing per Specification A.3.1.1. f -- |

_ _ __ _ _ _

__

| wgE RT Arts o*J G
1

N ,C.p., , R ? c 6 *. e -d '^

p L .., . ef"~""
,.

l- -

W uhi3 G1.D
hgR1 5dhN C

spp, n on O
;
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i
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h iAa k 3.3,3
r

,]V INSERT ACTIONS A, B, C, D, E
(page 1 of 2)

!

A. One Matrix Logic channel A.1 Restore channel (s)to 48 hours
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

B. One channel of Manual Trip, B.1 Open the affected RTCBs. Ihour
| RTCBs, or Trip Path Logic

|- inoperable in MODE 1 or 2.
,

C. One channel of Manual Trip, C.1 Open the affected RTCBs. 48 hours
RTCBs, or Trip Path logic
inoperable in MODE 3,4, or 5.

| D. Two channels of Manual Trip, D.1 Open the affected RTCBs. Immediately
| RTCBs, or Trip Path logic
| affecting the same trip path

,

! inoperable.
,

t

. .

i

.

I

o
i V
:
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.3.3 - RPS LOGIC AND TRIP INITIATION

f%
t, j A.7 Current Technical Specification Table 3.3-1 requires eight channels of RTCB. Improved'

Technical Specifications will require four channels of RTCBs with each channel contammg
two RTCBs. This change does not technically alter the CTS requirements; it changes the
defmition of an RTCB channel. Thcrefore, this change is ndminMrative. This chnge is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.8 Current Technical Specification Table 3.3-1, Action A allows one RPS channel to be bypassed
for up to one hour for surveillance testmg per Specification 4.3.1.1 (CFT). Improved
Technical Speci6 cation 3.3.3 will not contain this allowance. 'lhis allowance is not needed to
allow performance of a CFT because ITS LCO 3.0.5 allows equipment that has been removed
from senice or declared inoperable to comply with Actions may be returned to senice under

administrative control to perform testing required to demonstrate its Operability or Operability
of other equipment. The deletion of an allowance that is allowed per Section 3.0 is an
adnumstrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432, generic change
TSTF-181.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
M.1 Current Technical Specification Applicability for the Matrix Logic, Trip Path Logic, RTCBs,

and Manual Trip is Modes 1 and 2, with a ty RTCBs closed and any CEA capable of being
withdrawn. Improved Technical Speci5 cation 3.3.3 will revise the Applicability for these
functions to be Modes 1 and 2, and Modes 3, 4, and 5, with any RTCBs closed and any CEA
capable of being withdrawn. This requirement was added specifically for the Rate Of Changep Of Power function, which has the same Applicability. Associated with this change are the

v addition ofITS Action C for the Manual Trip, RTCBs, and Trip Path Logic in Modes 3,4,
and 5. The addition of more stringent requirements constitutes a more restrictive change. This
change will not adversely affect plant safety, because it ensures the appropriate logic is
required for the functions that are operable. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

M.2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 does not contain Actions when the required Actions
and associated Completion Times for the Manual Trip, Matrix Logic, Trip Path Logic, and
RTCBs cannot be met, or if two channels of these (except as required by Action Notes) are,

| inoperable. Therefore, CTS would require an LCO 3.0.3 entry. Improved Technical
| Specification 3.3.3 contains specific Actions for these conditions. The ITS would require a
i power reduction to Mode 3, and the opening of all RTCBs within six hours. The new ITS

requirement is more stringent since it requires a reactor trip after six hours, whereas the CTS
does not. This more restrictive change will not adversely affect the safety of the plant. This,

! change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
!

I M.3 Current Technical Specification 33.1.1 Table 4.3-1 requires a CFT to be performed for the
Trip Path Logic and Matrix Logic in Modes 1 and 2. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.3
will require the Trip Path logic and Matrix Logic CFF to be performed in Modes I and 2, and
Modes 3,4, and 5, with any RTCB closed and any CEA capable of being withdrawn. This
requirement was added specifically for the Rate Of Change Of Power function, which has the
same Applicability. The addition of more stringent requirements constitutes a more restrictive
change. This change will not adversely affect plant safety. This change is consistent with
NUIEG-1432.

.C

,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.3-2 Revision I
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation @

ACTIONS tjontinued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. f---- -h0TE----D B.1 Open the affected I hour
'

'

RTCBs ssociated w th RTCBs.
33.1.i one 1 operable ch nel . @ ,h
4,, ,, , 4 may closed fo up .

to hour for t I
pe formance of an RPS
C EL FUNCT 'L i

7EST. '

{ .... ..) '

Trip One channel of Manuelpg a . rip, RTCBs, or @Logic
nopera e in MODE 1

or 2.

C. ---------- TE-------- C.1 Open M 48 hours
1

RTCBs as ciated wit - '

one ino rable chan e @ A{g may be losed for p ;y g g gyc f /D-

C ( _perf ce f RPS '

EO~CHA ' EL FLINCT! L
usW TE -.

g, ,,, . .......... ..... y
One channel of Manual

,._-.s _ Trip. RTCBs, or
, T r ,p 7 Up.itiat Qcn Logic

l Cg , ,, ) inoperabTe in MODE 3, h4, or 5. #
. . . ~ . .

__ goud Wir,
_ r

D. T nnels_of CBQ D.1 / a the affected Ismediately @
#"Ew or(TFJu nion3 Logic RfCBs.J.n $ affecting the same ib*c L A trip leg inoperable. i

(continued)

!
|
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3,3- INSTRUMENTATION

,G

V 31. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.3.3 Conditions B and C contain Notes which state the Reactor Trip
Circuit Breakers (RTCBs) associated with one inoperable channel may be closed for up to one
hour for the performance of an RPS Channel Functional Test. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.3.3
Conditions B and C will not contain this Note. The Note is not reqmred because LCO 3.0.5 will
allow the RTCBs associated with the inoperable channel to be closed to perform testing. Limiting
Condition for Operation 3.0.5 allows equipment that has been removed from service or declared

inoperable to comply with Actions to be retumed to senice under nAmini=trative control to perform
testing required to demonstrate its Operability or Operability of other equipment.

32. Specification 3.3.3 will not include a Condition Note which allows three Matrix logic channels to
be inoperable due to a common power source de-energizing three matrix power supplies. The Note
is not needed because if a power supply is lost, three matrix logic channels are de-energized and
one trip leg is lost (four RTCBs are open in one trip leg). This places the plant in a safe condition.
If a power supply fails and the RTCBs do not open, an operability determination must be made to

determine the inoperability. It is not necessarily a Matrix Logic problern. This change is
consistent with Calvert Cliffs' design.

O
V

|

b)v
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation @
BASES

ACTIONS L 1 (continued) i

(Therefor .'a Note has been ad specifying that the RT h ihassoci ed with one ir. opera channel may be closedto 1 our for the perfo
e of an RPS CHANNEL 0NAL

up @
TE .

-

Required Action B.1 provides for opening the RTCBs
associated with the inoperable channel within a CompletionTime of I hour. This Required Action is conservative, since
depressing the Manual Trip push button associated with
either set of breakers in the other tripQig';will cause a
reactor trip. liith this configuration, a single channel 4failure will not prevent a reactor trip. The allotted Leo J.d.5 .//.4
Completion Time is adequate to open the affected RTCBs while q tb #TC83 au M4
maintaining the risk of having them closed at an acceptablelevel, i st, A 1. ope.bl< l3

ck. M 4o b
ehu ( b, e"G""

J [cc kTC$ ~

Condition C applies to the failure of one '
uf L opel. L chnnel, RTCB channel, or Manual Trip channel bL05Li_c.__ i

Gas 2'ffIli7e.] Din MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the RTCBs closed.ingdhle 2 !

p)i , og cm, f ho .

The

{ if the inoperable channel cachannel must be restored to OPERABLE status within 48 hours.
'

!

(./ od. inn g ene** t Qtus within.48 hours,/ Bs must be opene , placing
et be restored to OPERABL

;

all of & RTc65. %'3 the plant i a MODE in whic he LCO does not pply and M!

nsuring EA withdrawal curs.

4,.(fec pl do.v( )f other RPS instrumentation and should be adequate to repair
60"' b

The Completion Time of 48 hours is consistent with that of
4

most failures,
f p.,hese. d5f 4

Testing on the OPERABLE channels cannot be performed without
. /y,yaca.4shwIefy causing a reactor trip unless the RTCBs in the inoperable

.{gctron. Wi% b channels are closed to permit testing. |fiie~refore, a . 4 ,)h
!

as been eo speu rying snat t RICBs associated h one '

Vnope channel say be cle for up to I hou r the JP,TLB5 open , & aNedt) erf ance of an RPS CHAN FUNCTIONAL TEST.f

| b cl< ens a d ia n t ro 6 *)4
\ N

ew,g4 of & logh feAA bef' 0f _

~
.

d,4 Ms '
Condition D applies to the failure of botif 'P

-

*
,

i ogic
hannels affecting the same trip log. Since this will open ..Z

qbs bu,ty q v rtusks.,

j ~

(continued)
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ATTACHMENT (2)
!

! AMENDMENT REV!SION BY CHANGEi /h -

' LJ
46. This change replaces generic change CEOG-105, which was withdrawn. This change adds "DG

Actuation Logic inoperable" to Condition D of Specification 3.3.6, DG Loss of Voltage Starts.
Actuation logic for the DGs is pan of the LCO, but there is no condition regarding what to do ifit is

| inoperable. In addition, Notes will be added to SR 3.3.6.1 to describe the testing of the Actuation
Logic and provide an exclusion which would allow relays associated with plant equipment that cannot
be operated during plant operation to only be tested once per 24 months. This is the sarne Note used
for Engineered Safety Features Actuation Signal Actuation Logic because it the same type of

| equipment. These changes will be put forward as a proposed generic change.

|

|

t

|

!

|
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!

|
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DG-LOV5 O
.

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLET!st TIME

B. One or Functions B.1 Enter applicable I hour *

with two Conditions andDG inope bhannels per .

| Required Actions for
!M the associated DG

<

made inoperable by j
St e r in v4 DG-Loys
or ambded instrumentation.

3.W "'""*'d E
)A t m a 7.c 4"" 5

BM i~ NTI ~ ~'MLC0 3.0.4 is not
' applicable. j

-.___j
h5# ~

Place on M D in I hourLMod'I @a h ther
|

M2
9,m. B.2.2 Restore one 48 ours or

_-

m aj oic and
to OPERABLE staths,

,+eg f3eq3o,gn,pm

1
at 1,]3x 4 *

WN C. One or @ Functions C.! Re'. tore al )cD two I hourM2i with more than two
(crannels'o~0PERABLEhf"5'" ON'S ""gX .1 Ichanrels inoperable.t sjatus,

@
)

~PSGorla4td mu sOrsmed%-

D.lequiredActionand D.1 Enter applicable lamediately
[3.1.2,1
'W associated Completion Conditions and;

Time not met. Required Actions for,

hc 2 t.he associated 'lGe
i hg. AMre,Q sade inoperable by !

3 DC-LOVS 7,^'F&e ,

8

instrumentation.
6 h" - -- s
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g 33,b l NA *

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS
j

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

g
SR 3.3.6.1 form CHANNEL CHECK.

_._

asumme 12 ho
.Rmmuna

|

SR 3.3.6 Perform CHANNEL FUNCT'!ONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.6.h Jerform CHANNEt cat 1BRATI0tl)with se tI -

@b
32I months

A11owab)*4alues as folJe(s: g i

f a. Degraded Volt e function 2 [318 V
and 5 [3220 V

Time de y: 1 [ ] seconds and b
s[] econds at [ ] V; and

b. Le of Voltage Function [3180) V
.d s [3220) V

{
, Time delay: 2 [ ] secon s and

-

L-
s [ ] seconds at [ ] V, ,

,

..

I

%
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i

i
-

I
INSERT SR 3.3.6.1 NOTE

1

:

!
,

---------------NOTES-------------

1. Testing of Actuation Logic shall include the
i

hverification of the proper relay driver output 2 5~
signal.

|

| 2. Relays associated with plarit equipment that cannot |
| be operated during plant operation are only required

to be tested onco per 24 months.

----------- ....-- ......... ....__...__ __..______________

|
i

O .
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,

!
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432 i

SECTION 3.3- INSTRUMENTATION '

i

16. Specification 3.3.10 will not be included in the Improved Technical Specifications because Calvert
Cliffs does not have a Shield Building Filtration Actuation Signal. This change is consistent with '

Calven Cliff: design.
j
|

17. Specification 3.3.12 SR 3.3.12.2, which requires that the Remote Shutdown System control circuit
i

and transfer switch be verified capable of performmg the intended function, is being deleted. He
Calvert Cliffs CTS does not contain control circuit rqui- cats, so testmg vi these circuits is not i

required. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis. '

18. The Note in Specification 3.3.12 SR 3.3.12.3 which excludes the Reactor Trip Breaker Indication j
from the channel calibration is being modified to also exclude the Reactor Trip Breaker Indication. I

The Reactor Trip Breaher Indication channels indicate whether the Reactor Trip Breakers are open
or closed, which does not require a channel calibration. His change is consistat with Calvert
Cliffs current licensing basis.

19. This change removes part of the Applicability for LCO 3.3.6. Mode 4 and "When assochted DG '

is required to be Operable by LCO 3.8.2, 'AC Sources - Shutdown"' are removed because the
Diesel Generator-Loss of Voltage Start (DG-LOVS) is required for ESFAS systems to function in
any accident with a loss of offsite power, and ESFAS Applicability is Modes 1,2, and 3. This
change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

20. The SR 3.3.11.2 Note which excludes the Neutron Detectors from the channel calibration will be
3

modified to also exclude the Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System. There is no mechanism at |f Calvert Cliffs to perform a channel calibration on the Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System. |( The instruments are usually replaced. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current i
licensing basis.

21. Surveillance Requirement 3.3.10.2 was added to require performance of a channel calibration on
,

containment hydrogen analyzers every 46 days on a Staggered Test Basis, instead of 24 months. '

This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis. In conjunction with the
change a statement was added to SR 3.3.10.3 excluding the hydrogen analyzers.

22. This change adds Steam Generator Pressure and RCS Subcooled Margin Monitor and Pressurizer
Pressure (low range) to Table 3.3.11-1. His change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current
licensing basis.

23. This change removes Auxiliary Feedwater Flow from Table 3.3.11-1, remosing PAM
instrumentation. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow does not meet the threshold for inclusion in this PAM
table. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

24. This change excludes the Loss of Load function from SR 3.3.1.8, Channel Calibration. The Loss
of Load Function cannot be calibrated because it senses a turbine trip and does not contain
setpoints. Therefore, Loss of Load was added to the Note which excludes Neutron Detectors
(TSTF-81) from the channel calibration. His change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current
licensing basis.

25. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.3.6 does not contain any requirements when DG actuation logic is
inoperable. Herefore, LCO 3.0.3 would have to be entered if DG actuation logic were inoperable.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.3-3 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
| SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION

Calven Cliffs ITS 3.3.6 proposes to add an additional Action to Action D for DG actuation logic
inoperable. He required Action would require the applicable Conditions and Required Actions for
the associated DG made inoperable by DG-LOVS mstrumentation to be entered. When the
actuation logic is inoperable, the associated DG cannot start automatically and, thus, cannot

| perform its safety function. This action is more appropriate than atenng LCO 3.0.3 and is
! consistent with the intent of the DG-LOVS Specification.

He addition of two Notes to NUREG-1432 SR 3.3.6.2 (Calvert Cliffs SR 3.3.6.1) requires testmg
of actuation logic to include the verification of the proper relay output signal (Note 1), and allows
relays associated with plant equipment that cannot be operated during plant operation to be tested
once per 24 months (Note 2). These Notes are similar to the two Notes which are in SR 3.3.5.1,
ESFAS logic Channel Functional Test. Note 1 ensures that the relay output signal of the actuation
logic is included in the Channel Functional Test. Note 2 allows those relays that cannot be tested
at power, because the components they actuate are more suitably actuated when the plant is;

shutdown, to be tested once per 24 months. He addition of these Notes is consistent with current
| Calvert Cliff: operating practice.
|

This change will be reviewed for applicability to other Combustion Engmeering plants and other
vendors. Based on these results, a generic change will be proposed accordingly.

26. This change removes Required Actions D.2.2.1 and D.2.2.2 from Specification 3.3.4, which are in
i

response to the Condition where one automatic bypass removal channel is inoperable. At Calvert
Cliffs, when Required Action D.2.1 is taken, the ESFAS function is placed in a oneeut-of-three

! D] coincidence logic, the same as for RPS Required Action A.2.2, where the RPS function is placed in/~
one-out-of-three logie and indefinite operation is then allowed.

| 27. This change adds a Condition (Condition E) and related Required Actions to address the different
Mode requirements associated with ESFAS Actuation Logic channels of Specification 3.3.5. This
change also adds a statement identifying the second Condition of Condition D as being for the
Manual Actuation Channel. The two different Conditions are required to address the different
times at which the conditions leave the Modes of Applicability. This change is consistent with the
Calvert Cliffs current licensing basts.

!

|
28.

'

Response Time Testing will be added to Specification 3.3.9, " Chemical and Volume Control '

System Isolation Signal." The response time is currently tested for this signal at Calven Cliffs and
was therefore added to the Calvert Cliffs ITS. His change is consistent with the Calven Cliffs ;
current licensing basis.,

!

29. This change makes the channel check for the Rate of Change of Power - High RPS trip only
! applicable to the Wide Range Logarithmic Neutron Flux Monitor. The channel check can only be
! perfonned on that equipment, and this change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing

basis.

30. Specification 3.3.4 will not include a Containment Radiation High function for ESFAS because,

'
Calvert Cliffs does use Containment Radiation - High for ESFAS. His change is consistent with
Calvert Cliffs design.,

'O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3-4 Revision 1
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ATTACHMENT (2) |
I

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

t
47. This change replaces CEOG 106, which was determined to be plant-specific and withdrawn.

Specification 3.6.3, Containment Penetrations, Condition C apples to penetration flow paths with only
one containment isolation valve and a closal system. Calvert Cliffs has flow paths in closed syvems
with more than one isolation valve. This change makes Condition C applicable to penetration flow
paths in closed systems with one or more isolation valves. The Notes in Conditions A and B are being!

! changed to clarify that these Conditions do not apply to penetration flow paths that are in closed
[ systems to prevent inappropriate multiple condition entry. This change is needed to make the Calvert
! Cliffs ITS consistent with the plant design.

|
,

1

|
!
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. Containment Isolation Valves;

3.6.3,

ACTIONS (continued)
5 CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

lA. - - - - - - - - NOTE - - - -- - - - A.1 Isolate the affected 4 hours jOnly applicable to penetration flow path
|

,

} penetration flow by use of at least '

j paths with two one closed and j
containment isolation de-activated ;

i valves and not a automatic valve,
i closed system. closed manual valve, I
: check valve with flow.. _______.-------_--

through the valve
,

One or more secured, blind
penetration flow flange, or
paths with one equivalent,
containment isolation
valve inoperable. AND

A.2 --------NOTE -------

Isolation devices in
high radiation areas
may be verified by
use of administrative
means.
...____________..__.

Once per 31 days
Verify the affected for isolation
penetration flow path devices outside
is isolated. containment

A!!D

Prior to
entering MODE 4
from MODE 5 if
not performed
within the
previous 92 days
for isolation
devices inside
containment

O !
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i

|

Containment Isolation Valves ,

3.6.3
,

' ACTIONS (continued)
,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

| B. - - - - - - - - N OT E ---- - - - - 8.1 Isolate the affected I hour
'

Only applicable to penetration flow path
penetration flow by use of at least |

-paths with two one closed and
containment isolation de-activated
valves and not a automatic valve, I

closed system, closed manual valve, i

blind flange, or.._. .............---

| equivalent.
| One or more
! penetration' flow

|

paths with two
containment isolation

gvalves inoperable.

|
| l

,

O
|

|

|

!

i

i

i

i

:
,

|O
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|

Containment Isolation Valves
i B 3.6.3

(])( |
i BASES

l

necessary to ensure that containment penetrations required I
to be isolated following an accident and no longer capable

!of being automatically isolated will be in the isolation !

position should an event occur. This Required Action does {not require any testing or device manipulation. Rather, it |
involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those |
isolation devices outside containment and capable of being
mispositioned are in the correct position. The Completion '

Time of "once per 31 days for isolation devices outside
containment" is appropriate considering the fact that the I

devices are operated under administrative controls and the
probability of their misalignment is low. For the isolation
devices inside containment, the time period specified as
" prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not performed
within the previous 92 days" is based on engineering
judgment and is considered reasonable in view of the
inaccessibility of the isolation devices and other
administrative controls that will ensure that isolation

,m device misalignment is an unlikely possibility.
; \

'

Condition A has been modified by a Note indicating that this
Condition is only applicable to those penetration flow paths !
with two containment isolation valves and not a closed I

system. For penetration fitw paths with one or more
;

Icontainment isolation valves and a closed system, |

Condition C provides appropriate actions.

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
isolation devices located in high radiation areas and allows
these devices to be verified closed by use of administrative
means. Allowing verification by administrative means is
considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these devices, once they have been verified
to be in the proper position, is small.

1

b)v
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Containmenc isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

l

BASES I

B.1 I

;

| With two containment isolation valves in one or more
j penetration flow paths inoperable, the-affected penetration
| flow path must be isolated within 1 hour. The method of
:

isolation must include the use of at least one isolation
barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active;

j failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a
closed and de-activated automatic valve, a closed manual
valve, a blind flange, or equivalent. The I hour Completion

! Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of LC0 3.6.1. In the
event the affected penetration is isolated in accordance
with Required Action 8.1, the affected penetration must be
verified to be isolated on a periodic basis per Required
Action A.2, which remains in effect. This periodic
verification is necessary to assure leak tightness of

i
,

i containment and that penetrations requiring isolation
following an accident are isolated. The Completion Time of
once per 31 days for verifying each affected penetration

,s/ flow path is isolated is appropriate considering the fact |
that the valves are operated under administrative controls
and the probability of their misalignment is low. 1

,

! Condition B is modified by a Note indicating this Condition
!

is only applicable to penetration flow paths with two |,

containment isolation valves. Condition A of this LC0
addresses the condition of one containment isolation valve
inoperable in this type of penetration flow path.

| C.1 and C.2
i

With one or more penetration flow paths with one or more
containment isolation valves inoperable, the inoperable
valves must be restored to OPERABLE status or the affected,

'

penetration flow path must be isolated. The method of
isolation must include the use of at least one isolation
barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active
failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a

,

!O
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3. b B/4,6 f0NTAINMENT SYSTEMS

g.g3 -3/.4.6,4
C0fffAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

s

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

:==L<o 341 4,6,4rl- Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.* '
s

NPPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3. and 4.
ACTION: With one or more of the isolation valve (s) inoperable, either

_

A'D

e tne inopera3w valvets) tMPERABLE statuperin* " cqv.g m ,.y. x w w w m .=;v
bm" Isolate each aff

ed penetrafrori within@houh ~by use of at g .7,..,g i k.
vated automatic valve secQd in the isolation [s %;,Q go,$g ,a least one deae

6v - - .?7gg
- position, or

L'

Isolate the affected penetration within@ hours by use of atc.
least one closed manual valve @ blind flang1

or 't%e M -

Act swa b A fBe in at least HDT STANDBY within the next 6 hoursa d L . t. :
n COLD(SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. Qep;_,st .,g., - _

e. provisions otArpecification 3 34are not applicable #ovidTdthat the affectet eenetration iptsolated. / 4' 8

L) DxcT Acnns Morts"

3
SURVEILLAhCE REQUIREMENTS

A *1

4.6.4.
1 Each containmens 150 tion valve shall be demon trated 0FERABEE~Mprior o returning the valve service after maintenant repair, or (rep :ement work is perfom on the valve or its asso ted actuator,

c trol, or power circuit y perfomance of a cyclin est and vert ation)
4 A,7

isolation time.] 1

!,

NC..Aln. % N E o .( ; oJ
'

3 g r a q .1, y ,A ,. L N 1 s y,g & a f g ,.,,4 . et,w

'

$ l

g

he E.2 4 di .L. c6.A
st s +em'

Acnws
*^''" 1.

Valves that are nomally closed may be opened on an intermittent
basis under administrative control.

~

Containment purge isolation valves isolation times will only app ]1y i
DF F. when_the velvet are recuired to be OPERABLE and they are open.)

h hticr. t5n for cem!" a"5e ficht f e- W= hew
MODE 5 i, 2. 3 ena 4 per lecnnuei 5yu;ikak, 2/ ',2 ', 6-4; [q.4 [g\

-

i
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1g -37Cfr CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

| -{. 6. ] 3/4drr4-- CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES
i

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION t

! '3
MA,4 Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.* '

t

*fPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION: With one or more of the isole'fon valve (s) inoperable, either: 4,,1
R ore sne perable valv Ks) to DPERABLF' status within/',).

hours, % ,.. A Q g g ;,w
| Ao io 4 %fisolateeachaffect,edpene

--

g,pwG
.

.. - i ., , ,.. ._- g

lation withir sy use oi st-
-

-- -~

| least one deactivat atic valve se ure the isolation **DA
d

,% 4 c, - - position, cr 4 Cie C P * 's j
%,' Isolate the affected penetration within ours by use of at .1)

s~
'least one closed manuel valve or blind ang or

!

MI C
A c .'oi.:A.2 g| [ A,cw,y '% [Be in at itast HOT STANDBY within the next hours _and in_ COLD'gC.2.

) O - - ASHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.
;g .fp g~

,
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\ SURVbLL1NIEREQUIREMENTS b N'[
4.6.4.1 Each containment olation valve shall e oemonstrated OP BLL' ', prior o returning the val to service after m ntenance, repair, f'~trep) cement work is perf .ed on the valve or 5 associated act or, M l-

.

,

control, or power circ ' by perfomance_cL yc1hg tatt and erificationJ
| 'N ((f isolation time.
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!
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! DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| SECTION 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

direction consistent with the intent of the existmg Actions for the contamment air locks. This
y change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

1
,

| A.6 Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 will contam an Actions Note (Note 3) which requires |
| entry into applicable Conditions and Required Actions for system (s) made inoperable by CIVs. |
| Current Technical Specification 3.4.3.1 does not contam this requirement. his change adds a
i requirement to declare system (s) inoperable that are made moperable by moperable CIVs.

,

'

| This Action was added because, per ITS LCO 3.0.6, only the Actions of the CIVs would have
to be entered. However, since inoperable CIVs require isolation of penetrations to the affected
system (s) with continued operation, cascading to the affected system is prudent. This I

requirement is necessary because unlimited continued operation with a system inoperable could
! severely affect the mitigation of accidents and violate the safety analyses he CTS does not

contain a Specification similar to LCO 3.0.6 and, therefore, already requires cascading. The
addition of a requirement which is already required in the CTS is an administrative change.

| This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
t

A.7 Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 will contain an Actions Note (Note 4) which requires
entry into the applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.6.1 when the leakage

; exceeds the overall containment leakage rate acceptance criteria. Current Technical
i Specification 3.6.4.1 does not contain this Note. This Note is essentially a reminder that
| noncompliance with the overall leakage limits requires entry into the ITS Containment
'

Specification (the CTS Containment Leakage Specification). However, ITS as well as CTS
requires entry into Actions for any Specification in which the LCO is not met. The addition of

| informational Notes constitutes an administr%ive change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A.S Current Technical Specification 4.6.4.1.3 requires the isolation time of each power-operated or
automatic CIV to be determined to be within its limit when tested pursuant to Technical
Specification 4.0.5. Improved Technical Specification will require the SR to be performed in
accordance with the Insenice Testing Program. This change is administrative because ITS
moved CTS 4.0.5 and incorporated it into the Insenice Testing Program, which is required per i

ITS Section 5.0. He requirement to perform the SR has not changed. his change is
! consistent with NUREG-1432.
!

l

A.9 Current Technical Specification 3.6.4.1 does not specifically have different Actions for,

| different types of penetrations. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 contains Actions for
! different type penetrations with different numbers of valves inoperable. Improved Technical

Specification 3.6.3 Actions A and B will contain a Conditions Note which specifies that these
Conditions only apply to penetration flow paths with wo CIVs and not a closed system.!

l improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 Action C will contain a Conditions Note which
| specifies that this Condition only applies to penetration flow paths with one er more CIVs and

| a closed system. Adding Notes which specify which Actions are applicable is an |

administrative change because the requirement is not affected technically.

A.10 Unit 1 CTS 3.6.1.7 Action a requires an open contamment purge supply and exhaust isolation
valve to be closed. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 will require an inoperable;

containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valve to be closed. The ITS combines all
,

'
containment isolation valves into one specification and does not specifically contain Actions

; for the containment purge system valves. Herefore, the ITS Actions require the valves to be*

'

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.6.3-2 Revision 1
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Containment Isolation Valves '" " " - ' " "

s) g3.6.3

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves (Ateeenck ;;d 0;;"- g
3.641)LCO 3.6.3 Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.

|

|

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

i

ACTIONS

. _ _..... .. ...........unitt
(31,.41 1. J,gatiration flow paths QexcMfor f 421 inch-ytTFge valv24mnetration>Mro /@

. . - - . .----

(Rattfi])may be unisolate3~Tntermittently under aaministrative controls.
;

3,6,7cI n r . Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path. !

<2''*,M. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for system (s) sade
""

inoperable by containment isolation valves.

[,254 Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.6.1,/ ' Containment,' when leakage results in exceeding the overall containment
leakage rate acceptance criteria. ;

'
3 ............... ...................... ... ..... ......................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
!

A. --------. NOTE--------- A.) Isolate the affected 4 hoursOnly applicable to penetration flow path
penetration flow paths by use of at least
with two containment one closed and

,, , ( de-activated @isolation valves. F
J . I, 4 1 Dj g ,. atitomatic valve, ih[--------------M.,./-

t'I O S *d **""*l **I ve
blind flance, or P c6,,v.fd $6-ns

'

A'*** ' p c, One or more
p# check valve with flowpenetration flow paths

with one containment through the valve
isolation valve secured

,

dinoperablel[ cept '
(Tru valve akage 6!Q
an hiel 11d1
by ass le age n j hLwithin1 t]. J

(continued)

3,6.l.l CA*.h
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Containment Isolation Valves m - W - S .;4 0. 1) h3.6.3

ACTIONS
:

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

I
'
; A. (continued) A.2 NOTE--. - -

Isolation devices in; high radiation areas
may be verified by
use of administrative
means.
..-- -_...---

Verify the affected Once per 31 days
penetration flow path for isolation
is isolated. devices outside

containment

A@

Prior to
entering MODE 4
from MODE 5 if
not performed
within the
previous 92 days

g for isolations
devices inside, ,,

containment

B. ---------NOTE------. - B.1 Isolate the affected I hourOnly applicable to penetration flow path ,

penetration flow paths by use of at least j

with two containment one closed and
'

isolation valve $nA ( de-activated @ jautomatic valve,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----

Q S N closed manual valve,S'* One or more @ blind flange or t ivabE 05# '##ZA,Jr. s a penetration flow paths
with two containment q

1isolation v,Lvesi
inoperableJ[except or)
Turge alve les e f
and ield bui ing
byp ss leak snet g

,Whin limi .1.I

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves pi-;;;i;. :: rd 0=i) h3.6.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. - -NOTE------- C.1 Isolate the affected hours
--

On1 a licable to penetration flow path v.r r . 3 o

with @Nlow paths
pene rat o by use of at least

hcner one closed and I
or mre,

conta1nment isolation de-activated
valve 9and a closed automatic valve,
system. closed manual valve,

. @ blind flange p6'If pjy e y,4g ge
!

| 3MI One or more M
penetration flow paths

I Acn.45 A/B with one containment C.2 --------NOTE--------|

1 solation valved ! solation devices ininoperable. high radiation areas
say be verified by [h

(or we use of administrative v;

{j means.
........... _-....

|O Verify the affected Once per 31 days| penetration flow path
is isolated.

. . .

_

| 5Secondarfcontainment
#

D1 Restor eakage 4 hours [! bypast leakage not wit limit. hl

hin limit. /

/; ~_

I . One or more
'

| E E.1 Isolate the affected ' 24 hours'

penetration flow aths penetration flow pa
with one or mor Dy use of at less
containment pu e one [ closed andvalves not wi hin de-activated

'

| purge valve eskage automatic va e with hj limits. resilient s 1s,
closed ma al valve
with res tent seals,
or bli flange).

U /
_

(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.6 - CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

4

7. The shutdown track in Required Action E.2 was changed from a requirement to be in Mode 5
in 36 hours, , > Mode 4 in 12 hours. This change was made because the Calvert Cliffs
Containment spray and Cooling Specification is only applicable in Modes 1,2, and 3. This
change is consistent with other Technical Specifications (when not modified and justified in
the Bases) when shutting down to Mode 4.

8. A Smveillance (ITS 3.7.6.2) was added to NUREG-1432 Specification 3.6.8 (Calvert Cliffs
1

ITS 3.6.7) which requires the performance of a Channel Calibration of all hydrogen
recombiner instrumentation and control circuits every 24 months. 'Ihis test is consistent with
Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

4

9. The change adds an Action to NUREG-1432 Specification 3.6.10 (ITS 3.6.8) which
i

incorporates an Action when two Iodine Removal System trains are inoperable. Calvert
Cliffs deviates from the standard Combustion Engineering plant in that it has three trains of

i lodire Removal System. Two trains are required during a design basis accident. One of the
; three trains is a swing train and has to be powered from the correct bus to maintain separate
d

and independent trains. In order to perform this alignment without entering Limiting
: Condition for Operation 3.0.3 (there is no Action for two trains), Action B was added.

Action B allows one hour to restore one Iodine Removal System train to Operable status.
This change will not increase the total time allowed to be in Mode 5 (Limiting Condition for

a

Operation 3.0.3 allows 37 hours, and Actions B and C combined would also allow 37 hours).
;

,

10. NUREG-1432 Condition C is for one or more penetration flow paths with one containment
isolation valve inoperable and is only applicable to penetration flow paths with one

j containment isolation valve and a closed system. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.6.3 will retain the
| same requirement as the NUREG except the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant ITS will also

apply to those closed systems with more than one containment isolation valve. Calvert,

Cliffs is a non-General Design Criteria plant with closed systems that contain one or more
containment isolation valves, in conjunction with this change, a phrase was added to

| Conditions A and B Conditions Notes which specify that these Conditions only apply to
): penetration flow paths not in a closed system. This change is consistent with Calven Cliffs '

! design.
1

!
.

i

| l

;

i

l

1

s
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Containment Isolation Valves {^tr :f : t rf ? $ - QB3.6.$
!

| BASES

| ACTIONS
A.1 and A.2 (continued)|

(lemBa_ and'Ja check valve with flow through the valve
secured. For penetrations isolated in accordance withA b'\y g

7) Required Action A.1, the device used to isolate the i
|

'f""y'u penetration should be the closest available one to 66*//g|
,,

'

containment. Required Action A.1 must be completed within!

the 4 hour Completion Time. iThe 4 hour Completion Time is;

reasonable, considering the time required to isolate the 1

penetration and the relative importance of supporting )
containment OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. '

'

For affected penetration flow paths that cannot be restored I
( to OPERABLE status within the 4 hour Completion Time and 1

that have been isolated in accordance with Required !,

Action A.1, the affected penetration flow paths must be
vertfled to be isolated on a periodic basis. This is '

necessary to ensure that containment penetrations required t

to be isolated following an accident and no longer capable i

; of being automatically isolated will be in the isolation |
| position should an event occur. This Required Action does )

not require any testing or device manipulation. Rather, it
involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those !

isolation devices outside containment and capable of being
mispositioned are in the correct position. The Completion
Time of 'once per 31, days for isolation devices outside
containment * is appropriate considering the fact that the
devices are operated under administrative controls and the
probability of their misalignment is low. For the isolation
devices inside containment, the time period specified as
' prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not performed

| within the previous 92 days' is based on engineering -

judgment and is considered reasonable in view of the
'

inaccessibility of the isolation devices and other ;

administrative controls that will ensure that isolation )

device misalignment is an unlikely possibility.

Condition A has been modified by a Note indicating that this
Condition is only applicable to those
with two containment isolation valves. penetration flow pathsanci ,d a For penetration flow
paths with only one containment isolation valve and a closedg) 4, system, Condition C provides appropriate actions.

g g
Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note that applies toi

| isolation devices located in high radiation areas and allows
these devices to be verified closed by use of administrative

|

(continued)
)

CEOG STS B 3.6-24 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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!
Containment Isolation Valves {"m;L. ' .;4 0.T QB3.6.$

BASES
i

: i

! ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)
1

means. Allowing verification by administrative means is '

considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of 1
misalignment of these devices, once they have been verified '

to be in the proper position, is small.

! U ib
With two containment isolation valves in one or more
p_enetration flow paths inoperable g ept for purge v et !

,

leaty ana snicar yg n b u E&k&Qf MOI $$ k 'UvDE

11aff,theaffectedpenetrationflowpathmustbeisolated
withsn I hour. The method of isolation must include the use
of at least one isolation barrier that cannot be adversely
affected by a single active failure. Isolation barriers
that meet this criterion are a closed and de-activated / y ,$,|n /,.-f-

"/automatic valve, a closed manual valve, GED a blind flang .
! The I hour Completion Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of -N g, g 7.,i

LCO 3,6.1. In the event the affected penetration is
isolated in accordance with Required Action B.! thei

; affectedpenetrationmustbeverifiedtobeisolatedonaI
periodic basis per Required Action A.2, which remains in

| effect. This periodic verification is necessary to assure' - *- leak tightness of containnient and that penetrations
requiring isolatior, following an accident are isolated. The
Completion Time of once per 31 days for verifying each
affected penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate
considering the fact that the valves are operated ur. der

| administrative controls and the probability of their {r\'

misalignment is low. W
I Condition B is modified by a Note indicating this Condition'

is only applicable to penetration flow paths with two
containment isolation vilvts., Condition A of this LCO /h

$f U **b accresses the condition of one containment isolation valve W
l inoperable in this type of penetration flow path.*

_ _

C.1 and C.2 Q,,. <n erc

With one or mebpenetration flow paths with one containment hh|

!

isolation valv noperable, the inoperable valve must be
restored to OPERABLE status or the affected penetration flow

|

| (continued)
i

CEOG STS B 3.6-25 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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|

Containment Isolation Valves (Atmospheric and Dual)
B 3.6.3

BASES

ACTIONS
r.1 and C.2 (continued)

path must be isolated. The method of isolation must include
the use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot beadversely affected by a sin le active failure.) .c eI.;nt.d- harriers that meet this cri erion are a closed and

Isolation
?

de-activat automatic valve, a closed manual valve,blind flange ggpe //'l-aA check valve may ot be used to isol the7 _ affected p
ation. Required A tion C.1 must be completedwithin the hour Completion Time. The specified time ;r37F"Nperiod is reasonable, considering the relative stability of

the closed system (hence, reliablitty) to act as a
penetration isolation boundary and the relative importance
of supporting containment OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, 3,and 4 In the event the affected penetration is isolated in
accordance with Required Action C.1, the affected
penetration flow path must be verified to be isolated on aperiodic basis.

This is necessary to assure leak tightness
of containment and that containment penetrations requiringisolation following an accident are isolated. The
Completion Time of once per 31 days for verifying that each
affected penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate
considering the valves are operated under administrative
controls and the probability of their misalignment is low.

,

o c ,,w c. :

Condition is modified by a Note indicati g hat this
! ICondition is only appitcable to those pen tration flow paths

with di27 one containment isolation valv
'

|

.
and a closed

system. . This Note is necessary since this Condition is
written to specifically address those penetration flow paths N'3c, l

,

inaclosedsystem.fp5est h
AfdtN5 C'I Required Action C.2 is modified by a Note that applies to

valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas andcd C.L allows these devices to be verified closed by use of h{administrative means. Allowing verification b
administrative means is considered acceptable,ysince access
to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, the
probability of misalignment of these valves, once thev have
been verified to be in the proper position, is small.

-

u -h
W h the secondary containment pass leakege rate not bthin limit, the assumption f the safety analysis ar ot

|

(continued)
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i
,

ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

48. This change replaces CEOG-110, which was withdrawn. This change simpli6es the Azimuthal Power
Tilt Actions and makes them similar to other ITS Actions.

|
|

,

1
,

|
.

1

l
i
1

!
i

O
,

|
!

i

!

i
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l
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T, ;

3.2.4 |

ACTIONS (continued)
,

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
l

C. Required Action and C.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hours (associated Completion to s 50% RTP.
Time of Condition B|

I not met.
1

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY i

:

!

SR 3.2.4.1 Verify T is within limits. 12 hours !q

:

O

|
i

i

!

l

i

1O
|
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T,
,

B 3.2.4 |
!

BASES

to s 50% RTP. ~This requirement provides conservative
protection from increased peaking due to potential xenon
redistribution and provides reasonable assurance that the
core is operating within its thermal limits and places the
core in a conservative condition. Four hours is a |

reasonable time to reach 50% RTP in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

T must be calculated at 12 hour intervals. The 12 hourq

Frequency prevents significant xenon redistribution between
Surveillances.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 14

2. UFSAR, Appendix IC;

3. 10 CFR Part 50.46
i

4. UFSAR, Section 14.13
| \

!

! :
,

|
|

I

|

;

'l

i
1

i O
i
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|
|

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.2.2 - TOTAL PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR

O
TECIINICAL CllANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLEDDOCUMENTS '

LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.2.2.1 Action a requires the withdrawal of CEAs at or
beyond the long-term steady state insertion limit, and a power reduction to bring the
combination of Hermal Power and Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor with the limits
provided in the COLR or the reduction in Hermal Power to less than or equal to the limit
established by the full core power distribution monitoring system as a function of Total
Planar Radial Peaking Factor when the Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor is outside the
limits provided in the COLR. These specifics on how to restore the Total Planar Radial

i

Peaking Factor provided by the CTS are being moved to plant procedures. Improved |
Technical Specifications 3.2.2 will require the Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor to be i
restored to within limits. This change is consi.itent with other ISTS sections which require J

the parameter to be restored instead oflisting the procedural steps in the Required Actions
which specifically describe the steps to be taken to accomplish restoring the parameter.

|
,

! Therefore these requirements can be adequately defined and controlled in plant procedures. '

This approach provides an effective level of control and provides for a more appropriate
| change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change

;
'

!
because there is no change in the requirement to maintain the Total Planar Radial Peaking
Factor within limits. Furthennore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with
processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less
restrictive - movement of details change with no impact on safety. |

n TECHNICAL CH ANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.2.2.1.b requires a shutdown if the Required Actions cannot
| be completed within the Completion Time. The Actions, including the shutdown, have a
| Completion Time of six hours. Improved Technical Spcifications 3.2.2 Action A contains a
'

Completion Time of six hours to complete the Required Actions, and Action B contains an
additional six hours to shut down if the Req. tired Actions and associated Completion Times

[ cannot be met. This change increases the time to shut down after initial entry into the LCO
i from 6 hours to 12 hours. The additional time to shut down allows a full six hours to restore
j the Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor or complete the Required Actions instead of having

,

'

| to begin a shutdown within the same period of time. The additional six hours to shut down
l allows the plant staff to perform the Required Actions within a reasonable period of time
! (the first six-hour period), while also allowing the plant to shut down from full power'

conditions in an orderly manner without challenging plant systems (the second six-hour
period). The additional six hours to shut down will allow plant personnel to address one

i transient at a time (Total Plantar Radial Peaking Factor out-of-limit transient and the
shutdown transient). Allowing an additional six hours to shut down constitutes a less
restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

l
i

*

|
.

Gd

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
)

| SECTION 3.2,3 - TOTAL INTEGRATED RA. DIAL PEAKING FACTOR

| TECIINICAL CilANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED'

| DOCUMENTS
i

! LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.2.3 Action b requires the withdrawal of CEAs at or
beyond the long-term steady cate insertion limit, and a power reduction to bring the
combination of Thermal Power and Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor within the limits
provided in the COLR and maintain the peripheral axial shape index with the DNB flux,

!
offset control limits provided in the COLR, or the reduction in 'Rermal Power to less than or

| equal to the limit established by the full core power distribution monitoring system, as a
i function of Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor when the Total Integrated Radial Peaking

Factor is outside the limits provided in the COLR. These specifics on how to restore the
Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor provided by the CTS are being moved to plant
procedures. Improved Technical Specifications 3.2.3 will require the Total Integrated Radial
Peaking Factor to be restored to within limits. This change is consistent with other ISTS
sections which require the parameter to be restored instead oflisting the procedural steps in
the Required Actions which specifically describe the steps to be taken to accomplish

| restoring the parameter. Therefore these requirements can be adequately defined and
;

i controlled in plant procedures. This approach provides an effective level of control and '

provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility
,

;

operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement to I

maintain the total integrated peaking factor within limits. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert
| Cliffs resources associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will
'

be reduced. This change is a less restrictive - movement of details change with no impact on
safety.

|

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
1L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.2.3 Action a requires a shutdown if the Required Actions :

cannot be completed within the Completion Time. The Actions, including the shutdown, I

have a Completion Time of six hours. Improved Technical Specifications 3.2.3 Action A
contains a Completion Time of six hours to complete the Required Actions and Action B
contains an additional six hours to shut down if the Required Actions and associated
Completion Times cannot be met. This change increases the time to shut down after initial
entry into the LCO from 6 hours to 12 hours. The additional time to shut down allows a full
six hours to restore the Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor or complete the Required
Actions instead of having to begin a shutdown within the same period of time. The
additional six hours to shut down allows the plant staff to perform the Required Actions
within a reasonable period of time (the first six-hour period) while also allowing the plant to

i shut down from full power conditions in an orderly manner without challenging plant
i systems (the second six-hour period). The additional six hours to shut down will allow plant

personnel to address one transient at a time (Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor out-of-
limit transient and the shutdown transient). Allowing an additional six hours to shut down
constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

|

: O
|
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3,2 -3/4 + POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMIT 5
.

,

3/4.2.4
3.2 4 AZIMWHAL POWER TILT - T'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

- M r4 The AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,) shall not exceed 0.03
L,.C O 3.7 4

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 above 50% of RATED THERNAL POWE

ACTION:

'

kT16,J d With the indicated AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT detemine o be > 0. 30s
but 3 0.10. either correct the power tilt within hoursdetemine within the urs and at least once ner msubsequent 8 hours, t

he TUTAL PLARAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR LV
,

(Q) and the TOTAL INTEGRATED RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR (P,) are
within the limits of Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

McY/On b b 'With the indicated A7!MUTHAL POWER TILT detemined to be > 0.10
operation rav eroceed for up to 2 hours >provices that the I AL
INTEGRATE RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR ( and TOTAL PLANAR AAD
PEAKIN CTOR (FD are within th imite of EneMficatio 3.2.
and 3. ubsequent operation for e purpose of measuremen I

.

and to id 61 f the cause of the ti is allowable provided/q THERMAL WIR ovel is restricte o 5 2 h of RATED TFERMA )e |$ @ i

_ - ,

|
{\c, m C.; **

' % m|e'|c.ptWo.,C.,,,rf- f p) , 74,,j
T VEN UiNE [RE6IUiYEhE '''f( % 'fA[g /kyJ

'

_ m j

h2. 4 The pr, ped {ons egecificat# 4.0.4 ArtInot Appfica#1e.)3

The AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT shall be detemined to be within the
'

a. Calculating the tilt at least once per 12 hours, and
3,24.I b. Usin the into e detector to detemine AZIMUTHAL ER TILi'i ';at east once per 12 hou when one exco channel is noperable ia TEIRMAL WER is > % of RATED THE L POWER. J

.

~ ~ . .
(,,/ See,Afecial TepExceppen 3.IgAQ- -

A.2
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT I 3/4 2-7 Amendment No. 186
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$p n . f. . < 4 . .: , $. 2, y
| |'

|

j%

!
3. '2 [ 4/4d POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

i

74.'2 . 4 etC2:4-
.

AZItemlAL POWER TILT Y,
t

LIMITIllG CONDITION FOR OrsRATION

{ 8-C 0 ~5.2. 4 -hb4 The AZIltmiAL POWER TILT (T,) shall not exceed 0.030.

APPLICABILITY: IIDDE I above 50% of RATED TRERNAL POWE

. ACTION:
i

| ACTiOf 4 4 % With the indicated AZIltmlAL POWER TILT determined to be > 0.030; but 5 0.10, either c t the power tilt within hours (d g> g
determine within the urs and at least aara mer
subsequent 8 hours, thelotal Planar Radial Peaking Factor

,

! (FI) and the Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor
within the limits of Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.(P,) are!

[c Y/4" b b.
With the indicated AZIle mlAL POWER TILT determined to be > 0.10. (boperation may proceed for up to 2 hours >> vided at the tal
Inte ate aciaa fesu ngA actor R ) a Total anar R al "
Pe ing ter (PD aredithin Afie li s of 5 cificat ns 3. . 1

,

ACT'#" g 3.2 ubsiquent oper on Tor tne purpose or asurealert t

i.
|

fy the cause the tilt is allows rovided th 43
,

Nd'/8 -

TilERMAL re level is tricted to _< 20% of to Turagate
'

p Q c.. EMER/ m _
;

m nn---
~, i

,

; . . . . . , . , . . -,. - p,..' .. ~.

dQ"{d, - ego :L b. r- b 6 So ;( Ql.J
;_

_ 7._ . ,l

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS d .E '' L '

' ^ > ' . j

MThroyisions of %cationgare ngi (
,

.

b The AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT shall be determined to be within theQ limit by:

a. Calculating the tilt at least once per 12 hours, and

b. U ~ thfinco ectors to cese u Ine AZIMUTHAL R TILT ['east once 12 hours when excore channel noperakle'
RDd Turhu2' , _ER is > 75% of RATED TilERMAL POWER -

i

!

,

t

I 6
ee Speplel TestMep~ticprd.1M{.)

CALVERT CLIFFS . UNIT 2 3/4 2 7 Amendment No. 163
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.2.4 - AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT

\ ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result,

i

the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable, and therefore, understandable I

by plant operators as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resultec in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG-1432. However, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.2.4 Applicability for Mode 1 contains a footnote (*) which i

references a Special Test Exception. Improved Technical Specification 3.2.4 deletes this
reference. Other Technical Specifications will not be referenced in the ITS. This change is
administrative because the deletion of references does not technically alter the Specification.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.3 Current Technical Specification 3.2.4 Action b requires the ~hermal Power level to be
restricted to s 20% RTP when the Azimuthal Pewer Tilt canaot be restored to within limit.
Improved Technical Specification 3.2.4 Action C will not contain this requirement. |

/' Although CTS requires Thermal Power to be reduced to s 20% RTP, the plant is only'

( required to reduce Thermal Power to s 50% RTP, because the CTS Applicability is Mode 1
> 50% RTP. Once Thermal Power is s 50%, it is outside the Modes of Applicability.

i

Herefore, this requirement is not necessary. The Azimuthal Power Tilt will have to be |

restored within the requirements of the LCO prior to increasing Thermal Power > 50% RTP. |
Dele"np a requirement that requires action outside the Mode of Applicability is considered
administrative.

A.4 Current Technical Specification SR 4.2.4.1 exempts provisions of Specification 4.0.4. !
Specification 4.0.4 requires the Modes of Applicability to be entered prior to completing the I

SRs. Improved Technical Specification 3.2.4 will not contain this requirement. The CTS SR
that required this exemption is being moved out of the Technical Specifications. Deleting an
exemption that is no longer required cons:itutes an administrative change. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.5 Current Technical Specification 3.2.4, Action A requires that when Azimuthal Power Tilt is
greater than 0.030 and less than 0.10, that tilt either be reduced to less than 0.030 within two
hours or that within the next two hours that the Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor and the
Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor be verified to be within limits. Therefore, f.wr hours
are given to either restore compliance with the LCO by reducing tilt or to verify that the
peaking factors are within limits. In ITS,this will be presented " Restore T, to s 0.03" within
four hours or verify peaking factors within four hours. This change is considered
administrative since both the CTS and ITS will allow four hours to either restore tilt within
limits or to verify peaking factors.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.2.4-1 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.2.4 - AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT

A
TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.2.4 does not contain an Action when the Total Planar
Radial Peaking Factor and Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor requi;ements cannot be
verified to be within limits within the required Completion Time, therefore an LCO 3.0.3
entry would be required. Limiting Condition for Operation 3.0.3 would require a Thermal )

|Power reduction to s 50% RTP within 7 hours. Improved Technical Specification 3.2.4
|

Action C will require a Thermal Power reduction to s 50% RTP within 4 hours. This change |
decreases the time required to reduce Thermal Power to s 50% RTP from 7 hours to 4 hours.

{However, enough time is available to reduce power in a controlled manner without
|

challenging safety systems. Decreasing the time allowed to reduce power constitutes a more

restrictive change. Also, this time reduction will not have an adverse affect on plant safety I

because adequate time is still given to safely reduce Thermal Power. This change is !
consistent with NUREG-1432. j

|
1

|TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification SR 4.2.4.2.b requires the determination of Azimuthal Power
Tilt using the incore detectors at least once per 12 hours when one excore channel is
inoperable and Thennal Power is > 75% RTP. This requirement is being moved outside of
the Technical Specifications into plant procedmes. The specifics on how to ensure accurate
information is obtained for Azimuthal Power Tilt is a procedural requirement and should not
be included in the Technical Specification. This type of information ir not included in the
ISTS and will be moved to plant procedures. Future revisions to tinis mformation will be
controlled under the Calvert Cliffs procedure control process. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.2.4 Action b, when T, is > 0.10, requires the Total Planar
Radial Peaking Factor and the Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor to be verified to be
within limits in order for power operation to proceed for up to 2 hours. Improved Technical

| Specifications 3.2.4 will require T to be restored to within limits in 2 hours. This changeq
I

deletes the requirements to verify that the Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor and the Total
Integrated Radie' Peaking Factor are within limits in order for power operations to proceed
for up to two hours. If the T, is > 0.10, operating at power levels > 50% RTP may be
required to discover the cause of the tilt, therefore requiring a decrease in power to s 50%

| due to radial peaking factors (planar and integrated) not being within limits may hinder
identifying the cause of the out-of-limit T,. Other Technical Specifications exist which
monitor the radial peaking factors, as well as other power distribution limits. If these
requirements are not within limits, the appropriate Actions would be taken. If this condition'

persists, the reactor continues to operate with an axial power distribution mismatch.

i
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Fly '" ..t;', @3.2.2

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3.2.2 Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor (FlyL '.";.;h,;

[3,2,2,[ LCO 3.2.2 The calculated value of Fly shall not exceed the limits
specified in the COLR

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

/ z.z.\
.

-

NAchw d. A.
-----. -NOTE----- -]l

A.1 educe THERMAL ER 6 hoursRequi d Actions hal to bring the
be mpleted i this combination J.eC dition is ntered. THERMAL POW and FIy

,

y to within he limits Ae sea /d Ir h----------

specifie in the ry
Fly not within limits. COLR. 4 g, g.,);,Jg.

O^ = L~ *

A. Wi driv the contr 6 he s
ement assemblie

| CEAs) to or bey nd I-

the long ters eady
state inserti
limits of LC 3.1.7, {
' Regulating EAs," as
specified i the
COLR. j

!

ELI B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hoursNAck- b associated Completion
Time not met.
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3.2.3

:
3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS '

i 3.2.3 Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor (F ) "--I;M
,|

]
(3,g.3% LC0 3.2.3 The calculated value of FJ shall be within the limits/ specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1. ~ - -'

k l.r f |* /. u r W:n W h
'

,

e
ACTIONS e- ---

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
4

Ac b
A.1 kduceTH/ A. f"------ -NOTE--- POWER 6 hours

---

Requ ed Action shall to bring he
be ompleted this combina on ofC dition is ntered. ' THERMA POWERandF!

J to wi in limits--------- ------
'spec fled in the

FI not within limit. COL ,

(^ .

J g (
A.2 ithdraw the control 6 hours

- -

element assemblies
(CEAs) to or beyon

!the long term ste y
state insertion i

-

limits of LC0 3 . 7,
' Regulating C trol
Element Asse ly
(CEA) Inser on
Limits," a specified
in the C R.

;

j

M 6 ours
A.3 Est lish a revised

up er THERMAL POWER
,1 mit as specified i
!he COLR. ~

(continued)
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T- ee
3.2.4

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
,

3.2.4 AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,) (2-9d @

[3.24) LCO T, shall be s 0.03[3.2.4

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 50% RTP.
7

ACTIONS
;

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

f,,'
and s 0.10 , > 0.03[A.! Destore T, to hours

A. Indicated T
s 0.03

e 4 @ ,

A.2 Verify FT andFJare hourswithint$,elimitsof i
tLCO 3.2.2, " Total g i

iO Planar Radial Peaking
Factor
LCO 3.2.(3,y)'TotalFl * andOnce per 8 hours

thereafter. .

Integrated Radial ,

Peaking Factor (Fj),"
respectively.

T

g. Required Action and
1 Reduce THEPAAL POWER 4 hours h'hassociated Completion to 5 50% RTP.

Time ;f Or.diti;. " '

y)g not met.
32.4

(continued)
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T, > ^26,) g
|

3.2.4

ACTIONS (continued)
{CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

INEW . ' Indicated T, > 0.10. C-------NOTE-----
3':t*i 0*c L| All supsequent Requi !

---

'

Actions must be c eted if
power reduction nces
prior to restor g T, s 0.10, i

t @A :%

6 010. /
. 3 2 2 an

LC0 3.2.3,
j respectively. i

|
AND

L2 Reduce TH' L POWER 2 hours I

@ to < 50 TP. !

%.3 L |
Restore T Prior to ]s[0.03).,to increas

. . -
--

--

THE ER -

------NOTE ---- |

Correct t e /p3
cause of he out W
of limi
condit n prior
to in easing
THE L POWER.
Subs quant power
ope ation above
50 RTP may
pr ceed provided

i

t at the !

easured T, is I
!erified |

5 [0.03) at
least once per
hour for
12 hours, or
until verif d
at 95% RTP i
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DISCUSSION OF TECilNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
|

SECTION 3.2 -- POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS |

when the Incore Detector Monitoring System is not being used to monitor LHR. This changev
is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

7. The Completion Time to restore Azimuthal Power Tilt to within its limit or to verify peakmg
factors are within their limits is increased from two hours to four hours. This change is
consistent with the Calvert Cliffs Current Technical Specifications.

8. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.2.4 Action B (when Azimuthal Power Tilt is > 0.03 and s 0.10)
requires Thermal Power to be reduced to s 50% RTP within four hours when Azimuthal

i

Power Tilt cannot be restored to within limits. Action C (when Azimuthal Power Tilt is > !
0.10) requires Radial Peaking to be verified within one hour, power to be reduced within two I

hours and the restoration of the Azimuthal Power Tilt. A Note requires the out of limit
condition to be corrected prior to increasing Thermal Power, and that power operation above

,

50% may proceed if the Azimuthal Tilt is corrected and the Azimuthal Power Tilt must be l
verified within limits once per hour for 12 hours or until verified at 95% RTP. Calvert Chffs 1

Improved Technical Specification 3.2.4 revises the Actions such that Action B (when
Azimuthal Power Tilt is > 0.1) requires the Azimuthal Power Tilt to be restored to 5 0.10
within two hours. Improved Technical Specification 3.2.4 Action C requires power to be
reduced to s 50% RTP if the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Actions A
and B cannot be met. This change essentially requires the Azimuthal Power Tilt to be restored

to s 0.10 if Azimuthal Power Tilt is > 0.10. If this cannot be accomplished, the plant must be
brought to a Condition outside the Applicability. Specific requirements to monitor Peaking
Factors are being accomplished via requirements in other Specifications. The power reduction
requirements are required in Action C and the added Note requires Actions outside the Mode of

d Applicability. This change makes Specification 3.2.4 consistent with other Specifications
within the NUREG by requiring the parameter to be restored without adding references to
other Specifications or without requiring Actions outside the Applicability to be performed.

This change will be reviewed for applicability to other Combustion Engineering plants and
other vendors. Based on these results, a generic change will be proposed accordingly.

9. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 (Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor and Total
Integrated Radial Peakirsg Factor, respectively) Action A requires Thermal Power to be
reduced to bring the combination of Thermal Power and the peaking factor to within limits
specified in the Core Operating Limits Report and to withdraw the control element assemblies

to beyond the long-term steady state insertion limits of LCO 3.1.7. Calvert Cliffs Improved
Technical Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 Action A will require the radial peaking factor to be
restored to within limits. This change is consistent with other NUREG-1432 Specifications
which do not detail procedural information on restoring compliance in the Required Actions.

This change will be reviewed for applicability to other Combustion Engineering plants and
other vendors. Based on these results, a generic change will be proposed accordingly.,

I
!
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B 3.2.2

BASES (continued) i

|

A.16 hACTIONS

[ANoteno fles Condition A t equire Required Action .1.-) and A.2 o be completed if Condition is entered, his !

1

ensur that corrective a on is taken prior to
. nr tricted operation.f

~

Sl* k ra is pr. d )
-b rub, 7 The limitations on Fh provided in the COLR ensure that the

f, ,jj,*j% j
7

8

4A / M ,7 assumptions used in the analysis for establishin the LHR, *
LCO,andLSSSremainvalidduringoperationattevariou/s @i

i

allowable CEA up inset tion 11_mits. If Fh exceeds its
basic 1 gperation mayPconJinue under the r/ed rw4bO rrul Q additional restr eficns imposed byFitre " : *-" " Ten

_
,

a
educing THERMAL POWER ~and withdrawin CEAs to or bey Wrrr-/%) |~. he long term steady state insertion mits of LC0 3.1

3 C.j because thes: :dd!' t=:1 -:r* "'"-', adequately ensure that
,

the assumptions used in establishing the LHR, LCO, and LSSS

remain valid ? " ^ble and ensures that all CEAsits limit is reasona . Six hours to return Fy to within
t thelong term steady state insertion limits of LCO 3.1

@u
e /*

If fh cannot be returned to within its limit, THERMAL POWER hV dW*"
. .

must be reduced. A chance to MODE 2*asswes that the core . "JJy:Js operating within its thermal limits and places the core k"d ' 'in a conservative condition. The allowed Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable, b'ased on operating experience, to
reach MODE 2 frem full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.2.3
REQUIREMENTS

The periodic Sprveillance to detemine the calculated Fh
ensures that Fn remains within the range assumed in the
analysis throughout the fuel cycle. Determining the
measured Fh after each fuel loading prior to the reactor
exceeding 70% RTP ensures that the core is properly loaded.

performance of the Surveillance every 31 days of accumulated
operationinMODE1 that unacceptable changes in the
Fn are promptly detected,

j w /rh > re*>ss a le QgTd (continued)
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| B 3.2.3
!
'

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A,1. A.2. and A.3

I

5tX hur4 is prevlM (ANotemodi ing Condition A requ res Required Actions .1,.

j A.2, and to be completed if he Co.dition is ont ed.
; -b res4on FJ .% This en es that corrective tion is taken prior oi

g. g nres) cted operation.

The limitations on F! provided in the COLR ensure that the m%)assumptio'is used in the analysis for establishing the ASI, (as dan 8
'

O'+ M*j k LCO, and LS$5 remain valid during operation at the various/ '" ' @allewable CEA group insertion limits. If F! exceeds its/
Dasiclimitationgfsperationmayvcontinueuncerthe h+eteEbN". w i+4 - 1 *ae+r w'tiensaimposed bytth: % ...; f,tt:::C>1 _treducing THERMAL POWER, withdrawing CEAs to or be nd the
long term steady state insertion limits of LCO 3.1 and
establishing a revised upper THERMAL POWER limit) b se.
then edeW- " ---"''''-"tprovide adequate provisions to
ensurethattheassumptionsusedinestablishingtpeLHR,
LCO, and LSSS remain valid. Six hours to return F, to
within its limits is reasonable and ensures that all CEAs
meet the long term steady state insertion limits of I

_

(J LCO 3.1 {N ~ k
> T5 US

(<<+ p u ~~*, u. .

If F! cannot be returneo to within its limit, HERMAL POWER cp- t emust be reduced. A change to MODE 2 that the core
is operating within its thermal limits and places the core
in a conservative condition. The allowed Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reach MODE 2 from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

SURVE1Lt.ANCE SR 3.2.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

The periodic Syrve111ance to determine the calculated F!
ensures that Fr remains within the range assumed in the
analysis th
measured Fr'roughout the fuel cycle. Determining theonce after each fuel loading prior to exceeding
70% RTP ensures that the core is properly loaded.

(continued)
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T, {^- d aa,Q MB 3.2.4 v

BASES (continued)
l

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

h[of T may be nonconservative.[T, must be restored within
If the measured T. is > 0.03 and < 0.10, the calculation

hf) hours or. Fly and FJ must be determined to be within the j

\ Timits of LCO 3.2.2 and LCO 3.2.3, and determined to be i
1( within these limit ry 8 hours thereafter, as long as T.is out of I s. hours is sufficient time to allow theoperator to reposit CEAs, and'significant radial xenon
{redistributioncannotoccurwithintpfsting..The8 hour[ prmde uawAW Completion Time ensures changes in Fay and Fr can'be

.. ,

O ra b 4 m 4,, /,,w a J u,L: identified before the limits of LC0 3.2.2 and LC0 3.2.3,
!

f 7J cLe A ,g,sf,_, respectively, are exceeded. ]
,

e, n ,. a ,. . . a. _- xe.
a

-

If Required Actions and ass ciated ampletion Times of
9' %' .ACondition A are not met, TH L WER must be reduced to #

s 50% RTP. This requirement that the core is
operating within its thermal limits and places the core in a

F+ M L n d n e/ conservative condition. Four hours is a reasonable time to A
i

reech 50% RTP in an orderly manner and witho'Jt challenging j
1,

N

u!."""-.ple,a A27c~4% e 3

stems.
> J

WithT,>0.10hfy and FI must be within their specified
jlimits to ensure that acceptable flux peaking factors are

maintained.Jaspr on operating pertence,,1 hourA s
sjugcient ir= Sor the opera to evaluate t#e fact
L F,y and F re within lim J pperation may proceed or a
totas or e nours after the Cond1 Tion is entered while
attempts are made to restore T, to within its limiti

If gT0.10 cannot be gpenevea. nna muu ne r.wmni
< 52% RTP within ? hojg1J If the tilt is generated due to a 4

LtJRA misalignment, operating at s 50% RTP allows for the
recovery of the CEA. Except as a result of CEA

misalignment, T ion of the reactor may be necessary to> 0.10 is not expected; if it occurs,
continued operat
discover the cause of the tilt. If this procedure is
followed, operation is restricted to only those conditions !

1

required to identify the cause of the tilt. It is necessary,

'

to account explicitly for power asymmetries because the

1 (continued)
t
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T, Snehg) @8 3.2.4

BASES

ACTIONS .1(f /adif h (continued)
|

radial power peaking factors used in core power distribution| I

calculations are based on an untilted power distribution.

If T is not restored to within its limits. the reactor!
contlnues to operate with an axial power distribution!

mismatch. Continued operation in this configuration may
induce an axial xenon oscillation that causes increasedZN4 when the xenon redistributes. If T cannot be F,,1,J !.r.d
restored to within its limits within 2 ho,urs, reactor power

i

i must be reduced. JReducing THERMAL POWL to s nun nur wuning

|,
9 nours pro oes conservative protect n from increased
' peaking d to potential xenon redi ibution. The Requi d .

, -

' Actions re modified by a Note tha reqiltres all subse at\
action to be performed once powe reduction commence after];

enter ng the Condition if T, is at restored to < 0. -;
Thi procedure ensures correc vg actin'n is taken fore

.

|
u estricted power operation esumes.\ Following ERMAL! /~~) 'ER reduction to s 0% RTP, To must be restored o|

! (0.03]"beforeTHE L POWER is increased (Rection C.3). This quired Acticn prevents th cperator
from increasing TH L POWER above the conse ative limit| [m\ when the Conditio , T, outside its limits, h existed but

,

allows the unit continue operation for d gnostic' \j ,

purposes. The mpletion Ti.me of Required ction C.7 is
1

* ~

modified with Note to indicate that the ause of the out /i\of limit condt ion must be corrected prio to increasing
LJL\THERML POWER This Note also indicates hat subsequent

! power operati n above 50%.RTP may proce provided that the i

measured To verified s (0.03] at lea t once per hour for
12 hours, o until verified at 95% RTP. This ensures that
tne power stribution is responding s predicted. The
Completic Time of 12 hours is a hi orical value that
allows an acceptable exit from the CO after the T. value is
verified acceptable for 12 hours o untti 95% RTP is '

reached d I
l

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

;T, must be calculated at 12 hour intervals. The 12 hour
Frequency prevents significant xenon redistribution between |

Surveillances.

(continued)
CE00 STS B 3.2-24 Rev1,04/07/95i
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION HY CHANGE

49. This change eliminates CEOG-111, which was withdrawn, and restores the NUREG-1432, Revision I
requirements. In addition, the Completion Thne for Action A.1 of LCO 3.1.7 w~as changed from "15 l

i minutes" to "immediately" for consistency with the Calvert Cliffs accident analysis.

I

I

!

I

i
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STE-SDM

3.1.7

/ 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.7 Special Test Exception (STE)-SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

LC0 3.1.7 The SDM requirements of LC0 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM),"
t the shutdown control element assembly (CEA) insertion limits

of LC0 3.1.5, " Shutdown Control Element Assembly (CEA)
Insertion Limits," and the regulating CEA insertion limits of
LC0 3.1.6, " Regulating Control Element Assembly (CEA)
Insertion Limits," may be suspended for measurement of CEA

| worth, provided shutdown reactivity equivalent to at least |

'

the highest estimated CEA' worth (of those CEAs actually ]withdrawn) is available for trip insertion.
|

!

APPLICABILITY: MODES 2 and 3 during PHYSICS TESTS. |
|
1

----------------------------NOTE---------------------------- !
Operation in MODE 3 shall be limited to 6 consecutive hours.

,

, .............................................................
|

'
;

,

ACTIONS

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME I
i

lA. Any CEA not fully A.1 Initiate boration to Immediately j
i- inserted and less restore required i ,

| than the above shutdown reactivity.
shutdown reactivity
equivalent available
for trip insertion.

- . _

i

|

i
>

[ CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.1.7-1 Revision 8 \
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STE-SDM

B 3.1.7

'

"

BASES

LC0 This LCO provides that a. minimum amount of CEA worth is
immediately available for reactivity control when CEA worth
measurement tests are performed. The STE is required to
permit the periodic verification of the actual versus

i

predicted worth of the regulating and shutdown CEAs. The j
SDM requirements of LC0 3.1.1, the shutdown CEA insertion !
limits of LC0 3.1.5, and the regulating CEA insertion limits '

j of LCO 3.1.6 may be suspended.
|

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in MODES 2 and 3. Although CEA worth
;

testing is conducted in MODE 2, sufficient negative !
reactivity is inserted during the performance of these tests ;

to result in temporary entry into MODE 3. Because the i
intent is to immediately return to MODE 2 to continue CEA

|

worth measurements, the STE allows limited operation to |
,
'

6 consecutive hours in MODE 3, as indicated by the Note,
,

without having to borate to meet the SDM requirements of |

LC0 3.1.1.

i

ACTIONS A.1

With any CEA not fully inserted and less than the minimum
required reactivity equivalent available for insertion, or
with all CEAs INSERTED and the reactor subtritical by less
than the reactivity equivalent of the highest worth CEA,
restoration of the minimum SDM requirements must be
accomplished by increasing the RCS boron concentration. The
required Completion Time of immediately is required to meet
the assumptions of the safety analysis. I

l
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7.1

| REQUIREMENTS i

Verification of the position of each partially or fully I

withdrawn full length or part length CEA is necessary to
j ensure that the minimum negative reactivity requirements for

i j

;O
;

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.1.7-5 Revision K\
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3.I 4/h40k3PECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS],-Na .s4ddesar. CEA Ia34 O'** '

3, t ,7 3/4,40,1 k$NUTDOWNEGIN #{ #'d I*#'W '*E '#4 "E ' 41
):.ds / Les !)d'6 'CEM lan.4m
= _ _:

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION /
4co :g>,/. 7 *itt The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirensent_of $pecificat' on 3.1.1. besuspended for measurement of CEA worth :r --- ~- "'-^ Sprovided- -

reactivity equivalent to at least the highest estimated CEA worth is
available for trip insertion from OPERABLE CEA(s).

AC N - [[[,

! Ac.mv //
% With any full length CEA not fully inserted and with less than |the above reactivity equivalent available for trip insertion,

imediately initiate (Em wninug boration ft a su cpm cT! (fL|
,

[ \\
| 4-('

'

1Z300 Den ooric acirtoiu ,4n or tu .vmentruntii sne siivrD0wN
| - MARf.lN tenuired4v Ene#4tation 3.1A.111s restored. I
|

-. With 11 full length CEAs serted and the reac+ r suberitical by |
.%

le than the above rea vity equivalent, i lately initiate
d continue boration, V40 gpm of 2300 p boric acid solu ns

| r its equivalent un 1 tee SHUTDOWN MARG required -by-
-,| - Specification 3.1. 1 is restored. /

p)
i .u% <can +*~h Q // f

_ _,

cOcrh 4-. .

hd.I*f/c.49dmSURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS me , . . re
,

4d0.1.1SR 3. t.1, I The position of each full len th CEA required either partially or |
fully withdrawn shall be dcte. i,ed at east once per 2 hours.

,'nsertion when tripped from at least the 50% withdrawn position withinEach CEA not fully inserted shall be demonstrated capable of full|
-10 2.2

| i
| St.3.L7.2-
I

7 days prior to reducing the SHUTDOWN MARGIN to less than the limits of
Spaci'ic;t' - 2.1,1.-l.

,-

L Co .7, / )

I

sf "id 1.7. Fjoh !

I 11*+ n p ue) b La p,4-a ct
d*'''^p is.h<l ps+r escal<lan L. E-

,
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_

EACnv_ity C.omROL c't'5T EMS
4,

Y. I -8/hte [j t!AL TEST EXCEPTION ]S - s ___
g ,t . - CE A se +ed ' .a I. 4

3.1. '7 /4.;;.1 [ SNUTDOWN MARGIN *" L C- 7 '''' *d "'
g

' 'v'' M* *h
*f d ' ~" * * -'"' '

LC-O 'I l.'7 'Srthi The MUTDOWN MARGIN requirumentg faae"ication 3.3.1.1 y
suspended for measurement of CEA worth

. Z 22 R provided
I reactivit : equivalent to at least the highest estimated CEA worth is ^*

available'for trip insertion from OPERABLE CEA(s).
'

3 [wh MStG M5'fAPPLICABILITY: )t0DE 2 J *

L rg.~\_ _ _
- -

-_ _
-

__

DP-'**k h_ *_"" _ '" _I ''*f'd
*

% With any fu ength CEA not fully inserted and with less than
, * ''5)Ac, iou A ' * * " d' ' ***''****U'

the above reactivity equivalent available f on,
diately initiatej nu wnnnuetboration t > ao one e . ~

230(Pt coric aci olution or its equi ntil the SHUTDOWN L A. |f,ARGIN recuired b Decification 3.1'.1. is restored.
Ethall ull length CEAs in rted and the re or subcritical bless t n the above react 1 ty equivalent, i distely initiat
and ntinue boration a 40 gpm of 2300 boric acid sol onor ts equivalent unt tiie$NUTDOWN N required by Jecification 3.1.1 is restored. f -

' -_

(A,, 4we ,c , p r e e < . 4 /. - G., e
*\

y)
$URVEILULMCE REQUIREMENTS

~

. y -s :-c c'"~c''~.4./=~f_'Re-m
;e s.s e

~

SR 3.t.7.) 4d 0.1.1 -The position o ach full length CEA required either partially or
fully withdrawn shall be atWad at least once per 2 hours.

-+r19ti-r2 Each CEA not fully inserted shall be demonstrated capable of full
<A ~3 . i . 7. 2 Ainsertion when tripped from at least the 50% withdrawn position within

7 days,prio,r to r.ed,ucing the $HUTDOWN MARGIN to less than the limits of
$_m__,.,.. .. __ ,

. . . . . ..

____ - e
_

9 ' . i . 7 . '2 W o1 E.: L _

No reg .,eJ i .> 1.c p. T..- *c!
<<,,..<) J ia. p. , esect.4,.m

f . si ,-. 3 r-r i!.$ ,,,4. S e
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.1.7 - SPECIAL TEST EXEMPTION-SHUTDOWN MARGIN

r

!

('] TECHNICAL CHANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED(/ DOCUMENTS

| LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.10.1 Action b requires that, with all full length CEAs
| inserted and the reactor suberitical by less than the required amount, boration is to be
j immediately initiated and continued at > 40 gpm of 2300 ppm boric acid solution, or its'

equivalent, until SDM is restored. Improved Technical Specification 3.1.7 will require the |
,

initiation of boration to restore required shutdown reactisity. He specific requirements on
;

boration are being moved to plant procedures. nese requirements can be adequately defmed
!

and controlled in plant procedures. This approach provides an effective level of control and
I

provides for a more appropriate change control process. He level of safety of facility
operation is unaffected by the change because there in no change in the requirement to initiate
boration. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license
amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive -
movement of details change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

|
|

! TECilNICAL CilANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
| L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.10.1 (SDM STE) is used when measuring CEA worth and is!

applicable in Mode 2. Improved Technical Specification 3.1.7 will expand the Applicability to
include Mode 3 during Physics Testing. During the conduct of this special test, negative
reactivity is inserted, which can result in temporary entry into Mode 3. The ITS will also limit

operation in Mode 3 to six consecutive hours. This addition will allow temporary entries into
( Mode 3 without having to borate to meet the Mode 3 SDM requirements. This change is

| ( acceptable because the highest estimated CEA worth of those CEAs actually withdrawn is
required to be available for trip insertion, and operation in Mode 3 is limited to six hours. The
addition of a Mode to an STE is considered a less restrictive change. His change is consistent
with NUREG-1432. ,

l'

L.2 Current Technical Specification 4.10.1.1 requires each CEA not fully inserted to be
demonstrated capable of full insertion when tripped from at least 50% withdrawn 7 days prior

; to reducing SDM below its limit. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.1.7.2 requires the
!- same SR; however, it is modified by a Note which allows it to not be performed during initial

power escalation, following a refueling outage, if SR 3.1.4.6 has been met. This change adds a
Note to the 50% trip test, which exempts the SR from being performed when SR 3.1.4.6 (CEA
drop time test) has been met. The requirement to perform the SR within 7 days prior to
reducing SDM provides assurance no mamtenance has been performed which could interfere

|
with the CEA's ability to trip. The added Note allows credit to be taken for SR 3.1.4.6 (CEA i

drop time test) if it has been performed during initial power escalation following a refueling
outage. The CEA drop time test proves trippability and is required to be perfonned after each |

| head removal, which ensures that the test is performed after any maintenance which could
potentially affect the CEA drop times. Therefore, perfonnance of the CEA drop test is
adequate to prove that the CEAs will trip from the 50% withdrawn position. The addition of a

, Note to one SR which allows credit to be taken for performance of another SR constitutes a
'

less restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432, TSTF-134.
:

O
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(C.7"$)
STE-SDM {^-:1:;' @3.1

3.1 TIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

T5'74/34-

3.1. Special Test Exception (STE)-SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) -{a- N)
~

g
! (3,fa.|\LCO3.1@. irements of LCO 3.1.1,k" SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)i i
i / . 1

| TCE~O tr.d the refulating 6:tr:! :!---* n::rr.y !
' limits o LCO 3.1.7, " Regulating Control WF'3 5 !Element Assemb (CEA) Insertion Limits,*,may be suspended

i!
for measuremen of CEA worth ?-f the 5"1 provided shutdown T.$ TE- 67

'

| reactivjty equi alent to at least the sighest estimated CEA
worth (of those EAsac.tually_yjgdrawn),itavailablef

|

,

1
trip insertion. . +g ,LAJ6 Jd.4 0 h- +

,

i' u st3 cc en) jeu.M l.,m J1 ieF LCe 3.t-5, ** .ndam t.eh'A El* **b*
Aru

APPLICABILITY: MODES 2 and 3 during PHYSICS (cca) p u, 4 g,; ,4/'8
, - -

-_

c. t0C *IO$,,
NOTE-------__. ....___.. ...___ ------------

Operation in MODE 3 shall be limited to 6 consecutive hours.
-

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
< )

A. Any CEA not fully A.1 Initiat'e boration to ([Hinut) '

J./a / inserted and less than restore required h(
;

b 77'd the above shutdown shutdown reactivity.A reactivity equivalent
available for trip .2",,w,chde [[

linsertion.

2

All CEAs inserted and
the reactor

i subtritical by less
than the above,

'

shutdown reactivity
equivalent.

|

_=
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432 I
SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

(3 iw) PLANT-SPECIFIC CIIANGESg
,

.

|
| 1. The word Analog was removed from the title of each Specification in Section 3.1. Calvert
} Cliffs is an Analog plant and specifically listing this in the title is unnecessary. Analog was !

,

'

placed in NUREG-1432 to distinguish between Analog and Digital Specifications.

2. Specifications 3.1.1, " Shutdown Margin (SDM)," and 3.1.7, "STE-SDM," Action A require
the initiation of boration to restore Shutdown Margin (shutdown reactivity for 3.1.7) to withm

j limit within 15 minutes. The Completion Time of 15 minutes is being changed to
| "Immediately." The Calven Cliffs safety analysis assumes that boron enters the core within
| 15 minutes. A Completion Time of 15 minutes prior to initiating boration would cause a

violation of the Calvert Cliffs safety analysis. Therefore, the Completion Time was changed to
"Immediately." This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

3. The portion of Specification 3.1.5 Required Action C.2.2 which requires the control element
assembly (CEA) drive switch be placed in either the "off' or " manual" position is being
deleted. This requirement is not applicable to Calvert Cliffs because the automatic position of
the CEA drive switch has been disabled. Thus, the only positions that Calvert Cliffs CEA [
drive switch can be in is "off' or any one of three " manual" positions. The new Required
Action C.2.2 will require the CEAs in Groups 3 and 4 to be fully withdrawn, and the CEAs in '

Group 5 to be withdrawn to < 5% insertion. This change is consistent with the NRC Safety
Evaluation Report which approved Calvert Cliffs Amendments 174 and 151 (for Units I and
2, respectively), dated September 3,1992.

4. These changes incorporate Calvert Cliffs-specific information into brackets. Bracketed
%

information located throughout NUREG-1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert Cliffs
requirements.

5. The change to the non-bracketed system name, number of systems / components, terminology,
o value was changed to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs' specific system name, number of
sytems/ components, tenninology, or values. This change also includes any numbering
changes due to the addition or deletion of Specifications, Actions, or Sun eillance
Requirements.

6. The Frequency of Surveillance Requirement 3.1.5.6 was decreased from 18 months to
24 months. Calvert Cliffs does not currently have a Technical Specification Sun'eillance I
which requires the performance of a Channel Functional Test on the reed switch position |
transmitter channel. However, a non-Technical Specification test is currently performed on the '

reed switch position transmitter channel after each refueling outage, which is essentially a
Channel Functional Test performed every 24 months. Therefore, Calvert Cliffs will add this
Surveillance to the Technical Specifications, but at a Frequency consistent with current test
requirements at Calvert Cliffs.

7. An additional Action (Action A) was added to Specification 3.1.6. which allows one Shutdown

CEA to be withdrawn 2121.5 inches and < 129 inches for > 7 days per occurrence, or '

| > 14 days per 365 days. In conjunction with this change, two Conditions were added to
| Condition B to capture when two Shutdown CEAs are withdrawn 2121.5 inches and

(q < 129 inches, and when one Shutdown CEA is withdrawn < 121.5 inches. This change is
'

/ consistent with the Calven Cliffs current licensing basis.

1
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STE-SDM ''B 3.1'$'h
^- a '

Qgro
| BASES

1

| APPLICABLE peaking factor, Te and ASI, which represent initial
| SAFETY ANALYSES condition input (power peaking) to the accident analysis,
! (continued) i' Also involved are the shutdown and regulating CEAs, which

!affect power peaking and are required for shutdown of the
reactor. The limits for these variables are specified for i

each fuel cycle in the COLR.
; #^h :

M.ti

PHYSICS ESTS me t the er eria for clusion n the Ie
i

Technic Speci ications, since the omponent and p ocess f$7'[-/5'[!

| variab LCOs spended uring PHYS CS TESTS et
Criter a 1, 2, and 3 of he NRC Po cy Stat nt. .

I

i
This LCO provides that a minimum amount of CEA worth isyc

woe % of % fe8 e 'ag innediately available for reactivity control when CEA worth !d
*^g g*^ CAA5 measurement tests are performed. The STE is required to

ipermit the periodic verification _qf the artuni verure '

nreatetedYoFe rJrfetivitpfonditiswfocp4nJ as#Vsult)D TS TF-67 |

,

cl
.fb dff, cy4 y" (f.Sfj bFnus or/Tuel cy41ng_ ope (ationr. /Tlie sunJ

requirements or au s.4.44ana sne regulating CEA insertion ggfg
I'd *# L'o M.( limits of Lc0 3.1 y De suspended. 75 ff-/M

t

'

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODES 2 and 3. Although CEA worth;
~ ~~

! testing is conducted in MODE 2, sufficient negative
reactivity is inserted during the performance of these tests

ito result in temporary entry into MODE 3. Because the -

intent is to immediately return to MODE 2 to continue CEA:

| worth measurements, the STE allows limited operation to '

6 consecutive hours in MODE 3, as indicated by the Note,
!

'
'

without having to borate to meet the SDM requirements of '

LCO 3.1.1.

ACTIONS Ad
"__-''

With any CEA not fully inserted and less than the minimum \
trernedidd iI is required reactivity equivalent available for insertion, or
I' b WN ith all CEAs inserted and the reactor subcritical by less

han the rfntivity equivalent of the highest worth CEA,44ggpy3y restoration of the minimum SDM requirements must be ,

iaccomplished by increasing the RCS boron concentration. TheN sa % onalais, required Completion Time of a5 mwutes coit init hg

.

j TtinT)

(continued)
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STE-SDN (Analog !
8 3.1

7i sASES

75 TT-134-

]
ACTIONS L 1 (continued)

.wws sne operator TTicient time :ingnthe
nd start the borte id pumps and i onsistent d h ,

the moletion Time of 3.1.1. / l

{
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1 1

REQUIREMENTS T5TT-/34
Verificatien of the position of each partially or fully
withdrawn full length or part length CEA is necessary to
ensure that the minimum negative reactivity requirements for
insertion on a trip are preserved. A 2 hour Frequency is

ri.E [R h m.a h d 6 sufficient for the operator to verify that each CEA position !
'

is within the acceptance criteria.A Na+c M e tLs 4 tR
|h e# k puF..,aeA d.,.. O|

| 4*t p,w4 e a r,,o.n pei.,,f SR 31T2 i

''I"'*6 *da e G se s.t.g.6
"' ~ A % u.ws W Prior demonstration that each CEA to be withdrawn from the

''^ *% b 4,d, a,, k s.,f.. A core during PHYSICS TESTS is capable of full insertion, when
tripped from at least a 50% withdrawn poti ures that

,

4p Ma the CEA will insert on a trip signal. b Frecuency
4 4,,,, . ue 4s ' t,.Mr.1 g,, , ,t.,I. r u.,-

!

ensures that the CEAs are OPERABLE prior t g SDM to Nf /34
s

% .g y 'less than the limits of LCO 3.1.1.
u_ m- - - _ _

|

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.
12. 10 CFR 50.59. I

(
3. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, August 1978. i

!

(ANS){hNS-|N.C.1-1)t5, Decon6er 13/1%D UFMk Ck$75 II'E4.
j

5.@FSAR, Chapterh14K @
6. 10 CFR 50.46.

7.QFSAR,Chapterhldb I

| '

I
:

ii

!
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

50. This change eliminates CEOG-113, which was withdrawn, and incorporates TSTF-27, Revision 1.
TSTF-27, Revision 1 eliminates a conditional Surveillance of RCS temperature and replaces it with a
fixed frequency Surveillance.

1
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
3.4.2

i

O 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
L'

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

LCO 3.4.2 Each RCS loop average temperature (I.,,1 shall be 2 515 F.

|

! APPLICABILITY: MODE 1,
| MODE 2 with K,rr 2 1.0.

,

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. T,yg in one or more A.1 Be in MODE 2 with K,rr 30 minutes;

| RCS loops not within < 1.0.
limit.

i /%

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.2.1 Verify RCS T ,, in each loop 2 515 F. 12 hours 1 1

)

l

!

|

|

,

.
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|

RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality !

| B 3.4.2
O

BASES

The RCS minimum temperature for criticality satisfies
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 2.

a-,

|

| LCO The purpose of the LCO is to prevent criticality outside the
! normal operating regime and to prevent operation in an

unanalyzed condition.
i

APPLICABILITY The reactor has been designed and analyzed to be critical in
MODES 1 and 2 only and in accordance with this

I specification. Criticality is not permitted in any other
I MODE. Therefore, this LC0 is applicable in MODE 1 and

MODE 2 when K,ff 2 1.0.
l

ACTIONS A.1

f) If T,y is below 515 F, the plant must be brought to a MODE
| v in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status,
! the plant must be brought to MODE 2 with K,ff < 1.0 within
| 30 minutes. Rapid reactor shutdown can be readily and

practically achieved within a 30 minute period. The allowed
time reflects the ability to perform this action and to
maintain the plant within the analyzed range.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

| Reactor Coolant System loop average temperature is required
,

to be verified at or above 515'F every 12 hours. THE SR to
verify RCS loop average temperatures every 12 hours is

| frequent enough to prevent the inadvertent violation of the I
| LC0 and takes into account indications and alarms that are
! continuously available to the operator in the Control Room.

O:
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Spec bA'^ 34.2.

2

. 0*

1

RC-4civit cove
i#

3,4 -4/4d h i ; 5 '- ^. ^ ; ;. SYSTEMS
|

'
-3f' 1.1 . _)0"f'!0*: 00':'n0L I

nimum Temperature Fcr Criticalit'y
BA. 2.

LIMITING COND1 TION FOR OPERATION .

i

k* 3 4tht The Reactor Coolant System lowest operating loop temp;rature (T.,)
'

shall be 1515'F when the reactor is critical.
!

APPL!CABILITY: MODES 1. and 2 with K,,, t 1.0. |
Acrie d ACTION: With a _ Reactor Coolant System operatino loop temperatureA "^g.,)<515'F,ft:::-- ., ': " ' " : m " ' ; ' ..L. a be i n h(T ' " ' -

"""^^^' within the next inutes.

M00E 2 giu
Kit 4. t.0 A*$

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

GA
3.42.1 "'*'44 The Reactor Coolant System temperature (T.,) shall be detemined

1to be 1 515'F: i

:. '|' thin 1; rin;t:: p r':- t: ::ht: '.; :::t; ::'ti::1'ty. :nd- L.).

h At_leest once per/ W H n/teD uke, ,,,, . ;;;; ': :7';(;,1 Ji23Ee"]
JReactndene13-3 77 . 9- T,

- -

4. gr_,hm.
-wp )

(*

iz %
L . 2.

'

|

.

I
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5 e ,. .d . e +,o, 3. 4 . 2
1
|

A.t
REACTOR C. COLA NT A.I,

! 3. I 44r1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMSt

4[' 1 1_ ICIM AI.m LUnIRbL

inimum Temperature For Critica1Jr
| 3.9.2

LINITING C MDITION FOR OPERATI M
l

1CO -ih-hh6
shall be > 515'r when the reactor is critical.The Reactor Coolant System lowest operating loop temperature (T ,,)7. 4. 7

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2 with R,y 21.0.
|

ACTioh) ACTION: With a Reactor Coolant System operating loop temperature (T
4TZ;;i ~within the.., t: '.p.t tte 'tett :th;a :: :'=t: :r-be inh)< sis'r, e ter: TA

nex inutes. .

I- _ _ 30
MO6E 7 w %

_

K ,rc <t.O A.SURVEIID0 LCM 0 EMENTS

$R1

4rhh5 The Reactor Coolant System temperature (T.,,) shall be determined3. 4 . 2. I to be > 515'F:~

| /'~N
:. . i L.)

(k-) 'fithin 15 .irwtei v.'ci is echte.|es ...d wr cri6i6siii , .ni-i

i
,A.3

, ,% At least once pergD4rinde?'["_ t
_ _ _ ._...30D g

-

.. ...C,....;r ;,,;'. J y m e .. ._ - - _ - . _ _ _ , .

"

/ A Se.e.5
2,2

.

1

I.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.2 - RCS MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

/ \ ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGESd
A.1 ne proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existmg Technical

|
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result, the i
Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable by
plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certam wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG-1432. However, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbenng, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

1A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.1.1.5 Actions require RCS T to be restored in 15 minutes,
|m

and the unit to be in Mode 3 in the following 15 minutes. Improved Technical |
Specification 3.4.2 Action A will require the unit to be in Mode 3 within 30 minutes. Le CTS
statement to " restore . "is being deleted because the option to restore always exists. The

,

I

deletion of a requirement that is always implied in the ITS constitutes an adnumstrative ;
change. This change is consist &nt with NUREG-1432. '

A.3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.1.1.5.b requires Ty to be verified within limits when |
the reactor is critical and T is < 525 F. Improved Technical Speci5 cation SR 3.4.2.1 deletesm
the requirement for the reactor to be critical and deletes the temperature requirement. The|

/* requirement for the reactor to be critical is already captured in the CTS and ITS Applicability,
;

\ which requires La to be 21.0. Therefore, the requirement for the reactor to be critical in the
CTS SR is being deleted. This is consistent with SR 3.0.1, which requires the SR to be met
during the Modes or other specified conditions in the Applicability. The requirement for the
CTS SR to be performed only when T is less than $25 F is addressed in a less restrictivem
discussion of change. He deletion of an already existing requirement, constitutes an
administrative change.

A.4 Current Technical Specification 3.1.1.5 requires the plant to be in Mode 3 if the RCS average
Temperature is not 2 515 F in Mode 1 or Mode 2 with Le 21.0. However, per LCO 3.0.1,
the plant is only required to be taken outside the Mode of Applicability, which would be Mode
2 with La < l.0. Improved Technical Specifications require the plant to be taken to Mode 2
with La < l.0 in this situation. Therefore, changing the requirement for the plant to be in
Mode 2 with La < l.0 is consistent with CTS requirements and is considered an !

administrative change, nis change is consistent with NUREG-1432, Generic Change l

TSTF-26.

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
None.

|
|

| TECHNICAL CHANGES - RELOCATIONS

Nonen:
| V
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES !

SECTION 3.4.2 - RCS MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY
,m.

+.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

None

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
"

L.1 Current Technical Specification SR 4.1.1.5.a requires T yg to be verified within 15 minutes
prior to achieving reactor criticality. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.2.1 deletes
this requirement; however, SR 3.0.1 requires the Surveillance to be met during the Modes or
other specified condition of the LCO. Therefore, the ITS SR must be performed within
12 hours prior to achieving reactor criticality. This change essentially increases the
maximum time prior to criticality that the SR must be met from 15 minutes to 12 hours.
His is reasonable because if a Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient to verify T,yg while the
reactor is critical, it is sufficient to verify Tavs Prior to going critical. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.1.L5 SR 4.1.1.5.b requires the RCS temperature to be
verified within limits once per 30 minutes when the reactor is critical and RCS T,yg is less
than 525 F. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.2 SR 3.4.2.1 will require RCS
temperature to be verified within limits once pt r 12 hours regardless of the RCS
temperature. This change essentially decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 30 minutes

p) to 12 hours and deletes the allowance to not base to perform the SR when T,yg is greater than
525 F. The reouirement for the reactor to be critical was disposition in an administrative("
change. This change is reasonable because instead of an SR that is performed situationally
(whenever temperature is below 525 F), the SR is required to be performed every 12 hours.
This will lead to a more consistent monitoring of temperature when the reactor is critical.
Also, there is a plant computer alarm that is capable of alarming prior to exceeding the |
minimum temperature for criticality limit. Thus, with the alarm capability and the consistent

,

monitoring of RCS temperature, the capability of ensuring that temperatures are within I

limits is not diminished with the incorporation of this change. However, decreasing the
Frequency of an SR constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with
NU REG-1432. TSTF-27.

.f

(
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

C 3.4.2 Chanee L.1
(

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident presiously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to criticality that the average RCS
temperature must be verified from 15 minutes to 12 hours. Delaying tbc measurement of RCS |
nummum temperature for criticality is not an mrtsator of any analyzed event. Allowmg the
Surveillare to be perfonned 1 I bours and 45 minutes earlier is reasonable because it is within the |
same Fregacacy the Surveillance is performed during operation. Reactor Coolant S stem3

temperature will still be verified to be within limits prior to achiesing reactor criticality, ne
proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and
therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

|

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to criticality that the SR must be met from
15 minutes to 12 hours. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of |
the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

- The proposed change inctcases the maximum time prior to criticality that the SR must be met from
k 15 mmutes to 12 hours. This change will make the time to verify average temperature prior to |

criticality and after criticality consistent. The increased time will continue to prmide assurance
that average temperature is within limits prior to achieving reactor criticality. Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.2 Change I. 2

L Does the change involte a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
acci lent previously evaluated?

The proposed chan9 decreases the Surveillance Frequency to verify Ty is greater than 515*F
every 30 minutes &n T is less than 525'F to every 12 hours his change will not affect theo

e probability of an accident. Reactor Coolant System temperature is not an initiator of any analyzed
event. The change will nm affect the consequences of at accident. De RCS temperature will be
verified on a consistent basis while the reactor is critical instead of situationally (whenever
temperature is below 525*F). Although the SR is performed less frequently when temperature is
below 525"F, there is a plant computer alarm that is capable of alerting the operators prior to
exceeding the minimum temperature for criticality limit. Thus, with the alarm capability and the
consistent monitoring of RCS temperature, the capability of ensuring that temperatures are within
limits is not diminished with the incorporation of this change. The change will not alter
assumptions relative to the nutigation of an accident or transient event. Therefore, the change will
not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously
evaluated.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3-4-8 Revision 1
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM I

1

C]/ Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from anyr 2.

| previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency to verify T., is greater than 515'F
every 30 minutes when T,is less than $255F to every 12 hours. This change will not physically
alter the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be installed). De change does not
require any new or unusual operator actions. The change will not miroduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the ch:mge does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

1

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency to verify T., is greater than $15'F
every 30 minute. when T is less than $25*F to every 12 hours. De margin of safety is mitn

significantly afTected by this change. While the Frequency for verifying RCS temperature has
.

| decreased, the SR is now perfonned on a more consistent basis (instead of situationally which is
often the cause of missed SRs). His will more reliably ensure that the temperature is within limits
while the rector is critical. Also, there is a plant computer alarm that is capable of alarming prior
to exceeding the minimum temperature fbr criticahty limit. Thus, with the alarm capability and the
consistent monitormg of RCS temperature, the capability of ensuring that temperatures are within
limits is not diminished with the incorporation of this change. herefore, the change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

l,

3.4.3 Chance L.1

d(G Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an I1.

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the amount of time specifically allowed to perform an evaluation to :

determine if the RCS is acceptable for continued operation, following a violation of the |
pressure / temperature (P/F) limits, from no specified time allowed (which is assumed to require an
immediate evaluation) to 72 hours. The P/F limits are not derived from design basis accident
analyses. They are prescribed during normal operation to avoid encountering pressure,
temperature, and temperature rate of change conditions that might cause undetected flaws to
propagate and cause nonductile failure of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, which is an !

unanalyzed condition. The time required to evaluate RCS when the pressure or temperature limits
4

have been exceeded is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The out-of-limit condition is required J

to be restored in 30 minutes or a shutdown must commence. Also, the time allowed fer the
evaluation is long enough only to evaluate mild violations, which most likely will prove the RCS to
be acceptable for continued operation. The change does not alter assumptions relative to the
mitigation of an analyzed event. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or
. mitigation of analyzej events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility cf a new or different kind of accident from any
| previously evaluated? '

t
!

The proposed change increases the amount of time specifically allowed to perform an evaluation to
determine if the RCS is acceptable for continued operation, following a violation of the P/F limitt,
from no specified time allowed to 72 hours. While a nonductile failure in the RCS is an,

O unanalyzed condition, the unit is required to restore the P/F limits within 30 minutes. The
%J
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O 4TS)-
RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

|
'

3.4.2

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) '

3.4.2 RCS Mintnum Temperature for Criticality

(3.1.).5)LCO 3.4.2 Each RCS loop average temperature (T,) shall be i r.
CD

t

h
_ I

(k,,,1 1.UD .

._

ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLET!0N TIME

._

[~3 k A. T
l., in one or more RCS A.!

BeinM00Ef. 30 minutesoops not within
limit. ---

~d (
:=

ys rf tl,

SURVE1LLANCE REOUIREMENTS

Q SURVEILLANCEO FREQUENCY
- ..

_gjQ.

(4.1.l.5) SR3.4.2.1 Verify RCS T, in each loop 2 'F. 30 nu s Q .
l

t reef ee

)
T.sW"- 2 "/

CEOG STS
3.4-4 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-14?2
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 3

l.

1
f

! O 23. The containment sump monitor in Specification 3.4.15 was changed to containment sump level )U alarm. Calvert Cliffs has a containment sump level alarm system. His change is consistent with J

the cv rent Calvert Cliffs licensing basis.
1

24,
The Specification 3.4.12 Bases Applicability requirement, which requires "any" RCS cold leg
temperature, will be revised to require "all" RCS cold leg temperatures. This is consistent with the

j current Calvert CFffs procedures which require all cold leg temperatures to provide proper signals |

| prior to enabling the LTOP System. This change is consistent with current Calvert Cliffs design.

25. A Note was added to Specification 3.4.11 Required Action A.1 which allows 120 hours (when one
PORY is inoperable), and 72 hours (when two PORVs are inoperable) when PORVs are
inoperable and the associated block valve is inoperable. In Current Technical Specifications, if one
PORV is inoperable for causes other than excessive seat leakage, and the associated block valve is

j closed with power removed,120 hours is allowed before begmmng a plant shutdown. If both
PORVs are inoperable under the same circumstances,72 hours is allowed before beginning a plant
shutdown. This change is acceptable based on a plant shutdown being unreasonable when the
PORVs are still capable of performing their function, and the pressurizer safety valve: being
available to mitigate overpressure events. This addition is consistent with current Calvert Cliff;
licensing basis.

26. The bracket information in NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.9, regarding the pressurizer heaters being
capable of being powered from an emergency power supply, is being deleted. His statement is not
needed because the Bases require emergency power, and Calvert Cliffs has four banks that are,

'

capable of being powered from an emergency power supply.

O-

27. NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.9.2 requires the verification of the pressurizer heater capacity once per
| 92 days. Technical Specification Task Force-93 justified the change from 92 days to a bracketed

.

18 months. Calvert Cliffs ITS will require verification of the pressurizer heater capacity once per
24 months. Calven Cliffs Current Technical Specification does not contain this SR, thus this is a
new SR for Calvert Clifts. The 24 month interval is consistent with NUREG-1432, Generic

!
Change TSTF-93.

!|

28 NUREG 1432 Specification 3.4.2 Applicability is Mode I with T., in one more RCS loops
) < 525'F and. Mode 2 with T,,,in one or more RCS kvaps < 525'F and Ka 21.0. He Calvert
|

Cliffs ITS 3.4.2 Applicability is Mode 1 and Mode 2 with Ka 2 1.0. The temperature
requirements were deleted because the minimum temperature requirement should be applicable
whenever the reactor is critical and not just below certain temperatures. This change is consistent
with the Cah crt Clifts current licensing basis.

1
,

This change will be reviewed for applicability to other Combustion Engineering plants and other I,

vendors. Based on these results, a generic change will be proposed accordingly. )
i! 29. NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.1.4 requires the RCS total flow rate to be verified within limits by precision |

heat balance Calvert Cliffs ITS will require the RCS total flow rate to be determined by I

measurement. The Calvert Clifts ITS will not specify the method by which to verify the RCS total
*

Cow rate. Calvert Cliffs does not use the precision heat balance method of verifying RCS total
dow rate. Calvert Clifts current Tecimical Specification requires the measurement of the total flow

Ov
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g
RCS Minimum Temperature for Crit c

| (

BASES
|

|

| |
| LCO (The LCO only applicable'

(continued) reason e distance to limit o[535 'F an rovides d
low i

l
f This allows M

*

adeg e time to tre ts approach and ake corrective
.

,

| iact ns prior to ex ding the limit.
- 1

'

APPLICABILITY
The reactor has been designed and analyzed to be critical in
MODES I and 2 only and in accordance with this
specification. Criticality is not permitted in any other

,

;

i MODE. Therefore, this LCO is app

MODE 2 when K,n 21.0. Gu[r licable in MODE 1, andi G J., .p,.'. L.;,;; ;i,pennna Tor criticality temperature lis11 -] .g hlMonitor g is required _atf below a T of [535)' . The'no 1 temperature of 341'F is maintaEed by t Steam Dump
|

fnn el Svetem,f ,

-

ACTIONS M
i

If T
MODE,inwhichtheLCOdoesnotapply.is below-{4Kr}sT, the plant must be brought to abTo achieve thisstatus, the plant must be brought to MODE f within

,

30 minutes. Rapid reactor shutdown can be readily and 'pApractically achieved within a 30 minute period. The allowedh y

time reflects the ability to perform this action and to E// 'I*O j gv1F -E.Cs'%

}
|

maintain the plant within the analyzed range.w/,

. ..

SURVEILLANCE SR 3. 4. 2. L*
'

REQUIREMENTS --

'

'I is requi d to be verified 2
LT E 30 minu time period is freq'{5 j'F every 30 minutes. 3 i

| nt enough to preventp inadverte violation of the LC While'the Surveillant isrequire whenever the reactor critical and temperat is 7577 27below ,.,3S}'F,'.in practice t Surveillance is mostappr riate during the pert when the reactor is br ught
|Gr ical. )

REFERENCES 1.hSAR,Section .

# g
wuPA-to2Q svb<ks Sf^I552.

CEOG STS B 3.4-B Rev 1, 04/07/95
,

l

8c5 log ave'rge -bs, .4.re, is repfd % b wad a4 oc
EBC* F ege) 11 hours. TL AR 4 m8 EC 5 IO4 'V'''St-"M 1

'
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INSERT S 3.4.2.2 ]O
*

SR .2.2 '

Tm is req * to be veriSed 1515*F every 12 hours. \
Note which o requires the SR to be performed wher T* Surveillanceismodified byap

525'F. ThisTemperatureissa reasonable di m
ce from the 515'F to allow a less frequent intervalthanin SR3.4.2.1. The 12 h ime period is frquent enough to prevent

dvertent violation ofthe LCO.
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ATTACHMENT (2)

| AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

L
$1, This change climinates CEOG-ll6 and will restore the NUREG-1432, Revision I requirements.

CEOG-116 v.as determined to be inconsistent with the Writers Guide.
l

,
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!
p SFP Water Level |

3.7.13

) 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMSv
3.7.13 Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Water Level

LCO 3.7.13 The SFP water level shall be 2 21.5 ft over the top of
g

irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks.

APPLICABILITY: During movemeat of irradiated fuel assemblies in the SFP.

1

ACTIONS
a

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. SFP water level not A.1 --------NOTE -------
within limit. LCO 3.0.3 is not

applicable.

4

1p Suspend movement of .Immediately |
(,) irradiated fuel

assemblies in SFP.

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.13.1 Verify the SFP water level is 2 21.5 ft over 7 days
the top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated
in the storage racks.

O
| 0
t CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7.13-1 Revision Rg
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Cruel storace#ool) Water Level h
Gn> 3.7 QB

3.7.

PLANT SYSTEMS
__ VP

3.7. (Figfl $(orade col vel

1 33 Q3.9 // C0 3. . The Evswwwnon water level shall be 1 e ft over the @top of irradiated fuel assemblies 2eated in t e storage
racks.

I

i

Duri"%vement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the0F f.
APPLICABILITY:

@ena :

ACTIONS i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

hA. 'fi sicface r6c D A.1 NOTE-----------

water level not within LCO 3.0.3 is not
g9, // limit. applicable,

, &nnd
Suspend movement of immediatelyy irradiated fu 1
assemblies in- -

e. g
_

GD
|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQJENCY
.

Verify the 6ri sw)rwe Mon water level is4.9.)/f\SR3.7.(p.1
I. P,

7 days 2, ift above the top of irradiated fuel ;

estemblies seated in the storage racks. I

'f2 \.5
,

|
! CEOG STS 3.7-36 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

52. The Actions when the Containment Purge Isolation Instrumentation is inoperable were deternuned to be
less restrictive instead of more restrictive as described in the original submittal. Therefore Discussion

of Change M.4 to Specification 3.3.7 has been deleted and replaced with Discussion of Change L.3.
An associated No Significant Hazards Determination has also been prosided. The Discussion of
Change M.3 for Specification 3.3.7 has been removed, because the more restrictive requirement it
describes was not implemented, but the Discussion of Change was left in by mistake.

i

i
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v.
g g TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)G y

*a g
ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYS'EM INSTRIMENTATION

.
we- -<

O
-MfMfNUW hN 4 -TOT *t-MO, CWANNEtt CNAAMEtS APPLICABLE

k"
"

FUNCTIONAL UNIT OP-ffWMEE5 TG-TRTP -9PERA9tt MODES ACTION
,

b 6. CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVES L.t 3 (' A'* ) A-3 h35 ISOLATION

"
--

d- t I
o

a. Manual (Purge Valve Control y a o 1/Pe. ration atton 6** @ aw emSwitches) f fde ' h A (6x #

b. Containment Radiation - jHigh Area Monttor 4 Ip h --

p. g {,*j i

I

$ ~

7. LOSS OF POWER ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ '

Y' t..

. "* Z | f.3),M! a. 4.16 kv Emergency Bus 4/ Bus 2/ Bus 3/ Bus I, 2, 3 7' vUndervoltage (Loss of
Voltage) .

b. 4.16 kv Emergency Bus 4/ Bus 2/ Bus 3/ Bus 1, 2, 3 7*Undervoltage (Degraded
Voltage)

.... - - - -

__ -

a
R 5, o. m . . , s .t c u .3.. c <~ ta. _

,g 13. c, , pc,- Leys..
;

.O
i
i

e
~
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E b
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@
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'

|

kec c., bh 3.3.~l
-

.

O
3/4.3 INSTRUNENTATION I
-

_

_ t

TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued) h e b , w;.- f Ap
ACTIONSTATEMENTS

'

b ''O FA$ M b * M "
ACTIO64 6

With the number of OPERABLE chrnnels one less than:the Total
-

Number of thannels, restore the inoperable channel toi

OPEUBLE status within 48 hours or be in at least NOT STANDBY
1

I

within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the |following 30 hours. '

!

ACTION 7
With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Total

i -

Number of Channels, operation may proceed provided the
following conditions are satisfied:

The inoperable channel is placed in either the bypassed
a.

or tripped condition within I hour. For the purposes of !
testing and maintenance, the inoperable channel may be '

bypassed for up to 48 hours from time of initial loss o
OPERABILITY; however, the inoperable channel shall then
be either restored to OPERABLE status or placed in the 5.@]/ %,1tripped condition,

b.A Within one hour, all functional units receiving an inpu!
from the inoperable channel are also placed in the samei G condition (either bypassed or tripped, as applicable) as Add Acn d Athat required by a. above for the inoperable channel.

g, 4 4,/
The Minimu= Channels OPERABLE requirement is met;

c.
#" #'

however, one additional channel may be bypassed for up t ^2/'i

48 hours while perfoming tests and maintenance on that
channel provided the other inoperable channel is oleted

the triened condition./
!

(ACTJDN4' -) With QE_,h.an n;Ji-2;regg;j; C"/.*R
'

atton may 'h4'g" y
closejcontinue provided the containment purge valves are maintained3|

Wkh the number of OPERABLE Channels one less than the T%
i

CTION 11 -
|

Number of Channels, operation may proceed provided thes
. \

inoperable channel is placed in the bypassed condition andi

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is demonstrated|

} within I hour; one additional channel may be bypassed for upN:

' to 2 hours for surveillance testing per Specification f3.2.1.

G m .c,.. ,
%.;,. ~ .a.m,

; t . . - ~ ~ .., s..s m . ,.... m _ .. g %m
Acho a b <. f fede J o d**Jr

af c ro R3 ., ,,
't..%,: h Aki e k um..Uc'1: M s- Vd*. y n y $g .44y

- -

Ray n A A.% ~ A amc.d<A C. pe L - 7or
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a n ; sR t.1 7. zL*5ir 0.0-2 (C6nti;.ad) - / * T.T.% 3 w.f g yw r. s _. 7. 5 pg EEINEERED SAFETY-PfATtfRE-*ETUATHM-5YST "STRtME85TATMet-50RVEItt"?t! ''O11,_4 'a*
~

n _ - (h 3'17- hf 74 CHANNEL MODES IN WNICNQ CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILIANCE E'a FUNCTIONAt-UMIT- THECK CALIBRATION TEST REQUIRED E
'I

[. MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION (
** m:a. Manual SGIS (MSIV Hand Switches NA NA REFUELING NA

and Feed Head Isolation Hand INTERVAL
Switches)

b. Steam Generator Pressure - Low S REFUELING Q 1,2,3
INTERVAL

c.* Automatic Actuation Logic NA NA X 153 I,2,3
* 5. CONTAINMENT SUMP RECIRCULATION (RAS)

y a. Manual RAS (Trip Buttons) NA NA REFUELING MA
INTERVAL

b. Refueling Water Tank - Low NA REFUELING Q I,2,3
INTERVAL 1

h'ht) I,2,3c. Automatic Actuat19tt).ogic NA NA

6. CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVES ISOLATION
. ,J\
LA. ,J

[ .witche h ) an e Control / NA / NA / REFUELI - "-. I |a (Purgea.
= W NI -I b. Containment Radiation - High Area S REFUELING Q 9*

% Monitor INTERVAL j
o E ?

_ }
y -

E Aid SR n .7.h
,_ , _ _ _ ____

, o'
I #

_ _ _

q p,. r - cv r D- ' ' * *2 c- - A' 4 *'-4 a-sy

.o 3 ~ ~-- e .
Jt., . cm c m % ,<,_'m i.r-4,.4.g he I m 3 p m Q ,',,, 4g ! qNL~e a --- ' J A c .

_

4 Aiame.d y nW5 0 Fn #g'-
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(w ~J m)

X
r
.M

P
|0
& Q T.ABLE 3.3-3 (Continued) g' e- .
O ENGINEERED SAFETY TEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRtMENTATIO4 w'
.c

(J n MINIMUM EC -TOTAL- RO. CHANNELS- CHANNELS APPLICABLE 4
g FUNCTIONAL tmIT OF CNANNELS -TO-TRIP -OPERABLE MODE 5_ ACTI0lt g

6. CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVES t

@a]l f(A M
'''r -- ". r
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| TABLE 3.3-3(Continued) e6 ,, e yee.p..a j.o , ,,7,' - s.

ACTION STATEMENTS g g g g , _ a s , _ .. / j
l'CTION6

With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Tot
A -

) Number of Channels, restore the inoperable channel to
OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in at least NOT STANDBY

,
| f

within the next 6 hours and in COLD $NUTDOWN within thej
f following 30 hours.

'
g,7

MCTION 7
With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Total

-

'N Number of Channels, operation may proceed provided the M''
; foM owing conditions are satisfied

{ The inoperable channel is placed in either the bypassed M D' * ^a.
or tripped condition within 1 hour. For the purposes of F.e cn Dnj ,testing and maintenance, the inoperable channel may be
bypassed for up to 48 hours from time of initial loss of ?v , , *, * ,

,

OPERABILITY; however, the inoperable channel shall then 'N '"' ' II

|
be either restored to CPERABLE status or placed in the 1 - e r> .

,

tripped condition.
! |

-

,

b. Within one hour, all functional units receiving an input ?

from the inoperable channel are also placed in the same !!
,

s
condition (either bsj that required by a.ypassed or tripped, as applicable) asj above for the inoperable channel,

c. The Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is met I
however, one additional channel may be bypassed for up to
48 hours while perfoming tests and maintenance on that;

\ channel provided the other inoperable channel is placedi Nic.,the tripped condition.
.' 't . AM'8 - With 1(ss than the_Minimu:n.CManels 0PERABLEdopEFaITEsay- I I

.

< --
continue pFoi/ided the containment purge valves are maintained

-

,, c1osed, ,

, , . _ _. - - . = ,

l ACTION 11 - With the number of CPERABLE Channels one less than the Totai'l -- Number of Chennels, operation may proceed provided the
\ inoperable channel is placed in the bypassed condition and A-

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is demonstrated
,

' within 1 hours one additional channel may be bypassed for up
,

to 2 hours for surveillance testing per Specification
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.3.7 - CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SIGNAL|

O -

3

)i

A.7
Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Table 3.3-3, "ESFAS Instrumentation, " includes a
functional unit for Contamment Purge Valve Isolation. Improved Technical !
Specification 3.3.7 is created specifically for the Cantainment Purge Valve Isolation function. !

Creating a new Specificatica from existmg requirements constitutes an d ' %=ive chang:.
his change is consistent with NUREG-1432. ;

'

|

A.8
Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required i
number of Contamment Radiation channels Operable, Operation may continue pimided the
containment purge isolation valves are maintained closed. Improved Technical !
Specification 3.3.7 Action B requires that if one required manual Actuation channel or

|
Actuation Logic channel is inoperable, or more than one instrument channel is inoperable, or !
the Completion Time of Action A is not met, then contamment purge and exhaust ulves must

!
be closed, and Core Alterations and all movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within

!
containment be suspended (LCO 3.9.3). Closing the containment purge and exhaust valves for

i
this Condition is the same requirement as in CTS. The other actions are addressed in a less | '

restrictive change. Moving a Specification within the Specifications constitutes an
admmistrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

1

!A.9
Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1, Table Notation """ requires the containment purge

>

;

valve manual control switches and contamment radiation - high radiation monitor be Operable
when the containment purge valves are required to be Operable. Current Technical
Specification 3.9.4 requires the valves to be Operable during Core Alterations and movement I

,

r] ofirradiated fuel within containment. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 requires fourV containment radiation monitor sensor modules and measurement channels, one Actuation Logic
! ,

!

channel, and one manual Actuation channel to be Operable during Core Alterations, and during
movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies within contamment when containment purge valves or
are open. The intent of when the equipment is required to be Operable is the same. Movement |
of a requirement within the Specifications constitutes an administrative change. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECilNICAL CilANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
M.1

Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required
number of containment radiation monitors Operable, Operation may continue prmided the
containment purge isolation valves are maintained closed. No time requirement is stated for
the action. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 Action A requires that if one instmment
channel is inoperable, then within four hours, either place the affected sensor module in trip, or

j suspend Core Alterations and all movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies within containment.

The addition of a time requirement for Actions to be taken is a more restrictive change. This
change will not have an adverse affect on plant safety. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

|

| M.2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required
! number of containment radiation monitors Operable, Operation may continue prmided the

containment purge isolation valves are maintained closed. Improved Technical
Specification 3.3.7 Action A requires that if one mstrument channel is inoperable, then the
affected sensor module is placed in trip, or Core Alterations and all movement ofirradiated,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.7-2 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.3.7 - CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SIGNAL

p)t

' ( fuel assemblies within containment be suspended with containment purge valves or
contamment vent valves open. This is more restrictive because closing the contamment vent
valves is added as a criterion for continued operation. This change will not adversely affect
plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

M.3 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 requires a CFT to be performed on the Cantniament
Radiation Signal. Improved Technical Specifications SR 3.3.7.2 also requires a CFT to be
performed. However, the ITS SR is modified by a Note which requires testmg of actuation
logic to indude verification of the proper driver relay output signal. This is an additional
requirement which is added to the Technical Specification SR, and is therefore a more
restrictive change. This change will not adversely impact plant safety because veiifying the
proper relay driver output signal is currently included in the CFT. This change is consistent

'

with NUREG-1432.

M.4 Improved Technical Specifications will add a Surveillance (SR 3.3.7.2) to perform a CFT on |
each Containment Radiation Signal Actuation Logic channel once per 92 days. Current
Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 does not contain this SR. This SR will ensure that the
containment purge valve isolation signal is properly tested. This Surveillance was added to
CTS 3.3.2.1. The addition of new requirements to CTS constitute a more restrictive change.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECHNICAI, CHANGES - REl.OCATIONS

None

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Table 3.3.4 contains a " Trip Serpoint" cdmE.
Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 only contains allowable values for the trip setpoints.
Specific trip setpoints are more appropriately maintained in plant procedures. The trip
setpoints will be moved out of Technical Specifications and placei in plant procedures. Any
changes to these requirements in plant procedures will require compliance with the plant
change control process. The plant change control process ensures that any changes to these

'

requirements will receive appropriate review. This change only moves the details out of
Technical Specifications and does not alter the trip setpoints. Therefore, this change does not
impact plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

| LA.2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Table 3.3-3 contains a " Channels to Trip" column.
Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 will not contain this information. This is an
informational column which is more appropriate for the Bases. The number of channels to trip
will not be changed. The information is being moved to the Bases intact. Any changes to these
requirements in the Bases will require change in compliance with the Bases Change Control
Program in ITS Section 5.0. However, any hardware change to the number of channels to trip

'

will require a design change. The Bases Change Control Program will ensure that changes,

! receive appropriate review. This change is a less restrictive movement of details change with
no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.3.7 - CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SIGNAL

b LA.3 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Table 4.3-2, Item 6.a, contains CFT requirements for
manual purge valve control switches. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 will not contain
this information. His information is being moved to plant procedures. Any changes to these,

i requirements will require change in accordance with the plant change control process. The {
,

plant change control process ensures that any changes will be appropriately resiewed. This
change will not alter these requirements and therefore will not adversely affect plant safety,
Manual operation of these valves is not assumed in the safety analyses. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.4 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3-6, contains the measurement range for the
, Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation monitors. Improved Technical Specifications will
l move this detail to the Bases. This is acceptable as the exact range of the mstrument is

unimportant as long as the instnuuent is capable of performing its safety function as required
for operability. Placing this detail of operability in the Bases is consistent with the ITS

|
standards for format and content. Any changes to these requirements in the Bases will require'

change in compliance with the Bases Change Control Program. The Bases Change Control
, Program will ensure that changes receive appropriate review. His is a less restrictive'

movement of details change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with
'

NUREG-1432.

| TECIINICAL CliANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
L.1p) Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 requires two Containment Purge Valve Isolation,

) (~ Manual Trip channels per penetration to be Operable. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7
reduces this requirement to one channel of Manual Trip per penetration. The change is based,

on the fact that the ability to close the valves remams assured with one channel Operable. Also
| the Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation will also occur on a High Radiation Signal or
| Containment Isolation Signal. Also in conjunction with this change, the CTS Actions when

one of two Manual Trip channels is inoperable are now applicable when tlu one required
Manual Trip channel is inoperable. The change is consistent with NUREG-1431

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required
number of containment radiation monitors Operable, Operation may continue, prosided the
containment purge isolation vahes are maintained closed. Improved Technical
Specification 3.3.7 Action A requires that if one instrument channel is inoperable, then within
four hours, either the affected sensor module be placed in trip or Core Alterations and all
movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies within contamment be suspended. Allowing continued

I operation, with the sensor module in trip without closing the containment purge isolation
|

valves, is a less restrictive change. Placing the sensor module in trip satisfies the function of
| the monitor. This logic is more conservative, and thus is an acceptable condition. This change
i is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.3 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required
number of contamment radiation monitor channels Operable, operation may continue provided;

the containment purge isolation valves are maintained closed. Improved Technical,

Specification 3.3.7 Action B requires that if one required manual Actuation channel or
p Actuation Logic channel is inoperable, or more than one instmment channel is inoperable, or

<

(
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.3.7 - CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SIGNAL

Completion Time of Action A is not met, then containment purge supply and exhaust isolation
!

valves must be placed and maintained in a closed position, or Core Alterations and all
{'

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within contamment must be suspended (Technical '

Specification 3.9.3 Actions). This is a less restrictive change because instead of requiring the
valves to be closed, an option is added to suspend Core Alterations and the movement of

|

irradiated fuel assemblies within containment. Prohibiting the continuation of Core Alterations
i

and movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies prevents the initiator of a fuel handling accident
from occurring. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

,

L.4 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3-6, states that the Mode of Applicability for i
the Containment Area Purge and Exhaust Isolation Monitors is Mode 6, and Table 3.4-3 states
that the Mode in which the surveillance is required is Mode 6. Improved Technical

4

Specification applicability will be during Core Alterations with containment purge valves open,
and during movement ofirradiated fuel assemblics within the contamment with contamment
purge valves open. This change makes the applicability for the monitors consistent with the

!
safety analysis. The Containment Area Purge and Exhaust Isolation Monitors are required to
close the Containment Purge and Isolation Valves upon an increase in containment area

i

radiation following a fuel handling accident. This function is not required if the purge valves
are already closed or if Core Alterations or movement of fuel in contamment, which could
result in a fuel handling accident, are not undenvay. As tne required Mode of applicability is
narrower in the ITS, this change is less restrictive. The change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

<

|

|
4

i

|

OG ;
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NO SIGNIFICANT IIAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ;
| SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION i

(DV penetration to one per penetration. He function will still be able to be performed. Also, no safety
analysis credits the manual actuation of the Contamment Purge Valve Isolation. Herefore, the '

j change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. l

3.3.7 Channe I,.2

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an |
| accident previously evaluated?
I

i

j The proposed change revises the conditions under which contmued operation is allowed if one
i contamment radiation monitor is Operable. Inc.ai of requiring the containment purge valves to be

|i eiosed, four hours is allowed to make Operable an inoperable containment radiation monitor, after
i| which the affected sensor module may be placed in trip, and operation may continue. Contamment '

j radiation monitors are not initiators of any analyzed event. Placing the affected sensor module in |
trip satisfies the function of the associated monitor. The proposed change does not significantly;

affect initiations or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident presiously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Conditions under which continued operation is allowed if one
containment radiation monitor is Operable. Instead of requiring the containment purge valves to bei

; closed, four hours is allowed to make Operable an inoperable containment radiation monitor, after
| which the affected sensor module may be placed in trip, and operation may continue. He change
: y will not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being
| added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any

new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different i

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

|
3, Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change revises the Conditions under which continued operation is allowed if one
containment radiation monitor is inoperable. Instead of requiring the containment purge valves to
be closed, four hours is allowed to make Operable an inoperable containment radiation monitor,

| after which the affected sensor module may be placed in trip, and operation may continue. Placing
the afTected sensor module in trip satisfies the function of the associated monitor, nerefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in the inargin of safety.

1

13.7 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
I accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will add the option to suspend Core Alterations and movement ofirradiated
fuel assemblies instead of closing the containment purge .upply and exhaust isolation valves when

: the Containment Radiation Signal is inoperable. Thir. change will not significantly affect the
probability of an accident. The containment purge s> t, ; is not an initiator of any analyzed event.
This change will not significantly affect the conscquences of an accident. When Core Alterations
and movement ofirradiated fuel is suspended, the fuel handling accident is precluded. This change

-

will not affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, this,

(
[
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
iSECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATIONt

O

d. change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences or an accident
previously evaluated.

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
| presiously evaluated?

1
The proposed change will add the option to suspend Core Alterations and movement ofirradiated '

i fuel assemblies instead of closing the cemiment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves when

the Containment Radiation Signalis inoperable. This change does not involve a significant change
in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed change. He proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore,
the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a marpn of safety? '

The proposed change will add the option to suspend Core Alterations and movement ofirradiated
fuel assemblies instead of closing the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves when
the Containment Radiation Signal is inoperable. Allowing Core Alterations and movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment to be suspended instead of closing the containment
purge supply and exhaust isolation valves is acceptable because the fuel handling accident is |
precluded when Core Alterations and movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies are suspended. His |

will ensure that the initial conditions of the accident analyses are maintained. Therefore, the
: proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin or safety.
1

- 3.3.7 Chance L.4 )
11. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
|accident previously evaluated?
|

The proposed change changes the Mode of Applicability for the Containment Area Purge and ;
Exhaust Isolation Radiation Monitors from Mode 6 to during movement of irradiated fuel '

assemblies within containment with containment purge valves open. Containment Radiation
Monitors are not initiators of any analyzed event so this change does not increase the probability of
any accident previously evaluated. The Containment Area purge and Exhaust Isolation Radiation
Monitors are assumed to close the containment purge valves following a fuel handling accident.
Fuel handling accidents are assumed to occur only during Core Alterations or movement of
irradiated fuel. The Containment Area Purge and Exhaust Isolation Radiation Monitors are not

!
required to mitigate a fuel handling accident if the purge vah es are closed or if Core Alterations or

i movement ofirradiated fuel is not occurring so there is not an increase in the consequences of an
!

accident previously evaluated. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
| previously evaluated?
t

i The proposed change changes the Mode of Applicability for the Containment Area Purge and'

Exhaust Isolation Radiation Monitors from Mode 6 to during Core Alterations with Containment
Purge Valves open, and during movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies within cor* cment with

p containment purge valves open. This change will not physically alter the plant (r in or different
V types of equipment will be installed). The change does not require any new or tesual operator

I
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! ATTACllMENT (2)
.

;

i ( AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

53. The SR 3.3.1.7 Bases has been revised to change the term, " performed during refueling outages" to "A
24 month surveillance fiequency is adequate to ensure proper automatic bypass removal feature
opertion as described in Reference 4." This is a more accurate description of the intended surveillance,

j frequency, and is similar to a description used in the Bases for SR 3.3.4.3 for similar equipment.
.
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating
B 3.3.1] j! ,

' U
BASES '

linear subchannel gain check (SR 3.3.1.3). In addition,
associated control room indications are continuously |
monitored by the operators.

The Frequency of 92 days is acceptable, based on plant
operating experience, and takes into account indications and

} alarms available to the operator in the control room.
|

SR 3.3.1.6

; A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the Loss of Load, and Rate of
| Change of Power channels is perfonned prior to a reactor

i

| startup to ensure the entire channel will perfonn its
'

intended function if required. The Loss of Load sensor
cannot be tested during reactor operation without causing
reactor trip. The Power Rate of Change-High trip Function,

is required during startup operation and is bypassed when
shut down or > 12% RTP.

I
SR 3.3.1.7

|

SR 3.3.1.7 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.1.4, except SR 3.3.1.7 is applicable only to
Functions with automatic bypass removal features. Proper |1
operation of operating bypasses are critical during plant
startup because the bypasses must be in place to allow
startup operation and must be removed at the appropriate
points during power ascent to enable certain reactor trips.
A 24 month surveillance frequency is adequate to ensure
proper automatic bypass removal feature operation as
described in Ref. 8. Once the operating bypasses are
removed, the bypasses must not fail in such a way that the
associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed. This
feature is verified by the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL

| TEST, SR 3.3.1.4. Therefore, further testing of the
'

automatic bypass removal feature after startup is
4 unnecessary.

,

W
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating ,'f...M h8 3.3.1

BASES

'( j

ISURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.6
REQUIREMENTS !

y

h(continued) A CHANN FUNCTIONAL TEST on the Loss of Load, Rate ofChang h1 Tris) channels is performed prior to a
reactor startup to ensure the entire channel will perform (chotr-IDh
its intended function if required. The Loss of Load

(JiiRRrt sensor cannot be tested durine reactor operation 'Ytodetvi[wlth t' closing tye hign presju
e T5V.*hich would resultMi g agd,,. 4.3

, -

| Ine trip or reactor trio.
The Power date or fnge-High trip Function is required during 3

up
peration and is bypassed when shut down or >

RTP.Manual Ir p runction/can either tested at power or
shutdown however, he-simplici y of this c cuitry and a
absence f drift c neern makes his Freque y adequate. g. , ,0$
Additi ally, ope ating exper nee has sh a that thes,

__

compo nts usual y pass the rveillance hen perfo at ancy of on per 7 day prior to e h reactor s rtupd

SR 3.3.1.7 o pew i % e' E4.ev
e.J e -, s :cf, k ''' M' SR 3.3.1.7 is a CHANNEL F NCTIONAL TEST

~ ^ "%n6(aW#riormeMCW1thFD'Yz day $/br:or. to'eacY ~le only to[ bypass (rc~..
milar to hi C SR 3.3.1.4 except SR 3. 1.7 is appli _

~
/N

GLT.Ip Proper operatioih.qf 5ypass
~during plant startup because the byp(asses must be in placeerctisivec s crilTci1~

f

to allow startup operation and sust be removed at the
g

appropriate points dur_ino_ power ascent to enable certain t

reactor trijs/ Cons luently, the appropriat lIse 10 veri y )
8

Spass /r moval fun on OPERABI'ITY is just ior to .)
,

startup. The allo ance to co uct this tes within 92 ys
of st ttup is ba d on the r iability an4(ysis presen din)

,{opival ation' (Re9

t 1 report N-327
'RPS ESFAS Extended Test Inte jalOnce t e operating byjiasses are

removed, the bypasses must not fall in such a way that the
associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed. This
feature is verified by the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL

_ -J5L,SR 3.3.1.4. Therefore, further testing of the bypass,

qy e vftjafter startup is unnecessary. >{r

SR 3.3.1.8

SR 3.3.1.8 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION everymonths.

24 h
(continued)
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ATTACilMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

54. A statement has been added to the 3.1.6 Bases specifying that the power Oependent insertion limit
| darm circuit required to be Operable receives its signal from the reed swn;r.h position indication

system. This additional phrase was required to clarify which alarm circuit was required to meet the
LCO.

I
,

|

'

,

I

? I'

\u. |

1
I

I

l

i
i

|

|
|

!

!

.
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
'

B 3.1.6

BASES

has the expected shutdown capability. Consequently,
adherence to LCOs 3.1.5 and 3.1.6 provides assurance that
the available SDM at any time in cycle will exceed the
limiting SDM requirements at that time in cycle.

Operation at the insertion limits or ASI limits may approach,

the maximum allowable linear heat generation rate or peaking
factor, with the allowed T, present. Operation at the

| insertion limit may also indicate the maximum ejected CEA
! worth could be equal to the limiting value in fuel cycles
| that have sufficiently high ejected CEA worths.

The regulating and shutdown CEA insertion limits ensure that
safety analyses assumptions for reactivity insertion rate,
SDM, ejected CEA worth, and power distribucion peaking
factors are preserved (Ref. 4).

The regulating CEA insertion limits satisfy
| 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 2.
| d

LC0 The limits on regulating CEAs sequence, overlap, and
physical insertion, as defined in the COLR, must be

| maintained because they serve the function of preserving
! power distribution, ensuring that the SDM is maintained,

ensuring that ejected CEA worth is maintained, and ensuring
adequate negative reactivity insertion on trip. The overlap
between regulating banks provides more uniform rates of
reactivity insertion and withdrawal and is imposed to
maintain acceptable power peaking during regulating CEA

| motion.

The power dependent insertion limit (PDIL) alarm circuit is
required to be OPERABLE for notification that the CEAs are
outside the required insertion limits. The PDIL alarm,

! circuit required to be OPERABLE receives its signal from the I

reed switch position indication system. When the PDIL alarm
circuit is inoperable, the verification of CEA positions is

:

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.1.6-5 Revision R|
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00
Regulating CEA Insertion Limits i - @

g rsrF*f34
; BASES
1

APPLICABLE increased power peaking and corresponding increased local
SAFETY ANALYSES LHRs.

(continued)
The SDM requirement is ensured by limiting the regulating
and shutdown CEA insertion limits, so that the allowable
inserted worth of the CEAs is such that sufficient
reactivity is available to shut down the reactor to hot zero
power. SDM assumes the maximum worth CEA remains fully
withdrawn upon trip (Ref. 4).

fAlf6cf ASA g-(p f/
Operation at the insertion limits or ASI limits may approach
the maximum allowable linear heat generation rate or peaking
factor, with the allowed T, present. Operation at the
insertion limit may also indicate the maximum ejected CEA

; worth could be equal to the limiting value in fuel cycles
that have sufficiently high ejected CEA worths.

The regulating and shutdown CEA insertion limits ensure that
safety analyses assumptions for reactivity insertion rate,

( SDM, ejected CEA worth, and power distribution peaking
1

factors are preserved (Ref. g
i O The regulating CEA insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of

the NRC Policy Statement.
I *

i

LCO The limits on regulating CEAs sequence, overlap, and
physical insertion, as defined in the COLR, must be j

imaintained because they serve the function of preserving
,

power distribution, ensuring that the SDH is maintained, !

ensuring that ejected CEA worth is mainteined, and ensuringl

adequate negative reactivity insertion on trip. The overlap
between regulating banks provides more uniform rates of

ireactivity insertion and withdrawal and is imposed to,

'

| maintain acceptable power peaking during regulating CEA
motion.

| The power dependent insertion limit (PD!L) alam circuit is'

required to be OPERABLE for notification that the CEAs are
outside the required insertion limits. When the PDIL alam

.
circuit is inoperable, the verification f CEA positions is

I increased to ensure improper CEA alignme is identified
before unacceptable flux distribution occtrs.

i

(continued)
CEOG STS B 3.1-42 Rev1,04/07/95
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|

DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
| SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM
!

'O
[V energy and decay energy in the safety analyses, and utilizes various values for the energy

;

input into the fuel. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current design and
safety analyses.

|

| 12. This change adds a statement to Technical Specification B 3.1.7, LCO Section, which
'

specifies that the power dependent insertion limit alarm circuit required to be OPERABLE
,

for LCO 3.1.6 receives its signal from the reed switch position indication system. Though
there is a power dependent insertion limit alarm frem the plant computer, it is not credited
for this specification.

i

13.
Bases statements which refer to the CFR or the Standard Review Plan as the source of offsite ;

dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the Calvert Cliffs
, UFSAR. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calvert Cliffs are approved by the Nuclear '
!

Regulatory Commission and stated in the UFSAR. .The CFR contains the maximum
allowable limits, not the plant-specific limits which are typically more conservative. Calvert
Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review Plan and, therefore, the current licensing

i basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values. *

1

1
,

!
!

;

1 r
I

1

|

|

|

|

!
1
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ATTACHMENT (2)
|

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

v
55. The phrase, "except that the EAL temporary closure device may not be used in place of an EAL door,"

has been added to LCO 3.9.4 Note 2.c, 3.9.4 Action A.4, and 3.9.5 Action B.3. 'Ihese Notes and
'

Actions relate to placing penetra' ions in the status described in LCO 3.9.3. This change is necessary
because these conditions (i.e., a loss of SDC) could result in the pressurization of enat=iammt. and the '

emergency airlock temporary closure device would not provide adequate protection agamst the escape
of radioactive material. This change is consistent with requirements in the CTS.

!
'

I

|

i

!

|
t

!

,,

1

1

1

'

C,
.

,

|

|
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|

i

SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level |
3.9.4 I

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS
!
!

3.9.4 Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level |

LCO 3.9.4 One SDC loop shall be OPERABLE and in operation.

--------------------------- NOTES----------------------_-----'

! 1. The required SDC loop may not be in operation for
'

s 1 hour per 8 hour period, provided no operations are
permitted that would cause reduction of the Reactor |

Coolant System boron concentration. |

'

2. The shutdown cooling pumps may be removed from operation '
i

; during the time required for local leak rate testing of
! containment penetration number 41 pursuant to the )
I requirements of SR 3.6.1.1 or to permit maintenance on !'

valves located in the common SDC suction Yine, provided: !
t

| a, no operations are permitted that would cause a !
reduction to Reactor Coolant System boron 1

concentration, |
,

! b. CORE ALTERATIONS are suspended, and i
i c. containment penetrations are in the status

|described in LCO 3.9.3, except that the EAL
|

temporary closure device may not be used in place f
'

of an EAL door.
.--__--__..-_.---..--__ .....---.__-----...-_.-------....----

!
|
|

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with the water level 2 23 ft above the top of the
irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the reactor vessel.

|

i
I

i

| \
: ;

|- |

LO
i

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.9.4-1 Revision 83
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|

l

SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level,

! 3.9.4

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One required SDC loop A.1 Initiate action to Inunediately
,

inoperable or not in restore SDC loop to
operation. OPERABLE status and

operation.

IAND Immediately
i

A.2 Suspend operations )
[ involving a reduction i
'

in reactor coolant
boron concentration. ;

AND |

A.3 Suspend loadir;; of Immediately
irradiated fuel |

'

assemblies in the
Core. |

AND

|
A.4 Place containment 4 hours

penetrations in the

status described in
LC0 3.9.3, except,

that the EAL
temporary closure

gdevice may not be
used in place of an
EAL door.

!
|

i O !

I

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.9.4-2 Revision R 1
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
| 3.9.5

ACTIONS (continued) i
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

:

i B. No SDC loop OPERABLE B.1 Suspend operations Immediately
or in operation. involving a

reduction in reactor
coolant boron
concentration.

AND

,

8.2 Initiate action to Immediately
restore one SDC loop
to OPERABLE status
and to operation.

AND

1
'

B.3 Place containment 4 hours
penetrations in the
status described in

| LC0 3.9.3, except
' ,

that the EAL
.

'

temporary closure |
Idevice may not be I

used in place of an |
EAL door.

| |

! |
i

, SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
!
| SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
|

I
SR 3.9.5.1 Verify required SDC loops are OPERABLE. 12 hours ;

i

!O
.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.9.5-2 Revision KL
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|

|

SDC and Coolant Circulatien-High Water Level
L B 3.9.4

O
BASES

J

concentration distribution cannot be ensured without forced
| circulation. This permits operations such as core mapping'

or alterations in the vicinity of the reactor vessel hot leg
nozzles, and RCS to SDC isolation valve testing. During

| this 1 hour period, decay heat is removed by natural !

convection to the large mass of water in the refueling pool. )
t

| A second Note also allows both SDC loops to not be in
.

1
operation during the time required for local leak rate |
testing of containment penetration number 41 pursuant to the !t

requirements of SR 3.6.1.1 or to permit maintenance on
valves located in the common SDC suction line. In addition
to the requirement in Note 1 regarding control of boron

,

concentration, CORE ALTERATIONS are suspended and l
; containment penetrations are in the status described in the

LC0 3.9.3, except that the EAL temporary closure device may
not be used in place of an EAL door. The EAL temporary
closure device may not withstand the containment |
pressurization which could occur from a loss of shutdown

s cooling. This allowance is necessary to perform required
! maintenance and testing.

APPLICABILITY One SDC loop must be in operation in MODE 6, with the water |

1evel 2 23 ft above the top of the irradiated fuel
; assemblies seated in the reactor vessel, to provide decay

heat removal. The 23 ft level was selected because it
corresponds to the 23 ft requirement established for fuel
movement in LCO 3.9.6, " Refueling Pool Water Level."

Requirements for the SDC System in other MODES are covered
by LCOs in Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS), and
Section 3.5, Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS). Shutdown
cooling loop requirements in MODE 6, with the water level
< 23 ft above the top of the irradiated fuel assemblies
seated in the reactor vessel, are located in LCO 3.9.5,

i

i O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.9.4-3 Revision TL\
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
B 3.9.4L

.

BASES

I

increase the decay heat load, such as loading a fuel
assembly, is a prudent action under this condition.

!
t

A.4

If SDC loop requirements are not met, all containment
penetrations must be placed in the status described in
LC0 3.9.3, except that the EAL temporary closure device

g
cannot be used in place of an EAL door. The 4 hour
Completion Time allows fixing most SDC problems and provides
sufficient time to verify containment penetration status.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1|

. REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that the SDC loop is in
operation and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is
determined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficientO decay heat removal capability and to prevent thermal and |,

| boron stratification in the core. The Frequency of 12 hours
is sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump
control, and alarm indications available to the operator in I

the control room for monitoring the SDC System.

|
! REFERENCE 1. UFSAR, Section 9.2 !

;

|

!

i

!
;

t

I
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I

SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
| B 3.9.5

i

| BASES

| .B.1
|

If no SDC loop is in operation or no SDC loops are OPERABLE.
l there will be no forced circulation to provide mixing to
; establish uniform boron concentrations. Reduced boron

concentrations can occur by the addition of water with lower
t

boron concentration than that contained in the RCS.
Therefore, actions that reduce boron concentration shall be
suspended immediately.

'

B.2

If no SDC loop is in operation or no SDC loops are OPERABLE,
| action shall be initiated immediately and continued without

interruption to restore one SDC loop to OPERABLE status and.
| operation. Since the unit is in Conditions A and B
, concurrently, the restoration of two OPERABLE SDC loops ard
!

(Q one operating SDC loop should be accomplished expeditiously.
/

!

Ed

If no SDC loop is in operation, place containment
penetrations in the status described in LC0 3.9.3, except

i
that the EAL temporary closure device cannot be used in I |
place of an EAL door, within 4 hours. With the SDC loop
requirements not met, the potential exists for the coolant
to boil and release radioactive gas to the containment
atmosphere. Placing containment penetrations in the status
described in LC0 3.9.3 ensures that dose limits are not
exceeded.

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on the
low probability of the coolant boiling in that time.

|

|
.

!
;O

V
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SHUTPOWN C00lfNG AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

g .1" *.! . hone shutdown cooling loop shall be

'APPLICABIL11Y: MODE _6 T1 reac(or water }4vels. ,, g , .4 ,r 4 g
i

/\I J% irr M se ..h I ef n,en.Urs
'

,

ACTION: ,,,_,,,;,,. ,s ~
q _--

w ;, 4 ,g, g, ,
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With less4han one shutdown cooling loop in operatione susoend ~ J

t.

geI..re) Ac4 A,3 Tal ope tions involuin Mn increase inane rearter_ da' thy hea:L '

1 d a reductTon < n ;oron concentration of the Reactor toonant '

ner n t h'a o ow 1

6* * 7,, , A A. p' 11 ainment pen ations p ing direct ccess from o 'i
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l he shutcown cooling p : s may be de-energized curing the timeintervals required for cal leak rate testing of contaiW penetration numbe 41 rsu nt to tne requirements or h MSpecifitation or to pemit maintenance on va ves( '2.6.l._h

NW "*'
2. located in the common shutdown cooling suction line, provided

(1) no operations are oemitted which could caut, dilution of the
Jteactor Coolant System boron concentration and. Jgecifigy,'

p\ h1 ;. pump hal' be ca'-enerciflir 2h he cheroino T5ow cat 4
sh be clo .ji(2c all CORE ALTERATIONS are suspenced.J ) all_
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SURYEILLANCE REQUIlidiEms

y n,4*g er!hfM A shutdown cooling loop shall be detemined to be in operatien and
1rculating reactor coolant at a flow rate of g 1500 gpm at jonce per
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19 Q REFUELING OPERATIONS

'3 c),4 (3/4.9,0
SHUTOOWN COOLING AND COOLANT CIRCULATION (-5 d<[[e )/@

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION dO_per* {Isf ach Al '
. __

ZCo394 6J3?D diAsdt]one shutdown cooling loop shall be in _ operation.O__ ^ ' '

L 0DE 6 <st ;ru reacser water vereis.74,j,iA e234 7.d.e ,6.*ar
APPlfCABILITY N

4 9 ,,p g g,,m q A, (, ;
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oenetration number 41_ pursuant to the requirements of
.ipecification aibel Ld)(Qipor to pemit maintenance on valves 3g y,g,/,/
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5# 3M.4,] N A shutdown cooling loop shall be determined to be in operation and
irculating reactor coolant at a flow rate of g 5 mLat least_ogce_per

t .

.i,ours.
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69 @g The shutdown cooling loop _may/Ee #movat'frh ooeration for up to
| 1 our per 8 hour periodJuring the per)0mance of CORE A RATION f,3I

n lae ncinny oi um reactor pressafe vessel hot leg
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; DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.9.4 - SHUTDOWN COOLING (SDC) AND COOLANT CIRCULATION-

HIGH WATER LEVEL
.

!

Q procedures. This is acceptable because this detail is not required to meet the overall,

requirement. This detail can be adequately controlled via the plant procedure change control
I process. This approach provides an effective level of contml and provides for a more

appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by
the change. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing
license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This is a less restrictive
movement of information change with no effect on safety. His change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.9.8.1, Action a requires all containment penetrations
providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere be
isolated within four hours when the one required SDC loop is inoperable, and when the SDC
loops are de-energized for leak rate testing. Improved Technical Specification 3.9.4
Action A.4 requires the containment penetrations to be placed in the conditions described in
LCO 3.9.3, except that the Emergency Air Lock temporary closure device may not be used
in place of an Emergency Air Lock door. The Emergency Air Lock temporary closure
device may not withstand the containment pressurization which could occur from a loss of
shutdown cooling. This description of containment penetration status is the same as in CTS
3.9.4. This penetration status places the penetrations in a condition which allows for closure
to mitigate events that result in a release of radioactivity. He additional flexibility thus
provided allows containment purge as long as the Containment Purge Supply and Exhaust

[,} lsolation System is Operable, and allows both containment personnel air lock doors to beC open if the specified criteria are met. Allowing these conditions constitutes a less restrictive
|

change but all design accident criteria continue to be met. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432, CEOG-115.

L.2 Current Technical Specification 4.9.8.1 requires reactor coolant flow rate be determined
21500 gpm at least once per four hours. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.9.4.1
requires flow rate be determined 21500 gpm at least once per 12 hours. This change
decreases the Frequency to verify EDC flow from four hours to twelve hours. The 12-hour
Frequency is sufficient considering the flow, temperature, pump control, and alarm
indications available to the operator in the Control Room for monitoring the SDC System.
Also, as long as LCO 3.9.4.1 is met, which requires one SDC loop to be in operation, flow is
not expected to change significantly with time. This verification is oriented toward ensuring
no significant system line-up problem or system failure prevents flow from meeting
requirements. Plant history indicates such problems are rare. Reducing the Surveillance,

'! Frequency constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

| L.3 Current Technical Specification 3.9.8.1 LCO and Action a footnote * allows the SDC loop to

| be removed from operation for up to one hour per eight-hour period during the performance
of Core Alterations in the vicinity of the reactor pressure vessel hot legs. Improved

*

Technical Specification LCO 3.9.4 Note allows the SDC loop to be removed from operation
for up to one hour per eight-hour period any time in the Applicable Mode, provided no

n operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the RCS boron concentration. The j
( ) allowance is no longer limited to when Core Alterations are taking place in the vicinity of !

,
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

isolate on the required isolation signal. He once each refueling outage Frequency is consistent
\ / with other plant safety equipment. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant,

reduction in the margin of safety.

3.9.3 Chanac L5

L Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform the Surveillance which verire "Jie
containment vent isolation valves close on an actuation signal 72 hours prior to tb start of Core
Alterations. This change essentially increases the time within which the Surveillance must be

| performed prior to entering the Mode of Applicability from 72 hours to seven days. This change
does not signiGeantly affect the probability of an accident. The containment penetrations are not
initiators of any analyzed events The consequences of an accident are not significantly affected.

!

The Surveillance is still required to be performed at an interval that provides reasonable
;

assurance that the valves will perform as required. This change will not significantly affect the
assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents. Therefore, this change does not involve a j

| significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated. '

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different Idad of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform the Surveillance which verifies the
| containment vent isolation valves close on an actuation signal 72 hours prior to the stan of Core
| Alterations. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of theg
i g plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
| change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the

i

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. |
|

3, Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? !

The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform the Surveillance which verifies the '

containment vent isolation valves close on an actuation signal 72 hours prior to the start of Core
Alterations. The margin of safety will not be signincantly affected by this change because the
Surveillance will still be performed at an interval which is adequate to provide reasonable
assurance that the containment penetrations will be in the closed position or capable of being
closed, as required. This enables the Surveillance Frequency to be consistently applied.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.9.4 Chanee L.1
|
| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change replaces the requirement to isolate containment penetrations when no
shutdown cooling (SDC) loops are Operable with a requirement to place the penetrations in the
status consistent with the Containment Penetrations Technical Specification, except that the
emergency air lock (RAL) temporary closure device may not be used in place of an EAL door.
This change does not significantly increase the probability of an accident. Containment,

penetrafbns are not an initiator of any analyzed events. The consequences of an accident are not

[V) significantly affected by this change. He requirements of the Containment Penetrations

i

|
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS,

'

SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS
i

O Technical Specification requires placing the plant in a condition to allow isolation ofd
containment penetrations to mitigate events which result in the release of radioactivity. This
change will not significantly affect the assumptiom; relative to the mitigation of accidents.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence
of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated? I

!

The proposed change replaces the requirement to isolate containment penetrations when no SDC '

loops are Operable with a requirement to place the penetrations in the status consistent with the
|

Containment Penetrations Technical Specification, except that the EAL temporary closure device I

may not be used in place of an EAL door. This change does not involve a significant change in
the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change replaces the requirement to isolate containment penetrations when no SDC
loops are Operable with a requirement to place the penetrations in the status consistes. with the
Containment Penetrations Technical Specification, except that the EAL temporary clost ? device
may not be used in place of an EAL door. The penetration status in the Containment Pa:tration

p Technical Specification meets the requirements of the related design basis everz This
penetration status places the penetrations in position to close or be closed in order to mitigate anj

event involving the release of radioactivity. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant
! reduction in the margin of safety.

3.9.4 Chance L2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for determining the SDC flow from four hours to
twelve hours. This change does not significantly increase the probability of an accident.
Shutdown cooling flow rate is not an initiator of any analyzed events. The consequences of an
accident are not significantly affected by this change. The 12-hour Frequency is adequate to |
ensure that SDC flow is sufficient considering flow, temperature, pump control, and alarm
indications available to the operator in the Control Room for monitoring the SDC System. The

| verification ensures no significant system line-up problem or system failure prevents flow from
| meeting requirements. Plant history indicates that problems with the system are rare. This
!

change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence
of cn accident pre.iously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for determining the SDC flow from four hours to
twelve hours. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the

!
i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
!

SECTION 3.9.5 - SilUTDOWN COOLING (SDC) AND COOLANT CIRCULATION -
| LOW WATER LEVEL
'A

V TECIINICAL CIIANGES MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-
-

| CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.9.8.2 Footnote # allows one SDC loop to be replaced
| by one spent fuel pool cooling loop when it is lined up to provide cooling flow to the irradiated
{ fuel in the reactor core, and the heat generation rate of the core is below the heat removal
; capacity of the spent fuel poci cooling loop. Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.9.5
l Note will allow one SDC loop to be replaced by one spent fuel pool cooling loop. He
| requirements for this substitution will be moved to Section B 3.9.5 of the ITS Bases. His is
| acceptable because moving this detail to the Bases will not change the specific requirement 2

that ensure the spent fuel pool cooling loop maintains adequate heat removal capacity. This
detail can be adequately controlled in the Bases which require change control in accordance
with the Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. His approach provides an effective leseli

l
of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. He level of
safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change, because there is no change in the
requirement which allows one SDC loop to be replaced. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs
resources associated with processing licensing amendments to this allowance will be reduced.

.

This is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no effect on safety.
1

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.9.8.1, Action a requires all containment penetrations,

'

providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere be isolated
p within four hours. Improved Technical Specification 3.9.5 Action B.3 requires the'

containment penetrations to be placed in the conditions described in LCO 3.9. 3, except that
! the EAL temporary closure device may not be used in place of an EAL door. He EAL
l temporary closure device may not withstand the containment pressurization which could occur

from a loss of SDC. This description of containment penetration status is the same as in
CTS 3.9.4. This penetration status places the penetration in a condition which allows for
closure to mitigate events that result in a release of radioactivity. The additioaal flexibility
thus provided allows contahnent purge as long as the Containment Purge Supply and Exhaust

;

Isolation System is Operable; and allows both containment personnel air lock doors to be open
if the specified criteria are met. Allowing these conditions constitutes a less restrictive change,
but all design accident criteria continue to be met.

L.2 Current Technical Specification 4.9.8.1 requires reactor coolant flow rate be determined
21500 gpm at least once per fourhours. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.9.5.2
requires flow rate be determined 21500 gpm at least once per 12 hours. This change

i decreases the Frequency to verify SDC flow from fourhours to 12 hours. The
12-hour Frequency is sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump control, and alarm

! indications available to the operator in the Control Room for monitoring the SDC System.
Also, as long as the LCO 3.9.5.1 is met requiring one SDC loop to be in operation, flow is not

| expected to change significantly with time. This verification is oriented toward ensuring no
; significant system line-up problem or system failure prevents flow from meetmg requirements.
; Plant history indicates such problems are rare. Reducing the Surveillance Frequency

constitutes a less restrictive change. The intent of the Surveillance and plant history support,

reducing the Surveillance Frequency. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
:
;
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I NO SIGNIFICANT HAZ,ARDS CONSIDERATIONS
_ SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

l

!

(O System boron concentration. Shutdown cooling is only allowed to be out-of-service for one hour in
L ) every eight. During this period, the mass of water covering the core and the requirement to

suspend operations with the potential to reduce the boron concentration ensures adequate decay
heat removal is available, and that the chance of a reactisity event is nummal Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.9.5 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a sign *ficant increase in the probability or consequences of an
| accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change replaces the requirement to isolate containment penetrations when no SDC
loops are Operable, with a requirement to place the penetrations in the status consistent with the
Containment Penetrations Technical Specifiestion, except that the EAL temporary closure device
may not be used in place of an EAL door. This change does not significantly increase the
probability of an accident. Contamment penetrations are not an initiator of any analyzed events.
The cons:quences of an accident are not significantly affected by this change. The requirements of,

i the Contamment Penetrations Technical Specification require placing the plant in a condition to'

allow isolation of containment penetrations to mitigate events which result in release of
radioactivity. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of
accidents. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?i

The proposed change replaces the requirement to isolate containment penetrations when no SDC
loops are Operable, with a requirement to place the penetrations in the status consistent with the
Containment Penetrations Technical Specification, except that the EAL temporary closure device
may not be used in place of an EAL door. This change does not involve a significant change in the
design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does tin change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The pr'aposed change replaces the requirement to isolate contamment penetrations when no SDC
loops are Operable, with a requirement to place the penetrations in the status consistent with the
Containment Penetrations Technical Specification, except that the EAL temporary closure desice
may not be used in place of an EAL door. 'Ihe penetration status in the Containment Penetration
Technical Specification raeets the requirements of the related design basis event. This penetration
status places the perietrations in position to close or be closed in order to mitigate an event
invohing the release of radioactivity. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety.

!

i
!

i
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level

3.9.4
|
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
3.9.5 i
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432l

SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

.

| 10. The CTS requires that each required containment purge and exhaust valve be verified to
!

actuate to the isolation position on an actuation signal prior to stamng Core Alterations.
Improved Technical Specification SR 3.9.3.2 requires this verification every 18 months. The
Caivert Cliffs ITS will retain the CTS requirement This will ensure that the test is performed

! cach refueling outage prior to the system being required to be Operable. This change is
! consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.
|

| 11. This chang. ., a plant-specific Note is consistent with NUREG-1432, CEOG -115. The plant-
| specific CTS allowance to use the EAL temporary closure device in place of an EAL door is
!

excepted from the shutdown cooling specifications. 'Ihe EAL temporary closure device may
not be able to withstand the containment pressurization which could occur with a loss of
shutdown cooling.

|
'

|

|

!

l

I
1

| |
| l
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| (D
d INSERT B 3.9.4 I CO NOTE 1

l

|- A second Note also allows both SDC loops to not be in operation during the time required for local leak TSTF-iG
j

rate testing of containment penetration number 41 pursuant to the requirements of SR 3.6.1.1 or to permit
!

maintenance on valves located in the common SDC suction hne. In addition to the requirement in Note 1 )
1

regarding control of boron concentration, CORE ALTERATIONS are suspended and containment
;

penetrations must be in the status described in the 3.9.3 LCO except that the EAL M.pciary closure '

device may not be used in place of an EAL door. The EAL door may not withstand the containment )
pressurization which could occur from a loss of shutdown cooling. This allowance is necessary to perform i |required testing and maintenance on these penetrations.
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
B 3.9.4

BASES

\
ACTIONS LJ r

(continued) '

,
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1 I
j REQUIREMENTS

'

This Surveillance demonstrates that the SDC loop is in
,

operation and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is
idetermined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient '

decay heat removal capability and to prevent thermal and
boron stratification in the core. The Frequency of 12 hours

|

, ,

| 1s sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump
| i

control, and alarm indications available to the operator in
the control room for monitoring the SDC System. ,

!
!
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
8 3.9.5

BASES

:

ACTIONS M
(continued)

If no SDC loop is in operation or no SDC loops are OPERABLE,
there will be no forced circulation to provide sixing to
establish uniform boron concentrations. Reduced boron
concentrations can occur by the addition of water with lower
boron concentration than that contained in the RCS.
Therefore, actions that reduce boron concentration shall be

; suspended immediately,
i

.

1

M
,

If no SDC loop is in operation or no SDC loops are OPERABLE,;
action shall be initiated immediately and continued without
interruption to restore one SDC loop to OPERABLE status and
operation. Since the unit is in Conditions A and B .

'

concurrently, the restoration of two OPERABLE SDC loops and
one operating SDC loop should be accomplished _ expeditiously.

!
| 'plag wn%nad pa:4rmCtrons in he S*fn+vg. )U k g |O-

- - ---

If no @ loop is in eneration all cont ment penetra ns gg. f t r

-

(providi,ny direct access pr e conta ment atmospher
Qoutside atmosphere marst be closedrwithin 4 hours. With

( thetwm)ioop requirements not met tIie potential exists for 1the cbolant to. boll and release ra,dioactive sat 4

containment atmo har ~U os t
~

to the i

dE6Yi-//f(tha}/are open o t eA utside.( g containment pentfrat gtmosphere )nsures that dose
umits are not exceeceo.

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on the I

low probability of the coolant boiling in that time.

!
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.5.1
REQUIREMENTSi

i This Surveillance demonstrates that one SDC loop is
i operating and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is ,

!

i detennined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient
I decay heat rewval capability and to prevent thermal and

boron stratification in the core, in addition, this
Surveillance demonstrates that the other SDC loop is
OPERABLE.

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.9-20 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ATTACHMENT (2)
i

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

56. This change incorporates TSTF-82, Revision 1. TSTF-82, Revision 0, was incorporated into the
original tubmittal.
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
I

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.2 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the Once within
Rate of Change of Power trip instrument 7 days prior to
channel. The allowable value shall be each reactor

gs 2.6 dpm. startup
|

!
| SR 3.3.2.3 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 24 months

automatic bypass removal feature.

I
l SR 3.3.2.4 -------------------NOTE-------------------

Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CALIBRATION.
__________________________________________ 1

l
i

| Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION, including 24 months
automatic bypass removal features. |t

~

I

!

! i
1

|

!
.

I
l

I
,

i

|

|

i
;

O
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown
B 3.3.2

O
BASES

This bypass is effected by the power range NI Level _1
bistable. Automatic bypass removal is also effected by
these bistables. With the RTCBs open, the Rate of Change of
Power-High trip is not required to be OPERABLE; however, the *
indication and alarm Functions of at least two wide range
channels are required to be OPERABLE. LC0 3.3.12 ensures
the wide range channels are available to detect and alert
the operator to a boron dilution event, when LCO 3.3.1 and
3.3.2 are not applicable.

The RPS instrumentation satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 3.

LCO The LC0 requires all instrumentation performing an RPS
Function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any required portion of
the instrument channel renders the affected channel (s)
inoperable and reduces the reliability of the affected
Functions.

Actions allow trip bypass of individual instrument channels, !
but administrative controls prevent operation with a second

,1channel in the same Function bypassed. Plants are in a trip
bypass condition before either restoring the Function to
four channel operation (two-out-of-four logic) or placing
the channel in trip (one-out-of-three logic).

g

This LCO requires four instrument channels and automatic
bypass removal features of Rate of Change of Power-High to
be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5, when the RTCBs are closed
and the CEA Drive System is capable of CEA withdrawal.
MODE 1 and 2 requirements are addressed in LC0 3.3.1. This

;

trip is not credited in the safety analysis. Therefore, the '

Allowable Value is not derived from an analytical limit.

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable to the Rate of Change of Power-High
reactor trip in MODES 3, 4 and 5. MODES 1 and 2 are
addressed in LC0 3.3.1.

O
CALVERT-CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.3.2-4 Revision K \



RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown
B 3.3.2

(D,

| C/ BASES

i

I

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a qualitative assessment of the instrument channel which
considers instrument channel uncertainties, including
isolation, indication, and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the. |
transmitter or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limits.

The Frequency, once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of instrument
channel failure. Since the probability of two random
failures in redundant channels in any 12 hour period is

t

extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of I

loss of RPS Function due to failure of redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of the channel during normal operational
use of the displays.

SR 3.3.2.2
l

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the power rate of change
channels is performed once within 7 days prior to each
reactor startup to ensure the entire instrument channel will
perform its intended function if required. The Rate of
Change of Power-High trip Function is required during
startup operation and is bypassed when shut down or
> 12% RTP. Additionally, operating experience has shown
that these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at a Frequency of once within 7 days prior to each
reactor startup.

Only the Allowable Values are specified for each RPS trip
Function in the SR. Nominal trip setpoints are established
for the Functions via the plant specific procedures. The i
nominal setpoints are selected to ensure the plant
parameters do not exceed the Allowable Value if the bistable

! trip unit is performing as required. Operation with a trip
|
|

t )
C/,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.3.2-10 Revision Ki
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| RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown
i 8 3.3.2

BASES _
_

setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint,
but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable, provided that
operation and testing are consistent with the assumptions of
the plant specific setpoint calculations. - Each nominal trip
setpoint is more conservative than the analytical limit g

assumed in the safety analysis in order to account for
instrument channel uncertainties appropriate to the trip
Function. These uncertainties are defined in the plant
setpoint analyses (Ref. 3).

SR 3.3.2_.3

SR 3.3.2.3 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.2.2, except SR 3.3.2.3 is applicable only to bypass
Functions and is performed once every 24 months.

Proper operation of operating bypasses is critical during

O. plant startup because the bypasses must be in place to allow
startup operation and must be removed at the appropriate
points during power ascent to enable certain reactor trips.
A 24 month Surveillance frequency is adequate to ensure

'

proper automatic bypass removal feature operation as
i

described in Ref. 5. Once the operating bypasses are i I
,

|
removed, the bypasses must not fail in such a way that the
associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed. This ;

feature is verified by the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, SR 3.3.2.2. Therefore, further testing of the
automatic bypass removal feature after startup is
unnecessary.

!

SR 3.3.2.4

SR 3.3.2.4 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
24 months.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a check of the instrument channel
including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies that the

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.3.2-11 Revision bd
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TABLE _2.2-1 (Continued) y
g e

REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTR 1 MENTATION TRIP _SETPOINT LIMITS
e

b . CTIONAL iMIT TRIP _5ETPOINT ALLOMABLE VALUES

O B. Axial flux offset m Trip setpoint adjusted to not Trip setpoint adjusted to not ,g
exceed the limits provided in exceed the limits provided in x

the COLR the COLR g.

g
N4 9. Thermal Margin / Low Pressure g

*

a. Four Reactor Coolant Peeps Trip setpoint adjusted to not Trip setpoint adjusted to be~

Operating exceed the limits provided in not less than the larger of G
the COLR (1) 1875 psia, or (2) the %

limits provided in the COLR g

5 35 psid 5 135 psid
-

*
1Steam Generator Prb. Difference - High gsure 5

g$ 30. Loss of Load
NA NA

Q gw nate or csan,e or rower - nig R s .s decades per minute 3 2.s decades per minutez

< ,
.

S n Sr,,) or Cf.a p | JCSes O'.
5 |

O b/R, kos 3.33, "Rfs %=

g
I"**e~ % . o . Q ~ j _, Qp

3 s
y

Y ? "
- .

d

U1 E t
9
*
* _

4
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'

g TABLE 2.2-1 (Continu y
oc; 1

g _ REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRt! MENTATION TRIP SETPOINT LIMITS i
-g-e

b TUNCTIONAL UNIT TRIP SETPOINT ALL0ttABLE VALUES 5
Qm

O 8. Axial flux offset (3) Trip setpoint adjusted to not Trip setpoint adjusted to not r-

exceed the limits provided in exceed the limits provided in E.
the COLR the COLR 4 .e . iz N% 9. Themal Margin / Low Pressure g

" *
a. Four Reactor Coolant Pumps Trip setpoint adjusted to not Trip setpoint adjusted to be

Operating exceed the limits provided in not less than the larger of h
the COLR (1) 1875 psta, or (71 the *

Ilmits provided in t COLR $* '
Steam Generator Pr 5 135 psid 5 135 psidb. Difference-Highgsure k

3
'

$ [10. Loss of Load NA NA

Tk Rate of Change of Power - Higk 5 2.6 decades per minute 5 2.6 decades per minute
'

g 3,g,g,7

5 !

ee fce $ </i) 0 5 Cid 9$

r w w u ,r, e s =
.

I% %,eA.% - o , p - gp y
- ,-

o

N k h
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RPS Instrumentation-ShutdownM @
(CTSh SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS[7S ~eO*A /*I~ d*ff

_- =_}32

QstK-t} h
,

!

1 A,_ t z.to dem. ^ #' 8

SURVEILLANCE %_~~_ _-
--

FREQUENCY 1
| '

431.1.1)SR 3.3.2.1gPerf re a CHANNEL CHgf each !
P e 12 hours

L W Y' cob""* f f idt l' 5 t Lo y et u ra ,3 c
> tJeffem Flui Ih en line s /~ - " - 7

<41'MNSR 3.3.2.2 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on(5y% jCA,a 7 d..e/ . Sewer Rate ot' Change trip p rs. , -ke<*J <" *

skA. P.
> im rs b-~

_ :

[R 3.3.2.3 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL(4,g,u.7.) automatic bypass removal (futy
on each Q

(Fe +rro
SR 3.3.2.4 .

-------------------NOTE--------------------
Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNELCALIBRATION.

(-1.3 .1 3-O y
Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION, including
bypass remeyalJfupctinn monthsj

/ I w% eC s.) g
l UJ

{.a .TJ, i-
3

l

.

I

| 6T0; STS
! 3.3-14 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown M hB 3.3.2

'

BASES
- [

LCO Actions al owhiden[Jrip6hEihbyoass af
. mb.ishe(continued) indtvidualichannels,butqn.ggy.p

that prevent operation with a se. ass 4t' vater inter 1(ck3, 3
Funct b assed. cond chanfFin the same 4 }4 --
trip .me Plants are restricted to 48 hours in a
Function to four channel operationbypass condition before either restoring the/.;N

W
or placing the channel in trip (one-(out-of-three logic).fE

two-out-of-four logic)_
7Tiin '
beendads..%. hun.nnes enannei inurp eence nas'

trated, specific ceptions have en approved D
, (g,gf the C staff to pemit

of the two-ou of-four chan *

_.7.sry, g]
l

'

m bypassed for an tended oeriod time, f

Only the Allowable Values are specified for [e
_ ps _/pAovs TO

function in the U R PS trin Y

_

, g t ,1,- % Iy
Paramhtrs

in the plant spectfic nal trip setpointf areQgelf)(
int cuculatuns7 The nneinals cie,ts arc 5

ensure the (se 4roirWsureM3 1t%AML FDEll0NAMC
do not exceed the Allowable Value- b. , e Distables ts perfoming as required. Opration with a g 2 i

trip setpoint less conservative than the hostnal trip CCNhled[or
"*'

setpoint, but within its Allowable Value is acceptable,
provided that operation and testing are c,onsistent with the k f wc4ibn5 h,assump,t_1ons of the plant specific setpoint calculations,"* * * *

Each/Aucsacie une soec4fie
'''$' ' nalyticaT11mit assumed n is more conservative than the Vp*

e safety analysis in order to h7'F -i
account for instrumentguncertainties appropriate to the trip' (-,

Function.
These uncertginties are defined in the 1 %b+

dreteerien System Selectun et Trip 5Rpoipt valuse@'I 4 g ., 4 . yG.$V- ~~- --

15 L requires four' Channel t Rate ofChange'-High to be OPERABLE in ' S 3, 4, and 5
RTCBs are closed and the CEA Drive System is capa,ble of CEAwhen h ( g g h gwithdrawal. MODE I and 2 requirements are addressed inLCO 3.3.1. This trip is not credited in the safety ypa u <r-eval hanalysis.
from an analytical limit.Therefore, the Allowable Value is not derived4 *4 ""' 5

o> ;
i

@ A5 |

APPLICABILITY ,G . t'w
This LCO is applicable to theh Rate of ChangeL H g Qreactor trip in MODES 3, 4 and 5.

MODES I and 2 areaddressed in LCO 3.3.1.

The power rate of change trip is required in MODES 3, 4|

and 5, with the RTCBs closed and a CEA capable of being
i

withdrawn to provide backup protection for boron dilution1

l

!

(continued)
CEOG STS

B 3.3-40 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown %) @B 3.3.2

BASES

'

f ,

SURVE!LLANCE SR 3.3.2 2 (continued) f IW
REQUIREMENTS

-

required. The power 4 ate of Chang High trip Function isrequired ing startup operation and is bypassed when shutdown or > RTP. Additionally, operating experience has
shown tha hasa components usuall pas _s the Surveillance

'.

when performed at a frequency of(y"~ffverr92> days _ prior toEe
each reactar startup. " -

ZlHUT S*im m* _

,, ,_,_,_, p 4Nf SR 3.3.2.3 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.2.2, except SR 3.3.2.3 is applicable only to bypass
Functions and is performed once within g2 days prior to eachstartup.

Proper operation of4ypass permissives is critical during
plant startup because the bypasses must be in place to allow
startup operation and must be removed at the appropriate

, points durino oower ascent tn snable certain reactor trine.
1 Consequerttly, the appropriate time t verifybypass/eaoval

~

functior/0PERABILI Y is just prior o startup. T
allowapte to cond .t this Survell nce within g ays of

.

tartyp is base onthereliabil)tyanalysispr ented in-,

( opip'al report EN-327, 'RPS/ESFAS Extended Test interva
11 uation" (Ref. 5).ronce the operating bypasses are

/ removed, the bypasses must not fall in such a way that the
associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed.

/ This
feature is verified by the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, SR 3.3.2.7. Therefore, further testing of th bypass[ cT1]Lrb after startup is unnecessary.

j g 4 M.} 'S~
'

SR 3.3.2.4

f
SR 3.3.2.4 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every

months.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is aM check of the instrument 3
channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifles
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains

(continued)

CEOG SIS B 3.3-46 Rev 1, 04/07/95,
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

A required system redundant to system (s) supported bya.

the inoperable support system is also inoperable; or

EXAMPLE B3.0.6-1

If System 2 of Train A is inoperable, and System 5 of I

Train B is inoperable, a loss of safety function
exists in supported System 5.

b. A required system redundant to system (s) in turn
supported by the inoperable supported system is also
inoperable; or

EXAMPLE B3.0.6-2

If System 2 of Train A is inoperable, and System 11 of i

Train B is inoperable, a loss of safety function
exists in System 11 which is in turn supported by
System 5.

A required system redundant to support system (s) forc.
the supported systems (a) and (b) above is also
inoperable.

EXAMPL E B3.0.6-3
g

If System 2 of Train A is inoperable, and System 1 of
Train B is inoperable, a loss of safety function
exists in Systems 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10 and 11.

O |
1

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.0-10 Revision 1 | |
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LC0 Applicability {
B 3.0

'

b)y BASES

|
I

TRAIN A TRAIN B

-

System 8 $ystem 8
-

System 4 - System 4
System 9 System 9

System 2 - System 2 -

System 10 - System 10
System 5 System 5

_

System 11 System 11 |
-

System 1
-

System 1
-

System 12 - System 12
System 6 System 6

System 13 System 13

System 3 System 3

System 14 System 14

System 7 System 7

System 15 System 15

If this evaluation determines that a loss of saf ty function
exists, the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of
the LC0 in which the loss of safety function exists are
required to be entered.

LC0 3.0.7 There are certain special tests and operations required to
be performed at various times over the life of the unit.
These special tests and operations are necessary to
demonstrate select unit performance characteristics, to
perform special maintenance activities, and to perform
special evolutions. Special Test Exception LCOs 3.1.7,
3.1.8, and 3.4.17 allow specific Technical Specification,

(TS) requirements to be changed to permit performances of
| these special tests and operations, which otherwise could

not be performed if required to comply with the requirements
of these TS. Unless otherwise specified, all the other TS
requirements remain unchanged. This will ensure all
appropriate requirements of the MODE or other specified
condition not directly associated with or required to be

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.0-11 Revision 'Bd
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i LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

~7'S Tf 7/, In' .r e

LCO 3.0.6 retained.
safety function exists, the appropriate Conditions andIf this evaluation determines that a loss of(continued)

,( TF ~7/
Required Actions of the LCO in which the loss of safetyMfunction exists are mquired to be entered.

_

LCO 3.0.7 Special tests and oper
tons are required at various times

>

over the unit's life o demonstrate performancecharacteristics t
erform maintenance activities, and toperform special,e !

luations. Because TS normally precludethese tests and
perations, special test exceptions (STEs)allow specifie

requirements to be changed or suspendedunder contro ed conditions. STEs are included in -

'applicable ections of the Specifications.
all other TS requirements remain unchanged and inUnless otherwise

-yg.fy,.9specified
| effect applicable.

nts of the MODE or other specified condition notThis will ensure that all appropriate1 requir
| dire

y associated with or required to be changed or IC#
in in effect.nded to perform the special test or operation wil6343

su

The Applicability of an STE LCO represents a con
necessarily in compliance with the normal requ ion not
the TS. Compliance with STE LCOs is option ements of

.

A special test may be performed under e
/' of the appropriate STE LCO or the oth er the provisions

requirements. If it is desired to applicable TS
under the provisions of the STE L rform the special test

, the requirements of theSTE LCO shall be followed. Thi
in the STE LCO. includes the SRs specified

Some of the STE LCOs req
e that one or more of the LCOsfor normal operation b

,et (i.e., meeting the STE LCO
| requires meeting the

ecified normal LCOs . TheApplicability, ACT iS, and SRs of the spec)ified normalLCOs, however, a
not required to be met in order to meetthe STE LCD wh it is in effect.

failure to m t a specified normal LCOThis means that, upon,

the associatedi ACTIONS of
he STE LCO apply, in lieu o,f the ACTIONSnormal L
Exceptions to tSe above do exist. Ther arethe.,

instan'

s when the Applicability of the specifiedmust ormal LCOmet, where its ACTIONS must be taken, w
is Surve111ances must be perfomed, or wh re certain

j all of

(continued)
CEOG STS

B 3.0-9
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{ TSTF-71 Rev. I !
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; INSERT FOR BASES LCO 3.0.6
|

|
i l

| INSERT I
'

!

| A loss of safety function may exist when a support system is inoperable, and:

h
A required system redundant to system (s) supported by the inoperable suppon systmt isn.,

| alsoinoperable.
|

-

EXAMPLE B3.0.6-1

If System 2 of Train A is inoperable, and Syste.m 5 of Train B is inoperable, a loss of
safety function exists in supported System 5. I

i~

b. 1
A required system redundant to system (s) in tum supported by the inoperable supported,

| system is also inoperable.
j

|

| EXAMPLE B3.0.6-2
;

If System 2 of Train A is inoperable, and System 11 of Train B is inoperable, a loss of
g
lp|

safety function exists in System 11 which is in turn supported by System 5.
,

A required system redundant to support system (s) for the supported systems (a) and (b)
, c.
! above is also inoperable.

'

EXAMPLE B3.0.6 3 1

If System 2 of Train A is inoperablg and System 1 of Train B is inoperable, a loss of hsafety function exists in Systems 2,4,5,8,9,10 and 11.

|

TRAIN A TRAIN R k

System 8 System 8
System 4 System 4

s. System 9 System 9
_ System 2 _ System 2

_ System 10 _ System 10
System 5 System 5

_ System 1I _ System 11 L
.System 1 System I

_ System 12 _ System 12
System 6 System 6,

i _ System 13 _ System 13
_ System 3 _ System 3;

; _ System 14 _ System 14
System 7 System 7

,

! . _ System 15 ,_ System 15,

1

:
i

_ _ . . .
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|

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
,

SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION!

('

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVEl

M.1 The proposed change adds the requirement to test interlocks and displays to the CTS defmition

of Channel Functional Test. The addition of thesc =Aditianal rSosns to the Technical
Specifications constitutes a more restrictive change. Requirmg interlocks and displays to be
tested will ensure that their functions and indications that may be critical to safety will perform
as required. Herefore, this change does not detrimentally affect plant safety. This change is ;
consistent with NUREG 1432.

M.2 Current Technical Specification Table 1.1 requires the amage coolant temperature in Mode 6

to be s 140 F. The proposed change will delete the average coolant temperature requirement.
With the CTS, the definition of Refueling would cease to be applicable when the average
coolant temperature exceeded 140 F. This would place the plant in an undefmed Mode, which
could be incorrectly interpreted as not requiring the application of the Technical Specifications, ;

which a e applicable when the reactor vessel head is " unbolted." By definmg Mode 6 with no l

specific coolant temperature range, appropriate Technical Specifications will apply when the |
reactor vessel head is " unbolted." This change ensures that the plant is in a defmed Mode
when transitioning between Modes 5 and 6. Therefore, this change does not detrimentally
affect plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECHNICAL CHAh,_GES - RELOCATIONS

None

6O
|

!

TECHNICAL CilANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 The CTS definition of Axial Shape Index (ASI) states, the ASI is, "used for the trip and
pretrip signals in the Reactor Protection System," and the value of ASI is modified by an !
appropriate multiplier and a constant to determine the true core axial power distribution for !

that channel. He CTS definition also contains a formula of this deternunation. Calver@s
1

| ITS defmition of ASI will not contain this added infonnation on the trip and pretrip signals.
The specific calculational methods contained in the CTS definition on the trip and pretrip

i
signals will no longer be specified in the definition. Information on trip values is located in ;

| Specification 3.3.1, "RPS Instrumentation Operation, Specification 3.3.2, "RPS {
-

instrumentation - Shutdown," and their respective Bases. Information on pretrip values is !

located in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. The trip and pretrip information located
| in the CTS defmition is inconsistent with the type ofinformation contained in other definitions.
| In addition, the information is insufficient to determine trip or pretrip nlues as the discussion

refers to a " constant" and " multiplier" without describing these values, their calculation, or
| their location. The CTS trip and pretrip details in die definition can be adequately controlled

in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report and other Specifications. This approach prosides
! an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control
! process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because this
l

information is not needed to use and understand ASI as it appears in the ITS. Furthermore,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant resources associated

with processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This charge is a%
: (V
O
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
:

SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION

(A less restrictive movement of information change with no impact on safety. This change is'

consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification Table 1.1 requires K,a to be 5 0.95 in Mode 6. He proposed
change will relocate this requirement to the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR). Proposed |
Technical Specification 3.9.1 requires the boron cownh4i, ion in the Reactor Coolant System
and refueling pool to be within limits specified in the COLR. Any changes to the COLR will
be in accordance with Chapter 5.0, which will ensure any changes to the COLR receive
appropriate review. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.3 The defmitions of Total Integrated Radial Peakmg Factor and Total Planar Radial Peaking
Factor are being relocated to the COLR. Any changes to the COLR will be in accordance with
Chapter 5.0, which will ensure any changes to the COLR receive appropriate resiew. This
change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
L.1 The CTS defines Core Alt, ration as "the movement or manipulation of any component within

the reactor vessel with the vessel head removed and fuel in the vessel." The proposed change
will relax the requirement from "any component" to specify the components as fuel, source, or
reactivity control components. The specifications which use this defmition are those that
protect from or mitigate a reactivity excursion event. In keeping with this, the ITS definition
reflects movement of components other than fuel, sources, or reactivity control components arep not considered Core Alterations. The movement or manipulation of other components will

V have negligible (if any) affect on core reactivity. Therefore, there is no restriction on the
movement of components other than fuel, sources, and reactivity control components. This ;

change is consistent with NUREG-1432. 1

L.2 The CTS deSnition of SDM requires the calculation of SDM to account for the single CEA of
)

highest worth being fully withdrawn. The proposed change will allow the single CEA of |
highest worth being fully withdrawn to not be accounted for in the calculation if all CEAs are

verified fully inserted by two independent means. This change is acceptable because regtdring
the CEA of highest reactivity worth to be assumed withdrawn is overly consenative when i

,

information on actaal CEA position can be obtained by two independent means. This change ;
is consistent with NUREG-1432

L.3 The CTS definition of Staggered Test Basis requires that components tested on a Staggered |
Test Basis be performed in equal subintervals (e.g., CTS: 3 Control Room Emergency
Filtration System fans required to be tested every 92 days on a Staggered Test Basis would
require one fan to be tested once per 31 days) He proposed change would delete the
requirement to test each component in equal subintervals (e.g., ITS: 3 Cont ol Room
Emergency Filtration System fans required to be tested every 31 days on a Staggered Test
Basis would require all three fans to be tested within a 92-day period with the interval between
components not specified). However, the interval between components should be such that the
intent of staggering is satisfied. The purpose of staggered testing is to ensure that common
failures due to testing do not render more than one train inoperable. His change is consistent
with NUREG-1432.

O
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

D(g| 23. The containment sump monitor in Specification 3.4.15 was changed to containment sump level'

alarm. Calvert Cliffs has a containment sump level alarm system This change is consistent with
the current Calvert Cliffs licensing basis.

24. The Specification 3.4.12 Bases Applicability requirement, which requires "any" RCS cold leg !
temperature, will be revised to require "all" RCS cold leg temperatures This is consistent with the
current Calvert Cliffs procedures which require all cold leg temperatures to provide proper signals
prior to enabling the LTOP System. His change is consistent with current Calvert Cliffs design. 1

25. A Note was added to Specification 3.4.11 Required Action A.1 which allows 120 hours (when one
PORV is inoperabic), and 72 hours (when two PORVs are inoperable) when PORVs are |

:

| inoperable and the associated block valve is inoperable. In Current Technical Specifications, if onc !
PORY is inoperable for causes other than excessive seat leakage, and the associated block valve is i

! closed with power removed,120 hours is allowed before begnuung a plant shutdown. If both |
PORVs are inoperable under the same circumstances,72 hours is allowed before beginnmg a plant i

| shutdown. This change is acceptable based on a plant shutdown bein3 unreasonable when the
| PORVs are still capable of performing their function, and the pressurizer safety valves being
! available to mitigate overpressure events. This addition is consistent with current Calvert Cliffs

licensing basis.

26. The bracket information in NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.9, regarding the pressurizer heaters being
capable of being powered from an emergency power supply, is being deleted. This statement is not

| needed because the Bases require emergency power, and Calvert Cliffs has four banks that are
capable of being powered from an emergency power supply. |

|
, s,

| 27. NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.9.2 requires the verification of the pressurizer heater capacity once per
92 days. Technical Specification Task Force-93 justified the change from 92 days to a bracketed
18 months. Calvert Cliffs ITS will require verification of the pressurizer heater capacity once per
24 months. Calvert Cliffs Current Technical Specification does not contain this SR, thus this is a

! new SR for Calvert Cliffs. The 24 month interval is consistent with NUREG-1432, Generic
! Change TSTF-93.
| |

| 28. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.4.2 Applicabihty is Mode I with T in one more RCS loopsn
! < 525#F and. Mode 2 with T,., in one or more RCS kops < 525'F and Ka 21.0. The Calvert

Cliffs ITS 3.4.2 Applicability is Mo3e 1 and Mode 2 with Kg 2 1.0 He temperature
requirements were deleted bceause the minimum temperature requirement should be applicable
whenever the reactor is critical and not just below certain temperatures. This change is consistent
with the Cah'ert Clifrs current liecusmg basis.

This change will be reviewed for applicability to other Combustion Engineering plants and other
vendors. Based on these results, a generic change will be proposed accordingly.,

!

29. NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.1,4 requires the RCS total flow rate to be verified within limits by precision
heat balance. Calvert Cliffs ITS will require the RCS total flow rate to be determined by
measurement. The Calvert Cliffs ITS will not specify the method by which to verify the RCS total;

flow rate. Calvert Cliffs does not use the precision heat balance method of verifying RCS total
flow rate. Calvert Clifts current Technical Specification requires the measurement of the total flown

CALVERT CLIFFS- UNITS I & 2 3.4-4 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

rate. Dus. this desiation from NUREG-1432 is also consistent with the Cahrert Cliffs current
licensing basis.

|

| 30. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.1.3, which verifies RCS total flow rate, contains a Note
| which states. '' Required to be met in MODE 1 with all RCPs running." TSTF-62 mvised the Note

to read "Only required to be met in MODE 1" with thejustification that all RCPs are required to
be running in MODE 1. Ilowever, the Applicability of LCO 3.4.1 is Mode 1. Therefore, a Note
which states, "Only required to be met in MODE 1"is superfluous. He NOTE has been deleted.

TSTF-62 was approved by the NRC on September 18, 1996. A new generic change will be
proposed to delete the Note from NUREG-1432.

|
i

1

!

| |

'

~J>

!
|

i

I

|

|

|
|

|
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Lielts
~h B 3.4.1'

BASES I
'

i

!

! SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4. L 2 i

REQUIREMENTS !
(continued) Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of 1

2 hours to restore parameters that are not within limits, i
the 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for cold leg temperature I

is sufficient to ensure that the RCS coolant temperature can l
be restored to a normal operation, steady state condition q
following load changes and other expected transient '

operations'. The 12 hour interval has been shown by
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for
potential degradation and to verify operation is within
safety analysis assumptions. :

SR 3.4.1.3
.

{
t

The 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for RCS total flow rate i

is performed using the installed flow instrumentation. !The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating experience to
be sufficient to assess for potential degradation and to i

,

verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.

(ThisSRi modified by a Not that only requires formanceof this R in MODE 1. The ote is necessary t low \ hmeasu ment of RCS flow te at normal operaat wer with all RCPs unning.f - ng conditions j

h ekeredp SR 3.4.1.4
p

|
Heaurement of RCS total flow rate rfartas hpWcy on _ ca Wime t + dwn r;E-'once ~every scnths,
1his allows the installed RCS flow instrumentation to be g |
calibrated and verifies that the actual RCS flow rate is i
within the bounds of analyses.

The frequency of .onths reflects the importance of
verifying flow after a refueling outage where the core has
been altered, which may have caused an alteration of flow
resistance.

MR 1 modified by a Note at sfiTE We a is n1require to be performed [2 hours after 2 [901% TP. The '

Note i necessary to allow easurement of the fl w rate at b
, norma, operating conditicy s at power in MODE 1/ The

_

(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions

reactor vessel head closure bolts specified in |I
{ Table 1.1-1 with fuel in the reactor vessel.

OPERABLE-0PERABILITY A system, subsystem, train, component, or device
shall be OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when it is
capable of performing its specified safety

|
function (s) and when all necessary attendant

,

( instrumentation, controls, nonnal or emergency
electrical power, cooling and seal water,
lubrication, and other auxiliary equipment that

j are required for the system, subsystem, train,
component, or device to perform its specified;

| safety function (s) are also capable of perfonning jtheir related support function (s).
:

PHYSICS TESTS PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed toi

[ measure the fundamental nuclear characteristics of
| the reacter core and related instrumentation.

These tests are:
.

f] a. Described in Chapter 13, Initial Tests andi V
Operation of the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report;

b. Authorized under the provisions of
10 CFR 50.59; or

Otherwise approved by the Nuclear Regulatoryc.,

'

Commission. !

I
L RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) RTP shall be a total reactor core heat transfer {
'

rate to the reactor coolant of 2J00 MWt. '

REACTOR PROTECTIVE SYSTEM The RPS RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval
(RPS) RESPONSE TIME from when the monitored parameter exceeds its RPS

, trip setpoint at the channel sensor until
| electrical power to the CEAs driver mechanism is |1|

interrupted. The response time may be measured by
means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or
total steps so that the entire response time is

,

O
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'

:. Definitions !
I

'1.1 !

Table 1.1-1
MODES I

AVERAGE REACTOR
REACTIVITY % RATED COOLANT

MODE TITLE CONDITION THERMAL TEWERATURE
(k.,,) POWER (' (*F)

1 Power Operation 2 0.99 >5 NA

2 Startup 2 0.99 s5 NA

3 Hot Standby < 0.99 NA 2 300

| 4 Hot Shutdown'6) < 0.99 NA 300 > T.,, > 200 {
5 Cold Shutdown (6) < 0.99 NA s 200 1

3
:

6 Refueling ('I NA NA NA
\

|

!
("I Excluding decay heat

| (6) Reactor vessel head bolted
g

I') Reactor vessel head unbolted
|
I

|

|

i

| \

|
|

|

|

1
.

,

iO
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tha hould includ in the ua$Ra gical En ntal retin
R rt an adioac e Efflu Relea port, re red by S ficati e // '

.6.2 6.6.3 spectiv .
--

. - -

'UPERABLE-OPERABILITY

A system, subsystem, train, component or device shall be 9PERABLE oJia/e/.13

@have OPERAByJmpikit 1A4his AffinitMn sha3(be tM aswhen it is capable of perfonnino its snecifiedt qQ gg jfunction (s) _ sumhtioVthft)all
piecessary attindent instrumentation, controls, nonnal Queveme.mency
electrical power sources, cooling or seal water, lubrication or other
required auxiliary equipment that are required for the system, subsystem,

.

train, component or device to perfonn its unction (s)areals_ocapableof
perfonning their related support function '

f eca { d Ja NI
,

(OPEd,T1dWA'L eq0DE
-T

w_ -

A' A" MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive combination
o core re - y condition, power level and average reactor coolant h1 ped b
temperatureisnecified in Tablg 1.li, _ _

" ?"' "'"' T m r b.geb ye'c 5[. /4
the MODU

- IJte /
'

h. PflYSICS TESTS shall be these tests performed to measure the |

fundamental nuclear haracteristics of the reactor core and re]ated Ainstrumentation and described in Chapt 13.0 of the FSAR,fflauthcrize n,
under the provisions of 10 CFR 50,59, or otherwise approved by the-

Connission.

EMUPM,OUMIERhLEAKAGE< -

C- PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE shall be leakage (excep". steam generator
tube leakage) through a non-isolable fault in a Reactor Coolant _ System '/g {

i
component body, pipe wall or vessel wall.

|

|

PURG P

N|4 PUR or PURG is the entrolled p cess of dis arging air r gas A ,)rom a e finemen o maint n temperatu , humidity, oncentratio or
other erating ndition, n such a ma er that rep cement air r gas s
requi ed to pu fy the e finement.

.
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1. DEFINITIONS

@ c f- [ h_ [TABLE 1.1

( lMODES

| 4 RATED
REACTIVITY THE AVERAGE C00LAN . '

E001 CONDITION. K,n IIMFERATURE ( *O
'

I
y

1. POWER OPERATION 2 0.99 > 5% * 'F A 4,3
,

; 2. STARTUP 3 0.99 55% IQ '

! 3. HOT STANDBY < 0.99,p $@ t 300'F.
h 300'F > T.,, > 200'F

g !!
4 NOT SHUTDOWN 4 < 0.99

|
5. COLD SHUTDOW b < 0.99 h 25 00*F
6. REFUELIN A /V

@,

|

V
!

'

t

|

|

a) Excluding decay heat. W
*

Reactor vessel head unboltedggnio (fuel in the vessej. 4s
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1. DEFINITIONS l

Ithat old b neluded the Annu Radiolog al Enviro ntal Oper ng 7
'

Rep and ioactive fluent ease Repo , required y Specift ton ,/
6 .2 and .6.3, res ctively.

/

. OPERABLE - OPERABILITY

@have OPERABILhhen it is capable of perfoming its specified 'A system. subsystem, train, component or device shall be OPERABLE
-

function (s)t WiicK in thie-15efiniMon tham De sAf assuppfion _W 4 "c# Mb A./~

necessary attendant 1nstrumentation, controls, normal praency
electrical power sources, cooling or seal water, lubrication or other

--

1.6
required auxiliary equipment that are required for the system, subsystem,
train, component or device to perform its function (s) are also capable of
perfonning their related support function s . '

Sfeculae<I hle
1

(0P41ftJf0BA1) MODE '

t

.2 A@dMChDMODE shall correspond to any one inclusive combination
,

o core reactivity condition, power level and average reactor coolant
.

MM'j .["temperature specified in Table 1.1 4 g ,., fqn
&:4 feMW Veuc | he* c t,\os ..t 4hc WOU
PHYSICS TESTS ee !s/c

C A ,1 @ PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests perfortned to measure the
fundamental nuclear characteristics of the reactor core and r ed
instrumentation and@) described in Chapter 13.0 of the FSAR, authorized A, /
under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, o otherwise approve Dy the
Comission. -

63
PRESSifftE,8tIUND(RY JLEAKAGE

(tu e leakage) through a non-isolable fault in a Reactor Coolant Systemh . PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE shall be leakage (except steam generator
'jb

component body, pipe wall or vessel wall.

I

- PURGI G

1 4 PURG or PUR NG is th control d proces ofdischfginga or jas |
/-l . Q

A

-/other op ratingrom a co finemen to main in tempe ture, hu.idity, c entrat n orj I
ndition in such manner at repla ent at or ges is

requir to pur .y the c finement

,
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1 DEFINITIONS

| TABLE 1.1(ilPaye If;lO h

(4Neaciw)= aATEn 3
! REACTIVITY 75 AVERAGE C000UfT
; MODE CONDITION. K m TEMPERATUR( [/ .

I1. POWER OPERATION g 0.99 > 5% @ /

| 2. STARTUP g 0.99 5 5% @ A

3. NOT STANDBY < 0.99 $N g 300*F |
'

| 4. NOT SHUTDOWN '# < 0.99 @ 300'F > T, > 200'F
@h$ 3 200*F5. COLD SH < 0.99

6. REFUELING'* 5/ 5 A/A gh

!

| \
'

!

! O
I 1

1

;
'

i

'

i

!

|

| *N(

D Excluding decay heat. ( fywmllog g g-
c)) Reactor vessel head unboltedkr/pfy/Mhfuel in the vesseh gefi ,Y/on

M b^*kr vessei kr a 6(M, g
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i DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION
n
h Solidification l

e

Source Check.
|

Unrestricted Area| *

[ Ventilation Exhaust Treatment Systeme
i

Venting Ie

l

These definitions were deleted because specific Technical Specifications referring to them i

no longer contain their use or are no longer retained in the ITS. Discussion of the tecimical
;

aspects to the deletion of these definitions are addressed as applicable in the specific
| Technical Specification where the phrase was used. This change is consistent with
! NUREG-1432.
L :

i

| A.10 The CTS definition of Identified Leakage, Pressure Boundary Leakage, and Unidentified
) Leakage are being incorporated into one definition called Leakage (which includes three
i

categories: Identified Leakage, Unidentified Leakage, and Pressure Boundary Leakage). !

,

The new Leakage definition incorporates the three defimitions with no technical changes.
Administrative changes with respect to the conversion to ITS are described in other '

administrative discussion of changes. This change is considered administrative and is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

1A.11 The CTS definition of Offsite Dose Calculations Manual (ODCM) is being deleted. The |
| definition is being incorporated into the ITS Chapter 5.0 which discusses the ODCM. This |

change is administrative because the ODCM will remain as described in the definition. This I

change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

| A.12 The proposed change adds the definition of L, which is used in the ITS. This definition does
not impose any new requirements to the existing Technical Specifications. It was created to

{
.

defime a term used in the ITS. Any technical changes due to the addition of this definition
will be justified as required in the specific section of the Technical Specifications where
used. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.13 The CTS definition of Operable - Operability requires the component or device to be able to
perform its function (s). The proposed change will require the component or device to be
able to perform its specified safety function (s). The ITS intent is to address the " safety"
function (s) and not encompass non-safety functions a system may also perform. The
incorporation of current practices into the definition is considered an administrative change.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432

A.14 Current Technical Specification Table 1.1 defines Refueling as the reactor vessel head
i unbolted or removed and fuel in the vessel. The proposed change will delete the words "or

removed and fuel in the vessel." The change deletes, "or removed," because of the possible

| confusion that may be caused by using the logical connector "or," which can be
'

misconstrued to allow the head to be removed prior to entering Mode 6. Deleting these
words will ensure that the plant is in Mode 6 when the reactor vessel head is unbolted. The
words, "and fuel in the vessel," are being moved to the Mode definition. Also, the words
"and reactor vessel head closure bolts" were added to the definition of Mode for consistency |
with the Modes table. These changes are consistent with NUREG-143'

t
,

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION
|

m\[d components, etc., by the interval to determine the Surveillance Frequency. He change is
administrative since the Frequency between Surveillances for the same system, component,

! etc., will not be changed due to this dermition change. Any changes to Frequencies will be
discussed in the individual section. Another change to the defmition is discussed in a lessi

| restrictive discussion of change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.16
'

The proposed change adds an allowance to the defmitions of ESFAS Response Time and
Reactor Protective System Response Time to allow response time measurement to be
performed by means of any series of sequential, overlapping or total steps. The addition of this

| information is adminierative since it describes the current application of the definition. This
| change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.17 The CTS provides the allowance that suspension of Core Alteration shall not preclude
completion of movement of a component to a safe conservative position. The proposed change,

I

will delete the word ceaservative from this allowance and will allow fbel to be moved to a safe
position. This change also deletes the terms "or manipulation" from the defmition. When Core

Alterations are required to be suspended, a specific movement may have to be completed in
order to establish a " safe" configuration (e.g., no fuel assembly suspended from the refueling
machine). The requirement to establish a " safe position" is deemed proper. Eliminating the
requirement to also be a " conservative" position avoids potential confusion since there is no

reference on which to base the conservative evaluation. It is assumed that " conservative" is
intended to reflect the same context as " safe." Given this understanding, the wording change is,

'

administrative. This is acceptable since " safe" adequately controls the allowance to complete
i o the more. The term manipulation is redundant with " movement"in this definition because, in

Q order to manipulate components within the vessel, " movement" is necessary. Therefore, thisi

change is also acceptable. Thes changes are consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.18 The proposed change will add a requirement to account for any control element assemblies
(CEAs) that are not capable of being fully inserted in the Shutdown Margin (SDM)

| determination. His change is administrative because it incorporates requirements into the
'

definition that are already assumed in the SDM determination. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A.19 Current Technical Specification Table 1.1, " Operational Modes," requires the plant average
coolant temperature to be 2 300'F in Modes I and 2. The proposed change will delete the
average coolant temperature requirement. Other Technical Specifications ensure the coolant
temperature is adequate for specific plant conditions in these Modes. Removal of this
limitation does not actually change the requirements for operation in Modes 1 and 2.
Therefore, this change is administrative. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.20 Current Technical Specification Table 1.1, " Operational Modes," Note (b) specifies Mode 6,
Refueling, applies whenever the reactor vessel head is unbolted. Implicit in this Note is that
Modes 4 and 5 are only applicable when the reactor vessel head is bolted. Therefore, the ITS
Table 1-1 adds Note (b) to Modes 4 and 5 to explicitly state this fact. This change is
considered -dministrative since it is adding clarification only and not changing the event
definitiom

i

h4
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Definitions

., 1.1
Of.f

M ,./,,, 1.1 Definitions (continued)

h ) MODE A MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive
combination of core reactivity condition, power
level, average reactor coolant temperature, and
reactor vessel head 1 . i/. ^. ^.... . .' .. : ..

| specified in Table 1.1-1 with fuel in the r,eactor clos <
,

vessel. bob
h OPERABLE-OPERABILITYA system, subsystem, train, component, or device

! shall be OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when it is
| capable of perfoming its specified safety

function (s) and when all necessary attendant
instrumentation
electrical power,, cooling and seal water, controls, normal or emergency

| lubrication, and other auxiliary equipment that .

are required for the system, subsystem, train.
'

component, or device to perfom its specified
safety function (s) are also capable of perfoming
their related support function (s).

d)PHYSICSTESTS PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to,

measure the fundamental nuclear characteristics of
I

the reactor core and related instrumentation.|

These tests are:

a. Described in Cha ter Initial Tes @ _ _ _ _g %*cf tht( SAR; gf
) d

b. Authorized under the provisions of
10 CFR 50.59; or.

Otherwise approved by the Nuclear Regulatoryc.
Commission.

RESSURE AND
i

TEMPERATURE LIMI DhePTLRistheunit pecific document that
,

provides the react vessel pressure and!

REPORT (P1LR8 temperature limi , including heatup and cooldown
|

rates, for the rrent reactor vessel fluence
i period. Thes pressure and temperature limits
! shall be det ined ter each fluence period i
| accordance ith Specification 5.6.6. Plant
.

operation Ithin these operating limits i
'

addresse in LCO 3.4.3, 'RCS Pressure a
Temper ure (P/T) Limits,' and LC0 3. 2. " LowTempe tyre Overpressure Protection

TOP)Syst . ",|

(continued)
CEOG STS

1.1 5 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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. \

Definitions
., . 1.1

Table 1.1-1 (page 1 of 1)
,

,

, '

MODES

5 RATED
AVERAGE REACTORREACTIVITY THE M COOLANT 1MODE TITLE CONDITION POWER 91
TEMPERATURE

1

(k,,,) (*f)

1 Power Operation 2 0.99 >5 NA

2 Startup 2 0.99 s5 NA
,

L

3 Hot Standby < 0.99 NA 2
[ 4 Hot Shutdown (b) < 0.99 NA Tm>1200[ lb

5 Cold Shutdown (b) < 0.99 NA 53200[
6 Refeeling(C) NA NA NA & |

|

(a) Excluding decay heat. Q \

1

(b) ($d)/eactor vessel headl
~

l'
boltsf/1ytejarlon@ )

(c) g@Ar more/eactoreessel het t'closureAfolts le>( than fptly tensipneDV ,r. m
5

i

I
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DISCUSSION OF TECllNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROMNUREG-1432
| SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION I

(3
| Q PLANT SPECIFIC CIIANGES

1. This change incorporates the Calvert Cliffs-specific information into brackets.

2.
The defmition of Azimuthal Power Tilt for digital Combustion Engineenng (CE) plants is being
deleted because the defmition is not applicable. Calvert Cliffs is an Analog CE plant and will

1

| incorporate the defmition of Azimuthal Power Tilt for an Analog plant.

3. This change deletes the word " Analog" from the defmition of Admnthal Power Tilt. It is
i unnecessary to specify that the Azimuthal Power Tilt is for an Analog plant when the defmition is'

specifically for Calvert Cliffs (which is an Analog plant and has just one Azimuthal Power Tilt
| defmition).
1

4. This bracketed information is being deleted because Calvert Cliffs does not remove control element
| assemblies with the removal of the upper guide structure.

5. The definitions of Mode and the Modes Table (Table 1.1-1) were changed to reflect the Calvert
Cliffs-specific design. The ITS defmition uses closure bolt tensioning in the definition, and the
Modes table requires all the reactor vessel head closure bolts to be tensioned in Modes 4 and 5, and

| if at least one is detensioned, the plant is in Mode 6. Calvert Cliffs performed an evaluation to

determine the number of reactor vessel head closure bolts which could be removed in Mode 5. The
results showed that only 12 studs are required to be in place to ensure the reactor vessel head is

seated at 500 psia; however, to be conservative,18 studs are currently required to be tensioned, per
procedure. Therefore, Footnotes (b) and (c) were changed to reactor vessel head bolted (b) orf-

( unbolted (c). The reactor vessel head is considered unbolted at Calvert Cliffs if greater than 36
'

studs (of 54 total) are detensioned or removed. The defmition was changed to use the term closure
bolts versus closure bolt tensioning. These changes are consistent with the Calvert Cliffs
evaluation.

| 6. The acronym "FSAR" is being change to "UFSAR" to reflect that Calvert Cliffs has an Updated
Final Safety Analysis Repen.

7. The reference to " digital computer channels" was deleted from the defmition of Charmel Functional

Test. Calvert Cliffs is an Analog CE plant, and does not have any safety system digital computer
channels. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

8. Calvert Cliffs has chosen not to incorporate a Pressure / Temperature Limits Report because the
Calvert Cliffs Pressure / Temperature Limits are not expected to change through the end of the
current Operating Licenses for Units 1 and 2.

9. Calvert Cliffs does not have seal water injection, therefore, " water injection" was deleted from the
definition of Identified Leakage. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing
basis.

im

(JI
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AC Sources-0perating
3.8.1

ACTIONS (Continued)
'CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (continued) B.4 Restore DG to 72 hours !
OPERABLE status. !

AND

6 days from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

I

C. LC0 3.8.1.c DG C.1 Declare CREVS, CRETS, 4 hours from !
inoperable or Hz Analyzer discovery of

supported by the Condition C
inoperable DG concurrent with
inoperable when the inoperability of
redundant CREVS, redundant
CRETS, or H Analyzer required2

is inoperable or does feature (s)
not have emergency I

power.

AND 72 hours
<

C.2 Declare CREVS, CRETS,
'

and H Analyzer2

supported by the {
inoperable DG- i

inoperable.
_

l

|

|

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.8.1-4 Revi sion 'Q,\
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AC Sources-Operating
. B 3.8.1

b]
BASES _

,

additional 72 hours (for a total of 9 days) allowed prior to -
,

complete restoration of the LCO. The 6 day Completion Time
provides a limit on time allowed in a specified condition

! af ter discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This limit is
considered reasonable for situations in which Conditions A
and B are entered concurrently. The "AND" connector between;

i the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Times tr?ans that both
| Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more

restrictive Completion Time must be met.

As in Required Action B.2, the Completion Time allows for an
exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the
allowed time " clock." This will result in establishing the,

" time zero" at the tihle that the LC0 was initially not met,
instead of at the time Condition B was entered.

i
l

C,1 and C.2
,

Required Action C.1 applies when the LC0 3.8.1.c DG is
inoperable. The LC0 3.8.1.c DG is from the other unit and
supplies power to one train of CREVS, CRETS, and Hz
Analyzers. One train is powered from one of each unit's
DGs. The Required Action when this DG is inoperable is to
declare the CREVS, CRETS, or H Analyzer supported by the2

inoperable DG inoperable when the redundant CREVS, CRETS, or I

Hz Analyzer is inoperable or does not have emergency power. |
This Required Action must be completed within 4 hours from
discovery of Condition C concurrent with inoperability of
redundant feature (s). Required Action C.2 requires the i

CREVS, CRETS, and Hz Analyzer to be declared inoperable
within 72 hours if the LC0 3.8.1.c DG cannot be restored to

; Operable status.
1

Required Action C.1 is intended to provide assurance that a
loss of offsite power, during the period the LCO 3.8.1.c DG
is inoperable, does not result in a complete loss of safety
function for the CREVS, CRETS, or the Hz Analyzers. The
Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time to;

.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.8.1-11 Revision 9 i
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hkISGb 4 39,f?

1
INSERT REOUIRED ACTION B.2 AND B.3.1

i
M ,'.

B.2 Declare required feature (s) supported by the 4 hours from discovery of Condition B concurrent i

inoperable LCO 3.8.1.b DG inoperable when with inoperability of redundant required feature (s) !
its redundant required feature (s) is

;
inoperable. '

M i

i
B.3.1 Determine OPERABLE DG(s)is not 24 hours ;

inoperable due to a common cause failure.
|
:

N I

i
,

INSERT ACTION C
!

$C. LCO 3.8.1.e DG inoperable. C.1 Declare CREVs, CRETs, 4 hours from discovery of j
or H: Analyzer supported Condition C concurrent with ;
ty the inoperable DG ine;mtDity of redandant ;

[ inoperable when the required feature (s) !
redundant CREVs, j
CRETs, or H2 Anlayzer is !
inoperable or does not ,h I
have emergency power. ;

AND
i

C.2 Declare CREVs, CRETs, 72 hours !

and H Analyzer '
2

supported by the !
inoperable DG inoperable.

,

b

;

i

!
,

I

i

I
!
!1

i
.

!

i

i

pp frf(1

i
. - . . . . -
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!

% ira {>o 3.s.7
1-

i

:,

INSERT REOUIRED ACTION B.2 AND B.3.1
4

4

; AND '

4

B.2 Declare required feature (s) supported by the 4 hours from disavery of Condition B concurrent
inoperable LCO 3.8.1.b DG inoperable when

with inoperability of redundant required feature (s)
its redundant required feature (s) is
inoperable.

,

.

|

AND |

!
l

B.3.1 Determine OPERABLE DG(s)is not 24 hours l'

inoperable due to a common cause failure.
:

QB
:

i
t

i
,

INSERT ACTION C
a

C. LCO 3.8.1.c DG inoperable. C.1 Declare CREVs, CRETs, 4 hours from discovery of
,

orH Analyzersupported Condition C concurrent with2
4 by the inoperable DG inoperabilit) 1 redundant

inoperable when the required feature (s)
redundant CREVs,

i
CRETs, or H Anlayzer is2

; inoperable or does not
J <

have emergency power.
-

AND,

!C.2 Declare CREVs, CRETs, 72 hours '

and H Analyzer2

supported by the
inoperable DG inoperable.

)

e ,r. m
_ _.
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

ACTIONS

CONDITION RESl! RED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (continued) 8.4 Restore |- C' :0 DG 72 hours
to OPERABLE status.

AND

/grv % 6 days from(*><#' discovery of
19J68 Acn**J (,,

-
. @

.Twokrequiredhffsite 1 Declare required 12 hours from Icircuits inoperable. feature (s) inoperable discovery of
when its redundant Conditiong- 2
required feature (s) concurrent wi
is inoperable. inoperability of

1 $.l.) redundant~'

Ac"*d d required
feature (s)

AN

I.2 Restore on 24 tyours b
| Nrequired ffsite
f circuit to OPERABLE!

status.

_

,

(continued)|

|
!

| CEOG STS 3.8-3 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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INSERT ACTION C

I
C. LCO 3.8.1.c DG inoperable. C.1 Declare CREVs, CRETs, 4 hours from discovery of

orHz Analyzersupported Condition C concurrent with
by theinoperable DG inoperabilityofredundant
inoperable when the required feature (s)
redundant CREVs,
CRETs, or H Anlayzer is2

inoperable or does not hhave emergency power. ,LV

AND

C.2 Declare CREVs, CRETs, 72 hours
and H Analyzer2

supported by the
inoperable DG inoperable.

O
,
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I

O
AC Sources-0perati

B 3.8.

BASES

ACTIONS L.( (continued)

and B are entered concurrently. The "Agl* connector between
the ?( i. war and 6 day Completion Times means that both

.

Completion Times apply slaultaneously, and the more i

restrictive Completion Time must be met. |
[

As in Required Action B.2, the Completion Time allows for an ;

exception to the normal ' time zero' for beginning the j
allowed time ' clock." This will result in establishing the t

*ttee zero' at the time that the LCO was initially not met,
instead of at the time Condition B was entered.

h<r.1and h @ i7

.Zd46r7" / J.g* / Requi,*ed Action A.1, whi applies when two offsite circuits ;
are it. operable, is inte ded to provide assurance that an

A c ru a c.tS c. evant with a coinciden single failure will not result in a'

( - -- complete loss of redu dant required safety functions. The
| Completion Time for is failure of redundant required
i features is reduced o 12 hours from that allowed for one
I

train without offs} duction to 12 hours is that Regulatory
e power (Required Action A.2). The

rationale for the e
| Guide 1.93 (Ref, allows a Completion Time of 24 hours f3r @

.
,

!

i two required off ite circuits inoperable, based upon the '

| assumption that two complete safety trains are OPERABLE.
When a concurrent redundant required feature failure exists,
this assumption is not the case, and a shorter Completion
Time of 12 hours is appropriate. Dse_ features are30wered ,

from redundant AC safety trains. Q_h_4aO ncludes-motor- we

(auxu ijfy feeowatep pumps. Qingle train reatures.
|' turKne driven aniliary pump 7s are not included i e

| list.

The Completion Time for Required Action t.1 is intended to @-
| allow the operator time to evaluate and repair any
| discovered inoperebilities. This Completion Time also

allows for an exception to the normal ' time zero" for
beginning the allowed outage time ' clock." In this Required
Action, the Completion Time only begins on discovery that
both:

| a. All required offsite circuits are inoperable; and

b. A required feature is inoperable.

(continued)

: CEOG STS B 3.8-11 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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\

INSERT B 3.8.1 ACTIONS C.1 & C.2

| C.I and C.2
!

Required Action C.1 applies when the LCO 3.8.1.c DG is inoperable. De LCO 3.8.1.c DG is
from the other unit and supplies power to one train of CREVS, CRETS, and H Analyzers. One2

train is powered from one ofeach unit's DGs. De Required Action when this DG is inoperable is
| to declare the CREVS, CRETS, or H Analyzer supported by the inoperable DG inoperable when2
'

the redundant CREVS, CRETS, or H2 Analyzer is inoperable or does not have emergency power. |hThis Required Action must be completed within 4 hours from discovery of Condition C concurrent
!

with inoperability of redundant features (s). Required Action C.2 requires the CREVS, CRETS,
and H Analyzer to be declared inoperable within 72 hours.j 2

Required Action C.1 is intended to provide assurance that a loss of offsite power, during the period
the LCO 3.8.1.c DG is inoperable, does not result in a complete loss of safety function for the

i CREVS, CRETS, or the H Analyzers. He Completion Time is intended to allow the operator !
2

time to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also a!!ows for j
an exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock." In this J

Required Action, the Comp!ction Time only begins on discovery that both:

An inoperable LCO 3.8.1.c DG exists; anda.;

j b. A train of CREVS, CRETS, or H Analyzers on the other train is inoperable.2

If at any time during the existence of this Condition a train of CREVS, CRETS, or H Analyzer2

j becomes inoperable, this Completion Time begins to be tracked.

Discovering the LCO 3.8.1.c DG inoperable coincident with one train of CREVS, CRETS, or H
2

Analyzer that is associated with the one LCO 3.8.1.b DG results in starting the Completion Time
for the Required Action. Four hours from the discovery of these events existing concurrently, is
acceptable because it minimizes risk while allowing time for restoration before subjecting the unit
to transients associated with shutdown. The four hour Completion Time also takes into account

,

1

the capacity and capability of the remaining CREVS, CRETS, and H2 Analyzer train, a reasonable
time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

'

He 72 hour Completion Time to declare the CREVS, CRETS, and H analyzer inoperable is2

consistent with the Action B for restoring an inoperable DG to Operable status. If the LCO 3.8.1.c
DG cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours the CREVS, CRETS, and H

2

Analyzer associated with this DG must be declared inoperable because a loss of offsite power
would cause single failure protection to be lost. The Completion Time of 72 hours accounts for the
lost of single failure protection while minimizing the plant risk because the likelihood of an event
occurring is low. The Actions associated with the CREVS, CRETS, and H2 Analyzer will ensure
the appropriate Actions are taken.

t

l-
!

|

:

!

|
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MSSVs

B 3.7.1 .

t

n" BASES
!'

condenser, and teminates nomal feedwater flow to the steam
generators. Before delivery of auxiliary feedwater to the

{steam generators, RCS pressure reaches 5; 2647 psia. This j
peak pressure is < 110% of the design pressure of 2500 psig,
but high enough to actuate the pressurizer safety valves. -

The MSSVs satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(11), Criterion 3.

;

LC0 This LC0 requires all MSSVs to be OPERABLE in compliance Iwith Reference 2, even though this is not a requirement of ;
the DBA analysis. This is because operation with less than

;the full number of MSSVs requires limitations on allowable
THERMAL POWER (to meet Reference 2 requirements), and
adjustment to the Reactor Protective System trip setpoints
to meet the transient analysis limits. These limitations

|
;

are according to those shown in Table 3.7.1-1, Required
Action A.2, and Required Action A.3 in the accompanying LCO. I I

,

The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to
open within the setpoint tolerances, relieve steam generator
overpressure, and reseat when pressure has been reduced. 1

The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is determined by periodic
surveillance testing in accordance with the Inservice '

Testing Program.

The lift settings, according to Table 3.7.1-2 in the
{accompanying LCO, correspond to ambient conditions of the I i

valve at nominal operating temperature and pressure. I

This LC0 provides assurance that the MSSVs will perfom
their designed safety function tc mitigate the consequences
of accidents that could result in a challenge to the RCPB.

,

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a minimum of five MSSVs per steam
generator are required to be OPERABLE, according to
Table 3.7.1-1 in the accompanyinj LCO, which is limiting and
bounds all lower MODES.

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.7.1-2 Revision IL(
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MSSVs

B 3.7.1

i
BASES

<

APPLICABLE /durin(the(LOCV)e/nt is 2.5 E6 lb/Eour, which is lestAhan T @SAFETY ANALYSES Lthe#ated capacit'y of two MSSVs. / / 1
(continued) :

The limiting accid t for peak RCS pressure the full,

power feedwater 1 ne break (FWLB), inside e tainment, with
the failure of a backflow check valve i the feedwater3

line from the fected steam generator. ater from the
affected ste generator is assumed to lost through the
break with nimal additional heat tr sfer from the RCS.
With heat emoval limited to the una ected steam generator,
the redu d heat transfer causes a increase in RCS
tempera ure, and the resulting RC fluid expansion causes an,

incre e in pressure. The RCS p ssure increases to
J<ldfcapacity.

' ps with the pressurir safety valves providing
re The maximum elieving rate of the MSSVs ,

'duy ng the FWLB event is 5 2. E6 lb/ hour, which is less7
d

_t) fan the rated capacity of o MSSVs. J

U
~

F sing cQulyris assumptions, a small rangeAf
FWLB sizes less than a full double epded guillotine reak

a

produce an CS pressure of 2765 p <J for a period o'

h20 second , exceeding 110% (275 sig) of design essure./_\ This is nsidered acceptable J RCS pressure if still well'( below t0% of design pressure'where defermatiyt may occur.The pr}obability of this event is in the range of 4 E-6/ year,t

; The MS$Vs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO This LC0 requires all MSSVs to be OPERABLE in compliance
with Reference 2, even though this is not a requirement of )the DBA analysis. This is because operation with less than
the full number of MSSVs requires limitations on allowable
THERMAL POWER (to meet Reference 2 requirements), and

[f m o t + )., d_iustment to the Reactor Protection System trip setpointsN
g , jThese limitations are according to those shown in"

|
s

Table 3.7.1-1, Required Action A.2. and Reauired Action A.34""""''j ,

("~ S' in the accompanyi O J fMS$V i consideredinopefable)/ j (ITit rois to 515en on demand.

The OPERABIL11Y of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to !
open within the setpoint tolerances, relieve steam generator
overpressure, and reseat when pressure has been reduced.
The OPERABILITY of the MSSys is determined by periodic

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.7-2 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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1

DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS.

'

in plant procedures and requires the valves to be reset to 1%. This change is consistent with the
Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

17.
He Bases for LCO 3.7.1 contain conflicting statements. He first paragraph states, "An MSSV is
considered inoperable if it fails to open upon demand." The second paragraph states, "Ihe
OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defmed as the ability to open withm the setpoint tolerances,
relieve steam generator overpressure, and rescat when pressure has been reduced." His defimtion

<

of operability is more broad, and more accurate, than the precedmg defimtion of inWility.
This is confusing and could cause errors in determming when a main steam safety valve is declared
inoperable. Therefore, the sentence in the first paragraph is deleted.

18. Bases statements which refer to the Code of Federal Regulations or the Standard Review Plan as
the source of offsite dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the
Calvert Cliffs Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Cakert
Clifts are approved by the NRC and stated in the UFSAR. The Code of Federal Regulations

.

contains the maxtmum allowable limits, not the plant-specific limits which are typically more
conservative. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review. Plan and, therefore, the

,

current licensing basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.

;

f

i

!

2

.

I I

1
.

i I

:

i
i

!

!

|
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1 j

BASES

!

protection actions serve to prevent RCS heatup to the
reactor core SL conditions or to initiate a reactor trip

ifunction, which forces the unit into MODE 3. Setpoints for ithe reactor trip functions are specified in LCO 3.3.1.
,

In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, Applicability is not required,
!| since the reactor is not generating significant THERMAL'

POWER.
/'

i

!

; SAFETY LIMIT The following SL violation responses are applicable to the
|| VIOLATIONS reactor core SLs. ''

,

|

2.2.1 I
,

: 1

| If SL 2.1.1 is violated, the requirement to go to MODE 3
|

!

places the unit-in a MODE in which this SL is not
|applicable.
|

i The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour recognizes the i

importance of bringing the unit to a MODE of operation where
;

this SL is not applicable and reduces the probability of !
fuel damage.

!

!

I 'iREFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix IC, Criterion 6 .

2. UFSAR. Section 14.1

i

|

i i

'

;

i
I

i

|

|

|

j O
r
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

O
BASES

on radioactive releases specified in the UFSAR (Ref. 4). I

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves, the main steam safety
: SAFETY ANALYSES valves (MSSVs), and the Re&ctor Pressure-High trip have

settings established to ensure that the RCS pressure SL will
not be exceeded.

4

The RCS pressurizer safety valves are sized to prevent
system pressure from exceeding the design pressure by more

i than 10%, in accorc'ance with ASME Code, Section III for'

Nuclear Power Plant Components (Ref. 2). The transient that
establishes the required relief capacity, and hence the
valve size requirements and lift settings, is a complete

,

loss of external load without a direct reactor trip. During!

the transient, no control actions are assumed except that
the safety valves on the secondary plant are assumed to open
when the steam pressure reaches the secondary plant safety

4

; p valve settings, and nominal feedwater supply is maintained.
; V
; The Reactor Protective System trip setpoints (LC0 3.3.1,

" Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation"), together
with the settings of the MSSVs (LC0 3.7.1, " Main Steam

-

Safety Valves (MSSVs)") and the pressurizer safety valves,4

: provide pressure protection for normal operation and A00s.
;

In particular, the Pressurizer Pressure-High trip setpoint
i is specifically set to provide protection against
; overpressurization (Ref. 5). Safety analyses for both the
4

Pressure-High trip and the RCS pressurizer safety valves
are performed, using conservative assumptions relative to

i pressure control devices.

More specifically, no credt is taken for operation of the
following:

a. Pressurizer power operated relief valves;

b. Steam Bypass Control System;

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 2.1.2-2 Revision R \
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

;

BASES

'

The allowed Completion Time of I hour provides the operator'

time to complete the necessary actions to reduce RCS
pressure by terminating the cause of the pressure increase,
removing mass or energy from the RCS, or a combination of

; these actions, and to establish MODE 3 conditions.

2.2.2.2
,

If the RCS pressure SL is exceeded in MODE 3, 4, or 5, RCS1

pressure must be restored to within the SL value within
j 5 minutes.

Exceeding the RCS pressure SL in MODE 3, 4, or 5 is
;

potentially more severe than exceeding this SL in MODE 1
or 2, since the reactor vessel temperature may be lower and

j the vessel material, consequently, less ductile. As such,
i pressure must be reduced to less than the SL within

g3 5 minutes. This action does not require reducing MODES,Q since this would require reducing temperature, which would
4

compound the problem by adding thennal gradient stresses to
; the existing pressure stress.

.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix IC,

!
; 2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.

Article NB-7000
a

3. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.
Article IWX-5000

4. UFSAR, Chapter 14 I

5. UFSAR, Section 14.1

6. ASME, USAS B31.7, Standard Code for Pressure Piping,
1967

O
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,

,

Reactor Core SLs ?t2;; '

8 2.1.1,

;

B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)
I

8 2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs (S&;;
3

4

SASES

,

.

BACKGROUND 000 20 (Ref.1) requires and SLs ensure that specified
acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded during steady
state operation, normal operation transients, and

FMR An%J3 q> anticipated operational occurrences (A00s . This is
accomplished by having a departure from nu)cleate belling(f;ff,^ 0
(DNB) design basis, which corresponds to a 95% probability-
at a 95% confidence level
will not occur and by requ(95/95 DNB criterion) that DNBiring that fuel centerline
temperature stays below the melting temperature.

The restrictim:s rf this Si prevant overheating of the fuel
and cladding and pessiole cladding perforation that would
result in the release of fission products to the reactor
coolant. Overheating of the fuel is prevented by
maintaining the steady state peak linear heat rate (LHR)
below the level at which fuel centerline melting occurs.
Overheating of the fuel cladding is prevented by restricting

t' _ fuel operation to within the nucleate boiling regime, where

(T the heat transfer coefficient is large and the cladding/ surface temperature is slightly above the coolant saturation
Itemperature.

Fuel centerline melting occurs when the local LHR, or power
peaking, in a region of the fuel is high enough to cause the
fuel centerline temperature to reach the melting point of
the fuel. Expansion of the pellet upon centerline melting
may cause the pellet to stress the cladding to the point of
failure, allowing an uncontrolled release of activity to the
reactor coolant. ,

Operation above the boundary of the nucleate boiling regime
could result in excessive cladding temperature because of
the onset of DNB and the resultant sharp reduction in heat !

!transfer coefficient. Inside the steam film, high claddin
k )temperatures are reached, and a claddin O ater (zirconi

water) reaction may take place. This chemical reaction - yM'M \g-"s

results in oxidation of the fuel cladding to a structurally
weaker form. This weaker form may lose its integrity,
resulting in an uncontrolled release of activity to the
reactor coolant.

(continued)t
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I

I

O
i

| Reactor Core SLs W g
! B 2.1.1
\ >

BASES

SAFETY LIMIT 2.2.6 continued)
',

i VIOLATIONS m'

act ns are completed bef the unit begins
,. -

restart tof( 7 3 / b E
,

| n .al operation.
f '

______m- _ .

M Appad.y .LC, Cr;4er,,,L )
REFERENCES 1. .. .:- d , f;,_- a : , .v 6 , :^^i

2.hSAR, Section h@
3. 10 CFR 0.72.

j 4/ 10 C 50.77. II ~I

O
'

.

!

l

;

I

i
|

|

|
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O
RCS Pressure SL '^- W ;; @B 2.1.2

B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SL A

B 2.1.2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure SL (Analog)

, BASES
f

$

BACKGROUND The SL on RCS pressure protects the integrity of the RCS
~ against overpressurtration. In the event of fuel cladding'~ _ _ _'

failure, fission products are released into the reactor
,

P '45* b Orj cqat coolant. The RCS then serves as the primary barrier in
preventing the re of fission products into the*AnanC/,4,,_ g Ju tc.. atmosphere. By establ ng an upper limit on RCS pressure,p -

c n inued RCS in grity i ensured. According to 'a CT" N=

r mium. w M, "Reacto Coolant Pressure Boundary," and; ursq %7, g 'aReactor Coolant Cy.. E4." Ref.1, the 2
are not to be exceeded during norma (RCPB)(design) conditions

'

<r.4 c ,,. . ,fy<

reactor coolant pressure boundary! h_ l operation and: u u 4 R % .,J w v. ant ted operationtl occurrences JA00s). Also, accordingc,.4er. , .r g_ to (Ref. IS, aneactivity tjen" reactivitya
- - ' acci nts,ynclud Amor-ejectiossv do not result in " ,;n*

;
4+ the RCPB(Fcc'Ay 'A *Mes-local yleiding.

1
' The design pressure of the RCS is 2500 psia. During normal

operation and A00s, the RCS pressure is kept from exceeding*

f the design pressure by more than 10%, in accordance with'

-7" -

Section 111 of the ASME Code (Ref. 2). To ensure system- (k rm w" s

' integrity, all RCS components are hydrostatically tested at
RN4'W jauyA 125% of design pressure, according t the ASME Coded-

/ requirements prior to initial operation, when there is no
. -

I ) ,f (gJed N1 fuel in the core. Following inception of unit operation,t
3 - - / RCS components shall be pressure tested, in accordance with

the requirements of ASME Code, Section XI (Ref 3).,

j Overpressur12ation of the RCS could result in a breach of
the RCPB. If this occurs in conjunction with a fuel
cladding failure, fission products could enter the

t
containment atmosphere, raising concerns relative to limits
oA radioactive releases specified in @-io 200. weactw

I
,

@r (Ref.4). 0g g l

i
'

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves, the main steam safety
|3 SAFETY ANALYSES valves (MSSVs), and the Reactor Pressure-High trip have '

;
settings established to ensure that the RCS pressure SL will

! not be exceeded.
i l

i

t (continued)
_
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RCS Pressure SL '"- L J - @B 2.1.2
1

Up'JAK Appen).y .f C.
BASES (continued) __ __

=_ __

_

+ >

REFERENCES 1. C.0 Cr" 00, .'c;. = d u ". CM H 4. ^^r-in - W i Q h.

2.
ASME,le NB-7000. Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section !!!,; Artic

:

3. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
1

Article IWX-5000.

4. QN g Pi
g,,

.

5.hSAR,Section h@.

ASME, USAS B31[ Standard Code for Pressure Piping, I~M I[_6.
'

1967.%,

f7. O CFR .72.

8. 10 CF 50.73. D O'5 ,l3

|
|

l
i

|

t

|
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM THE NUREG
;

SECTION 2.0 -. SAFETY LIMITS
,,

PLANT-SPECIFIC CHANGES

1. He word Analog was removed from the title in Bases Section 2.0. Calvert Cliffs is an
Analog plant and specifically listing this in the title is unnecessary Analog was placed in
NUREG-1432 to distmguish between Analog and Digital Specifications.

2. Calvert Cliffs is not enmmkW to the General Design Cntena in 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix A;
Calvert Cliffs is committed to the draft General Design Criteria. %crefore, the Criterion in

.

the draft General Design Criteria was referenced in the Technical Specification Bases.

3. His change to the non-bracketed value, system name or termmology was made to be
consistent with the Calvert Cliffs specific number, system name or terminology.

4. This addition, deletion, or modification to references, or the changmg of reference numbers,
was performed to ensure that the references are applicable to Calvert Cliffs, and to ensure
consistency between references in the text and the reference section.

,

5. Calvert Cliffs has an Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, therefore, "FSAR" will be
changed to "UFSAR" throughout the improved Technical Specification Bases.

6. This change incorporates Calvert Cliffs-specific information in'o brackets. Bracketed
information located throughout NUREG-1432 will be replaced with the specific Calven Cliffs
information.

.' m
7. His change to the Applicability Section in B 2.1.2 deleted " closure bolts are not fully,

tightened" and replaced it with "is unbolted." This change makes this section consistent with
the Modes Table in Section 1.0.

,

8. "e.g.,"is added to limit the list of references that are provided. Calvert Cliffs was constructed,

: during a transition period with the ASME Codes. As such, there are possibly four or five
Codes that could be referenced. Piping is per B31.7.

4

B31.7, Paragraph 1-702.2.4, allows the design pressure to be exceeded by 10% during relief
-

valve transients.,

s 9. Figure B 2.1.1-1 is the same as Figure 2.1.1-1. To avoid confusion, the Figure in the Bases is
deleted.

,

10. Bases statements which refer to the Code of Federal Regulations or the Standard Review Plan
2

as the source of offsite dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to
reference the Calvert Cliffs Updated Final Safety Analysis Repon. Plant-specific acceptance'
criteria for Calvert Cliffs are approved by the NRC and stated in the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report. The Code of Federal Regulations contams the maxunum allowable limits,
not the plant-specific limits which are typically more conservative. Calvert Cliffs is not
committed to the Standard Review Plan, and therefore, the current licensing basis may not be
the Standard Review Plan values.

i

O
i
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SDM

B 3.1.1
. f%

,

BASES

Depending on the system initial conditions and reactivity
insertion rate, the uncontrolled CEA withdrawal transient is
terminated by either a high power trip or a high pressurizer
pressure trip. In all cases, power level, RCS pressure, i
linear heat rate, and the DNBR do not exceed allowable
limits.

Shutdown margin satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 2.

LC0 The MSLB and the boron dilution accidents (Ref. 3) are the
most limiting analyses that establish the SDM value of the
LCO. For MSLB accidents, if the LC0 is violated, there is a
potential to exceed the DNBR limit and to exceed the
acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR (Ref. 3). For the I

boron dilution accident, if the LC0 is violated, then the
minimum required time assumed for operator action to
terminate dilution may no longer be applicable. I

Shutdown margin is a core physics design condition that can
be ensured through CEA positioning (regulating and shutdown
CEA) in MODES 1 and 2 and through the soluble boron
concentration in all other MODES.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the SDM requirements are applicable to |
provide sufficient negative reactivity to meet the
assumptions of the safety analyses discussed above. In
MODES 1 and 2 SDM is ensured by complying with LC0 3.1.5,
" Shutdown Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits,"
and LC0 3.1.6, " Regulating Control Element Assembly (CEA)
Insertion Limits." In MODE 6, the shutdown reactivity
requirements are given in LCO 3.9.1, " Boron Concentration."

k
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SDM

B 3.1.1
( \
\'"/

BASES .

'

b. CEA positions;

c. RCS average temperature;,

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

e. Xenon concentration;

f. Samarium concentration; and
i
!

g. Isothermal temperature coefficient.

Using the isothermal temperature coefficient accounts for
Doppler reactivity in this calculation because the reactor |

is subcritical and the fuel temperature will be changing at
the same rate as the RCS.

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow
(3 change in required boron concentration, and also allows
(,j sufficient time for the operator to collect the required

data, which includes performing a boron concentration
analysis, and complete the calculation.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix IC

2. UFSAR, Section 3.4

3. UFSAR, Chapter 14
1

/~'T
V
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p~.
' \ I57f-/34

I
SD W ) )60*F 'a- W ;) Q l| B 3.1.1

.

BASES

ApPLICAELE An idle RCP annot, therefore produceahurnt
SAFETY ANALYSES er from the h standby condit , _

(continued) ~

SDM satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.
I

G
LC0 The M$LB and the boron dilution Ref. 3 accident) !

'

.

are the mos imiting analyses that estab s e SDM value
of the LCO. For MSLB accidents, if the LCO is violated,
there is a ptential to exceed the DNBR limit and to exceed

@44 se.,ig j4cuerh ct h' ivo. -Rsicta 3He Cr ueri= y mn e 'pM. For it Acr
the boron dilution accident, if the LCO is violated, then IL.)gg* y-) the minimum required time assumed for o erator action to
terminate dilution may no longer be app icable.

;, g,,g3 9, j
#SDM is a core physics design condition that can be en red

through CEA positioning (regulating and shutdown CEA)dand
through the so7uble boron concentratic

, APPLICABILITY In MODES 3 the SDM requirements are applicable to h "N '

Q)
/

provide sufficient negative reactivity to meet the
assumptions of the safety analyses discussed above. In
MODES 1 and 2, SDM is ensured by complying with LCO 3.!k 737f. / 36' Shutdown _.C Jonel Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits."
and LCO 3.lWjlf the i ertion limits or 3.1.6 or
LLO J. i are not bein- complied with, SD is not 7$7f 67auto. ically violat The SDM must b calculated by.

ipe orming a react ity balance calcul ion (consider hjsted re n tivit offecte in Bases ttien SR 3.1.1. 1
MODE 5, SDM is addresJed tym.1.2. "5HUTDOWN MARGIN -[ 3 7p. j j f

r

J_SDM)-T._ s 200'F.y In MODE 6, the shutdowrf reactivity
2

requiremeWCs~ are given in LC0 3.9.1, ' Boron Concentration.'

ACT!0fts 6.2

If the SDM requirements are not reet, boration must beimr ed"h 4 rey 'd initiated promptly. A Completion Time ofli5 stes is
k

E '''# dy 'adequa for an operator correctly ali and start thtf
s

rect systems and ents._J It is assumed that4 "
a p . ,. f * i m boration will be continued until the SDM requirements are

met.uG.y omi ps J .

(continued)
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Sa fr / > toe W = ::;; q)

8 3.1.1
,

BASES
,.

, ,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1 (continued)
\

REQUIREMENTS {
Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this
calculation because the reactor is subcritical and the fuel
temperature will be changing at the same rate as the RCS.4

, The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow
change in required boron concentration, and also allows1

sufficient time for the operator to collect the required
data, which includes performing a baron concentration
analysis, and complete the calculation.

1
_

.

(u tes Aft A f*a04 1M.4 20.
P

REFERENCES 1. :'. 5NJ,-f%;;G, Qr

2.@SAR,fcction gg-

3. h SAR, SerHan J O
Q@; CN CF@ - - - -

Q
'

O
l

|*

4

e

i

i

!
I

l

:
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DISCUSSION OF CASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM

,

i

[
energy and decay energy in the safety analyses, and utilizes various values for the energy

,

V
input into the fuel. His change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current design and
safety analyses.

12. This change adds a statement to Technical Specification B 3.1.7, LCO Section, which',

specifies that the power dependent insertion limit alarm circuit required to be OPERABLE
for LCO 3.1.6 receives its signal from the reed switch position-indi ation system. Though

i

there is a power dependent insertion limit alarm from the plant computer, it is not credited
for this specification.

13.
Bases statements which refer to the CFR or the Standard Review Plan as the source ofoffsite !
dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the Calvert Cliffs
UFSAR. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calvert Cliffs are approved by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and stated in the UFSAR. The CFR contains the maximum,

allowable limits, not the plant-specific limits which are typically more conservative. Calvert ,

Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review Plan and, therefore, the current licensing,

basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.

!

Ov

l

I
,

O
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,

RPS Instrumentation-Operating !
B 3.3.1

|

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.1 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Operating '

c,

BASES

i

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against !
violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits.
and breaching the reactor coolant pressure boundary during '

t

anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). By tripping the '

reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Features ;
systems in mitigating accidents.

,

The protection systems have been designed to ensure safe
operation of the reactor. This is achieved by specifying
limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in tenns of

;
parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs on

i
other reactor system parameters and equipment performance.

1p The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable
,d Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold
|

for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable '

limits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) shall-

be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nucleate boiling:

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and-

The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure SL of
{

-

2750 psia shall not be exceeded. ;

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures .j

that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR Part 50 and |t '

10 CFR Part 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during A00s.

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.3.1-1 Revisiongl
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l i

RPS Instrumentation-Operating
- B 3.3.1'

Q :
'

i
BASES

,

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be
maintained within the acceptance criteria given in the

g
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) (Ref. 4).

The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.
These modules are:

Measurement channels;-

!

Bistable trip units; '-

;

RPS Logic; and-

i

Reactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs).- '

This LC0 addresses measurement channels and bistable trip
.

'

units. It also addresses the automatic bypass removals

channel for those trips with operating bypasses. The RPS ;
Logic and RTCBs are addressed in LC0 3.3.3, " Reactor
Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation." '

An instrument channel consists of the Measurement Channel
and bistable trip unit for one channel of one Function.

,

The role of each of these modules in the RPS, including
those associated with the logic and RTCBs, is discussed -

below.

' ;

Measurement channels

Measurement channels, consisting of field transmitters or
process sensors and associated instrumentation, provide a
measurable electronic signal based upon the physical
characteristics of the parameter being measured.

|

: O
I
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown
B 3.3.2A

U
B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.2 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
;

violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits
and reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity during
anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). By tripping the
reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Features
systems in mitigating accidents.

1

The protection systems have been designed to ensure safe
operation of the reactor. This is achieved by specifying
limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms of

{parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs on i

other reactor system parameters and equipment performance. ;
!

Cj' '"' ' "'' ''""'' '" '"'' '"'''" '''' " '' '"' ^" """'"
Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold
for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable
limits during Design Basis Accidents.

|
During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

|

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio shall be-

maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to prevent
departure from nucleate boiling;

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and-

The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of 2750 psia-

shall not be exceeded.

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR Part 50 and
10 CFR Part 100 (Ref.1) criteria during A00s. |)

O
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown
B 3.3.2

!O
BASES

:

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are I

not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be
maintained within the acceptance criteria given in the

, Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (Ref. 2). )
!,
i

Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an accident category
is considered having acceptable consequences for that event.

The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.t

These modules are:

Measurement channels;-

B1 stable trip units;-

| RPS Logic; and-

Reactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs). ]
-

This LC0 applies only to the Rate of Change of Power-High
trip Functions and associated instrument channels in

| MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any of the RTCBs closed and any
Control Element Assembly (CEA) capable of being withdrawn.
In MODES 1 and 2. this trip Function is addressed in
LC0 3.3.1, " Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-
Operating." LC0 3.3.12, " Wide Range Logarithmic Neutron
Flux Monitor Channels," applies when the RTCBs are open or
CEA Drive System is not capable of CEA withdrawal. In the
case of LC0 3.3.12, the wide range logarithmic neutron flux
channels are required for monitoring neutron flux, although

'

the trip Function is not required. |

Measurement Channels and Bistable Trio Units |

1

l

The measurement channels providing input to the Rate of
Change of Power-High Function consist of wide range nuclear

i 1

|

|O %

!
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown
B 3.3.2

O '

BASES

instrument (NI) channels using neutron flux-leakage from the
ireactor vessel.
||

Other aspects of the Rate of Change of Power-High trip.are i
similar to the other RPS measurement channels and bistable {trip units. These are addressed in the Background section

!of LC0 3.3.1. j
i
'

APPLICABLE Most of the analyzed accidents and transients can be
. .

,

SAFETY ANALYSES detected by one or more RPS Functions.- The accident
| analysis contained in Reference 2 takes credit for most RPS | |
| trip Functions. Some Functions not specifically credited in

the accident analysis were qualitatively credited in the.
safety analysis and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

i staff approved licensing basis for the plant. These
Functions may provide protection for conditions that do not
require dynamic transient analysis to demonstrate Function

'"'N performance. Other Functions, such as the Loss of Load
trip, are purely equipment protective, and their use
minimizes the potential for equipment damage.

,

|- The Rate of Change of Power-High trip is used to trip the
! reactor when excore wide range power indicates an excessive

rate of change.

| The Rate of Change of Power-High trip is not required for
'

protection. It serves as'a backup to the administrative 1y
i enforced startup rate limit.

The Rate of Change of Power-High Function minimizes
transients for events such as a continuous CEA withdrawal or
a boron dilution event from low power levels. The Rate of
Change of Power-High trip is automatically bypassed at

I < 1E-4% RTP, as sensed by the wide range NI flux trip
| bistable, when poor counting statistics may lead to

erroneous indication. It is also bypassed at > 12% RTP,
, where moderator temperature coefficient and fuel temperature
{' coefficient make high rate of change of power unlikely.
.

|O
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'

This bypass is effected by the power range NI Level 1
! bistable. Automatic bypass-removal is also effected by

;
| these bistables. With the RTCBs open, thgjate of Change of ;
i Power-High trip is not required to be OPERABLE; however, the

.

j indication and alam Functions of at least two wide range I

i channels are required to be OPERABLE. LCO 3.3.12 ensures
the wide range channels are available to detect and alert

| the operator to a boron dilution event, when LC0 3.3.1 and
|

| 3.3.2 are not applicable.
!

The RPS instrumentatien satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 3. I

! |
'

1

; LC0 The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an RPS
]
i

| Function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any required portion of
{l the instrument channel renders the affected channel (s) i

l inoperable and reduces the reliability of the affected '

|

Functions.

O
, Actions allow trip bypass of individual instrument channels,

but administrative controls prevent operation with a second
channel in the same Function bypassed. Plants are in a trip

;
| bypass condition before either restoring the Function to
j four channel operation (two-out-of-four logic) or placing
| the channel in trip (one-out-of-three logic).
i g |

This LCO requires four instrument channels and automatic !

bypass removal features of Rate of Change of Power-High to
be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5, when the RTCBs are closed

! and the CEA Drive System is capable of CEA withdrawal.
l MODE 1 and 2 requirements are addressed in LC0 3.3.1. This

trip is not credited in the safety analysis. Therefore, the
Allowable Value is not derived from an analytical limit.

.

-

| APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable to the Rate of Change of Power-High
| reactor trip in MODES 3, 4 and 5. MODES 1 and 2 are
i addressed in LCO 3.3.1.

O
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i

In this configuration, the Function is in a one-out-of-two
logic, and the probability of a common cause failure
affecting both of the OPERABLE channels during the 48 hours i
pemitted is remote.

!

i
i

I

i

condition E is entered when the Required Actions and I
associated Completion Times of Condition A, B, C, or D are

fnot met.

If Required Actions associated with these Conditions cannot ,

be completed within the required Completion Time, opening I
the RTCBs brings the reactor to a MODE where the LCO does
not apply and ensures no CEA withdrawal will occur. The
basis for the Completion Time of 6 hours is that it is

i
adequate to complete the Required Actions without !
challenging plant systems. !O t

|

!
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1 1
REQUIREMENTS i

Perform?.nce of the CHANNEL CHECK on each wide range channel
once every 12 hours ensures that gross failure of w

instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is ;

nomally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one !
instrument channel to a similar parameter on another '

channel. It is based on the assumption that instrument '

channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the two instrument channels could be an indication
of excessive instrument channel drift in one of the channels
or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will
detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying

.

that the instrumentation continues to operate properly !
between ecch CHANNEL CALIBRATION. I

;

'

O
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| RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown
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BASES
.

>

!
setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, |but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable, provided that
operation and testing are consistent with the assumptions of
the plant specific setpoint calculations. Each nominal trip !

. setpoint is more conservative than the analytical limit g
|

assumed in the safety analysis in order to account for
| instrument channel uncertainties appropriate to the trip

Function. These uncertainties are defined in the plant
3

setpoint analyses (Ref. ?) )
L j

SR 3.3.2.3

SR 3.3.2.3 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.2.2, except SR 3.3.2.3 is applicable only to bypass
Functions and is perfomed once every 24 months.

Proper operation of operating bypasses is critical during,

O plant startup because the bypasses must be in place to allow j
'

startup operation and must be removed at the appropriate 4

points during power ascent to enable certain reactor trips.
A 24 month Surveillance frequency is adequate to ensure
proper automatic bypass removal feature operation as ;Idescribed in Ref. 5. Once the operating bypasses are i

removed, the bypasses must not fail in such a way that the
1

associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed. This
feature is verified by the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, SR 3.3.2.2. Therefore, further testing of the
automatic bypass removal feature after startup is
unnecessary.

SR 3.3.2.4

SR 3.3.2.4 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
| 24 months.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a check of the instrument channel

| including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies that the

O;
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,

i channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift betweena

i successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains
; operational between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS
| must be perfomed consistent with the plant specific

setpoint analysis.,

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and.,

j reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
: surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
: for this review a e outlined in Reference 4. |ti

k The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 24 month
; calibration interval in the detemination of the magnitude

of equipment drift.
.

The Surveillance is modified by a Note to indicate that the
,

; neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION
]i because they are passive devices with minimal drift
i

; (Ref.5). |I

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR Part 100 !'

2. Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Chapter 14 8

3. Plant Setpoint Analysis lI
I4. CEN-327, June 2,1986, including Supplement 1,

March 3, 1989

5. Letter from R. E. Denton (BGE) to NRC, dated June 6, |t
1995

O
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; B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3 3.3.3
!

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiationt

BASES

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits

; and reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity during
| anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). By tripping the
! reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Features

(ESF) systems in mitigating accidents.

The protection systems hava been designed to ensure safe
operation of the reactor. This is achieved by specifying
limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms of
parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs on
other reactor system parameters and equipment perfomance.

O The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable j
, Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold
| for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable
I limits during Design Basis Accidents. *

I

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

Th'e departure from nucleate boiling ratio shall be-

| maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to prevent'

departure from nucleate boiling;

| Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and-

,

| The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of 2750 psia-

shall not be exceeded.
,

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR Part 50 and |

'

10 CFR Part 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during A00s.
4

3

,

i'
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Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be
maintained within the acceptance criteria given in the

|
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) (Ref.1).

| The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules,
j These modules are:
|
'

Measurement channels;-

i

Bistable trip units; i
-

RPS Logic; and-

|

Reactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs).-

l

This LC0 addresses the RPS Logic and RTCBs, including Manual
| Q Trip capability. LCO 3.3.1, '' Reactor Protective System

v (RPS) Instrumentation-Operating," provides a description of
the role of this equipment in the RPS. This is summarized
below:

,

RPS Loaic

The RPS Logic, consisting of Matrix and Trip Path Logic,
|employs a scheme that provides a reactor trip when bistable '

! trip units in any two of the four instrument channels sense
the same input parameter trip. This is called a'

two-out-of-four trip logic. This logic and the RTCB
configuration are shown in Figure B 3.3.1-1. i

Bistable relay contact outputs from the four bistable trip
| unit channels are configured into six logic matrices. Each i

| logic matrix checks for a coincident trip in the same
parameter in two bistable trip unit channels. The matrices
are designated the AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, and CD matrices to

| reflect the bistable trip unit channels being monitored.

Oa,

i
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Manual Trip Function can be tested either at power or
shutdown. However, the simplicity of this circuitry and the
absence of drift concern makes this Frequency adequate.

1 Additionally, operating experience has shown that these
!

components usually pass the Surveillance when performed once
|within 7 days prior to each reactor startup.
,

|

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 14 \

|

2. 10 CFR Part 100

3. UFSAR, Section 7.2
l

4. CEN-327, June 2,1986, including Supplement 1,
March 3, 1989

|

O |

! !

|
! l

i

I I

|
1

! i
1
,

i

!

! O !
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|

Remote Shutdown Instrumentation assists in meeting the
requirements of Updated Final Safety Analysis Report,

g
Appendix IC, Criterion 11 (Ref.1).

The Remote Shutdown Instrumentation does not meet any of the
criteria in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) but has been retained at
the request of the NRC.

LCO The Remote Shutdown Instrumentation LCO provides the
requirements for the OPERABILITY of the instrumentation
necessary to help place and maintain the unit in MODE 3 from
a location other than the control room.

The instrumentation typically required are listed in
Table 3.3.11-1 in the accompanying LCO.

The instrumentation are those required for:
O
V Core Reactivity Monitoring (initial and long term);e

RCS Pressure Monitoring;e

Monitoring Decay Heat Removal via Steam Generators; ande

RCS Inventory Monitoring.e

A Function of a Remote Shutdown Instrumentation is OPERABLE
if all indication channels needed to support the remote
shutdown Functions are OPERABLE. In some cases,
Table 3.3.11-1 may indicate that the required information
capability is available from several alternate sources. In
these cases, the Function is OPERABLE as long as one channel
of any of the alternate infonnation sources for each
Function is OPERABLE.

An indication channel consists of field transmitters or
l process sensors and associated instrumentation, providing a

measurable electronic signal based upon the physical

r
O);
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,

i

I

plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if J

the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

. The SR is modified by a Note, which excludes neutron
.

| detectors and Reactor Trip Breaker Indication from the
I CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

|
|

|

REFERENCES 1. Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Appendix IC |

!

1

!O

|
;

I

|

i
,

!

!O
i
'
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B 3.3.1

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
4

B 3.3.1
Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Operating @ @

.

BASES

:
1

BACKGROUND
-

The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against'

violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits
and breaching the reactor coolant pressure boundary during
anticipated operational occurrences (A00s .
reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineer)ed Safety FeaturesBy tripping the
systems in altigating accidents.

The protectionran e nn e tems have been designed to
ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved bye

specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS in tems
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as w) ell as LCOs

'

-

on other reactor systes parameters and equipment
performance.

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable
Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold

.

for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable4

limits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).
'

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

~

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) shall
*

be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent de,parture from nucleate boiling;

i

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and*

The Reactor Coolant Systes (RCS) pressure SL of*

2750 psia shall not be exceeded. i

I

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures

that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR SO Mand 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during A00s. i j
\

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
lielt during accidents is that the offsite dose sha'1 be/ 'n ed*"'? maintained withi n accentabM fraction or 49 cru J90 \"Oh<yw W e2 lien liierNWshruM$.W TrFHPTmri of thyecciuent catevur aiuw a

e limits based on ability o @
(continued)
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(

BACKGROUND o currence. Meeting he acce able dose imit for an
'

(continued) a cident category is considered having a eptable h ht nsequences for th event.
1

The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.
These modules are:

Measurement channels;*

\

Bistable trip units; l
*

b .* I

RPS Logic; and*

,e"" ' . * - o r ''c
Reactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs).*

,

" " '
' ' '" ' I

This LC0 addresses measurement channels and bistable tripG". ' < w e 4.:p ,

- "'

units. It also addresses the automatic bypass removalp", Ifeature for those trips with operating bypasses. The RPSc,- .<,. .ca- -

Logic and RTCBs are addressed in LCO 3.3.3, ' Reactor-c .,
Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation."

,c

v @
The role of each of these modules in the RPS, including
these associated with the logic and RTCBs, is discussed
below.

4 g, , , ,, 5 c ;,,,,,

Neasurement Channels ..,...-. n c . . .a . . . . . . ,
p ei ,-r .4 g ,,g cw. ,(

Measurement channels, consisting of fi d transe M O_'l'' , ''
tw . r . ,

[ process sensors and associated inst ntation, provide a- I measurable electronic signal base upon the physicalcharacteristics of the paramete eing measured.

.bwm' Tdm,i ch elexcorenuclearinstrume orr and the analorceF;3
'srotection calcuhters7CP re considered components i !

LNPiros.< (Trn LP)themeasurementchannels.fThewiderangenucle of b I

instruments (Nis provide a @CAld89% Aval ThreeRFStripfu)seapower Rate of Chang igh Trip
designated as Q power aseve

P" * 0 " i'M'"' an input. Qp er is the hi
er (AT power)gher of NI power and primarycalorimetric p based on RCS hot leg and cold(po}c,3"y''', leg teneratur s.

Tringkusino oger as an input includethe Q M e T: i:2 Powe "; '"" High, ThermalMargin / Low Pr ssure /LP), nd the Axial Power
Distribution (APD) igh trips.

\ evs\
ad"5

(continued)
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B 3.3.2
2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

} B 3.3.2 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Shutdown

BASES
.-

BACKGROUND
The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits
and reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity during

,

4

anticipated operational occurrences (A00s .
reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineer)ed Safety FeaturesBy tripping the
systems in aftigating accidents.

The protection (nrmonitor4no7 systems have been designed to
ensure safe operation of the reactor.

.

specifying limiting safety system settingsThis is achieved by
-

'

of parameters directly monitored by the RPS(, as w) ell as LCOsLSSS in terms

on other reactor systes parameters and equipmentperformance.

I

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable
Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold
for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptablelimits during Design Basis Accidents.

O During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio shall be
*

.|

maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
'

prevent departure from nucleate boiling;

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and
*

The Reactor Coolant Systes pressure SL of 2750 psia
*

shall not be exceeded.

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50Mand 10 CFR 300 (Ref. ) criteria during A00s. h h,

Accidents are events tha are analyzed even though they are
_ not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptableb *do-"- iteit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be

M4 usa g v,4 jntained within angeptable Araction of/10 CFR 10Q) ht. eren6 .cc n6 csWyw in ei- a airreren6%vrmq (p4 ac ~ of these lisi based on orobabi ty of occurren
.

(continued)
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i

BACKGROUND Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an accident category
(continued) is considered having acceptable consequences for that event. '

The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.
These modules are:

,

Measurement channels;*

Bistable trip units;*

Wtle N mRPS Logic; and*
[.
AI'p rNh m ic.d*IbReactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs).*

~ >

o n .4 or '

This LCO applies only to the Power Rate of Change-High trip
Functions and associated instrument channels in MODES 3, 4,
and 5 with any of the RTCBs closed and any Control Element
Assembly (CEA) capable of being withdrawn. In MODES 1
and 2, this trip Function is addressed in LCO 3.3.1,|

f ' Reactor Protective Syltem (RPS) Instrumantation-
| Operatina." LCO 3.3 LoostithmicFPower Manitori4al

h . Channels," applies w@ hen th(e RTCBs are open or CEA Drive! /
i

s System' not capable of CEA withdrawal. In the case h
LCO 3.3 , the logayahmic posfer intitumentati .c annels %,;hare requ ed for n tor n
Function is not required. g neutron flux, although the trip

7Measurement Channels and rio Units
!

The measurement channels providing input to thehoder Rate
O2h fo~c f Change,r-High Function consist of wide range nuclear

instrumentf5b channels using neutron flux leakage from the Q2. ;
1

reactor vessel. > '

Other aspects of the@ Rate of Chan -High t ip are hp _,similar to the othermeasurement channe and bistable trip !units. These are addressed in the Background section of
LCO 3.3.1.

~

%s
APPLICABLE of the analyzed accidents and t ansients can be h
SAFETY ANALYSES e ected by one or more RPS Fun ion.. The accident

analysis contained in Reference takits credit for most RPStrip Functions. Functions not
pecift cally credited in the Q

#"
(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown

@
BASES

LCO Actions al ow ripM)bysans af
. .b t.k .

(continued) individualichannels, butuneEvoasset
that prevent operation with a second ch interiercks , y"g- 3

I in the sameFunct
assed. Plants are restricted to 48 hours in atrip - nne

Function to four channel operationbypass condities before either restoring the
/\
U:/

or placing the channel in trip (one-(out-of-three logic).JA_ftwo-out-of-tour logic}_

% Q . .A..'.. _ : -- al been nstrated, specific captions have , _. - - nas
.

'
cn-- .s i_-

approved 10C staff to persit
of the two-ou of-four chan '

_Q
,

bypassed for an * " d seriod time. r,rryd,s a_as -ro Only the Allowable Values are s ified for trin iAE ]
, , g Q-%
! Ey function In the U|BL inal t setootnt are(spe61Di
; r Mtes in the plant specific se point cJrecul.itung The aamia r

cints are selected to ensure thec! s
.eweinas melsured4IS }

EL FMncTIEMALMSTbdo not exceeu Ene Allowable Value
.

(4"'P.#
if the Dista )lMs performing as required. Operation with a g-(" trip setpoln; less conservative than the 6eminal trip esidIbedSe '

! 1-

setpoint, but within its Allowable Value is acceptable,
provided that operation and testing are c,onsistent with the k fv b h

.

'

, assumptions of the plant noecific setpoint calculations. 5" * * * * '
EachtAumanie true snee;O; "*7 ,, "analyttc'aTIlmtt assumed 7nfleiDis more conservative than the

*p.

e safety analysis in order to h!. ,P
account for instrumentguncertainties appropriate to

These uncerninties are defined in the -...yg tripFunction.''

p|b +2g,y,
A

ciroteca4cn System Selecthn sf. Trip mpage valuep(aa- g:Amuy _ s ,., . t.
- =

, is L requires four"channelsJr sa==* irate of (
'

Chang

RTCBs are closed and the CEA Drive System is capa,ble of CEAHigh to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5 when the N g g g d g
withdraual. MODE I and 2 requirements are addressed inLC0 3.3.1. This trip is not credited in the safety gau removal @analysis. Therefore, the Allowable Value is not derived E*d**5from an analytical limit.

3 i@t h
Rate of Change /--HTem.Qe,oAPPLICABILITY

This LCO is applicable to the @5.reactor trip in MODES 3, 4 and MODES I and 2 are;

| addressed in LCO 3.3.1.

The power rate of change trip is required in MODES 3, 4,
and 5, with the RTCBs closed and a CEA capable of being
withdrawn t.o provide backup protection for boron dilution

.
(continued)
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"PS Instrumentation-Shutdown.(Ana4eg) @8 3.3.2

[BASES
'

(
,

SURVE!LLANCE SR 3.3.2 :2 (continued) of Isp
REQUIRENENTS

required. The power 4 ate of Chang High trip function isrequired ng startup operation and is bypassed e en shut
down or > RTP. Additionally operating experience has
shown tha hesecomponentsusuallypasstheSurveillance
when performed at a Frequency of(oncM::Mpdays prior to
each reactor startup. "

ZlH U T S"/M f, d M 40 .

SR 3.3.2.3

W'k SR 3.3.2.3 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST siellar to
p,

SR 3.3.2.2, except SR 3.3.2.3 is applicable only to bypass
Functions and is performed once within 92 days prior to each
startup.

Proper operatioiiof4ypass remissives is critical during
plant startup because the bypasses must be in place to allow
startup operation and must be removed at the appropriate
~oints durino oower ascent en snahle eartsin remeter trint
Consequeply,theappropriatetimet verify bypass valfunctiory OPERABILI is just prior o startup. Th

O5 allowa e to cond .t this Survell nce within 92 ays of
tart is base on the reliabil y analysis pr sented in-

^ opi al report EN-327 *RPS/ES AS Extended Test fatseva
uation' (Ref. 5).ronce the operating bypasses are

emoved, the bypasses must not fail in such a way that the
associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed. This
feature is verified by the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, SR 3.3.2.2. Therefore, further testing of th bypass

> after startup is unnecessary.
-- --

)
!

u.i f *[* ^

SR 3.3.2.4
_

)
i

SR_3.3.2.4 is the perfomance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
!months

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is aM check of the instrument 3
channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifles
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains

(continued)
~
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hRPS Instrumentation-Shutdown

'
BASES

. . |

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS i

operational between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS |

must be performed consistent with the plant specific |
setpoint analysis. e

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and i

reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
3

surveillance interval extension analysis. Ibe requirements i

for this review are outlined in Referenc h i.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an( month '

calibration interval in the determination of the i itude |

| of equipment drift. -

!'
I The Surveillance is modified by a Note to indicate that the

neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CAllBRATION
because th re cassive devicas with minimal driftira

'

-

Q use oJ difficu)t? cf simulpting a meanin .

O REFERENCES (1.. 10 CFR'50 AppendQA.)( -- g ,

10 CFR.100. _ 3.

d[f[,tgan[f }g !@ . h fSAR, Chapter 141

em Selepon Af Tr@@. Protection etp jg
I

| g @. CEN-327, June 2, 1986, including Supplement 1, g (@March 3, 1989.;

s, te n 1o usoec w e.e. Oe h, ecre \D
- - -_

. A d ef .T m L l % T

!'

l :
i

i
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiationf(ValpM6 h
B 3.3.3

|
'

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.3 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation (Analog)

BASES

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits ,

and reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity during
anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). By tripping the
reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Features -

(ESF) systems in mitigating accidents.

The protectionfdnitorTEbsystems have been designed to U2
ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by ,

specifying limiting safety system settings (LS$$) in terms
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs
on other reactor system parameters and equipment
performance.

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable
Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold
for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable '

y limits during Design Basis Accidents. ,5,

%#During A00s, which are those events expected te occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio shall be*

maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nucleate boiling;

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and*

The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of 2750 psia*

shall not be exceeded. -

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
,

that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 @tEL"'T) % |and 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during A00s. I

l
Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are 2

not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
|limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be@ 4,y maintained within inn =re nv =n = reacu nn ar In ero !nm I

*TRe f ./2 ) lir/tsJLutprerent ace) cent categor1As aHowyc c,1u,k p g 3
N Uf'5ARMc(.0,

(continued)
,
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation (? N h
B 3.3.3 + ;

| 1
; BASES |

' 1
i

BACKGROUND ff rent fracti of these limits ba ed on probability
1 (continued) oc rrence.
'

vn
eting the ac ptable dose limit or an accident cat ory .c ,w

'

!
Qsconsidered.avinoaccentshia at=aumaran for that event.

The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.
These modules are:

Measurement channels;*

Bistable trip units;*

RPS Logic; and*

Reactortripcircuitbreakers(RTCBs).*
I

This LCO addresses the RPS Logic and RTCBs including Manual
Trip capability. LCO 3.3.1, ' Reactor Protective Systes

!(RPS) Instrumentation-Operating," provides a description of
the role of this equipment in the RPS. This is sunnarized
below:

Q r .,a r m e a + rP N__i

Q RPS tecic - =-

The RPS Logic, consisti g of Matrix and(M. iat$ogic, +,;p hemploys a scheme that ovides a reactor trip wnen bistabl
in any two of the four channels sense the same input "'"
parameter trip. This is called a two-out-of-four trip
logic. This logic and the RTCB configuration are shown in
Figure B 3.3.1-1. ( g y

Bistable relay contact outputs from the fourdnnels are var
configured into six logic matrices. Each logic matrix 2,', e checks for a coincident trip in the same parameter in two

r' . bistMchannels. The matrices are designated the AB, AC,14 eip g , g
AD. BC. BO. and CD matrices to reflect the bistablg/ channels (p_ --_ t- U
being monitored. Each logic matrix contatns tour normally
energized r: atrix relays. When a coincidence is detected,
consisting of a trip in the same Function in the two
channels being monitored by the logic matrix, all four
matrix relays de-energize.1

I c.ep 4.

The matrix relay contacts are arranged into trip paths, with hone of the four matrix relays in each matrix opening|

i
.

(continued)
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation h
BASES

SURVEILLANCE hsR3.3.3i3)(continued) 9
1

/ !REQUIREMENTS

-were perfomedfith the reactor at power. Operating
experience h shown these components usu Cly pass the
Surve111anc when perfomed at the frequ cy of once every
18 men.th_s.

, . _

If one et of RICBs has/been opened n response to a single /\
RTCB annel,4nitiatjon Logic cha el, or Manual Trip
chan el failure, the affected set f RTCBs may be closed for .

. U3
i

up o I hour for Surveillance o the OPERABLE Initiatiorp '

ic, RTCB, and Manual Trip c nnels. In this case, the
dundant set of RICBs will p vide protection if a, trip

hould be required. It is u ikely that a trip will be -

required during the Surveil nee, coincident with a fai re
of the remaining series RT channel. If a single ma 1x )power supply or vital bus failure has opened two se of
RTCBs, Manual Trip and R CB testing on the closed enkers

without causing a trip

o
Ob4FR 50.woendi#kAfz, ch g jgV REFERENCES 1.

,
_

2. 10 CFR 100.

3.hfSAR,Section 7.23 h
( G RC Safety Evahrition Reco M f0 ate M

CEN-327, June 2, 1986, including Supplement 1,
March 3, 1989.

.

_

|

%
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Remote Shutdown

'

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION bd** *b "
!

B 3.3 esote Shutdown 5 em (An g

BASES

BACKGROUND The Remote Shutdos 5 m provides the con rol room .

@ operator with sufficplace and maintain the unit in a safe shutdown conditionh-
nstrumentation no ro to

from a location other than the control room. This
capability is necessary to protect against the possibility
that the control room becomes inaccessible. A safe shutdowncon ition is defined as MODE 3. Withth { Auxiliary Feedwater e unit in MODE 3,
generator safety valves or(AFW) System nd the steam

the steam generator atmospheric
dump valves can be used to remove core decay heat and meetall safety requirements. The long term supply o' water forM AFW Syste nd the ability to borate the Reactor
Coolant System ( 5) from outside the control room allowextended operati in MODE 3. g ggg g
In the event that the control r m becomes inaccessible, the Ndf SUd'

operators can establish control at'the remote shutdnwn amaaA jdd,4-M''^h*n and nhee =M maintain tha "a4+ ia "W 1 T hot I controls v
$

{shutdownp.el.V and necessar transfer switc are located a he remSome con s and transfer witches 11 beicperated ocally at the itchgear. motor ontrol o els. or)lothtr_1 lCstatic_n Js. lie unit automatically reaches MODEl
Yoilowing a un W 5avidown and can be maintained safely in
MODE 3 for an extended period of time.

i

The OPERABILITY of the Remote Shutdown 6ysteadifErol an h_ instrumentation Functions ensures that there is suf
finformation available on selected plant parameters to place

c ent

and maintain the plant in MODE 3, should the control room
become inaccessible.

~

Qw,Me,Q QAPPLICABLE
TheRemoteShutdow[Sgjt is required to provide eq mentSAFETY ANALYSES
at a ro riate locatTtins outside the control roomapa y o promptly shut down and maintain the in a6 l safe condition in MODE 3.j

;4
0[* dors fliie pfteria pver fio the daffen and 41G soecificMem?IJeoo rementrof emote ShutdownQystP!Mre Wed fn7QO CfR 50 g penoix , buLp AppendixM 1).) g

w

(continued) I
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Remote Shutdown ypt
i

( BASES ah 'ef;
,

APPLICABLE I
The R ote Shutdown Sys en has been identifiedSAFETY ANALYSES Impor ant contributor s an

.
the reduction of pla risk to-

#4 [b| (continued) . ace entsiand, theref e, has been retained the Technti Sir mentions, s's i dicated in the NRC Pol L,t '
,
'

y Statement
i

,

l

s.k.a%%bLCO
The Remote Shutdown LCO provi es

se reautrements for
qi

1
the OPERABILITY of the nstrumentation (agl r.patfo' b h# %cessary tieplace and maintain the unit in MODE a from a
ne

"a-

er than the control room. The instrumentation ,

typically required are listed in Table 3.3. Q-1 ';

!
in the ompanying LCO. ,,Q

2Reviewer's Note:
ne number of channels i t fulfill GDC lrequirements for he number of OPERABLE annels require| depends upon t plant's licensing ba as described i the

'

HRC plant sp ific Safety Evaluatlo
eport (SER) (Re . 2).Generall o divisions are requ ed to be OPERABL . !

t
,

However,y,! ly one channel is re red if the plan asjustifie such a design and t NRC's SER accep d thejustific tion. ,
'

i f

The Wor #5TD instrumentation [and,411insfer settthes)arel

those required for:
.

I '

! Cere Reactivity on*

initial and long ters); h
RCS Pressure con o,

*

g gg
Decay Heat Removal*

hFW ste g and thQTves4r steam g
i _

n, 2.ra o

RCS Inventory (Eontr&fia chargintfflow;M h
e

: y support tems for the ve Functions,well as se ' water, comp cooling wa , and hcasite including the esel generat s.
A Function

hebc.ch f a Remote ShutdownMSis OPERABLE if all|

! shutdown hq,,,consetrDchannels neeWd to support the remote t
n ons are OPERABLE. In some cases, 9le 3.3

cap bility is available from several alternate 1mayindicatethattherequiredinformation@
i

|
~o t

4
!'

In
these cases, the Function is OPERABLE as long

sources.

|- t

i
i (continued)
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| Remote Shutdown System h
5 J.3 @

| @@
'

( BASES fh. .

!

!
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3. 3

| ' REQUIREMENTS
~ (continued)!

(7)
that the channel responds to the measured parameter within

-

!

the necessary range and accuracy.

The a nth Frequency is based upon the need to perfom b
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a <

plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

The SR is modified cy a Note, which excludes neutronad f4.derlr p detectorgfrom the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.i
t,.e.t<< w a ,.. p -

i

SR 3.3.12.4 ,

SR 3.3.12.4 is the perfo
nce of a CHANNEL F CTIONAL TEST

I

every 18 months. This urveillance should rify the;

! OPERABILITY of the r ctor trip circuit b aker(RTCB)open/ closed indic
on on the remote sh down panels by

'

actuating the RT s. The Frequency o 8 months was chosen
because the R s cannot be exercis while the unit is atOs power. Ope ing experience has s wn that these componentsusually p s the Surveillance wh performed at a frequency
of once very IB months. Ther cre the Frequency was
conel ed to be acceptable from a re, liability standpoint.L

|

REFERENCES 1 CFR 50, Appe ix A. WL 29 and Appendix

2. 'RC Safety Evtiustion Repopt (SER).

i _

| yFjhk |}f

|
|
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.3- INSTRUMENTATION i

1 Q
,

|

b Channel Functional Tests identify bistable trip unit (or its equinient) drift. This change is|

consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis. !

!
14. This change removes Auxiliary Feedwater Flow from Table 3.3.11-1, runosing post-accident I

monitoring (PAM) instrumentation. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow does not meet the threshold for
inclusion in this PAM table. This change is consistent with the Calven Cliffs currmt licensing
basis.

15. This change removes the discussion of 3.0.3 critetia from B 3.3.2 and B 3.3.7 Actions discussion.

The RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown and Contamment Radiation Signal are not required to be
Operable in Modes 1 or 2, so the discussion is not necessary. This change is consistent with the
Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

16. This change removes the reference in B 3.3.5 Applicable Safety Analyses item 3 to the fact that |
Containmen isolation Actuation Signal is initiated at the same setpoint as Safety injection i

Actuation Signal. At Calven Cliffs, the setpoint is not the same. This change is consistent with
,

the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis. !

17. Specification 3.3.4 will not include a Containment Radiation - High function for Engmeered Safety )
Feature Actuation System, because it is not part of the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis or
design for Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System.

I
'18.g This change changes the Applicable Safety Analyses for the Chemical and Volume Control System

isolation signal (B 3.3.9) to say that the excess flow check valve is designed to isolate when the |
>

j
letdown flow exceeds 255 gpm, instead of describing the specific setpoint at which letdown flow is l
isolated. '

: 19. This change to Specification 3.3.12 changes the reason that the Remote Shutdown instmmentation
is retained in the ITS to say that it is a UFSAR, Appendix IC, Criterion 11 issue. Remote
Shutdown instrumentation has been shown to not be an important contributor to the reduction of
plant risk to accidents.

20. Bases statements which refer to the Code of Federal Regulations or the Standard Resiew Plan as
;

the source of offsite dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the j
Calvert Cliffs UFSAR. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calven Cliffs are approved by the i

NRC and stated in the UFSAR. The Code of Federal Regulations contains the maximum
allowable limits, not the plant-specific limits which are typically more conservative. Calvert Cliffs )

; is not committed to the Standard Review Plan, and therefore, the current licensing basis may not be i

the Standard Review Plan values.

;

l
I

d

1

O
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

O
BASES

This LC0 deals with protection of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB) from degradation and the core from.

inadequate cooling, in addition to preventing the accident
analysis radiation release assumptions from being exceeded.
The consequences of violating this'LCO include the l

possibility of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). j

Except for primary to secondary LEAKAGE, the safety analyses
do not address operational LEAKAGE. However, other jy

| operational LEAKAGE is related to the safety analyses for j

| LOCA; the amount of leakage can affect the probability of
| such an event. The safety analysis for an event resulting |

|_ in steam discharge to the atmosphere assumes a 1 gpm primary |
to secondary LEAKAGE as the initial condition.'

Primary to secondary LEAKAGE is a factor in the dose
releases outside containment resulting from a steam line
break (SLB) accident. To a lesser extent, other accidents

O or trensients 4nvolve seconeers steam reieese to the
atmosphere, such as a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR).
The leakage contaminates the secondary fluid.

The Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (Ref. 3) analysis
for SGTR assumes the contaminated secondary fluid is
released via the atmospheric dump valves and main steam
safety valves. Most of the released radiation is due to the
ruptured tube. The 1 gpm primary to secondary LEAKAGE is

! relatively inconsequential.

The SLB is more limiting for site radiation releases. The
safety analysis for the SLB accident assumes 1 gpm primary i

to secondary LEAKAGE in one generator as an initial
condition. The dose consequences resulting from the SLB
accident are described in Reference 4. (

Reactor Coolant System operational LEAKAGE satisfies
,,

10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 2. |i

|

l

|

-
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE (B 3.4.13n
mi

r

BASES

pressurizer and makeup tank levels, makeup and letdown, and
| RCP seal leakoff flows.

1

An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or '

unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems
that monitor the containment atmosphere radioactivity and
the containment sump level. These leakage detection systems "

are specified in LC0 3.4.14, "RCS Leakage Detection
;

.

Instrumentation." '

i

\The 72 hour Frequency is a reasonable interval to trend
i

LEAKAGE and recognizes the importance of early leakage |detection in the prevention of accidents. '

SR 3.4.13.2 '

This SR provides the means necessary to determine SG
OPERABILITY in an operational MODE. The requirement to i

,

! demonstrate SG tube integrity in accordance with the Steam |

| Generator Tube Surveillance Program emphasizes the
t

importance of SG tube integrity, even though this
Surveillance cannot be performed at normal operating i

conditions.

I
REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix 1C, Criterion 16

| 2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973

3. UFSAR, Section 14.15

; 4. UFSAR, Section 14.14 |

1

.

: O
i
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| RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15

O
B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.15 RCS Specific Activity J

BASES

BACKGROUND The Code of Federal Regulations,10 CFR Part 100 specifies i
the maximum dose to the whole body and the thyroid an
individual at the site boundary can receive for 2 hours.
during an accident. The limits on specific activity ensure
that the doses are held to within the acceptance criteria
given in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) 1

(Ref.1) during analyzed transients and accidents.

The RCS specific activity LC0 limits the allowable
i

concentration level of radionuclides in the reactor coolant. ]
The LC0 limits are established to minimize the offsite
radioactivity dose consequences in the event of a steam
generator tube rupture (SGTR) accident.

O
The LC0 contains specific activity limits for both DOSE |
EQUIVALENT I-131 and gross specific activity. The thyroid )
dose Conversion Factors shall be those listed in Table III
of TID-14844, AEC, 1962, " Calculation of Distance Factors
for Power and Test Reactor Sites." The allowable levels are
intended to limit the dose at the site boundary to within
the acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR (Ref.1). 1

APPLICABLE The LCO limits on the specific activity of the reactor
SAFETY ANALYSIS coolant ensure that the resulting doses at the site boundary

,

will not exceed the acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR ]
(Ref. 1). The SGTR safety analysis (Ref. 2) assumes the i

specific activity of the reactor coolant at the LCO limits ;

and an existing reactor coolant steam generator (SG) tube i

leakage rate of I gpm. |

The rise in pressure in the ruptured SG causes radioactively ;

contaminated steam to discharge to the atmosphere through '

| O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.15-1 Revision Tli
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15

O
BASES

i the atmospheric dump valves and the main steam safety
valves.

The safety analysis shows the radiological consequences of
| an SGTR accident are within Reference 1 acceptance criteria. I
| Operation with iodine specific activity levels greater than

the LC0 limit is permissible, if the activity levels do not
| exceed the limits shown in Figure 3.4.15-1 for more than 100

hours.

The remainder of the above limit permissible iodine levels
shown in Figure 3.4.15-1 are acceptable because of the low
probability of an SGTR accident occurring during the

i established 100 hour time limit. The occurrence of an SGTR
accident at these permissible levels could increase the site

l boundary dose levels beyond the acceptance criteria given in
the UFSAR (Ref. 1). I

,

Reactor Coolant System specific activity satisfies
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 2.

LC0 The specific activity is limited to 1.0 Ci/gmDOSE
| EQUIVALENT I-131, and the gross specific activity in the
'

primary coolant is limited to the number of pCi/gm equal to
100 divided by 2 (average disintegration energy of the sum
of the average beta and gamma energies of the coolant

! nuclides). The limit on DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 ensures the ,

thyroid dose to an individual at the site boundary during I

|
the Design Basis Accident (DBA) will be within the I

acceptancecriteriagivenintheUFSAR(Ref.1). The limit
on gross specific activity ensures the 2 hour whole body
dose to an individual at the site boundary during the DBA

,
will be within the acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR g

| (Ref.1).

The SGTR accident analysis (Ref. 2) shows that the site |g
boundary dose levels are within acceptable limits.

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.15-2 Revision it
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RCS Specific Activity

'.O
B 3.4.15

BASES

Violation of the LC0 may result in reactor coolant
radioactivity levels that could, in the event of an SGTR,

,

i lead to site boundary doses that exceed the Reference 1
acceptance criteria. I

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature
2 500 F, operation within the LCO limits for DOSE EQUIVALENT

I I-131 and gross specific activity is necessary to contain
the potential consequences of an SGTR to within the
acceptable site boundary dose values.

For operation in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature
< 500*F, and in MODES 4 and 5, the release of radioactivity
in the event of an SGTR is unlikely since the saturation
pressure of the reactor coolant is below the lift pressurei

'

settings of the atmospheric dump valves and main steam
q safety valves.

) )

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 greater than the LC0 limit,
samples at intervals of 4 hours must be taken to demonstrate
the limits of Figure 3.4.15-1 are not exceeded. The
Completion Time of 4 hours is required to obtain and analyze

! a sample.

Sampling must continue for trending. The DOSE EQUIVALENT
I-131 must be restored to within limits within 100 hours.

; The Completion Time of 100 hours is required if the limit
j violation resulted from normal iodine spiking.

The cumulative operating time in the condition shall not
exceed 10% of the units total yearly operating time.

A Note to the Required Action of Condition A excludes the
MODE change restriction of LC0 3.0.4. This exception allows

!

O<

:
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15

O
BASES

SR 3.4.15.3

A radiochemical analysis for i determination is required
every 184 days (6 months) with the plant operating in MODE 1

_

| equilibrium conditions. The E determination directly
L relates to the LC0 and is required to verify plant operation

within the specified gross activity LCO limit. The analysis
for i is a measurement of the average energies per
disintegration for isotopes with half lives longer than
15 minutes, excluding iodines. The Frequency of 184 days

i recognizes ? does not change rapidly.
!

| This SR has been modified by a Note that indicates sampling
I is not required to be performed until 31 days after 2

effective full power days and 20 days of MODE 1 operation
i have elapsed since the reactor was last subcritical for
i 2 48 nours. This ensures the radioactive materials are at

Q equilibrium so that analysis for i is representative and
not skewed by a crud burst or other similar abnormal event.

.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 14 I

! 2. UFSAR, Section 4.15
l

!
!
:

: O
i
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

B 3.4.13

BASES (continued)
.

APPLICABLE Except for primary to secondary LEAKAGE, the safety analysesi SAFETY ANALYSES do not address operational LEAKAGE. However, other
operational LEAKAGE is related to the safety analyses for i

s

LOCA; the amount of leakage can affect the probability of
such an event. The safety analysis for an event resulting
in steam discharge to the atmosphere assumes a 1 gpa primary
to second:ry LEAKAGE as the initial condition.

(Primary to secondary LEAKAGE is a factor in the dose I

releases outside containment resulting from a steam line
break (SLB) accident. To a lesser extent, other accidents
or transients involve secondary steam release to the b ^4'"**F '''

atmosphere, such as a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR). M~y vdx >J
The leakage contaminates the secondary fluid, s -

--

SAR(Ref.3)analysiLfprSGTRassumesfhecontaminatedThe

Jnd the-suornyg)f brjaTTj) released viagafety valves
secondary fluid isGT ', i

'

umeo wser concensa. The 1 gpa mak she 6r

/Mg 4 primary to secondary LEAKAGE ts relauvely inconsequential. O

releewd radra4 con The SLB is more limiting for site radiation releases. The[,5 g 4 * g safety analysis for the SLB accident assumes I gpm primary ;

f. fr@,fd4Aa. to secondary LEAKAGE in one generator as an ir.itial
condition. The dose consequences resulting from the SLB
accident ar
Esfaffs@pproved IVensino bash f'.'winpn ua ilmits gettned in 10 CyR 50 crh1a m 11 fraet h JE N'M

'fe%v 4. W the:r limits).f-
-

~

RCS operational LEAKAGE satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

LCO RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to:

4. Pressure Berndary LEAR >CE

No pressure boundary LEAKAGE is allowed, being
indicative of material deterioration. LEAKAGE of this
type is unacceptable as the leak itself could cause
further deterioration, resulting in higher LEAKAGE.
Violation of this LCO could result in continued '

degradation of the RCPB. LEAKAGE past seals and
gaskets is not pressure boundary LEAKAGE.

,

I

(continued).

CEOG STS B 3.4-69
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

B 3.4.13

BASES

I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.2
REQUIREMEh75 )(continued) This SR provides the means necessary to determine SC

OPERABILITY in an operational MODE. The requirement to
demonstrate SG tube integrity in accordance with the Steam
Generator Tube Surveillance Program emphasizes the
importance of SG tube integrity, even though this ,

Surveillance cannot be performed at normal operatingconditions.
)

[_ WC$4ft, AAivbW[frik
90 crR 50, Aeoenc 1x A, suc w. M Qu f

REFERENCES 1. -

i

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973. 4,lf h
Q SAR, Section J)ArI.

)6+. o rs y, m 6osN,(4h @ 3
- -

_ |h

O
i

i

r

;
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RCS Specific c y

B 3.4
CTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

8 3.4. RCS Specific Activity @
BASES,

|BACKGROUND The Code of Federal Regulations,10 CFR 100
specifies the maximum dose to the whole body @and the thyroidgg, gg;., g an individual at the site boundary can receive for 2 hoursa,,g.=cs,.[ef|, during an accident. The limits on specific activity ensure

SWa ia R e u net. that the doses are held tof- y _rrago on er the3 \Ulet. gg ukjsvu irisitycuring analyzed transients and~ accidents. g
,

.

.; p* 4 ".g g" The RCS specific activity LC0 limits the allowable1 t '

c.~. r u .o kkes skill concentration level of radionuclides in the reactor coolant.
The LCO limits are established to minimize the offsiteL %: M. A M radioactivity dose consequences in the event of a steam q* * c3

T.ble E r -rib 14844, generator tube rupture (SGTR) accident. 7~rrb
A E C , i %2, ' (.lule b**

The LCD contains soecific activity limits for both DOSEef Nbu N 4e5
EQUIVALENT I-131 and gross speciff_g_ activity 3 The allowableti,, f 3 r ,,,, i, d
levels are intended to limit theQ3RD dose at the site

,bouN'5"[*'',', guideline 11 its. The imits in the LCO e standardized
2-1

J.,.t.oJa smaH frac ton M is iG Cid Wu cose )
A based on pa ametric ev luations of offst radioactivity.O

'

wAt + G
c r k a y'* */ ate dose __conse uences for typical site loca ionfa o i.> -

!

Reursut(0.t.fh Ihe rametric ev iuations showed t e potential off 'ite dose
leve s for an SGT accident were a appropriately .all
fra ton of the O CFR 100 dose g deline limits. Each i

eva uation assu. s a broad range f site applicab e
e '

at pherie dis grsion factors i a carametric e lua
i

APPLICABLE The LCO limits on the specific activit of the reactor
SAFETY AKALYSES coolant ensure that the resulting_ _ ub doses at the site

{
-

-- boundary will not er
Ue a trfbt Trascion or sne JD UR 10Damasc

ose cuiliaILne _ limits fe lowing an JGTR accidentr. The SGTR"'b% peb d
safety analyTs s lRef. 2) assumes the specific activity of I+4 Uff&t(tat. Ih the reactor coolant at the LCO limits and an existing
reactor coolant stens generator (SG) tube leakage rate ofI gpm. The r.:1;;h .__

_ _ _ _ . . . .. . . ~ .
trt '. ... .. ., . . th; c r: t$r:_ _ . - - _ _-- ti. % E ..ma,.

'Tha ir.11;; h f r th: CCTS .cs'...... m ..'...L. the2reen' - ' f t!t; im %:
.r. .,.6 .u....,. E:'--aa-- to

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.1

BASES

APPLICABLE tM: e t ;'. . ...v ' '' 'a ''- '::il;.sv => ...
:ff;;t C . m u i6 a u . . o, -; ti :, -' " - ' - ',' ...tSAFETY ANALYSES ra"'d

(continued) 2rranhara "'

on
The rise in pressure in the tu SG causes radioactively Otocontaminated steam to discha e to the atmosphere through
the atmospheric dump valves the main steam safety valves. I

|The-at ::ph;ri; 2;;;h:7 :* : d ;. th; t;rti.; tj p ;; to
the ceodsu wi U.= un=>> wner v .- . , db ;;d.;;. -v.s. ,

'ihe DM erotture and ei- ; t;,, ,,^a rra , sne unarrecteg bhra e a" - n d ; . ., ..m vi ventini .6=== m .: .... ..;1 d:a
t94 W

The safety analysis shows the radiological consequences of
an SGTR accident are within Csr.aii tracuon eDthe '%

5 c p f t,.o er.Lc,/,\ Re f e re n ce laLat1Eg31et1M7timtts. Operation with fodine h Ih specific activity levels greater than the LCO limit is
permissible, if the a tivity levels do not exceed the limits l

shown in Figure 3.4.1. for more than W hours. i

@h
%

l

tThe remainder of the a
shown in Figure 3.4.18~-1 are acceptable because of the lowve limit persissible iodine levelsfg

,

7 probability of an SGTR accident occurring durino the

(d established A fhour time limit. ine occurrence of an SGTR
1,

'-

accident at these persissible levels could increase the site
!i w_& %.

_ . -

boundary dose levelst but Attli De within 10 CFR 140 dose]
!c. u Qet dM 9utd411nelfeitg 73 h j. <5 c.; ,,, 4 t. uG AIL

(u, i j RCS specific activity satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC .

Policy Statement. 1-

LCO The specific 4+44*e activity is itsited to 1.0 pCi/gm DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-13), and the gross specific activity in the
primary coolant is 11sitM to the number of pCi/gm equal to

y F.W ,

4

100 divided by E (average disintegration energy of the sum j

of the average beta and gamma energies of the coolant !

nuclides). The limit on DOSE [QUIVALENT I-131 ensures the
@ thyroid dose to an individual at the site boundary

during the Design Basis Accident (DBA) will be GiEiTV
'Traitinn ou ne a r sowd tnvrm a assr. The limit on gross yW

4 specific activity ensures the(2 2gspwhole body dose to an
c. [4 t.e s W individual at the site boundary during the DBA will be(D i,c,

.

|4g g t>=ain u.u i vo vi 2"e siiv-rw = = r uvur w w. -

,

(continued)
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| RCS Specific Activity
,

8 3.4.1 I
!

BASES

LCO The SGTR accident analysis (Ref. 2) shows that the 2 hour
(continued) site boundary dose levels are within acceptable limits.

Violation of the LCO may result in reactor coolant
iradioactivity levels that could, in the event of an SCTR, '

g -{ lead to site boundary doses that exceed the @ cp Ivy cose) ( !uw elinea tmi u .
g

-

APPLICABILITY In MODES I and 2, and in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature
2 500*F, operation within the LCO limits for DOSL EQUIVALENT
l-131 and gross specific activity is necessary to contain
the potential consequences of an SGTR to within the
acceptable site boundary dose values.

i

For operation in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature
< 500*F, and in MODES 4 and 5, the release of radioactivity
in the event of an SGTR is unlikely since the saturation
pressure of the reactor coolant is below the lift pressure )
settings of the atmospheric dump valves and main steam

isafety valves. =o-
!flegunc<l Ac kn of Co-d. |n n A

O -- -

ACTIONS I A Note to the %excludestheMODEchangerestriction
Iof LC0 3.0.4 This exception allows entry into the '

applicable MODE (S) while relying on the ACTIONS even though
the ACTIONS may eventually require plant shutdown. This

.s exception is acceptable due to the significant conservatism Tc#T F NM ** '
8# incorporated into the specific activity limit, the low

probability of an event which is limiting due to exceeding
!
s

( 6t.43l this limit, and the ability to restore transient specific
activity excursions while the plant remains at, or proceeds
to power operation.--

L

A.1 and A.2
i

With the DOSE EQUIVALENT I- 31 greater than the LCO limit, i

samples at intervals of 4 ours must be taken to demonstrate
the limits of Figure 3.4.1 -1 are not exceeded. The
Completion Time of 4 hours is required to obtain and analyze
a sample, i

Sampling must continue for trending. The DOSE EQUIVALENT
l-131 eust be restored to within limits withi ours.

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activit
8 3.4

BASES (continued)
4

! MSA %%st kr_s s )
REFERENCES 1. Go pFR log,11. 1g7% bb

f 2 h , Section (15.0. h.

!
I

i

1

I |
'

|

i

I

.

)

i O
;

|
.

l

!
t
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-I432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

OV 23. Calvert Cliffs is not cc mitted to the General Design Criteria in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A;
Calvert Cliffs is committW to the draft General Design Criteria. Therefore, the Criteria in the
draft General Design Criteria, where applicable, were referenced in the Technical Specification
Bases.

|

24. Bases statements which refer to the CFR or the Standard Review Plan as the source of offsite dose
i or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the Cahert Cliffs Updated

Final Safety Analysis Report. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calven Cliffs are approved by
I the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and stated in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. The

CFR contains the maximum allowable limits, not plant-specific limits which are typically more
conservative. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review Plan and, therefore, the
current licensing basis may not be the Standard Retiew Plan nlues.

25. NUREG-1432 B 3.4.12 SR 3.4.12.1 Section allows an alternate method of LTOP control to be
employed using at least two independent means to prevent injection into the RCS such that a single
failure or single action will not result in an injection into the RCS, it allows this to be
accomplished through the pump control switch being placed in pull to lock and at least one valve in
the discharge flow path being closed. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.12.1 Bases will
allow verification that the HPSI pumps will not inject into the RCS by verifying their discharge
valves are locked shut. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs design and current
licensing basis.

,

|
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MSIVs
[ B 3.7.2 )

O |

: BASES

System (RCS) cooldown and positive reactivity addition. i
Closure of the MSIVs limits the blowdown to a single j

- steam generator.
I

2 c. A break downstream of the MSIVs. This type of break
;

will be isolated by the closure of the MSIVs. Events i

such as increased steam flow through the turbine or the
steam bypass valves (e.g., excess load event) will also;

tenninate on closure of the MSIVs. i

,
,

!

d. A steam generator tube rupture. For this scenario,
closure of the MSIV isolates the affected steam
generator from the intact steam generator and minimizes i

radiological releases. The operator is then required
to maintain the pressure of the steam generator with
the ruptured tube below the MSSV setpoints, a necessary
step toward isolating the flow through the rupture.

O-
e. The MSIVs are also utilized during other events such as

a feedwater line break. These events are less limiting
so far as MSIV OPERABILITY is concerned.

The MSIVs satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3.

LC0 This LC0 requires that the MSIV in each of the two steam
lines be OPERABLE. The MSIVs are considered OPERABLE when
the isolation times are within limits, and they close on an
isolation actuation signal.

This LC0 provides assurance that the MSIVs will perform I

their design safety function to mitigate the consequences of
accidents as described in Reference 4. i

'

APPLICABILITY The MSIVs must be OPERABLE in MODE 1 and in MODES 2 and 3
except when all MSIVs are closed. In these MODES there is
significant mass and energy in the RCS and steam generators.

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 8 3.7.2-3 Revision R\
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B 3.7.2
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BASES

containment analyses. This SR is normally perfomed upon
returning the unit to operation following a refueling
outage.

The Frequency for this SR is in accordance with the
Inservice Testing Program. The Frequency demonstrates the
valve closure time at least once per refueling cycle.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the SR when performed. Therefore, the Frequency is
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

This test is conducted in MODE 3, with the unit at operating
temperature and pressure, as discussed in the Reference 5
exercising requirements. This SR is modified by a Note that
allows entry into and operation in MODE 3 prior to
perfoming the SR. This allows a delay of testing until
MODE 3, in order to establish conditions consistent with
those under which the acceptance criterion was generated.

k

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 10.1

2. UFSAR, Section 14.20

3. UFSAR, Section 14.14

4. UFSAR, Chapter 14 '

5. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
inservice Inspection, Article IWV-3400

,-),

L
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PREVS

B 3.7.12

0
-B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.12 Penetration Room Exhaust Ventilation System (PREVS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The PREVS filters air from the penetration room.

The PREVS consists of two independent and redundant trains.
Each train consists of a prefilter, a high efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filter, an activated charcoal
adsorber section for removal of gaseous activity
(principally iodines), cid a fan. Ductwork, valves or
dampers, and instrumentation also form part of the system.
The system initiates filtered ventilation following receipt
of a containment isolation actuation signal.

The PREVS is a standby system, which may also operate during
normal unit operations. During emergency operations, the
PREVS dampers are realigned, c, l fans are started to '

initiate filtration. Upon receipt of the actuating
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System signal (s), normal
air discharges from the penetration room, and the stream of
ventilation air discharges through the system filter trains.
The prefilters remove any large particles in the air to
prevent excessive loading of the HEPA filters and charcoal
adsorbers.

The PREVS is discussed in the Updated Final Safety Analysis-

Report (UFSAR), Section 6.6.2 (Ref.1), as it may be used
for normal, as well as post accident, atmospheric cleanup
functions.

.

APPLICABLE The design basis of the PREVS is established by the Maximum |

ISAFETY ANALYSES Hypothetical Accident (MHA). The system is credited with
filtering the radioactive material released through the
containment vent when the line is open. In such a case, the
system restricts the radioactive release to within the

acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR (Ref. 2). The i
1

O
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PREVS

B 3.7.12

O
BASES

analysis of the effects and consequences of an MHA are g
presented in Reference 3.

Penetration Rocm Exhaust Ventilation System also ensures
that radioactive materials leaking from Emergency Core
Cooling System (ECCS) equipment within the penetration room
following an accident are filtered prior to reaching the |[environment. The operation of this system and the resultant
effect on offsite dose was assumed.in the accident analysis
(Ref. ' 3) .

The PREVS satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3.

LCO Two independent and redundant trains of the PREVS are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one train is

; available, assuming there is a single failure disabling the
: other train coincident with a loss of offsite power.

: O
The PREVS is considered OPERABLE when the individual

; components necessary to control radioactive releases are
! OPERABLE in both trains. A PREVS train is considered
[ OPERABLE when its associated:

a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. High efficiency particulate air filter and charcoal
adsorber are not excessively restricting flow, and are,

| capable of performing the filtration functions; and
,

c. Ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, and
circulation can be maintained.

1

*

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the PREVS is required to be OPERABLE,
consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the ECCS.

:

i

O
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I

PREVS
L B 3.7.12

O
.

BASES !

! Frequency is based on the known reliability of the equipment
i and the two train redundancy available.

!

SR 3.7.12.2
,

I

This SR verifies the performance of PREVS filter testing in i

accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program '

(VFTP). The VFTP includes testing the perfonnance of the
HEPA filter, charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimum system
flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
charcoal (general use and following specific operations).
Specific test frequencies and additional information are
discussed in detail in the VFTP.

SR 3.7.12.3

This SR verifies that each PREVS train starts and operates
- on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The 24 month

Frequency is consistent with that specified in Reference 4.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 6.6.2
{

2. UFSAR, Chapter 14 lI
3. UFSAR, Section 14.24

4. Regulatory Guide 1.52

.

O
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SFP Water Level
,

B 3.7.13
i

C) '

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
! '

i

| B 3.7.13 Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Water Level

BASES

BACKGROUND The minimum water level in the SFP meets the assumptions of
iodine decontamination factors following a fuel handling
accident. The specified water level shields-and minimizes
the general area dose when the storage racks are filled to
their maximum capacity. The water also provides shielding
during the movement of spent fuel.

A general description of the SFP design is given in the
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), Section 9.7.2,
Reference 1, and the SFP Cooling and Cleanup System is given
in the UFSAR, Section 9.4.1 (Ref. 2). The assumptions of
the fuel handling accident are given in the UFSAR,
Section14.18(Ref.3).

O.
APPLICABLE The minimum water level in the SFP meets the assumptions of
SAFETY ANALYSES the fuel handling accident described in Regulatory :

,

Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4). The resultant 2 hour thyroid dose to a l

person at the exclusion area boundary is within the
acceptance crtieria given in the UFSAR. I

i

Reference 4 assumes that there is 23 ft of water between the |1top of the damaged fuel bundle and the SFP surface for a
fuel handling accident. With 21.5 ft of water above the
fuel seated in the spent fuel storage racks, the assumptions
of Reference 4 can be used directly, because tF,.. analysis
assumes the dropping of a fuel assembly onto the floor of
the spent fuel pool.

The SFP water level satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criteria 2 and 3.

O
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,

3 SFP Water Level
'

B 3.7.13

O
;

BASES

; appropriate because the volume in the pool is normally
; stable. Water level changes are controlled by unit
'

procedures and are acceptable, based on operating
experience.

During refueling operations, the level in the SFP is at
equilibrium with that of the refueling canal.

{
REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.7.2

l
i

2. UFSAR, Section 9.4.1

'3. UFSAR, Section 14.18

4. Regulatory Guide 1.25
I

|

O

O
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Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.14

(}
\J

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.14 Secondary Specific Activity

BASES

BACKGROUND Activity in the secondary coolant results from steam
generator tube outleakage from the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS). Under steady state conditions, the activity is
primarily iodines with relatively short half lives, and thus
is indication of current conditions. During transients,
I-131 spikes have been observed as well as increased
releases of some noble gases. Other fission product
isotopes, as well as activated corrosion products in lesser
amounts, may also be found in the secondary coolant.

A limit on secondary coolant specific activity during power
operation minimizes releases to the environment because of
normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and

('} accidents.
\s

This limit is lower than the activity value that might be
;

expected from a 1 gpm tube leak (LCO 3.4.13, "RCS
|

Operational LEAMAGE") of primary coolant at the limit of
1.0 pCi/gm (LC0 3.4.15, "RCS Specific Activity"). The main !
steam line break (MSLB) is assumed to result in the release |

of the noble gas and iodine activity contained in the steam
generator inventory, the feedwater, and reactor coolant
LEAKAGE. Most of the iodine isotopes have short half lives

|(i .e. , < 20 hours) . |

APPLICABLE The accident analysis of the MSLB, as discussed in the
SAFETY ANALYSES Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), Chapter 14

(Ref.1), assumes the initial secondary coolant specific |I
activity to have a radioactive isotope concentration of
0.10pCi/gmDOSEEQUIVALENTI-131. This assumption is used
in the analysis for detennining the radiological
consequences of the postulated accident. The accident
analysis, based on this and other assumptions, shows that

(g)
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Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.14

BASES

the radiological consequences of an MSLB do not exceed the
acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR (Ref.1). I

i

With the loss of offsite power, the remaining steam
|generator is available for core decay heat dissipation by i

,

venting steam to the atmosphere through main steam safety '

valves (MSSVs) and atmospheric dump valves (ADVs). The |
Auxiliary Feedwater System supplies the necessary makeup to 1

| the steam generator. Venting continues until the reactor
coolant temperature and pressure have decreased sufficiently
for the Shutdown Cooling System to complete the cooldown. !

"

; In the evaluation of the radiological consequences of this
j accident, the activity released from the steam generator
'

connected to the failed steam line is assumed to be released |

directly to the environment. The unaffected steam generator
j is assumed to discharge steam and any entrained activity

through MSSVs and ADVs during the event.
'

|

. t

Secondary specific activity limits satisfy
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 2.

s

; LC0 As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific
j activity limit in the secondary coolant system of !

s 0.10 Ci/gmDOSEEQUIVALENTI-131tolimitthe
ra'diological consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA)-

to the acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR (Ref.1). t
4

i

Monitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant
ensures that when secondary specific activity limits are
exceeded, appropriate actions are taken in a timely manner
to place the unit in an operational MODE that would minimize
the radiological consequences of a DBA.

, 1

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the limits on secondary specific !
'

activity apply due to the potential for secondary steam
|

releases to the atmosphere. !

O:

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.7.14-2 Revision R ( '
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|

!

|
4 Secondary Specific Activity

B 3.7.14

! BASES

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 14 g
^

i
J

4

|

l

|

|

1

O :

1

!
.

l
,

,

i

i
l

!

|
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MSIVs

B 3.7.2

BASES

APPLICABLE
eam header dgstream of thposed MSIV iryihej @

ma
SAFETY ANALYSES in et loon.

(continued)
-

b. A break outside of containment and upstream from the
MSIVs. This scenario is not a containment
pressurization concern. The uncontrolled blowdown of
more than one steam generator must be prevented to ,

limit the potential for uncontrolled RCS cooldown andpositive reactivity addition.
Closure of the MSIVs

asorates inenren.erDifnits the blowdown to asingle steam generator.

c. A break downstream of the MSIVs. This type of break
will be isolated by the closure of the MSIVs. Events
such as increased steam flow through the turbine or

the steam bypass valve)s will also terminate on closure(ti.g. 3 exccu loacl of the MSIVs.

2Vt/h
',

d. A steam generator tube upture. For this scenario,

closure of the MSIVD1 olates the affected steam _hgenerator from the in act steam generatorfL b
uAdAc1oMo)minimizQb radiological releas,es@GGilfn
knah13),tpe operatorgo maintain the pressure of thef 4

V steam geherator with the ruptured tube below the MSSV -
4

setpoints, a necessary step to rd isola ing the flow
i

through the rupture.( j, 4 y ,f,

The MSIVs ars also utilized (furing other events such
- -

e.

as a feedwater line break. These events are less
limiting so far as MSIV OPERABILITY is concerned.

The MSIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO
This LCO requires that the MSIV in each of the [two) steam 1

lines be OPERABLE. The MSIVs are considered OPERABLE when
the isol. tion times are within limits, and they close on an
isolation actuation signal.

This LCO provides assurance that the MSIVs will perform
their design safety function to mitigate the consequences of I

1
'

g I ef 1 it h5 rvbaf
'*' f%:vn 4 g

(continued)
CEOG STS B 3.7-9 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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MSIVs

B 3.7.2

BASES

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

,_

out e IVs should not testea at r since e h
,

j st e exercise incre s the risk of valve clo re!i h the nit generating p r. As the MSI are not sted O
at pow , they are exemp rom the ASME C , Section I I

'

1Ref L recuirements rino anara, n MDES! - (9 J,

'
The Frequency for this SR is_ in eccordance with the
Inservice Testing Program & Wgrinonprq. garliePsonen]
requency demonstrates the valve closurs stae at least once

per refueling cycle. Operating experience has shown that
these components usually pass the SR when performeddCER)

dMri monW Franusfievf. Therefore, the Frequency is @acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

This test is conducted in MODE 3, with the unit at operating
temperature and pressure, as discussed in the Reference 5
exercising requirements. This SR is modified by a Note that
allows entry into and operation in MODE 3 prior to

*

performing the SR. This allows a delay of testing until
MODE 3, in order to establish conditions consistent with

O those under which the acceptance criterion was generated. '

REFERENCES 1.hSAR,Section 10.
p

2.hSAR,Section 8

3.hFSAR,Section@f}t5h @@
4 d @CFR IO N @p g
5. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,

Inservice Inspection, Article IWV-3400.

CEOG STS B 3.7-12 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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"A ,(re.& .n ogFaht boss as w m) ;, .%
''''N oa 1 ssJ (9,C 3),1 PR

B 3.7.

BASES

BACKGROUND
/ consistent wJth iodine removal efficienck[. as discussed in I .(continued) {the Regulp6ry Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4). / ] 3

|~
|? ~

Whe,a e A lMhQ \h
__

n- '

APPLICABLE The_ design basis of the PR is established by thellafraf @ bSAF Y ANALYSES frjajrjoyswimu. -toioen Ruuu. ine system

is cr<d4d 4,4( g g i pval n assumas assive fanlur utstoe contaiyment.] ;su s a valve ina Isairan d na a Desian Bests J% r.46 4 m en.4u.,3 Q ,i,nt (DRA U In such a case, the system resuricts the''Ita$ d N p 6 ' Tradio_ active r'elease to with_inJJO crA 40a.(Ref. Wr) Itatts, o O' % ? Heat kL 4*da*4 verit NRL s aff~ ppivve licensing bJsis (e.g..'a specified ;[*"'*od M #5wka & i:n, is fraction of to crn to tielta)ci The analysts of the effects ,*
and consequences of altrue prear wca>are presented in ML h

-

Reference 3.
g

9 here are tw types or system f ailures considereJ in they accident an ysis: a complete loss o function and an
excessive EAKAGE. Either type of 11ure may resul in

-less eff cient removal for any ga ous or particul
i

'

unteri released to the canetr ion rooms follow o a LOCA.]

O [ThePRESSsatisfiesCriterion3oftheNRCPolicy h
-

Statement.

LCO Two independent and redundant trains of the PR hare
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one train is
available, assuming there is a single failure disabling the
other tr coincident with a loss of offsite power.

The PF is considered OPERABLE when the individual hcomponents necessary to control radioactive releases are
OPERABLE in both trains.

APRE@g
S train is considered

OPERABLE when its associated:

a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively
restricting flow, and are capable of performing the
filtration functions; and

diant/f defiM(lation can be maintained.
c. uctwork, valves, and dampers are

OPERABLE, and circG

'

(continued)
. CEOG STS B 3.7-78 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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i

h8 7

' 8ASES

REFERENCES 3.@$AR,Section
(continued)

4 Regulatory Guide 1.52.

@hCEft100,1 3/, 4 -'

~@ AUREG-AtIOD Spftton Jg1.1.}

|

1

|

|

i

|
l
I

o
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!
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1

|
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|
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(Iget atprege Jooh Water Level w

8 3.7.# .

B 3.7 PLMT SYSTEMS

B 3.7. Fuel (OBTp7e) Pool Level h
| BASES

-

'j
.

iBACKGROUND The minimum water level in the' fuel storage pool meets the i

assumptions of iodine decontamination factors following a
| :
' fuel handling accident. The specified water level shields

and minimizes the general area dose when the storage racks 1
'

are filled to their maximum capacity. The water also '

provides shielding during the movement of spent fuel.
.

A general descriptf or..of he'fu 1 stt, rage pool design is ' v[ jven in the FSAR, Section J. , Reference 1, and thepent Fuel Poo' ling and leanup System is given in the )

SAR. Sectionff (Ref. 2). The assumptions of the fuel @f i.

handling accident'are given in the FSAR, Section(#7/4D !(Ref. 3). l

i

APPLICABLE The minimum water level in the-fuel storage pool meets the
SAFETY ANALYSES assumptions of the fuel handling accident described in

Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4). The resultant 2 hour
WiMun,suegL, thyroid dose to a person at the exclusion area boundary is/[]t *Q,ri, g/cu $aii iractiory of me m s Fu 100 Nef. 5) lie rt r.3

u t% uDAre
TcorcineteReference4

m ngl 7
ft of water between h ^i

.

the top of the damaged f el bundle and
he fuel pool surface r .5for a fuel handling accident. With & ft hq sne @u

jassumptions _of Reference 4 can be used irectly M M obug ' practice Inis tw prearrve mu assumption for th bulk of> P'ust N 4.Jss the fue in the storage ra s. In the case of a si gle i g g* g
4 *4bct3% 4 g'ff'h bundle, drop ed and lying orizontally on top of t e spent ,

! /hfuel r eks, owever, ther may be < 23 ft of wate above the N bl W"* M '5fedi) top of the bundle and th surface, by the width the %e h,

( 04u n, p, g bundl . To offset this mall nonconservatism, e analysis %ksm, y y assu s that all fuel r s fall, although anal is showsM tha only the first fe rods fail from a hypo etical
ma_x mum drop.)

I i

The fuel storage pool water level satisfies krMtpftIfb 3 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

ri|fr o n L a JL 9 75 139

(continued) ,

CEOG STS B 3.7-83 Rev1,04/07/95
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|
'

O

Fuel @ Pool Watgr

SURVE!LLANCE SR 3.7 (continued)
' REQUIREMENTS .

During refueling operations, the level in the uel
it st equilibrium with that of the refueline ca

le in the refuelin ca 1s checked datacco e with LCD 3.7.1 1 Storage Pool onConc ration." )_

1. h SAR, Sect 1on [ @REFERENCES

g
2. SAR, Section g
3. SAR, Section Q
4. Regulatory Guide 1.25

h./10CFR%0.11) g {g

O :
I
|

CEOG STS B 3.7-85 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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, Secondary Specific Activi
i

8 3.7.

BASES (continued)

@ \b'
APPLICABLE The accident analys of the main s am line breat (M''.3),
SAFETY ANALYSES as discussed in the SAR, Chapter (Ref. , assumes the @cinitial secondary coolant specific as ivityoto have a v

radioactive isotope concentration of90.10}'pC1/gm 00SE
EQUIVALENT I-131. This assumption is used in the analysis '!for detersining the radiological consequences of the

ipostulated accident. The accident analysis, based on this '

and other assumptions, shows that the radiological
consecuences of an MMIR do not eXCeedia s5all fraction of TUt acL4 bee (theunit/tABlimits(Ret.1)forwholebo6yandthyroidp[ose) / Ir.r & fg 3;g w ;o ates;

'%e UOAktLot. 6Y With the loss of offsite power, the remaining steam |generator is available for core decay heat dissipation by '

venting steam to the atmosphere through MSSVs ar.d
atmospheric dump valves
System supplies the neces(ADVs). The Auxiliary Feedwater ,

sary makeup to the steam generator.
Venting continues until the reactor coolant temperature and j

3pressure have decreased sufficiently for the Shutdown
Cooling System to complete the cooldown.

i

In the evaluation of the radiological consequences of this
iaccident, the activity released from the steam generator

$

\ connected to the failed steam line is assumed to be released
directly to the environment. The unaffected steam generator
is assumed to discharge steam and any entrained activity
through MSSVs and ADVs during the event.

Secondary specific activity limits satisfy Criterion 2 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

I

LCO As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific
activity limit in the secondary coolant system of
5AC.10}%C1/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 to limit the

4 ,,,,9 ,g, rldiological consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) \to s TThietuu ui sne peQuireq/11mIO(Ref.1).
}rArs gim

e s %t u f >AA Monitorira the specific activity of the secondary coolant
ensures A'At when secondary specific activity limits are-

'

exceeded, appropriate actions are taken in a timely manner
to place the unit in an operational MODE that would minimize
the radiological consequences of a DBA.

(continued)
CEOG STS B 3.7-92 Rev1,04/07/95
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Secondary specific Activi
h8 3.7

SASES (continued) :

;

REFERENCES N O CFR__ % ,11) bb ;

@ @ @ sAR. chapter W O@\b ,
,
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS

i
iA(y in plant procedures and requires the valves to be reset to 1%. This change is consistent with the
|'

Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.
|

17. The Bases for LCO 3.7.1 contain conflicting statements. The first paragraph states, "An MSSV is
considered inoperable if it fails to open upon demand." The second paragraph states, 'The
OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to open within the setpoint tolerances, I
relieve steam generator overpressure, and rescat when pressure has been reduced." This definition

of operability is more broad, and more accurate, than the precedmg defmition of inoperability.
This is confusing and could cause errors in deternunmg when a main steam safety valve is declared
inoperable. Therefore, the sentence in the first paragraph is deleted.

18. Bases statements which refer to the Code of Federal Regulations or the Standard Review Plan as
the source of offsite dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the
Calvert Cliffs Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calvert
Cliffs are approved by the NRC and stated in the UFSAR. The Code of Federal Regulations
contains the maxunum allowable limits, not the plant-specific limits which are typically more
conservative. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review Plan and, therefore, the

,

current licensing basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.

|

|

pN
'

|
|

!

|

|
l

O,m
'
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\
! Containment Penetrations

!
i B 3.9.3

O
BASES

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the normal purge and exhaust
penetrationsaresecuredintheclosedposition(viaablind

!
flange). The containment vent valves can be opened |

l intermittently, but are closed automatically by the I

| Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). !

Neither of the subsystems is subject to a Specification in
!

MODE 5. '

In MODE 6, large air exchanges are desired to conduct,

refueling operations. The normal 48 inch purge system is
used for this purpose and all valves are closed by the ESFAS
in accordance with LC0 3.3.7, " Containment Radiation Signal
(CRS) . "

The containment vent valves are allowed to be opened in
MODE 6, however, they are connected to the penetration room

g j
Technical Specification emergency air cleanup systems, which
exhaust to the environment through high efficiency

] particulate air and charcoal' filters.
!

,

The other containment penetrations that provide direct
access from containment atmosphere to environment must be
isolated on at least one side. Isolation may be achieved by
an OPERABLE automatic isolation valve, or by a manual
isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent. Equivalent
isolation methods must be approved in accordance with
appropriate American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME)/American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Codes,
and may include use of a material that can provide a
temporary, ventilation barrier.for the other containment
penetrations during fuel movements. ;

;

APPLICABLE During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
SAFETY ANALYSES assemblies within containment, the most severe radiological

consequences result from a fuel handling accident. The fuel
handling accident is a postulated event that involves damage
to irradiated fuel (Ref.1). Fuel handling accidents,
described in Reference 1, include dropping a single

|

I
|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.9.3-3 Revision Q1
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(

Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

! O
BASES

irradiated fuel assembly and handling tool or a heavy object
onto other irradiated fuel assemblies. The requirements of
LC0 3.9.6, " Refueling Pool Water Level," and the minimum

| decay time of 100 hours prior to CORE ALTERATIONS ensure
j that the release of fission product radioactivity,

subsequent to a fuel handling accident, results in doses
that are within the acceptance limits given in the UFSAR
(Ref. 1).:

Containment penetrations satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 3.

LC0 This LC0 limits the consequences of a fuel handling accident
in containment by limiting the potential escape paths for
fission product radioactivity released within containment.
The LC0 requires any penetration providing direct access
from the containment atmosphere to the environment to be
closed except for the OPERABLE containment purge and exhaust I'
penetrations and the containment personnel air locks. For I

the OPERABLE containment purge and exhaust penetrations, j
this LC0 ensures that these penetrations are isolable by a l

CRS. The OPERABILITY requirements for this LC0 ensure that
the automatic purge and exhaust valve closure times
specified in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) can be achieved and therefore meet the assumptions
used in the safety analysis to ensure releases through the
valves are terminated, such that the radiological doses are
within the acceptance limit.

The containment personnel air lock doors may be open during
movement of irradiated fuel in the containment and during
CORE ALTERATIONS provided that one door is capable of being
closed in the event of a fuel handling accident. Should a
fuel handling accident occur inside containment, one
personnel air lock door will be closed following an
evacuation of containment.

!

|
|

\ 3(V:

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.9.3-4 Revision 1 1
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Containment Penetrations t

B 3.9.3
'

O
'

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that each of the containment
penetrations required to be in its closed position is in
that position. The Surveillance on the open purge and
exhaust valves will demonstrate that the valves are not
blocked from closing. Also, the Surveillance will
demonstrate that each valve operator has motive power, which !

will ensure each valve is capable of being clcsed by an
OPERABLE CRS.

:

The Surveillance is performed every 7 days during CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within i
the containment, The Surveillance interval is selected to

'

be commensurate with the normal duration of time to complete
fuel handling operations. A surveillance before the start

,

of refueling operations will provide two or three
surveillance verifications during the applicable period for
this LCO. As such, this Surveillance ensures that a
postulated fuel handling accident that releases fission -

product radioactivity within the containment will not result '

in a release of fission product radioactivity to the
environment in excess of those described in the UFSAR |3 |
(Ref.1). !

.

SR 3.9.3.2

This Surveillance demonstrates that each containment purge
and exhaust valve actuates to its isolation position on I

manual initiation or on an actual or simulated high
radiation signal. The once each refueling outage Frequency ,

maintains consistency with other similar ESFAS
instrumentation and valve testing requirements. In
LCO 3.3.7 " Containment Radiation Signal (CRS)," the
Containment Radiation Signal System requires a CHANNEL CHECK

;

every 7 days and a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 31 days to !
ensure the channel OPERABILITY during refueling operations.
Every 24 months a CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed.

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.9.3-6 Revision Rg
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'

l
iContainment Penetrations

B 3.9.3

BASES

Surveillance Requiremert 3.6.3.4 demonstrates that the
isolation time of each valve is in accordance with the
Inservice Testing Program requirements. These surveillances
performed during MODE 6 will ensure that the valves are
capable of closing after a postulated fuel handling accident
to limit a release of fission product radioactivity from the
containment.

|This SR is modified by a Note stating that this ;

demonstration is not applicable to valves in isolated
i

penetrations. LC0 3.9.3, c.1, provides the option to close 1

penetrations in lieu of requiring automatic isolation j
capability.

|
.__ l

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 14.18
I t

O l
I,
!

,
t

:

|

L
t

|
| l

1

|

i
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|

|| Refueling Pool Water Level
B 3.9.6

O
B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.0 Refueling Pool Water Level
l

i

BASES

BACKGROUND The movement of irradiated fuel assemblies or performance of
CORE ALTERATIONS, except during latching and unlatching of
control rod drive shafts, within containment requires a
minimum water level of 23 ft above the top of the irradiated
fuel assemblies seated in the reactor vessel. During
refueling this maintains sufficient water level in the the
fuel transfer canal, the refueling pool, and the spent fuel
pool. Sufficient water is necessary to retain iodine
fission product activity in the water in the event of a fuel

I
handling accident (Refs. I and 2). Sufficient iodine |

activity would be retained to limit offsite doses from the
'

accident to within the acceptance criteria given in the
UFSAR (Ref. 2). I

O
APPLICABLE During core alterations and during movement of irradiated
SAFETY ANALYSES fuel assemblies, the water level in the refueling pool is an

.

initial condition design parameter in the analysis of the |

fuel handling accident in containment postulated by
Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 1). A minimum water level of
23 ft (Regulatory Position C.I.c of Ref.1) allows a
decontamination factor of 100 (Regulatory Position C.1.g of
Ref.1) to be used in the accident analysis for iodine.
This relates to the assumption that 99% of the total iodine
released from the pellet to cladding gap of all the dropped
fuel assembly rods is retained by the refueling pool water.
The fuel pellet to cladding gap is assumed to contain 10% of |
the total fuel rod iodine inventory (Ref.1). |

.

j

The fuel handling accident analysis inside containment is
described in Reference 2. With a minimum water level of
23 ft and a minimum decay time of 100 hours prior to fuel
handling, the analysis and test programs demonstrate that |
the iodine release due to a postulated fuel handling ;

O |
,

|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 5 1 & 2 B 3.9.6-1 Revision 1A\
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Refueling Pool Water Level
B 3.9.6

'

(Ol

BASES

accident is adequately captured by the water and offsite
dosesaremaintainedwithinallowablelimits(Ref.2). I

Refueling pool water level satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 2.

LC0 A minimum refueling pool water level of 23 ft above the l
irradiated fuel assemblies seatrd in the reactor vessel is
required to ensure that the rad.ological consequences of a
postulated fuel handling accident inside containment are
within the acceptable limits given in the UFSAR (Ref. 2). I

APPLICABILITY LC0 3.9.6 is applicable during CORE ALTERATIONS, except
during coupling and uncoupling of control element assembly
drive shafts, and when moving irradiated fuel assemblies in
containment. The LC0 minimizes the possibility of a fuel

(] handling accident in containment that is beyond the
' assumptions of the safety analysis. If irradiated fuel is

not present in containment, there can be no significant
radioactivity release as a result of a postulated fuel
handling accident. Requirements for fuel handling accidents
in the spent fuel pool are covered by LC0 3.7.13 " Spent
Fuel Pool (SFP) Water Level."

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With a water level of < 23 ft above the top of the
irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the reactor vessel, all

i operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of
l

| irradiated fuel assemblies shall be suspended immediately to |
i ensure that a fuel handling accident cannot occur.

! ,

1,

| CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.9.6-2 Revision Ih i
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Refueling Pool Water Level
B 3.9.6

BASES
_ _ _ . . .

The suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movement shall
1

not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe
position,

i

|
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1 !

REQUIREMENTS

Verification of a minimum water level of 23 ft above the top 1

of the irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the reactor |
vessel ensures that the design basis for the postulated fuel |
handling accident analysis during refueling operations is i

met. Water at the required level above the top of the '

irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the reactor vessel
limits the consequences of damaged fuel rods that are
postulated to result from a fuel handling accident inside
containment (Ref. 2).

1

The frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment

O' and is considered adequate in view of the large volume of
;

water and the normal procedural controls of valve positions, ;

which make significant unplanned level changes unlikely. |

1

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.25, March 23, 1972 j

2. UFSAR, Section 14.18
I

|

|

| O
|
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Containment Penetrations

B 3.9.3

BASES

BACKGROUND must be isolated on at least one side. Isolation may be
haudenk.Jti(continued) achieved by an OPERABLE automatic isolation valve, or by a

manual isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent. ' W "*I8 ^5 8 5
Equivalent isolation methods must be approved <and may

e use of a material that can provide a temporary, C.Jeg

T11dii5ddN.... ventilation barrier for the h@
herc ions during fuel movements

APPLICABLE During CORE AL I ONS or v nt of irradiated fuel bSAFETY ANALYSES assemblies wit in contal nt, the most severe radiological
consequences r uit from fuel handling accident. The fuel
handling accide is a po tulated event that involves damageto irradiated fue e. Fuel handling accidents, h {g.

in Reference nelude dropping a single
rradiated fuel assemb y and handling tool or a heavy object Q -

onto other irradiated fuel assemblies. The requirements of
r$__ LC0 3.9_.6. ' Refueling Water Level," and the minimum decay\/ time of M hours prior to CORE ALTERATIONS ensure that the

release of fission product radioactivity, subsequen to a
fuel bandlin accident, results in doses that are

O within i he v ' lues spectf teo lo O CF8 100. T .e
}77'k*N' jacceptancy in.its for ffsite radiation xposure are q hcontaine in Standard Review Plan Secti n 15.7.4, Rev 1

M e %n') (Ref.,2 which deft es "well within" O CFR 100 to 25% s(Ed r les of the 10 C 100 valuest.

Containment penetrations satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy 5tatement.

LCO This LCO limits the consequences of a fuel handling accident
in containment by limiting the potential escape paths for
fission product radioactivity released within containment. t

The LCO requires any penetration provid ginfrom the containment atmosphere to the(oue'idVatsa'sotars)@to. direct access )n m ee
s

onA He co,da6 ,e.) be closed except for the OPERABLE containment purge and @fW ' b-
exhaust penetration 4 For the OPERABLE containment purge -

rr,onna) atrior,k$ J and ext.aust penetrations, this 1c0 ensures that these itTFM
___ J penetrations are isolable byCthe-ConWnmenVPurce4n@''

Uxhatrst isoupon imum. The OPERABlLITY requirements for
This LCO ensure that the automatic purge and exhaust valven. C d closure times specified in the FSAR can be achieved and
therefore meet the assumptions used in the safety analysis

dD
(continued)
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Containment Penetrations i

B 3.9.3
,

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

E tutomatic contalment _ purge anwnsust isgJaeiori) @
The Surveillance is performed every 7 days during CORE i

ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
the containment. The Surveillance interval is selected to
be commensurate with the normal duration of time to complete '

fuel handling operations. A surveillar.ce before the start
of refueling operations will provide two or three .
surveillance verifications durin the applicable period for
this LCO. As such, this Surveil ance ensures that ahemeof One, postulated fuel handlin accident that releases fission
product radioactivity w thin the containment will not resulth5mhjsuipt

-
i

'

in a release of fission product radioactivity to the .

g)LAFJAt (9,t environm g
.

_

1R 3.9.3.2
Ip This Surveillance demonstrates that each containment purge' !Q and exhaust valve actuates to its isolation position on

manual initiation or on in actual or simulated hich qradiation signal. Th mon 5n iregaency maintains
.

consistency with other s milar ESFAS instrumentatic nd
~-

L c0 3.3.")J"(,,,g4,ht valve tesdno requiremen[.s. NL .3.4 imital or
untina[E*O"*Mb. .3.3 (6naloon. "Mscel aneous e C6ntainment

.IPurse Isolasfi2bSignal System reoutres a CHANNEL CHECK every
7 days and a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 31 days to ensureda channel OPERABILITY during refueling operations. Every

months a CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed. The system
actuation response time is demonstrated every 18 months
during refueling, on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. SR3.6.3dp@ @
demonstrates that the isolation time of each valve is in
accordance with the Inservice Testing Program requirements.
These wrveillances performed during MODE 6 will ensure that
the valves are capable of closing after a postulated fuel
handling accident to limit a release of fission product
radioactivity from the containment.

._ _. _ . ,

msShk Q s puts M'* q -%d -% ct> ~sE"T% V H *

\s e6 e yq\ w U . 4, ys\vs> is i$d e * A pv.. h . h .) . L e o 3.4 M'I $ $''Nt

ko ~/4, .,,.h,,, f s /, y pw Od"> ia fje., , p- , , , , j , J, g.
is.,l. L c.,. t.H . u

_

(continued)
CEOG STS B 3.9-12 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES (continued)
i

REFERENCES
'

Safety Evapart1on SE-0002000- @ f
.

ev 0

h /. h 3AR, Section % . h
~ gg ;

' (3. /NUREG-0804/ Section 15,7.4, Rev. I/ July 1981) !g,

L=
j
i

:

I

,

OV

,

|

|
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Refueling Water Level
B 3.9.6

B 3.9 REFUELING OPE T!ONS

B 3.9.6 Refueling ater Level

BASES

BACKGROUND The movement of irradiated fuel assemblies or performance of
CORE ALTERATIONS, except during latching and unlatching of

irraMded control rod drive shafts, within containment requ
inimum water level of 23 ft above the top of the q.{# g

- water level in ontaMont Ahe raMelineda#4Dthe Q2,
el fl,anoB. D r_ino refueling this mainhiae *"ffic ent

'#3* #
fuel transfer canal, the refueling cavity, and the spentN

fuel pool. Sufficient water is necessary to retain todine
fission product activity in the water in the event of a fuel ,

ihandling accident (Refs. I and 2). Sufficient lodine
activity would be retained to limit offsite doses from the
accident iny m or nyux 10011mpts, as orovided by?GD

W W De anV-e (guidance of Referencer. ~ '

e + s;u so.se i.e m ~

une ec.r.e . Q|
__ _ _ -

APPLICABLE During core alterations and during movement of irradiated
SAFETY ANALYSES fuel assem the water level in the #Whin r-ans @O / refuelt is an initial condition design parameter in/ the anal so the fuel handling accident in containment

)00 postulated by Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref.1). A minimum
'

water level of 23 ft (Regulatory Position C.I.c of Ref.1)
allows a decontamination factor of 100 (Regulatory
Position C.I.g of Ref.1) to be used in the accident
analysis for iodine. This relates to the assumption that
99% of the total iodine released from the pellet to cladding
gap of all the dropped fuel assembly rods is retained by the
refueling cavity water. The fuel pellet to cladding gap is
assumed to contain 10% of the total fuel rod iodine

,

!inventory (Ref. 1). '

The fuel handling accident analysis inside containment is
described in Reference 2. With a minimum water level of/@ za tt and a etnimum oecay time or hours prior to fuel
handling, the analysis and test p rams demonstrate that
the iodine release due to a postu ated fuel handling
accident is adequately captured by the water and offsite
doses a

intained within allowable limits (Ref. g g h
RefuelinWater level satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC

; Policy Statement.

(continued)
| CEOG STS B 3.9-22 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Refueling Water Level

B 3.9.6

BASES'(continued)

LCO A minimum refueling water level of 23 ft above theM !?-
I M4 ysnei runce;is required to ensure that the radiol ital

[uc t @q X e 4 'u consequences of a postulated fuel handling accident 1nside ~,

gcontainment are wiinim acceptable limitsm -reviaed try the
ge a g amToarice or xeterence s. - g,

v.q -
-

..

APPL 1 LCO 3.9J is anelicable during CORE ALTE xcept 2g during(ait(hian aatf. unfatthma)of mau~n driye shafts,
n movingGud asetabWes An thf Drsetnc(gpan w

{ 000 '('),
*

irradiated fuel assemblie The LCO minimizes the 404 # Y
,

possibility of a fuel hangng acc1derit in containment IT'
is beyond the assumptions of the safety analysis, if
irradiated fuel is not present in containment there can be
no significant radioactivity release as a resu,lt of a ,

(

postulated fuel handling accident. Requirements for fuel

handling {g,cidentsinthespentfuelpoolarecoveredby
ac

LCO 3.7. 'fue1@ Pool Water Level.' 2,

IO) (h>~S
v

O
ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

W+ water level of < 23 ft above the top of the@
vesM1 p all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies shall be suspended
immediately to ensure that a fuel handling accident cannot
oCeur.

The suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS snd fuel movement shall
not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe
position.

___

U
In a ition to i diately susp ding CORE A ERATIONS gy Jp, mov ent of irra ated fuel, a ion to res re refuel g

' c ity water 1 el must be i tiated imme ately. j

1

l

| (continued) ||
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Refueling Water Level

B 3.9.6

BASES (continued)

SURVE]LLANCE SR 3.9.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

! Verification of a minimum water level of 23 ft above the top
| Irrehi'd - of theSfa# r vesse1Jfanae) ensures that the design basis 4

for the postulated fuel handling accident analysis during
Gl refueling operations is met. Water at the required level
AVOgj',5 aboye the top of the filetorMessel Jhnih11mits the h.

consequences or ammiged fuel rogs that are postulated to
9.h d result from a fuel handling accident inside containment
ta -/ (Ref.2).'fe nc
wnel The frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment

and is considered adequate in view of the large volume of
water and the normal procMural controls ,of valve positions, '

,q,J,,ff hel which make significant unplanned level changes unlikely.
,

et.ti rmi l< t J
r

REFERENCES 1. egulatory Guide 1.25, March 23,1972.
,

FSAR, Section 4 0)@2.

3.

O NUREG-080,Section)5.7.4. Co 'D4. 10 CFR 0.10.
_ i

.

CEOG STS B 3.9-24 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

11. Bases state.ments which refer to the CFR or the Standard Review Plan as the source of offsite !._) dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the Calvert Cliffs
UFSAR. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calvert Cliffs are approved by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and stated in the UFSAR. The CFR contains the maximum
allowable limits, not the plant-specific limits which are typically more conservative. Calvert
Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review Plan and, therefore, the current licensing
basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.

!

|
|

)

A
U

1

|

.

'
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| ATTACHMENT (2)
!

! AMENDMENT REVISION BY CIIANGE

'
O

I 64. A number of corrections and editorial enhancements were made to the Bases. Justification for each
change is included in the Discussion of Deviation section. These changes can generally be categorized
as: corrections or improvements in the description of systems; the correction of references w the
10 CFR $0, Appendix A, General Design Criteria; elimination of references which were not used and;
corrections to make the Improved Standard Technical Specification Bases markup match the ITS
Basec.

|
,
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Reactor Core SLs

B 2.1.1

BASES

transfer coefficient. Inside the steam film, high cladding '

temperatures are reached, and a cladding-water (zirconium- |twater) reaction may take place. .This chemical reaction
!

results in oxidation of the fuel cladding to a structurally
weaker form. This weaker form may lose its integrity,

!
resulting in an uncontrolled release of activity to the
reactor coolant. '

|
|

The Reactor Protective System (RPS), in combination with the
LCOs, is designed to prevent any anticipated combination of

.

|

transient conditions for Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
temperature, pressure, and THERMAL POWER level that would
result in a violation of the reactor core SLs.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation and A00s. The reactor core SLs are

established to preclude violation of the following fuel
( design criteria:

a. There must be at least 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot

.

fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB; and j

b. The hot fuel ~ et in the core must not experience i

fuel centeri.N melting. |

The RPS setpoints, LCO 3.3.1, " Reactor Protective System
(RPS) Instrumentation," in combination with all the LCOs,
are designed to prevent any anticipated combination of
transient conditions for RCS temperature, pressure, and
THERMAL POWER level that would result in a departure from
nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) of less than the DNBR limit
and preclude the existence of flow instabilities.

Automatic enforcement of these reactor core SLs is provided
by the following functions:

a. Pressurizer Pressure-High trip;
!

.

CALVERT CLJFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 2.1.1-2 Revision h,|
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RCS Pressure SL |

B 2.1.2 I

O
BASES

c. Pressurizer Level Control System; or

d. Pressurizer Pressure Control System.

SAFETY LIMITS The maximum transient pressure allowable in the RCS pressure |

vessel under the ASME Code, Section III, is 110% of design
pressure. The maximum transient ' pressure allowable in the
RCS piping. valves, and fittings'under, e.g., USAS,

,

''

Section B31.7 (Ref. 6), is 110% of design pressure. The ;
~

most limiting of these two allowances is the 110% of design '

pressure; therefore, the SL on maximum allowable RCS
pressure is established at 2750. psia.

|

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.2 applies in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 because this SL f
could be approached or exceeded in these MODES due to

!
overpressurization events. The SL is not applicable in '

MODE 6 because the reactor vessel head is unbolted, making
it unlikely that the RCS can be pressurized. j

!
SAFETY LIMIT The following SL violation responses are applicable to the
VIOLATIONS RCS pressure SL.

i

2.2.2.1

If the RCS pressure SL is violated when the reactor is in '

MODE 1 or 2, the requirement is to restore compliance and be
in MODE 3 within I hour.

With RCS pressure greater than the value specified in
SL 2.1.2 in MODE 1 or 2, the pressure must be reduced to
below this value. A pressure greater than the value
specified in SL 2.1.2 exceeds 110% of the RCS design
pressure and may challenge system integrity.

l

O i
t

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 2.1.2-3 Revision N
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Reactor Core SLs 'M 6 ;;

5 2.1.1
1

5 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)

B 2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs 't&;)

BASES

.

BACKGROUND GBG40-(Ref.1) requires and SLs ensure that specified
acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded during steady

( W4 Ar%Ja q> state operation, normal operation transients, and
anticipated o erational occurrences (A00s). This iscN,j,* 0 accomplished having a departure from nucleate boiling

t

(DNB) design b sis, which corresponds to a 95%
at a 95% confidence level (95/95 DNB criterion) probability-that DNBwill net occur and by requiring that fuel centerline
temperature stays below the melting temperature.

The restrictivs rf this Si prevant ovarheating of the fuel
and cladding and pessiole cladding perforation that would
result in the release of fission products to the reactor {coolant. Overheating of the fuel is prevented by

imaintainingthesteadystatepeaklinearheatrate(LHR) jbelow the level at which fuel centerline melting occurs.
Overheating of the fuel cladding is prevented by restricting

;

O fuel operation to within the nucleate boiling regime, where
'

the heat transfer coeffletent is large and the cladding
surface temperature is slightly above the coolant saturation
temperature.

-

j

Fuel canterline melting occurs when the local LHR, or power
'

peaking, in a region of the fuel is high enough to cause the
fuel center 11nt temperature to reach the melting point of
the fuel. Expansion of the pellet upon centerline melting 1

may cause the pellet to stress the cladding to the point of l
failure, allowing an uncontrolled release of activity to the
reactor coolant.

]

iOperation above the boundary of the nucleate boiling regime
!could result in excessive cladding temperature because of

the onset of DN9 and the resultant sharp reduction in heat
transfer coefficient. Inside the steam film, high cladding
temperatures are reached, and a claddin6ater (zirconiuO-
water) reaction say take place. This chemical reaction g"W g-

results in oxidation of the fuel cladding to a structurally
weaker form. This weaker form may lose its integrity,
resulting in an uncontrolled release of activity to the
reactor coolant.

s _ (continued)

CEDG S15 B 2.0-1,
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CRRS

B 3.3.8 '

o
|BASES

!

APPLICABLE The CRRS, in conjunction with the CREVS, maintains the
SAFETY ANALYSES control room atmosphere within conditions suitable for

i
prolonged occupancy throughout the duration,of any one of

|the accidents discussed in Reference 1. The radiation ;
exposure of control room personnel, through the duration of '

any one of the postulated accidents discussed in " Accident
! Analysis," Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), ;

Chapter 14 (Ref.1), meets the intent of UFSAR, Appendix IC
i (Ref. 2) .

g ,

I

!

The CRRS satisfies the requirements of
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3.

i

:

LC0 LC0 3.3.8 requires one channel of CRRS to be OPERABLE. The I

required channel consists of a trip circuit and the i

particulate / iodine and gaseous radiation monitor
)(measurementchannel). The specific Allowable Value for the I

Q setpoint of the CRRS is listed in the SRs.

Only the Allowable Value is specified for the trip Function
in the LCO. Operation with a trip setpoint less
conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its '

Allowable Value, is acceptable.

Operation and testing are consistent with the assumptions of
the plant specific setpoint analyses. A channel is
inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its
required Allowable Value.

|

The Bases for the LCO on the CRRS is that one channel of
Airborne Radiation detection and trip circuitry is required I

'

to be OPERABLE to ensure the control room isolates on either
high todine and high particulate or gaseous concentration.
The Allowable Value was established as part of original
plant design. It provides reasonable assurance of safety

j for Control Room personnel.

l

!0
|
'

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.3.8-2 Revision lk \|
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CRRS

B 3.3.8 |

O !
BASES

power conditions in an ordeily manner and without
challenging plant safety systems or operators.

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.1
REQUIREMENTS !

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the control room
|

radiation monitoring channel to ensure the entire channel
will perform its intended function.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift.

t

i

SR 3.3.8.2

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a check of the CRRS channel including
the sensor. The Surveillance verifies that the channel
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range
and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for channel drift between successive
calibrations to ensure that the channel remains operational
between successive surveillances. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must
be performed consistent with the plant specific setpoint
analysis.

The Frequency of 24 months has been shown by operating
i

experience to be adequate to detect any failures.
|

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 14

2. UFSAR, Appendix IC

l
'

i
!
|
>

e

O'
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BASES

BACKGROUND Trio Setootnts and Allowable Values (continued)
I
description of th methodology used to e culate the tr p l
setpoints, inclu ing their explicit un rtainties, is
provided in 'P nt Protection System lection of Tr hSetpoint Valu (Ref. 2). The act nominal tri setpoint*

entered int the bistable is norma y still more
!!conservati than that specified y the Allowabl Value! o' |

=

_ t
account f r changes in random asurement error detectable

h a CH/dNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. e exairpic or such a enang1
in measurement error in urn during the surveillance
interval . If the measur setpoint does not exceed the

4Allowable Value, the is PERABLE. h ]
Teipoinu in ac reance with the As waoie value w 11 ensurh
that Safety Li ts are not violat during antici ted
operational currences (A00s) the conseque es of
Design Bas Accidents will be cceptable, pr iding the 'i

plant is erated from withi the LCOs at tt onset of the
< A00 or accident and the equipment functions as designed.

O
APPLICABLE Te in conjunction with the fontrol Room EmergenchSAFETY ANALYSES Cleanu ystem (CSEACSJ, maintains the control room

a mos .ere witnin conditions suitable for prolonged
dedlM e9sl'a occupancy throughout the duration of any one of the
(e 'c pg/ accidents discussed in Reference 1. The radiation exposurerc

of control room personnel, through the duration of any one
of the postulated accidentLdiscussed in " Accident

j
g Analpis,",FSAR, Chapter 4h f Ref. 1), cr6es nn excees thjp @@g ;ua y a uA bu .enM AAUL m (Ref. 3p'4d9* . s -- ,,

ior'n% ac hsThe@ satisfies the readrements of Crittfron 3 of 's

EE POu-ememenp. Fax 3 e,3,,(gg)
, g

LCO LCO 3.3.8 requires one channel of to be oprmt E The
required channel consists of@ctuatiortooic. Wahual Tr o,

Janparticulate/ iodine and gaseous radiation monito The z !

specific Allowable Value@for the setpoints of the 4ng g Iare
listed in the SRs. g cc,,.y
Only the Allowable Values specified fo Mr trip 3

~

c
Function in the 100. Oper ion with a trip setpoint less

bwM che..e -

(contnued) ,
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.B.5 ~

REQUIREMENTS

fcontinued) Every [18] months, a C EL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perfomed on
the manual CRIS actuati circuitry.

This test verifies t t the trip push buttons ar capable of
opening contacts in he Actuation Logic as des ned, ,

de-energizing the nitiation relays and provi ng Manual
Trip of the func on. The[18]monthFrequ cy is based on
the need to per rm this Surveillance under the conditions
that apply dur g a plant outage and the tential for anunplanned tr sient if the Surveillance re performed with
the reactor t power. Operating experi nce has shown these
components sually pass the Surveilla e when performed at a
Frequency of once every [18) months.

~

j3 3 .8.6 ~

Thi Surveillance ensures tha the train actuation response
times are less than the max um times assumed in theO analyses. The IB month
operatingexper(enc)e,wh equency is based upon plant

i h shows that random failures of' [*instrumentation componen s causing serious response time #
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent
occurrences. Testing of the final actuating devices, which I

,

(_make up the bulk of the response time, is included in theSurvelliance testing, y

REFERENCES 1. @ rSAR, Chapter h bh
@ ection System S[ tion of fp Setpoint] @ {[d j

n

$0. 30 CFR I6. Appendix A. 6 hh
6M c)

' Lb
-

|
CEOG STS B 3.3-124 Rev 1, 04/07/g5
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RCSP/TLimits
B 3.4.3

I

BASES

c. The existences, sizes, and orientations of flaws in the
vessel material.

APPLICABILITY TheRCSP/TlimitsSpecificationprovidesadefinitionof
acceptable operation for prevention of nonductile failure in
accordancewith10CFRPart50,AppendixG(Ref.1).
AlthoughtheP/Tlimitsweredevelopedtoprovideguidance
for operation during heatup or cooldown (MODES 3, 4, and 5)
or ISLH testing, their Applicability is at all times in
keeping with the concern for nonductile failure. However, '

as a practical matter, it is not possible to violate the I

LCO. The limits do not apply to the pressurizer.

During MODES 1 and 2, other Technical Specifications provide
limits for operation that can be more restrictive than or
can supr .nt these P/T limits. LC0 3.4.1, "RCS Pressure,
Tempert e, and Flo.. Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB)

O Limits;" LCO 3.4.2, "RCS Minimum Temperature for
Criticality;" and Safety Limit 2.1, " Safety Limits," a' Iso
provide operational restrictions for pressure and

q

temperature and maximum pressure. Furthermore, MODES 1 '

and 2 are above the temperature range of concern for
nonductile failure, and stress analyses have been performed
for normal maneuvering profiles, such as power ascension or
descent.

The actions of this LC0 consider the premise that a
violation of the limits occurred during normal plant j
maneuvering. Severe violations caused by abnormal !

transients, at times accompanied by equipment failures, may |

also require additional actions from emergency operating
| procedures,
l

i

!

j

O.
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

B 3.4.13 |

'

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

|
B 3.4.13 RCS Operational LEAKAGE

BASES j

BACKGROUND Components that contain or transport the coolant to or from
the reactor core make up the RCS. Component joints are made
by welding, bolting, rolling, or pressure loading, and
valves isolate connecting systems from the RCS.

During plant life, the joint and valve interfaces can
produce varying amounts of reactor coolant LEAKAGE, through
either normal operational wear or mechanical deterioration.
The purpose of the RCS Operational LEAKAGE LC0 is to limit
system operation in the presence of LEAKAGE from these
sources to amounts that do not compromise safety. This LCO
specifies the types and amounts of LEAKAGE.

O undeted rimei Sefety Aeeiysis Report curSAR). Anneedix 1C.
iCriterion 16 (Ref.1), requires means for detecting reactor

coolant LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45 (Ref. 2) describes
acceptable methods for selecting leakage detection systems.

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely
depending on its source, rate, and duration. Therefore,
detecting and monitoring reactor coolant LEAKAGE into the
containment area is necessary. Quickly separating the
identified LEAKAGE from the unidentified LEAKAGE is
necessary to provide quantitative information to the |
operators, allowing them to take corrective action should a )
leak occur detrimental to the safety of the facility and the ;
public. !

A limited amount of leakage inside containment is expected
fram auxiliary systems that cannot be made 1008r leaktight. |
Leakage from these systems should be detected, located, and |

| 1so'aten' from the containment atmosphere, if possible, to '

| not interfere with RCS LEAKAGE detection.

I

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.13-1 Revision il(
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE !

B 3.4.13 i
i

O ;
BASES -

!
I

pressurizer and makeup tank levels, makeup and letdown, and
RCP seal leakoff flows.

,

,

An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or
,

unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems ;

that monitor the containment atmosphere radioactivity and
| the containment sump level. .These leakage detection systems

,

i

! are specified in LC0 3.4.14, ARCS. Leakage Detection
1

Instrumentation." )
1

The 72 hour Frequency is a reasonable interval to trend I

LEAKAGE and recognizes the importance of early leakage :

detection in the prevention of accidents. .

i

i

SR 3.4.13.2 .

i

This SR provides the means necessary to determine SG '

- O OPERABILITY in an operational MODE. The require:nent to
demonstrate SG tube integrity in accordance with the Steam
Generator lube Surveillance Program emphasizes the-
importance of SG tube integrity, even though this !
Surveillance cannot be performed at normal operating !

'conditions.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix IC, Criterion 16

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973

3. UFSAR, Section 14.15

4. UFSAR, Section 14.14 |

4

!

||

!

I

O |
|
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14r

O '

| B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
.

B 3.4.14 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
,

t

'

1

BASES !
!
;

BACKGROUND Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Appendix IC, '

gCriterion 16 (Ref.1) requires means for detecting RCS '

LEAKAGE. RegulatoryGuide1.45(Ref.2) describes !

acceptable methods for selecting leakage detection systems.

Leakage cetection systems must have the capability to detect
significant reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB)
degradation as soon after occurrence as practical to '

minimize the potential for propagation to a gross failure. !

Thus, an early indication or warning signal is necessary to >

permit proper evaluation of all unidentified LEAKAGE.

Industry practice has shown that water flow changes of
O o s som te 1 o 99= cea reediir be detected 4a ceate4#<d

volumes by monitoring changes in water level, in flow rate, ,

or in the operating frequency of a pump. The containment !
sump used to collect unidentified LEAKAGE is instrumented to
alarm when level increases above the alarm trip setpoint.
The sump is then drained and time logged. If the alarm
sounds again, the time is logged and a leakage rate is
calculated. This is acceptable for detecting increases in
unidentified LEAKAGE. !

The reactor coolant contains radioactivity that, when
released to the containment, can be detected by radiation
monitoring instrumentation. Reactor coolant radioactivity
levels will be low during initial reactor startup and for a
few weeks thereafter until activated corrosion products have
been formed and fission products appear from fuel element-
cladding contamination or cladding defects. Instrument
sensitivities of SE-12 pCi/cc I-131 for particulate

| monitoring and of 3E-6 pCi/cc Xe-133 for gaseous monitoring
L are practical for these leakage detection systems.
: Radioactivity detection systems are included for monitoring
|
' O
,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.14-1 Revision M
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1

!

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
;

B 3.4.14 '

O
!

BASES !

|
~

!
!

| immediate plant shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is '

l required. :

;

i SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.14.1 |
REQUIREMENTS :

SR 3.4.14.1 requires the perfonnance of a CHANNEL CHECK of i
the required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitors. |

The check gives reasonable confidence the channel is
i

operating properly. The Frequency of 12 hours is based on :
instru":ent reliability and is reasonable for detecting off !
norma: conditions. '

f

SR 3.4.14.2

SR 3.4.14.2 requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
; TEST of the required containment atmosphere radioactivity
'

monitors. The test ensures that the monitor can perform its
function in the desired manner. The test verifies the alarm
setpoint and relative accuracy of the instrument string.
The Frequency of 31 days considers instrument reliability,
and operating experience has shown it proper for detecting ;

degradation. !
!

SR 3.4.14.3 and SR 3.4.14.4

These SRs require the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
for each of the RCS leakage detection instrumentation
channels. The calibration verifies the accuracy of the
instrument string, including the instruments located inside
containment. The frequency of 24 months is a typical
refueling cycle and considers channel reliability.
Operating experience has shown this Frequency is acceptable.

!
|

i REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix IC, Criterion 16 I

|

: O
;
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STE-RCS Loops - MODE 2
B 3.4.16

O
B 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

|

B 3.4.16 Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Loops - MODE 2

:

BASES
,

BACKGROUND This special test exception to LC0 3.4.4, "RCS Loops -
MODES 1 and 2," and LC0 3.3.1, "RPS Instrumentation," ;

permits reactor criticality under no flow conditions during
,

PHYSICS TESTS (natural circulation demonstration, station
i

blackout, and loss of offsite power) while at low THERMAL '

POWER levels. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. Section XI
(Ref.1), requires that a test program be established to
ensure that structures, systems, and components will perform
satisfactorily in service. All functions necessary to
ensure that the specified design conditions are not exceeded :

during normal operation and anticipated operational ;

occurrences must be tested. This testing is an integral -

q part of the design, construction, and operation of the power .

V plant.
|

The key objectives of a test program are to provide |

assurance that the facility has been adequately designed to !

validate the analytical models used in the design and
analysis, to verify the assumptions used to predict plant
response, to provide assurance that installation of
equipment at the facility has been accomplished in I

accordance with the design, and to verify that the operating
and emergency procedures are adequate. Testing is performed
prior to initial criticality, during startup, and following
low power operations.

The tests will include verifying the ability to establish
and maintain natural circulation following a plant trip
between 10% and 15% RTP, performing natural circulation

,

|
cooldown on emergency power, and during the cooldown, i

showing that adequate boron mixing occurs and that pressure

|

O
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!

!

STE-RCS Loops -' MODE 2
i

B 3.4.16 |

O !

BASES' '

;

protection during startup or the performance of the PHYSICS
TESTS. The interval is adequate to ensure that the

;

appropriate equipment is OPERABLE prior to the tests to aid
!
'

the monitoring and protection of the plant during these
,tests.,

i

I
t

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Section XI !
\ \

i

!
:
s
!

!

-!

O i
.i

1

I

l

i

i

!

i 1

O'

,
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n RCS P/T Limits
. U B 3.4.3
'

BASES
---

.

\

| I
1

LCO

The existences, sizes, and orientatnns of flaws in ic.
(continued) |the vessel material. !

APPLICABILITY
The RCS P/T limits Specification provides a definition of

__ --

4

acceptable operatico for prevention of nonductile failure in h, [a (" # dNI h
'

accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix 4 (Ref. 8

the P/T lirits were developed to provide gu minougn ,
.

ance for M das ;

operation during heatup or cooldown (MODES 3, 4, and 5) or ig !

with the concern for nonductile failure, qThe Itaits do notISLH testing, their Appitcability is .t all times in keepingF#'S/b/t kVioI4s

apply to the pressurizer. uo wk.s% {
4tu re.e4* e 5 i

limits for operation that can be more restrictive than orDuring MODES I and 2 other Technical Specifications provide
Wssei kn J
isremw4Jor

can supplement these P/T limits. LCO 3.4.1, 'RCS Pressure, og ,,,4,, u g sd

Limits"; LCO 3.4.2, 'RCS Ninimum Temperature forTemperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB)6 " i

fm6L ;Criticality *
provide opera;tional restrictionsand Safety Limit 2.1, " Safety Limits,' also I)'' "

temperature and maximum pressure.for pressure and / ,

Furthermore MODES 1 / )and 2 are above the temperature range of concer,n for
nonductile failure, and stress analyses have been perfomed

;
t

for nonnal maneuvering profiles, such as power ascension or |descent.

O The actions of this LCO consider the premise that aV violation of the limits occurred during normal plant
maneuvering. Severe violations caused by abnormal

also require additional actions from emergency operatingtransients, at times accompanied by equipment failures, may)
procedures. i

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Operation outside the P/T limits must be corrected so that
the RCPB is returned to a condition that has been verifiedby stress analyses.

The 30 minute Completion Time reflects the urgency of
restoring the parameters to within the analyzed range. Mostviolations will not be severe, and the activity can be
accomplished in this time in a controlled manner.

(continued)
CEOG STS

B 3.4-12 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

B 3.4.13 t

\'

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
B 3.4.13 RCS Operational LEAKAGE.

BASES
i

I
BACKGROUND

Components that contain or transport the coolant to or from
1

the reactor core make up the RCS. Component joints are made
by t.elding, bolting, rolling, or pressure loading, and
valves isolate connecting systems from the ACS.

During plant life, the joint and valve interfaces can
produce varying amounts of reactor coolant LEAKACE, through :

either normal operational wear or mechanical deterioration.
The purpose of the RCS Operational LEAKAGE LCO is to limit:
system operation in the presence of LEAKAGE from these.

sources to amounts that do not compromise safety. This LCO
'

specifies the types and amounts of LEAKAGE.,

dF%E'A@A 0 @R 50. A6pendix A, ADC 3P(Ref.1), requires means fordetecting 1.uctrcCof)1rE, to trre,.n.nsC, UMu % yr u w . a-m r ~ na
reacter coolant LEAKAGE. Regulatory 'uide 1.45: G

(Ref. 2) describes acceptable methods for selecting leakage
'

detection systems.
"

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely
depending on its source, rate, and duration. Therefore,
detecting and monitoring reactor coolant LEAKAGE into the
containnent area is necessary. Quickly separating the
identified LEAXAGE from the unidentified LEAKAGE is
necessary to provide quantitative information to the
operators, allowing them to take corrective action should a
leak occur detsisental to the safety of the facility and thepublic.

A limited amount of leakage inside containment is expected i

from auxiliary systems that cannot be made 100% leaktight.
Lerkage from these systems should be detected, located, and
isolated from the containment atmosphere, if possible, to
not interfere with RCS LEAKAGE detection.

This LCO deals with protection of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPS) from degradation and the core from
inadequate cooling, in addition to preventing the accident
analysis radiation release assumptions from being exceeded.
The consequences of violating this LCO include the
possibility of a loss of coelant accident (LOCA).

(continued)
CEOG STS B 3.4-68 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Operationa) LEAKAGE
,

8 3.4.13 l

BASES
>

i

l

SURVEILLANCE sR 3.4.13.2 l,

REQUIREMENTS
i (continued) This SR provides the means necessary to determine SG'

OPERABILITY in an operational MODE. The requirement to'.
demonstrate SG tube integrity in accordance with the Steam
Generator Tube Surveillance Program emphasizes the
importance of SG tube integrity, even though this'

Surveillance cannot be performed at nomal operating
conditions.

,

: W_ 90sArt Ap M Lr, Q^; REFERENEES 1. 300 crF 50, appendix A, Epc W. ' p
(

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973. 4,lf h4

SAR,Sectionp81
9. u r3 Ar, s.,7+i o.3 N ,14h (ih {h!

.

IO
!

; - .

b

!

.
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentati

83.4. @
B 3.4 CTOR ConLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.IJ RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND . A0 of Andene1x A Eno UFR 50)(Ref.1) requires means
r

:

gg'k'!u lb'#' "' D g
~

for detectin sum --<-w=i-
no, w mh/Rcs LEAKAGE. 'v=n u in no' the7 L34 doemtish source Regulatory*

; Guide 1.45 (Ref. 2) describes acceptable methods for
selecting leakage detection systems. j

!

] Leakage detection systems must have the capability to detect
; significant reactor ecolant pressure boundary
; degradation as soon after occurrence as practic(RCPB)al to

minimize the potential for propagation to a gross failure.,

; Thus, an early indication or warning signal is necessary to
i permit proper evaluation of all unidentified LEAKAGE.

! Industry practice has shown that water flow changes ofpl'a leJ'* Me~- o k. w 0.5 gpm to 1.0 gpm ca'i readily be detected in contained,

| A d., M o%A. volumes by monitoring changes in water level, in flow rate,
;/^'4 -r

. M '' or in the operating frequency of a pump. The ;ontainment, a
fsump used to collect unidentified LEAKAGE fispand cas-; /4 ae./ u / e,w eentnie m + 9 ::6 r-t ::t; ''.. . 6 .,0 . , ' ' I

j# pj- gg instrumented to alareJr i :-- ? r e'ga.5 ;;r tc :,3:';:;Dh
/

- ,g+ h- - - 9 n ~ - + eF.- Thi s ::- " t v i ./ is acceptable for,

! e /, r ,n y,4 ,;. detecting increases in unidentified LEAKAGE.
-

S M% tog,J The reactor coolant contains radioactivity that, when%

|
- j'd'A' ^ j' released to the containment, can be detected by radiationc., J *<

monitoring instrumentation. Reactor coolant radioactivity
~

4

c r/c 4 fc B, levels will be low during initial reactor startup and for a r __-U

| % few weeks thereafter untti activated corrosi s have Mt * l33
J been formed and fission products appe a fuel element
1 - QM claddina contami n or claddin acts. Instrumenti sensitivities of '#C1/cc _ arMmhfor ontticulate

monitoring and o pC1 cc . 9 ^--+ M+y for gaseg
3E monitoring are practical or these leakage detection Qsystem;. Radioactivity detection syness are included fo

monitoring both particulate and gassaus activities, because-
of their sensitivities and sep4d- responses to RCS LEAKAGE.

An increase in humidity of the containment atmosphe e wouldd'cA Wil indicate release of water vapor to the containment
/g point t erature mesw . .6 e.r. th., W ^ iv ,,un

evels of the gainment atmosph[un"
humt y s an

(continued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentatt
B 3.4

8ASES (continued)
4
'

REFERENCES 1. C11/FR 50. Anos(ndfx A. $s6 tion IV/CDCD. OBOE A '>Ih/ @h
'

n e

; 2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, Cr|fgraba a
1

3 AR,SectionJ.!-f,

;

,

I

|
!

i

i

;

i l

i
;

!
* |

!
,

i

|

|
.
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STE-R S, p
<

'

B 3.4
CTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

!
3

B 3.4.1/ Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Loop '

@
BASES

BACKGRCUND
This special test exception to LCO 3.4.4, *RCS Loops-
MODES 1 and 2,* and LCO 3.3.3, "APS Instrumentation,'

PHYSICS TESTS (natural circulation demonstration, stationpennits reactor criticality under no flow conditions during
blackout, and loss of offsite power) while at low TiiERMAL
POWER levels. Section XI of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B-

(Ref.1), requires that a test program be es,tablished to4

ensure that structures, systess, and components will perform
'

satisfactorily in service. All functions necessary to!

ensure that the specified design conditions are not exceeded
i curing normal operation and antictr.ated operational

occurrences must be tested. This testing is an integral
part of the desion. construction, and operation of the power
plant &Lgecified 1)) 10 CFR su/ Appenay a. mut ug.
The key objectives of a test program are to provide
assurance that the facility has been adequately designed toi

; ( validate the analytical models used in the design and
analysis, to verify the assumptions used to predict plant; i

response, to provide assurance that installation of'

equipment at the facility has been accomplished in;

accordance with the design
and emergency procedures ar,e adequate.and to verify that the operating

-

Testing is performed
prior to initial criticality, during startup, and following1
low power operations.

4

The tests will inc de ver y ng the ability to establish
and maintain natur 1 cireviation following a plant trip1

between 10% and RTP per
cooldown on emergency po,wer, forming natural circulationand during the cooldown,
showing that adequate boron mixing occurs and that pressure
can be controlled using auxiliary spray and press
heaters powered from the emergency power sources.urizer

,

~

i
APPLICABLE fSpecial Te' Exception (STE) ; 5 ,1' oops does not s
SAFETY ANALYSES any Crit ion in the NRC Poli Statement, but is neluded

sfy
as the support other LCOs at meet a Criterio for".5ff i inc1 ton.,

fs' u
$ 3.4./&

- yWi
,

_

-

(contir/ued)
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RCS Loops-Test Exceptionhsh8 3.4.
i

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1 1 hREQUIREMENTS

THERMAL POWER aust be vertfled to be within limits once per
,

hour to ensure that the fuel design criteria am not
violated during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS. The
hourly Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess conditions for potential
degradation and verify operation is within the LCO limits.
Plant operations are conducted slowly during the performance

,

;

of PHYSICS TESTS, and monitoring the power level once peri
' hour is sufficient to ensure that the power level does not

exceed the limit.

SR 3.4. 2

i

.
Within 12 hours of initiating startup or PHYSICS TESTS, a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST must be performed on eachd

logarithmic rce !=:! =d lix;.r power level neutron flux,

monitoringchanneltoverifyOPERABILITYandadjust
;

'

setpoints to proper values. This will ensure that the
Reactor Protection System is properly aligned to provide the
required degree of core protection during startup or theq( perforsance of the PHYSICS TESTS. The interval is adequat -"j to ensure that the appropriate equipment is OPERABLE prior
to the tests to aid the aionttoring and protection of the
plant during these tests.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.

(2. /10 CFR 50, /ppendix A, GDC /,19BM g

|

!

|
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432,

{ SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

() PLANT-SPECIFIC CHANGES

1. This change incorporates Calvert Cliffs-specific numbers into brackets. Bracketed information
| located throughout NUREG 1432 will be replaced with the specific Cah'ert Cliffs numbers.
i
,

2. This change to the Improved Technical Specification (ITS) Bases incorporates changes made to the|

ITS. This change ensures consistency between the ITS and ITS Bases.

3. Calven Cliffs has an Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, *herefore, "FSAR" will be changed to
.

"UFSAR" throughout the ITS Bases.
!

4. This addition, deletion, or modification to references, or the changing of reference numbers was
; performed to ensure that the references are applicable to Calvert Cliffs, and to ensure consistency
I between references in the text and the reference section.

5. The Applicability for the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure / temperature (P/f) limits is "at
all times." Information was added to the Bases to make clear that the LCO cannot physically be
violated when the reactor vessel head is removed or all reactor vessel head studs are removed.
However, this does not change the Applicability.

6. This change to the non-bracketed value, system name, or terminology was made to be consistent
with the Calvert Cliffs-specific number, system name, or terminology.

( 7. The Limiting Condition for Operation phrase, in the Limiting Condition for Operation section of
| ( Specification 3.4.6 Bases, which states that natural circulation is established using the steam

generators during the time that no forced flow exists for the 51 hour per 8 hours, is being deleted.
; Natural circulation can not be assured because the pressurized heaters are not required to be
'

Operable in Mode 4. This change is consistent with Calven Cliffs' design.

8. Bases for new Specification 3.4.17 ["Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Loops - MODE 4"] were
added to Section 3.4 Bases consistent with the Technical Specifications.

9. This statement in the Section 3.4.9 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section, is not true for
Calvert Cliffs. There are safety analyses at Calven Cliffs that are initiated in Mode 3 and below.
Therefore, this statement is being deleted since it not consistent with the Calvert Cliffs licensing
basis.

10. The safety analyses described or listed are inconsistent with Calvert Cliffs analyses, therefore, they

| were modified as required to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs.

: 11. This wording was deleted from the Bases or changed to be consistent with the Calvert Cliffs
design, analyses, procedures, or operations.

|

12. Specification 3.4.12 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section, list of mass input transients were

|
modified to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs analyses.

13. Additional wording was added to this Bases Section for clarification. These additional words are
consistent with Calvert Cliffs analyses, procedures, or Operations.

CALVERT CLIFFS- UNITS 1 & 2 3.41 Revision 1
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|

DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432 I
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM l

() 23.
V Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the General Design Criteria in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A;

Calvert Cliffs is committed to the draft General Design Criteria. Therefore, the Criteria in the
draft General Design Criteria, where applicable, were referenced in the Technical Specification
Bases.

! 24. Bases statements which refer to the CFR or the Standard Review Plan as the source of offsite dose
or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the Calvert Cliffs Updated
Final Safety Analysis Report. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calvert Cliffs are approved by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and stated in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. The
CFR contains the maximum allowable limits, not plant-specific limits which are typically more
conservative. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review Plan and, therefore, the,

'

current licensing basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.

25. NUREG-1432 B 3.4.12 SR 3.4.12.1 Section allows an alternate method of LTOP control to be
employed using at least two independent means to prevent injection into the RCS such that a single
failure or single action will not result in an injection into the RCS. It allows this to be
accomplished through the pump control switch being placed in pull to lock and at least one valve in
the discharge flow path being closed. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.12.1 Bases will
allow verification that the HPSI pumps will not inject into the RCS by verifying their discharge
valves are locked shut. This change is consistent with the Calven Cliffs design and current

! licensing basis.

!

,

l
|

|

!

,

V)
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ECCS - Operating
B 3.5.2

d(m BASES

to the diesel generators (DGs). Safeguard loads are then
actuated in the programmed time sequence. The time delay
associated with diesel starting, sequenced loading, and pump
starting determines the time required before pumped flow is
available to the core following a LOCA.

The active ECCS components, along with the passive safety
injection tanks and the RWT, covered in LCO 3.5.1, " Safety
Injection Tanks (SITS)," and LC0 3.5.4, " Refueling Water |
Tank (RWT)," provide the cooling water necessary to meet
UFSAR, Appendix 10, Criterion 44 (Ref.1). |

| |
APPLICABLE The LC0 helps to ensure that the following acceptance I

SAFETY ANALYSES criteria, established by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2) for ECCSs,
will be met following a LOCA:

a. Maximum fuel element cladding temperature is s 2200"F;.

O b. Mex4 mum cieedia9 ex4det4ea is s 0.1714mes the totel
cladding thickness before oxidation;

c. Maximum hydrogen generation fron a zirconium water
reaction is s 0.01 times the hypothetical amount i

| generated if all of the metal in the cladding cylinders |
! surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding
i surrounding the plenum volume,- were to react;
p
'

d. Core is maintained in a coolable geometry; and
!

e. Adequate long term core cooling capability is !
maintained. '

The LC0 also limits the potential for a post trip return to
power following a steam line break (SLB) and ensures that
containment temperature limits are met.

Both HPSI and LPSI subsystems are assumed to be OPERABLE in |
! thelargebreakLOCAanalysisatfullpower(Ref.3). This
: analysis establishes a minimum required runout flow for the |

4

.
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|

ECCS - Operating |

B 3.5.2 I
i

, -

BASES

| Surveillance under the conditions that apply during an f'

outage, on the need to have access to the location, and on !

the potential for unplanned transients if the Surveillance
were perfomed with the reactor at power. This Frequency is
sufficient to detect abnomal degradation and is confirmed
by operating experience.

| t 1'

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR Appendix 10, Criterion 44 1

i 2. 10 CFR 50.46
;

3. Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 14.17

4. NRC Memorandum to V. Stello, Jr., from R. L. Baer,
" Recommended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS

| Components," December 1, 1975

1

5. IE Information Notice No. 87-01, January 6,1987

|

|

!

.

i
,

'

i
4

|
| 1

i
|

|

|

|
'

i

O:

? |
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ECCS-Operating

y L ck .'. F4 cl 8 3.5.2 ,

BASES N*
I 1 D! BACXGROUND

<

(intoeachofthefourinjection lines. The discharge header
| (continued) .n rd LPSI pungdivides into Me supply lines

feeding the injection line to 4we RCS cold leaf. , each !

iiisives or o inus are sus w isnce sne rlom toThis f1 lance directs s cient flow to the to
, .

meet analysis assumpt followina a LOCA one of thtar.s old loos.r

For LOCAs that are too small to initially depressurize the

y",4 g,/h hkM
g'#

RCS below the shutoff head of the HPSI pumps, the charging
pumps supply water to maintain inventory untti the RCS

,

se e ,,g,g 4
pressure decreases below the HPSI pump shutoff head, Ouring 9##^$j'" F**"'' is >$dl. this persoo, tne steam
core cooling function. generators (sss) must provide the

ATT) The charging pumps take suction froshe
on a safety injection actuation signal (SIAS) and @d sc arge directly to the RCS through : n::. i.:;f... Thebc. auJ b4 dm n_ormal supply source;for the charging pumps is isolated on O ,j''/ ', f;u,

or hydrogen) from being entrained in the charging pumps,n 51A5 to prevent honcondensible gas (e.g., air, nitrogen,ff th cM@yy4
hr. [ k. p ;; yo,f..l.Wor

Durinfaced on the maximum number of HPSI pump,s th tlow temperature conditions in the RCS 11altations O b7are p
a say be cc. b, e. m lI1OPERABLE. Refer to the Bases for LCO 3.4.12, " Low

_ _ _ _ _

'

/7 "h:)b' 'c eM'* I s Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System,' for the.1,i 1 g
'

basis of these requirements.
du k (Vcfh I A 1 A *r y O ''* [

Dur'ag a large break LOCA, RCS pressure will decrease to O [ST P'eN
'

< 200 psia in < 20 seconds. The safety injecti ~

s st .s are actuated upon receipt of an !!AS _o gpfe r -loa;W 1s mueolishd in #nener2 ac
dH

566en Af offsite power is available, the safeguard
icads start immediately 0n tM_oroefameMewns if
offsite power is not available, the Engineered Safety
Feature (ESF) buses shed normal operatin
connected to the diesel generators (DGs)g loads and areSafeguar
are then actuated in the programned time sequence. d loads

.

The timedelay associated with diesel starting, sequenced loading,
and pump starting determines the time required before pum.
flow is available to the core following a LOCA. ped

The active ECCS components, along with the passive safetyinjection tanks (SITS) and the RWT covered in LCO 3.5.1,
' Safety Injection Tanks (SITS)," an,d LCO 3.5.4, ' RefuelingWater Tank
meet $3)(RWT),' provide the cooling water necessary to(Re f. 1) .

, () mu,A% z,
C r.les.t,o 4 9 gh /

(continued)
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ECCS-Operating
| B 3.5.2

BASES |

1

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2 hREQUIREMENTS 24'

(continued) Periodic nspection o the containment sump ensures that it ,

is unr tricted and stays in proper operating condittoa.The month Frequency is based on the need to perform this 1

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during an 1

outage, on the nsed to have access to the location, and on
the potential f.tr unplanned transients if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. This Frequency is

isufficient to detect abnormal degradation and is confirmedby operating experience. '

REFERENCES 1. 6D.O_R 50. Appendix A. g . [' b h2. 10 CFR 50.46.

3.@SAR, Chapter I. 4.87
n

4. NRC Memorandum to V. Stello, Jr., from R. L. Baer,
" Recommended Interia

CJ ' '' "'"'''' ''''''' Revisions to LCOs for ECCS'' '''''
5. IE Information Notice No. 87-01, January 6,1987.

.

>

B
|
!

.
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.5 - EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM,

I

PLANT SPECIFIC CIIANGES

1. This change incorporates Calvert Cliffs specific numbers into brackets. Bracketed information
located throughout NUREG-1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert Cliffs numbers.

|
| 2. This change to the Improved Technical Specification (ITS) Bases incorporates changes made to

the ITS. This change ensures consistency between the ITS and ITS Bases.

3. Calvert Cliffs has an Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, therefore,"FSAR" will be changed
to "UFSAR" throughout the ITS Bases.

4. This change to the non-bracketed value, system name, or terminology was made to be consistent
with the Calvert Cliffs specific number, system name, or terminology.

5. The Background and Applicable Safety Analyses Section of Specification 3.5.1 Bases was
changed to reflect that the Calvert Cliffs safety injection tanks (SITS) are not credited in a small
break loss-of-coolant accident analysis. The SITS at Calvert Cliffs are credited only for a large
break loss-of-coolant accident.

6. The minimum concentrations for the SIT and the refueling water tank (RWT) are the same,
therefore, the section which describes that the minimum SIT boron concentration is lower is
being deleted from Specification 3.5.1 Bases, Applicable Safety Malyses Section.

(q 7. This change either adds or deletes information to the Bases to make it more understandable or to
s/ conform to Calvert Cliffs design or safety analyses. j

1

8. Calvert Cliffs was licensed pre-General Design Criteria.
|

|9. These changes to Specification 3.5.2 Bases require the charging subsystem to have an Operable i

E' -rgency Core Cooling System function only when reactor power is > 80% RTP. The |
c: ing subsystem is only credited for accidents when power is > 80% RTP. '

10. I changes made to Specification 3.5.5 Bases are consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current
licensing basis as approved by the NRC in a Safety Evaluation Report, October 5,1995, for
Technical Specification Amendments 207 and 185 to the Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 Technical
Specifications, respectively.

11. The phrase "to each of the four cold leg injection nozzles" was deleted from the Limiting
Condition of Operation section of Specification 3.5.3 Bases in the discussion of the high pressure
safety injection pump flow paths. This was deleted because, when utilizing the Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection System, there is only one injection leg. This change is
consistent with the current Calvert Cliffs design.

12. The phrase in the Applicable Safety Analyses Section of Specification 3.5.2 Bases, which states
| the high pressure safety injection pump can deliver sufficient borated water during an steam line'

break to keep the core subcritical, is being deleted. The steam line break analysis at Calvert
Cliffs shows the core returns to be critical. An appropriate statement was added in its place,,

which is consistent with Calvert Cliffs accident analyses.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.5-1 Revision 1
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|

IRS
B 3.6.8

O
BASES

!

accidents, it_ is assumed that adequate containment leaki
'

tightness is intact at event initiation to limit potential
i leakage to the environment. Additionally, it is assumed

that the amount of radioactive iodine release is limited by
reducing the iodine concentration in the containment

|
atmosphere.

The IRS design basis is established by the consequences of
the limiting DBA. The accident analysis (Ref. 3) assumes I

that only two trains of the IRS are functional due to a
single failure that disables the other train. The accident
analysis accounts for the reduction in airborne radioactive
iodine provided by the remaining two trains of this
filtration system.

The IRS satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3.

O LC0 Three separate, independent, and redundant trains of the IRS
are required to ensure that at least two are available,
assuming a single failure coincident with a loss of offsite
power.

APPLICABILI1Y In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, iodine is a fission product that !
can be released from the fuel to the reactor coolant as a i

result of a DBA. The DBAs that can cause a failure of the
fuel cladding are a LOCA, MSLB, and CEA ejection accident.
Because these accidents are considered credible accidents in
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the IRS must be operable in these
MODES to ensure the reduction in iodine concentration
assumed in the accident analysis.

'

In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of a LOCA
are low due to the pressure and temperature limitations of

I

\

O.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.6.8-2 Revision it
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BASES

BACKGROUND trains are provided to meet the requiremen for
*

(continued) aration, independence, and redundancy. Each !#5 train is
powered from a separate Engineered Safety Features bus and,

As provided with a separate power panel and control panel.

hc ] ) b

| APPLICABLE The DBAs that result in a release of radioactive iodine !SAFETY ANALYSES within containment are a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), a
main steam line break (MSLB), or a control element assembly
(CEA) ejection accident. In the analysis for each of these
accidents, it is assumed that adequate containment leak ;
tightness is intact at event initiation to limit potential i

.

leakage to the environment. Additionally, it is assumed
that the amount of radioactive iodine release is limited by '

reducing the iodine concentration in the containment
e atmo ere,

y g

The design basis is established b the con e ces of
the limiting DBA(Wht/h is_aAUDt1 he accid t alys @@.(Ref. 4) assumes that on trai of the I S g

O |functional due to a s failure that disable he
train. The accident analysis accounts for the reduction in
airborne radioactive iodine provided by the remainingh train;of this filtration system. -Me

The satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.
.

LCO ,,w( tena raw . nennert na recura t i the
are required to ensure that at least available,
assuming a single failure coincident with a loss of offsite
power.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, iodine is a fission product that
can be released from the fuel to the reactor coolant as a
result of a DBA. The DBAs that can cause a failure of the
fuel cladding are a LOCA, MSLB, and CEA ejection accident.
Because these accidents are considered credible accidents in
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the JI must be operable in these

U^ @
(continued)
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MSIVs i

B 3.7.2
O
U

BASES
,

j

one steam generator, assuming a single active component
failure (e.g., the failure of one MSIV to close on demand).

L The limiting case for main SLB containment response is hot
| full power, no loss of offsite power, and failure of a

condensate booster pump to trip. This case results in,

I
continued feeding of the affected steam generator and
maximizes the energy release into containment. This case
does not assume failure of an MSIV; however, an important
assumption is both MSIVs are OPERABLE. This prevents
blowdown of both steam generators assuming failure of an
MSIV to close.

|

The accident analysis compares several different SLB eventst

! against different acceptance criteria. The large SLB
i

| outside containment upstream of the MSIV is the limiting SLB |

| for offsite dose, although a break in this short section of
main steam header has a very low probability. The large SLB|

j (~s inside containment at hot full power is the limiting case
|

\ for a post trip return to power. The analysis includes
scenarios with offsite power available and with a loss of;

offsite power following turbine trip.
l

The MSIVs only serve a safety function and remain open ||
during power operation. These valves operate under the
following situations:

! a. An HELB inside containment. In order to maximize the
mass and energy release into the containment, the
analysis assumes steam is discharged into containment
from both steam generators until closure of the MSIV
occurs. After MSIV closure, steam is discharged into

| containment oniy from the affected steam generator.

b. A break outside of containment and upstream from the
MSIVs. This scenario is not a containment

i pressurization concern. The uncontrolled blowdown of
| more than one steam generator must be prevented to
! limit the potential for uncontrolled Reactor Coolant

O.

!

! CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.7.2-2 Revision Rt
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CST |

B 3.7.4 |n
U

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

| B 3.7.4 Condensate Storage Tank (CST) |

|

! BASES {
!

BACKGROUND The CST provides a safety grade source of water to the steam'

generators for removing decay and sensible heat from the ;

ReactorCoolantSystem(RCS). The CST provi d ; a pa:sive
flow of water, by gravity, to the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) -

System (LC0 3.7.4, " Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System"). The l
steam produced is released to the atmosphere by the main
steam safety valves (MSSVs) or the atmospheric dump valves. ;

The AFW pumps operate with a continuous recirculation to the
|

CST. '

The component required by this Specification is CST 12. I

'

When the main steam isolation valves are open, the preferred
O means of heat removal is to discharge steam to the condenser

by the nonsafety grade path of the turbine bypass valves.
The condensed steam is returned to the CST by the condensate '

pump. This has the advantage of conserving condensate while !
minimizing releases to the environment. |

Because the CST is a principal component in removing
residual heat from the RCS, it is designed to withstand
earthquakes and other natural phenomena. The CST is
designed to Seismic Category I requirements to ensure '

availability of the feedwater supply. Feedwater is also
available from an alternate source.

,

There is one CST (CST 12) shared by Units 1 and 2. A I !

description of the CST is found in the Updated Final Safety
AnalysisReport(UFSAR), Sections 6.3.5.1and10.3.2
(Refs. I and 2, respectively).

l

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.7.4-1 Revision tki
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B 3.7.4

O
V

BASES

APPLICABLE The CST provides cooling water to remove decay heat and to
SAFETY ANALYSES cool down the unit following all events in the accident

analysis,discussedintheUFSAR, Chapter 14(Ref.3). For
anticipated operational occurrences and accidents which do
not affect the OPERABILITY of the steam generators, the
analysis assumption is generally 6 hours at MODE 3, steaming | I
through the MSSVs followed by a cooldown to shutdown cooling
(SDC) entry conditions at the design cooldown rate.

The limiting event for the condensate volume is the large
feedwater line break with a coincident loss of offsite
power. Single failures that also affect this event include
the following:

a. The failure of the diesel generator powering the motor
driven AFW pump to the unaffected steam generator
(requiring additional steam to drive the remaining AFW
pump turbine); and<.

V,
b. The failure of the steam driven train (requiring a

longer time for cooldown using only one motor driven
AFWpump).

These are not usually the limiting failures in terms of
consequences for these events.

The CST satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(11), Criteria 2 and 3.

LC0 To satisfy accident analysis assumptions, the CST
(i.e., CST 12) must contain sufficient cooling water for
both units to ensure that sufficient water is available to i
maintain the RCS at Mode 3 for 6 hours following a reactor
trip from 102% RTP, assuming a coincident loss of offsite
power and the most adverse single failure. In doing this it

must retain sufficient water to ensure adequate net positive
suction head for the AFW pumps during the cooldown while in

|

i DU
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SRW System
B 3.7.6

O
BASES

blowdown heat exchanger is automatically isolated as
required for the design basic accident. Each SRW subsystem !
will supply cooling water to a diesel generator (DG) and two !

containment air coolers. . However, the 11 SRW subsystem only |
supplies two containment air coolers since the 1A DG is air I

cooled. Each SRW subsystem is sufficiently sized to remove
| the maximum amount of heat from the containment atmosphere
'

while maintaining the SRW supply temperature to the DG below
its design limit.

| APPLICABLE The design basis of the SRW System is for it to support a '

! SAFETY ANALYSES 100's capacity containment cooling system (containment
Icoolers) and to remove core decay heat 36 minutes following

a design basis LOCA, as discussed in UFSAR Section 14.20
(Ref.2). This prevents the containment sump fluid from
increasing in temperature during the recirculation phase ,

following a LOCA and provides for a gradual reduction in the !

temperature of this fluid as it is supplied to the Reactor I

Coolant System by the safety injection pumps. The SRW |
System is designed to perform its function with a single '

failure of.any active component, assuming the loss of |
offsite power.

The SRW system satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 3. 1

| |
|

LC0 Two SRW subsystems are required to be OPERABLE to provide
the required redundancy to ensure that the system functions
to remove post accident heat loads, assuming the worst
single active failure occurs coincident with the loss of
offsite power. Additionally, this system will also operate
assuming that worst case passive failure post-recirculation
actuation signal.

An SRW subsystem is considered OPERABLE when:

; a. The associated pump and head tank are OPERABLE; and |
1

!
'

|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.7.6-2 Revision B,\
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( CREVS

| B 3.7.8

O
BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.8.1
l REQUIREMENTS

I Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure
j that they function properly. Since the environment and '

i nonnal operating conditions on this system are not severe,
j testing each train once every month provides an adequate
!

,

check on this system. i
i

1:.
| The 31 day Frequency is based on the known reliability of

,

the equipment, and the two train redundancy available. !

,

SR 3.7.8.2 I

This SR verifies that the required CREVS testing is ji

| performed in accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing '

| Program (VFTP). The VFTP includes testing HEPA filter
performance, charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimum system

O.
flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
charcoal (general use and following specific operations). ,

Specific test frequencies and additional information are
| discussed in detail in the VFTP.

,

SR 3.7.8.3

This SR verifies each CREVS train starts and operates on an
actual or simulated actuation signal (CRRS). The Frequency
of 24 months is consistent with that specified in
Reference 3.t

|

!

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.8.2.3

! 2. UFSAR, Chapter 14

3. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 2)
|

,

| CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.7.8-7 Revision 11
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ECCS PREFS

B 3.7.10

i O !-

BASES
i

._
,

The ECCS PREFS satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(11),
Criterion 3.

LC0 The ECCS PREFS is required to be OPERABLE. Emergency Core |
Cooling System PREFS is considered OPERABLE when the
individual components necessary to maintain the ECCS Pump
Room filtration are OPERABLE.

The ECCS PREFS is considered OPERABLE when its associated: |

a. Fan is OPERABLE; '

b. High efficiency particulate air filter and charcoal
adsorber are not excessively restricting flow and are
capable of performing their filtration functions; and

c. Ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, and air
circulation can be maintained.O ,

1

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the ECCS PREFS is required to be |
OPERABLE consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the i
ECCS.

In MODES 5 and 6, the ECCS PREFS is not required to be
OPERABLE, since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

|

4

ACTIONS A.1

With the ECCS PREFS inoperable, action must be taken to I

restore OPERABLE status within 24 hours.

The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on the low
probability of a design basis accident occurring during this
time period.

!

!o |

[ CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.7.10-2 Revision B,1
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ECCS PREFS '

B 3.7.10

O
.

i

'

BASES
!

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.8.2.3 !
!

,

2. UFSAR, Section 14.20
g

,

t
.

i i

!

!
1;

i

a

'

! ;

!
i

*
1

I

;

I
.

b

1

O :
i

i
,

i
e

i

;
,

O
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SFPEVS I

,

B 3.7.11i

13
V

| BASES

l

fission products available for release from the auxiliary
building is determined for a fuel handling accident. These

|; assumptions and the analysis follow the guidance provided in
|Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 3).

The SFPEVS satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3.|

)
i

LC0 The filter bank, one exhaust fan, and other equipment listed
| in the Background Section are required to be OPERABLE. I

The SFPEVS is considered OPERABLE when the individual;

i

components necessary to control exposure in the auxiliary
| building are OPERABLE. An SFPEVS train is considered

i
OPERABLE when its associated: '

| a. Fan is OPERABLE;
4

| b. High efficiency particulate air filter and charcoal
| adsorber are not excessively restricting flow, and are

capable of performing their filtration functions; and

c. Ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, and air
! circulation can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
| auxiliary building, the SFPEVS is required to be OPERABLE to

mitigate the consequences of a fuel handling accident.

|

ACTIONS A.1

When the SFPEVS is inoperable during movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies in the auxiliary building, action must be
taken to place the unit in a condition in which the LC0 does
not apply. This LC0 involves immediately suspendingi

! movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the auxiliary

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.7.11-2 Revision Rt
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|

SFPEVS
!

t B 3.7.11

!O !BASES

|!

This test is conducted on a 24 month Frequency. This
|. Frequency is adequate to ensure the SFPEVS is capable of
'

maintaining a negative pressure.
!
;

,

i

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.8.2.3
I

i
i

; 2. UFSAR, Section 14.18
i

f i

| 3. Regulatory Guide 1.25

4. 10 CFR 100.11
g

1

f,

1 ,

| .!
l i
! |
! !

I

i

;

,i

l
|

|

!

| 1

!

i i

l :

l |

i
;
,

!

,
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m:n 4 P'uM3 bhh 4 uk %s a I<g Glert ef #^ MSIVs
B 3.7.2

i

BASES

APPLICABLE 7 saximizing the
nalyzedmassandenerkyrleasetothe 7

SAFETY ANALYSES containment. ue to reverse flow fa i e of the MSIV to
(continued) close contri utes to the total re} ease f the additional

mass and e rgy in the steam headers, ich are downstream
i of the et r MS!V. With the most re tive rod clustari

control ssembly assumed stuck in e fully withdrawn
|| > positic , there is an increased p sibility that the core
!; - will b.come critical and return power. The core is
julti tely shut down by the bor ted water injection
idel ered by the Emergency Co Cooling System. Oth !fa ures considered are the ilure of an MFIY to c se, and i

f lure of an emergency di_ el generator to start. I

The accident analysis compares several different SLB events {
against different acceptance criteria. The large SLB

|ide containment upstream of the Muy 1s'11miting; forou
. of cose, although a MTAK in this snan section of sain @ |'

steam header has a very low probability. The large SLB
t

I ,

g inside_ containment at hotIZlD% power is the limiting case
|for a post trip return to power. The analysis includes,

'

scenarios with offsite power available and with a loss of
| f-,. 4// offsite power following turbine trip.

/ With offsite wer available, the re tor coolant pumps ^
"

continue to rculate coolant throu the steam generators,
i maximizing e Reactor Coolant Sys em Witffsite power, the resp nse o(RCS) cooldown., a loss of f mitigating syst .s , ,'

such as e high pressure safet injection (HPSI) pump is '

delayed significant single f lures considered incl e:
failur of a MSIV to close, f 11ure of an emergency iesel f
gener tor, and failure of a PSI pump. |

l
The MSIVs #Grve Qnl~)a safety function and remain open @ {hduring power operation. These valves operate under the,

! following situations:

a. An HELB inside containment. In order to maximize the
mass and energy release into the containment, the
analysis assumesltNt the nur in thef fectea ste_ap-

(generator rema g open. For this aMident scenarM,
R eam is discharged into containment from both steam
generators until closure of the MSIV Vth,4nta_pt)f

sty m_generat @ occurs. After MSIV closure, steam is
discharged ints containment only from the affected
steam generator) anp Trom in n esidua rsteam in xnel

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.7-8 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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CST

83.7.Eh h
,

8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS '

B 3.7./ Condensate Storage Tank (CST)

! 8ASES

|

| BACKGROUND The CST provides a safety grade source of water to the steam'

generators for removing decay and sensible heat from the

T/m caccM Reactor Coolant System (RCS). The CST provides a passive |gflow of water, by gravity, to the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW)
regoin / fy System (LCO 3.7.4, ' Auxiliary feedwater (AFW) System'). The

!

@s Mcek4n steam produced is released to the atmosphere by the main'

steam safety valves (MSSVs) or the atmospheric dump valves.O c sr g, The AFW pumps operate with a continuous recirculat on to the -
CSI. g;

1 When the main steam isolation valves are pen, t e preferred
means of heat removal is to discharge eam to the condenserby the nonsafety grade path of the bypass valves. The @rendensed steam is returned to the CST by the condensate

(tr'argfpB pump. This has the advantage of conserving @condensate while minimizing releases to the environment.
| 'There es one. C.ST*(cmL
1 I
|

Ib'"j b d'"j# Because the CST is a principal component in removing . g.

residual heat from the RCS, it is designed to withstand @ h3/ .
' ./ ,,1 2 . earthquakes and other natural phenomena. The CST is
| designed to Seismic Category I requirements to ensure

availability of the feedwater supply. Feedwater is also
.available from an alternate source. _ i

Q id t Wsu h u
d cri- en of th CS is un eQ

6,'5 Ele s io.3 2 U
w_- _ : - _ - g zi

APPLICABLE The CST provides cooling wa r to remove decay heat and to z
SAFETY ANALYSES cool down the unit followin all events in th_e acci ntanalysis, discussed in th SAR, Chapter $p apen M h(IRL, ec i nsoect uwg). For anticipated operational

Ref. occurrances and nceidents which do not affect the
| OPERABl!ITY of tSe steam generators, the analysis assumption
i

MS$vs follo$30}%inutes at MODE 3, steaming through the
is general!

| wed by a cooldown to shutdown cooling (SDC) entry
conditions at the design cooldown rate.

|

The limiting event for the condensate volume is the large|

i feedwater line break with a coincident loss of offsite
!

| (continued)
I

CEOG STS B 3.7-32 Rev1,04/07/95
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CST

B3.7.h h
| BASES
l

APPLICABLE power. Single failures that also affect this event include
SAFETY ANALYSES the following. |

(continued) ,

The failure of the diesel generator powering the motor ;a.
! idriven AFW pump to the unaffected steam generator! i

(requiring additional steam to drive the remaining AFW
pump turbine); and

,

@
i

b. The failure of the steam driven AFW
longer time for cooldown using only one mo(requiring ator driven
AFWpump).

These are not usually the limiting failures in terms of
consequences for these events.

! fAnonlimitingeye considered in CST i entory
.

!

I
!

determinations a break either in t main feedwater, r
{AFW line near ere the two join.- is break has the

potential fo dumping condensate il terminated by moperator a ion, as the Emergen feedwater Actuati System W t

would n detect a difference pressure between he steam !O gener s for this break lo tion. This loss condensate
'

| inve cry is partially compinsated by the ret ning of steam
|

. generator inventory.
IOttitrQ ,1 pq

;

l
The CST satisfiesjCF3EPf543 of the NRC Policy Statement.

-

7-nf- I pens %,e N+
io

G) gfv M ved ader LCO To satisfy accident analysis ass anptions. the CS mus
,

wy,p contain sufficient cooling waterito&eMdecar-fresPTd M
(e ;g,JsM.harrTool anwrr tne m,2-eti SDC.setty condiM6Es'h assuming a00Mshfollowing a? reactor trip from Iozz KIP,Q!!fpmm.' %,- W (C s- i

afth006 N** .

bM jjog coincident loss of offsite power and the most adverse sicgle
~

t k.m f ailure. In doing this it must retain sufficient water to
ensure adenunte net positive suction head for the AFW pumps g| '

u.544/< vo/ge,re during the cooldow S as well as to account for any losses @ |g
\AFWtoabrokenline,from the steam driven AFW pump turbine, or before isolatingg, g ].,Q'

m oet . ( v a ked I'#f
~

The CSLM required is earsnoiMolumespfantr. Dean nrA/M^^
- - - -

qallonstwhichisj5Tseo n noiuing sne unii in n5DE 5 iur
| $ -- # rs, roiioned b cooldown to SDC try conditio at h$ ' 75 er hour. Thi asis is establis by the NRC

fp .a l' rec s, y d Review P n Branch Techn kt esition. Rea| ne -

I

g,,,-- m . ,
7 TZGRT \

'

' B E M.'1 'J2j (continued)
w

!
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gk% A .* SWS --* S t d S s ken;

4D(v

B s. N @
B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 7 3;f,-

B 3.7 ervice Water System g
BASES

BACKGROUND The 545 provides a heat sink for the removal of process and
@opera ng heat from safety related components during a

Design Basis Accident (DBA) or transt nt. During normal
operation or a norsal shutdown, the also provides this h

-
function for various safety relate nd nonsafety related

-- components. The safety related etion is covered b thisb'* d LCO.
, S g g s ,4 , j, j,,

and The consists of two s ate, T00% ca city sa et h( rela coolina w r Each d3I cor.sists ofM O''ed p eng ,gl.c4 u 10D% capacity p , one(i:omoortentwoo' W water (CCW) aton ,if f4//arl parc / -exchan er, p1ptng, valves)instrumentati on.Gortwcetysiosup genca . The oumos and valves are remottmanuallyDb Puut.cl fem aligned,fexcept in the unlike_ly event of a loss of coolantd/M er e.l dril -len, accident)(LOCA). The pumps tataanan rou
me tr uwai ioast @are automatically started upon receipt of a safety injection

- ~= u-

actuation signal and all essent1 1 valves are alianed to3
their oost accident positions.jThe * S'also profdes .I

!

% ;7Jd E ct' emergency ukeup t ne van ru 1 an Syste 4nd @8 3.7 (,, BM c%c s ac up wate supply to t Auxiliar eedwate
= c w gitional informN ion about th'e des rgn and operation of the malong with itst of the com ints served, is

@@Wpresented in the875AR, Section % (Ref.1). e
j

7fve rff g774 fprinc safety related nction of t
CCWSysteg.MovalgWS is theg Qof de y heat from the eactor via th

APPLICABLE The design basis of the SWS is forde swrtrain Atp
SAFETY ANALYSES Einknetun wetrene usaniemmia 100% capacity hcontainment cooling system (Eu aTn=ntg containment \

'* 3"/P8 coolers (w-.a_ tomo A io=), removing core decay heat h2 \minutes followin design basis LOCA, as discussed in
t FSAR Section < (Ref. 2). This prevents the h@"

ainment sump flu from increasing in temperature during
3(3 the recirculation pha e following a LOCA and provides for a

gradual reduction in he temperature of this fluid as it is
supplied to the Reac r Coolant System by the safety
injection pumps. Thi SVS is designed to perfonn its

(continued)

: CEOG STS B 3.7-41 Rev 1, 04/07/g5
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!

INSERT B 3.7.6 BACKGROUND 1

During normal operation, both subsystems are required and are independent to the degree
neces:ary to assure the safe operation and shutdown of the plant assumag a single failure. During
the shutdown, operation of the SRW System is the same as normal operaten except that the heat

. loads are reduced as is the saltwater flow required to remove heat from the systan.| =

I .

.

INSERT B 3.7.6 BACKGROUND 2 '

,

In the everd of a LOCA, the SRW System automatically realigns to isolate turbine building (NSR)
i

l
loads creatmg two ind=mamt and redundant safety related subsystems. Service Water flow to the
spent fuel pool (SFP) cooler and the blowdown heat exchanger is automatically isolated as required

;

for the design baris accident. Each SRW subsystem will supply coohrng water to a diesel generator
(DG) and two contamment air coolers. However, the 11 SRW subsystem only supplies two
containment air coolers as the l A DG is air cooled. Each SRW subsystem is sufficiently sized to

- remove the maximum amount of heat from the containment atmosphere while maintaming the
SRW supply temperature to the DG below its design limit.

'.

;

.

I

i
!

: O
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SURVEILLANCE bR 3.7.11.4 (continued)
" REQUIREMENTS,

/
operation, tho/CREACS is design o pressurite the contro
room 1 [0.12 , inches water ga positive pressure withrespect to d;acent areas in er to prevent unfilte Iinleakag The CREACS is de gned to maintain this p itive
pressur with one train at n emergency ventilation owrate [3000) cfs. Tine equency of [18] months a
STAG RED TEST BAS!$ is onsistent with the guid cei pro ded in NUREG- Section 6.4 (Ref. 4).

.

! 1.hSAR,Section hhREFERENCES

2.hSAR, Chapter hh
3. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 2).

6/NUREG-0800, ry6ction 6.4, f(ev. 2. July II)61) '

[O
.

t

4

i

|

l

:
:

1
,

k
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ECCS PR
8 3.7. '

| BASES

'i
, LCO

ECCS M EATS is considered OPERABLE when the individual
.

| (continued) components necessary to maintain the ICCS Pump Room
filtration are OPERABLE . m as 28 m 3

ECCS PREAC$ h is considered OPERABLE when itshassociated:,

(a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively
restricting flow and are capable of perfonsing their
filtration functions; and

c. r er ductwork, valves, and dampers are
E, an a r Tirculation can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the ECCS PREACS is required to be
OPEPABLE consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the
ECCS.

LJ In MODES 5 and 6, the ECCS PREACS is not required to be
OPERABLE, since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

-

ACTIONS M g

bhjWith ECCS PREMA inopera le action must be taken
torestoreOPERAREs@t_atus.within .., wurisa this omea
gh y 1 naps wnn pysthc.m. .vv.. . urn tp tcuj

ne 7 o compicuon noe appropriate bec therisAcontri stion is less th at for the ECC 2 hour j
com tion Time) and *A m iam it ant a irect tuencer '7lsy tem for the ECCS.l The Completion Time is' ' *' reasonable, based on the ow robability of a DBA occurring

( $W during Inis time perto e conaiusr ayrvn inatthereouirwanabilifv,ycrinmMoo trun cart 7or
,

-

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.7-67
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l

l
i

l

| |
| ECCS PR
l B 3.7. h

BASES

i| _

3.7.13.3' -SURVE!LLANCE J SR
'

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR vert s that each ECCS PR S train starts d
operates o n actual or simulate actuation signa The
[18} mon Frequency is' consist t with that spec led in

JRegula ry Guide 1.32 (Ref 4

ISP 3.7.13.4 ~

; This SR verifies the integri of the ECCS pump room
enclosure. The ability of e ECCS pump room to maintain a
negative pressure, with r pect to potentially
uncontaminated adjacent eas, is periodically tested to
verify proper function the ECCS PREACS. During the st

| accident mode of opera ion, the ECCS PREACS is designe to
; maintain a slight neg tive pressure in the ECCS pump om
I with respect to adj ent areas to prevent unfiltered
i LEAKAGE. The ECCS REACS is designed to maintain t s
I negative pressure

heFrequencyof[18][monthsist a flow rate of s 20,000) cfm rom the'

ECCS pump room. .nsistent
I with the guidan e provided in the NUREG-0800 Se ion 6.5.1

(Ref. 6).

This test i conducted with the tests for fil r|

|
penetratio , thus, an [18]ith other filtratmonth Frequency, i a STAGGERED
TEST BASI is consistent w n SRs.

T -
'

SR 1.7.13.5

Op rating the [CCS PREACS filter bypas damper is necessary
ensure that the system functions p operly. The

PERABILITY of the bypass damper is erified if it can be
closed. An [1B month Frequency is consistent with that

ii

_ specified in Re erence 4.i

_

REFERENCES 1. (12|FSAR, Section @ @ (p
{yAR, Sect 4fn [9.d'

|

@. FSAR, Section @ j b
Qegulatory G ttfe 1.52 (Rg. 2). -j

(continued)

| CEOG STS B 3.7-69 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ECCS PR

B 3.7,Mrg
i

BASES
i

i

h*

co ed)

b'7'hUKLF'-vovvWmon 6.5.1/Rev. 2/ July Ital}
l

|

|
|

|

|

\O -

|

|
t

|

|
t
l

| !

!
!
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. C3fE
'|

h hB3

i
BASES (continued) h

isdesignedtomitigat[theconsequAPPLICABLE The ces of a| SAFETY ANALYSES fuel handling accident in which rods in the fuel
,

assembly are assumed to be damage {.all! d. The anal sis of the
fuel handling accident is given in Reference The Design'

.

Basis Accident analysis. of the fug~l handling ccident
assumes that eh>, vue u...z2,theFBACSisfunctional,Q QhM^sina#e imihn-i dmbies the otherArD. The
accident analysis accounts for the recuction in airborne mradioactive material provided by & r--4 - A W
this filtration system. The amos of fiss' on eroducts
available for release from the due7hanosetiaJbuilding is M. M h
determined for a fuel handling acc< dent. These assumptions
and the analysis follow the guidance provided in Regulatory
Guide 1.25 (Ref. ).

The (0ACS satisfies riterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement. h
._

74t 6/d De Mdeoendent raMridprfa'~n _Trajat of theM areLCO

required to be OPERABLE. sure 6 at ausst one is 7' s * ^' , , f,M / avalljble, assumingysingle fai that disab1pf tha atheri !j' g. , ,

(" Lirath coincident wtth a less o ffsite power. 1 Tot i system I/. c , e. ,, e o d"^ Jailtre couso ro is in tne . vagucru. ,wis..: fr m the/'

@l fuefbuildinge eeding the CFR 100 limits (Re . 5) in th
'

L ' 'P',f "'"4p,., % &;.'*Ja:la r, cspegy ,-

the event of a,

9
- uel handlin accident. L13'

,

The % ~is considered OPERABLE when the indivi 2. , ,. ''
components necessary to control erposure in the

(hanahDD building are OPERABLE 6eUth Arl1@. An htrain is considered OPERABLE when its associated: g
a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their
filtration functions; and,

,

faWr. depReD guctwork, valves, and dampers are hc.
OPERABLE, and airTirculation can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY [InMODES1,2, if and 4, the FBACS is requ P[d to be
f' OPERABLE to vide fission product rem associated with hECCS leaks ue to a LOCA (refer to LC .7,13, ' Emergency

>

(continued)
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|
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| O
PEVs

I

!

J<

8ASES (continued)
<

l

h h AR. Sectipsf[6.pfl]]
'

REFERENCES

SAR, Section

h SAR. Section

h $ Regulatory Guide 1.25. g
10CFR200&

C Re platory Guld .52.

I_, REG-0800. 5 tion 6.5.1 July 1981
~

: O

|
>

l

|

I

|
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1 :

O
BASES

SR 3.8.1.12

This SR provides verification that auto connected loads to
each DG are within the design bases. This SR will,

'

adequately ensure that automatic loading of the DGs will not
adversely affect the ability of the DGs to perform their
safety function. The 24 month Frequency is adequate to
ensure DG OPERABILITY and it is consistent with the
refueling interval.

SR 3.8.1.13 -

Each DG is provided with an engine overspeed trip to prevent
damage to the engine. Recovery from the transient caused by
the loss of a large load could cause diesel engine
overspeed, which, if excessive, might result in a trip of

,

the engine. This Surveillance demonstrates the DG load
i

response characteristics. This Surveillance is accomplished
:

by tripping the DG output breaker with the DG carrying
greater than or equal to its associated single largest post-
accident load while paralleled to offsite power.

i

Consistent with IEEE-308 (Ref.11), Regulatory Guide 1.9 I

(Ref. 3), and Safety Guide 9 (Ref. 4), the oad rejection
test is acceptable if the increase in diesel speed does not '

exceed 75% of the difference between synchronous speed and
1

the overspeed trip setpoint, or 15% above synchronous speed, '

whichever is lower.

The 24 month Frequency is consistent with the UFSAR,
Chapter 8 (Ref. 2).

SR 3.8.1.14

This Surveillance demonstrates that DG non-critical
! protective functions are bypassed on a required actuation
i signal. The non-critical protective functions are 1

O:

CALVERI CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2. B 3.8.1-23 Revision $ g
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| AC' Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1,

!O
BASES<

:

| loads. Surveillance Requirement 3.8.1.15 verifies the
proper sequencing with offsite power. Surveillance
Requirement 3.8.1.9 verifies that the DG starts withinr

10 seconds. -These SRs are not. required because they do noti

support the function of the LCO 3.8.1.c DG to provide power-

; to the CREVS. CRETS, and Hz Analyzer. Surveillance
*

Requirements 3.8.1.14 and 3.8.1.16 are not required to be
performed because these SRs verify the emergency loads are

[ actuated on an Engineered Safety. Feature Action System
'

(ESFAS) signal for the Unit in which the test is being
j perfornied. The LC0 3.8.1.c DG will not start on an ESFAS

signal for tMs Unit.,

REFERENCES 1. .10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 17

2. UFSAR, Chapter 8

3. Regulatory Guide 1.9, Draft Rev. 3, April 1992
i

4. Safety Guide 9 j
1

5. UFSAR, Chapter 6
i

6. UFSAR, Chapter 14 i

7. Regulatory Guide 1.93, Rev. O, December 1974-

8. Generie. Letter 84-15

9. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 18

10. Regulatory Guide 1.137, Rev.1, October 1979

11. IEEE Standard 308-1991 i

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.8.1-26 Revision & t
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES
m

.is @SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1. continued)
REQUIREMENTS

and f uency and while asTntaining a sdcified margM tof
verspeed trip. Tporarp n, he sing:, hth

feach DMnc -its -nori-^~ rr L 2 '' 22 'c'____ , hs
surveillance say be accomplished b -

/ ripping tne UG output breaker with the DG carrying
greater than or equal to its associated single largest
post-accident load while paralleled to offsite power
sr d ' h ::hl" ru;;1f ; *'- 'u Wm

ConsisdmY'' dJM pin a arg -a

$s/coulped b3 IEEE-308 (Ref. M4he load rejection test b
_ _em is acceptaoie if the increase in djer,el speed does not

g 1 (, ,A t,c) (, %)j
--

.3 exceed Ibn of sne curerence netween synchronous speed andg
7"

the overspeed trip setpoint, or 15% above synchronous speed,
g,(, h (,A 7 whichever is lower.,a

'

( M b- ) The time, voltage, nd frequency toleran s specified in 1 (this SR are dert d from Regulatory Gui 1.9 (Ref. 3) (frecomendation for response during 1 d sequence interva
The.-[3]secon specifiedits equal t 60% of a typical
5 second lo sequence interval ass ciated with sequene ng
af the larytst lead. The voltage nd frequency speci ed
are con fttent with the design r ge of the equi ven
aower by the DG. SR 3.8.1.9 corresponds to tha mtximum
f re - ncy excursion, while SR .8.1.9.b and SR 3. 1.9.c are
it dy state voltage and fr uency values to whi - the I

@t__etc.m net ro m ea11 u a 'ma ret sinni The
g month}dfrequg e wit '-

- ~ * - -

The r a % p u t (s y.g)or.tM cha l
This SR is modifi by a Sote. son Tor tne note is
that during oper tion with the reac r critical, performa
of this SR cou cause perturbatic to the electrical
distribution ystems that could c allenge continued ste y
state opera on and, as a resui unit safety systems.
Ered+t ww be4aken-fr rGhre 1 -"trti tht 5:thfy Ms 7'# p g
5R. In der to ensure that e DG is tested under cad
condit ns that are as close o design basis condi ens as
possi e, Note 2 requires t t, if synchronized i offsite
pow , testing must be per reed using a power f tor is 0.9]. This power fact ischosentoberep.sentativej

(continued)
1

CEOG STS B 3.8-21 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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|0
!

AC Sources-Operatt
8 3.8.

BASES

.- - m

REFERENCES 10. Regulatory Guide 1.137, Rev. [I
(continued)

,

'

! 11. SI C84.1-198 .
~~,

-

i 12. ASME, Bolle and Pressure Ve 1 Code, Section XI. h
(@ . IEEE Standard 308-

|
!

.

,

1

O
|
|

|

|

|
|

I

I

i

.
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Containment Penetrations
4 8 3.9.3
: O

BASES
'

; !

practice dictates that the bolts required by this LC0 be
| approximately equally spaced.

! The containment air iocks, which are also part of the
containment pressure boundary, provide a means for personnel,

access during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 operation in accordance;

with LC0 3.6.2, " Containment Air Locks." Each air lock has ,'

'

a door at both ends. The doors are nomally interlocked to
;

prevent simultaneous opening when containment OPERABILITY is
. required.
!
j In other situations, the potential for containment
'

pressurization as a result of an accident is not present,
j therefore, less stringent requirements are needed to isolate
| the containment from the environment. Both containment
| personnel airlock doors may be open during the movement of
! irradiated fuel assemblies in containment and during CORE

g4

ALTERATIONS provided one airlock door is OPERABLE, the plant |

is in MODE 6 with 23 feet of water above the fuel and a,

; designated individual is continuously available to close the i

4 air lock door. This individual must be stationed at the
i Auxiliary Building side of the outer airlock door. ;

Operability of a containment personnel airlock door requires !
,| that the door is capable of being closed, that the door is '

| unblocked, and no cables or hoses are run through the i
j airlock. The requirement in MODE 6 with 23 feet of water
j above the fuel ensures that there is sufficient time to

close the personnel airlock following a loss of shutdown:

cooling before boiling occurs.,

.I The requirements on containment penetration closure ensure
that a release of fission product radioactivity within
containment will be restricted to within regulatory limits. I

The Containment Purge and Exhaust System includes two 4

subsystems. The normal subsystem includes a 48 inch purge
penetration and a 48 inch exhaust penetration. The second i

subsystem, a containment vent, includes a 4 inch purge
penetration and an 4 inch exhaust penetration. During

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.9.3-2 Revision R\
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!

Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

,

BASES

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the normal purge and exhaust
penetrations are secured in the closed position (via a blind
flange). The containment vent valves can be opened
intermittently, but are closed automatically by the
EngineeredSafetyFeaturesActuationSystem(ESFAS).
Neither of the subsystems is subject to a Specification in
MODE 5.

In MODE 6, large air exchanges are desired to conduct
refueling operations. The normal 48 inch purge system is
used for this purpose and all valves are closed by the ESFAS
in accordance with LC0 3.3.7, " Containment Radiation Signal
(CRS)."

The containment vent valves are allowed to be opened in
MODE 6, however, they are connected to the penetration room

g
Technical Specification emergency air cleanup systems, which
exhaust to the environment through high efficiency
particulate air and charcoal filters.

The other containment penetrations that provide direct
access from containment atmosphere to environment must be
isolated on at least one side. Isolation may be achieved by
an OPERABLE automatic isolation valve, or by a manual
isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent. Equivalent
isolation methods must be approved in accordance with
appropriate American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME)/American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Codes,
and may include use of a material that can provide a
temporary, ventilation barrier for the other containment
penetrations during fuel movements.

APPLICABLE During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
SAFETY ANALYSES assemblies within containment, the most severe radiological

consequences result from a fuel handling accident. The fuel
handling accident is a postulated event that involves damage
to irradiated fuel (Ref.1). Fuel handling accidents,
described in Reference 1, include dropping a single

||

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.9.3-3 Revision Qi
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,

SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
B 3.9.5 '

O
BASES '

| SR 3.9.5.3
i

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that *

an additional SDC pump can be placed in operation, if
| needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant

i

| circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper '

| breaker alignment and power available to the required pump.
| The Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of
I other administrative controls available and has been shown
| to be acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.2 i

,

,

O

|

I
|

.]
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Containdient Penetrations-

B 3.9.3

| B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.3 Containment Penetrations

BASES

BACKGP.0VND During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of fuel assemblies
within containment with irradiated fuel in containment, a
release of fission product radioactivity within the
containment will be restricted from escaping to the
environment when the LCO requirements are met. In MODES 1,
2, 3, and 4, this is accomplished by maintaining containment [dEC&/lbOPERABLE as described in LC0 3.6.1, " Containment." In
MODE 6, the potential for containment ressurization as a N #"m de i
result of an accident is not likely; t er.efore, reautr_epents I
to isolate the containment from the{oqKideAtapfphe6/can-

)be leu stringent. The LCO requirements are referred to as
_

' containment closure" rather than " containment OPERABILITY." -

Containment closure means that all potential escape paths y w/O NC !

,

are closed nr capable of being closed. Since there is no/ '

potential for containment pressurization, the Appendix J 1

leakage criteria and tests are not required.
Ob The containment serves to contain fission product

radioactivity that may be released from the reactor core
following an accident, such that offsite radiation exposures
are maintained well within the requirements of 10 CFR 100.,

'

Additionally, the containment structure provides radiation
shielding from the fission products that may be present in
the containment atmosphere following accident conditions.

lThe containment equipment hatch, which is part of the
;

containment pressure boundary, provides a means for moving j
large equipment and components into and out of containment,
During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel,

assemblies within containment, the equipment hatch must te'

held in place by at least four bolts. Good engineering ;
i

practice dictates that the bolts required by this LCO be
approximately equally spaced.

The containment air locks, which are also part of the
containment pressure boundary, provide a means for personnel
access during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 operation in accordance
with LCO 3.6.2, " Containment Air Locks." Each air lock has
a door at both ends. The doors are norsally interlocked to
prevent simultaneous opening when containment OPER!B LITY is
required. (Du[ng perioqr shutdown wh%contatnnen Ip

(co'itinued)

CEOG STS B~3.9-B Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Centainment Penetrations
B 3.9.3 ,.

BASES *

i

BACKGROUND % sure is e required, th door inte lock mechahis maytel(continued) disabled, owing both do s of an a lock to r n open
.for exten d periods when requent c tainment entr is '

- -- necessar . During CORE TERATIONS r movement of
irradi ed fuel assemb1 s within c ntainment, co ainment d)h,$ed closu- is required; t refore, th door interlo mechants himay emain disabled, b t one air 1 ck door must 1 waveM* 3 1

re in closed. TS W 6Y he requirements on containment penetration closure ensure
that a release of fission product radioactivity within
con _tainment will be restricted /srom escaping o the 7renvironment. in d o m e re rictions are - fficient toh> wth rep (cAU restrict fissic product ra onctivity re se from Tstr.48

h'M32-_ refueling.
co,ntainment d- to a fuel ndling accid during

4- J '

-e @Yog# bg g The Containment Purge System includes two ssubsystems. The subsystemincludesa($inchpurge
penetration and a _ inch exhaust penetration. The second
subsystem,fa maiource synem includesa C od ' N vfn ' inch purgepenetration and an neh exhaust penetr DurinaMODES 1, 2, 3, and @4, .

e wo v*ttes iveactuof> the normal*
' purge and exhaust penetrations are secured in the closedposiTient The S& valves inmen or LDr L(vg g blin3 f}u 3mithro'ionocan be opened intermittently,QtFt- g@ $u

but are closedalitomatically by le Engineered Safety features Actuation
System (ESFAS). either of the subsystems is subject to a

@Specification in ODE S.

' In MODE 6, large air exchanges are [cunr,- to conductas

do'''b '"*'N V"Y refueling perations. The normal f inch purge system is aused for this purpose and all ves are closed by tha ESFAS M
accordance with LC

(RP5)-Shulf.iown. ' actor Protectiv,p/S 3.5,3 (,o M e d
--

- g g
he mini rge system remains op ational in MODE 6 and all 3'wfour v es are also closed b the ESFAS.

hI

" e mlnipurae system is et used in MODE 6. All urg B) inch valves are s ured in the closed posit n.
_

The other containment penetrations that provide direct
accessfromcontainmentatmospheretoquguyaMq51T3)D

y y entonmrf) O ~

V (continued)
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INSERT 3.9.3 BACKGROUNDI

In other situations, the potential for contamment pressurization as a result of an accident is not
j

present, therefore, less stringent requirements are needed to isolate the containnent from the

environment. Both contaimnent personnel airlock doors may be open during the movement of _ {
1

irradiated fuel assemblies in contamment and during CORE ALTERATIONS provided one airlock
door is OPERABLE, the plant is in MODE 6 with 23 feet of water above the fuel and a designated
individual is continuously available to close the airlock door. This individual must be stationed at h )the Auxiliary building side of the outer airlock door. OPERABILITY of a onntamment pes.e. 4
airlock door requires that the door is capable of being closed, that the door is =h!~+d and no
cables or hoses are run through the airlock. The requirement in MODE 6 with 23 feet of water !

above the fuel ensures that there is sufficient time to close the personnel airlock following a loss of,

shutdown cooling before boiling occurs.I
'

; t

!

I

I

i t

I

i

;
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|

!

|
|
!

>

|

|
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Levei
B 3.9.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.5.1 (continued)
REQUIREMf"TS

In addition, during operation of the SDC loop with the water
level in the vicinity of the reactor vessel nozxles, the SDC
loop flow rate determination must also consider the SDC pump-
suction requirements. The Frequency of 12 hours is
sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump control,
and alann indications available to the operator to monitor
the SDC System in the control room.

Ver:ification that the required loops are OPERABLE and in
operation ensures that loops can be placed in operation as
needed, to maintain decay heat and retain forced
circulation. The Frequency of 12 hours is considered
reasonable, since other administrative controls are
available and have proven to be acceptable by operating
experience.

| -- p

hSR 3.9.5.

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures thati

! an additional EDC pump can be placed in operation, if
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant'

circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and power available to the required pumpi
The Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of
other administrative controls available and has been shown
to be acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR,C$irtatm % .d h@ hi

- , , - - n
, 5 A 3.'L S.i|-

%N S.rve, % e duneo b io 4L d W S E loor h rn'

oprden d dee.Adu etnder coo \ed. TL< 4% rde
}$ <)e-{ctn'ne ! NcSIM=|cetce%ury dogrosrLe

'

s

i

sdts,J boy 6+ ,<m.nl c pdelr+;, ea w a+tc
itermd nd Loren shedefridren ,s & r,ce, Th Freg,f,,
of it 6r , a s,&c.4 c.,uk er3 .m 4 [,,,, % ,4,,,3
(We t.orAro eb dar Ikts+ ion an.%% 4o % \e
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ATTACHMENT (2)
1

| AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE
\

y

65. A list of containment penetrations which have closed systems has been added to the 3.6.3, Condition C,
Bases. This list was taken from the UFSAR and is intended to assist operators in accurately following
the Technical Specifications. A reference to the Standard Review Plan description of closed systems

| was removed because Calvert Cliffs is not licensed to the Standard Review Plan.
|
4

)

|O
|

|

|

| \
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!

l
!

!

|
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Containment Isolation Valves :( B 3.6.3

O
,

BASES t

closed and de-activated automatic valve, a closed manual
valve, a blind flange, or equivalent. A check valve may not
be used to isolate the affected penetration. Required
Action C.1 must be completed within the 72 hour Completion

.

t

| Time. The specified time period is reasonable, considering i

i the relative stability of the closed system (hence,
I

'

reliability) to act as a penetration isolation boundary and
the relative importance of supporting containment

,

!

OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. In the event the i

affected penetration is isolated in accordance with Required '

Action C.1, the affected penetration flow path must be
verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. This is

3

necessary to assure leak tightness of containment and that
containment penetrations requiring isolation following an !

accident are isolated. The Completion Time of once per
31 days for verifying that each affected penetration flow
path is isolated is appropriate considering the valves are
operated under administrative controls and the probability

Q of their misalignment is low.

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that this I

Condition is only applicable to those penetration flow paths
with one or more containment isolation valves and a closed
system. This Note is necessary since this Condition is |3
written to specifically address those penetration flow paths
in a closed system. Containment Isolation Valves and their
associated penetration numbers are given in Table 5.3 of the

jUFSAR (Ref. 1). The penetrations on closed systems are
listed below.

]

J

I

i

CN VERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.6.3-8 Revision 1 |
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1

Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3A

U
! BASES
: ,

| |

I Penetration
No. Function ;

j 1B Containment Vent Header to Waste Gas
16 Component Cooling Water Inlet
18 Component Cooling Water Outlet

19A Instrument Air
[

20A Nitrogen Supply
20B Nitrogen Supply '

20C Nitrogen Supply
23 Reactor Coolant Drain Tank Drains
24 0xygen Sample Line
38 Demineralized Water '

44 Fire Protection

Required Action C.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
valves'and blind flanges located in high radiation areas and

| allows these devices to be verified closed by use of
administrative means. Allowing verification by

i O- administrative means is considered acceptable, since access
to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, the
probability of misalignment of these valves, once they have

| been verified to be in the proper position, is small.
!

,

' D.1 and D.2
,

I |
!

; If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are
; not met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the

LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must
i be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5
j within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
| reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
' required plant conditions from full power conditions in an

orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
i
!

!

i O
V
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I

I
|

. Containment Isolation Valvest
'

B 3.6.3

i

BASES
.

||' Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from |
! a reliability standpoint. '

|
1 I

i |
i

| REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 5
1 ;

i
;

i i
'

!

!

|

|

! i

j

O'

V'

|

'

1
i

I

I
t

I

i

|
,

I

:
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!

|

i
'

<
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O,

|

Containment Isolation Valves (Atmospheric and Dual
83.6.

BASES .

|

ACTIONS
f.1 and C.2 (continued)

| path must be isolated. The method of isolation must include
| the use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot beadversely affected by a single active failure.

) u e .hd d ' brriers that meet this criterion are a closed andIsolation.
de-activated 1 automatic valve, a closed manual valve @a
blind flanger A check valve may n,ot be used to isolate the dgcie //t
affected penitration. Required Action C.1 must be completed7
within the pj) hour Completion Time. The specified time
period is reasonable, considering the relative stability of f37F-N
the closed system (hence, reliability) to act as a

| penetration isolation boundary and the relative importance
of supporting containment OPCRAB!t.!TY during MODES 1, 2, 3,'

and 4. In the event the affected penetration is isolated in,

! accordance with Required Action C.1, the affected
penetration flow path must be verified to be isolated on aperiodic basis. This is necessary to assure leak tightness
of containment and that containment penetrations requiring
isolation following an accident are isolated. The
Completion Time of once per 31 day's for verifying that each-

affected penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate
,

(>)
/

considering the valves are operated under administrative
controls and the probability of their misalignment is low. jor me

~ ^ b
'

Condition is modified by a Note indicati g hat this
Condktion is only applicable to those pen tration flow paths
with @ one containment isolation valv and a closed !

system, r, This Note is necessary since this Condition is ;

written to specifically address those penetration flow paths Mde,
JJsecf inaclosedsystemf h

,

,

'

(tc.hoss C.l Required Action C.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas and! g ,b C.t-
allows these devices to be verf fled closed by use of j

3administrative means. Allowing verification b
administrative means is considered acceptable,ysince access

i to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, the
i probability of misalignment of these valves, once they have
| been verified to be in the proper position, is small.
.

f -b
_

1

i

! W (h the secondary containment pass leakage rate notj thin limit, the assumftlon f the safety analysis er o
,

i

'

(continued)
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|

INSERT ACTIONS C.1 AND C.2 i

Conhin-t Isolation valves and their associated penetration aws are given in Table 5.3 of the
!UFSAR (Ref.1). The penetrations on closed systems are listed below.
j

Penetration No. Function

IB Containment Vent Header to Waste Gas
16 Ceirgst Cooling WaterInlet |<

| 18 Component Cooling Water Outlet
i 19A Instrument Air

20A Nitrogen Supply
20B Nitrogen Supply ,

20C Nitrogen Supply
| 23 Reactor Coolant Drain Tank Drains
| 24 Oxygen Sample Line

38 Demineralized Water
44 Fire Protection

1

O
,

.

l

.

t I

I
|

I

|

O:

,

|
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Containment Isolation Valves m- "rh .? MP h83.6.$
BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.9 (conti ed)REQUIREMENT
~

equal to the sp fled leakage rate. This provid
assurance that he assumptions in the safety an sis aremet. The les ge rate of each bypass leaka th is

the maximus pathway leakage (geassumed to
1 age throughthe worse the two isolation valves un1 theis isolated by use of one)clopenetrati
d andde-activ ted automatic valve, closed ma 1 valve, or blindflange In this case, the leakage rat of the isolated

bypas leakage path is assumed to be
les ge through the isolation devic . e actual pathwayIf both isolationva es in the penetration are clo d, the actual leae is the lesser leakage rate the two valves.

-- r
fpa ou qu nytng raximum t ay seauge i only to be

/for t SR
n he n(autifierii.e., AppeJ maximum pa way leakagemitt ara

accordance wi Appendixg,4, _./ f.g '
/
/ The Frecuency is required pf 0 CFR 50, Ap ndix J, asJ 'modif Dy approvea exe ions (and ther fore, the/'d Gdg Fre ncy extensions o 3.0.2 may no be applied since)>

tih testina te e a ir J. Tvoe C 3 This 5 simplyJ,posesadditional[ppceptance criter [a
*; / *,

d
_ Unless speciftp)ily exempted].)[ Bypass leakage (considered part of L,.[Re ewer's Note:

.

REFERENCES 1. QSAR, GecMon f R

FSAff Section [ J. ]
2.

3. neric Issue B-20

4 Generic Issue 24. h I f/rpyD
5. 10 CFR 50, pendix J.

' LQ- f'~ 8 m .pypyt,.
-

O
i

i

I
l
'
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.6 - CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

l A
11. This change to the Bases reflects the Calvert Cliffs-specific safety analysis, plant system or ioperatior , or design basis. '

!
12. NUFFJ-1432 contains Specifications in 3.6 that are not applicable to the Calvert Cliffs ITS.

These Specifications are B 3.6.1, "Contamment (Dual)," B 3.6.4B, "&=*=iamard Pressure
(Dual)," B 3.6.6B, " Containment Spray and Cooling Systems (Atmospheric and Dual)," B 3.6.7,

| " Spray Additive System (Atmospheric and Dual)," B 3.6.9, " Hydrogen Mixing System (HMS)
(Atmospheric and Dual)," B 3.6.11, " Shield Building (Dual)," and B 3.6.13, " Shield Building|

;
Exhaust Air Cleanup System (SBEACS) (Dual)." nese Spectfications were not included in the
Calvert Cliffs ITS. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

13. NUREG-1432 B 3.6.4 Applicable Safety Analyses Section contains information concerning the 1

| containment design. Calvert Cliffs' ITS will not contain this information because it is not
| applicable. He Calvert Cliffs containment was designed for the event described in B 3.6.4

Background. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

14. Specification 3.6.3, Containment Isolation Valves, Condition C applies to Containment Isolation
Valves on a closed system. At the request of the licensed operators, we have included a list of

j
containment penetrations which are in a closed system in the Bases. His list is taken from the ;
Calvert Cliffs Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Figure 5-10 and Table 5.3 and will assist the l

operators in accurately following the Technical Specifications, in addition, a reference to the
Standard Review Plan description of closed systems was eliminated. Calvert Cliffs is not licensed

A
to the Standard Review Plan for containment isolation valves and the referenced description does
not match the Calvert Cliffs licensing basis.

. .

D
\ J
i
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ATTACHMENT (2)

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CHANGE

66. This change removes TSTF-58, which provided an extension of the Completion Time for the low
pressure safety injection subsystem. TSTF-58 is not expected to be approved by the NRC prior to the
implementation of the Calvert Cliffs ITS.

|

|
|

|
|

|

|

|
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ECCS - Operating
3.5.2

i O
3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

i

3.5.2 ECCS - Operating

LC0 3.5.2 Two ECCS trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2,

MODE 3 with pressurizer pressure 21750 psia.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

,

A. One or more trains A.1 Restore train (s) to 72 hours
Iinoperable. OPERABLE status.

AND

At least 100% of the
ECCS flow equivalent
to a single OPERABLE
ECCS train available.

\B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
! associated Completion

Time not met. A!LD

B.2 Reduce pressurizer 12 hours I

pressure to
< 1750 psia.

|

i

I

O
:
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ECCS - Operating
! B 3.5.2

b' BASES

;

ACTIONS A.1 I

If one or more trains are inoperable and at least 100% of |l
the ECCS flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS train is
available, the inoperable components must be returned to

|

OPERABLE status within 72 hours. The 72 hour Completion
Time is based on an NRC study (Ref. 4) using a reliability

|
evaluation and is a reasonable amount of time to effect many

|repairs. i

An ECCS train is inoperable if it is not capable of
delivering the design flow to the RCS. The individual
components are inopere.4e if they are not capable of
performing their design function, or if supporting systems
are not available.

The LC0 requires the OPERABILITY of a number of independent
subsystems. Due to the redundancy of trains and the

q diversity of subsystems, the inoperability of one component
V in a train does not render the ECCS incapable of performing

its function. Neither does the inoperability of two
different components, each in a different train, necessarily |
result in a loss of function for the ECCS. The intent of

,

this Condition is to maintain a combination of OPERABLE
'

equipment such that 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to 100%
of a single OPERABLE train remains available. This allows
increased flexibility in plant operations when components in
opposite trains are inoperable.

An event accompanied by a loss of offsite power and the
failure of an emergency DG can disable one ECCS train until
power is restored. A rem ability analysis (Ref. 4) has
shown that the impact with one full ECCS train inoperable is
sufficiently small to justify continued operation for
72 hours.

Reference 5 describes situations in which one component,
such as a SDC total flow control valve, can disable both
ECCS trains. With one or more components inoperable, such

j that 100% of the equivalent flow to a single OPERABLE ECCS
I O

V;

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.5.'2 ? Revi sion '8,1
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ECCS - Operating
B 3.5.2

BASES

train is not available, the facility is in a condition
| outside the accident analyses. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 must be
! immediately entered.

B.1 and B.2 l
,

| If the inoperable train cannot be restored to OPERABLE
| status within the associated Completion Time, the plant must
'

be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
,

. achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least !
MODE 3 within 6 hours and pressurizer pressure reduced to

'

,

| < 1750 psia within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times
| are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the '

required unit conditions from full power in an orderly
manner and without challenging unit systems.

| t

| 'c SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.1 ;
REQUIREMENTS

| Verification of proper valve position ensures that the flow i
path from the ECCS pumps to the RCS is maintained.
Misalignment of these valves could render both ECCS trains
inoperable. Securing these valves in position by removing

'

or blocking control power or by key locking the control in >

the correct position ensures that the valves cannot be I

' inadvertently misaligned. These valves are of the type
described in Reference 5, which can disable the function of
both ECCS trains and invalidate the accident analysis. A
12 hour Frequency is considered reasonable in view of other
administrative controls ensuring that a mispositioned valve
is an unlikely possibility.

SR 3.5.2.2
,

| Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
! and automatic valves in the ECCS flow paths provides
' assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for ECCS
j operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are

iO
t
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ECCS - Operating
B 3.5.2

BASES

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during an
outage, on the need to have access to the location, and on
the potential for unplanned transients if the Surve111ar.ce

. were perfomed with the reactor at power. This Frequency is
; sufficient to detect abnomal degradation and is confirmed

by operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR Appendix IC, Criterion 49

2. 10 CFR 50.46
I

3. Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 14.17

4. NRC Memorandum to V. Stello, Jr., from R. L. Baer,
" Recommended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS
Components," December 1, 1975

5. IE Information Notice No. 87-01, January 6,1987
,

_ t

i

;

r

!O
i
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J. [ WS- EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

. 3 52 1/f.0.2 ECCS SUO;YST:": ::;;;; ; ;; I

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERAT h
{M@ 3.5.2 Two 4 9 ;r d:-t ECCS

shall be OPERABLE hhJ,3, 2,, enheye+ - :r;td e'.

One OPERA I high-pressure ety injection ump,
, a.
|

b. One OP LE low-pressur safety injecti pump, and I

,f ic. An ERABLE flow pat apable of teki suction from er ueling water tan on a Safety I ction Actuatio ignal and|
| stomatically tra ferring suctio to the contai t sump on aRecirculation A uation Signal. j

L , 2.j
APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2 and 3 .\ p

ACTION:
-CC'N,

g
g 6[g,, A /. With one ECCS strbsystem inoperablet restore the inoperable

~

!

l subsystem to OPERABLE status with eni,iiUTO^t!'; witt.ir,4he-nex443-hows
|

,1In the event the ECCS is acaated anhhJect -\ / ['
Lt th m .svetart S ssucc ttf. ( ./N A et

_ f ( Wo_ t N; p- }gB tC
[ ater into the'

P* actor Coo System, ecial Report s I be prepared an \
1

'

submitte the Conn on pursuant to CFR 50.4 within 1| 90 day scribing p circumstances of he actuation and e c , if!

total ccumulate p ;tuation cycles t date.
r- ,

I

| @ i
I ;

I I
i

'

Rhb AT l.Lg toofo
W TRL Em Roki j,

| l' EEQon!gesf fo 4
| lo hjdN 6/wac 0 g, ac
'

OI | bMid h4t ANl

| * ( With pressurizer pressure t 1750 h
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g,[ .3/4 6 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)
; _!

|
y'g'g S/4+et ICCS SUOOYSTM - : ZZ- 1 2 ;J;; 3 |i 17^,; r_id__

{ //,/ 4

!
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATI0N

_
..

1.CO 4.5.4- Two * ; nd=t ECCS -
shall be OPERABLE d0.'. ..e3,5, 2. n~t- :=; e a: /)</{

fa. OneOPERABLE[igh-pressu safety injec lon pump,
b. One CPERA E low-pressu safety inje tion pump, and
c. An OPE LE flow pat capable of t ing suction from the Lnd

refuel ng water tan on a Safety ection Actuatlo Signal andaut . tically tran erring suct1 to the contal nt sump on a, Rec culation Act tion Signal.1

\APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3 .
;

ACTION:

h!
.

C (C/ h With on CS see inoperabl re the inoperable.

subsyste
3meem,m t.o,O._PERA8LE status within 7phours or be in-W--

. 4 m _, % w ,,,,,ce g , @_1 e .... ,,

,A fors h f.Intheeventth ECCS is a uated and in NnReactor Coolar System, Special Report s 1 be prepared and / l'g
~~~

submitted t he Comm ion pursuant to CFR 50.4 within / || 90 days d cribing e circumstances the actuation and tA6total a amulat ctuation cycle date, fI
&

-

|
e;

!

ANb $1" l,(SLT joof4

Of Ik /CC.S flow
t/sae. he fjode 3 E qu<vit.n m i o g

- - bd,o L,(,L R P M W e c s } w ,a , gt p,g
Withpressurizerpressure$1750

C.2
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

SECTION 3.5.2 - ECCS-OPERATING |,

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES
i

| A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Tec!mical
i Specifications, with no change of intent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result,
| tne Tecimical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable j
i by plant operators, as well as other users. '

i During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432. However, the additional information does not change the intent of the

|

,

'

current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process j

involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

|

|

A.3 Current Technical Specification 3.5.2 SR 4.5.2 Footnote * allows the HPSI pump to circulate
water during ECCS flow testing or that CTS 3.4.9.3 [ low temperature overpressure
protection (LTOP)] be applied. The requirement for the option of the LTOP Specification to
apply is being deleted. This requirement is no longer applicable because ITS moved all I
testing limitations and a!Lwances to plant procedures (see the movement of details |

discussion of changes for the LTOP Specification). Therefore, this change is administrative
due to a change to the LTOP Specification. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A,4 Improved Technical Specification 3.5.2 will incorporate CTS 3.1.2.8 (charging pump ECCS !

subsystem) into CT5 3.5.2. (ECCS subsystems). The charging subsystem is credited for a
LOCA as part of the ECCS above 80% power and, therefore, is being incorporated into the

i

ITS as part ofITS 3.5.2 (ECCS - Operating). The mcvement of a Technical Specification !

requirement within Technical Specifications constitutes an administrative change. This
change only describes the movement of the Specification. Any other changes will be j
described in other discussions of changes. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. 1

A.5 Improved Technical Specification 3.5.2 adds a Note to SR 3.5.2.4 which only requires the !

charging subsystem surveillances to be performed in Mode I with power > 80% Rated
Thermal Power. This requirement was taken from CTS 3.L2.8 Applicability, which only
requires the charging pumps to be Operable for ECCS when power is > 80% Rated Thermal i

Power. The note in the ITS SR clarifies when the charging subsystem Surveillance is
required to be performed. The movement of this requirement from the Applicability to an
LCO Note constitutes an administrative change.

A.6 Current Technical Specification 3.1.2.8 Actions, when one charging subsystem is inoperable,
permit an AOT of 72 hours. Improved Technical Specification 3.5.2 Action B will allow
72 hours if one or more subsystems are inoperable, as long as the ECCS (which includes the
cSarging subsystem) has at least a 100% flow equivalent of one Operable ECCS train. The

| justification for this Action is provided in a less restrictive discussion of change. Current

{ Technical Specification 3.1.2.8 Action b also references other CTS Actions, and CTS
; SR 4.1.2.8 references CTS SRs 4.1.2.2 and 4.1.2.9. The referenced CTS and CTS SRs wills

be relocated out of the Technical Specifications as described in relocated discussion of,

: changes in Section 3.1. This change describes the deletion of CTS 3.1.2.8 Actions and a
i

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.5.2-1 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.5.2 - ECCS-OPERATING,

,

("
'U the HPSI pumps. The specific developed head for the ECCS pumps will be located in plant

procedures. This is acceptable because the requirement to verify the developed head is still
required. This requirement can be adequately controlled in plant procedures which require

| change control in accordance with the plant change control process. His approach provides
an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control,

l

process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is |

no change in the requirement to verify the total developed head for the ECCS pumps. !
Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license i
amendments to these requirements will be reduced. His change is a less restrictive !
movement of information change with no impact on plant safety. This change is consistent j
with NUREG-1432. I

I

| TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

|

| |
a

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.5.2 Action a is for the case when there is one inoperable |
|

ECCS train (one inoperable HPSI, LPSI, flow path, etc.). If more than one ECCS train is I
inoperable, CTS requires an LCO 3.0.3 entry. Improved Technical Specification Actions
(Action B) will allow one or more inoperable ECCS trains to be inoperable for 72 hours as
long as at least 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single Operable ECCS train is
available. Thus, this change essentially increases the AOT from an LCO 3.0.3 entry to

Q 72 hours, as long as at least 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent is available when more than
one ECCS train is inoperable. In other words, the ITS changes this condition from applying
to a single physical ECCS train, to applying to the function of a single ECCS train. His is
acceptable based on an NRC study (NRC Memorandum to V. Stello, Jr., from R. L. Bw,
" Recommended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS Components," December 1,193)
which utilized a reliability evaluation. The intent of this Action is to ensure that whhe
repairs are being performed to restore the required ECCS trains to Operable status, that at
least 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent of one Operable ECCS train is available to supply
coolant to the RCS in case of an accident. This allows increased flexibility in plant
operations when components in opposite trains are inoperable. This change is consistent

|
with NUREG-1432.

L3 Current Technical Specification 3.5.2 SR 4.5.2.d requires the LPSI flow control valve to be
verified open 4 hours prior to increasing the RCS pressure above 1750 psia. Improved
Technical Specification 3.5.2 deletes this requirement because the LPSI flow control valve is
verified to be in its proper position nery 12 hours. Therefore, this change essentially
increases the maxirnum time from 4 hours to 12 hours, prior to entering the Modes of
Applicability, that the LPSI flow control valve can be verified to be in its proper position.
This is acceptable because if 12 hours is sufficient to verify the valve is in its proper position
in the Modes of Applicability, it is sufficient to verify the valve is in its proper position prior,

| to entering the Modes of Applicability. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L4 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.5.2 Action b requires a special report to be submitted
to the NRC in the event the ECCS is actuated and injects water into the RCS. This
requirement is being deleted from the Technical Specifications. If an event occurred in

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.5.2-5 Revision 1
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,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS I

SECTION 3.5 - EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM
O
V 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to verify that the SIT isolation valve opens
automatically on a pressure signal and on a safety injection test signal. He SIT isolation valves
are verified open every 12 hours. The changc will not invoke a significant change in design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore, the change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to verify that the SIT isolation valve opens
1

automatically on a pressure signal and on a safety injection test signal. He SIT isolation valves i
are required to be open on an event requiring the SITS to inject. The SIT isolation valves will
continue to be verified open once per 12 hours. This Frequency is sufficient to ensure that the
valves are performing their safety function. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

1

|

3.5.? Chaneel.1_2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

1

The proposed change increases the AOT from an LCO 3.0.3 entry (immediate shutdown) to
72 hours when, more than one ECCS trdn is inoperable, as long as 100% of the ECCS flow
equivalent to a single Operable ECCS train is available. He ECCS is not an initiator of any
analyzed event. This change was found to be acceptable in an NRC study which utilized reliability

,

evaluations. The 100% flow equivalent to one Operable ECCS train is required to be Operable, I

therefore, sufficient ECCS flow will still be available to mitigate events. The assumption behind
the current Action is that the Operable ECCS train is capable of 100% flow, and flow is the safety
function. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
transient. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events, and therefore does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
presiously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the AOT from an LCO 3.0.3 entry to 72 hours, when more than
one ECCS train is inoperable, as long as 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single Operable
ECCS train is available. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of
the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed

i charge will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
j possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident presiously evaluated.
t

(J|
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ECCS-Operating

drrs> 3.5.2
3.5

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)
3.5.2 ECCS-Operating

[3.5,2)LCO 3.5.2
.Two ECCS trains shall be OPERA 8tE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, '

hMODE 3 with pressurizer pressure 1 psia.

ACTIONS

|

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

A'. One or more trains A.1 Restore train (s) to 72 hoursinoperable. '

OPERABLE status,df^y a
At least 100% of the
ECCS flow equivalent

/ to a single OPERABLE
ECCS train available.

,

Np/\b. Required Action and B.1 Be in M00E 3. 6 hoursassociated Completion fhyfj
.

Time not met. M
|B.2 Reduce pressurizer 12 hours h {hpressure to

< psia. i

h
.

_

1
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BASES -

'

;

t
'

,
LC0

to take its supply from the containment sump and to supply(continued) part of its flow to the RCS hot legs viarsne snuscoun F"3scoung (xx;) sucuen noass.* The cha pump flew path or
~-

Ma ~uan m == -ar w supplies RCS via thenonnal charging lines.
t

The flow path for each train must maintain its designed
independence to ensure that no single failure can disable
both CCCS trains.

-

r750
APPLICABILITY In S1 , and in MODE 3 with RCS pressure

2 psia, the ECCS OPERABILITY requirements for the
limiting Design Basis Accident DBA) large break LOCA are
based on full power operation. (Although reduced power wouldI

! not require the same level of performance the accident
anal sis does not provide for reduced coo ing requirements
inthelowerMODES.;

The HPSI pump performance is based on ' / pop hthe small break LOCA, which establi sne pump performancecurve and has less dependence on r. The charging pump .

performance requirements are bas on a small $reak L i{6 The requirements of MODE $ 2 and with RCS pressure l
.

3 p.j,ge gA f . ,.2 psia, unded by the E I analysis,
'

g
The ECCS fu e one requirements of MODE 3, with RCS ~

i

psia, and MODE 4 are described in LC0 3.5.3,
_pressure <

;

*ECCS-Sgutdown.'

In MODES 5 and 6, unit conditions are such that the
probability of an event requiring ECCS injection is I

!

extremely low. Core cooling requirements in MODE 5 are
addressed by LCO 3.4.7, 'RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled,"
and LCO 3.4.8, 'RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled.',

MODE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed by LCO 3.g.4,.| ,

| ' Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant Circulation-High Water
| Level," and LC0 2.9.5, ' Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant

Circulation-Loi, dater Level."

ACTIONS 6,d

I If one or more trains are inoperable and at least 100% of
| the ECCS flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS train is

available, the inoperable components must be returned to
!

(continu~d)e
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INSERT ACTION A

With one LPSI sub st m inoperable, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status
within 7 days. In this c(ondit' n, the remaining OPERABLE ECCS train is adequate to

i perform the heat removal functi However, the overall reliability is reduced because a
i single failure to the remaining LPSI su tem could result inloss of ECCS function. The

f 7 day Completion Time is reasonable to corrective maintenance on the inoperable
LPSI subsystem. The 7 day Completion Time is b on the findings of the deterministic

'

and probabilistic analysis in Reference 6. Reference 6 luded that the overall risk
impact to this Completion Time does not adversely affect ris

( __

O
-

.
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, ECCS-Operating
8 3.5.2

BASES

__

ACTIONS L.1 (continued)

OPERABLE status within 72 hours.
Time is based on an NRC study The 72 hour Completion
evaluation and is a reasonable (Ref. 4) using a reliability
repairs. amount of time to effect many

An ECCS train is inoperable if it is not capable of |

delivering the design flow to the RCS. The individual
compenents are inoperable if they are not capable of
performing their design function, or if supporting systemsare not available.

The LCO requires the OPERABILITY of a number of independent
subsystems. Due to the redundancy of trains and the
diversity of subsystems, the inoperability of one component
in a train does not render the ECCS incapable of perforsing
its function. Neither does the inoperability of two
different components, each in a different train, necessarily
result in a loss of function for the ECCS. The intent of
this Condition is to maintain a combination of OPERABLE
equipment such that 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to 100%
of a single OPERABLE train remains available. This allows,

increased flexibility in plant o i( opposite trains are inoperable. perations when components in

An event accompanied by a loss of offsite power and the I

failure of an emergency DG can disable one ECCS train untilpower is restored. A reliability nalysis (Ref. 4) has
shown that the impact with one full ECCS train inoperable is

.

!

sufficiently small to justify continued operation for |72 hours. '

Reference 5 describes situations in which one component |

such as a shutdown coolin
disable both ECCS trains.g total flow control valve, can,

With one or more components
inoperable, such that 100% of the equivalent flow to a
single OPERABLE ECCS train is not available, the facility is
in a condition outside the accident analyses. Therefore,
LC0 3.0.3 must be inrnediately entered.

B.1 and B.2

If the inoperable train cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the associated Completion Time, the plant must

(continued)
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O
ECCS-Operating

B 3.5.2
.

BASES

ACTIONS 8.1 and B.2 (p utd) j

hbe brou tt E in which the LCO door not apply. To
achiev this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE within 6 hours and pressurizer pressure reduced to
< psia within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the>

required unit conditions from full power in an orderly'

manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification of proper valve position ensures that the flow
path from the ECCS pumps to the RCS is maintained.
Misalignment of these valves could render both ECCS trains
inoperable. Securing these valves in position by removing

i power or by key locking the control in the correct position#f o; jd '4".)
ensures that the valves cannot be inadvertently misaligned

i

(n (',4 M ^*/ or change position as the result of an active failure,
These valves are of the type described in Reference 5, which

! can disable the function of both ECCS trains and invalidate
the accident analysis. A 12 hour Frequency is considered

,

reasonable in view of other administrative controls ensuring
| that a mispositioned valve is an unlikelr DIssibility.'

.

SR 3.5.2.2

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
I and automatic valves in the ECCS flow paths provides

assurance that t' proper flow paths will exist for ECCS
operation. Th' O does not apply to valves that are

|
' locked, seale', u othentise secured in position, since

these valves were verified to be in the correct position!

prior to locking, sealing, or securing. A valve thatI

receives an actuation signal is allowed to be in a
.

nonaccident position provided the valve automatically| repositions within the proper stroke time. This
Surveillance does not require any testing or valve
manipulation. Rather, it involves verification that those
valves capable of being mispositioned are in the correct
position.

(continued)
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1

O
ECCS-Operati .

8 3.5.

BASES

SURVEILLMCE SR 3.5.2
hREQUIREMENTS g'

(continued) Periodic |

nspection of the containment sump ensures that iti
'

|
is un tricted and stays in proper operating conditten.The

month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
'

Surveillance under the conditions that apply d%rtag an
outage, on the need to have access to the location, and on
the potential for unplanned transtants if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power.
suffletent to detect abnormal degradation and is confirmedThis Frequency isby operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. MR 50. _ Appendix A.'i;QC h' '
,

'

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

3.hSAR, Chapter .

4.
NRC Memorandum to V. Stello, Jr., from R. L. Baer,
" Recommended Interia Revisions to LCOs for ECCSComponents," December 1,1975. ,

!
5. IE Information Notice No. 87-01, January 6,1987.

|
,

1 B|

|

||
|

|

|

|
i

|
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|

Definitions
1.1

| (O
1.1 Definitions

/

| reactor vessel head closure bolts specified in ||
Table 1.1-1 with fuel in the reactor vessel.

OPERABLE-0PERABILITY A system, subsystem, train, component, or device
shall be OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when it is i

| capable of perfoming its specified safety
,

function (s) and when all necessary attendant
instrumentation, controls, nomal or emergency
electrical power, cooling and seal water,
lubrication, and other auxiliary equipment that
are required for the system, subsystem, train, '

component, or device to perfom its specified
safety function (s) are also capable of perfoming
their relateo support function (s). ;

,

PHYSICS TESTS PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests perfomed to i

measure the fundamental nuclear characteristics of
the reactor core and related instrumentation. ,

These tests are: |

|

~N

(d a. Described in Chapter 13, Initial Tests and
Operation of the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report;

b. Authorized under the provisions of
10 CFR 50.59; or

c. Otherwise approved by the Nuclear Regulatory j
Commission.

RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) RTP shall be a total reactor core heat transfer
rate to the reactor coolant of 2700 MWt.

REACTOR PROTECTIVE SYSTEM The RPS RESPONSE TIME snall be that time interval
(RPS) RESPONSE TIME from when the monitored parameter exceeds its RPS'

trip setpoint at the channel sensor until
electrical power to the CEAs driver mechanism is |I
interrupted. The responsa time may be measured by

! means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or
! total steps so that the entire response time is
|
|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 1.1-5 Revision R g
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| Definitions -

|
1.1

I

p Table 1.1-1V
MODES

l

AVERAGE REACTOR i

REACTIVITY % RATED COOLANT
MODE TITLE CONDITION THERMAL TEWERATURE

I*I(k,fr) POWER ( F)
1 Power Operation 2 0.99 >5 NA

2 Startup 2 0.99 s5 NA

3 Hot Standby < 0.99 NA 2 300

4 Hot Shutdown (W < 0.99 NA 300 > T.,, > 200

5 Cold Shutdown'" < 0.99 NA s 200 I

6 Refueling (') NA NA NA

(') iExcluding decay heat

O
Reactor vessel head bolted l(O

|
-

,

I') Reactor vessel head unbolted
!

!

I
i

|
|

O!
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|

|O
1. DEFINITIONS

tha hould includ in the ual Rad ogical tal rati

* /!R ort an adioac e Efflu Releas* eport, red by $ ficati t

.6.2 6.6.3 espectiv y. j__

' OPERABLE - OPERABILITY

(&2 fed A.B.I @ A system, subsystem, train, component or device shall be OPERABLE or)
have OPERABIRTY when it is capable of performino its snecifiedt
function (s)( Arplit'it iJvthis Afinitxn shaR'be thd3sssfpt1WthdJ all g g,g {'j
necessary attiindant instrumentation, controls, normalianfUemercenev
electrical power sources, cooling or seal water, lubrication or other

.

recuired auxiliary equipment that are required for the system, subsystem,
train,componentordevicetoperformitsfunction(s)arealsocapableof
perfoming their related support function s .

.f*NhSf eca { rc
l

(OPE dT1d M MODE ' ~~

A r,RNPOSAD MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive combination
of core reammy condition, power level and average reactor coolant s[p10,fe [rrl
temperatureispecified_ in Table.l.h _ . . _ , j ,. 4hc h10Clf * i fV t '0' K:'t ' C5 desort n' 14 \ (

. ,

d !A

pgc s,m rem W veuQ~-

(d hh PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to measure theD
fundamental nuclear Characteristics of the reactor core and re]ated Ginstrumentation and' > described in Chapt 13.0oftheFSAR,QLauthorized ,I
under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, or ) otherwise approved by the
Comission. g

OMhlEAKAGE
6 PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE shall be leakage (except steam generator
tube leakage) through a non-isolable fault in a Reactor CoolanLSystem '/g

,

'

component body, pipe wall or vessel wall.

I

UG P
f

'

.24 PUR . or PURG G is the entrolled p cess of dis arging air r gas | /

/ ,)'from a e finemen o maint n temperatur , humidity, oncentratio or
other erating ndition, n such a ma er that rep cement air r gas s
requi ed to pu fy the c finement. /

.

| CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 15 Amendment No. 217

5 d //pp

|
.
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|
Ai

1. DEFINITIONS. -

|

| TABLE 1.1 bl 8 9 18 / [* h h
| (OPERATONAl) NODES .

A% RATED
REACTIVITY THE AVERAGE 00

MODE . CONDITION. K,,, Ey TEMPERATURE [ Y)
| 1. POWER OPERATION > 0.99 > 5% F A A,fg

2. STARTUP > 0.99 < 5% g

h@ g3. NOT STANDEY . < 0.99 > 300*F.
4. NOT SHUTDOWN 0.99 300'F > T , > 200'F
5. COLDSHUTDOW[b < 0.99 h < 200'F
6. REFUELINd A /V

r Q
C; ~

!

OV
|

|

,

i

i

A. It D#Excluding decay heat. /Md8-

1

Reactor vessel head unbolted d M (g el in the vessej. g.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 1-9 Amendment No. 169
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| m

?'

| 1.0 DEFINITIONS

# at uld b neluded the Annu Radiolog al Envi ntal Oper ngth 7
Rep and wicactive fluent ease Repo . required y Specif1 ions /,//,

| 6 .2 and .6.3, res ctively. /
,

0PERABLE - OPERABILITY
A,/$

@ A syster, subsystem, train, component or device shall be OPERABLE or Sa[e/3
have OPERAE yILIhen it is capable of perfoming its specified ?-
function (s), _ht11tw in thW15efinieron snan De t,4f assusyrion Ahltfdd M"'9~

</
necessary attendant ' instrumentation, controls, nomal . roency J

electrical poner sources, cooling or seal water, lubri.ation or other .

required auxiliary equipment that are required for the system, subsystem,
train, component or device to perfom its tion (s) are also capable of
perfoming their related support function

Sfec<*/ed54/e
(CFWJ>T10%dUH;Di

O/d,} -

ANER1fMM1) MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive combination
- ~~

o core reactivity condition, power level and average reactor coolant
N A (,,,,,i I

temperature,,specified in Table 1.1 _j .g g jyjg Oc WW , !6ed (ca < '.~ w :e I ho e clos ..g , ," -- .I y'roclor Vesse|-y 4c, L tr /-
'

,

PHYSICS TESTS
|

('N') ]d, J j PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to sneasure the
s uncamental nuclear characteristics of the reactor core and r ted

instrumentation anddLdescribed in Chapter 13.0 of the FSAR, authorized <

under the pre.'isiensjef 10 CFR 50.59, o otherwise approve y the s
L /Comis si on, n

b
(PRESStfhEMUtiDDY AE AKAGE

h 'tu e leakage) through a non-isolable fault in a Reactor Coolant SystemPRES $URE EDUNDARY LEAKAGE shall be leakage (except steam' generator 'jO
component body, pipe wall or vessel wall. _

| I

[b - PURGI ..

I1 4 PURG or PUR NG is th control d proces of disc ging ai or as |
| rom a ce finemen to main in tempe ture, hu idity, c entrat n or .

l other op rating ndition in such canner at repla ent ai or s is
requir to pur y the c iftnement.

|
! CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 1-5 Amendment No. 194
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!Speubcdo- /C
'

|

|

(V)

1 DEFINITIONS

TABLE 1.16(Paye Mj h
! gwEs

(Rea&)
=Rmn e !

REAci m TY W AVERASE /
E CONDITION. K.,, TEMPERATURE [/ !

@< "

1. POWER OPERATION 1 0.99 > 5%

2. STARTUP 1 0.99 3 5% @ A

3 HOT STANOBY < 0.99 ([)N > 300'F
'

4. NOT SHUTDOWN '# < 0.99 @ 300'F > T, * 200*F
@O# ($' 5 200*F5. COLD SHUTD0k < 0.99

6. REFUELINC* 1Af 5 // gh
'

|
,

O

|

|

|

IJ
' ' '

| D- , Excluding decay heat. ( fyym) lo|

NOOf
kf h Reactor vessel head unboltedh/mly/hfuel in the vesseh ggf./,,,'//Onf 9

(6) d%L, yc3se j g,,,4 g (p ,
j CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 1-9 Amendment No. 149
:

O
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION

| g ADN11NISTRATIVE CIIANGES
U)I A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical I

| Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result, the
Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable by;

i plant operators, as well as other users.
1

!

During the Calvert Cliffs Improved Technical Specification (ITS) development, certam
wording preferences or conventions were adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the
Technical Specifications. Additional information may also have been added to more fully
describe each defmition and to be consistent with NUREG-1432. However, this additional
information does not change the intent of the CTS. The reformatting, renumbering, and
rewording process involves no technical changes to existing Defmitions. |

A2 The proposed change will add the equation for Azimuthal Power Tilt to the CTS definition. {
The equation will contribute to the clarification of the defmition without technically changing ;
it. Also, an acronpn for core average power (P ) was added which has no technical

; implications to the definition. Therefore, this change is considered admmistrative in nature.
' This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.3 The proposed change adds additional information to the CTS defmition of Channel
Calibration. The additional information is about the calibration ofinstrument channels with
resistance temperature detectors (RTDs). The intent of a Channel Calibration is to adjust the,

; channel output so that the channel responds with known range and accuracy. Most instmment
i

channels contain an adjustable transmitter. Resistance tentperature detectors are designed such i
,

that they have a fixed input / output response which cannot be adjusted or changed once !
installed. Therefore, it is unnecessary to test them in the same manner as other sensors, and a !
quahtative assessment is sufficient. |

Calibration of the adjustable devices in a channel is performed by applying the RTDs fixed
input / output relationships to the remainder of the channel, and malmg the necessary
adjustments to ensure range and accuracy.

This verification of operability of the RTDs is the currently accepted method for calibration of
these instruments. This information does not add any additional requirements or delete any

; existmg requirements from the defmition of Channel Calibration. Therefore, the addition of
|

this information is administrative in nature. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.4 The proposed change deletes the CTS definition of Containment Integrity. This was prompted
| because the words Containment Integrity are no longer used. His change is administrative
| because all the requirements specifically addressed in the CTS defmition are addressed in the

| ITS Containment Systems section. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
|

A.5 The proposed change adds three sections to the Technical Specifications. These additions aid
in the understanding and use of the new format and presentation style. They are unique to the
ITS and developed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and industry. %e addition of these |
sections are neither more nc,r less restrictive in principle, and will be discussed specifically in

: those Specifications where applications of those sections warrant discussion. Thus, the
;

] addition of these sections is administrative. These sections are consistent with the Combustion
'-

f

I
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
i SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION
i

| g Engineering Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1432. The added sections are as
(j follows:

,

1

Section 1.2 - Locical Conneron.

Section 1.2 provides specific examples of the logical connectors "AND" and ".QE" and
the numbering sequence associated with their use.

Section 1.3 - Completion Times| e

Section 1.3 provides proper use and interpretation of completion times. He section
also provides specific examples that aid the user in understanding completion times.

Section 14 - Frecuency*

Section 1.4 provides proper use and interpretation of the Surveillance Frequency. The
section also provides specific examples that aid the user in understanding Sun eillance
Frequency.

A6 The proposed clunge adds an allowance to the defmition of Channel Functional Test to allow it

to be performed by means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps. It
also gives more information on what constitutes the channel to be tested. The addition of this
requirement is administrative since it describes the current application of the defmition. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.7 The proposed change deletes the CTS defmition of Controlled Leakage. The term Controlled
Leakage is no longer used in the ITS. The CTS defmition of Controlled Leakage is
incorporated into the definition ofIdentified Leakage. The change also deletes the exclusion of
Controlled Leakace from the definition of Unidentified Leakage, and adds an exclusion for
reactor coolant pump sealleakoff. These changes are administrative since it does not resuh in

any change te the definition of Identified Leakage or Unidentified Leakage. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.8 The proposed change deletes the CTS defmition of Frequency Notation and deletes CTS
Table 1.2 which lists the frequency notations The Frequency Notation defmition and table are
no longer required because the ITS lists the specific frequencies (i.e.,12 hours, 31 days,
18 months, etc., versus S, M, R, etc.). Therefore, listing the specific frequencies in hours,
days or months for the Suneillance Requirements eliminates the need for frequency notations.
This change does not change any Surveillance Requirement frequencies, and is therefore
administrative. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.9 The proposed change deletes the following CTS defmitions:

Gaseous Radwaste Treatnunt System*

i e Member (s) of the Public
j Purge - Purginge
'

Reportable Evente

Site Boundaye

e Solidification

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 1.0-2 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION I.0 - USE AND APPLICATION

|

Source Checkm .

Unrestricted Area=

Ventilation Exhaust Treatment Systeme
|

; Vmsge

|

These defmitions were deleted because specific Technical Specifications sfmmg to them no
longer contain their use or are no longer retamed in the ITS. Discussion of the technical
aspects to the deletion of these defmitions are addressed as applicable in the specific Technical
Specification where the phrase was used. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.10 He CTS definition of Identified Leakage, Pressure Boundary Leakage, and Unidentified
Leakage are being incorporated into one defmition called leakage (which includes three
categories: Identified Leakage, Unidentified Leakage, and Pressure Boundary Leakage). The
new Leakage defmition incorporates the three defmitions with no technical changes.
Administrative changes with respect to the conversion to ITS are described in other
administrative discussion of changes. This change is considered admini*ative and is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.ll The CTS definition of Offsite Dose Calculations Manual (ODCM) is being deleted. The
definition is being incorporated into the ITS Chapter 5.0 which discusses the ODCM. This
change is administrative because the ODCM will remain as described in the defmition. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A 12 The proposed change adds the defmition of L, which is used in the ITS. This defmition does
(N not impose any new requirements to the existing Technical Specifications. It was created to,
'

define a term used in the ITS. Any technical changes due to the addition of this definition will
be justified as required in the specific section of the Technical Specifications where used. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.13 The CTS definition of Operable - Operability requires the component or device to be able to
perform its function (s). The proposed change will require the component or device to be able
to perform its specified safety function (s). The ITS intent is to address the " safety" function (s)

| and not encompass non-safety functions a system may also perform. The incorporation of
current practices into the defmition is considered an administrative change. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1432

A.14 Current Technical Specification Table 1.1 defmes Refueling as the reactor vessel head
unbolted or removed and fuel in the vessel. The proposed change will delete the words "or

| removed and fuel in the vessel." The change deletes, "or removed," because of the possible
i confusion that may be caused by using the logical connector "or," which can be misconstmed

to allow the head to be removed prior to entering Mode 6. Deleting these words will ensure
that the plant is in Mode 6 when the reactor vessel head is unbolted. He words, "and fuel in

| the vessel," are being moved to the Mode definition. Also, the words "and reactor vessel head
!

closure bolts" were added to the defmition of Mode for consistency with the Modes table. |
| These changes are consistent with NUREG-1432.
,

A.15 The proposed change revises the definition of Staggered Test Basis from disiding the number

n of systems, components, etc., into the interval, to multiplying the number of systems,
g,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 1.0-3 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION

i

| q components, etc., by the interval to detennine the Surveillance Frequency. He change isV administrative since the Frequency between Surveillances for the same system, component,
etc., will not be changed due to this defmition change. Any changes to Frequencies will be
discussed in the individual section. Another change to the defmition is discussed in a less
restrictive discussion of change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.16 he proposed change adds an allowance to the definitions of ESFAS Response Time and
!

Reactor Protective System Response Time to allow response time measurement to be
perfotmed by means of any series of sequential, overlapping or total steps. The addition of this
information is administrative since it describes the current application of the defimtion. His

| change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

| A.17 The CTS provides the allowance that suspension of Core Alteration shall not preclude
completion of movement of a component to a safe conservative position. The proposed change
will delete the word consenative from this allowance and will allow fuel to be moved to a safe
position. His change also deletes the terms "or manipulation" from the defmition. When Core
Alterations are required to be suspended, a specific movement may have to be completed in
order to establish a " safe" configuration (e g., no fuel assembly suspended from the refineling
machine). The requirement to establish a " safe position" is deemed proper. Eliminating the
requirement to also be a " conservative" position avoids potential confusion since there is no
reference on which to base the conservative evaluation. It is assumed that " conservative" is
intended to reflect the same context as " safe." Giver, this understanding, the wording change is
administrative. This is acceptable since " safe" adequately controls the allowance to complete
the move. He term manipulation is redundant with " movement"in this defmition because, in

O order to manipulate components within the vessel, " movement"is necessary. Therefore, thisO chance is also acceptable. These changes are consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.18 The proposed change will add a requirement to account for any control element assemblies
(CEAs) that are not capable of being fully inserted in the Shutdown Margin (SDM)
determination This change is administrative because it incorporates requirements into the
definition that are already assumed in the SDM determination. His change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A.19 Current Technical Specification Table 1.1, " Operational Modes," requires the plant average
coolant temperature to be 2 300cF in Modes 1 and 2. The proposed change will delete the
average coolant temperature requirement. Other Technical Specifications ensure the coolant
temperature is adequate for specific plant conditions in these Modes. Removal of this
limitation does not actually change the requirements for operation in Modes 1 and 2.
Therefore, this change is administrative. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A 20 Current Technical Specification Table 1.1, " Operational Modes," Note (b) specifies Mode 6,
Refuelmg, applies whenever the reactor ves:el head is unbolted. Implicit in this Note is that
Modes 4 and 5 are only applicable when the reactor vessel head is bolted. Therefore, the ITS
Table 1-1 adds Note (b) to Modes 4 and 5 to explicitly state this fact. This change is
considered administrative since it is adding clarification only and not changmg the event
defmitions.

:
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION

!

O |

1 V TECIINICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVEi

| M. ] The proposed change adds the requirement to test interlocks and displays to the CTS definition
;

'

of Channel Functional Test. The addition of these additional requirements to the Technical
Specifications constitutes a more restrictive change. Requiring interlocks and displays to be
tested will ensure that their functions and indications that may be critical to safety will perform
as required. Therefore, this change does not de-mally affect plant safety. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

M.2 Current Technical Specification Table 1.1 requires the average coolant temperature in Mode 6
to be s 140*F. The proposed change will delete the average coolant temperature requirement.
With the CTS, the defmition of Refueling would cease to be applicable when the average
coolant temperature exceeded 140*F. This would place the plant in an undefmed Mode, which
could be incorrectly interpreted as not requiring the application of the Technical Specifications, !

,

which are applicable uhen the reactor vessel head is " unbolted." By defming Mode 6 with no
:

specific coolant temperature range, appropriate Technical Specifications will apply when the )
reactor vessel head is " unbolted." This change ensures that the plant is in a defined Mode
when transitioning between Modes 5 and 6. Therefore, this change does not detrimentally
affect plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

1
4

TECHNICAL CH ANGE4 - REl.OCATIONS

None

() TECilNICAL CilANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLL,ED
JDOCUMENTS
<

LA.1 The CTS definition of Axial Shape Index (ASI) states, the ASI is, "used for the trip and
pretrip signals in the Reactor Protection System," and the value of ASI is modified by an
appropriate multipher and a constant to detennine the true core axial power distribution for
that channel. The CTS defmition also contains a formula of this detennination. Calvert cliffs
ITS definition of ASI will not contain this added information on the trip and pretrip signals.
The specific calculational methods contained in the CTS definition on the trip and pretrip
signals will no longer be specified in the defmition. Information on trip values is located in
Specification 3 3.1 "RPS Instrumentation Operation, Specification 3.3.2, "RPS-

Instrumentation - Shutdown," and their respective Bases. Information on pretrip values is
located in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. The trip and pretrip information located
in the CTS defmition is inconsistent with the type ofinformation contained in other defmitions.
In addition, the information is insufficient to determine trip or pretrip values as the discussion !
refers to a " constant" and " multiplier" without describing these values, their calculation, or
their location. The CTS trip and pretrip details in the defmition can be adequately controlled
in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report and other Specifications. 'Ihis approach provides
an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control
process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because tids
information is not needed to use and understand ASI as it appears in the ITS. Furthermore,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant resources associated

with processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 1.0-5 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION I

. g less restrictive movement of information change with no impact on safety. This change is
! V consistent with NUREG-1432.
!

| LA.2 Current Technical Specification Table 1.1 requires Ker to be s 0.95 in Mode 6. The proposed
)

change will relocate this requirement to the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR). Proposed | |

Tecimical Specification 3.9.1 requires the boron concentration in the Reactor Coolant System
j

and refueling pool to be within limits specified in the COLR. Any changes to the COLR will
i

; be in accordance with Chapter 5.0, which will ensure any changes to the COLR receive |
appropriate review. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. |

I
LA.3 The definitions of Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor and Total Planar Radial Peaking

Factor are being relocated to the COLR. Any changes to the COLR will be in accordance with
Chapter 5.0, which wil: . ure any changes to the COLR receive appropriate review. This

j change is consistent with h UREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE !

L1 The CTS defmes Core Alteration as "the movement or manipulation of any component within
the reactor vessel with the vessel head removed and fuel in the vessel." The proposed change )

| will relax the requirement from "any component" to specify the components as fuel, source, or
reactivity co nrol components. The specifications which use this defmition are those that
protect from or mitigate a reactivity excursion event. In keeping with this, the ITS definition

||

reflects moiement of components other than fuel, sources, or reactivity control components are I

not considered Core Alterations. The movement or manipulation of other components will
p hase negligible (if an.s) affect on core reactivity. Therefore, there is no restriction on the

movement of components othu than fuel, sources, and reactivity control components. Hisv

| change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L2 The CTS defmition of SDM requires the calculation of SDM to account for the single CEA of
highest wonh being fully withdrawn. The proposed change will allow the single CEA of
highest worth being fully withdrawn to rat be accounted for in the calculation if all CEAs are
verified fully inserted by two independent means. This change is acceptable because requiring
the CEA of highest reactivity worth to be assumed withdrawn is overly conservative when
information on actual CEA position can be obtained by two independent means. This change
is consistent with NUREG-1432

L3 The CTS definitian of Staggered Test Basis requires that components tested on a Staggered
Test Basis be performed in equal subintervals (e.g., CTS: 3 Control Room Emergency
Filtration System fans required to be tested every 92 days on a Staggered Test Basis would

. require one fan to be tested once per 31 days) The proposed change would delete the
! requirement to test each component in equal subintervals (e.g., ITS: 3 Control Room

Emergency Filtration System fans required to be tested every 31 days on a Staggered Test
Basis would require all three fans to be tested within a 92 day period with the intenal between

| components not specified). However, the interval bet veen components should be such that the

| intent of staggering is satisfied. He purpose cf staggered testing is to ensure that common
failures due to testing do not render more than one train inoperable. This change is consistent.

with NUREG-1432.
'

O
,
'

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 1.0-6 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION

L4 The proposed change adds an allowance that an actual or a simulated signal can be used

O. during the Channel Functional Test. This change will allow credit for unplanned actuations if
surTicient information is collected to satisfy the surveillance test requirements. Allowing an
actual signal to be credited for a Surveillance, whereas only a simulated signal was previously
allowed. constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is reasonable because an actual
initiation is as good or better for testing than a shnulated nutiation, and the proposed
requirement does not change the technical conten' or validity of the test. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

L5 The CTS defmition of " Operable - Operability" requires that all necessary normal and
emergency electrical power sources be available far the system, subsystem, train, compenent,
or device. The ITS definition of" Operable - Operability" requires either normal or emergency

power be available This is acceptable because the AC Sources Technical Specifications will
be entered, which ensures that adequate measures (cross-train checks to ensure operability of

the components. systems, etc. redundr uired features) are taken so that a loss of function

does not exist. This ensures tha' m ., stem is capable of meeting its safety analysis

requicents even with a loss of a pv ( sourc. Also, the Actions limit the time the plant is
in thi> cegraded condition. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

,

L6 The CTS defmition of Channe'. Calibration specifies that the Channel Calibration shall
encompass the entire channel, including the sensor and alarm and/or trip functions. The ITS
defmition of Channel Calibration will require the Channel Calibration to encompass all
componenti m he channel required to perform specified safety function (s). This change will

chminae . ned Technical Specification testing of components with'n a channel that do not
contnbute to the channel performing its safety function. This change is acceptable because

O these components are not required to assist in nutigating design basis events. This change is
less restrictive because it may chminate testing requirements on some components within a
channel This change is consistent with NUREG-1432 Generic Change TSTF-64

.

O
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QQ Definitions |
;

Grf ., 1.1

/)4.J,
1.1 Definitions (continued)

h MODE
A MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive
combination of core reactivity condition, power
level, average reactor coolant temperature

*

reactor vessel head 6:_. _ if. ". t.... ' _. "..e, and
specified in Table 1.1-1 vith fuel in the reactor dO5u d

.

g, Rgvessel.

h OPERAELE-OPERABILITY
1

A s stem, subsystes, train, component, or device
sha 1 be OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when it is
capable of performing its specified safety
function (s) and when all necessary attendant
instrumentatln, controls, normal or emergency !

electrical . .wer, cooling and seal water,
.

-

lubricattor., and other auxiliary equipment that,

are required for the system, subsystem, trait ,!

component, or device to perform its specified
safety function (sj are also capsble of performing 4

Itheir related support function (s).
h PHYSICS TESTS PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to

measure the fundamental nuclear characteristics of ,

the reactor core and related instrumentation. |
These tests are:

a. Described in Chapter Initial Te. J _ _ _
O he979}*cf the@SAR; g |f

'

V b.
.

Authorized under the provisions of -
10 CFR 50.59; or1

Otherwise approved by the Nuclear Regulatoryc.
Coenission.

]l.PRESSUREAC
_

i TEMPERATURE LIMI s Dhe PTLR is the unit pecific document that
provides the react vessel pressure andj

REPORT (PTLR)] temperature limi , including heatup and cooldown
rates, for the rrent Nactor vessel fluence.

period. Thes pressur6 4.ad temperature limits i

shall be det ,ined for each fluence period i i'

accordance ith Specification 5.6.6. Plant e: ,

UVoperation ithin these operating limits 1 i,'

addresse in LCO 3.4.3, 'RCS Pressure a;

lemper ure (P/T) Limits,' and LCO 3. 2, ' Low
Tempe . re Overpressure Protection

TOP)Syst *
.

-

(continued)
< CE00 STS 3.1-5 '
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(,) Definitions

|
., 1.1

l i

Table 1.1-1 (page 1 of 2)
MODES

1

5 RATED AVERAGE IIACTOR
REACTIVITY THERMAL C00LMT

,

! MODE TITLE CONDITION POWERta) TEMPERATURE( ( k,,,) ('F) l1

1 Power Operation 2 0.99 >5 M
2 Startup 2 0.99 s5 M

j
3 Hot Standby < 0.99 M 2 3

N

G4 Hot Shutdown (b) < 0.99 NA Tm>1200f b
5 Cold Shutdown (D) < 0.99 NA s#120[ g
6 Refueling (C) NA NA NA

i

I

(a) Excluaing decay heat, rg$,
(b) @ /eactor vessel head osure bolts fdly tep(tonh%_ - . ' AD[J (c) fneA>r moreAeactorwessel hend' closure /olts le>(than fpfly tensigneD U)

~w . . . g'

(IW :.o Wis4! L d ur.c ,14 2.5
kw "

!

|

f

|

|

I

l
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION

_

,

O PLANT SPECIFIC CIIANGES
V

1. This change incorporates the Calvert Cliffs-specific information into brackets

2. The definition of Azimuthal Power Tilt for digital Combustion Engineermg (CE) plants is being
deleted because the defmition is not applicable. Calvert Cliffs is an Analog CE plant and will
incorporate the definition of Arimuth=1 Power Tih for an Analog plant.

,

3. This change deletes the word " Analog" from the definition vf Avimuth=1 Power Tilt. Itis
|

unnecessary to specify that the Azimuthal Power Tilt is for an Analog plant when the definition is I
specifically for Calvert Cliffs (which is an Analog plant and has just one Azimuthal Power Tilt

|
definition).

4. This bracketed information is being deleted because Calvert Cliffs does not remove control element
;

assemblies with the removal of the upper guide structure. I
1

5. The definitions of Mode and the Modes Table (Table 1.1-1) were changed to reflect the Calvert
Cliffs-specific design The ITS definition uses closure bolt tensioning in the definition, and the
Modes table requires all the reactor vessel head closure bolts to be tensioned in Modes 4 and 5, and
if at least one is detension:t the plant is in Mode 6. Calvert Cliffs performed an evaluation to
determine the number of reactor vessel head closure bolts which could be removed in Mode 5. The

,

results showed that only 12 studs are required to be in place to ensure the reactor vessel head is )
seated at 500 psia; how ever, to be conservative,18 studs are currently required to be tensioned, per !
procedut e. Therefore. Footnotes (b) and (c) were changed to reactor vessel head bolted (b) or {unbolted tc). IO The reactor vessel head is considered unbolted at Calvert Cliffs if greater than 36
stads (of 54 total) are detensioned or removed. The definition was changed to use the term closure
bolts versus closure bolt tensioning. These changes are consistent with the Calvert Cliffs
evaluation.

6. The acronym "FSAR" is being change to "UFSAR" to reflect that Calvert Cliffs has an Updated
Fmal Safety Analysis Repon

7. The reference to " digital computer channels" was deleted from the defmition of Channel Functional

Test. Calvert Cliffs is an Analog CE plant, and does not have any safety system digital computer
channels. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

8. Calven Cliffs has chosen not to incorporate a Pressure / Temperature Limits Report because the
Calvert Cliffs Pressureffemperature Limits are not expected to change through the end of the
current Operating Licenses for Units 1 and 2.

9. Calvert Cliffs does not have seal water injection, therefore, " water injection" was deleted from the
definition of Identified Leakage. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing
basis.

O
~
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

i

BASES i

!transfer coefficient. Inside the steam film, high cladding |
temperatures are reached, and a cladding-water (zirconium- |\ l
water) reaction may take place. This chemical reaction

!
results in oxidation of the fuel cladding to a structurally
weaker form. This weaker fonn may lose its integrity,

I

resulting in an uncontrolled release of activity to the !
reactor coolant.

The Reactor Protective System (RPS), in combinatien with the
LCOs, is designed to prevent any anticipated combination of !

transient conditions for Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
temperature, pressure, and THERMAL POWER level that would
result in a violation of the reactor core SLs.

! i
t

'

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of,

i SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation and A00s. The reactor core SLs are
! established to preclude violation of the fellowing fuel

design criteria:
1 I,

' v a. There must be at least 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot
fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB; and

| b. The hot fuel pellet in the core must not experience
fuel centerline melting.

The RPS setpoints, LCO 3.3.1, " Reactor Protective System
(RPS) Instrumentation," in combination with all the LCOs, j

are designed to prevent any anticipated combination of i

transient conditions for RCS temperature, pressure, and
THERMAL POWER level that would result in a departure from |

|- nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) of less than the DNBR limit |

| and preclude the existence of flow instabilities.

Automatic enforcement of these reactor core SLs is provided
by the following functions:

i a. Pressurizer Pressure-High trip;
;

i
4
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, Reactor Core SLs
! B 2.1.1

. BASES
!

protection actions serve to prevent RCS heatup to the
} reactor core.SL conditions or to initiate a reactor tript

| function, which forces the unit into MODE 3. Setpoints for
| the reactor trip functions are specified in LC0 3.3.1.

In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, Applicability is not required,t

since the reactor is not generating significant THERMAL
| POWER.

I

SAFETY .IMIT The following SL violation responses are applicable to the.

VIOLATIONS reactor core SLs.

2.2.1

If SL 2.I.1 is violatet the requirement to go to MODE 3|

places the unit in a MODE in which this SL is r,ot
applicable.

The allowed Completion Time of I hour recognizes the
importance of bringing the unit to a MODE of operation where
this SL is not applicable and reduces the probability of

|
fuel damage. !

,

'REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix IC, Criterion 6

2. UFSAR, Section 14.1

i
t

I

i

:
' h(U.
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

BASES

on radioactive releases specified in the UFSAR (Ref. 4). I

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves, the main steam safety
SAFETY ANALYSES valves (MSSys), and the Reactor Pressure-High trip have

settings established to ensure that the RCS pressure SL will
not be exceeded.

The RCS pressurizer safety valves are sized to prevent
system pressure from exceeding the design pressure by more
than 104, in accordance with ASME Code, Section III for

'

Nuclear Power Plant Components (Ref. 2). The transient that
establishes the required relief capacity, and hence the
valve size requirements and lift settings, is a complete
loss of external load without a direct reactor trip. During
the transient, no control actions are assu11ed except that
the safety valves on the secondary plant are assumed to open
when the steam pressure reaches the secondary plant safety
valve settings, and nominal feedwater supply is maintained.

The Reactor Protective System trip setpoints (LC0 3.3.1,
" Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation"), together
with the settings of the MSSVs (LC0 3.7.1, " Main Steam
Safety Valves (MSSVs)") and the pressurizer safety valves,
provide pressure Potection for nonnal operation and A00s.
In particular, the Pressurizer Pressure-High trip setpoint 7
is specifically set to provide protection against
overpressurization (Ref. 5). Safety analyses for both the
Pressure-High trip and the RCS pressurizer safety valves
are performed, using conservative assumptions relative to
pressure control devices.

More specifically, no credit is taken for operation of the
following:

a. Pressurizer power operated relief valves;

b. Steam Bypass Control System;

O
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RCS Prcssure SL-

B 2.1.2

BASES

c. Pressurizer Level Control System; or
!

d. Pressurizer Pressure Control System.

!
.

SAFETY LIMITS The maximum transient pressure allowable in the RCS pressure I

| vessel under the ASME Code, Section III, is 110% of design
! pressure. The maximum transient pressure allowable in the
! RCS piping, valves, and fittings under, e.g., USAS, )Section B31.7 (Ref. 6), is 110% of design pressure. The

most limiting of these two allowances is the 110% of design
; pressure; therefore, the SL on maximum allowable RCS
; pressure is established at 2750 psia.

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.2 applies in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 because this SL
could be approached or exceeded in these MODES due to

I overpressurization events. The SL is not applicable in
MODE 6 because the reactor vessel head is unbolted, making
it unlikely that the RCS can be pressurized.

1
SAFETY LIMIT The following SL violation responses are applicable to the ~

j VIOLATIONS RCS pressure SL.
|

|

2.2.2.1

| If the RCS pressure SL is violated when the reactor is in
MODE 1 or 2, the requirement is to restore compliance and be

| in MODE 3 within 1 hour.

| With RCS pressure greater than the value specified in |
SL 2.1.2 in MODE 1 or 2, the pressure must be reduced to |
below this value. A pressure greater than the value
specified in SL 2.1.2- exceeds 110% of the RCS design ;

' pressure and may challenge system integrity. !

,

'
;

; i

!O
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RCS P mssure SL
B 2.L2

BASES

The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour provides the operator
time to complete the necessary actions to reduce RCS
pressure by terminating the cause of the pressure increase,
removing mass or energy from the RCS, or a combination of
these actions, and to establish MODE 3 conditions.

2.2.2.2

If the RCS pressure SL is exceeded in MODE _3, 4, or 5, RCS
pressure must be restored to within the SL value within
5 minutes.

Exceedir,g the RCS pressure SL in MODE 3, 4, or 5 is
potentially more severe than exceeding this SL in MODE 1
or 2, since the reactor vessel temperature may be lower and
the vessel material, consequently, less ductile. As such,
pressure must be reduced to less than the SL within
5 minutes. This action does not require reducing MODES,

O, since this would require reducing temperature, which would
compound the problem by adding thennal gradient stresses to
the existing pressure stress.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix IC

2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Article NB-7000

3. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
Article IWX-5000

4. UFSAR, Chapter 14 1

5. UFSAR, Section 14.1

6. ASME, USAS B31.7, Standard Code for Pressure Piping,
^

1967

O
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'

O
ReactorCoreSLs'^2i;1

'

g
B 2.1.

!

B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)

8 2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs L'26;)i

!

l

BASES l

BACKGROUC[000 |0 (Ref.1) requires and SLs ensure that specifiedacceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded during steady<

I
state operation, normal operation transients, and ,

! W R /% ,,jy 4 anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). This isdef, ,b b accomplished by hawi a departure from nucleate boiling
(DNB) de:ign basis, ich corresponds to a 95% probability-
at a 95% confidence level
will not occur and by requ(95/95 DNB criterion) that DNB '

iring that fuel centerline
; temperature stays below the melting temperature.
i-

The restrictivs rf this Si prevant overheating of the fuel
) and c'cdding and pessiole cladding perforation that would
!, result in the release of fission products to the reactor

coolant. Overheating of the fuel is prevented by
maintaining the steady state peak linear heat rate (LHR)
below the level at which fuel centerline melting occurs.
Overheating of the fuel cladding is prevented by restricting

!
fuel opeiation to within the nucleate boiling regime, where i

| M the heat transfer coefficient is large and the cladding
surface temperature is slightly above the coolant saturationW /' temperature.

,

Fuel centerline melting occurs when the local LHR, or power i;
peaking, in a region of the fuel is high enough to cause the!

fuel centerline temperature to reach the melting point of
the fuel. Expansion of the pellet upon centerline melting

|
n.ay cause the pellet to stress the cladding to the point of<

failure, allowing an uncontrolled release of activity to the
ij reactor coolant. '

Operation sh:ve the boundary of the nucleate boiling regime ;could re:vit in excessive cladd ng temperature because of
lthe onset of DNB and the resultant * harp reduction in heat

transfer coefficient. Inside the steam film, high cladding
kgtemperatures are reached, and a claddin6ater (zirconiuO- cy "s

,

| water) reaction may take place. This chemical reaction "Ad \| results in oxidation of the fuel cladding to a structurally
;

weaker fors. This weaker form may lose its integrity,
!

- resulting in an uncontrolled release of activity to the
reactor coolant.

(continued) ;'
i.
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Reactor Core SLs W Q |B 2.1.1

BASES

i

; SAFETY LIM!i 2.2.6 continued)
''

| VIOLATIONS m )
e

5 7'Eact ns are completed bef the unit begins / /

restarttof{n zal operation. /
- ._ - - _ w : -

,

g:arAy,.J.,JC.,DO,|0^^.Caj4er. 4 )
|

! REFERENCES 1. d ,..;,...; = , .v. . .

2.hSAR, Section @@
3. '10 CFR 0.72. ,

| 4/ 10 C ' 50.7 TIIE'I
,

i
!

!
,

!
!

! %'

I
:

I

i

!
'

i
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(A.)
RCS Pressure SL >^ 9 ;) g

B 2.1.2

B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)

B 2.1.2
.

Reactor Coolant Systes (RCS) Pressure SL (Analog)

. BASES

BACKGROUND The SL on RCS pressure protects the integrity of the RCS
against overpressurintion. In the event of fuel cladding___

I ' '.x' 'c.L .la<3 c.pM.4 ceolnet. The RCS then serves as the prisary barrier in("* failure, fission products are released into the reactor

preventing the re of fission products into theu% atmosphere. By establ ing an upper limit on RCS pressure,C4,,_4[''h 1C
gar'rdixa.liUt,"Reactonued RCS _1_n11grity i ensured. According to !^ CE. C L

Coolant Pressure toundary " and
/ lb ~* Reactor Coolant Cy... i.4.' (Ref.1), the hCr.m,. . j3 reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) design conditions-

are rot to be exceeded during normal operation and,cu rs a e s,,,,,,J., .tc ant ted operational occurrences JA00s). Also, accordingc,A% . r,_ to -- ;(Ref.1),arnearr vitv Laem4' reactivity= acci t s , fd nclud Wy ect)tHS,/ do not result in ,, .

4+ the RCPS(FccMrghp''-We&40o41 yielding.

The design pressure of the RCS is 2500 psia. During nomal
operation and A00s
the design pressure, the RCS pressure is kept from exceedingby more than 10%, in accordance withq

Q (IM' M M Section 111 of the ASME Code (Ref. 2). To ensure system
integrity, all RCS components are hydrostatically tested at

| g"g g uA 125% of design pressure, according to the ASME Codei
requirements prior to initial operation, when there is no,.

"q' (' , . < 1 / .b . fuel in the core. Following inception of unit operation,
RCS components shall be pressure tested, in accordance withj~

the requirements of ASME Code, Section XI (Ref. 3).

Overpressurization of the RCS could result in a breach of
the RCPB. If this occurs in conjunction with a fuel
cladding failure, fission products could enter the
containment atmosphere, raising concerns relative to limits
ot radioactive releases specified inCG krt m . weact W Ih (Ref. 4). 10 tg

|

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves, the main steam safety,

j SAFETY ANALYSES valves (HSSVs), and the Reactor Pressure-High trip have
j settings established to ensure that the RCS pressure SL will
| not be exceeded.
!

l
(continued),
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l

|

RCS Pressure SL " ' _,', -. @ |
B 2.1.2 1

|

UKtAtt Appen).y .iC. !

BASES (continued) __

|_

l +
REFEREN;ES 1. C.0 0T^10, .". ;; . dix-A--4DC-14. ^^^ is. -nd A _is) h

| 2. ASHE, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section !!!, l
Article NS-7000. {

i

3. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
Article IWX-5000.

4. QMAJi%T I''

4, ;

5.hSAR,Section h.

M6.
ASME, USAS B31.5 Standard Code for Pressure Piping, I1967.., _

F7. O CFR .72.

8. Ic CF 50.73.g D M'6

|

O
I

i

!

|

I

|
[

t

|
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM THE NUREG
SECTION 2.0 - SAFETY LIMITS

f

PLANT-SPECIFIC CIIANGES

! U l. The word Analog was removed from the title in Bases Section 2.0. Calven Cliffs is an
i Analog plant and specifically listing this in the title is unnecessary Analog was placed in

NUREG 1432 to distinguish between Analog and Digital Specifications.

2. Calvert Cliffs is not commiN to the Geeral Design Critwia in 10 CFR Part 50 Appa~h A;
| Calven Cliffs is committed to the draft General Design Cntena 'Iherefore, the Criterion in
!

the draft General Design Criteria was referenced in the Technical Specification Bases.

3. This change to the non-bracketed value, system name or termmology was made to be
. consistent with the Calvert Cliffs specific number, system name or terminology.
|

4. This addition. deletion, or modification to references, or the changmg of reference numbers,
was performed to ensure that the references are applicable to Calven Cliffs, and to ensure
consistency between references in the text and the reference section.

5. Calvert Cliffs has an Updated Final Safety Analysis Repon, therefore, "FSAR" will be
changed to "UFS AR" throughout the Improved Technical Specification Bases.

6. This change incorporates Calvert Cliffs-specific information into brackets. Bracketed
information located throughout NUREG 1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert Cliffs
information.

| 7. This change to the Applicability Section in B 2.1.2 deleted " closure bolts are not fully

h- tightened" and replaced it with "is unbolted." This change makes this section consistent with
the Modes Table in Section 1.0.

:

8. "e g ."is added to limit the list of references that are provided. Calven Cliffs was constructed
during a transition period with the ASME Codes. As such, there cre possibly four or five
Codes that could be referenced. Pipmg ts per B31.7.

I
1

B31.7, Paragraph 1-702.2.4, allows the design pressure to be exceeded by 10% during relief
valve transients.

I
1

| 9. Figure B 2.1.1-1 is the same as Figure 2.1.1-1. To avoid confusion, the Figure in the Bases is
deleted.

! 10. Bases statements which refer to the Code of Federal Regulations or the Standard Resiew Plan !
!

as the source of offsite dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to
reference the Calvert Cliffs Updated Final Safety Analysis Repon. Plant-specific acceptance
criteria for Calven Cliffs are approved by the NRC and stated in the Updated Final Safayi

| Analysis Report. The Code of Federal Regulations contains the maximum allowable limits,'

not the plant specific limits which are typically more conservative. Calven Cliffs is not
committed to the Standard Review Plan, and therefore, the current licensing basis may not be
the Standard Review Plan values.

.

'' \.
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I

LCO Applicability
3.0 l

|

! O 3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY! 'V
LCD 3.0.4 When an LCO is not met, entry into a MODE or other specified I

condition in the Applicability shall not be made except when i
the associated ACTIONS to be entered pennit continued
operation in the MODE or other specified condition in the !

Applicability for an unlimited period of time. This
Specification shall not prevent changes in MODES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability that are required
to comply with ACTIONS or that are part of a shut down of
the unit.

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the
individual Specifications.

,

LC0 3.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4.

LC0 3.0.5 Equipment removed from service or declared inoperable to
comply with ACTIONS may be returned to service under

O eemie>stre14ve centrei seie>> to perform test 4a9 requiree te
demonstrate its OPERABILITY or the OPERABILITY of other i
equipment. This is an exception to LC0 3.0.2 for the system

i

returned to service under administrative control to perform )
the testing required to demonstrate OPERABILITY. 1 I

LCO 3.0.6 When a supported system LC0 is not met solely due to a
support system LC0 not being uet, the Conditions and
Required Actions associated with this supported system are
not required to be entered. Only the support system LC0
ACTIONS are required to be entered. This is an exception to
LC0 3.0.2 for the supported system. In this event,

additional evaluations and limitations may be required in
accordance with Specification 5.5.15. " Safety Function
Determination Program (SFDP)." If a loss of safety function
is determined to exist by this program, the appropriate
Conditions and Required Actions of the LCO in which the loss

'

of safety function exists are required to be entered.

|

|

; O
'
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LCO Applicability i

B 3.0
1

BASES
\
,

LCO 3.0.4 is only applicable when entering MODE 4 from
MODE 5, MODE 3 from MODE 4. MODE 2 from NODE 3, or MODE 1;

i from MODE 2. Furthermore, LC0 3.0.4 is applicable when
4

entering any other specified condition in the Applicability
only while operating in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. The
requirements of LC0 3.0.4 do not apply in MODES 5 and 6 or
in other specified conditions of the Applicability (unless
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4) because the ACTIONS of individual

| Specifications sufficiently define the remedial measures to
! be taken.
|
| Surveillances do not have to be performed on the associated I

inoperable equipment (or on variables outside the specified |limits), as permitted by SR 3.0.1. Therefore, changing !

MODES or other specified conditions while in an ACTIONS
Condition, in compliance with LC0 3.0.4 or where an
exception to LC0 3.0.4 is stated, is not a violation of
SR 3.0.1 or SR 3.0.4 for those Surveillances that do not i
have to be performed due to the associated inoperable j
equipment. However, SRs must be met to ensure OPERABILITY

h" prior to declaring the associated equipment OPERABLE (or
variable within limits) and restoring compliance with the
affected LC0.

LC0 3.0.5 LC0 3.0.5 establishes the allowance for restoring equipment i

to service under administrative controls when it has been
removed from service or declared inoperable to comply with
ACTIONS. The sole purpose of this Specification is to |
provide an exception to LCO 3.0.2 [e.g., to not comply with
the applicable Required Action (s)] to allow the performance
of 3Rs to demonstrate:

a. The OPERABILITY of the equipment being returned to
service; or I

I b. The OPERABILITY of other equipoent.
I

The administrative controls ensure the time the equipment is,

returned to service in conflict with the requirements of the
,

;

O<
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

Qr
i

BASES '

ACTIONS is limited to the time absolutely necessary to
perform the allowed SRs. This Specification does not
provide time to perform any other preventive or corrective
maintenance. >

An exampic of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the equipment
being returned to service is reopening a containment
isolation valve that has been closed to comply with Required
Actions and must be reopened to perform the SRs.

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other
equipment is taking an inoperable channel or trip system out
of the tripped condition to prevent the trip function from
occurring during the performance of an SR on another channel
in the other trip system. A similar example of
demonstrating the ODERABILITY of other equipment is taking
an inoperable channel or trip system out of the tripped
condition to permit the logic to function and indicate the
appropriate response during the performance of an SR on
another channel in the same trip system.

LCO 3.0.6 LC0 3.0.6 establishes an exception to LC0 3.0.2 for support
systems that have an LC0 specified in the Technical
Specifications. This exception is provided because

,

LCO 3.0.2 would require that the Conditions and Required
Actions of the associated inoperable supported system LC0 be
entered solely due to the inoperability of the support
system. This exception is justified because the actions
that a m required to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe
condition are specified in the support system LCO's Required
Actions. These Required Actions may include entering the,

supported system's Conditions and Required Actions or may
specify other Required Actions.

When a support system is inoperable and there is an LCO
specified for it in the Technical Specification, the
supported system (s) are required to be declared inoperable
if determined to be inoperable as a result of the support
system inoperability. However, it is not necessary to enter

'

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 B 3.0-8 Revision R 1
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LCO Applicability l| '

B 3.0
i

BASES

into the supported systems' Conditions and Required Actions
!

unless directed to do so by the support system's Required I

| Actions. The potential confusion and inconsistency of
i requirements related to the entry into multiple support and

supported systems' LCOs' Conditions and Required Actions are
eliminated by providing all the actions that are necessary
to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe condition in the
support system's Required Actions.

However, there are instances where a support system's
! Required Action may either direct a supported system to be
! declared inoperable'or direct entry into Conditions and

Required Actions for the supported system. This may occur l
immediately or after some specified delay to perform some |
other Required Action. Regardless of whether it is l

immediate or after some delay, when a support system's|

! Required Action directs a supported system to be declared 4

inoperable or directs entry into Conditions and Required !

Actions for a supported system, the applicable Conditions
| and Required Actions shall be entered in accordance with
! C) LCO 3.0.2.V

Specification 5.5.15, " Safety Function Determination Program
(SFDP)," ensures loss of safety function is detected and
appropriate actions are taken. Upon entry into LC0 3.0.6,
an evaluation shall be made to determine if loss of safety

i function exists. Additionally, other limitations, remedial
actions, or compensatory actions may be identified as a
result of the support system inoperability and corresponding
exception to entering supported system Conditions and
Required Actions. The SFDP implements the requirements of

<

LC0 3.0.6.

( Cross-train checks to identify a loss of safety function for
those support systems that support multiple and redundant
safety systems are required. The cross-train check verifies

j 'that the supported systems of the redundant OPERABLE support
system are OPERABLE, thereby ensuring safety function is
retained. A loss of safety function may exist when a
support system is inoperable, and:

A
U
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

. BASES

A required system redundant to system (s) supported bya.
j the inoperable support system is also inoperable; or
;

| EXAMPLE B3.0.6-1
l If System 2 of Train A is inoperable, and System 5 of I

Train B is inoperable, a loss of safety function
exists in supported System 5.

|
t

l'
! b. A required system redundant to system (s) in turn
!

supported by the inoperable supported system is also
! inoperable; or

EXAMPLE B3.0.6-2

If System 2 of Train A is inoperable, and System 11 of I i

Train B is inoperable, a loss of safety' function
~

-

exists in System 11 which is in turn supported by
;

System 5.

O c. ^ recv4ree sxstem reevmee#t to sonnort erstem(s) for
the supported systems (a) and (b) above is also
inoperable.

EXAMPLE B3.0.6-3
g

If System 2 of Train A is inoperable,-and System 1 of
Train B is inoperable, a loss of safety function
exists in Systems 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10 and 11.

!

!

|

i

!
;

|O
'
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

(O BASES
QJ

TRAIN A TRAIN 8

~

- System 8System 8

Syste* 4 System 4

System 9 System 9

System 2 System 2
~

- System 10System 10

Syste- E system 5
~

System 11
~

system 11 |
Syste- 1 System 1

System 12 System 12

Syste- E System 6

System 13 System 13

Syste~ 3 System 3
-

System 14 System 14 ;

Syste- 7 System 7

System 15 System 15
_

_

f") If ttis evaluation determines that a loss of safety function
'

exists, the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of |
the LCO in which the loss of safety function exists are i

required to be entered.

LC0 3.0.7 There are certain special tests and operations required to
be performed at various times over the life of the unit.
These special tests and operations are necessary to
demonstrate select unit performance characteristics, to
perform special maintenance activities, and to perform
special evolutions. Special Test Exception LCOs 3.1.7
3.1.8, and 3.4.17 allow specific Technical Specification
(TS) requirements to be changed to permit performances of
these special tests and operations, which otherwise could
not be performed if required to comply with the requirements
of these TS. Unless otherwise specified, all the other TS
requirements remain unchanged. This will ensure all
appropriate requirements of the MODE or other specified

j condition not directly associated with or required to be
|
,

.f 3
C/,
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i LCO Applicability
B 3.0

,

;

| O BASSV
[ changed to perform the special test or operation will remain

in effect. -|

|

The Applicability of a Special Test Exception LCO represents
,

| a condition not necessarily in compliance with the normal '

requirements of the TS. Compliance with Special Test '

| Exception LCOs is optional. A special operation may be i

performed either under the provisions of the appropriate
| Special Test Exception LCO or under the other applicable TS
| requirements. If it is desired to perform the special

;

operation under the provisions of the 30ecial Test Exception '

LCO, the requirements of the Special ir,t Exception LCO |
shall be followed.

,

i

,

h

r

.

|
!

<

1

|
|

'O
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.0 - LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION AND

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT APPLICABILITY

D
[O accepted practice is considered administrative. His change is consistent with

NUREG-1432.

A.8 Current Technical Specification SR 4.0.2 requires SRs to be performed within their specified
Frequency, with a maximum allowable extension not to exceed 25% of the specified
Frequency. The proposed change (ITS SR 3.0.2) is consistent with the CTS. It wih add that
for frequencies specified as "once," the above extension does not apply; if a completion time
requires periodic performance on a "once per . . ." basis, the Frequency extension does apply
after the initial performance; and that exceptions to this specification are stated in individual
specifications. This change also adds specific information for using this SR Applicability for
conventions used in the ITS, and that the limit is measured from the previous performance or
from the time a specified condition of the Frequency is met. The addition of clarifying
information constitutes an administrative change. Therefore, this change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A.9 The proposed change adds a new LCO Appiicability (ITS LCO 3.0.5) requirement, which
allows inoperable equipment to be returned to service under administrative control to

perform testing required to demonstrate Operability or Operability of other equipment. This |
requirement is consistent with current Calvert Cliffs and industry practice to place inoperable |

equipment in senice to perform testing in order to prove Operability. Administrative |
controls will be in place to ensure the time the equipment is retumed to service in conflict

j
uith the Actions is limited to the time necessary to perform the allowed SRs. This {
requirement is pros ided only to perform SRs to prove Operability, and not to provide time to

'

q perform any other presentise or corrective maintenance. The addition of an LCO
Q Applicabilit.s which is consistent with existing plant practice is considered an administrative

change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CilANGES - 510RE RESTRICTIVE

None

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS
1

None !

TECilNICAL CilANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

None

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.0.4 and CTS SR 4.0.4 disallows entry into a Mode or
other specified condition required by the Applicability unless the LCO or SR, respectively, is
satisfied (with some exceptions). The proposed change (ITS LCO 3.0.4 and ITS SR 3.0.4)
specifies that this requirement only applies for entry into a Mode or other specified condition
in the Applicability in Modes 1,2,3, and 4. His requirement is acceptable because the,

t n specifications tbst apply in Modes 5 and 6 have been verified to contain adequate remedial

U
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O LCO Applicability
.,3.0

3.0 LCO APPL]CABILITY

& yo,4) Ltc 3.0.4 Specification shall not prevent changes in MODES or other\
(fontinued) specified conditions in the Applicability that are required

to comply with ACTIONS or that are part of a shutdown of theunit.

Exceptions to this Specificttion are stated in tha
-individual Soecificationt f

ese expeptions a iow entry
(Appi
into ES o other gecifi conditions in t e-

abili y when tie ass cisted CT]DNS t enter g gqc)</al w uni operati in i e MODE r other ecifiedc ditio in the plica ility ly for a imited riod'of)&
LCO 3.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability in MODES 1, 2, 3,af.d 4

_

Eeviewers's Note: LC .0.4 has been revised so that
3

! changes in MODES or her specified conditions in th
Applicability that are part of a shutdown of the un shall

!
not be prevented ln addition, LCD 3.0.4 has bee revisedso that it is y applicable for entry into a M E or other!

l specified con ticn in the Applicability in M0 51,2,3, Aand 4 The 0DE change restrictions in LCO 3 .4 were Wpreviously applicable in all MODES. Before his version ofLCO 3,0 can te implemented on a plant-s cific basis, the,
i licens rust review the existing techni 1 specifications|

to de reir.e where specific restriction on MODE changes or
Eec' . ed Actiens should be included i ~ individual LCOs to

| ju .ify this chance; such an evaluat n should be summarized
a matrix of ali existing LCOs t facilitate NRC staff1

( eview of a conversien to the STS

/m ./ LC0 3.0.5'

i Equipment removed from service or declared inoperable to
comply with ACTIONS may be returned to service unders p., u ,

vM administrative control solely to perform testing required to h
|

demonstrate its OPERAB.L]TY cr the OPERABILITY of other !

equipment. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for the system
returned to service under administrative control to perform
the testing required to demonstrate OPERABILITY.

|
(continued)

CEOG STS 3.0-2 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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LCO Applicability'

B 3.0

BASES

LCO 3.0.5 ACTIONS. The sole purpose of this Specification is to
(continued)

provide an exception to LC0 3.4.2 (e.g.llow the performancethe applicable Required Action (s)) to a to not comply with
of SRs to demonstrate:

The OPERABILITY of the equipment being returned toa.
service; or

4
,

b. The OPERABILITY of other equipment.

The administrative controls ensure the time the equipment is
returned to service in conflict with the requirements of the
ACTIONS is limited to the time absolutely necessary to
perform the allowed SRs. This Specification does not
previce time to perform any o'6her preventive or corrective
maintenance.

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the equipment
being returned to service is reocening a containment
isolation vahe that has been closed to comply with Required

! Actions and must be reopened to perform the SRs.

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other
ecaipment is taking an inoperable channel or trip system out
of the tripped condition to prevent the trip function from
occurring curing the performance of an SR on another channel
in the other trip system. A similar example of| g

| demcnstrating the OPER/BILITY of other equipment is taking
i 1bn intperable channel or trip system'out of the tripped

condition to permit the logic to function and indicate the
ap;ropriate response during the perforsance of an SR on
ancther channel in the same trip system.

LCO 3.0.E LCC 3.0.6 establishes an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for support
systems that have an LCD specified in the Technical
Specifications (TS). This exception is provided because

.

LCD 3.0.2 would require that the Conditions and Required|

! Actions of the associated inoperable supported system LCO be
entered solely d e to the inoperability of the support;

system. This exception is . justified because the actions
|

| that are required to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe
condition are specified in the support system LCO's Required

| Attions. These Required Actions may include entering the
t

(continued)
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I LCO Appitcability'

O 83.0
BASES

7/ D
LCO 3.0.6 retained.i

If this evaluation dateraines that a loss ofi (continued)
safety function exists, the appropriate Condittens and 1/

'

Required Actions of the LCO la which the less of safety(
function exists are required to be entered.} b

LCO 3.0.7
Special tests and oper ions are required at various timesover the unit's life o demonstrate performancecharacteristics, t

erform maintenance activities, and toperform special e
luations. Because TS normally preclude

,

! these tests and
perations, special test exceptions (STEs)allow specifie,

requirements to be changed or suspendedunder contro ed conditions. STEs are included in|
applicable ections of the Specifications. Unless otherwise 7 g yg, 4/g| specified

all other TS requirements remain unchanged and in'

effect applicable.
requir 'aents of the MODE or other specified condition notThis will ensure that all appropriate
direct y associated with or required to be changed orsusp(nced tc perfors the special test or operation wil

I# M
6 3 0.1

r, pain in effect.
!

IheApplicabilityofanSTELCOrepresentsacon
ton notnecessarily in compliance with the normal reauthe 15. ements ofCompliance with STE LCOs is option

.

A special test may be performed under e
Fg of the apprcpriate STE LCD or the oth er the provisions

|

apolicable TSQ require. tents. If it is desired to rfors the special test
under the provisions of the STE L , the requirements of the
STE LCO shall be followed. Thi

,

in the STE LCO. includes the SRs specified

Some of the STE LCOs req
e that one or more of the LCOsfor nereal operation b

..et (i.e., n:eeting the STE LCO
requires meeting the ecified nomal LCOs TheApplienbility, ACT JS, and SRs of the spec).ified nomalLCOs, however, a

not required to be met in order to meetthe STE LCO wh it is in effect. This means that, upon ;
ifailure to e t a specified normal LCO, the associated !

i

ACTIONS o be STE LCO apply, in lieu of the ACTIONS the )nomal L . Exceptions to the above do exist. Ther areinstan s when the Applicability of the specified
must,4,e met, where its ACTIONS aust be taken, w) re certainorsal LCO

urveillantes must be performed, or whpfe all of

(continued)
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INSERT FOR BASES LCO 3.0.6 i

:

!
I

i
! INSERT 1

|
|

A loss of safety function may exist when a support system is inoperable, and: I

;

A required system redundant to system (s) supported by the inoperable support systam isa.
,

i alsoinoperable. |

_

EXAMPLE B3 0 6-1
If System 2 of Train A is inoperable, and System 5 ofTrain B is inoperable, a loss of j

| safety function exists in supported System 5

b. A required system redundant to system (s) in turn supported by the inoperable supported '!system is also inoperable- '

EXAMPLE B3 0 6 2 g i
If System 2 of Train A is inoperable, and System 1 I ofTrain B is inoperable, a loss of ty
safety function exists in System 1 I which is in turn supported by System 5.

,

A required system redundant to support system (s) for the supported systems (a) and (b) |
c.

g above is also inoperab!:
}O
|EX AMPLE B3 0 6-3 -

If System 2 of Train A is inoperablg and System I of Train B is inoperable, a loss of h!safety function exists in Systems 2,4,5,8,9,10 and 11.
.

TR AIN A TRAIN B k

System 8 System 8

System 4 { System 4 |

,

t_ System 9 System 9 |
_ System ? _ System 2 !

_ System 10 _ System 10 |
System 5 System $ . ;

_ System 11 _ System 11
'

!
; System i System I
'

._ System 12 _ System 12
System 6 System 6 i

_ System 13 _ System 13 i
_ System 3 _ System 3 '

System 14 S~ ystem 14
. System 7 System 7 j

_ System 15 . System 15 !

_. - -,. - , - . _
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Page Replacement Instructic: s<
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Section 3.1

O |
i

J

Note: Underimed 7itles are tabs, RegarJong CIS markups: Pages are referencedby citing the unit number as wellas the
specification number u hich is located in the upper right hand corner ofthe page.

Key:
DOC = Qiscussion OfChanges
DOD = Desussion Of TechnicalSpecification Deviation or Discussion OfBases Deviation

REMOVE INSERT I

Oseniew of Chances

None

! IIS

3.1.3 1 3.1.3-1
3.1.7-1 3.1.7 1

ITS Bases

B 3.1.1-4 B 3.1.1-4
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U-l Specification 3.1.4 page lof 5 U l Specification 3.14 page lof 5
U-2 Specification 3.1.4 page lof 5 U 2 Specification 3.1.4 page lof 5
U l Specification 3.1.7 page ~ ,f 1 U-l Specification 3.1.7 page 1 of 1 i

i U 3 Specification 3.1.7 page 1 of 1 U-2 Specification 3.1.7 page 1 of 1 iDOC 3.1.7-2 DOC 3.1.7-2 '

|
| NSilC Findines

3.1 1 through 3.1 19 3.1 1 through 3.1 19

ISTS Markup & Justification

i

3.1 5 3.1-5

| 3.1-8 3.1 8 ;
DOD 3.1 1 and 3.1 2

l' DOD 3.1 1 and 3.12
i
i

ISTS Baws Markun & Justification4

4 B 3.1-4 B 3.1-4

i
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MTC

3.1.3

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.3 Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)

!

l LCO 3.1.3 The MTC shall be maintained within the limits specified in
the COLR, The maximum positive limit shall be that specified
in figure 3.1.3-1.

| APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. MTC not within A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
limits.

t

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS|

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.3.1 -------------------NOTE--- ---------------

This Surveillance is not required to be
performed prior to entry into MODE 2.
__________________________________________

Verify MTC is within the upper limit. Prior to I

entering MODE 1
after each fuel

| loading

|O
! CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.1.3-1 tievision R |



STE_SDM

3.1.7

() 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.7 Special Test Exception (STE)-SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)
i
1

!
LC0 3.1.7 The SDM requirements of LC0 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM),"

the shutdown control element assembly (CEA) insertion limits ;

of LC0 3.1.5, " Shutdown Control Element Assembly (CEA) I
Insertion Limits," and the regulating CEA insertion limits of
LC0 3.1.6, " Regulating Control Element Assembly (CEA) l
Insertion Limits," may be suspended for measurement of CEA
worth, provided shutdown reactivity equivalent to at least |

the highest estimated CEA worth (of those CEAs actually
withdrawn) is available for trip insertion.

,

l

APPLICABILITY: MODES 2 and 3 during PHYSICS TESTS.
|

._______....___.....___.....N0TE-------------------_--------

Operation in MODE 3 shall be limited to 6 consecutive hours. I
___......___........___ ..... __...___.............______....

U
ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION CLMPLETION TIME

A. Any CEA not fully A.1 Initiate boration to Immediately
inserted and less restore required I

than the above shutdown reactivity,
shutdown reactivity
equivalent available
for trip insertion.

|

|

OV
CALVERT CtJTFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.1.7-1 Revision tLi
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,

!

!

:
SDM

B 3.1.1
;

BASES

Depending on the system initial conditions and reactivity
insertion rate, the uncontrolled CEA withdrawal transient is
terminated by either a high power trip or a high pressurizer

,

pressure trip. In all cases, power level, RCS pressure, i

linear heat rate, and the DNBR do not exceed allowable
limits.

'

Shutdown margin satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 2.

LC0 The MSLB and the boron dilution accidents (Ref. 3) are the
most limiting analyses that establish the SDM value of the |

LC0. For MSLB accidents, if the LCO is violated, there is a i

potential to exceed the DNBR limit and to exceed the
acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR (Ref. 3). For the I

sboron dilution accident, if the LCO is violated, then the
minimum required time assumed for operator action to
terminate dilution may no longer be applicable.

O-
Shutdown margin is a core physics design condition that can

,

be ensured through CEA positioning (regulating and shutdown '

CEA) in MODES 1 and 2 and through the soluble boron
|

concentration in all other MODES. 1

APPLICABILITY In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the SDM requirements are applicable to
provide sufficient negative reactivity to meet the
assumptions of the safety analyses discussed above. In
MODES 1 and 2, SDM is ensured by complying eith LCO 3.1.5,

;

" Shutdown Control Element Assembly (CEA) Inse.rtion Limits," |
and LCO 3.1.6, " Regulating Control Element Assembly (CEA) ;
Insertion Limits." In MODE 6, the shutdown reactivity
requirements are given in LCO 3.9.1, " Boron Concentration."

i

O
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SOM

B 3.1.1

f\
BASES

.

b. CEA positions; '

c. RCS average temperature;

|
d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

e. Xenon concentration;

f. Samarium concentration; and

9 Isothermal temperature coefficient.

|
Using the isothermal temperature coefficient accounts for |
Doppler reactivity in this calculation because the reactor
is subtritical and the fuel temperature will be changing at
the same rate as the RCS.

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow
o change in required boron concentration, and also allows
L) sufficient time for the operator to collect the required

!

data, which includes performing a boron concentration
,

analysis, and complete the calculation. I

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix 1C

2. UFSAR, Section 3.4

3. UFSAR, Chapter 14

|

|

n)\_
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!

!

Regulating CEA Insertion Limits.
B 3.1.6

O!

! B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
l1:

I-

B 3.1.6 Regulating Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits
t

1

BASES

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the regulating CEAs are initial
assumptions in all. safety analyses that assume CEA insertion
upon reactor trip. The insertion limits directly affect

; core power distributions, assumptions of available SDM, and
| initial reactivity insertion rate. The applicable criteria
!. for these reactivity and power distribution design

i

requirements are Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR), Appendix IC, Criteria 27, 29, 30, and 31 (Ref. 1),

,

and 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core
,

Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors" i

(Ref. 2).
,

!- Lid ts on regulating CEA insertion have been established,
! and all CEA positions are monito' red and controlled during

,

'O |
no er operet4en to eesure thet the power d4str4 bet 4en eed

| reactivity limits defined by the design power peaking,
ejected CEA worth, reactivity insertion rate, and SDM limits

| are preserved.
|

| The regulating CEA groups operate with a predetermined
amount of position overlap, in order to approximate a linear

| relation between CEA worth and CEA position (integral CEA
l worth). The regulating CEA groups are withdrawn and operate

in a predetermined sequence. The group sequence and overlap
limits are specified in the COLR. Regulating CEAs are
considered to be fully withdrawn when withdrawn to at least
129.0 inches.

The regulating CEAs are used for precise reactivity control
of the reactor. The positions of the regulating CEAs are
manually controlled. They are capable of adding reactivity
very quickly (compared to borating or diluting).

!

!
.

!O
'
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|

Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

/' '

BASES

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain specified acceptable fuel design limits,

| including limits that preserve the criteria specified in
'

10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2). Together, LCO 3.1.6 " Regulating
ControlElementAssembly(CEA)InsertionLimits;"LCO3.2.4,

|
" AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T );" and LC0 3.2.5, " AXIAL SHAPE Iq'

INDEX (ASI)," provide limits on control component operation
and on monitored process variables to ensure the core
operates within the linear heat rate (LHR) (LC0 3.2.1,

i

; " Linear Heat Rate (LHR)"); total planar radial peaking
'

,

factor (f),) (LC0 3.2.2, " Total Planar Radial Peaking

Factor f[,"); and total integrated radial peaking factor '

(f[) (LCO 3.2.3, " Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor |
(f|)") limits in the COLR. Operation within the LHR limits

| given in the COLR prevents power peaks that would exceed the
loss of coolant accident (LOCA) limits derived by the

7 Emergency Core Cooling System analysis. Operation within
the f[, at f; limits given in the COLR prevents departure
from nucleate boiling (DNB) during a loss of forced reactor
coolant flow accident. In addition to the LHR, f,',, and L

[, limits,certainreactivitylimitsarepreservedby ,

regulating CEA insertion limits. The regulating CEA i

insertion limits also restrict the ejected CEA worth to the !
values assumed in the safety analysis and preserve the |

minimum required SDM in MODES 1 and 2.
I

1r.e regulating CEA insertion and alignment limits are
process variables that together characterize and control the
three dimensional power distribution of the reactor core.
Additionally, the regulating bank insertion limits control
the reactivity that could be added in the event of a CEA
ejection accident, and the shutdown and regulating bank
insertion limits ensure the required SDM is maintained.

|

|

|O
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

BASES

Operation within the subject LCO limits will prevent fuel
cladding failures that would breach the priray fission
product barrier and release fission products to the reactor
coolant in the event of a LOCA, loss of f1ce, ejected CEA,
or other accident requiring termination by 5 Reactor
Protective System trip function.

!
'

APPLICABLE' The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation (Condition I) and anticipated operational

occurrences (A00s) (Condition II). The acceptance criteria
| for the regulating CEA insertion, ASI, f[,, f[, LHR, and

T, LCOs are such as to preclude core power distributions,

i from occurring that would violate the following fuel design
,

criteria:
,

!

I a. During a large break LOCA, the peak cladding
;

j temperature must not exceed a limit of 2200*F,
10 CFR 5D.46 (Ref. 2);

;

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident,
,

there must be at least a 95% probability at a 95%
| confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot'

fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB
;

condition
h

c. During an ejected CEA accident, the energy input to the i
fuel must not exceed accepted limits (Ref. 3); and :

|
d. The CEAs must be capable of shutting down the reactor

with a minimum required SDM, with the highest worth CEA !

stuck fully withdrawn, UFSAR, Appendix 10, Criterion 29
(Ref.1).

Regulating CEA position, ASI, f[,, f[. LHR, and T, are
process variables that together characterize and control the
three dimensional power distribution of the reactor core,

i O
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

,

O '

BASES

|l
| Fuel cladding damage does not normally occur when the core

is operated outside these LCOs during normal operation.
|

However, fuel cladding damage could result, should an
J'

| accident or A00 occur with simultaneous violation of one or
more of these LCOs. Changes in the power distribution can
cause increased power peaking and corresponding increased
local LHRs.

,

The SDM requirement is ensured by limiting the regulating
and shutdown CEA insertion limits, so that the allowable
inserted worth of the CEAs is such that sufficient
reactivity is available to shut down the reactor to hot zero'

power. Shutdown margin assumes the maximum worth CEA
remains fully withdrawn upon trip (Ref. 4).

|

The most limiting SDM requirements for MODES 1 and 2
| conditions at beginning of cycle (B0C) are determined by the

,

requirements of several transients, e.g., Loss of Flow, !
n Seized Rotor, etc. However, the most limiting SDM,

V requirements for MODES 1 and 2 at end of cycle (E0C) come
| from just one transient, Steam Line Break (SLB). The

requirements of the SLB event at E0C for both the full power I
; and no load conditions are significantly larger than those

of any other event at that time in cycle and, also,
i considerably larger than the most limiting requirements at

J
BOC. '

,

Although the most limiting SDM requirements at E0C are much
| larger than those at BOC, the available SDMs obtained via I

the scramming of the CEAs are also substantially larger due !
to the much lower boron concentration at E0C. To verify

| that adequate SDMs are available throughout the cycle to
| satisfy the changing requirements, calculations are

performed at both BOC and E0C. It has been determined that
calculations at these two times in cycle are sufficient
since the differences between available SDMs and the

; limiting SDM requirements are the smallest at these times in
!

cycle. The measurement of CEA bank worth performed as part
of the Startup Testing Program demonstrates that the core

O).

m
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| Regulating CEA Insertion Limits

L B 3.1.6 !
, ,

BASES

|
has the expected shutdown capability. Consequently,
adherence to LCOs 3.1.5 and 3.1.6 provides assurance that
the available SDM at any time in cycle will exceed the
limiting SDM requirements at that time in cycle.

Operation at the insertion limits or ASI limits may approach
| the maximum allowable linear heat generation rate or peaking
| factor, with the allowed T, present. Operation at the
| insertion limit may also indicate the maximum ejected CEA

|

,

| worth could be equal to the limiting value in fuel cycles
that have sufficiently high ejected CEA worths.

'
.

The regulating and shutdown CEA insertion limits ensure that )safety analyses assumptions for reactivity insertion rate,
;

SDM, ejected CEA worth, and power distribution peaking
factors are preserved (Ref. 4).

1

The regulating CEA insertion limits satisfy ,

10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 2. i

i O .

LC0
'

The limits on regulating CEAs sequence, overlap, and
physical insertion, as defined in the COLR, must be

3

i maintained because they serve the function of preserving '

! power distribution, ensuring that the SDM is maintained, !
ensuring that ejected CEA worth is maintained, and ensuring !

adequate negative reactivity insertion on trip. The overlap ):

! between regulating banks provides more unifom rates of I
. reactivity insertion and withdrawal and is imposed to I

! maintain acceptable power peaking during regulating CEA
|

motion.

The power dependent insertion limit (PDIL) alam circuit is
required to be OPERABLE for notification that the CEAs are
outside the required insertion limits. The PDIL alam
circuit required to be OPERABLE receives its signal from the I
reed switch position indication system. When the PDIL alam
circuit is inoperable, the verification of CEA positions is

;

I

e i

!O
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i

L STE-SDM
,

| B 3.1.7 |
:

BASES
|

LC0 This LC0 provides that a minimum amount of CEA worth is
|immediately available for reactivity control when CEA worth

measurement tests are performed. The STE is required to
permit the periodic verification of the actual versus
predicted worth of the regulating and shutdown CEAs. The
SDM requirements of LCO 3.1.1, the shutdown CEA insertion !
limits of LCO 3.1.5, and the regulating CEA insertion limits :

of LC0 3.1.6 may be suspended.
,

|
I

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODES 2 and 3. Although CEA worth
testing is conducted in MODE 2, sufficient negative |
reactivity is inserted during the performance of these tests !

to result in temporary entry into MODE 3. Because the !

| intent is to immediately return to MODE 2 to continue CEA
j worth measurements, the STE allows limited operation to '

i

6 consecutive hours in MODE 3, as indicated by the Note,
j without having to borate to meet the SDM requirements of '

LCO 3.1.1.

| (
| ACTIONS 61 !

'

| With any CEA not fully inserted and less than the minimum .

required reactivity equivalent available for insertion, or
with all CEAs INSER1ED and the reactor subtritical by less
than the reactivity equivalent of the highest worth CEA,
restoration of the minimum SDM requirements must be
accomplished by increasing the RCS boron concentration. The
required Completion Time of immediately is required to meet
the assumptions of the safety analysis. l

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7.1
|

REQUIREMENTS

Verification of the position of each partially or fully
withdrawn full length or part length CEA is necessary to
ensure that the minimum negative reactivity requirements for

i

; O
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i

|
STE-SDM

B 3.1.7 |

-O i| BASES
I

|
insertion on a trip are preserved. A 2 hour Frequency is-

| sufficient for the operator to verify that each CEA position
is within the acceptance criteria.

SR 3.1.7.2
|

Prior demonstration that each CEA to be withdrawn from the
core during PHYSICS TESTS is capable of full insertion, when
tripped from at least a 50's withdrawn position, ensures thati

! the CEA will insert on a trip signal. The Frequency ensures
that the CEAs are OPERABLE prior to reducing SDM to less

i than the limits of LCO 3.1.1.

This SR is modified by a Note which allows the SR to not be
performed during initial power ascension following a

i refueling outage if SR 3.1.4.6 has been met. This allows
the CEA drop time test, which verifies the CEA is trippable, I

to be credited for performance of this SR.O
,

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Section XI
|

2. 10 CFR 50.59

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, August 1978 |

| 4. UFSAR, Section 13.4

| 5. UFSAR, Chapter 14
I

| 6. 10 CFR 50.46

7. UFSAR, Chapter 14

|

i

.

,

i

!O
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| Sm&b 3.t.7

3.I S/ht0(iPECIALTESTEXCEPTIONS) ,-He .s4.Newo CEA Ia3**b #

-

7 M1 h 5H M M EIN #{ 5 Cd 3 * IJ
'','A "I'

Ctn tone,4,sr ]k 46 s f LLO !*~IN*!

LIMITING CO CITION FOR OPERATION
. ._ me_ _- -

w[ d
6

'

.1.1. h be| 4co y,/,7 Britt The 5HUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of 1'

suspended for measurement of CEA worth provided O-
reactivity ecuf valent to at least the est mated worth is
available for trip insertion from OPERA 8LE CEA(s).

__

APPLICA"ILITY: MO }uY 4 '/3

RTIOH ettur 3 , Ain (5Ehj kk ''''''*b '"#'sQ,* A-a la

% With any full length CEA not fully inserted and with less than |Acmv /y the above reactivity equivalent available for trip insertion,
ierediately initiateisnw mug beration pt E f) cpm on O| hw

U3x r.c Doric acTc"1olu" n or t o_s y vesentiuntta the 5NUTDOWN 4'
MARC 4N puked 4v-Ine#4tation 3.1A.II15 restored. ! }

.

Wit 11 full length CEAs serted and the reac r subtritical by |
le than the above rea vity equivalent, i fately initiate

: continue coration > 40 ppm of 2300 p boric acid solu n
r its e:;uivalent unjil IIIe $HUTDOWN MARGI required -by

,_ b ri'iratie 3.1.V.1 is restored.

O - - - , , _ - -_

,,,, b . h aca n. h n u cdferis A-.
. ,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 44.la%/c- *p aY/W /''Ck?',*/d'Y'f? *
, _

4::.1.1 The pesition of ach full len th CEA required either partially or 1
fully withdraw , shall be "- ' " at feast once per 2 hours.A ,, M' g,

- -

' ** :.: Eact CEA not fully inserted shall be demonstrated capable of full |
insertion when tripped from at least the 50% withdrawn position within5/4.l72.- 7 days prior to reducing the SHUTDOWN MARGIN to less than the limits of
SW 'i;;'i- . 2.1.14.

L C cs .7, ), I

e
sf 3.L i"2. d4;

Is * te g , ;rt./ h L.s fu, Area ct
m' ' *;,. re4.d pe+r esulaloon l. 2-
(Al..I.3 e re f.e i. o,A ny
*I JK ?.l. 4 . lo hn lejn and,

( I
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Tp-e S.m+..e 3. g . 7
,

A --

cU EACTiviTY comROL SYSTEM
_

!

Y. I -Herte 8PEcIAL TEST Exctmou]s !g g,g n ,;,4,,, y,
3. t . 7 .W4:teri / smnp0WN MARGIN *" LC0 ~8''*4 0 4 4L e '"e ta*.hc.s A .%,, n. : .,, .c t.c.o 3. . y,.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
1

L'' O l i ~7 %4&rt The SNUTDOWN MARGIN recuimment .1.1.1suspended for measurement of CEA worth providedreactivity equivalent to at least the worth is ^*
available for trip insertion fres SPERABLE CEA(s).

APPLICABILITY: MODE _2 ad K d. 495tc% 5'j *
|

udi L _ _ __ _ _ - -

- -
-

__AN0H 4 .. i ~ h Q a i j i wa4 , ., , ,, y 4 ~<'~< ]_ _3ct r 4. 4

g With any f ngth CEA not fully inserted anel with less than
the above reactivity equivalent available for trin innertion. .,|

intely inittste).v wusinuaboration ht > ao one nr
23 trt:)m coric acicjolution or its equtgalantTuntil the $NUTDOWN L A. I h!
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.1.7 - SPECIAL TEST EXEMPTION-SHUTDOWN MARGIN

/7 TECHNICAL CH ANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
i V DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.10.1 Action b requires that, with all full length CEAs
insened and the reactor suberitical by less than the required amount, boration is to be
immediately initiated and continued at > 40 gpm of 2300 ppm boric acid solution, or its
equivalent, until SDM is restored. Improved Technical Specification 3.1.7 will require the

| initiation of boration to restore required shutdown reactivity. The specific requirements on
boration are being moved to plant procedures. These requirements can be adequately defined |
and controlled in plant procedures. This approach provides an effective level of control and
provides for a more appropriate change control process. He level of safety of facility I

operation is unaffected by the change because there in no change in the requirement to initiate
boration. Funhermore, NitC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license
amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive -
movement of details change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432. |

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L1 Current Technical Specification 3.10.1 (SDM STE)is used when measuring CEA wonh and is
applicable in Mode 2. Improved Technical Specification 3.1.7 will expand the Applicability to
include Mode 3 during Physics Testing. During the conduct of this special test, negative
reactmty is inserted, which can result in temporary entry into Mode 3. The ITS will also limit
operation in Mode 3 to six consecutive hours. This addition will allow temporary entries into

O Mode 3 without having to borate to meet the Mode 3 SDM requirements. His change is
acceptable because the highest estimated CEA worth of those CEAs actually withdrawn is
required to be available for trip insertion, and operation in Mode 3 is hmited to six hours. He
addition of a Mode to an STE is considered a less restrictive change. This change is consistent
with NUREG-1432

L2 Current Technical Specification 4.10.1.1 requires each CEA not fully insened to be
demonstrated capable of full insertion when tripped from at least 50% withdrawn 7 days prior
to reducing SDM below its limit. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.1.7.2 requires the |

same SR; however, it is modified by a Note which allows it to not be performed during initial
|

power escalation. following a refueling outage, if SR 3.1.4.6 has been met. This change adds a
i

Note to the 50% tnp test, which exempts the SR from being performed when SR 3.1.4.6 (CEA |
ldrop time test) has been met. The requirement to perform the SR within 7 days prior to

reducing SDM provides assurance no maintenance has been performed which could interfere
with the CEA's ability to trip. The added Note allows credit to be taken for SR 3.1.4.6 (CEA
drop time test) if it has been performed during initial power escalation following a refueling
outage. The CEA drop time test proves tnppability and is required to be performed after each
head removal, which ensures that the test is performed after any maintenance which could
potentially affect the CEA drop times. Herefore, performance of the CEA drop test is
adequate to prove that the CEAs will trip from the 50% withdrawn position. The addition of a
Note to one SR which allows credit to be taken for performance of another SR constnutes a
less restrictive , emge. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432, TSTF-134. l

|

|O
!
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NO SIGNIFICANT IIAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
{

SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

ADMINISTRATI\T CHANGES
;

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs Units I and 2, is converting to the Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications,
Combustion Engineering Plants." The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbering, and
rewording of Technical Specifications, with no change in intent, and are the incorporation of current
plant practices consistent with NUREG-1432. These changes, since they do not involve technical
changes to the Technical Specifications or current plant practices, are administrative. Below is the No
Significant Hazards Consideration for the conversion of this Section to NUREG-1432.

In accordance with the criteria set fortn in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specification changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
following is provided in support of this conclusion.

t

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an !
j accident previously evaluated?

I The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbering, arJ rewording of the existing
iTechnical Specifications, along with the incorporation of current plant practices and other

| changes, as discussed abose, in order to be consistent with NUREG-1432. These changes
im oh e no technical changes to the existing Technical Specifications. Specifically, there will be
no change in the requirements imposed on Calvert Cliffs due to these changes. Thus, the

1

| changes are administratise in nature and do not impact initiators of analyzed events. The |
proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and,
therefore. do not invoh e a significant increase in the probability or consequences of any accident

i presioust.s esaluated.
i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes involve reformatting. renumbering, and rewording of the existing
Technical Specifications, along with the incorporation of current plant practices and other
changes, as discussed above, in order to be consistent with NUREG-1432. The changes will not
involve r significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to
the plant as part of the proposed changes. The proposed changes will not introduce any new
accident initiators. Therefore, the changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed changes invohe reformatting renumbering, and rewording of the existing
Technical Specifications, along with the incorporation of current plant practices and other
changes, as discussed above, in order to be consistent with NUREG-1432. The changes arei

administrative in nature and will not involve any technical changes. The changes will not reduce
I a margin of safety because it has no impact on any safety analysis assumptions. Therefore, the

changes do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

;

|

; O
i
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
'

| SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
| l

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
,

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calven Cliffs Units 1 and 2, is converting to the ITS as outlined m ||

1

NUREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants." The proposed
changes involve adding more restrictive requirements to the existing Technical Specifications by either !
making current requirements more stringent or by adding new requirements which curantly do not exist. !

; Below is the No Significant Hazards Consideration for the conversion from this Section to
| NUREG-1432.

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specification changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
following is provided in suppo*t of this conclusion.

I 1. Does the change insche a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
! accident previously es aluated?

The proposed changes provide more stringent requirements than previously existed in the
i Technical Specifications F.ach change was evaluated and it was determined that these more

stringent requirements do not result in operation that will increase the probability ofinitiating an !

analyzed event. If anything. the new requirements may decrease the probability or consequences
of an analyzed esent by incorporating the more restrictive changes discussed above. The

|

proposed changes do not alter assumptions relative to mitigation of an accident or transient. The I
more restrictise requirements continue to ensure process variables, structures, systems, and
components are maintained consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis. The :

q proposed changes do nm significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and |,V therefore. do not im oh e a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident '

i

previously evaluated. i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes proside more stringent requirements than previously existed in the
| Technical Specifications. The change will not involve a significant change in design or |

operation of the plant. No hartlware is being added to the plant as pan of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. The changes do impose
different requirements. lion es er, these changes are consistent with the assumptions in the safety
analyses and licensing basis. Therefore. the changes do not create the possibility of a new or

| different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
l

| 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

I- The proposed changes provide more stringent requirements than previously existed in the
Technical Specifications. An evaluation of these changes concluded that adding these more l

; restrictive requirements either increases or has no impact on the margin of safety. The changes )
| provide additional restrictions which may enhance plant safety. The changes maintain
; requirements within the safety analyses and licensing basis. As such, no question of safety is
'

involved. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

:

j. () TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS
! v

Baltimore Gas & Electric, Cahert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 are converting to the ITS as outlined in
NUREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants." The proposed
changes involve relocating existing Technical Specification Requirements and Surveillances to licensee-

; controlled documents. These Technical Specification Requirements and Surveillances do not meet the
| criteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications, as detertnined in the Calvert Cliffs Units I and 2

Technical Specifications change submittal for conversion to the ITS. Below is the No Significant
liazards Consideration for the conversa from this Section to NUREG-1432.

l in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical

| Specification changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
| following is provided in support of this conclusion.
|

1. Does the change intohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes relocate requirements and surveillances for structures, systems,
, components, or variables that do not meet the criteria for inclusic.n in Technical Specifications,
| as identified in the Cahert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 Technical Specifications change submittal for
j conversion to the I'lS. The affected structures, systems, components, or variables are not
| assumed to be initiators of analyzed events. The requirements and surveillances for these

i

| affected structures. systems. components, or variables will be relocated from the Technical
; Specifications to the Technical Requirements Manual, which will be maintained pursuant to
| p 10 CFR 50.59. In addition. the affected structures, systems, components, or variables controlled

Q by 10 CFR 50.59, and sub,iect to the change control provision imposed by plant administrative
| procedures, endorse applicable regulations and standards. The affected structures, systems,
! components, or variabics are not assumed to mitigate accidents or transients. The propowd ,

changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, do
not invohe a significant increase in the probabihty or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes relocate requirements and surveillances for structures, systems,
| components, or variables that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in the Technical
| Specifications, as identified in the Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 Technical Specifications change

submittal for conversion to the ITS Technical Specifications. The changes will not involve a
significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as

| part of the proposed changes. The proposed changes will not introduce any new accident

| initiators. The changes will not impose different requirements, and adequate control of
| information will be maintained. The changes will not alter assumptions made in the safety

analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, the changes will not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evsluated.

; 3. Does this change invoh e a significant reduction in the margin of safety?

; The proposed changes relocate requirements and surveillances for structures, systems,
components, or variables that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in the Technical*

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.1-3 Revision 1
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !

; SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
,

l O Specifications, as identified in the Calven Cliffs Units I and 2 Technical Specifications changeO
submittal for conversion to the ITS. The changes do not reduce the margin of safety since they
have no impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the relocated requirements and
surveillances for the affected structure, systems, components, or variables remain the same as the

! existing' Technical Speci6 cations. Since any future changes to these requirements or
j surveillance procedures will be evaluated per the requirements 10CFR 50.59, no reduction
i (significant or insignificant) in a margin of safety will be allowed without prior NRC approval.

The NRC review provides a cenain additional margin of safety, and although this review will no
longer be performed prior to being incorporated (if the changes do not reduce the margin of I

safety), the NRC still inspects the 10 CFR 50.59 process. Therefore, the margin of safety lost by
; not requiring NRC prior approval is not significant. Also, since the proposed changes are

consistent uith NUREG-1432 approved by the NRC Staff, revising the Technical Speci6 cations,

i!

to rc6cet the approsed lesel of detail reinforces the corclusion that there is no significant
reduction in the margin of safety. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant reduction !
in the margin of safety I

l

| TECIINICAL CIIANGES - SiOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

| Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2, is converting to the ITS as outlined in
i NUREG-1432, '' Standard Technical Speci6 cations, Combustion Engineering Plants." The proposed
| changes ins olve moving details (engineering. procedural, etc.) out of Technical Specifications and into a

i licensee-controlled document. These changes, since detail is being removed, are less restrictive. Below
is the No Significant lla7ards Consideration for the conversion from this Section to NUREG-1432.

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specification changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. Thei

following is prosided in support of this conclusion.

! 1. Does the change insolse a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed changes move details from the Technical Specifications to a licensec-controlled

| document. The changes do not result in any hardware changes or changes to plant operating
'

practices. The details being removed from the Technical Specifications are not assumed to be an
i

initiator of any analyzed event. The licensee-controlled document containing the removed
;

| Technical Specification details will be maintained in accordance with the plant change control l
| process, and is also sub,iect to the change control process in the Administrative Controls section
! of the Technical Specifications. Since any changes to the relocated details will be evaluated per

the plant change control process, no increase (significar.1 or insignificant) in the probability of an
accident previously evaluated will be allowed. The details which are being moved from

; Technical Specifications are not assumed to mitigate accidents or transients. Therefore, there

| will be no significant increase in the consequences of accidents previously evaluated. Therefore,
: the changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated.

O.

! I
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

!

( 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes move detail from the Technical Specifications to a licensee-controlled
4

i document. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. l

|
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change
will not introduce any new accident initiators. The changes will not impose different |

requirements, and adequate control ofinformation will be maintained. The changes will not alter
assumptions made in the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, the changes will not
create the possibility of a new or difTerent kind of accident from any accident previously.
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety?

The proposed changes move detail from the Technical Specifications to a licensee-controlled
document. The changes do not reduce the margin of safety since they have no impact on any I

safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the detail to be moved from the Technical
i

! Specifications to a licensee-controlled document is the same as the existing Technical !
Specifications. Since any future changes to this licensee-controlled document will be evaluated
per the requirements of the plant change control process, no reduction (significant or
insignificano in a margin of safety will be allowed without prior NRC approval.

|

The NRC review provides a certain margin of safety, and although this review will no longer be,

'

performed prior to subminal, the NRC is allowed to inspect the plant change contml process.
,f- Therefore. the margin of safety lost by not requiring NRC prior approval is not significant. Also.( since the proposed change is consistent with the Combustion Engineering Standard Technical

Specifications, NUREG-1432, approved by the NRC Staff, revising the Technical Specifications
to reflect the approved level of detail reinforces the conclusion that there is no significant
reduction in the margin of safety. Therefore, the changes do not involve a sifficant reduction
in the margin of safety.

TECIf NICAL Cil ANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

Baltimore Cas and Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2, is converting to the ITS as outlined in
| NUREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants." The proposed

changes involve making the Current Technical Specifications (CTS) less restrictive. Below are the No
Significant llazards Considerations for conversion to NUREG 1432.

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specification changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
following is provided in support of this conclusion.

3.1.1 Chanpc LI

|
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated?i

The proposed change revises the Modes of Applicability for the Shutdown Margin (SDM)- T ,
i > 200 F Technical Specification from Modes 1,2,3, and 4 to Modes 3 and 4. The Shutdown

Margin assumed in the accident analyses is unchanged. The SDM in Modes 1 and 2 will be

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.1-5 Revision I
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

(] maintained by complying with the control element assembly (CEA) insertion limits Technical l
'

Specifications for the Shutdown and Regulating CEAs. This change is consistent with the
assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. The proposed change does not
signi0cantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kimi of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Modes of Applicability for the SDM - T.,, > 200'F Technical
Specification from Modes 1,2,3, and 4 to Modes 3 and 4. The SDM in Modes 1 and 2 will be
maintained by complying with the CEA insertion limits Technical Specifications for the
Shutdown and Regulatmg CEAs. This change does not involve a significant change in the
design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change revises the Modes of Apphcability for the SDM - T,g > 200 F Technical
Specification from Modes 1,2,3. and 4 to Modes 3 and 4. This change will not affect the SDM
requirements because the SDM will be maintained in Modes I and 2 by complying with the
Technical Specifications for shutdown and regulating CEA insertion limits. This change does
not affect the SDM assumed in the safety analyses. Therefore, the proposed change does notn

V invoh e a signincant reduction in a margin of safety.

11.1 Changc_U

l. Does the change intohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO), Action, and
Surveillance Requirements (SRs) for the portion of the SDC s 200*F Specification associated
with the requirement that restrica non-borated water sources to s 88 gpm when pressurizer level
is < 90 inches. The analyses has been revised to show that the injection of unborated water by all
three charging pumps, with an approximate now rate of 150 gpm when pressurizer level is
< 90 inches, is within the bounds of the safety analyses. Thus, the current restriction may be
diminated. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of
analyzed events and, therefore, does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

; 2. Does the cl.ange create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
actident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change deletes the LCO, Action, and SRs for the portion of the SDC s 200 F
! Specification associated with the requirement that restricts non-borated water sources to s 88

gpm when pressurizer level is < 90 inches. This change does not involve a significant change in,

the design cr opercion of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators because it

J,

I
t
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

G(d is consistent with the accident analysis. Therefore, the change does not create tne possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the LCO, Action, and SRs for the portion of the SDC s 200*F
Specification associated with the requirement that restricts non-borated water sources to s 88
gpm when pressurizer level is < 90 inches. The proposed change is consistent with the accident~

analysis. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
) safety.

3.1.2 Cham'e L1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will replace the current Actions to immediately borate with Actions to
perform an engineering evaluation and set up appropriate operating limits within seven days
when the core reactivity balance is not within limits. The failure to borate during a reactivity
anomaly is not an initiator of any analyzed event. This change allows time to evaluate the
reactivity anomaly, rather than borating to increase SDM, when the cause of the reactivity
anomaly is not known. Borating may not resolve the reactivity anomaly. An engineering
evaluation will resolve the problem by allowing the cause of the reactivity anomaly to be
identined and the correct actions to be taken to resolve the reactivity anomaly. The engineering
evaluation is required to be completed within seven days, which allows sufScient time to assessf s

( the physical condition of the reactor and complete the evaluation of the core design and safety
analysis. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of
accidents or transients. The proposed change does not signi6cantly affect initiators or mitigation
of analyzed events and, therefore, does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different idad of recident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will replace the current actions to immediately borate with actions to
perform an engineering evaluation and set up appropriate operating limits within seven days
when the core reactivity balance is not within limits. This change does not nvolve a significanti

change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of
the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will replace the current actions to immediately borate with actions to
perform an engineering evaluation and set up appropriate operating limits within seven days
when the core reactivity balance is not vithin limits. This change allows time to evaluate the
reactivity anomaly, rather than borating to increase SDM, when the cause of the reactivity
anomaly is not known. Thus, borating may not resolve the reactivity anomaly. Allowing
seven days for the engineering evaluation will allow time to assess the physical conditions of them

b
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS I

SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

:

I] reactor and complete the evaluation of the core design and safety analysis. A plant shutdown
|C

may also be prevented because the most likely outcome of the evaluation is the adjustment of
design calculations. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
maigin of safety.

312 Change L.2

1. Does the change insolse a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

This change increases the due date for the second performance of the Surveillance by 29 EFPD
(from 31 EFPD to 60 ETPD). After 60 EFPD, the Surveil!ance will be performed every
31EFPD. Core reastisity hs a result of extending the due date for the performance of the
second core reactivity balance is not an initiator of any analyzed event. This 60-EFPD delay
after each fael loadmg will allow time for core conditions to reach steady-state, which will
produce more accurate icsd. for final benchmarking the design calculations. This delay is
acceptable because the rest ~ obtained and any adjustments made from the initial test provide
confidence that the core reactisity is adequate to allow continued operation during the delay
period This change wiH not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of
accidents or transients. T he proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation
of analyzed events and. therefore, does not involve a significant increase in the probability or j

,

consequence of an accident presiously evaluated.
|

)
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

accident previously esaluattd?

This change increases the due date for the second performance of the Surveillance by 29 EFPD
(from 31 EFPD to 60 EFPDL After 60 EFPD, the Surveillance will be terformed every
31 EFPD. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the
plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or difl'erent kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change invols e a significant reduction in a reargin of safety?

This change increases the due date for the second performance of the Surveillance by 29 EFPD
(from 31 EFPD to 60 EFPD). After 60 EFPD, the Surveillance will be performed every
31 EFPD. The initial reactivity balance is sufficient to allow continued operation until 60 EFPD
after each fuel loading. At 60 EFPD, the core conditions have reached a steady-state condition
which allows performance of the reactivity balance and, if required, a benchmark to the design
calculations, which yield results that should reflect core reactivity for the remainder of the fuel
cycle. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

!

|
!

O.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
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3.1.2 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increrae in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for reactivity balance from Modes 1 and 2 to l

Mode 1. The reactivity balance in Mode 2 is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The Mode 2
Applicability for reactivity balance is not needed because, in Mode 2, sufficient operr. ting margin
exists between the operating conditions and the design limits to ensure the plant is being

'

operated in a safe condition. Continued operation in Mode 2 allows diagnostic testing to be
performed to determine the cause of the out-oflimit condition. This chaoge will not
significantly affect the assumptions relative to t!n mitigation of accidents or transients. The
proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and,

j therefore, does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident
'

previously evaluated.

2. Isoes the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident presiously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for reactivity balance from Modes 1 and 2 to
Mode'l. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the
plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or difterent kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change ins olu a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for reactivity balance from Modes 1 and 2 to
Mode 2. The change will allow continued operation in Mode 2, which is required to perform
diagnostic testing. Continued operation in Mode 2 is allowed because sufficient operating
margin exists to ensure the plant is operated in a safe condition. Therefore, the proposed change
does not invoh e a signifwant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.1.1 Chanee L.1 i

1. Does the change insohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time (AOT), when two CEAs are misaligned
between 7.5 inches and 15 inches from I hour to 2 hours. Control element assembly
misalignment between 7.5 and 15 inches is not an initiator of any analyzed event. This increase
in AOT is acceptable because the current AOT assumes the power distribution limits are not
within limits. The proposed change allows the power distribution Technical Specifications to
control the AOT for power distribution limits that are not within limit, rather than trying to
control the AOT for power distribution limits in the CEA Alignment Technical Specification.
This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents et
transients. The proposed change does not significantly afTect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events and, therefore, does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of
an accident previously evaluated.

1O |
|

'
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| G 2. Does the change ercate the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
| V accident previously evaluated?
,

The proposed change increases the AOT when two CEAs are misaligned between 7.5 inches and

15 inches from I hour to 2 hours. This change does not involve a significant change in the
design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the AOT when two CEAs are misaligned between 7.5 inches and
15 inches from I hour to 2 hours. The 1-hour increase in AOT will allow for enough time to
determine the cause of the problem and take appropriate action. Also, it reDects that power
distribution concerns are not factored into the CEA Alignment Speci0 cation, but rather allow the
plant to rely on the power distribution limit Technical Specifications, and follow their actions if
power distribution limits are out-of-limits. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a
signi0 cant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.1.4 Chance L.2

1. Does the change insche a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident presiously evaluated?

p The proposed change requires Thermal Power to be reduced to s 70% Rated Theaaal Power
V (RTP) when CEAs are misaligned by > 7.5 inches. Previously, power was required to be

reduced to the greater of either 75% of Thermal Power at the time of the deviation, or 50% RTP
if Thermal Power is greater than 50% RTP, or at the existing power ifless than 50% RTP. The
purpose of the power reduction is to ensure that acceptable power distribution limits are
maintained. Misalign-d CEAs greater than 7.5 inches is not an initiator of any analyzed event.
Thermal Power maintained less than 70% RTP provides reasonable assurance that acceptable
power distributions due to CEA misalignments are maintained. Also, performance of power
distribution Surveillances every 12 hours provide additional assurance that the power distribution
limits are being maintained. This change will not signincantly affect the assumptions relative to
the mitigation of accidents or transients. The proposed change does not signi6cantly affect
initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, does not involve a signincant increase
in the probability or conseqt.ence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident presiously evaluated?

The proposed change requires Thermal Power to be reduced to s 70% RTP when CEAs are
misaligned by > 7.5 inches. Previously, power was required to be reduced to the greater of either
75% of Thermal Power at the time of the deviation, or 50% RTP if Thermal Power is greater
than 50% RTP, or at the existing power if less than 50% RTP. He purpose of the power
reduction is to ensure that acceptable power distribution limits are maintained. His change does
not involve a signi0 cant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being
added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any

' O
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Cy new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new orV
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change requires Thermal Power to be reduced M s 70% Rated Thermal Power
when CEAs are misaligned by > 7.5 inches. Previously, power was required to be reduced to the
greater of either 75% of Thermal Power at the time of the deviation, or 50% RTP if Thermal
Power is greater than 50% RTP, or at the existing power ifless than 50% RTP. The purpose of
the power reduction is to ensure that acceptable power distribution limits are maintained. This
change is acceptable because the Thermal Power reduction to 70% RTP, along with the
performance of the power distribution Surveillances every 12 hours, provide assurance the power
distribution limits are maintained for CEA deviations greater than 7.5 inches. Therefore, the
proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.1..t Chanye L.3

1. Does tSe change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for the CEA motion inhibit Operability SR from
31 days to 92 days. The CEA motion inhibit is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The SR
Frequency of 92 days provides reasonable assurance that the CEA motion inhibit remains
Operable. Due to the movement of CEAs associated with performance of this test, dropped

n CE As and reactor trips can occur. Therefore, decreasing the Frequency will lessen the() possibility of dropped CEAs and reactor trips which can challenge safety systems. This test is
performed with the CEA freedom of movement test. In NUREG-1366, the NRC recommended
that the CEA freedom of movement test be performed on a quarterly basis in order to prevent
dropped CEAs, reactor trips, and challenges to safety systems due to moving CEAs. This change
will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients.
The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and,
therefore, does not ins olve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident
previously evaluated.

1
2, Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 1

accident previously evaluated? I
1

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for the CEA motion inhibit Operability SR from !
31 days to 92 days. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation '

of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant a part of the proposed change. The
proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
'

| The proposed change decreases the Frequency for the CEA motion inhibit Operability SR from
31 days to 92 days. The performance of this test every 92 days will decrease the challenge to
safety systems, reactor trips, and dropped CEAs due to moving CEAs. Anytime CEAs arei

p moved, they are susceptible to being dropped. Also, performance of this test at the 92-day

i
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Frequency provides reasonable assurance that the CEA motion inhibit will perform as required.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

s

3.1.4 Chance L4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency of the Surveillance to move the CEAs 7.5 inches
(CEA exercising) from 31 days to 92 days. No analyzed event i: initiated as a result of
exercising the CEAs. Extending the Surveillance interval is acceptable because there is other
information in the Control Room available to the Operator, and other Surveillances are
performed more frequently which add to the determination that the CEAs are Operable. This
change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or
transients. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed

events and, therefore, dogs not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of
an accident previously etluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change decreases the Frequency of the Surveillance to move the CEAs 7.5 inches !

(CEA exercising) from 31 days to 92 days. This change does not involve a significant change in |
the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore. the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency of the Surveillance to move the CEAs 7.5 inches
(CEA exercisings from 31 days to 92 days. Other indication in the Control Room and
Surveillances which are performed more frequent provide assurance that the CEAs will trip q

when required. Also decreasing the Frequency may reduce the number of CEA drops which
'

usually only occur during CEA exercising. While dropping a CEA usually does not result in a
plant trip, it does cause perturbations in the power distribution limits. Therefore, the proposed
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

M.4 Chance M

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
,

accident previously evaluated? i

The proposed change allows the CEAs to be either inserted or withdrawn during the CEA
Sur eillance which requires the CEAs to be moved 7.5 inches to prove CEA freedom of
movement. Ensuring the CEAs have freedom of movement provides a level of assurance that the
CEAs will trip when required. No analyzed event is initiated as a result of exercising the CEAs.
Allowing the CEAs to be withdrawn, as well as inserted, provides the same confidence that the

; CEAs have freedom of movement. Also, allowing the CEAs to be withdrawn is acceptable
because the withdrawal is limited to 7.5 inches, which is within the alignment limits for CEAs
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i

(] from the group. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
\) margin of safety.

:

LJ.4 Chance L.6

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
,

!

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for the CEA motion inhibit Operability SR from
31 days to 92 days. The CEA motion inhibit is not an initiator of any analyzed event. He SR
Frequency of 92 days provides reasonable assurance that the CEA motion inhibit remams
Operable. Due to the movement of CEAs associated with performance of this test, dropped CEAs
and reactor trips can occur. Therefore, decreasing the Frequency will lessen the possibility of
dropped CEAs and reactor trips which can challenge safety systems. This test is performed with
the CEA freedom of mosement test. In NUREG-1366, the NRC recommended that the CEA
freedom of movement test be performed on a quarterly basis in order to prevent dropped CEAs,
reactor trips, and challenges to safety systems due to moving CEAs. This change will not
significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. The
proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and,
therefore, does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident

,

previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for the CEA motion inhibit Operability SR from
31 days to 92 days. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of !

the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for the CEA motion inhibit Operability SR from
31 days to 92 days. The performance of this test every 92 days will decrease the challenge to
safety systems. reactor trips, and dropped CEAs due to moving CEAs. Anytime CEAs are moved,
they are susceptible to being dropped. Also, performance of this test at the 92-day Frequency
provides reasonable assurance that the CEA motion inhibit will perform as required. Therefore,
the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.1.5 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

His change increases the maximum time from 15 minutes to 12 hours, prior to withdrawing any
regulating CEAs during an approach to criticality, to verify the Shutdown CEAs are withdrawv
2129.0 inches. Verification of the Shutdown CEA group position is not an initiator of any
analyzed event. Increasing the time before an approach to criticality that the Shutdown CEAs are

p verified to be withdrawn 2129.0 inches to 12 hours prior to withdrawing regulating CEAs is

!b
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{d acceptable. He Surveillance is still required to be performed; however, per SR 3.0.4, it will beN

performed at an interval equal to its normal SR Frequency prior to entermg the Modes of
Applicability, here is also an interlock that prevents the regulating CEAs from being withdrawn,

l'

if the Shutdown CEAs are withdrawn < 129.0 inches. His change will not sioni&mntly affect the i
assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. The proposed change does not

!
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
,

previously evaluated? '

This change increases the maxunum time from 15 minutes to 12 hours, prior to withdrawing any!

l

regulating CEAs during an approach to criticality, to verify the Shutdown CEAs are withdrawn
2129.0 inches. This chany does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the

| plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
i change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the

i
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. '

3. Does the change invoh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

This change increases the maximum time from 15 minutes to 12 hours, during an approach to
criticality and prior to withdrawing any regulating CEAs, to verify the Shutdown CEAs are

| withdrawn 2129.0 m ho The Surveillance will still be performed, per SR 3.0.4, at its normal
i Frequency. This extension m the time to verify the Shutdown CEAs are withdrawn 2129.0 inches
| /~ is acceptable because ar. m:erlock will prevent the regulating CEAs from being withdrawn unless' ( all the Shutdown CEAs are withdrawn 2129.0 inches. Therefore, the proposed change does not
j involva a significant reduct on in a margin of safety.

3.1.5 Chance L.2

1. Does the change imche a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

This change increases the A0T from I hour to 2 hours to restore Shutdown CEAr to
2129.0 inches when they are withdrawn < 129.0 inches. Shutdown CEA A0Ts are not an

i
initiator of any analyzed event The main concern when CEAs are misaligned is the effects on the
power distribution linuts. This change is acceptable because the power distribution limits are
being monitored in accordance with the power distnbution Technical Specifications, which ensures

,

! that appropriate action is taken when power distribution limits are not within limits. His change
'

will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients.
| The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and.
! therefore, does not intohe a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident
| previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

His change increases the A0T from I hour to 2 hours to restore Shutdown CEAs to
2129.0 inches when they are withdrawn < 129.0 inches. His change does not involve a

Q significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant
V

|
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as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

This change increases the AOT from I hour to 2 hours to restore Shutdown CEAs to
2129.0 inches when they are withdrawn < 129.0 inches. The power distribution limits are being
monitored in accordance with the power distribution Technical Specifications, which ensures that
appropriate action is taken if power distribution limits are not within limits. The additional AOT
will enable the CEAs to be adjusted in an orderly manner. Therefore, the proposed change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.1.5 Chance I. 3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

This change merea<cs the AOT from no time to 2 hours to restore Shutdown CEAs to
2129.0 inches when they are withdrawn < 129.0 inches. Shutdown CEA AOTs are not an

,

initiator of any analyzed event. This change is acceptable becaur the power distribution limits are
being monitored in accordance with the power distribution Technical Specifications, which ensures
that appropriate action is taken if power distribution limits are not within limits. This change will

,

not significantly affect th. assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. The '

proposed ange does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and,s
:

therefore, does not intoh e a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accidents

previously evaluated
1

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

This change mercases the AOT from no time to 2 hours to restore Shutdown CEAs to
2129.0 inches when ths., are withdrawn < 129.0 inches. This change does not involve a
significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant
as pan of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident

,

initiators Therefore. the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of ;

accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

This change increases the AOT from no time to 2 hours to restore Shutdown CEAs to
2129.0 inches when they are withdrawn < 129.0 inches. The power distribution limits are being
monitored in accordance with the power distribution Technical Specifications, which ensures that
appropriate action is taken if power distribution limits are not within limits. The additional AOT
will enable the CEAs to be adjusted in an orderly maner. Therefore, the proposed change does
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

O<
!
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p 3.1.6 Chance I 1
V

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

This change increases the AOT from no time to 15 minutes to ensure the regulating CEA groups
do not exceed the short-term steady-state insertion limits, or that any power increases are hmsted to

s 5% RTP per hour when CEA groups are inserted between the long-term r.cady-state insertion
limit for periods > 4 hours per 24-hour interval. Regulating CEA AOTs are not an initiator of any
analyzed event. He 15 minutes to complete the Action is a short enough period such that the
peaking factors which may develop are limited while allowing enough time for the operator to take
the appropriate actions in a controlled manner. His change will not significantly affect the
assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. The proposed change does not
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, does not involve a
significant increase m the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

This change increases the AOT from no time to 15 minutes to ensure the regulating CEA groups
do not exceed the short-term steady-state insertion limits, or that any power increases are limited to

s 5% RTP per hour when CEA groups are insened between the long-term steady-state insertion
limit for periods > 4 hours per 24-hour interval. This change does not involve a significant change
in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed change The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, |Q the change does ne: create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accidentO previously evalua:ed

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

This change increases the AOT from no time to 15 minutes to ensure the regulating CEA groups
do not exceed the short-tenn steady-state insertion limits, or that any power increases are limited to

s 5% RTP per hour when CEA groups are inserted between the long-term steady-state insertion
limit for periods > 4 hours per 24-hour interval. The 15 minutes allow enough time for the
operator to perform the Required Actions in an orderly manner, while minimizing the chances of an
event occurring uhen the peaking factors may be outside limits. Therefore, the proposed change ,

does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.1.7 Chance I.1
2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

This change expands the Applicability for the performance of the CEA worth measurement test
from Mode 2 to Modes 2 and 3. Control element assembly worth measurement is not an initiator
of any analyzed event. Control element assembly worth measurements are conducted in Mode 2.
However, temporary dips into Mode 3 may occur due to the amount of negative reactisity being

j inserted. Expanding the Applicability to Mode 3 will allow entry into Mode 3 without having to
' borate to meet the SDM required in Mode 3. This is acceptable because the highest estimated

CEA worth of the CEAs withdrawn is required to be available for trip insertion, and operation in
O
d Mode 3 is limited to six hours. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to

;

!
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l
p the mitigation of accidents or transients. The proposed change does not significantly affect
V initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, does not involve a significant increase in

the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
{previously evaluated?

This change expands the Applicability for the perfonnance of the CEA worth measurement test

from Mode 2 to Modes 2 and 3. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not intrrxiuce any new accident initiators. Herefore, the change does
not create the possibility of a r.ew or different kind of accident from any accident presiously
evaluated.

,

i
3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

1

This change expands the Applicability for the performance of the CEA worth measurement test I

from Mode 2 to Modes 2 and 3. The change will allow entry into Mode 3 during the performance |
of this test These entries into Mode 3 are the result of the amount of negative reactivity inserted ,

into the core during the performance of this test. His is acceptable because the highest estimated |
CEA worth of the CEAs withdrawn is required to be available for trip insertion, and operation in 1

Mode 3 is limited to sis hours. Also, by expandmg the Applicability, boration is avoided (due to I

the Sbutdown requirements in Mode 3), and dilution is avoided to get back to Mode 2 in order to |
contmne CEA worth testing. which is performed in Mode 2. Thus, a cycle of boration and dilution

.

. is avoided. which a plant transient. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant l

reduction in a margin of safety.

3.L7 Chance L.2
1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
.

accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change adds a Note to the 50% trip test which exempts the SR from being performed )
when the fully withdrawn CEA drop time test has been met. Performance of the CEA drop time l

testing is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The 50% drop time test ensures the trippability of
the CEAs. The successful performance of the fully withdrawn CEA drop time test prosides
assurance that the CEA will trip when required. This ensures that testing is performed after any
maintenance which could potentially affect the CEA drop times. This change will not significantly
affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. De proposed change
does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, does not 1

involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

De proposed change adds a Note to the 50% trip test which exempts the SR from being performed

| when the fully withdrawn CEA drop time test has been met. His change does not involve a
| significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant

as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident

I NJ
|
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j /"N initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind ofU accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change adds a Note to the 50% trip test which exempts the SR from being performed
when the fully withdrawn CEA drop time test has been met. De fully withdrawn CEA drop time
test performs the same function of the 50% drop time test, ensurmg trippability of the CEAs.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.1.8 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

This change increases the AOT from no time to 15 minutes to reduce power back within the test
power plateau (s 85%) when the test power plateau of the Special Test Exception has been
exceeded The invocation of Special Test Exceptions is not an initiator of any analyzed event.
His change is acceptable because the AOT is a short enough period such that any affect on power
distribution is lunited while allowing a long enough period of time to take action to reduce power to
back within the range of the test power plateau. Also, the linear heat rate Technical Specification
Actions, which are still in effect, will work to mtmmize the likelihood of exceedmg the power
distribution limits. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of
analyzed events and, therefore, does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

O
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident

previously evaluated?

This change increases the AOT from no time to 15 minutes to reduce power back within the test
power plateau (s 85%) when the test power plateau of the Special Test Exception has been
exceeded. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

This change increases the AOT from no time to 15 minutes to reduce power back within the test
power plateau (s 85%) when the test power plateau of the Special Test Exception has been
exceeded. The Linear Heat Rate Technical Specification, which is still in effect, muumizes the
likelihood of exceeding the power distribution limits. The additional AOT will enable power to be
reduced back to within the test power plateau whi!c the effects of exceedmg the power distribution
limits is limited. Also. an unnecessary plant shutdown may be avoided. Therefore, the proposed
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

O
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

These proposed Technical Specification changes has been evaluated against the criteria for and
identification oflicensing and regulatory actions requmng emironmental assessment in accordance with
10 CFR 51.21. It has been determined that the proposed changes meet the entena for categorical exclusion

j as provided for under 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Tne following is a discussion of how the proposed Technical
Specification changes meet the criteria for categorical exclusion.

10 CFR 51.22(c)(9) Although the proposed changes involve changes to requirements with respect to
inspections or SRs,

(i) proposed changes involve No Significant Hazards Consideration (refer to the No Significant
Hazards Consideration section of this Technical Specification Change Request);

(ii) there are no significant changes in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents
that may be released offsite smee the proposed changes do not affect the generation of any
radioactive effluents, nor do they affect any of the permitted release paths; and '

(iii) there is no significant increase in indnidual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.

Accordingly, the proposed changes meet the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in
10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Based on the aforementioned and pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22 (b), no environmental
assessment or environmental impact statement need be prepared in connection with issuance of an
amendment to the Technical Specifications incorporating the proposed changes of this request.

O

> n
b
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I
! 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1(p Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) 4Ana349-)
Ts7H34 @

| -

\ LCO 3.1.b M'h The MTC shall be maintained within the limits specified in
the COLR. The maximum itive limit shall be that
specified in Figure 3.1 T6 7"f- / 36.

a

| h
! APPLICABILITY: MDZ', I ard 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

3.l.l A
A. MTC not within limitt. A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours,g

i

b SURVEILLAS:E RE00!EEMEt;"
%./

SUEVE!LLANCE FREQUENCY
- -

Y''/.: ~T$ I:-| 5 4
\',g4 2. A b SR 3.1.)7.1 -------------------NOTE--------------------

/ This Sur.cillan:e is not required to be
perfern e grier te entry into MODE 2.

;

i

1

Verify MTC is withirt the upper limit @ Prior to gggg ,7 3- i
(spr ified p the MLPJ. entering MODE 1 j

after each fuel .

leading

(continued)

.
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V 1

STE-SDM @

3.1 CTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS gg g
3.1.f Special Test Exception (STE)-SHLITDOWN MARGIN (50M) '*- it g

ements of LCO 3.1.1,h"$HUTDOWN MARGIN (SOM)<J. jo. >) LC0 3.1.
<nd the ul at i ng --' ' " -- - - - - " ~TM ,

limits LCO3.1},"RegulatingControl T5 7''3 #
Element Assemb (CEA) Insertion Limits." may be suspended
for measurement of CEA worth ?-' M 5""! provided shutdown T,$ 'l~E- 6 7
reactivity equi alent to at least the highest estimated CEA
worth (:f those

EAs actually_y,11M]rawn),jLavailakle_ ftrip insertion. 4 LJA,,Jcy..pJ J.-- 1
.m .a t (c era) p**h*M 8 b 3

]
~

of Lce 3.t.5, ** .swdde c,..+vA G l* *N i

A t"~ t itEA) kwh L;
APPLICABILITY: M00E5 2 and 3 during PHYSIC -- -A- s ''' |

2 i

c. 606 -IO]
'

-......-. NOTE--------------------------............==

Operatten in MODE 3 shall be limited to 6 consecutive hours.
-

!

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME I
U,R |

!
A. Any CEA not fully A.1 Initiat'e boration to dHinutj

, inserted and less thar, restore required h
,

~'

A' 77 'd the above shutdcan shutdown reactivity. )
A reactivity equivalent .'fme c/,'. le [y

<

available for trip i

' '

insertien.

23

Ali CEAs inserted and
the reactor
subcritical by less
than the above

ishutdown reactivity
:equivalent.
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| DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

' O PLANT-SPECIFIC Cll ANGESv
1. The word Analog was removed from the title of each Specification in Section 3.1. Calven

| Cliffs is an Analog plant and specifically listing this in the title is unnecessary. Analog was
placed in NUREG-1432 to distinguish between Analog and Digital Specifications.

| 2. Specifications 3.1.1, " Shutdown Margin (SDM)," and 3.1.7, "STE-SDM," Action A require
| the initiation of boration to restore Shutdown Margin (shutdown reactivity for 3.1.7) to within
l limit within 15 minutes. The Completion Time of 15 minutes is being changed to

"Immediately." The Calven Cliffs safety analps assumes that boron enters the core within
15 minutes. A Completion Time of 15 minutes prior to inWting boration would cause a
violation of the Cah ert Cliffs safety analysis. Herefore, the Completion Time was changed to
"Inunediately. This change is consistent with Calven Cliffs current licensing basis.

3. The portion of Specification 3.1.5 Required Action C.2.2 which requires the control element
assembly (CEA) drive switch be placed in either the "off' or " manual" position is being
deleted This requirement is not applicable to Calvert Cliffs because the automatic position of
the CEA drisc switch has been disabled. Thus, the only positions that Calven Cliffs CEA
dnve switch can be in is "off' or any one of three " manual" positions. He new Required
Action C.2.2 will require the CEAs in Groups 3 and 4 to be fully withdrawn, and the CEAc in
Group 5 to be withdrawn to < 5%insenion. His change is consistent with the NRC Safety
Evaluation Report which approved Calvert Cliffs Amendments 174 and 151 (for Units I and
2. respectis cly ). dated September 3.1992.

4. The> changa meerporate Calvert Cliffs-specific information into brackets. Bracketed'
information located throughout NUREG-1432 will be replaced with the specific Cahen Cliffs
requirements.

5 The change to the non-bracketed system name, number of systems / components, terminology,
or value was changed to be consistent with Calven Cliffs' specific system name, number of
systemicomponena tenninology, or values. This change also includes any numbering
changes due to the addition or deletion of Specifications, Actions, or Surveillance

|
Requirements.

i

|

6. The Frequency of Surveillance Requirement 3.1.5.6 was decreased from 18 months to
24 months. Calvert Cliffs does not currently have a Technical Specification Surveillance
which requires the performance of a Channel Functional Test on the reed switch position
transmitter channel However, a non-Technical Specification test is currently performed on the
reed switch position transmitter channel after each refueling outege, which is essentially a
Channel Functional Test perfonned every 24 months. Therefore, Calvert Cliffs will add this
Surveillance to the Technical Specifications, but at a Frequency consistent with current test
requirements at Calvert Cliffs.

7. An additional Action (Action A) was added to Specification 3.1.6. which allows one Shutdown
"

| CEA to be withdrawn 2121.5 inches and < 129 inches for > 7 days per occurrence, or
| > 14 days per 365 days. In conjunction with this change, two Conditions were added to

Condi: ion B to capture when two Shutdown CEAs are withdrawn 2121.5 inches and
< 129 inches, and when one Shutdown CEA is withdrawn < 121.5 inches. His change ispd consistent with the Calven Cliffs current licensing basis.,

'

!
.

1
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-I432

i SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
l
i' O)
(J 8. The speciGe Calvert Cliffs figure will replace the NUREG-1432 figure. )|

;

\
9. Specification 3.1.6, " Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits," Applicability was changed from|

Mode 1 and Mode 2 with any regulating CEA not fully inserted, to Modes 1 and 2. Calvert
Cliffs requires all Shutdown CEAs to be fully withdrawn prior to declaring Mode 2; ;
therefore, compliance to this Specification is required anytime while in Mode 2, not just
when a regulating CEA is not fully inserted. However, Calvert Cliffs .may be in a Condition
when the plant is in Modes 1 or 2 with a Shutdown CEA not fully withdrawn, but this will
occur only during testing, and Special Test Exceptions will be invoked. This change is
consistent with Calvert Cliffs current operating practices.

10. Speci0 cation 3.1.6. " Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits," was changed to reflect that Calvert '

Cliffs' current licensing basis allows one Shutdown CEA to be withdrawn 2121.5 inches !

and < 129 inches.110 wever, the time limit in this configuration is limited to s 7 days per
occurrence, and s 14 days per 365 days. This change is acceptable for the short duration of
time allowed because the Power Distribution Limit Technical Specifications in Section 3.2
will ensure that the power distribution limits will remain acceptable. If not, appropriate
Actions will be entered.

I1. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.1.5 Action A requires Thermal Power to be reduced to s 70%
RTP within one hour and CEA alignment to be restored within two hours. Calvert Cliffs
improsed Technical Speci0 cation 3.1.4 Action A requires alignment to be restored in
accordance with the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR). Improved Technical

O Speci0 cation 3.1.4 Action B (when the Required Actions and associated Completion Time of 1V Condition A cannot be met) will require Therinal Power to be reduced to s 70% RTP within J

one hour and CEA alignment to be restored within one hour. The combination of Actions A |

and B is consistent with Calvert Cliffs analysis and current licensing basis (except that the i
curren licensing basis allows one hour after power is reduced to align the CEAs; a total of

i
three hours to restore CEA alignment). The requirement in Action A for the Completion
Time to be in accordance with the COLR will be consistent with current licensing basis
because Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant will add the Current Technical Specification
requirements for initial alignment time to the COLR. This time is based on a full core power

i
distribution monitoring system. The maximum Completion Time allowed will be one hour. i

Therefore, a total time of two hours or less is allowed to restore CEA alignment which is
consistent with the NUREG (this time is one hour less than allowed by the Current Technical
Sprcification). The time allowed to reduce power is also two hours which is one hour more
than allowed by the NUREG. However, this time is cons 6 tent with Calvert Cliffs analyses
and current licensing basis.

!

Ov
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SDETI>)do*P"-N; @B 3.1.1
.

BASES

l

APPLICABLE An idle RCP annot, therefore produce a 5 turn4
SAFETY ANALYSES er from the h standby condit

-

(continued) ~

!, SDN satisfies Criterion 2 of the hRC Policy Statement.
ji

G
LCO The MSLB ('L4/@ and the boron dilution Ref. 3 accidents}are the mest limiting analyses that estab s se SDN value

of the LCO. For MSLB accidents, if the LCO is viclated.
there is a potential to exceed the DNBR limit and to exceed

1Ok 'a</be t '

R y a luo. Meactn=_ m - t r n ri
w=" < 'eaf. 4 P. For L !AcrbhWoes,- the boron dilution accident, if the LCO is violated, then LU

f p* y g the minimum required time assumed for operator action to
terminate dilution may no longer be applicable, j,, y,,g ,9, 3
SDM is a core physics design condition that can be en red *

ithrough CEA positioning (regulating and shutdown CEA)dand
through the soluble boron concentratto j

-

APPLICASILITY In MODES 3 the SDM requirements are applicable to N U'd 'p] provide sufficient negative reactivity to meet the
t
A assurgtions of the safety analyses discussed above. In

MODES I and 2, SDM is ensured by complying with LCO 3.lh
* Shut own Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion timits,' T57F- 135

@/ an LCO 3.17._ilf the i ertion limits or 0 3.1.6 or
L W .$ . i are not bein complied with, S 1s not 7$'IT 67auto. ically violat The SDM must b calculated by.

pe orming a react) ity balance calcu ion (consider
sted reactivitr effeett in Bases ction SR 3.1.1.

MODE 5, SDM is addresset_by e en 3.1.2. *SHUTD0ph MAEGIN 3 7p, f 3 f
r

'J SDMi -T s 200*F.*/ In MODE 6, the shutdowrf rea:tivity
1

m
requirements are given in LCO 3.9.1, " Boron Concentratien.'

ACT10ftS L1
'

If the SDM requirements are not met, boration must bema ed h a rep"d initiated promptly. A Completion Time ofl15 p .utes is 1g. , .: qy indequyTor an operatorD correctly a11gand start iWa
" ' ' '

1 'g' Mireenred systems and cowfonents._J it is assumed that |
i

boration will be continued until the SDN requirements are>>-y,
'

u fh com' ( '

(continued)
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8 3.1.1;

i BASES
1

| -

| SURVE!LLANCE SR 3.1.1.1 (continued)| REQUIREMENTS

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this
calculation because the reactor is subcritical and the fuel ,

temperature will be changing at the same rate as the RCS.
;

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow !
'

change in required boron concentration, and also allows
sufficient time for the operator to collect the required
data, which includes performing a baron concentration
analysis, and complete the calculation.

-
..

54 Q A in *Qiu .1.^1.,',%,.CJA,Q...|0.
F

,

REFERENCES 1. .. _

2 6 TSAR, fcction gg ;3. hSAR, 9cHe JO
@@QMCF@ ~ ~ ~ -

Q
n
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.

|
!

!

|
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CEA Alignment "-"T C

! 8 3.1.
75 TF~'3'

BASES l

!'-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 .1. 5- -- (continued) I
REQUIRIMENTS @selected. Operating experte e has shown that these

components usually pass thi Surveillance when performed at
e Frecuency of once every months. Furthermore, the
frecuency takes into account other surveillances being
performed at shorter frequencies, which determine the
OPEFASILITY of the CEA Reed Switch Indication System.

Sr 3.1. BTf' 13 t>

Verification of CEA drop times determined that the maximum
CEAdrcptimepermittedisconsistentwiththeassumeddropg).
tire te in that safety analysis (Ref. &X.a Reasuring drop 3
times prior to reactor criticality, aner reactor vessel

ihead rer.: val, ensures that reactor internals and CEDM will
not interfere with CEA motion or drop time and that no
degradation in these systems has occurred that would
adversely affect CEA motion or drop time. Individual CEAs
whost crop times are greater than safety analysis
assumrtiens are not OPERABLE. This SR is performed prior to
criticality, based on the need to perform this SurveillanceD. uncer tM ccnditions that apply during a unit outage and

t ) because c' the potential for an unplanned unit transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

[ W a M fa ps ah (C.r
REFEREN;ES 1.W " P M CD: 25.

2. 10 CfR 50.46.

3. Q95AR, Sectio [[ -- - - - < - -

- {t. ]f str., n:t'r ;
4 IQ5 At., Section

O. hts?"., S:M:n [ J.}
fxpsAR, sue;.. (i. 3,-6 i4

- . - ---
-

mG
- - - -

(CEA d<ce %~< |s msured % % % wi<n oledrent \ LJ
( fo#r u\ iderraqH b +e

+k (.6h dr: < nkaosM vdd % lC-h | k
; rear k ;+> R Ogdep 6 j a A r,, gost+r , u. % % g,s
#u o.,c.,,,,,,-, . y -
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits 4Analag h'

B 3.
3STF*IM

BASES

I
I

APPLICABLE increased power peaking and corresponding increased local
|SAFETY ANALYSES LHRs. '

(continued)
The SDM requirement is ensured by limiting the regulating
and shutdown CEA insertion limits, so that the allowable

1
:

inserted worth of the CEAs is such that sufficient i

reactivity 15 available to shut down the reactor to hot zero
power. SDM assumes the maximum worth CEA remains fully 1withdrawn upon trip (Ref. 4). 7p;rf f;"7frutW Ask

. Operation at ths insertion limits or ASI limits may approach
the maximum allowable linear heat generation rate or peaking

|factor, with the allowed To present. Operation at the
insertie limit may also indicate the maximum ejected CEA i

a

worth could be equal to the limiting value in fuel cycles
that have sufficiently high ejected CEA worths. ,

The regulating and shutdown CEA insertion limits ensure that
{safety analyses assumptions for reactivity insertion rate, '

SDM, ejected CEA worth, and power distribution peaking
facters are preserved (Ref. g i

Tne regulating CEA insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of
.

O the ht policy Statement. '

LCO The limits on regulating CEAs sequence, overlan, and
physical insertion, as defined in the COLR, must be

| maintained because they serve the function of preserving
power distribution, ensuring that the SDM is maintained,
ensuring that ejected CEA worth is maintained, and ensuring )

,

'

adequate negative reactivity insertion on trip. The overlap
between regulating banks provides more uniform rates of !

reactivity insertion and withdrawal and is imposed to
maintain acceptable power peaking during regulating CEA
motion. '

|
The power dependent insertion limit (PD!L) alam circuit is
required to be OPERABLE for notification that the CEAs are

. outside the required insertion limits. When the PDIL alam
i! circuit is inoperable, the verification f CEA positions is
!increased to ensure improper CEA alignme is identified

before unacceptable flux distribution oce6rs.
|

} \

(continued)
CEOG STS 8 3.1-42 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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STE-SDM -{^er n-

83.1.8 C
h yyFin

BASES

\AFPLICABLE peaking factor, Te and ASI, which represent initial
SAFEli ANALYSES condition input (power peaking) to the accident analysis.

(continued) Also involved are the shutdown and regulating CEAs, which
affe:t power peaking and are required for shutdown of the
reactor. The limits for these variables are specified for
each fuel cycle in the COLR.

#
pt,% MS ESTS melt the er eria for nelusion n theM- Technic Speci kations, since the omponent and p ocess T5TF-/5Tj variab LCOs spended uring PHYS CS TESTS et |Crite a 1, 2, and 3 of he NRC Po cy Stat nt. 1

i

.m - _ 4 This LCO provides that a minimum amount of CEA worth is !

wor +h of 4% re8 e n6 immediately available for reactivity control when CEA worthJ
*^k 4'g * CEA5 measurement tests are performed. The STE is required to

pemit the eriodic verification _qf the metml venn
Iredicte ' ore ryhtivitpfonditistfocc/_.ng asMsultJI)

)m dd.f.c c,f 4 ;g** bd bjit'nup.orMuel cyding,cperations" /The sun ~

75 TI-C7 !
.

recuirements m LLa s. A.44ar.a the regulating CEA insertion ggg |
M 42 el L La 2.1. ( limits of LLO 3.1 y be suspended. 7$-(f./jf

i

n
!'y/ AFFLICASJLITY This LCO is applicable in MODES 2 and 3. Although CEA worth '

testing is conducted in MODE 2, sufficient negative
{reactivity is inserted during the performance of these tests i

to result in temporary entry into MODE 3. Because the
.

intent is to immediately return to MODE 2 to continue CEA l

worth measurements, the STE allows limited operation to
6 consecutive hours in MODE 3, as indicated by the Note,
without having to berate to meet the SDM requirements of
LCO 3.1.1.

ACTIONS Q
"

With any CEA not fully inserted and less than the minimum
m.re e La kch 1.$ required reactivity equivalent available for insertion, or

With all CEAs inserted and the reactor suberitical by less"f"g E N '
Khan the rug.tivity equivalent of the highest worth CEA,

4 4 g,4y ,r_ restoration of the minimum SDM requirements must be ;

jaccomplished by increasing the RCS boron concentration. The
& ss % andgos,

required Completion Time ojas mwutes got init4ttr8D hf

| (continued)
l

I,
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STE-SDM (Analog
8 3.1

,

o l
sASES

~7~5 Tf-134-

! i
'

ACTIONS M (continued) l
;

-

iian sne 6 FTicient time mgn thend start the berstor h 'I l
ric id pumps and i or.ststent hih pletion Time of 3.1.1. ! i

SURVEILLANCE SP 3.1. .1
REQUIREMENTS "J~$ Tf. /3(,

Verification of the posittoa of each partially or fully
withdrawn full length or part length CEA is necessary to
ensure that the minimum negative reactivity requirements for |

insertion on a trip are preserved. A 2 hour Frequency is 1 .!n3.E.3r..af.._ D sufficient for the operator to verify that each CEA position
{

.

1 1N # e 4 4 . % s & sf is within the acceptance criteria.A

)b e# k p,f ,m A d ., .
*bt p,,, , m,w, n p,,,,,,f, SR 3.1 1.2 j |

'

[*""I"'';drJ t,e N.b
Prior demonstration that each CEA to be withdrawn from the~# 4 . t.

3
,L

'

core during PHYSICS TESTS is capable of full insertion, when
.

"'' A + 4 ,, e , , ,, . f . . ;) tripped from at least a 50% withdrawn posjti sures that*$- etc . 2,.,,.3 ,

',q
Q (' ' o ,3 4 ,a t . g ,t. ., ,- <

/ the CEA will insert on a trip signal. b Frecuency.

) ensures that the CEAs are OPERABLE prior t g SDM to Nf./MJg4 less tht.n the limitt, of LCO 3.1.1.g,
* ;y

_

-
'

|REFEREN;ES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Section XI. I

2. 10 CFR 50.59.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, August 1978.
|

0 'I 'i(ANSJfANS-|4.c.1+1) MIS, December 13/IMD oF.54& j4.

5.@FSAR,ChapterhlT @
6. 10 CFR 50.46. i

7.QFSAR,ChapterN14).
!

!
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432,

i
SECTION 3.1 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM '

;

|

p PLANT-SPECIFIC CHANGES
| Q :' l. The word Analog was removed from the title in Bases Section 3.1. Calvert Cliffs is an

Analog plant and specifically listing this in the title is unnecessary. Analog was placed in
! NUREG-1432 to distinguish between Analog and Digital Specifications.

! 2. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the General Design Criteria in 10 CFRPart 50
L

l

Appendix A; Calvert Cliffs is committed to the draft General Design Criteria. Therefore, the
Criterion in the draft General Design Criteria, where applicable, were referenced in the

| Technical Specification Bases.

3. This addition, deletion, or modification to references, or the changing of reference numbers :

was performed to ensure that the references are applicable to Calvert Clifts, and to ensure
consistency between references in the text and the reference section.

4. Calvert Cliffs has an Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, therefore, "FSAR" will be
changed to "UFSAR" throughout the Improved Technical Specification Bases.

5. This change incorporates Calvert Cliffs-specific information into brackets. Bracketed
infonnation located throughout NUREG-1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert

| Cliffs information.

6. This change to the Bases was made to be consistent with changes made to the Technical
; Specifications.

O)! '

( 7. This change to the non-bracketed value, system name, or terminology was made to be.

| consistent with the Calvert Cliffs specific number, system name, or terminology.
>

8. Calvert Cliffs will no longer perform tests which require the center CEA to be misaligned.
Therefore, the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) Section in B 3.1.9 which describes |

| this is being deleted. 1
J

! 9. Calvert Cliffs is a base load plant and, as such, the core reload analysis assumes that the
i plant is run at full power with all CEAs withdrawn. Therefore, this discussion of analyses
'

performed to support load maneuvering do not apply. This change is consistent with the
Calvert Cliffs current design and safety analysis.

i

10. This change adds or deletes information in the Bases. This change was made to clarify the
Bases by adding pertinent information or deleting wrong information. This change is
consistent with the Calvert Cliffs design, safety analysis, or process. This change also
deleted information that cannot be verified by a specific Calvert Cliffs safety analysis.

11. The Applicable Safety Analyses section in Bases B 3.1.1 states that the fission energy input
to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm during an ejected CEA accident. This section is
being changed to delete reference to the fuel being within an acceptable energy deposition ofI

specifying s 280 cal /gm energy deposition. The Calvert Cliffs safety analyses use three
separate limits, 200callgm average deposited energy for cladding damage, 250 cal /gm
centerline deposited energy for incipient melting, and 310 cal /gm centerline deposited=

energy for fully molten. These changes were made because Calvert Cliffs uses both fission

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.1-1 Revision 1
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Page Replacement Instructi:ns
VOLUME 6 i
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i 3.2.4

ACTIONS (continued)

C0f4DITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

j C. Required Action and C.I Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hours |
| associated Completion to s 50% RTP.

Time of-Condition B
not met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

|

SR 3.2.4.1 Verify T, is within limits. 12 hours
i

i

|

|

|

|
i

i

!

l

l

i

O
'
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T,
'

B 3.2.4
em

! BASES

to 5 50% RTP. This requirement provides conservative
protection from increased peaking due to potential xenon
redistribution and provides reasonable assurance that the
core is operating within its thermal limits and places the
core in a conservative condition. Four hours is a
reasonable time to reach 50% RTP in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems. '

SURVE!LLAt1CE SR 3.2.4.1 '

REQUIREMEllTS

T must be calculated at 12 hour intervals. The 12 houre

Frequency prevents significant xenon redistribution between
Surveillances.

REFEREf1CES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 14

q 2. UFSAR, Appendix IC
O ,

3. 10 CFR Part 50.46
:

4. L'FSAR, Section 14.13

_

!

.

O
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.2.2 - TOTAL PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR

|

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
! ( DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.2.2.1 Action a requires the withdrawal of CEAs at or
beyond the long-term steady state insertion limit, and a power reduction to bring the
combination of Thermal Power and Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor with the limits,

!
provided in the COLR or the reduction in Thermal Power to less than or equal to the limit

| established by the full core power distribution monitoring system as a ftmetion of Total ;
i Planar Radial Peaking Factor when the Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor is outside the

limits provided in the COLR. These specifics on how to restore the Total Planar Radial
i Peaking Factor provided by the CTS are being moved to plant procedures. Improved I

lechnical Specifications 3.2.2 will requi:e the Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor to be
!

restored to within limits. This change is consistent with other ISTS sections which require ;
the parameter to be restored instead of listing the procedural steps in the Required Actions !

which specifically describe the steps to be taken to accomplish restoring the parameter.
Therefore these requirements can be adequately defined and controlled in plant procedures.
This approach provides an effective level of control and provides for a more appropriate

i change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change
because there is no change in the requirement to maintain the Total Planar Radial Peaking
Factor within limits. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with
processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less

| restrictis e - utovement of details change with no impact on safety. |

TECilNICAL Cil ANG ES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

d L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.2.2.1.b requires shutdown if the Required Actions cannot
'

be completed within the Completion Time. The Actions, including the shutdown, have a
, Completion Time of six hours. Improved Technical Specifications 3.2.2 Action A contains a'

Completion Time of six hours to complete the Required Actions, and Action B contains an
additional six hours to shut down if the Required Actions and associated Completion Times

! cannot be met. This change increases the time to shut down after initial entry into the LCO
) from 6 hours to 12 hours. The additional time to shut down allows a full six hours to restore

the Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor or complete the Required Actions instead of having
to begin a shutdown within the same period of time. The additional six hours to shut down
allows the plant staff to perform the Required Actions within a reasonable period of time
(the first six-hour period). while also allowing the plant to shut down from full power,

! conditions in an orderly manner without challenging plant systems (the second six-hour
| period). The additional six hours to shut down will allow plant personnel to address one
| transient at a time (Total Plantar Radial Peaking Factor out-of-limit transient and the
| shutdown transient). Allowing an additional six hours to shut down constitutes a less

restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

!
|
,

O:
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.2.3 - TOTAL INTEGRATED RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR

__

TECIINICAL CilANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.2.3 Action b requires the withdrawal of CEAs at or
beyond the long-term steady state insertion limit, and a power reduction to bring the
combination of Thermal Power and Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor within the limits
provided in the COLR and maintain the peripheral axial shape index with the DNB flux
offset control limits provided in the OLR, or the reduction in Thermal Pc,wer to less than or
equal to the limit established by the full core power distribution monitoring .iystem, as a
function of Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor when the Total Integrated Radial Peaking
Factor is outside the limits provided in the COLR. These specifics on how to restore the
Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor provided by the CTS are being moved to plant
procedures. Improved Technical Specifications 3.2.3 will require the Totallntegrated Radial
Peaking Factor to be restored to within limits. This change is consistent with other ISTS
sections which require the parameter to be restored instead oflisting the procedural steps in
the Required Actions which specifically describe the steps to be taken to accomplish
restoring the parameter. Therefore these requirements can be adequately defined and
controlled in plant procedures. This approach prosides an effective level of control and
provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility
operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement to
maintain the total integrated peaking factor within limits. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert
Cliffs resources associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will
be reduced. This change is a less restrictive - movement of details change with no impact on
safety. |

TECIINICAL CllANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.2.3 Action a requires a shutdown if the Required Actions
cannot be completed within the Completion Time. The Actions, including the shutdown,
have a Completion Time of six hours. Improved Technical Specifications 3.2.3 Action A
contains a Completion Time of six hours to complete the Required Actions and Action B
contains an additional six hours to shut down if the Required Actions and associated
Completion Times cannot be met. This change increases the time to shut down after initial
entry into the LCO from 6 hours to 12 hours. The additional time to shut down allows a full
six hours to restore the Total Integrated FM.41 Peaking Factor or complete the Required
Actions instead of having to begin a shutdown within the same period of time. The
additional six hours to shut down allows the plant staff to perform the Required Actions
within a reasonable period of time (the first six hour period) while also allowing the plant to
nut down from full power conditions in an orderly manner without challenging plant
systems (the second six-hour period). The additional six hours to shut down will allow plant
personnel to address one transient at a time (Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor out-of-
limit transient and the shutdown transient). Allowing an additional six hours to shut down
constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.2.32 Revision 1
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i3 . 2. 4/4Tt- POWEn DIstaIBUTION LIMITS
,

-?!' 1 '
3.2 4 AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT - T,

|
)

I

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

l

re,4 The AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,) shall not exceed 0.030 l

+APPLICAc!LITY:t_ C O 3.7 4 M )

MODE I above 5% of e.ATED TWERMAL POWEF.

ACTIM: A

% \
/C716 #1 A Yith the indicated AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT determin be > 0.030 I-at 5 0.10. either correct the power tilt within hours @ jmetemine within the fe77Dhours and at least enee ner fsubsecuent 8 hotrs, that the IU1AL PLANAR RADIAL PEAG NG FACTOR 9 ;

(F]) and the TOTAL INTEGRATED RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR (Fi) are |
within the limits of Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. j

$cir0n b b. With the indicated AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT detemined to be > 0.10 . i4meratiem trav eroceed for up to 2 hours >provices Inst the is AL '

INTEGRATED' RADIAL PEAKING IACTOR .

PEAKING fACTOP (R_) are witMn thA(FF) and TOTAL PLANAR RADivrit e of Nei ficatie 3.2.and 3.2E3._1 csecuent operation for e purpose of measureme 1i
. and to ic .ify the cause of the ti is allowable p.1Dvided
l THERKAL o 5 2M of RATED TFIRMA |O- Q,,-

n'IR level is restricte
. D, l

.

M
-gw -c

k%,m c: I# " A A * ** *d wea o lef g,,4), 4g 4 p) $4
TT6itiLLANCENOUhlEkE ' f 9_k_ #TA E / A >J __ _e-

_

p
_

_

h2.J4 The prMiens egecificatf 4.0.4 Artf'not Apfficattle.)

The AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT shall be detemined to be within the

a. Calculating the tilt at least once per 12 hourn, and
,? ~2 4. I t. L' sin the ince e detector to detemine AZINUTHAL ER TILT i ';at east once per 12 heu when one exco channel is noperable Is THERMAL WER is > % of RATED THE L POWER. J

L6.

[2 Seegecial Tep'ExceiMen 3.19A.3--
\ '

ff.2l
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| 3. 2 -5/4 d POWit O! Sit!BUTION LINITS

's. '2 . 4 efC2:4- AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT - 7.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

L f- L3 3.7. 4i

The AZIMimeAL POWEA TILT (T) shall not exceed 0.030.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 above 50% of RATED TRERMAL'

. ACTION: |
|

AcT cra eg ( With the indicated AZIWTilAL POWER TILT detetuined to be > 0.030but 3 0.10 either c he power t11t within hours (i) fg
detervine within the urs and at least = = -
subsequent 8 hours, the Total Planar Radial Peakin
(F;) a .d the Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor (F')g Factorare
within the limits of Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. ,

[c NN b b. With the indicated AZINUTRAL POWER TILT deteminat to be > 0.10.
!

operation may proceed for up to 2 heurt>> vloed at the tal (,

! nte atec actaafrsunyactor)P) a Total anar a1Pe ing F . tor Q are mithin pne li s of 5 cificat ns 3. .<- - . 3.2 u sequent ope on for tne purpose ci asureme11/t t N'* r.f tflee .ify the cause the tilt is allown rovided th '

/VO?" Tiitmp 'U 1evel is ricted to < 204 of rn fairanut-A Oh . , , , -v
( h.

y.-~ n n - --

. ... ;. . . -, .

|
\ 'T|, "f ; _. ,

k3. c- a 6 50V Q'I. t)
. ...o . . . n.,

SURVEIL w et at0ulnEx 6T I ' ~ ~ t TC E
~

2
{

a4- .
..

(4 W ufT$ns of Sjp4ffcationgare noja$lillysM !
1

.

b The AZIN'.TThAL POWER TILT shall be detemined to be within the% limit by: i

!'

Calculating the tilt at least once per 12 hours, anda.

b. Us.in; thg/incor e'tectors to acte e Ine AZIMUTHAL R TILT ,# ''

A least'once 12 hours when g core channel inoperab/ Ml
Cand TEERMAL POWER is > 7M of RATED TEERMAL POWER -

1

I
_

Meptigad.103.)
'

'

Q ee SpeJJc1 Test
| t e ---- ,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.2.4 - AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT

i (3
| V ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES

| A.1 The proposed change will nformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
i Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result,
! the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable, and therefore, understandable

by plant operators as well as other users.
\

,

'

During tne Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional

i

infonnation may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent '

with NUREG-143.* However, the additional information does not change the intent of the
currem Technical SpeciGeations. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

|

'

Current Technical Specification 3.2.4 Applicability for Mode 1 contains a footnote (*) whichA.2

references a Special Test Exception. Improved Technical Specification 3.2.4 deletes this
reference. Other Technical Specifications will not be referenced in the ITS. This change is
administrative because the deletion of references does not technically alter the Specification.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A3 Current Technical Specification 3.2.4 Action b requires the Thermal Power level to be
restricted to s 20% R1 P when the Azimuthal Power Tilt cannot be restored to within limit. |

Improved Technical Speci0 cation 3.2.4 Action C will not contain this requirement. | |

gS Although CTS requires Thermal Power to be reduced to s 20% RTP. the plant is only
required to reduce T hermal Power to s 50% RTP, because the CTS Applicability is Mode I
> 50% RTP. Once Thermal Power is s 50%, it is outside the Modes of Applicability.
Therefore, this requirement is not necessary. The Azimuthal Power Tilt will have to be
restored within the requirements of the LCO prior to increasing Thermal Power > 50% RTP.
Deleting a requirement that requires action outside the Mode of Applicability is considered
administratis e.

l

A.4 Current Technical Specification SR 4.2.4.1 exempts provisions of Specification 4.0.4.
Speci6 cation 4.0.4 requires the Modes cf Applicability to be entered prior to completing the
SRs. Improved Technical Specification 3.2.4 will not contain this requirement. The CTS SR!

that required this exemption is being moved out of the Technical Specifications. Deleting an
exemption that is no longer required constitutes an administrative change. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

|

A.5 Current Technical Specification 3.2.4, Action A requires that when Azimuthal Power Tilt is
greater than 0.030 and less than 0.10, that tilt either be reduced to less than 0.030 within two
hours or that within the next two hours that the Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor and the
Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor be verified to be within limits. Therefore, four hours
are given to either restore compliance with the LCO by reducing tilt or to verify that the
peaking factors are within limits. In ITS, this will be presented " Restore T, to s 0.03" within
four hours or verify peaking factors within four hours. This change is considered

,

admhistrative since both the CTS and ITS will allow four hours to either restore tilt within
limits or to verify peaking factors.

i
t

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.2.4-1 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.2.4 - AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT !

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

| M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.2.4 does not contain an Action when the Total Planar
Radial Peaking Factor and Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor requirements cannot be
verified to be within limits within the required Completion Time, therefore an LCO 3.0.3|

; entry would be required. Limiting Condition for Operation 3.0.3 would require a Thermal
i Power reduction to s 50% RTP within 7 hours. Improved Technical Specification 3.2.4

Action C will require a Thermal Power reduction to s 50% RTP within 4 hours. This change
decreases the time required to reduce Thermal Power to s 50% RTP from 7 hours to 4 hours.

.

However, enough time is available to reduce power in a controlled manner without
!

challenging safety systems. Decreasing the time allowed to reduce power constitutes a more
restrictis e change. Also, this time reduction will not have an adverse afTect on plant safety '

because adequate time is still given to safely reduce Thermal Power. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

|

TECIINICAL Cil ANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECllNICAL Cll ANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFOILMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCDIENTS

LA.) Current Technien1 Speci6 cation SR 4.2.4.2.b requires the determination of Azimuthal Power
'

Tilt using the incore detectors at least once per 12 hours when one excore channel is
moperable and Thermal Power is > 75% RTP This requirement is being moved outside of
the Technical Speci6 cations into plant procedures. The specifics on how to ensure accurate
information is obtained for Azimuthal Power Tilt is a procedural requirement and should not
be included in the Technical Specification. This type of information is not included in the
ISTS and will be mosed to plant procedures. Future revisions to this information will be '

controlled under the Cah ett Cliffs procedure control process. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CllANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Speci0 cation 3.2.4 Action b, when T, is > 0.10, requires the Total Planar
Radial Peaking factor and the Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor to be verified to be
within limits in order for power operation to proceed for up to 2 hours, improved Technical
Specifications 3.2.4 will require T, to be restored to within limits in 2 hours. This change
deletes the requirements to verify that the Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor and the Total

,

|
Integrated Radial Peaking Factor are within limits in order for power operations to proceed |
for up to two hours, if the T, is > 0.10, operating at power levels > 50% RTP may bc |
required to discover the cause of the tilt, therefore requiring a decrease in power to s 50% i

due to radial peaking factors (planar and integrated) not being within limits may hinder )
ideHfying the cause of the out-oflimit T,. Other Technical Specifications exist which
monitor the radir.1 peaking factors, as well as other power distribution limits, if these
requirements are not within limits, the appropriate Actions would be taken. If this condition

; persists, the reactor continues to operate with an axial power distribution mismatch.

CAL \TR1 CLIFIS UNITS 1 & 2 3.2.42 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.2.4 - AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT

(

| ( Continued operation in this configuration may induce an axial xenon oscillation that causes
i \- increased LHRs when xenon redistributes. However, the two hours allowed to operate in
j this condition allows time to identify the cause of the out-of-limit T, while limiting the
i xenon redistribution. The deletion of requirements in Action statements constitutes a less

restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

i

|

t

I

O

O,

,
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Fly'';.i;' @,j s 3.2.2
\ CTS)

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS i

3.2.2 Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor (F|.y). '";.i;)

("3, p ,2,1 LCO 3.2.2 The calculated value of Fly shall not exceed the limits
specified in the COLR

|

APPLICABILITY: MODE I.

|
ACTIONS l

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

2.2.I
Acl ~ s.

_

A, .....--NOTE......% A.I educe THERMAL ER 6 hoursRequi d Actions shall to bring the ,

be mpleted i this - combination c.
i

h '!C dition is ntered. THERMAL POW and Fy' r(_........ . .........y to within he limits de s N>/c [x
4 g,g,a );,yh,specifie in the

FI, not within limits. COLR.

6.N.2
- *

A. W1 draw the contr 6 ho s
ement assemblie

I CEAs) to or bey nd I--
4

the long ters eady
<

state insertio
3.1.7, j

'

limits of LC j
' Regulating EAs," as

i

specified 1 the
COLR. y..

Ml B. Required Action and B.I Be in MODE 2. 6 hoursAsh - ( associated Completion j
Time not met.
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j 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3.2.3
| Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor (FI) ''^^':0

(32i3) LCO 3.2.3 The calculated value of F shall be within the limits
"

specified in the COLR.
j

|

| APPLICABILITY: MODE I. - - - =W

| te:1.1e f| + uJ: I;,,,ds.
ACTIONS _ ___

_

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

StTd A. f0----- -NOTE--- A.1 I kduceTH L POWER 6 hours---

Requ ed Action shall to bring he :

be ompleted this combina on of
C ditton is ntered. THERMA POWER and F

to wi in limits......... ..........

spec fled in the
F| not within limit. COL .

i
)

I g (
- - A.2 ithdraw the control

element assemblies
(CEAs) to or beyon

f the long term ste y
istate insertion i j

limits of LCO 3 .7, :( " Regulating C . trol
|Element Asse ly j

(CEA) Inser on '

iLimits," a specified
in the C R.

!
A_ND 6 ours!

A.3 Est lish a revised
up er THERMAL POWER i

f1 mit as specified i
| he COLR. i

- 1

(continued)
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i

T, W g
(C75) 3.2.4

;

3.2 POWER DISTRIBilTION LIMITS

3.2.4 AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,) (^-N} b
(3.24) LCO T, shall be s 0.03[3.2.4

'

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > $0% RTP.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

f,, A. Indicated T
and 5 0.10 , > 0.033 A.] Restore T, to 7 hourss

s 0.03

2 4 O
A.2 Verify F1 and F) are urs

within the limits of '

LCO 3.2.2, ' Total $2
Planar Radial Peaking

O'
~ '

Factor
LCO 3.2.(3 y)'TotalFl .* andOnce per 8 hours

thereafterintegrated Radial
PeakingFactor(F|)," ,

respectively,

n p
|J'. Required Action ard 'I.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hours hhassociated Completion to 5 50% RTP,

Time :f 57.r.1'... '-,

f}c,j \ not met.

' : .4 )..

DA A' ||
(continued)

)
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ACTIONS kontinued) !

CONDITION ret)UIRED ACTION COMPLETION TINE
jd -

,

NEd I. Indicated T,> 0.10. C-- - - NOTE----- --

J'21 0*f. l | 'All subsequent Requi
Actions must be e sted if .

il power reduction nces

g h 'Iprior to restor g 7, s 0.10.
(%

p"* '' 'I " ' J'f.1}
rify Fly andFJare 1 ur j/

within the limits of
)100 3.2.2 and '6 0.10 . > LCO 3.2.3, '

_ ,/ respectively.

' LN.2

|(,2 Reduce TH L POWER 2 hoursy to < 50 TP. ,

D, i

C.3 Restore T Prior to )5[0.03).,toO . .

increa
THERM WER

------HOTE ----
|Correct t e m> j

cause of he out W
of limi
condit n prior
to in easing
THE L POWER.
Subs quent power
ope ation above
5 RTP may
pr ceed provided
t at the

asured T, is I

erified
5 [0.03] at
least once per
hour for

i 12 hours, or
until verif d
at 95% RTP l
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DISCUSS!ON OF TECilNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432 1

I

_ SECTION 3.2- POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS l

p when the incore Detector Monitoring System is not being used to momtor LHR. This change
i is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

1

7. The Completion Time to restore Azimuthal Power Tilt to within its limit or to verify peakmg
factors are within their limits is increased from two hours to four hours. This change is
consistent with the Calvert Cliffs Current Technical Specifications.

8. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.2.4 Action B (when Azimuthal Power Tilt is > 0.03 and s 0.10)
requires Thermal Power to be reduced to 5 50% RTP within four hours when Azimuthal

Power Tilt cannot be restored to within limits. Action C (when Azimuthal Power Tilt is >
0.10) requires Radial Peaking to be verified within one hour, power to be reduced within two
hours and the restoration of the Azimuthal Power Tilt. A Note requires the out of limit
condition to be corrected prior to increasing Thermal Power, and that power operation above
50% may proceed if the Azimuthal Tilt is corrected and the Azimuthal Power Tilt must be
verified within limits once per hour for 12 hours or until verified at 95% RTP. Calvert Cliffs
improved Technical Specification 3.2.4 revises the Actions such that Action B (vhen
Azimuthal Power Tilt is > 0.1) requires the Azimuthal Power Tilt to be restored to s 0.10
within two hourt Improved Technical Specification 3.2.4 Action C requires power to be
reduced to i 50"o RTP if the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Actions A
and B cannot be met. This change essentially requires the Azimuthal Power Tilt to be restored

to r 010 if Azimuthal Power Tilt is > 0.10. If this cannot be accomplished, the plant must be
brought to a Condition outside the Applicability. Specific requirements to monitor Peaking
Factors are bemg accomplished via requirements in other Specifications. The power reduction
requirements are required in Action C and the added Note requires Actions outside the Mode of
Apphcability This change makes Specification 3.2.4 consistent with other Specifications
within the NUREG by requiring the parameter to be restored without adding references to

,

other Specifications or without requiring Actions outside the Applicability to be performed.

This change will be reviewed for applicability to other Combustion Engineering plants and
other vendors. Based on these results, a generic change will be proposed accordingly.

9. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 (Total Planar Radial Peakmg Factor and Total
Integrated Radial Peaking Factor, respectively) Action A requires Thermal Power to be
reduced to bring the combination of Thermal Power and the peakmg factor to within limits
specifwd in the Core Operating Limits Report and to withdraw the control element assemblies
to beyond the long-term steady state insertion limits of LCO 3.1.7. Calvert Cliffs Improved
Technical Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 Action A will require the radial peaking factor to be
restorca to within limits. This change is consistent with other NUREG-1432 Specifications
which do not detail procedural information on restoring compliance in the Required Actions. |

This change will be reviewed for applicability to other Combustion Engmeering plants and
other vendors. Based on these results, a generic change will be proposed accordingly.

,

,

|
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| Fh W gB 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

|

ACTIONS A.1 6n @ j

FA Note sodifies Condition A t equire Required Action .1
t

| and A.2 o be completed if Condition is entered. hisensur that corrective a on is taken prior to
(unt tricted operation.

k >-r s a p.r.e d.,
,
.A 5

-b ru% 7 O The limitaticns un Th provided in the COLR ensure that the7

9 assumptions used in the analysis for establishing the LHR, f, ,jj,"Of04. / .,, h , LCO, and LSSS remain valid during operation at the various %@i -

allowable CEA p insertion limits. If Fh exceeds its
basic 1 eration mayPconlinue under the pled md%b tr. Q additional rett e inns imposed byPP::: ": 7 '--- =ri are:

,

a
educing THERMAL POWEE and withdrawing CEAs to or bey (ryrr-I%)~. % he long term steady state insertion limits of LCO 3.1

bC. ) because thes: :dditi:::? r::trf:tf rrf4 adequately ensure that
, .

'

the assumptions used in establishing the LHR,h to withinLCO, and LSSS
remain valid P ' "). Six hours to return F gits limit is reasonable and ensures that all CEAs the
long term steady state insertion limits of LCO 3.1

@~ up , ,. au rn. - !<

QU 4W " *
. must be reduced. A chance to MODE fiammes that the core

p

p"*'. ' y,is operating within its thermal limits and places the core '

in a conservative condition. The allowed Completion Time of
E hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to
rea;h M3DE 2 frem full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE so. 3.2.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

The periodic Sprve111ance to detemine the calculated Fh
ensures that Fn remains within the range assumed in the
analysis throughout the fuel cycle. Determining the
measured Fh af ter each fuel loading prior to the reactor
exceeding 70% RTP ensures that the core is properly loaded.

Performance of the Surveillanco every 31 days of accumulated I

operationinMODE1 that unacceptable changes in the
Fn are promptly detected.

|

fwo}a re w s a le Q !

fT9 (continued)

CEOG STS B 3.2-11 Rev1,04/07/thi
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8 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1. A.F. and A.3

M kr4 o Smdp (A.2,andA hote modi ing Condition A reg res Required Actions .1,
to be completed if e Condition is ont d.

-b redore FI-b i This en es that corrective tion is taken prior o
g.,, y,, g \JLnres. cted operation.

Ti.e limitations on F! provided in the COLR ensure that the m.N@)N assun.ptiens used in the analysis for establishing the ASI, Q:
- h

,

M 9 L LCO, and LSSS remain valid during operation at the various/ '

allowable CEA gr_oup insertion limits. If F! exceeds its>
Dasic limitationkl peration enagNcontinue under the p\.h e resabiN". ne w=1 *=e+r1eYions imposed byrth % ,. . t*/:::

Co1 treducing THERMAL POWER, withdrawing CEAs to or be d the* Tong term steady state insertion limits of LC0 3.1 a,ndQestablishing a revised upper THERMAL POWER limit) YGse
the:: d !!i:=1 7;;^.rt:ti:-d provide adequate provisions to
ensurethattheassumptionsusedinestablishingtpeLHR,
LCO, and LSSS remain valid. Six hours to return F, to
within its limits is reasonable and ensures that all CEAs

_meet the long term steady state insertion limits of I -
Tf *ILCO 3.1 N' 'Rd g-

_
y L rowMa a n a r-M

If Fi cannot be returned to within its limit, HERML POWER p~ A dmust be reduced. A change to HDDE 2 that the core
is operating within its thermal limits and places the core
in a conservative condition. The allowed Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reach MODE 2 from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

The periodic Syrve111ance to octemine the calculated Fi
ensures that F, remains within the range assumed in the
analysis tproughout the fuel cycle. Detemining the
measured F, once after each fuel loading prior to exceeding
70% RTP ensures that the core is properly loaded.

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.2-17 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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T,'*- % Q8 3.2.4

BASES (continued)
i

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

of T, may be nonco is > 0.03[and < 0.10, the calculationIf the measured T

7) hours or Fly and F| rvative.
T, must be restored withinnse

must be determined to be within the
Timits of LCO 3.2.2 and LCO 3.2.3, and detensined to be

f'w'within these limits ery 8 hours thereafter, as long as T.
1is out of limits, o) hours is sufficient time to allow the
!operater to reposit on CEAs, and significant radial xenon

7% redistribution cannot occur within t is ting. .The 8 hour
1

'P'mde um<4% Completion Time ensures changes in F and Fr can'be
1

i

J /r'b 4~,4 ,i,,w.yd p,,L;7 identified before the limits of LC0 .2.2 and L'O E I. .
,

'

' b _,t, ,g ,,y respec'ively, are exceeded.<
y,,

'ru!..J, , L 1, ., p& f wlA*revenil,, a uw +<m.t. Q
w

[,|-

If Required Actions and ass ciated empletion Times of %%.ACondition A are not met, TH L ER aust be reduced to
5 50% RTP. This requirement that the core is
operating within its thermal limits and places the core in a<* w conservative condition. Four hours is a reasonable time to I

/ ,+ J i, n d ,fte/ reach 50% RTP in an orderly manner and without challenging.n
p

. H f(4 A, ,, .
plant stems. 1

,

,} (2
{

. -L
. .

01 ATAl OQ~
br.r.. .L p . . . J,

i"' " Tk*kN<- |f
With T, > 0.10fky and F must be within their specified
limits to ensure that acceptable flux peaking factors are
maintained.jbasy cn operatin pertence, ; h s

4

g !

1. F;)yLuy cient giry tor the oper
_ to evalunto t e factors, iand F,/are within li .lpperation may proceed for a

mal of z nours ' fter the Cond1 Tion is entered whilea

attempts are made to restore T, to within its limit.

If T _ 0.10 cannot be prievea. nne muu ne ren-1ni fg_. PTP within f heurs.I If the tilt is generated due to a LLI
<

EA risalignment, operating at s 50% RTP allows for the
recovery of the CEA. Except as a result of CEA
risalignment, T, > 0.10 is not expected; if it occurs,
continued operation of the reactor may be necessary to
discover the cause of the tilt. If this procedure is
followed, operation is restricted to only those conditions
required to identify the cause of the tilt. It is necessary
to account explicitly for power asymetries because the

(ccntinued)
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T, Mnelse @B 3.2.4

BASES

C/P[a/d @ (continued) [ACTIONS

radial power peaking factors used in core power distribution '

calculations are based on an unttited power distribution.

If T is not restored to within its limits, the reactor
continues to operate with an axial power distribution
mismatch. Continued operation in this configuration may
induce an axial xenon oscillation that causes increased F,a e JJ.r Mgg4 when the' xenon redistributes. If Te cannot bea

restored to within its limits within 2 hours, reactor power
must be reduced. JReducing THERMAL POWWto s own sur wuninfFrnours pro oes conservative prot i.t

to potentip1 xenon reds j#n from increased Apeaking d ibu:1e . The Requi d 2 gActions re modified L/ a Note tha requires all subse nt iaction to be performed once powe reduction commence after
ente ng the Condition if T

procedure ensures corr is at restored to < 0. .Thi ee vp actin'n is taken fore

p stricted power operation'IR reduction to s 0% RTP, T, must be restored
u etumes3 Following ERMAL

o
[0.03 before THE L POWER is increased (Rei Action;.3). This quired Action prevents th operator

I from increasing TH JtAL POWER above the conse ative limit
when the Conditio . Ta outside its limits, h existed but( allows the unit continue operation for d gnostic I( purposes. The mpletion Time of Required ction C.I is, ,j mcdified with Note to indicate that the ause of the out

t

of ilmit condi len must be corrected prio to increasing
THEFy,AL POWER This Note also indicates hat subsequent

{power operatt.n above 50% RTP may proce provided that the
measured 7, verified s [0.03) at lea t once per hour for
12 hours, o until verified st 95% RTP. This ensures that

1 the power stribution is responding s predicted. The
\ Completion Time of 12 hours is a hi orical value that

allows an acceptable exit from the C0 after the T value is
verified acceptable for 12 hours o untti95%RTPls
reached J

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.P.d.1
REQUIREMENTS

T must be calculated at 12 hour intervals. The 12 hour
Frequency prevents significant renon redistribution between
Surveillances.

(continued) I
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RPS Instrum:ntatien-Operating
3.3.1 i

,

'

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continuad) !
!

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ||

!
: SR 3.3.1.2 ------------------NOTES------------------
l :

1. Not required to be perfomed until
. 12 hours after THERMAL POWER is
! j

2 15% RTP. '

i

2. The daily calibration may be suspended ;
j during PHYSICS TESTS, provided the
: ,

calibration is performed upon reaching '

L each major test power plateau and prior
to proceeding to the next major test i

power plateau.t

.____ _____...___......___......___...____

Perform a calibration (heat balance only) 24 hours
and adjust the excore power range and AT
power channels to agree with calorimetric i

calculation if the absolute difference is
2 1.54. +

!O :

1 '

! SR 3.3.1.3 -------------------NOTE-------------------

Not required to be performed until 12 hours
,

after THERMAL POWER is 2 20% RTP and :

required to be performed after each fuel
! loading prior to operation above 90% RTP. I

31 days___......__........__ .........__ .....___

'Calibrate the power range excore channels
using the incore detectors,

i ,

:

.
O

! CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.1-6 Revision (|

|
|
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RPS Instrumentatien-Shutdown
3.3.2

. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.2 Perfonn a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the Once within
Rate of Change of Power trip instrument 7 days prior to
channel. The allowable value shall be each reactor

g
s 2.6 dpm. startup

SR 3.3.2.3 Perfonn a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 24 months
automatic bypass removal feature.

:

SR 3.3.2.4 -------------------NOTE-------------------

Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
'

CALIBRATION.
'

..........................................
;

i

Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION, including 24 months
,

automatic bypass removal features. |1 I

O '

;

{

!O
f CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.2-4 Revision A i
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiaticn
3.3.3

3.3 INSTRUMENTATIONO,

3.3.3 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation

LCO 3.3.3 Six channels of RPS Matrix Logic, four channels of RPS Trip
Path Logic, four channels of reactor trip circuit breakers
(RTCBs), and four channels of Manual Trip shall be OPERABLE.

,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2,

MODES 3, 4, and 5, with any RTCBs closed and any control
element assemblies capable of being withdrawn.

ACTIONS ,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
'

A. One Matrix Logic A.1 Restore Matrix Logic 48 hours 4

chanael inoperable, channel to OPERABLE
status.

liB. One channel of Manual B.1 Open the affected I hour
Trip, RTCBs, or Trip RTCBs.
Path Logic inoperable

,

in MODE 1 or 2.

I
C. One channel of Manual C.1 Open the effected 48 hours

Trip, RTCBs, or Trip RTCBs.
Path Logic inoperable
in MODE 3, 4, or 5.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.3-1 Revision 1|
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
3.3.3

- ACTIONS (continued) !

CONDI110N REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Two channels of D.1 Open the affected Innediately
Manual Trip, RTCBs, RTCBs.
or Trip Path Logic
affecting the same |
trip leg inoperable. I

!
i

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion I
Time of Condition A, AND

B, or D not met.

E.2 Open all RTCBs. 6 hours
E

t

Two or more Manual
Trip, Matrix Logic. I

Trip Path Logic, or
RTCB channels
inoperable for

O reasons other than
Condition A or D.

;

i

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |

SR 3.3.3.1 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 31 days
RTCB channel.

SR 3.3.3.2 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 92 days
RPS Logic channel and RTCB channel.

:

|O
I CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.3-2 Revision 0 |
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|

RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
3.3.3

|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)O1

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.3.3 Perform a CuANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each Once within
RPS Manual Trip channel. 7 days prior to

each reactor
startup

i

O ;

i :

i
i

!

i
,

!

l

I i

l

:
l

: O'

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.3-3 Revision 0
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|

CRS

3.3.7 i
I

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.7 Containment Radiation Signal (CRS)

LC0 3.3.7 Four CRS containment radiation monitor sensor modules and
associated measurement channels and one CRS Actuation Logic
channel and one Manual Actuation channel shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS, with containment purge valves open, |6
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within

containment with containment purge valves open. |i

ACT10f15

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One radiation monitor A.1 Place the affected 4 hours
sensor module or sensor module in

m associated trip.

measurement channel
| inoperable. OR

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
| irradiated fuel

assemblies within
containment.

.

I

O
~

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.7-1 RevisionIL|
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l

CRS

3.3.7

i SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

l

| SR 3.3.7.2 -------------------NOTE------------------- I
L Testing of Actuation Logic shall include

verification of the proper relay driver |g' <
l

j output signal.
|

| ____........______ ...............___ __..

!

Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 92 days
| CRS Actuation Logic channel.
|.

|

SR 3.3.7.3 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 92 days
| containment radiation monitor sensor. |

|

| Verify CRS high radiation setpoint is s; the ,

| Allowable Value of 220 mR/hr.
'

i

>
;! SR 3.3.7.4 Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each 24 months

j containment radiation monitor instrument
channel.

,

SR 3.3.7.5 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 24 months
CRS Manual Actuation channel.

|
'

SR 3.3.7.6 Verify CRS RESPONSE TIME is within limits. 24 months on a
STAGGERED TEST 1

BASIS

|

|

O
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: PAM Instrumentation
( 3.3.10

0' Table 3.3.10-1 (page 2 of 2)
Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation

FUNCTION REQUIRED CONDITIONS
INDICATION REFERENCED FROM

CHANNELS REQUIRED ACTION
E.1

| 12. Steam Generator Pressure 2 per steam F
| generator |
|

13. Pressurizer Level 2 F

|

| 14. Steam Generator Water Level (wide 2 per steam F |
| range) generator j

15. Condensate Storage Tank Level 2 F

16. Core Exit Temperature-Quadrant 1 2 ('' f

17. Core Exit Temperature-Quadrant 2 2 (' f

18. Core Exit Temperature-Quadrant 3 2 ('' f

19. Core Exit Temperature-Quadrant 4 2 (') F

20. Pressurizer Pressure (low range) 2 F i

.

(*) Not required for isolation valves whose associated penetration is
isolated by at least one closed and de-activated automatic valve, closed
manual valve, check valve with flow through the valve secured, blind
flange, or equivalent.

(H Only one position indication channel is required for penetration flow
paths with only one installed control room indication channel. )

(') A channel consists of two or more core exit thennocouples,
i

i O
'
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating

B 3.3.1 |
|

i

- B 3.3 INSTRUMENTAT10fl
| .

B 3.3.1 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Operating
i

| BASES

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against,

'

violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits
and breaching the reactor coolant pressure boundary during
anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). By tripping the
reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Features
systems in mitigating accidents.

The protection systems have been designed to ensure safe
L operation of the reactor. This is achieved by specifying
| limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms of

parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs on
other reactor system parameters ard equipment perfomance. '

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable

Q Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold
for protective system action to prevent' exceeding acceptable

,

limits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).

| During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
'

more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

p The departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) shall-

be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nucleate boiling;

i Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and-

The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure SL of-

2750 psia shall not be exceeded. i

| Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
I that the offsite dose will'be within the 10 CFR Part 50 and |t

10 CFR Part 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during A00s.

i
.

Oi
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j RPS Instrumentation-Operating
< B 3.3.1
|

BASES

| Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
i not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
: limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be
! maintained within the acceptance criteria given in the ;
L Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) (Ref. 4).
i

i The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.
These modules are:

i

Measurement channels;-

i

Bistable trip units;-

RFS Logic; and-

Reactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs).-

,

This LC0 addresses measurement channels and bistable trip
| units. It also addresses the automatic bypass removal
! channel for those trips with operating bypasses. The RPS
; Logic and RTCBs are addressed in LC0 3.3.3, " Reactor
j Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation."

| An instrument channel consists of the Measurement Channel
! and bistable trip unit for one channel of one Function.
i

i The role of each of these modules in the RPS, including
those associated with the logic and RTCBs, is discussedi

below.
,

Measurement Channels

Measurement channels, consisting of field transmitters or
j process sensors and associated instrumentation, provide a
l measurable electronic signal based upon the physical

characteristics of the parameter being measured.

;

I

O
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The Power Range excore nuclear instrumentation drawers,
(hermal Margin / Low Pressure (TM/LP) calculators, and Axial
Power Distribution (APD) calculators, are considered
components in the measurement channels. The power range
nuclear instruments (NIs) provide average power and
subchannel deviation signals. The wide range NIs provide a
Rate of Change of Power-High Trip. Three RPS trip functions
use a power level designated as Q power as an input.
O power is the higher of NI power and primary calorimetric
power (AT power) based on RCS hot leg and cold leg
temperatures. Trip functions using Q power as an input
include the Power Level-High, TM/LP, and the APD trips.

The TM/LP and APD calculators provide the complex signal
processing necessary to calculate the TM/LP trip setpoint,
A=vmmetric Steam Generator Transient (ASGT) trip setpoint,
APD trip setpoint, Power Level-High trip setpoint, and
Q power calculation.

O '"e exc ce "1 ere ers (~4de re#9e e#d Po er re#9e) e#6 the
TM/;P and APD calculators are mounted in the RPS cabinet,
with one channel of each in each of the four RPS bays.

Four measurement channels with electrical and physical
separat1 tin are provided for each parameter used in the
direct generation of trip signals. These are designated
channels A through D. Measurement channels provide input to
one or more RPS bistables within the same RPS channel. In
addition, some measurement channels may also be used as
inputs to Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
(ESFAS) sensor modules, and most provide indication in the
control room. Measurement channels used as an input to the
RPS are never used for control functions.

When a measurement channel monitoring a parameter exceeds a
predetennined setpoint, indicating an unsafe condition, the
bistable in the bistable trip unit monitoring the parameter
in that measurement channel will trip. Tripping two or more -

bistable trip units monitoring the same parameter

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.3.1-3 Revision 0
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O BASES !
|

,

de-energizes Matrix Logic, which in turn de-energizes the
Trip Path Logic. This causes all eight RTCBs to open,|

interrupting power to tne control element assemblies (CEAs),
allowing them to fail into the core.

1

Three of the four instrument channels are necessary to meet
the redundancy and testability as described in UFSAR |

Appendix IC (Ref. 1). The fourth channel provides {additional flexibility by allowing one channel to be removed
I

from service (trip bypass) for maintenance or testing while I

still maintaining a minimum two-out-of-three logic. Thus,
even with a channel inoperable, no single additional failure
in the RPS can either cause an inadvertent trip or prevent a
required trip from occurring.

Since no singic failure will either cause or prevent a {protective system actuation, and no protective channel feeds
|

a control channel, this arrangement meets the requirements
of proposed IEEE Standard 279, August 1968 (Ref. 3).O

'

Many of the RPS Function trips are generated by comparing a
single measurement to a fixed bistable setpoint. Certain
Functions, however, make use of more than one measurement to
provide a trip. The following trips use multiple
measurement channel inputs:

Steam Generator Level-Low-

This trip uses the lower of the two steam generator
levels as an input to a common bistable.

Steam Generator Pressure-Low-

This trip uses the lower of the two steam generator
pressures as an input to a common bistable.

(
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! Power Level-Hiah-

i

| The Power Level-High trip uses Q power as its only
input. Q power is the higher of NI power and AT !
power. Q power has a trip setpoint that tracks power '

levels downward so that the trip setpoint is always
within a fixed increment above current power, subject
to a minimum value.

t

|
|

| On power increases, the trip setpoint remains fixed ;
j unless manually reset, at which point the trip setpoint
| increases to the new setpoint, which is a fixed
f increment above Q power at the time of reset, and the ,

trip setpoint is subject to a maximum value. Thus,
during power escalation, the trip setpoint must be !

repeatedly reset to avoid a reactor trip.

| Thermal Marcin/ Low Pressure and Asymmetric Steam-

| Generator Transient ;

Q power is only one of several inputs to the TM/LP
trip. Other inputs include internal ASI and cold leg

.

,

temperature based on the higher of two cold leg
| resistance temperature detectors. The TM/LP trip
! setpoint is a complex function of these inputs and

represents a minimum acceptable RCS pressure to be
compared to actual RCS pressure in the TM/LP trip unit.

Steam generator pressure is also an indirect input to
'

the TM/LP trip via the ASGT. This Function provides a
;

reactor trip when the secondary pressure in either ;

steam generator exceeds that of the other generator by
j greater than a fixed amount. The trip is implemented
| by biasing the TM/LP trip setpoint upward so as to ;

ensure TM/LP trip if an ASGT is detected. t

,

i

!

: O
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Axial Power Distribution-Hiah-

Q Power and subchannel deviation are inputs to the APD
trip. The APD trip setpoint is a function of Q power, .
being more restrictive at higher power levels. .It
provides a reactor trip if actual ASI exceeds the APD
trip setpoint.

| 1

|
:

Bistable Trio Units

Bistable trip units, mounted in the RPS cabinet, receive an
| analog input from the measurement channels, compare the i
! analog input to trip setpoints, and provide contact outp'ut |

to the Matrix Logic. They also provide local trip |
indication and remote annunciation.

j There are four channels of bistable trip units, designated {
| A through 0, for each RPS Fur.ction, one for each measurement

|
| channel. Bistable output relays de-energize when a trip '

L oCCu rs .

The contacts from these bistable relays are arranged into
,

six coincidence matrices, comprising the Matrix Logic. If
|

bistables monitoring the same parameter in at least two
bistable trip unit channels trip, the Matrix Logic will
generate a reactor trip (two-out-of-four logic).

Some of the RPS measurement channels provide contact outputs
to the RPS, so the comparison of an analog input to a trip
setpoint is not necessary. In these cases, the bistable,

|' trip unit is replaced with an auxiliary trip unit. The
| auxiliary trip units provide contact multiplication so the
| single input contact opening can provide multiple contact
| outputs to the Matrix Logic as well as trip indication and
j 1 annunciation.
!

| |

l 1

>,

4. ,

! 1
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SR 3.3.1.3
,

It is necessary to calibrate the excore power range channel
upper and lower subchannel amplifiers such that the internal
ASI used in the TM/LP and APD-High trip Functions reflects
the true core power distribution as detemined by the incore

!
| detectors. A Note indicates the Surveillance is requited
| within 12 hours after THERMAL POWER is 2: 20% RTP, and prior g

to operation above 90% RTP. Uncertainties in the excore and
incore measurement process make it impractical to calibrate

:
when THERMAL POWER is < 20% RTP. The Completion Time of

i

12 hours allows time for plant stabilization, data taking,
;

and instrument calibration. The Frequency requires the j
Surveillance be perfomed every 31 days after the initial i i

performance prior to operation above 90% RTP. Requiring the
Surveillance prior to operations above 90% RTP after each
fuel loading is because of the increased uncertainties 1

associated with using uncalibrated excore detectors. If the
excore channels are not properly calibrated to agree with0 the incore detectors, power is restricted during subsequent
operations because of increased uncertainty associated with ;

using uncalibrated excore channels. The 31 day Frequency is
adequate, based on operating experience of the excore linear
amplifiers and the slow burnup of the detectors. The excore
readings are a strong function of the power produced in the
peripheral fuel bundles and do not represent an integrated
reading across the core. Slow changes in neutron flux
during the fuel cycle can also be detected at this
Frequency.

SR 3.3.1.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each RPS
instrument channel, except Loss. of Load and Rate of Change
of Power, every 92 days to ensure the entire channel will
perform its intended function when needed.

1

I Ql V
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L linear subchannel gain check (SR 3.3.1.3). In addition,
associated control room indications are continuously

'

monitored by the operators.

The Frequency of 92 days is acceptable, based on plant
; operating experience, and takes into account indications and

alarms available to the operator in the control room.
,

!
SR 3.3.1.6

!

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the Loss of Load, and Rate of
Change of Power channels is performed prior to a reactor
startup to ensure the entire channel will perform its
intended function if required. The Loss of Load sensor
cannot be tested during reactor operation without causing
reactor trip. The Power Rate of Change-High trip Function
is required during startup operation and is bypassed when !

shut down or > 12% RTP. t

O
SR 3.3.1.7

,

SR 3.3.1.7 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.1.4, except SR 3.3.1.7 is applicable only to i

Functions with automatic bypass removal features. Proper |1
operation of operating bypasses are critical during plant
startup because the bypasses must be in place to allow ;

startup operation and must be removed at the appropriate |
points during power ascent to enable certain reactor trips.,

A 24 month su:ve111ance frequency is adequate to ensure
proper automatic bypass removal feature operation as
described in Ref. 8. Once the operating bypasses are
removed, the bypasses must not fail in such a way that the
associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed. This

'

feature is verified by the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, SR 3.3.1.4. Therefore, further testing of the
automatic bypass removal feature after startup is
unnecessary.

O:
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
|

B 3.3.2 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Shutdown

!
'

BASES

|

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
,

violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits
|and reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity during 4

| anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). By tripping the
'

reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Features
systems in mitigating accidents.

; The protection systems have been designed to ensure safe
operation of the reactor. This is achieved by specifying
limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in tems of '

parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs on
other reactor system parameters and equipment perfomance. |

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable |

Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold I

for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable ;
limits during Design Basis Accidents.

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or I
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are: !

;

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio shall be ]
-

maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to prevent !
departure from nucleate boiling; '

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and-

The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of 2750 psia-

shall not be exceeded.

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR Part 50 and

| 10 CFR Part 100 (Ref.1) criteria during A00s. |g
1

i

i O
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| Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable

,

;

| limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be >

| maintained within the acceptance criteria given in the
gUpdatedFinalSafetyAnalysisReport(Ref.2).

'

Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an accident category
is considered having acceptable consequences for that event.

| The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.
| These modules are:

Measurement channels;-

Bistable trip units;-

RPS Logic; and I-

Reactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs).-

This LCO applies only to the Rate of Change of Power-High
trip Functions and associated instrument channels in
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any of the RTCBs closed and any
Cortrol Element Assembly (CEA) capable of being withdrawn.
In MODES 1 and 2, this trip Function is addressed in
LC0 3.3.1, " Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-
Operating." LCO 3.3.12, " Wide Range Logarithmic Neutron
Flux Monitor Channels," applies when the RTCBs are open or
CEA Drive System is not capable of CEA withdrawal. In the
case of LC0 3.3.12, the wide range logarithmic neutron flux
channels are required for monitoring neutron flux, although
the trip Function is not required.

Measurement Chdnnels and Bistable Trio Units

The measurement channels providing input to the Rate of
Change of Power-High Function consist of wide range nuclear

|

|
|
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instrument (NI) channels using neutron flux leakage from the
reactor vessel.

Other aspects of the Rate of Change of Power-High trip are
similar to the other RPS measurement channels and bistable

,

trip units. These are addressed in the Background section |
of LC0 3.3.1. !

APPLICABLE Most of the analyzed accidents and transients can be
SAFETY ANALYSES detected by one or more RPS Functions. The accident 1

analysis contained in Reference 2 takes credit for most RPS || '

trip Functions. Some Functions not specifically credited in
the accident analysis were qualitatively credited in the
safety analysis and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
staff approved licensing basis for the plant. These

i

Functions may provide protection for conditions that do not
require dynamic transient analysis to demonstrate Function
performance. Other Functions, such as the Loss of Load

O trip, are purely equipment protective, and their use |

;

-

minimizes the potential for equipment damage. :

The Rate of Change of Power-High trip is used to trip the
reactor when excore wide range power indicates an excessive i

rate of change.

The Rate of Change of Power-High trip is not required for|

protection. It serves as a backup to the administrative 1y
enforced startup rate limit.

The Rate of Change of Power-High Function minimizes
i

transients for events such as a continuous CEA withdrawal or
a boron dilution event from low power levels. The Rate of
Change of Power-High trip is automatically bypassed at !
< 1E-4% RTP, as sensed by the wide range NI flux trip i'

'bistable, when poor counting statistics may lead to
erroneous indication. It is also bypassed at > 12% RTP,
where moderator temperature coefficient and fuel temperature
coefficient make high rate of change of power unlikely.

,

: O
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This bypass is effected by the power range NI Level 1
;

bistable. Automatic bypass removal is also effected by i
these bistables. With the RTCBs open, the Rate of Cnange of {
Power-High trip is not required to be OPERABLE; however, the !

indication and alann Functions of at least two wide range !
,

channels are required to be OPERABLE. LCO 3.3.12 ensures 1

the wide range channels are available to detect and alert
the operator to a boron dilution event, when LCO 3.3.1 and '

3.3.2 are not applicable.

The RPS instrumentation satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), I
i

Criterion 3. |

|
,

LC0 The LCO requires al'1 instrumentation performing an RPS
Function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any required portion of
the instrument channel renders the affected channel (s)
inoperable and reduces the reliability of the affected
Functions.

O
Actions allow trip bypass of individual instrument channels,
but administrative controls prevent operation with a second
channel in the same Function bypassed. Plants are in a trip
bypass condition before either restoring the Function to
four channel operation (two-out-of-four logic) or placing |
the channel in trip (one-out-of-three logic). )g

This LCO requires four instrument channels and automatic i

bypass removal features of Rate of Change af Power-High to
be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5, when the RTCBs are closed
and the CEA Drive System is capable of CEA withdrawal.
MODE I and 2 requirements are addressed in LC0 3.3.1. This
trip is not credited in the safety analysis. Therefore,-the
Allowable Value is not derived from an analytical limit.

|

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable to the Rate of Change of Power-High
;

reactor trip in MODES 3, 4 and 5. MODES I and 2 are i
l addressed in LCO 3.3.1.

'

|

LO
,
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The power rate of change trip is required in MODES 3, 4,
and 5, with the RTCBs closed and a CEA capable of being
withdrawn to provide backup protection for boron dilution
and CEA withdrawal events. The power rate of change trip is
not credited in the safety analysis, but is part of the NRC
approved licensing basis for the plant.

The power rate of change trip has operating bypasses
discussed in the LC0 section. In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the
emphasis is placed on return to power events. The reactor
is protected in these MODES by ensuring adequate SDM.

1

ACTIONS The most common causes of instrument channel inoperability
are outright failure or drift of the bistable trip unit or
measurement channel sufficient to exceed the tolerance
allowed by the plant specific setpoint analysis. Typically,
the drift is found to be small which at worst results in a l

O delay of actuation rather than a total loss of Function. j
This determination is generally made during the perfomance
of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION when the process instrument is set
up for adjustment to bring it to within specification.
Sensor drift could also be identified during the CHANNEL |
CHECKS. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS identify bistable trip |
unit drift. If the trip setpoint is less conservative than !
the Allowable Value in Table 3.3.1-1, the instrument channel !
is declared inoperable immediately, and the appropriate <

Condition (s) must be entered immediately.

In the event that either -- an instrument channel's trip
setpoint is found nonconservative with respect to the
Allowable Value, or the transmitter, instrument loop, signalt

processing electronics, RPS bistable trip unit, or automatic
bypass removal feature when bypass is in effect, is found

; inoperable, -- then the Rate of Change of Power-High
Function provided by that iilstrument channel must be
declared inoperable and the plant must enter the Condition

i for the particular RPS Function affected.
.

4

i O
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|

:

(

,

A.l. A.2.1. and A.2.2 '

|

Condition A applies to the failure of a single instrument
channel of the Rate of Change of Power-High RPS automatic
trip Function.

RPS coincidence logic is normally two-out-of-four. If one
RPS b1 stable trip unit or associated measurement channel is

,.

inoperable, startup or power operation is allowed to '

continue, providing the inoperable bistable trip unit is
placed in bypass or trip within 1 hour (Required
Action A.1).

The Completion Time of 1 hour allotted to restore, bypass,
or trip the instrument channel is sufficient to allow the ,

operator to take all appropriate actions for the failed
channel, while ensuring that the risk involved in operating
with the failed channel is acceptable.

The failed instrument channel is restored to OPERABLE status
or is placed in trip within 48 hours (Required Action A.2.1
or Required Action A.2.2) . Required Action A.2.1 restores
the full capability of the Function. Required Action A.2.2 i

places the Function in a one-out-of-three coincidence logic.
,

In this coincidence logic, common cause failure of dependent
!

channels cannot prevent trip.

The 48 hour Completion Time is based on operating
experience, which has demonstrated that a random failure of
a second instrument channel occurring during the 48 hour
period is a low probability event.

O
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i

B.1 and B.2 I

Condition B applies to the failure of two instrument
channels in the Rate of Change of Power-High RPS automatic
trip Function.

Required Action B.1 provides for placing one inoperable
instrument channel in bypass and the other channel in trip
within the Completion Time of 1 hour. This Completion Time
is sufficient to allow the operator to take all appropriate
actions for the failed channels, while ensuring the risk
involved in operating with the failed channels is
acceptable. With one instrument channel bypassed, the RPS
Function is in a two-out-of-three logic; but with another
channel failed, the RPS Function may be operating in a
two-out-of-two logic. This is outside the assumptions made
in the analyses and should be corrected. To correct the
problem, the second channel is placed in trip. This places
the RPS Function in a one-out-of-two logic. If any of the

other OPERABLE channels receives a trip signal, the reactor
will trip.

The bypassed instrument channel should be restored to
OPERABLE status within 48 hours for reasons similar to those
stated under Condition A. After one channel is restored to

'

OPERABLE status, the provisions of Condition A still apply
to the remaining inoperable channel. Therefore, the channel |

that is still inoperable after completion of Required
Action B.2 shall be placed in trip if more than 48 hours
have elapsed since the initial channel failure.

The ' Required Action is modified by a Note stating that
LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. The Note was added to allow
the changing of MODES even though two instrument channels
are inoperable, with one channel bypassed and one tripped.
MODE changes in this configuration are allowed to permit
maintenance and testing on one of the inoperable channels. i

In this configuration, the protection system is in a
one-out-of-two logic, and the probability of a common cause

:
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failure affecting both of the OPERABLE channels during the
48 hours permitted is remote.

| C.1. C.2.1. C.2.2.1 and C.2.2.2

Condition C applies to one automatic bypass removal feature
inoperable. If the automatic bypass removal feature cannot
be restored to OPERABLE status, the associated Rate of
Change of Power-High RPS channel may be considered OPERABLE
only if the bypass is not in effect. Otherwise, the
affected RPS channel must be declared inoperable, as in
Condition A, and the bypass either removed or the automatic
bypass removal feature repaired. The Bases for the Required
Actions and Completion Times are the same as discussed for
Condition A.

,

D.1. D.2.1 and D.2.2

Condition D applies to two inoperable automatic bypass j
removal features. If the automatic bypass removal features
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, the associated Rate
of Change of Power-High RPS channel may be considered
OPERABLE only if the bypasses are not in effect. Otherwise,
the affected RPS channels must be declared inoperable, as in
Condition B, and the bypasses either removed or the
automatic bypass removal features repaired. Also, Required
Action 0.2.2 provides for the restoration of the one
affected automatic trip channel to OPERABLE status within '

the rules of Completion Time specified under Condition B. :
'Completion Times are consistent with condition B.

The Required Action is modified by a Note stating that
LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable. The Note was added to allow
the changing of MODES even though two instrument channels

Iare inoperable, with one channel bypassed and one tripped.
MODE changes in this configuration are allowed to pennit
maintenance and testing on one of the inoperable channels.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.3.2-8 Revision 0
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In this configuration, the Function is in a one-out-of-two
logic, and the probability of a common 'ise failure
affecting both of the OPERABLE channels Jring the 48 hours
pennitted is remote.

!
'

Condition E is entered when the Required Actions and
i associated Completion Times of Condition A, B, C, or D are

i

not met.

If Required Actions associated with these Conditions cannot
be completed within the required Completion Time, opening

| the RTCBs brings the reactor to a MODE where the LC0 does >

not apply and ensures no CEA withdrawal will occur. The
basis for the Completion Time of 6 hours is that it is
adequate to complete the Required Actions without !
challenging plant systems. .

,

,

!

SURVEILLANCE SR I.3.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK on each wide range channel
once every 12 hours ensures that gross failure of
instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is
normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one

,

instrument channel to a similar parameter on another ;

channel. It is based on the assumption that instrument !
channels monitoring the same parameter should read

~

approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the two instrument channels could be an indication
of excessive instrument channel drift in one of the channels
or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will
detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 1

i
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'

Agreement criteria are detemined by the plant staff based
on a qualitative assessment of the instrument channel which
considers instrument channel uncertainties, including

;isolation, indication, and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the,

! transmitter or the signal processing equipment has drifted '

outside its limits. ;

! The Frequency, once every shift, is based on operating !

experience that demonstrates the rarity of instrument,

| channel failure. Since the probability of two random :

! failures in redundant channels in any 12 hour period is !

extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of
loss of RPS Function due to failure of redundant channels.

| The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more I

| frequent, checks of the channel during nomal operational
| use of the displays. ;

l I

| SR 3.3.2.2-

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the power rate of changei

channels is performed once within 7 days. prior to each
| reactor startup to ensure the entire instrument channel will-
| perform its intended function if required. The P. ate of
! Change of Power-High trip Function is required during
| startup operation and is bypassed when shut down or
| > 124 RTP. Additionally, operating experience has shown .

that these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at a Frequency of once within 7 days prior to each
reactor startup.

Only the Allowable Values are specified for each RPS trip
Function in the SR. Nominal trip setpoints are established

! for the Functions via the plant specific procedures. The t
i nominal setpoints are selected to ensure the plant
|- parameters do not exceed the Allowable Value if the bistable
; trip unit is perfoming as required. Operation with a trip
4

O'
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setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint.
| but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable, provided that
'

operation and testing are consistent with the assumptions of
the plant specific setpoint calculations. Each nominal trip
setpoint is more conservative than the analytical limiti

'

assumed in the safety analysis in order to account for
instrument channel uncertainties appropriate to the trip
Function. These uncertainties are defined in the plant
setpoint analyses (Ref. 3).:

!

SR 3.3.2.3
|

| SR 3.3.2.3 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to!

SR 3.3.2.2, except SR 3.3.2.3 is applicable only to bypass
functions and is performed once every 24 months.

Proper operation of operating bypasses is critical during
plant startup because the bypasses must be in place to allow,

! startup operation and must be removed at the appropriate
| points during power ascent to enable certain reactor trips.
! A 24 month Surveillance frequency is adequate to ensure

proper automatic bypass removal feature operation as
i'described in Ref. 5. Once the operating bypasses are I

'

; removed, the bypasses must not fail in such a way that the
| associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed. This

feature is verified by the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL -
TEST, SR 3.3.2.2. Therefore, further testing of the
automatic byptss removal feature after startup is

! unnecessary.

1

SR 3.3.2.4

SR 3.3.2.4 is the perfonnance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
24 months.

|

| CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a check of the instrument channel
including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies that the

4

t

4
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.

channel responds to a measured parameter within the
| necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves

.

the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between;

! successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains
;operational between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS '

must be performed consistent with the plant specific|

setpoint analysis.
,

| The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
! reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
! surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements '

for this review are outlined in Reference 4. |1

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 24 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift.

|

The Surveillance is modified by a Note to indicate that the *

| neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION
| because they are passive devices with minimal drift
j (Ref. 5). |1
|

| '.

'REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR Part 100

2. Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Chapter 14 '

3. Plant Setpoint Analysis l' l

I4. CEN-327, June 2, 1986, including Supplement 1,
March 3, 1989

5. Letter from R. E. Denton (BGE) to NRC, dated June 6, |t
1995

!
,

!

)

O
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
!

B 3.3.3 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation

,
BASES

| BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
; violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits
! and reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity during

.

'

| anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). By tripping the
i reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Features )'

(ESF) systems in mitigating accidents.

The protection systems have been designed to ensure safe
operation of the reactor. This is achieved by specifying

,

limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms of |

parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs on l

other reactor system parameters and equipment perfonnance.
,

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable
O Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold .'

|

for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable '

limits during Design Basis Accidents.

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

|

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio shall be| -

| maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to prevent
departure from nucleate boiling;

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and-

The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of 2750 psia-

shall not be exceeded.
|

; Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
l

that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR Part 50 and i
10 CFR Part 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during A00s.

O4
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Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they arei

! not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
! limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be
! maintained within the acceptance criteria given in the i

Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) (Ref. 1).
|

The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules, j
These modules are: 1

Measurement channels; !| -

| t

Bistable trip units; I
-

RPS Logic; and-

,

Reactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs). !
-

This LCO addresses the RPS Logic and RTC.Bs, including Manual
Trip capability. LC0 3.3.1, " Reactor Protective System j
(RPS) Instrumentation-Operating," provides a description of i

the role of this equipment in the RPS. This is summarized
;

below:

;

j|RPS Locic

The RPS Logic, consisting of Matrix and Trip Path Logic, j
employs a scheme that provides a reactor trip when bistable ;

trip units in any two of the four instrument channels sense I

the same input parameter trip. This is called a
two-out-of-four trip logic. This logic and the RTCB
configuration are shown in Figure B 3.3.1-1.

Bistable relay contact outputs from the four bistable trip
unit channels are configured into six logic matrices. Each
logic matrix checks for a coincident trip in the same
parameter in two bistable trip unit channels. The matrices
are designated the AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, and CD matrices to
reflect the bistable trip unit channels being monitored.

|O
,
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Each logic matrix contains four normally energized matrix
i. relays. When a coincidence is detected, consisting of a j

trip in the same Function in the two channels being
|

7 monitored by the logic matrix, all four matrix relays j! de-energize. *

L t

! '

[ The logic matrix relay contacts are arranged into trip |
! paths, with one of the four matrix relays in each matrix !i opening contacts in one of the four trip paths'. Each trip j

path provides power to one of the four normally energized
RTCB control relays (K1, K2, K3, and K4). The trip paths !

!- thus each have six contacts in series, one from each matrix,
! and perform a logical QR function, opening the RTCBs if any'

one or more of the six logic matrices indicate a coincidence .;
| condition. |

!

! Each trip path is responsible for opening one set of two of :
! the eight RTCBs. The RTCB control relays (K-relays), when !

de-energized, interrupt power to the breaker undervoltage, .O trip c ils and simultaneously apply power.to the shunt trip
)

coils on each of the two breakers. Actuation of either the '

undervoltage or shunt trip coil is sufficient to open the
RTCB and interrupt power from the motor generator (MG) sets-

| to the control element drive mechanisms (CEDMs).

When a coincidence occurs in two RPS channels from one
Function, all four matrix relays in the affected matrix
de-energize. This in turn de-energizes all four breaker

g control rela'ys, which simultaneously de-energize the
l' undervoltage and energize the shunt trip coils in all.eight

RTCBs, tripping them open. j

The Trip Path Logic consists of the trip path power source,
matrix relays and their associated contacts, and all
interconnecting wiring, through the K-relay contacts in the

- RTCB control circuitry. |

It is possible to change the two-out-of-four RPS Logic to a
;

i two-out-of-three logic for a given input parameter in one

!
'i

l

!O '
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instrument channel at a time by trip bypassing select
portions of the matrix logic. Trip bypassing a bistable
effectively shorts the bistable relay contacts in the three,

! matrices associated with that channel. Thus, the bistables
will function normally, producing nomal trip indication and

| annunciation, but a reactor trip will not occur unless two
'

additional instrument channels indicate a trip condition.
Trip bypassing can be simultaneously perfomed on any number
of parameters in any number of functions, providing each
parameter is bypassed in only one instrument channel per
Function at a time. Administrative Controls prevent
simultaneous trip bypassing of the same parameter in more

; than one instrument channel. Trip bypassing is normally
;

employed during maintenance or testing.

| Reactor Trin Circuit Breakers

The reactor trip switchgear, shown in Figure B 3.3.1-1, <

consists of eight RTCBs, which are operated in four sets of
'

two breakers (four RTCB channels including the shunt trip
| coils and undervoltage coils). Power input to the reactor
i trip switchgear comes from two full capacity MG sets

operated in parallel such that the loss of either MG set '

| does not de-energize the CEDMs. There are two separate CEDM
l power supply buses, each bus powering half of the CEDMs.
| Power is supplied from the MG sets to each bus via two
! redundant trip legs. This ensures that a fault or the

opening of a breaker in one trip leg (i.e., for testing
purposes) will not interrupt power to the CEDM buses.

| Each of the four trip paths consists of two RTCBs in series.
.

| The two RTCBs within a trip path are actuated by separate
trip paths.

The eight RTCBs are operated as four sets of two breakers
(four RTCB channels including the shunt trip coils and
undervoltagecoils). Each set of two RTCBs is opened by the

i same K-relay. This arrangement ensures that power is
:

O
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i

!
interrupted to both CEDM buses, thus preventing trip of only

!
half of the control element assemblies (CEAs) (a half trip).
Any one inoperable RTCB in a RTCB channel (set of two

! breakers) will make the entire RTCB channel inoperable.

Each set of RTCBs is operated by either a Manual Trip push {
,

| button or an RPS actuated K-relay. There are four Manual '

| Trip push buttons, arranged in two sets of two, as shown in
Figure B 3.3.1-1. Depressing both push buttons in either

! set will result in a reactor trip.
:
,

When a Manual Trip is initiated using the control room push |
| buttons, the RPS trip paths and K-relays are bypassed, and !
! the RTCB undervoltage and shunt trip coils are actuated

independent of the RPS.

A Manual Trip channel includes the push button and
interconnecting wiring to both RTCBs necessary to actuate
both the undervoltage and shunt trip coils, but excludes the

i

K-relay contacts and their interconnecting wiring to the I

RTCBs, which are considered part of the Trip Path Logic.

| Functional testing of the entire RPS instrument and logic
! channels, from bistable input through the opening of

individual sets of RTCBs, can be perfomed either at power
or shutdown and is nonnally performed on a quarterly basis.
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 7.2 (Ref. 3),

i explains RPS testing in more detail.

APPLICABLE Reactnr Protective System Locic

SAFETY ANALYSES

The RPS Logic provides for automatic trip initiation to
| maintain the SLs during A00s and assist the ESF systems in
| ensuring acceptable consequences during accidents. All
I transients and accidents that call for a reactor trip assume

the RPS Logic is functioning as designed.

,
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:

Reactor Trio Circuit Breakers
|

All of the transient and accident analyses that call for a '

reactor trip assume that the RTCBs operate and interrupt
power to the CEDMs.

Manual Trio
,

There are no accident analyses that take credit for the
Manual Trip; however, the Manual Trip is part of the RPS
ci rcuit ry. It is used by the operator to shut down the
reactor whenever any parameter is rapidly trending toward
its trip setpoint. A Manual Trip accomplishes the same
results as any one of the automatic trip Functions.

The RPS Logic and initiation satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), !
Criterion 3.

,Q
LCO Reactor Protective System Loaic

!

Failures of individual bistable relays and their contacts ;

are addressed in LC0 3.3.1. This Specification addresses '

failures of the Matrix Logic not addressed in the above,
such as the failure of matrix relay power supplies or the

'

failure of the trip bypass contact in the bypass condition.

Loss of a single vital bus will de-energize one of the two
power supplies in each of three matrices. This will result
in two sets of two RTCBs opening; however, the remaining two
sets of two closed RTCBs will prevent a reactor trip. For
the purposes of this LCO, de-energizing up to three matrix
power supplies due to a single failure is to be treated as a
single channel failure, providing the affected matrix relays
de-energize as designed, opening the affected RTCBs.

Each of the four Trip Path Logic channels opens one set of
j RTCBs if any of the six logic matrices de-energize their
|

O
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associated matrix relays. They thus perfom a logical QR d
. function. Each Trip Path Logic channel has its own power
supply and is independent of the others. A Trip Path Logic
channel includes the matrix relay through to the K-relay
contacts, which open the RTCB.

It is possible for two Trip Path Logic channels affecting
the same trip leg to de-energize if a matrix power supply or
vital instrument bus fails. This will result in opening the
two,affected sets of two RTCBs.

If one set of RTCBs has been opened in response to a single
RTCB channel, Trip Path Logic channel, or Manual Trip
channel failure, the affected set of RTCBs may be closed for,

up to I hour for Surveillance on the OPERABLE Trip Path
| Logic, RTCB, and Manual Trip channels.. In this case, the
| redundant set of RTCBs will provide protection if a trip
i should be required. It is unlikely that a trip will be

required during the Surveillance, coincident with a failure,

of the remaining series RTCB channel. If a single matrix
power supply or vital bus failure has opened two sets of .
RTCBs, Manual Trip and RTCB testing en the closed breakers
cannot be performed without causing a trip.

1. Matrix Loaic

This LC0 requires six channels of Matrix Logic to be !
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODES 3, 4, and 5- I
when any RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being ;

withdrawn.

2. Trio Path Loaic

This LC0 requires four channels of Trip Path Logic to
be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODES 3, 4, and 5
when any RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being
withdrawn.

!

; O
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3. Reactor Trio Circuit Breakers (RTCBs)

The LC0 requires four RTCB channels to be OPERABLE in
MODES I and 2, as well as in MODES 3, 4, and 5 when any !
RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being

! withdrawn.

Each RTCB channel consists of two breakers operated in
| a single set by the Trip Path Logic or Manual Trip j
| ci rcui try. This ensures that power is interrupted at

identical locations in the trip paths for both CEDM
buses, thus preventing power removal to only one CEDM
bus (a half trip).,

Failure of a single breaker affects the entire RTCB
.

channel, and both breakers in the set must be opened. |
Without reliable RTCBs and associated support i

circuitry, a reactor trip cannot occur whether
initiated automatically or manually.

Each channel of RTCBs starts at the contacts actuated
by the K-relay, and the contacts actuated by the Manual
Trip, for each set of breakers. The K-relay actuated
contacts and the upstream circuitry are considered to
be RPS Logic. Manual Trip contacts and upstream l

circuitry are considered to be part of the Manual Trip )
channels. j

A Note associated with the ACTIONS states that if one
set of RTCBs has been opened.in response to a single
RTCB channel, Trip Path Logic channel, or Manual Trip
channel failure, the affected set of RTCBs may be
closed for up to I hour for Surveillance on the
OPERABLE Trip Path Logic, RTCB, and Manual Trip
channels. In this case, the redundant set of RTCBs
will provide protection. If a single matrix power
supply or vital bus failure has opened two sets of
RTCBs, Manual Trip and RTCB testing on the closed
breakers cannot be perfomed without causing a trip. ;

|C
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This Note is not applicable to Condition A, with one
Matrix Logic channel inoperable.

4. Manual Trio

The LC0 requires all four Manual Trip channels to be
OPERABLE in MODES I and 2, and MODES 3, 4, and 5 when
any RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being
withdrawn.

Two independent sets of two adjacent push buttons are
provided at separate locations. Each push button is
considered a channel and operates two of the eight
RTCBs. Depressing both push buttons in either set will
cause an interruption of power to the CEDMs, allowing
the CEAs to fall into the core. This design ensures
that no single failure in any push button channel can
either cause or prevent a reactor trip.

O
APPLICABILITY The RPS Matrix Logic, RTCBs, and Manual Trip are required to

be OPERABLE in any MODE when any CEA is capable of being
withdrawn from the core (i.e., RTCBs closed and power
availabletotheCEDMs). This ensures the reactor can be
tripped when necessary, but allows for maintenance and

| testing when the reactor trip is not needed.

In MODES 3, 4, and 5 with all the RTCBs open, the CEAs are
i not capable of withdrawal and these Functions do not have to

be OPERABLE. However, two Wide Range Logarithmic Neutron
Flux Monitor Channels must be OPE 9ABLE to ensure proper
indication of neutron population and to indicate a boron
dilution event. This is addressed in LCO 3.3.12, Wide Range

; Logarithmic Neutron Flux Monitor Channels.
l

ACTIONS When the number of inoperable RPS logic or Trip Initiation
channels exceeds tilat specified in any related Condition,
then the plant is outside the safety analysis. Therefore,

'

3(J
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f LC0 3.0.3 is immediately entered if applicable in the
current MODE of operation.

M

Condition A applies if one Matrix Logic channel is
inoperable or three Logic Matrices channels are inoperable
due to a common power source failure de-energizing three ',

;

i matrix power supplies in any applicable MODE.

The Matrix Logic channel must be restored to OPERABLE status
| within 48 hours. The Completion Time of 48 hours provides

the operator time to take appropriate actions and still
ensures that any risk involved in operating with a failed

j channel is acceptable. Operating experience has
; demonstrated that the probability of a random failure of a
! second Matrix Logic channel is low during any given 48 hour
I interval. If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE

status within 48 hours, Condition E is entered.

|

| M
|

Condition B applies to one Trip Path Logic channel, RTCB
channel, or Manual Trip channel in MODES 1 and 2, since they

'

have the same actions. MODES 3, 4, and 5, with the RTCBs
shut, are addressed in Condition C. These Required Actions
require opening the affected RTCBs. This removes the need

|
; for the affected channel by performing its associated safety
i function. With the RTCB open, the affected Functions are in
| one-out-of-two logic, which meets redundancy requirements, )
! but testing on the OPERABLE channels cannot be perfonned !

w3thout causing a reactor trip unless the RTCBs in the
inoperable channels are closed to pennit testing. Limiting,

'

Condition for Operation 3.0.5 allows the RTCBs associated I
with the inoperable channel to be closed to perfonn testing.

i

1
'

:
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Required Action B.1 provides for opening the RTCBs
associated with the inoperable channel within a Completion
Time of 1 hour. This Required Action is conservative, since
depressing the Manual Trip push button associated with
either set of breakers in the other trip leg will cause a
reactor trip. With this configuration, a single channel
failure will not prevent a reactor trip. The allotted
Completion Time is adequate to open the affected RTCBs while
maintaining the risk of having them closed at an acceptable
l evel .

C_d

Condition C applies to the failure of one Trip Path Logi
channel, RTCB channel, or Manual Trip channel in MODE 3, 4,
or 5 with the RTCBs closed. The channel must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 48 hours. If the inoperable channel
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 48 hours, the
affected RTCBs must be opened. In some cases, this
condition may effect all of the RTCBs. This removes the
need for the affected channel by perfoming its associated
safety function. With the RTCBs open, the affected
functions are in a one-out-of-two logic, which meets
redundancy requirements.

The Completion Time of 48 hours is consistent with that of
other RPS instrumentation and should be adequate to repair
most failures.

Testing on the OPERABLE channels cannot be perfomed without
causing a reactor trip unless the RTCBs in the inoperable
channels are closed to pemit testing. Limiting Condition
for Operation 3.0.5 allows the RTCBs associated with the i

inoperable channel to be closed to perfom testing.

O
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| |
!D.1
|
1

Condition D applies to the failure of both Manual Trip or;

:Trip Path Logic channels affecting the same trip leg. Since
this will open two channels of RTCBs, +his Condition is also ,

|
,

| applicable to the two affected channel of RTCBs. This i

Condition allows for loss of a single vital instrument bus ;

or matrix power supply, which will de-energize both Trip I
! Path Logic channels in the same trip leg. This will open {
L both sets of RTCBs in the affected trip leg, satisfying the ;
i Required Action of opening the affected channels of RTCBs. t

Of greater concern is the failure of the trip path circuit
; in a nontrip condition (e.g., due to two trip path K-relay
i failures). With only one Trip Path Logic channel failed in

a nontrip condition, there is still the redundant set of
| RTCBs in the trip leg. With both failed in a nontrip |
| condition, the reactor will not trip automatically when '

I required. In either case, the affected RTCBs must be opened -

| immediately by using the appropriate Manual Trip push ;

buttons, since each of the four push buttons opens one set I

of RTCBs, independent of the trip path circuitry. Caution )
must be exercised, since depressing the wrong push buttons

|may result in a reactor trip.

If the Manual Trip Channels are inoperable and affecting the
same trip leg the associated RTCB's must be opened
immediately to ensure Manual Trip capability is maintained.
With the affected RTCB's open any one of two Manual Trip
push buttons bring depressed will result in a reactor trip.

If the affected RTCB(s) cannot be opened, Condition E is
entered. This would only occur if there is a failure in the
Manual Trip channel or the RTCB(s).

i
|

|O
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|

E.1 and E.2

| Condition E is entered if Required Actions associated with
! Condition A, B, or D are not met within the required !

| Completion Time or if more than one Manual Trip, Matrix
| Logic Trip Path Logic, or RTCB channel is inoperable for

i

reasons other than Condition A or D.
4

'

:

| If the RTCBs associated with the inoperable channel cannot |

| be opened, the reactor must be shut down within 6 hours and .

| all the RTCBs opened. A Completion Time of 6 hours is ;

! reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the ;

required MODE from full power conditions in an orderly
| manner and without challenging plant systems and to open '

RTCBs. All RTCBs should then be opened, placing the plant '

in a MODE where the LC0 does not apply and ensuring no CEA
withdrawal occurs.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1
REQUIREMENTS :

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perfonned on each RTCB channel
| every 31 days. This verifies proper operation of each RTCB.

The RTCB must then be closed prior to testing the other
RTCBs, or a reactor trip may result. The frequency of ;

31 days is based on the reliability analysis presented in .

topical report CEN-327, "RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval
!

| Evaluation" (Ref. 4).

SR 3.3.3.2

'

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each RPS Logic channel and RTCB
channel is performed every 92 days to ensure the entire !

channel will perform its intended function when needed. j
|

In addition to reference voltage tests, the RPS CHANNEL I

FUNCTIONAL TEST consists of three overlapping tests as
described in Reference 3. These tests verify that the RPS

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.3.3-15 Revision 0
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|

1s capable of perfoming its intended function, from
bistable input through the RTCBs. The first test, the
instrument channel test, is addressed by SR 3.3.1.4 in

! LC0 3.3.1.

| This SR addresses the two tests associated with the RPS
| Logic: Matrix Logic and Trip Path Logic.
|

Matrix Loaic Tests
|

!
These tests are performed one matrix at a time. They verify
that a coincidence in the two instrument channels for each
Function removes power from the matrix relays. During
testing, power is applied to the matrix relay test coils and

i prevents the matrix relay contacts from assuming their'

de-energized state. The Matrix Logic tests will detect any
short circuits around the bistable contacts in the
coincidence logic such as may be caused by faulty bistable
relay or trip bypass contacts.

,

Trio Path Tests

These tests are similar to the Matrix Logic tests, except
that test power is withheld from one matrix relay at a time,
allowing the trip path circuit to de-energize, opening the
affected set of RTCBs. The RTCBs must then be closed prior

| to testing the other three trip path circuits, or a reactor
trip may result.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis presented in topical report CEN-327, "RPS/ESFAS
Extended Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 4).

|

SR 3.3.3.3

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the Manual Trip channels is
performed prior to a reactor startup to ensure the entire
channel will perform its intended function if required. The,

i

,

O
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;

Manual Trip Function can be tested either at power or
shutdown. However,' the simplicity of this circuitry and the| r

| absence of drift concern makes this Frequency adequate.
| Additionally, operating experience has shown that these !
! components usually pass the Surveillance when perfomed once '

within 7 days prior to each reactor startup.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 14

2. 10 CFR Part 100 I

|

3. UFSAR, Section 7.2 i

4. CEN-327, June 2, 1986, including Supplement 1,
| March 3, 1989

| I

l

O
t

!
1

; i
!

'

|

|

I
l i
| |

|

|
|

O !
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!
consistent with the assumptions of the plant specific '

setpoint calculations.

| Each nominal trip setpoint specified is more conservative
'

than the analytical limit assumed in the Fuel Handling
Accident analysis in order to account for instrument
uncertainties appropriate to the actuation Function. These
uncertainties are defined in Reference 3. A sensor channel
is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its
required Allowable Value.

The Bases for the LC0 on the CRS are discussed below for i
each Function: !

a. Manual Actuation

The LC0 on Manual Actuation backs up the automatic |

actuations and ensures operators have the capability to
rapidly initiate the CRS Function if any parameter is
trending toward its setpoint. At least one channel '

must be OPERABLE to be consistent with the requirements -

of LC0 3.9.3, " Containment Penetrations."

b. Containment Radiation-Hiah .

The LC0 on the radiation sensor channels requires that *

all four be OPERABLE. The radiation sensor channels
4 '

have a measurement range of 10 - 10' mr/hr.

The Containment Radiation-High setpoint is based on
sensing radiation resulting from a fuel handling
accident in order to prevent a release of radioactivity
through the containment purge system.

|O
!
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c. Actuation Loaic

) One channel of Actuation Logic must be OPERABLE to be
iconsistent with the requirements of LCO 3.9.3. If one !

fails, it must be restored to OPERABLE status.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 or 6, the CRS isolation of containment purge
valves is not required to be OPERABLE. However, during CORE
ALTERATIONS or during movement of irradiated fuel, there is
the possibility of a fuel handling accident requiring the
CRS on high radiation in containment. Accordingly, the CRS
must be OPERABLE during CORE ALTERATIONS and when moving any
irradiated fuel in containment when the containment purge |tvalves are open.

In MODES I, 2, 3, and 4, the containment purge valves are
sealed closed.

O
ACTIONS A CRS sensor channel is inoperable when it does not satisfy

the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's Function. The !

most common cause of channel inoperability is outright !
t failure or drift of the sensor module or measurement channel

sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed by the plant
specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the drift is not '

large which at worst would result in a delay of actuation
rather than a total loss of Function. This determination is
generally made during the performance of a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION when the process instrument is set up for
adjustment to bring it within specification. Sensor drift
could also be identified during CHANNEL CHECKS. CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TESTS identify sensor module drift. If the
actual trip setpoint is not within the Allowable Value in
SR 3.3.7.2, the channel is inoperable and the appropriate
Conditions must be entered.

In the event that either a sensor channel's -- trip setpoint I,

| is found nonconservative with respect to the Allowable |

|O
I
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APPLICABLE The CRRS, in conjunction with the CREVS, maintains the
SAFETY ANALYSES control room atmosphere within conditions suitable for '

prolonged occupancy throughout the duration of any one of
| the accidents discussed in Reference 1. The radiation'

exposure of control room personnel, through the duration of
any one of the pcstulated accidents discussed in " Accident
Analysis," Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR),

.

Chapter 14 (Ref.1), meets the intent of UFSAR, Appendix 1C '

g

| (Ref.2).

The CRR5 satisfies the requirements of
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3.

LC0 LC0 3.3.8 requires one channel of CRRS to be OPERABLE. The i

required channel consists of a trip circuit and the |
particulate / iodine and gaseous radiation monitor I

(measurement channel). The specific Allowable Value for the l

setpoint of the CRRS is listed in the SRs.

O
Only the Allowable Value is specified for the trip Function I

in the LCO. Operation with a trip setpoint less
conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its
Allowable Value, is acceptable.

Operation and testing are consistent with the assumptions of
the plant specific setpoint analyses. A channel is
inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its
required Allowable Value.

The Bases for the LC0 on the CRRS is that one channel of
Airborne Radiation detection and trip circuitry is required
to be OPERABLE to ensure the control room isolates on either
high iodine and high particulate or gaseous concentration.
The Allowable Value was established as part of original
plant design. It provides reasonable assurance of safety
for Control Room personnel.

L

|

i O
!
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power conditions in an orderly manner and without '

challenging plant safety systems or operators.
!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.I '

REQUIREMENTS
fA CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perfomed on the control room

radiation monitoring channel to ensure the entire channel
will perform its intended function. ,

,

The Frequency of 92 days is based on plant operating -

experience with regard to channel DPERABILITY and drift.

i

SR 3.3.8.2

CHANT!EL CALIBRATION is a check of the CRRS channel including i

. the sensor. The Surveillance verifies that the channel'

responds to a measured parameter within the necessary rangeO and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for channel drift between successive '

calibrations to ensure that the channel remains operational !
I

between successive surveillances. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must
be performed consistent with the plant specific setpoint
analysis.

,

;

! The Frequency of 24 months has been shown by operating
experience to be adequate to detect any failures.

i

|
REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 14 )

!

2. UFSAR, Appendix IC

O:
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9. Containment Area Radiation (hiah rance)

Containment Area Radiation is provided to monitor for ;

the potential of significant radiation releases and to I

provide release assessment for use by operations in
determining the need to invoke site emergency plans.

Containment Area Radiation instrumentation consists of
two radiation detectors with displays and alarm in the
control room. The radiation detectors have a g j

measurement range of 1 to 10' R/hr.

10. Containment Hydroaen Monitors
,

,

Containment Hydrogen Monitors are provided to detect
high hydrogen concentration conditions that represent a '

potential for containment breach. This variable is
I also important in verifying the adequacy of mitigating

.

O
'

ctioae-

Containment Hydrogen instrumentation monitors that |
i

'

analyze samples from six locations inside the j
Containment. Two groups of three sampling lines from

'

each containment provide samples to the two cabinets in
| the sampling room. The cabinets contain the hydrogen

analyzers and related equipment. The sampling system
is fully operational from this remote station due to

| post-accident personnel safety considerations. Once
the system is placed in the sampling mode, any
malfunction or high hydrogen condition will generate a
signal in the annunciator system in the main control
room. i

|
| ,
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11. Pressurizer Pressure (wide rance)

Pressurizer wide range pressure is a Category I
variable provided for verification of core cooling and
RCS integrity long tenn surveillance.

!
|
!

!

;

:
t

I

'

|O
,

:
i

;

,

|

|

' O
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Wide range pressurizer pressure is measured by two
pressure transmitters with a span of 0 psia to
4000 psia. The pressure transmitters are located
inside the containment. Redundant monitoring
capability is provided by two indication channels.
Control Room indications are provided.

Pressurizer pressure is a Type I variable because the
operator uses this indication to monitor the cooldown,

;
! of the RCS following a LOCA and other design basis

:
events. Operator actions to maintain a controlled |

cooldown, such as adjusting steam generator pressure or
level, would use this indication. Furthermore,
pressurizer pressure is one factor that may be used in,

decisions to terminate reactor coolant pump operation.
I

12. Steam Generator Pressure
1

$!O steem cemeretor eress#re 4s e cete9ers 1 4astr# eot eod
1s provided to monitor operation of decay heat removal
via the steam generators.

There are four redundant pressure transmitters per
steam generator, but only two per steam generator are
required to satisfy the Technical Specification
Requirements. The transmitter provides wide range ;
indication over the range from 0 to 1200 psia. Each 1
transmitter provides input to control room indication. !

Since the primary indication used by the operator
i during an accident is the control room indicator, the

PAM instrumentation Specification deals specifically
with this portion of the instrument channel.

13. Pressurizer Level

Pressurizer Level is used to detemine whether to
terminate safety injection, if still in progress, or to

O
| CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.3.10-10 Revision 0
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reinitiate safety injection if it has been stopped.
Knowledge of pressurizer water level is also used to i

verify the plant conditions necessary to establish I
natural circulation in the RCS and to verify that the |
plant is maintained in a safe shutdown condition. |

Pressurizer Level instrumentation consists of two I

pressurizer level transmitters that provide input to t

control room indicators.
.

14. Steam Generator Water Level

i

Steam Generator Water Level is provided to monitor i

operation of decay heat removal via the steam !

generators. The Category I indication of steam
generator level is the extended startup range level |
instrumentation. The extended startup range level
covers a span of -40 inches to -63 inches (relative toO normai oneretins ievel). above the io er t#besheet.
The measured differential pressure is displayed in
inches of water at process conditions of the fluid. j

,

Redundant monitoring capability is provided by four
transmitters. The uncompensated level signal is input
to the plant computer and a control room indicator. I

Steam Generator Water Level instrumentation consists of i

two level transmitters.

Operator action is based on the control room indication {
of Steam Generator Water Level. The RCS response
during a design basis small break LOCA is dependent on
the break size. For a certain range of break sizes,
the boiler condenser mode of heat transfer is necessary
to remove decay heat. Extended startup range level is
a Type A variable because the operator must manually {
raise and control the steam generator level to !

establish boiler condenser heat transfer. Feedwater
flow is increased until indication is in range.

I

O
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'

15. Condensate Storaae Tank Level

Condensate Storage Tank (CST) Level is provided to
; ensure water supply for auxiliary feedwater (AFW). The
'

CST provides the ensured safety grade water supply for
the AFW System. The CST consists of two identical

;
tanks connected by a common outlet header. Inventory
is monitored by a 0 to 144 inch level indication for
each tank. Condensate Storage Tank Level is displayed
on a control room indicator, strip chart recorder, and
plant computer. In addition, a control room
annunciator alams on low level.

Condensate Storage Tank Level is considered a Type A
variable because the control room meter and annunicator
are considered the primary indication used by the
Operator. The DBAs that require AFW are the steam line
break and loss of main feedwater. The CST is the
1rit1al source of water for the AFW System. However,

( as the CST is depleted, manual operator action is
necessary to replenish the CST or align suction to the
AFW pumps from the hotwell.

16, 17, 18, 19. Core Exit Temperature

Core Exit Temperature is provided for verification and
long term surveillance of core cooling.

An evaluation was made of the minimum number of valid
core exit themocouples necessary for inadequate core
cooling detection. The evaluation detemined the
reduced complement of core exit themocouples necessary !

to detect initial core uncovery and trend the ensuing
core heatup. The evaluations account for core
nonunifomities including incore effects of the radial
decay power distribution and excore effects of
condensate runback in the hot legs and nonunifom inlet
temperatures. Based on these evaluations, adequate or

O
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|

inadequate core cooling detection is ensured with two
valid core exit thermocouples per quadrant.

The design of the Incore Instrumentation System,

.

includes a Type K (chromel alumel) thermocouple within
each of the 45 incore instrument detector assemblies.

|

The junction of each themocouple is located more than
i

a foot above the fuel assembly inside a structure that
supports and shields the incore instrument detector
assembly string from flow forces in the outlet plenum
region. These core exit thermocouples monitor the
temperature of the reactor coolant as it exits the fuel
assemblies.

The core exit themocouples have a usable temperature
range from 40'F to 2300*F, although accuracy is reduced
at temperatures above 1800*F.

O 2o- areee"<41er aress re <>e re"ee)

Pressurizer low range pressure is a Category I variable
provided for verification of core cooling and RCS
integrity long-term surveillance.

Low-Range Pressurizer pressure is measured by two
pressure transmitters with a span of 0 psia to i

1600 psia. The pressure transmitters are located
g

; inside the containment. Redundant monitoring
'

capability is provided by two indication channels.
Control Room indications are provided.

| Pressurizer pressure is a Type I variable because the
| operator uses this indication to monitor the cooldown

of the RCS following a LOCA and other design basis
| events. Operator actions to maintain a controlled
! cooldown, such as adjusting steam generator pressure or

level, would use this indication. Furthermore,

: O
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Pressurizer pressure is one factor that may be used in
g

decisions to teminate reactor coolant pump operations.
|

Two indication channels are required to be OPERABLE for all
but two Functions. Two OPERABLE channels ensure that no
single failure, within either the PAM instrumentation or its

| auxiliary supporting features or power sources (concurrent
with the failures that are a condition of or result from a

i specific accident), prevents the operators from being |
| presented the infomation necessary for them to detemine '

the safety status of the plant and to bring the plant to and '

maintain it in a safe condition following that accident,,

i

| In Table 3.3.10-1 the exceptions to the two channel
.

requirement are CIV Position and the SMMs. J

'

Containment Isolation Valve Position is not required for
| g isolation valves whose associated penetration is isolated by '

i V at least one closed and deactivated automatic valve, closed
j manual valve, check valve with flow through the valve

secured, blind flange, or equivalent. Equivalent isolation
! methods must be approved in accordance with appropriate |

American Society of Mechanical Engineers /American National ;
| Standards Institute Codes. j
!

Two OPERABLE channels of core exit themocouples are
| required for each channel in each quadrant to provide

indication of radial distribution of the coolant temperature
,

j rise across representative regions of the core. Power !

| distribution symmetry was considered in detemining the |
specific number and locations provided for diagnosis of |
local core problems. Therefore, two randomly selected |

thermocouples may not be sufficient to meet the two
i thermocouples per channel requirement in any quadrant. The !
' two themocouples in each channel must meet the additional

requirement that one be located near the center of the core
and the other near the core perimeter, such that the pair of

!

core exit thermocouples indicate the radial temperature
.

O:
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gradient across their core quadrant. Plant specific
i

evaluations in response to Item II.F.2 of NUREG-0737 should
have identified the themocouple pairings that satisfy these

!
requirements. Two sets of two themocouples in each
quadrant ensure a single failure will not disable the
ability to detemine the radial temperature gradient.

For loop and steam generator related variables, the required
infomation is individual loop temperature and individual
steam generator level. In these cases two channels are
required to be OPERABLE for each loop of steam generator to
redundantly provide the necessary infomation.

In the case of CIV Position, the important infomation is
the status of the containment penetrations. The LCO
requires one position indicator for each active containment
isolation valve. This is sufficient to redundantly verify
the isolation status of each isolable penetration either via
indicated status of the active valve and prior knowledge of,

O the passive valve or via system boundary status. If a
'

;
nomally active CIV is known to be closed and deactivated,
position indication is not needed to detemine status.

| Therefore, the position indication for valves in this state
,

'

i is not required to be OPERABLE.

The parameters intended to be monitored by the SDM monitors I

can be obtained by alternate means.

|

| APPLICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2,
|

| and 3. These variables are related to the diagnosis and '

preplanned actions required to mitigate DBAs. The
applicable DBAs are assumed to occur in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

| In MODES 4, 5, and 6, plant conditions are such that the j
i likelihood of an event occurring that would require PAM !|

instrumentation is low; therefore, PAM instrumentation is
not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

j

i

i

O<
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. ACTIONS Note 1 has been added in the ACTIONS to exclude the MODE |change restriction of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows
entry into the applicable MODE while relying on the ACTIONS,
even though the ACTIONS may eventually require plant
shutdown. This exception is acceptable due to the passive
function of the indication channels, the operator's ability

,

to monitor an accident using alternate instruments and
methods, and the low probability of an event requiring these
indication channels.

Note 2 has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the
application of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of

,

this Specificat' ion may be entered independently for each
;

Function listed in Table 3.3.10-1. TheCompletionTime(s) '

of the inoperable channel (s) of a Function will be tracked |

separately for each Function, starting from the time the
Condition was entered for that Function.

A_d
|

When one or more Functions have one required indication i
channel that is inoperable, the required inoperable channel ;

must be restored to OPERABLE status within 30 days. The
30 day Completion Time is based on operating experience and
takes into account the remaining OPERABLE channel (or in the
case of a Function that has only one required channel, other
non-Regulatory Guide 1.97 indication channels to monitor the
function),thepassivenatureoftheinstrument(nocritical
automatic action is assumed to occur from these |
instruments), and the low probability of an event requiring !

PAM instrumentation during this interval.

!

L.1

This Required Action specifies initiation of actions in
accordance with Specification 5.6.7, which requires a
written report to be submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory

O:
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Commission. This report discusses the results of the root
cause evaluation of the inoperability and identifies
proposed restorative Required Actions. This Required' Action

! is appropriate in lieu of a shutdown requirement, given the
likelihood.of plant conditions that would require

|- information provided by this instrumentation. Also,
I

alternative Required Actions are identified before a loss of
.

functional capability condition occurs.

c.1
,

! When one or more Functions have two required indication
! channels inoperable (i.e., two channels inoperable in the
| same Function), one channel in the Function should be
! restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days. The Completion

Time of 7 days is based on the relatively low probability of
; an event requiring PAM instrumentation operation and the

.|-
availability of alternate means 'to obtain the required;

O- '4eferme14on. Continuous operation with two required
channels inoperable in a Function is not acceptable because
the alternate indications may not fully meet all performance
qualification requirements applied to the PAM
instrumentation. Therefore, requiring restoration of one
inoperable channel of the Function limits the risk that the
PAM function will be in a degraded condition should an
accident occur.

| !

!- Ed
i

When two required hydrogen monitor channels are inoperable,
Required Action D.1 requires one channel to be restored to
OPERABLE status. This Required Action restores the
monitoring capability of the hydrogen monitor. The 72 hour
Completion Time is based on the relatively low probability
of an event requiring hydrogen monitoring ad the'
availability of alternative means to obtain the required

| information. Continuous operation with two required
!
i

) O
; V
.
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PAM Instrumentaticn l

8 3.3.10 l

i

BASES

i channels inoperable is not acceptable because alternate
!

indications are not available. I

E.1

This Required Action directs entry into the appropriate
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.10-1. The applicable
Condition referenced in the Table is Function dependent.
Each time Required Action C.1 or D.1 is not met, and the
associated Completion Time has expired, Condition E is
entered for that channel and provides for transfer to the
appropriate subsequent Condition.

!

| F.1 and F.2

. If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of
I, Condition C are not met, and Table 3.3.10-1 directs entry

1
| into Condition F, the plant must be brought to a MODE in

|'

which the requirements of this LC0 do not apply. To achieve '

this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours.

|

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions

i from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without j
! challenging plant systems.

i
1
I

I
I

Ed

Alternate means of monitoring Containment Area Radiation
have been developed and tested. These alternate means may |
be temporarily installed if the nomal PAM channel cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the allotted time. The ;

Reactor Vessel Water Level Monitoring System is one of three !

components of the Inadequate Core Cooling Instrumentation.
The SMMs and Core Exit Thermocouples could be used to

I
:

|O
*
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.10

O,

| BASES

monitor Inadequate Core Cooling. If these alternate means
are used, the Required Action is not to shut down the plant,
but rather to follow the directions of Specification 5.6.7.
The report provided to the NRC should discuss the alternate
means used, describe the degree to which the alternate means
are equivalent to the installed PAM channels, justify the
areas in which they are not equivalent, and provide a
schedule for restoring the nonnal PAM channels.

,

SURVEILLANCE A Note at the beginning of the Surveillance Requirements
REQUIREMENTS specifies that the following SRs apply to each PAM i

instrumentation Function in Table 3.3.10-1.

t

SR 3.3.10.1
|

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures
g that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A,

Q CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
| indicated on one indication channel to a similar parameter

on other channels. It is based on the assumption that
indication channels monitoring the same parameter should
read approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the two indication channels could be an indication

i of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of ;

something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect 1

gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
| instrumentation continues to operate properly between each

CHANNEL CAllBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
j on a qualitative assessment of the indication channel which

;
' considers indication channel uncertainties, including |
; indication and readability. If a channel is outside the |
! criteria, it may be an indication that the sensor or the j

signal processing equipment has drifted outside its limit.
If the channels are within the criteria, it is an indication

that the channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are
.

O:
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,

reg r , the CH NN L C 1 y er ta hey are
off scale in the same direction. Off scale low current loop
channels are verified to be reading at the bottom of the

,

range and not failed downscale. |

The Frequency of 31 days is based upon plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, ;

which demonstrates that failure of more than one indication ,

channel of a given Function in any 31 day interval is a rare
1

event. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of channel during normal operational use of
the displays associated with this LCO's required channels.

I

SR 3.3.10.2

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 46 days on a
staggered test basis for the Containment Hydrogen Analyzers. |O )

l

|
,

|

i
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SR 3.3.10.3
:
'

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is perfomed every 24 months or
| approximately every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a !.
! check of the indication channel including the sensor. The

Surveillance verifies the channel responds to the measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. A Note
allows exclusion of neutron detectors and Reactor Vessel ;

Level Monitor System from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

r

The Frequency is based upon operating experience and
consistency with the typical industry refueling cycle and is ;

justified by an 24 month calibration interval for the
determination of the magnitude of equipment drift.

_

,

REFERENCES 1. Letter from R. E. Denton (BGE) to NRC, dated June 6,
1995

O 2. ^useet 9.1988. a. Tiernea memo te NaC. Re9ulaterr
.

Guide. 1.97 Update

3. Regulatory Guide 1.97

4. NUREG-0737, Supplement 1

5. Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Chapter 7
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!

BASES-
;

Remote Shutdown Instrumentation assists in meeting the
requirements of Updated Final Safety Analysis Report,

gAppendix IC, Criterion 11 (Ref.1).

The Remote Shutdown Instrumentation does not meet any of the
criteria in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) but has been retained at

| the request of the NRC.
!

:

LC0 The Remote Shutdown Instrumentation LCO provides the
requirements for the OPERABILITY of the instrumentation

| necessary to help place and maintain the unit in MODE 3 from
a location other than the control room.

| The instrumentation typically required are listed in
Table 3.3.11-1 in the accompanying LCO.

The instrumentation are those required for:

Core Reactivity Monitoring (initial and long tem);.

RCS Pressure Monitoring; {e

Monitoring Decay Heat Removal via Steam Generators; ande

RCS Inventory Monitoring.e

A Function of a Remote Shutdown Instrumentation is OPERABLE
if all indication channels needed to support the remote

i shutdown Functions are OPERABLE. In some cases,
i

Table 3.3.11-1 may indicate that the required information
capability is available from several alternate sources. In
these cases, the Function is OPERABLE as long as one channel

|of any of the alternate infomation sources for each
|

Function is OPERABLE.

An indication channel consists of field transmitters or
{ process sensors and associated instrumentation, providing a ;

i measurable electronic signal based upon the physic .
|

|O
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| Remote Shutdown Instrumentatien
B 3.3.11
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BASES
l

plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were perfomed with the reactor at power.

The SR is modified by a Note, which excludes neutron
|. detectors and Reactor Trip Breaker Indication from the
| CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

|
REFERENCES 1. Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Appendix IC I

|

I

b |

1

l

I

i

i |
|

|

|

l

1

i

; O
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TABLE 4.3-1(Continued) \
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TABLE M TATION
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,.v , s q 45ser-wnerete%ounmimeterc4 ie sne :wsisar r signa s V
agree with calorimetric calculation if absolute difference is * 1.5%. c cor e '''N-

rDuring PHYS!C5 TESTS, these daily calibrations of nuclear power and g . -, r++W AT power may be suspended provided these calibrations are perfoteed a...,t52 ,

upon reaching each major test power plateau and prior to proceeding N -"
,_to the ne ma er plateau. A

'd['
J> jor tes'(L.I

M / Above of RATED THURA POWER recalibrate the excore detectors Q. -r- ''g'"
~

which monitor the ARIAL SKAPE INDEI by using the intore detectors or
restrict THERMAL POWER during subsequent-tottations to < 90% of _the| ' ' ' " , " maximum allowed THER!(K Pouta level (iitth the existing Reactor Coolant O'

C*'
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* ' -

wu susper. led provided these calibrations are performed upon rtaching C' ' ,,.
-| 2 ~ elch major teti power plateau and priNo.ine tp m ae +e

major test powe7rstagg u c s( *4o % ,f4 - *,

' ; E ( heutron detectors may be excluded from ECEALIBRATION.
'~

( y which time this ameyffent will be
' ' ford ycle 12. the surveillance shall due by March 31 6. after

seded by Amen o. 208. -

.,

. - %
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TABLE 4,3-1(Continued) p,, ,, f., ,a. , ~t. 3 . T

TABLE NOTAT!Q!! "RP5 Lpc a . d T* ip l a a d ' a -s

gg With reactor trip breakers in the closed positten and the CEA drive]
. ,, L 6 systentespable of crA withdrawal. -n _

L.I.. .

' ~ '

. ..L'h.q *D.Y T d$~'d4 "* "dIf not performed in previous 7 days. --

' ~ ~.
. '

N, peat balante enigbove 1% o" RATED Turn POWEh adjust (MMy
,

3 ' ' '.
__

_-

j butrn; ,m a' ___,,,v,-- w to make the nuclear power signait %
_,

_ <<oec
begree with calorimetric calculation if absolute difference is > 1.5%. ca ''' '9'
During PHYSICS TEST 3. these daily calibrations of nuclear power and ej ~% -

Notr .. AT power may be suspended provided these calibrations are performed -

? upon reaching each major test power plateau and prior to proceeding
's to the nex rajor t ower plateau.
n
i. 3, t. I J Abeve RATED TH '1AL POWER, recalibrate the excore detectors A.Gwhich monitor the AXIAL 5HAPE INDEX by using the incore detectors or

{ restrict THERMAL POWER during subse uent operations to < 90% of the g}c ....
syimum allowe L J th the e-M t %; "-- * a- C::' c.. . ,

e. i
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,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION - OPERATING l

;

O allowable value is derived will now be contained in the COLR, and the COLR will be
i

referenced by the ITS. Thus, details regarding how allowable values are determined are I

more appropriately determined outside the Technical Specifications. This requirement is !

being moved to the COLR where it can be adequately controlled.
.

LA.8 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1, Table 4.3-1, Table Notation (3) discusses scalibrating
| excore detectors, and states it should be done with the existing reactor coolant pump
| combination. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.1 will move this requirement to plant

|
| procedures. This requirement can be adequately controlled in plant procedures. Any change 1

| to this requirement in plant procedures will require compliance with the plant change control |

| process. The plant change control process will ensure that any changes are adequately
| reviewed. This change does not alter the requirement to recalibrate the excores using the
; existing RCP combination. This change only moves details out of Technical Specifications
I

'

and does not affect plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. |

,

,

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L1 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 Table 4.31 Endnotes (2) and (4) require the heat
balance to be performed when power is > 15% RTP. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.1 I

| will add a Note to SR 3.3.1.2 (heat balance) which allows the Surveillance to not be |
| performed until 12 hours after power is > 20% RTP, The allowance to delay the
| Sur.eillance for 12 hours after power is > 20% RTP allows time for the plant to stabilize in a

condition in order to accurately calibrate the instruments above a power at which they are
,

accurate. This will provide more accurate results, helping the RPS functions initiate at the
de appropriate time. The 12 hours is within the 24 hour delay allowed for a missed SR. This |

'

;

| change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

| L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 Table 4.3 1 Endnote (3) requires power to be limited
! to 90% RTP if the excore channels are not calibrated using the incore detectors, improved
| Technical Specification 3.3.1 Action C requires power to be limited to 90% RTP within
!

24 hours when the excore channels are not calibrated using the incore detectors. This change
essentially increases the time allowed to reduce power to 90% RTP from immediately to
24 hours. The 24 hours allow time to complete the Surveillance while minimizing the time

| in a condition where the excore channels may not be calibrated. This is consistent with the
24-hour delay allowed for a missed SR. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. This
change also encompasses the addition of the SR 3.3.1.3 Note which allows the SR to not be

performed until 12 hours after Thermal Power is 2 20% RTP, and required to be performed
after each fuel loading prior to operation above 90% RTP.

|

|

I

O'

V
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TAELE 2.2-1 (Continued) Pg o

N REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRtfMENTATIOM TRIP SETPOINT LIMITS
Y

O CTIONAL UNIT TRIP SETPOINT. ALLOWABLE VAlt!ES

m Trip setroint adjusted to not Trip setpoint adjusted to not r-h 8. Axial flux offset exceed the limits provided in exceed the limits provided in E
the COLR the c0LR 4,

v.,. c, NZ 9. Thennal Margin / Low Pressure g

a. Four Reactor Coolant Pumps Trip setpoint adjusted to not Trip setpoint adjusted to be~

Operating exceed the limits provided in not less than the larger of C
the COLR (1) 1875 psta. or (2) the h

limits provided in the COLR g

b. SteamGeneratorPrgsure 5 135 psid 5 135 pstd
~ -

*

I a

Difference - High

$ J0. Loss of Load NA N
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g TABLE 2.2-1 (Continue re
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h REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRtMFifTATIDW TRIP SETPOINT LIMITS !
*

-

C :

ff9NCTIONALIMffT TRIP SETPOINT ALLOWABLE _ VALUES I

Q 8. Axfal flux offset M Trip setpoint adjusted to not Trip setpoint adjusted to not r-
exceed the limits provided in exceed the limits provided in E,

g the COLR the COLR g
MW 9. Thermal Margin /Lew Pressure g j" *a. Four Reactor Coolant Pumps Trip setpoint adjusted to not Trip setpoint adjusted to be

Operating exceed the limits provided in not less than the larger of hthe COLR (1) 1875 psia, or (2) the a
limits provided in the COLR

b. Steam Generator Pr 5 135 psid 5 135 psidDifference - High gsure |k ;

[10. Loss of Load MA NA h I
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| 3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION
,

' * ">
'' E.3.11,W.%fu TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued) Disodw .F chap &M*

, logd' FI$ibn9 , y,A,4,, 3,3, g ' i,p; jACTION STATDIENTS fj, , g ,

!
bypusec Tor up to es hours from time of Intsial loss of
OPERASILITY; however, the inoperable channel shall then '

te either restored to OPEAASLE status or placed in thetripped condition.

b. 'n'ithin one hour, all functional units receiving an input
'

'
i

from tne ineperable channel are also placed in the same
condition (either bypassed or tripped, as applicable) as
that required by a. above for the inoperable channel.

The Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is mettc.
benever, one additional channel may be bypassed for up to
48 hot.rs while performing tests and maintenance on that
channel provided the other inocerable channel is Disced
in the trinced condition. f

(ACTION 3 - With tne number of channels vrtzABLE one less than require
- ] by the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, verify

,

' ,

com;11ance with the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements of i
'

S;ecification 3.1.1.1 or 3.1.1.2, as applicable, wit% Q Pa z -M a t Int * nres nor 17 knurt thereafter i

i
,

ACTION /.- Ith the n er of channels vrt LE one less than require.

by the M mum Channels OPE recuirement. be in NOTi

.ST W EY *th49 6 hoert! how,

ong Xhannel may p bypassec~|
for '.; hour for surysti ancegesting per Specification .

3.1
- )

L tr<es ..a L, f4 ' '
|

$*g *L
- - - -
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i
INSERT ACTIONS A, B, C, D, E .;i (page 1 of 2) i

|

|

|
.\

A. One Matnx Imgic channel A.! Restore ehd(s)to 48 hoursinoperable. OPERABLE status. |
'

|

B. One channel ofManual Trip, B.1 Open the m&r*=i RTCBs. Ihour i
RTCBs, or Trip Path Logic

|
inoperable in MODE 1 or 2.

bC. One channel of Manual Trip, C.1 Open the affected RTCBs. 48 hours;- RTCBs, or Trip Path Logic ,

inoperable in MODE 3, 4, or 5. i

1

1

D. Two channels of Manual Trip, D.1 Open the affected RTCDs. ImMiately
RTCBs, or Trip Path logic

| affecting the same trip path
1

inoperabic.

!O
. .

i

b

| |
i

!
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' 'ITABLE 3.5-1 (Continued) (*' T f '' ''

- O *f" +' tt s r. P
r

/ l bypassed for up to 48 hours from time of initial loss of
OPERABILITY: however, the inoperable channel shall then
be either mstomd to GFDABLE status or placed in thei tripped condition.'

'\
Within one hour, all functional units Mceiving an input \b.

\ from the inoperable channel are also placed in the same,

condition (either bypassed or tripped, as applicable) asN that requimd by a. above for the inoperable channel.
\

The Minimum Channels SPERABLE requirement is met;c.

\ however, one additional channel may be bypassed for up to
48 hours while performing tests and maintenance on that j( channel provided the other inoperable channel is placed j| L _in the_tr_fpped condition.

'
, ACTION 3 -

With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than requirth" ~ ~ ~
by the Minime Channels OPERAhLE requirement, vertfy

I, Specification 3.1.1.1 or 3.1.1.2, as applicable, within jcon:pliance with the SNLTTDOLN MARGIN requirements cf
,

Kl_.houtML.at._1.eatt pac.g Rgtig hours thereafter.-

! C>

j

O ACTION A'- ith the
her of channeltEkkEABLE one letVthan require /

'

(V by theft
' d

um Channels OPERABLLrecuirempfft. be in NOT
!TAMDEY within 6 houn/however)one channen may oe oypasse. . '' '

or up to 1 hour for surveillance testing per Specification
-4_. 3 .1.1._,-- ,

|
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b / w 3.;..
INSERT ACTIONS A, B, C, D, E

(page 1 of 2)

i

A. One Matrix logic channel A.1 Restore chanaal(s) to 48 hours
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

| |

| (b| B. One channel of Manual Trip, B.1 Open the affected RTCBs. Ibour !

RTCBs, or Trip Path Logic
:

inoperable in MODE 1 or 2. ,'

i :

\lh '

C. One channel of Manual Trip, C.1 Open the affected RTCBs. 48 hours |
| RTCBs, or Trip Path Logic
' ,

inoperable in MODE 3,4, or 5. I

D. Two channels of Manual Trip, D.I Open the affected RTCBs. win.Jipely |
RTCBs, or Trip Path logic

i
| affecting the same trip path

:

inoperab!c. I

O
. .

k

| /
.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
l

SECTION 3.3.3 - RPS LOGIC AND TRIP INITIATIONI

,

j p/ A.7 Current Technical Specification Table 3.3-1 requires eight channels of RTCB. Improved'

\_.
Technical Specifications will require four channels of RTCBs with each channel contammg

i

two RTCBs. This change does not technically aher the CTS requirements, it changes the i

definition of an RTCB channel. Herefore, this change is admmatrative. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1432.

Current Technical Specification Table 3.3-1, Action A allows one RPS channd tbe bypassedA.8
| for up to one hour for surveillance testmg per Specification 4.3.1.1 (CFT). Improved

|| Technical Specification 3.3.3 will not contain this allowance. His allowance is not needed to !

| allow performance of a CFT because ITS LCO 3.0.5 allows equipment that has been renoved
from senice or declared inoperable to comply with Actions may be retumed to senice under
administrative control to perform testing required to demonstrate its Operability or Operability
of other equipment. The deletion of an allowance that is allowed per Section 3.0 is an

{administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432, generic change i

TSTF-181.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
| M.] Current Technical Specification Applicability for the Matrix logic, Trip Path logic, RTCBs, i

| and Manual Trip is Modes 1 and 2, with any RTCBs closed and any CEA capable of being '

i withdranr.. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.3 will revise the Applicability for these
functions to be Modes I and 2, and Modes 3,4, and 5, with any RTCBs closed and any CEA
capable of being withdrawn. This requirement was added specifically for the Rate Of Change
Of Power function. which has the same Applicability. Associated with this change are the|

addition ofITS Action C for the Manual Trip, RTCBs, and Trip Path Logic in Modes 3,4,:

| and 5. The addition of more stringent requirements constitutes a more restrictive change. This
|

change will not adversely affect plant safety, because it ensures the appropriate logic is
required for the functions that are operable. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

M2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 does not contain Actions when the required Actions
| and associated Completion Times for the Manual Trip, Matrix Logic, Trip Path Logic, and
| RTCBs cannot be met, or if two channels of these (except as required by Action Notes) are
; inoperable. Therefore, CTS would require an LCO 3.0.3 entry. Improved Technical

Specification 3.3.3 contains specific Actions for these conditions. The ITS would require a
power reduction to Mode 3, and the opening of all RTCBs within six hours. He new ITS
requirement is more stringent since it requires a reactor trip after six hours, whereas the CTS,

i does not. His more restrictive change will not adversely affect the safety of the plant. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

M.3 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 Table 4.3-1 requires a CFT to be performed for the
Trip Path Logic and Matrix Logic in Modes 1 and 2. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.3
will require the Trip Path logic and Matrix Logic CFT to be performed in Modes 1 and 2, and
Modes 3,4, and 5, with any RTCB closed and any CEA capable of being withdrawn. This
requirement was added specifically for the Rate Of Change Of Power functio . :<hich has the
same Applicability. He addition of more stringent requirements constitutes a ma restrictive
change. This change will not adversely affect plant safety. His change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

i

I
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; DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
I

SECTION 3.3.3 - RPS LOGIC AND TRIP INITIATION
l

| M.4 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 Action I requires the unit to be in Mode 3 within
| m/ 6 hours "anfor" open the protective system trip breakers. Improved Technical
! Specification 3.3.3 Action E requires the unit to be in Mode 3 within six hours, "and" to open
! RTCBs. This change constitutes a more restrictive change because it requires the RTCBs to!

be open regardless if the unit is placed in Mode 3 within 6 hours, wheitas the CTS does not
require the RTCBs to be open if the unit is in Mode 3 withm 6 hours. De change does not
adversely affect plant safety, because it requires the RTCBs to be placed in a condition which
satisfies their safety function. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

M.5 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1 Action I allows 48 hours to restore an moperable,

'

Manual Reactor Trip channel to Operable status. Improved Technical Specifications 3.3.3 i

Action B requires the affected RTCB to be opened. This change allows no action to be taken
for 48 hours when I channel is inoperable, whereas the ITS requires the affected RTCB to be,

'

opened. Therefore, for the first 48 hours, this change is more restrictive. This change does not
adversely affect plant safety, because it requires the affected RTCB(s) to be placed in a
position to meet their safety function. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432. For any
time after the first 48 hours, this change is discussed in a less restrictive discussion of change.

M.6 Current Technical Specification 4.3.1.1.1 has no Mode in which a CFT is required for Manual
Reactor Trip. Improved Technical Specifications require the test for Modes I and 2, and L

Modes 3,4, and 5 with any RTCBs closed and any CEAs capable of being withdrawn. This ;

was actually the intent of the LCO, except it is no longer required in Mode 6, which is
discussed in a less restrictive change for the LCO Applicability. The SR itself does not

g change. the Mode in which it is required is clarified. This change does not adversely affect !

Q plant safety. This change is consistert with NUREG 1432. i,

TECllNICAL CilANGES - MOVEMENT OF DETAILS TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED-
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 Table 3.3-1 contains a " Channels to Trip" column.
Improved Technical Specification 3.3.3 will not contain this information. This is an
informational column which is more appropriate for the Bases. The number of channels to trip
will not be changed. The information is being moved to the Bases intact. Any changes to these !
requirements in the Bases will require change in compliance with the Bases Change Control
Program in ITS Section 5.0. However, any hardware change to the number of channels to trip
will require a design change. The Bases Change Control Program will ensure that changes
receive appropriate review. This change is a less restrictive movement of details change with
an impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

TEC11NICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
1

i L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 Applicability requires the Manual Reactor Trip to be
Operable in Modes 1 and 2, and when any RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being
withdrawn. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.3 will change the Modes of Applicability to
be Modes 1 and 2 and Modes 3,4, and 5, with any RTCBs closed and any CEA capable of
being withdrawn, thus removing the Applicability ia Mode 6. This change is reasonable
because the CEA withdrawal events are not postulated in Mode 6 and cannot occur when the,

O reactor is defueled, and Boron Dilution in Mode 6 is not temunated by a reactor trip. These.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UhTTS I & 2 3.3.3-3 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.3.3 - RPS LOGIC AND TRIP INITIATION

! fl events are not postulated in Mode 6 or cannot occur when the reactor is defueled. Relaxing the
i V

Modes of Applicability constitutes a less restrictive change. 'Ihis change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

L2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 Action 4 requires the unit to be placed in Hot Standby
within six hours if one channel of Trip Path Logic or RTCBs are moperable. Improved
Technical Specifications would require the affected RTCB to be opened withm one hour. This
change essentially eliminates a shutdown requirement and allows indennite operation with the ;
inoperable channel. Operation can then contmue indefinitely. This change is acceptable l
because it removes the need for the affected channel by perfornung its safety function. With !
the RTCB open. the affected functions meet the redundancy requirements. This change is
consistent with SUREG-1432. !

L3 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 Action 4 requires the unit to be placed in Hot Standbv
within six hours if one channel of Matrix Logic is inoperable. Improved Technical j
Specification 3.3.3 Action A would allow 48 hours to restore the channel to Operable status. '

The 48-hour allowed outage time is acceptable because it is unlikely that a second Matrix
Logic channel would f:ul within a 48-hour period. Allowing 48 hours when a failure caused

|
three Matrix Logic power supplies to de-energize is acceptable because the system is still j
capable of performing its safety function. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. 1

L4 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 does not provide Actions when two channels of
RTCBs or Trip Path Logic affecting the same trip path are inoperable. Thus, LCO 3.0.3

A would be entered improved Technical Specification 3.3.3 Action D would require the affectedU RTCBs to be opened immediately. This change is acceptable because the affected channels'
safety function would be satisfied, and the opening of any one remauung RTCB would cause a
reactor trip. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

:

L5 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 Table 4.3-1 requires the RTCB CFT to be performed
in Modes 1 and 2, and with any RTCBs in the closed position and the CEA drive system
capable of CEA withdrawal. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.3 will require the RTCB
CFT to be performed in Modes 1 and 2, and Modes 3,4, and 5, with any RTCBs closed and
any CEA cape.ble of being withdrawn. This change is consistent with Modes of Applicability
for the LCO, and consistent with the safety analysis when these functions are required. Thisi

change is specifically required for the Rate of Change of Power Trip, which is required in these
Modes. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

1

L6 Current Technical Specification 3.3.1.1 Table 4.3-1 requires a CFT on the Trip Path Logic
and Matrix Logic once every 92 days, and 7 days prior to reactor startup. Improved Technical 4

, Specifications delete the requirement to perform this Surveillance 7 days prior to reactor i
! startup. Per Section 3.0 (LCO and SR Applicability) the Surveillance is required to be

performed within 92 days of reaching the Mode of Applicability for the particular function. I

The performance of this test within 92 days is adequate to prove Operability during normal
operation, therefore, it is adequate to prove Operability prior to startup. The deletion of a
Surveillance interval is considered a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

.

O i
!
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.3.3 - RPS LOGIC AND TRIP INITIATION

(Q./ Current Technical Specifications allow 48 hours to restore one inoperable channel of ManualL.7

Reactor Trip to Operable status. If the channel is not restored in 48 hours, the unit must be
placed in Mode 3 within six hours and/or the RTCBs must be opened Improved Technical
Specifications will require the affected RTCBs to be opened Operation can then continue
indefinitely because the function of the Manual Reactor Trip (which is to open the RTCBs)
will have been completed. This change is ennesdared less restrictive aAer 48 hours because it
allows continued operation, whereas the CTS requires a shutdown aAer 48 hours. However, i
this change is considered more restrictive for the first 48 hours, as discussed in a more

|
,

t restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. j

!
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION/

TABLE 3.3 3 (Continued)

| IABLEMATION
,x

f Containment isolation of non-essential penetrations is also initiate]dby SIAS (functional units _1.a and 1.c).f

CA c t ! -i
- When the RCS temperature is:

/ hGreater than 385'F, the required OPERABLE HPSI pumps must be able lhto start automatically upon receipt of a $1AS signal,
I

[(D) Between 385'F and 365'F. a transition region exists where the
/ OPERABLE HPSI pump will be placed in pull-to-lock on a cooldown

/ and restored to automatic status on a heatup.

(c) At 3E5'F and less, the required OPERABLE HPSI pump shall be in Ipull-to-lock and will not start automatically.
'N' The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are net aeolicable.

/ M.;st be OPERABLE only in Mopt o when the valves are required OPERABLE
ar.d they are open.

/ aj . - , = Trio function may be bypassed in this MODE when pressurizer pressure\fi
D I

is < 1800 psia; bypass shall be automatically removed when \l ( pressurizer pressure is 3 1800 psia.
(C) Trip function may be bypassed in this MODE below 785 psia; bypass

. shall be automatically removed at or above 785 psia.
~ -.

'

_

d be.ys ler''

s, .ne,

j
yL1,; or 2,3. H, " ($(A s a! b"% * ** * * * 't'5

L 5 r,.wt,,. . " IP'M '"aU N T4

|

|
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| 3/4.3 IKSTRUNENTATION I
'

| I

TABLE 3,3-3 (Continued)

-
TABLE Il0TATION l

!

# Containment isolation of non-essential penetrations is also initiated

.fo,J..e4< /
by $1AS (functional units 1.a and 1.c).

;
, .

!When the RCS temperature is:,) ,

h Greater than 325'F the required OPERABLE HPSI pumps must be able |h
to start automatically upon receipt of a SIAS signal,

)
(b) Between 325'r and 301'F, a transition region exists where the )

OPERABLE HPSI pump will be placed in pull-to lock on a cooldown
and restored to automatic status on a heatup. j

(c) At 301*F and less, the required OPERABLE HPSI pump shall be in | |pull-to-lock and will not start automatically.
' *

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable
. . . . . . . - -

m_

Msst be OPERABLE only in MODE 6 when the valves are required OPERABLE
.

and they are open. |

( %), '
a

Trip fun: tion may be bypassed in this MOR when pressurizer pressureP is < 1600 psia; bypass shall be automatically removed wheni
'g

'

pressurizer pressure is 1 1800 psia.
IC) Trip function may be bypassed in this MODE below 785 psia; bypass

shall be automatically removed at or above 785 psia.
N__

]
.

Sce L. . . e-; ,. e( (iu ,n Coe Q g G.,,,,, ,.( (
_ :g,u.s. u $ we s n,y .g,,,, ,g,,

"Ieg6,s.6 4.t
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TARLE4.3-2_(Continuedl i

3h h
. ENGINEERED __5ATETT FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM _INSTRtMEN_TATIONJUR3ILLARCE-REQUIRU8ENTS-

~ '

't
* w

- n0 C; =q CNAMNEL MON S IN M ICR !QCHANNEL CHAMEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE g{ FUNCTIONAL _!mII .CHECR' CALIRRATION TEST RERUIRED, ,

'-i
[7. LOSS OF F0WER h _ _ _ _ . _.

-]'S" a. 4.I6 kv Emergency Bus Undervoltage N4 REFUELIM Q 1,2,3 l(Loss of Voltage)
INTERYALb. 4.16 kv Emergency Bus Undervoltage Nr. REF1JELIM Q 1,2,3( (Degraded Voltage)

__ __ INTERVAL
'

CYCS ISOLATION
~

.

m
S

_

West Penetration Roem/ Letdown NA REFUELIM Q 1, 2, 3?* t eat Exchanger _ Room Pressure - liigh
____ INTERVAL

H
-

9. AUXILIART FEEWATER

a. Manual (Trip Buttons) NA NA REFUELIM MA-

INTERYM.(b. Steam Generator Level - Low S RETUELIM Q 1, 2, 3
INTERVALc. Steam Generater AP - High _ $ REFUELIM Q 1, 2, 3)\INTERYAlf$ d. Automatic Actuation Logic NA

,

lA~ 7 1, 2, 3 W,

G.,. 4 . , ,..
\. . <.- -<

.

.-
i. ., .. .~t , 1,

%.- "

? g, ., , , , u .
- %, J . , . . .- r < t-~ ~v

,

k k =~

5, .. , s .J-.. 3 3. (,.-
m x. a . , - ,.- c-g \'u

.

.. . . G v, ,, s .. .s*.. ;
( ., ",.., s . ., ,'

pg '. *
,

\
_

'
~ 'c s c; . . -

-
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9, . s . ... 3. 3. 7
|

|

' f3
QI

~5 3 y W INSTRUMENTATION [[] gj ] Q3. '3. 7 Md2 !Z MM 05 =h nG;N s.m ufC._,,,,,M, _, . -F, e cAS e . . . , .-4 r N ... . .s. 4 . w .,e r-
. .a.. .a .........a

.

...,.,,w..,...,,1LIMITING CONDIT N FOR OPERATI .%. .s , - . *:e Ac h.+.. L.% .t M, . , 1

t c. o
_

[ inst t' Engineered Safet /a w u ., w - * 13.2.1
ntationchannelsandgFe Actuation 5 stem ( AS$$7 o., o g ,. ,, p . . t ,sses shown in Tab e 3. sha 1 beOP LE with their trip set nts set consistent wi the values shown i I (,i ~

s

i t.e Trip Setpoint column ej able 3.3-4. T- / "

,f
- -m

APPLICA9ILITY: -As-show, in-Teble 3rM- O.. c oW At.TEf@os,!
g,, , , ., . . ). + j

. . a . s ,a r,/ACTJON: ,.

,,,g,,, u .c. f ., ,....,,..g g
a.71th an ESFAS instruthentation char.nel trip setpoint less % Vebo n

conservative than the value shown in the Allowable Values column hof Table 3.3-4. declare the channel inoperable and apply the
.tapplicable ACTION re:;uirement of Table 3.3-3 until the channel isI

(m_.i
)

restored to CPERABLE status with the trip setpoint adjusted _ , / $ ax c.onsistent _wi.t..h._the Trip Setpoint value._f ,

N,. . . _ . _ . . .
,

(b. Mfth an ufA5 instrumentation channel inoperable. take the ACTIOg., A (,') '

gshown in Table 3.3-3. -- ssf

O SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

3 ~5 - I

45.f.i[I Each-EScA5' instrumentation channel shall be demonstrated
N(. ., ?j ?; OPERABLE by the perfomance of the CHANNEL CHECK CHANNEL CALIBRATION and *

f ,.' CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operation: drii.; Us =E', e..d et I:s i.ewegiet-''.,e, sh. ;dtMrCFih
.

[the
.1.2.1 7-W;ic-fur the cy 5ses shall be demons ated OPERA 5u. curing }

* power CHANNEL FUNCTIO ' TEST of channels af eted by bypass
.~.

sc; ation. The total bypa function shall be d nstrated OPERABL at i t '
east once per REFUELING TERVAL during CHAN CALIBRATION test a of / |h,Ihchannelaf{g; y_ bypass operation. '

W, ,, * .'l . b TheJ.MaINEEMQ SA_ FJ7Y'FEATt!RES RESPON5E IIMFof each ESFA$'~
'

ili dLI)G_LNTERVA1,C Each test shall inc1shall be demonstrated to be within the limit at least once per
ic..

N e at least one enanne per
.

' ~

/.4sncticn such th all channels are tes d at least once every REFUELING :[ |)INTERVALSwher is the total number f redundant channels a specific G
| ESFAS functi- as shown in the ' Tot No. of Channels' Col in of j
Nable 3.34f . -

,on e > b t% 6 C M b

h'Jh.m.6.,A.m_1
_

-~
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g TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)
R.

e-
e

ENGINEERED _ SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRIMENTATION U

$ E !-r4 q N CMANNEtt CNANNEt3 APPLICABLE

k"'
"

FUNCTIONAL LatIT _W, _To-T*TP -ePHtAett MODES ACTION
6. NT PURGE VALVES L,ll

)

a. Manual (Purge Valve Control (2hEiiht Fn) (l ne[ ration 2/rceblon f 6** @ e t, - A 1 -4

"

Switches) 'T {}
'

' A7.Mg -,,4 / g 4 7,
b. Containnent Radiation - ~'

if*/) h --

M. t
High Area Monitor 4 (2 [,' q

,

$ '~ ~'' ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '~7. LOSS OF POWER
y t. .

m t ,l c.n &M a. 4.16 kv Energency Bus 4/ Bus 2/ Bus 3/ Bus 1. 2. 3 7* v| Undervoltage (Loss of
Voltage)

b. 4.16 kv Emergency Bus 4/ Bus 2/ Bus 3/ Bus 1. 2. 3 7* 'Undervoltage (Degraded
Voltage)

_ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ - - - -

f ._- .. . - ~ ~ ,

a % n ,. .._ a n 3., c. < c.a.._
k *

3. 3. c, , ps - Lovs '
.O

#
1

6. i
.{J - * '

-

R
7 E, !

-
~ k
o

- s.

a
U

;
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION
--
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'
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TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)
|

h D.sn.n;. f CW..p i
!

ACTION STATEMENTS " ^'
' . .

With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Total 'E.5FAS Mbdb / !
ACTION 6 -

Number of Channels, restore the inoperable channel to
CPERAELE status within 48 hours or be in at least NOT STAND 8

(;

within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHL'TDOWN within the
'

following 30 hours.

ACTION 7

With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Total
i - ,

l

Number of Channels, operation may proceed provided thefollowing conditions are satisfied: j
1

\, a.
The inoperable channel is placed in either the bypassed i
or tripped condition within 1 hour. For the purposes of i

testing and maintenance, the inoperable channel may be
bypassed for up to 48 hours from time of initial loss e
OPERABILITY; however, the inoperable channel shall then
be either restored to OPERABLE status or placed in the M]/%,~2.tripped condition.

ib.
Within one hour, all functional units receiving an inpul
frc the in:perable channel are also placed in the same

;(q .

conditic, (either bypassed or tripped, as applicable) as A ld A c t'ad Ay !
that re:;uired by a. above for the inoperable channel.

g, 4 4/
The Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is met;

c.|
-
'

#'' O'
however, one additional channel may be bypassed for up t

'

48 hours while performing tests and maintenance on that A v';

channel provided the other inoperable channel is place<

n the triered condition >

gDN-fr -) With hen-t*etth;lirar th='.:': __r
" *i".0; operation mayg^ g

closefcontinue provided the containment purge valves are maintainedA'B'
,

1 _

/ ]
' ACTION 11 -

. f

Number of Channels, operation may proceed provided theWith the number of OPERABLE Channels one less than the Total}
'

k ~
t

inoperable channel is placed in the bypassed condition and
4

|
'

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is demonstrated
within 1 hour; one additional channel may be bypassed for upN
to 2 hours for surveillance testing per Specification

-

5 4.3.2.1.
-

. _ - - . . - .
-- - -

~

b o'f f [ be .bI**

- *
& s ,,e u. u, c...u~, . .o n,y. :,J

, p'

/2e Aras b .. f fr de / r. le n > ,( g o R3
,

,

ww. ..n ,, ,,, u n
(,;,,...Perd/,a e, er ap.d sy.k * W4r. g.

g
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_ TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued) g
h ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATIOM SYSTEM INSTRtMENTATION TRIP VAtUES b

'

i

kM_SEJTdINT AlteW3ftLE_ VALUES
C FUNCTIONAL UNIT

} _ _ _ . . - -
- ''-. J

G. 5. CONTAINMENT SUMP RECIRCULATION (RAS)

b
, g *g *- d

'
, \

| a. Manual RAS (Trip Buttons) 'Not Appitcable Not Appitcable b\ I'M* "
|

? \"esr ns x+ .M**
Q Refueling Water Tank - Low 124 inches above tank 1 24 inches above tank--

~ bottot bottom
6. CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVES ISOLATION

,

( RGE V nt [ otJppTicable [ Not Appitcable
m.

,.- Y b. Containment Radiation - High Area [0 /hr MJ < 220 mr/hr '

;

'A 337,:L 0 Monitor

LO550FPOWER(
'.

~

4.16 kv Emergency Bus Undervoltage 2450 1 105 volts with a 2450 1 105 volts
t.

(Loss of Voltage) 2 1 0,2 second time delay 2 1 0.2 second time delay
b. 4.16 kv Emergency Bus Undervoltage 3628 1 25 volts with a 3628 1 25 volts with a i

* i

(Degraded Voltage) 8 1 0.4 second time delay 8 1 0.4 second time de
i
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f
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8 19 Y 7 E- Q *. h CNANNEL

_
-} [ MODES IN WHICH h

'

a CHANNEL CHANNEI FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE E** FUNCTIO N CHECK CALIBRATION TEST REQUIRED R
b MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLAT.
- -

~,
\ a. Manual SGIS (MSIV Hand Switches NA NA REFUELING NA

*

) and Feed Head Isolation Hand INTERVAL
Switches)

b. Steam Generator Pressure - Low S REFUELING Q 1, 2, 3
INTERVALc. Automatic Actuation Logic NA NA I 33N 1, 2, 3

*| S. CONTAINMENT SUMP RECIRCULATION (RAS)

a. Manual RAS (Trip Buttons) NA NA REFUELIE NA
INTERVALb. Refueling Water Tank - Low NA REFUELING Q 1, 2, 3

INTERVAL f
b$33 1,2,3

c. Automatic _Actuatlog.Jogfc NA NA '

6. CONTAlft1ENT PURGE VALVES ISOLATION

k - 'ET ) dire Control / NA / NA RE

$ b. Containment Radiation - High Area $ REFUELING Q bg Monitor
INTERVAL j

e so.,.e a. .)
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Mg / Q c f)ist.,s c .,,I d w TABLE 3.3-6 - " ~* * '' S ' ' ' * * * '

y ;f 'o r Sp . /. . ,4, , n 33.'o RADIATION MONITORING INSTRtMENTATION I,0vr.. ,,,g,4 |,y A, }c,g 4',,, g I

pne - m ye,- m
4 *a'*

[ " P A rt) . s ir ,~.b. %.
(4 , 4. . . ,.+ p% < . l.,,c, , ,j,.,

a..,,.,1kes w 4Lc. c o-br e.,t c4L j gCf MINIMUM $
gry 3,3,-) y EHANNELS APPLIEABLE ALARM / TRIP ~rhwntmni g''' INSTRUP'ENT OPERABLE PODES SETPOINT RANGE ACTION ,,

N 3
)! AREA MONITORS )e

= a
[ a. Containment ( E

< 220 mr/hr h-' - 10* mrh 16" ~ tt . '4
~1. Purge & Exhaust !selation 3

Containment Area High Range 2 1.2.3.&4 5 10 R/hr 1 - 10' R/hr ~ JO}
2. PROCESS MONITORS

_ _ _ _ . . _
- - - . - - ._-.

_ . _ _ . .

^ a. Containment
Y .

2 i. Gaseous Activity

a) RCS Leakage Detection 1 1. 2. 3. A 4 Not 10' - 10' cpm 14
Applicable

11. Particulate Activity

a) RCS Leakage Detection 1 1, 2. 3. A 4 Not 10' - 10' cpm 14
Anglicable..

- - - - - -

k k Noble Gas Effluent Monitors
_ \ m- - - - - - -

'g
*

1. Main vent Wide Range 1 1.2.3.A4 10 to 10' pCi/cc '_f ,
4

; [ (i.MainSteamMeaoer
~

2 1. 2. 3. A 4 10-' to 10' R/hr , 30, . - _. - -
_ ,:

Se, o so.ss:,,, s Jo.7 ccg s,e J a.,,c, .c pf,,_ ps cis 3,t,3, i " f,, 4,4, , , Sp ug,(ag, u,,q
Mon. %;ry T .sk,a.-} .4, ,,. '+~

. ~gc.5 t,,y ,y e;,g ;, |gc
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION
t

Scc D,w ,.,f ( kup
TABLE 3.3-6(Continued)| 4 p A a r,. 7.9 ,$

,

| f %5 M ky Metb yg(g gygygg
| 1 s% a.% Ar.. '.

[ Alarm setpoint to be specified in a controlled document! 1
;

| (e.g.. setpoint control manual).
~

| -- /w

ACTIC1 STATEMENTS

| '
ON 14 - With the number of channels SPERABLE less than required by '

' the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with th
40N requirements of Specification 3.4.6.1.

ACTIONib - With the msnber of channels OPERABLE less than required by A)
h|j' the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requiremen c.I with the

_

ACTION requirements of Specification 3 ,j
| \

| iACTION 30 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, initiate the

'

preplanned alternate method of monitoring the appropriatei
parameter (s), within 72 hours, and:

{ 1) either restore the inoperable channel (s) to OPERABLE
| status within 7 days of the' event, or
i

5, 2) prepare and submit a Special Report to the Comnission

'\
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 days following the |
event, outlining the action taken, the cause of the
inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring , 6

,

the system to CPERABLE status. -'W.#
~_

.

Sec d .u us s t e- ,4 d a e ko for
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_TA R L E _4. 3 -3

1

. R ;.-

h RADIAT_ ION _HONIT0_ RIM _INSTRtfMENTATION SURVEILLANCE _REQtilR_EMENTS U
i

N ;

"/,t.5. y ' 8 C '$ 3. 7, *j N''
**

C w ~ f CHANNE MODES IN WHICM '''

Q
'CHrsNNft) ,CH8tNNEL { FUWJfbMAL U"tVEf ttANCE .i E ;

,
L

'" INSTRtfMENT ,,Clit rK r (?tIPttATION i / if %T _ _ _Ptf}ttIRED_ 4

.h I. AREA MONITORS
.

)'~ ~~

I

] a. Containment ~

E
I. Purge & Exhaust Isolation S REFUELING M

___ INT [RVAL __-
b. Containment Area High Range S REFUELING M 1.2.3.&4)

INTERVAL f ,

g 2. PROCESS MONITORS $, , p,,, ,,,,

[a. g g,,h
. Containment 4 , g g L .i,. b,g o, "p4 my ''3

1. Gaseous Activity

a) RCS Leakage Detection 5 R M 1. 2. 3. &
11. Particulate ActtVity

"D y a) RCS Leakage Detection 5 R H 1. 2. 3 & 4.2 4 -

_ m
*

E [
g ( b. Moble Gas Effluent Monitors "

-

M- _...___..~~m <

?. 1. Main Vent Wide Range 5 R M 1. 2. 3. & 4 -4'
y

x
h11. Main Steam Header S R M 1. 2. 3. & 4

m 8
c-

L , 0.'5<,, ss. .. J t k . *,, t ,-
,

o .o .u
5<c 0'smsco., ofck .g he

.+,
*'

-

cts 3.3.3. i > RJ dw
.

O J
Sp.f utron 3.u. int 'HoeiA.r;3 lede.unds"
,,A C S Le.k y 0,ied

,
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A
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h~d . 'j $/th--INSTRUMENTATION c ,, , . . , - ,,4 t, . 4 . . + .m L of .4 (C %p.'s . 7 8 4 3,2 MWERED-5AFETV-fEA= _^_NTTSE:
, .

M;:
n . . . ...

O :"! 1 _

..._, - m. ,,,'

*

LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATIcg ";.t- .','d .-**.'-'**T' C*,*'"J,f-4,
- .. - .. .... - ..

. Q,~. ' .T g, .
"O -

w __ _ ~.3.3.2.1 he Engineered y reatuft Actuati ~ ten (ESFAS)
u, . .,4 a a r..

't .3 7 inst ntation channe and bypasses shown i ab e 3.3-3 shal
~ ~ - - - - -

OJE LE with their p setpoints set con tent with the y es shown i ~ (-dheTripSetpoint lumn of Table 3.3-4
*'

y

APPLICABILITY: -h ^~.m h Table-4,3-4,
cc,. A. c M M (#.4cdfklo,, , A.*%. ...4 .r . . . .N

N ''.' . 'C' 't . _%'?h. S~. ' ' . " ". ' ' *fE
(a7With an [ STAS instrumentation channel trip setpoint less
' '

of Table 3.3-4. declare the channel inoconservative than the value shown in the Allowable Values colum}nk
# *

rable and a ply the C. Y ,applicable ACTION requirement of Table 3-3 untti t e channel is A. 5 L(restored to OPERABLE status with the trip setpoint adjusted j
consistent with the Trip Setpoint value g - ~

A
With an ESFAS instrumentation channel 7noperable, take the ACTI,ON ) ll'b.
shown in Table 3.3 3. ,

> ' ' e'/~_------. . . . . .

$URVEILLANEE REQUIREMENTS

i

4;3.2.1.1 Each t$FAS instrumentation channel shall be demonstrated
OPERABLf -by the perforr.ance of the CKANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION and i

, . . . . -

' f)1

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST . operations-during4he MODES-ed-et-4he4requenciesf.
' ., -.

- . ' . . |'| ~. ', , . shown-t:LTshle 4.5-2r--
)

/4.3.2.1.2,Ane logic for the bypasTersM11 ce cemonstrated ORRAstt durings l

j the at power CHANhEL FUNCTIOkAL TEST of channels affected by bypass /, operatier.. The total bypass function shall be d enstrated OPERABLE at . 1 . '. )n least ence per REFUILIHL INTERVAL during CHANNEL CALIBRATION testMg ofI|es'ch channel affected by bypass operation. > '

@ ''ATi'it&cC'7 7 /T '-gc 3 ;'7 4 C4.3ri3) The iNGINEERED IlfrrtA'fATURES RESPONSE TIME 4f each ESIKD'

(. igx 1.103 shall be demonstrated to_ be within the ITiEf t at least once per
REFUELING INTERVALMath testAhall include at least on 'channet j

/TuscUon such tEt all channels are tested at least o
per \

every N REFUELING
.

} INTERVALS where h is the total number of redundant annels in a speciff1|[ ) kg '/( ')
'

ESFAS function as shown in the ' Total No. of Chan s' Column of f)Table 3.3 3. ' - - - - - - - -
~-
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' , > $2 TARLE 3.3-3 (Continred) y
G *

q g tNcIntrato_sartiv_rtATimt_AcTimION_sysTULINsint=EwTATrow .
w ..L

(J c, MINIM M g !C -TOTAL N0. CNANNELS CNAMWELS APPLICABLE Q F

q FtMCTIONAL_ UNIT or CHANNELS -70 TRIP -OPERABLE PODES ACTI0lt Eta x
. 6. CONTAIMMENT PLRGE VALVES D g- gj., ,,

-
- 2e ISOLATION gi

-
I. 1._Z I L .- d !

>5. __ *
a. Manual (Purge Valve Control 2/ Penetration) (F --1/Penetrat % A,_TP.enetratley)

" '

f[6**
Es ., s"

Switches) j ,~ 's~.
'

c-
,

s ur u e n . . ,c, I

b. Contalnment Radtation - Hfgh [k
~ ~ ~~ \ {,2

' * '

|rg . .-
' I""'Area Monttor 4 (j (A)

g LOSS OF I- - - - - - ' ' - ~ - ' " ~ g
'" i a. 4.16 kv Emergency Bus 4/ Bus 2/ Bus 3/ Bus 1. 2. 3 7 f{'M I*'

'

V, 2 ) !
,

;;; | Undervoltage (Loss of L,|Voltage)
; i g,3

b. 4.16 kv Emergency Bus 4/ Bus 2/ Bus 3/ Bus 1. 2. 3
7}'-'

Undervoltage (Degraded
[Yoltage) '

j

(s- - ,! .... .i !. . . . '.N '

i
-

e 2
n .. . , - 5m,

-
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| 3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION
i

| y,., J . , . .~ . f M-
TABLE 3.3-3(Continued) $,- .f. j. e.,, t,,-

*.J,,, e .
1

ACTION STAT M S pg p,a 5 g ,, g ,, ,,, ,,,2 , .
*

;. . . ,

!
,

/ ACTION 6
With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Tot

-

j Number of Channels, restore the inoperable channel to
OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in at least NOT STAND 8Y

j

within the next 6 hours and in COLD $N1RD06Al within thefollowing 30 hours.
g g,

ACTION 7
With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Total

'-

''- ~ % Number of Channels, operation may proceed provided the M''
following conditions are satisfied:

The inoperable channel is placed in either the bypassed h D'* ^. a.
! or tripped condition within I hour. For the purposes of r . , o.
i testing and maintenance, the inoperable channel may be '.,*,,,,,,G',,! ,!

bypassed for up to 48 hours from time of initial loss of f

OPERABILITY; however, the inoperable channel shall then ,^.. *~*''

| be either restored to OPERABLE status or placed in the Qtg tripped condition.

{ b. Within one hour, all functional units receiving an input
-

from the inoperable channel are also placed in the same
.

'

condition (either bypassed or tripped, as applicable) as
|that required by a. above for the inoperable channel,
j

i c. The Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is met;
i\ however, one additional channel may he bypassed for up to j48 hours while performing tests and maintenance on that

channel provided the other inoperable channel is placed
in g pped condition.

. ACTION '8''--j- With less15iirFthe.Hinten.fARADejs_DPERA8LEs ophition may /~

l
continuelfovidedthecontainmentpurgevalvesaremaintained

/
_ . . . closed. ,

_

/

WUh the number of OPERABLE Channeis one less than the Tot)ACTION
!

- '

humber of Channels, operation may proceed provided the ;
-- i

inoperable channel is placed in the bypassed condition andi' ,A |
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is demonstrated

,

'

|within I hours one additional channel may be bypassed for up,

to 2 hours for surveillance testing per Specification.
'

%%.3.2. I .
--4s

-6. L. "~-==-= ~ =k 9u A,.~ Q ,, : '.'

w, q* *. . ' y *' . '-..-
t . . .G ' >*
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g TARLE 3.3-4 (Continued) Rr- m

_ ENGINEERED _5AFETY_ FEATURE ACTUATIO4_5YSTEM INSTRtMENTATION TRIP VALUE5 U
n -

tA* E-

C FUNCTIONAL UNIT _
(T7_ SETP011tT ALLOMA8_LE VALUES tiTRI.

m w =

5. CONTAINMENT SUMP RECIRCULATION (RAS
e .

>g - a. Manual RAS (Trio Buttons) Not Applicable Not Appitcable
'* b. Refueling Water Tank - Low 1 24 inches above tant i 24 inches above tank--- - -. - - ~ - bo t t om ----- bottm

6. CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVES ISOLATION

Manua ( alve Control Not Applicable NotApplicably
'

.

t' b. Containment Radiation - High 0 mr/ r i 220 ar/hr^"* ""
'5. 3. 7 ~)_ Ld.=

7. LOSS OF POWE,

volts with a ,a. 4.16 kv Emergency Bus Undervoltage 2450 + 105 volts with a 2450 + 105
(Loss of Voltage) 2 1 0.Y second time delay 2 1 0.I second time delayi

b. 4.16 kv Emer1Jency Bus Undervoltage 3628 1 25 volts with a 3628 1 25 volts with a( (Degraded Voltage) 8 1 0.4 second time delay 810.4secondtimedelayj= ._ _ _ ____ _ _ .,__ - - -. -

, n
.m.,, ,N

.

]A3 y 4, s . m .~ ... . .<
'

g (., 9-- r - . > . K " G. > .h
o '' 797 . t r~ ,1 **

*

, :_ -_- - - --
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,, , , f,p! A g ENGTMEERED-SAFETY-FEATURE-ACTUATN SYSTEM; INS __TMMENTATIM-S _ wh_ hyvmr.c ia2 1
- - g

_, w
s ~

i ca 5,, J. . . .

. i . ',. . . g 33, 7, g q y, y,4 r gn
C
z c- ' ,e " c '' ' ' ' ' 'o CRANNEL Meets IN W ICR

-

N"
!,f ;CHAMMEL C A .EL FUNCTIONAL SURYEILLARCE"

FMCTIONAL_ LaffT " T'.FAJ t . a . ' -/ CHEEK CALIRRATION TEST
*

- QUIRED ERE

3b 4. MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION (SGIS)
$,

-
.," ,

a. Manual SGIS (MSIV Hand Switches NA NA REllitLIM MAand Feed Head Isolation Ifand INTERYALSwitches)
b. Steam Generator Pressure - Low S REFUELIM Q 1,2,3 ;

INTERVALc. Automatic Actuation Logic NA NA IM8I# l

1, 2, 3^ 5. CONTAINMENT SUMP RECIRCULATION (RAS)
4a. Manual RAS (Trip Buttons) NA NA RETWELIM MA 1

INTERYAL,b. Refueling Water Tank - Low NA RETWELIM q 1,2,3
INTERYAL yAutomatic Actuation Logic NA NA II..

.

1, 2, 3 J6. CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVES ISOLATION
' g 4,$-

a. nu rge Valve Control NA AAf R RA }
k D. Containment Radiation - High 5 REFUELIM Q [g Area Monttor n

INTERYAL
},

? O'$
,

, - - - *

E bAU SR 3.3,~7. 2
*

_

(h
- =

y 9,, r.,, ,,, CFT C)o..,3 C.- A ll-' d'a so..
s

, oA cQS Ac>- %
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TABLE 3.3-6 * f ** ***I2 y; \ f iktoeha: n d q q s.Osof
.ta*

"
S rcl<c.A *ee 1 3.80 ,

RADIATI0N_ MONITORING _ INSTRUMENTATION
_

g e

frV1,%4rs.,.L W MINIMUMn MC EHANNEL5 APPLIEARLE ALAPM/ TRIP MEASUREMENT $4 INSTRUMENT ortRetE Pnnts SETPOINT RANO.E ACTION*
~ EL u.> U.3 x1. AREA MONITORS d. E ,'A 3.5.7. 3 g

a. Containment g 5-

7
1. Purge & Exhaust Isolation 3 5 220 mr/hr (10 - 10' mr/ -

'5. Containment Area High Range 2 1. 2. 3. & 4 5 10 R/hr 1 - 10" R/hr
;

2. PROCESS MONITORS
,

!R a. Containment
a

Y 1. Gaseous Activity
,

a) RCS Leakage Detection 1 1. 2. 3. & 4 Not 10' - 10' cpe 14 l
Applicable

11. Particulate Activity

a) RCS Leakage Detect 1on 1 1. 2. 3. & 4 Not 10' - 10' cpm 14
x Applicable

Noble Gas Ef fluent Mont tors '~-~~ ~ ;

g E 1. Main Vent Wide Range 1 1. 2. 3. & 4 10 to 10' pCf/cc 30#
g

Main Steam Header 2 1. 2. 3. & 4 10 to 10' R/hr 3j04
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!

Alam setpoint to be specified in a controlled document
(e.g.,setpointcontrolmanual).

ACTION STATEMENTS

.

,.
CTION 14 - Fith the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with th
C _m ACTION requirements of Specification 3.4.6.1.

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required byACTIO
'

-

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requireme with the
ACTION requirements of Specification 3 g

'

/ ACTION 30 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, initiate the
pre;1anned alternate method of monitoring the appropriate
parateter(s), within 72 hours, and:

O
h 1) either restore the incperable channel (s) td OPERABLE

status within 7 days of the event, or

2) prepare and submit a Special Report to the Conrnission-

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 days following the Ii

\ event, outlining the action taken, the cause of the
h it.eperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring

% the system to OPERABLE status. 4

j> - ~ -
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t f8 LIMA.1104) / TEST REQUIRED gq INSTRtMENT_ a. .CMICK)~

1. AREA MONITORS g
c m-* a. Containment y

h |
" 1. Purge & Exhaust Isolation S REFUELING INTERVAL M

.- ---

[b. Containment Area High Range S REFUELING INTERVAL M I. 2. 3. &y | I

2. PROCESS MONITORS
kr ba, +<;en ( el ys der

h . Containment hw
Sp?f =ab 7.3.t o' fA C

'

1. Gaseous Activtt

a) RCS Leakage Detection 5 R M 1. 2. 3. &
11. Particulate Activity

a) RCS Leakage Detection 5 R M 1, 2. 3. & 4
)

b. No3b G M f'fTuent Monitors N
$@

P 1. Main Vent Wide Range $ R M 1. 2. 3. & 4 D$ k" N
?. 11. Main Steam Header S R M 1. 2. 3. & 4 C
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES !
SECTION 3.3.7 - CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SIGNAL

!

("%
V A.7 rurrent Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Table 3.3-3, "ESFAS Instrume** ion, " includes a

actional unit for Containment Purge Valve isolation. Improved Technical
geification 3.3.7 is created specifically for the Cnmainment Purge Valve isolation function.

Creating a new Specification from existing requirements constitutes an ade--L.Gvc change.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

l
A.8 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required

number of Containment Radiation channels Operable, Operation may continue presided the
contamment purge isolation valves are ==ie iaad closed. Improved Technical
Specification 3.3.7 Action B requires that if one required manual Actuation channel or

| Actuation Logic channel is inoperable, or more than one instrument channel is inoperable, or
the Completion Time of Action A is not met, then containment purge and exhaust valves must

be closed. and Core Alterations and all movement of irradiated fuel acemblies within
containment be suspended (LCO 3.9.3). Closing the containment purge and exhaust valves for

this Condition is the same requirement as in CTS. The other actions are addressed in a less |
restrictive change. Moving a Specification within the Specifications coratitutes an
administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

I A.9 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1, Table Notation """ requires the contamment purge
valve manual control switches and containment radiation - high radiation monitor be Operable
when the containment purge valves are required to be Operable. Current Technical i

Specification 3.9.4 requires the valves to be Operable during Core Alterations and movement
i of irradiated fuel within containment. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 requires four

i

containment radiation monitor sensor modules and measuremcat channels, one Actuation Logic !
channel. and one manual Actuation channel to be Operable during Core Alterations, and during |

movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies within containment when containment purge valves are
open The intent of when the equipment is required to be Operable is the same. Movement of |
a requirement within the Specifications constitutes an administrative change. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECllNICAL C11 ANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required
number of containment radiation monitors Operable, Operation may continue pro ided the
containment purge isolation valves are maintained closed. No time requirement is stated for
the action. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 Action A requires that if one instrument

i

channel is inoperable, then within four hours, either place the affected sensor module in trip, or
'

suspend Core Alterations and all movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies within containment.

The addition of a time requirement for Actions to be taken is a more restrictive change. This
change will not have an adverse affect on plant safety, 'this change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

M.2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required
number of containment radiation monitors Operable, Operation may contmue provided the
containment purge isolation valves are maintained closed. Improved Technical
Specification 3.3.7 Action A requires that if one instrument channel is inoperable, then the
affected sensor module is placed in trip, or Core Alterations and all movement of irradiated

,

CAIXERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.7 2 Revision 1
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| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
i

SECTION 3.3.7 - CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SIGNAL

f3 fuel assemblies within containment be suspended with contamment purge valves or
containment vent valves open. His is more restrictive because closing the contamment vent
valves is added as a criterion for continued operation. This change will not adversely affect
plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

! M.3 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 requires a CFT to be performed on the C a = w
Radiation Signal. Improved Technical Specifications SR 3.3.7.2 also requaes a CFT to be;

'

performed. However, the ITS SR is modified by a Note which requires testing of actuation
logic to include verification of the proper driver relay output signal. This is an additional
requirement which is added to the Technical Specification SR, and is therefore a more ;

restrictive change. This change will not adversely impact plant safety because verifying the !

proper relay driver output signal is currently included in the CFT. His change is consistent
with NUREG-1432. j

'

l
M.4 Improved Technical Specifications will add a Surveillance (SR 3.3.7.2) to perform a CFT on | )| cach Containment Radiation Signal Actuation Logic channel once per 92 days. Current

Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 does not contain this ? This SR will ensure that the
containment purge valve isolation signal is properly test.d This Surveillance was added to
CTS 3.3.2.1. The addition of new requirements to CTS constitute a more restrictive change.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAI CilANGES - REl OCATIONS
None

O
TECilNICAL CilANGES MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Table 3.3.4 contains a " Trip Setpoint" column.
Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 only contains allowable values for the trip setpoints.

!

Specific trip setpoints are more appropriately maintained in plant procedures. The trip
setpoints will be moved out of Technical Specifications and placed in plant procedures. Any
changes to these requirements in plant procedures will require compliance with the plant
change control procecs. The plant change control process ensures that any changes to these
requirements will receive appropriate review. This change only moves the details out of
Technical Specifications and does not alter the trip setpoints. Therefore, this change does not
impact plant safety his change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

| LA.2 Current Tecimical Specification 3.3.2.1 Table 3.3-3 contains a " Channels to Trip" column.
Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 will not contain this information. This is an

| informational column which is more appropriate for the Bases. The number of channels to trip
! will not be changed. The information is being moved to the Bases intact. Any changes to these
I

requirements in the Bases will require change in compliance with the Bases Change Control
Program in ITS Section 5.0, However, any hardware change to the number of channels to trip
will require a design change. He Bases Change Condrol Program will ensure that changes

!
receive appropriate review. This change is a less restrictive movement of details change with
no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.3.7 - CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SIGNAL

i

'

LA.3 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Table 4.3-2, Item 6.a, contams CFT requirements for
! ' manual purge valve control switches. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7 will not contain

this information. This information is being moved to plant procedures. Any changes to these
requirements will require change in accordance with the plant change control process. De
plant change control process ensures that any changes will be appropriately reviewed. His,

'

|change will not alter these requirements and therefore will not adversely affect plant safety
Manual operation of these valves is not assumed in the safety analyses. His change is i

consistent with NUREG-1432. 1

1

LA.4 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3-6, contams the measurement range for the
Containment Purge and Exhaust isolation monitors. Improved Technical Specifications will
move this detail to the Bases. This is acceptable as the exact range of the mstrument is
unimportant as long as the instrument is capable of performmg its safety function as required
for operabihty. Placing this detail of operability in the Bases is consistent with the ITS
standards for format and content. Any changes to these requirements in the Bases will require
change in compliance with the Bases Change Control Program. He Bases Change Control
Program will ensure that changes receive appropdate review. His is a less restrictive
movement of details change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
|p Ll Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 requires two Containment Purge Valve Isolation

( Manual Tnp channels per penetration to be Operable. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.7
reduces this requirement to one channel of Manual Trip per penetration. The change is based
on the fact that the ability to close the valves remams assured with one channel Operable. Also

;

the Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation will also occur on a High Radiation Signal or
Containment Isolation Signal. Also in conjunction with this change, the CTS Actions when
one of two Manual Trip channels is inoperable are now applicable when the one required
Manual Trip channel is inoperable. The change is consistent with NUREG-1432. ,

I
L2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required i

number of containment radiation monitors Operable, Operation may continue, prosided the
containment purge isolation valves are maintained closed, improved Technical
Specification 3.3.7 Action A requires that if one instmment channel is inoperable, then within
four hours, either the affected sensor module be placed in trip or Core Alterations and all
movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies within containment be suspended. Allowing contmued
operation, with the sensor module in trip without closing the containment purge isolation
valves, is a less restrictive change. Placing the sensor module in trip satisfies the function of ,

the monitor. This logic is more conservative, and thus is an acceptable condition. This change j

is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L3 Current Technical Specification 3.3.2.1 Action 8 requires that with fewer than the required
number of containment radiation monitor channels Operable, operation may contmue provided
the containment purge isolation valves are maintained closed. Improved Technical i
Specification 3.3.7 Action B requires that if one required manual Actuation channel or
Actuation Logic channel is inoperable, or more than one instrument channel is inoperable, or

.'
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SECTION 3.3.7 - CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SIGNAL

o I

,( Completion Time of Action A is not met, then contamment purge supply and exhaust isolation,

!
, valves must be placed and maintained in a closed position, or Core Alterations and all>

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within enntniament must be suspended (Technical
Specification 3.9.3 Actions). This is a less restrictive change because instead of rogmtmg the
valves to be closed, an option is added to suspend Core Aherations and the amoment of

I
irradiated fuel assemblies within contamment Prohibiting the continuation of Core Ahorations
and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies prevents the imuator of a fuel h=fimg accident
from occurring. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

| L4 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3-6, states that the Mode of Applicability for
the Containment Area Purge and Exhaust Isolation Monitors is Mode 6, and Table 3.4-3 states
that the Mode in which the surveillance is required is Mode 6. Improved Technical
Specification applicabihty will be during Core Alterations with containment purge valves open,
and during movemem of irradiated fuel assemblies within the contamment with contamment
purge valves open This change makes the applicability for the monitors consistent with the !
safety analysis. The Containment Area Purge and Exhaust Isolation Monitors are required to I

; close the Containment Purge and Isolation Vahts upon an increase in contamment area
| radiation following a fud handling accident. This function is not required if the purge valves i

are already closed or if Core Alterations or movement of fuel in containment, which could
result in a fuel handhng accident, are not underway. As the required Mode of applicability is
narrower in the ITS. this change is less restrictive. The change is consistent with
NUREG 1432

i n
i U

i

i

1

|

| 1

|
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C MINIMUM O !
CHANNELS APPLICABLE ALARM / TRIP MEASUREMENT

'

k"'''

, INSTRUMENT DPERABLE PODES SETPOINT RANGE ACTION

e 1. AREA MONITORS 5
| g J

a. Containnent k f-
- - _ _ _ _ _ _

L Purce & Exhaust Isolation 3 6 5 220 mr/hr 10-' - 10' mr/hr 16

1.bh M '* ' hlContainmentAreaHighRange 2 1 , 2 ." 37 hgr )@ 1.0'4/
,

2. PROCESS MONITORS
'

E # j
-

a. Containment

T 1. Gaseous Activity
i

ia) RCS Leakage Detection 1 1. 2. 3. & 4 Not 10' - 10' cpm 14 t

Applicable
|11. Particulate Activity
[
s

a) RCS Leakage Detection __1 1, 2. 3. & 4 Not 10' - 10' cpm 14 ) *

W 11 cable / dg
.f. Noble Gas Effluent Monitors' wg ] ,

k | *
1. Main Vent Wide Range 1 1. 2, 3. & 4 10 to 10' pC1/cc 04

5 T).

g 11. Main Steam Header' 2 1. 2. 3. & 4 10\to 10' R/hr 30 j'D
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G'' ' % ~1 ' t Gs ,* RADIATION MONITORING INSTRtMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMDITS
.
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>
CNANNEL MODES IN WHICR En .

C CHANNEL CHANNEL F1mCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE $ !4 INSTRUNENT CHECK CALIPRATION TEST REEIRED F
"w
E

e 1. AREA MONITORS gc
5 a .' Containment >

d''

L A -tr ?~~
f. Purge & Exhaust isolation S

Conta1_nment Area High Range 'h _
R M g Ji_ _

,

*
R

2. PROCESS MONITORS ' _

1. 2

|
3:' M t1T~nment- M O '* *"" # P

Sp ,L. L .- 3.4.f4=

t' t. Gaseous Activity (U (,4 bl L* ~'

a) RCS Leakage Detection 5 R M 1.2.3.&4l
it. Particulate Activity
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES,

! SECTION 3.3.10 - PAM INSTRUMENTATION

| p ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES

A.) He proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existmg Technical
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with Ni ' REG-1432. As a result, the
Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandahle by

t plant operators, as well as other users.

!

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions werei

! adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent

| with NUREG 1432. However, the additional information does not change the mtent of the
!

CTS. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process involves no technical changes to,

; existing Specifications.
!

A.2 Improved Technical Specification 3.3.10 will reformat the applicable SRs of CTS 3.3.3.6 into
the table format of, and consistent with, NUREG-1432. The reformatting of the applicable
SRs alone does not constitute a change to the requirements for performmg the applicable tests.
Any other changes to the applicable requirements are identified in other discussion of changes.

1

A3 A Note was added to CTS 3.3.3.6 which allows separate Condition entry for each function.
The Note in ITS 3.3.10 provides explicit instructions for proper application of the actions for
Technical Specification compliance. In conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3 -
" Completion Times," this Note prosides direction consistent with the intent of the existing
Actions for the Post accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation. This change is consistent

p with NUREG 1432
V

A4 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Table 4.3-10 does not require a channel calibration for
.

I

the Wide Range Logarithmic Neutron Flux Monitor. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.10 l

will require a channel calibration for the wide range logarithmic neutron flux monitor.
Although this requirement is being added to the PAM mstrumentation ITS, it is currently
required in CTS under the RPS instrumentation requirements, which utilize the same
mstrumentation. Therefore, this change is admmistrative since it does not add a new
Surveillance; it only duplicates a requirement for a Surveillance that is currently performed as
part of another Specification. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.5 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Actions 34 and 35-2 requires a special report to be
submitted to the NRC uithin 30 days following the event, outlining the action taken, cause of
the inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring the system to Operable status.
Improved Technical Specification 3.3.10 Action F will require the immediate initiation of
Action in accordance with Specification 5.6.7. The change essentially moves the reporting
requirements for PAM instrument channel (s) inoperabilities to Chapter 5.0 of the proposed

;

Specifications. The movement of this adnunistrative requirement to Chapter 5.0 is an editorial '

preference, consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.6 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Table 4.3.10 contains an asterisk Note to the channel
l calibration requirement for the Core Exit Thermocouple System instrumentation. This Note
! exempts the core exit thermocouple from the channel calibration, but includes all electronic
| components. This Note will be deleted. This change is classified adminierative because the

Cd content of the Note has been incorporated into the defmition of Channel Calibration
'

j

cal. VERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3.10-1 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.3.10 - PAM INSTRUMENTATION

A Section 1.1 of the proposed Specifications. Since no substantive change is proposed, thisV
change is merely the reformatting of the Note contents to a separate location. His change is

!
consistent with NUREG-1432.

I

A.7 Current Technical Specification 3.6.5.1 for the Hydrogen Analyzers is being incorporated into
ITS 3.3.10, "PAM Instrumentation." Hydrogen is only a concern followmg an armia*, and is

.

a Type 1 PAM instrument. The movement of a Technice.1 Specification requimnent withm the )
Technical Specifications constitutes an adminictrative change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A.8 Current Technical Specification SR 4.6.5.1.2 requires the hydrogen analyzer channel
calibration to be performed once per 92 days on a Staggered Test Basis, improved Technical
Specifications will require the channel calibration to be performed once per 46 days on a

;

Staggered Test Basis. His change is essentially equivalent because the defmition of Staggered j
Test Basis requires both tystems to be performed such that both systems are performed at two

i
(the number of hydrogen analyzers) times the Surveillance Frequency (2 X 46 = 92 days). ]
Therefore, this change is administrative. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

1
1

TECHNICAL. CilANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Actions 31 and 33 require the plant to be in Mode 4 in

12 hours. when two channels of the respective function are inoperable and cannot be restored
)in Operable status within the required time. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.10 will
|

require an intermediate step for the plant to be in Mode 3 within 6 hours, and Mode 4 within !
,

. 12 hours. Current Technical Specifications require the plant to be in Mode 4 within 12 hours,
'

'
however no requirement for entry into Mode 3 is specified. He addition of this restriction,
consistent with NUREG-1432, is an additional limitation on plant operation and, therefore, a
more restrictive change. This change will not adversely affect plant safety. This change is i
consistent with NUREG-1432.

{
M.2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Action 32, when one Containment Water Level (Wide

Range) channel is inoperable, requires the channel be restored to Operable status at the next
refueling outage of sufficient duration. Improved Technical Specifications 3.3.10 Actions A
and B will also allow continued operation; however, if the channel cannot be restored within 30
days, a report is submitted to the NRC in accordance with 5.6.7. Tne addition of these new

requirements constitutes a more restrictive char.ge. The change will not adversely affect plant
safety. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

M.3 Current Technical Specification 3.6.5.1 (Hydrogen Analyzers) contains a Mode of
Applicability of Modes I and 2. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.10 will add Mode 3 to
the Applicability consistent with the other PAM instrumentation. His was done because the
possibility continues to exist that hydrogen could be present in containment following an '

| accident in containment in Mode 3. The addition of another Mode to the Applicability
| constitutes a more restrictive change. He change will have no adverse affect on plant safety.
| This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. In conjtmetion with this change, the shutdown

tract has been changed to add the requirement to be in Mode 4 in 12 hours. His accounts for
the addition of Mode 3 to the Modes of Applicability.

O
|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.3.10-2 Revision 1
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M.4 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6, Actions 31 and 33, when two chnaeb, of the
respective functions are inoperable, requires one channel to be restored to Operable status in

'

30 days. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.10 Action C will require the channel to be
restored to Operable status in 7 days. His change essentially reduces the allowed outage time
from 30 days to 7 days. This change is acceptable because 7 days is enough time to restore
one channel to Operable status. He change will not adversely affect plant safety. His change
is consistent with NUREG-1432.

M.5 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Table 4.3-10 does not require the Reactor Coolant
inlet Temperature, Containment Isolation Valve Position, Condensate Storage Tank Level, or
Pressurizer Pressure (Iow range) to be provided as PAM instruments in the CTS. These
indications are Category i variables, and are listed as such in the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report. and all but Pressurizer Pressure (low range) in a letter from Baltimore Gas
and Electric Company to the NRC, dated August 9,1988, Regulatory Guide 1.97 Resiew
Update. Pressurizer Pressure (low range) was added to the Updated Final Safety Analysis

'

Report as part of Revision 19. His equipment is controlled appropriately to ensure proper
operation. Adding these indication channels to the ITS is a more restrictive change because it
was not in the CTS, but it is appropriata for PAM instrumentation and was already being
properly controlled. He change will not adversely affect plant safety. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECllNICAL CilANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECilNICAL CllANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 The CTS 3.3.3.6 Action 35-1 details, which describe compensatory measures that may be
implemented when the Reactor Water Vessel Level instrumentation is inoperable, are being
moved to the Bases. Details regarding operation or construction of egaipment to meet
Specifications are more appropriately located in the Bases. Any changes to the Bases will
require compliance with the Bases Change Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. The Bases
Change Control Program will ensure that any changes to these requirements will receive
appropriate review. This change does not alter this requirement and, therefore, has no impact
on plant safety. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 The details of the construction of the Reactor Vessel Water Level probes and what constitutes

| an Operable channel are being relocated to the Bases. Details regarding operation or
construction of equipment to meet Specificatioru are more appropriately located ia the Bases.
These controls assure that the appropriate margin of safety is mamtamed. His regt.Sement is
being moved to plant procedures. Any change to plant procedures will require compliance
with the plant change control process. He plant change control process will ensure that any
changes will be appropriately reviewed. This change does not alter this reqmrement and,
therefore, has no impact on plant safety. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

,

LA.3 Current Technical Specification 3.6.5.1 Action a.1 requires the verification of the contamment
p atmosphere grab sampling capability when one hydrogen analyzer is inoperable. This altemate

'

(
l CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3103 Revision 1
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| m method of hydrogen detection is more appropriately = dead in plant procedures, and does IV not affect other Technical Specification Required Actions. This requirement is being moved to j
'

plant procedures. Any change to plant procedures will require compliance with the plant !
change control process. The plant change control process will ensure that any changes will be |
appropriately reviewed. His change does not aher this regmrement and, therefore, has no !
impact on plant safety. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432. '

|

LA.4 Current Technical Specification SR 4.6.5.1.1 requires that each hydrogen analyzer be
i demonstrated Operable at least biweekly, on a Staggered Test Basis, by drawing a sample

from the Waste Gas System through the hydrogen analyzer. His ryu-.e is being moved
to plant procedures. Any change to plant procedures will require compliance with the plant
change control process. The plant change control process will ensure that any changes will be
appropriately resiewed This change does not alter this requirement and, therefore, has no
impact on plant safety This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.5 Current Technical Specification SR 4.6.5.1.2 requires that a channel calibration be performed
on the hydrogen analyzer using sample gases in accordance with manufacturers'
recommendations Details of how a Surveillance is performed i; not intended to be contained
in the Technical Speci6 cations. This requirement is being moved to plant procedures. Any,

'

change to plant procedures will require compliance with the plant change control process. The
plant change control process will ensure that any changes will be appropriately resiewed. This
change does not alter this requirement and, therefore, has no impact on plant safety. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.6 Curren' Technical Specification 3.3.3.6, Table 4.3-10, Footnote *, requires the core exit |
thermo:ouple to be calibrated prior to installation into the reactor core. His requirement is
being rnoved to plant procedures. The ITS philosophy is to move all pre-maintenance and
post-maintenance activities out of Technical Specifications into plant procedures. Any change
to plant procedures will require compliance with the plant change control process. The plant

j
change control process will ensure that any changes will be appropriately reviewed. This

1

change does not aher this requirement and, therefore, has no impact on plant safety. This
change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

I

LA.7 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6, Table 4.3-10, PAM instmmentation requirements
include the non-Category i variables Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) Flow Rate, Power-Operated
Relief Valve (PORV)' Safety Valve Acoustic Flow Monitoring, PORV Solenoid Power

,

Indication, and Feedwater Flow. Category I variables, listed as such in both the Updated Fins! |
Safety Analysis Report and a letter from Baltimore Gas and Electric Company to the NRC,
dated August 9,1988. Regulatory Guide 1.97 Review Update, are appropriately controlled in
the Technical Specifications. Control of equipment not meeting the criteria for being contained
in the Technical Specifications is more appropriately controlled by plant procedures. These
non-Category I variables are being moved to plant procedures. Any change to plant
procedures will require compliance with the plant change control process. The plant change
control process will ensure that any changes will be appropriately re5iewal. His change does

| not alter this requirement and, therefore, has no impact on plant safety. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1432.

|
,

O.

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

SECTION 3.3.10 - PAM INSTRUMENTATION
i

( (d Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3-6, requires two channels of Contamment7 LA.8
| Area High Range monitors to be Operable in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4. Improved Technical !

| Specification 3.3.10, Table 3.3.10-1, requires two indication channels of Cnr*e==* Area
Radiation (high range) be Operable in Modes 1,2, and 3. As a PAM function, Operability in

| Mode 4 is not required. The requirement for Mode 4 was required for CTS 3.3.3.1. His
,

'

requirement is being moved to plant procedures Any change to plant procedures will reqmre :

compliance with the plant change control process. De plant change control process will
,

ensure that any changes will be appropriately reviewed. His change does not alter this '

requirement and, therefore, has no impact on plant safety. His change is consistent with I

NUREG-1432.

|
LA.9 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.a, Table 3.3-6, requires that with the number of channels

of Containment Area High Range radiation monitors less than that required, an altemate pre-
planned method of momtoring be initiated within 72 hours. Improved Technical Specifications
require that if one indication channel is inoperable, 30 days is allowed before Action is taken in j
accordance with 5.6.7. If two are inoperable, Action in accordance v.ith 5.6.7 is taken after 7 i

days. The 72-hour requirement provides an additional margin of nfety. His additional
requirement is being moved to plant procedures. Any change to plant procedures will require
compliance with the plant change control process. He plant change control process will
ensure that any changes will be appropriately reviewed. His change does not alter this
requirement and. therefore, has no impact on plant safety. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

LA.10 Current Techmeal Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 4.3-3, and Table 3.3-6, require Surveillances
( for Containment Area Radiation High Range Monitors in Mode 4. Post-accident monitoring

instruments are only required to be Operable in Modes 1,2, and 3, so the Mode 4 SR is not
needed The Mode 4 SR is being moved to plant procedures. Any change to plant procedures
will require compliance with the plant change control process. The plant change control
process will ensure that any changes will be appropriately reviewed. This change does not |

,

alter this requirement and, therefore, has no impact on plant safety. His change is consistent '

with NUREG-1432.

LA.] 1 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 4.3-3, requires a monthly CFT of the
Containment Area High Range Radiation Monitor. Post-accident monitoring instruments
require monthly channel checks and channel calibrations every 24 months. This requirement is
not required by Technical Specifications, and is being moved to plant procedures. Any change
to plant procedures will require compliance with the plant change control process. The plant
change control process will ensure that any changes will be appropriately reviewed. This
change does not alter this requirement and, therefore, has no impact on plant safety. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.12 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 4.3-3, requires a shiftly channel check of the
Containment Area High Range radiation monitors. Improved Technical Specification requires
a monthly channel check for PAM mstruments. For purposes of PAM mstrumentation, a

j monthly channel check is adequate. The additional shiftly channel check is helpful, but will be
I moved to plant procedures. Any change to plant procedures will require compliance with the
| plant change control process. The plant change control process will ensure that any changes
'

A
V,
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SECTION 3.3.10 - PAM INSTRUMENTATION

O will be appropriately reviewed. His change does not alter this regmrement and, therefore, hasV no impact on plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.13 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3.6, contains the alarm setpoint for the
Containment Area High Range monitors. The Cant =iamant Area High Range momtors are
moved to ITS 3.3.10, Post Accident Monitoring bh : don. De alann setpomt is not
retained in the Technical Specifications. According to the Bases, the Cnatainment Area
Radiation instrumentation is provided to monitor for potential of significant radiation releases
and to provide release assessment for use by operations in detemumng the need to invoke site
emergency plans. The alarm setpoint is not required to perform these functions. His change
is a less restrictive movement of details with no affect on safety. His change is consistent
with NUREG-1432.

LA 14 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3.6, contains the measurement range for the
Containment Area High Range monitors. He Contamment Area High Range monitors are
moved to ITS 3.3.10, Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation. The measurement range is
moved to the LCO Bases for 3.3.10. Any change to these requirements in the Bases will be
controlled under the Technical Specification Bases Control Program which will ensure that an
appropriate review is perfomied. This change is a less restrictive movement of details with no
affect on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL Cll ANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L1g Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Action 31 (for all the PAM instmments except
d Reactor Yessel Water Level and Containment Water Level) requires inoperable PAM

instruments to be restored to Operable status in 30 days, or the plant must be in Hot Shutdown
within the next 12 hours. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.10 will relax requirements
apphcable when a single channel of PAM instrumentation is inoperable, for CTS functions
1 through 12. and 15. The proposed change permits continued operation with one channel
inoperable. however, after 30 days a report is required, in accordance with Chapter 5.0,
" Administrative Controls" of the proposed Specifications. Post-accident monitoring prosides
indication and does not provide an active safety function. With one indication channel
inoperable, another is available or alternate means of indication are available. With two
channels inoperable, many of the critical parameters monitored by the instrumentation can be
verified by alternate means. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

I L2 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Action 35, when two channels of Reactor Vessel
Water Level instrumentation are inoperable, requires one channel to be restored to Operable
status within 48 hours, or to submit a report to the NRC. Improved Technical
Specification 3.3.10 will allow seven days to restore one inoperable channel prior to submitting
a report to the NRC. This change essentially increases the time allowed to repair one
inoperable channel from 48 hours to 7 days. His change is based on the other indication
channel available, and the availability of other means to monitor level (e.g., core exit
thennocouples). Extending the allotted time from 48 hours to 7 days before additional actions,

I are required is a less restrictive change. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.3 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Action 35-3 requires the Reactor Vessel Water Level<

(q Monitoring System to be restored to Operable status at the next scheduled refuehng outage if
_/
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| SECTION 3.3.10 - PAM INSTRUMENTATION

lQ any channels are inoperable. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.10 will delete thisV requirement. Therefore, this change essentially eliminates the Technical Specification
1

|
'

requirement for restoring the system to Opersble status However, the NRC will be informed

of the schedule for restoring the system, as required by Specification 5.6.7. His 14..st i

will ensure that the Reactor Vessel Water level Monitoring System is restored to Operable
status in a timely manner. Also, good operating practice and managesnent oversight dictate

;

that plant systems be restored as soon as possible. The deletion of a Completion Time to i

restore a piece of equipment constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent
with NUREG-1432.

L4 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.6 Action 34 requires the one inoperable reactor vessel
water level monitoring channel to be restored to Operable status within 7 days, or submit a

|
report to the NRC. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.10 will increase the Completion
Time from 7 days to 30 days. The 30 days are reasonable based on availability of the other
channel and the backup method of reactor vessel water level indication. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

,

L5 Current Technical Specification 3.6.5.1 Action a.2, for one inoperable hydrogen analyzer,
requires the unit to be in Mode 3 within 6 hours if the hydrogen analyzer cannot be restored to ^

,

Operable status in 30 days, and if the required repon is not submitted to the NRC within
60 days . Improved Technical Specification 3.3.10 would require an LCO 3.0.3 entry for this
same situation. Limiting Condition for Operation 3.0.3 would require the unit to be in Mode 3
in 7 hours, and Mode 4 in 13 hours (shutdoun to Mode 4 is required because the Applicability
was extended to Mode 3). This change essentially increases the time to be in Mode 3 from 6 I

-

hours to 7 hours. This change is acceptable because of the other available hydrogen analyzer,
the fact that the hydrogen analyzers do not provide an active function, and the remote
possibility that the hydrogen analyzers would be needed in the one extra hour allowed to reach

Mode 3. Allowing one extra hour to reach Mode 3 is considered a less restrictive change.
This change is consistent with NUREG 1432. 1

L.6 Current Technical Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3-6, requires that if the number of channels of

Containment Area High Range radiation monitors is less than the nummum required, that they
either be restored to Operable status within 7 days, or a special report be submitted with 30
days. Improved Technical Specification 3.3.10 will allow one indication channel to be
inoperable for 30 days, after which action is immediately initiated in accordance with
Specification 5.8.7. With two channels inoperable, the actions are similar to CTS 3.3.3.1,
with seven days allowed to restore one channel to Operable status, and then takmg action in
accordance with Specification 5.8.7. While one channel is inoperable, the second channel is i

still available to provide indication, which is the same basis for all the other PAM '

instrumentation. In case two channels are inoperable, alternate indications are available. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

<

i
'

i
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. TABLE 3.5-5 (Continued)
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the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, initiate the
preplanned alternate method of monitoring the appropriate
pere. eter(s), within 72 hours, and,

,

\1) either restore the inoperable channel (s) to CPERABLE
status within 7 days of the event, or

2) prepare and submit a Special Report to the Conrnission
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 days following the |
event, outlining the action taken, the causts of the

4
' incperability, and the plans and schedule for restorings '

the system to OPERABLE status.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION

]v performance of the heat balance calibration and AT Power calibration using the excore detectors is
not initiator of any analyzed event. He delay in these calibrations will allow for more accurate
results because power is stabilized. More accurate results will help the Reactor Protective System
(RPS) functions initiate at the appropriate time. The 12-hour time limit is consistent with
Surveillance Requirement (SR) 3.0.3 which allows 24 hours to complete missed SRs. IrAungets
are adequately accurate above 20% RTP. The proposed change does not sigmficandy affect
initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a sigmficant increase in
the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a Note, to the excore channel heat balance calibration and to the
AT Power calibration using the excore detectors, which allows a delay in the performance of these
Surveillances for 12 hours after power is > 20% RTP. He change will not invohe a significant
change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore,
the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety? !
The proposed change adds a Note to the excore heat balance calibration and to the AT Power
calibration using excore detectors, which allows a delay in the performance of these Surveillances

;

for 12 hours after power is > 20% RTP. Allowing the plant to stabilize prior to performance of the |
~

heat balance calibration and the excore channel calibration using incore detectors helps the signals1

received in the RPS by the excores channels accurately depict the neutron flux in the core. This
provides better assurance that RPS trips are to mitigate Design Basis Events (DBEs). The 12-hour
time limit is consistent with SR 3.0.3, which allows 24 hours to complete missed SRs. Instruments
are adequately accurate above 20% RTP. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

|

3.3.1 Chance L.2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the time allowed to reduce power to 90% by 24 hours when the
excore channels are not calibrated using the incore detectors. The time allowed to reduce power is
not an initiator of any analyzed event. This change also encompasses the addition of an SR Note
that allows the calibration to not be performed until 12 hours after Thermal Power is 2 20% RTP,
but requires the cahbration to be performed after each fuel loading prior to operation above 90%
RTP. The 24-hour time limit will allow time to perform the Surveillance while mininuzmg the time
where excore channels are not newly calibrated. He 24-hour time limit is also consistent with
SR 3.0.3, which allows 24 hours to complete missed SRs. The excore channeh will still be

| capable of providing reliable information to the RPS. He delay in performmg the calibration
allows the plant time to stabilize in order to more accurately perform the calibration. He proposed

'

change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does
not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously,

evaluated.

|
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
t

i

SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION

O 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

He proposed change increases the time allowed to reduce power to 90% by 24 hours when the i

excore channels are not calibrated using the incore detectors. His change also macampa=== the I

addition of an SR Note that allows the calibration to not be performed mutil 12 hours aAer Dennal l

Power is 2 20% RTP, but requires the calibration to be puro.. 4 mRer each fuel loading, prior to
operation above 90% RTP. He change will not involve a significant change in design or operation
of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. De
proposed change will not introduce any new accident mitators Derefore, the change does not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

| 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

| The proposed change increases the time alloved to reduce power to 90% by 24 hours when the
i

excore channels are not calibrated using the incore detectors. His change also encompasses the 1

! addition of an SR Note that allows the udibration to not be performed until 12 hours aRer Thermal 1

Power is 2 20% RTP, but requires the calibration to be performed aAer each fuel loadmg, prior to i
operation above 90% RTP. Allowing 24 hours to complete the Surveillance is consistent with
SR 3.0.3. The 24 hours will allow enough time to complete the Surveillance, while minimiWag the ;

time where the excore channcis are not newly calibrated. The delay allowed prior to performmg |
the calibration ensures the plant is stabilized in order to perform a more accurate calibration
without affecting plant safety. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a|

! - g margin of safety.

|

3.3.2 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
laccident previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for the Rate of Change of Power - High functional
unit from when any reactor trip circuit breaker (RTCB) is closed and any control element assembly
(CEA) is capable of being withdrawn to Modes 3,4, and 5, when any RTCB is closed and any j
CEA is capable of being withdrawn. His change deletes the requirements for this trip function in
Mode 6, and when the reactor is defueled. The Rate of Change of Power - High RPS trip is not an
initiator of any analyzed event. This change maintains consistency with the safety analysis. He
CEA withdrawal events are not postulated in Mode 6 and cannot occur when the reactor is
defueled. Boron Dilution in Mode 6 is not termmated by a reactor trip. The proposed change does

'

not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create tha possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

| The proposed change revises the Applicability for the Rate of Change of Power - High functional |
| unit from when any RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being withdrawn to Modes 3, 4, i

| and 5, when any RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being withdrawn. De change will I

not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to |
the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed change will not introduce any new accident I;

; O 1

i
i
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{ NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION

p initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
|( accident from any accident previously evaluated. ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?
'

The proposed change revises the Applicability for the Rate of Change of Power - High functw=1 |
unit from when any RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being withdrawn to Modes 3, 4,
and 5, when any RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being wrthdrawn. His change
essentially deletes the requirements for this trip f>metion in Mode 6 and when the reactor is
defueled. The change maintains consistency with the safety analysis by deletag Modes of
Applicability that are not applicable. The CEA withdrawal event and boron dilution cuts are not
postulated in Mode 6 and cannot occur when the reacar is defueled. Herefore, the change does -

not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. !
< ;

'
3.3.3 Chance l>.1

1. Does the change invohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an i

accident previously evaluated? '

The proposed change revises the Applicability for the Manual Reactor Trip from Modes 1 and 2, !
and when any RTCB i; closed and any CEA is capable of being withdrawn, to Modes I and 2, and,

:
; Modes 3,4, and 5, with any RTCBs closed and any CEA capable of being withdrawn. This !

change deleter the requirement for the Manual Trip to be Operable whenever the RTCB is closed !
or any CEA is capable of being withdrawn. The Rate of Change of Power - High RPS trip is not '

an initiator of any analyzed event. This change maintains consistency with the safety analysis.
The CEA withdrawal e ents are not postulated in Mode 6 and cannot occur when the reactor is4

defueled. Boron Dilution in Mode 6 is not terminated by a reactor trip. He proposed change does
i

not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evt.luated.

.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously es aluated?

The proposed change resises the Applicability for the Manual Reactor Trip from Modes 1 and 2,
and when an) RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being withdrawn, to Modes I and 2 and

|i Modes 3,4, and 5, with any RTCBs closed and any CEA capable of being withdrawn. This
change does not affect the probability of an accident. The change will not involve a significant
change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the,

proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore,
the change d(es not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated

1

I
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety? |

The proposed change revises the Applicability for the Manual Reactor Trip from Modes 1 and 2, $
and when any RTCB is closed sad any CEA is capable of being withdrawn, to Modes 1 and 2 and

!

Modes 3,4, and 5, with any RTCBs closed and any CEA capable of being withdrawn. This '
,

change deletes the requirement for the Manual Trip to be Operable whenever the RTCB is closed
or any CEA is capable of being withdrawn. The change mamtams consistency with the safety
analysis by deleting modes of Applicability that are not applicable. The CEA withdrawal emt
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|V and boron dilution events are not postulated in Mode 6 and cannot occur when the reactor isq
i defueled. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety..

|

3.3.3 Change L.2
1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

iThe proposed change deletes the shutdown iguimmt when one Trip Path Logic or RTCB -

channel is inoperable. The proposed Action will require the affected RTCBs to be opened within
an hour, and then operation is allowed to conunue indefimtely. The Trip Path 14gic or RTCBs are
not an initiator of any analyzed event. The system will still be capable of pwfumJsg its safety
function because the RTCBs associated with the inoperable Trip Path logic or RTCB channel will
be opened. When opened it satisfies its safety function and will require a one-out of-two logic to
trip the unit. This is consistent with one RTCB channel receiving a trip signal. He proposed
change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does

not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident presiously
evaluated.

i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the shutdown requirement when one Trip Path Logic or RTCB |
channel is inoperable. The proposed Action will require the affected RTCBs to be opened, and !
then operation is allowed to continue indefinitely. The change will not involve a significant change
in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposedq(j change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the i
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident I
previously evaluated. |

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the shutdown requirement when one Trip Path Logic or RTCB
channel is inoperable. He proposed Action will require the affected RTCBs to be opened, and
then operation is a!! owed to continue indefmitely. This completes the safety function of a Trip
Path Logic or RTCB channel, which is to open the affected RTCBs. Therefore, the change does
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.3.3 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant ircrease in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the shutdown requirement when one Matrix Logic channel is
inoperable. The proposed Action will require the Matrix Logic channel to be restored to Operable
status within 48 hours, and also allow 48 hours to restore three Matrix logic channels when
inoperable due to a common power source failure. The Matrix Logic channels are not an imtiator
of any analyzed event. He Matrix Logie is still capable of performmg its safety function. He

i proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and
therefore does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

;V
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the shutdown requirement when one Matrix logic clumnel is |

inoperable. The proposed Action will reqmre the Matrix logic to be restored to Operable status
witnin 48 hours, and also allow 48 hours to restore three Matrix logic ca.wds whcm inoperable

j

due to a common power source failu c. He change will not involve a significant change in design '

or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed chmge will not introduce any new accident initiators. Derefore, the change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated

,

1

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety? j

The proposed change deletes the shutdown requirement when one Matrix Logic channel is I
inoperable. The proposed Action will require the Matrix Logic to be restored to Operable status
within 48 hours, and also allow 48 hours to restore three Matrix Logic channels when inoperable
due to a common power source failure. The Matrix Logic is still capable of performmg its safety
function A!ro. a umt shutdown is a transient which places stress on safety system comporents and
can cause a plant upset. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in unargin
of safety.

3.3 3 Chance i .4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

Q accident presiously evaluated?

The proposed change adds an Action when two channels of Manual Trip, RTCBs cr Trip Path
Logie affecting the same trip path are Operable. He Action would require the RTCBs in the
affected trip paths to be opened immediately. De CTS would require an LCO 3.0.3 entry (unit
shutdown) The Manual Tnp, RTCBs, and Trip Path Logic are not an initiator of any analyzed
event. When the RTCBs in the affected trip path are opened, the safety function for the inoperable
channel is satisfied. He proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of
analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significant increase in the probability or ;

consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident {
previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds an Action when two channels of Manual Trip, RTCBs or Trip Path
Logic affecting the same trip path are inoperable. The Action would require the RTCBs in the
affected trip paths to be opened immediately. The CTS would require a LCO 3.0.3 entry (unit
shutdown). The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. !

No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
new or difTerent kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

i

: 3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
I

| The proposed change adds an Action when two channels of Manual Trip, RTCBs or Trip Path
Logic affecting the same trip path are inoperable. He Action would require the RTCBs in the
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1'

G affected trip paths to be opened immediately. He CTS would require a LCO 3.0.3 entry (unit
shutdown). The safety function required by the above channels is to open RTCBs in their
associated trip path. The proposed change requires actions that open the RTCBs in the affected
trip path. By completing these actions, the safety function of the components are met. Therefore,
the proposed change does not invoh'e a significant reduction in a margm of safety.

3.3.3 Chanee L.5

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident presiously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for performing the RTCB CFT from Modes I
and 2, and when any RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being withdrawn, to Modes 1
and 2 and Modes 3,4, and 5, with any RTCBs closed and any CEA capable of being withdrawn.

|
This change was made for the Rate of Change of Power Trip which is required to trip the reactor in j
these Modes. The Rate of Change of Power - High RPS Trip is not an initiator of any analyzed
event. This change maintains consistency with the safety analysis. The CEA withdrawal events
are not postulated in Mode 6 and cannot occur when the reactor is defueled. Boron Dilution in
Mode 6 is not ternunated by a reactor trip. Thus, the CFT should only be required when the
chanml is required to be Operable. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or 1

mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

]O The proposed change revises the Applicability for performing the RTCB CFT from Modes 1 '

and 2, and when any RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being withdrawn, to Modes I
and 2 and Modes 3,4, and 5, with any RTCBs closed and any CEA capable of being withdrawn.
The change wiP not imolte a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware
is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce
any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for performing the RTCB CFT from Modes I
and 2, and when any RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being withdrawn, to Modes 1
and 2 and Modes 3,4, and 5, with any RTCBs closed and any CEA capable of being withdrawn.
This change was made for the Rate of Change of Power Trip which is required to trip the reactor in
these Modes. The change maintains consistency with the safety analysis by deleting the
requirement for a CFT in Modes that are not applicable. The CEA withdrawal event and boron
dilution events are not postulated in Mode 6 and cannot occur when the reactor is defueled.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

O
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i

3.3.3 Chance L.6

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
| accident previously evaluated? I

;

ne proposed change increases the maximum time prior to reactor startup allowed to perform the
,

CFT on the Trip Path and Matrix logic from 7 days to 92 days. De Matnx and Trip Path logic |
are not initiators of any analyzed event. Allowmg the Survedlance to be pfmod 85 days earlier,

'

than currently allowed is within the same Frequency the Surveillance is pfw d durmg |
operation. The Matrix and Trip Path Logic is still verified to perform as required De proposed ;
change does not significantly affect imtsators or nutigation of analyzed events, and therefont doesi

'

not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously '

evaluated. '

I
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

previously evaluated?
!

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to reactor startup allowed to perform the !

CFT on the Trip Path and Matrix Logic from 7 days to 92 days. De change will not involve a
significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

i
accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?
A
V The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to reactor startup allowed to perform the

|
CFT on the Trip Path and Matrix Logic from 7 days to 92 days. This change will make the time to |
perform the CFT on the Matrix and Trip Path Logic consistent before reactor startup and after l

reactor startup. The increase in time will continue to provide assurance that the Matrix and Trip
Path Logic performs as required prior to reactor startup. Therefore, the change does not involve a 1

significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.3.3 Chance L.7

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

He proposed change revises the current actions when one Manual Trip channel is inoperable to
allow continued operation, as long as the RTCB in the affected trip path is opened. The Manual
Trip is not an initiator of any analyzed event. When the RTCB in the affected trip path is opened, ;

the safety function for the inoperable Manual Trip channel is satisfied. He proposed changes do )
not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the current Actions when one Manual Trip channel is inoperable to
alla continued operation, as long as the RTCB in the affected trip path is opened De change

_

will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being
added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any

:
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! .] new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different |
i

| C kind of accident from any accident prniously evaluated. !

|

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change revises the current Actions when cme Manual Trip chnnel is inoperable to
allow continued operation, as long as the RTCB in the affected trip path is opened De safety
function required by the Manual Trip channels is to open RTCBs in their associated trip path. The
proposed change requires actions that open the RTCB in the affected trip path. By completing !

these actions, the safety function of the components are met. Derefore, the proposed change does :
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

|

3.3.4 Chance I.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the current Action which allows continued operation for two hours
uhen two Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) channels are inoperable, to 48 hours. The |
revised Action also requires one channel to be placed in bypass and the other in trip, a more

;

restrictive change described in the More Restrictive changes. His changes the Actions when two |

CSAS channels are inoperable to be equivalent with the Actions required when other Engmeered |
Safety Features Actuation Signal (ESFA';) channels are inoperable. The Actions for the CSAS )
were different, because the CSAS did not originally have bypass switches and was not originally '

single failure proof against spraying down the containment. Modifications were performed on the
'i(V CSAS to install manual bypass switches and to make it single failure proof against inadvertently

spraying down containment. The CSAS is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The ITS CSAS
Actions are consistent with the remaining ESFAS instrumentation. The CSAS will still proside the
required signal to initiate a CSAS (coincident with a safety injection actuation signal [SIAS]). The
change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The j
proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and |

therefore does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
, reviously evaluated?

This change revises the Actions when two CSAS channels are inoperable to be equivalent with the
Actions required when other ESFAS channels are inoperable. The change will not involve a
significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

This change revises the Actions when two CSAS channels are inoperable to be equivalent with the
i Actions required when other ESFAS channels are inoperable. The CSAS channels were modified
'

to incorporate manual bypass switches and to make it single failure proof against inadvertently
spraying down containment. Therefore, the same Actions are applicable to inoperable CSAS
channels as with other ESFAS function channels. The CSAS will still be available to initiate
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.

]' Contamment Spray when required (coincident v. a SIAS). Herefore, the change does not"

involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.3.4 Chance L.2.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a footnote that allows the Steam Generator Isolation Signal (SGIS)
function and the Steam Generator Pressure - Low signal to not be Operable when the valves, which
are isolated by an SGIS, are closed. The SGIS is not an initiator of any analyzed event. %e SGIS
is not required to be Operable when the valves it isolates are already isolated. He SGIS safety
function is already satisfied The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or
mitigation of analyzed events. and therefore does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a footnote that allows the SGIS function and the Steam Generator
i

Pressure - Low signal to not be Operable when the valves, which are isolated by an SGIS, are
closed. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No
hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed change will not
introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident presiously evaluated.

t' '

3. Does this change invoh e a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change adds a footnote that allows the SGIS function and the Steam Generator
Pressure - Low signal to not be Operable when the valves, which are isolated by an SGIS, are
closed. When the valves that isolate on an SGIS are already isolated, the SGIS safety function is
already performed and therefore the SGIS is not required. Therefore, the change does not involve
a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3 3.5 Chance L.1

1. Does the change intohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Mode to which the plant is brought if an Actuation Logic channel
is inoperable. Current plant practice would require Action 6 to be entered, which requires the ;
inoperable channel to be restored to Operable status in 48 hours, or the plant is brought to Mode 5 '

within 36 hours. The new requirement would require the plant to be brought to Mode 4 within 12
hours if the channel is not made Operable within 48 hours. Actuation Logic is not an initiator of
any analyzed event. Plant safety analyses only credits the Actuation Logic in Modes 1,2, and 3.
Once the plant is in Mode 4, it is outside the Modes of Applicability. His change has no affect on
plant safety analyses and potentially eliminates an unnecessary transient to Mode 5. he proposed
change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does
not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of and accident previously
evaluated.

O
V
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U Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any!

previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Mode to which the plant is brought from Mode 5 to Mode 4 if an
inoperable Actuation Logic channel cannot be restored to Operable status. De change will not
involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to
the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new acciderit
initiators. Therefore, the changes does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change revises the Mode to which the plant is brought from Mode 5 to Mode 4 if an

inoperable Actuation Logic channel cannot be restored to Operable status. The safety analyses
only credits the Actuation Logic in Modes 1, 2, and 3, so there is no affect on plant safety
analyses. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.3.6 Chance L.1

1. Does the change invohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the allowed outage time from immediately entering LCO 3.0.3,
to one hour when more than two Diesel Generator (DG)-loss of Voltage Start (LOVS) channels
are inoperable. This allows time to evaluate and take Action to correct a degraded Condition. The
DG LOVS is not an minator of any analyzed event. The probability is low that in the one-hour
allov.ed time to restore all but two channels to Operable status an event will occur. The proposed
change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does
not involve a significant inercase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the allowed outage time from immediately entering LCO 3.0.3,
to one hour when more than two DG LOVS channels are inoperable. The change will not involve a
significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change will increase the allowed outage time from immediately entering LCO 3.0.3,
to one hour when more than two DG LOVS channels are inoperable. The one-hour allowance to
have the DG LOVS function in a degraded Condition is acceptable because the alternative would
be to shut down the plant. A plant shutdown is a transient that challenges safety systems and can
cause a plant upset, while the one hour allows time to evaluate and take action to correct the
degraded condition. Therefore, the change does not invoh'e a significant reduction in a mvgin of
safety.

IDv
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N 3.3.6 Chance I .2(d!

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change replaces the requirement to enter LCO 3.0.3 when Diesel Generator (DG) I
Actuation Logic is inoperable or the Required Actions cannot be met withm their Completion i
Times, with a requirement to enter the Required Actions for the associated DG made inoperable by

'

; the DG LOVS instrumentation. The DG LOVS instrumentation is not an initiator of any analyzed
i

events. The DG-Loss of Voltage instrumentation renders the affected DG incapable of starting
automatically, thus the affected DG would be unable to perform its safety function. He DG |

would then be declared inoperable and the required Actions of the DG Specification would be
entered. Thus, the Actions entered will be the same as a DG being inoperable. Entering the
applicable Actions of the inoperable DG is appropriate to ensure that all Required Actions for an
inoperable DG are completed. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or |

mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significant increase in the 1

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated? |

The proposed change replaces the requirement to enter LCO 3.0.3 when DG Actuation Logic is
inoperable or the Required Actions cannot be met within their Completion Times, with a |
requirement to enter the Required Actions for the associated DG made inoperable by the DG
LOYS instrumentation. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of

O the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
V change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. !

l

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change replaces the requirement to enter LCO 3.0.3 when DG Actuation Logic is
inoperable or the Required Actions cannot be met within their Completion Times, with a
requirement to enter the Required Actions for the associated DG made inoperable by the DG
LOVS instrumentation Entering the applicable Actions of the inoperable DG is appropriate to
ensure that all Required Actions for an inoperable DG are completed because the DG is inoperable ;

when the instmmentation which automatically starts the DG is inoperable. Requiring a plant
shutdown is overly restrictive and may cause a plant upset, because a plant shutdown is a transient
that challenges safe'y systems. Thus, this change will prevent a plant shutdown by requiring entry
into the DG Specifications. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

3.3.6 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change eliminates the response time test for the DG-LOVS. He DG-LOVS are not
i an initiator for any analyzed event. The DG-LOVS response time is negligible compared to the

required ten second DG start time, and does not contribute significantly to determinmg operability
m of the DGs The likelihood of an event requiring the DG-LOVS Instrumentation to start the DGs is

i
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A low. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events,V and therefore, does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
j accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change eliminates the response time test for the DG-LOVS. The change will not
involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to
the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change eliminates the response time test for the DG LOVS. The DG-LOVS
response time is negligible compared to the required ten second DG start time, and does not
contribute significantly to determining Operability of the DGs. The likelihood of an event
requiring the DG LOVS instmmentation to start the DGs is low. Therefore, the change does not
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

,

3.3.7 Chance I..I ;

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

|
The proposed change reduces the required number of Containment Purge Valve Isolation |

instrumentation channels for Manual Trip and automatic Actuation Logic from two per penetration
to one per penetration. The Containment Purge Valve Isolation instmmentation is not an initiator
of any analyzed events. The Containment Purge Isolation instrumentation will still be capable of
performing its safety function sending a signal to isolate the containment purge valves. The safety
analysis does not assume manual actuation of the Containment Purge Isolation function. The
proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and

s

therefore does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident j
presiously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change reduces the required number of channels of Contamment Purge Valve
Isolation instrumentation channels for Manual Trip and automatic Actuation Logic from two per
penetration to one per penetration. The change will not involve a significant change in design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident presiously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change reduces the required number of channels of Contamment Purge Vahe
( Isolation instrumentation channels for Manual Trip and automatic Actuation Logic from two per
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{ (d penetration to one per penetration. The function will still be able to be performed. Also, no safety
N

I

analysis credits the manual actuation of the Containment Purge Valve Isolation. Therefore, the
,

| change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.3.7 Chance L.2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the conditions under which continued operation is allowed if one
containment radiatien monitor is Operable. Instead of requirmg the contamment purge valves to be
closed, four hours is allowed to make Operable an inoperable containment radiation monitor, after
which the affected sensor module may be placed in trip, and operation may continue. Contamment
radiation monitors are not initiators of any analyzed event. Placing the affected sensor module in
trip satisfies the function of the associated menitor. L proposed change does not significantly
affect initiations or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident presiously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind cf accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Conditions under which continued operation is allowed if one |
containment radiation monitor is Operable. Instead of requiring the containment purge valves to be I

'

closed, four hours is allowed to make Operable an inoperable containment radiation monitor, after |
which the affected sensor module may be placed in trip, and operation may continue. The change i

p\ will not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being
added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any j

new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different
'

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change invclve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change revises the Conditions under which continued operation is allowed if one ,

containment radiation monitor is inoperable. Instead of requiring the contamment purge valves to I

be closed, four hours is allowed to make Operable an inoperable contamment radiation monitor,
after which the affected sensor module may be placed in trip, and operation may continue. Placing
the affected sensor module in trip satisfies the function of the associated monitor. Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.3.7 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will add the option to suspend Core Alterations and movement ofirradiated
fuel assemblies instead of closing the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves when
the Containment Radiation Signal is inoperable. This change will not significantly affect the

| probability of an accident. The containment purge system is not an initiator of any analyud event.
This change will not significantly affect the consequences of an accident. When Core Aherations

j and movement ofirradiated fuelis suspended, the fuel handling accident is precluded. This change
m will not affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, this

,
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|

C')
i V change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences or an accident

previously evaluated.

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

He proposed change will add the option to suspend Core Alterations and movement ofirradiated
fuel assemblies instead of closing the contamment purge supply and exhaust isolation nlves when

the Containment Radiation Signal is inoperable. This change does not involve a significant change
in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore,
the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will add the option to suspend Core Alterations and movement ofirradiated
fuel assemblies instead of closing the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation ulves when
the Containment Radiation Signal is inoperable. Allowing Core Alterations and movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment to be suspended instead of closing the containment
purge supply and exhaust isolation valves is acceptable because the fuel handling accident is
precluded when Core Alterations and movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies are suspended. His
will ensure that the initial conditions of the accident analyses are maintained. Therefore, the
proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin or safety.

n() 3.3.7 Chance 1,.4

!
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an j

accident previously evaluated? '

The proposed change changes the Mode of Applicability for the Containment Area Purge and
Exhaust isolation Radiation Monitors from Mode 6 to during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblics within containment with containment purge valves open. Containment Radiation
Monitors are not initiators of any analyzed event so this change does not increase the probability of
any accident previously evaluated The Containment Area purge and Exhaust Isolation Radiation
Monitors are assumed to close the containment purge valves following a fuel handling accident.
Fuel handlmg accidents are assumed to occur only during Core Alterations or movement of
irradiated fuel. The Containment Area Purge and Exhaust Isolation Radiation Monitors are not
required to mitigate a fuel handling accident if the purge valves are closed or if Core Alterations or

~

movement ofirradiated fuel is not occurring so there is not an increase in the consequences of an
accident previously evaluated. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
increase in the probabihty or consequences of an accidem previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change changes the Mode of Applicability for the Contamment Area Purge and
Exhaust Isolation Radiation Monitors from Mode 6 to during Core Alterations with Contamment

,

J Purge Valves open, and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within contamment with
l

containment purge valves open. his change will not physically alter the plant (no new or different
types of equipment will be installed). The change does not require any new or unusual operator
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( actions. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
b from any accident previously evaluated.

l
3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

| The proposed change changes the Mode of Applicability for the C=+=h Area Purge and
.

Exhaust Isolation Radiation Monitors from mode 6 to durmg Core Alterations with enntamment i

purge valves open, and during movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies withm enntamment with
contamment purge valves open. As the proposed applicability for this system will be consistent
with the assumptions in the safety analysis and with the applicability of the TW being
actuated, there is no reduction in the margin of safety provided by the equipment. Therefore the |

, proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. '

!

| 3.3.10 Chance L.1

1. Does the change invohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

! The proposed change replaces the shutdown track statement with a requirement to send a report to
the NRC. The report will be issued when one required channel of PAM instrument is inoperable
and the Completion Time cannot be met. The PAM instnimentation is not an initiator of any

| analyzed event. Post-accident monitoring is still available from the one remaining Operable
,

channel and the pre-planned altemate method of monitoring. Also, the PAM instrumentation does |
not provide an active safety function. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators )
or mitigation of analyzed esents, and therefore does not involve a significant increase in the |,

| probability or consequen:es of an accident previously evaluated,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident |previously evaluated? 1

The proposed change replaces the shutdown track statement with a requirement to send a report to
the NRC. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No ;

hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not |

introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
!

new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

| The proposed change replaces the shutdown track statement with a requirement to send a report to
the NRC. The report will be issued when one required channel of PAM instrument is inoperable

| and the Completion Time cannot be met. The remammg required channel or the pre-planned
altemate method of monitonng is available to provide the required indication for PAM. The PAM
instrument provides no automatic actuation functions. Therefore, the proposed change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

O
,
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t

3.3.10 Channe L.2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time from 48 hours to 7 days when 2 channels
of Reactor Vessel Water Level instmmeatation are inoperable. He Reactor Vessel Water Level
instrumentation is not an initiator of any analyzed event. He Reactor Vessel Water Level
instrumentation does not provide any safety function in the mitigation of analyzed events This
instrument provides information to the operators, who are functioning as a backup to the automatic
systems designed to mitigate accidents previously evaluated. Also, the pre-planned alternate
method ofmonitoring will be available to monitor reactor vessel water level. The proposed change
does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident predously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new er different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time from 48 hours to 7 days when 2 channels
of Reactor Vessel Water Level instrumentation are inoperable. The change will not involve a
significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
part of the proposed change The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.

f3 Therefore the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
Q accident previously evaluated

3. Does the change invoh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time from 48 hours to 7 days when 2 channels
of Reactor Vessel Water Level instrumentation are inoperable. The Reactor Vessel Water Level
instrumentation does not provide any safety function in the mitigation of analyzed events. Also, the
likelihood is remote that an event would occur which wculd require the Reactor Vessel Water
Level instrumentation Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

3.3.10 Chance L.3

1. Does the change intohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previousl evaluated?3

The proposed change deletes the requirement for the inoperable Reactor Vessel Wat-r Level
instmmentation to be restored to Operable status at the next scheduled refueling if any charals are
inoperable, and replaces it with a requirement to notify the NRC of the repair schedule. He
Reactor Vessel Water Level instrumentation is not an initiator of any analyzed events. He
requirement to report the Reactor Vessel Water Level instrumentation repair schedule to the NRC
will ensure that the instrumentation is restored to Operable status in a timely manner. Good
operating practice and management oversight dictate that plant systems be restored as soon as
possible. The Reactor Vessel Water Level mstrumentation does not provide any active safety
function in the mitigation cf analyzed events. The proposed change does not significantly affect
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O initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significant increase inU
the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement for the inoperth.e Reactor Vessel Water Level
instrumentation to be restored to Operable status at the next scheduled refueling if any channels are
inoperable, and replaces it with a requirement to notify the NRC of the repair schedule. The
change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is
being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce
any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
difTerent kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the requirement for the inoperable Reactor Vessel Water level
instrumentation to be restored to Operable status at the next scheduled refueling if any channels are
inoperable, and replaces it with a requirement to notify the NRC of the repair schedule. The
change w;li continue to ensure that the repairs are performed on the reactor vessel level monitoring
instrumentation as soon as possible. Also the rector vessel level monitoring instrumentation does
not perfomi any automatic safety function to mitigate analyzed events. Therefore, the proposed
change does not im oh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

p 3.3.10 Chance 1..t

1. Does the change insche a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time from 7 days to 30 days when one channel
of Reactor Vessel Water Lesel instrumentation is inoperable. The Reactor Vessel Water Level
instmmentation is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The Reactor Vessel Water Level
instrumentation does not provide any active safety function in the mitigation of analyzed events.
This instrument provides information to the operators, who are functioning as a backup to the
automatic systems designed to mitigate accidents previously evaluated. Reactor vessel water level
monitoring is still available from the one remammg Operable channel and the pre-planned altemate
method of monitoring The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of
analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time from 7 days to 30 days when one channel
of Reactor Vessel Water Level instrumentation is inoperable. The change will not involve a
significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.

| Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

|
accident previously evaluated.

O
U,

i
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i
| O 3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? || V

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time from 7 days to 30 days when one channel
i

;

of Reactor Vessel Water Level mstrumcatation is inoperable. He Reactor Vessel Water Level
!

instrumentation does not provide any active safety function in the mitigation of analyzed events. |
Reactor vessel water level monitoring is still available from the one remining Operable channel |
and the pre-planned alternate method of monitoring. Herefore, the proposed change does not

,

involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
!

3.3.10 Change L.5 i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or cons quences of r,n |
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the allowed time to reach Modes 3 and 4 from 6 and 12 hours,
.respectively, to 7 and 13 hours, respectively, when the required report cannot be completed within ;

60 days if one hydrogen analyzer is inoperable. The hydrogen analyzers are not initiators of any
analyzed events. The hydrogen analyzers are not required to provide an active function to mitigate
any analyzed event. Also, one channel remains Operable. The probability of the hydrogen |

analyzers being required in the extra one hours is remote. The proposed change does not
,

significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a )
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. l

;

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

OV The proposed change will increase the allowed time to reach Modes 3 and 4 from 6 and 12 hours,
respectively. to 7 and 13 hours. respectively, when the required report cannot be completed within
60 days if one hydrogen analyzer is inoperable. The change will not involve a significant change in
design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident !

previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
1

The proposed change will increase the allowed time to reach Modes 3 and 4 from 6 and 12 hours,
respectively, to 7 and 13 hours, eespectively, when the required report cannot be completed within
60 days if one hydrogen analyzer is inoperable. 'Ihe othei hydrogee analyzer is still available, the
hydrogen analyzers do not provide an active function, and the probability of the hydrogen
analyzers being required in the stra hour is remote. Therefore, the proposed change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safery.

3.3.10 Chance L.6

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change increases the time available to restore an inoperable Contamment Area High

| Range radiation monitor from 7 days to 30 days before Action is required. Instead of a special
| report being submitted within 7 days, Action will be taken in accordance with Technical

Specification 5.6.7 within 30 days. Containment Area High Range radiation monitors are not

i
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O, D initiators of any analyzed event. He other Operable monitor is anilable for indication, and the'

monitors are only required to provide indication, no active function. He proposed change does not
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

|

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the time available to restore an inoperable Contniment Area High
Range radiation monitor from 7 days to 30 days before action is required. Instead of a special
report being submitted within 7 days, Action will be taken in accordance with Technical '

Specification 5.6.7 within 30 days. This change will not involve a significant change in the design
or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore, the change does
not create the possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

He proposed change increases the time available to restore an inoperable Containment Area High
Range radiation monitor from 7 days to 30 days before action is required. Instead of a special
report being submitted within 7 days, Action will be taken in accordance with Technical
Specification 5.6.7 within 30 days. The other Operable monitor is available for indication, and the
momtors are only required to provide indication, no active function. Therefore, the change does
not intoh e a sigmficant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.3.12 Chance L1
1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an l
accident previously evaluated? !

The proposed change modifies the Modes of Applicability for the Wide Range Neutron Flux
Monitoring instrumentation (which does not initiate a reactor trip) from Modes 3,4, and 5 to
Modes 3,4, and 5, when the RTCBs are open, or when the CEA drive system is not capable of
CEA withdrawal. The Wide Range Neutron Flux Monitoring System is not an initiator of any
analyzed event. The Wide Range Neutron Flux Monitoring instrumentation that does not initiate a
reactor trip is not required in Modes 1,2, and 3, when the CEAs are capable of being withdrawn or
when the RTCBs are closed, because the Wide Range Neutron Flux Monitoring mstrumentation
that does initiate a aactor trip is required to be Operable. The proposed change does not
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change modifies the Modes of Applicability for the Wide Range Neutron Flux
Monitoring instrumentation (which does not initiate a reactor trip) from Modes 3, 4, and 5 to
Modes 3,4, and 5 when the RTCBs are open or when the CEA drive system is not capable of CEA
w;thdrawal. The change will not involve a significant change in design or opration of the plant.

'

No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will

V,
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!

O
not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a,

'

new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change modifies the Modes of Applicability for the Wide Range Neutron Flux
Monitoring instrumentation (which does not initiate a reactor trip) from Modes 3, 4, and 5 to
Modes 3,4, and 5, when the RTCBs are open, or when the CEA drive system is not capable of
CEA withdrawal. Adequate protection is supplied by the Wide Range Neutron Flux Monitoring
instrumentation, that initiates a reactor trip which is required to be Operable, when the CEAs are
capable of being withdrawn, or the RTCBs are closed. Herefore, the proposed change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.3.12 Chance L.2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the initial time to verify Shutdown Margin (SDM) from within
one hour, to within four hours after one Wide Range Neutron Flux Monitoring channel is
inoperable The Wide Range Neutron Flux Monitoring channel is not an initiator of any analyzed
event. The increase in the initial time to verify SDM is acceptable, because with the added action
to suspend all operations invohing positive reactivity additions, the possibility of SDM being
reduced is decreased considerably. The proposed therge does not significantly affect initiators or
mitigation of analyzed events and. therefore, docs not involve a significant increase in the_

probabihty or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2, Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the initial time to verify SDM from within one hour, to within
four hours after one Wide Range Neutron Flux Monitoring channel is inoperable. He change will

,

not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to
the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the initial time to verify SDM from within onehour to within
four hours after one Wide Range Neutron Flux Monitoring channel is inoperable. This change is
acceptable, because along with extending the initial verification, an action was added to suspend all
operations invohing positive reactivity additions. This added action will greatly decrease the
possibihty of reducing SDM. Herefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

| ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Hese proposed Technical Specification changes have been evaluated against the criteria for and|

identification oflicensing and regulatory actions requiring emironmental assessment in accordance with
10 CFR 51.21. It has been determined that the proposed changes meet the criteria for categorical exclusion

i
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| f) as provided for under 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). The following is a discussion of how the proposed TechnicalV
| Specification changes meet the criteria for categorical exclusion.

10 CFR 51.22(c)(9): Although the proposal changes involve changes to requirements with respect to
inspection or SRs,

i

(i) proposed changes involve No Significant Hazards Consideration (refer to the No Significant
Hazards Consideration section of this Technical Specification Change Request),

(ii) there is no significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents |
that may be released offsite since the proposed changes do not affect the generation of any !

radioactive effluents. nor do they affect any of the permitted release paths; and

(iii) there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.

Accordingly, the proposed changes meet the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in
10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Based on the aforementioned and pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22 (b), no environmental
assessment or emironmental impact statement need be prepared in connection with issuance of an
amendment to the Technical Specifications incorporating the proposed changes of this request.

|

l

O !

!
1

i

|

|
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating @

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
i

| . .. .... . ..... . . ...---NOT E --
!

Refer to Table 3.3.1-1 to determine which SR shall be performed for each RPSFunction.
........ -

. . _ . . . . _ _

SURVE!LLANCE
FREQUENCY

4 Id'I SR 3.3.1.1 Perforr a CHANNEL CHECK of each RPS 12 hours! % 4?L instru:.cnt channel except Loss of Load.
,

SR 3.3.1.2 .....~..-...-.--..N0TES-------------------
1. het required to be performed until

12 hours after THERMAL POWER is
4.31.i l 2 [2 p RTP.

! g'

2. The daily calibration may be suspended
durirg PHYSICS TESTS, provided the
calitration is performed upon reaching
each sajcr test power plateau and
p.ict to proceeding to the next major
test remer plateau.

y ....-... .................................
_

PerforMalibration (heat balance only) and 24 hours (*N'-
adjust the excore power range and tai power

, channels to agree with calorimetrie
I ;

calculation if the absolute difference is
k}l .5f . i

g

,

SR 3.3.1.3 .-. -...----.------NOTE.-------------------
tut recuired to be performed until 12 hours (af ter inEEML F0=.................'ER i s N 24% R} }

4tp i
............... .... ..

Calibrate the power range excore channels 31 days
using the incere detectors.

|

\

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-ShutdownM h3.3.2

(C1*S| SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS|* ' " ' * |<,*hb i r.f. dem.p -
%

$URVEILLANCE ~ ~- -.

| FREQUENCY

/43r.l.1) SR3.3.2.1 Perform a CHANNEL CHECK of each w r e 12 hourJ
(95Y' *U""*h[ Vide $ngt Lo ae,s.g g

s
> thstre Cl w fn en .%e
~ - " '

NR 3.3.2.2 Perfors a CMNNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the @ fQ ALis
S n <.l css

<47 8 M prs., -b <*J <" */ Awer Rate of Change trip TiDifM54.-
5 A.,1. e .

s
~ , =

R 3.3.2.3
Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on eachQ(4,t.g g .t automatic bypass removal t

[F .i yrtt

SR 3.3.2.4 -------------------NOTE--------------------
heutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CALIBRATICh.

_ , ,
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . .

/''% Ferfect a CHA.%Et CALIBRATION, including monthsby;;ss remcsalffv;ct w.s. 7
'

se k 0/ t
4

-[.T77.

'
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RPS Logic and Trip initiation

du) Q
3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.3
Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation [A M

! (33M)LCO-

3.3.3 51 hannels of RPS Natrix Logic, four channels of RPS
r.utatdoflogic/tfour}8 hannels of reactor trip circuit(i c|

(| T/ p
breakers-(RTCBs), andp[fourj* channels of Manual Trip shall!
be OPERABLE.Po46

s

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2.
MODES 3, 4, and 5, with any RTCBs closed and any control

element asser. biles capable of being withdrawn.

ACTIONS,

COND!i10N REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
;

% .,< .s t e&M..~. l r,.e A. IC----- sTE-------- A.1 Restore nnel to 48 h sMd'
This act on also OPERABLE status., /tmui ..s;pliu hen three |
Matrix agic chann is '

are i cperable du to
t'"N a cost.cn power s arce*

y , , . .,}). 'alfurede-ener zing_

three matrix F er,u .,

( L.1/ spplies,in
,

e...............3_

One Matrix Logici
'

channel incperable.

._

;

(continued) !
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation )@
|

ACTIONS (continued)
!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B.hCBs-----. NOTE-----)8.1 Open the affected I hour *

RT ssociated w h RTC8s.
331.i one 1 operable ch nel @ [<A,. .,a 4 may closed fo up ,

toJhourfort {
performance of an RPS ,

CHANNEL FUNCT L
I 7EST.
Q .. . . ..... . . . . . .... .j

(1 ' p One channel of Manoel
pn 4 u rip, RTCBs, or /Q,

vo, Logic--

noperaD e in MODE 1
or 2.

C. [------ -- TE---- - C.1 Open M 48 hoursf RTCBs as ciated wit -

@one inop rable chan el A
2 #"rI'N 4 An f /l' !

,

r.ay be losed for ; q
perf c f . RPS '

E0b
CHA EL FONCfl L

.p w TE .

, g,, ..................g
(4 // . t

One channel of Manual
Tri

s' T _p d TCEs, er11 afb) Logic
_ _ . .~

7, p
inopera8TeinMODE3, ht.

J ^ ~ J .. ' 4, or 5.
_

. f - -

D. T nnels_of CEg 0.1 Open the affected Issmediately @J'si'\ or0 T4 n u1LrpLogic RTCBs.
HEW

affecting the same
fm L4 trip leg inoperable.

(continued)
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| OG-LOVS M @
3.3.6

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION CSIPLETION TIME

B. One or Functions B.1 Enterahlicable 1 hour
'

*

with two hannels per Conditions andDG inopera e. | Required Actions for
.

M the associated DG j
,

sade inoperable by l

%r m J4 '

Og_Loys
or a%5dt3 instrumentation.

{#f"VD'd2.Lt.L g
N 7 C. ' '

;
B.2.1 -L-NOTE- ^ '~ x

LCO 3.0.4 is not
applicable.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,

# ' Place o M in I hour
}{#d *lf a h ther g

1

h.D i

B.2.2 Restore one 48
ours[sen5ee m elde edto OPERAELE status. - Aj pqmg

'

-

-
i Q att,a}s4 *

'M C. Oneor$3FiFunctions C.) Restore al >3) two I hour -'il2! with more than too
hchannels {'#"# ##d 4#5 "d

o ERABLEt < 4,1 5d.anrels inoperable. tatus.
@,

'9 Hoda44 mea 50reme,Ywe ~ --

D.lequiredActionand D.1 Enter applicable Ismediately/W" associated Completion Conditions and
3. s.t. t iTime not set. Required Actions for% c,g

.> g gQ,,,Q sade inoperable by
the associated DG

8 OG-LOVS
I^*F'M Li instrumentation.
0b bw _. - --s
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hsf % 33.b l A , *''

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

3.3.6.1 /bformCHANNELCHECK. 12 ho

i SR 3.3.6 Ferferr: CHANNEL FUNCT'IONAL TEST. 92 days I('i,31.1.))!

!
SR 3.3.6.

(13 7.1
_Perforrn CHANNEL cat fBRATION)with s ni' nths

~

Allowabla4alues as foljetis:
g

f a. Degraded volt ,e Function 2 [318 V
I1and 5 [3220 V

.

Tirte de y: 1 [ ] seconds and ~

!5[] econds at [ ] V; and
b. tc). of Voltage function [3180)Va/;; $ [3220) V

h ~
!

|
( T me delay: 2 [ ] secen s and

. Nf.%5 [ ] seccnds at [ ] V| . -

I |

|

|

.

.
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INSERT SR 3.3.6.1 NOTE

---------------NOTES-------------

1. Testing of Actuation Logic shall include the
i

verification of the proper relay driver output 2f I
signal.

2. Relays associated with plant equipment that cannot
be operated during plant operation are only required
to be tested ence per 24 months.

_____________ ______.____________________________ _______
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3.3 INSTRUMENTATION P SfWoe modMC5na

Containment kAfe Isol tlon) Signal ( . )(()ni)4gp AU' **3.3.7 f

LCO 3.3.7 ur} containment radiation monitor hannal one93 IHgg[ID Actuation Logigand one Manual T
g'b g ~ htG sEall be OPERABLE.

_gneQ&dron a a

; APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATION
During movement of irra$.diated fuel assemblies with

containment \ '4
'f &aksinwhfkho't$V

,

ACTIONS ' ~ -
~

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One radiation monitor A.1 Pla t the affected 4 hours, channel inoperable,

[h
c inne])in trip.

L ~%~ g3
, er o cok e- %

O, j., . ees e . .s e.-: A.2.1 Suspend CORE Imdiately
<

(j ~-~~s- ALTERATIONS.
. . -

69
A.2.2 Suspend movement of Imediately.;

' trradiated fuel
asser.blies within

-% - _ , containment.
A n n.' < crarer

B. One required Manual B.1 Place and maintain lasnedtatelyTT7ihor fy~iBiEiiR- containment purge and hActuation Logic (train, exhaust valves ininoperable. j closed position.

E b' W 0} k'f~,

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation @

e 5 0i e tS8gt Table 3.3. 1 (page 1 of 1)
Fest Accleont etenitoring instrimentation

C.T5 J **'^ 7 'o '" " ""5
| . uPfu"*WcED Facu

'TgW 3,{.10 m: tion asene cumutts usutup actio$1

g i,fu ..u ,uipir.n eiw. D%+ 2 ,u
2. .e.st.c coci.,urs, - t - r.tu,e 2 - i.ep ,g O,) 3. ,e.. .. c.oia- m % .ature 2 - i.op ,

- ( *1) h$ des c4.eteT systeyrcesswre (= e *) 2 F y
g) s. naaete vesset wate te et a sur h er 2 %sV

contalmentQweter Levet tvise tense)p3) 6. 2 e

<,) c.te4, t , rests.e w7 2 ,

t. C oe t oime r t I solet toa velve Position 2 per penegg flew F

path

.. conta-1 rea is,1an o., oi. r.n.e] 2 e

it. Contoimeet kyPoten 2 7pg| y

Q) hh Presswelree Level 2 F

kJ 'h $ tear Generatse mate * Level teice range) 2 per steam generater F
'

k'k?g Cc o+nsate Storage Teen Leve. 2 F

I [ 64 ; Ceae t s t t eace'e t s*e - Gas'a-t (1) 2I8Ig g l F
'

) T Cere tat t leece stve . Caorset [2] 2I8I
-

f

gi Eps C re i.,t tJaGe ......-i m 2m ,
,

(N", tc'e Init Teace*stre .sacreet (4) II8I '
f

Um.wea;asni.. _ y - -. 72- 7 .,. e ; @
"

n .-

4

\
I t
j '

(a) n:t rewred fc isolation valves eene associated testion is isolated by at f. east one closed and
cm e t t i ve t ec a.n w "* vo tve , eleSee maval velve. ire f;enee, e3thect vetve with flow throup* the q
walve secw*ed,l' 6f M* <*143

e

(b) Only one position trdisation chemet is rewired f or peertretion f tpu paths with anty one Installed
coatret reorr indication chemen.

(t) A chamel consists cf too er acre core emit therncco@tes.
\

kYte 1stle 3.3.111[stl be anenced for each mit as necess y to list
/

(1) all Def.lato*w Gwiat 1.97, type A instri. rents ard
|' (2) al essistory Csice 1.97, Cat A lestessments specified in the e 's Regutetery( ice i.5 7, sav i, i..iu.n.n .egory 1,e epo r i .

x .. ., _ _ _ __ /

f6/ Q}itam (7 t N r.d er F'in M __7 per slewyner koYa

e) A es sat..w e,org a.4 , y a-

.
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DISCUSSION OF TECliNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.3- INSTRUMENTATION

PLANT-SPECIFIC CHANGES

1. He word Analog was removed from the title of each Specification in Section 3.3. Calven Cliffs is
)

an Analog plant and specifically listing this in the title is unnecessary Analog was placed in
NUREG-1432 to distinguish between Analog and Digital Specifications.

!

2. Specification 3.3.7 Applicability will include the phrase with contamment purge valves open.
liaving the containment purge valves open is a CTS criteria for the Applicability. A Containment
Radiation Signal will shut the containment purge valves. The Containment Radiation Signal is not
required if the valves are already shut. His change is consistent with Calvert ClitTs design.

3. These changes incorporate Calvert Cliffs-specific information into brackets. Bracketed
information located throughout NUREG 1432 will be replaced with the specific Calven Cliffr
requirements

4. Changes to non-bracketed system names, number of systems / components, terminology, or values
were made to be consistent with Calven Cliffs specific system name, number of
systems / components, terminology, or values. His chaw also includes any numbering changes
due to the addition or deletion of Specifications, Act.ons, or Surveillance Requirements (SRs).
This terminology includes terms fer RPS to make names consistent, and Engineered Safety Feature '

Actuation System (ESFAS) terms to reflect the Calven Cliffs ESFAS Vitro equipment
i

5. Table 3.31-1 Functions 8 and 9a (Axial Power Distribution - liigh and Thermal Margin / Low
Pressure [TM/LP]. respectively) allowable values refer to Figures 3.3.1-1, 3.3.1-2, and 3.3.1-3.
This change deletes the reference to the figures and replaces them with reference to the Core
Operating Limits Report. The allowable valves can be adequately controlled in the Core Operating ;
Limits Report. This change is consistent with the Calven Cliffs current licensing Basis.

6 Specification 3 3.4 Actions B and C are the Actions when one or two instrument channels or trip
units are moperable, except for Containment Spray Actuation. This change (in conjunction with
the deletion of Action A) will delete the exception to Containment Spray Actuation. Therefore,
these Actions will be applicable to Containment Spray Actuation. Although this is different than
the Current Technical Specification (CTS) Actions (which is justified in 3.3.4 Discussion of
Change L.1) it is acceptable because the CTS Actions were established prior to manual bypass
zuitches being incorporated, and prior to modifications which require a Safety injection Actuation
Signal (SIAS) to stan the Containment Spray Pumps This prevents a single failure from causing
an inadvertent spraying of containment (which is the main thrust behind NUREG-1432 Action A).
The above changes to the Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) allow the CSAS to have
the same Actions as the other ESFAS functions.

7. Surveillance Requirement 3.3.4.3 currently requires the Channel Functional Test on each ESFAS
automatic bypass removal function to be performed once within 92 days prior to each reactor
rtanup. This change will revise the test interval to every 24 months. This change is consistent
with the current Calven Cliffs licensing basis.

8. A footnote was added to Table 3.3.5-1 Function 1 SIAS which states that high pressure safety
injection pumps are only required to stan automatically on a SIAS signal when Reactor Coolant

p System (RCS) temperature is > 385'F for Unit 1, and > 325'F for Unit 2. His change is
d consistent with the requirements of the Calven Cliffs Low Pressure Overpressure Protection

CALTTRT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3-1 Revision 1



DISCUSSION OF TECilNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.3- INSTRUMENTATION

O Svec1<icati n. wsica r a ire e >F -a >i er rati n er ts sis Fr r ar tr in; cti r r-s
when RCS temperature is s 385'F for Unit 1, and s 325'F for Unit 2. This change is consistent
with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

9. Table 3.3.4 1 contains a Modes column which requires all the IGFAS functions to be Operable in
Modes 1,2, and 3. This is the same Applicability as required by the Applicability section of
Specification 3.3.4, and the CTS. This change deletes the Modes column from the Table and

moves Footaote (d) from the Modes column to the function column. Footnote (d) allows the Main
Steam Line isolation Signal to not be Operable when all Main Steam Line Isolation valves, which
are isolated by a Main Steam Line IsolaNa Signal, are closed.

10. Table 3.3.4-1 Function 1.b Footnote (b) states that SIAS is required as permissive to initiate
Containment Spray. This Footnote will be changed to state that SIAS is required to start the
Containment Spray Pumps. Tins change is consistent with the Calven Cliffs design.

I 1. Surveillance Requirement 3.3.51 (Channel Functional Test) is modified by a Note which allows
relays associated with plant equipment that cannot be operated during plant operation to only be
tested during each Mode 5 entry exceedmg 24 hours, unless tested during the prnious 6 months.
This change will rnise the Frequency in the Note to require the valves to be tested once per
24 months. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

12 Table 3 3.51 lists each individual function and the applicable Modes associated with each
function This change will add ime items for the Manual Trip and Automatic Actuation LogicO
channels for each function his was necessary because the Modes of Applicability for the Manual
Trip and Actuation Logic channels are not the same. De Modes of Applicability for Manual Trip

'

are Modes 1,2,3, and 4, and the Modes of Applicability for Actuation Logic channels are Modes
1,2, and 3. This change is a result of the Calven Cliffs design.

j
'

13. Surveillance Requirements 3.3.2.2 and 3.3.2.3 require a Channel Functional Test on the Rate of

Change of Power and on the automatic bypass removal feature every 92 days, respectively. This
change will revise the Frequency for these Surveillance to once within 7 days prior to each reactor
stanup for SR 3.3.2.2, and every 24 months for SR 3.3.2.3. This change is consistent with the
current Calven Cliffs licensing basis.

14. All Rniewers Notes will be deleted. These Notes are for the NRC reviewers and are not intended
to be included in the specific plant's Improved Technical Specifications.

15. Calvert Cliffs does not currently have a Technical Specification for the Control Room isolation
Signal. Specification 3.3 8 will be added to Calven Cliffs ITS. The Specification is named
Control Room Recirculation Signal. The NUREG-1432 version of this Specification will be
revised to be consistent with the Calven Cliffs design and the current testing performed on the
components.

O,

|
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432 |
,

! SECTION 3.3- INSTRUMENTATION
|!
'

| < 16. Specification 3.3.10 will not be included in the Improved Technical Specifications because Calvert
'

Cliffs does not have a Shield Building Filtration Actuation Signal. His change is consistent with
Calvert Cliffs design.

i

17. Specification 3.3.12 SR 3.3.12.2, which requires that the Remote Shutdown System control circuit
and transfer switch be verified capable of perfomung the intended function, is being deleted. He
Calvert Cliffs CTS does not contain control circuit requirements, so testmg of these circuits is not
required. This change is consistent with Calven Cliffs current licensing basis.

18. The Note in Specification 3.3.12 SR 3.3.12.3 which excludes the Reactor Trip Breaker Indication
from the channel calibration is being modified to also exclude the Reactor Trip Breaker Indication.
The Reactor Trip Breaker Indication channels indicate whether the Reactor Trip Brcakers are open
or closed, which does not require a channel calibration. His change is consistent with Calven
Cliffs current licensmg basu

19. This change removes pan of the Applicability for LCO 3.3.6. Mode 4 and "When associated DG
is required to be Operable by LCO 3 8.2, 'AC Sources - Shutdown"' are removed because the
Diesel GeneratoeLoss of Voltage Start (DG-LOVS) is required for ESFAS systems to function in
any accident with a loss of offsite power, and ESFAS Applicability is Modes 1,2, and 3. This
change is consistent with the Calvert ClitTs current licensing basis. 1

20. The SR 3 311.2 Note which excludes the Neutron Detectors from the channel calibration will be
modified to also exclude the Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System. There is no mechanism at

(d Calven Chffs to perform a channel cahbration on the Reactor Vescel Level Monitoring System.N

The instruments are usuall,s replaced This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current
licensing basis.

21. Surveillance Requirement 3.3.10.2 was added to require performance of a channel calibration on !
containment hydrogen analyzers every 46 days on a Staggered Test Basis, instead of 24 months.
This change is consistent with the Calven Cliffs current licensing basis. In conjunction with the
change a statement was added to SR 3.3.10.3 excluding the hydrogen analyzers.

22, This change adds Steam Generator Pressure and RCS Subcooled Margin Monitor and Pressurizer
Pressure (low range) to Table 3.3.11-1. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current j
licensing basis. '

23. This change removes Auxiliary Feedwater Flow from Table 3.3.11-1, removing PAM
instrumentation. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow does not meet the threshold for inclusion in this PAM
table. This change is consistent with the Calven Cliffs current licensing basis.

24. This change excludes the Loss of Load function from SR 3.3.1.8, Channel Calibration. The Loss j
of Load Function cannot be calibrated because it senses a turbine trip and does not contain
setpoints. Therefore, Loss of Load was added to the Note which excludes Neutron Detectors
(TSTF-81) from the channel calibration. His change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current
licensing basis.

25. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.3.6 does not contain any requirements when DG actuation logic is
IO inoperable. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 would have to be entered if DG actuation logic were inoperable.
i

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3-3 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.3- INSTRUMENTATION '

OV Calven Cliffs ITS 3.3.6 proposes to add an additional Action to Action D for DG actuatica logic 5

inoperable. The required Action would require the applicable Conditions and Required Actions for '

the associated DG made inoperable by DG-LOVS mstmmentation to be entered. When the :

actuation logic is incoerable, the associated DG cannot start automatically and, thus, cannot !

perform its safety fuirtion. This action is more appropriate than catermg LCO 3.0.3 and is
consistent with the inten; of the DG LOVS Specification. '

The addition of two Notes to NUREG-1432 SR 3.3.6.2 (Calvert Cliffs SR 3.3.6.1) requires testing
of actuation logic to include the verification of the proper relay output signal (Note 1), and allows i

relays associated with plant equipment that carmot be operated during plant operation to be tested
once per 24 months (Note 2). These Notes t.re similar to the two Notes which are in SR 3.3.5.1, ;

ESFAS logic Channel Functional Test. Ncte 1 ensures that the relay output sign d of the actuation
logic is included in the Channel functional Test. Note 2 allows those relays th. : cannot be tested
at power, because the cemponents they actuate are more suitably actuated when the plant is
shutdown, to be tested once per 24 months. The addition of these Notes is consistent with current
Calvert Cliffs operatmg practice.

This change will be redened for applicability to other Combustion Engineering plants and other
vendors Based on these results. a generic change will be proposed accordingly.

26. This change removes Required Actions D.2.2.1 and D.2.2.2 from Specification 3.3.4, which are in
response to the Condition where one automatic bypass removal channel is inoperable. At Calvert
Chffs. when Required Aeton D.2.1 is taken, the ESFAS function is placed in a one-out-of-three
coincidence logic, the um. ac for RPS Regmred Action A.2.2, where the RPS function is placed in
one-out-of-three logic and mdefimte operation is then allowed.

.

t

27. This change adds a Condition (Condition E) and related Required Actions to address the different
Mode requirements associated with ESFAS Actuation logic channels of Specification 3.3.5. This
change also adds a statement identifying the second Condition of Condition D as being for the
Manual Actuation Channd The two different Conditions are required to address the different
times at which the conditions leave the Modes of Applicability. This change is consistent with the
Calven Cliffs current licensing basis.

28 Response Time Testing will be added to Specification 3.3.9, " Chemical and Volume Control
System Isolation Signalf The response time is currently tested for this signal at Calvert Cliffs and
was therefore added to the Calvert Cliffs ITS. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs
current licensing basis.

29. This change makes the channel check for the Rate of Change of Power - High RPS trip only
applicable to the Wide Ranse Logantlunic Neutron Flux Monitor. The channel check can only be
performed on that equipment, and this change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing
basis.

30. Specification 3.3.4 will not include a Contamment Radiation - High function for ESFAS because
Calvett Cliffs does use Containment Radiation - High for ESFAS. This change is consistent with
Calvert Cliffs design.

O
'
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DISCUSSION OF TECilNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
| SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION

O 31. NuRto i432 Specir> cat <e 3.3.3 Ce ai1> s 8 a a C centam Netes which state the Reactor Tei,
Circuit Breakers (RTCBs) associated with one inoperable channel may be closed for up to one
hour for the performance of an RPS Channel Functional Test. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.3.3
Conditions B and C will not contain this Note. He Note is not required because LCO 3.0.5 will

!
allow the RTCBs associated with the inoperable channel to be closed m perform testmg LimMag

| Condition for Operation 3.0.5 allows equipment that has been ranoved from service or declared

inoperable to comply with Actions to be returned to senice under adminictrative control to perform
testing required to demonstrate its Operability or Operability of other equipment.

32. Specification 3.3.3 will not include a Condition Note which allows three Matrix logic channels to
be inoperabic due tc a enmmon power source de-energizing three matrix power supplies. The Note
is not needed because if a power supply is lost, three matrix logic channels are de-energized and
one trip leg is lost (four RTCBs are c n in one trip leg). His places the plant in a safe condition.3

If a power supply fails and the RTCBs do not open, an operability determination must be made to

determine the inoperability. It is not necessarily a Matrix Logic problem. His change is
consistent with Calvert ClitTs' design.

.

'

|

|

l

l

)
l

l
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating M @B 3.3.1

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.1
Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Operating @ @

BASES

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
_

violating the core specified acceptable fuel design Itaits
and breaching the reactor coolant pressure boundary during
anticipated operational occurrences (A005 .
reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineer)ed Safety FeaturesBy tripping the
systems in sitigating accidents.

The protection /n s w nft
tems have been destgned toensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by

specifyleg limiting safety system settings (LSSS in terms
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as w) ell as LCOs
on other reactor systes parameters and equipmentperformance.

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable
Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold
for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable
limits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).I

\- Crin; AOCs, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) shall
*

be maintair.ed above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nucleate boiling;

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and
*

The Reactor Coolant System*

2750 psia shall not be excee(ded.RCS) pressure SL of

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures

that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50@and 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during A00s gg
Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable

/ N 'ur(f#"" limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be
maintained withi_rtyan accer,tabM fracuan of"% <y * id su un ACDM T limit ifffTin ccidiEi catepr siow aOf shur.f $. fferMPTmtf n of *hv limits based on abilltv o @

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating.(Ame4eyI'h
8 3.3.

BASES

(
-

BACKGROUND o currence. Meeting he acceptable dose fait for an
k

'

(continued) a cident category is considered having a eptable h htponsequences for th event.

The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.
These modules are:

Measurement channels;*

Bistable trip units;*

4" I
RPS Logic; ande

* ' *d *-c ;

Reactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs).
!

} *
"' '

~' ''i

This LCO addresses measurement channels and bistable trip* - > 8- .. . units. It also addresses the autosatic bypass removal
-

feature for those trips with operating bypasses. The RPS !' ' ' ' * ' #'

Logic and RTCBs are addressed in LC0 3.3.3, ' Reactor - |(
%~

_

Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation."
, , , '

,,

@
The role of each of these modules in the RPS, including
those associated with the logic and RTCBs, is discussedp) 4 7,

~
i

below,

c , , , , , - , , , , , ,
Measurement Chaccels

.... ,s. c. .a . - ~ .
p * -e .4 % a .,i

Measurement channels, consisting of fi d transe
vl. O _' -

m ,s . 4 . . .

1;,c.,@''measurableelectronicsignalbaseprocess sensors and associated inst ntation, provide a
-

-

upon the physical
, characteristics of the parametef ing measured.

[- re,> 7d,wt plh excore nuclear instruse ' to6 and theanalor' core 7-

orotection calculators
[Le Irr , sr< (TV l.f) [themeasurementchannels.(Thewiderangenuclear fg

re considered components in

/cacMhyaA,.,1/ThreeRPStriinstruments (N!s) provide a @ l designated as Q poRate of ChangeC-High Trip,@ ,

f
.

use a power leve i

[ {cmr giden,Ar,e wer asan input. Q er is the higher of NI power and primary |calorimetric p er (AT power) based on RCS hot leg and cold i

( (y 9' ''' #N #'', leg tem s.
the @ peratue 9 ,.,Powe '; '"""3 High, Thermal ;

Trian usino o power as an input include !q"
'N # Margin / Low Pr ssure /LP), nd the Axial Power

Distribution (APD) igh trips,

level
W3e- :- ,

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating

BASES

t

SURVE!LLANCE SP 3.3.1.2 (continued) g g i,4REQUIREMENTS

this Surveillance must se performed within !! hours after
THERMAL POWER is 1 RTP. The secondary calorimetric isi ate at lower power levels. The 12 hours allows time

4 >for plant stabt zation
g , data taking, and 2 'trument calibration.

A second Note indicates e daily calibratioa may be
)suspended during PHYS!p TESTS. This ensuru that

calibration is proper 9 receding and following physics
testing at each plateau, recognizin that dur8 E'"$J"dE 0'sM2" '"' """'"ing testing," " " " " " ' " g ,,,.c

iw ~
SR 3.3.1.3 br E* *O

it is necessary to calibrate the excor power range channel
upper and lower subchannel amplifiers uch that the internal

. ASI used in the TM/LP and APD-High tr reflects the truea.d(r|<dc.tve,-'*r5 core power distribution as determined by the incere .h'" gp
detectors $. A Note "oAhe F/eavemev] indicates the

e?W
' -~'y Surveilla ce is recutreo mithin 12 hours after THERMAL POWER

u W 20P RTE. Uncertainties in the excore and incore I%> mea 5v_r e.ent process mak t impractical to calibrate when
. THERMAL POWER is W 2 * RTP, The {ompletion Time of. iF' v_ 12 het'rs allows tit.ie7er plant stabilization data taking i

(lk f 4 .n.I rg1 s.,G and instrument calibration
fproperly calibrated 'tliTffd. If the excore(MUIrs')are n,ot (300 h/ I

with the incore detectors ?( -W jgm Gog Q | power is restricted during subsequent operations because of [sr s% (
'

,
. ) i/ preradCJer] increased uncertainty associated with using uncalibrated %

lL The 31 day Frequency is adequate, based3 | hp35 'I b '%t
,

i
. - on operating experience of the excore linear amplifiers and Vg

'

s

8^''bifer Ecfmcc l the slow burnup of the detectors. The excore readings are a\.

i strong function of the power produced in the peripheral fuelp hOpu,M i bundles and do not represent an inte rated reading across pedf h
y

the core. Slow changes in neutron f ux durin
chov, 3g g, 47f cycle can also be detected at this Frequency.g the fuel
% e rt e M er #-
bzde; % 5v&lome 5' ''3'A

p t., 4. oI, e -Iron s ole $' A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each RPS

W/o hf,4f r vaM< l ( instrument channel, except Loss of Load and@ Rate of h
lod is Le re,v ef N44.c- ,sA unr.ri,,,1,,h ">

(continued)
hov.4 ed ~ M sdr
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating L"_..M @ !B 3.3.1 1

l

BASES j'

i i

\
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.6
REQUIREMENTS

,f tw, y

A CHANNp@[(UNCTIONAL TEST on the Loss of Load.@(continued)
Rate ofChange ( anual Tf tplchannels is perfomed prior to a (do&-10hreactor startup to ensure the entire channel will perfors

its intended function if required. The Loss of Lead
. !

1

(fFeTIUrt sensor cannot be tested during reactor operation
faithogt cT6 Ting 1,be hign presju a IsV.which_ would resultMin 'OoAce,v6h ),

y tm Line tri tre reacter trio. The Power Rate or
- a ad,,4,f

CTange-H g rip Function is requi*ed during 3
up

.peration and is bypassed when shut down or > RTP. Th ,Manual Tr girunction can either tested at power or
shutdown however, he-timplici y of this c cuitry and

hD(7 - 10'8; )absence, f drift c.ncern makes his Freque y adequate.
Additiptally, ope ating exper nce has sh n that thes . _ _ _

comportents usual)y pass the rveillance hen perfo at
requency of ong'e per 7 day prior to e h reactor s rtup)a

o pc' n ' h e'-SR 3 3.1.7
<4es eu-

. c> .A . . . . 6
e f 'CD

h, SR 3.3.1.7 is a CHANNEL F N;TIONAL TEST
le only to{ bypass @c~.d.milar to ^ ^ ~ -' '" P' ._5R 3.3.1.4 except SR 3. .l.7 is acplid(7

g / " %njti5?rt an7 isefi'formemgF%1tn1mayvprior to eact "
T bypass _ ;zissnes)is crttTc~al ^] Iqth1L'a PM ;er operatic'n

during plant startup becaus(e the byp(asses must be tr. place
'' f

;

to allow startup operation and must be removed at the
-

appropriate points durina power ascent to anable c
reactor tripsf Consecuently, the appropriatey tiiie_ertain

,

'

to vert y ) ,-ltiy_ pass ria.cval funcfion OPERABII'!TY is just frtor to 3startupf The allNance to conduct this tes within 92 d ys
of startup is bastd on the r liability an ysispresent/ din)

i pt/al report Q(N-327 ESFAS Extend d Test Inter + jal
to
fvaluation'_1 Once t e operatfiig Dypasses are

i

removeCthe bypasses must tiot iall in such a way that the'

associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed. This/ feature is verified by the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL| / N ,J[ST ,SR 3.3.1.4fuu m eg after startup is unnecessary.Therefore, further testing of the bypasy r % c e.) {
7

_-- .-
'

k[ ,,

4| ~

Q_a &f

,/ SP 3.3.1.e
-

-

1

f g
SR 3.3.1.8 is the perforsance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every

months. )
|24 b

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentatlon-Shutdown M @B 3.3.2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.2 Reactor Protective Systes (RPS) Instrumentation-Shutdown

BASES
.

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against!

violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits
and reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity during
anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). By tripping the
reacter, the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Features
systems in sitigating accidents.

The protectiontGo'moartortno7 systems have been designed to
ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by
specifying limiting safety system settings (LS$$) in terms
of parneters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs
on other reactor systes parameters and equipment
performance.

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable
Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold
for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable
limits curing Design Basis Accidents.

O Durin; AXs, which are those events expected to occur one ors
mere tims during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio shall be*

maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nucleate boiling;

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and*

The Reactor Coolant Systes pressure SL of 2750 psia
*

shall not be exceeded.

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures

that the of fsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50@and 10 CFR 100 (Ref. $) criteria during A00s, h, h
Accidents are events t are anal zed even though they are
not expected to occur during the p ant life. The acceptable_^p

R*fMt maintai ed within anyectable/ fraction of/10 CFR 10_$ h
limit during accident tis that the offsite dose shall be

4u m g y,ois t '. If m n6
N uf5Aq (og CERT c- f these limin based on probabiMty of occurren f

empen6 u6syw ie ei ny a outerent

v- . _ _

,

i (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown M

B 3.3.2

BASES

!

BACKCROUND Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an accident category
(continued) is considered having acceptable consequences for that event.

The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules,
h se modules are:

Measurement channels;*

Bistable trip units;*

ld,'de b"irl
Le )RPS Logic; and* '

O'y r't h Mc
d ''' II*Reactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs).*

E
No n d er ,

This LCO applies only to the Power Rate of Change-High trip
Functions and associated instrument channels in MODES 3, 4
and 5 with any of the RTCBs closed and any Control Element

.

I

Assembly (CEA)ip function is addressed in LCD 3.3.1,
capable of being withdrawn. In MODES I

and 2. this tr
' Reactor Protective System (RpS) In s t rent a t ien-
Oaeritinc." LCO 3.1 Mj * .ggdithmicFPower Manitortfal 1EIannels,"applieswhenth@eRTCBsareopenorCEADrive

,

,I. QD t
.

4

4 + r+ it not capable of CEA withdrawal. In the cas '. '
'

Ltc 3.3..J the logynhm_1c poufer inittumenta annels ( ,,
are required for n tortng neutron flux, alt h the trip
function is not required.

Z !Peesurement Channels and rio Units

,F'~, Tr.e measuremer.t channels providing input to theCovfer Rate h2[k.e-"M Change -High Function consist of wide ran e nuclear;
r s

|

instrumentf1Ttbchannels using neutron flux eakage from the @ |reactor vessel. p
,

--High trip are hh_ Other aspects of the@ Rate of Chansimilar to the othermeasurement channe s and bistable trip
v units. These are addressed in the Background section of

LCO 3.3.1.

~-

%
i APPLICAELE et of the analyzed accidents and transients can be h! SAFETY ANALYSES e etted by one or more RPS Functions. The accident

analysis contained in Reference (f) takes credit for most RPS
trip Functions. Functions not

pecifically credited in the Q

@'"#

(continued),
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown h
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i

im -4 \BASES
-

i

LCO Actions al owMripMEbyonss af
. $}m.'dshi.w @5(continued) individuale charinels, but

that prevent operation wit oass ditt' vatgr interWct@ ,
a secone channel in the same J4-Funct b assed.

trip -Mnne Plants are restricted to 48 hours in a
Function to four channel operationbypass condition before either restoring the

/W,\

or placing the channel in trip (one-(out-of-three logictwo-out-of-four 1 te
phbeend.ed's..i,-.t.in.nnui cnannei i,~.,, .in strated, spectftc captions have en approved IDtheffRC staff to permit

of the two-ou of-four chan ^
_

,

g bypassed for an tended seriod time. T.rrf g C.
NTg |_f

Move *f0 i

Only the Allowable Values are specified for e trin '*b\ . E 1.3,- % Iy function in the M N al trip setpoint areQ_ if d
'

prwc3rv9
in the plant specific ~~*~~

int cy culat wns) The nas.nm

sg1 points are selette __s)do not excee(d the Allowable V l3ensure the se aro1MsuredM ?H/MEETDhuiOW ' TEST

-[V' '^ trip setpoint less conservative than the hostnal trip
le 01stabTes s performing as required. Operation with a

a ue ?''P.

eaahiecm., hsetpoint, but within its Allowable Value is acceptable,~

provided th.t operatica and testing are c,orcsistent with the k f M oa5.assump' ITER.iTTL mte se
tions of the plant s

h*" ''', , AnalyncaTIlmit assumed iEaeb fA ific setpoint calculations,
T[ is more conservative than the N(\ e safety analysis in order to%_s

Function. account for instrumentguncertainties appropriate to the tripV e- -

dyctecide.. System Selectbn Ef Trip setpoipt ValueJhese uncertainties are defined in the 182(, p i >

rq;;g gymn $ J,D< ~- >
requires four'thannels pt wRate of g-his L.-

Change-High to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5
RTC6s are closed and the CEA Drive System is capa,ble of CEAwhen h [ Q 4 jfcwithdrawal. MODE I and 2 requirements are addressed inLCO 3.3.1. This trip is not credited in the safety y(an remv+1 hanalysis.
from an analytical limit.Therefore, the Allowable Value is not derivedW#"' E

@ '~

.

h
This LEO is applicable to theh Rate of ChangeL-HTeTr,M QQAPPLICABILITY

1

reactor trip in MODES 3, 4 and 5. MODES 1 and 2 are

-

addressed in LCO 3.3.1.

The power rate of change trip is required in MODES 3, 4,
and 5, with the RTCBs closed and a CEA capable of being
withdrawn to provide backup protection for boron dilution I

4

(continued)
CEOG STS
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown.(Anateg) @B 3.3.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE sR 3.3.2 2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

required. The power 4 ate of Chang High trip Function isrequired ng startup operation and is bypassed when shut
down or > ATP. Additionally operating experience has
shown tha hesecomponentsusuailyE s the Surveillance
when perfonned at a Frequency of(ohcp4verrSE> days prior to
each reactor startup. "

fMCM' YS"w u n M ,.,., , -

p 9L
SR 3.3.2.3 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.2.2, except SR 3.3.2.3 is applicable only to bypass
Functions and is performed once within 92 days prior to each
startup.

Proper operation of4ypass pentissives is critical during
plant startup because the bypasses must be in place to allow
startup operation and sust be removed at the appropriate

goints durine oower alcant in snable certain reacter trint-_ i

, Consequently,theappropriatetimetpverifybypassfemoval )
functior)'OPERABILI 1 is just prior o startup. T 1

'q
iallowante to cond .t this Surveil nce within 9 ays ofp ptarts is based on the reliabil) y analysis pr ented in I

(topical report EN-327. 'RPS/ESFAS Extended Test interval /
'haluation"(Ref,5)Soncetheoperatingbypassesare

removed, the bypasses must not fail in such a way that the
associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed. This,

feature is verified by the trip Function CliANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, SR 3.3.2.2. Therefore, further testing of th bypass
7%) Dafter startup is unnecessary.

---_

f r * s o ve.f G.i f Y*}|?
4

_

; Sp 3.3.2.4
I'

SR 3 1

.- Q .3.2.4 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION everymonths. |g
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a check of the instrument hchannel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifles
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown

BASES
,

i

SURVE!LLAftE SR 3.3.2.4 (continued) |

REQUIREMENTS !

operational between successive tests. CliANNEL CALIBRATIONS j
must be perfomed consistent with the plant specific !

setpoint analysis. '

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis, lhe requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference h 4,

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an( ironth
calibration interval in the determination of the I itude i

of equipment drift. '

The Surveillance is modified by a Note to indicate that the
neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CAllBRATl0!L -
because they usive devices with miniar1 driftliaM ,

~-Qecause old difficu)ty of simulpting a meanin !

FEFEFEfCES iT. 10 EFR lo Appendix A.)( .- t

p . 10 CFR 100. , ,

gd.hfSAR,Chapterkl4 J , a g
em Selepfen o[TilCM. ' Protection et jg

(pG. CEN-327, June 2, 1986, including 'u ...ent 1, bg (-S :March 3, 1989.

!

Y'e r 7o J5dfL 6,~ RJ, Qfnfon; E kb-

U td .Tm l IR8T
W ,L w - - - _ .

-
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation [( M h
B 3.3.3

:

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTAT10ti

B 3.3.3 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation (Analog)

BASES

BACKGROUfiD The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
violating the core specified acceptable fuel design ilmits
and reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity during i

'

anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). By tripping the
reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Features
(ESF) systems in mitigating accidents.

The protection fd E nit systems have been designed to (2/
ensure safe operation o t e reactor. This is achieved by
specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms ;
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs 1

on other reactor system parameters and equipment
performance.

Tte LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable
Valt.e, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold

O- for prctective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable
.

,
limits during Design Basis Accidents, t.d %.'fDJring ADOS, which are those events expected to occur one or
m:re times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio shall be*

maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nucleate boiling;

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and i
e

The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of 2750 psia*

shall not be exceeded. -

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 @:C7) 3 %and 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during A00s.

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
r.ot expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable

_ _ limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be
'_ _ Q y ," maintained withini ni =re*n' ~ ~ r ract i nn " !"'" !"m itN
c r,1u c, Ge f.A ) lir/tshiff erent acc) cent categcrits allow 3 '

{ % u f s ira C M )
, , , ,

^
(continued)
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation (? d g h

8 3.3.3
l

j
| BASES <

l

1
BACKGROUND ff rent fractie of these limits ha ed on probability| (continued) oc wrrence.

,

eting the ac ptable dose limit or an accident cat ry iQsconsidered avino arraa hhia r.. --"---== for that ventm |
..

The RPS is segmented into four laterconnected modules.
These sedules are:

;
Measurement channels;*

'

B1 stable trip units;* ,

RPS Logic; and*

Reactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs).e

This LCO addresses the RPS Logic and RTCBs, including ManualTrip capability. LCO 3.3.1, Reactor Protective System
(RP5) Instrumentation-Operating,' provides a description of
the role of this equipment in the RPS. This is sumusarized
below:

.. .,J , i Q @ M JO gp$ u u = ~ - -

The RFS Logic, consisti g of Matrix and(fdJtiat$cgic,ca;1cys a scheme that ovides a reactor 6rg wnen bistabl +,

in any two of the four channels sense the same input "'*5
parameter trip. This is called a two-out-of-four trip
logic. This logic and the RTCB configuration are shown in
Figure E 3.3.1-1. _

ry g , 4 ,
Btstablerelaycontactoutputsfromthefour$nnelsare v -u r
configured into six logic matrices. Each logic matrix 2,7e checks for a coincident trip in the same parameter in twox

) bista31e channels. The matrices are designated the AB, AC. (gi .2 e n y, ,e
i L

AD. B;. ED _and CD matrices to__ reflect the bistab1pchannels Ue-
being monitored. Each lo
energized matrix relays. gic matrix contains roite normallyWhen a coincidence is detected,
consisting of a trip in the same function in the two
channels being monitored by the logic matrix, all four
matrix relays de-energize.

I vy c
Th matrix relay contacts are arranged into trip paths, with hone of the four matrix relays in each matrix opening

(continued)
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation h
- - . =

BASES (continued) d%1 # "S '

ACTIONS When the number of inoperable channe n M rtBs W tina hthat specified in any related C6nditionGsadclatae
itit b

. tripienctFon, then the plant is outside the v
safety analysis. Therefore. LCO 3.0.3 is lamediately

'

entered if applicable in the current MODE of operation. |

_.

AJ

Condition A applies if one Matrix Logic channel is
increrable in any acclicable MODL tiss o
instrument bus will y6-eneroire one of tl./r a single vitaqtwo matrix powersupplies,in up to t ree satrices. TMs t considered a
single matrix fat re, providing the sa tr. relays i

associated with e fallad power supp es de-energize t/|
'

required. The bove statement is su o.ted by a hot
Failure of e matrix relays to d -energize in all hree
affected p trices could when cpdbined with trip hannsi
bypassing of bistable're,f ay cor. acts in the etl

r matrices
Qsult in loss of RPS func_ tion. ,

-

The \hannel must be restored to OPERABLE status within
4E hcurs. The Completion Time of 48 hours provides the .

!eT h< operator time to take appropriate actions and still ensures !' ' *

that any risk involved in operating with a failed channel isV 3
7 (. s e arcytable. Operating experience has demonstrated that thes

M ~

protability of a random failure of a second Matrix Logic
channel is low during any given 48 hour interval. If the
channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within48 hours, Condition E is entered.

_

Condition B applies to oneQrJttittiHr> logic channel, RTCB
channel,-er Manual Trip channel in M00E51 and 2. since they
havt the same actior6. MODES 3, 4, and 5, with the RTCBs
shut, are addret.ed in Condition C. These Required Actions
require opening the affected RTCBs. This removes the need
for the affected channel by performing its associated safetyfunction. With the RTCB open, the affected Functions are in
one-out-of-two logic, which meets redundancy requirements,
but testing on the OPERAELE channels cannot be performed
without causing a reactor trip unless the RTCBs in the
inoperable channels are closed to persit testing.

(continued)
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation h

| BASES

ACTIONS U (continued)
(Tnerefor ,'a hote has been ad specifying that the RT ~ h Z\associ ed with one inoper channel may be closed up //Jto I our for the perfo

e of an APS CHAMEL ONALTE .

Required Action B.1 provides for opening the RTCBs|

associated with the inoperable channel within a Completion
Time of I hour. This Required Action is conservative, since ,

depressing the Manual Trip push button associated with
'

either set of breakers in the other tripleg will cause a
reactor trip. With this configuration, a single channel ,

-_' _ q
failure wil) not prevent a reactor trip. The allotted Leo 3.0." ey .e5p
Cocoletion Time is adeguata to open the affected RTCBs while H MCS* a55 d'E
caintaining the risk of having them closed at an acceptable pat,ab i .tw. W [1evel.

ck.M 4 L
c%n k k V"'"

(T,4, I
- ,- A U W

f 7dp Condition C applies to the failure of one Q' iQ.<>9.si me e

u4 L cr al . !.- vie
clannel, RTCB channel, or Manual Trip channel' a ,ectinpiiD j 2. , t/~'N (saac31TCeDin MODE 3, 4. or 5 with the RTCBs closed. The f

V S ow u k(h in> ) If the inoperable channelchannel must be restored to OPERABLE status within 48 hours.
et be restored to OPERABLc,d ine r f eb4 pstatus within.48 hoursm a R1 Bs must be opene , placing

, the plant ir/a M00E in which he LCD does not pply and v6 U# o4 & 9TC 65.1% ensuring ryf CEA withdrawal ccurs. .

,

id a' M '' N * '

The Completion Time of 48 hours is consistent with that of
in ,y c) A..,y t other RPS instrumentation and should be adequate to repairmost failures. {
9" y,h e& r, d ',

d '

Testing on the OPERAELE channels cannot be performed withoutg ,,4 ch plely causing a reactor trip unless the RTCBs in the inoperable
channels are closed to permit testing. S hetore, a h . r ;

thone}, 4 MIvnd'e- 'n e ipas onn eo spe m ying tnat t U CBI associated ,

Jnoper channel may be cle for up to I hour or the J y
RTLh op ,N,Medt) terf ante of an RPS CHAN FUNCTIONAL TEST.f

IIi op'c,
'

Condition D applies to the failure of botW@Bitt4%
.

*

A 4 ys channels affecting the same trip log. Since this will open .I
~

$ navy rq vdan55,
| ~

(continued)
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation h~

BASES }
!

,^

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.31(con nued) "
REQUIREMENTS

(wereperformed ith the reactor at power. erating
experience h shown these components usu y pass the
Surveillanc when performed at the Frequ cy of once every

,

18 months.
1

If one et of JLTCBs has/been opened n response to a single
RTCB annel,Maltiation Logic che el, or Manual Trip . 3
chan el failure, the affected set f RTCBs may be closed for
up o I hour for Surveillance o, the OPERABLE Initiattorv
L ic, RTCB, and Manual Trip c nnels. In this case, the
edundant set of RTCBs will p vide protection if a trip

should be required. It is u ikely that a trip will be
required during the Surveil nee, coincident with a fai re
of the remaining series RT channel. If a single ma ix
power supply or vital but failure has opened two se of
RTCBs, Manual Trip and R CB testing on the closed eakers

((cannot be performed without causing a trip.f *"~~ <

OMFR 50NrpenWhAf?[G g jg- REFERENCEh 1.
,

2. 10 CFR 100.

3.hfSAR, Section {7.23 h
(C~MiRC Safety Evalunion Report' IDateC

@ March 3, 1989.CEN-327, June 2,1986, including Supplement 1,

.

.

I

-

|
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CPIS (Ar.alop h

8 3.3.7 j
_

k uo,4 s =
BASES - _ ** 10 .

LCO analysis in ordtr o account nstrument uncertainties(continued) appropriate to the W run on. These uncertatattes aredefined in Reference 3. A channel is inoperable if its
actual trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable !

Value. |

The Bases for the LCO on the M are discussed below foreach Function: i

a. Manual ' *

Manual h acks up the automaticThe LCO r s
and ensures operators have the capability to rap y
initiate the CPIS Function if any parameter is
trending toward its setpoint. At least one channel
must be OPERABLE to be consistent with the
requirements of LCO 3.9.3, ' Containment Penetrations."

g b. Centaw nt Padiation-Hieh ,r} @e, , -9

r. L . 6 e,m ., . [ r;,,, TheLCOontheradiatioA requires that all *L b Mrd
| io-i _ ,me. we n 4 <., Mfour be OPERABLE. -( a N . h. .,r

_

ka e a6 a- i

(~
8("k* ' ^ o ,#1% f. nr thiMnit m the ba1ris foDthe Containment ._s2-

,x
|

#~f" *' '~i : r g . ,a _ Ra.11ation-hign setpotnt is/d 9new3: '
' ''3 '' ' * k

' _

1 . .g, .Actuatica Le:ie -H e,.. s ~L w . .m.~ik

;-P*' ;,. tt*%. / M of Actuation Logic must be OPERABLE to be hJ'
consistent with the requirements of LCO 3.9.3. If one

f; ]. fails, it must be restored to OPERABLE status.
i

\
, m

In MODE 5 or 6, the @ isolation of containment purge gAPPLICABILITY /
valves is not required to be OPERABLE. However, during CORE
ALTERATIONS or during movement of irradiated fuel, there is

G]' .. th.e possibility of a fuel handling accident requiring the
T Jon high radiation in containment. Accordingly, the

C- A sust be OPERABLE during CORE ALTERATIONS and when
!moving any irradiated fuel in containmentg |

In M30ES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the containment p
sealed closed.

'*kSQ h
1.

(continued)
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BASES

BACKGROUND Trio Setooints and Allowable Yalues (continued)

Idescriptionofth methodology used to c culate the tr p l
setpoints, inclu ing their explicit un rtainties, is
provided in 'P nt Protection System lection of Tr hSetpoint Valu / (Ref. 2). The act nominal tri setpoint
entered int the bistable is nonna y still more
'conservati than that specified y the Allowabl Value toi

i account fAr changes in random . asurement error detectable
lby a CHARNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTAE exa&if.h or such a enange
Tn measurement error n 6 rat during the surveillance

-

interval. If the measur_ej setpoint does not exceed the
Allowable Value, the(FiiHbTiDis PERABLE. @

' Tsit a ra s in ac roance with tne As waDie value w 11 ensurih
that Safety Li ts are not violat during antici ted voperational currences (A00s) the consegue es of
Design Eas Accidents will be ccept '*a, pr iding the '

plant is gerated from withi the Lr tF onset of the
A00 or accident and the equipment f sons as desitted,t

f%

in conjunction with the . Control Room Emergencyh lAPPLICABLE 7te'
SAFETY ANALYSES fCleanup ystem (CMACS, maintains the control room

he M ' ,' r,'a e ilmcsnere witnin conditions suitable for prolonged
^|

occupancy throughout the duration of any one of the
p p 7 g/ accidents discussed in Reference 1. The radiation exposures

of control room personnel, through the duration of any one-v
of the postulated accidents discussed in " Accident I
Analysis b FSAR, Chapter (Ref.1), dE rm exrees 1Aik

-

hh% [j
g ~i G d iet |
- 1_v a srA ou end4x Arrut 10 (Ref. 3, hetjS 44 !; cins --

44,
Q"' '"' ' # The @ satisfies the ren rements of CrittfTon 3 of _ y, Q |,

h {
'

^ Q gy.-51atemenp. {,'5~ 5, g :

LCO LCO 3.3.8 requires one channel of to be OPrRAnt E. The
required channel consists of(Actuation 4coic.16thual r c.

_a,ndjparticulate/1odine and gaseous radiation monito lhe z
,

g

specific Allowable Value@for the setpoints of the M
listed in the SRs. g g iare

gg g
Only the Allowable Values specified for t trip 3 |
Function in the LCO. Opera ton with a trip se point less '

bwEd c_ e..e
(con nued) ,- '

|
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.B 5 "

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Every[18) months,aC EL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the manual CRIS actuati circuitry.

This test verifles t t the trip push buttons ar capable of
opening contacts in he Actuation Logic as des ned,
de-energizing the nitiation relays and provi ng Manual
Trip of the fune on. The [18] month Freque cy is based on

.the need to per ra this Surveillance under the conditions
that apply dur g a plant outage and the teritial for anunplanted tr .sie:;t if the Surveillance re performed with
the reactor t power. Operating experi nee has shown these
components sually pass the Surveilla e when performed at a
Frequency of once every (18] months.

59 3 2.8.6
/

This Surveillance ensures tha the train actuation rispense
,

f times are less than the su ..um times assumed in the

O | ar.alyst s. The [lB) month equency is based upon plant
f o;erating experience, wh h shows that random failures of

..

,_*

instrumentation componen s causing serious ra ponse time '"

degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent
occurrences. Testing of the final actuating devices, which
makt up the bulk of the response time, is included in the

\ Surveillance testing. ,,,,g ,

REFERENCES 1 9 FSAP., Chapter h hh
$ Pfection System S[ tion of gp Setpoint] @ @a

(.? G . ~i0 CFR Ef. Appendix A. Gut 19) hh-
G >4D c) ;

'(B
-
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PAM InstrumentationC h
ll .3 g

BASES
,

LCO L. Centainment Isolation Valve Position (continued)

the containment penetration. The LCO requires one
channel of valve position indication in the control '

room to be OPERABLE for each active 841V in a
containment enetration flow path, i.e., two total
channels of IV position indication for a penetration
f'ow path w h two active valves.
penetrationswithonlyoneactive@Forcontainment~%m lV having control

E L 50f So6> $ $' 5 0' room indication, Note (b) requires a single channel of
' valve position indication to be OPERABLE. This is

2.010>2110 pst) nt?' sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation status
' of each isolable penetration via indicated status of

I D S WW,S70 i 5 ?' l the active valve, as applicable, and prior knowledge
J (/l00, , L 't p l h|.0)M. ' )

> of passive valve or system boundary status. If a
L / penetration flow path is isolated, position irdication

pathis@notneededtodeterminestatus.lV(s) in the associated penetraticn flowfor thew ^^ ,
Therefore,

the position indication for valves in an isolated -

penetration flow path is not required to be OPERABLE.

Ip /1 .thelELIV position PAM instrumentation h| *

ctnsists of it[fdicWTpE'
.

_

9. Containment Area Radiation (hich rance)

Con..inment Area Radiation is provided to monitor for
the potential of significant radiation releases and to
provide release assessment for use by operators in
determining the need to invoke site emergency plans. <

| i " * ' * * d i'' a JLI &tMf unit) Containment Are tion ,,,,h'
| 4 4,.% :n _ instrumentation consists of Qe ,

_

N Containment Hydrocen Monitors
~

l ce rMrei ro o m. / Containment Hydrogen Monitors are provided to detect
high hydrogen concentration conditions that represent. ,

(D* 4 *M E t h,t'P a potential for containment breach. This variable is
also important in verifying the adequacy of mitigating

{ k . e o s5,rer,c.4 a:tions. ,

t <

| k ''48 '' I h lC hf'.f (~ ior th W uni 3 Containment Hydrogen instrumentation 3t

^ i' - '#

| p- -
- ccTnststs of Clie fMhwiFiib

J -

..
(continued)

1
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PAM Instrumentation M h

" '$ @
BASES

|'
,

- blaa ah h !LCD (14,15,41i, If;) core Exit Temoerature (continued)

! The junction of each thermocouple is locatedM i

4EREP above the fuel assemblyIncore instrumentinside a structure-M that supports and shields the
,

detector assembly string from flow forces in the !
outlet plenum region. These core exit thermocouples

;moniter the temperature of the reactor coolant as it
i

exits the fuel a . mblies. |
9

-

The core er thennocouples have a usable temperature
range fro.- to 2300*F although accuracy is h|

<reduced at temperatures above 1800'f. ;

e

of

i 18. f Auxiliary Feedwater (AM1 Flow |
i i
; {AFW) Flow 1 provided to monitor operation decay i

| heat remova via the steam generators, i

The [AFV low to each steam generator is etermined
from a d ferential pressure measurement alibrated toO a span o 0 gpm to 1200 gpm. Redundant onitcring ;,.

capabl}ityisprovidedbytwoindepende trains of f 1,'
- '"- instr uentation for each steam generat Each j j.

diff ential pressure transmitter pro des an input t |4 1a c . trol room indicator and the pla computer, i
.'

,
_

Sipce the primary indication used b the operator
i /r ,-.As d/ ring an accident is the control com indicator, the '

Jf'M I V PAM instrumentation Specification deals specifically I i"

4ith this portion of the instrur nt channel.
7

At some plants [AFW) Flow is Type A variable becauso'

t operator action is required throttle flow during ani

i SLB accident in order to pr ent the [AFW) pumps from
operating in runout condit ns. [AFW) Flow is also
used by the operator to v ify that the [AFW) Systemg

is delivering the correc flow to each steam
I generator. However, th primary indication used by
( the operator to ensure an adequate inventory is steam |

r~_ (generator level.
vchannels are required to be OPERABLE for all but@h hO

fm[ unction. Two OPERABLE channels ensure that no single 1

W faTTTu e, within either the PAM instrumentation or its !

auxiliary supporting features or power sources (concurrent

~ :

(continued) |

|
1
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Insert 3.3.10

0
20. Pretsurizer Pressure dow range)

Pressurizer low range pressure is a Category I variable provided for verificatmo of core cooling
! and RCS integrity long term surveillance. j

Low range pressurizer pressure is measured by two pressure transmitters with a span of 0 psia to {i 1600 psia. The pressure transmitters are located inside the contamment. Redaad=* monitoring
capability is provided by two indication channels. Control Room indications are provided.

'j

Pressurizer pressure is a Type I variable because the operator uses this indication to monitor the
cooldown of the RCS following a LOCA and other design basis events. Operator actions to

|
maintain a controlled cooldown, such as adjusting steam generator pressure or level, would use this ;

indication. Furthermore, pressurizer pressure is one factor that may be used in decisions to i

terminate reactor coolant pump operation. .
,

'
.

>

|

1

\
!p '

O
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|
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Remote Shutdown

E 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 1*dW 'b
B 3.3 Remote Shutdown 5 .es (An

si

BASES

BACKGROUND The Remote Shutd provides the to rol room .operator with suffi strumentation
@ place and maintain the unit in a safe shutcown conditionto

from a location other than the control room.This
>

capability is necessary to protect against the possibility
that the control room becomes inaccessible.

tion is defined as MODE 3. A safe shutdownto

th Auxiliary feedwater With the unit in MODE 3
generator safety valves or(AFW) System}4nd the steam

the steam generator atmospheric
dump valves can be used to remove core decay heat and meetall safety requirements.

M be-TAFW Systemb and the ability to borase the ReactorThe long tersi supply o' water for
Coolant System ( 5) from outsitie the control room allowextended operati in MODE 3. g gg g
In the event that the control r mbecomesinaccessible,tii H #E h M**
operators can establish control at the remote shuth %rols b dnm4t*a yhm ud raintain tu "a"

O' " C3!,1 JYot I cont
-

c necessar etransfer switc are located a he rem
i %.

shutdown p .e 1. Some to s and transfer witches 11 be h.cperated ocally at the itchgear motor ontrol canels. or;{olhe .gtl stations, fit unit automatically reaches NODE 3Tcllo.ing 7a un
MODI 3 for an extended period of time.own and can be maintained safely in

The OPERASILITY of the Remote Shutdown 6ystes d trol and h. instrumentation Functions ensures that there is suf
Jinformation available on selected plant parameters to placec ent

i

and maintain the plant in M3DE 3, should the control room
become inaccessible.

i

Q5.s44,Q &APPLICABLE The Remote Shutdow m)is required to provide ec nt
'

SAFETY ANALYSES at appropriate loca
ThMF11VTg)promptly shut down and maintains outside the control roomd!1the pi in a-f , 4 safe condition in MODE 3. ny;

0{Ador 'he erta javer ific the Man and .G soecific wfTeaDt

' e trementrof e kemote Shutdown (sy w'eitwre weWW
@ CfR 50 peno x A AppendixM 1).)

(continued) }
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Remote Shutdown 'ypt M

,_u.. "7 s *i BASE,

_, _

APPLICABLE heRe te Shutdown Sys em has been identified
IATETY ANALYSES impor ant contributor the reduction of pie risk to- sq

s an
(continued) ace ents,and, theraf e, has been retained the Techni$ii~ ifications, s's i dicated in the NRC Pol y Statement

The Remote Shutdown ..w. ~ .s <gLCO

LCO provides the requirements for a. I
the OPERABILITY of the nstrumentation (and_ sont7o'b i*

g/ "TEL' y tr # place and maintain the unit in MODE i from anecessar

her than the control room. The instrumentation
a

effno
in the accompanying LCO. typically required are listed in Table 3.3.R-1

(m*;/
Reviewer's Note:

he number of channels t t fulfill CDCrequirements for the number of OPERABLE annels requireddepends upon t plant's licensing ba as described i the j
NRC plant sp ific Safety Evaluatic eport (SER) (Re 2). !Generall wo divisions are requ ed to be OPERABLHowever,y,

<

.ly one channel is re ired if the plan asjustifie such a design and t NRC's SER accep d the 3_ ustification.j
(b 1

.V 'iie cor,sr2 instrumentation [and Aftnsfer swttthhare
'

_

these required for:
p

Ccre Reactivity on*
initial and long term); h

RCS Pressure con o,
*

g j
Deca d ett Removal via [the y FW ste9fandth

*

Gafvesdrsteam generatopWh q.

RCS Inventory (Iontr@fia charcidflow;M Q
*

Safety support tems for the ve functions
'*

( well as se water, comp cooling wa
and) M

s
K on dte po_ including the tesel generat

.

7

in h.M. Ec_t,,Lon f a Femete ShutdownfMis OPERABLE if allSn . me
shutdown ancL,rJh!,#ffO channels neem to support the remote p

citons are OPERABLE. In some cases,le 3
O .3 sility is available from several alternate 1mayindicatethattherequiredinformation@ca t.

4sources. In
these cases, the Function is OPERABLE as long

i

t

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System h
5 3.3

j

( BASES g
SURVE11 LANCE SR 3.3.
REQUIREMENTS

' .3 (continued) @
that the channel responds to the men:ured parameter within
the necessary range and accuracy.

The m nth Frequency is based upon the need to perform
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were perfor1med with the reactor at power.

'

|-
The SR is modified by a Note, which excludes neutron

Tc1fredeeltedetectors from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
a

7
r.t<,u,A. p

sc 3.3.12.4 m

SR 3.3.12.4 is the perfo
nce of a CHANNEL F CTIONAL TEST

l
every 18 months. Inis urveillance should rify the

1

OPEF, ABILITY of the r ctor trip circuit b aker (RTCB)
i

'

open/ closed indic on on the remote sh down panels by
;actuating the RT s. The Frequency o 8 months was chosenbecause the R s cannot be exercis while the unit is at
'

h pe=tr. Oper Ing experience has s wn that these components
V usually p s the Surveillance wh performed at a Frequency

of once very 18 months. Ther ore, the Frequency was
_ conel ed to be acceptable from a feliability standpoint.

_-
~ . _

REFERENCES 1. C CFR 50, Appe '1x A, W L 15 and Appendix '

2. RC Safety Ev untion Repor/t (SER).

. _ ,
\q F#Q Afp&

I

!
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DFXIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.3- INSTRUMENTATION

O ri.^sT-serciric c><^scrs
This change incorporates Calvert Cliffs-specific information into brackets. Bracketed information

1.
located throughout NUREG-1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert Cliffs information.

This change to the non-bracketed value, system name, or termmology was made to be consistent2.

I with the Calvert Cliffs specific number, system name, or termmology.

This change either adds or deletes information to the Bases to make it more understandable or to! 3.
conform to Calven Cliffs design or safety analyses.

This change to the improved Technical Specification (ITS) Bases incorporates changes made to the4.
ITS. This change ensures consistency between the ITS and ITS Bases.

Cah en Cliffs has an Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), therefore, "FSAR" will be |
5.

changed to "UFSAR" throughout the improved Technical Specification Bases.

This addition deletion. or modification to references, or the changing of reference numbers was
performed to ensurc that the references are applicable to Calvert Cliffs, and to ensure consistency

6.

betweer. references m the text and the reference section.

The word Analog was removed from the title of each Specification in Section 3.3. Calvert Cliffs is
an Analog plant and specifically listing this in the title is unnecessary. Analog was p' aced in

7.

SUREG ' J2 to distmguish between Analog and Digital Specifications.

O This change deleivs the bracketed information labeled Reviewers Notes.
This is acceptable

because the Reviewers Notes are information for the NRC reviewers and not intended to be
8.

maintained in the individual plant's Technical Specifications.

Most references to Calven Cliffs being in compliance with the General Design Criteria are being
deleted. Although Cahen Cliffs meets the intent of the General Design Criteria,it was licensed a

9.

pre-General Design Criteria plant. This change is consistent with the Calven Cliffs current
licensing basis.

The specific wordmg which dis:usses other plants is being deleted. The Bases are specific to10.
Calven Cliffs and will contain, where possible, only Calvert Cliffs-specific information.

This change removes a paragraph referring to interlock Allowable Values for Reactor Protective
Calven Cliffs does not use interlocks in RPS. This change is consistent with theI1.

System (RPS)
Calvert Chffs current licensing basis.

The Applicability for bpecification 3.3.1 was changed to refer to Table 3.3.1-1 and a column with
the headmg " Modes" was added. Thu, was required because the RPS functions at Calvert Cliffs

12.

do not have the same Modes of Applicability.

The description of what a channel calibration, Channel Functional Test, and channel check was
changed to describe what each of these encompasses at Calvert Cliffs. Adjustment is only done

13.

during channel calibrations, sensor drift could also be identified during channel checks, and

Revision 1
3.3-1CAIXERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
i SECT!ON 3.3- INSTRUMENTATION|

l 'j% Channel Functional Tests identify bistable trip unit (or its equivalent) drift. His change is
r

'
consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

14. This change removes Auxiliary Feedwater Flow from Table 3.3.11-1, removing post-accident,

i monitoring (PAM) instrumentation. Auxthary Feedwater Flow does not meet the threshold for
i

inclusion in this PAM table. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing j
,

basis. '

15. This change removes the discussion of 3.0.3 criteria from B 3.3.2 and B 3.3.7 Actions discussion.

The RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown and Containment Rmantion Signal are not required to be
Operable in Modes 1 or 2, so the discussion is not necessary. This change is consistent with the
Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis. |

16. This change removes the reference in b 3.3.5 Applicable Safety Analyses Item 3 to the fact that
Containment isolation Actuation Signal is initiated at the same se+ point as Safety Injection
Actuation Signal. At Calvert Cliffs, the setpoint is not the same. This change is consistent with
the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

17. Specification 3.3.4 will not include a Containment Radiation - High function for Engmeered Safety
Feature Actuation System, because it is not part of the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis or '

design for Engineered Safety Feature Actuatmn System.
,

,

18. This change changes the Applicable Safety A: 0 se for the Chemical and Volume Control System
p isolation signal (B 3 3.9) to say that the excess flow check valve is designed to isolate when the |

*

V letdown flow exceeds 255 gpm. instead of describing the specific setpoint at which letdown flow is
isolated.

19. This change to Specification 3.3.12 changes the reason that the Remote Shutdown instrumentation ;
is retained in the ITS to say that it is a UFSAR, Appendix IC, Criterion 11 issue. Remote
Shutdown instrumentation has been shown to not be an important contributor to the reduction of ,

plant risk to accidents.

20. Bases statements which refer to the Code of Federal Regulations or the Standard Review Plan as
the source of offsite dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the
Calvert Cliffs UFSAR. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calvert Cliffs are approved by the
NRC and stated in the UFSAR. The Code of Federal Regulations contains the maximum
allowable limits, not the plant-specific limits which are typically more conservative. Calven Cliffs
is not committed to the Standard Review Plan, and therefore, the current licensing basis may not be
the Standard Review Plan values.

ry
(v)

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.3-2 Revision I
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
3.4.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours '

associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met.

,

.

C. RCS cold leg C.1 Restore cold leg 2 hours
,

temperature not temperature to within. !

within limits. limits.

!
D. Required Action and D.1 Reduce TilERMAL POWER 6 hours i

associated Completion to s 30% RTP. |
Time of Condition C

,

not met. '

.

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
'

SR 3.4.1.1 Verify pres 3urizer pressure 2 2200 psia. 12 hours '

.

!

SR 3.4.1.2 Verify RCS cold leg temperature s 548'F. 12 hours |
|

SR 3.4.1.3 Verify RCS total flow rate 2 370,000 gpm. 12 hours i

SR 3.4.1.4 Verify measured RCS total flow rate is 24 months
within limits.

I

O
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
3.4.2

i

( 3.4 REACTOR C00LAf4T SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temoerature for Criticality

LCO 3.4.2 Each RCS loop average temperature (T.,,) shall be 2 515'F.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1,

MODE 2 with K,ff 2 1.0.i

,

ACTI0fiS

C0f1DITI0rt REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. T.,, in one or more ; A.1 Be in MODE 2 with K,,, 30 minutes
RCS loops not within | < 1.0.
limit. i

, |
| n
! U

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMEf?TS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.2.1 Verify RCS T.,, in each loop 2 515 F. 12 hours |

|

|
!

i

|
1

e

s
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1 ;

1

]BASES

the 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for pressurizer pressure ;
is sufficient to ensure that the pressure can be restored to j
a normal operation, steady state condition following load |changes and other expected transient operations. The

i
12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be |'

sufficient to regularly assess for potential degradation and i

verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.

|

SR 3.4.1.2

Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of
2 hours to restore parameters that are not within limits, ,

the 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for cold leg temperature l
'is sufficient to ensure that the RCS coolant temperature can

be restored to a normal operation, steady state condition
following load changes and other expected transient
operations. The 12 hour interval has been shown by

O operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for
potential degradation and to verify operation is within

,

safety analysis assumptions. |

SR 3.4.1.3

The 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for RCS total flow rate
is performed using the installed flow instrumentation. The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating experience to )
be sufficient to assess for potential degradation and to i

verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.

\

SR 3.4.1.4

Measurement of RCS total flow rate is performed once every
24 months. This allows the installed RCS flow
instrumentation to be calibrated and verifies that the
actual RCS flow rate is within the bounds of the analyses.

O
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|

|
,

RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

O)
,

U
:

BASES
I

The Frequency of 24 months reflects the importance of
verifying flow after a refueling outage where the core has

|!been altered, which may have caused an alteration of flow
resistance.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 14.1.2
! t

'
|

:

l
,

O
|
|

I

I
I

.l
1
!

!

: i
|

\

' O
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

|O
BASES

I

; The RCS minimum temperature for criticality satisfies
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 2. !

.

LC0 The purpose of the LCO is to prevent criticality outside the
normal operating regime and to prevent operation in an '

unanalyzed condition. t

|
APPLICABILITY The reactor has been designed and analyzed to be critical in !

MODES 1 and 2 only and in accordance with this '

specification. Criticality is not permitted in any other
MODE. Therefore, this LC0 is applicable in MODE 1 and
MODE 2 when K,rr 2 1.0.

!
,

| ACTIONS M
'

O If T,y is below 515ef, the plant must be brought to a H0DE
in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status,
the plant must be brought to MODE 2 with K rr < 1.0 withine

30 minutes. Rapid reactor shutdown can be readily and
practically achieved within a 30 minute period. The allowed |

time reflects the ability to perform this action and to
maintain the plant within the analyzed range.

.,

i
I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

Reactor Coolant System loop average temperature is required
to be verified at or above 515'F every 12 hours. THE SR to

. verify RCS loop average temperatures every 12 hours is
I frequent enough to prevent the inadvertent violation of the I

LC0 and takes into account indications and alarms that are
continuously available to the operator in the Control Room.

;

!

|

'
i

1O
,
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!
i

r
l

|
RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

B 3.4.2

O
BASES

REFERENCES 1. Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Chapter 14

2. CENPSD-1026. Evaluation of NRC Information Notice 94-75

!
l

I
| |

|
| !
'

!

|

|
|

\
!

| \
i .i

i

l

i

i

\' |
,

: .

,

|O
|
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,

1

| RCSP/TLimits
!

.

8 3.4.3
A
U

.

BASES
!

c. The existences, sizes, and orientations of flaws in the
vessel material.

|
,

APPLICABILITY- The RCS P/T limits Specification provides a definition of
| acceptable operation for prevention of nonductile failure in

accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G (Ref. 1).
! Although the P/T limits were developed to provide guidance
'

for operation during heatup or cooldown (MODES 3, 4, and 5)
! or ISLH testing, their Applicability is at all times in ;

keeping with the concern for nonductile failure. Howevei,
as a practical matter, it is not possible to violate the I,

LC0. The limits do not apply to the pressurizer.

During MODES 1 and 2, other Technical Specifications provide
limits for operation that can be more restrictive than or,

i

cansupplc.1enttheseP/Tlimits. LC0 3.4.1, "RCS Pressure,
Temperature, and Flow Departure from Hucleate Boil {ng (DNB)

] Limits;" LC0 3.4.2, "RCS Minimum Temperature for
Criticality;" and Safety Limit 2.1, " Safety Limits," also
provide operational restrictions for pressure and i

temperature and maximum pressure. Furthermore, MODES I
and 2-are above the temperature range of concern for
nonductile failure, and stress analyses have been perfonned

!,
for normal maneuvering profiles, such as power ascension or
N cent.

t

The actions of this LC0 consider the premise that a
violation of the limits occurred during normal plant
maneuvering. Severe violations caused by abnormal
transients, at times accompanied by equipment failures, may |

|

also require additional actions from emergency operating
procedures.

( ,

,

O:
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RC1 oops - MODE 3
8 3.4.5

OV
BASES

Note 2 requires that all of the following three conditions
be satisfied before an RCP can be started when any RCS cold
leg temperature is s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit 2):

a. The pressurizer water level is s 170 inches,

b. The pressurizer pressure is s 300 psia (Unit 1),
s 320 psia (Unit 2), and

c. The secondary water temperature of each steam generator
is s 30*F above the RCS T,y.

,

; Ensuring the above conditions are satisfied will preclude a
| large pressure surge in the RCS when an RCP is started. i

|

An OPERABLE loop consists of at least one OPERABLE RCP and I

an SG that is OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam
Generator Tube Surveillance Program. An RCP is OPERABLE if

] it is capable of being powered and is able to provide forced'

| flow, if required. I

APPLICABILITY In MODE 3, the heat load is lower than at power; therefore,
,

one RCS loop in operation is adequate for transport and heat '

removal. A second RCS loop is required to be OPERABLE but '

not in operation for redundant heat removal capability.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:
!

| LC0 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2;"
! LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4t"

LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled;"
LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled;"
LC0 3.9.4, " Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant

Circulation - High Water Level" (MODE 6); and

:

O1
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LTOP System
B 3.4.12

.

BASES

The Completion Time of 48 hours to depressurize and vent the
. 1

RCS is based on the time required to place the plant in this |condition and the relatively low probability of an
|

overpressure event during this time period due to increased i

operator awareness of administrative control requirements. . j
i

i 1

L . (i

| SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.1 i

REQUIREMENTS :
'

To minimize the potential for a low temperature overpressure ;
event by limiting the mass input capability, all but one

' |
| HPSI is verified unable to inject, and one HPSI is verified

_

;

! able to inject but with automatic initiation of the pump'and I

header mntor. operated valves disabled. The HPSI pumps are
'

rendered incapable of injecting into the RCS through
removing the power from the pumps by racking the breakers
out under administrative control or by verifying their

. I

g_ j
discharge valves are locked shut.

O
hi# The 12 hour interval considers operating practice to

regularly assess potential degradation and to verify
operation within the safety analysis.

SR 3'4.: 2,.

SR 3.4.L:.2 requires verifying that the required RCS vent is
open once every 12 hours for a valve that is unlocked open
and once every 31 days for a valve'that is locked open. The
31 day frequency for locked open valves is modified by a
Note which includes the pressurizer manway. When the
pressurizer manway is open it is equal to or better than a {
locked open vent valve.

The passive vent arrangement must only be open to be
OPERABLE. ~ This Surveillance need only be performed if the
vent is being used to satisfy the requirements of this LCO.

'

The Frequencies consider operating experience with

[h |

|
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|. LTOP System
| 8 3.4.12
' O
| O
l BASES

j mispositioning of unlocked and locked vent valves,
respectively.

<

SR 3.4.12.3
|

The PORV block valve must be verified open every 72 hours to
provide the flow path for each required PORV to perform its
function when actuated. The valve can be remotely verified
open in the main control room.

The block valve is a remotely controlled, motor operated
valve. The power to the valve motor operator is not
required to be removed, and the manual actuator is not
required locked in the inactive position. Thus, the block
valve can be closed in the event the PORV develops excessive
leakage or does not close (sticks open) after relieving an
overpressure event.

O
U The 72 hour Frequency considers operating experience with

accidental movement of valves having remote control and
position indication capabilities available where easily
monitored. These considerations include the administrative
controls over main control room access and equipment
control.

SR 3.4.12.4

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is required every
31 days to verify and, as necessary, adjust the PORV open
setpoints. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST will verify on a
monthly basis that the PORV lift setpoints are within the
LC0 limit. Power operated relief valve actuation could
depressurize the RCS and is not required. The 31 day
Frequency considers experience with equipment reliability.

i A Note has been added indicating this SR is required to be
! performed 12 hours after decreasing RCS cold leg temperature

n

| U
|
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LTOP System
| B 3.4.12

BASES

to s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit 2). The test cannot be
!

performed until the RCS is in the LTOP MODES when the PORV
lift setpoint can be reduced to the LTOP setting. The test
must be performed within 12 hours after entering the LTOP
MODES.

'

SR 3.4.12.5

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each required POPJ l

actuation channel is required every 24 months to adjust the
whole channel so that it responds and the. valve opens within
the required LTOP range and with accuracy to known input.

The 24 month Frequency considers operating experience with
equipment reliability and matches the typical refueling

! outage schedule.

' O
REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G

|

2. Generic Letter 88-11

3. Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 4.2.2
i

4. 10 CFR 50.46

| 5. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix K

6 Generic Letter 90-06

i

,

i

04
.
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

.

B 3.4.13

O
B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

j B 3.4.13 RCS Operational LEAKAGE |

| BASES
t

|

BACKGROUND Components that contain or transport the coolant to or from I
the reactor core make up the RCS. Component joints are made ;

by welding, bolting, rolling, or pressure loading, and |
| valves isolate connecting systems from the RCS. '

During plant life, the joint and valve interfaces can
produce varying amounts of reactor coolant LEAKAGE, through
either normal operational wear or mechanical deterioration.
The purpose of the RCS Operational LEAKAGE LC0 is to limit
system operation in the presence of LEAKAGE from these
sources to amounts that do not compromise safety. This LC0
specifies the types and amounts of LEAKAGE.

lr] Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), Appendix IC,
g'

Criterion 16 (Ref.1), requires means for detecting reactor
;

coolant LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45 (Ref. 2) describes
;

acceptable methods for selecting leakage detection systems. j
i

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely
;

depending on its source, rate, and duration. Therefore,
detecting and monitoring reactor coolant LEAKAGE into the !
containment area is necessary. Quickly separating the
identified LEAKAGE from the unidentified LEAKAGE is
necessary to provide quantitative information to the
operators, allowing them to take corrective action should a
leak occur detrimental to the safety of the facility and the
public.

A limited amount of leakage inside containment is expected
from auxiliary systems that cannot be made 1008s leaktight.
Leakage from these systems should be detected, located, and
isolated from the containment atmosphere, if possible, to

! not interfere with RCS LEAKAGE detection.

'
|

(3.

V
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|
|
,

| RCS Operational LEAKAGE

! B 3.4.13

'O
BASES

1

! This LC0 deals with protection of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB) from degradation and the core from
inadequate cooling, in addition to preventing the accident
analysis radiation release assumptions from being exceeded.
The consequences of violating this LC0 include the
possibility of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

| Except for primary to secondary LEAKAGE, the safety analyses
do not address operational LEAKAGE. However, other
operational LEAKAGE is related to the safety analyses for
LOCA; the amount of leakage can affect the probability of
such an event. The safety analysis for an event resulting !

in steam discharge to the atmosphere assumes a 1 gpm primary
to secondary LEAKAGE as the initial condition.

Primary to secondary LEAKAGE is a factor in the dose
releases outside containment resulting from a steam line
break (SLB) accident. To a lesser extent, other accidents

(]~ or transients involve secondary steam release to the
atmosphere, such as a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR).
The leakage contaminates the secondary fluid.

The Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (Ref. 3) analysis
for SG1R assumes the contaminated secondary fluid is
released via the atmospheric dump valves and main steam
safety valves. Most of the released radiation is due to the
ruptured tube. The 1 gpm primary to secondary LEAKAGE is
relatively inconsequential.

|

The SLB is more limiting for site radiation releases. The
safety analysis for the SLB accident assumes 1 gpm primary
to secondary LEAKAGE in one generator as an initial
condition. The dose consequences resulting from the SLB

,

accident are described in Reference 4. (

Reactor Coolant System operational LEAKAGE satisfies
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 2.

I

O
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

i

BASES

LC0 Reactor Coolant System operational LEAKAGE shall be limited
to:

a. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

No pressure boundary LEAKAGE is allowed, being
,

indicative of material deterioration. LEAKAGE of this '

type is unacceptable as the leak itself could cause
further deterioration, resulting in higher LEAKAGE.
Violation of this LC0 could result in continued
degradation of the RCPB. LEAKAGE past seals and
gaskets is not pressure boundary LEAKAGE.

b. Unidentified LEAKAGE

i

One gpm of unidentified LEAKAGE is allowed as a
reasonable minimum detectable amount that the
containment air monitoring and containment sump level

q monitoring equipment can detect within a reasonable
,

jv time period. Violation of this LC0 could result in
{continued degradation of the RCPB, if the LEAKAGE is
!

from the pressure boundary.

c. Identified LEAKAGE
,

Up to 10 gpm of identified LEAKAGE is considered
allowable because LEAKAGE is from known sources that do
not interfere with the detection of unidentified
LEAKAGE and is well within the capability of the RCS |
makeup system. Identified LEAKAGE includes LEAKAGE to |
the containment from specifically known and located
sources, but does not include pressure boundary LEAKAGE
or controlled reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal leakoff
(a normal function not considered LEAKAGE). Violation
of this LC0 could result in continued degradation of a
component or system.

,

O
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

B 3.4.13

O
BASES

d. Primary to Secondary LEAKAGE throuah Any One EttM
Generator

The 100 gallon per day limit on primary to secondary
LEAKAGE through any one steam generator (SG) isi

| consistent with SG tube sleeving comitments.

| APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the potential for RCPB LEAKAGE is
greatest when the RCS is pressurized.

( In MODES 5 and 6, LEAKAGE limits are not required because
the reactor coolant pressure is far lower, resulting in

; lower stresses and reduced potentials for LEAKAGE. |

'
|>

|

| ACTIONS A.1

'

Unidentified LEAKAGE, identified LEAKAGE, or primary to
secondary LEAKAGE in excess of the LC0 limits must be

| reduced to within limits within 4 hours. This Completion
Time allows time to verify leakage rates and either identify
unidentified LEAKAGE or reduce LEAKAGE to within limits
before the reactor must be shut down. This action is

| necessary to prevent further deterioration of the RCPB.

B.1 and B.2
|

If any pressure boundary LEAKAGE exists or if unidentified,
identified, or primary to secondary LEAKAGE cannot be
reduced to within limits within 4 hcurs, the reactor must be
brought to lower pressure conditions to reduce the severity
of the LEAKAGE and its potential consequences. The reactor
must be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5

| within 36 hours. This action reduces the LEAKAGE and also
reduces the factors that tend to degrade the pressure
boundary.

|
,

|O
!
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
{ B 3.4.13

m
BASES

| The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
; operating experience, to reach the required conditions from
| full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
| challenging plant systems. In MODE 5, the pressure stresses

acting on the RCPB are much lower, and further deterioration
! is much less likely.

If one or more SGs are inoperable due to failure to meet
; SR 3.4.13.2, the reactor must be brought to MODE 3 within
: 6 hours and MODE 5 within 36 hours. Subsequent entry into

MODE 4 is restricted by LCO 3.0.4 until the SG tube
integrity can be established.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1
REQUIREMENTS !

Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LC0 limits ensures <

the integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure boundary
3 LEAKAGE would at first appear as unidentified LEAKAGE and

can only be positively identified by inspection.s

Unidentified LEAKAGE and identified LEAKAGE are determined
by performance of an RCS water inventory balance. Primary
to secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by performance of an
RCS water inventory balance in conjunction with effluent
monitoring within the secondary steam and feedwater systems.

The RCS water inventory balance must be performed with the
reactor at steady state operating conditions and near
operating pressure. Therefore, a note is added allowing
that this SR is not required to be performed until 12 hours
after establishing steady state operation.

The 12 hour allowance provides sufficient time to collect
and process all necessary data after stable plant conditions
are established. Steady state operation is required to
perform a proper water inventory balance since calculations
during maneuvering are not useful. For RCS operational

i LEAKAGE determination by water inventory balance, steady
| state is defined as stable temperature, power level, I
l
|
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pressurizer and makeup tank levels, makeup and letdown, and
| RCP seal leakoff flows.
|

; An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or '

I unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems
f that monitor the containment atmosphere radioactivity and

the containment sump level. These leakage detection systems
| are specified in LC0 3.4.14 "RCS Leakage Detection

Instrumentation."

| The 72 hour Frequency is a reasonable interval to trend
i LEAKAGE and recognizes the importance of early leakage
| detection in the prevention of accidents.

SR 3.4.13.2

This SR provides the means necessary to determine SG
4

| OPERABILITY in an operational MODE. The requirement to' '

demonstrate SG tube integrity in accordance with the Steam
Generator Tube Surveillance Drogram emphasizes the

| importance of SG tube integrity, even though this
Surveillance cannot be performed at normal operating
conditions.

;

| REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix 1C, Criterion 16

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973
,

'

3. UFSAR, Section 14.15
!

4. UFSAR, Section 14.14 g

i
!

!

4

0)v
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation |
B 3.4.14 '

,O
V

| B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 1

'

1
l

! B 3.4.14 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
t.

BASES !

^

|

BACKGROUND Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Appendix IC,
gCriterion 16 (Ref.1) requires means for detecting RCS

LEAKAGE. RegulatoryGuidel'.45(Ref.2) describes i
acceptable methods for selecting leakage detection systems.

Leakage detection systems must have the capability to detect
significant reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB)

,

I

degradation as soon after occurrence as practical to ,

minimize the potential for propagation to a gross failure. i

Thus, an early indication or warning signal is necessary to ;

permit proper evaluation of all unidentified LEAKAGE.

Industry practice has shown that water flow changes of |
0.5 gpm to 1.0 gpm can readily be detected in contained |

-

volumes by monitoring changes in water level, in flow rate,
or in the operating frequency of a pump. The containment

1

sump used to collect unidentified LEAKAGE is instrumented to
alarm when level increases.above the alarm trip setpoint.

<

The sump is then drained and time logged. If the alarm '

sounds again, the time is logged and a leakage rate is
calculated. This is acceptable for_ detecting increases in
unidentified LEAKAGE.

.

)
The reactor coolant contains radioactivity that, when
released to the containment, can be detected by radiation
monitoring instrumentation. Reactor coolant radioactivity
levels will be low during initial reactor startup and for a

|

few weeks thereafter until activated corrosion products have
been formed and fission products appear from fuel element
cladding contamination or cladding defects. Instrument
sensitivitiesofSE-12pCi/ccI-131forparticulate

|

| monitoring and of 3E-6 pCi/cc Xe-133 for gaseous monitoring !'

are practical for these leakage detection systems.
Radioactivity detection systems are included for monitoring

i O
I
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both particulate and gaseous activities, because of their
sensitivities and responses to RCS LEAKAGE.

An increase in humidity of the containment atmosphere would
, indicate release of water vapor to the containment which
I would be an indicator of potential RCS LEAKAGE. Since the

humidity level is influenced by several factors, a
'

quantitative' evaluation of an indicated leakage rate by this
means may be questionable and should be compared to observed
increases in liquid flow into or from the containment sump.
Humidity level monitoring is considered most useful as an
indication to alert the operator to a potential problem.
Humidity monitors are not required by this LCO.

; Air temperature and pressure monitoring methods may also be
used to infer unidentified LEAKAGE to the containment.
Containment temperature and pressure fluctuate slightly
during plar.t operation, but a rise above the normally

s indicated range of values may indicate RCS LEAKAGE into the
containment. The relevance of temperature and pressures

measurements are affected by containment free volume and,
for temperature, detector location. Alarm signals from
these instruments can be valuable in recognizing rapid and
sizable leakage to the containment. Temperature and
pressure monitors are not required by this LCO.

APPLICABLE The need to evaluate the severity of an alarm or an
SAFETY ANALYSES indication is important to the operators, and the ability to

compare and verify with indications from other systems is
necessary. The RCS Leak Detection Instrumentation is
described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report

j (UFSAR) (Ref. 3). Multiple instrument locations are
| utilized, if needed, to help identify the location of the

LEAKAGE and its source.

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely
depending on its source, rate, and duration. Therefore,i

detecting and monitoring RCS LEAKAGE into the containment
i

O:
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!

area are necessary. Quickly separating the identified
j LEAKAGE from the unidentified LEAKAGE provides quantitative
| information to the operators, allowing them to take
| corrective action should leakage occur detrimental to the

safety of the facility'and the public.
]

Reactor Coolant System leakage detection instrumentation )satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 1. J

'

;

LC0 One method of protecting against large RCS LEAKAGE derives
; from the ability of instruments to rapidly detect extremely

.

small leaks. This LC0 requires instruments of diverse |
monitoring principles to be OPERABLE to provide a high

,

degree of confidence that extremely small leaks are detected
in time to allow actions to place the plant in a safe

,

rendition when RCS LEAKAGE indicates possible RCPB
i

degradation.

O
The LC0 is satisfied when monitors of diverse measurement

Imeans are available. Thus, the containment sump monitor, in
combination with a particulate or gaseous radioactivity
monitor provides an acceptable minimum.

APPLICABILITY Because of elevated RCS temperature and pressure in MODES 1, {
2, 3, and 4, RCS leakage detection instrumentation is !

required to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 or 6, the temperature is s 200 F and pressure is
maintained low or at atmospheric pressure. Since the
temperatures and pressures are far lower than those for
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the likelihood of leakage and crack
propagation is much smaller. Therefore, the requirements of
this LC0 are not applicable in MODES 5 and 6.

|

|
'

i

|
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ACTIONS The actions are modified by a Note that indicates the
| provisions of LC0 3.0.4 are not applicable. As a result, a
i MODE change is allowed when the containment sump and
! required radiation monitor channels are inoperable. This

allowance is provided because other means are available to
| monitor for RCS LEAKAGE.
t

A.1 and A.2

If the containment sump monitor is inoperable, no other form
of sampling can provide the equivalent information.

However, the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor
will provide indications of changes in leakage. Together
with the atmosphere monitor, the periodic surveillance for

| RCS water inventory balance, SR 3.4.13.1, must be performed
at an increased frequency of 24 hours to provide information

O\
that is adequate to detect leakage. A Note is added
allowing that SR 3.4.13.1 is not required to be performed
until 12 hours after establishing steady state operation
(stable temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup I

tank levels, makeup and letdown, and reactor coolant pump
sealinjectionandreturnflows). The 12 hour allowance
provides sufficient time to collect and process all
necessary data after stable plant conditions are
established.

Restoration of the sump monitor to OPERABLE status is
required to regain the function in a Completion Time of
30 days after the monitor's failure. This time is

acceptable considering the frequency and adequacy of the RCS
water inventory balance required by Required Action A.1.

B.1.1. B.1.2. and B.2

With both gaseous and particulate containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitoring instrumentation channels

|O
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| inoperable, alternative action is required. Either grab
samples of the containment atmosphere must be taken and
analyzed, or water inventory balances, in accordance with
SR 3.4.13.1, must be perfonned to provide alternate periodic
information. With a sample obtained and analyzed or an
inventory balance performed every 24 hours, the reactor may
be operated for up to 30 days to allow restoration of at
least one of the radioactivity monitors.

The 24 hour interval provides periodic information that is
adequate to detect leakage. A Note is added allowing that
SR 3.4.13.1 is not required to be performed until 12 hours
after establishing steady state operation (stable
temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup tank I

levels, makeup and letdown, and reactor coolant pump seal
injection and return flows). The 12 hour allowance provides
sufficient time to collect and process all necessary data
after stable plant conditions are established. The 30 day

{' s Completion Time recognizes at least one other form of
|,

; leakage detection is available. i

:

|
C.1 and C.2 |

|

| If any required Action of Condition A or B cannot be met
within the required Completion Time, the plant must beI

brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least !

MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The i

| allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
! experience, to reach the requireo plant conditions from full

power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems. '

M

If all required alarms and monitors are inoperable, no
automatic means of monitoring leakage are available and

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.14-5 Revision Al
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immediate plant shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is
required.

I
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.14.1 I
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.14.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of
the required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitors. ;
The check gives reasonable confidence the channel is
operating properly. The Frequency of 12 hours is based on
instrument reliability and is reasonable for detecting off
normal conditions.

,

)

|

SR 3.4.14.2
{
|

SR 3.4.14.2 requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
3

L TEST of the required containment atmosphere radioactivity
'

monitors. The test ensures that the monitor can perform its
function in the desired manner. The test verifies the alarm

| Setpoint and relative accuracy of the instrument string.
The Frequency of 31 days considers instrument reliability,
and operating experience has shown it proper for detecting
degradation.

SR 3.4.14.3 and SR 3.4.14.4

These SRs require the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
j for each of the RCS leakage detection instrumentation
'

channels. The calibration verifies-the accuracy of the
instrument string, including the instruments located inside
containment. The frequency of 24 months is a typical

[ refueling cycle and considers channel reliability.
! Operating experience has shown this Frequency is acceptable.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix IC, Criterion 16 I I,

,

!

: O
3
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t

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.15 RCS Specific Activity i

' BASES

BACKGROUND The Code of Federal Regulations,10 CFR Part 100 specifies || !
the maximum dose to the whole body and the thyroid an j
individual at the site boundary can receive for 2 hours I
during an accident. The limits on specific activity ensure
that the doses are held to within the acceptence criteria :

given in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) I

(Ref. 1) during analyzed transients and accidents.

The RCS specific activity LCO limits the allowable
concentration level of radionuclides in the reactor coolant.
The LC0 limits are established to minimize the offsite
radioactivity dose consequences in the event of a steam
generator tube rupture (SGTR) accident.

The LCO contains specific activity limits for both DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131 and gross specific activity. The thyroid
dose Conversion Factors shall be those listed in Table III
of TID-14844, AEC, 1962, " Calculation of Distance Factors
for Power and Test Reactor Sites." The allowable levels are
intended to limit the dose at the site boundary to within,

the acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR (Ref.1), g

,

APPLICABLE The LC0 limits on the specific activity of the reactor
SAFETY ANALYSIS coolant s :sure that the resulting doses at the site boundary i

will not exceed the acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR |
| (Ref. 1). The SGTR safety analysis (Ref. 2) assumes the
! specific activity of the reactor coolant at the LCO limits

and an existing reactor coolant steam generator (SG) tube
leakage rate of 1 gpm.

The rise in pressure in the ruptured SG causes radioactively |
contaminated steam to discharge to the atmosphere through ;

!

O
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the atmospheric dump valves and the main steam safety
valves.

The safety analysis shows the radiological consequences of
an SGTR accident are within Reference 1 acceptance criteria. 1

Operation with iodine specific activity levels greater than
the LC0 limit is permissible, if the activity levels do not

; exceed the limits shown in Figure 3.4.15-1 for more than 100
hours.

The remainder of the above limit permissible iodine levels
shown in Figure 3.4.15-1 are acceptable because of the low
probability of an StiiR accident occurring during the
established 100 hour time limit. The occurrence of an SGTR
accident at these permissible levels could increase the site
boundary dose levels beyond the acceptance criteria given in

Ithe UFSAR (Ref. 1).

Reactor Coolant System spe*ific activity satisfiesO 10 CFR 53.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 2.

LCO The specific activity is limited to 1.0 pCi/gm DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131, and the gross specific activity in the
primary coolant is limited to the number of pCi/gm equal to
100 divided by 2 (average disintegration energy of the sum
of the average beta and gamma er.ergies of the coolant
nuclides). The limit on DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 ensures the
thyroid dose to an individual at the site boundary during
the Design Basis Accident (DBA) will be within the i
acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR (Ref.1). The limit
on gross specific activity ensures the 2 hour whole body
dose to an individual at the sit:. boundary during the DBA
will be within the acceptance t.: iteria given in the UFSAR

g

(Ref. 1).

The SGTR accident analysis (Ref. 2) shows that the site |g
boundary dose levels are within acceptable limits.

O
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Violation of the LC0 may result in reactor coolant
radioactivity levels that could, in the event of an SGTR,

! lead to site boundary doses that exceed the Reference 1 i
acceptance criteria. I

|

|

i

| APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature
2 500 F, operation within the LCO limits for DOSE EQUIVALENT

| I-131 and gross specific activity is necessary to contain
the potential consequences of an SGTR to within the
acceptable site boundary dose values.

i

For operation in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature
< 500*F, and in MODES 4 and 5, the release of radioactivity
in the event of an SGTR is unlikely since the saturation'

pressure of the reactor coolant is below the lift pressure
settings of the atmospheric dump valves and main _ steam
safety valves.

I

ACTIONS A.] and A.2

With the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 greater than the LC0 limit,
;

samples at intervals of 4 hours must be taken to demonstrate
the limits of Figure 3.4.15-1 are not exceeded. The
Completion Time of 4 hours is required to obtain and analyze
a sample.

Sampling must continue for trending. The DOSE EQUIVALENT
I-131 must be restored to within limits within 100 hours.
The Completion Time of 100 hours is required if the limit
violation resulted from normal iodine spiking.

The cumulative operating time in the condition shall not
exceed 10% of the units total yearly operating time.

A Note to the Required Action of Condition A excludes the
MODE change restriction of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows

|

Ov
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-

l
| entry into the applicable MODE (S) while relying on the !
i

ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS may eventually require plant |
shutdown. This exception is acceptable due to the
significant conservatism incorporated into the specific;

activity limit, the low probability of an event which is
limiting due to exceeding this limit, and the ability to

|restore transient specific activity excursions while the
!

|

j plant remains at, or proceeds to power operation.
|!

B.1

i
If a Required Action and associated Comoletion Time of
Condition A is not met or if the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 is in
the unacceptable region of Figure 3.4.15-1, the reactor must I

be brought to MODE 3 with RCS average temperature < 500'F
within 6 hours. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is

|
required te reach MODE 3 below 500*F without challenging !
plant systems.

!
|

.C_d
,

| With the gross specific activity in excess of the allowed ;
| limit, the unit must be placed in a MODE in whRh the '

requirement does not apply.
i

The change within 6 hours to MODE 3 and RCS average |

temperature < 500 F lowers the saturation pressure of the
; reactor coolant below the setpoints of the main steam safety
'

valves and prevents venting the SG to the environment in an
SGTR event. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is

| recuired to reach MODE 3 below 500*F frora full power i

| conditions and without challenging piant' systems.
~

,

1

L

,

; O
,
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SURVEILLANCE SR. 3.4.15.1
REQUIREMENTS

The Surveillance requires perfonning a garrena isotopic
analysis as a measure of the gross specific activity of the
reactor coolant at least once per 7 days. While basically a

g quantitative measure of radionuclides with half lives longer
than 15 minutes, excluding iodines, this measurement is the
sum of the degassed gamma activities and the gaseous gamma
activities in the sample taken. This Surveillance provides
an indication of any increase in gross specific activity.

.

Trending the results of this Surveillance allows proper
remedial action to be taken before reaching the LC0 limit
under normal operating conditions. The Surveillance is
applicable in MODES I and 2, and in MODE 3 with RCS average

,

temperature at least 500*F. The 7 day Frequency considers
the unlikelihood of a gross fuel failure during the time. '

/~'T
t/ SR 3.4.15.2

This Surveillance is performed to ensure iodine remains
within limit during normal operation and following fast
power changes when fuel failure is more apt to occur. The
14 cay Frequency is adequate to trend changes in the iodine
activity level considering gross activity is monitored every
7 days. The Frequency, between 2 hours and 6 hours after a
power change of 215% RTP within a 1 hour period, is
established because the iodine levels peak during this time
following fuel failure; samples at other times would provide
inaccurate results.

The SR is modified by a Note which requires the Surveillance
to only be performed in MODE 1. This is required because
the level of fission produc'; generated in other MODES is
much less. Also, fuel failures associated with fast power
changes is more apt to occur in MODE 1 than in MODES 2
and 3.

p)L
'
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SR 3.4.15.3

A radiochemical analysis for i detennination is required
every 184 days (6 months) with the plant operating in MODE 1
equilibrium conditions. The i determination directly
relates to the LC0 and is required to verify plant operation
within the specified gross activity LCO limit. The analysis
for i is a measurement of the average energies per
disintegration for isotopes with half lives longer than
15 minutes, excluding iodines. The Frequency of 184 days
recognizes i does not change rapidly.

This SR has been mod.fied by a Note that indicates sampling
is not required to be performed until 31 days after 2
effective full power days and 20 days of MODE 1 operation
have elapsed since the reactor was last suberitical for
2 48 hours. This ensures the radioactive materials are at
equilibrium so that analysis for i is representative and

O m t s'e ee de e cr e bvrst or other s4 41er eb"or >1 eve #t-

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 14 I

2. UFSAR, Section 4.15

O
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O
B 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

B 3.4.16 Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Loops - MODE 2

BASES

BACKGROUND This special test exception to LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - i

MODES 1 and 2," and LCO 3.3.1, "RPS Instrumentation," '

permits reactor criticality under no flow conditions during :
PHYSICS TESTS (natural circulation demonstration, station ;
blackout, and loss of offsite power) while at low THERMAL
POWER levels. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Section XI
(Ref. 1), requires that a test program be established to

,

ensure that structures, systems, and components will perform '

satisf actorily in service. All functions necessary to
| ensure that the specified design conditions are not exceeded

,

during normal operation and anticipated operational
occurrences must be tested. This testing is an integral
part of the design, construction, and operation of the power
plant. j

The key objectives of a test program are to provide
assurance that the facility has been adequately designed to
validate the analytical models used in the design and
analysis, to verify the assumptions used to predict plant
response, to provide assurance that installation of
equipment at the facility has been accomplished in
accordance with the design, and to verify that the operating
and emergency procedures are adequate. Testing is performed
prior to initial criticality, during startup, and following

'

low power operations.

The tests will include verifying the ability to establish
| and maintain natural circulation following a plant trip

between 10% and 15% RTP, performing natural circulation,

l cooldown on emergency power, and during the cooldown,
showing that adequate baron mixing occurs and that pressure

!

|O
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protection during startup or the performance of the PHYSICS
TESTS. The interval is adequate to ensure that the
appropriate equipment is OPERABLE prior to the tests to aid
the monitoring and protection of the plant during these
tests.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Section XI
\

/

O

,
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4.3v54- Each of the parameters shall be verified to be within their limits |5; {i, ;g
.<

at least once per 12 hours.

4.2.5.2 The Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shall be detemined to L3% 34ie br. within its limit by measurement at least once per.16' months.
~2. 9

e .

Limit not applicable during eit er 71tERMAL POWER ramp increase in
excess of 5% of RATED THERNAL POWER per minute or a THERMAL POWER stepi

increase of greater than 10% of RATED THERMAL POWER.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.1 - RCS PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND FLOW (DNB) LIMITS

i

O AD311NISTRATIVE CHANGESU
A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical

Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs improved Technical Specification (ITS) development, certain I

wording preferences or conventions were adopted which resulted in no technical changes to
l the Technical Specifications. Additional information may also have been added to more
i fully describe each Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) and to be consistent with

NUREG-1432. Ilowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.2.6.d requires the Axial Shape Index (ASI) and
Thermal Power to be within the limits specified in the Core Operating Limits Report.
Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.4.1 deletes this requirement because these
parameters are controlled via other Technical Specifications. A specific Technical |
Specification for ASI versus Thermal Power (ITS 3.2.5) exists. This Technical Specification !
provides the limits for ASI versus Thermal Power and Actions taken if the ASI is not within '

limits. The deletion of requirements contained in other Technical Specifications constitutes
|

an administratise change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
i

TECilNICAL CilANGES - 510RE RESTRICTIVE

None

TECllNICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
1)OCUMENTS

None
|
|

TECIINICAL CilANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

| L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.2.5 Actions require power to be reduced to < 5% Rated
Thermal Power (RTP) if cold leg temperature cannot be restored. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.1 Action D will require power to be reduced to s 30% RTP if cold Icg
temperature cannot be restored. This is acceptable because the potential for violating the
departure from nucleate boiling ratio, when the temperature is not within limits, is very

; remote when power is s 30% RTP. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.2.5 Action requires the unit to reduce power within
four hours when the Action cannot be met. Improved Technical Specification Actions B and

; D will allow six hours to reduce power when Actions A and C, respectively, cannot be met.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.1-1 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| SECTION 3.4.1 - RCS PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND FLOW (DNB) LIMITS

OC The two additional hours to reduce power, from four hours to six hours, will allow for a
more controlled power reduction (which is a transient in itself), in conjunction with even
control of steam generator (SG) heat removal. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.3 Current Technical Specification 3.2.5 Surveillance Requirement (SR) 4.2.5.2 requires the |
RCS total flow rate to be determined within its limit by measurement once per 18 months.
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.1 SR 3.4.1.4 decreases the Surveillance Frequency to,

| 24 months (consistent with the Calvert Cliffs refueling interval). The RCS flow rate does
not normally change much during the fuel cycle; however, changes will be detected by ITS
SR 3.4.1.3 which requires the flow to be verified every 12 hours. Reactor Coolant System
flow will be most likely to change after refueling outages when the core has been aMered,
which may cause a change in flow resistance. Thus, it is important that this detailed test be
performed after a refueling outage when the RCS flow is most likely to have changed. The
Current Technical Specifications (CTS) Frequency of 18 months will not coincide with the
test to be performed after each refueling outage. Therefore, this change reflects the
importance of performing this test after a refueling outage. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

I

I

O-- |

'

|

i
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LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
j

k 4,4rl;'J" The Reactor Coolant 5ystem lowest operating loop temperature (T.,)
shall be t $15'F when the reacter is critical.

- ' -

APPLICAEILITY: MOCES 1 er.t 2 with K,,, 1 1.0. ] '

ACT' d ACTION: With a Deatter Ccolant System operatin; loop temperatureA (1 < 515' F. C+ : ^ - ~ ' t-M!*,)ST';;;, witnin the nHt
''" "- t-'- ;; - %. L . @ be in h' '--~^
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iT. 4 . "2. shall be 1 51E'F when the reactor is critical.
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APPLICABILITY: MOCES I and 2 with K,,, 21.0.
|

1 A('Ti o ry ACTION:

With a Reactor Coolant System operating loop temperature (tor-be in-E)
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.2 -- RCS MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

f I ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGESV
A1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existmg Technical

Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result, the
Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandahle by
plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certam wording preferences or conventions were
riopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
mformation may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG-1432. However, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.1.1.5 Actions require RCS Tm to be restored in 15 minutes,
and the unit to be in Mode 3 in the following 15 minutes. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.2 Action A will require the unit to be in Mode 3 within 30 minutes. The CTS
statement to " restore . 'is being deleted because the option to restore always exists. The
deletion of a requirement that is always implied in the ITS constitutes an adnumstrative
change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.1.1.5.b re. quires Tm to be verified within limits when |
the reactor is critical and Tm is < 525"F. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.2.1 deletes

the requirement for the reactor to be critical and deletes the temperature requirement. The|
) requirement for the reactor to be critical is already captured in the CTS and ITS Applicability,

which requires Rg to be 21.0. Therefore, the requirement for the reactor to be critical in the
CTS SR is being deleted This is consistent with SR 3.0.1, which requires the S.'; to be met
during the Modes or other specified conditions in the Applicability. The requirement for the
CTS SR to be perfomied only when Tm is less than 525*F is addressed in a less restriefive
discussa of change. The deletion of an already existing requirement, constitutes an
administrative change

A.4 Current Technical Specificaticn 3.1.1.5 requires the plant to be in Mode 3 if the RCS average
Temperature is not 2 515cF in Mode 1 or Mode 2 with Kg 21.0. However, per LCO 3.0.1,
the plant is only required to be taken outside the Mode of Applicability, which would be Mode
2 with Le < 1.0. Improved Technical Specifications require the plant to be taken to Mode 2
with Ke < l.0 m this situation. Therefoie, changing the requirement for the plant to be in
Mode 2 with La < l.0 is consistent with CTS requirements and is considered an
administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432, Generic Change
TSTF-26.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
None.

|

TECHNICAL CHANGES - RELOCATIONS

q None
V

CA1. VERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.2-1 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.2 - RCS 511NIh1Uh1 TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

O
TECIINICAL CilANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Speci0 cation SR 4.1.1.5.a requires T,v, to be verified within 15 minutes
prior to achieving reactor criticality. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.2.1 deletes
this requirement; however, SR 3.0.1 requires the Surveillance to be met during the Modes or
other specified condition of the LCO. Therefore, the ITS SR must be performed within
12 hours prior to achieving reactor criticality. This change essentially increases the
maximum time prior to criticality that the SR must be met from 15 minutes to 12 hours.
This is reasonable because if a Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient to verify T,v, while the
reactor is critical, it is suf0cient to verify T,v, prior to going critical. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current lechnical SpeciGeation 3.1.1.5 SR 4.1.1.! 5 requires the RCS temperature to be
serified within limits once per 30 minutes when the reactor is critical and RCS T,3 is less
than 5251. Improsed Technical Specification 3.4.2 SR 3.4.2.1 will require RCS
temperature to be seriGed within limits once per 12 hours regardless of the RCS
temperature. 'I his chance essentially decreases the Surseillance Frequency from 30 minutes

q to 12 hours im,! delete, the allowance to not has e to perform the SR when T,3 is greater than
y/ 52.C l lhe requirement for the reactor to be critical was disposition in an administratise

change. Tha change is reasonable because instead of an SR that is performed situationally
(wheneser temperature is below 52511. the SR is required to be performed every 12 hours.
This will lead to a more consistent monitoring of temperature when the reactor is critical.
Alv. there is a plant computer alarm that is capable of alarming prior to exceeding the
minimum temperature for criticality limit. Thus. with the alarm capability and the consistent
monitoring of RCS temperatme, the capability of ensuring that temperatures are within
limits is not diminished with the incorporation of this change. However, decreasing the
l'requene) of an SR constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with
N t ' RI.G- 1432. T 51T-2 7.

CAL \TR7 CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.2 2 Revision 1 |
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION
_ , _

J d ;,.} TABLE 3.3-6 (Continued).5 a (h. . u
s p e h 4.., 2.1.I.i

*

,

r er '%) .. a.- , , , % LE NOTATION,

Alann setpoint to be s ecified in a controlled documenl*

(e.g., setpoint contro manual). j
L e O.s ws 5.'en of O uys Or- A

ACTION STATENENTS S j n d. ,,, 3 J 7 ''C 6 5 " h '

g

ACTION 14 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less ttsn required b

the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, contply with the )ACTION requirements of Specification 3.4.6.1. ,

( ACTION 16 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by
the Minimum Chan,'els OPERABLE requirement, comply with theN

MCTION requirements cf Specification 3.9.9.f -

/ ACTION 30- With the nd.ber of channels OPERA 8LE less than required by
the Minima- Channels CPERABLE requirement, initiate the
preplanned alternate niethod of monitoring the appropriate
pare-eter(s), within 72 hours, and:

^ 1) either restore the inoperable channel (s) to 0FERABLE
status withir. 7 days of the event, or

~ 2) prepare and submit a Special Report to the Comission
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 days following the | ;

event, outlining the action taken, the cause of the i

inoperability, and the plans and schedule fer restoring ) 1

( the system to OPERABLE status. / I

J
h )

p . L.y G.L Wu. , -

$qte ( ssE"% 3. $. I O , **fAmr # |
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(* Alann setpoint to be s ecified in a controlled document .)
( (e.g., setpoint contro manual). j

ACTION STATEMENTS

ACTION 14 - With the nucer of channels OPERABLE less than required by
the Minimum Channels OPERA 8LE requirement, comply with the

| ACTION requirements of Specification 3.4.6.1.
A

(ACTION 16 - With the nucer of channels OPERABLE less than required by
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with the
ACTION recuirements of Specification 3.9.9.e

' ACTION 30 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required
the Minimum Channels CPERABLE requirement, initiate the
preplanned alternate method of monitoring the appropriate
parameter (s),within72 hours,and:

/~N

!] 1) either restore the inoperable channel (s) tc OPERAELE
status within 7 days of the event, or

2) prepare and submit a Special Report to the Comission*

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 days following the j i
event, outlining the action taken, the cause of the |

( inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring) j

the syster to OPERABLE statu g
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

{m) initiator of any analyzed event. Reducing power to s 30% RTP will ensure that the potential for
a departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) anomaly is remote. The proposed changes do not
significantly affect initiators or rnitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change would require RTP to be reduced to s 30% RTP if cold leg temperature
cannot be restored to within limits. The CTS require RTP to be reduced to s 5%. The change
will not involve a significant change in design or operation. No hardware is being added to the
plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident pres jouiy evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change requires RTP to be reduced to s 30% RTP if cold leg temperature cannot
be restored to within limits. The CTS require RTP to be reduced to s 5%. Operating in
accord mce with this change will resuit in meeting the DNB ratio criterion in the event of a DNB
limited transient. Allowing the reduction in power to s 30% RTP, when the cold leg temperature
is outside its limit, is adequate to ensure that a DNB limit will not be violated. Also, this change
will reduce the chances of a plant upset occurring due to reducing power unnecessarily, which is
a plant transient in itself. Therefore the change does not involve a significant reduction in a

("\ margin of safety .
U

L.1 Chance L24

1. Does the change insolse a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an |
accident presiously esaluated.

|

The proposed change increases the amount of time allowed to reduce power, when Actions to
{

restore DNB parameters cannot be met, from four hours to six hours. Departure from nucleate
|

boiling parameters are not an initiator of any analyzed event. Allowing an additional two hours
to reduce power is reasonabic. The consequences of an accident is the same in the additional two
hours as it is in the first tour hours. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators
or mitigation of analyed esents and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
| presiously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the amount of time allowed to reduce power when Actions to
restore DNB parameters cannot be met, from four hours to six hours. The change will not
ins olve a significam change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to
the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new
accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new cr difTerenti

Isind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
4
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5
. 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

j 1he proposed change increases the amount of time allowed to reduce power, when Actions to
i

restore DNB parameters cannot be met, from four hours to six hours. The change allows for a
more controlled power reduction which places less stress on plant components. Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.1 Change L3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an !

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for the I
total now rate measurement. Decreasing the RCS flow rate test Frequency to 24 months is not
an initiator of any analyzed esent. The RCS flow measurement is required to accurately verify
the RCS flow rate has not changed. Any significant RCS flow rate change throughout the fuel
cycle is unlikely to go undetected, because of the shiftly RCS flo,v rate verification. The most
likely cause of a change in flow rate would occur following a refueling outage. Thus, it is
essential that the flow rate measurement be taken after refueling outages. Calvert Cliffs is
currently on a 24-month refueling outage Frequency, therefore a 24-month Surveillance interval
is appropriate. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
es ents, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

O
v j 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for
the total flow rate measurement. This change does not affect the probability of an accident. The
change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is
being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce
any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not crate the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involse a significant reduction in margin of safety?
!

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 mor.ths for
the total flow rate measurement. Decreasing the Frequency from 18 months to 24 months
ensures that the Surs cillance is performed when a change in RCS flow rate is most likely to have
occurred (following a refueling outage when the core has been altered). Any significant RCS
Dow rate change throughout the fuel cycle is unlikely to go undetected because of the shiftly )
RCS flow rate verification. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a '

margin of safety.

|

I

o
1

1
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. '

! O 3,4.2 Chance L.1
| O

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
| accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to criticality that the average RCS|

temperature must be verified from 15 minutes to 12 hours. Delaying the measurement of RCS |
minimum temperature for criticality is not an initiator of any analyzed event. Allowmg the
Surveillance to be performed 11 hours and 45 minutes earlier is reasonable because it is withm the |
same Frequency the Suncillance is performed during operation. Reactor Coolant System
temperature will still be verified to be within limits prior to achieving reactor criticality. The
proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and
therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
presiously evaluated i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to criticality that the SR must be met from

15 minutes to 12 hours The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of |
the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change invoh e a significant reduction in margin of safety?qQ The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to criticality that the SR must be met from
15 minutes to 12 hours Tius change will make the time to venfy average temperature prior to |
criticahty and after criticahty consistent. The increased time will continue to provide assurance

1
that average temperature is within limits prior to achieving reactor criticality. Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety,

i

i
3.4.2 Change L.2

1. Does the change invohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deeteases the Surveillance Frequency to verify Tm is greater than $15cF
every 30 minutes when 'ln is less than 525'F to every 12 hours. This change will not affect the '

probability of an acenkm. Reactor Coolant System temperature is not an initiator of any analyzed
esent. The change will not aihet the consequences of an accident. The RCS temperature will be
verified on a consistent basis while the reactor is entical instead of situationally (whenever
temperature is bdow 525'FL Although the SR is performed less frequently when temperature is
below $25T, there is a plant computer alarm that is capable of alerting the operators prior to
exceedmg the minimum temperature for criticality limit. Thus. with the alarm capability and the
consistent m,mitoring of RCS temperature, the capability of ensuring that temperatures are within
hmits is not diminished with the incorporation of this change. The change will not alter

i assumptions relative to the rmtigation of an accident or transient event. 'llerefore, the change will

| not involve a sigmficant increase in the probabihty or consequence of an accident presiously
j evaluated.
; O
i V
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|

O 2.
' V Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Suneillance Frequency to verify T , is girater than 515'F
every 30 minutes when Ty is less t!w 5256F to every 12 hours. This change will not physically
alter the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be installed). The change does not
require any new or unusual opemtor actions. The change will not introduce any new accident
initiators Thereforc, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change deercases the Surveillance Frequency to verify T is greater than 515'F%
everv 30 minuter when T is less than $25'F to every 12 hours. The margin of safety is notn
signiticantly atYected tw this change. While the Frequency for verifying RCS temperature has
decreased, the SR is now pertbrmed on a more consistent basis (instead of situationally which is
often the cause of missed SRs). Tius will more reliably ensure that the temperature is withm limits
while the rector is critical Also. there is a plant computer alann that is capable of alarming prior
to exceeding the mhdmum temperature tbr criticality limit. Thus, with the alarm capability and the
consistent monitoring of RCS temperature. the capabihty of ensuring that temperatures are within
limits is not dinunished with the incorporation of this change. Therefore. the change does not
im ch e a significant reduction in a margin of safety

3..t.3 Chance I.1

'

Does the change intohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an1.

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the amount of time specifically allowed to perform an evaluation to
determine if the RCS is acceptable for continued operation, following a violation of the
pressure / temperature (P,T) limits, from no specified time allowed (which is assumed to require an
immediate evaluation) to 72 hours. The P/f limits are not derived from design basis accident
analyses They are prescribed during normal operation to avoid encountering pressure,
temperature, and temperature rate of change conditions that might cause undetected flaws to
propagate and cause nonductile failure of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, .which is an
unanalyzed condition. The time required to evaluate RCS when the pressure or temperature limits
have been exceeded is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The out-of-limit condition is required
to be restored in 30 minutes or a shutdown must commence. Also, the time allowed for the
evaluation is long enough only to evaluate mild violations, which most likely will prove the RCS to
be acceptable for continued operation. The change does not alter assumptions relative to the
mitigation of an analyzed event. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or
mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

| The proposed change increases the amount of time specifically allowed to perform an evaluation to
determine if the RCS is acceptable for continued operation, following a violation of the P/F limits,
from no specified time allowed to 72 hours. While a nonductile failure in the RCS is ann

j () unanalyzed condition, the unit is required to restore the P/F limits within 30 minutes. The
!
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!

72-hour evaluation prior to shutting down is only enough time to evaluate mild siolations. As a'
result, this change will not allow continued operation following a significant violation of the

'

P/f limits. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
rsew or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the amount of time specifically allowed to perform an evaluation to
determine if the RCS is acceptable for continued operation, following a violation of the P/r limits,
from no specified time allowed to 72 hours. While operation is allowed to continue for 72 hours
after violation of the P,T limits, the time is only sufficient to evaluate mild violations, which most
likely will prove that the RCS is acceptable for continued operation. Requiring an immediate
shutdown is a transient that places safety systems in stressful conditions. Therefore, the change
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.3 Chance L2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the temperature requirement, that is part of the shutdown track
following a violation of the pressure or temperature limits, from requiring temperature to be less
than 200:F. to allowine temperature to be less than or equal 200 F. The required temperatureO reduction after violation of the pressure or temperature limits is not an initiator of any analyzed

Allowing the temperature to be less than or equal to 200*F is within the temperatureevent.

assumptions for Mode 5 accidents in the safety analysis. The change will not alter assumptions
relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly
affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase
in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the temperature requirement that is part of the shutdown track
following a violation of the pressure or temperature limits, from requiring temperature to be less
than 200*F, to allowing temperature to be less than or equal 200*F. The change will not involve a
significant change m design or operation. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore,
the change does not create the possibility of a new or different king of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of salety?

The proposed change increases the temperature requirement that is part of the shutdown track
following a violation of the pressure or temperature limits, from requiring temperature to be less;

I than 200 F, to allowing temperature to be less than or equal 200*F. This one degree increase

| allows the new temperature requirement to be consistent with the current Mode 5 accidents and
transients. The temperature is also consistent with the P/r limit curves. Therefore, the changen

, () does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
!
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3.4.3 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated? ;

i

The proposed change deletes the Technical Specification iguumsit to ranove and examme the !
irradiation Surveillance specimens, in accordance with 10 CFR Pan 50, Appendix H, and to
update the Technical Specification figures based on the results. His requirement will still be
performed because Calven Cliffs is committed to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix H. The Technical |
Specification figures will still be updated because the requirement to do so is written in !
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix H. The removal from Technical Specifications of a requirement

~

located in the Code of Federal Regulations is not an initiator of any analyzed event. He
requirements outlined in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix H will still be performe,d. He change will not
alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do
not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident presiously evaluated.

i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any |
previously evaluated?

1

The proposed change deletes the Technical Specification requirement to remove end examme the !
irradiation Surveillance specimens in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix H, and to update |
the Technical Specification figures based on the results. He change will not involve a significant j
change m design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the '

proposed change The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore,
the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated-

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the Technical Specification requirement to remove and examine the

irradiation Surveillance specimens in accordance with 10 CFR Pan 50, Appendix H, and to update
the Technical Specification figures based on the results. The requirements of 10 CFR Pan 50,
Appendix H will still be performed because Calven Cliffs is committed to this Code. Also, the
Technical Specification figures are required to be updated based on the results of the Suneillance
specimen examination as required by the Code. Therefore, the change does not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

|

3.4.4 Chance L.1

! 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
| accident previourly es aluated?

The proposed change increases the time to reach Mode 3 from one hour to six hours when two

reactor coolant loops are not Openble and in operation. He time allowed to shut down following
the loss of a reactor coolant loop is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The unit will still be
brought down to Mode 5, however, the reduction in power is being performed in a more controlled
manner. The change nill not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect uutsators or mitiguion of analyzed

O
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SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

, events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
| accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

l

he proposed change increases the time to reach Mode 3 from one hour to six hours when two
reactor coolant loops are not Operable and in operation. He change will not invoh'e a significant
change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
eoposed change. The proposed change wiu not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore,
Ce change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

He proposed change mercases tw time to reach Mode 3 from one hour to cix hours when two |

reactor coolant loops are not Operable and in operation. The change will c.il require the plant to
be placed in a condition where two reactor coolant loops with both RCPs are Operable and in
operation (Mode 3). Howeser, the plant will be brought to this condition in a more controlled

i

tr .aner, which places less stress on safety system components and with less risk of a plant upset. |
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. |

3.4.6 Chance I.1

1. Does the change invohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement for the plant to transition from Mode 4 to Mode 5
within 24 hours when both shutdown cooling (SDC) loops are inoperable, and one loop cannot be i
restored to Operable status in one hour. Being in Mode 4 with no SDC trains is not an initiator of |

any analyzed event. Allon2ng the unit to stay in Mode 4 when no SDC trains are Operable keeps
the unit in the safest condition Shutdown cooling is the method used to cooldown to Mode 5, and

i

if no SDC loops are available, then unconventional methods of cooldown would have to be used. I

The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The
proposed changes do not signihcantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and
therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evalcated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accihnt from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement for the plant to transition from Mode 4 to Mode 5
uithin 24 hours when both SDC loops are inoperable and one loop cannot be restored to Opeple
status in one hour. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the
plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Shutdown cooling is the method used to
cooldown to Mode 5, and if no SDC loops are available, tlan unconventional methods of cooldown
would have to be used. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

O
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( 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?('

The proposed change deletes the requirement for the plant to transition from Mode 4 to Mode 5
within 24 hours when both SDC loops are inoperable and one loop cannot be restored to Operable
status in one hour. His change allows the unit to rearain in the safest condition (Mode 4) when no
SDC loops are Operable. Requiring the unit to cooldown to Mode 5 without SDC would require j

,

the plant to cooldown using unconventional methods and eliminate the use of the steam A4urs
(SGs) as a heat sink. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margm of
safetv.

i i'

3.4.7 Chanee L.1 I

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
'

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change eliminates the requirement to have the reactor coolant loop Operable (i.e., the
|

RCPs, SGs, required support systems, etc.) in Mode 5 with the loops filled when the reactor i

coolant loops are used to satisfy the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO). The change will
| require the SGs, used to satisfy the LCO, to have secondary side level 2 -50 inches. The specific

means by which cochng is provided to the reactor in Mode 5 with the loops filled is not an initiator
of any analyzed event. Shutdown cooling is the desired cooling method and one train is required to
be Operable and in operation, per the LCO. He reactor coolant loops can only be used as the !
backup means, as also required by the LCO. The SGs with their large contained volume of i

secondary side water is a natural hm sink, and is capable of dissipating the required heat load !
| while one SDC train is being restored. The heat load is capable of being dissipated by the SG

through natural circulation Thus. the change will not alter assumptions relative to the mit gationi

c, an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or
mitigation of analyzed events. and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change eliminates the requirement to have the reactor coolant loop Operable (i.e., the
RCPs, SGs, required support systems, etc.) in Mode 5 with the loops filled when the reactor

| coolant loops are used to satisfy the LCO. The change will require the SGs used to satisfy the
I * CO to have secondary side level 2 -50 inches. He change will not involve a significant change in

design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

l 3. Daes this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change eliminates the requiremcnt to have the reactor coolant loop Operable (i.e., the
RCPs, SGs, required support systems, etc.) in Mode 5 with the loops filled when the reactor

! coolant loops are used to satisfy the LCO. The change will require the SGs used to satisfy the
LCO to have secondary side level 2 -50 inches. He SGs are used only as a backup for the SDC
loops. The LCO requires one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation. However, if the SG is

. required to be used, the large volume of secondary side water will ensure the SGs capability as a

|
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,

heat sink to remove the heat load generated by the react.or. Therefore, the change does not involve

| a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
!

7 4."1 Change L.2

|' l. Does the change involve a significant bcrease in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds two Notes to r.he LCO which allows: (1) one required SDC loop to be
inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing pimided the other SDC loop is Operable

| and in operation; and (2) all SDC loops may be removed from operation during planned heatup to
| Mode 4 when at least one RCS loop is in operation. The specific means by which coolia 4
| provided to the reactor in Mode 5 wkh the loops filled is not an initiator of any analyzed event. '

i These notes permit periodic Surveillance tests to be performed on cme of the SDC loops when both
SDC loops are credited for meeting the LCO, and provides for the transition to Mode 4 when an
RCP is permitted to be ia operation and can replace the rea: tor coolant circulation function
provided by the SDC trains The required heat load will still be capable of being removed. A SDC
loop is only allowed to be surveilled when both SDC loops are credited for meeting the LCO
because 3DC is the desired method of decay heat removal in this Mode. Both SDC Imps are only

| permitted to be replaced by a reactor coolant loop during transition to Mode 4 because a RCP is
permitted to be in operation and can replace the reactor coolant circulation function provided by
the SDC trains. The change will riot alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
tran.nent. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events, and therefore do not intohe a significant increase in the probabihty or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident hem any,

! previously evaluated?
|

The proposed change adds two Notes to the LCO which allows: (1) one required SDC loop to be
inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing provided the other SDC loop is Operable

| and in operation; and (2) all SDC loops may be removed from operation during planned heatup to
| Mode 4 when at least one RCS loop is in operation. The change will not involve a significant
| change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
| proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore,
; the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident

previously evaluated

| 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change adds two Notes to the LCO which allows: (1) one required SDC loop to be
inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing provided the other SDC loop is Operable
and in operation; and (2) all SDC loops may be removed from operation during planned heatup to
Mode 4 when at least one RCS loop is in operation. The Notes do not decrease the heat dissipation
capability. They establish operational flexibility in order to perform SRs and to transition to
Mode 4. The restrictions on the Notes (two hours to perform the SR and only durmg transition to

|

Mode 4, respectively) ensure that time is muumized in which the LCO is not being met. However,
the operational flexibility provided by the Notes ensure equipment Operability and maxunum
flexibility is available for decay heat removal. Specifically, the two hour allowance to perform
SRs on one SDC loop prevents operator attention from being dieerted from plant operation and

:
|
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:

!. testing, to tracking Action statements. Therefore, the charge does not involve a significant
I reduction in a margin of safety.
l

l 3.4.8 Chane L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
.

accident previously evaluated?
I'

The proposed change adds a Note to the LCO which allows one required SDC loop to be
inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing provided the other SDC loop is Operable
and in operation. The specific means by which cooling is prosided to the reactor in Mode 5 with
the loops not filled is not an initiator of any analyzed event. This Note allows two hours for

,

periodic Susreillance tests to be perfonned on one of the SDC loops without entermg the Actions.
The required heat load will still be capaMe of being removed. The change will not alter
assumptions relative to th.: mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
siggiificant increase in the probability or. consequences of an accident presiously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

|

The proposed change adds a Note to the LCO which allows one required SDC loop to be
inoperable for up to two hour. for Surveillance testing prosided the other SDC loop is Operable
and in operation The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the-
plant. No hardware is being added to the p! ant as part of the proposed change. The proposed *

change will not introduce any neu accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
,

possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety? '

The proposed change adds a Note to the LCO uhich allows one required SDC loop to be
inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing provided the other SDC loop is Operable
and in operation. The Note does not decrease the heat dissipation capability. It allows the
establishment of operational flexibility in order to perform SRs. The two-hour restrictions on the
Note ensures that time is minimized in which the LCO is not being met. However, the operational
ficxibihty provided by the Notes ensure equipment Operability and maximum flexibility is
available for decay heat removal. Specifically, the two-hour allowance to perform SRs on one
SDC loop prevents operator attention from being diverted from plant operation and testing, to
tracking AeHon statements. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety .

3.4.9 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when one bank of pressurizer heaters are
inoperable for reasons other than an inoperable power source, from no time to 72 hours. The loss

| of one bank of pressurizer heaters is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The pressunzer
| pressure is still capable of being maintained with the non-emergency power-supplied heaters and
j f one remaining bank of emergency-powered heaters. Also, the likelihood of an event occurnng in

!
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P) 72 hours which would require the hs.aters powered from an emergency power source is unlikely.
The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The

, proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and
i therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident

previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

<

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when the pressunzer heaters are
inoperable for ' reasons other than an inoperable power source, from a shutdown track to 72 hours.

| The change will not mvolve a significant chaage in design or operation of the plant. No hardware
| is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce
| any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or

different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

| 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

| The proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when the pressurizer heaters are
| inoperable for reasons other than an inoperable power source, from a shutdown track to 72 hours.

| Pressure control is still available using the normal plant power supplied pressunzer heaters and the
'

one remaining bank of emergency-supplied heaters. It is unlikely that an event will occur during
| the 72-hour period which would require the pressurizer heaters. It is also possible that this change
'

would prevent a plant shutdown. which is a transient that places thermal stress on safety
i f~ components and could cause plant upset. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant

( reduction m a margin of safety.

3.4.9 Chance I. 2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probzbility or consequences of an
cccident previously es aluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to limit pressurizer level to less than 210 inches when

three charging pumps are running with less than 25 gpm letdown flow. The change deletes a
condition that places the plant in an analyzed accident scenario. This change will not significantly
increase the probabihty of an accident. Pressurizer level is not an initiator of any analyzed event.
The deletion of this requirement will not significantly increase the consequences of an accident. If
the three charging pumps are running with less than 25 gpm letdown flow, the plant is in an|

| excessive chargmg event, which is analyzed in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report Chapter
14 acciint analyses. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the
mitigation of accidents or transients, because the plant is already in the accident ifin this condition.
Since the deleted condition places the plant in an analyzed accident scenario, deleting the condition
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident presiously
evaluated.

|

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to limit pressurizer level to less than 210 inches when
three charging pumps are running with less than 25 gpm letdown flow. This change does not
involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to

I
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' the plant as part cf the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident,

initiators. - Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of |
'

accident from any accident previously evaluated.
i

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction 6 a margin of safety? j
The proposed change deletes the requirement to limit pressurizer level to less than 210 inches when

three charging pumps are running with less than 2:i gpm letdown flow. De change deletes a
condition that places the plant in an accident. If the plant was'in this condition, it would already be
in a Updated Final Safety Analysis Report Chapter 14 analyzed =eddad his candmon should
not be in the LCO because the LCO should not contam a condition that places the plant in an

| accident, herefore, deleting an accident condition from the LCO does not involve a significant
| reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.10 Chance 1,1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

He proposed change deletes the Mode 3 with any cold leg temperature s 365'F (s 30l*F for
Unit 2), and the Mode 4 and 5 Applicabilities from the Modes of Applicability for the pressurizer

l safety valves. The pressurizer safety valves are not initators of any analyzed event. The !
| pressurizer safety valves are not required to mitigate any accidents in Mode 3 with cold leg }

temperature s 365'F (s 301'F for Unit 2), or in Modes 4 or 5. In Mode 3 with any cold leg i

temperature s 365'F (s 301'F for Unit 2) overpressure protection is provided by the Low
Teraperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System. The change will not alter assumptions j
relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly
affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not invalve a significant increase 1

'

in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the petsibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

!

The proposed change deletes the Mode 3 aith any cold leg temperature s 365'F (s 30l*F for
- Unit 2), and the Mode 4 and 5 Applicabilities from the Modes of Applicability for the pressurizer
safety valves. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will

| not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
| new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
t

|
' 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

He proposed change deletes the Mode 3 with any cold leg temperature s 365'F (s 30l*F for
Unit 2), and the Mode 4 and 5 Applicabilities from the Modes of Applicability for the pressunzer
safety valves. The pressurizer safety valves are not required for overpressure protection in Mode 3

with any cold leg temperature s 363'F (s 30l*F fbr Unit 2), or in Modes 4 or 5. De overpressure,

! protection in these Modes are provided by the LTOP System. Therefore, the change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3

|
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| q 3.4.10 Chance L.2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
! accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a Note to the Applicability, which allows the pressurizer safety valve
lift settings to be outside the limits of the LCO for 36 hours after entry into the Modes of
Applicability, for the purposes of setting the pressurizer safety valve lift setungs under ambient
conditions provided a preliminary cold setting was made. The presmrizer safety valves are not an
initiator of any analyzed event. The pressurizer safety valve lift settings are required to have had a

| preliminary cold setting prior to heatup. The cold setting provides assurance that the valves are
operable near their design condition. Establishing pressurizer safety lift settmg at ambient
conditic.is gives assurance that they will be able to perform their design function. Also, one valve
remains available for relief. along vi h the power-operated relief valves (PORVs), to mitigatet

overpressure events The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident
or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events, and therefore do not mvolve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated '

)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
;previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a Note to the Applicability, which allows the pressurizer safety valve |
lift settings to be outside the limits of the LCO for 36 hours after entry into the Modes of |'

Appheability. for the purposes of setting the pressurizer safety valve lift settings under ambient
p conditiont The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.,

| V No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the propcsed change. The proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
new or different kmd of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

i

3. Does this change invoh e a significant reduction in margin of safety? !

The proposed change adds a Note to the Applicability, which allows the pressurizer safety valve
lift settings to be outside the limits of the LCO for 36 hours after entry into the Modes of
Applicability, for the purposes of setting the pressurizer safety valve lift settings under ambient
conditions. Allowing the pressurizer safety valves to be set at ambient conditions ensures a more
accurate lift setting. which provides confidence that the pressurizer safety valves will lift when
required to mitigate design basis accidents. Also, only one safety valve is allowed to be tested at a

;

time; therefore. one pressurizer safety valve and both PORVs remam available to mitigate any
overpressure events that may occur. Therefore the change does not invc've a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.

,

3.4.11 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change broadens the applicability of CTS Actions, which allow continued Operation
with the PORVs inoperable, from whenever there is excessive seat leakage, to whenever the valve
is capable of being manually cycled. Inoperable PORVs capable of being cycled (but are closed
and blocked) are not initiators of any analyzed event. 'Ihe pressurizer safety valves are credited in

C
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|

r the safety analysis to mitigate overpressure events ne change will not alter assumptions relative
- to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect

, initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the
| probability or consequences of an accident presiously evaluated.

|
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

previously evaluated?

The proposed change broadens the applicability of CTS Actions, which allow contmued Operation
with the PORVs inoperable, from whenever there is excessive seat leakage, to whenever the valve;

! is capable of being manually cycled. The change will not involve a significant change in design or )
| operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. - i
! The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore, the change does i

not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident presiously
evaluated.

| |
'

l

3. Does this change involve a signif cant reduction in margin of safety? ;

The proposed change broadens the applicability of CTS Actions, which allow contmued Operation
. i

I

with the PORVs inoperable, from whenever there is excessive seat leakage, to whenever the valve I

is capable of being manually cycled. The pressurizer PORVs are not credited in the analysis for
mitigating an overpressure transient. The pressurizer safety valves are credited. However, the

.

PORVs are the prefened method of relieving an overpressure event and will still be available to '

| r -
perform this function. Thercfore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of -
safety.

! 3.4.11 Chance 1 2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an;

: accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency for the PORV Special Test Exce;* ion
'

from 31 days to 92 days. Decreasing the PORV Special Test Exception Frequency to 92 days is .
not an initiator of any analyzed event. The POPV shares the same instrumentation as the Reactor

| Protective System Pressurizer Pressure High Function, which was approved for quarterly Channel
| Functional Testing in an NRC Safety Evaluation Report, dated August 24,1994. A plant-specific
! setpoint drift analysis demonstrated that the observed changes in instrument uncertainties for

extended Surveillance test intenals do not exceed the current 30-day setpoint assumptions. His
| provides confidence the 90-day test interval will not impact the ability of the PORV to perform its
'

safety function. The change will not significantly alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an
_

accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of
analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or,

| consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
|

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
;

previously evaluated? |

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency for the PORV Channel Functional Test,

: from 31 days to 92 days. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation
j of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The ;

O-

:
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|
t

i proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore, the change does not
; create the possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accident pre iously evaluated.
t

j 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency for the PORV Channel Functional Test |
from 31 days to 92 days. He PORV shares the same instrumentation as the Reactor Protective i,

i System Pressurizer Pressure High Function, which was approved for quarterly Channel Functional |l

Testing in an NRC Safety Evaluation Report, dated August 24, 1994. This change makes the j
testing Frequency for the PORY consistent with the Reactor Protective System High Pressunzer j
Pressure Function, which shares the same mstrumentation. The core melt Frequency remams
unchanged Also, the instrument drift resulting from the proposed Surveillance interval is less than j
the instrument drift presently assumed for the current Surveillance interval. Herefore, the change j
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. -

3.4.12 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when one Pressurizer PORV is ineperable,
from five days to seven da.ss. The amount of time a pressurizer PORV is inoperable is not an
initiator of any analyzed event. The LTOP System will still be capable of mitigating an
overpressure transient with the remaining Operable PORV. Also, the probability of an event
occurring and the second PORY expenencing a single failure is unlikely in the 48-hour allowed
outage time extension The change will not significantly alter assumptions relative to the

,s mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators l
or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident prenously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any ,

previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage tune, when one Pressurizer PORV is inoperable,
from five days to seven days Rc change will not involve a significant change in derign or
operation of the pint. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed changc will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibihty of a new or .lifferut kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when one Pressurizer PORV is inoperable,
from five days to seven days. Overpressure protection is still available with the remaining
Operable PORV. The margin of safety is not significantly affected by one valve being inoperable
for 48 additional hours because the 48 hours may allow time to restore the inoperable valve and
prevent a plant depressurization. A plant cooldown and depressunzation is a transient due to the

; stress applied to safety system components which can cause a plant upset. Also, adequate
| overpressure protection is provided by one PORV. Herefore, the change does not involve a
| significant reduction in a margin of safety.

: O
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p 3.4.12 Change I 2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of ani
'

accident previously : valuated?
i

1

He proposed change replaces specific times for Actions when more than one high pressure safety
injection (HPSI) pump is capable of injectmg water into the RCS with a iguiu to
immediately initiate action to verify only one HPSI pump is capable ofinjection. He amount of
time required to take actions, to ensure excess HPSI injection capability does not exist, is not an
initiator of any analyzed event. Action is required to be initiated immediately to ensure that excess
HPSI injection capability does not exist. Imma4tely is defined as, "without delay and in a
controlled manner." The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident
or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events. and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident presiously evaluated

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
pr eviously evaluated?

ne proposed change replaces specific times for Actions when more than one HPSI pump is
capable ofinjecting into the RCS with a requirement to immediately initiate action to verify only
one HPSI pump is capable ofinjection. He change will not involve a significant change in design
or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously

n evaluated

U
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change replaces specific times for Actions when more than one HPSI pump is
capable ofinjecting into the RCS with a requirement to immediately initiate action to verify only
one HPS1 pump is capable of injection. The change will require immediately initiating action to
ensure that the HPSI excess injection capability is corrected without delay in a controlled manner.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.12 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform a Channel Functional Test on the PORVs

actuation channel at least 31 days prior the entering the LTOP System Modes of Applicability.
His is being replaced with a requirement that allows a 12-hour delay once in the LTOP Modes of
Applicability before the Channel Functional Test is required to be performed. A delay in
performing a Surveillance test on the LTOP System is not an initiator of any analyzed event.
Allowing 12 hours after entering the LTOP Mode of Applicability for plant conditions to stabilize
ensures more accurate test results. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the trJtigation
of an accident or transient. Therefore, the change will not invohc a significant increase in the
probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

O
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| (~)') Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any2.
! ( previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform a Channel Functional Test on the PORVs

actuation channel at least 31 days prior the entering the LTOP Modes of Applicability. His is
being replaced with a requirement that allows a 12-hour delay once in the LTOP Modes of
Applicability. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform a Channel Functional Test on the PORVs

actuation channel at least 31 days prior the entering the LTOP System Modes of Applicability.
This is being replaced with a requirement that allows a 12-hour delay once in the LTOP Modes of
applicability before the Channel Functional Test is required to be performed. This change allows
12 hours for the plant to stabilize in a Mode of Applicability which allows more accurate test
results to be obtained Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety.

: .4.12 Chane L.4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

O
Q The proposed change revises the Applicability for the LTOP Technical Specification from when

the RCS temperature is s 365'F for Unit I and s 301 F for Unit 2, to Mode 3 with any RCS cold
leg temperature s 365 F for Unit I and 5 301 F for Unit 2, and Modes 4,5, and 6. His change
deletes the requirement for the Specification to be applicable when the reactor is defueled. The
LTOP System is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The LTOP System is not required to
mitigate any analyzed events when the reactor is defueled. The change will not significantly alter
assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for the LTOP Technical Specification from when
the RCS temperature is s 365 F for Unit I and s 301 F for Unit 2, to Mode 3 with any RCS cold
leg temperature s 365"F for Unit 1 and s 30l*F for Unit 2, and Modes 4,5, and 6. The change
will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being
added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed change will not introduce any
new accident imtiators. Therefore, the uumge does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for the LTOP Technical Specification from when
i the RCS temperature is s 365 F for Unit I and 5 30l*F for Unit 2, to Mode 3 with any RCS cold
; d
!
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| A leg temperature s 365 F for Unit I and s 30l*F for Unit 2, and Modes 4,5, and 6. His change
' V essentially deletes the requirement for the Specification to be applicable when the reactor is

defueled. The LTOP System is not needed to mitigate any analyzed event when the reactor is
defueled. Adequate remedial action is still required to be taken if any pressure /twWure limits
are exceeded per the RCS Pressure / Temperature Limits Technical Specifration. Herefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margm of safety.

3.4.13 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes SRs from the RCS Leakage Technical Specification which require
leakage to be monitored by using the containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate monitors, the
containment sump discharge Frequency, and the reactor vessel head seal leakoff monitors. Rese
systems cannot quantify leakage, and leakage quantity is the basis for the LCO. He RCS
inventory balance will still be performed to determine the actual leakage. These systems are used
for leakage detection. which is required by another Technical Specification. He remaining leakage
detection SRs nu continue to be performed. Failure of the leakage detection system is not an
initiator of any analyzed event. This change will not affect the leakage calculation. The RCS
inventory balance is the mechanism used to determine the actual leakage. The change will not alter
assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident er transient. The proposed changes do not |
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a !

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident presiously evaluated. ;
l

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any !

previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes SRs from the RCS Leakage Technical Specification which require
leakage to be monitored by using the containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate monitors, the
containment sump discharge Frequency, and the reactor vessel head seal leakoff monitors. These |
monitors, except for the reactor vessel head seal leakoff, are required to be monitored by other
Technical Specifications. Excessive reactor vessel head seal leakoff will still be detected by an
RCS inventory balance. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of
the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safery?

| The proposed change deletes SRs from the RCS Leakage Technical Specification which require
leakage to be monitored by using the contamment atmosphere gaseous and particulate monitors, the
containment sump discharge, and the reactor vessel head seal leakoff monitors. The monitors
being deleted from the Surveillances, except for the reactor vessel head seal leakoff, are required by
other Technical Specifications Excessive reactor vessel head seal leakoff will still be detected by
an RCS inventory balance. Herefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

/%
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(~'\ 3 4.13 Chance L.2
O

j 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
'

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change exempts the performance of the RCS inventory balance until 12 hours after
establishment of steady state operation. Delaying the performance of the RCS inventory balance is
not an initiator of any analyzed event. The RCS inventory balance is still required to be
performed, but in a condition when the results are more reliable. Once the proper conditions are
reached, the inventory balance will be performed to ensure that leakage assumptions are still within
limits. The delay allows proper test conditions to be established which yields more accurate
results. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient.
The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and
therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change exempts the performance of the RCS inventory balance until 12 hours after
establishment of steady state operation. The change will not involve a significant change in design
or operation of the plant No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated

j

3. Does this change invoh e a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change exempts the performance of the RCS inventory balance until 12 hours after
establishment of steady state operation. The RCS inventory balance is still required to be
perfor,ned. The 12 hott requirement for steady state ensures proper test conditions exirt.
Allowing the proper test conditions to be established ensures accurate results are obtained. This
provides confidence tha. any actions required to be taken are perforr-d using accurate data.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a marr .esafety.

3.4.14 Chance L1
{

l. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an I

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change reduces the number of containment atmospheric radioactisity channels,
which must be Operable for RCS leakage detection, from three to two. Failure of contamment
atmospheric radioactivity channels is not an initiator of any analyzed event. Reactor Coolant
System leakage will still be adequately detected by the remammg instrumentntion and other
instrumentation not required by this Technical Specification. The plant will continue to have
diverse and independent means of detecting significant changes in the amount ofleakage from the
RCS through the sump monitors, at least one of the two contamment atmospheric radiation
monitors, and the RCS inventory balance SR. In addition, other means exist to detect RCS leakage;

! (i.e., changes in volume control tank level and pressurtzer level; monitoring contamment pressure,
| temperature and humidity; etc.). 'Ihe change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of

an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation

| V
|
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|! O of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant merease m the probability or !V consequences of an accident previously evaluated. !

|2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any '

previously evaluated?

The proposed change reduces the number of contamment atma =pheric radioactivity channels,
i which must be Operable for RCS leakage detection, from three to two. The change will not

involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the
plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change reduces the number of containment atmospheric radioactivity channels which
must be Operable for RCS leakage detection, from three to two. Diverse methods ofleak detection

continue to be required by the Technical Specification (one contamment sump monitor, one
containment atmosphere radiation monitor, and a periodic RCS inventory balance) which will
assist in early detection of RCS leakage. Other instrumentation which are part of the plant design
provide additional means for detecting RCS leakage. Therefore, the change does not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.14 Chance L.2

(m 1. Does the change invohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
( accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time from seven days to 30 days when only one
RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable. Failure of RCS leakage detection is not an :

initiator of any analyzed event. One RCS leakage detection instrument remains operable during
this period. Also. the Actions require that an RCS inventory balance or grab sample of the
containment atmosphere be performed once per 24 hours. These mechanisms, along with other
methods (i.e., monitoring changes in volume control tank level and pressurizer level; monitoring ;

containment pressure, temperature and humidity; etc.) that are not part of the RCS leak detection i

instrumentation Technical Specification, ensure that RCS leakage will be detected while only,one
monitor remains Operable. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an
accident or transient. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of
analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or l
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. D*s the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
"reviously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time from seven days to 30 days when only one
RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable. The change will not involve a significant
change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore,
the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

; O
l
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n 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?
')*

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time from seven days to 30 days when only one
RCS lerkage detection instrument remams Operable. De remainmg Operable RCS leakage
detection instrument, the leak detection mehaai=== regmred by the Actions, and other methods for
detecting RCS leakage, will ensure that the RCS leakage _will contmue to be detected herefore,
the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.14 Change L.3

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
; accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change requires either analyzing grab samples or perfomung RCS inventory
bal nces as contingency actions, when only one RCS leakage detection instrument remams
Operable, instead of performing both actions. Failure of RCS leakage detection instrumentation is

i

L not an initiator of any analyzed events. One RCS leakage detection instrumentation remams
|

operable during this period, and one contingency action is sufficient to ensure that RCS leaks are
detected Also, other methods ofleak detection are available (i.e., monitoring changes in volume
control tank level and pressurizer level; monitoring containment pressure, temperature and

j humidity; etc.) to assist in ensuring the detection of RCS leakage. The change will not alter :
I assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The required system will be

capable of quantifyinc the RCS leakage following an accident so that mitigative action can be
taken The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events,
and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previousiv evaluatedt

(
,

!

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
| previously evaluated?

| The proposed change requires either analyzing grab samples or performing RCS inventory
balances as contingency actions. when only one RCS leakage detection instrument remains
Operable, instead of performing both actions. The change will not involve a significant change in
design or operation. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The j

proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not j
create the possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. |

|
|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

He proposed change requires the performance of either analyzing grab samples or performing
RCS inventory balances as contingency actions, when only one RCS leakage detection instmment
remains Operable, instead of performing both actions. One contingency action, along with the one
remaining Operable RCS leakage detection instrument ar.d other methods available for detectmg
RCS leakage, ensures that the RCS leakage will continue to be detected. Herefore, the change
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

1
! )

|
1

i
i '

i O
;
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~3 3.4.14 Channe L.4(G
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated?

!
The proposed change decreases the Frequency from 12 hours to 24 hours for obtammg and
analyzing containment atmosphere grab samples when used as the contmgency action when only
one RCS leakage detection mstrument remams Operable ne Frequency for obtammg and
v lyzing grab samples is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The 24-hour Frequency provides
results frequently enough to detect leakage. Also, one RCS leakage detection instrumentation is
operable and other methods of leak detection are available (i.e., monitoring changes in volume
control tank level and pressurizer level; monitoring contamment pressure, temperature and
humidity; etc.) to ensure detection of RCS leaks. He change will not alter assumptions relative to
the mitigation of an accident or transient. The required system will be capable of quantifying the
RCS leakage following an accident so that mitigative action can be taken. The proposed changes,

'

do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident presiously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency from 12 hours to 24 hours for obtaining and
analyzing containment atmosphere grab samples, when used as the contingency action, when only
one RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable. The change will not involve a significant
change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the

O proposed change The proposed change will net introduce any new cccident initiators. Therefore,d the chance does not create the pessibihtv of a new or different kind of accident from any accident l
previously evaluated

|

3. Does this chuge involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency from 12 hours to 24 hours for obtaining and
analyzing containment atmosphere grab samples, when used as the contingency action, when only
one RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable. He 24-hour Frequency is adequate to
detect RCS leakage. Also. one remaining RCS leakage detection instrument remams Operable
along with other methods available for detecting RCS leakage. Therefore, the change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.14 Chance L.5
|

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a requirement that allows Mode changes (LCO 3.0.4 exemption) while
in the Actions for RCS leakage detection instruments inoperable. Failure of RCS leakage detection
is rot an initiator of any analyzed events. While Mode changes may affect RCS leakage, they do
not affect the ability to detect RCS leakage. When leakage detection instruments are inoperable,
Actions require that remedial measures te taken (i.e., grab samples of contamment or RCS

| inventory balance at an increased Frequency). Also, other methods are available to detect RCS
'

leaks (such as monitoring contamment pressure, centamment humidity, volume control tank level,
etc.). These alternate methods ensure that RCS leakage will be adequately detected if a leak were
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|

| r3 to occur. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
| V transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed

cvents, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an|

accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
I previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a requirement that allows Mode changes (LCO 3.0.4 exemption) when
in the Actions for RCS leakage detection mstruments inoperable. The change will not invoh'e a
significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as

! part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluatei

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change adds a requirement that allows Mode changes (LCO 3.0.4 exempdon) when
in the Actions for RCS leakage detection instruments inoperable. Mode changes do not affect the
abihty to detect leaks; however, they can affect leakage. This change affects only leakage detection
by allowing Mode changes when leakage detection instrumentation is inoperable. However,
adequate methods of leakage detection remain available. Another Technical Specification will

|ensure that the leakage detection requirements are not exceeded. This change will not affect the
abihty for the remaming leakage detection instrumentation to adequately detect RCS leakage.
Therefore. the chance does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.-

3.4.14 Chance L.6

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change exempts the performance of the RCS inventory balance until 12 hours after
steady state operation This change will not affect the probability of an accident. The SR will still
be performed but in a condition when the results are more reliable. The change will not affect the
consequences of an accident. The RCS inventory balance is still required to be performed. Once
the proper conditions are reached, the inventory balance will be performed to ensure that leakage
assumptions are still within limits. The delay allows proper test conditions to be established, which
yields more accurate results. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an
accident or transient. Taerefore, the change will not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change exempts the performance of the RCS inventory balance until 12 hours after
steady state operation. This change will not physically alter the plant (no new or different type of
equipment will be installed). The change does not require any new or unusual operator actions.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

| n

[U
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!

O 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?V
The proposed change exempts the performance of the RCS imentory balance until 12 hours after

| steady state operation. The margin of safety is not significantly affected by this change. He RCS
inventory balance is still required to be performed. The 12-hour requirement for steady state
ensures proper test conditions exist. Allowing the proper test conditions to be established ensures
accurate results are obtained. This provides confidence that any actions required to be takce are
performed using accurate data. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

3.4.15 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change revises the Modes of Applicability for the RCS Specific Acthity
Specification from Modes 1,2,3,4, and 5, to Modes 1,2, and 3 with RCS average temperature
2 500*F. The RCS specific activity is not an initiator of any analyzed event. There are not any;

events for offsite release of RCS activity initiated from below 500 F, Also, below 500 F in Mode
| 3 and in Modes 4 and 5, the release of radioactivity during a SG tube rupture is unlikely since the

saturation pressure of the reactor coolant is below the lift pressure settings of the main steam
safety valves. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

I2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any |d previously evaluated? |

The proposed change revises the Modes of Applicability for the RCS Specific Activity
Specification from Modes 1,2,3,4, and 5, to Modes 1,2, and 3 with RCS average temperature
2 500'F The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No
hardware is bemg added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed change will not
introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

1

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change revises the Modes of Applicability for the RCS Specific Actisity
Specification from Modes 1,2,3,4, and 5, to Modes 1,2, and 3 with RCS average temperature
2 500*F. No events that are analyzed for offsite release of radioactivity are initiated from below
500cF. Also, in Mode 3 below 500*F, it is very unlikely that a release could occur during a SG
tube rupture because the saturation pressure of the reactor coolant is below the lift pressure setting
of the main steam safety valves. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

3.4.15 Ch_ance L.2h

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
! accident previously evaluated?

Re proposed change decreases the Frequency of the gross activity determination from 72 hours toO 7 days. The RCS gross activity is not an initiator of any analyzed event. He gross activity is a
! U
!
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i

Ig measurement of the sum of the degassed gamma activities and the gaseous gamma activities in the
y/ sample taken. This gamma activity detennination provides an indication of grcss specine actwity.

The results from this determination are trended in order to detect any problems prior to exc-hg
the Technical Specification limit. He seven-day Completion Time is sufficient to =A~=*ely trend
the gross activity in order to ensure the accident analysis assumptions are withm limits. %ei

| consequences of an accident are not affected by this change. %e Survedlance will still be
i performed and will still be capable of d,-tectmg an increased specific actisity. %e change will not

alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. He proposed changes do
not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency of the gross activity determmation from 72 hours to

7 days. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No
hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed change will not
introduce any new accident imtiators. Therefcre, the change does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency of the gross activity determmation from 72 hours to

7 days The detection of fuel failure through the determination of gross activity will not be affected
by this change. The gross actisity is trended and the seven day Frequency is sufficient to ensure
that any indication of fuel failure will be detected in time to take remedial action. Therefore, the

'
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.15 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to verify the Dose Equivalent I-131 specific actisity
in Modes 2 and 3. The RCS Dose Equivalent I-131 specific activity in Modes 2 and 3 is not an
initiator of any analyzed event. The Dose Equivalent I 131 specific activity in Modes 2 and 3 is
significantly lower than in Mode 1. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation
of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or
mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does tb change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previtasly evaluated?

Tne proposed change deletes the requirement to verify the Dose Equivalent I-131 specific in Modes
2 and 3. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No
hardware is being added to 15e plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not
introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

| O
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|

/l 3. Does this change involve a s'gnificant reduction in margin of safety?V
The proposed change deletes the requirement to verify the Dose Equivalent I-131 specific actisity
in Modes 2 and 3. The fission products generated in Modes 2 and 3 are significantly lower than in
Mode 1. Also, fuel failures associated with fast power chrnges are more apt to occur in Mode 1.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

! 3.4.15 Change L.4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change allows 31 days to elaps,:, after a muumum of 2 Effective Full Power Days
and 20 days of Mode 1 operation have elapsed since the reactor was suberitical for 2 48 hours,
prior to determining the gross activity. The RCS gross activity is not an initiator of any analyzed

The 31-day extension allows for more accurate results, which leads to ensuring that theevent.

assumptions in the accidem analysis are maintained. The 31 days allow time to clapse which
ensures the radioactive materials are at equilibrium so the analysis for E-Bar is representative of
the actual gross activity. The change will not alter assumption- relative to the mitigation of an
accident or transient. The pror' sed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of
analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously enlaated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

De proposed change allows 31 days to elapse after a minimum of 2 Effective Full Power Days
and 20 days of Mode 1 operation have elapsed since the reactor was suberitical for 2 48 hours,
prior to determining the gross activity. The change will not involve a significant change in desigr,
or operation of the plant No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated. '

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change allows 31 days to elapse, after a muumum of 2 Effective Full Power Days
and 20 days of Mode 1 operation have elapsed since the reactor was suberitical for 2 48 hours,
prior to determining the gross activity. The results of the E Bar determination will be more
representative of the RCS due to the 31-day allowance. The 31 days ensure the radioactive
materials are at equihbrium so the analysis for E-Bar is representative of the actual gross actisity.
Also, the value of E-Bar changes slowly. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

This proposed Technical Specification changes have been evaluated against the criteria for and
| identification oflicensing and regulatory actions requiring environmental assessment in accordance with
j 10 CFR 51.21. It has been determined that the proposed changes meet the criteria for categorical exclusion
! as provided for under 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9) The following is a discussion of how the propo:ed TechnicalO Specification changes meet the criteria for categorical exclunon.
'

Vj
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10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Although the proposed change involves changes to requirernents with respect to
inspection or SRs,

(i) proposed change involves No Significant Hazards Consideration (refer to the No Significant
Hazards Consideration section of this Technical Specification Change Request),

i
1

(ii) there is no significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any efiluents
that may be released offsite since the proposed changes do not affect the generation of any
radioactive effluents nor do they affect any of the permitted release paths; and

(iii) there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.

i
Accordingly, the proposed change muts the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in l

10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Based on the aforementioned and pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22 (b), no environmental
assessment or emironmental impact statement need be prepared in connection with issuance of an
amendment to the Technical Specifications incorporating the proposed changes of this request.

m

|
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RCS Pressure Temperature, and Flow [0N8] Limits('s
iu,) dNg 3.4.1/

ACTIONS (continued) '
1

CC4DIT10N REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

|
C. RCS cold leg C.1 Restore cold leg 2 hours |

teu erature not within temperature to within
<3 7 5s/ limits.

, limits.
l

Y
D. Required Action and 0.1 Redu THl:RMAL POWER 6 hours !associated Completion to s 30 $ RTP.Neh Time of Condition C I

not met. |3,,, '

s u L.t

|

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
i

[42 U)SR 3.4.1.1 Verify pressurizer pressure 2 psia 12 hours
:nd;!???!: pu.

60
s'4 2rs)SR 3.4.1.2 Verify RCS celd leg te: perature t-[!?5:*T 12 hours Meftf s [ 'F (:- ' '70; , P" ^ t [544*.E v

and '555 '" f; c i 7 0 ; '. * .

3(f 7JI)SR 3,4.1.3 ...........N0T .....................
... '

Requ ed to be met ir M00E 1 with all . cps 30 iru . ng.
:(. .... e ............. .......

370,000 s en j
iV ify RCS total : low rate 12 hours @[ m [[1 ig im- 3 j

!!".6 " 1 ; .Q, g |h

(continued) j
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow [0NS] LimitsOi 3.4.1

1 SURVElllANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
i
i $URVEILLANCE

FREQUENCYi

!
(4 7 C.2) SR3.4.1.4 ------- E-- '------,

| Not.r ufred to be rformed until I
: [24 hours after [90]5RTP.

. ............ .................-_
-_
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

O en> 3.4.2

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEF (RCS) '

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

(31.),5)LCO 3.4.2 Each RCS loop average temperature (T,) shall be ;t
.

O
^ " " ' ^ ' ' " ' " "1lGMlPJ:;::r.;rsE1Mih g gi

e... o.n
ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

['5 d ')A. T., in one or more RCS A.1 Be in MODE 30 minutesloops not within .

'

w A K,cr 4 f.o
_

ys vf L G
_

SURVE!LLAN:E REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

,

Eertfy RCS T , in each loop 2 S|.f} Q
''
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-
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432 i

SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM I

fi 23. The containment sump monitor in Specification 3.4.15 was changed to contammen' sump leveld alarm. Calvert Cliffs has a containment sump level alarm system. This change is corsistent with |
the current Calvert Cliffs licensing basis.

| 24. The Specification 3.4.12 Bases Applicability requirement, which requires "any" RCS cold leg
! temperature, will be revised to require "all" RCS cold leg tw.4 w. His is consistent with the

current Calvert Cliffs procedures which require all cold leg temperatures to provide proper sgnals
prior to enabling the LTOP System. His change is consistent with current Calvert Cliffs design.

;

25. A Note was added to Specification 3.4.11 Required Action A.1 which allows 120 hours (when one
PORV is inoperable), and 72 hours (when two PORVs are inoperable) when PORVs are ;

inoperable and the associated block valve is inoperable. In Current Technical Specifications, if one |
PORY is inoperable for causes other than excessive seat leakage, and the associated block valve is >

closed with power removed,120 hours is allowed before begmmng a plant shutdown, if both
PORVs are inoperable under the same circumstances,72 hours is allowed before beginmng a plant
shutdown. His change is acceptable based on a plant shutdown being unreasonable when the
PORVs are still capable of performing their function, and the pressurizer safety valves being
available to mitigate overpressure events. This addition is consistent with current Calvert Cliffs
licensing basis.

I

26. The bracket information in NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.9, regarding the pressurizer heaters bemg
capable of being powered from an emergency power supply, is being deleted. This statement is not |
needed because the Bases require emergency power, and Calvert Cliffs has four banks that are |
capable of being powered from an emergency power supply. !

. !
27. NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.9.2 requires the verification of the pressurizer heater capacity once per |

92 days. Technical Specification Task Force-93 justified the change from 92 days to a bracketed !
l8 months. Calvert Cliffs ITS will require verification of the pressurizer heater capacity once per
24 months Calven Cliffs Current Technical Specification does not contain this SR, thus this is a
new SR for Calven Cliffs The 24 month interval is consistent with NUREG-1432, Generic
Change TSTF-93.

28. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.4.2 Applicability is Mode I with T1., in one more RCS Joops
< $25cF and. Mode 2 with T in one or more RCS kops < 525*F and Ka 21.0. He Calveny

Cliffs ITS 3.4 2 Applicabilit,s is Mode I and Mode 2 with Ka 2 1.0. The temperature j
requirements were deleted bdause the minimum temperature requirement should be applicable

'

wheneva the reactor is eritical and not just below certain temperatures. This change is consistent
with the Calvert Clifts current hecnsing basis.

This change will be reviewed for applicability to other Combustion Engineering plants and other-

vendors. Based on these results, a generic change will be proposed accordingly.

2R NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.1.4 requires the RCS total flow rate to be verified within limits by precision
heat balance Calven Cliffs ITS will require the RCS total flow rate to be determined by
measurement. The Calvert Cliffs ITS will not specify the method by which to verify the RCS total
flow rate. Calvert Cliffs does not use the precision heat balance method of verifymg RCS total
flow rate. Calven Cliffs current Technical Specification requires the measurement of the total flow

!O
CALVERT CLIFFS-UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-4 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

rate. Thus, this deviation from NUREG-1432 is also consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current
licensing basis.-

30. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.1.3, which verifies RCS total flow rate, contains a Note
which states. " Required to be met in MODE 1 with all RCPs running." TSTF-62 revised the Note
to read "Only required to be met in MODE 1" with the justification that all RCPs are required to
be running in MODE 1. Ilowever, the Applicability of LCO 3.4.1 is Mode 1. Therefore, a Note
which states, "Only required to be met in MODE 1"is superfluous. The NOTE has been deleted.

TSTF-62 was approved by the NRC on September 18, 1996. A new generic change will be
proposed to delete the Note from NUREG-1432.

I

|
|

!

|
i

|

)

|
1

l

|

i
|
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|
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow DNS Limits
8 3.4.1(*) 1

V BASES |

)'

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Tlee of :
l

2 hours to restore carameters that are not within limits,
the 12 hour SurvellIance Frequency for cold leg temperature
is sufficient to ensure that the RCS coolant temperature can
be restored to a normal operation, steady state condition
following load changes and other expected transient
operations. The 12 hour interval has been shown by
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for ,

potential degradation and to verify operation is within '

safety analysis assumptions. !

SG 3 a.1.3

The 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for RCS total flow rate
is performed using the installed flow instrumentation. The <

12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating experience to
be sufficient to assess for potential degradation and to
verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.

/Shis SR i mocificc by a Not that only requires forzance
\ hof this is in MODE 1. The ate is necessary t low @measu ment of RCS flow te at normal opera ng conditicas

at t wer with all RCPs unning.f - y

Es koMb
,, sr 3 a.1.a ;g

Measuremt of RCS total flow rate rfartan&
p7 icy.cr caWm.m m i r E1l once'every months,
This allows the installed RCS flow instrumentat on to be g |

~

calibrated and verifies that the actual RCS flow rate is i
within the bounds ofg analyses.
The frequency of [ionths reflects the importance of '

verifying flow af ter a refueling outage where the core has
been altered, which may have caused an alteration of flow i

resistance. i

SR i mo:!ified by a Note at slaTea tne an is nla
require to be performed i

necessary to allow [2 hours after 2 [909% TP. The !
'

hete i ^

easurement of the f' w rate at L
gorea7operatingcgiti s at power in MODE 1/ The A

_

|

(continued)
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RCS Minlaus Temperature for Criticality
! 8 3.4.2!

E.ASES
|

~

LCO (TheLCO only applicable low [535 'F an rovides D(continued) reacon e distance to limit of This allows @
* '

adeg e time to tre ts approach and ake corrective
.

i

| .t.act ns pric.- to ex ing the limit..-

-

APPLICABILITY

MODES I and 2 only and in accordance with thisThe reactor has been designed and analyzed to be critical in
specification.
MODE. Criticality is not permitted in any other
MODE 2 when K,,,h 1.0. GipiTherefore, this LCO is applicable in MODE 1, and

~ . ; W .;,, y,,1. . .L ; ; ; i, -

'

perinitio cr criticality 1 a temperature limif.
The) @ hiMonitor' ig is required _at below a T of

'F is maintaEIed by[535)* .no lo temperature of
i Steam Dump |to al syg ,

__
,

ACTIONS LJ
If T
MODE., is below F#r}*F, the plant must be brought to a bin which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to MODE X within
30 minutes. Rapid reactor shutdown can be readily and
practically achieved within a 30 minute period. p ,,,,44
time reflects the ability to perform this action and toThe allowed m -r_OrS// # I'o(* maintain the plant within the analyzed range.

G
"

SURVEILLANCE So 3.4.2.1
REQUIREMEhTS

"1 is requi d to be verified 2 ~

. Tf2 30 minu e tim period is freq[5 )*F every 30 minutes. 3 I
nt enough to prevent

[y inadverte , violation of the LCWhile the Surveillanc isrequire whenever the reactor critical and temperat is M *27below ,.,0;]*F,inpracticet
Surveillance is mostriate during the pertappr

gr ical. when the reactor is br ught
c

))
_

14REFEREN;ES
1. hSAR, Section JPJ[.

& g=

CEOG STS
B 3.4-8 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASIS

LCO c. The existences, sizes, and orientations of flaws in
(continued) the vessel material.

APPLICABILITY The RCS P/T limits Specification provides a definition of
k[** 7'( ,,acceptable operation for prevention of nonductile failure in G%)'[caccordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix C (Ref. hr

''M tnougn.

the P/T limits were developed to provide gu ance for k, d u s goperation during heatup or cooldown (MODES 3, 4, and 5) or F#'$d/t b i15LH testing, their Applicability is at all times in keepin Vio(4 % |
3 r4th the concern for nonductile failure.qThe limits do e-+g

s

Leo wLesapply to the pressurizer. M .reecMJ

vesul W.J
During MODES I anr* 2, other Technics 1 Specifications . ,ae -i s r e ,m v4 J o rlimits for operation that can be more restrictive tha, '' o g g,,, b , u g d
can eupplement these Pf' i .mits. LCO ?.4.1, 'RCS Pressure,
Tem;vratus, and flow Dep.rture from Nucleate Bolling (DNB) N5 "
Limits *; LCO 3.4.2, 'RCS Minimum Temperature for fe w* A- I
Criticality'; and Safety Limit 2.1, ' Safety Limitt,' also
provide operational restrictions for pressure and

3 ter.perature and maximum pressure. Furthermore, MODES 1
and 2 are above the temperature range of concern for
nonductile failure, and stress Atlyses have been performed
for norral maneuvering profilra, : Jch as power ascension or
descent.

The &ctiens of this LCO consider the premise that a
viclatter. of the limits occurred during normal plant
mareusering. Severe violations caused by abnormal
t ansients, at times accompanied by equipment failures, may
aise re;uire additional actions from emergency operating
procedures.

ACT10fd A.1 ee A.2,

Operation outside the P/T limits must be corrected so that
the R;PB is returned to a condition that has been verified
by stress analyses.

The 30 minute Completion Time reflects the urgency of
restoring the parameters to within the analyzed range. Most
violations will not be severe, and the activity can be
eccomplished in this time in a controlled manner.

(continued)
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i b RCS Loops-MODES 3
B 3.4.5

EASES (continued) h
LCO

The purpose of this LCO is to requirektwo[ loops to beavailable for heat renoval, thus providing
LCO requires the4two)^1 oops to be OPERAB ancy. The

i

{ of requiring both SGs to be capable (> with the intent
transferring heat from the reactor coolant at a controlledwater level) ofg b jO

Forced reactor coolant flow is the requir * way to
rate.

t

transport heat, although natural circulation flew provides N ,j g3
tof t'* 7d"' adequate removal. A etnimum of one runnin

LC0 requirement for one loop in operation.g RCP seats the
'%s

<

h Note permits a limited period of operation without RCPs. hAll RCPs eLay.Er a- -mmp for 51 hour r 8 hour peri
This means thtt natural Circulation has be*A established.and f 2 4 o {

.

When in natural Circulation, a reduction in boron i

| concentration is prohibited because an even concentration pg6

| distribution throughout the RCS cannot be ensuret. 'p.,464 G,
Core

outlet temperature is to be maintained at least 10*F below t a Fi.JI
'

the saturatien temperature so that no vapor bubble may form ' % .w,,Y! !

and possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction.
!

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all \
RCPs or shutdown cooling (SDC) pump fo-ced circulation

,

I

(e.g., to change operation from one SDC train to the other,
to perform surveillance or startup testing, to perform the
transition to and from SDL System cooling, or to avoid
operation below the RP v nimum net positive suction head
limit). The time per(vi s acceptable Decause natural ,njpi
circulation is adequate for heat removal -es the reactor I

U coolant temperature ce 5e maintained subcooled M b ..,
f

-

s + t"im . . ": " " m a c t i v t, . . _ .J. ; . .. . . . rd . ymper @&co B# 5|

An OPEPM!E loep censists of at least one R stavunnb
,U k ee flow w beat!, '

trans5efh and an SG t at OFBABLE in CEo6- @
accorcance with tne Steam Generator Tube Survei IanceProgram. s-

An RCP is OPERABLE if it is capable of being
- -

powered and is able to provide forced flow if required. ore #AGet

!APPLICABILITY
In MODE 3, the heat load is lower than at power; therefore, i

one RCS loop in operation is adequate for transport and heatremoval. A cecond RCS loop is required to be OPERABLE but
not in operation for redundant heat removal capability. !

Operation in other MODES is covered by: I
,

l
'

(continued)
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LTOP Systen
8 3.4.12

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SP 3.4.12. li 2
REQUIREMENTS 2.t !!. . _...' 00 0. ." M (continued) h

of injecting into the RCS through removing the power from
the b racking the breakers out under adstnistrative 4

'

contro -"Tiunnais iiveu er uur -trol !

nr L* g, J 'D
;esp usin 4t least two independent means prevent a !l pump tart s h that a single failure or si e action will- L a d.s.k. S , ,f.l m no) result n an injection into the RCS. is may be 23 j ],

accompi ed through the pump control s ch being placed in
I

;
1

o rt lotle) Sk A J.{ pull locky'and at least ene valve n the discharge f1path. ing closed. f

The 12 hour interval considers operating practice to
regularly assess potential degradation and to verify
operation within the safety analysis.

;

l

SF 3.4.12 g a .du /
SR 3.4.12.4 requires verifying that the RCS vent is open

N,.[[ $..~55:.5.[5 35.$3I, ' E "
'

<
. . .- ~.

yj [, c ,. w e ; 1 11 C
f :e every 12 hours for a valve that is unlocked open[s

M,, I op - (,b4 '- - g| , every 31 days for a valve that is locked openQm aj (a'( l. /bh '

I <.

y Or,al ,, c L . , ^ ' The passive vent arrangement must only be open to be,

OPERABLE. This Surveillance need only be perforsed if the j

ver.t is being used to satisfy the requirements of this LCO..- Jgf. p .gr e a ,o ,4

Tne Frequencies consider operating expcrience withdj ., . f r'ispcsitioning of unlocked and locked vent valves,j 4 e - a. ., w
respectively.

.'p e ,d Ar f.

p y Iy .;. }4.!! | 50 3.8.12. ~

sp- f e, '' / 4' * The PORY block valve must be verified open every 72 hours to*

' provide the flow path for each required PORV to perfor1n its
function when actuated. The valve can be ree. ely verified.
open in the main control room.

'

I The block valve is a remotely controlled, motor operated

{
vahe. The power to the valve motor operator is not required
to be removed, and the manual actuator is not required

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

*

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSIEN (RCS)
B 3.4.13 RCS Operational LEAKAGE

BASES

BACKGROUND
Components that contain or transport the coolant to or from
the reactor core sake up the RCS. Component joints are made
by welding, bolting, rolling, or pressure loading, and
valves isolate connecting systems from the ACS.

,

During plant life, the joint and valve interfaces can
produce varying amounts cf reactor coolant LEAKAGE, through
either normal operational wear or mechanical deterioration.
The purpose of the pCS Operational LEAKAGE LCO is to limit
system operation in the presence of LEAKAGE from these
sources to amounts that do not compromise safety. This LCD
specifies the types and amounts of LEA;;/. E._

(]fgAg A ,,y 3 h n AQenc1x A, ADC 3D (Ref. 1), requires acins forU\ '
cetectin QUC,0.k; il gg, to ure,.n.m c.u m m ;es-w e

rd r ~*^" reactor coolant LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45
(Ref. 2) describes acceptable acthods for selecting leakagedetection systems.

-

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widelyg

depending on its source, rate, and duration. Therefore,
detecting and monitoring reactor coolant LEAKAGE into the
containment area is necessary. Quickly separating the
identified LEAKAGE from the unidentified LEAKAGE is
necessary to provide quantitative information to the
operators, allowing them to take corrective action should a
leak occur cetrimental to the safety of the facility and thepublic.

A limited amount of leakage inside containment is expected. "r,
auxiliary systems that cannot be made 100% lenktight.

age from these systems should be detected, located, and
....ated from the containment atmosphere, if possible, to
not interfere with RCS LEAKAGE detection.

This LCD deals with protection of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB) from degradation and the core from
inadequate cooling, in addition to preventing the accident
analysis radiation release assumptions from being exceeded.
The consequences of violating this LCO include the
possibility of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

(continued)
CEOC STS
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RCS Operational LEArX E
8 3.4.13

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
Except for primary to secondary LEAKAG:, the safety analysesSAFETY ANALYSES do net address operational LEAKAGE. However, other
operational LEAKAGE is related to the safety analyses for
LOCA; the amount of leakage can affect the probability of
such an event. The safety analysis for an event resulting
in steam discharge to the atmosphere assumes a 1 gpa primary
to secondary LEAKAGE as the initial condition.

Primary to secondary LEAKAGE is a factor in the dose
releases outside containment resulting from a steam line
bre L (SLB) accident. To a lesser extent, other accidents
or transients involvt secondary steam release to the 4'ANy''
atmosphere, such as a stet.a generator tube rupture (SGTR). SW vdow, cs.)
The leakage contaminates the secondary fluid.

-
-

SAR(Ref.3)analysisforSGTRassumesfhecontaminatedTne

secondary fluid isGQy brNanjLta.e-reernymewec}sfli) released via4 safety valves 'i

r t w concens o.~ Tne I gpa m*,* Sb 6/pi g 4 prisary to secondary LEAKAGE is resauvely inconsequential. H

f &ovd raddon The SLE is acre limiting for site radiation releases. The
73 gy 4, q safety analysis for the SLB accident assumes 1 gpe primary

,O. , r y m f 4A.c. te se:ondary LEArX E in one generator as an initial
condit ier.. The dose consequences resulting from the SLB-7
accident areftT1~ win r. Ine itens pet tnec in la CfR 50 ce(/ u

b m ''M -tWififfapprovedlilensinebuit tna a us11 frutie J
'yfrLc74 fthe:elimits)./ A'

~ LU~~"
RCS operational LLAXAGE satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

LCO RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to:

a. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

No pressure boundary LEAKAGE is allowed, being
indicative of material deterioration. LEAKAGE of this
type is unacceptable as the leak itself could cause
further deterioration, resulting in higher LEAKAGE.
Violation of this LCO could result in continued
degradatio*, of the RCPB. LEAKAGE past seals and
gaskets is not pressure boundary LEAK /',E.

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
S 3.4.13

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

I.2"NIE /f'P' acting on the RCPB are auch lower, and further deteriorationis much less likely.
, AcrisN 8
We f.sW~ I N

SURVE!LLANCE SP 3.4.13.14
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LCO limits ensures
the integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure buundary
LEAKAGE would at first appear as unidentified LEAKAGE and
can only be p sitively to6ntified by inspection.
Unidentified LEAKAGE and toentified LEAKAGE are determinedi a ng,is added
by performance of an RCS water inventory balan:e. PrimaryI
to secondary LEAXAGE is also measured by performance of angt he 4bd

I RCS wate- inventory balance in conjunction with effluent
monitoring within the secondary steam and feedwater systems. %5 pf j g,-

j

The RCS water inventory bag e must be performed with the M ',.reactor at steady state operat
Therefore, g conditions and near

.

this SR is not leg ired to g,p:b.operating pressure. dTre / r h . r-
be performed Tipaih ana 4) until 12 hours titrsteady -

stateoperationTnearptreFiitin: ornstre nave eme4
__

. , , Steady state opera quired to perfort a proper water " ,,, , g , e i 1.* c ' //n ,4 na y inver. tory _ balance . calculations during saneuvering are not
useful ranc a ho swi. ires ;ne m ii - - S no s i whefD- ,

gi u o <. / t t[Te7'st ate established /For RCS operational LEAKAGE
1

''"""T #' .,t'' detemination cy water inventory balance, steady state is
defined as stable M res . temperature, power level, TP f 'N \b, /s< r .4#t pressurizer and s;akeup
RCP seal 4*jecti;n ;;d r;tra flows.vels, makeup and letdown, and

n-,,, - g,,, s . .,,

f-e d. l l" '' An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or.. f ,.

unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems
that monitor the containment atmosphere radioactivity and
the containment sump level These leakage detection systems
are specified in LCO 3.4.1 , 'RCS Leakage Detection
Instrumentation.' g g ,

The 72 hour Frequency is a easonable interval to trend
LEAKAGE and recognizes the importance of early leakage
detection in the prevention of accidents. J A Note und the"'Freque coiumr. states that is sh is required to 'f'3 # 'gperfe d during steady st operation. J

-

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
8 3.4.13

BASES

{
$URVE!LLANCE SR 3.4.11.2
REQUIREMENTL

(continued) This SR provides the sear.2 necessary to determine SG
OPERABILITY in an operational NODE. The requirement to

! demonstrate SG tub 6 integrity in accordance with the $ teas
-

Generator Tube Surveillance Program emphasizes the
importance of SG tube integrity, even though this I

Surveillance cannot be performed at normal operating
'

conditions.

[_ #M 2A, AAMe__EM
REFERENCES 1. -

yAdo trR 50, appendix A, Epc W.
;

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973. 4,lf h
u}SAR, Section K

"2 2y_"f*? n2 |lb
|
,

O,

l
!

|

|
|

|

|

!

4
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RCSLeakageDetectionInstrumentatioMh !

I
8 3.4.

1

B 3.4 fACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS) !

B 3.4.IJi RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

BASIS

BACKGROUC '/30 of Anfendix A tf 30 cFR 50)(Ref.1) requires means
( v p4'4 g* f or detectingpr.a. w my emd ur-rm-R iv=d i fyi no' t he_7 L3

,

'

O
@ RCIk deatien TFtf.e source et/RC5 LEAKAGE. Regulatory

{Guide 1.46 (Ref. 2) describes acceptable methods forVW selecting leakage detection systems. j -

|

Leakage detection systems must have the capability to detect
significant reacter coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) |
degradation as soon after occurrence as practical to '

minimize the potential for propagation to a gross failure.
Thus, an early indication or warning signal is necessary to <

permit proper evaluation of all unidentified LEAKAGE. !

* Industry practice has shown that water fles changes of
e ic J " - c a. ., C.5 gpm to 1.0 gpm can readily be detected in contained
A, , L , a , ' c g ,4, A . volumes by monitoring changes in water level, in flow rate,

or in the operating frequency of a pump. 31sM ' t':The containment,,

(")i
o " ' ^ ~, e ~ ~ su'r: used to collect unidentified LEAKAGE

( pei . <.1 ,,./ % tennin-n+ P :::': cr e n::t: L g . 6 .. , J : . :: :' I
'

j'<pj p. g' irstreented to alarr/cr in:reitet ety y tg :.0 7 y' ,gtu . p m , *% --This :: :M ait, is acceptable for-

detecting increases in unidentified LEAKAGE.+ /, , ,r ge , .

#b 1 % 1 % , ,f The reactor coolant contains radioactivity that, when%
s.,. ( ;''''.<' ^ j' released to the containment, can be detected by radiation !'

monitoring instrumentation. Reactor coolant radioactivity
'___ !

c c/w/. 6 A levels will be low during initial reactor startup and for a
(It * l33

;
' * ' '

few weeks thereafter until activated corrosi s have
been formed and fission products eppe a fuel element

.

I7p claddino contami n or claddin acts. Instrument Ij sensitivities of
[#Cic

1/cc a ntv R h for carticulate |
., , monitering and o . P " * W for gaseo K l

[ g( aonttoring are practical or thc:a leakage detection
U system *,. Radioactivity detection systems are included to y ,j3j i

'

monitoring both particulate and gaseous activities, because-
of their sensitivities and sep4d- responses to RCS LEAKAGE.

An increase in humidity of the containment atmosphe would,

A c +,. #l / jndicate release of water vapor to the containment er
oint t #perature seaswr W w ni r !y #' umipfy levels of the g.. ,6 nr. tL 's[unu

ainment atmosph s an

(continued)
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INSERT 3.4.14 ACTION A

A Note is added allowing that SR 3.4.13.1 is not required to be performed until 12 hours aRer
establishing steady state operation (stabit, temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup tank lh
levels, makeup and letdown, and RCP seal injection and return flows). The 12 hour allowance
provides sufficient time to collect and process all necessary data after stable plant conditions are
established.

|
|
f

|

|

|
|

.

INSERT 3.4.14 ACTION B

A Note is added allowing that SR 3.4.13.1 is not required to be nerformed until 12 ha ::, after
establishing steady state operation (stable temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup tank jh
levels, makeup and letdown, and RCP seal injection and return flows). The 12 hour allowance
provides sufhcient time to collect and process all necessary data after stable plant conditions are
established >
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation '

S 3.4 M
i

8ASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1.
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RCS Specific y g
B 3.4

CTOR C00LMT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4. RCS Specific Activity h
BASES

BACKGR000 The Code of Federal Regulations,10 CFR 100 @EC4h
specifies the maxisus dose to the whole body and tiie thyroid @Q. gg ,,, g an individual at the site boundary can receive for 2 hoursm p . a .<, ( ;, during an accident.a

The limits on specific activity ensure
that the doses are held tor y _rramicn m sne)a ,w ,s n e u R N,

' T 3 r. q E x Aus iisi m auring analyzed transients an faccidents. p { i
(E h"N h The P.CS specific activity LCO limits the allowable

crur um F drs sk.l' concentration level of radionuclides in th: reactor coolant.
The LC0 Timits are established to minimize the offsitet,, 4 3 t,5ba k
radioactivity dose consecuences in the event of a steam q ,,,, cJ.,j

T.t,le E} ,e rit) 14344, generator tube rupture (SGTR) accident. g.rr.o J
A EC, i %2, * (.bl. b"

The LCO centains soecific activity limits for both DOSEe5 tu b u N% / EQUIVALEhi 1-231 and gross specifitactivity3 The allowablen. f3,.c , ,, . %t
levels are intended to limit theChD dose at the site"d * " O ' '' u boundug 1Ua sr.all frac toh N CFR ~uu cose

,
.

[gTidelineliits. The imits in the LCO e standardized
'

*

CCC _.g+~c. hconitamics for _ typical site loca lonJbased on pa ametric ev luations of offst radioactivit,p -Y
. . r ho . a s ,s C~Vj

und (cet 6 The r/raretric ev iustions showed t e potential off ite dose hleve[ionofthes for an SGT accident were a appropriately .allf ra c,. O CFR 100 dose g deline limits. Each hrLevaJuaticr.assuesabroadrangef site applicab e '

atrnti;hericJijpgrsion factors i a carametric e alea_tjgg,,
l

APPLICABLE The LCO limits on the specific actiuty cf the reactorSAFETY ANALYSES coolant ensure that the resultingGG,'Joses at the site---'w_
boundary will net exceed 4 m ii ir[a t h or tne Jo U R 10 b (rN a terb"'% p a~t

c

o>e cu.g.ad.ine limits f>filowing an GTR accidentr. The SGTR y,a

,9 Uf3Antf4 th safety analysis (Ref. 2) assumes the spectric activity of
|.

the reactor coolant at the LCO limits and an existing
reactor coolant steam genarator (SG) tube leakage rate ofI gpe. The r.:1y: H 2 2 ^ r *' t' tutr tr'., . 4 et r: -; ..s L ,, .i tN : r: t'- = ti. Z ^ -..at.

-

The tally; h S - ik CCT" . d.-... m .. ..L . ihe
- ' iri t '.. Z .rm o .6reca+ "

.u....,. *:'-----a to

(continued)
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O
RCS specific Activity

8 3.4.1

BASES

APPLICA2Li thes-ee ',:t. . ...v 6v sa ... . " " ' a '' 5 ".SAFETY ANALYSES ra"u efn;t ^^^
-r.. ires .66...., Z ^2 , - '-'- ' ;"., ....t

(continued) 2rr a d =* "- " ' -

a
The rise in pressure in the t SG causes radioactively hcontaminated stees to discha
the atmosoberic dump valves e to the atmosphere thro h

the main steam safety va ves.Tha *- :;M-i; d'.;:M-- *-
d;r. th 0.C',; >ypett-totM ;es.b m . - 1:a .. .n==> .nw.

the mat creuure mad e'::: "..........w.
.. . ,'d?, jy_.

,,, . u ir.66.a a
-: :;;.,. .. .,, ventiny ... ...u; .;... nit ,e'MG r-

The safety analysis shows the radiological consequences of
_an SOTR accident are within r esiip

rrscTion cD thee rge r4a,,5 Ee t e re nc e lellgCgC5 dine d i m i h. Operation ~with todine 'b~

specific activity levels greater than the LCO limit isv

perrissible, if the activity levels do not exceed the limits Pshorn in Figure 3.4.1 - for more than # hours. D h.)
The res.ainder of the a ve_1.ipit eersissible fodine levels-
shown in Figure 3.4.18'-l are acceptable because of the low
probability of an SGTR accident occurrino durino tp.g.
establishec.A fhour time inmit. go g".,ine occurrence of an SGTR
accider,t at inese permissible levels could increase the sitei e

tr , c a 4D
boundarv dcsr levels; but /stili ne vist.In ID CFR 1A0 dosO

5 .v~( 4.c4 t e,W.i '9uidAj i_ne7)mitJJc.ec+ sq h,,. i t. ou e r.

'(ta,i\
RCS specific activity satisfies Criterien 2 of the NRC_. h " Polic) Stateme*,t.

LCO
The specific 4ed4ae activity is limited to 1.0 #Ci/gs DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131, and the gross specific activity in the
primary coolant is limited to the number of pCi/gs equal to g- F - W
100 divided by [ (average disintegration energy of the sus
of the a'.erage beta and gama energies of the coolant
nuclides). The limit on DOSE EQUIVALENT l-131 ensures the

QEi2 thyroid dose to an individual at the site boundarydurin the Design Basis Accident (Dt/.) will be d3~saTP%

'# 4 inn on tne assemed invro m a.sm. The limit on gross M
., 3

specific activity ensures the Q[Epwhole body dose t[ Its t v i~ jnd M ual at the site boundary durin an

(% uff/g((,t,d '*** ' ' " *" ' *" " ' ""' ' ' ' """ "" " "i, the DBA wi l l be jc,
,

" "" W%

(continued)
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O
! RCS Specific Activit

B 3.4.1

BASES

LCO The SGTR accident analysis (Ref. 2) shows that the 2 hour
(continued) site boundary dose levels are within acceptable limits.

Violation of the LCO may result in reactor coolart
radioactivity levels that could, in the event o' an SCTR,

1
O** * I u e ne e

W Cff_A ''

APPLICAEILITY In MODES I and 2, and in M09E 3 with RCS average temperature
|

2 500'F, operation within the LCO l'_.s for DOSE EQUIVALENT
'

l-131 and gross specific activity ,,ecessary to contain
the potential consequences of an SGTR to within the
acceptable site boundary dose values.

For operation in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature
< 500*F, and in MODES 4 and 5, the release of radioactivity
in the event of an SGTR is unlikely since the saturathn ,

,

'
! pressure of the reactor coolant is below the lift pressure I

settings of the atmospheric dump valves and main steam
safety valves.

he n ~,'r c el A e h n
-

- -- %

of C

ACTIOM I
. . . s,- - .

.

Ahetetothe[* excludes the MODE change restriction| d
,

of LCO 3.0.4 Inis exception allows entry into the'

applicable MODE (S) while relying on the ACTIONS even though
the ACTIONS may eventually require plant shutdown. This^ .ng', J exception is acceptable due to the significant conservatism BT F- N 1

,

f #^ 5, incorperated into the specific activity limit, the icw i

-
I '

I f / probability of an event which is limiting due to exceeding j

'#
.

' '
( 6.4LI

! this limit, and the ability to restore transient specific'
,

j' activity excursions while the plant remains at, or proceeds
to power operation. ;

-

L )
'

| A.1 and AJ r
i

i

! With the DOSE EQUIVALENT I- 31 greater than the LC0 limit,
samples at intervals of 4 ours must be taken to demonstrate
the limits of Figure 3.4.1 -1 are not exceeded. The
Completion Time of 4 hours is required to obtain and analyze
a sample.

| Sampling must continue for trending. The DOSE EQUIVALENT
1-131 must be restored to within limits withi ours.

(continued)
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RCS 5pecific Activity |

8 3.4.

BASES (continued)
. _-

REFERENCES 1. Q_0 # R 107.11. 197) _ {
p FSA L2%!W \s)

_

\i
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!
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I
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1
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(3
V p ooE 3-

3 b
B 3.4

CTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

B 3.4.1/ Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Loop '

@
FASES

SACKGROUND
This special test exception to LC0 3.4.4, *RCS Loops-
MODES I and 2,' and LCO 3.3.1, 'APS Instrissentation,'
perrits reactor criticality under no flow conditions during
PHYSICS TESTS (natural circulation demonstration, station
blackout, and loss of offsite power) while at low THERMAL
POWER levels. Section XI of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B
(Ref.1), requires that a test program be established to
ensure that structures, systess, and components will perform
satisfactorily in service. All functions necessary to
ensure that the specified design conditions are not exceeded
during ner1tal operation and anticipated operational
occurrences must be tested. This testing is an integral
part of the desion. construction, and operation of the power
plant (TLgecified 1A 10 CFR nu/ Appenaix a. m ut_r.ei. zy.

,

The key objectives of a test program are to provide
'

assurance that the facility has been adequately designed to
niidate the analytical models used in the design and
analysis, te verify the assumptions used to predict planta i
response, to provide assurance that installation of

'

equipw.nt at the facility has been accomplisned in
accordance with the design
and emergency procedures ar,e adequate.and to verify that the operatingTesting is perforined
prior to initial criticality, during startup, and (c110 winglow power operations.

,j
The tests will ir.c de ver ytng the ability to establish
and maintain natur 1 circulation following a plant tripbetween 10% and RTP per
cocidown on emergency po,wer, forming natural circulationand during the cooldown,
showing that adequate boron mixing occurs and that pressure
can be controlled using auxiliary spray and press
heaters powered from the emergency power sources.urizer

-

APPLICAPLE fSpecial Te* Exception (STE) ; 5 , loops does not s sfy
A

SAFETY ANALYSES any Crit ien in the NRC Poli Statement, but is neludedas the support other LCOs at meet a Criterio forinc1; ion.
f 3A./4 ) - y

STE]
_-

(continued)
CEOG ST",
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RCS Loops-Test Exceptionds hB 3.4.

BASES (continued)
_

| b' SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1 1

REQUIREMENTS

THERMAL PCWER aust be verified to be within limits once per
hour to ensure that the fuel design criteria are not
vloisted during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS. The

1hourly Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess conditions for potential j

,

degradation and verify operation is within the LCO limits. J
Plant operations are conducted slowly during the perfonnance

|
of PHYSICS TESTS, and monitoring the power level once per
hour is sufficient to ensure that the power level does not,

'

exceed the limit.

O mSP 3.4.17.2 W

Within 12 hours of initiating startup or PHYSICS TESTS, a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST sust be performed on each

; logarithmic - -- '--^' - ' ''--- power level neutron flux
| conitoring channel to ver.fy CPERABILITY and adjust

setpoints to proper values. T!.is will ensure that the
Reactor Protection System is properly aligned to provide thei

I

required degree of core protection during startup or the
perforr.ance of the PHYSICS TESTS. The interval is adequate ,,

G to ensure that the appropriate equipment is OPERABLE prior
'

!

Q to the tests to aid the monitoring and protection of the
l

plant during these tests,
i

l

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI. 1

(2. /10 CFR 50, /ppendix A GDC f,1982) g

i
!

i

t
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 -- REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

O PLANT-SPECIFIC CliANGES%)
1. This change incorporates Calvert Cliffs-specific numbers into brackets. Bracketed infonnation

located throughout NUREG-1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert Cliffs numbers.

2. This change to the improved Technical Specification (ITS) Bases incorporates changes made to the
ITS. This change ensures consistency between the ITS and ITS Bases.

3. Calvert Cliffs has an Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, therefore, "FSAR" will be changed to
"UFSAR"throughout the ITS Bases.

4. This addition, deletion, or modification to references, or the changing of reference numbers was
performed to ensure that the references are applicable to Calven Cliffs, and to ensure consistency
between references in the tat and the reference section.

5. The Applicability for the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure / temperature (P/F) limits is "at
all times." Information was added to the Bases to make clear that the LCO cannot physically be
violated when the reactor sessel head is removed or all reactor vessel head studs are removed.
However, this does not change the Applicability.

6. This change to the non-bracketed value, system name, or terminology was made to be consistent
with the Calvert Cliffs specific number, system name, or terminology.

'l The Linuting Condition fer Operation phrase, in the Limiting Condition for Operation section of
Specification 3.4 6 Bases. uluch states that natural circulation is established using the steam
generators during the time that no forced flow exists for the 51 hour per 8 hours, is being deleted.
Natural circulation can not be assured because the pressurized heaters are not required to be
Operable in Mode 4. Thh change is consistent with Calven Cliffs' design.

8. Bases for new Specification 3 4.17 ["Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Loops - MODE 4"] were
added to Section 3.4 Bases consistent with the Technical Specifications.

9. This statement in the Section 3.4.9 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section, is not true for
Calven Cliffs. There are safety analyses at Calvert Cliffs that are initiated in Mode 3 and below.
Therefore, this statement is being deleted since it not consistent with the Calvert Cliffs licensing
basis.

10. The safety analyses described or listed are inconsistent with Calven Cliffs analyses, therefore, they
were modified as required to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs.

11. This wording was deleted from the Bases or changed to be consistent with the Calvert Cliffs
design, analyses, procedures, or operations.

12. Specification 3.4.12 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section, list of mass input transients were
modified to be consistem vith Calvert Cliffs analyses.

|

13. Additional wording was added to this Bases Section for cl:,rification. These additional words are
consistent with Calven Cliffs analyses, procedures, or Operations.

%)|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I A 2 3.4-1 Revision I
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

/ 14. The Calvert Cliffs steam generator tube rupture analysis does not assume the reactor trip at thek same time as the steam generator tube rupture. Thus, if the reactor is not tripped it can be
assumed that the turbine has not tripped. Therefore, this statement was deleted from the
Specification 3.4.16 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section.

15 The Calvert Cliffs Specification 3.4.15 Action, when the Dose Equivalent Iodine is out-of-limit but
within limits of the Figure 3.4.15-1, was changed from 48 hours to 100 hours. Based on this
change and consistent with the Current Technical Specification requirements, a statement was
added to the Bases which requires the cumulative operating time in this :andition to not exceed
10% of the unit's total yearly operating time.

16. Specification 3.4.11 Bases (Background Section) states the power-operated relief valve setpoint is
above the high pressure reactor trip setpoint. This change will incoiponte changes that specify the
power-operated relief valve setpoint is equal to the high pressure reactor trip setpoint. This change
is consistent with Calven Chffs current trip settings.

17. The word analog is deleted from places in the Bases where it is used to modify Specifications.
Calvert Cliffs is an analog plant and it is unnecessary to specify this for Specifications.

18. This portion of the Applicable Safety Analyses Section of Specification 3.4.12 Bases is being
.

deleted because the pressurizer safety valves do not protect the P/f limits at all temperetures above !

minimum pressurization temperature. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' design.

l19. NUREG 1432, 3.4.2 Bases. Applicable Safety Analyses Section was changed to accommodateq 1

Q that Cahert Cliffs is not standard m its analysis of the minimum temperature for criticality. The
analyses assume a minimum temperature consistent with normal hot zero power operation instead
of the Technical Specifications limit. This discrepancy was justified by Combustion Engineering
Owners Group Task 889. as documented in CENPSD 1026," Evaluation of NRC Notice 94-75."

20. NUREG-1432, 3 4.14 Bases. Background Section was changed to delete reference to measuring
dew point temperatures and to delete that humidity level is useful as an indirect alann. Calvert
Cliffs does not measure dew point temperature, nor does it use humidity level as an alarm This
change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' design.

21. A requirement was added to NUREG-1432 Bases Section 3.4.3 (Calvert Cliffs ITS Bases
Section 3.4.3) Actions A.] and A.2, which requires the engineering evaluation when P/r limits are
exceeded to include a determination of the effects of the out-of-limit condition on the fracture
toughness propenies of the RCS. This change is a result of moving a requirement out of the
Current Technical Specifications into the ITS Bases.

22. These changes to NUREG-1432 incorporate Calvert Cliffs specific requirements, allowances, or
exemptions currently laced in the Calvert Cliffs Current Technical Specification These items
were relocated out of the Larrent Technical Specification with the ITS Bases. These changes are
consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current lir msing basis.

|
|

O.

!
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

(q Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the General Design Criteria in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A;23.

) Calvert Cliffs is committed to the draft General Design Criteria. Therefore, the Cntena in the
draft General Design Criteria, where applicable, were referenced in the Technical Specification
Bases.

24. Bases statements which refer to the CFR or the Standard Review Plan as the source of offsite dose
or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the Calvert Cliffs Updated

;

Final Safety Analysis Report. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calvert Cliffs are approved by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and stated in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. The
CFR contains the maximum allowable limits, not plant-specific limits which are typically more
conservative. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review Plan and, therefore, the
current licensing basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.

25. NUREG-1432 B 3.4.12 SR 3.4.12.1 Section allows an altemate method of LTOP control to be
employed using at least two independent means to prevent injection into the RCS such that a single
failure or single action will not result in an injection into the RCS. It allows this to be
accomplished through the pump control switch being placed in pull to lock and at least one valve in
the discharge flow path being closed. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.12.1 Bases will
allow verification that the HPSI pu:aps will not inject into the RCS by verifying their discharge
valves are locked shut. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs design and current
licensing basis.

O

i

i
l

4
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|

Pcge Replacement Instructi2ns
VOLUME 9
Section 3.5

Note: Underkned Titles are tabs. Regardmg CTS markups: Pages are referenced by citing the unit number as well as the
specification number which is located in the upper right-hand corner ofthe page.

'
Key:
DOC = Qiscussion OfChanges ,

DOD ~ Qisussion Qf Technical Specification Deviation or Discussion QfBases Deviation

.

. REMOVE INSERT

|

Osenlew of Chanees

None None
'J

P

113

3.5.1 3 3.5.1-3 3

3.5.21 through 3.5.2 3 3.5.2-1 thiough 3.5.2 3

1

ITS Bases
-]

|

B 3.5 2-3 B 3.5.24 )
B 3.5.2-5 through 3.5.2-11 B 3.5.2 5 through 3.5 211

O CTS Markun & Discuuion of Chanees
,

U-1 Specincation 3.5.1 page 3 of 3 U-l Specincation 3.5.1, Page 3 of 3
U 2 Specification 3.5.1 page 3 of 3 U 2 Specification 3.5.1 page 3 of 3
U 1 Specification 3.5.2 page 1 of 6 U l Specification 3.5.2 page 1 of 6
U-l Specification 3.5.2 page 6 of 6 U l Specification 3.5.2 page 6 of 6
U 2 Specification 3.5.2 page 1 of 6 U-2 Specification 3.5.2 page 1 of 6
U-2 Specification 3.5.2 page 6 of 6 U 2 Specification 3.5.2 page 6 of 6 '
DOC 3.5.21 through 3.5.2-6 DOC 3.5.2 1 through 3.5.2-6
DOC 3.5.3 2 DOC 3.5.3-2

NSHC Findines

3.51 through 3.5-15 3.51 through 3.5-14

ISTS Markup & Justification

3.5 3 and 3.5-4 3.5 3 and 3.5-4
3.5-6 3.5-6

'ISTS Bases Markup & Justification

B 3.5-11 B 3.5 11
B 3.5-14 B 3.514

| Insert for B 3.514. Action A None
B 3.515 and 3.516 B 3.515 and 3.516

i
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Page Replicement Instructi:ns
VOLUME 9
Section 3.5

g#\v REMOVI: INSERT

B 3.5-19 B 3.519
DOD 3.5-1 DOD 3.51
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SITS
3.5.1

(} SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.1.4 Verify boron concentration in each SIT is 31 days
2 2300 ppm and s 2700 ppm.

AND

-----NOTE ----
Only required

| to be performed
for affected
SIT,

1'
..............

6

Once within
I hour prior to
each solution
volume increase

'

of 2 1% of tank
i volume

/~3
~

O SR 3.5.1.5 Verify power is removed from each SIT 31 days
isolation valve operator when pressurizer

I pressure is 2 2000 psig. I

4

!

l
|

|

|
|-

i
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ECCS - Operating

3.5.2
,

i

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

3.5.2 ECCS - Operating
.

LC0 3.5.2 Two ECCS trains shall be OPERABLE.
t'

.

APPLICABILITY: M3 DES 1 and 2,
2 MODE 3 with pressurizer pressure 21750 psia,

j

; ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more trains A.1 Restore train (s) to 72 hours
,

inoperable. OPERABLE status.

1 AND

O At least 1004 of the
ECCS flow equivalent
to a single OPERABLE

1 ECCS train available.

:

'B. Required Action and B.? Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion;

Time not met. AND
*

!

'
B.2 Reduce pressurizer 12 hours i

pressure to
| < 1750 psia.

i

:

O-,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.5.2-1 Revision K |
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; ECCS - Operating
3.5.2

( SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.2.1 Verify the following valves are in the 12 hours
listed position with power to the valve i

operator removed.

Valve Number Position Function

MOV-659 Open Mini-flow Isolation
MOV-660 Open Mini-flow Isolation
CV-306 Open LPSI Flcu Control

SR 3.5.2.2 Verify each ECCS manual, power operated, and 31 days
automatic salve in the flow path, that is
not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, is in the correct position.

. SR 3.5.2.3 Verify each ECCS pump's developed head at In accordance() the test flov, point is greater than or equal with the
to the recuired developed head. Inservice

Testing Program

SR 3.5.2.4 -------------------NOTE-------------------

Only required to be performed when
> 80% RTP.
- ----.--------------------------- ---------

Verify each required charging pump develops In accordance I

a flow of 2 37 gpm. with the
Inservice
Testing Program

?

) CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.5.2-2 Revision 'R l
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ECCS - Operating ,

5.5.2 !

t

() '
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) ,

'

,

| SR 3.5.2.5 Verify each ECCS automatic valve that is not 24 months *

! locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, in the flow path actuates to the
correct position on ar, actual or simulated
actuation signal. ;

:

|

SR 3.5.2.6 Verify each ECCS pump starts automatically 24 months ;
on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

!

SR 3.5.2.7 Verify each LPSI pump stops on an actual or 24 months
simulated actuation signal. !

SR 3.5.2.8 Verify, by visual inspection, each ECCS 24 months -

trair. containment sump suction inlet is not !
restricted by debris and the suction inlet C

(' } trash racks and screens show no evidence of
structural distress or abnormai corrosion.

:

|
,

k

,

h

:

,

) '

|

|

O
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ECCS - Operating -

B 3.5.2 i

BASES;

to the diesel generators (DGs). Safeguard loads are then
actuated in the programmed time sequence. The time delay ,

associated with diesel starting, sequenced loading, and pump
,

starting determines the time required before pumped flow is !

available to the core following a LOCA. !|

The active ECCS components, along with the passive safety .

injection tanks and the RWT, covered in LCO 3.5.1, " Safety
Injection Tanks (SITS)," and LCO 3.5.4, " Refueling Water
Tank (RWT)," provide the cooling water necessary to meet ;

UFSAR, Appendix IC, Criterion 44 (Ref.1). | |
'

.

i

APPLICABLE The LC0 helps to ensure that the following acceptance
SAFETY ANALYSES criteria, established by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2) for ECCSs,

will be met following a LOCA:

'

a. Maximum fuel element cladding temperature is s 2200"F;

b. Maximsm cladding oxidation is s 0.17 times the total
i O cladding thickness before oxidation;
;

' c. Maximum hydrogen generation from a zirconium water
reaction is s 0.01 times the hypothetical amount -

| generated if all of the metal in the cladding cylinders
j surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding

surrounding the plenum volume, were to react;

d. Core is maintained in a coolable geometry; and

e. Adequate long tenn core cooling capability is
maintained.

,

4

The LC0 also limits the potential for a post trip return to
power following a steam line break (SLB) and ensures that ;,

| containment temperature limits are met. |
i !

Both HPSI and LPSI subsystems are assumed to be OPERABLE in
the large break LOCA analysis at full power (Ref. 3). This |;

{ analysis establishes a minimum required runout flow for the
'
,

1

i O
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B 3.5.2

BASES

LCO In MODES 1, 2, and 3, with pressurizer pressure;
;'

21750 psia, two independent (and redundant) ECCS trains !

are required to ensure that sufficient ECCS flow is
available, as.;uming there is a single failure affecting

;

either train. Additionally, individual components within ;

the ECCS trains may be called upon to mitigate the il consequences of other transients and accidents. I
t

In MODE 1 with reactor power > 80% RTP an ECCS train I
consists of an HPSI subsystem, an LPSI subsystem, and a |
charging subsystem. In MODES 1 s 80% RTP and 2, and in |

|!
MODE 3 with pressurizer pressure 21750 psia, an ECCS train
consists of an HPSI subsystem, and an LPSI subsystem.

r

Each HPSI and LPSI train includes the piping, instruments,
and controls to ensure the availability of an OPERABLE flow

|'path capable of taking suction from the RWT on an SIAS and
automatically transferring suction to the containment sump |
upon a' recirculation actuation signal (RAS). The charging
pump receives inventory from the boric acid tank.

fO. I

During an event requiring ECCS actuation, a flow path is i

provided to ensure an abundant supply of water from the RWT
|to the RCS, via the HPSI and LPSI pumps and their respective

supply headers, to each of the four cold leg injection |

nozzles. In the long term, this flow path may be switched '

to take its supply from the containment sump and to supply
part of its. flow to the RCS hot legs via the pressurizer or
the shutdown cooling (SDC) suction nozzles. The' acceptable

' charging pump flow paths are:

a. A boric acid storage tank (Unit 1 Tank 12; Unit 2,
Tank 22), via a boric acid pump (Unit 1. Pump 12; Unit
2, Pump 22) to the charging pump, and i

b. Either boric acid storage tank (Unit 1, Tanks 11 or 12;
Unit 2, Tanks 21 or 22) via a gravity feed connection
to the charging pump.

.

1,

i
!

m

!O
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B 3.5.2 '

'

O 8^sts

The charging pump flow path supplies the RCS via the normal i
;

charging lines.
8

The flow path for each train must maintain its designed '

L independence to ensure that no single failure can disable
i both ECCS trains.

;

i |

| APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with RCS pressure
21750 psia, the ECCS OPERABILITY requirements for the
limiting Design Basis Accident (DBA) large break LOCA are
based on full power operation. Although reduced power would :

not require the same level of performance, the accident
analysis does not provide for reduced cooling requirements
in the lower MODES. The HPSI pump performance is based on
the small break LOCA, which establishes the pump performance
curve and has less dependence on power. The charging pump. |
performance requirements are based on a small break LOCA |

' when power is > 80% RTP. The requirements of MODE 2, and ;

O-
MODE 3 with RCS pressure 2 1750 psia, are bounded by the ')

! MODE 1 analysis.

The ECCS functional requirements of MODE 3, with RCS
pressure < 1750 psia, and MODE 4 are described in

,

LCO 3.5.3, "ECCS - Shutdown."

'

In MODES 5 and 6, unit conditions are such that the
probability of an event requiring ECCS injection is
extremely low. Core cooling requirements in MODE 5 are
addressed by LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled,"
and LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled."
MODE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed by LCO 3.9.4,
" Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulation - High Water
Level," and LCO 3.9.5, " Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant
Circulation - Low Water Level."

.

:

!

'

O
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B 3.5.2

O 8^sts

ACTIONS Ad I

l

If one or more trains are inoperabl'e and at least 100% of I '

the ECCS flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS train is ;
j available, the inoperable components must be returned to

j!OPERABLE status within 72 hours. The 72 hour Completion
Time is based on an NRC study (Ref 4) using a reliability |
evaluation and is a reasonable amount of time to effect many '

repairs. ;

!

| An ECCS train is inoperable if it is not capable of
j delivering the design flow to the RCS. The individual
| components are inoperable if they are not capable of
I performing their design function, or if supporting systems !

| are not available.
(

The LCO requires the OPERABILITY of a number of independent 1
;

subsysters. Due to the redundancy of t ains and the
diversity of subsystems, the inoperability of one component

q in a train does not render the ECCS incapable of performing
V its function. Neither does the inoperability of two,

different components, each in a different train, necessarily
| result in a loss of function for the ECCS. The intent of

this Condition is to maintain a combination of OPERABLE i
equipment such that 100% of the ECCS flow eqidvalent to 100% I

of a single OPERABLE train remains available. This allows
i increased flexibility in plant operations when components in

opposite trains are inoperable.

An event accompanied by a loss of offsite power and the
failure of an emergency DG can disable one ECCS train until
power is restored. A reliability analysis (Ref. 4) has
shown that the impact with one full ECCS train inoperable is
sufficiently small to justify continued operation for
72 hours.

Reference 5 describes situations in which one component.
such as a SDC total flow control valve, can disable both i

ECCS trains. With one or more components inoperable, such !

that 100% of the equivalent flow to a single OPERABLE ECCS

|O
i
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O B^stS

train is not available, the facility is in a condition
outside the accident analyses. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be
immediately entered.

i
'

B.1 and B.2 l

| If the inoperable train cannot be restored to OPERABLE
i'

status within the associated Completion Time, the plant must
be brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To '

achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least |

MODE 3 within 6 hours and pressurizer pressure reduced to<

| < 1750 psia within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times ;
| are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the

required unit conditions from full power in an orderly i

manner and without challenging unit systems.
:-.

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.P.1
. REQUIREMEfGS
l Verification of proper valve position ensures that the flow

path from the ECCS pumps to the RCS is maintained.
Misalignment of these valves could render both ECCS trains
inoperable. Securing these valves in position by removing
or blocking control power or by key locking the control in
the correct position ensures that the valves cannot be
inadvertently misaligned. These valves are of the type
described in Reference 5, which can disable the function of
both ECCS trains and invalidate the accident analysis. A
12 hour Frequency is considered reasonable in view of other
administrative controls ensuring that a mispositioned valve
is an unlikely possibility.

,

SR 3.5.2.2

; Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and automatic valves in the ECCS flow paths provides
assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for ECCS
operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are

i O
V
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O Bases

locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since
|

these valves were verified to be in the correct position
prior to locking, sealing, or securing. A valve that

| receives an actuation signal is allowed to be in a
L

nonaccident position provided the valve automatically
repositions within the proper stroke time. This
Surveillance does not require any testing or valve
manipulation. Rather, it involves verification that thosei

! valves capable of being mispositioned are in the correct
position.

The 31 day Frequency is appropriate because the falves are
operated under procedural control and an improper valve
position would only affect a single train. This Frequency

| has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

)

| SR 3.5.2.3

Periodic surveillance testing of ECCS pumps to detect gross
| degradation caused by impeller structural damage or other i

| hydraulic component problems is required by the American
|

| Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code, Section XI. 1

| This type of testing may be accomplished by measuring the
pump developed head at only one point of the pump

! characteristic curve. This verifies both that the measured
performance is within an acceptable tolerance of the
original pump baseline performance and that the performance

| at the test flow is greater than or equal to the performance
|

| assumed in the unit safety analysis. Surveillance !

| Requirements are specified in the Inservice Testing Program,
| which encompasses ASME Code, Section XI. American Society
! of Mechanical Engineers Code, Section XI provides the

activities and frequencies necessary to satisfy the
requi rements,

i

1

:

|O
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B 3.5.2

BASES

'
SR 3.5.2.4

Verification of Design flow is a nonnal test of charging
pump performance required by ASME Code, Section XI. The

| quarterly Frequency for this test is a Code requirement.
| This inservice inspection detects component degradation and

incipient failures.

| The Surveillance is modified by a Note which only requires
| it to be performed in MODE 1 with power > 80% RTP. The

charging pumps are not required to mitigate any accident
when power is s 80% RTP.

,

|

l

!
| SR 3.5.2.5. SR 3.5.2.6. and SR 3.5.2.7
! '

|

| These SRs demonstrate that each automatic ECCS valve
| actuates to the required position on an actual or simulated

SIAS and on an RAS, that each ECCS pump starts on receipt of
,

| ] an actual or simulated SIAS, and that the LPSI pumps stop on
| receipt of an actual or simulated RAS. This Surveillance is
| not required for valves that are locked, sealed, or
| otherwise secured in the required position under
| administrative controls. The 24 month Frequency is based on
! the need to perform these Surveillances under the conditions
| that apply during a plant outage and the potential for |
| unplanned transients if the Surveillances were performed '

'

with the reactor at power. The 24 month Frequency is also
acceptable based on consideration of the design reliability

j

(and confirming operating experience) of the equipment. The |
actuation logic _is tested as part of the Engineered Safety |

| Feature Actuation System testing, and equipment performance |
| is monitored as part of the Inservice Testing Program. '

SR 3.5.2.8

Periodic inspection of the containment sump ensures that it
is unrestricted and stays in proper operating condition.

,

i The 24 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
i

|O :
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ECCS - Operating
i B 3.5.2

{} BASES

!

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during an
|.

outage, on the need to have access tu the location, and on i

the potential for unplanned transients if the Surveillance
were perfomed with the reactor at power. This Frequency is,

| sufficient to detect abnomal degradation and is confimed'

by operating experience.
.

,

'

| REFERENCES 1. UFSAR Appendix IC, Criterion 44 \

;
,

h2. 10 CFR 50.46 '

3. Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 14.17

4. NRC Memorandum to V. Stello, Jr., from R. L. Baer, ;

" Recommended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS '

Components," December 1, 1975
<

5. IE Information Notice No. 87-01, January 6,1987

\ |

|

!

|

|

| O
!
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3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)
1

SURYEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
.

M<
| sgg~4 % At least once per 31 days by verifying the boron concentration of; the safety injection tank solution.

'

sg s At least once per 31 days when the RCS pressure is above
I 35,5 2000 psig, by verifying that power to the iso _lation valve |Q .

,

operator is removedf? -"-te! n; = - x- r :--- gy I
Qews4mt t , =:nI.

- - - - - -;

- , .

| \d. Within hours prior to enteri
MODE 3 from M0DE 4 by veri ing,g ||

(4via 1 al indication at the ve, that the tank isolati valve d* 4 ien. 3
,

At least nce per RETUELINr.'NTERVAL by verifying that earh
i

'

safety njection tank isola on valve opens automatical under I

each f the following cond tons:
I

t

I Whcn the DCS rre"u . exceed: 300 p:ia, and - .

l j ,( 2. Upon receipt of sa fety iniection tr o e4 .al. )
'

'

sq % Within o% hour prior to each increase in solution volume of > 1% -

of ne
@x@inc mn pressd e sa+en iniectich pi.mp 415charceJf sup .d.--tv verif ying the boron concentration _ . L b .2-,itgs i

| between 2300 an: 2700 ppt.

|
- .

,

l

i
i

i

|

|
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Sp" S.,.A.o, 3.5.1

0
3/4.5 DIERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTDt$ (Ett$1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRDIDfT5 (Cestiamed)
sk

r. . *a, t ,4 % At least once per 31 days by verifying the boron cor: centration of
the safety injection tank solution.

N
"" At least once per 31 days ehen the RC5 pressure is above 2000t.

2ePJ'm@J"'. *r' 'a '"' '"''"" "'" ''*'''" " Mm i.ut :t %e t--t- .

TiffYhifr4~ hours gy.for to ente
/wis local inpiration at the [ri-- GE 3 free E 4 by veryytng jve, that t ank isolattel5 valy [,d{-
. _ 15._0Pe n < ~~- /

.E At least'once , f REFNd.!NG INTERVAL by v dfying that each
saf ti injection t isolation valve ns automatically ua h of the 1011 ng conditions:

1. When the 5 pressure exceeds 00 psia, and L'6
2. Upon reteipt of a safety ection test signa /%,

% 3. Within ene hour prior to each increase in solution volume of g 1%
-s'~ of-.norr,al-tank-voksme by verifying the boron. concentration @f e- .

aEFEfirT2ilii-Wpre isiety-muraion :=-w--..- is
c

between 2300 anc 2700 ppm. x,4 *,

. .

|

i
.

|

!
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Sp, pleo s. s. 2-

DG
|

J, [
-3/b5- fMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTDis (ECCS)&&

J;; inA;_ @2/' .; ECCS SU:0YST S: Z::: 2 A;,uJ,J2,
a u

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERAT h

L6h 3.5.2 Two H ep:M :-t ECCS e shall be OPERABLE ;-Mt. ...h

,

3 3, z. y ::w= a.
'

I

One OPERAELt high-pressure s ety injection ump,a.

b. One 0 ABLE low pressur safety injecti pump, and
g,fc. Ar pfERAELE flow pat apable of taki suction from evelin; water tan on a Safety In etion Actuatio ignal andtomatically trap ferring suctic to the contal t sump on a i

ecirculation Actuntion Signal. '

f
, j Le

APPLICAEILITY: M0CES 1, 2 and 3 .\ p

ACTION-

3 1;

I} , i ,' A / With one ECCS s em inoperabler restore the inoperable
___ ;q

subsystem to CPERABLE status with
| 4HUTDOWvit *tm-the-next- !: 5:= : e <N %

-
| envNr(d t-B$35 61.lf a 790 e N _t z _
'

" ..,6 E ,In the enent the ECCS is actuated and 1Kject Avater into the
\ i

-
g,' .

'-

O i Reacter Coelarf System, 44pecial Report s I be prepared an
i

i
!

}jV isettec)(the Co r-i)(ton pursuant to CFR 50.4 within
iSD crys eescribing the circumstances of he actuation and g. , if

l f e |Itetal e: cumulate M ctuation cycles t date.
1

.*V -.
.

|

b

RNt> AT LLflST /00fc

0F TFL Ecc.s Rohl >

S' Ej, $ EQod/3'est lo g,

h fc50'5 S'^'Me Op% tccsW / RAW 4v4,l4
* ( With pressurizer pressure t 1750 ps

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 5-3 Amendment No. 216
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spc&chon 3 . s . 2.

O ;
i

|
I

3!' 1_ arartivity caut_a a n, ;;;;;g -

! t

t

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SunM1 mar * Rect [ements ode than tM$se redire[6 cditi
| b recif ations .0.5 R _j 2.2, : : . 21"J -

\ fa. scar .cn derg psto p.C$L

| s g 5.5.2. 4- WAf d. ret ddasses-P d'v'I't 5 1 Ig*'j"~~"3 .

oOw eE > 3 7 gem-
re,4-ap 'd 7'" )/
2,w > ' d.

I

i

!

| :
,

f !
'

I

t

1
i O

- ..
.

!

I

|
|

|
|
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$f*[tC4ftog 3, $, Z

O

p[ .3/4 f EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) '

G/+rfhrf ECCS OfYC""C - :Z 3 ; 2 ies, 3 fi 177,01|1gg

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
,

'ft&tMJ '

i

1.C O 4.5,4- Two ladopendent ECCS r";:t shall be OPERABLE dr. ..C., A i
J S.2 s""*ytt :: ;-'::d :f:

//'/

( a. One OPERABLE igh-pressur safety injec 'lon pump, I

b. One OPERA E low-pressu safety inje tion pump, and

b|*I c. An CPE LC flow pat capable of t ing suction fror he
refuel ng water tan on a Safety jection Actuatio Signal and
auto. tically tran erring sucti to the contal nt sunp on a i

Rec culation Act tion Signal.
\APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3 . -'

ACTION:
r R t# . . M4I f'

[f g fe,r [g [. With on CS w em inoperable? restore the inoperable
y g- L.

subsystem to CPERABLE status within 72,/#4h gg/&.ts,c. rec A_;v hhours or be in mE . __ -
sums at"- t*: -+ " k- :4-p m

th $ b i

~

l (\
/)', , p n [, ! f. h~fhe event th ECCS is usted anf,) ! Rea: tor Coola System, pecial Report s 1 be prepared and / / !V submitted 19 6he Corn ion pursuant to O CFR 50.4 within

the actuation andpe, - [[,

90 days c :rlbing e circumstances '

total a. aulat actuation cycle date. f
A L.u

b

!

)9Nt> $r [($1,7 ,
* Nc fccS geu

flooe. b |Jode 3 If"'"H %T' ie n up.
&,4,a u.L 0F a % tecs w a a,-

With pressurizer pressure $ 1750'

( . 2,
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O
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3/4.1 "N!YI" &ar m?=_r

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4 2f8 additfor Surveillde a naidin n+k.r#ffan thosas(anuinddl -2 -

i

b pect ations .0M 2.-2.7nc1.-1;

e, -

i

A s j~-i W, I'. 4,T S R N oi C: PbH p %r 6
~^- % ___.~|{j ,; i,

! ~~ .
f. 4 ,. . , ,1- -s..n e *-

5 '>. 5 . ~2 . A V -, % f # c. e G , pers,es)ha3;, ,,. . s \ s <*t

? d*wr %c.< .< ro. .( 1 2,~y
,

. 's - e,

\ |
\ .s . ., L :.._ . .

| '---- v-...~ i

!

l !
| |

j

- .. . |

|

1
I

|
|

|

l

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES :

SECTION 3.5.2 - ECCS-OPERATING

ADMINISTRATIVE CII ANGES

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change of intent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

| During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also haw been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG-1432. However, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

1

A.3 Current Technical Specification 3.5.2 SR 4.5.2 Footnote * allows the HPSI pump to circulate
uater during ECCS Dow testing or that CTS 3.4.9.3 [ low temperature overpressure
protection (LTOP)] be applied. The requirement for the option of the LTOP Specification to

,

!
apply is being deleted This requirement is no longer applicable because ITS moved all
testing limitations and allowances to plant procedures (see the movement of details
discussion of changes for the LTOP Specification). Therefore, this change is administrative
due to a change to the LTOP Speci6 cation. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

O Impros ed Technical Specification 3.5.2 will incorporate CTS 3.1.2.8 (charging pump ECCSAA

subsystem) into CTS 3.5.2. (ECCS subsystems). The charging subsystem is credited for a
LOCA as pan of the ECCS abose 80% power and, therefore, is being incorporated into the
ITS as pan ofITS 3.5.2 (ECCS - Operating). The movement of a Technical Speci6 cation
requirement within Technical Specifications constitutes an administrative change. This
change only describes the movement of the Specification. Any other changes will be
described in other discussicns of changea. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.5 Improved Technical Specification 3.5.2 adds a Note to SR 3.5.2.4 which only requires the
charging subsystem surveillances to be performed in Mode I with power > 80% Rated
Thermal Power. This requirement was taken from CTS 3.1.2.8 Applicability, which only '

requires the charging pumps to be Operable for ECCS when power is > 80% Rated Thermal
Pow er. The note in the ITS SR clarifies when the charging subsystem Surveillance is
required to be performed. The movement of this requirement from the Applicability to an
LCO Note constitutes an administrative change.

A.6 Current Technical Specification 3.1.2.8 Actions, when one charging subsystem is inoperable,
permit an AOT of 72 hours. Improved Technical Specification 3.5.2 Action B will allow
72 hours if one or more subsystems are inoperable, as long as the ECCS (which includes the
charging subsystem) has at least a 100% flow equivalent of one Operable ECCS train. The
justification for this Action is provided in a less restrictive discussion of change. Current
Technical Specification 3.1.2.8 Action b also references other CTS Actions, and CTS

f SR 4.1.2.8 references CTS SRs 4.1.2.2 and 4.1.2.9. The referenced CTS and CTS SRs will
I be relocated out of the Technical Specifications as described in relocated discussion of

f changes in Section 3.1. This change describes the deletion of CTS 3.1.2.8 Actions and a

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS 1 & 2 3.5.2-1 Revision 1
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portion of CTS SR 4.1.2.8. Current Technical Speci6 cation 3.1.2.8 is being incorporated
into ITS 3.5.2 as described in an administrative discussion of change. De deletion of the
other portions of CTS SR 4.1.2.8 is also described in an administrative discussion of
changes. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.7 Current Technical Speci6 cation SR 4.1.2.8 requires the charging subsystem to be tested in
accordance with Speci6 cation 4.0.5 (Inservice Testing Program description). Improved
Technical Speci6 cation SR 3.5.2.3 deletes this requirement and replaces it with a
requis: ment to verify charging pump flow in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.

I The other tests required by the Inservice Testing Program, as referenced in the CTS, will still
be required by the Inservice Testing Program, as described in ITS Chapter 5.0. Therefore,
this change moves requirements from Section 3.5.2 to Chapter 5.0. This constitutes an ;

administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECllNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Current Technical Speci6 cation 3.5.2 Action a requires the plant to be in Mode 4 in 12 hours
if the Action cannot be met, llowever, per LCO 3.0.1, the plant is only required to be
outside the Modes of Applicability within 12 hours (Mode 3 with pressurizer pressure <
1750 psia). Improsed 1echnical Specification 3.5.2 Action C will require the plant to be in

| Mode 3 in 6 hours. and with pressurizer pressure < 1750 psia in 12 hours. This change is
'

more restrictive because an interim step for the plant to be in Mode 3 in 6 hours was added.
This change ensures the plant will reach the desired conditions within the time allowed, in an

O-
orderly manner, with the least impact on plant systems. This change will not have an
adserse impact on plant safety because it allows for a controlled shutdown. This change is
consistent with NL'RLG-1432.

M.2 Improved Technical Speci6 cation 3.5.2 will add new a SR (SR 3.5.2.7) to CTS 3.5.2 to
serify each LPSI pump stops on an actual or simulated actuation signal. Currently, upon
receipt of a recirculation actuation signal, the LPSI pumps are tripped; however, there is no
CTS Surveillance to s erify this. Therefore, this change is considered more restrictive since it
adds a requirement to the Technical Specifications. The addition of this new SR will not
have an adverse impact on plant safety, because it requires an SR which tests a safety I

function. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

I

TECHNICAL CHANGES - REl_OCATIONS !

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Speci6 cation LCO 3.5.2 lists each subsystem which comprises an
,

| Operable ECCS train. Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.5.2 will not list each
'

subsystem which comprises an Operable ECCS train, it only requires two ECCS trains to be
Operable. The composition of each ECCS train is being moved to the Bases of

! Speci6 cation 3.5.2. This is acceptable because moving the composition of each ECCS
subsystem to the Bases will not effect the requirement for two ECCS trains to be Operable,

i
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Throughout NUREG-1432, the composition of systems, subsystems, or trains are
consistently being moved to the Bases. This requirement can be adequately controlled in the

{Bases, which require change control in accordance with the Bases Change Control Program
in ITS Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and
provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility
operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the mquirement to have
two ECCS trains Operable. Furthermore, NkC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with l
processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less {
restrictive movement of information change with no impact on safety. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.1.2.8 lists the requirements to ensure the charging
subsystem for ECCS is Operable. Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.5.2 will not list
each requirement which comprises an Operable ECCS train; it only requires two ECCS '

trains to be Operab!e. The composition of each ECCS train is being moved to the Bases of
Specification 3.5.2. This is acceptable because moving the composition of each ECCS
subsystem to the Bases will not affect the requirement for two ECCS trains to be Operable.
Throughout NUREG 1432, the composition of systems, subsystems, or trains are
consistently being moved to the Bases. This requirement can be adequately controlled in the
Bases, which require change control in accordance with the Bases Change Control Program
in ITS Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and
provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility

,

3

operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement to have I

tuo ECCS trains Operable. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with
( processing license amendments to th-se requirements will be reduced. This change is a less

restrictise movement of information change with no impact on safety. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.3 Current 'lechnical Specification SR 4.5.2.c requires a visual inspection of containment to )
ensure that no loose debris is present which could be transported to the containment sump,
and cause restrictions of the pump suctions during LOCA conditions. Improved Technical (

,

Specifications will not contain this SR. This is a good housekeeping item which is an
integral part of any maintenance or Surveillance ta k. Therefore, this requirement is being i

moved to plant procedures. This is acceptable because moving this to plant procedures will i

not affect the requirement for good housekeeping practices. This requirement can be !

adequately controlled in plant procedures which require change control in accordance with
the plant change control process. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory
control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement
to maintain good housekeeping practices in containment. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert
Cliffs resources associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will
be reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement of information change with no
impact on plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

LA.4 Current Technical Specification SR 4.5.2 contains a footnote which requires that whenever i

flow testing into the RCS is required at RCS temperatures of 365'F and less, the HPSI pump I

will recirculate RCS water (suction from the refueling water tank [RWTJ isolated due to !O LTOP concerns). Improved Technical Specifications will not contain this requirement. ThisO
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!

O requirement is being moved to plant procedures. All testing limitations and allowances for
components while in the LTOP Specification were moved to plant procedures. This is
acceptable because moving this instruction to plant procedures will not affect the
requirements to comply with the LTOP Specification. This requirement can be adequately
controlled in plant procedures which require change control in accordance with the plant
change control process. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and
provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility

.

operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the LTOP requirements. !
Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license l
amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive i
movement ofinformation change with no impact on plant safety. This change is consistent

'

| with NUREG-1432.
|

| LA.5 Current Technical Specification SR 4.5.2.e requires verification that the shutdown cooling
i (SDC) open permissive interlock prevents the SDC suction isolation valves from being
| opened with a simulated or actual RCS pressure signal of 2 309 psia. Improved Technical
| Specification 3.5.2 will not contain this SR. This requirement is being moved to plant
| procedures. Combustion Engineering Topical Report CEN-355 provided the justification
! that this Surveillance is not required for the Operability of the ECCS. This was agreed to by

the NRC with the issuance of NUREG-1432. This is acceptable because moving this
requirement to plant procedures will not affect the Operability of the ECCS. This
requirement can be adequately controlled in plant procedures which require change control

| in accordance with the plant change control process. This approach provides an effective
i les el of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The
| les el of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because the Operability of the

ECCS is unaffected by this Surveillance. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources
associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. Thisi

| change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on plant safety. I
| This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
|

LA.6 Current Technical Specification SR 4.5.2.g requires performance of a flow balance test
during shutdown following modifications that alter flow rates. Improved Technical
Specification 3.5.2 will not contain this requirement. This requirement is a post-

| maintenance item and will be moved to plant procedures. This is acceptable because moving
!

this requirement to plan: procedures will not affect the requirements to re-test equipment
after maintenance in order to prove Operability. This requirement can be adequately
controlled in plant procedures which require change control in accordance with the plant |

| change control process. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and '

! provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility
operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change to post-maintenance
requirements to perform tests to prove Operability. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs
resources associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will be
reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact
on plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

,

LA.7 Current Technical .ipecification 4.5.2.h lists the specific total developed head for the HPSI
'

pumps required whtn performing the test which verifies each ECCS pump's developed head.
'

improved Technical Specification SR 3.5.2.3 will not contain the specific developed head for
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,

i

the HPSI pumps. The specific developed head for the ECCS pumps will be located in plant i
procedures. This is acceptable because the requirement to verify the developed head is still I
required. This requirement can be adequately controlled in plant procedures which require
change control in accordance with the plant change control process. His approach provides
an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control
process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is !

no change in the requirement to verify the total developed head for the ECCS pumps. j

Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license j

amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive |

movement ofinformation change with no impact on plant safety. This change is consistent
with NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL Cil ANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

'

|

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.5.2 Action a is for the case when there is one inoperable
ECCS train (one inoperable HPSI, LPSI, flow path, etc.). If more than one ECCS train is !

'

inoperable, CTS requires an LCO 3.0.3 entry. Improved Technical Specification Actions
(Action B) will allow one or more inoperable ECCS trains to be inoperable for 72 hours as
long as at least 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single Operable ECCS train is
available. Thus, this change essentially increases the AOT from an LCO 3.0.3 entry to

O 72 hours as long as at least 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent is available when more than
one ECCS train is inoperable. In other words, the ITS changes this condition from applying |
to a single physical ECCS train, to applying to the function of a single ECCS train. This is j

acceptable based on an NRC study (NRC Memorandum to V. Stello, Jr., from R. L. Baer,
" Recommended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS Components," December 1,1975)
which utilized a reliability evaluation. The intent of this Action is to ensure that while
repairs are being performed to restore the required ECCS trains to Operable status, that at
least 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent of one Operable ECCS train is available to supply
coolant to the RCS in case of an accident. This allows increased flexibility in plant
operations when components in opposite trains are inoperable. This change is consistent
with NUREG-1432.

L.3 Current Technical SpeciHcation 3.5.2 SR 4.5.2.d requires the LPSI flow control valve to be
verified open 4 hours prior to increasing the RCS pressure above 1750 psia. Improved
Technical Specification 3.5.2 deletes this requirement because the LPSI flow control valve is
verified to be in its proper position every 12 hours. Therefore, this change essentially

| increases the maximum time from 4 hours to 12 hours, prior to entering the Modes of

| Applicability, that the LPSI flow control valve can be verified to be in its proper position.
This is acceptable because if 12 hours is sufficient to verify the valve is in its proper position

'

in the Modes of Applicability, it is sufficient to verify the valve is in its proper position prior
to entering the Modes of Applicability. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

| L.4 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.5.2 Action b requires a special report to be submmed
to the NRC in the event the ECCS is actuated and injects water into the RCS. His
requirement is being deleted from the Technical Specifications. If an event occurred in

t

I
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"N(d which the ECCS was actuated and injected water into RCS, a Licensee Event Report (LER)
would be required. Therefore, the CTS requirement to submit a special report to the NRC is
unnecessary, because other requirements (LER requirements) will ensure that a report is
provided to the NRC. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

|

|

|
1

1

I
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES |
SECTION 3.5.3 - ECCS SHUTDOWN i

i \

h" operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement to have
! two ECCS trains Operable. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with
!

processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less
i

restrictive movement of information change with no impact on safety. This change is |
consistent with NUREG-1432.

| LA.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.5.3.a requires the HPSI pump, at temperatures of |
365'F and less, to be put in pull-to-lock to prevent the pump from starting automrtically.
improved Technical Specification 3.5.2 will not contain this requirement. The ITS LCO on,

| LTOP (LCO 3.4.12) requires the HPSI punap to be in manual control when in use, ne ITS
! moved all instructions for ensuring this to plant procedures. Therefore, this requirement is
| being moved to plant procedures. This is acceptable because moving this instruction to plant
| procedures will not affect the requirements to comply with the LTOP Specification. This |
, requirement can be adequately controlled in plant procedures which require change control
!

in accordance uith the plant change control process. This approach provides an effective
; level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The

1
| level of safety of facility operation is unaffected ty the change because there is no change in i'

the LTOP requirements. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with '

processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less
.

restrictive movement of informatien change with no impact on plant safety. This change is )
consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECilNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

Ll Current 7echnical Specification 3.5.3 Action a requires the plant to be in Mode 5 in 20 hours
| if the required HPSI train cannot be restored to Operable status within the required
! Completion Time, improsed Technical Specification 3.5.3 Action B will extend the |

| Completion Time to be in Mode 5 from 20 hours to 24 hours. This change is reasonable
'

based on operating experience to reach Mode 5 in an orderly manner, and without
challenging plant systems. It is also consistent with similar CTS Actions, such as
Action 3.4.6.b. Increasing the Completion Time constitutes a less restrictive change. This
change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

l. 2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.5.3 Action b requires a special report to be submitted
to the NRC in the event the ECCS is actuated and injects water into the RCS. This
requirement is being deleted from the Technical Specifications. If an event occurred in i

| which the ECCS was actuated and injected water into RCS, an LER would be required.
Therefore, the CTS requirement to submit a special report to the NRC is unnecessary, |

because other requirements (LER requirements) will ensure that a report is provided to the
| NRC. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
i

l i

! !

.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.5 -- EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (BGE), Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2, is convening to the improved
Technical Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications,
Combustion Engmeering Plants.* The proposed changes involve reformattmg, renumbenng, and rewording |
of Technical Specifications, with no change in intent, and are the incorporation of current plant practices
consistent with NUREG-1432. These changes, since they do not involve tecimical changes to the Technical
Specifications or current plant practices, are admmistrative. Below is the No Signi5 cant Hazards
Consideration for the conversion of this Section to NUREG-1432.

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specification changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
following is provided in support of this conclusion.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an j
accident previously evaluated? ;

The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbering, and rewording of the custmg Technical
,

Specifications, along with the incorporation of current plant practices and other changes, as |

discussed above, in order to be consistent with NUREG-1432. These changes involve no technical
changes to the existing 1cchnical Specifications. Specifically, there will be no change in the

,

requirements imposed on Calvert Cliffs due to these changes. 'Ihus, the changes are admmistrative J

in nature and do not mipact initiators of analyzed events. The proposed changes do not i

significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

l

The proposed changes im oh e reformatting, renumbering, and rewording of the existing Technical
Specifications, along nith the incorporation of current plant practices and other changes, as
discussed above, m order to be consistent with NUREG 1432. The changes will not involve a
significant change in design or operation of the plant, No hardware is being added to the plant as
part of the proposed change. The proposed changes will not introduce any new accident initiators.

Therefore, the changes do not create th possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated

3. Does this change invoh e a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbering, and rewording of the existing Technical
Specifications, along with the incorporation of current plant practices and other changes, as!

i discussed above, in order to be consistent with NUREG-1432. The changes are admmistrative in :

nature and nill not involve any technical changes. The changes will not reduce a margin of safety
i

because they have no impact on any safety analysis assumptions. Therefore, the changes do not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs Units I and 2, is converting to the ITS as outlined in
NUREG 1432, " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants." The proposed

4
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changes involve adding more restrictive requirements to the existmg Technical Specifications by either
makmg current requirements more strinpnt or by adding new requirements which currently do not exist.

;

'

Below is the No Significant Hazards Consideration for the conversion from this Section to NUREG-1432.

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specification changes and detemuned they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
following is provided in suppen of this conclusion.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes provide more stringent requirements than previously extsted in the Technical
Specifications. Each change was evaluated and it was detemuned that these more stringent
requirements do not result in operation that will increase the probability ofinitiating an analyzed

if anghing. the new requirements may decrease the probability or consequences of anevent

analyzed event by incorporatmg the more restrictive changes discussed above. The proposed
changes do not alter assumptions relative to mitigation of an accident or transient. He more
restrictive requirements contmue to ensure process variables, structures, systems, and components
are maintained consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis. The proposed changes do
not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

'
The proposed changes proude more strmgent requirements than previously existed in the Technical

Specifications The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators. The changes do impose different requirements.
However, these changes are consistent with the assumptions in the safety analyses and licensing
basis Therefore. the changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve n significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed changes provide more stringent requirements than previously existed in the Technical
Specifications. An evaluation of these changes concluded that adding these more restrictive
requirements either increases or has no impact on the margin of safety. The changes preside
additional restnctions which may enhance plant safety. The changes maintain requirements within
the safety analyses and licensing basis. Ae such, no question of safety is involved. Therefore, the
changes do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

TECllNICAL CHANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calven Cliffs Units I and 2,is comertmg to the ITS as outhned in
NUREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engmeermg Plants." He proposed
changes involve moving details (engineering, procedural, etc.) out of the Technical Specifications and into a
licensee-controlled document. These changes, since detail is being removed, are less restrictive. Below isO the No Significant Hazards Consideration for the conversion from this Section to NUREG-1432.
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SECTION 3.5 - EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYFTEM
;

I
1

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical j
Specification changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. De

i
following is provided in support of this conclusion. !

1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes move details from the Technical Specifications to a licensee-controlled 1

document. The changes do not result in any hardware changes or changes to plant operatmg
practices. The details being removed from the Technical Specifications are not assumed to be an

_

; initiator of any analyzed event. He details which are being moved from the Technical i|
Specifications are not assumed to mitigate accidents or transients. The licensee-controlled
document containing the removed Technical Specification details will be maintained using the
provisions of the plant change control process, and is subject to the change control process in the
Admmistratwe Controls section of the Technical Specifications. Since any changes to the i

,

relocated details will be evaluated per the plant change control process, no increase (significant or ;

insignificant) in the probability of an accident previously evaluated will be allowed. Therefore, the !

changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
'

presiously evaluated?

Tlw proposed changes move details from the Technical Specifications to a licensee-controlled
d document The changes will not im olve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.

No hardware is bem,e added to the p: ant as part of the proposed changes. He proposed changes
will not introduce any new accident initiators. He changes will not impose different requirements
and adequate control of information will be maintained. He changes will not alter assumptions
made in the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, the changes will not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety?

The proposed changes move details from the Tecinical Specificatim:, to a licensee-controlled
document The changes do not reduce the margin of safety since they have no impact on any safety
analysis assumptions in addition, the details to be moved from the Technical Specifications to a
licensee-controlled document is the same as the existing Technical Specifications. Since any future
changes to this beensee-controlled document will be evaluated per the requirements of the plant
change control process. no reduction (significant or insignificant) in a margin of safety will be
allow ed.

The NRC review provides a certain margin of safety, and although this review will no longer be
performed prior to subnuttal, the NRC still can impect the plant change control process.;

| Therefore, the margin of safety lost by not requiring NRC prior approval is not significant. Also,
i since the proposed change is consistent with the Combustion Engmeeting Plants Standard

Technical Specification, NUREG-1432, approved by the NRC Staff, resising the Technical
Specifications to reflect the approved level of detail remforces the conclusion that there is no'

g significant reduction in the margin of safety. Herefore, the changes do not involve a significant
'

J reduction in the margin of safety.

!
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TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs Units I and 2, is convertmg to the ITS as outlined in
NUREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engmeenng Plants." he proposed
changes involve making the Current Technical Specifications less restrictive. Below are the No Significant
Hazards Considerations for conversion to NUREG-1432.

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specifications changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. He
following is provided in support of this conclusion.

3.5.1 Chance L.I

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time (AOT) from I hour to 72 hours when one

safety injection tank (SIT) boron concentration is not within limits, or when STf level or pressure
cannot be verified. The SITS are not an initiator of any analyzed event. He boron concentration
effects on core suberiticality during reflood are minor. Also, since the boron requirements are
based on the average boron concentration of the volume of three SITS, the consequences are less
severe than they would be if a SIT were not available for injection. Vihen level and pressure
cannot be verified. the SITS are still available to perform their function. Also, the level and

gg pressure mdication m the SITS do not initiate any safe.y function. The change will not alter
() assumptions relatne to the mitigation of an accident or transient. he proposed change do not

significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
significam increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Dnes the change create the possibility of a new or diffen kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

i

ne proposed change increases the AOT from I hour ta 72 hours when one SIT boron
concentration is not within limits, or when SIT level or pretsure cannot be verified. The change
will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being
added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any
new accident initiators. Therefore. the change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident presiously evaluated

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in raargin of safety?

The proposed change increases the AOT from I hour to 72 hours when one SIT boron
concentration is not within limits, or when SIT level or pressure cannot be verified. The SITS will
still be available for injection, which is desirable over no having the SIT available or shuttmg
down. Havmg the SIT available with reduced boron concectration is acceptable because the
reduced concentration effects on core suberiticality during reflood are minor. This is because
boiling of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) water in the core during reflood
concentrates the boron in the saturated liquid that remams in the core. Requiring a shutdown is a

; transient which places stress on safety equipment and could cause plant upset. The level and
p pressure requirements do not initiate any safety action, and in this case, the SIT would still be
V,
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n
!() available to perfonn its safety function. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant

reduction in a margin of safety.

3.5.1 Change L.2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the AOT from I hour to .A hours when one SIT is operable for
reasons other than one SlT inoperable because of boron concentration or inability to verify level or
pressure. The SITS are not an initiator of any analyzed event. A determmistic and probabilistic
analysis was performed which found that the 24-hour .AOT did not have any significant affect oni

risk when compared to shoner AOTs. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the
mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed change does net significantly affect initiators
or mitigation of analyzed events. and therefore does not mvolve a significant increase in the ,

probabihty or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the AOT from I hour to 24 hours when one SIT is operable for
reasons other than one SIT inoperable because of boron concentration or inability to verify level or
pressure. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the Plant. No
hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not
introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the passibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the AOT from I hour to 24 hours when one SIT is operable for
reasons other than one SIT inoperable because of boron concentration or inability to verify level or
pressure. Deterministic and probabilistic analyses have shown that there is no significant increase
in risk associated with the 24-hour AOT as with a shorter AOT. Also, this change could prevent a
shutdown which is a transient which places stress on safety systems and could cause a plant upset.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.5.1 Chance I 3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the AOT from immediately to 24 hours when an isolation valve is

closed. The SITS are not an initiator of any analyzed event. A deterministic and probabilistic
analysis was performed which found that the 24-hout AOT did not have any significant affect on
risk when compared to shorter AOTs. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the
mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators
or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the

l probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

|
t

O
i
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( 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the AOT from immediately to 24 hours when an isolation valve is
closed. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No
hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not
introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

I The proposed change increases the AOT from immediately to 24 hours when an isolation valve is
closed. Deterministic and probabilistic analyses have shown that there is no rignificant increase in
risk associated with the 24-hour AOT as with a shorter AOT. Also, this change could prevent a
shutdown which is a transient that places stress on safety systems and could cause a plant upset.
Therefore, the change does not invoh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.5.1 Chance L4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previomly evaluated?

The proposed change increases the amount of time prior to reaching Mode 1 that the SIT isolation
vahe has to be verified open from 4 hours to 12 hours. The SITS are not an initiator of any
analyzed event. Allowmg the Surveillance to be performed up to eight hours earlier is within the

o same Frequency that the vahe has to be verified open in Modes 1,2, and 3, which is sufficient to

d ensure the Limiting Condmon for Operation (LCO) is satisfied. The change will not alter
assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. Verifying the SIT isolation valve
is open will still bc 12 formed prior to reaching Mode 3. The proposed change does not
significantly afi~ect initiators nr mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
sigmficant increase m the probabihty or consequences of an accident previously evaluated

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the amount of time prior to reaching Mode 3 that the SIT isolation
valve has to be verified open from 4 hours to 12 hours. The change will not involve a significant
change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident mitiators. Therefore,
the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the amount of time prior to reaching Mode 3 that the SIT isolation
valve has to be verified open from 4 hours to 12 hours. This change makes the time to verify the .

SIT isolation valve is open prior to reaching Mode 3 and after reaching Mode 3 consistent. The
increase in time will continue to provide assurance that the SIT isolation valve is open prior to
reaching Mode 3. 'lherefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

O
V
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3.5.1 Chance L.5

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident presiously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the time to reach Mode 3 from I bour to 6 hours when a SIT,
inoperable due te its isolation valve being dosed, cannot be resto ed to Operable status
immediately. The Sfis are not an initiator of any analyzed event. The unit will still be placed in
hiode 3; however, the additional five hours allow the shutdown to be performed in a more
controlled manner. This time is also consistent with most other Technical Specifications. He
change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The
proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, andg

therefore does not intohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated

2. Does the change c .e the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluateu?

The proposed change increases the time to reach blode 3 from I hour to 6 hours when a SIT,
inoperable due to its isolation valve being closed, cannot be restored to Operable status
immediately. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
new or diffbrent kind of accidem from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change im ch e a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the time to reach hiode 3 from I hour to 6 hours when a SIT,
inoperable due to us isclation valve being closed, cannot be restored to Operable status
immediately. The plant is still required to be placed in hiode 3. The additional five hours will
allow a more controlled plant cooldown. which decreases the stress on safety systems. Therefore,
the change does not im oh t a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.5.1 Chanee 1.6

1. Does the change imohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accid-nt previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to verify that the SIT isolation valve opens
automatically on a pressure signal and on a safety injection test signal. The SITS are not an
initiator of any analyzed event. The SIT isolation valves are required to be open in order to allow
the contents of the SITS to inject into the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). These valves are
required to be verified open every 12 hours. The 12-hour Frequency is sufficient to ensure that the
SIT isolation valves will be in their assumed position if the SITS are required to inject their
contents. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or -

transient. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events, and therefore does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously avaluated.

Ov
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1

g(% 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

.

The proposed change deletes the requirement to verify that the SIT isolation valve opensl

automatically on a pressure signal and on a safety injection test signal. The SIT isolation valves
| are verified open every 12 hours. The change will not involve a significant change in design or

|
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does!

| not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident presiously'

evaluated.

3. Does this change in olve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

| The proposed change deletes the requirement to verify that the SIT isolation valve opens
automatically on a pressure signal and on a safety injection test signal. The SIT isolation valves
are required to be open on an event requiring the SITS to inject. The SIT isolation valves will
continue to be verified open once per 12 hours. This Frequency is sufficient to ensure that the

!
valves are performing their safety function. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safct>

l

|
!

3.5.2 Chnnee i 2n

1. Does the change intohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously esatuated?

The proposed change increases the AOT from an LCO 3.0.3 entry (immediate shutdown) to
72 hours when. more than one ECCS train is inoperable, as long as 100% of the ECCS flow
equivalent to a single Operable ECCS train is available. He ECCS is not an initiator of any
analyzed e ent. This change was found to be acceptable in an NRC study which utilized reliability
evaluations. The 100% flow equivalent to one Operable ECCS train is required to be Operable,
therefore. sufficient ECCS flow will still be available to mitigate events. The assumption behind
the current Action is that the Operable ECCS train is capable of 100% flow, and flow is the safety
function. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
transient. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events and therefore does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the A0T from an LCO 3.0.3 entry to 72 hours, when more than
one ECCS train is inoperable as long as 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single Operable
ECCS train is available. The change will not involve a significant change in design or opcration of
the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as pan of the proposed change. Th: proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the

i possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident presiously evaluated.

O,

f
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( 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the AOT from an LCO 3.0.3 entry to 72 hours, when more than
one ECCS train is inoperable, as long as 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single Operable
ECCS train is available. At least 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single Operable ECCS
train is required to remain available to supply coolant to the RCS in the event of an accident. The

margin of safety for the old Action and the new Action is the same: 100% flow with no protection
from a single failure. Therefore, the change does not invohr a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

3.5.2 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to entering Mode 3, with RCS pressure
above 1759 psia, that the LPSI flow control valve must be verified open from 4 hours to 12 hours.
The LPSI flow control valve is not an initiator of any analyzed event. Allowing the Surveillance to
be performed eight hours earlier is within the same Frequency as the Surveillance when in the
Modes of Apphcability, which is sufficient to ensure the LCO is satisfied. He change will not
alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The LPSI flow control
valve will still be verified to be open prior to entering the Modes of Applicability. He proposed
change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does

not imohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 'ecident previously
evaluatede

!

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
| previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to entering Mode 3, with RCS pressure|

| above 1750 psia. that the LPSI flow control valve must be verified open from 4 hours to 12 hours.
| The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware
| is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed change will not introduce

any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

!
| 3. Does this change invohe a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to entering Mode 3, with RCS pressure
above 1750 psia. that the LPSI flow control valve must be verified open from 4 hours to 12 hours. j

; His change will make the time to verify the LPSI flow control valve is open prior to entering the '

l Mode of Applicability and after entering the Mode of Applic3bility consistent. He increase, in the
! maximum time allowed to verify the LPSI flow control valve is open prior to entering the Mode of

Applicability, will continue to provide assurance that the valve is in its proper position prior to;

!
entering the Mode of Applicability. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in a margin of safety,

,

i

|
- |

|
'
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G
V 3.5.2 Chance I. 4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to submit a special report to the NRC following an
ECCS actuation that injects into the RCS. The deletion of this requirement from the Technical
Specifications will not preclude a report being sent to the NRC. He NRC will still be notified of
an ECCS actuation that injects coolant into the RCS because a Licensee Event Report (LER) will
continue to be required. The submittal of special reports is not an imtrator of any analyzed event.
Special reports to the NRC do not affect any system, component, or parameter wiuch actuates to
mitigate a design basis accident. The event has already occurred, and any consequences associated
with the event has occurred prior to the report being transmitted to the NRC. The change will not '

alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. He proposed change does
not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to submit a special report to the NRC following an
ECCS actuation that injects into the RCS. The change will not involve a significant change in |

design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the i
change does not create the possibilitt of a new or different kind of accident from any accident

i

previously evaluated.
'

'

|
l

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to submit a special report to the NRC following an
ECCS actuation that injects into the RCS. The Technical Specification requirement to notify the
NRC of an esent that has already occurred cannot affect the margin of safety. The NRC will
continue to be notified if an ECCS actuation occurs that injects into the RCS through the LER
process. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. j

JJ.3 Chang,e I .1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the time to reach Mode 5 from 20 hours to 24 hours when an
inoperable high pressure safety injection (HPSI) train, required in Mode 3 and 4, cannot be,

| restored to Operable s*.atus in I hour. He HPSI subsystem is not an initiator of any analyzed
event The unit will still be brought down to Mode 5; however, the 4 hours allows cooldown to be
performed in a more controlled manner, and is consistent with other Technical Specifications. He
change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The
proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, andi

'

therefore does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

O
V

|
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I

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any'

presiously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the time to reach Mode 5 from 20 hours to 24 hours when an
inoperable HPSI train, required in Mode 3 and 4, cannot be restored to Operable status in I hour.
He change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware
is being added to the plant as pan of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce
any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
difTerent kind of accident from any accident previously eniuated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the time to reach Mode 5 from 20 hours to 24 hours when an
inoperable HPSI train, required in Mode 3 and 4, cannot be restored to Operable status in I hour.
The plant is still required to be placed in Mode 5. The additional 4 hours will allow the plant to
cooldown in a more controlled manner, which decreases the stress on safety systems. Therefore,
the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.5.3 Chance L.2

1 Docs the c:iange involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to submit a special report to the NRC following an
ECCS actuation that injects into the RCS He deletion of this requirement from the Technical
Specifications will not preclude a report being sent to the NRC. The NRC will still be notified of(m) an ECCS actuation that injects coolant into the RCS, because an LER will continue to be required.
The submittal of special repons is not an initiator of any analyzed event. Special reports to the
NRC do not affect any system. component, or parameter which actuates to mitigate a design basis
accident The event has already occurred, and any consequences associated with the event has

occurred prior to the report being transmitted to the NRC. He change will not alter assumptions
relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed change does not significantly
affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to submit a special repon to the NRC following an
ECCS actuation that injects into the RCS. He change will not involve a significant change in
design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated

3.
.

Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

| De proposed change deletes the requirement to submit a special report to the NRC following an
ECCS actuation that injects into the RCS. He Technical Specification requirement to notify the
NRC of an event that has already occurred cannot affect the margin of safety. The NRC will,

; O
!
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{,} continue to be notified if an ECCS actuation occurs that injects into the RCS through the LER

,

process. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margm of safety.

3.5.4 Chang.e L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the A0T from one hour to eight hours when the Refueling Water
Tank (RWT) is inoperable due to boron concentration or temperature not within limits. The R%T
is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The time that the RWT can be outside its limits is Imuted,
and during this time the contents of the tank will still be available for injection. The change will
not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. He proposed change
does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not
involve a significant mercase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated

2. Doce the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previc=. sly evaluated?

The proposed change increases the AOT from one hour to eight hours when the RWT is inoperable
due to boron concentration or temperature not within limits. The change will not involve a
significant change in design or operaion of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
part of the proposed change The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from anyf
accident previously evaluated

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the AOT from one hour to eight hours when the R%T is inoperable
due to boron concentration or temperature not within limits. The AOT extension allows a
reasonable amount of time to restore the RMT temperature or boron concentration to Operable
status. Also with these parameters outside their limits, the RMT would still be available for
injection, if needed Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

3.5,5 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

.

The proposed change deletes the requirement for Trisodium Phosphate (TSP) in Mode 4.
Trisodium Phosphate is required following a loss-of-coolant accident in order to maintain the
proper pH levels in containment. Trisodium Phosphate is not an initiator of any analyzed event.
The potential for a loss-of-coolant accident in Mode 4 is remote or nonexistent. Also, TSP is a
passive component located in the containment that is not removed or placed in ser ice. He change
will not alter assumptions re.ative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed
change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does
not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident presiously

'

: evaluated.
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated? I

he proposed change deletes the requirement for TSP in Mode 4. He change will not involve a
significant change in design or operation of the plant No hardware is being added to the plant as

1
part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident imtiators. !
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any |accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?
{
i

ne proposed change deletes the requirement for TSP in Mode 4. Le probability of a loss-of- j
coolant accident occurring in Mode 4 is remote or nonexistent because the RCS pressure is low. '

Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin ofsafety.

3.5.5 Chance I,.2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an '

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the AOT from an immediate entry into LCO 3.0.3 to 72 hours
when the TSP is not withm hmits. The TSP is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The
probability of an event occurring within the 72 hours that the TSP is not within limits is remote.
Also, some TSP remains m the baskets which will work to increase the pH of the recirculated

The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzedwater.

O events. and therefore dac not imoh c a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previoush evaluatcJ

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the AOT from an immediate entry into LCO 3.0.3 to 72 hours
when the TSP is not withm hmits. The change will not involve a significant change in design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does I
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident presiously
evaluated.

3. Does this change invoh e a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the AOT from an immediate entry into LCO 3.0.3 to 72 hours |

when the TSP is not within hmits. The AOT for the TSP not within limits is made consistent with
one or more ECCS trains moperable. Also, some TSP remams in the baskets which senes to
increase the pH. This change may prevent a plant shutdownm which is a transient in that it places
stress on safety system components and can cause a plant upset. Therefore, the change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.5-13 Revision 1
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.5 - EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM

O
V ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

This proposed Technical Specification changes has been evaluated against the criteria for and iderpitet tion
oflicensing and regulatory actions requiring environmental assessment in accordance with 10 C" R 51L.
It has been determined that the proposed changes meet the criteria for categorical exclusion as provid6 for
under 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). The following is a discussion of how the proposed Technical Speciacation
change meets the criteria for categorical exclusion.

10 CFR 51.22(c)(9): Although the proposed changes involve changes to requirements veith respect to
inspection or surveillance requirements,

(i) proposed changes involve No Significant Hazards Consideration (refer to the No Significant
Hazards Consideration section of this Technical Specification Change Request);

(ii) there is no significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents
that may be released offsite smce the proposed changes do not affect the generation of any
radioactive effluents nor do they affect any of the permitted release paths; and

I

(iii) there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.
1

; Accordingly. the proposed changes meet the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set fonh in
| 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9) Based on the aforementioned and pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22 (b), no environmental
! assessment or emironmental impact statement need be prepared in connection with issuance of an

amendment to the Technical Specifications incorporating the proposed changes of this request.

|

;

!

O,

1
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$1Ts
3.5.1

1

SURVE1LLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
'

SURVE!LLANCE
FREQUENCY

[4*g j,hSR 3.5.1.5 Verify power is removed free each $1T
,

'

N / Isolation valve operator uhan pressurf ter 31 days,
i

pressure is 212000) ihj
u

I @ l

'0,

i

e

1

O
. .

4

CEOG STS 3.5-3 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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O
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g.7 3 ECCS-Operating
.

3.5.2
3.5

. EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)
3.5.2 ECCS-Operating

t

!

0.E,2fLCO 3.5.2
Two ECCS trains shall be OPEAA8tE.

APPLICASILITY: MODES 1 and 2, '
GE 3 with pressurizer pressure 2 @psia.

,

_ ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

A. One or mere tr ains A.1 Restore train (s) to 72 hoursinoperable.
OPEPABLE status.

<p e % ,\3:2 g
,

At least 100% cf the|
ECCS flew equivalent
to a single OPERAELEp
ECCS train available.'

\ *
-

M,,f\ 1:. Recuired Action and 5.1 Be in MDDE 3. 6 hoursassociated Completion fh|7,], Time not met. E
E.2 Reduce pressurizer 12 hours h {hpressure to

< psia. @

lb
i

|

CEOG STS 3.5-4 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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O.,\; r g | *1 h) L P'' b"'' A h
.d n- y @ '/.,. (ITf' ECCS-Operating

<c n>
_ -

3.5.2

SURVE!LLANCEREQUIREMINTS (continued){ /

/ $URVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

(hSR3.5.2.Y){Verifyach57 .

-

*"'-

arging pump develops a flow In! 4. /. 'Z A of > gpefapucnarse pMssurt #3
accor11ance|

P with the p(a prMrps>ff

@ ]" -

| Inservice ,
'

Testing
Program.-

-

I

SR 3.5.2 6 Verify each ECCS automatic valve that is sonthsnot locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in

<4. 5. 2 . f.
position, in the flow path actuates to the
correct position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

<4 U E '2
SR 3.5.2 ' Yerify each ECCS pump starts automatically months *

on an actual or simulated actuation signal.
1

f% -

) /* ) QSR 3.5.2 Verify each LPSI pump stops on an actual or[[ pf sim: lated a:tuation signal. ~~ months @
j

|
_ _ _ b
. -

f

!SR 3.5.2.9 Verify,for each Etts throttle valve 11sted [18]sonths
__ -

t+1ow 4each position stop is in the / correct
pesi on.

7
V ve Number

(

! : /
,

'

i 1y--
--

| (continued)

|
| |
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ECCS-Operating
uk.eL. rsA 8 3.5.2

BASES
_ ( h

@BACKGROUND into each of the four injection limes. The discharge header(continued) . m n e LPS! pusesdivides into 4We supply lines
feeding the injection line to 4me ItCS cold leaf. , each,

h^res or a| m es are aus u,
.- me rien seThis f1 alance directs cient flow to the to

i .

meet analysis assumpt s fallawine a LOCA
, an old lees <-- one of
!

For LOCAs that are too small to initially depressurize the|
b! N 'd'?>g 4JJ W ) RCS below the shutoff head of the HPS! pumps, the charging7 pumos supply water to maintain inventory untti the RCSo 4,, y g ,,j ,4,{ j , (

pressure cecreases below the HPSI pump shutoff head, During|
' R^ c j'' this perloc, tne steamWV 6 > $o'/. core cooling function. generators (555) must provide theThe charging pumps take suction fromg| 817) he
| ,on a safety injection actuation signal ($1AS) and @
i ~~m cisc .arge directly to the RCS through : m. 51.. . The
'

b s = c J +.,5 normal su;;1y source;for the charging pumps is isolated on
n SIAS to prevent noncondensible gas (e.g., air, nitrogen,

fg g,7 g5 (;,9,.
y

%'f O day'*Wor hydrogen) from being entrained in the charging pumps,
g;,, /4 . f. .l. po 4

During low temperature conditions in the RCS, limitations
.

,

O 'N'd
are placed on the maximum number of HPSI pumps that say be (IOPERAELE. Refer to the Bases for LCO 3.4.12, ' Low cw. k m.a .h"

(f Le cd I ' Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System,' for the .1,i,,13
,

basis cf these requirements.
V bC d'iby O"Y

During a large break LOCA, RCS pressure will decrease to< 200 psia in < 20 seconds. The safety injectic
s st is are actuated upon receipt of an SIAL

s actc onjfeg Wrd Ica y is. e molist,c in s nrngr=ci

d H!
sectench/"Tf offsite poser is available, the safeguard
Icads start im.ediately $n'tM_oroe*a='@4e-#ntel

If
offsite power is not available, the Engineered lifety
feature (ESF) buses shed normal operatin
connected to the diesel generators (DGs)g loads and are. Safeguard loads
are then actuated in the programmed time sequence. The time
delay associated with diesel starting, sequenced loading,
flow is available to the core following a LOCA.and pump starting determines the time required before pumped

The active ECCS components, along with the passive safetyi

injection tanks (SITS) and the RVT, covered in LCC 3.5.1,!

' Safety injection Tanks (511s),* and LCO 3.5.4, ' Refueling
Water Tank (RVT),' provide the cooling water necessary to

3(Ref.1).me

, DW k(fvabyY ),o

! I C r . lu .e.,a e /
N - #

(continued)
CE0G STS
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lBASES

G,
I

LCO
to take its supply from the containment sump and to supply(continued) part of its flow to the RCS hot legs viartne snutaoun 4 F " 3p,1 m
woiing (sa.) sucuan nomes.b The charging pump flow path

-
,_ -

Nm 6cuan m rne mn wsupplies the RCS via thenonsal charging lines.
<

The flow path for each train must maintain its designed
independence to ensure that no single failure can disable )
both [CCS trains.

! A -

APPLICABILITY In M0 SI , and in MODE 3 with RCS pressureL
2.13e? psia, the ECCS OPERASILITY requirements for the
limiting Design Basis Accident (OBA) large break LOCA are
based on full power operation. Although reduced power would
not require the same level of performance, the accident
analysis does not provide for reduced cooling requirements
in the lower MODES. The HPSI pump performance is based on - p oog 2

I the small breat LOCA, which estabi sne pump perforsance )
; curve and has less dependence on er. The charging pump

'

perforr. ante requirements are base on a satall break L
! The requirements of MODES 2 andf3 with RCS pressure l32 4MC psia. A 4, bqunded by the OE I analysis. [g p . ,-

V p. p
The ECCS fu ona requirements of MODE 3, with RCS -~

pressure <
psia, and MODE 4 are described in LCO 3.5.3,'E CCS-Shutdown. "

In MOCES 5 and 6. unit conditions are such that the
probability of an event requiring ECCS injection is
extremely low. Core cooling requirements in NODE 5 are
addressed by LCO 3.4.7, 'RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled,'
and LCO 3.4.2, 'RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Fi!!W.'
HODE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed by LC0 3.9.4,

.

' Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant Circulation-High Water
Level,' and LCO 3.9.5, ' Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant
Circulation-Low Water Level.'

ACTIONS U

If one or mere trains are inoperable and at least 100% of
the ECCS flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS train is
available, the inoperable components must be returned to1

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.5-14 Rev1,04/07/95
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ECCS-Operating )

! 8 3.5.2 ;

BASES

ACTIONS A d (continued)

OPERABLE status within 72 hours. The 72 hour Completion,

Time is based on an NRC study!

evaluation and is a reasonable (Ref. 4) using a reliability
repairs. amount of time to effect many

An ECCS train is inoperable if it is not capable of
i delivering the design flow to the RCS. The individual

components are inoperable if they are not capable of
perfoming their design function, or if supporting systemsare not available.

The LCO requires the OPERABILITY of a number of independent I
t

subsystems. Due to the redundancy of trains and the|

diversity of subsystems, the inoperability of one component
in a train does rot render the ECCS incapable of perfoming
its function. heither does the Inoperability of two
different components, each in a different train, necessarily {
result in a loss of function for the ECCS. The intent of| i

this Condition is to maintain a combination of OPERABLE
eculpment such that 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to 100%
of a single OPERABLE train remains available. This allowsincreased flexibility in plant of o;posite trains are inoperable. perations when components in(
An event accompanied by a loss of offaite power and the
failure of an emergency OG can disable one ECCS train untilpower is restored. A reliability analysis (Ref. 4) has
shown that the impact with one full ECCS train inoperable is
sufficiently small to justify continued operation for
72 hours.

Reference 5 describes situations in which one component
such as a shutdown coolin
disable both ECCS trains.g total flow control valve, can,

With one or more components
inoperable, such that 100% of the equivalent flow to a
single OPERABLE ECCS train is not available, the facility is

'

in a condition outside the accident analyses. Therefore,
LCO 3.0.3 must be imediately entered.

B.1 n e B.2
{

If the inoperable train cannot be restored to OPERABLE
,

status within the associated Completion Time, the plant must

(continued)

! CEOG STS
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ECCS-Operating '

S 3.5.1

BASES

i

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (g ued)

hbe brou t t6 E in which the LC0 does not apply. To
achiev this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE within 6 hours and pressurizer pressure reduced to
< psia within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power in an orderly i

manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.1
REQUIREMEh75

Verification of proper valve position ensures that the flow
path from the ECCS pumps to the RCS is maintained.
Hisalignment of these valves could render both ECCS trains

t

Iinoperable. Securing these valves in position by removing
!ST e j"g.') power or by key locking the control in the correct positionf

ensures that the valves cannot be inadvertently misali
C.t eE^'l or change position as the result of an active failure.gned

These valves are of the type described in Reference 5, which

O can disable the function of both ECCS trains and invalidate
the accident analysis. A 12 hNr Irequency is considered
reasonable in view of other administrative controls ensuring
that a mispositioned valve is an unlikely possibility.

ER 3.5.2.2

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and automatic valves in the ECCS flow paths provides
assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for ECCS
operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since
these valves were verified to be in the correct position

| prior to locking, sealing, or securing. A valve that
receives an actuation signal is allowed to be in a
nonaccident position provided the valve automatically
repositions within the proper stroke time. This
. Surveillance does not require any testing or valve
manipulation. Rather, it involves verification that those
valves capable of being mispositioned are in the correct
position.

{
| (continued)

!
CEOG STS B 3.5-16 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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l

A
i V
|
| ECCS-Operating

B 3.5.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2
l REQUIREMENTS M'

(continued) Periodic nspection o 1.he containment s ep ensures that it|

I 1s unr tricted and stays in proper operating condities.
i

The month Frequency is based on the need to perfore this
| Surveillance under the conditions that apply during an
i outage, on the need to have access to the location, and on

the potential for unplanned transients if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. This Frequency is!

| sufficient to detect abneraal degradation and is confirmedby operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. M y 50. gpendix A. W 3$. 'g h'

( 2. 10 CFR 50.46.
4. I'7

3. @nSAR, Chapter .

4
NRC Memorandum to V. Stello, Jr., from R. L. Baer,
' Recommended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCSComponents,' Decerter 1, 1975.

5. IE Inforr.ation Notice No. 87-01, January 6, 1987.

I

B;

I

:

-

;
,

i

|
|

!
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DISCUSSION OF DASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.5 - EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM

PLANT-SPECIFIC CIIANGES

1. This change incorporates Calvert Cliffs-specific numbers into brackets. Bracketed information
located throughout NUREG-1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert Cliffs numbers.

2. This change to the Improved Technical Specification (ITS) Bases incorporates changes made to
the ITS. This change ensures consistency between the ITS and ITS Bases.

3. Calvert Cliffs has an Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, therefore,"FSAR" will be changed
to "UFSAR" throughout the ITS Bases.

4. This change to the non-bracketed value, system name, or terminology was made to be consistent
with the Calvert Cliffs specific number, system name, or terminology.

5. The Background and Applicable Safety Analyses Section of Specification 3.5.1 Bases was
changed to reflect that the Calvert Cliffs safety injection tanks (SITS) are not credited in a small
break loss-of-coolant accident analysis. The SITS at Calven Cliffs are credited only for a large
break loss-of-coolant accident.

6. The minimum concentrations for the SIT and the refueling water tank (RWT) are the same,
therefore, the section which describes that the minimum SIT boron concentration is lower is
being deleted from Specification 3.5.1 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section.

7. This chance either adds or deletes information to the Bases to make it more understandable or to i'

conform to Cah ert Cliffs design or safety analyses.
j

8. Calvert Cliffs was licensed pre-General Design Criteria. |

9. These changes to Specification 3.5.2 Bases require the charging subsystem to have an Operabie
Emergency Core Cooling System function only when reactor power is > 80% RTP. The
charging subsystem is only credited for accidents when power is > 80% RTP,

10. The changes made to Specification 3.5.5 Bases are consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current
licensing basis as approved by the NRC in a Safety Evaluation Report, October 5,1995, for
Technical Specification Amendments 207 and 185 to the Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 Technical
Specifications, respectively.

11. The phrase "to each of the four cold leg injection nozzles" was deleted from the Limiting
Condition of Operation section of Specification 3.5.3 Bases in the discussion of the high pressure

; safety injection pump flow paths. This was deleted because, when utilizing the Low
!

Temperature Overpressure Protection System, there is only one injection leg. This change is
! consistent with the current Calvert Cliffs design.

12. The phrase in the Applicable Safety Analyses Section of Specifier. tion 3.5.2 Bases, which states
the high pressure safety injection pump can deliver sufficient borated water during an steam line
break to keep the core subcritical, is being deleted. The steam line break analysis at Calvert
Cliffs shows the core returns to be critical. An appropriate str.tement was added in its place,.

which is consistent with Calvert Cliffs accident analyses.O4

!
CAIXERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.5-1 Revision i
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Section 3.6 ,
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Containment Isolation Valves
! 3.6.3 Ir

i

ACTIONS (continued)
(

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
i

A. - - - - - - - - N OT E - - - - - - - - A.1 Isolate the affected 4 hours !Only applicable to penetration flow path |
| penetration flow by use of at least

paths with two one closed and !
containment isolation de-activated |
valves ar.d not a automatic valve,
closed system. closed manual valve, I

check valve with flow---------------------

through the valve
One or more secured, blind
penetration flow flange, or
paths with one equivalent.
containment isolation
valve inoperable. A_fLD

A.2 --------NOTE -------
Isolation devices in
high radiation areas

O m > de ver4fied er
use of administrative
means.

<.....___............

Once per 31 days
Verify the affected for isolation
penetration flow path devices outside
is isolated. containment

8.!LD

Prior to
entering MODE 4
from MODE 5 if
not performed
within the
previous 92 days
for isolation
devices inside
containment

!

OO
l

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.6.3-2 Revision %|
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| Containment Isolation Valves
i 3.6.3 i

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. - - - - --- - N OT E - -- - - - - - B.1 Isolate the affected I hour :

Only applicable to penetration flow path i

penetration flow by use of at least !

paths with two one closed and !

containment isolation de-activated ,

valves and not a automatic valve, I
i

closed system. closed manual valve,
blind flange, or !|

---------------------

| equivalent.
'

One or more
penetration flow
paths with two
containment isolation

g
! valves inoperable.
r

,

!

|

O
|

|

:

|
!

4

i

i

!

O:
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|
'

Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

O
d 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

'

B 3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves
!

L BASES
i

1

BACKGROUND The containment isolation valves form part of the !
,

l

containment pressuce boundary and provide a means for fluid
penetrations not serving accident consequence limiting

i

systems to be provided with two isolation barriers that are
closed on an automatic isolation signal. These isolation,

;

devices are either passive or active (automatic). Manual !

| valves, de-activated automatic valves secured in their '

! losed position (including check valves with flow through
the valve secured), blind flanges, or equivalent, and closed
systems are considered passive devices. Check valves, or
other automatic valves designed to close without operator
action following an accident, are considered active devices.
Two barriers in series are provided for each penetration so |A that no single credible failure or malfunc''on of an active

|
,

V component can result in a loss of isol6* * or leakage that ~

exceeds limits assumed in the safety anab s:s. One of these<

barriers may be a closed system.
i

! A blind flange is installed on the Containment Purge and i

Exhaust System in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 on Unit 2. Similar i
equipment will be used on Unit 1 after a modification is ;

| installed. Until the modification to Unit 1 is completed,
! the Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation Valves will be I

i required for Containment Penetration Operability.
Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation Valves are not

| required for Containment Penetration Operability when the |
! blind flanges are installed.

!
|

| Containment isolation occurs upon receipt of a high
! containment pressure signal. The containment isolation
! signal (CIS) closes automatic containment isolation valves !

in fluid penetrations not required for operation of :

Engineered Safety Feature systems in order to prevent
leakage of radioactive material. Upon actuation of safety

O '
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injection, automatic containrrent isolation valves also
; isolate systems not required for containment or Reactor

!'

Coolant System (RCS) heat removal. Other penetrations are
isolated by the use of valves in the closed position, blind
flanges, or equivalent. As a result, the containment
isolation valves (and blind flanges, or equivalent) help '

ensure that the containment atmosphere will be isolated in
the event of a release of radioactive material to
containment atmosphere from the RCS following a Design Basis
Accident (DBA).

The OPERABILITY requirements for containment isolation
valves help ensure that containment is isolated within the
time limits assumed in the safety analysis. Therefore, the
OPERABILITY requirements provide assurance that the
containment function assumed in the accident analysis will
be maintained.

Equivalent isolation methods must be approved in accordance
with appropriate American Society of Mechanical Engineers /
American National Standards Institute Codes.

APPLICABLE The containment isolation valve LC0 was derived from the
SAFETY ANALYSES assumptions related to minimizing the loss of reactor

coolant inventory and establishing the containment boundary
during major accidents. As part of the containment

'

boundary, containment isolation valve OPERABILITY supports
leak tightness of the containment. Therefore, the safety

,

analysis of any event requiring isolation of containment is i

applicable to this LCO.

The DBAs that result in a release of radioactive material
within containment are a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), a
main steam line break, and a control element assembly|

ejection accident. In the analysis for each of these
accidents, it is assumed that containment isolation valves
are either closed or function to close within the required
isolation time following event initiation. This ensures

|

| n
i V
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that potential paths to the environment through containmentt

| isolation valves (including containment purge valves) are
minimized. The safety analysis assumes that the purge
valves are closed at event initiation.

| The DBA analysis assumes that, within 60 seconds after the
accident, isolation of the containment is complete and
leakage terminated except for the design leakage rate, La.

i

The containment isolation total response time of 60 seconds
includes signal delay, diesel generator startup (for loss of t

j offsite power), and containment isolation valve stroke
| times.

, The containment isolation valves satisfy
| 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3.

| LC0 Containment isolation valves form a part of the containment
/~' boundary. The containment isolation valve safety function'

is related to minimizing the loss of reactor coolant
inventory and establishing the containment boundary during a,

'

DBA.

| The automatic power operated isolation valves are required
i

to have isolation times within limits and to actuate on an |

automatic isolation signal. The valves covered by this LC0
are listed with their associated stroke times in the Updated

i Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) (Ref.1).

The normally closed isolation valves are considered OPERABLE
| when manual valves are closed, automatic valves are |
| de-activated and secured in their closed position, blind '

flanges, or equivalent are in place, and closed systems are
intact. Containment purge supply and exhaust isolation
valves being credited for Containment Penetration

'

Operability shall be closed. They shall be maintained I

closed by isolating air to the air-operator and maintaining
the solenoid air supply valve de-energized. These passive
isolation valves or devices are those listed in Reference 1.,

.

-
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.

1

This LC0 provides assurance that the containment isolation
valves will perform their designed safety functions to 1

minimize the loss of reactor coolant inventory and establish
the containment boundary during accidents.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of '

radioactive material to containment. In MODES 5 and 6, the
| probability and consequences of these events are reduced due

to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.
!

| Therefore, the containment isolation valves are not required
!

to be OPERABLE in MODE 5. The requirements for containment t

| isolation valves during MODE 6 are addressed in LC0 3.9.3,
" Containment Penetrations."

1

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note allowing penetration flow <

m paths to be unisolated intermittently under administrative,

| controls. These administrative controls consist of
,

'

stationing a dedicated operator at the valve controls, who |
is in continuous communication with the control room. In
this way, the penetration can be rapidly isolated when a
need for containment isolation is indicated.

1

A second Note has been added to provide clarification that,
for this LCO, separate Condition entry is allowed for each

;

penetration flow path. This is acceptable, since the !

Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate |
compensatory actions for each inoperable containment
isolation valve. Complying with the Required Actions may
allow for continued operation, and subsequent inoperable

| containment isolation valves are governed by subsequent
,

'

Condition entry and application of associated Reouired
Actions.

| The ACTIONS are further modified by a third Note, which
! ensures that appropriate remedial actions are taken, if

;

; O .
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necessary, if the affected systems are rendered inoperable
by an inoperable containment isolation valve.

;

! 1

A fourth Note has been added that requires entry into the !
applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LC0 3.6.1 when

|
leakage results in exceeding the overall containment leakage| '

limit. !

| The fifth Note allows the shutdown cooling (SDC) isolation
| valves to be opened when RCS temperature is < 300 F to |
! establish SDC flow. This Note is required for Operation in

MODE 4 to allow SDC to be established. !

i
1

A.1 and A.2
| 1

In the event one containment isolation valve in one or more
penetration flow paths is inoperable, the affected

(~} penetration flow path must be isolated. The method of
V isolation must include the use of at least one isolation '

barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active
failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a
closed and de-activated automatic containment isolation
valve, a closed manual valve, a check valve with flow
through the valve secured,-a blind flange, or equivalent. '

For penetrations isolated in accordance with Required
Action A.1, the device used to isolate the penetration
should be the closest available one to containment.
Required Action A.1 must be completed within the 4 hour
Completion Time. The 4 hour Completion Time is reasonable,
considering the time required to isolate the penetration'and
the relative importance of supporting containment
OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.,

For affected penetration flow paths that cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status within the 4 hour Completion Time and

i that have been isolated in accordance with Required
! Action A.1, the affected penetration flow paths must be

verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. This is
'

i

' O
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I
!

necessary to ensure that containment penetrations required
to be isolated following an accident and no longer capable
of being automatically isolated will be in the isolation
position should an event occur. This Required Action does
not require any testing or device manipulation. Rather, it
involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those j
isolation devices outside containment and capable of being !
mispositioned are in the correct position. The Completion

; Time of "once per 31 days for isolation devices outside
containment" is appropriate considering the fact that the

!

devices are operated under administrative controls and the
probability of their misalignment is low. For the isolation

; devices inside containment, the time period specified as
| " prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not perfonned

)
'

;
within the previous 92 days" is based on engineering
judgment and is considered reasonable in view of the
inaccessibility of the isolation devices and other
administrative controls that will ensure that isolation !

device misalignment is an unlikely possibility. |0
1

Condition A has been codified by a Note indicating that this !
t Condition is only applicable to those penetration flow paths

with two containment isolation valves and not a closed
system. For penetration flow paths with one or more
containment isolation valves and a closed system, 8

Condition C provides appropriate actions.

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
isolation devices located in high radiation areas and allows

;

these devices to be verified closed by use of administrative i

means. Allowing verification by administrative means is
considered acceptable, since access to these areas is I

typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these devices, once they have been verified
to be in the proper position, is small.

!

i O
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B.1 I

With two ''ontainment isolation valves in one or more
penetration flow paths inoperable, the affected penetration
flow path must be isolated within I hour. The method of
isolation must include the use of at least one isolation
barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active
failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a
closed and de-activated automatic valve, a closed manual
valve, a blind flange, or equivalent. The 1 hour Completion
Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of LC0 3.6.1. In the
event the affected penetration is isolated in accordance
with Required Action B.1, the affected penetration must be
verified to be isolated on a periodic basis per Required
Action A.2, which remains in effect. This periodic
verification is necessary to assure leak tightness of
containment and that penetrations requiring isolation
following an accident are isolated. The Completion Time of

O once per 31 days for verifying each affected penetration
flow path is isolated is appropriate considering the fact
that the valves are operated under administrative controls
and the probability of their misalignment is low.

Condition B is modified by a Note indicating this Condition
is only applicable to penetration flow paths with two
containment isolation valves. Condition A of this LC0
addresses the condition of one containment isolation valve
inoperable in tM'; type of penetration flow path.

C.1 and C.2

With one or more penetration flow paths with one or more
containment isolation valves inoperable, the inoperable
valves must be restored to OPERABLE status or the affected
penetration flow path must be isolated. The method of
isolation must include the use of at least one isolation
barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active
failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a

O
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closed and de-activated automatic valve, a closed manual
valve, a blind flange, or equivalent. A check valve may not
be used to isolate the affected penetration. Required
Action C.1 must be completed within the 72 hour Completion
Time. The specified time period is reasonable, considering
the relative stability of the closed system (hence,
reliability) to act as a penetration isolation boundary and
the relative importance of supporting containment
OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. In the event the
Tffected penetration is isolated in accordance with Required
Action C.1, the affected penetration flow path must be
verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. This is
necessary to assure leak tightness of containment and that
containment penetrations requiring isolation following an
accident are isolated. The Completion Time of once per
31 days for verifying that each affected penetration flow
path is isolated is appropriate considering the valves are
operated under administrative controls and the probability
of their misalignment is low.

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that this
Condition is only applicable to those penetration flow paths
with one or more containment isolation valves and a closed
system. This Note is necessary since this Condition is |'
written to specifically address those penetration flow paths
in a closed system. Containment Isolation Valves and their
associated penetration numbers are given in Table 5.3 of the

,
UFSAR (Ref. 1). The penetrations on closed systems are
listed below.

O
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!

Penetration ;

No. Function !

IB Containment Vent Header to Waste Gas f
,

; 16 Component Cooling Water Inlet
t 18 Component Cooling Water Outlet |
| 19A Instrument Air I

[
'

20A Nitrogen Supply
;

20B Nitrogen Supply ;

20C Nitrogen Supply :

23 Reactor Coolant Drain Tank Drains
24_ Oxygen Sample Line

| 38 Demineralized Water ;
'

44 Fire Protection t

:

Required Action C.2 is modified by a Note that applies to !
valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas and i

allows these devices to be verified closed by use of
administrative means. Allowing verification by

| administrative means is considered acceptable, since access '

to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, the !

probability of misalignment of these valves, once they have,

| been verified to be in the proper position, is small.
,

,

D.1 and D.2

| If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are |

! not met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the
! LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must '

be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are

[. reasonsble, based on operating experience, to reach the '

| required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
! orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. !

,

f

.

4
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|SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.1 t

REQUIREMENTS

This SR ensures that the containment vent valves are closed ;

as required or, if open, open for ' n allowable reason. If aa

containment vent valve is open in violation of this SR, the
valve is considered inoperable. If the inoperable valve is
not otherwise known to have excessive leakage when closed,
it is not considered to have leakage outside of limits. The
SR is not required to be met when the containment vent
valves are open for pressure control, as low as reasonably i

achievable (ALARA) or air quality considerations for ;

personnel entry, or for Surveillances that require the
valves to be open. The containment vent valves are capable

;

of closirg in the environment following a LOCA. Therefore, '

these valves are allowed to be open for limited periods of
>

time. The 31 day Frequency is consistent with other
containment isolation valve requirements discussed in
SR 3.6.3.2. |

O i
SR 3.6.3.2 '

This SR requires verification that each containment
isolation manual valve, blind flange, or equivalent located i

outside containment and not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured and required to be closed during accident conditions
is closed. The Cuitainment Purge and Exhaust Isolation

| Valves required for Containment Penetration Operability
,

shall be determined closed by verifying that power to the
solenoid valve is removed. The SR helps to ensure that post
accident leakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside the
containment boundary is within design limits. This SR does '

,

not require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it
involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those

|
| containment isolation valves outside containment and capable I

( of being mispositioned are in the correct position. Since '

verification of valve position for containment isolation
valves outside containment is relatively easy, the 31 day
Frequency is based on engineering judgment and was chosen to,

i

;O
,
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provide added assurance of the correct positions.
Containment isolation valves that are open under
administrative controls are not required to meet the SR.
during the time the valves are open.

The Note applies to valves, blind flanges, or equivalent
located in high radiation areas and allows these devices to
be verified closed by use of administrative means. Allowing
verification by administrative means is considered
acceptable, since access to these areas is typically
restricted during MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 and for ALARA reasons.
Therefore, the probability of misalignment of these
containment isolation valves, once they have been verified
tc be in the proper position, is small.

SR 3.6.3.3

p This SR requires verification that each containment
d isolation manual valve, blind flange, or equivalent located

inside containment and not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured and required to be closed during accident conditions
is closed The SR helps to ensure that post accident
leakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside the
containment boundary is within design limits. For
containment isolation valves inside containment, the

,

| Frequency of " prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not
| performed within the previous 92 days" is appropriate, since

these containment isolation valves are operated under
administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low. Containment isolation valves that are
open under administrative controls are not required to meet
the SR during the time that they are open.

The Note allows valves, blind flanges, or equivalent located
in high radiation areas to be verified closed by use of
administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable, since access
to these areas is typically restricted during MODES 1, 2,

O
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and 3 for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these containment isolation valves, once
they have been verified to be in their proper position, is :small. !

SR 3.6.3.4
t

Verifying that the isolation time of each automatic power |
operated containment isolation valve is within limits is

|
required to demonstrate OPERABILITY. The isolation time '

test ensures the valve will isolate in a time period less .

than or equal to that assumed in the safety analysis. The '

isolation time and Frequency of this SR are in accordance i

with the Inservice Testing Program. Isolation times are not .

applicable for Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation a
'

| valves because they are required to be closed.
;

(

O Sa 3.c.3.< !
'

!

Automatic containment isolation valves close on an isolation !
j signal (CIS Channels A or B, or safety injection actuation

signal Channels A or B) to prevent leakage of radioactive
;

material from containment following a DBA. This SR ensures
each automatic containment isolation valve will actuate to |its isolation position on a containment isolation actuation
signal. This Surveillance is not required for valves that
are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the required
position under administrative controls. The 24 month
Frequency was developed considering it is prudent that this
SR be perfonned only during a unit outage, since isolation
of penetrations would eliminate cooling water flow and
disrupt nonnal operation of many critical components.

! Operating experience has shown that these components usually
'

pass this SR when perfonned on the 24 month Frequency.
.

1

:

|

O-
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i
1

Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability standpoint. |

;

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 5

|

|

:

|

|

'

!
!

!

|

,

i
1

;

i

!

!

!

i

!O
<
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accidents, it is assumed that adequate containment leak
tightness is intact at event initiation to limit potential
leakage to the environment. Additionally, it is assumed
that the amount of radioactive iodine release is limited by
reducing the iodine concentration in the containment
atmosphere. I

The IRS design basis is established / the consequences of i

the limiting DBA. The accident analysis (Ref. 3) assumes I

that only two trains of the IRS are functional due to a
single failure that disables the other train. The accident '

analysis accounts for the reduction in airborne radioactive
'

iodine provided by the remaining two trains of this >

filtration system. '

!

The IRS satisfies 10 CfR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3. ;
,

i

t

j LC0 Three separate, independent, and redundant trains of the IRS !
| are required to ensure that at least two are available.
| assuming a single failure coincident with a loss of offsite
| power, t

i

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, iodine is a fission product that [
can be released from the fuel to the reactor coolant as a '

result of a DBA. The DBAs that can cause a failure of the
fuel cladding are a LOCA, MSLB, and CEA ejection accident.
Because these accidents are considered credible accidents in
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the IRS must be operable in these >

MODES to ensure the reduction in iodine concentration !
assumed in the accident analysis.

i

|

| In MODES 5 and 6 the probability and consequences of a LOCA
j are low due to the pressure and temperature limitations of

|

-)
,

i O
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3/4.6 CONTAllMENT SYSTDi$

SURVEILLANCE REQUltDIENTS (Continued)

f

b. (' Containment purge isolation ydshall be demonstrated OPERABLE|any time upon entering MODE 5 from power operation modes, unless
6 the last surveillance test has been performed within the past

six months or any time after being opened and prior to entering
MODE 4 from shutdown modes by verifying that when the measured
leakage rate is added to the leckage rates determined pursuant to
Technical Specification 4.6.1.2.a for all other Type 8 or C

|penetrations, the combined leakage rate is less than or equal to ;

0.60 L , The leakage rate for the containment purge isolation
|valves shall also be compared tc the previously measured leakap.

rate to detect excessive valve degradation. _/

c. [kcontainment purge isolation valve seals shall be replaced|with new seals at a frequency to ensure no individual seal
\ remains in service greater than 2 consecutive futt reload cycles.

It .3

. ..

1

|

1

. .
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.6.1 - CONTAINMENT

'q TECilNICAL CHANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLEDg DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Unit 1 CTS 3.6.1.6 Action a allows 90 dcys to perform an engineenng evaluation when the |
containment structure exhibits evidence of possible abnonnal degradation, per the tandan
Surveillances. This requirement is being moved to the Bases of Section 3.6.1. His is
acceptable because moving this requimnent to the Bases will not affect the requirement to
perform an evaluation to determine if the contamment is inoperable. This requtmnent can be
adequately controlled in the Bases, which require change control in accordance with the Bases

Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regclatory j
control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. De level of safety of '

facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the squumsit to
perform an engineering evaluation to determine if the containment is inoperable. Funhermore,
NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license amendments to these
requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement of information
change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432. i

i

LA.2 Unit 1 CTS 4.6.1.2.b requires that containment purge isolation valves be demonstrated
Operable any time upon entering Mode 5 from power operation modes, unless the last

;

surveillance test has been performed within the past six months or any time after being opened i

and proper to entenny Mode 4 from shutdown modes by verifying that when the measured '

leakage sate is added to the leakage rates determined pursuant to Technical
Specification 4.6.1.2.a for all other Type B or C penetrations, the combmed leakage rate is less
than or cqual to 0.60 L The leakage rate for the containment purge isolation valves shall be
compared to the preuously measured leakage rate to detect excessive valve degradation.
These requirements are being moved to the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. This
is acceptable because moving this requirement to the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program will not affect the performance of this requirement. This requirement can be
adequately controlled in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. This approach
provides an effective letcl of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change cause
there is no change in this requirement. This change is specific to Unit 1 because the Unit 2
containment purge and exhaust penetrations are isolated outside contamment with blind
flanges. The Unit I containment purge and exhaust penetrations will also be modified to have

!

blind flanges installed for operation during Modes i through 4 during the 1998 Unit I refueling
outage This change is being made in case this Surveillance is required to be performed due to
an unamicipated shutdown Therefore, this Surveillance Requirement will no longer be needed ;
once the blind flange is installed This change is a less testrictive movement ofinformation
change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

{

LA.3 Unit 1 CTS 4.6.1.2 e requires that containment purge isolation valves be replaced with new I

seals at a frequency to ensure no individual seal remains in senice greater than two
i consecutive fuel cycle. This requirement is being moved to plant procedures. His is

acceptable because moving this requirement to plant procedures will continue to ensure that no

individual seal remains in senice greater than two consecutive fuel cycles. His requirement
| can be adequately controlled in plant procedures. This approach provides an effective level of
'

regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. De level of
i safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in this

requirement by moving it from Technical Specifications to plant procedures. His change is
,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
j SECTION 3.6.1 - CONTAINMENT

(Q.)
specific to ' Unit I because the Unit 2 containment purge and exhaust isolation valves located

outside containment are being replaced with blind flanges for operation in Modes 1 through 4.
The Unit I containment purge and exhaust penetrations will also be modified to have blind
flanges installed during the 1998 Unit I refueling outage. This change is being made in case
this Surveillance is required to be performed due to an unanticipated shutdown. Therefore, this
Surveillance Requirement will no longer be needed once the blind flange is installed. This
change is a less restrictive movement of information change with no impact on safety. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECHNICAL CHANCES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
L1 Unit 1 CTS 3.6.1.6 requires a plant shutdown if the contaitunent tendons or structure exhibit

evidence of abnormal degradation, and continued operation cannot be justified by an
engineering evaluation within 90 days. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.1 Action A will
allow I hour for the containment to be deemed Operable following the engineering evaluation
performed within 90 days. This change increases the Completion Time frun immediately
beginning a shutdown, to one hour. This added Completion Time will allow a period of time to
prepare for a possible impending shutdown. This time period also ensures that the probability
of an accident (requinng containment Operability) occumng during pe;iods when contamment
is inoperable is minimal Allowing an additional one hour to complete a Required Action
constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

:
|

| O

,

l

O
|

|
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3b 4/4,4 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS @

; .p, g ,3 -3/16.4 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES
!

'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION l

[
u c, 2. t. 3 4,6,4,4- Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.* ' 1

.

APPLICABILITY: N0 DES 1. 2. 3, and 4.|

ACTIM: With one or more of the isolation valve (s) inoperable, either: 4'D

'tne inoperapw valvets) EA4PHAELE statularnn
!

e
' " *w.Isolete each egfps.gaw, awn, ;=1b. P
least one deacMvated automatic valve secQd in the isolation'ed penetr'alToii sithin@ hours ny use of at Q.n(g *.;) ly..t@

f
~

.

l

4[> ''
-

position, orv A " g, .f,
, '

m 'T% !solate the affected penetration within hours by use of at/
.

Mec 'l" east one closed manual valve @ blind flang
' t avt A?'/-

M.'2.or
#' * c . a.

[ A m 3,a b tL fBe in et least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
'

(5HUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. Qeg,pt@ _ /).

tte feI ae.
L. r""""*^"

Q\
_

W Q '' =
,

\

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT $% y -* @)
-

"TC . 1 Ea;t. containa.ent 1so' tion valve shall be demon trated OPERABM
prict o returning the valve service af ter maintenant repair, or
rep cement work is perfom on the valve or its asso ted actuator, i - L f),gs y c . trol. or p a er circuit .y perfortcance of a cycling est and verif ationi

.N.' isolatie*, tine.
-

.

~.......--~,,,<--e.-%_. !
''

L .e% . is .to.,
' ' .

, .y ,; e, : , p. , ,a , . ' - ( ..f.. . ou.t a . eg ,,9 ,,,4 . . t w
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,
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'
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3 !G . \ 1. c. ,n . : .y .. 4. r, d.. . (%e'2 2- ou ee % Cwr .. .t a% ~ ~ g~< 6,, t '- |u ,,
.- .e . .e~ r

k y,v)$
''" .1 Valves that are nomally clos.ed may be oper,ed on an intermittent

basis under administrative control.

_ Containment pnge isolation valves isolation times will only apply 1
-

WLL_when the valves efe reevired to be OPERAaLE and theY are cD?n,
h:htic t' :: f o r r e- * W-* * :- M e h t '-- *-* u u '^ 3

j

c. 5 en; 4 per iecnraui apu; 6.,U..,,, /t 5. , t-N Q,4$ )<- s 4, '
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q INSERTS 3.6.3 ACTIONS A.2 and C.2

V

AM2

A.2 Note
Isolation devices in high
radiation areas may be
verifies by use of

. administrative means (
1

Verify the affected Once per 31 days forisolation
i

penetration flow path is devices outside containment
isolated.

AND

1
.

Prior to entering MODE 4 from f
MODE 5 if not performed within
the presious 92 days for isolation

,

i devices inside containment. '

AND
,

C.2 - - ---Note
|

-----

Isolation devices in.high '. . .

radiation areas may be
; terifies by use of
[ administrative means.
|

Verify the afTeeted Once per 31 days
penetration flow path is
isolated.

I
i
;

i

'
i
i

i
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTDt3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Contiamed)

U4. JXi @ Each containment isolation valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
during the COLD SHUTDonni or MFUELIM ISDE at least once per MFUELIM
INTERVAL by:

f[GrMest sicnal, each requiret isolation valve actuates to itsVerifying that on each/6ntai--a miarian-enannel VAc r%nni?
b" I

SR 16.f, ,'[
'/

_ 1s'olation positHIfr. q] .g g ,3,y g f M ~ ' 4 .*2
_ _

C heri ng t A on~ Containment diation-High tem UInnel i

iso ation po ion. - fves 4l/ hi nal. both -~ t red conts**p' purge j
s or a tes

ttuat a th
~

t /.j Verifying at on eachGaTetwMetiaa ttuatlovPCfirMM1 A or'r ' L ,|'- dhanneT est signal, each required isolation valve actuates to
i W Ti6Tatton position.

%
4.6ed,' ,* b O M The isolation time of each power-operated or automatic

i

con a nmr4Lisolation valve shall be deteminetto be within its limit when|

j tested (pursuant p echnical 5pe p ton 4.0. 0

'E AYkat< wbhiL T nur..t,T 4,. In4 3

O -

i. ..

l

l

|

|
|
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3/4.6 10N_T41!!NltfT. 5YITDil

I3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

Containment Purce System

LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
,

@ he containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves shall be-

!

by isolating air to the air operator and maintaining the solenoid p*3
co
air supply valve de-energized.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3 and 4.

M; pefu= lk,
_

ad.WithonecorI nment purge sufpis end/or ohaust isolationCon N A ^ vaive open. the open va ve(s) within hour or be in et -

f l fleast NOT ST within the next 6 hours an n COLD $NUTDOWN
A cdsun A.I m within the following 30 hours,

/' b. nd/or one exhaust i .ationbd''''g,,4 Withonecont(nmentpulesufvalve inope le due to ish ge. repair the val ts)within % L*g0. 2. 24 hours be in COLD SHUTD within the follow 1, 30 hours.
~

V $URyEILLAME REQUIREMINTS *

I$f $ ('3 *1 ' te deteQrnine. closed at least once per 31gby vertTying that
4. 1. Thes containment purge supply and exhaust isplation valves

.a
/ [.3

Qc er w tr.e solenoid valve is removed, y

..

I

I

l
|

|
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1g -37t:tr CONTAINHENT SYSTEMS

g, 6, 3 3/4.0. P CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

hLIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
I

*3
| 4,4,44 Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.* '
. APPUCABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4. '

ACTION: With one or more of the isolation valve (s) inoperable, either: f,, l
|

o W in yeperable valvem to er --- wmtatus wirniet/'2
hours. O ,, { ,, ,,,,.\-

,. A , ,,
,

j Ac, os )L %Osolateeacheffectedpene ation within Yuyedc1 av f g3least one deactivated .atic valve secure n the isolation ''

| A,g 4 c -- position, or 'Ad'* C Mj
%. Isolate the affected penetration within ours by use of at -$ - .k

'

least one closed manual valve or blind ang or { '

/ l /. c , , _, % [Be in at leas' HOT STANDBY within the next
hours and in_ COLD'd'C.2.C, ASHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.-

; ,,g; g y ~ ~ _'

| 4.7FJTf6visioW6T spgeification 3.0.4 notappl1cyleproviTeh
~

'
|
' g" hat the affected>tfnetration is is ted. f '4

X ..

Cw.tv,ac .is. _ _ (w t M 4.O , a,, r. ,
\. . _ _ . . ~ - - . . g - s A . :.-

SURVALL1N'EEREQUIREMENTS b '

'' -{}*
I .6.t. 1 T Ea:h containment oletion valve shall e cemonstrated OP BLE' '

4

| prior o returning the val to service after m ntenance, repair,\ FNi

cop.ttcl, or poner circ ' . by perfortrance of
re ceTent work is perf ..ed on the valve or s associated act' or, "lA d")s . . rytl.img t e e t a M erification.Js'

s 6f isolation titre. r
y .. - -- --

( C o.,4 ... A 41; i s 48. ' O . ., .:. g ., ,. we 4 p. , . 4 , , . . . , fi. giaL,
-

_
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,
_
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r4 t w 7., . 6 . . . It - g.. . t . ., .

., ,.,,..ic 4,
" ~ ~~ ge c -.. r c.'....

,
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" ' ' *

Valves that are norinelly closed may be opened on an intertittent lvi
| basis under administrative control. I

-

|
'

( TEntM69ht7VFGe isolation valves isolation times will only apply int

MODE 6 when the valves are recuired to be OPERABLE and they are open
EW t :n ' -.:: S; u ... ?---' n = diMethr. ri:- % M 5
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i . INSI'RTS 3.6.3 ACTIONS A.2 and C.2,

.

I

f
| AND
' i

!

A.2 Note i

Isolation devicesin high ;

| radiation areas may be
,! verifies by use of
!

adminisustive means.
!

!

!r
,

Verify the affeued Once per 31 days forisolation
ij- penetration flow path is devices outside containment
~

j isolated.
r

'i - AND
i

! !

Prior to entering MODE 4 from . *

MODE 5 if not performed within :
{ the previous 92 days for isolation i

devices inside containment.
| b

,

e i

L i
AND '

,

C. 2 ---- - ---Not e----~~---; '
Isolation devices in.high. . .

radiation areas may bc
verifies by use of,

| administrative means. !
. . . .

|

Verify the affected Once per 31 days !

penetration flow path is .
| isolated.

i
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES;

SECTION 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

A ADMBISTRATIVE CHANGES
U

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

i

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also has e been added to rnore fully dercribe each LCO and to be consistent

,

with NUREG-1432. However, the additional information does not change the intent of the |

current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process )
| involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification 4.6.4.1.2 requires the verification that the containment ;

| isolation vahes (ClVn actuate to the isolation position on a Containment Isolation Signal !
| (CIS) Channel A or B test signal, and on a Safety injection Actuation Signal Channel A or B
!

test signal. Improved Technical Specifications allow the SR to be performed with a
simulated signal er credit to be taken with an actual signal. This change allows credit to be
taken for an actual signal if the CIVs can be verified as having been isolated. The actual
signal is as valid as a simulated sigr.al because it places a demand on the valves to isolate.
This is consistent with current plant practice if all the functions can be verified. Adding this
additional information to the SR is e.n administrative change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

Ob A.3 Current Technical Specification 3.6.4.1 Action a contains a requirement to restore the
inoperable vah e(s) to Operable status within four hours, or to isolate the affected penetration '

or to shut down. Impros ed Technical Specification 3.6.3 will not contain the requirement to
restme the valve to Operable status. The option to restore the CIV(s) to Operable status,
hon ever. still exists. Once the valve (s) is returned to Operable status, the Actions do not

~

,

have to be completed, and the LCO can be exited. Therefore, requiring the valve (s) to be
restored is not required in the ITS. Deleting an unnecessary requirement is an administrative
change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.4 Current Technical Specification 3.6.4.3.e states that the provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are
not applicable, previded that the affected penetration is isolated. Improved Technical
Specification 3.6.3 will not contain this requirement. Improved Technical Specification
LCO 3.0.4 states that entry into a Mode or other specified condition in the Applicability shall
not be made, except when the associated Actions to be entered permit continued operation in
the Mode or other specified condition in the Applicability for an unlimited period of time.
Since the ITS 3.6.3 Actions allow continued operation, Mode changes are allowed. Deleting
a requirement that exists through the LCO 3.0 requirements , constitutes an administrative
change. This change is com,istent with NUREG-1432.

I

A.5 Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 will contain an Actions Note (Note 2) which allows
j separate condition entry for each penetration flow path. Current Technical !

Specification 3.6.4.1 Actions do not contain this requirement. This Note provides explicit
'

instructions for proper application of the actions for Technical Specification compliance. In
conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3 " Completion Times," this note provides

|

CALVERT Clifts - UNITS 1 & 2 3.6.3-1 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION S.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

A !

U direction consistent with the intent of the existmg Actions for the contamment air locks. His
change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

A.6 Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 will contain an Actions Note (Note 3) which requires
entry into applicable Conditions and Required Actions for system (s) made inoperable by CIVs.
Current Technical Specification 3.4.3.1 does not contain this i@.mt. This change adds a

| requirement to declare system (s) inoperable that are made inoperable by moperable CIVs.
! This Action was added because, per ITS LCO 3.0.6, only the Actions of the CIVs would have

to be entered. However, since inoperable CIVs require isolation of penetrations to the affected
system (s) with continued operation, cascadmg to the affected system is prudent. This
requirement is necessary because unlimited continued operation with a system inoperable could
severely affect the mitigation of accidents and violate the safety analyses. The CTS does not
contain a Specification similar to LCO 3,0.6 and, therefore, already requires cascadmg The
addition of a requirement which is already required in the CTS is an admiaistrative change. !

This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

A.7 Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 will contain an Actions Note (Note 4) which requires ;

entry into the applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.6.1 when the leakage ;

exceeds the overall containment leakage rate acceptance criteria. Current Tecimical '

Specification 3.6.4.1 does not contain this Note. This Note is essentially a reminder that
noncompliance with the overall leakage limits requires entry into the ITS Containment

| Specification (the CTS Containment Leakage Specification). However, ITS as well as CTS
requires entry into Actions for any Specification in which the LCO is not met. The addition of
informational Notes constitutes an administrative change. This change is consistent with

v NUREG 1432.

A8 Current Technical Specification 4.6.4.1.3 requires the isolation time of each power-operated or
automatic ClY to be determined to be within its limit when tested pursuant to Technical
Specification 4 0.5. Improved Technical Specification will require the SR to be performed in
accordance with the Insenice Testing Program. This change is administrative because ITS
moved CTS 4.0.5 and mcorporated it into the Insenice Testing Program, which is required per
ITS Section 5.0. De requirement to perform the SR has not changed. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.9 Current Technical Specification 3.6.4.1 does not specifically have different Actions for
different types of penetrations. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 contains Actions for
different type pcnctrations with different numbers of valves inoperable. Improved Technical
Specification 3.6.3 Actions A and B will contain a Conditions Note which specifies that these
Conditions only apply to penetration flow paths with two CIVs and not a closed system.

; improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 Action C will contain a Conditions Note which

| specifies that this Condition only applies to penetration flow paths with one or more CIVs and
| a closed system. Adding Notes which specify which Actions are applicable is an

administrative change because the requirement is not affected technically.

A.10 Unit 1 CTS 3.6.1.7 Action a requires an open contamment purge supply and exhaust isolation
valve to be closed. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 will require an inoperabla
containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valve to be closed. Le ITS combin s all

G containment isolation valves into one specification and does not specifically contain Actionsb for the containment purge system valves. Therefore, the ITS Actions require the valves to be
i

I
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| SECTION 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

! q closed when the valve is inoperable. The bases will require the contamment purge supply and' Q exhaust isolation valves to be closed as a part of their Operability requirements. Therefore,
|

changing closed to inoperable in the Actions is an adminierative change. His change is ;
specific to Unit 1 because the Unit 2 containment purge and exhaust isolation valves located

outside containment are being replaced with blind flanges for operation in Modes I through 4.
The Unit I containment purge and exhaust penetrations will also be modtfied to have blind
flanges installed during the 1998 Unit I refueling outage. Therefore, this change will become:

!
I moot after installation of the blind flange because the contamment purge system specification

in Modes 1 through 4 will not longer be applicable. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

|

| A.11 Unit 1 CTS SR 4.6.4.1.2.b requires verifying that on each Containment Radiation- High Test
I Channel A or Channel B test signal, both required containment purge valves actuate to their

isolation position Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 SRs will not contain this
Surveillance Current Technical Specification SR 4.9.9 and ITS SR 3.9.3.2 also require
venfying the containment purge valves actuate on a Contamment Radiation - High Test signal.
Therefore, deleting an SR which is duplicated in another Specification constitutes an
administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
i M.] Current Technical Specification 3.6.4.1 Actions require the penetrations to be isolated within
! four hours if two CIVs are inoperable. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 Action B will i

| require the penetration to be isolated within one hour. This change decreases the Completion
1 (O Time to isolate a penetration, when two CIVs in the penetration are inoperable, from
I

four hours to one hour. With both CIVs in one penetration inoperable, the means to isolate
containment is hindered. The one-hour Completion Time is consistent with the urgency to
isolate containment. and is also consistent with the Actions of LCO 3.6.1. In addition, the
affected penetration flow path must be isolated with an isolation barrier that cannot be

| adversely affceted by a single active failure (closed and deactivated automatic valve, a closed
manual valve, or a blind flange). Decreasing the Completion Time to complete an Action

|
constitutes a More Restrictive change. This change will not adversely affect safety because !

| when two CIVs are inoperable, the ability to isolate the penetration is hindered, and rapid '

| isolation is warranted. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
|

| M.2 Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 Required Actions A.2 and C.2 contain requirements to | }! verify that the affected penetration flow path is isolated once per 31 days for isolation desices j

outside containment, and Action A.2 contains an additional Completion Time to verify the |
| affected penetration flow path is isolated prior to entering Mode 4 from Mode 5, if not
| performed within the previous 92 days for isolation devices inside containment. The added |

;

1

Required Actions are modified by a Note which allows the isolation devices in high radiation
areas to be verified by use of administrative means. Current Technical Specification 3.6.4.1
does not contain these requirements. His change will add requirements to Technical
Specifications to periodically verify that the affected penetration flow path is isolated. This
verification is necessary to ensure that containment penetrations required to be isolated
following an accident, and no longer capable of being automatically isolated, will be in the
isolation position should an event occur. The addition of requirements to the Technical
Specifications constitutes a more restrictive change. This change will not adversely affect

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

1

g safety because it ensures that the isolated penetrations remam isolated. This change is
() consistent with NUREG-1432. !

!M.3 Current Technical Specification 3.6.1.1 Footnote * allows the hydrogen purge contammmt
vent isolation valves to be opened for contamment pressure control, airborne radioactivity
control and Surveillance testing purposes only. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 creates
an SR (SR 3.6.3.1) from this allowance. The ITS SR will require the verification that the
containment vent is only opened for the above listed purposes (and air qualitv coraiderations as
described in a less restrictive Discussion of Changes) once per 31 days. This SR ensures that
the containment vent valves are closed as required or, if open, open for an allowable reason.

De 31-day Frequency is consistent with other CIV requiremms. Addmg an SR to verify an
allowance constiti.tes a more restrictive change. The addition of this SR is not adverse to plant
safety because it ensures that this CIV is only opened for approved purposes. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL C11 ANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECIINICAL CilANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA 1 Current Technical Specification SRs 4.6.4.1.2.a and c specifically list the types of test signals
(CIS Channel A or B, and Safety Injection Actuation Signal Channel A or B) required for

V] testing that the CiYs actuate to their isolation position. Improved Technical Specification/~

SR 3.6.3.5 will require that the CIVs be verified to isolate on an actual or simulated test signal.
The test signal will no longer be specified in the SR. The test signal will be moved to
Section B 3.6.3 of the ITS Bases. This is acceptable because these details do not impact the
requirement to verify that the CIVs will isolate when required. These details can be adequately
controlled in the Bases which require change control in accordance with the Bases Control
Program in ITS Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective level cf regulatory control
and provides for a more appropriate change control process. Safety is unaffected by the
change because there is no change in the requircment for the CIVs to isolate. Furthermore,
NRC and Calvert Chffs resources associated with processing license amendments to these
requirements will be reduced. This is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with
no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

|
LA.2 Current Technical Specification 4.6.4.1.1 requires each CIV to be demonstrated Operable i

prior to returning the vahe to senice, after maintenance repair or replacement work is
performed on the valve or its associated actuator, control, or power circuit, by performance of
a cycimg test and verification isolation time. The ITS will not contain any post-maintenance
testing requirements. Post-maintenance testing requirements will be moved to plant
procedures. This is acceptable because Technical Specifications will only contain the periodic
testing requirements. Post-maintenance testmg should be controlled and rxiuired under plant
admimstrative procedures. Requirements in plant procedures will b< cerolled via the plant
procedure change control process. This approach provides an effective. ' .:1 of control and for
a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facihty operations is
unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement to perform post-O

V maintenance testing. Furthermore, Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and Calvert Cliffs |

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.6.3-4 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES,

!

!
,

i n resources associated with processing license amendmente to these requirements will bc
| V reduced. This is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety.

This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. '

LA.3 Unit 1 CTS LCO 3.6.1.7 requires the contamment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves
shall be closed by isolating air to the air operator and maintaining the solmoid air supply valve,

'

de-energized and SR 4.6.1.7 requires verification that power to the solenoid is mesd. %ese
requirements are being moved to the Bases of Section 3.6.3. His is acceptable because
moving these requirements to the Bases will not affect the requirement to mamtam the valves
closed and how to maintain the valve closed. De valves are required to be mamramed |
Operable per Section 3.6.3 but that section does not speci6cally regmre them to be ==W=iaad '

closed. The Bases will require the contamment purge and isolation valves to be closed in order
to be Operable. The SR that requires the valves to be maintained closed will renmin in the

!
Technical Specifications; only the requirement on how to maintain the valve closed is being
removed. These requirements can be adequately controlled in the Bases which require change
control in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. His approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change '

control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because
the requirements are still in place to ensure the valves are closed and maintained closed.
Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (CCNPP) resources associated
v.ith processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is
specific to Unit I because the Unit 2 containment purge and exhaust isolation valves located
outside containment are being replaced with blind flanges for operation in Modes I through 4.
The Unit I containment purge and exhaust penetrations will also be modified to have blind
flanges installed durmg the 1998 Unit I refueling outage. Therefore, these requirements in the
Bases will no longer be applicable after installation of the blind flange because the containment
purge system specification will no longer be applicable. This change is a less restrictive
movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432

LA.4 Unit 1 CTS SR 4.6.4.1.1 footnote # allows isolation times for containment purge isolation
valves to not be applicable for Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 per the containment isolation valve
Technical Specification. during which time these valves must remam closed. This requirement
is being moved to the Bases of Section 3.6.3. This is acceptable because mosing this
requirement to the Bases will not affect this allowance. This requirement can be adequately
controlled in the Bases which require change control in accordance with the Bases Control
Program in ITS Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control
and provides foi a more appropriate change control process. He level of safety of facility
operation is unaffected by the change because this allowance will be unchanged. Furthermore,
NRC and CCNPP resources associated with processing license amendments to these

|
reqmrements will be reduced. This change is specific to Unit 1 because the Unit 2 contamment

|
| purge and exhaust isolation valves located outside enntainment are being replaccd with blind i

| flanges for operation in Modes 1 through 4. The Unit I contamment purge and exhaust 1

j penetrations will also be modified to have blind flanges installed during the 1998 Unit 1
| refueling outage. Therefore, this portion of the footnote will no longer be applicable after

installation of the blind flange because the contamment purge system speci6 cation will no
: longer be applicable. This change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no

impact on safety. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.Om,

|
|
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| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

SECTION 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

| TECilNICAL CilANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
Ll Current Technical Specification 3.6.4.1 Actions b and c require that a penetration with one or

more inoperable CIVs be isolated with one deactivated automatic valve secured in the isolation
| position, or by use of at least one closed manual valve or blind flange. Improved Technical
| Specifications 3.6.0 Action A (when only one CIV is moperable) will additionally allow the

3

j penetration to be isolated by a check valve with flow through the valve secured This change
| adds an additional method for isolating a penetration when one CIV is inoperabic. One CIV
! for the affected penetration is still Operable. This valve, combined with the check valve with 1

flow through the valvc secured, is as effective in isolating the penetration as a secured
automatic valve, a closed manual valve, or a blind flange. Therefore, the check valve with,

| flow through the valve secured will perform the intended safety function of isolating the
| penetration. AddmF methods to the Technical Specifications on how to isolate a penetrations
| constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
i

I

! L2 Current Technical Specification 3.6.4.1 Actions b and c require the penetration flow path to be
j isolated within four hours when the CIV is inoperabic. These Actions can be applied to
| penetration flow paths in a closed system. Penetration flow paths in closed systems are only
'

required to have one CIV. Improved Technical Specification 3.6.3 Action C will require the
penetration to be isolated within 72 hours when the CIV is inoperable in a penetration with a
closed system. The penetration is required to be isolated with a closed and deactivated

I automatic valve, a closed manual valve, or a blind flange. This change will increase the
Completion Time for this Action from 4 hours to 72 hours. This time is reasonable,
considering the rehabihty of the closed system to act as a penetration isolation boundary. The

O closed system will perform the safety function ofisolating the penetration until the valve is'

I ( isolated increasing the Completion Time to complete the Actions constitutes a less restrictive
change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432, TSTF 30.

L3 Current Technical Specification 4.6.1.1.a requires the valves inside contamment that are not

| locked, sealed. or otherwise secured, and are not capable of being closed by a CIS, be verified

| closed once per 31 days Current Technical Specification 4.6.1.1.a Footnote " requires the
valves located inside containment that are not locked, sealed, or other secured be verified
closed in Mode 5, prior to proceeding to Mode 4, if not performed in the previous 92 days. |
Improved Technical Specification SRs 3.6.3.2 and 3.6.3.3 will require performance of the i

same verification, however, they are modified by a Note which allows that valves and blind
flanges in high radiation areas may be verified by admmistrative means. Valves and blind
flanges located in high radiation areas may be verified closed by admmistrative means because
access to these areas is typically restricted during Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 for mimmizmg
radiological exposure reasons. Therefore, the likelihood that these CIVs would be misaligned
once they have been verified to be in the proper position is small, because access to these areas j
is controlled Providmg allowances which relax the verification requirements in SRs !
constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

'

1L4 Current Technical Specification 4.6.1.1.a requires the valves outside contamment that are not '

! capable of being closed by a CIS be verified closed once per 31 days. Current Technical
Specification 4.6.1.1.a footnote " requires the valves located inside contamment that are
locked, sealed, or othemise secured are verified closed in Mode 5, prior to prMg to
Mode 4, if not performed in the previous 92 days, respectively. Improved Technical

/ Specification SRs 3.6.3.2 and 3.6.3.3 will require nnly those valves that are not locked, scaled,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

p or otherwise secured to be verified closed inside and outside of cueinment, respectively. This
V change is acceptable because valves and blind flanges that are locked, scaled, or otherwise

secured in position are verified isolated prior to lockmg, sealing, or secunng Dese valves are
administratively controlled to provide reasonable assurance that they are not inadvertently
opened. Addmg allowances that relax SRs constitutes a less restrictive change. His change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

L5 Current Technical Specification 3.6.1.1 footnote * requires the contamment vent to be opened
only for containment pressure control, airbome radioactivity control, and Surveillance testmg
purposes. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.6.3.1 requires the verification once per 31
days that the containment vent is closed, except for contamment pressure control, sirborne ,

radioactivity control, air quality control, and Surveillance testing purposes. This change :

essentially adds an allowance for the contamment vent to be opened for air quality control
purposes. This is reasonable because containment air quality in contamment is critical for
personnel entry . Also. the containment vent is capable of closing in the emironment following
a loss-of-coolant accident. Adding an additional allowance for the contamment vent to be
opened constitutes a less restrictive change. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L6 Current Technical Specification SR 4.6.1.1.a requires all penetrations (inside and outside of i

containment) not capable of being closed by Operable CIVs, and are required to be closed
during accident conditions, are verified closed by valves, blind flanges, or deactivated
automatic valves secured in their positions. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.6.3.2
(outside containment) and SR 3.6.3.3 (inside containment) will allow penetrations to be
isolated by an equivalent isolation desice. The equivalent isolation device is required to be
.American Society of Mechanical Engineers /American National Standards Institute approvedt

for the purpose in which it is being used. This device is required to serve the same safety
function as the normal method of isolation. Adding additional methods for isolating a
penetration constitutes a less restrictive change. His change is consistent with the proposed
Generic Change CEOG 112 to NUREG 1432.

L7 Current Technical Specification SR 4.6.1.1.a requires all penetrations (inside and outside of
containment) not capable of bemg closed by Operable CIVs, and are required to be closed

'

during accident conditions, to be verified closed. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.6.3.2
(outside containment) and SR 3.6.3.3 (inside containment) will require the penetration to be
verified closed. however, the ITS will contain a Note which allows valves, blind flanges, or
equivalent in high radiation areas to be verified by administrative means. This Note is
acceptable since access to these areas is typically restricted for as low as reasonably
achievable radiation exposure reasons. Also, since these areas are restricted, the chances of

these isolation devices being misaligned once they have been verified to be in the proper
position is small. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L8 Unit 1 CTS 3.6.1.7 Action a requires the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation
valves to be closed within one hour if any of the valves are open. Improved Technical
Specification 3.6.3 requires the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves to be i

closed within four hours if any of the valves are open. This change will mercase the
| Completion Time to close the valves from one hour to four hours. His change is acceptable i

because the chances are remote that the valves will be left in the open position or opened in

q Modes I through 4. The valves are required to be mamtamed closed with power to the
Q solenoid valve removed prior to Mode 4 per ITS SR 3.6.3.2 and the associated Bases. He
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.6.3 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

1

g valves also receive automatic closure signals during accidents (containment isolation, safety
V injection, and high radiation signals). Also, this change is specific to Unit I because the Unit 2

containment purge and exhaust isolation valves located outside contamment have been replaced;

i with blind flanges for operation in Modes I through 4. The Unit I cantamment purge and
i

exhaust penetrations will also be modified to have blind flanges mstalled dunng the 1998
I Unit I refueling outage. Therefore, this Action will no longer be applicable after installation

of the blind flanges because the contamment purge system specification will no longer be
applicable in Modes 1 through 4. Increasing Completion Times to perform an Action

,

constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. ,

| L.9 Unit 1 CTS 3.6.1.7 Action b requires containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves to
be repaired within 24 hours when inoperable due to high leakage. improved Technical
Specification 3.6.3 will require the valve to be maintained closed. In both cases the
containment leakage requirements are required to be maintained. The ITS will allow

| containment purge supply and exhaust valve leakage to exist indefinitely as long as the
,

'

containment leakage requirements are within limits whereas the CTS requires the valve to be I

repaired within 24 hours as long as the containment leakage requirements are within limits.
This change is acceptable, because other Technical Specifications exist that control
Containment Leakage, If the containment leakage is not within limits, Actions of the
appropriate Technical Specification LCO is required to be entered (LCO 3.6.1 which requires

| an allowed outage time of one hour before requiring a plant shutdown). However, good j
i operating practices and engineering judgment dictate perfomung repairs to correct leaks before

they become excessive. This change is specific to Unit 1 because the Unit 2 containment purge
;

| and exhaust isolation valves located outside containment have been replaced with blind flanges j

I f for operation in Modes 1 through 4. The Unit I containment purge and exhaust penetrations
'

i k
will also be modified to have blmd flanges instal. led during the 1998 Unit I refueling outage.

| Therefore, these changes will no longer be applicable after installation of the blind flanges
j because the containment purge system specification will no longer be applicable in Modes I

through 4. Deleting a requirement to perfonn Acdons within a certain amount of time
constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

!

|
|

|

,

i

i

i

|
,

t

|

l
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.6 - CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

(3 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from anyy1 previously evaluated?
l
l

The proposed change adds a Note which allows the closure devices (valves, blind flanges, or |

equivalent) in high radiation areas to be verified closed by administrative means. 'Ihis change
|will not affect the probability of an accident. This change will not physically alter the plant (no '

new or different type of equipment will be installed). The change does not require any new or l

unusual operator actions. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or l
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. |

i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change adds a Note which allows the closure devices (valves, blind flanges, or i

equivalent) in high radiation areas to be verified closed by administrative means. This change !

will not affect the probability of an accident. The margin of safety is not significantly affected
by this change. Access to high radiation areas is restricted, therefore, the likelihood of these

|
valves being remotely mispositioned is small. Also, by allowing these valves to be verified |
closed by administrative means will keep radiation exposure as low as reasonably achievable. '

Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

l3.6.3 Change L.S

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

1he proposed change will increase the allowed outage time to close an open containment purge
supply and exhaust isolation valve from one hour to four hours. This change will not
significantly affect the probability of an accident. The containment purge system is not an
initiator of any analyzed event. This change will not significantly affect the consequences of an

i
accident. The valves will continue to receive an automatic closure signal (containment isolation,

|
safety injection, and high radiation) during an accident. Also the valves are verified closed and

l
power to the solenoid removed prior to entering the Modes of Applicability and performed '

monthly thereafter. This change will not affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of
accidents or transients. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated. 1

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the allowed outage time to close an open containment purge
supply and exhaust isolation valve from one hour to four hours. This change does not involve a

i

significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the
plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change will increase the allowed outage time to close an open containment purge
supply and exhaust isolation valve from one hour to four hours. This change will not affect the

p function of the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves during an accident which

() is to close on a containment isolation, safety injection, or high radiation signal. These valves are
'

!
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.6 - CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

q also verified closed with power removed prior to entermg the Modes of Applicability. Therefore,Q the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.6.3 Chance L 9

I1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
|

| accident previously evaluated? i

| The proposed change will change the allowed outage time to repair a containment purge supply and
'

exhaust isolation valve from 24 hours to only requiring the valve to be maintamed closed.
However, the containment leakage requirements are still required to be within limits. This change
will not significantly affect the probability of an accident. The contamment purge system is not an {
initiator of any analyzed event. This change will not significantly affect the consequences of an !
accident. The initial accident conditions with respect to containment leakage will be preserved I

because the containment leakage requirement is required to be within limits. This change will not i

affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, this change )
| does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident presiously

'

| evaluated.
|

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
!. previously evaluated?

| The proposed change will increase the allowed outage time to repair a contaisnent purge supply
!

and exhaust isolation valve from 24 hours to only requiring the valve to be maintained closed.
However, the containment leakage requirements are still required to be within limits. This change

j does not involve a sigmficant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being
| y, added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any
i new accident initiators Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different
! kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

| The proposed change will increase the allowed outage time to repair a containment purge supply
and exhaust isolation valve from 24 hours to only requiring the valve to be maintained closed.
However, the containment leakage requirements are still required to be within limits. This will
ensure that the initial conditions of the accident analyses are maintained. If the contamment
leakage requirements are not within limits the plant is required to shutdown if the limits are not

! restored within one hour. Also good operating practice and engineering judgment will ensure that
excessive leakage from any valve will be repaired as soon as practicable. Therefore, the proposed
changes does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

i 3.6.6 Chance I 1
,

'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the Completion Time allowed to place the plant in a Mode
outside the Modes of Applicability from 36 hours to 84 hours when an moperable contamment
spray pump cannot be restored to Operable status. This change will not significantly increase the
probability of an accident previously evaluated. The Containment Spray System is not an initiator
of any analyzed event. This change will not significantly increase the consequences of an accident.
When the plant is placed in Mode 3, the need for containment spray is reduced

i

|
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SECTION 3.6 - CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
|

A because the driving force for a release of radioactive material is reduced. This change will notV significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients.;

| Therefore, the change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of
i an accident previously evaluated.

I
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change will increase the Completion Time allowed to place the plant in a Mode
outside the Modes of Applicability from 36 hours to 84 hours when an inoperable containment
spray pump cannot be restored to Operable status. This change does not involve a significant
change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of
the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will increase the Completion Time allowed to place the plant in a Mode
outside the Modes of Applicability from 36 hours to 84 hours when an inoperable containment
spray pump cannot be restored to Operable status. The margin of safety is not significantly
affected. The driving force for a release of radioactive material is reduced once Mode 3 is
reached. thus reducing the need for containment spray. Thus, allowing the unit to stay in Mode 3
will reduce the likelihood of a plant upset or stress on safety systems due to a cooldown.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

('' 3.6.6 Chance L2

1. Does the change insohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the Completion Time to restore one containment cooling train to
Operable status from 8 hours to 72 hours when three containment cooling units are inoperable.
This change will not significantly increase the probability of an accident previously evaluated.
The Containment Cooling System is not an initiator of any analyzed event. This change will not
significantly increase the consequences of an accident. The containment cooling capability is
still over 100% because two containment spray trains and one containment cooling unit are
Operable. The 72-hour Completion Time limits the time the plant is in a condition in which it
does not have a redundant Containment Cooling System. This change will not significantly
affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, the change
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident
previously evaluated.

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

. The proposed change increases the Completion Time to restore one containment cooling train to
| Operable status from 8 hours to 72 hours when three containment cooling units are inoperable.

This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No
hardwaie is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will

O
!

!
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.6 - CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

q not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibilityb of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?c.

The proposed change increases the Completion Time to restore one _ ntainment cooling train to
Operable statu , from 8 hours to 72 hours when three containment cooling imits are inoperable.
The margin o/ safety is not significantly affected because enough containment cooling capability
exists to mbgate any accident heat load inside containment. The Completion Time will ensure
that the ti ne the plant is in a degraded Condition (without a redundant Containment Cooling
System) is I'mited while allowing enough time to restore one train of containment cooling to.

Operable status in order to avoid the transient of a plant shutdown. Therefore, the proposed
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.6.6 Chance L.3

1. Does the change insche a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will add an Action for the case when all the containment cooling trains are
inoperable. The added Action will increase the Completion Time from immediately initiating a
shutdown, to 72 hi . rs to restore the train to Operable status. This change will not significantly.

increase the probability of an accident previously evaluated. The Containment Cooling System
is not an initiator of any analyzed event. This change will not significantly increase the
consequences of an accident. The containment cooling capability is still 100% because two

f containment spray trains are Operable. The 72-hour Completion Time limits the time the plant is
'

in a condition in uhkb it does not have a redundant Containment Cooling System. This change
will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of
an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will add an Action for the case when all the containment cooling trains are
inoperable. The added Action will increase the Completion Time from immediately initiating a
shutdown, to 72 hours to restore the train to Operable status. This change does not involve a
significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the
plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change invoh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will add an Action for the case when all the containment cooling trains are
inoperable. The added Action will increase the Completion Time from immediately initiating a
shutdown to 72 hours to restore the train to Operable status. The margin of safety is not
significantly affected because enough containment cooling capability exists to mitigate any
accident heat load inside containment. The Completion Time will ensure that the time the plant
is in a degraded Condition (without a redundant Containment Cooling System) is limited, while
allowing enough time to restore one train of containment cooling to Operable status, in order to
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SECTION 3.6 - CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

avoid the :ransient of a plant shutdown. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve ae

significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.6.6 Chance L4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the Surveillance Frequency, to verify that the containment
spray valves (including the Rec:rculation Actuation Signal [RASJ actuated valves) and pumps
perform their intended function on an actuation signal, from 31 days and 92 days, respectively,
to 24 months. This change will not significantly increase the probability of an accident
previously evaluated. The Containment Spray System is not an initiater of any analyzed event.
This change will not significantly increase the consequences of an accident. The valves and
pumps will still be ser'fied to perform their intended function on an actuation signal every.

92 days. When the ESFAS subgroup relays (required by Technical Specifications) are tested
every 92 days, the vahes and pumps are required to perform their intended function. This
change is being made solely to make the containment spray and RAS tests consistent with the

;

other ESFAS instrumentation, and to allow this SR to only be required once per 24 months. This
change uill not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or
transients. Therefore. the change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any #

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the Surveillance Frequency to verify that the containmeat
spray valves (including the RAS actuated valves) and pumps perform their intended function on
an actuation signal. from 31 days and 92 days, respectively, to 24 months. This change does not
invoh e a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added
to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new
accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will decrease the Surveillance Frequency, to verify that the containment
spray valves (including the RAS actuated valves) and pumps perform their intended function on
an actuation signal. from 31 days and 92 days, respectively, to 24 months. The margin of safety
is not significantly affected because verification that the affected valves and pumps perform as
required will still be verified every 92 days as pan of another Technical Specification SR
(subgroup relay test). This change only increases the Frequency of when the containment spray
and RAS test is required. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

3.6.6 Chance L5

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the Surveillance Frequency, to verify that the containment
spray nozzles are unobstructed, from 5 years to 10 years. This change will not significantly
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p increase the probability of an accident previously evaluated. The Containment Spray System is
i not an initiator of any analyzed event. This change will not significantly increase the

consequences of an accident. The Surveillance, when performed every 10 years, is sufficient to |
prove that the containment spray nozzles are unobstructed. The NRC recommended that the
Frequency for this Surveillance be decreased from 5 years to 10 years in NUREC 1366,
" Improvements to Technical Specifications Surveillance Requirements." NUREG-1366

,

discussed the NRC findings in their search for failures during performance of this Surveillance. |

The results of the search identified that only three problems were identified and those were '

related to construction errors. No problems were identified involving flow verification.
Surveillance history at Calvert Cliffs substantiates the NRC findings. His change will not
significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of
an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the Surveillance Frequency, to verify that the containment
spray nozzles are unobstructed, from 5 years to 10 years. This change does not involve a
significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the
plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident

!
initiators. Therefore. the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of;

'

accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change intoh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

| The proposed change will decrease the Surveillance Frequency, to verify that the containment
!

spray nozzles are unobstructed, from 5 years to 10 years. The margin of safety is not I

| significantly affected because the Surveillance Frequency is still adequate to ensure that the
containment spray nozzles are unobstructed. Also, the NRC recommended that the Surveillance

Frequency be increased from 5 years to 10 years. This was a result of their investigation into
failures found during the perforrcance of this Surveillance, which is outlined in NUREG-1366.

| Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety,
i
|

.16.6 Chanee L6

1. Does the change invohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will delete the requirement to perform Containment Cooling System SRs
on a Staggered Test Basis. This change will not significantly increase the probability of an
accident previously evaluated. The Containment Cooling System is not an initiator of any,

analyzed event. This change will not significantly increase the consequences of an accident.
The Surveillance for each train will still be performed on the same Frequency. The ability of the
Surveillance to verify Operability has not changed. This change will not significantly affect the,

assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transien+s. Herefore, the change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously
evaluated,

1
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2.q Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
y accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will delete the requirement to perform Containment Cooling System SRs
on a Staggered Test Basis. This change does not involve a sipificant change in the design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore, the change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will delete the requirement to perform Containment Cooling System SRs
on a Staggered Test Basis. The margin of safety is not significantly affected because the
Sur eillance will still be performed on the same periodicity. Deleting the requirement to stagger
the testing of the components provides more flexibility to perform the Surveillances with the
same train engineered safety features equipment. Allowing the same train engineered safety
features components to be tested during the same period prevents the opposite train components
from becoming inoperable due to a failed Surveillance. Therefore, the proposed change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.6.7 Chanee L.1

1. Does the change insche a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the allowed outage time (AOT), when two hydrogen
recombiners are inoperable from a required shutdown per LCO 3.0.3, to seven days. This change
uill not significantly affect the probability of an accident previously evaluated. The hydrogen

,!recombiners are not initiators of any analyzed events. This change will not significantly increase
the consequences of an accident. The containment vent / hydrogen purge system is capable of
maintaining hydrogen in containment to within limits. Also, during the seven-day AOT, within
one hour after both hydrogen recombiners are declared inoperable and seven days thereafter, the
containment venvhydrogen purge system must be verified (by administrative means) to be

;

capable of controlling hydrogen. Alsa, the seven days is reasonable because of the low
]probability of the occurrence of a LOCA that would generate hydrogen in amounts capable of
|

exceeding the flammability limits such that the system would be needed. This change will not i
significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. '

Therefore, the change does not involve a significant increase in the probability et consequence of
an accident previously evaluated. j

!
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the AOT, when two hydrogen recombiners are inoperable
from a required shutdown per LCO 3.0.3, to sean days. This change does not involve a

i significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the
| plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident

initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

1
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SECTION 3.6 - CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

(] 3. Does the change ins olve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
V

The proposed change will increase the AOT, when two hydrogen recombines are inoperable
from a required shutdown per LCO 3.0.3, to seven days. The margin of safety is not
significantly affected because the containment vent / hydrogen purge system is capable of
controlling hydrogen below the required limit. This change may also prevent a shutdown which
is a transient that causes stress on safety system components and can cause a p!ut upset.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.6.7 Chance L2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probabildy or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the six-month hydrogen recombiner functional test. This change
will not signi0cantly affect the probability of an accident previously evaluated. 'Ihe hydrogen
recombiners are not initiators of any analyzed events. This change will not significantly increase
the consequences of an accident. The 24-month SR is adequate to identify hydrogen recombiner
failures. The 6-month hydrogen recombiner functional test is encompassed by the
24-month functional test. The 24-month functional test is brought to a higher temperature for a ,

longer duration. A search of the SRs back to approximately 1985 did not resuit in any failures
being identified by the six-month functional test. Also, this test is not a manufacturer
recommended test. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the
mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant

,

increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated. '

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the six-month hydrogen recombiner functional test. This change
does not involve a signi0 cant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is
being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce
any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the six month hydrogen recombiner functional test. The margin of
safety is not significantly affected because the 24 month hydrogen recombiner functional test is
adequate to ensure the hydrogen recombiner is Operable. Deleting a requirement which does not
identify failures and is not recommended by the manufacturer wi!! prevent wear and tear (which
increases the chances of a premature failure) on the hydrogen recombiner by eliminating
unnecessary operation. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.

'

3.6.7 Chance L3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change allows the plant to change Modes when one hydrogen recombiner is
inoperable by exempting LCO 3.0.4. This change will not significantly affect the probability of

<
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CJ an accident previously evaluated. The hydrogen recombiners are not initiators of any analyzedT
events. This change will not significantly increase the consequences of an accident. One
hydrogen recombiner is capable of maintaining the containment atmosphere below the hydrogen
flammability limit during post-LOCA conditions. Also, the contaimnent vent is available, which
is also capable of maintaining the hydrogen concentration below the flammability limit during
post-LOCA conditions. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the
mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
.

accident previously evaluated?
|

The proposed change allows the plant to change Modes when one hydrogen recombiner is !
inoperable by exempting LCO 3.0.4. This change does not involve a significant change in the |

design or operation of the plam. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed |
change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the i

change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

I

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change allows the p| ant to change Modes when one hydrogen recombiner is |
inoperable by exempting LCO 3.0.4. The margin of safety is not significantly affected because '

the remaining Operable bydrogen recombiner or the containment vent is capable of maintaining
the containment atmosphere below the post-LOCA hydrogen flammability limit. Therefore, the
proposed change does not im ch e a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

| 3.6.8 Chance L.1

1. Does the change intohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change will delete the Staggered Test Basis requirement when operating the lodine
; Removal System (IRS) for 15 minutes once per 31 days. This change will not significantly
'

increase the probability of an accident previously evaluated. The IRS is not an initiator of any
analyzed event. This change will not significantly increase the consequences of an accident.
Each train will still be performed on the same Frequency. The ability of the Surveillance to
verify Operability has not changed. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions
relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, the change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident fram any
'

accident previously evaluated?

! The proposed change will delete the Staggered Test Basis requirement when operating the IRS
for 15 minutes once per 31 days. This change does not involve a significant change in the design
or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.
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l
(] 3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? )U

The proposed change will delete the Staggered Test Basis requirement when operating the IRS l
for 15 minutes once per 31 days. The margin of safety is not significantly affected because the

;

Surveillance will still be performed on the same periodicity. Deleting the requirement to stagger ;

the testing of the components provides more flexibility to perform the Surveillances with the '

same train components of other systems. Allowing the same train components to be tested |

during the same period prevents opposite train components from becoming inoperable due to the |

failure of a Surveillance. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

-

3.6.8 Chanpc L2

1. Does the change involve a significant lucrease in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds an Action to allow an AOT of one hour to restore one IRS train to
Operable status when two IRS trains are inoperable. This change will not significantly affect the
probability of an accident previously evaluated. The IRS is not an initiator of any analyzed
events. This change will not signi0cantly increase the consequences of an accident because the
time required to be in Mode 3 (7 hours) and Mode 5 (37 hours) has not changed. This change
allows one hour to restore one IRS train to Operable status. In most cases, the one hour will
specincally allow the swing IRS train to be aligned to the correct bus to ensure two separate and ,

independent trains ofIRS. The one hour will allow time to restore one train without having to
concentrate on an immediate shutdown due to LCO 3.0.3 being entered. This change will not

p significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients.
d Therefore, the change does not invoh e a significant increase in the probability or consequence of

an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different Idnd of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds an Action to allow an AOT of one hour to restore one IRS train to
Operable status when two IRS trains are inoperable. This change does not involve a significant
change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of
the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.

i

! 3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

| The proposed change adds an Action to allow an AOT of one hour to restore one IRS train to
Operable status when two IRS trains are inoperable. The margin of safety is not significantly
affected because the time to be in Mode 3 and Mode 5 has not been extended. However,
one hour is allowed to restore one IRS train to Operable status without having to divert attention
to preparing the plant for a shutdown (which is a transient). Therefore, the proposed change does
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

f,

i
\
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|

| r ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

This proposed Technical Specification changes has been evaluated against the criteria for and
identification of licensing and regulatory actions requiring environmental assessment in accordance with
10 CFR 51.21. It has been determined that the proposed changes meet the criteria for categorical
exclusion as provided for under 10 CFR S t.22(c)(9). The following is a discussion of how the proposed|

Technical Specification change meets the criteria for categorical exclusion.

10 CFR Sl.22(c)(9): Although the proposed changes involves changes to requirements with respect to
inspection or SRs,

(i) proposed changes involves No Significant Hazards Consideration (refer to the No Significant I

11azards Consideration section oi this Technical Specification Change Request);
|

(ii) there is no significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents
that may be released eff>ite since the proposed changes do not affect the generation of any
.adioactive effluents nor do they affect any of the permitted release paths; and

(iii) there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.

Accordingi,w the proposed changes meet the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in '

10 CFR Sl.22(c)(9). Based on the aforementioned and pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22 (b), no environmental *

assessment or environmental impact statement need be prepared in connection with issuance of an
amendment to the Technical Specifications incorporating the proposed changes of this request. *

Ob
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75} 3.6.3

3.6 CONTAINMEN SYSTEMS

3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves ?^1x;#..i =d L;" Q
.3.6 Al) LCO3.6.3 Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

r

(3 6A.) h ....
.... ........

........ ..ntoTrexrXffer f 421 inch-pffge valv3.fenetration fetrig'h
- .. ...

'

l. APeation flow paths 4

Qatf|1))may be unisolate intemittently under noministrative controls.

3 7,j.ch. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path.

<."''$ j. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for system (s) made- inoperable by containment isolation valves.

[^ ~ ' '"' ~, I' 4Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.6.1,
* Containment," when leakage results in exceeding the overall containment] leakac'!........ge rato acceptance criteria.

....................................................................
. .

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

{ A. ---------NOTE--------- A.1 Isolate the affected 4 hoursOnly applicable to penetration flow path
penetration flow paths by use of at least '

with two containment one closed and @isolation valves. ../ ,, . ( de-activated Ih------------.... . - g ,j g , automatic valve,
j 34 e _c, osed manual valve,

b ind flante. or _P 6_;y, p,p g ,gOne er more {b. ~ -A' ' ' '"
1 penetration flow paths check valve with flow

with one containment through the valve
isolation valve secured

dinoperableJ[ ept fgrl t

(Turg valve akage/ M.Q
i and shield 11dir)(
by ass legage npt j h(within1@it). )'

(continued)
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! Containment Isolation Valves m - P M : ..-4 ;;.1; h| 3.6.3
i
,

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
I

A. (continued) A.2 -

NOTE-
| Isolation devices in
| high radiation areas
; may be verified by
[ use of administrative'

means.
.. ... .... ....

!

Verify the affected Once per 31 days
penetration flow path for isolation
is isolated. devices outside

containment

A!i2

Prior to,

entering MODE 4
from MODE 5 if
not performed
within the

O previous 92 days
for isolation
devices inside* *

'

containment

B. ---------NOTE ==- B.1 Isolate the affected I hour- =-

Only a;plicable to penetration flow path
penetration flom paths by use of at least
with two containment one closed and
isolation valve TnA g de-activated @ |

Cl# d 40 automatic valve,
---------------- ----

closed manual valve, 'M N One or more (f)blindflange/,s..a4g penetration flow paths or 4 mbY 0 *'

with two containment
isolation v3 ves

-

1

inoperableJ[except orj
qurse alve lea ,e f
and .ield bul ing
byp ss leaka pnet

; M thin lim 1. f
l

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves ".L.#... EenMhed) h3.6.3

ACTIONS (continued)
; CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
!

.

! C. -_----. NOT E- - C.1 Isolate the affected hours| On1 a licable to netration flow path m., '
'

pene ration low paths use of at least hr'

or roorc, with on one closed and
conta nment isolation de. activated
valv 6and a closed automatic valve,
system. closed manual valve,

r p , e e g y,M g9>VUp@ blind f1ange.......... ____...

One or more E3OI penetration flow paths
Arnas 66 with one containment C.2 .-------NOTE--------- i

isolation valve ~D ! solation devices ininoperable. high radiation areas
say be verified by-

/* u e use of administrative
means.
.. .................

Verify the affected Once per 31 days
penetration flow path
is isolated.

. .

5Seconda[ containmentD.] Rester eakage 4 hoursbypass leakage net wit limit. hhin limit.

<-

E. One or more E.1 Isolate the affected '24 hourspenetration flow ths penettstion flow pa
with one or me by use of at leas

! containment p e one (closed and
'I valves not wi in de-activated

purge valve eakage automatic va e with hlimits, resilient s 1s,
closed ma al valve j
with res ient seals, ,

'

or bli flange].

M

(continued)
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i DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
!
| SECTION 3.6 - CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
i

7. The shutdown track in Required Action E.2 was changed from a requirement to be in Mode 5'nQ in 36 hours, to Mode 4 in 12 hours. This change was made because the Calvert Cliffs
Containment Spray and Cooling Specification is only applicable in Modes 1,2, and 3. This,

i change is consistent with other Technical Specifications (when not modified and justified in
! the Bases) when shutting down to Mode 4.

8. A Surveillance (ITS 3.7.6.2) was added to NUREG-1432 Specification 3.6.8 (Calvert Cliffs
ITS 3.6.7) which requires the performance of a Channel Calibration of all hydrogen

]recombiner instrumentation and control circuits every 24 months. This test is consistent with,

! Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.
!

9. The change adds an Action to NUREG-1432 Specification 3.6.10 (ITS 3.6.8) which
incorporates an Action when two Iodine Removal System trains are inoperable. Calvert
Cliffs deviates from the standard Combustion Engineering plant in that it has three trains of
lodine Removal System. Two trains are required during a design basis accident. One of the
three trains is a swing train and has to be powered from the correct bus to maintain separate
and independent trains. In order to perform this alignment without entering Limiting
Condition for Operation 3.0.3 (there is no Action for two trains), Action B was added.
Action B allows one hour to restore one lodine Removal System train to Operable status.
This change will not increase the total time allowed to be in Mode 5 (Limiting Condition for
Operation 3.0.3 allows 37 hours, and Actions B and C combined would also allow 37 hours).

10, NUREG-1432 Condition'C is for one or more penetration flow paths with one containment
isolation valve inoperable and is only applicable to penetration flow paths with oneO containment isolation sahe and a closed system. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.6.3 will retain the
same requirement as the NUREG except the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant ITS will also
apply to those closed systems with more than one containment isolation valve. Calvert
Cliffs is a non-General Design Criteria plant with closed systems that contain one or more
containment isolation valves. In conjunction with this change, a phrase was added to i

Conditions A and B Conditions Notes which specify that these Conditions only apply to
penetration flow paths not in a closed . system. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs
design.

|
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|
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Containment Isolation Valves (f.tr:fr-!: rd M1)- i

B 3.6.3

8 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

!
B 3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves '?.tr :# : i = d M Q

BASES

\
--

'er e a,h G&U~

BACKGROUND The containment isolation valves form part < he
containment pressure boundary and provide means for fluid
penetrations not serving accident conseg nce limiting/~p h Wiial Q c g /.,A fl< systems to be provided with two isolati barriers that arei;

closed on an automatic isolation sign These isolationC" N CA-ed Fu'St
,

'
.

i devices are either passive or active automatic). Manualc~J 6 6 4 1 4 ;., valves, de-activated automatic valv secured in their
5

gO h 2,3 4 9 '" closed position (including check v ves with flow through
>

the valve secured), blind flanges 4 and closed systems are
USHi.5/ 4 ,eb e .,t considered passive devices. Check valves, or other U
d u y ,8 g **' d -M g automatic valves designed to close without operator action

'' NT d M Ecaf.oo b following an accident, are censidered active devices. Two
barriers in series are provided for each penetration so thatiusf&1. u 4,) m !

no single credible failure or malfunction of an active ,

,** p(,M %OulI". component can result in a loss of isolation or leakage that
C b he L (.., wi exceeds limits assumed in the safety analysis. One of these/ 447

f v% e u,1 CA.oH tarriers may be a closed system.'

p -f% iNo h w. B b Containment isolation occurs upon receipt of a high.

containmer.t pressure signal (isr m ow Read or toox ntd % '* t h , Cc a ,.,- +e d gw. , te s t re uCFI1 The containment isolation signal v
m<ec Qp

[ ,.f" A t.% OHugeuT t.-d '~--e d T % , ) D 6 f
penetrations not required for operation of Engineered Safety

*~

closes automatic containment' isolation valves in fluid
M < b u V.
i.e buu\.4 are ud,,,,,4) material. Feature systems in order to prevent leakage of radioactived

h w, Upon actuation of safety injection, automatic,

CD m wiTY #t *< W,a1 / coritainment isolation valves also isolate systems not
'

4 .,o ,5 onej~_~ M~ required fer containment or RCS heat removal. Other
' ' ' '

( wMi,/ .d (' y e I".f, U ; D.tDLttalips are isola.ted by the use of valves in the closed
posit 1ery/2/ blind flangest As a result, the containment'

isolation valves (and blind flanges,) help ensure that the g gD6- /@
containment atmosphere w111 be 1solated in the event of a

# # [''" j,'' release of radioactive material to containment atmosphere/ from the RCS following a Design Basis Accident (DBA).

The OPERABILITY requirements for containment isolation
valves help ensure that containment is isolated within the
time limits assumed in the safety analysis. Therefore, the
OPERABILITY requirements provide assurance that the
containment function assumed in the accident analysis will
be maintained.

4">

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves m"'MM g
-B 3.6.3

BASES (continued)
;

LCO Containment isolation valves form a part of the containment
boundary. The containment isolation valve safety function
is related to minimizing the loss of reactor coolant
inventory and establishing the containment boundary during a
DBA.

The automatic power operated isolation valves are required
to have isolation times with 3 limits and to actuate on anautomatic isolation sigral.j The pu valves must D -

mauaair seaied cloya [or have ocks installed
preve" full openi pf. [Bloclut purce valves al .ctuate,3
.on ., automatic mional.1r Ine valves covered b this LCO are
s d

th their associated stroke times in t e g h
The norr. ally closed isolation valves are considered OPERABLE
when manual valves are closed, automatic valves are
de-activated and secured in their closed position, blind (f o6- //Dcd c[ada flanges' are in place, and closed systems are intact.y These

, Cc A ,s e,/ pu s,e h (_g!) A Eivt15claU on valves or devices are Lnose iissed in
,

'
..

' Reference ( h
tr

'

*['Gr bij infobo
fgassval)(s)mustmeetaddlO / M urge vaives,4ith resilient sea and secondary contai 'nent$ uwcD444O ( ona leakage rateIn h.,~ ,.54 ( M h b.>. requirte r.ts. The other con .inment isolation valve eakage

,

CfGMn sT't (d Lc ,W. {a a e addressed by LCO .6.1, ' Containment,' a ype C
-

3

\ l Lq s U\ b .A,,,,w
--

j
| c bg), ( iu b %,3 a ,. This LC0 provides assurance that the containment isolation

f
i

,. -

valves (sc perce va}gs will perform their designed safety 6I
,

T> % on eg e A c,4
'

/ v.-o *'*4....y s . uf a
fuoctions to minimize the loss of reactor coolant inventory !

\ M %(f W -< co,e vy,m;j f and establish the containment boundary during accidents.
|

k .(
APPLICABILITY in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of

radioactive material to containment. In MODES 5 and 6, the
prcbability and consequences of these events are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.
Therefore, the containment isolation valves are not required
to be OPERABLE in MDDE 5. The requirements for containment
isolation valves during MODE 6 are addressed in LCO 3.9.3,
' Containment Penetrations.'

i

i

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

O este. m6d3a check valve with flow through the valve
secured. For penetrations isolated in accordance with

. El d p' 7) /(A
Required Action A.I. the device used to isolate the
penetration should be the closest available one to ( 6 M ''// g,"'

' f' ' containment. Required Action A.1 must be completed within
the 4 hour Completion Time. The 4 hour Completion Time is
reasonable, considering the time required to isolate the
penetration and the relative importance of supporting
containment OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4

For affected penetration flow paths that cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status within the 4 hour Completion Time and
that have been isolated in accordance with Required
Action A.1, the affected penetration flow paths must be
verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. This is
necessary to ensure that containment penetrations required
to be isolated following an accident and no longer capable
of being automatically isolated will be in the isolation
position should an event occur. This Reouired Action does
not recuire any testing or device manipulation. Rather, it
involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those

n\ isolatten devices outside containment and capable of beingI
d mispositioned are in the correct position. The Completion

Timt of 'once per 31. days for isolation devices outside
containment * is appropriate considering the fact that the
devices are operated under administrative controls and the
probability of their misalignment is low. For the isolation
devices inside containment, the time period specified as
' prior to entering MODE 4 from NODE 5 if not perfonned
within the previous 92 days" is based on engineering
judgment and is considered reasonable in view of the
inaccessibility of the isolation devices and other
administrative controls that will ensure that isolation
device misalignment is an unlikely possibility.

Condition A has been modified by a Note indicating that this
Condition is only applicable to those penetration flow paths"
with two containment isolation valves. For penetration flowanA d a paths with only one containment isolation valve and a closed
system,ConditionCprovidesappropriateactiong. g j@g) ,,

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
isolation devices located in high radiation areas and allows
these devices to be verified closed by use of administrative

!
(continued) i
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Containment Isolation Yalves mv.;. L ..J 0.d ; QB 3.6.3

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

means. Allowing verification by administrative means is
considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these devices, once they have been verified
to be in the proper position, is small.

L.1
@1

With two containment isolation valves in one or more
penetration flow paths inoperable [[ ept for purge y
leaxy -ana snie w -v;;u'ino enkaae n3t wiovo= ,

l.igQ.theaffectedpenetrationflowpathmustbeisolated
within I hour. The method of isolation must include the use
of at least one isolation barrier that cannot be adversel
affected by a single active failure. I alation barriers
that meet this criterion are a closed and de-activated # , ,8, ;,, /,,4
automatic valve, a closed manual valve, GDa blind flanget '-/ ]p f j t.The I hour Completion Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of N
LCO 3.6.1. In the event the affected penetration is
isolated in accordance with Required Action B.1, the
affected penetration must be verified to be isolated on a
periodic basis per Required Action A.2, which remains in
effect. This periodic verification is necessary to assure
leak tightness of containment and that penetrations- -

recuiring isolatic. following an accident are isolated. The
Completion Time of once per 31 days for verifying each
affected penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate
considering the fact that the valves are operated ur. der
administrative controls and the probability of their {rT\misalignment is low. W
Condition B is modified by a Note indiceting this Condition
is only applicable to penetration flow paths with two
containment iselation valves.. Condition A of this LCO AO g ''"* C b g accresses the condition of one containment isolation valve LU i

,

L,g A m inoperable in this type of penetration flow path. 'i

_u

C.1 and C.2 g en v t

With one or morbpenetration flow paths with one containment @ hisolation valve noperable, the inoperable valve must be
restored to OPERABLE status or the affected penetration flow

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves (Atmospheric and Dual)
8 3.6.3

BASES

ACTIONS
c.1 and C.2 (continued)

path must be isolated. The method of isolation must include
the use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot beadversely affected by a single active failure. Isolation

y o e k.mlo harriert
that meet this criterion are a closed and_ #

de-activated automatic valve, a closed man 141 valve,blind flange A check valve may not be used to isola e the dgOV //'l-a

(D%
affected pe tration. Required Action C.) must be completed

'

within the ) hour Completion Time. The specified time f" FOJ
period is reasonable, considering the relative stability of
the closed system (hence, reliability) to act as a
penetration isolation boundary and the relative importance
of supporting containment OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, 3,;

and 4. In the event the affected penetration is isolated ini

accordance with Required Action C.1, the affectedl

penetration flow path must be verified to be isolated on a
periodic basis. This is necessary to assure leak tightness
of containment and that containment penetrations requiring
isolation following an accident are isolated. The
Completion lime of once per 31 days for verifying that each
affected penetration flow path is isolated is apprcpriate

(
considering the valves are operated under administrative

b s and the probability of their misalignment is low.
Condition is modified by a Note indicati g hat this |

Condition is only applicable to those pen tration flow paths
with d B one containment isolation valv and a closed
system. :This Note is necessary since this Condition is
written to specifically address those penetration flow paths

. p 5 _( I inaclosedsystem./ N ap

h-|

| ( Md C'I Recuired Action C.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas andj i M c.t allows these devices to be verified closed by use of j'

h administrativ3 means. Allowing verification b
administrative means is considered acceptable,y-since access
to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, the
probability of misalignment of these valves, once they have
been verified to be in the proper position, is small.

-
# _A

W h the secondary cor.tainment pass leakage rate not hthin limit, the assumption f the safety analysis ar ot

(continued)
|
|
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| INSERT ACTIONS C.1 AND C.2

| Containment Isolation valves and their associated penetration numbers are ginn in Table 5.3 of the'

UFSAR (Ref.1). The penetrations on closed systems are listed below.

| Penetration No. Function

1B Containment Vent Header to Waste Gas
16 Component Cooling WaterInlet
18 Component Cooling Water Outlet
19A Instrument Air
20A. Nitrogen Supply
20B Nitrogen Supply
20C Nitrogen Supply !
23 Reactor Coolant Drain Tank Drains !
24 Oxygen Sample Line

!38 Demineralized Water
44 Fire Protection I

i

)

i

O

:
!

i

I.

I

I

l

1

V

. _ _ _
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Containment Isolation Valves * :f:t d M) O
B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.f.3.1 (con nued)
REQUIREMENTS

opening of a co afnment purge valve, talled analysis ofthe purge valv failed to conclusivel demonstrate theirability to el e during a LOCA in ti to limit offsite
doses. Ther fore, these valves are equired to be in the
sealed clos d position during MODES ,2 3, and 4. A i

i

containmer purge valve that is se ed c osed must have
motive p er to the valve operato removed. This can be I
accompi .,hed by de-energizing th source of electric pow jor by moving the air supply t the valve operator. !
this pplication, the term "se ed' has no connotatio of )|
leak tightness. The Frequent is a result of an NRC

_ mini lative. Generic issue B- (Ref. , related to Ng.p\"

.

co.tainment purge valve use during un t operations This SRi not required to be met hile in Condition E of his LCO.|
nis is reasonable since he penetration flow p h would be

isolated.

? , E . 3.PSt
y,

| This SR ennres that he ~ valves re closed as' '
(

e%- @eouired cr, if open, open
r llowab' reason. If a| ( " " _ ,

valve is open i violation of this R, the valve is' .

F . '"a'_ V! considered inoperable. If the inopera e valve is not
otherwise known to hav excessive lea ge when closed, it is
not considered to have 'eakage outsi of limits. The SR is
not recuired to be met ohen the valves are open for

,pressure control, ALARA or air quel y considerations for
personnel entry, or for, urveillances that require the {valves to be open. The CJPCL valves are capable of ;

closing in the environment following a LOCA. Therefore, {
;

l

these valves are allowed to be open for limited periods of
time. The 31 day Frequency is consistent with other
containment isolation valve requirements discussed in
SR 3.6.3yp ;

j

\

*, e p < ' I'So 3.t.3.
C S o L - // 2.-$ This SR requires verification that each ntainmenti

, , iisolation manual valv lind flange ocated outsidej .c<oc.. , 4, ,5 c
f ' "ed containmenb and requi o be closed during accident 7gg ,. 4 fconditions is clnseda The SR helps to ensure that post

accioent seakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside the

(continued)

CEOG STS f f_ - B 3.6-29 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Containment Isolation Valves m"--i> --' n_e' ; @B 3.6.3

BASES

'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3 (continued) hREQUIREMENTS

administrative seats is considered acceptable, since access
to these areas i. typically restricted during MODES 1, 2,
and 3 for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the probabilit
misalignment of these containment isolation valves,y ofonce
they have been verified to be in their proper position, issmall.

h
pa, opa& @

-

< SC 3.6.3.5

fpM** b',5 Verifying

automatice)containmentisolationvalveiswithinlimitsts-at t .e isolation time of each4u2me coeraMd anfysr#-4o g gj ,M(i df,
b (fsvae ) fcN.,~e ut recuired to demon trate OPERABILITY. The isolation time

C test ensures the valve will isolate in a time period less Ainar. er ecual to that assumed in the safety analysis.9{The
~

Fv(y 44 (,L. 3 W4
isolation time and frequency of this SR are in accordance

[rc If y whey "'' '' ** US#'* b'
,

\ %c.se nem an ,/q " * a &~r F '

r"F- D- i/%./ u. fp \ ' c le p.; , Fer containment purge alv -s wit r flient seals.~ _ _ *g y'v / . . addittensi leakage r e tdsting eyond the test r quirementsof 10 CFF. 50, At m ix J'(Ref. g , is required ensureting experie}n)ce has demonst
g

OPERASILITY. 0;e- i

ted that b #~##
this type of seal r.45 the pot:ntial to degra in a shortertime period than ce other seal types. Base on this
observation and he importance of maintain' g this
per.etration le A tight (due to the direct path between >

containment id the environment), a Fre enry of 184 days 4
was establi .ed as part of the NRC res sution of Generic ,

Issue S-20 ' Containment Leakage Due o Seal Deterioration *
(Ref. 2 . -

3 _ _ _ ~
% -r.str-20

Additio . ally, this SR must be per rmed within 92 days afteropent the valve. The 92 day F quency was chosen
reco izing that cycling the va ve could introduce
add ional seal degradation
va ve that has not been open( ) yond that occurring to aThus, decreasing the.

terval (from 184 days) i a prudent measure after a valve
ias been opened, j

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves (**--f:-h nf L'.) b
8 3.6.3

!

BASES

REQUIREMENTS {,["~$F
SURVEILLANCE 1.6.3.9 (conti ed) ~

!

|
- equal to the sp fled leakage rate. This provid

! assurance that he assumptions in the safety an sis are. met. The les ge rate of each bypass leakage th isj

|
assumed to the maximum pathway leakage

the two isolation valves) un1(1
age through

' the worse the '

penetrati is isolated by use of one clo d and
de-activ ted automatic valve, closed sa 1 valve, or blind 'flange In this case, the leakage rat of the isolated
bypas leakage path is assumed to be e actual pathway
lea ge through the isolation devic . If both isolation
va 'es in the penetration are clo d, the actual leaka e

,

i

r e is the lesser leakage rate the two valves. 7n a qu itying saximum I ay seamage i on y to be
/for t SR (i.e., Appe J maximum pa way leaka ee ette ar n be nuan_tified accordance vi Appendix 1

'

G4, . ., e 4,, g */ /
/ The frequency is recuired pf 0 CFR 50, Ap ndix J, as

'modif Dy approveo exe ions (and ther fore, thegd G r, '/ Frc ncy extensions o 3.0.2 may no be acclied }La,/
-

; p a test b- h nr 4- dh 1 Tvee C tti This 5 simply
i

i

imposeiadditional[r'f <; r * *
ceptance critertay

O W _ arn:'sa:DiW,'::::i.i''' ' ' '"' '""'' " ''O |
i

1. O SAR.G5tMon # 0-REFERENES J
. 2. FSAy,' Section [ ).

@I 3. neric Issue B-20

& pff@4 Generic Issce 24. ig 1

5. 10 CFR 50, pend
,

fb
G|

|

|
I
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B 3.6.

Nf* W @
BASES

h D |
BACKGROUND' In trains are provided to meet the requirene for ;

(continued) paration, independence, and redundancy. Each I train is |
powered from a separate Engineered Safety Features bus and
is provided with a separate power panel and control panel.

q::mra::i r"~ '"""''r"""" 7 ) ce"

J

APPLICABLE The DBAs that result in a release of radioactive iodine
SAFETY ANALYSES within containment are a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), a

main steam line break (MSLB), or a control element assembly
(CEA) ejection accident. In the analysis for each of these
accidents, it is assumed that adequate containment leak
tightness 1; intact at event initiation to limit potential
leakage to the environment. Additionally, it is assumed
that the amount of radioactive iodine release is limited by
reducing the iodine concentration in the containment

iatmos here.
jg g

The In design basis is established the con e ces of
the limiting DBATVhi.th is ut0% he accid nt alys @ i

(@' (Ref. a) assumes that on) ;) tral of the ! 5 ru. g

|" functional due to a sTn e failure that disable he t
i train. The accident analysis accounts for the reduction ink"/ <

airborne radioactive iodine provided by the remaining -

h_ train;of this filtration system. 49

The satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

[] & U
ins of the $)LCO s teu ra u . emne. mi raman t In !

are required to ensure it.at at least available,
assuming a single failure coincident with a loss of offsite
power.

APPLIC. ABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 iodine is a fission product that
can be released from the fuel to the reactor coolant as a
result of a DBA. The DBAs that can cause a failure of the
fuel cladding are a LOCA, MSLB, and CEA ejection accident.
Because these accidents are considered credible accidents in
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the Ip must be operable in these

8 @
(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.6 - CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

,

h" 11. This change to the Bases reflects the Calvert Cliffs-speci6c safety analysis, plant system or
| operation, or design basis.
i

! 12. NUREG-1432 contains Specifications in 3.6 that are not applicable to the Calvert Cliffs ITS.
These Specifications are B 3.6.1, " Containment (Dual)," B 3.6.4B, "Cardeama* Pressure
(Dual)," B 3.6.6B, "Contamment Spray and Cooling Systems (Atmospheric and Dual)," B 3.6.7,
" Spray Additive System (Atmospheric and Dual)," B 3.6.9, " Hydrogen Muung System (HMS)
(Atmospheric and Dual)," B 3.6.11, " Shield Building (Dual)," and B 3.6.13, " Shield Building
Exhaust Air Cleanup System (SBEACS) (Dual)." These Specifications were not included in the

| Calvert Cliffs ITS. This change is consistent with Cahrrt Cliffs' current licensing basis.

13. NUREG-1432 B 3.6.4 Applicable Safety Analyses Section contams information concerning the
containment design. Calvert Cliffs' ITS will not contain this information because it is not
applicable. The Calvert Cliffs containment was designed for the event described in B 3.6.4
Background. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

14. Specification 3.6.3, Containment isolation Valves, Condition C applies to Containment Isolation
Valves on a closed system. At the request of the licensed operators, we have included a list of
containment penetrations which are in a closed system in the Bases. This list is taken from the !

Calvert Cliffs Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Figure 5-10 and Table 5.3 and will assist the
operators in accurately following the Technical Specifications. In addition, a reference to the
Standard Review Plan description of closed systems was eliminated. Calvert Cliffs is not licensed

to the Standard Review Plan for containment isolation valves and the referenced description does
!p not match the Calvert Cliffs licensing basis.
|v
,

i

l
i

i

l

I

|

i

,

|

|
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| MSSVs

, 3.7.1
|

/~'T 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS'

G1
; 3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

,

LCO 3.7.1 The MSSVs shall be OPERABLE as specified in Table 3.7.1-1 and |
Table 3.7.1-2. I j

!

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

_____.____________________________---NOTE------------------------__---__-__-__
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV.
_______________________________________.._____________.___ .__________________

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

(~'g A. One or more required A.1 Reduce power to less 4 hours(> MSSVs inoperable. than or equal to the
applicable % RTP
listed in
Table 3.7.1-1.

h!LD

A.2 Reduce the Power 12 hours |

Level-high trip
!

setpoint in |
accordance with
Table 3.7.1-1.

i

l
I

|

i

i

! p,

h

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7.1-1 Revision B,i
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| |
| 1

MSSVs

3.7.1
!

j gs ACTIONS (continued)
\m-)[ CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i

! B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
j associated Completion

)Time not met. AND

| OR B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours
;

One or more steam
generators with less

;
than five MSSVs
OPERABLE.

;

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
l

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |
,

SR 3.7.1.1 -------------------NOTE------------------- !() Only required to be performed in MODES 1 and i
2.
-----------................................

i
lVerify each required MSSV lift setpoint per In accordance {g

Table 3.7.1-2 in accordance with the with the 1

Inservice Testing Program. Inservice
Testing Program

|
|
!

|

i

|

|
l

|0 CALVER7 CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7.1-2 Revision ElI
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|

| MSSVs

| 3.7.1
i

,A Table 3.7.1-2,

1

N Main Steam Safety Valve Lift Settings
!

VALVE NUMBER LIFT SETTING"'
Steam Generator #1 Steam Generator #2 (psig)

RV-3992 RV-4000 935-995 !
RV-3993 RV-4001 935-995
RV-3994 RV-4002 935-1035
RV-3995 RV-4003 935-1035 l

| RV-3996 RV-4004 935-1065 j
| RV-3997 RV-4005 935-1065

RV-3998 RV-4006 935-1065
RV-3999 RV-4007 935-1065

__

j

!
(1) Lift settings for a given steam line are also acceptable if any two

valves lift between 935 and 995 psig, any two other valves lift between
935 and 1035 psig, and the four remaining valves lift between 935 and
1065 psig.

!

O

|

1

|

|

|

| O
| V
l
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SFPEVS
'

3.7.11

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.11 Spent fuel Pool Exhaust Ventilation System (SFPEVS)

LCO 3.7.11 The SFPEVS shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
au).iliary building.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. SFPEVS inoperable. A.1 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the
auxiliary building.

_

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.11.1 Operate the SFPEVS for 215 minutes. 31 days i

SR 3.7.11.2 Perform required SFPEVS filter testing in In accordance
accordance with the Ventilation Filter with the VFTP
Testing Program (VFTP).

SR 3.7.11.3 Verify SFPEVS can maintain a measurable 24 months
negative pressure with respect to
attiospheric pressure.

O
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SFP Water LGyel
3.7.13

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.13 Spent fuel Pool (SFP) Water Level

LCO 3.7.13 The SFP water level shall be 2 21.5 ft over the top of
g

irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the SFP.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. SFP water level not A.1 --------NOTE -------
within limit. LC0 3.0.3 is not

applicable.
....__ ._____....__.

n Suspend movement of Immediately
'

irradiated fuel
assemblies in SFP.

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.13.1 Verify the SFP water level is 2 21.5 ft over 7 days
the top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated
in the storage racks.

O
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MSSVs

B 3.7.1
]

BASES

condenser, and terminates normal feedwater flow to the steam |

generators. Before delivery of auxiliary feedwater to the
steam generators, RCS pressure reaches s 2647 psia. This
peak pressure is < 110% of the design pressure of 2500 P ia,
but high enough to actuate the pressurizer safety valves.

The MSSys satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3.
!

LC0 This LC0 requires all MSSVs to be OPERABLE in compliance
with Reference 2, even though this is not a requirement of :

the DBA analysis. This is because operation with less than
the full number of MSSVs requires limitations on allowable
THERf1AL POWER (to meet Reference 2 requirements), and

'

adjustment to the Reactor Protective System trip setpoints
to meet the transient analysis limits. These limitations i

are according to those shown in Table 3.7.1-1, Required
Action A.2, and Required Action A.3 in the accompanying LCO. L

O The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to
open within the setpoint tolerances, relieve steam generator
overpressure, and reseat when pressure has been reduced. i

The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is determined by periodic .

surveillance testing in accordance with the Inservice
| Testing Program. *

The lift settings, according to Table 3.7.1-2 in the |
accompanying LCO, correspond to ambient conditions of the I

|

valve at nominal operating temperature and pressure. |

This LCO provides assurance that the MSSVs will perform
their designed safety function to mitigate the consequences
of accidents that could result in a challenge to the RCPB.

|

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a minimum of five MSSVs per steam
generator are required to be OPERABLE, according to
Table 3.7.1-1 in the accompanying LCO, which is limiting and
bounds all lower MODES.

,

i O
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!

MSIVs
B 3.7.2

,

BASES

,

one steam generator, assuming a single active component
failure (e.g., the failure of one MSIV to close on demand).

The limiting case for main SLB containment response is hot [full power, no loss of offsite power, and failure of a
condensate booster pump to trip. This case results in
continued feeding of the affected steam generator and
maximizes the energy release into containment. This case-

i does not assume failure of an MSIV; however, an important i
| assumption is both itSIb are OPERABLE. This prevents ;
i blowdown of both steam generators assuming failure of an .

MSIV to close.

! The accident analysis compares several different SLB events
against different acceptance criteria. The large SLB,

! outside containment upstream of the MSIV is the limiting SLB
for offsite dose, although a break in this short section of
main steam header has a very low probability. The large SLB

;

iriside containment at hot full power is the limiting case;
L

| p for a post trip return to power. The analysis includes
scenarios with offsite power available and with a loss of !

offsite power following turbine trip.
1

The MSIVs only serve a safety function and remain open || f
during power operation. These valves operate under the
following situations:

a. An HELB inside containment. In order to maximize the
mass and energy release into the containment, the
analysis assumes steam is discharged into containment
from both steam generators until closure of the MSIV
occurs. After MSIV closure, steam is discharged into
containment only from the affected steam generator.

b. A break outside of containment and upstream from the
MSIVs. This scenario is not a containment !

pressurization concern. The uncontrolled blowdown of
more than one steam generator must be prevented to
limit the potential for uncontrolled Reactor Coolant

|

|

!O
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MSIVs !

| B 3.7.2 '

BASES

t

System (RCS) cooldown and positive reactivity addition.
Closure of the MSIVs limits the blowdown to a single
steam generator.

c. A break downstream of the MSIVs. This type of break
will be isolated by the closure of the MSIVs. Events,

such as increased steam flow through the turbine or the
,

!

I steam bypass valves (e.g., excess load event) will also i

terminate on closure of the MSIVs. !
.

'

d. A steam generator. tube rupture. For this scenario,
closure of the MSIV isolates the affected steam ;

generator from the intact steam generator and minimizes ;

radiological releases. The operator is then required ;
to maintain the pressure of the steam generator with
the ruptured tube below the MSSV setpoints, a necessary
step toward isolating the flow through the rupture.

i

e. The MSIVs are also utilized during other events such as ;

a feedwater line break. These events are less limiting
~

,

! so far as MSIV OPERABILITY is concerned,

l
The MSIVs satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3. i

LCO This LCO requires that the MSIV in each of the two steam
lines be OPERABLE. The MSIVs are considered OPERABLE when
the isolation times are within limits, and they close on an
isolation actuation signal.

This LC0 provides assurance that the MSIVs will perfonn
their design safety function to mitigate the consequences of

,

accidents as described in Reference 4. l |

4

APPLICABILITY The MSIVs must be OPERABLE in MODE 1 and in MODES 2 and 3
except when all MSIVs are closed. In these MODES there is i

significant mass and energy in the RCS and steam generators. ;
i

|O
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!

MSIVs
'

B 3.7.2 ;

|
'

BASES

When the MSIVs are closed, they are already perfoming their

.|
safety function.

i

In MODE 4, the steam generator energy is low; therefore, the '

PSIVs are not required to be OPERABLE. I

r

! In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators do not contain much
'

| energy because their temperature is below the boiling point
of water; therefore, the MSIVs are not required for
isolation of potential high energy secondary system pipe ;

breaks in these MODES. '

>

ACTIONS A.1
!
'

|

With one MSIV inoperable in MODE 1, time is allowed to i

restore the component to OPERABLE status. Some repairs can
;

be made to the MSIV with the unit hot. The 8 hour
Completion Time is reasonable, considering the probability !

O of an accident occurring during the time period that would
;

require closure of the PSIVs.

Ed

If the MSIV cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within
.

8 hours, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LC0
does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be
placed in MODE 2 within 6 hours and Condition C would be
entered. The Completion Time is reasonable, based on i

operating experience, to reach MODE 2, and close the MSIVs
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

C.1 and C.2

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that separate
Condition entry is allowed for each MSIV.

O<
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MSIVs

B 3.7.2- '

!O BASES

i

containment analyses. This SR is normally performed upon
returning the unit to operation following a refueling i

outage.
i

The Frequency for this SR is in accordance with the
Inservice Testing Program. The Frequency demonstrates the
valve closure time at least once per refueling cycle.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the SR when performed. Therefore, the Frequency is

,
| acceptable from a reliability standpoint. i

This test is conducted in MODE 3, with the unit at operating i
temperature and pressure, as discussed in the Reference 5
exercising requirements. This SR is modified by a Note that
allows entry into and operation in MODE 3 prior to

| perfonning the SR. This allows a delay of testing until '

| MODE 3, in order to establish conditions consistent with L

those under which the acceptance criterion was generated. !

|O
'

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 10.1 I

l -J

2. UFSAR, Section 14.20
i

3. UFSAR, Section 14.14

4. UFSAR, Chapter 14

5. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
Inservice Inspection, Article IWV-3400

,

1

I

|

'

|

|
-

q
. ,

'
!

1

'
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CST

B 3.7.4

' - B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.4 CondensateStorageTank(CST)

:

BASES

BACKGROUND The CST provides a safety grade source of water to the steam
generators for removing decay and sensible heat from the
Reacter Coolant System (RCS). The CST provides a passive !

flow of water, by gravity, to the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) .

System (LCO 3.7.4, " Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System"). The
steam produced is released to the atmosphere by the main
steam safety valves (MSSVs) or the atmospheric dump valves. !

The AFW pumps operate with a continuous recirculation to the
CST.

The component required by this Specification is CST 12. t

When the main steam isolation valves are open, the preferred
means of heat removal is to discharge steam to the condenser
by tre nonsafety grade path of the turbine bypass valves. ;
The concensed steam is returned to the CST by the condensate

1
| pump. This has the advantage of conserving condensate while
| minimizing releases to the environment.

| Because the CST is a principal component in removing
, residual heat from the RCS, it is designed to withstand
! earthquakes and other natural phenomena. The CST is

designed to Seismic Category I requirements to ensure
availability of the feedwater supply. Feedwater is also
available from an alternate source.

There is one CST (CST 12) shared by Units 1 and 2. A 1

description of the CST is found in the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report (UFSAR), Sections 6.3.5.1 and 10.3.2

l (Refs,1 and 2, respectively).
|
|

L
f

I
|

O
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CST -

B 3.7.4

BASES

APPLICABLE The CST provides cooling water to remove decay heat and to
SAFETY ANALYSES cool down the unit following all events in the accident

analysis, discussed in the UFSAR, Chapter 14 (Ref. 3). For
anticipated operational occurrences and accidents which do
not affect the OPERABILITY of the steam generators, the
analysis assumption is generally 6 hours at MODE 3, steaming | |
through the MSSVs followed by a cooldown to shutdown cooling
(SDC) entry conditions at the design cooldown rate. ;

The limiting event for the condensate volume is the large
feedwater line break with a coincident loss of offsite
power. Single failures that also affect this event include i

the following
,

IThe failure of the diesel generator powering the motora.

driven AFW pump to the unaffected steam generator
(requiring additional steam to drive the remaining AFW
pump turbine); and

b. The failure of the steam driven train (requiring a
longer time for cooldown using only one motor driven |

,

AFWpump). |

|
These are not usually the limiting failures in terms of '

consequences for these events.

The CST satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criteria 2 and 3.

LC0 To satisfy accident analysis assumptions, the CST
(i.e., CST 12) must contain sufficient cooling water for
both units to ensure that sufficient water is available to 1

maintain the RCS at Mode 3 for 6 hours following a reactor
trip from 102% RTP. assuming a coincident loss of offsite
power and the mos adverse single failure. In doing this it

must retain sufficient water to ensure adequate net positive
suction head for the AFW pumps during the cooldown while in

l
1

O '
i
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CST

B 3.7.4

O
BASES

Mode 3, as well as to account for any losses from the steam
driven AFW pump turbine, or before isolating AFW to a broken
line.

The CST usable volume required is 2 150,000 gallons per,

'

unit in the MODE of Applicability, which is equal to
300,000 gallons. The 300,000 gallons of water is enough to
provide for decay heat removal and cooldown of both units.
By adjusting the feedwater flow to the permissible cooldown :
rate, decay heat removal and cooldown of both units can be

| accomplished in 6 hours. The 300,000 gallons are also
adequate to maintain the RCS in MODE 3 for 6 hours with

| steam discharge to atmosphere with concurrent and total loss
| of offsite power, or to remove decay heat from both units

for more than 10 hours after initiation of cooldown and
still maintain nonnal no-load water level in the steam

, generators . The contained water volume limit includes an
| allowance for water not usable because of tank discharge
| line location or other physical characteristics.

O ;

OPERABILITY of the CST is determined by maintaining the tank |

| volume at or above the minimum required volume. j

I
l

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the CST is required to be OPERABLE.

In MODES 4, 5 and 6, the CST is not required because the AFW
System is not required.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2
|- |
( If the CST is not OPERABLE, the OPERABILITY of the backup

.

|
| water supply must be verified by admini.itrative means withth '

| 4 hours,

l

OPERABILITY of the backup feedwater supply must include'

verification of the OPERABILITY of flow paths from the
; backup supply to the AFW pumps, and availability of the

;
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CST

B 3.7.4
|

BASES
|

\

required volume of water in the backup supply. This '

,

| verification is required to be completed within 4 hours and i
every 12 hours thereafter. The CST must be returned to
OPERABLE status within 7 days, as the backup supply may be
perfoming this function in addition to its nomal
functions. The 4 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based

:

on operating experience, to verify the OPERABILITY of the '

backup water supply. Additionally, verifying the backup
water supply every 12 hours is adequate to ensure the backup
water supply continues to be available. The 7 day ,

Completion Time is reasonable, based on an OPERABLE backup
water supply being available, and the low' probability of an

_
,

event requiring the use of the water from the CST occurring !i

during this period. |

|

If the CST volume is less than 300,000 gallons and both I
units are in the MODE of Applicability, both units must |enter this condition. !

,

.

i
| B.1 and B.2 ;

i

If the CST cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the affected unit (s) must be |
placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To |
achievethis' status,theunit(s)mustbeplacedinatleast

,

'

MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4 within 12 hours. The |
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating ;

experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without !

challenging plant systems.
| ;

;

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the CST contains the required volume
of cooling water. (This volume 2 150,000 gallons per unit
intheMODEofApplicability.) The 12 hour Frequency is
based on operating experience, and the need for operator,

i
.

!O
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!

CST

B 3.7.4
~%(d BASES

;

awareness of unit evolutions that may affect the CST I
inventory between checks. The 12 hour Frequency is |considered adequate in view of other indications in the.

;
L control room, including alarms, to alert the operator. to i

abnormal CST volume deviations,

c

Although the volume in the CST for each unit is required to :
be 150,000 gallons, the total combined volume for both units

|is 300,000 gallons. If the total combined volume drops '

below 300,000 gallons when both units are in the MODE of
Applicability, the Actions for both units must be entered.

.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 6.3.5.1
i

! 2. UFSAR, Section 10.3.2
+

| 3. UFSAR, Chapter 14

|

I
l

| !

!

I

'l
!

!

I

i

|
.

!

.

;

O
~

.
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SRW System

B 3.7.6 !

BASES
,

blowdown heat exchanger is automatically isolated as
required for the design basis accident. Each SRW subsystem
will supply cooling water to a diesel generator (DG) and two +

containment air coolers. However, the 11 SRW subsystem only i

supplies two containment air coolers since the 1A DG is air I

cooled. Each SRW subsystem is sufficiently sized to remove
the maximum amount of heat from the containment atmosphere
while maintaining the SRW supply temperature to the DG below
its design limit.

,

A"PLICABLE The design basis of the SRW System is for it to support a
SAFETY ANALYSES 100% capacity containment' cooling system (containment

coolers) and to remove core decay heat 36 minutes following I

a design basis LOCA, as discussed in UFSAR Section 14.20
(Ref. 2). This prevents the containment sump fluid from

,

increasing in temperature during the recirculation phase
| following a LOCA and provides for a gradual reduction in the
'

temperature of this fluid as it is supplied to the Reactor
O Coolant System by the safety injection pumps. The SRW

,

i System is designed to perfonn its function with a single
I failure of any active component, assuming the loss of

|
| offsite power.
|

The SRW system satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), !
!

Criterion 3. [
,

! LCO Two SRW subsystems are required to be OPERABLE to provide
the required redundancy to ensure that the system functions
to remove post accident heat loads, assuming the worst
single active failure occurs coincident with the loss of
offsite power. Additionally, this system will also operate,

! assuming that worst case passive failure post-recirculation
| actuation signal.

;. An SRW subsystem is considered OPERABLE when:

a. The associated pump and head tank are OPERABLE; and

O.
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CREVS

B 3.7.8

O
V BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure )that they function properly. Since the environment and i
normal operating conditions on this system are not severe, I

testing each train once every month provides an adequate
check on this system.

|
1

The 31 day Frequency is based on the known reliability of
the equipment, and the two train redundancy available.

!

SR 3.7.8.2

This SR verifies that the required CREVS testing is
: performed in accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing

Program (VFTP). The VFTP includes testing HEPA filter
performance, charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimum system )
flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated !] charcoal (general use and following specific operations). !
Specific test frequencies and additional infonnation are
discussed in detail in the VFTP,

|

| SR 3.7.8.3

This SR verifies each CREVS train starts and operates on an
actual or simulated actuation signal (CRRS). The Frequency
of 24 months is consistent with that specified in
Reference 3.

|
| REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.8.2.3
i

!

i 2. UFSAR, Chapter 14 I

3. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 2)
I

. e.

i

'

.
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ECCS PREFS !
i B 3.7.10
i

3
(dt

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.10 Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Pump Room Exhaust Filtration
System (PREFS)|

l
'

BASES

BACKGROUND The ECCS PREFS filters air from the area of the active ECCSi

components during the recirculation phase of a loss of
coolantaccident(LOCA).

The ECCS PREFS consists of one of two independent and
redundant fans, a prefilter, a high efficiency particulate i

1

air (HEPA) filter, and an activated charcoal adsorber
section for removal of gaseous activity (principally
iodines), and a fan. Ductwork, valves or dampers, and ||
instrumentation also fonn part of the system.

The ECCS PREFS operates during normal unit operations.
During normal operation flow goes through the pre-filter and
HEPA filters, but flow through the charcoal absorbers is
bypassed. During emergency operations, the ECCS PREFS
dampers are realigned to initiate filtration. The stream of '

ventilation air discharges through the system filter trains
'

and out the plant stack. The prefilters remove any large
particles in the air to prevent excessive loading of the

| HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers. |

The ECCS PREFS is discussed in the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report (UFSAR), Section 9.8.2.3 (Ref. 1), as it may
be used for normal, as well as post accident, atmospheric
cleanup functions.

i

APPLICABLE Emergency Core Cooling System PREFS ensures that radioactive
SAFETY ANALYSES materials leaking from the ECCS equipment within the pump;

; room following a LOCA are filtered prior to reaching the
environment. The operation of this system and the resultant
effects on offsite dose was assumed in the accident analysis
(Ref.2).,

!
.

' rd-
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ECCS PREFS

B 3.7.10

t

BASES

The ECCS PREFS satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), fCriterion 3.
i

t'

!LC0 The ECCS PREFS is required to be OPERABLE. Emergency Core l |
Cooling System PREFS is considered OPERABLE when the

|
individual components necessary to maintain the ECCS Pump
Room filtration are OPERABLE. '

'

The ECCS PREFS is considered OPERABLE when its associated: I

,

a. Fan is OPERABLE; '
s

b. High efficiency particulate air filter and charcoal {
adsorber are not excessively restricting flow and are i

capable of perfonning their filtration functions; and '

'

c. Ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, and air ;

circulation can be maintained.

O
APPLICABILIlY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the ECCS PREFS is required to be

OPERABLE consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the
i

ECCS.

in MODES 5 and 6, the ECCS PREFS is not required to be
OPERABLE, since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

IACTIONS A_.1

With the ECCS PREFS inoperable, action must be taken to |

restore OPERABLE status within 24 hours. ;

The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on the low
probability of a design basis accident occurring during this
time period.

: O'
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ECCS PREFS

B 3.7.10
,m

BASES

B.1 and B.2

If the ECCS PREFS cannot be restored to OPERABLE status I

within the associated Completion Time, the unit must be in a
MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this
status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within
6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. . The allowed - !

,

! Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
| experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full.
! power conditions in an orderly manner and without

challenging unit systems.
|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.10.1
REQUIREMENTS

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure
that they function properly. Since the environment and
normal operating conditions on this system are not severe,
testing each train once a month provides an adequate check,

O n this system. The ECCS PREFS is started from the control
room and flow through the HEPA filter and charcoal absorber
train is 2 15 minutes to demonstrate the function of the
system. The 31 day Frequency is based on the known
reliability of equipment, and the two train redundancy
available.

SR 3.7.10.2

This SR verifies that the required ECCS PREFS testing is
performed in accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing
Program (VFTP). The VFTP includes testing HEPA filter
performance, charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimum system
flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
charcoal (general use and following specific operations).
Specific test frequencies and additional infomation are
discussed in detail in the VFTP.

i

I
| 0

'

| J
|
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ECCS PREFS

B 3.7.10

0 BASES

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR. Section 9.8.2.3
i

2. UFSAR,. Section 14.20
|

| 4

!
'

! l

.

.

O

i

! I

l i

O |
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B 3.7.11

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
'!

B 3.7.11 Spent Fuel Pool Exhaust Ventilation System (SFPEVS)

BASES
,

|

BACKGROUND The SFPEVS filters airborne radioactive particulates and
gases from the area of the fuel pool following a fuel |handling accident.

The SFPEVS consists of one of two independent, redundant |I
exhaust fans, a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) a

filter, and an activated charcoal adsorber section for
removal of gaseous activity (principally iodines).
Ductwork, valves or dampers, and instrumentation also form
part of the system.

The SFPEVS is operated during nonnal unit operations.
During nonnal operation, the charcoal absorbers are i

bypassed. When filtration of the air is required, nonnal
O' air discharges from the fuel handling area in the auxiliary

i
i

building and through the system filter train. The
prefilters remove any large particles in the air to prevent
excessive loading of the HEPA filters and charcoal
adsorbers.

I
The SFPEVS is discussed in the Updated Final Safety Analysis j
Report (UFSAR), Sections 9.8.2.3 and 14.18 (Refs. 1, and 2,
respectively), because it may be used for normal, as well as
post accident, atmospheric cleanup functions.

APPLICABLE The SFPEVS is designed to mitigate the consequences of a
SAFETY ANALYSES fuel handling accident in which all rods in the fuel

assembly are assumed to be damaged. The analysis of the
fuel handling accident is given in Reference 2. The Design
Basis Accident analysis of the fuel handling accident
assumes that the SFPEVS is functional. The accident
analysis accounts for the reduction in airborne radioactive
material provided by this filtration system. The amount of

I

I

f CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 B 3.7.11-1 Revision Rg
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| B 3.7.11

-

BASES

| fission products available for release from the auxiliary
j building is determined for a fuel handling accident. These
! assumptions and the analysis follow the guidance provided in t

Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 3).

| The SFPEVS satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(11), Criterion 3.
! |

,

| LC0 The filter bank, one exhaust fan, and other equipment listed
| in the Background Section are required to be OPERABLE. 1

'

!

The SFPEVS is considered OPERABLE when the individual ,

components necessary to control exposure in the auxiliaryi
'

building are OPERABLE. An SFPEVS train is considered
OPERABLE when its associated:

1
i

a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. High efficiency particulate air filter and charcoal
adsorber are not excessively restricting flow, and are
capable of performing their filtration functions; and

i

; c. Ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, and air !

! circulation can be maintained. !

,

APPLICABILITY During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
auxiliary building, the SFPEVS is required to be OPERABLE to L

mitigate the consequences of a fuel handling accident. '

;

! ACTIONS A.1
;
t

When the SFPEVS is inoperable during movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies in the auxiliary building, action must be
taken to place the unit in a condition in which the LCO does
not apply. This LC0 involves immediately suspending

| movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the auxiliary

O
'
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. BASES

building. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a
safe position.

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.11.1
REQUIREMENTS

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure
that they function properly. As the environment and nonnal
operating conditions on this system are not severe, testing
the SFPEVS once every month provides an adequate check on
this system. The 31 day Frequency is based on the known
reliability of the equipment.

SP 3.7.11.2

This SR verifies the perfonnance of SFPEVS filter testing in
accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program
(VFTP). The VFTP includes testing HEPA filter perfonnance,
charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimura system flow rate, and

'

the physical properties of the activated charcoal (general
use and following specific operations). Specific test
frequencies and additional infonnation are discussed in
detail in the VFTP.

SR 3.7.11.3

This SR verifies the integrity of the spent fuel storage
pool area. The ability of the spent fuel storage pool area
to maintain negative pressure with respect to potentially
uncontaminated adjacent areas is periodically tested to

;

verify proper function of the SFPEVS. During operation, the |
spent fuel storage pool area is designed to maintain a '

| slight negative pressure in the spent fuel storage pool
area, with respect to adjacent areas, to prevent unfiltered
LEAKAGE.

|

|

OJ
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SFPEVS

B 3.7.11

BASES
!

| This test is conducted on a 24 month Frequency. This
| Frequency is adequate to ensure the SFPEVS is capable of
i maintaining a negative pressure.

:
,

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.8.2.3 '

2. UFSAR, Section 14.18 - i,

!

3. Regulatory Guide 1.25 !
,

4. 10 CFR 100.11 g |

!

| .

.

|
\
!

,

,

O ;

|

:

!
;

'
I

|

|

s

i

|
|

'

|

!

,

;

i

!O
'
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|

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

'

B 3.7.12 Penetration Room Exhaust Ventilation System (PREVS)

BASES i

i

BACKGROUND The PREVS filters air from the penetration room. |

| The PREVS consists of two independent and redundant trains. !

Each train consists of a prefilter, a high efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filter, an activated charcoal
adsorber section for removal of gaseous activity )
(principally iodines), and a fan. Ductwork, valves or
dampers, and instrumentation also fom part of the system.

'

The system initiates filtered ventilation following receipt
of a containment isolation actuation signal.

|

The PREVS is a standby system, which may also operate during
normal unit operations. During emergency operations, the,

PREVS dampers are realigned, and fans are started to !O initiate filtration. Upon receipt of the actuating ;V Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System signal (s), normal
air discharges from the penetration room, and the stream of
ventilation air discharges through the system filter trains.
The prefilters remove any large particles in the air to
prevent excessive loading of the HEPA filters and charcoal
adsorbers.

The PREVS is discussed in the Updated Final Safety Anclysis
Report (UFSAR), Section 6.6.2 (Ref.1), as it may be used
for nomal, as well as post accident, atmospheric cleanup |
functions.

APPLICABLE The design basis of the PREVS is established by the Maximum ,

ISAFETY ANALYSES Hypothetical Accident (MHA). The system is credited with
filtering the radioactive material released through the
containment vent when the line is open. In such a case, the

: system restricts the radioactive release to within the

acceptar.cc criteria given in the UFSAR (Ref. 2). The i

<

Oi O
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PREVS
; B 3.7.12
l

BASES

analysis of the effects and consequences of an MHA are
g

presented in Reference 3.

| Penetration Room Exhaust Ventilation System also ensures
that radioactive materials leaking from Emergency Core
Cooling System (ECCS) equipment within the penetration room

j following an accident are filtered prior to reaching the |t
| environment. The operation of this system and the resultant
| effect on offsite dose was assumed in the accident analysis
I (Ref.3).
!

| The PREVS satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3.

LC0 Two independent and redundant trains of the PREVS are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one train is
available, assuming there is a single failure disabling the '

other train coincident with a loss of offsite power.

| The PREVS is considered OPERABLE when the individual
1

I components necessary to control radioactive releases are
OPERABLE in both trains. A PREVS train is considered
OPERABLE when its associated:

! a. fan is OPERABLE;
i

| b. High efficiency particulate air filter and charcoal
adsorber are not excessively restricting flow, and are
capable of performing the filtration functions; and

c. Ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, and
,

circulation can be maintained. |

|

| APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the PREVS is required to be OPERABLE,
,

consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the ECCS. |

,

4

I >]
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BASES
I

i

In MODES 4, 5, and 6, the PREVS is not required to be
.

OPERABLE, since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE. !

|

kACTIONS A.1

i

With one PREVS train inoperable, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. During this time i

period, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform j
the PREVS function. The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable |
based on the low probability of a design basis accident i

occurring during this time period and the consideration that :
the remaining train can provide the required capability. i

:

B.1 and B.2
'!

If the inoperable train cannot be restored to OPERABLE
i

status within the associated Completion Time, the unit must ;

h be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4 within 12 hours. The

;

allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.12.1
REQUIREMENTS

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure i

that they function properly. As the environment and normal
i

operating conditions on this system are not severe, testing j
each train once every month provides an adequate check on |
this system. |

Systems need only be operated for 2: 15 minutes to
;,

! demonstrate the function of the system. The 31 day
.

l-

|

(O !
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O)L' BASES

Frequency is based on the known reliability of the equipment
and the two train redundancy available.

! SR 3.7.12.2

This SR verifies the perfomance of PREVS filter testing in
accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program,

(VFTP). The VFTP includes testing the performance of the
HEFA filter, charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimum system
flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
charcoal (general use and following specific operations).
Specific test frequencies and additional infomation are
discussed in detail in the VFTP.

SR 3.7.12.3

This SR verifies that each PREVS train starts and operates
on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The 24 month

! Frequency is consistent with that specified in Reference 4.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 6.6.2

'2. UFSAR, Chapter 14

!3. UFSAR, Section 14.24
)
|

! 4. Regulatory Guide 1.52
l

|

? |

l
l |
|

!

:
:

!i

i

O;
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SFP Water Level
B 3.7.13

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.13 Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Water Level

BASES

BACKGROUND The minimum water level in the SFP meets the assumptions of
iodine decontamination factors following a fuel handling
accident. The specified water level shields and minimizes
the general area dose when the storage racks are filled to
their maximum capacity. The water also provides shielding
during the movement of spent fuel.

A general description of the SFP design is given in the
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), Section 9.7.2,
Reference 1, and the SFP Cooling and Cleanup System is given
in the UFSAR, Section 9.4.1 (Ref. 2). The assumptions of
the fuel handling accident are given in the UFSAR,
Section 14.18 (Ref. 3).

I
APPLICABLE The minimum water level in the SFP meets the assumptions of ;

SAFETY ANALYSES the fuel handling accident described in Regulatory I
Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4). The resultant 2 hour thyroid dose to a
person at the exclusion area boundary is within the
acceptance crtieria given in the UFSAR. *

Reference 4 assumes that there is 23 ft of water between the |1 |
top of the damaged fuel bundle and the SFP surface for a
fuel handling accident. With 21.5 ft of water above the
fuel seated in the spent fuel storage racks, the assumptions
of Reference 4 can be used directly, because the analy is i

assumes the dropping of a fuel assembly onto the floor of
the spent fuel pool. '

The SFP water level satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criteria 2 and 3.

O
I CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.7.13-1 Revision'8 \
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BASES

LC0 The specified water level preserves the assumptions of the
fuel handling accident analysis (Ref. 3). As such, it is
the minimum required for fuel storage and movement within
the fuel storage pool.

APPLICABILITY This LC0 applies during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the SFP since the potential for a release of
fission products exists.

ACTIONS M '

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that
LC0 3.0.3 does not apply.

When the initial conditions for an accident cannot be met,
steps should be taken to preclude the accident from
occurring. When the SFP water level is lower than theO required level, the movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
in the SFP is immediately suspended. This effectively
precludes a spent fuel handling accident from occurring.
This does not preclude moving a fuel assembly to a safe
position.

If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6,
LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4,
the fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.
Therefore, in either case, inability to suspend movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies is not sufficient reason to
require a reactor shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.13.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies sufficient SFP water is available in the
| event of a fuel handling accident. The water level in the
| SFP must be checked periodically. The 7 day Frequency is
f

|O
i
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BASES

appropriate because the volume in the pool is normally
stable. Water level changes are controlled by unit
procedures and are acceptable, based on operating
experience.

During refueling operations, the level in the SFP is at
equilibrium with that of the refueling canal.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.7.2

2. UFSAR, Section 9.4.1

3. UFSAR, Section 14.18

4. Regulatory Guide 1.25

._.

O

O
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B 3.7.14 Secondary Specific Activity

BASES

BACKGROUND Activity in the secondary coolant results from steam
generator tube outleakage from the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS). Under steady state conditions, the activity is
primarily iodines with relatively short half lives, and thus
is indication of current conditions. During transients,
I-131 spikes have been observed as well as increased
releases of some noble gases. Other fission product
isotopes, as well as activated corrosion products in lesser
amounts, may also be found in the secondary coolant.

A limit on secondary coolant specific activity during power
operation minimizes releases to the environment because of
normal operation, anticipated operational occurren os, and
accidents.

.O !

,

This limit is lower than the activity value that might be j
expected from a 1 gpm tube leak (LC0 3.4.13, "RCS |
Operational LEAKAGE") of primary coolant at the limit of |
1.0 pCi/gm (LC0 3.4.15, "RCS Specific Activity"). The main i

steam line break (MSLB) is assumed to result in the release
j|of the noble gas and iodine activity contained in the steam

i|
generator inventory, the feedwater, and reactor coolant
LEAKAGE. Most of the iodine isotopes have short half lives
(i .e. , < 20 hours) . |

l

APPLICABLE The accident analysis of the MSLB, as discussed in the
SAFETY ANALYSES Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), Chapter 14

(Ref.1), assumes the initial secondary coolant specific |1
activity to have a radioactive isotope concentration of
0.10pCi/gmDOSEEQUIVALENTI-131. This assumption is used
in the analysis for detemining the radiological
consequences of the postulated accident. The accident
analysis, based on this and other assumptions, shows that

O
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i
ithe radiological consequences of an MSLB do not exceed the
|

acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR (Ref.1). I

With the loss of offsite power, tne remaining steam
generator is available for core decay heat dissipation by
venting steam to the atmosphere through main steam safety
valves (MSSVs) and atmospheric dump valves (ADVs). The
Auxiliary Feedwater System supplies the necessary makeup to
the steam generator. Venting continues until the reactor
coolant temperature and pressure have decreased sufficiently
for the Shutdown Cooling System to complete the cooldown.

In the evaluation of the radiological consequences of this ;

accident, the activity released from the steam generator i
connected to the failed steam line is assumed to be released

'

; directly to the environment. The unaffected steam generator
is assumed to discharge steam and any entrained activity
through MSSVs and ADVs during the event. ;

Secondary specific activity limits satisfy
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 2.|

LC0 As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific'

activity limit in the secondary coolant system of
s 0.10 pC1/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 to limit the

i radiological consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA)
| to the acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR (Ref.1). I

Monitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant
ensures that when secondary specific activity limits are

| exceeded, appropriate actions are taken in a timely manner
| to place the unit in an operational MODE that would minimize
; the radiological consequences of a DBA.
;

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the limits on secondary specific
i activity apply due to the potential for secondary stesm
! releases to the atmosphere.

: O
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O
BASES

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators are not being used
for heat removal. Both the RCS and steam generators are
depressurized, and primary to secondary LEAKAGE is minimal.

| Therefore, monitoring of secondary specific activity is not
required.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

00SE EQUIVALENT I-131 exceeding the allowable value in the
secondary coolant, is an indication of a problem in the RCS,
and contributes to increased post accident doses. If

secondary specific activity cannot be restored to within
limits in the associated Completion Time, the unit must be
placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating

O- exner 4ence. to reech the required en41 condi14eas from fuli
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.14.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR ensures that the secondary specific activity is
within the limits of the accident analysis. A gamma isotope
analysis of the secondary coolant, which determines DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131, confirms the validity of the safety
analysis assumptions as to the source terms in post accident
releases. It also serves to identify and trend any unusual
isotopic concentrations that might indicate changes in
reactor coolant activity or LEAKAGE. The 31 day Frequency
is based on the detection of increasing trends of the level
of DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131, and allows for appropriate action
to be taken to maintain levels below the LCO limit.

O
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{hLINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
__
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L c o 3."7. | h All main steam line code safety valves shall be OPERABLE? _ )
-

|
MOD dand3 C . 7 M i cf - ' !APPL 1CABILITY:
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|< ,. DES
-

sy.. s c. a.+.. , c- t o - h a
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'
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associated with the operating team generator inoperab ,

operatic in MODE 3 may proc d provided: | , , ,

" ' - - 5. hO , ,
p6n-operating steam g herator are OPER.ABLE, an

1. Tb t at least 2 Irain st at line code safety val 5 on the
4

2. That within 4 hours he inoperable valve is estored to j
OPERABLE status; et .erwise, be in at least T STANDBY within 1'
the next 6 hours ahd in [0LD SHUTDOWN wit n the following 30 )

~ hours. 1
.

(c. , Tne provisions of Specification 3.0.Kre not applicap. . . .; ; . ,q 3
..

F v- -
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g
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into MODE 31/pertr.itted to detpdine OPERABILITY oMain steam;5
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0
3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

TABLE

'' *
TEAM LINE GAPEW VALVft O ' ;;_

_

BLI LIFT SETTING 5* ALLONASLE g
a. RV-3992/4000 935-995 psig g

b. RV-3993/4001 935-995 psig R

c. RV-3994/4002 935-1035 psig R

J. RV-3995/4003 935-1035 psig

e. RV-3996/4004 935-1065 psig R
'

'

f. RV-3997/4005 935-1065 psig R

g. RV-39%/4006 935-10E5 psig R

h. RV-3999/4007 935-1065 psig

n
V _ .

;

,

l
l

i

l

*

Lif t settings for a given ster:n line are also acceptable if any '

2 valves lif t between 935 an:i 995 psig, any 2 other valves lift between
935 end 1035 psig, and the 4 remaining valves lift betw:en 935 and
1065 psig.
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3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
,_

T ,N y,,444-
STEAM MNE.SArtTY VALVerRt

VALVE NUMBER LIFT SETTING 5* ORIFICEEId
i

a. RV-3992/4000 935-995 psig

b. RY-3993/4001 935 995 psig R

c. RV-3994/40:2 935-1035 psig R j

d. RY-3995/4003 935-1035 psig R !
f

e. RV-3996/4004 935-1065 psig
;

f. RV-3997/4005 935-1065 psig R
|

g. RV-3998/40CC 935-1065 psig R |

h. RV-3999/4007 935-1065 psig

i

b iV
- .

'

l

l

1
i

|

I

*

Lift settings for a given steam line are also acceptable if any 2
valves lift between 935 and 995 psig, any 2 other valves lift between

,

935 and 1035 psig, and the 4 remaining valves lift between 935 and
1065 psig.

!
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.1 - MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES

within the ITS. The movement of requirements within Technical Specifications is an
(o) administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.6 Current Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 Footnote A allbs entry into Mode 3 to determme
Operability of the MSSVs. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.7.1.1 contam a Note

;

which states the SR is only required to be performed in Modes I and 2. He Current Technical |
Specifications (CTS) and ITS Note both allow Mode 3 to be entered to perform testmg on the
MSSVs. Therefore, the CTS and ITS Note are essentially equivalent. The rewording of a
requirement without changing the meaning is considered administrative. His change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.7 Current Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 Table 3.7-1 lists the maximum number ofinoperable i

MSSVs on any operating steam generator (SG), and the maxunum allowable Power Level -
High trip setpoint. Improved Technical Specification 3.7.1 Table 3.7.1-1 will list the
maximum number of MSSYs per SG required Operable, and the maximum allowable Power
Level - High trip setpoint, and will add a new column for maxunum power, and a row of
information when all MSSVs are Operable. The two tables essentially display the same
information, except that the ITS will list the number of Operable MSSVs and also list
associated maximum power. The addition of the maumum power column is for clarity. The
CTS table indirectly lists the maximum power by listing the maximum Power Level - High trip
setpoint. which is the maximum power before a reactor trip would occur. The change from
inoperable valves to Operable valves is only a change in presentation. The change in
presentation of a table is an administrative change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432

OV
TECHNICAL. Cil ANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M1 Current Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 Action a requires the plant m be in Mode 3 within
6 hours, and Mode 5 within 36 hours, when the Required Action and associated Completion
Time cannot be met. Since the Mode of Applicability is Mohs 1, 2, and 3, and per
LCO 3.0.1. the plant would only be required to be in Mode 4 in 36 hours. Improved Technical
Specifications would require the plant to be in Mode 3 in 6 hours, and Mode 4 in 12 hours.
This change decreases the time allowed to be in Mode 4 from 36 hours to 12 hours. This
change is acceptable because 12 hours is a reasonable amount of time, based on operating
experience. to reach Mode 4 from full power conditions in an orderly manner without
challenging plant systems. This would make se Completion Time consistent with other ITS
Completion Times to place the plant in Mode 4. Decreasing the time allowed to reach Mode 4
constitutes a more restrictive change. This change will not adversely affect plant safety

i because the change ensures that the plant is in a degraded condition for a limited amount of
| time while ensuring a safe and controlled cooldown. This change is consistent with

NUREG-1432.
i

'

TECHNICAL CHANGES - RELOCATIONS

i None

i

e

i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.1 - MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES

!

TECHNICAI, CII ANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTF

LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 Table 4.7-1 lists the MSSVs ori6cc size. hnproved |
j Technical Specification 3.7.1 will not contain this information. This information will bc
| moved out of Technical Specifications into the Insenice Testmg Program This is acceptable
I because the MSSVs orifice size can be controlled appropriately in the Inservice Testmg

Program. Requirements in the Insenice Testing Program will be controlled via the planti

| change control process. This approach provides an effective level of control and a more
;'

appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operations is unaffected by |
the change because there is no change in the requirement to verify the lift settmgs for the
MSSVs. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license

; amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement
of information change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECilNICAl. Cll ANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE I

i

L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 Action a requires the inoperable MSSV(s) to be
restored to Operable status within 4 hours, or reduce the Power Level - High trip setpoint per
the Technical Specification table. Improved Technical Specification 3.7.1 Action requires

,

power to be reduced per the Technical Specification Table within 4 hours, and allows 12 hours )
to reduce the Power Level - H2gh trip setpoint. This change extends the time to reduce the |

| Pow er Level - High trip setpoint from 4 hours to 12 hours. The time to reduce reactor power
remains the same (even though not directly required by the CTS, a power reduction would be
required uhen the Power Level - High trip setpoint is reduced). The 12-hour Completion Time,,

(j is based on operating experience in resetting all channels of a protective function, the low
,

hkelihood of the occurrence of a transient that could result in SG overpressure during this j
period. and the fact that power is still reduced within four hours, as before. Allowing an
additional eight hours to Complete a Required Action constitutes a less restrictive change.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 Footnote * requires at least two MSSW to be
Operable during the time entry into Mode 3 is permitted to determine Operability of the
MSSVs. Improved Technical Specification 3.7.1 will not contain this requirement. This i

footnote requires either scheduling maintenance on the MSSVs at two different times during an
outage (and also testing), or requiring bench testing in order to meet this requirement. Also,
operating experience has shown that the MSSVs usually pass the SRs. The likelihood of an
event occurring which would require the MSSVs in Mode 3 while they are being tested is
remote. Therefore. allowing Mode 3 to be entered prior to performing the SRs is acceptable. l
Deleting a requirement which requires the MSSVs to be Operable is a less restrictive change.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.3 Current Technical Specifications 3.7.1.1, " Safety Valves," Action b provides actions if less
than the required number of MSSVs are Operable in the non-operating loop in Mode 3.

l Improved Technical Specification 3.7.1 will not contam this requirement Although
Section 3.4 allows only one Reactor Coolant System loop to be Operable, it is very unlikely
that Calvert Cliffs will Operate in this configuration. However, if Calvert Cliffs decided to
Operate in this configuration, requiring two MSSVs to be Operable in the non-operating loop

p is not required because it is not supported by the Calvert Cliffs design basis. Therefore, this
G,

i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
I SECTION 3.7.1 - MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES|

|

! requirement is being deleted. Deleting a condition under which actions would need to be taken
is a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432,

t

'

i

;

O

O
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SURVEILIMCE REQUIREMENTS (Contis19d)" A j %.4r.J ew M edJ \

f__
!

Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory i3. ,

analysis of a representative carbon sample obtained from an' !

adsorber tray or from an adsorber test tray in accordance )
with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52 ;

Revision 2. March 1978, demonstrates a removal efficiency of
2 904 for radioactive metly1 todine when the sample is
tested in accordance with Alls! N!10-1975 (30*C, 35% R.H.). ;

4. Verifying a system flow rate of 2000 cfm + 10% during system
operationwhentestedinaccordancewithINSIR$10-1975.

;
d. After every 7CO hours of charcoal adsorber operation by:

Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis
of a representative carbon sample obtained from an adsorber tray
or frorr an adsorber test tray in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2 March 1978,
demonstrates a removal efficiency of 2 90% for radioactive
methyl iodine when the sample is tested in accordance with

{ ANSI h510-1975 (30*C, 95% R.H.).

Subsecuent to reinstalling the adsorber tray used for obtaining I

the carbon sample, the filter train shall be demonstrated
OPERAELE by also verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove
199% of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when theyO are tested in-place in accordance with Regulatory Positions C.S.a

Qperating the ventilation system at a flow of 2000 cfm i 10%.and C.5.c of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2. March 1978, while
'

,j
;

Atleastonceper[monthsbye.
"

1. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA ]filters an:! charcoal adsorber banks is < 4 inches Water ,

Gauge while cperating the ventilation system at a flow rate]
'

g
_s f.2000-cfagg-'

'';~,s;u
K Verifying that on a(Conuel Room'high rafa M4.

-'

the syst is swi nnes nw a recirculatio de -

th flow through e HEPA filters and arcoal ft :2,adsorber be s and that both the isolation valv in eachinlet duct' and common exha duct, and the isol ion valveQthe' toilet area exhaus duct, close.
N n m

iUh "|$h' f" * Q,
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Contissed)

~ . _ . .
4. Verifying a system flow rate of 2000 cfm + 10% during system}

p
'

operation when tested in accordance with IN51 M510-1975.

j After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by:d.

I Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis
of a representative carbon sample obtained from an adsorber tray'

or fro en adsorber test tray in accordance with Regulatory
,1 Petitics C.E.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52 Revision 2. March 1978,
'! deTorstrates a remeval efficiency of 2 90% for radioactive

methyl iodine when the sample is tested in accordance with
ANSI h510-1975 (30*C, 95% R.H.).

Subsecuent to reinstalling the adsorber tray used for obtaining-
the carton sample, the filter train shall be demonstrated
CPERABLE by also verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove
3 99% cf a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when they

{ are tested in-place in accordance with Regulatory Positions C.S.a
( and C.S.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2. March 1978, while
\ operating the ventilation system at a flow of 2000 cfm i 10%. ;

z
At least cnce per if months by:Lh-.

(' N,' 2 - ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' " ' ' * " ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' * " ' " ' ' " ' ' ^
f titers and charcoal adsorber banks is < 4 inches Waters'
Ca.ge while o;,erating the ventilation system at a flow rate m

_th
N

_ cf 2000 cft: + 10%.

M. Verifying t on aEontrol re'o? tWh ram 1tt
'

_.
.' , '. ; / . ? . ' thelvstem ticaiiy sw1 hes into a rectrculatto deT

;P cpe~ on with flow thre gh 15e HEPA filters and arcoal j~ g'g;a:scrt banks and that b h of the isolation valv in each j|inleVduct and cortunen e aust duct, and the isol on valve'
'j nA cilet area exh st duct. closee

.'. - s-y , .,,

*W - ? Li, ' ! se % ma fA hfo,
,

a d b 'j i.c w .w 'h, . l,vjs .M',w

|
1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.8 - CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY VENTILATION SYSTEM

approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate
change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change

! because there is no change in the requirement for both CREVS trains to be Operable.
Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license
amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement
ofinformation change with no impact on safety. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.7.6.1.e.2 specifically lists the type of test signal (Control
Room high radiation) to ensure that the CREVS actuates as required. Improved Technical

| Specification SR 3.7.8.3 requires the CREVS to perform as required on an actual or simulated
signal. He specific test signals will no longer be specified in the SR. He test signals will be
moved to Section B 3.7.8 of the ITS Bases. This is acceptable because these details do not
impact the requirement to verify that the CREVS will perform as required. These details can
be adequately controlled m the Bases which requires change control in accordance with Bases

Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory
control and prosides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement for
the CREYS to perform as required. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources
associated with processmg license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This
change is a less restrictive movement of information change with no impact on safety. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA 3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.7.6.1.e.2 requires that the CREVS automatically
switches mio a recirculation mode of operation with flow through the high efficient particulate
air (HEPA) filter > and charcoal absorber banks, and that both of the isolation valves in each
inlet duct and common cuaust duct and the isolation valve in the toilet area exhaust duct,
close on a Control Room high radiation signal. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.7.8.3

will not contain this detail These details will be moved to Section B 3.7.8 of the ITS Bases.
This is acceptable because these details do not impact the requirement to verify that the
CREYS will perfonn as required These details can be adequately controlled in the Bases
which requires change control in accordance with Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0.

i His approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by
the change because there is no change in the requirement for the CREVS to perform as
required. Furthermore. NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license
amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement

4

ofinformation chance with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. '

TECHNICAL CH ANGES - 1 ESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification SR 4.7.6.1.e.2 requires verification that the CREVS actuates
on an actuation signal once per 18 months. Improved Technica3 Specification SR 3.7.8.3 will
require verification that the CREYS actuates on an actuation signal once per 24 months. His
change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months. This change<

requires the performance on a refueling frequency of a demonstration of system operation on
! an actual or simulated test signal, which is a frequency consistent with similar testing
| performed in the ITS (see SR 3.7.5.3, Component Cooling System, SR 3.8.1.16, Diesel

Generators, and SR 3.5.2.5, SR 3.5.2.6, and SR 3.5.2.7, ECCS). The CREVS contains
( redundant electrical and mechanical components and it is operated once per 31 days to verify

i

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7.8-3 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.8 - CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY VENTILATION SYSTEM

Operability. Therefore, per Generic Letter 91-04, the effect of this change on plant safety is'

b" small. Instrument drift will have no effect on this test. Also, review of previously performed
Surveillances determined that no failures have been found during the performance of this SR

!

once per 18 months. The 24-month frequency is sufficient to ensure that the CREVS will
perform as required on an actuation signal. Decreasing the Frequency of an SR from 18
months to 24 months constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432 and the guidance in Generic Letter 91-04, Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle.

1

1

!
!

|
i

|

.

i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.9 - CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY TEMPERATURE SYSTEM

I

no change in the requirement for the CREVS to perform as required. Furthermore, NRC and(') Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license amendments to these requirements
uill be reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement of infonnation change with no
impact on safety. This citange is consistent with NUREG-1432.

I

,

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.7.6.1 Action b allows 7 days to restore an moperable air

conditioning unit to Operable status (when one is inoperable). Improved Technical
,

Specification 3.7.9 will allow 30 days to restore an inoperable air conditioning unit to l

Operable status (when one is inoperable). This change will increase the allowed outage time
from 7 days to 30 days when one CRETS train is inoperable. This change is acceptable
because the remaining CRETS train is adequate to maintain the Control Room temperature
within limits It is also based on the low likelihood of an event occurrmg requiring Control
Room isolation. and that backup Control Room air conditioning system is available.
Extending the allowed outage time for the CRETS constitutes a less restrictive change. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.7.6.1.a requires the CRETS to maintain Control Room

temperature s 104*F for at least 12 hours once per 62 days on a Staggered Test Basis.
Improved Technical Specification SR 3.7.9.1 also requires the CRETS to maintain Control
Room temperature f 104'F for at least 12 hours; however, the ITS requires the SR to be
performed once per 24 months. This change is appropriate since significant degradation of the
CRETS is slon and is not expected to change over this time period. This has been shown by

(' evaluatmg the presious 10 years of operating experience which show that this test has not had
A

any failures. The CRETS contains redundant electrical and mechanical components and is
operated once per 31 days to verify operability. Therefore, per Generic Letter 91-04, the effect
of the change on plant safety is small. Also, instrument drift will have no affect on this test.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432 and the guidance in Generic Letter 91-04.

|

|
l

|

|0
!
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.11 - SPENT FUEL POOL EXHAUST VENTILATION SYSTEM

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGESg
V A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existmg Technical

Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result, the
Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable by
plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording picf-as or conventions were
adopted which resuhed in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO, Applicability, Action,
or SR and to be consistent with NUREG-1432. However, the additional information does not
change the intent of the current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and
rewording process involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.9.12, Spent Fuct Pool Exhaust Ventilation System
(SFPEYS), Action c exempts the provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4.
Specification 3.0.3 requires the plant to shut down when a condition exists that is not covered
by the LCO, or one in which an Action is not provided. Specification 3.0.4 exempts Mode
changes if the LCO is not met unless continued operation is allowed by the Actions. Improved
Technical Specification 3.7.1I will not contain this exemption. The provision to exempt
Specification 3.0.3 is not required because there is no condition of inoperability that is not
encompassed by the Action, therefore LCO 3.0.3 would never be entered. The provisions to
exempt Specification 3.0.4 are not required because upon completion of the Required Action,
the plant will be outside the Mode of Applicability for the LCO. The deletion of requirements

- that do not apply is considered an administrative change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A.3 Improved Technical Specification SR 3.7.11.2 requires the performance of the required
SFPEYS filter testing in accordance with the VFTP. The requirements for VFTP are outlined
in ITS Section 5 0. Current Technical Specification 3.7.6.1 contains the actual testing
requirements This change moves these testing requirements from Section 3.7 to Section 5.0.
The movement of requirements with the Technical Specifications constitutes an admmistrative
change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TEC11NICAL Cil ANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None

TECHNICAL C11 ANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TEC11NICAL C11 ANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.9.12 lists the components which make up the
SFPEYS. Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.7.1I will only require the SFPEVS to be
Operable. The specific components which comprise the SFPEVS will no longer be specified in

'

the LCO. The specific components will be moved to Section B 3.7.11 of the ITS Bases. This
i

|
i
1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.11 - SPENT FUEL POOL EXHAUST VENTILATION SYSTEM

is acceptable because these details do not impact the requirement for the SFPEVS to be
| Operable. These details can be adequately controlled in the Bases which require change'

control in accordance with Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. This approach provides
an efTective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control
process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is
no change in the requirement for the SFPEVS to be Operabic. Furtb-ore, NRC and Calvert

,

Cliffs resources associated with processing license raraarsas to these iq.m .r s will be
;

reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on
safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

,

'

| LA.2 Current Technical Specification 3.9.12 Action b requires the suspension of crane operation
with loads over the spent fuel pool when the SFPEVS is inoperable. Improved Technical
Specification 3.7.11 will not contain this requirement. All heavy loads requirements are being '

! removed from the Techmcal Specification and being moved to plant procedures. This is
acceptable becaus: the these heasy load requirements do not impact the requirement to ensure
the assumptions of the safety analyses are met. These details can be adequately controlled in
plant procedures which require change control in accordance with plant change control
process. His approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a
more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected
by the change because the safety analyses assumptions are still maintained. Furthermore,
NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license amendments to these
requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement of information
change with no impac on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

I

Q LA.3
b Current Techmeal Specification 4.9.12.a requires the SFPEVS be initiated with flow through ;

the HEPA filter and both charcoal absorber banks, and that each fan operates for 15 minutes. -

Improved Technical Specification SR 3.7.11.1 will only require the PREFS to operate for
15 minutes. The sr ceific requirements that flow be initiated through the HEPA filter and both
charcoal absorbe; banks will no longer be specified. These details will be moved to Section B

';

3.7.11 of the TS Bases This is acceptable because these details do not impact the [
requirement for the SFPEYS to be operated for 15 minutes and that flow be initiated through

;

the HEPA fiher and charcoal absorber banks. These details can be adequately controlled in
;

the Bases which require change control in accordance with Bases Control Program in ITS
[

Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a ;

more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected '

by the change because there is no change in the requirement for the SFPEVS to be operated for
15 minutes to verify the system operates as required. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs
resources associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will be i

reduced This change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on
safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECilNICAL C11 ANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification 3.9.12 LCO requires two exhaust fans in the SFPEVS to be
| Operable. Improved Technical Specification 3.7.11 will only require one exhaust fan to be
| Operable. The SFPEVS contains one HEPA filter bank, two charcoal absorber banks, and
!

two exhaust fans. However, the two charcoal absorber banks operate as one because they
share the same damper controls and there is also only one HEPA filter bank. He system can

~

operate at design flow with only one exhaust fan operating. Therefore, based on the above, the

! I

CALVERT CLIFFS - tNTS I & 2 3.7.11-2 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.7.11 - SPENT FUEL POOL EXHAUST VENTILATION SYSTEM

d SFPEVS consists of only one train with a redundant exhaust fan. Rus, the ITS depicts this
{

n

system as consisting of a single train. Based on this change CTS Action a is being deleted
because it depicts Actions when one train is inoperable. Herefore, the Bases will depict the i
SFPEVS as being Operable with only one exhaust fan. Removing U-..f- a from the j
defmition of the composition for Operability is a less restrictive change. Tris" change is '

consistent with NUREG 1432.

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.9.12 Applicability for the SFPEVS, is whenever irradiated

fuel is in the storage pool. Improved Technical Specification 3.7.11 Applicability is during
movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies in the Auxiliary Building. His change reduces the
Modes of Applicability from whenever irradiated fuel is in the storage pool to whenever
irradiated fuel is bemy moved in the spent fuel pool. This change is acceptable because the
fuel handling accident assumes an irradiated fuel assembly is being moved in the spent fuel
pool. The reduction of the Mode of Applicability is considered a le.;s restrictive change. This
change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

L.3 Current Technical Specification Surveillance 4.9.12.d.2 requires that SFPEVS maintain a
measurable negatise pressure relative to the outside atmosphere once per 18 months.
Improved Technical Specification SR 3.7.11.3 requires that SFPEVS maintain a measurable
negative pressure relatne to the outside atmosphere once per 24 months. This change
decreases the Suncillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months. The 24-month
Surveillance Frequency is sufficient to ensure that the SFPEVS can maintain a measurable

negative pressure m th. Spent fuel pool area of the Auxiliary Building. After reviewing the
previous ten years of Suncillance history, the SFPEVS has never failed to maintain a
measurable negainc pressure m the spent fuel pool area of the Auxiliary Building. The

'

SFPEVS contams redundant electncal and mechanical components and is operated once per
31 days to venfy operabihty. Therefore, per Generic Letter 91-04, the effect of this change on
plant safety is small. Also, instrument drift will have no affect on the test. Decreasing
Surveillance Frequencies constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432 and the gmdance in Generic Letter 91-04. |

1

|
1

|

|
4

i

?
|

|
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

5L'RYEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) I

d. At least once per I nonths by:
- h

f 1. Verifying that the ressure drop across the combined HEPA 7
filters and charcos

/ while o adsorber banks is < 6 inches Water Gauge

[ + IM. perating the filter train at a flow rate of 2000 cfm~

|
s et n, q . > h Verifyin: that the fil_ter train starts onj@nt11M

dstiatp3}QO51gnal.
j

fe. After each complete or partisTreplacement of alEPA filter bank '

by verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove > 9M of the DOP g,3
when they are tested in-place in accordance witE Regulatory
Pcsitions C.S.a and C.5.c of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2
March 1978, while operating the filter train at a flow rate of
2000 cfm i 10%.

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove 199% of a
halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when they are tested
in-place in accordance with Regulatory Positions C.S.a and C.S.d
of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2. March 1978, while operating
the filter train at a flow rate of 2000 cfm i IM.

After traintenan:e affecting the air flow distribution by testingg.

in-pla:e ant verifying that the air flow distribution is uniform
[-) withir. * 2% cf the average flow per unit when tested in
(/ accort.aEte with the provisions of Section 9 of ' Industrial

Ventilation' and Section 8 of ANSI N5101975.
_

b u-m E b. p h
6 m L .4s e f.o

!

" m ,.. , j , . L v; 4.Lnk " !
i

i

!
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS i

t

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 5 (Continued) i

)

f'Subsequenttoreinstallingtheadsorbertrayusedforobtaining
__-

y

the carbon sample, the filter train shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove > 99% of
the halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when they are

_

tested in-place in accordance with Regulatory Positions C.5.a and
C.5.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52 Revision 2. March 1978. while ;

's operating the ventilation system at a flow rate of 2000 cfm
-

( 1 10's. f

Atleastonceperhmonthsby: ' ^

lId. g
1. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA

filters and charcoal adsorber banks is < 6 inches Water Gauge
while operating the filter train at a flow rate of 2000 cfm
+ 10% ) r'

' r: 2
''

. % Verifyina that ATIe filter train starts o g n td M - -
Oglation TesD - '' vr ej .--sc,d.e, y q, y^# A Adw IQJ

fe. AfterE^ complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank
'

by serifying that the HEFA filter banks remove > 99% of the DOP
een they are tested in-place in accordance with Regulatory

n\ f Positiens C.S.a and C.S.c of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2.(d \ Maren 197E, while operating the filter train at a flow rate of ii 2000 cf 1 104. '

!
f. Af ter each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber

bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove S. 99% of a
halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when they are tested
in-place in accordance with Regulatory Positions C.S.a and C.5.d ',

i of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2 March 1978, while operating
tne filter train at a flow rate of 2000 cfm 1 20%.

g. After maintenance affecting the air flow distribution by testing
in-place and verifying that the air flow distribution is unifonn
within + 20% of the average flow per unit when tested in
accordance with the provisions of Section 9 of " Industrial

!

lation' and Section 8 of ANSI H5101]75. I

3#~ oc6 |
r- 34.w .r c> '

A k. 3 ,d w M rdt"4
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| SECTION 3.7.12 - PENETRATION ROOM EXHAUST VENTILATION SYSTEM
|

| gs for the PREVS to be Operable. These details can be adequately controlled in the Bases which
require change controlin accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. His*

| approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate
change control process. De level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change

| because there is no change in the requirement for the PREVS to be Operable. Furthermore,'

NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license amendn=* to these !

requirements will be reduced. His change is a less restrictive movement of information I
change with no impact on safety. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432. {

LA.2 Current Technical Specification 4.6.6.1.d.2 specifies that the Survedlance should venfy that
the filter train for the PREVS start on a Contamment Isolation Test Signal. Improved ;

Technical Specification SR 3.7.12.3 will not specify the Containment Isolation Test Signal.
This detail will be moved to the Bases. His is acceptable because these details do not impact

.

'

! the requirement for the PREVS to be Operable. These details can be adequately controlled in
the Bases which require change control in accordance with Bases Control Program in ITS |
Section 5.0. Tnis approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and prosides for a '

more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected
by the change because there is no change in the requirement for the PREVS to be Operable.

,

1

Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license ;

amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement |
ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432. ;

i

TECilNICAI. Cil ANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L1 Current Technical Specification SR 4.6.6.1.d.2 requires verification that the PREVS actuates
on an actuation signal once per 18 months. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.7.12.3 will
require verification that the PREVS actuates on an actuation signal once per 24 months. This
changes decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months. This change
requires the perfomiance on a refueling frequency of a demonstration of system operation on
an actual or simulated test signal, which is a frequency consistent with similar testing
performed in the ITS (see SR 3.7.5.3, Component Cooling System SR 3.8.1.16, Diesel
Generators, and SR 3.5.2.5, SR 3.5.2.6, and SR 3.5.2.7, ECCS). He PREVS contains ;
redundant electrical and mechanical components and it is operated once per 31 days to verify j
Operability. Therefore, per Generic Letter 91-04, the effect of this change on plant safety is
small. Instrument drift will have no effect on this test. Also, reviety of previously performed
Surveillances determined that no failures have been found during the performance of this SR
once per 18 months. The 24-month frequency is sufficient to ensure that the PREVS will
perform as required on an actuation signal. Decreasing the Frequency of an SR from 18
months to 24 months constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1432 and the guidance in Generic Letter 91-04, Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle.

I

!

|
!

i

I
I

: O
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS

| ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES
\

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (BGE), Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2, is convertmg to the Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications,
Combustion Engineering Plants." The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbermg, and rewording
of Technical Specifications, with no change in intent, and are the incorporation of current plant practices
consistent with NUREG-1432. These changes, since they do not involve technical changes to the Technical {
Specifications or current plant practices, are admini*ative. Below is the No Significant Hazards I

Consideration for the conversion of this Section to NUREG-1432.

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specification changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The

:

following is provided in suppon of this conclusion. I

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an )
accident previously evaluated? ,

The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbering, and rewording of the existing Technical
Specifications, along with the incorporation of current plant practices and other changes, as
discussed above, in order to be consistent with NUREG-1432. These changes involve no technical
changes to the existing Technical Specifications. Specifically, there will be no change in the
requirements imposed on Calvert Cliffs due to these changes. Thus, the changes are admmistrative
in nature and do not impact initiators of analyzed events. The proposed changes do not
significantly affect initiaters or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

L Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

7 proposed changes involve reformatting. renumbering, and rewording of the existing Technical
Specifications, along with the incorporation of current plant practices and other changes, as
discussed above. in order to be consistent with NUREG 1432. The changes will not involve a
significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
part of the proposed change. The proposed changes will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore. the changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any )
accident previously evaluated. |

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbering, and rewording of the existing Technical
Specifications, along with the incorporation of current plant practices and other changes, as
discussed above, in order to be consistent with NUREG-1432. The changes are administrative in
nature and will not involve any technical changes The changes will not reduce a margin of safety
because it has no impact on any safety analysis assumptions. Therefore, the changes do not I

involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

i

TECHNICAL C11ANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2, is converting to the ITS as outlined in
NUREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engmeering Plants." The proposed

i changes involve adding more restrictive requirements to the existing Technical Specifications by either

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7-1 Revision 1
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS

| malmg current requirements more stringent or by adding new requirements which currently do not exist.'

Below is the No Significant Hazards Consideration for the conversion from this section to NUREG-1432.

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specification changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
following is provided in support of this conclusion.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes provide more stringent requirements than previously existed in the Technical
Specifications. Each change was evaluated and it was determined that these more stringent
requirements do not result in operation that will increase the probability ofinitiating an analyzed

If anything. the new requirements may decrease the probability or consequences of anevent.

analyzed event by incorporating the more restrictive changes discussed above. H e proposed
changes do not alter assumptions relative to mitigation of an accident or transient. The more
restrictive requirements contmue to ensure process variables, structures, systems, and components
are maintained consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis. The proposed changes do

.

l

not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed changes provide more stringent requirements than previously existed in the Technical :
Specifications. The chang nill not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. |

'

No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators. The changes do impose different requirements.
Honeser these changes are consistent with the assumptions in the safety analyses and licensing
basis. Therefore. the changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident presiously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed changes provide more stringent requirements than previously existed in the Technical
Specifications. An evaluation of these changes concluded that adding these more restrictive
requirements either increases or has no impact on the margin of safety. The changes proside
additional restrictions which may enhance plant safety. The changes maintain requirements within j
the safety analyses and licensing basis. As such, no question of safety is involved. Therefore, the
changes do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - REI OCATIONS

Baltimore Gas & Electric, Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 are converting to the ITS as outlined in |
NUREG-1432. " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants." The proposed l
changes involve relocating existing Technical Specification Requirements and Sunreillances to the 1

| Technical Requirements Manual. These Technical Specification Requirements and Sun'eillances do not
! meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications, as determined in the Calvert Cliffs Units I and 2

Technical Specifications change submittal for conversion to the ITS. Below is the No Significant Hazards
g Consideration for the conversion from this Section to NUREG 1432.

i U
i
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS !

O
!U In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical j

Specification changes and detennined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
following is provided in support of this conclusion.

. (
l 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

;

1

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes relocate requirements and surveillances for structures, systems, components, |
or variables that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical Specificatione, as identified in|

the Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 Technical Specifications change subnuttal for conversion to the-
ITS. He affected structures. systems components, or variables are not assumed to be initiators of

analyzed events. The requirements and surveillances for these affected structures, systems, |
components, or variables will be relocated from the Technical Specifications to the Technical |
Requirements Manual (TRW uhich will be maintained pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59. In addition, 1

the affected structures. systen 3. components. or variables controlled by 10 CFR 50.59 and subject I
to the change control provision imposed by plant administrative procedures, endorse applicable |
regulations and standards The affected structures, systems, components, or variable are not
assumed to mitigate accident or transients. He proposed changes do not significantly affect
initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, do not invoke a significant increase in the
probability or consequencs of an accident previously evaluated.

l
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident

previously evaluated?

O The proposed changes reixat. reqmrements and surveillances for structures, systems, components, iv or variables that do ne me.t the enteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications, as identified in |
the Calvert Cliffs Umt I and 2 Technical Specifications change submittal for conversion to the 1

ITS Technical Specific. tion > The changes will not involve a significant change in design or
operation of the plant No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed changes.
The proposed changes will not mtroduce any new accident initiators. The changes will not impose
different requirements. and adequate control ofinformation will be maintained. He changes will
not alter assumptions made in the safety analysis and licensing basis. Herefore, the changes will
not create the possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accidert previously
evaluated

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety?

The proposed changes relocate requirements and surveillances for structures, systems, components,
or variables that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications, as identified in
the Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 Technical Specifications change submittal for conversion to the
ITS. The changes do not reduce the margin of safety since they have no impact on any safety
analysis assumptions. In addition, the Relocated requirements and surveillances for the affected
structure, system, component. or variable remain the same as the existing Technical Specifications.
Since any future changes to these requirements or surveillance procedures will be evaluated per the
requirements 10 CFR 50.59, no reduction (significant or insignificant) in a margin of safety will be

| allowed without prior NRC approval.

'

The NRC review prcvides a certain additional margin of safety, and although this review will no

Q longer be performed prior to being incorporated (if the changes do not reduce the margin of safety),
V,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.7-3 Revision 1
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| NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS

,

I ~N

(d'

It lance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical )
S; mn changes and d;termined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
f. 4 is provided in support of this conclusion.

1. Does the change involve a significant inrrease in the probability or consequences of an !
j accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes relocate requirements and surveillances for structures, systems, components,
;

or variables that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications, as identified in :

the Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 Technical Specifications change subnuttal for conversion to the
ITS. He affected structures. systems, components, or variables are not assumed to be initiators of I

analyzed events. The requirements and surveillances for these affected structures, systems, I

components. or variables will be relocated from the Technical Specificat as to the Technical |
Requirements Manual fTP.M' which will be maintained pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59. In addition, i

the affected structurcs. sy ster s. components, or variables controlled by 10 CFR 50.59 and subject
to the change control prosision imposed by plant admmistrative procedures, endorse applicable
regulations and standards The affected structures, systems, components, or variable are not
assumed to mitigate accident or transients. The proposed changes do not significantly affect
initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

|
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident

previously evaluated?

The proposed change r&cm reqmrements and surveillances for structures, systems, components,
k or variables that do not me;t the entena for inclusion in Technical Specifications, as identified in

the Calven Chffs Unn. I and 2 Technical Specifications change submittal for conversion to the
ITS Techmcal Specific . nan: The changes will not involve a significant change in design or
operation of the plant No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed changes.
The proposed changes will nct mtroduce any new accident initiators. The changes will not impose
different requirements. and adeqt w control ofinformation will be maintained. He changes will
not alter assumptions made in th. safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, the changes will
not create the possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety? I

The proposed changes relocate requirements and surveillances for structures, systems, components,
or variables that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications, as identified in

i

the Calvert Cliffs Umts 1 and 2 Technical Specifications change submittal for conversion to the
ITS. The changes do not reduce the margin of safety since they have no impact on any safety
analysis assumptions in addition, the Relocated requirements and surveillances for the affected
structure, system, component, or variable remain the same as the existing Technical Specifications.

i Smcc any future changes to these requirements or surveillance procedures will be evaluated per the
requirements 10 CFR 50.59, no reduction (significant or insignificant) in a margin of safety will be
allowed without prior NRC approval.

| The NRC review provides a certain additional margin of safety, and although this review will no
longer be performed prior to being incorporated (if the changes do not reduce the margin of safety),

|
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o the NRC still inspects the 10 CFR 50.59 process. Therefore, the margin of safety lost by not
V requiring NRC prior approval is not significant. Also, since the proposed changes is consistent

with NUREG 1432 approved by the NRC Staff, revising the Technical Specifications to reflect the
j

approved level of detail reinforces the conclusion that there is no significant reduction in the margm
of safety. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety

|
TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE- CONTROLLED |DOCUMENTS

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2, is converting to the ITS as outlined in
NUREG 1432, " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Fn-inemg Plants." The proposed !
changes involve moving details (engineering. procedural, etc.) out of the Technical Specifications and into a |
licensee-controlled document. These changes, since detail is being removed, are less restrictive. Below is i
the No Significant liazards Consideration for the conversion from this section to NUREG-1432.

In accordance with the enteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGC has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specification changes and determined they do not represent s gnificant hazards consideration. He
following is provided in suppon of this conclusion.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes move details from the Technical Specifications to a licensee-controlled
document. The chango da nat result in any hardware changes or changes to plant operating
practices The details bemy removed from the Technical Specifications are not assumed to be an

(y initiator of any analyzed esent The licensee-controlled document containing the removed'

Techmeal Specification details will be maintained using the provisions of the plant document
change control process. and is subject to the change control process in the Administrative Controls
section of the Technical Specifications. Since any changes to the relocated details will be
evaluated per the plant document change control process, no increase (significant or insignificant)
in the probabihty of an accident previously evaluated will be allowed. He details which are being
moved from the Technical Specifications are not assumed to mitigate accident or transients. Since
any changes to the selocated details will be evaluated per the plant document change control
process, no increase (significant or insignificant) in the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated will be allowed Therefore, there will be no significant increase in the consequences of
accidents previously evaluated. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed changes move detail from the Technical Specifications to a licensee-controlled
|

document. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No |
hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not |

introduce any new accident initiators. The changes will not impose different requirements, and
adequate control ofinformation will be maintained. The changes will not alter assumptions ma&

| in the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, the changes will not create the possibility of a

l.
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

O
!
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| ,m 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety?
b The proposed changes move detail from the Technical Specifications to a licensee-controlled

i
document. The changes do not reduce the margin of safety since they have no impact on any safety

|
analysis assumptions. In addition, the detail to be moved from the Technical Specifications to a l

licensee-controlled document is the same as the extstmg Technical Specifications. Since any future
i

changes to this licensee-controlled document will be evaluated per the requirements of the plant,

!
document change control process, no reduction (significant or insignificant) in a margm of safety
will be allowed without prior NRC approval. ;

The NRC review provides a certain margin of safety, and although this resiew will no longer oe
performed prior to submittal. the NRC can audit the plant document change control process.
Herefore. the margin of safety lost by not requiring NRC prior approval is not significant. Also, |
since the proposed change is consistent with the Combustion Engineering Standard Technical '

Specification. NUREG-1432, approved by the NRC Staff, revising the Technical Specifications to
refket the apprm ed la el of detail reinforces the conclusion that there is no significant reduction in

1

the margin of safety. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant reduction in the margin of
safety.

!

;

TECIINICAI CH ANGES - 1 ESS RESTRICTIVE

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2, is converting to the ITS as outlined in
NUREG-1432. " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants." The proposed
change involves makmg the Current Technical Specifications (CTS) less restrictive. Below are the No
Significant Hazards Considerations for conversion to NUREG-1432.

In accordance with the critena set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
following is prmided in support of this conclusion.

3.7.1 Chance I.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the Completion Time for reducing the Power Level - High trip
setpoint when a main steam safety valve (MSSV)is inoperable. The Completion Time is increased
from 4 hours to 12 hours. The Power Level - High trip is not an initiator of any analyzed event.
Power is still reduced within 4 hours so that available MSSV relieving capacity meets Code
requirements for the power level. The likelihood of a transient occurring during the additional eight
hours is lou The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events, and therefore does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of ;
any accident previously evaluated. '

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the Completion Time for reducing the Power level - High trip
|setpoint when an MSSV is inoperable. The Completion Time is increased from 4 hours to

12 hours. The change will not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant.
| No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed change will
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|
| 1

not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
i new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the Completion Time for reducing the Power level - High trip
setpoint when an MSSV is inoperable. The Completion Time is increased from 4 hours to
12 hours. The Power Level - High trip is not an initiator of any analyzed event. Power is still ;

reduced within 4 hours so that available MSSV relieving capacity meets Code requirements for the |
power lesel. The likelihood of a transient occurring during the additional 8 hours is low.

|
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety. !

3.7.1 Chance L.2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
,

accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change removes a requirement for at least two MSSVs to be Operable when Mode 3
is entered in order to determine Operability of MSSVs. Main steam safety valves in Mode 3 are

i

,

not initiators of an event. The likelihood of an event occurnng which would require MSSVs in |
Mode 3, during MSSV testing, is remote. The proposed change does not significantly affect I
imtiators or mittgation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significant increase in |
the probability or consequences of any accident previously evaluated. j

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change removes a requirement for at least two MSSVs to be Operable when Mode 3
is entered in order to determine Operability of MSSVs. The change will not involve a significant
change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of
the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

; The proposed change removes a requirement for at least two MSSVs to be Operable when Mode 3
is entered in order to determme Operability of MSSVs. Main steam safety valves in Mode 3 are
not initiators of an event. The likelihood of an event occurring which would require MSSVs in
Mode 3, during MSSV testing, is remote. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant
reduction in the margm of safety.

3.7.1 Chance i .3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

! The proposed change removes a requirement for at least two MSSVs to be Operable in a non-
; operating Reactor Coolant System (RCS) loop. The condition of a non-operating RCS loop is not
i part of the Calvert Cliffs design basis. The proposed change does not significantly affect initiators
! or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significant increase in the
' r~ probabihty or consequences of any accident previously evahiated.
j (
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change removes a requirement for at least two MSSVs to be Operable in a non-
operating RCS loop. The change will not involve a significant change in the design or operation of
the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change removes a requirement for at least two MSSVs to be Operable in a non-
operating RCS loop. The condition of a non-operating RCS loop is not part of the Calvert Cliffs
design basis. Therefore the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.7.2 Chance L 1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change extends the time allowed to restore an inoperable main steam isolation valve

(MSIV) to Operable status from 4 hours to 8 hours. The likelihood of an accident requiring
closure of an MSIV within the additional 4 hours is remote. The proposed change does not
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a
significant incicase in the probability or consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change extends the time allowed to restore an inoperable MSIV to Operable status
from 4 hours to 8 hours The change will not involve a significant change in the design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change extends the time allowed to restore an inoperable MSIV to Operable status
from 4 hours to 8 hours. The likelihood of an accident requiring closure of an MSIV within the
additional 4 hours is remote. Also, there is still one MSIV available to blow down both SGs
dming an evem Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of
safety.

3.7.2 Chance I. 2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the number of MSIVs allowed to be inoperable during plant
operation in Modes 2 and 3 from one to one or more, and increases the time to close the associated

isolation valves from no time to 8 hours. More than one MSIV is allowed to be inoperable because
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p when closed, the MSIVs are performing their safety function. The likelihood is small of an
;V accident occurring that would require the MSIVs be closed in Modes 2 and 3 during the eight-hour j

time frame allowed to close the isolation valves. The proposed change does not significantly affect '

initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significant increase in
'

the probability or consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the number of MSIVs allowed to be inoperable during plant
operation in Modes 2 and 3 from one to one or more, and increases the time to close the associated

| isolation valves from no time to 8 hours. The change will not involve a significant change in the
; design or operation of the plant. No hardware is bemg added to the plant as part of the proposed
!' chanec The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the

change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident |
previously evaluated '

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the number of MSIVs allowed to be inoperable during plant
operation in Moda 2 and 3 from one to one or more, and increases the time to close the associated

isolation valves from no time to 8 hours. More than one MSIV is allowed to be inoperable because
'

when closed. the MSIVs are performing their safety function. The likelihood is small of an
accident occurring that would require the MSIVs be closed in Modes 2 and 3 during the eight hour
time frame allowed to close the isolation valves. Therefore, the change does net involve a
sigmf cant reduction m the margin of safety.

3.7.2 Chance L.3
1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an |
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a note to the Applicability str. ting that the Ltmiting Condition for
Operation (LCO) is not applicable in Modes 2 and 3 when all the MSIVs are closed. When the
MSIVs are closed. they are performing their safety function. He proposed change does not
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a note to the Applicability stating that the LCO is not applicable in
Modes 2 and 3 when all the MSIVs are closed. The change will not involve a significant change in
the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed change The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore,
the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated. '

i

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?,

i The proposed change adds a note to the Applicability stating that the LCO is not applicable in
: Modes 2 and 3 when all the MSIVs are eksed. When the MSIVs are closed, they are performingL'

l
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O their safety function Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margmd of safety.

3.7.2 Chance L.4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a Note to the MSIV closure time test that allows the Surwillance
Requirement (SR) to not be performed prior to entry into Mode 3. This allows the plant to be
placed in Mode 3 to estabhsh the proper conditions for performmg the SR. The likelihood is small
of an accident occurring in Mode 3 requiring the MSIVs prior to the SR being performed, and the
MSIVs are available. but have not yet been demonstrated Operable. The proposed change does not
significantly affect imtiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a
significant increase m the probabihty or consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change ads a Note ta the MSIV closure time test that allows the SR to not be
performed prior to entry into Mode 3. The change will not involve a significant change in the
design or operation of the plar.t No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the
change does not create il, possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated

3. Does the change insolu a significant reduction in a margin of safet)?

The proposed change add < a Note to the MSIV closure time test that allows the SR to not be
performed pnor to entry mto Mode 3. This allows the plant to be placed in Mode 3 to establish the

|
proper conditions for perfornung the SR. The likelihood is small of an accident occurring in Mode 1

3 requiring the MSlYs prmt to the SR being performed, and the MSIVs are available, but have not
1

yet been demonstrated Operab|c Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in
the margin of safety.

3.7.3 Chance L.1

1. Does the change intohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change adis a requirement to suspend Mode changes and power reductions if both
auxiliarv feedwater (AFW) trains are inoperable. This change will not significantly increase the
probability of an accident previously evaluated. The AFW System is not an initiator of any
analyzed event. This change will not significantly increase the consequences of an accident, in
this condition, the unit should not be perturbed by any actions, including a power change, because
there is no safety-related means to cool down. If Actions are taken to reduce power or change
Modes, the consequences of an accident may be increased due to the transient nature of these
operations, which can cause a plant trip. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions
relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, the change does not involve a
sigmilcant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

!O
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/"'N 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accidentU previously evaluated?

| The proposed change adds a requirement to suspend Mode changes and power reductions if both
ARV trains are inoperable. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore, the change does|

not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change adds a requirement to suspend Mode changes and power reductions if both
AFW trains are inoperable. The margin of safety is not significantly affected by this change.
Maintaining the plant in a stable condition until one train of AFW is restored, versus reducing
power or changing Modes. may actually increase the margin of safety. This increase may occur !

because a power reduction is a transient which may cause a plant trip and place the plant in a
condition where no safety related means to cool down exists. Herefore, the proposed change does
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.7.3 Chance L.2

1. Does the change invohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change allows SRs for the ARV turbine-driven AFW trains to be performed
24 hours after reachmc tL appropriate steam generator pressure. The SR results are thus more
accurate. The hkehhood is small of an accident occurring requiring the ARV turbine-driven trains
prior to the SR being perfonned. and the turbine-driven trains are availabic, but have not yet been

,

demonstrated Operable The electric-driven train would also be available during this period. The
|

proposed change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and |

therefore does not im oh a significant increase in the probability or consequences of any accident
previously evaluated

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change allons SRs for the ARV turbine-driven ARV trains to be performed
.

24 hours after reaching the appropriate steam generator pressure. The change will not involve a j
significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant j
as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident

i
initiators. Therefore the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change allows SRs for the ARV turbine-driven AFW trains to be performed
24 hours after reaching the appropriate steam generator pressure. The SR results are thus more
accurate. He likelihood is small of an accident occurnng requiring the AFW turbine-driven trams
prior to the SR being performed, and the turbine-driven trams are available, but have not yet been
demonstrated Operable. The electric-driven train would also be available during this period.
Therefore. the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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V 3.7.3 Chance 1 3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the conditions after which the AFW flow path is verified from the
condensate storage tank to the steam generators prior to entering Mode 2. The condition after
which the flow path is verified changes from 214 days in Mode 5, to 2 30 days in Mode 5 cr
Mode 6. Based on engineering judgment and admmistrative controls, AFW flow paths are
expected to remam Operable. He proposed change does not significantly affect uuttators or
mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a significant increase in the
probabihty or consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the conditions after which the AFW flow path is verified from the
condensate storage tank to the steam generators prior to entering Mode 2. He condition after
which the flow path is verified changes from 214 days in Mode 5, to 2 30 days in Mode 5 or
Mode 6. The change will not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident presiously evaluated.

3. Does the chans im ohe a signiGennt reduction in a margin of safety?
'

The proposed change raises the conditions after which the AFW flow path is verified from the
condensate storage tank to the steam generators prior to entering Mode 2. He condition after
which the flow path is verified changes from 214 days in Mode 5, to 2 30 days in Mode 5 or
Mode 6. Based on engineering judgment and administrative controls, AFW flow paths are
expected to remain Operable Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the
margm of safct.s

3.7.3 Chance L4

1. Does the change involve a signiGcant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from for verifying developed total head
of the AFW pumps from every 31 days to in accordance with the Insenice Testing Program (every
92 days) This Frequency is consistent with verification of developed head of other pumps
controlled in accordance with the Insenice Testing Program. Operating experience indicates the
AFW pumps have ahvays passed this Surveillance. The proposed change does not significantly
affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of and accident pre $iously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
-

previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from for verifying developed total head
of the AFW pumps from every 31 days to in accordance with the Insenice Testing Program (every
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| '~3 92 days). No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
| change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
i possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
!

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?|
t

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from for verifying developed total head
of the AFW pumps from every 31 days to in accordance with the Insenice Testing Program (every
92 days) This Frequency is consistent with verification of developed head of other pumps
controlled in accordance with the Insenice Testing Program. Operating experience indicates the
AFW pumps have always passed this Surveillance. Therefore, the change does not involve a
significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.7.3 Chance I 5

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 31 days to 92 days for cycling
each testable, remote-operated AFW valve, that is not in its operating position, through at least one
complete cycle. This change will not affect the probability of an accident. The testable, remote-
operated AFW valves are not initiators of any analyzed event. The change will not affect the
consequences of an accident. The SR will be performed at a Frequency which will pro ide
reasonable assurance that the valve will perform as required. The change will not alter
assumptions relatise to the mitigation of an accident or transient. Therefore, the change will not

P im oh e a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any ,

presiously evaluated?
i

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 31 days to 92 days for cycling
each testable. remote-operated AFW valve, that is not in its operating position, through at least one
complete cycle. This change will not physically alter the plant (no new or different type of
equipment will be installed). The change does not require any new or unusual operator actions. ;

Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any i

accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 31 days to 92 days for cycling
each testable, remote-operated AFW valve, that is not in its operating position, through at least one
complete cycle. The margin of safety is not significantly affected by this change. The failure
history for this Surveillance has shown that the SR will meet the acceptance criteria when
performed at the proposed Frequency. The proposed Frequency will continue to prove that the
valve (s) will perform as required when needed. Also, performance of this Surveillance at the
proposed decreased Frequency may prevent wear and tear on the valve internals due to excessive
cycling. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

|

| O
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3.7.8 Chance L.1

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an '

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 to 24 months for verifying that
the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS) will actuate on an actual or simulated
actuation signal. The CREVS is not an initiator to any accident previously evaluated so there is no
change in the probability of an accident. The 24-month test frequency is sufficient to verify that
the equipment will actuate if needed, so the equipment will continue to be able to mitigate the
consequences of accidents previously evaluated. Therefore, this change will not invohc an

, increase in the probability or consequences of an accident presiously evaluated.
1

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 to 24 months for verifying that
the CREVS will actuate on an actual or simulated actuation signal. This change will not
physically alter the plant (no new or different types of equipment will be installed). The change
does not require any new or unusual operator actions. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? I

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 to 24 months for verifying that
the CREYS will actuate on an actual or simulated actuation signal. A review of previously |
performed Suncillances determined that no failures have been found during the performance of )
this SR once per 18 months. Given the performance history, there is no reason to believe that a
Frequency of 24 months would result in reduced reliability of the system. Therefore, this change
does not mvolve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.7.9 Chance I.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the Completion Time for restoring an inoperable air conditioning
unit to Operable status from 7 days to 30 days, when one air conditioning unit is inoperable. The
remaining Operable Control Room Emergency Temperature System (CRETS) train is adequate to
maintain the Control Room temperature within limits. The backup Control Room air conditioning
system is also available, and the likelihood of an event requiring the Control Room isolation during
the additional 23 days allowed is small. The proposed change does noi i;;nificantly affect
initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and, therefore, does not involve a sigrificant increase in
the probability or consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident f om any accident
previously evaluated?

| The proposed change increases the Completion Time for restoring an inoperable air conditioning
unit to Operable status from 7 days to 30 days, when one air conditioning unit is inoperable. The,

| change will not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is
being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7-13 Revision 1
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(m' any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
,

|

different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. '

!
|

1'

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? I

The proposed change increases the Completion Time for restoring an inoperable air conditioning|

i
unit to Operable status from 7 days to 30 days, when one air conditioning unit is inoperaMe. %e

| remaining Operable CRETS train is adequate to maintain the Control Room temperature within
| limits. The backup Control Room air conditioning system is also available, and the likelihood of
I an event requiring the Control Room isolation during the additional 23 days allowed is small.

Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.7.9 Chance L.2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the Frequency from 62 days on a Staggered Test Basis (one
train every 31 days) to 24 months for verifying that the CRETS can maintain temperature in the
Control Room at s 104*F. This change will not significantly increase the probability of an
accident previously evaluated. The CRETS is not an initiator of any analyzed event. This change
will not significantly increase the consequences of an accident. He CRETS will still be tested at a

Frequency that will show it can maintain Control Room temperature. Review of the past 10 years
of data has shown that during this period the test has never failed. This change will not
significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore,

O the change does not mvolve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident
d previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the Frequency from 62 days on a Staggered Test Basis (one
tram every 31 days) to 24 months for verifying that the CRETS can maintain temperature in the
Control Room at s 104*F. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will decrease the Frequency from 62 days on a Staggered Test Basis (one ;

train every 31 days) to 24 months for verifying that the CRETS can maintain temperature in the |
Control Room at s 104*F. The margin of safety is not significantly affected by this change. The j
Surveillance will still be performed at an interval which will prove the CRETS remams Operable

'

based on an evaluation of past Surveillance history. Also, increasing the Surveillance interval will
prevent inadvertent wear and tear on the system due to over testing, which can possibly lead to
premature failures. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a

j margin of safety.
!

| 1

|
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(Q 3.7.10 Chanee I .I
|

* 4

1. Does the change invohe a significant increase in the pr bability or consequences of an !accident previously evaluated? '

The proposed change will decrease the number of Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Pump
Room Exhaust Filtration System (PREFS) exhaust fans required to be Operable from two to one.
This chaage will not significantly increase the probability of an accident previously evaluated. 'Ibe

,

ECCS PREFS is not an initiator of any analyzed event. This change will not signi&2ndy increase
the consequences of an accident. One ECCS PREFS fan can provide 100% of the system flow
requirements. The ECCS PREFS contains one HEPA filter, one charcoal absorber, and two fans.
Since one fan can provide 100% of the flow capacity, the ECCS PREFS is a one train system with
redundant exhaust fans Tlus change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the
mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant increase
in the probability or cor,sequen:e of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change udl decrease the number of ECCS PPIFS exhaust fans required to be
Operable from two to one. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or
operation of the plant No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change doe.
not create the possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does the change im oh e a si;mificant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will decrease the number of ECCS PREFS exhaust fans required to be
Operable from two to onc The margin of safety is not significantly affected by this change. The
ECCS PREFS is a one train system with redundant fans. Although the required number of
Operable exhaust fans u be.np decreased from two to one, the Action times for restoring one to
Operable status when tm are inoperable remain the same. Therefore, the proposed change does
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.7.11 Chance L.1

| 1. Does the change invoke a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an )
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the number of Spent Fuel Pool Exhaust Ventilation System
| (SFPEVS) exhaust fans required to be Operable from two to one. This change will not I

| significantly increase the probability of an accident previously evaluated. The SFPEVS is not an
| initiator of any analyzed event. This change will not significantly increase the consequences of an
'

accident. One SFPEYS exhaust fan can provide 100% of the system flow requirements. The
SFPEVS contains one llEPA filter, two charcoal absorbers (the two charcoal absorbers bank
operate as one becau::e they share the same damper controls), and two fans. Since one fan can
provide 100% of the flow capacity, the SFPEVS is a one train system with redundant exhaust fans.
This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or
transients. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or ;

'

consequence of an accident previously evaluated. |O4

iO 1
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p 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
V previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the number of SFPEVS exhaust fans required to be Operable
from two to one. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of
the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change im olve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will decrease the number of SFPEVS exhaust fans required to be Operable
from two to one. The margin of safety is not significantly affected by this change. The SFPEVS is
a one train system with redundant fans. Although, the required number of Operable exhaust fans
are being decreased from two to one. the Action times for restoring one to Operable status when
two are inoperable remam the same. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

3.7.11 Chanee 1,.2

1. Does the change invohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will revise the Applicability for the SFPEVS from whenever irradiated fuel is

in the storage pool to during movement ofirradiated fuel in the Auxiliary Building. This change
will not sigmficantly mcrease the probability of an accident previously evaluated. The SFPEYS isp' not an initiator of any an:.!) zed event. This change will not significantly increase the consequences
of an accident. The ana!> ed accident is a fuel handling accident which requires movement of
irradiated fuel in the auxihart building. Thus, the revised Applicability encompasses the accident
in which the consequences were analyzed. Since the Applicability has not changed for the analyzed
accident. this change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of the
accident. Therefore. the change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change will revise the Applicability for the SFPEVS from whenever irradiated fuel is

in the storage pool to during movement ofirradiated fuel in the Auxiliary Building. This change
does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being
added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any
new accident initiators Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from an> accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will revise the Applicability for the SFPEVS from whenever irradiated fuel is
in the storage pool to during movement ofirradiated fuel in the Auxiliary Building. The margin of
safety is not significantly affected by this change. The revised Applicability continues to

j encompass all cases in which initiators of accidents exist. Therefore, the proposed change does not
! involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

l
'

.
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3.7.11 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an |
accident previously evaluated?

!
1

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for '

| verifying that the SFPEVS can maintain a measurable negative pressure in the spent fuel pool area
| of the Auxiliary Building. His change will not affect the probability of an e+ De SFPEVS i

is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The change will not affect the consequences of an
accident. De 24-month Frequency is sufficient to ensure that the SFPEVS can maintain a !

I measurable negative pressure in the spent fuel pool area. The change will not alter assumptions
; relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. Herefore, the change will not invoh'e a

significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident;

! previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for
fying that the SFPEVS can maintain a measurable negative pressure in the spent fuel pool areav

ghe Atmliary Buildmg This change will not physically alter the plant (no new or different type
w equipment will be installed). The change does not require any new or unusual operator actions.
Therefore., the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change im oh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 to 24 months for verifying that
the SFPEYS can mamtain a measurable negative pressure in the spent fuel pool area of the
Auxiliary Buildmg The margin of safety is not significantly affected by this change. The failure
history for this SR has shown that no failures have occurred in the previous ten years. The
proposed Frequency will continue to prove that the SFPEVS will maintain a negative pressure in :

the spent fuel pool area Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety.

3.7.12 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 to 24 months for verifying that *

the Penetration Room Emergency Ventilation System (PREVS) will actuate on an actual or
simulated actuation signal. The PREVS is not an initiator to any accident previously evaluated so
there is no change in the probability of an accident. The 24-month test frequency is sufficient to
verify that the equipment will actuate if needed so the equipment will cosinue to be able to
mitigate the consequences of accidents previously evaluated. Therefore, this change will not

| involve an increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
t

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident frona any accident
previously evaluated?

'

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from I8 to 24 months for verifying that
the PREVS will actuate on an actual or simulated actuation signal. His change will not physically
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Q alter the plant (no new or different types of equipment will be installed). The change does not !U
require any new or unusual operator actions. Therefore, this change does not create the possibility !

of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 to 24 months for verifying thst
the PREVS will actuate on an actual or simulated actuation signal. A review of previously j

performed Suneillances determined that no failures have been found during the performance of
this SR once per 18 months. Given the performance history, there is no reason to believe that a
Frequency of 24 months would result in reduced reliability of the system. Herefore, this change

,

will not involve an increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. l

:3.7.13 Chnnee I.1
i

i
1. Does the change invohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for spent fuel pool water level from when irradiated
fuel assembhes are in the spent fuel pool, to during movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies in the
spent fuel pool. Safety analyses are for a fuel handling accident, which is associated with !
movement of fuel. Thus, the change is consistent with current safety analyses. The proposed

'

change does not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore, does
not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of any accident previously
evaluated

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for spent fuel pool water level from when irradiated
fuel assemblies are in the spent fuel pool, to during movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies in the

spent fuel pool The change will not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the
plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as pan of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibihty of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change revises the Applicability for spent fuel pool water level from when irradiated
fuel assemblies are in the spent fuel pool, to during movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies in the
spent fuel pool. Safety analyses are for a fuel handling accident, which is associated with
movement of fuel. Hus, the change is consistent with current safety analyses. Herefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

| These proposed Technical Specification changes have been evaluated against the criteria for and
identification of licensing and regulatory actions requiring emironmental assessment in accordance with
10 CFR 51.21. It has been determined that the proposed changes meet the criteria for categorical exclusion
as provided for under 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). The following is a discussion of how the proposed Technical, g

Q Specification changes meet the criteria for categorical exclusion.
'
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O
() 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9): Although the proposed changes involve changes to requirements with respect to

inspection or SRs,

| (i) proposed changes involve No Significant Hazards Consideration (refer to the No Significant
|| Hazards Consideration section of this Technical Specification Change Request);

<

(ii) there is no significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents !
that may be released offsite since the proposed changes do not affect the generation of any |
radioactive effluents, nor do they affect any of the permitted release paths; and

|
(iii) there is no significant increase in indi,idual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.

Accordingly. the proposed changes meet the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in
10 CFR 5122(c)(9). Based on the aforem:ntioned and pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22 (b), no emironmental
assessment or environmental impact statenent need be p:epared in connection with issuance of an
amendment to the Technical Specifications incorporating the proposed changes of this request.

1

O
|

|

l

l A
! (._.)
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Q'74). MSSVs
3.7.1

! i 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.1
! Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

<2. 7.11) LCO3.7.)
The MSSVs shall be OPERABLE as specified in Table 3.7.1 1and Tabia 3.7.1-2.>

1

APPLICABILITY: M3 DES 1, 2, and 3.

I
ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allow....................................-NOTE-------------------------------------
..... ..................... ........ed fo r e a ch MS SV .

| ........... . ..... .....................
CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION
COMPLETION TIMEi

A. One or more required A.I Reduce power to less 4 hoursMSSVs inoperable.Q than or equal to the
Q applicable % RTP s

listed in.
, ,.

37; i N Table 3.7.1-1.
- **

x / ., , /
U MS

wr Lefi -

tA.2 Reduce the - 12 hours@lkrn |p-high},m,

y,.r - ,setpoint f 6 in
W accordance with

Table 3.7.1-1.

B. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hoursassociated Completion
,.,, Time not met. E

[e,..a b
Q3 B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours @One or more steam
generators with less
than [4.e] MSSVs
OPERABLE.

iJ

!

CEOG STS
l 3.7-1 Rev 1, 04/07/95
i
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MSSVs

(cr,f
SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

SURVE!LLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.1.1 -----..---- -----.NOT E--- ---

Only required to be performed in MODES I
and 2.

s ...................... _ ... .. .. .

'

Verify en:r, required MSSV lift setpoint per In accordance b
labic 0.7.1-2 in accordance with the with the l

Inservice lesting Program. Jisil in Inservice
11tt y tings shall tt. Testing Program h,

O
- .

1
i

|
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MSSVs I
3.7.1 1

Table 3.7.1-2 (page 1 of 1)
| Main Steam Safety Valve Lift Settings
!

VALVE NUMBER ( r ~

hLIFT SETT
Steam Generator 0 Steam Generator N (psig 5-

'

i
l

|

|
!t

l

|r 7- .

[ RV- 3992 (V- A003 7 3 5 c)p 5

\ h f d ' WO 7 F V -4 001 . , 93-, . . , . .
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.
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Crur1Itorace.#ool) Water Level h

3.7. 13

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
j

- c'P
3.7. [FV Vorv!e col vel

3. 9. / CO 3. . The 6fv woin water level shall be 2(' r the @top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated in tie storage
racks,,

i
.

APPLICAEILITi: Durine movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
dichtssc9e>UE

|

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

hl Isidnee d @ A.1 --------NOTE---------i A. /
) water level oct within LCO 3.0.3 is not'

g c, fj limit. applicable.

-

Suspend movement of Immediately'

irradiated fuel
'

assemblies in'

G.iC W - h_

Gfb

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

CY hEj.
(4,9.)//\SR 3.7. ~.1Verify the 6 0 swnue son water level is 7 days /Dft above the top of irradiated fuel v

assemblies seated in the storage racks.

CEOG STS 3.7-36 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS

Ab) Calven Cliffs ITS 3.7.3, "AFW System," adds a Limiting Condition for Operation Note that is not9.

currently in NUREG 1432 Specification 3.7.5, "AFW System." The Linutmg Condition for
Operation Note states that the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) trams required for Operability may be
taken out-of-senice for performance of periodic testing. This Note is consistent with Calvert
Cliffs CTS 3.7.1.2 Action c. This Note is required to allow certam tests to be performed
(e g ,, manual discharEe valve closed for pump Total Dynamic Head Test or logic Testmg) because

|
of the Calven Cliffs unique AFW design. His change is consistent with Calven Cliffs' current
licensing basis, as approved in a Safety Evaluation Repon, dated November 17,1983, for
Amendment 88 (Unit 1), and in a Safety Evaluation Repon, dated February 16,1983, for
Amendment 62 (Unit 2). I

10. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.7.3, "AFW System," deleted Actions A and E, added new Actions A, B,
and C, and renumbered the remaining Actions from NUREG-1432 Specification 3.7.5, "AFW '

SystemJ The NUREG-1432 Specification is for plants with one turbine-driven AFW pump and
tuo motor-driven AFW pumps. The above changes are a result of the unique design of the Calvert
Cliffs AFW System which contains two turbine-driven AFW pumps and one motor-driven AFW
pump, and has the capability to cross-connect Units 1 and 2 motor driven AFW pumps. This j
design requires unique Actions, which are contained in the Calven Cliffs CTS, and which have

'

been adopted in the ITS. However, Calven Cliffs' ITS also adopted the NUREG-1432 Actions '

which require trains to be Operable. The summation of these changes resulted in the Calvert Cliffs
'

ITS. These changes are consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis. In conjunction
with the above changes. tuo new Surveillances were added. The added SRs are SR 3.7.3.2, which
requires the cycling of each testable, remote-operated valve that is not in its operating position
everv 31 days. and SR 3.7.3.6. which requires the verification that the AFW System is capable of

'

) proiidmg a mmimum of 300 rpm nominal flow to each flow leg every 24 months. These tests are
'

'

a direct result of the Calvert Cliffs AFW design.

I 1. NUREG 1432 Specification 3.7.8, "Senice Water System," contains a Note (Note 2) which
requires the applicable Conditic,n and Required Action of Limiting Condition for Operation 3.4.6
to be entered for shutdown cooling made inoperable by Senice Water (SRW). Calvert Cliffs ITS
3.7.6, "Senice Water System." will not contain this Note. Calven Cliffs' SRW System does not
supply cooling water to the shutdown cooling heat exchangers. This change is consistent with
Calven Cliffs design

'
,

|

12. Calven Cliffs contains a Saltwater (SW) System. NUREG-1432 does not contain a Specification
for the SW System. The NUREG-1432 Specification 3.7.8 for SRW was utilized as a template for!

the Calven Cliffs ITS SW System Specification (ITS 3.7.7).

,

13. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.7.9 contains the requirements for an ultimate heat sink. The Calvert
Cliffs ITS will not contain this requirement. He Chesapeake Bay utilizing the SW System is the;

i ultimate heat sink at Calven Cliffs; however, the SW System is a " train'ed" system and is similar
to the Componmt Cooling and SRW Systems. The Specifications for SRW were used as a
template for the SW System. The atmospheric dump valves are not credited in the Calvert Cliffs

,

safety analysis. Therefore, this Specification was deleted since it does not resemble the current
Calvert Cliffs SW System. This change is consistent with the Cahcrt Cliffs current design.

14. NUREG-1432 Table 3.7.1-2 requires the main steam safety valve lift settmgs to have a tolerance

p of 3% Calvert Cliffs ITS will contain the lift settingr, however, the i 3% does not apply to |
\

i

I
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(~N Cahen Cliffs. Cahert Cliffs' allowable value range is from 13% to approximately i6%,U depending on the valve; however, the Calvert Cliffs procedures require the as-found value to be
3%. Therefore, this requirement will be kept in the Bases. This change is consistent with

Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

15. NUREG-1432 SR 3.7.2.1 requires the main steam isolation valve closure time to be venfied within
a specific amount of time. Calvert Cliffs ITS SR 3.7.2.1 will require the main steam isolation
valve closure time to be within the requirements of the Insenice Testing Program. Currently,
Calvert Cliffs does not contain a specific SR to test the closure time of the main steam isolation
valves. It is part of the Calvert Cliffs insenice Testing Program Calvert Cliffs will add the SR,
but will maintain the closure time in the Insenice Testing Program Addmg a specific main steam
isolation valve closure time Surveillance is a new SR for Calvert Cliffs, and maintaining the
closure time in the Insenice Testing Program is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing
basis.

16. NUREG 1432 SR 3.7.14.4 requires one Fuel Building Air Cleanup System train to be capable of
maintaining a specific negative pressure during the post-accident mode of operation, at a specific
flow rate. Calvert Cliffs ITS SR 3.7.11.3 will only require the Spent Fuel Pool Exhaust
Ventilation System to maintain a measurable negative pressure. This is consistent with the current
Calven Cliffs licensing basis, which ca!y requires ths.t a negative pressure be established. This
change also deleted the NUREG-1432 requirement to perform the test on a Staggered Test Basis.
There is only one train of Spent Fuel Pool Exhaust Ventilation System, therefore staggered testing
does not apply .

17. NCREG-1432 SR 3 7.1.1 contains a requirement that, following testing, the main steam safety
valves lift settings shall be within 1% The Calvert Cliffs ITS SR 3.7.1.1 will not include this
requirement. This is not a requirement in the Calven Cliffs CTS, however, Calvert Cliffs will |
retain this requirement in the ITS Bases for SR 3.7.1.1. This change is consistent with Calven |
Chffs' current licensing basis. .

I

1h. Calvert Chffs ITS Table 3.7.1-2 contains a footnote which allows lift settings for a given steam !
line to be acceptable if any two valves lift between 935 and 995 psig, any two other valves lift
between 935 and 1035 psig, and the four remaining valves list between 935 and 1065 psig. |
NUREG-1432 Table 3.7.1-2 does not contain this footnote. The footnote was added to allow I

Calvert Chffs testing flexibility as approved by the NRC in License Amendment No.104, dated
May 20,1985, and License Amendment No. 90, dated November 21, 1985, for Calven Cliffs
Units 1 and 2, respectively. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing
basis.

!

!

|

| |
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MSSVs ]B 3.7.1

BASES

APPLICAELE [durinftheQOly)egnt is 2.5 E6 lblAour, which is lest4han1 @SAFETY ANALYSES Lthe/ated capacit' of two MSSVs. / / Jy

I The limiting accid t for peak RCS pressure the full
powerfeedwater1nebreak(FWLB),insidee tainment, with
the failure of e backflow check valve i he feedwater
line from the facted steam generator, ater from the

iaffected sie generator is assumed to lost through the '

break with nimal additional heat tr sfer from the RCS. (A
With heat emoval limited to the una etted steam generator, W
the redu d heat transfer causes a increase in RCS
tempera ure, and the resulting RC fluid expansion causes an
incre in pressure. The RCS p ssure increases to

TIC p1 g with the pressuriz safety valves providing
f capacity. The maximum elieving rate of the MS$Vs

'du ng the FWLB event is 5 2 E6 lb/ hour, which 's lessl
_t an the rated capacity of o MSSVs. J

,

is~ing coher7aTiirnaly111 assumptions; a small range,4fl
FWLB sizes les' than a full double ended guillotine break is

produce an CS pressure of 2765 p - for a period '

20 seconds exceeding 110% (275 g) of design essure.

O Thisisconsideredacceptablej RCS pressure i till well'
belowJt0Aofdesignpressurewheredeforsatt may occur.
The prebability of this event is in the range of 4 E-6/ year,

The MSSVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO This LCO requires all MSSVs to be OPERABLE in compliance
with Reference 2, even though this is not a requirement of
the DBA analysis. This is because operation with less than
the full number of MSSVs requires limitations on allowable
THERMAL POWER (to meet Reference 2 requirements), and~~ w(f ,. . . r d.jystrent to the Reactor Protection System trip setpoints,.

H, These limitations are according to those shown in 3
Table 3.7.1-1, Required Action A.2. and Recuired Action A.3

'','"#
'

in the accompanying _L_CO JAh'H55V if considered inoperable)
' '

C

(, .. _ / Of it rp ts to open upon demand. i

The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to
open within the setpoint tolerances, relieve steam generator
overpressure, and resent when pressure has been reduced.

| The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is deternined by periodic

(continued)

I,
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; MSSVs
B 3.7.1

BASES
|

LCO surveillance testing in accordance with the Inservice
(continued) lesting Program.

'
The lift settings,' according to Table 3.7.1-2 in the

!

acccm.aryir.g LCO, correspond to ambient conditions of the
valve at nominal operating temperature and pressure. j

;
This LCO provides assurance that the MSSVs will perform
their cesigned safety function to mitigate the consequences
of accider.ts that could result in a challenge to the RCPB.

w
.

APPLICAEILITY In Q . a minimum of MSSVs per steam generator are
recaired to be OPENABLE, according to Table 3.7.1-1 in the/'pgn /, g' ,, i 3 accompa in: LCO, which is limitin and bounds all lower

% MDOES. f.3 DIS z and J Doth t E ME Code and the ~*

jteer nalysis require only e MSSV per steam gen [ator @accide
. ide everoressure prot. ._f on . _ / 1

In MDDIS a and 5, there are no credible transients requiring
the MSSns.

The steam gtnerators are not normally used for heat. removalJ
. . . in MDDES 5 and 6, and thus cannot be overpressurized; there

is no requirement for the MSSVs to be OPERABLE in these
MDDES.

|

!

ACTIONS The ACTIO*iS table is modified by a Note indicating that
!separate Ccndition entry is allowed for each MSSV.vm .wm

Th n,, < r r t I or f e **cJt
,y,

Fss/. wilco &*~ n

6,, e.<re n ,<7 /< n / e l An alternative to restoring the inoperable MSSV(s) to
7, p- r * < ><- OPERAELE status is to reduce power so that the available.< re.. *1
4 s +rm :./o .. fr." "' ,[ MSSV relievinc_ cacacity meets Code reauirements for the -'power level, eration may continue provided the ailowab
r*pa su NM up. . < < .0 1HERMAL P0i! is equal to the prod t of: 1) the ratio J3.

, j;v 7,j* ,p "" 4 the number f MSSVs available pe steam generator to t
total nu ser of MSSVs per stea generator, and 2) t ratio(#,rfrA,,/ //u /w' of the vailable relieving c, city to total stea low,

/us / - A c L .a t lf. & (mul t, lied by 100CL___.
(fin h ./r.,

;

\ s .), .A
H.L.< J. , ,., , er . , a d a- Aa

/iff,,,, ,[ /w .. (continued)

ws&
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1

|
BASES

ACTIONS f.1 and B J .h h(continued) i

If the MSSVs cannot be resto to OPERABLE status in the
associated Completion Time, r if one or more steam
generators have less than JMSSVs OPERABLE, the unit must
be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4 within [12] hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challunging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SP 3.7.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies the OPERABILITY of the MSSVs by the
verification of each MSSV lift setpoints in accordance with
the Inservice Testing Program. The ASME Code, Section XI
(Ref. 4), requires that safety and relief valve tests be
perferired in accordance with ANSI /ASME OM-1-1987 (Ref. 5).p A:ccrding to Reference 5, the following tests are required

,d for M55'es:
- ..

a. Visual examination;

b. Seat tightness determination;

Setpoint pressure detemination (lift setting);c.

d. Comcliance with owner's seat tightness criteria; and

e. Verification of the balancing device integrity on
balanced valves.

be c ) w' dy ..
The ANS!/ASME Standard requires that all valves tes ed
every 5 years, and a minimum of 20% of the valves tested

.m every 24 months. The ASME Code specifies the activities and
frecuencies necessary to satjsfy the requirements.e

j "" _' # .affe 3.ia-i diows a 193ff setpoint tolerance for hJLksluiu nowever, the valves are reset to i 1% during'.

Su a.s heel nines the 5urveillance to allow for drift.

-/4 / ,, / F,y j., g This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into andm /
operatien in MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. This is to

(continued) |

CEOG STS B 3.7-5 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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. 'Th tr+A ,3 cc.c. Astt O,,,,4,4 n39,,a is 64 Ol ewe r, % his*

.F err 4 ;%!s i, k r;, Lc h,,.& r p p k Acip, % s n( Q ;,, Q,Q pg,,, g
'

"I*

r4. w D relu x 649 4ala w Y. ~T b W dec cet/.,w

'- w %j.,

f.- c '; #' AM k..,<+. 6p.r6 ,+ ass M m ia bP N I U IVI 8f'
OfE A %L.C , w# # y

h)
'

MSIVspg P'teda 6 h .i be, .f k,. tL Q: a st i rg f. lerc, ef ^^ 8 3.7.2 )u-
BASES

APPLICABLE Imaximizing the nalyzed mass and energy r lease to the 7 i
SAFETY ANALYSES containment. ue to reverse flow fail e of the MSIV to I

(continued) close contri utes to the total release f the additional
mass and e rgy in the steam headers, ich are downstream
of the et r MSIV. With the most re tive rod cluster )

1

h
control sembly assumed stuck in e fully withdrawn h !

positic , there is an increased p sibility that the core
I will b.come critical and return power. The core is
.

ultir tely shut down by the bor ted water injection
del ered by the Emergency to Cooling System. Oth

j fa ures cor.sidered are the 11ure of an MFIV to c se, and
| f lure of an emergency di el generator to start. |

The accident analysis compares several different SLB events
against different acceptance criteria. The large SLB

. . f ou.itide containment upstream of the MIV 1s' limiting; fori
'

~b offsite cose, although a Dreat in this snan secuan of main @steam header has a very low probability. The large SLB,

( g [p / for a post trip return to power.insidt ctrLt.ainment at hot /SPtb power is the limiting caseQ The analysis includes
wf scenarios with offsite power available and with a loss of

h// f offsite power following turbine trip.o m .

;

V ' With offsite wer available, the re tor coolant pumps ^
centinue to rculate coolant throu the steam generators,
maximizing e Reactor Coolant Sys em Witffsite power, the resp nse o(RCS) cooldown.a loss of f mitigating syst s. 2 :
such as e high pressure safet injection (HPSI) pump is I

'

delayed Significant single f lures considered inel e:
|failur of a MS!V to close, f ilure of an emergency tesel i

| generator, and failure of a PSI pump.

TheMSIVsnerveQ_nJ1a safety function and remain open @ {h |during power operation. These valves operate under the
following situations:

|

a. An HELB inside containment. In order to maximize the
mass and energy release into the containment, the
analysis assumesliprt the may in thef ffecteo sieap

[ generator remai W open. For this a #ider,t scenar K
steam is discharged into containment from both stram

,

generators until closure of the MSIV VthgAntapt} *
n gam genersto? occurs. After MSIV closure, steam is
discharged into_ containment only from the affected
steam gener3 tor) anp Trom Inrresiduartteam in Ehe)

(continued)

CEOG STS B 1.7-8 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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i MSIVs
B 3.7.2

BASES
1

APPLICABLE Ea aam header d[ stream of thposed MSly tyihej @SAFETY ANALYSES . in et loc >.
(continued)

-

,

'

b. A break outside of centainment and upstress from the
MSIVs. This scenario is not a containment |

;pressurization concern. The uncontrolled blowdown of
!more than one steam generator must be prevented to

limit the potential for uncontrolled RCS cooldown and
positive reactivity addition. Closure of the MSIVs
(Livates trenren.mlis.its the blowdown to asingle steam generator,

c. A break downstream of the MSIVs. This type of break
will be isolated by the closure of the MSIVs. Eventsw ,~ e m, such as increased steam flow through the turbine or 1

(.d.p. e r u ;; a 5 ] q of the MSIVs.the steam bypass valves will also terninnte on closure
!

, I
'

,

2t'') d. A steam generator tube upture.
Forthisscenario,hclosure of the MSIVD1 olates the affected steam

generator from the in act steam generato @ S
_

(acomrMo;minimir radiological re?easesGtHffN knsMidge operator lo maintain the pressure of %ej steam gefierator with the ruptured tube below the MSSV
a

psetpoints, a necessary ste to d isola ing the flow *
through the rupture.1

g jj ,f,

The M31Vs ars also utilfred during other events suche.

as a feedwater line break. These events are less
limiting so far as MSIV OPERABILITY is concerned.

The MSIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO
This LCO recuires that the HSIV in each of the [two) steam
lines be OPERABLE. The MSIVs are considered OPERABLE when
the 15clation times are within limits, and they close on an
isolation actuation signal.

This LCO provides assurance that the MSIVs will perform
their design safety function to mitigate the consequences of
accident i .at couid r wii

in viimpthe WRc staff a[proveqe www.ur z. m,. 1soi(, 10 pref di limitt a d g
i.{ ldwo 4

~.

(continued)
CEOG STS B 3.7-9 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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MSIVs
B 3.7.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

,_The IVs should not tensa as power since evIthoute e.
_

j ar str e exercise incre s the risk of valve clo ralwith the nit generating p r. As the MS! are not sted'at pow , they are exemp ros the ASME C , Section 1 |
Gef L recuirement; rina naaratina n M *ES ! - d 9 J
The Frequency for this SR is_in secordance with the
Inservice Testing Program @MllW' hon),hf]. AMT liEFWobre
requency demonstrates the valve closure time at least once

per refueling cycle. Operating experience has shown that
these components usually pass the SR when performeddI33it)
g mer.m Fren e rvi. Therefore, the Frequency is @acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

This test is conducted in MODE 3, with the unit at operating
temperature and pressure, as discussed in the Reference 5
exercising requirements. This SR is modified by a Note that
allows entry into and operation in MODE 3 prior to
performing the SR. This allows a delay of testing until
MDDE 3, in order to establish conditions consistent with
those under which the acceptance criterion was generated.

V)
f

,

i
REFERENCES 1.hSAR,Section 10.

# 4,

2.thSAR,Section H.2 '

3.@FSAR,Section 9, bb
4 dO/CFR 10N(u @
5. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,

inservice Inspecticn, Article IWV-3400.

CEOG STS B 3.7-12 Rev 1. 04/07/g5
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BASES
i

ACTIONS ,) and 1 (continued) h
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

in MODE Iwith two FW trains operable MODES 1) w

) and 3) operatic 1 allowed t ontinue cause only e
' ,

ve d e b - cl-e er ^

motor driven AFW mp is reg red in ac rdance with ew << d"#F d'J ' ' '
Not that modif s the LCO Although is not re red,prec/ /cc/ ,/ dedua,,co/ th unit may c tinue to ol_down and start thet .

L 1,, //. e.e d~
, m .,. (Fyt 7 (2)Required Action '.) is modified by a Note indicating that

iall required MODE changes or power reductions are suspended 14 huntil one AFW train is restored RABLE status.

With $ e) AFW train noper in MODES 1, 2, and 3,the unit serious 1 egraded condi_ tion with no safety,,

-related means for_cona_ucting a cooldo only limit )
!

,

r enmir: a cooiao o unn no fatv erade ;bru wrt In such's condition, the unit should not bi~

f
-

~

nartu* bed by any action, including a power change, that
might result in a trip.V The seriousness of this condition

U #;h N OgjT'' requires that action be started immediately to festore one
AFW train to OPERABLE status. LCO 3.0.3 o set appLKabla 15 g/ ' ' , . g.! ; * : % @ could force the unit i o a less safe condition.:f f, , -

'
3de Mk hoa

/c'Q' 4 1:u pgj
,' c

7, .a )-
4hc i bu. ei O '' s s

'/ Required Acti E.1 is modified by e te indicating t %}N

/467/pfd C, fM .# ' i all required ODE changes or power r uctions are susp ded
until one W train is restored to ERABLE status.

N
With on AFW train inoperable, tion must be ta to
insned ely restore the inope le train to OPE BLE statusi or to immediately verify, b administrative ns, the'

OPERABILITY of a second tr n. LCO 3.0.3 1 not applicable
as it could force the uni into a less safe condition.'

l_ .. .
,

. - - - -
~ . _ _ _ . _ , _

(continued)
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CST I

B3.7.sh h |
|

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7 Condensate Storage Tank (CST)

t
BASES

BACKGROUND The CST provides a safety grade source of water to the steam
generators for removing decay and sensible heat from the
Reacter Coolant System (RCS). The CST provides a passiveTM c.<>y M fic. cf mater, by gravity, to the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) |g

/rIoh, / 6 7 Syste- (LCO 3.7.4, ' Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System *). The
,

!steam produced is released to the atmosphere by the main |6 .6uc& An steart safety valves (MSSVs) or the atmospheric dump valves. '

ea c s r ft. The AFW pumps operate with a continuous recirculation to the 3 '

h4 e%e- h
When the main steam isolation valves are pen, t e preferred !neans of heat removal is to discharge eam to the condenser i
by the nonsafety grade path of the bypass valves. The @ |rondersed steam is returned to the CST by the condensate

(traMfeb pump. This has the advantage of conserving h"' conccrsate while minimizing releases to the environment.
There a e M;. ( LT~(csw
3g'''" j g7 * ;' [ Secause the CST is a principal component in removing

. &
C) resicaal heat from the RCS, it is designed to withstand @3_/ , > 2 . eartnc;uakes and other natural phenomena. The CST is

desigred to Seismic Category I requirements to ensure
availability of the feedwater supply. Feedwater is also
available from an alternate source. _

Q id A ra d h va,

, A descri + 'en of the]CS is unc in the ,a
Sectienge P ( ._ _ l

L_,~5.SIEA to D
w_ -

-

APPLICABLE The CS1 provides cooling wa r to remove decay heat and to z
SAFETY AhALYSES cool down the unit followin all events in the acci

analysis, disr.ussed in th SAR, Chapters > e] am a M @(@ z: t m sor:1u m s). For anticipated opera ionalRef.3 cccurrences and accidents which do not affect the
OPErJBILITY of the steam generators, the analysis assumption
is genera 11yf{30}%inutes at MODE 3, steaming through ther
MSSys followed by a cooldown to shutdown cooling (SDC) entry
conditions at the design cooldown rate.

i

The limiting event for the condensate volume is the large
feedwater line break with a coincident loss of offsite

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.7-32 Rev 1, 04/07/95 j
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CST )
B 3.7.h h |

BASES

APPLICABLE power. Single failures that also affect this event include jSAFETY ANALYSES the following:
(continued)

The failure of the diesel generator powering the motora.
driven AFW pump to the unaffected steam generator
(requiring additional steam to drive the remaining AFW
pump turbine); and

a

b. The f ailure of the steam driven AFW (requiring a
longer time for cooldown using only one motor driven
AFW pump).

These are not usually the limiting f&ilures in terms of
cor.segae_nces for theJ_e events. i

iA nonlimiting eve considered in CST i entory l

f determinations a break either in t main feedwater, r f
,

jAFW line near ere the two join. is break has the !potential fo dumping condensate il terminated by 1

operater a ion, as the Emergen feedwater Actuati System a
lwould nc Vdetect a difference pressure between he steam

} ger.eratirs for this break to tion. This loss conden; ate

O inver.te9 is partially compfnsated by the reta ning of steam
generater inventory. I(rderig 2 pg --'

The CST satisfiespt.rletrion>3 of the NRC Policy Statement.
res Ig

Mm ud .e., csQ (D &b
i W ,.cui s.bce LCO

_ contain sofficient cooling wate}r to&MdecarTreWh)To satisfy accident analysis ass mptions. the CS must - ~

h;s g g, g 3 ,,
g, % 30pnarf G2 ollowing a? reactor trio from lon K1P,QgDg,g fme.idu.. W CC d.berteel e ine up.eti SDL.setty condimns h anuming a- - -

af th006 Mee 1
-

g ,, pg coincident loss of offstte power and the most adverse single
L k.a. failure. In doing this it must retain sufficient water to G'r ~

. ensure z * eunte net positive suction head for the AFW pumps vu.sa ll<, vph,q during the coolcown} as well as to account for any losses @ |
\ AFW to a broken line,from the steam driven AFW pump turbine, or before isolatingg ,j ,3 g ,p i

NI */ *# ^"$ The CSLD( which isrequired is garsacs#4olume''aff . _ nrr-/w

/ p%'.',M", ' h
-pThours, roiione/Sasea

- - -

qaisons n nm oing 6ne unio n riGLE 3 iur' ' ' ~ ~ hdb c001down to SDC try conditio at
s / 95' M er hour. Thi asis is establis . by the NRC

'p < !. t .r g,tnDaarLAniew.D a Eranch 1echnica .qsition. Rea nr -

"K. n . .--

% -,, s t r. re .

' g ,9 a t, . y (continued)
w
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8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS U S 3;fe-

B 3.7 - Service Water System @
b

BASES

BACKGROUND The $45 provides a heat sink for the removal of process and @opera Ing heat from safety related components during a
Design Basis Accident (DBA) er transient. During normal noperation or a normal shutdown, the also provides this L1)function for various safety relate n nonsafety related

- components. The safety related etion is covered b this
NW5 Elen '

As dem
_

(oD The consists of two ate, 100% ca city sa et h
. "N/ % rel coolina w r Each Gh consists of ,

p.mg , J,c A i.f 100% capacity pum , one GomDonent >co' 'M water (C&W) eat
exchanger gg
N ,.pt ing, valves?t instrumentat' on.GrWV1wo4ysiostg)C' o .r N /it t! gror',

ne oumos and valves are remot#aanually ~s,,

''" U c 84 r c el f r- aligned,fexcept in the unlikely event of a loss of coolantt
(ther /, , J , y 4, , , , , , accident 1(LOCA . The pumps uteunec twe uumt tocar @are automatica ly started upon receipt of a safety injection--r

actuation signal and all essential valves are alioned to
'~N <- -, their pest accident positions.fThe WS also pro ides y
/ , /;fgi' emerger.cy makeup or ned vu ol and CC System and @

L st? 4 /de f /.4i i* (e ackup wa supply to t Auxiliary eedwater
y,

M4S. h'
t

@S'ditional inform
ion abcut the design and operation of the fLJ C 's . N- along with a, list of the com onts served, is

@@c'
V" presented in the FSAR, Section M (Ref. 1).re --

he/ oval..Q fprinctr)1safetyrelate nction of t W5 is thyfvgf - f
g,dy ' g f decfy heat from the eactor via th CCW Syste . g'

;

APPLICABLE The design basis of the SWS is forfoie wtrainAp
SAFETY ANALYSES gehrtTan wettene 65niemAWK a 100% capacity hcontainment cooling system @ o in eni g containment \ :

2 coolers %,. 4- ao), removing core decay heat h2
-

\ !/7 0 54F8 . -6G minutes followin design basis LOCA, as discussed in
tT) FSAR, Section (Ref. 2). This prevents the h@ |

;

"
tainment sump f ut from increasing in temperature during 1

3Q the recirculation pha e following a LOCA and provides for a
{gradual reduction in he temperature of this fluid as it is
1

supplied to the Reac r Coolant System by the safety {injection pumps. Thc SWS is designed to perform its

' I4*10
(continued)
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| INSERT B 3." (BACKGROUND 1/N'

U
;

| During normal operation, both subsystems are required and are i%t to the degree
.

necessary to assure the safe operation and shutdown of the plant assuming a single failure. DuringI

the shutdown, operation of the SRW System is the same as normal operaten except that the heat
loads are reduced as is the saltwater flow required to remove heat from the system.

,

INSERT B 3.7.6 BACKGROUND 2 *

In the event of a LOCA, the SRW System automatically realigns to isolate turbine building (NSR)
loads creating two independent and redundant safety related subsystems. Service Water flow to the
spent fuel pool (SFP) cooler and the blowdown heat exchanger is automatically isole.ted as required
for the design basis accident. Each SRW subsystem will supply cooling water to a diesel generator
(DG) and two containment air coolers. However, the 11 SRW subsystem only supplies two
containment air coolers as the l A DG is air cooled. Each SRW subsystem is sufficiently sized to

i

remove the maximum amount of heat from the containment atmosphere while maintaining the
SRW supply temperature to the DG below its design limit.

.

O

j
1

3
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8 3.7.){ h
BASES

SURVE!LLANCE bR 3.7.11.4 (continued)
|

j REQUIREMENTS
operation, t CREACS is desi pressurize the contro

!

room 2[0.12 inches water ga positive pressure with
respect to djacent areas in r to prevent unfilte '

inleakag The CREACS is de gned to maintain this itive
pressur with one train at n emergency ventilation ow
rate [3000) cfs. The equency of [18] months a
STAG RED TEST BASIS is onsistent with the guld ce
proy'ided in NUREG-080 Section 6.4 (Ref. 4).

1.hSAR,Section [ hhREFERENCES

2.hSAR, Chapter hh
3. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 2).

6 /NUREG-0800, pction 6.4, flev. 2, July 1%1)

O
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8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

,

B 3.7.)5 Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Pump Room ExhaustG3rT.Mandp3@| Qto System (PR ) - ~

BASES

BACKGROUND
The ECCS PREACS filters air from the area of the active ECCScomponents duri.ng the recirculation phase of a loss of
coolant accident (LOCA). frhe L u rRI.Acs, in conjunc ont ,

*

Pith otner normally operati systems, also providrnviron tal control of t .perature and humidity n the 3

ECCS p room area and e inwer " -- at tha uriliary t

31 inQ.f 7

,

The FCCS PREACS consists two indg 4 dent and redundant
,

jrairf Lacn traimxUnsists4fAiAea34r.Ia prefilter@
hte , a nigh ef ficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, ed
an actTvated charcoal adsorber section far removal ofgaseous activity (principall
Ductwork, valves or dampers,y iodineshf soM faiD. @and instrumentation also form '

pa_rt of the systemf as well .. demiaW1. .m e t;;.in; te -
^

'

fecuceInsrelat ve humidity of the a stream. A second
r tbank of HEPA fi ters follows the ad rber section to cell tearbon fines ,d provide backup in ase the main HEPA fi er

. bank fails. he downstream HEPA 11ter is not credite inthe accide analysis, but serv to collect charcoal inesf
. ..

and to b k up the upstream H filter, should it d elop aleak. e system initiates Itered ventilation of he pump ,4 r , ,. . i v.f,, am' room d lower region of t auxiliary building f lowing(' rece,4pt of a safety injec} on actuation tional enolan
, , 'I / 4Mictier.81.luationsionR. ~//

,

'
-

%./. ,,,. . / /lv
The ECCS PR'ACS tr'a onM system. Mrts of wnipn may aLaiD

"
'

3'
_operatuduringnormalunitoperations.V]WeMeactor i

I,'r> / Il'*
/ '/ ( IAuxiliary evi.o h., % 6 'M n =n a-'

'y = Pa**e narsal
lecolina. I Durinfigned snuens arr starw3i to initiateemergency operations,"the ECCS PREACS

' /,
, , , ,

r, I ~ dampers are rea,

, /.,.r , ,, / o e % ' ~ " '' filtration. |Upon ceipt of the actu ing Engineereo fet
, __.

M ' ,', , ), y eature actuation, stem signal (s ormal air disc g jp room, the pum ) room is isolate./$ Fro ( the ECCS o d the !

stream of ventilation air discharges tnrough the system Se
yA4

__ f s'.ter train 3. The prefilters jorAemistprsf remove any large
particles in the airi anct any entraaed water d=6n1.nl @I 4. " w creiert ' to prevent excessive loading of the HEPA filters

P ' 'i- 'and chscoal adsorbers.
'

(continued) I
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hECCS P

83.7. M
BASES & 2'3

90 DBACKGROUND The ECCS PREACS 1 54/T)G). PC [IE. discussed in the FSAR. Sectiov@(Reid. Ir u ano a ri-==mm e), as,(continued)
m ir.ay De useo for nonsal, as will as nost accident.

tmospheric cleanup functions.< The primary purpos of the'
m ers is to maintain tne aTive humidity at
tee; tat - level consiste ith iodine remov
ffici .cies, as discuss in the Reaulatner uide 1.52 _
R_ e f . 4 ) _.f-

~

APPLICABLE 'The design basis of the CS PREACS is establisEE by the
SAFETY ANALYSES large break LOCA. The stem evaluation assumes a passiv

s failure cf the ECCS o side containment, such as safety
ac s rn r r5 c,2-u A,4 ) irJection pump seal ilure, during the recirculation de.

In such a case, the ystem limits the radioactive re ase t
r~l- %e - de, . . a, 4. ., , .) . within 10 CFR 100 mits (Ref. 6), or the NRC staff pproved
/~. l!, (~cc , 7 ,- ,t. licensing basis .g., a specified fraction of 10 R 100
o , #.. e 4 A, f. ,p f . limits). The a lysis of the effects and consea nces of a
EII ' f; a M "' gg,,,g large break LO a is presented in Reference 3. e ECCS

PREACS also tuttes following a small break CA, recuiring
pr . . # <,..L.. d, , a , .. d. the unit to e into the recirculation mode o long ter.

.
<

.p. 4,. : ('' .i, . :;e ,-
' cooling at to clean up releases of smalle leaks, sucr. esp. tri ,

g , p p g gng,G , ..a i;, , . . . . - ,, k
- - The twc types of system failures that e considered in the,/r, 4 elm , ,,;ce

., ,# actic .t analysis are complete loss o function and' ' , ' " ^ ' ' ' , ' ''
exces ive LEAK. AGE. Either type of f ilure may result in a^ '-"

e.l.v,;(.;f,g]), j. activity released to the ECCS pur roomsfollowingaLOCA.j
llowyv efficiency of removal for an gaseous and particulate

,

ine ECC5 9EEACS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Staterent.

Vindepep: rent and redundant) ECCS PREACS,hLCO

reQu1redtobeOPERABLEjto s R that'~at i m ei
raiaiknic, mw.ung a s le failure disable e othe ,
trfin coincident wit loss of offsite po- Total syster s.

M ilure could res in the atmospheric ease from the
ECCS pump room ceeding the required mits in the eve o f,

ta Desion Bas, Attident (DBA).__f j
~

_

(continued)
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ECCS PR
B 3.7.

BASES
'l
,

LCO
ECCS PAEACS is considered OPERABLE when the individual(continued) components necessary to maintain the ICCS Pump Room
filtration are OPERABLE rsw:.ama

ECCS DREAC5his considered OPCRABLE when itsh hessociated:
i

i

a. Fan is OPERABLE;

|b. HIPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively '

restricting flow and are capable of performing their
filtration functions; and

6{IMaE, an
.t rc. petwork, valves,anddampersarey .er-

O air circulation can be maintained. ,
'

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4, the ECCS PRCAt$ is required to be
OPERAELE consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the
ECCS.

n
(

Ir MX I5 5 and 6, the ECCS PREACS is not required to be
CTEME.E, since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

iACT10h5 W
With D,ICCS PREACS t4J inoperable./ action must be taken bht 1
to restore OPERA 8LE status within @lR. wurira this Airc3
(sh yra_(ning OPERAfTTritinAsw.te twe iunr. ty tLLsjp <enmm ;

The 7 c- wr+ieuon Time 1 appropriate beca therisi
contri ation is less tha hat for the ECCS 2 hour /Lom tion Tir.e) and vttee it met a41reet sueoor(__ ' ~7
isy e- for the ECCS. The , : Completion Time is

y reasonable, based on the ow probability of a DBA occurring

r$r cN Mi)c

(continued)
|
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ECCS PR

B 3.7
,

BASES

ACTIONS E.1 and B.2
(continued) ' - hhIf the ECCS PREACS cannot be restored to OPERABLEstatus within the a @ssociated Completion Time, the unit must

be in a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve
this status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3
within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full ,

'

power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVE!LLAN:E Sr 3.7 1

REQUIREMENTS @
Standt>y systems should be checked periodically to ensure |
that they function properly. Since the environment and
nermal operating conditions on this system are not severe, I

| testing each train once a month provides an adequate check |
| on this system. / Monthly Nest opersuona cry out any

_
-

a stu that may have accu ated in the charcoal m ;

h, ge humi in the ambient a [ Systems with heate must be !
.

| (", g e - ,fg p- ) cre/ated for 210 conti ous hours with the helt rsQ h nei Systems w hout heaters need en V be coerated >j; ('
I' " f

O A dr a,
for 215 minutes to demonstrate the function of the systein.[

-

.j/, c,Jnl Am The 31 day Frequency is based en the known reliability of
equipment, and the two train redundancy available.//..p.<(f / /, .< . ,

'

3 y fy||t ar A f ~* " ) gyr

t . < . . . o c. : r )) ,. ,,

-N e ,3 This SR verifies that the requir ECCS PREACS testing is
-

perfomed in at rdance with the Ventilation Filter Testing
Program (VFTP) M_)The y s rKtA u ri Te ests r n # y 13muriente witn kegulatory Guide 1. Ref _ 41. e !VFTPr

-

YnEludes te'iYing liEFA filter perforr.ance, charcoal adsorber
efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the physical
properties of the activated charcoal (general use and
following specific operations). Specific test frequencies
and additional information are discussed in detail in the

g[YFTPl.
i P A
!

(continued)
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BASES '

SURVEILLANCE (SR 3.7.13.3' -

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR vert es that each ECCS PR S train starts
operates o n actual or simulate actuation signa The
[18} mon Frequency is consist t with that spec fed in

1Regula ry Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4 ;
__

ISF 3.7.13.4 ^

This SR verifies the integri of the ECCS pump room
enclosure. The ability of e ECCS pump room to maintain a
negative pressure, with r pect to potentially
uncontaminated adjacent eas, is periodically tested to
verify proper function the ECCS PREACS. During the st
accident mode of opera ion, the ECCS PREACS is designe to
maintain a slight neg tive pressure in the ECCS pump om
with respect to adj ent areas to prevent unfiltered
LEAKAGE. The ECCS REACS is designed to maintain t s
negative pressure t a flow rate of s [20,#00) cfm rom the
ECCS pump room, he Frequency of [18) months is nsistent
with the guidan e provided in the NUREG-0800, Se ion 6.5.1
(Ref. 6).,

? I

\_ This test i conducted with the tests for fil r
penetratic , thus, an [IS) month Frequency, a STAGGERED
TEST BASI is consistent with other filtrat n SRs.

_

SP 1.7.13.5

0; /rating the ECCS PREACS filter bypas damper is necessary
ensure that the system functions p operly. The

PERABILITY of the bypass damper is ertfled if it can be
closed. An[ month Frequency 1 consistent with that

_ specified in erence 4.

REFERENCES 1. h SAR, Section ( M 7 @ (p
Q R, Seci d n l9.4d 3I |

_

$1. FSAR, Section(flfd T)$ hb
Qegulatory Gy4fie 1.52 (p. 2).

(continued)
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conti ued) '

Q.y NUKLG-vovvAemon 6.5.1/Rev. 2/ July 1981}
,
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
i

! B 3.7.)( (luelfu11 ding M'r CleanupAystem (MA(S) @ 1

' ''d 8** hsAsts

h| BACKGROUND The filters airborne radioactive articulates roe the
area of_ he fuf1 pool following a fuel andlina accident @

ytTd 03r1|if cooM t ac queng. [The f54cs, onjunction wi fD
other no ly opers6 systems, al provides
envir ntal contr of temperatu and humidity thej

cool _nres. ( Q
e

Th ^ consists of two independent, redundant D W
Crth-trT4rensiswer m n==1eo,(HEPA) filter,Jn act'vated

3a prefilterCerdam'sp,a
high efficiency p nticulate airm

^5 charcoal adsorber section Tor ..=vvei uT gasvuus activity
(principally iodines)fanoi rnD. Ductwork, valves or
dampers, and instrumentation s' so form part of the system.

| 7T WM Tril ETsters, f unction' ng to educe the relative
humidity of the air stream. A seco bank of HEPA f t ters
follows th adsorber section to co act carbon fine and

| provide b .kup in case of failure f the main HEP filter
/7 TN bank. T downstream HEPA filt is not credite in the i

' ,

,e i y,A.- analysi , but serves to collee charcoal fines and to back() --t

-m 4,,, . .. i .b t.A * 's up the upstream HEPA filter 5 ould it develop a leak. The-

"" he** S' system initiates filtered we tilation of the fuel handling I
building following receipt of a high radiation signal.

-
1

W The(f6 is a stand >f system, p$ect wnt en = q sn B hh| - ,e

orc a 'm crerated durino norh.as unit operations.t/lIrwr'rece'_ot as eng
dictutsine utna% normal air discharges from the fuei g j

-Pm % L,7 @ 1ngtbuTTi!Tng, dhe reandlinaAre11dino is 1so+ateohand 1

he stream pf venttiat*6n air diseharges)through the
j

system filter tratng. The pref 11ters ar-.- remove >,

| any large particifs in the airr - - -m --u N o = =pg
Trbe41ts4retarO to prevent excessive loading of the HEPA

'

w
%,, f,y,, h.o ,f filtersandcharpalads rs.

4,a;,.6t,,,,d h b is discussed i AR Sections MM g and (Refs. 1 2, respe v y), g,

! tecause it may sed fr norir.al, as we 1 as post accident,
tmospheric cleanup fu ions.%

%"'S" Q2 % T'

i

_

(continued)
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BASES (continued) h
fusihandlingaccidentinwhich[[.allThe' sis designed to sitigat the consequ ces of aAPPLICABLE

SAFETY ANALYSES rods in the fuel
assembly are assumed to be damaged. The anal fsis of the
fuel handling accident is given in Reference F. The Design
Basis Accident analysis of the fug'l handling ccident
assur,es that ,& u,< u..r,2itheFBAC5isfunctional,Q @htirarTincrfmnra-le-i usabies de otherArD. The
acficent analysis accounts for the reduction in airborne
radioactive material provided by & - - Wim mA -

this filtration system. The amo u of fission oroducts
.

havailable for release from the h and Mha Yuilding is " ' I' .' '7
determined for a fuel handling accident. These assumptions
and the analysis follow the guidance provided in Regulatory
Guidt 1.25 (Ref. -f).

The (CACS satisfies criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement, h
-

:
e LCO 3c Meerende-t /as"1eddpTrajas of theM are7h / 'p*

rrcaire: te be CPERABLE.Ko ensure t at issat on is 7,,b / availjtsit, assuming y single fat that disabl tha atharJ

. h|
' "' g .- . " ' ' ! b^
,

"
Ltraif. ceircident wfth a loss o

ffsiteoower.l[frmthe
Iot i system[ [, e ifalip t cW w rc uii in'~ine . , wisne

fue! tvilding e eeding the [.uspiirr isCFR 100 limits (Re . 5) in hi2 g

' 'f/f|"' ,,, i thl yeLc_f a uel handling / accident.g q

-his considered OPERABLE when the indivi h'
,, The

cocenents necessary to controljrposure in the
-

h(hantitri building are OPERABLEdnMth irlinj). An
j

trair is considered OPERABLE when its associated: p |
a. Far. is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their
filtration functions; and

(lieaid, derkTeD juctwork, valves, and dampers are hc.
OTERA5LE, and air tirculation can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY EMUDES1,2, , and 4 the FBACS is requ d to be
OPERAELE to - vide fission product rem associated with hECCS leaks ue to a LOCA (refer to LC .7.13, ' Emergency

(continued)
t

|
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B 3.7.,

'' '

BASES (continued)

h h AR, Sectipn'[6. % )] gREFERENCES

SAR, Section 6

$ % SAR, SectionQ 'V6

h $ Regulatory Guide 1.25. h
h 10 CFR 100h hk

I Reg Watory Guid .52.
;

7. pJREG-0800, Section 6.5.1 July 1981

I

OV

;

I

i
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PFF.s in e w a -m 4 "I'"d"^ ~48"'I5 '*F
**' 8''#

e p ...+ ,,v - $ p d n h n m G il. Wag av ucia,A <<< 01441 4 q g
49 ns.d c. 4b c as.M. T he oredea of Abs stalem(/ (PW

( *a3 % ic.r 14 ft ,(fed ,, c4FsAt hsa . Jai 4.sseaJ N 4h M(an>&+o..luu(pg,4
8 3.7@.

PRi $ h%

BASES

BACKGROUND consistent h iodine removal efficiencie[ as discussed in I
(continued) the Regul ry Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4), f J

m
' ,- 4,6fhJeon A MTJ I

APPLICABLE The_ design basis of the PR is established by the"fiFa'T3 (2) bSAFETY ANALYSES 6teayJ osuiutu--ni -ui=eni iuxu . ine sysum
q c,,3 ;g L;w, IRIlua n assumes assive rat sureAutstoe 6ernaipment,7% r. a -d. ' ,e.h,'J "f 'bsu

s a valve ina lamha= dudna a Desian Bafts __Jr u dant fnBA)J In such a case,__the system restricts the
(4 tr.W t.w.*f H= radioactive release to withinfie pr)t, asa (Ref. iM limits, o 44 H< edem k4*db~4 v,et (the NRG sf af fbivvey 11 censing Disis (e.G.. (sDecified

(*'4 *'io M if
~

^ ^ 4 b. 1. n, ;, (fractienfer to crp ton 11sitsir; The analysts cf the effects ' ,

**** and consequences of a inroe prear tocpare presented in ML hReference 3.

JInerearetw tyg s or system failures considereJ in the \-

r accident an ysis: a complete loss o function and an i
excessive EAKAGE. Either type of ilure may resul in

I less eff cient remorni for any ga ous or particul
a a LOCA._iV:JLt eri released to ton eenetr ion rooms follow 1

p() [The PRECS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy h ,

S t a t eme r.' l

1

hLCO Two independent and redundant trains of the PR are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one train is
available, assuming there is a single failure disabling the
other tratq coincident with a loss of offsite power.

1

The PFF8[is considered OPERABLE when the individualhcomponents necessary to control radioactive releases are |

OPERABLE in both trains.

A PRE @Q
5 train is considered

OPERABLE when its associated:

a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filter and cnarcoal adsorber are not excessively
restricting flow, and are capable of performing the
filtration functions; and

c. CH ut4 defi M ductwork, valves, and dampers are
OPERABLE, and circGlation can be maintained.

'

(continued)
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(* BASES

REFERENCES 3.@SAR,Section
(continued)

4 Regulatory Guide 1.52. j

Q) @ 100.1 b% hk
~

@ A UREG-AIDO, % Ktion f(5.1 3 2
,
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B 3.7.}4' $ i|

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7. Fuel (53BTQe) Pool Level h
BASES

i

BACKGROUND The minimum water level in the' fuel storage pool meets the
assumptions of iodine decontamination factors following a l

fuel handling accident. The specified water level shields
and minimizes the general area dose when the storage racks

1are filled to their maximum capacity. The water also
i

3,7. g provides shielding during the movement of spent fuel.

A general descriptior: of he'fugl storage pool design is X.
'

ven in the FSAR, Section . ), Reference 1, and the bSpent Fuel Foo ling and Feanup System is given in the
FSAR. Section_I . (Ref. 2). The assumptions of the fuel

#7 andling accident are given in th FSAR, Section(py.br4f)
(Ref. 3).

,

1

APPLICAELE The minimum water level in the fuel storage pool meets theO SAFET) ANALYSES assumptions of the fuel handling accident described in'

Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4). The resultant 2 hour
ogL. thyroiddosetoapersonattheexclusion6reaboundaryisM\ ce 4.r,, gie g1raii iractiorv oi ine iu vR 100 f ref. 5) 11myt r.

{
Tcorcinein) Reference 4 h t of water between h

'

the top of the damaged fuel bundle and the fuel pool surface
for a fuel handling accident. With ag3 f t 6ew, Ine cM CD

'

assumptions of Reference 4 can be used directlyr -ft~

'

' M [b*' 7''** St N 4 lpse rpractice Inis u.s preserve Inis assumption f or th bulkofi
-n g p,%> the fue in the storage ra s. In the case of a si gle $4 "bundle, dropped and lying orizontally on top of t e spent4 %m g, gTfA fuel r ks, however, ther may be < 23 ft of wate above the '/M M l W

'

/N,

##' 4 \ *5fea W top of the bundle and th surface, by the width the N'g e hD4u 4 L, (g , j bundl . To offset this mall nonconservatism, e analysis %ts j

Mg assu s that all fuel r ds fail, although anal is showsm[,| tha only the first fe rods fail from a hypot etical
u , g ax mum _ drop.J

The fuel storage pool water level satisfiestrJetsttih 3 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

'db** =t 2. e dl g75- 139

(continued)
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BASES

SUD.YIILLANCE ljt 3.7
REQUIREMENTS (continued) .

Or-During refueling operations, the level in the uelpool is at equilibrium with that of the refueline ca '-

(Theleve in the refueling c is checked daiaccord ce with LCO 3.7.17, 1 Storage Pool n g g
Qonce ration." _ M

1. h SAR, Section MREFERENCES

g@
2. y SAR, Section(pn.J5.Q @ ;3. O SAR, Section bD
4. Regulatory Guide 1.25

h. /10 CfR %0.1h h kh

O

,

I
CEOG STS :
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Secondary Specific Activi !
B 3.7.

BASES (continued)
,

@ \lbAPPLICABLE The accident analys of the main s line (MSLB),
SAFETY ANALYSES as discussed in the SAR, Chapter (Ref. , assumes the 1hinitial secondary coolant specific af vity have a

radioactive isotope concentration of90.10r)pC1/gm DOSE
EQUIVALENT l-131. This assumption is used in the analysis
for determining the radiological consequences of the
postulated accident. The accident analysis, based on this
and other assumptions, shows that the radiological

& corsecuenegi_of am Mit R do not excjfa syt:1 fraction of Te| Ut 8ec phecte
(theur.11/iAElimits(Ret.1)forwnolebo6yandthyroidpose) l- 1\ Lrder;t. e'romk rates;

&keufshl[LA,6
% With the loss of offsite power, the remaining steam

generator is available for core decay heat dissipation by
venting steam to the atmosphere through MSSVs and
atem pheric dump valves
hystet supplies the nece(ADVs). The Auxiliary Feedwaterssary makeup to the steam generator.
Venting continues until the reactor coolant temperature and
pressure have decreased sufficiently for the Shutdown
Cooling System to complete the cooldown,

in the evaluation of the radiological consequences of this
accident, the activity released from the steam generator

I,s conne:ted to the failed steam line is assumed to be released '

dirt:tb to the environment. The unaffected steam generator
is assured to discharge stearn and any entrained activity
tnrough MSSVs and ADVs during the event.

Secondary specific activity limits satisfy Criterion 2 of
the hM Policy Statement.

LCO As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific
activity limit in the secondary coolant system of
sjfC.10}%Ci/gmDOSEEQUIVALENII-131tolimitthe

{ 4 ,,,9 ,,, radiological consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) \ 1

j

a r4,m g,,,,, to ' JfaW' .h vi sne requireq/limIO(Ref.1).
} {

s
s

s v + Lt u f>A/'
~

Monitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant
ensures that when secondary specific activity limits are
exceeded, appropriate actions are taken in a timely sanner
to place the unit in an operational MODE that would sinimize
the radiological consequences of a DBA.

(continued)
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| DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
l

SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS
f
'

(y 10. These additions or changes to NUREG-1432 are based on details moved out of the Current
Technical Specifications . These details were moved into the Bases to capture the Calvert Cliffs
current licensing basis.

I1. The MSIVs are not containment isolation valves, therefore any reference to such has been deleted.
.

|
This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis. I

12.
NUREG-1432 Bases Section SRs 3.7.3 and 3.7.8.3 state that the 24-month Surveillance intervalis ||

based on the need to perform the Surveillance under conditions that apply during a unit outage, and I
the potential for transients if the Surveillance is performed at power. Calvert Chffs ITS Bases '

Section SRs 3 7.3.5 and 3.7.6.3 will not contain the statement because Calvert Cliffs currently
satisfies these SRs during the perfonnance of the quarterly Instrumentation Channel Functional
Tests.

13. NUREG 1432 Bases references Regulatory Guide 1.52 as the guide for perfcntung filter tests, per
the Ventilation Fiher Testing Program. Calvert Cliffs ITS Bases deletes this reference. Calvert
Cliffs does not perform all filtration testing in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52. His
change is consistent with Calven Cliffs' current licensing basis.

14. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.7.3 Bases, Action F.1, revised NUEG-1432 3.7.5 Bases, Action D.1, to make
the Action match the Action Note, and to not preclude a plant shutdown if deemed appropriate. ;
The NUREG specifies actions to be taken when there are no Operable auxiliary feedwater trains. i
The Note to Action D suspends ar Technical Specification-required shutdowns. The Ba.a for the

{
Note states that not only are Technical Specification-required shutdowns suspended, .but no power !

changes or shutdown should be mada This is inconsistent with the Note, and may preclude the '

plant being put m a safe condition if equipment is functional but not Operable. The added words
clarify that a plant shutdown or power change may be made ifit is the most prudent action. This
change is necessary to ensure that it is clear to an operator that plant power changes or a shutdown
may be made ifit is the most safe course of action

,

15. Calver Chffs ITS 3 7.3 Bases. Action F.1, revised NUREG-1432 3.7.5 Bases, Action D.1, to
make it clear that if other Actions or plant conditions require entry into LCO 3.0.3, that an
LCO 3.0.3 entry is made, but the required Actions do not have to be taken. The NUREG specifies
actions to be taken when there are no Operable auxiliary feedwater trains. The Note to Action D
suspends all Technical Specification-required shutdowns, including LCO 3.0.3. The Note states
that LCO 3.0.3 is suspended, but the Bases state that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. This is
incorrect. The differences are significant in tenns oflogging, reportability, and actions to be taken
should Condition D be exited his change corrects the error.

16. NUREG-1432 3.7.1 Bases, SR 3.7.1.1 Section, states that Table 3.7.1-2 (Main Steam Safety
Valve Lift Settings) allows a 3% setpoint tolerance for Operability; however, the valves are reset
to 11% during the Surveillance to allow for drift. Calvert Cliffs ITS 3.7.1. Bases, SR 3.7.1.1

|
Section, states that there is a i 3% setpoint tolerance for as-found values in the plant procedure; j
however, the valves are reset to i 1% during the Surveillance to allow for drift This change was |
made to be consistent with changes made to Table 3.7.1-2 which will not contam the i 3% setpoint j
tolerance because Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis allows setpoint tolerances from 3% to 6%. I

However, to comply with the ASME Code, Calvert Cliffs has imposed the i 3% setpoint tolerance

O:

cal. VERT Cliffs - UNITS 1 & 2 3.7-2 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS 4

| (] in plant procedures and requires the valves to be reset to 1%. This change is consistent with the
! \ Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

17. The Bases for LCO 3.7.1 contain conflicting statements. The first paragraph states, "An MSSV is
considered inoperable if it fails to open upon demand." 1he second paragraph states, "Ihe
OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defmed as the ability to open within the setpost tolerances,

'

| relieve steam generator overpressure, and rescat when pressure has been reduced." This defimtion

of operability is more broad, and more accurate, than the precedmg definition ofinoperability.
This is confusing and could cause errors in determuung when a main steam safety valve is declared
inoperable. Therefore, the sentence in the first paragraph is deleted.

18. Bases statements which refer to the Code of Federal Regulations or the Standard Review Plan as
the source of offsite dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the
Calvert Cliffs Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calvert

i Cliffs are approved by the NRC and stated in the UFSAR. The Code of Federal Regulations
contains the maximum allowable limits, not the plant-specific limits which are typically more
conservative. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review Plan and, therefore, the
current licensing basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.

.

.
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| P:ge Rept: cement I:structions
VOLUME 12
Section 3.8

l V
|
t

Note: Underlined Titles are tabs. Regardmg CTSmarkups: Pages are referencedby citing the unit number as well as the
specification number which is located in the upper right-hand corner ofthe page. '

Key:
DOC = Qiscussion OfChanges
DOD = Disussion Qf Technical SpeclDcation Deviation or Discussion QfBases Deviation

REMOVE INSERT

Oscrview of Chances
,

None None

LT,E

3.8.1-4 3.8.1-4
3.8.1-10 3.8.1 10
3.8.10-2 3.8.10 2

ITS Hases

B 3.8.1-11 and B 3 8.1 12 B 3.8.1-11 and B 3.8.1 12-

B 3 8123 through B 3 81-26 B 3 8.1-23 through B 3.8.1-26
B 3 8.3 5 through B 3 8 3 7 B 3.8.3 5 through B 3.8.3 7
B 3.8.9-2 and B 3 8.9 3 B 3.8.9-2 and B 3.8.9-3
B 3.8.9 7 through B 3.8.910 B 3.8.9 7 through B 3.8.911
B 3.8.10-4 B 3.8.10-4

'

CTS Markup & Dheuuinn of Chances

U l Specification 3.8.1 page 5 of 12 U l Specification 3.8.1 page 5 of 12
U l Specification 3.8.1 page 11 of 12 U-l Specification 3.8.1 page 11 of 12
U-2 Specification 3.8. I page 5 of 12 U-2 Specification 3.8.1 page 5 of 12
U-2 Specification 3.8.1 page 11 of 12 U-2 Specifit:ation 3.8.1 page 11 of 12
DOC 3.8.1 1 through 3.8.1-7 DOC 3.8.1-1 through 3.8.1-7
U l Specification 3.8.3 page 7 of 12 U l Specification 3.8.3 page 7 of 12 .

U 2 Specification 3.8.3 page 6 of 12 U 2 Specification 3.8.3 page 6 of 12 |
DOC 3.8.3 3 through 3.3 5 DOC 3.8.3-3 through 3.3-6
U l Specification 3.8 6 page 6 of 7 U-l Specification 3.8.6 page 6 of 7
U 2 Specification 3 8.6 page 6 of 7 U 2 Specification 3.8.6 page 6 of 7
U l Specification 3.8.9 page 3 of 6 U-l Specification 3.8.9 page 3 of 6
U 2 Specification 3.8.9 page 3 of 6 U-2 Specification 3.8.9 page 3 of 6
DOC 3.8.9 2 DOC 3.8.9-2
U l Specification 3.8.10 page 1 of 3 U l Specification 3.8.10 page 1 of 3
DOC 3.8.10-1 DOC 3.8.101

1

|
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Page Replacement Instructions
!

! VOLUME 12 ;
j Section 3.8 '

i
REMOVE INSERT

1

I
NSHC Findines I

3.8 9 through 3.8 29 3.8-9 through 3.8 30
,

ISTS Markun & Justification

3.8-3 3.8-3 t

insert to 3.8 3 Insert to 3.8-3 :
3.8-12 3.8 12
3.8-42 3.8-42 i
DOD 3.8-4 and 3 8 5 DOD 3.8-4 and 3.8-5

!ISTS Baws Markun & Justification "

B 3.8-11 B 3.8 11 |
Insert to B 3.8.1. Actions C.1 and C 2 Insert to B 3.8.1, Actions C.1 and C.2 ;

D 3.8-21 B 3.8-21
.

B 3.8-26 B 3.8-26 '

,

B 3.8-34 B 3.8-34 i
B 3.8-46 and B 3 8-47 B 3.8-46 and B 3.8-47
B 3.8-49 B 3.8-49
B 3 8-78 through 3.8 84 B 3.8 78 through 3.8-80 iB 3,8 87 B 3.8-87 |

Nonc Insert for B 3.8.9-87 )
- B 3.8 90 B 3.8-90 i

DOD 3 8-Ithrough 3.8-3 DOD 3.8-Ithrough 3.8-3 I

i

!
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|
AC Sources-Operating |

3.8.1 !
O |V ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i

B. (continued) B.4 Restore DG to 72 hours i

OPERABLE status.
AND '

6 days from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

C. LC0 3.8.1.c DG C.1 Declare CREVS, CRETS, 4 hours from
inoperable or Hz Analyzer discovery of

supported by the Condition C
inoperable DG concurrent with
inoperable when the inoperability of
redundant CREVS, redundant
CRETS, or H Analyzer required2

q is inoperable or does feature (s)
not have emergency 1

,

power.

MQ 72 hours

C.2 Declare CREVS, CRETS,
and Hz Analyzer
supported by the
inoperable DG
inoperable.

i

!
.
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I
AC Sources-Operating |

3.8.1- |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) |
1

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY :
i-

:

SR 3.8.1.11 Verify each DG operates for 2 60 minutes 24 months !
while loaded to 2 4000 kW for DG 1A, j
2 2700 kW for DG 18, and 2 3000 kW for DG 2A

'
and 28.

:

!

SR 3.8.1.12 Verify that auto-connected loads to each DG 24 months i

are s 4000 kW for DG 1A s 2700 kW for !
DG 1B, and 5 3300 kW for DG 2A and 2B. j

:'
i

!
SR 3.8.1.13 Verify each DG rejects a load 2 000 hp 24 months

without tripping. .

SR 3.8.1.14 Verify that automatically bypassed DG trips 24 months e

are automatically bypassed on an actual or !

simulated required actuation signal. |

SR 3.8.1.15 Verify each DG synchronizes with offsite 24 months ,

power source while loaded upon a simulated |
restoration of offsite power and the loads !
can be transferred to offsite power source, i

|

1

:

,

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.8.1-10 Revision %
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I

j Distribution Systems-Shutdown
3.8.10

ACTIONS (continued)

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
| |

A. (continued) A.2.3 Initiate action to Imediately
suspend operations
involving positive,

reactivity additions.

M

A.2.4 Initiate actions to Immediately
; restore required AC,
1 DC, and AC vital bus

electrical power
distribution
subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

E

A.2.5 Declare associated Imediately
O required shutdown

,

cooling subsysteni(s) l
inoperable and not in
operation. t

I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
,

SR 3.8.10.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days |
voltage to required AC, DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power distribution subsystems.

|

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.8.10-2 Revision 1 g
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

O
d

| BASES |
'

|

|' additional 72 hours (for a total of 9 days) allowed prior to
'complete restoration of the LCO. The 6 day Completion Time

provides a limit on time allowed in a specified condition i

I after discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This limit is
considered reasonable for situations in which Conditions A

I and B are entered concurrently. The "AR" connector between j
the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Times means that both '

Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more
restrictive Completion Time must be met.

;

As in Required Action B.2, the Completion Time allows for an
exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the
allowed time " clock." This will result in establishing the
" time zero" at the time that the LCO was initially not met,
instead of at the time Condition B was entered.

C.1 ar.d C.2

Required Action C.1 applies when the LC0 3.8.1.c DG is
inoperable. The LCO 3.8.1.c DG is from the other unit and
supplies power to one train of CREVS, CRETS, and H

2

Analyzers. One train is powered from one of each unit's ,

DGs. The Required Action when this DG is inoperable is to
i

declare the CREVS, CRETS, or Hz Analyzer supported by the i

inoperable DG inoperable when the redundant CREVS, CRETS, or 1

Hz Analyzer is inoperable or does not have emergency power. I j
This Required Action must be completed within 4 hours from ;

'discovery of Condition C concurrent with inoperability of
redundant feature (s). Required Action C.2 requires the
CREVS, CEETS, and H2 Analyzer to be declared inoperable
within 72 hours if the LCO 3.8.1.c DG cannot be restored to
Operable :;.tatus.

Required Action C.1 is intended to provide assurance that a
loss of offsite power, during the period the LCO 3.8.1.c DG
is inoperable, does not result in a complete loss of safety
function for the CREVS, CRETS, or the Hz Analyzers. The
Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time to

| O ;

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.8.1-11 Revision Qg
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

0 -

BASES !

|

evakate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This !
|

Completion Time also allows for an exception to the nonnal i

" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock." i
In this Required Action, The Completion Time only begins on
discovery that both- :

,

a. An inoperable LCO 3.8.1.c DG exists; and

Ib. A train of CREVS, CRETS, or H Analyzers on the other2

train is inoperable. i

!
If at any time during the existence of this Condition a j

train of CREVS, CRETS, or Hz Analyzer becomes inoperable. |
this Completion Time begins to be tracked, i

Discovering the LCO 3.8.1.c DG inoperable coincident with ;

one train of CREVS, CRETS, or Hz Analyzer that is associated i
with the one LC0 3.C.I.b DG results in starting the :,

| Completicr Time for the Required Action. Four hours from !
,

; the discovery of these events existing concurrently, is i
i acceptable because it minimizes risk while allowing time for '

restoration before subjecting the unit to transients
associated with shutdown. The four hour. Completion Time

| also takes into account the capacity and capability of the
! remaining CREVS, CRETS, and Hz Analyzer train, a reasonable

time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring
during this period.

The 72 hour Completion Time to declare the CREVS, CRETS, and
Hz Analyzer inoperable is consistent with the Action B for
restoring an inoperable DG to Operable status.

If the LCO 3.8.1.c DG cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within 72 hours the CREVS, CRETS, and H Analyzer associated2

with this DG must be declared inoperable because a loss of
i- offsite power would cause single failure protection to be

|

lost. The Completion Time of 72 hours accounts for the loss
of single failure protection while minimizing the plant risk i,

'

because the likelihood of an event occurring is low. The

O-

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.8.1-12 Revision 0
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

,3,

O
BASES

SR 3.8.1.12

This SR provides verification that auto connected loads to
each DG are within the design bases. This SR will
adequately ensure that automatic loading of the DGs will not
adversely affect the ability of the DGs to perform their
safety function. The 24 month Frequency is adequate to
ensure P' OPERABILITY and it is consistent with the
refuelino interval.

SR 3.8.1.13

Eacn DG is provided with an engine overspeed trip to prevent
damage to the engine. Recovery from the transient caused by
the loss of a large load could cause diesel engine
overspeed, which, if excessive, might result in a trip of
the engine. This Surveillance demonstrates the DG load

f~'] rest,onse characteristics. This Surveillance is accomplished
'd by tripping the DG output breaker with the DG carrying

greater than or equal to its associated single largest post-
accident load while paralleled to offsite power.

Consistent with IEEE-308 (Ref. 11), Regulatory Guide 1.9 I

(Ref. 3), and Safety Guide 9 (Ref. 4), the load rejection
test is acceptable if the increase in diesel speed does not
exceed 75% of the difference between synchronous speed and
the overspeed trip setpoint, or 15% above synchronous speed,
whichever is lower.

The 24 month Frequency is consistent with the UFSAR,
Chapter 8 (Ref. 2).

!

SR 3.8.1.14

This Surveillance demonstrates that DG non-critical
. rotective functions are bypassed on a required actuation
signal. The non-critical protective functions are I

!

CALVERT CllffS - UNITS I & 2 B 3.8.1-23 Revision % g
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AC Sources-Operating
8 3.8.1

O ;
BASES !

t

consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) and Safety !

Guide 9 (Ref. 4) and IEEE-387 and are listed in UFSAR, !
Chapter 8(Ref.2) Verifying the non-critical trips are } }
bypassed will ensure DG operation during a required |
actuation. The non-critical trips are bypassed during DBAs !
and provide an alarm on an abnormal engine condition. This !
alarm provides the operator with sufficient time to react

|
appropriately. The DG availability to mitigate the DBA is !
more critical than protecting the engine against minor |
problems that are not immediately detrimental to emergency

|operation of the DG.
j

The 24 month Frequency is based on engineering judgment, - !
taking into consideration unit conditions required to i
perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent ;

with expected fuel cycle lengths. Operating experience has j
shown that these components usually pass the SR when i

performed at the 24 month Frequency. Therefore, the |
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability

{standpoint. This Frequency is consistent with UFSAR, i

Chapter 8 (Ref. 2). I i

|
|

SR 3.8.1.15 !

This Surveillance ensures that the manual synchronization
and load transfer from the DG to the offsite source can be
made. The Frequency of 24 months takes into consideration
unit conditions required to perform the Surveillance.

SR 3.8.1.16
l

In the event of a DBA coincident with a loss of offsite [
power, the DGs are required to supply the necessary power to
ESF systems so that the fuel, RCS, and containment design j
limits are not exceeded.

|
1

l

O
1

'
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AC Sources-Operating !
B 3.8.1 I

Oa
BASES '

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG operation during a
loss of offsite power actuation test signal in conjunction
with an ESF actuation signal. In lieu of actual

,

demonstration of connection and loading of loads, testing I

that adequately shows the capability of the DG system to
perform these functions is acceptable. This testing may
include any series of sequential, overlapping, or total
steps so that the entire connection and loading sequence is
verified.

,

i

The Frequency of 24 months takes into consideration unit
conditions required to perform the Surveillance and is
intended to be consistent with an expected fuel cycle length
of 24 months.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For
the purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from

pd standby conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil
continuously circulated and temperature maintained '

consistent with manufacturer recommendations for DGs.
!

I

SR 3.8.'1.17
l

This SR lists the SRs that are applicable to the LCO 3.8.1.c
DG (SR 3.8.1.3, SR 3.8.1.5, SR 3.8.1.6, and SR 3.8.1.7).
Performance of any SR for the LC0 3.8.1.c DG will satisfy
both Unit 1 and Unit 2 requirements for those SRs.
Surveillance Requirement 3.8.1.1, SR 3.8.1.2, SR 3.8.1.4,
SR 3.8.1.8, SR 3.8.1.9, SR 3.8.1.10 SR 3.8.1.11,
SR 3.8.1.12, SR 3.8.1.13, SR 3.8.1.14, SR 3.8.1.15, and
SR 3.8.1.16 are not required to be performed for the LCO
3.8.1.c DG. Surveillance Requirements 3.8.1.1, SR 3.8.1.2,
and SR 3.8.1.10 are not required because these SRs are for
the offsite sources. Surveillance Requirements 3.8.1.4,

,

SR 3.8.1.11, SR 3.1.8.12, and SR 3.8.1.13 are not required !,

because they are tests that deal with loads. Surveillance
,

Requirement 3.8.1.8 verifies the interval between sequenced {.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.8.1-25 Revision 0
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AC Sources-Operating ;

B L3.1 |

O i
BASES

loads. Surveillance Requirement 3.8.1.15 verifies.the '

proper sequencing with offsite power. Surveillance '

Requirement 3.8.1.9 verifies that the DG starts within
.

10 seconds. These SRs are not required because they do not !

,

support the function of the LC0 3.8.1.c DG to provide power |
to the CREVS, CRETS, and H Analyzer. Surveillance ;2

Requirements 3.8.1.14 and 3.8.1.16 are not required to be !
performed because these SRs verify the emergency loads are
actuated on an Engineered Safet) Feature Action System

,

(ESFAS) signal for the Unit in which the test is being '

performed. The LCO 3.8.1.c DG will not start on an ESFAS j
signal for this Unit. =

~

REFERENCES 1, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 17

i2. UFSAR, Chapter 8 #

3. Regulatory Guide 1.9, Draft Rev. 3, April 1992

4. Safety Guide 9

5. UFSAR, Chapter 6

6. UFSAR, Chapter 14
! !

7. Regulatory Guide 1.93, Rev. O, December 1974 j
|
'

8. Generic Letter 84-15

9. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 18

10. Regulatory Guide 1.137, Rev. 1, October 1979

11. IEEE Standard 308-1991 1

;

.

/

4

O,
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Diesel Fuel Oil
B 3.8.3 ]

,

BASES
.

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient
supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are ,

provided and unit operators would be aware of any large uses
of fuel oil during this period.

SR 3.8.3.2

The tests listed below are a means of determining whether
new fuel oil is of the appropriate grade and has not been
contaminated with substances that woulo have an imediate,
detrimental impact on diesel engine combustion. If results
from these tests are within acceptable limits, the fuel oil
may be added to the storage tanks without concern for
contaminating the entire volume of fuel oil in the storage
tanks. These tests are to be conducted prior to adding the
new fuel to the storage tank (s), but in no case is the time
between receipt of new fuel and conducting the tests to

p exceed 31 days. The tests, limits, and applicable American
V Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) Standards are as

follows:

a. Sample the new fuel oil in accordance with
ASTM D4057-1988 (Ref. 4);

b. Verify in accordance with the tests specified in
| ASTM D975-1992 (Ref. 4) that the sample has an absolute | t
j specific gravity at 60/60*F of 2 0.8155 and s 0.8871,
i or an American Petroleum Institute gravity at 60*F of
i 2 28' and _, 42*, a kinematic viscosity at 40'C of '

| 2 1.9 centistokes and s 4.1 centistokes, and a flash
point 2 125'F; and

c. Verify that the new fuel oil has < 0.05% water and
i sediment.
i

Failure to meet any of the above limits is cause for
rejecting the new fuel oil, but does not represent a failure

d

O
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Diesel Fuel Oil
B 3.8.3

O
| BASES
|

; to meet the LCO concern since the fuel oil is not added to
the storage tanks.

;

Within 31 days following the initial new fuel oil sample.
| the fuel oil is analyzed to establish that the other
| properties specified in Table 1 of ASTM 0975-1992 (Ref. 5) I

are met for new fuel oil. The 31 day period is acceptab?e
! because the fuel oil properties of interest, even if they

,

were not within stated limits, would not have an immediate '

effect on DG operation. This Surveillance ensures the
availability of high quality fuel oil for the DGs.

Fuel oil degradation during long term storage shows up as an !

increase in particulate, due mostly to oxidation. The
presence of particulate does not mean the fuel oil will not -

burn properly in a diesel engine. The particulate can cause
fouling of filters and fuel oil injection equipment,
however, which can cause engine failure.

O Particulate concentrations should be determined by
gravimetric determination of total particulate concentration
in the fuel oil and has a limit of 10 mg/1. It is

acceptable to obtain a field sample for subsequent
laboratory testing in lieu of field testing. Because the j
total stored fuel oil volume for DGs IB, 2A, and 2B is
contained in two interconnected tanks, each tank must be
considered and tested separately. There is a separate fuel
oil storage tank for DG 1A.

The Frequency of this test takes into consideration fuel oil
degradation trends that indicate that particulate
concentration is unlikely to change significantly between
Frequency intervals.

j!

!

SR 3.8.3.3
,

i

| Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil
degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can grow in

CALVERT CL!ffS - UNITS J & 2 9 3.8.3-6 Revision R g
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Diesel Fuel Oil
B 3.8.3

BASES

fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must have a water
environment in order to survive. Removal of water from the
fuel storage tanks once every 92 days eliminates the
necessary environment for bacterial survival. This is the
most effective means of controlling microbiological fouling.
In addition, it eliminates the potential for water
entrainment in the fuel oil during DG operation. Water may
come from any of several sources, including condensation,
ground water, rain water, and contaminated fuel oil, and
from breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent
checking for and removal of accumulated water minimizes
fouling and provides data regarding the watertight integrity
of the fuel oil system. The Surveillance Frequencies are
establishedbyRegulatoryGuide1.137(Ref.6). This SR is
for preventative maintenance. The presence of water does
not necessarily represent failure of this SR provided the
accumulated water is removed during performance of the

,

Surveillance.

O
REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 8

2. UFSAR, Chapter 6

3. UFSAR, Chapter 14

4. ASTM Standards: D4057-1988; D975-1992 I

5. ASTM Standards, D975 Table 1

6. Regulatory Guide 1.137

O
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'Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.9

..

1

!

BASES |
_

There are four independent channels of 125 VDC electrical
sources.

The list of all required distribution buses-is presented in i

Table B 3.8.9-1, and in UFSAR Figure 8-9-(Ref. 1). I i-

;

' APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis tecident (DBA) and i

SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the UFSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 2) and
Chapter 14 (Ref. 3), assume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The
AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power distribution
systems are designed to provide sufficient capacity,
capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the

'

availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the
fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limits
are no+ exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail
in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits- !

,

Section3.4,ReactorCoolantSystem(RCS);and |;'

Section 3.6, Containment Systems.
1

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical |

power distribution systems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon
meeting the' design basis of the unit. This includes
maintaining power distribution systems OPERABLE during
accident conditions in the event of:

,

,

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC i

electrical power; and
l
i

b. A worst case single failure.
i

L The distribution systems satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 3.

:

,

: LC0 The required distribution load groups shown in
Table B 3.8.9-1 and in UFSAR Figure 8-9 (Ref.1) ensure the g

availability of AC, DC, and AC v' tal bus electrical supply

O;
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| Distribution Systems-Operating!-
, B 3.8.9

BASES

for the systems required to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated
operational occurrence (A00) or a postulated DBA. The AC,
DC, and AC vital bus electrical distribution load groups are {required to be OPERABLE.

!

Maintaining the load groups OPERABLE ensures that the,

redundancy incorporated into the design of ESF is not i

defeated. Therefore, a single failure within any system or
within the electrical power distribution load group will not

1prevent safe shutdown of the reactor. ;

;

OPERABLE AC electrical power distribution subsystems require !
the associated buses, load centers, motor control centers, |
and distribution panels to be energized to their proper '

voltages. OPERABLE DC channels require the associated buses'

to be energized to their proper voltage from either the i
associated battery or charger. OPERABLE vital bus
electrical distribution subsystems require the associated
buses to be energized to their proper voltage. ||
In addition, tie breakers between redundant safety related
AC, DC, and AC vital bus distribution subsystems, if they
exist, must be open. This prevents any electrical
malfunction in any distribution subsystem from propagating
to the redundant subsystem, which could cause the failure of
a redundant subsystem and a loss of essential safety
function (s). If any tie breakers are closed, the affected
redundant electrical distribution subsystems are considered
inoperable. This applies to the onsite, safety related
redundant electrical power distribution subsystems.

j

G
U
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( Distribution Systems-Operating
i' B 3.8.9

0 .

BASES
,

The 2 hour Completion Time takes into account the importance ;
; to safety of restoring the AC' vital bus to OPERABLE status, |
| the redundant capability afforded by the other OPERABLE i

| . vital buses, and the low probability of a DBA occurring |! during this period.
|

| The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1
establishes a limit on the maximum allowed for any

|
,

combination of required distribution subsystems to be|

| inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition B is entered while, j
for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently

|returned OPERABLE, the LC0 may already have been not met-for |
i up to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours,

|since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the vital bus
; distribution system. At this time, an AC train could again

i
become inoperable, and vital bus distribution restored ;

OPERABLE. This could continue indefinitely. . ;

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal h
" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
This will result in establishing the " time zero" at the time
the LC0 was initially not met, instead of the time j

Condition B was entered. 'h' 16 hour Completion Time is an !

acceptable limitation on 6.m potential to fail to meet the
LC0 indefinitely.

C.J

With DC bus (es) in one subsystem inoperable, the remaining i

DC electrical power distribution subsystems are capable of
supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut
down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition, assuming no single failure. The overall i

reliability is reduced, however, because a single' failure in
the renaining DC electrical power distribution subsystem j

could result in the minimum required ESF functions not being ;

supported. Therefore, the DC buses must be restored to

O
!
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.9

BASES

iOPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the bus from the
|associated battery or charger. I

Condition C represents one or more DC buses without adequate
DC power; potentially both with the battery significantly

.

degraded and the associated charger nonfunctioning. In this i

situation, the unit is significantly more vulnerable to a
complete loss of all DC power. It is, therefore, imperative
that the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit,
minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining |

trains and restoring power to the affected train. !

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times
allowed for the vast majority of components which would be
without power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for components
without adequate DC power, which would have Required Action
Completion Times shorter than 2 hours, is acceptable because
of: i

The potential for decreased safety by requiring aa.

change in unit conditions (i.e., requiring a shutdown)
while allowing stable operations to continue;

.

b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry
into numerous applicable Conditions and Required

| Actions for components without DC power and not
providing sufficient time for the operators to perfonn
the necessary evaluations and actions for restoring
power to the affected train; and

I

The potential for an event in conjunction with a singlec.
failure of a redundant component.

l
The 2 hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent with

|
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 4). '

The second Completion Time for Required Action C.1
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any
combination of required distribution subsystems to be,

.

-
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.9

,

O
BASES

inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition C is entered while,
for-instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently
returned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for '

up to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, :

since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the DC ;

distribution system. At this time, an AC train could again |
become inoperable, and DC distribution restored OPERABLE. '

This could continue indefinitely. !
!

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the nomal ;

" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock." t

This will result in establishing the " time zero" at the time !
the LC0 was initially not met, instead of-the time ;

Condition C was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an i

acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the |LCO indefinitely.- -

I

D.] and D.2 |

!

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored !
to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the i

unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not '

apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to
at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, ;

| based on operati.ng experience, to reach the required unit ;
i conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner '

and without challenging unit systems.

.

L.1 +

.

s
| Condition E corresponds to a level of degradation in the ;

! electrical distribution system that causes a required safety [
: function to be lost. When more than one inoperable
} electrical power distribution subsystem results in the loss

of a required function, the plant is in a condition outside

!
>

O '
4

1
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Distribution Systems-Operating I
i B 3.8.9-

,

O
| BASES

,

the accident analysis. Therefore, no additional time is
justified for continued operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be
entered immediately to commence a controlled shutdown.

i

,

!
!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.9.1 #

REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the AC, DC, and AC vital bus !

electrical power distribution systems are functioning
properly, with the correct circuit breaker alignment. The
correct breaker alignment ensures the appropriate separation
and independence of the electrical divisions is maintained,

!
and the appropriate voltage is available to each required
bus. The verification of proper voltage availability on the ;
buses ensures that the required voltage is readily available !

for motive as well as control-functions for critical system
;

loads connected to these buses. The 7 day Frequency takes
!

into account the redundant capability of the AC, DC, and AC (
. vital bus electrical power distribution subsystems, and |

other indications available in the control room that alert
the operator to subsystem malfunctions.

i

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 8

2. UFSAR, Chapter 6

3. UFSAk, Chapter 14

4. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974

|

|

|

! O
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.9 1

.O-
BASES

TABLE B 3.8.9-1
.

1

AC and DC ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

,

4160 Volt Emergency Bus #11 (Unit 1), #21 (Unit 2)
:

4160 Volt Emergency Bus #14 (Unit 1), #24 (Unit 2)
,

480VoltEmergencyBus#11A(Unit 1),#21A(Unit 2)

|
480 Volt Emergency Bus #118 (Unit 1), #218 (Unit 2)

,

480 Volt Emergency Bus #14A (Unit 1), #24A (Unit 2)

480 Volt Emergency Bus #14B (Unit 1), #24B (Unit 2)
.. ,

I ,

480 Volt Emergency Bus #104R (Unit 1), #204R (Unit 2) |

480 Volt Emergency Bus #114R (Unit 1), #214R (Unit 2)

120 Volt A.C. Vital Bus #11 (Unit 1), #21 (Unit 2)

120 Volt A.C. Vital Bus #12 (Unit 1), #22 (Unit 2)

120 Volt A.C. Vital Bus #13 (Unit 1), #23 (Unit 2)
i
'

120 Volt A.C. Vital Bus #14 (Unit 1), #24 (Unit 2)

125 Volt D.C. Bus #11 (Unit 1 and Unit 2)

125 Volt 0.C. Bus #12(Unit 1andUnit2) :

125VoltD.C. Bus #21(Unit 1andUnit2)
'

125 Volt D.C. Bus #22 (Unit 1 and Unit 2)
i

!

!

O j
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown
B 3.8.10

0
BASES<

concerns relating to coolant circulation and heat removal.
Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the SDC ACTIONS would not be entered.
Therefore, Required Action A.2.5 is provided to direct
declaring SDC inoperable, which results in taking the,

appropriate SDC actions. The SDC subsystem (s) declared
inoperable and not in operation as a result of not meeting

g
this LCO may be used if needed. However, the appropriate
actions are still required to be taken.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The
restoration of the required distribution subsystems should
be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the
time the unit safety systems may be without power.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.10.1
REQUIREMENTS

* This Surveillance verifies that the AC, DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power distribution system is functioning
properly, with all the buses energized. The verification of
proper voltage availability on the buses ensures that the
required power is readily available for motive as well as
control functions for critical system loads connected to
these buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the
redundant capability of the electrical power distribution
subsystems, and other indications available in the control
room that alert the operator to subsystem malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6

2. UFSAR, Chapter 14

(
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h*I St.b4 3,9,[ !

|

INSERT REOUIRED ACTION B.2 AND B.3.1

!

!M '

|B.2 Doclare required feature (s) supported by the 4 hours from discovery of Condition B concurrent
inoperable LCO 3.8.1.b DO inoperable when with inoperability of redundant required feature (s)

iits redundant required feature (s)is '

inoperable.

M
|

B.3.1 Determine OPERABLE DG(s)is not 24 hours
inoperable due to a common cause failure.

y

QB
|
|

|

INSERT ACTION C |

C. LCO 3 81 c DG inoperable C1 Declare CREVs, CRETs, 4 hours from discovery of I

or H: Analyzer supported Condition C concurrent withO ;
by the inoperable DG inoperabihty of redundant '

inoperabic uhen the required feature (s)
redundant CREVs,

!
CRETs, or H: Anlay7er is '

| inoperable or does not h |have emergency power. '

AND

C.2 Declare CREVs. CRETs, 72 hours
and H: Analyzer

| supported by the
incperable DG inoperable.

|

|

|

|
1

: O
!
i

L
.
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2'l I *4'3/4.8 ELECTR! Cat POWER SY}],Qt} SM s . *
s

r.a o.1',
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

_ ;
1

b.
At least once per 92 days by verifying that a sample of diesel'] Ifuel from the fuel storage tank is within the acceptable limits

Ispecified in Table 1 of ASTM D975-81 when checked for viscosity.)water and medi=*at - j

d30hO % At least once per 184 t'ays by verifying the diesel starts from
ambient condi
g10 seconds.}ionandaccelerates.toetleast60P.:in I

d. At least once per REFUELING INTERVAL by:

% ' Sub cting the diesel to an spection in accordance wi h
pr edures prepared in con nction with its manufactu 's ,
r nm enMations far thie === af standby._ service.1

L Verifying the generator capability to reject a load ofSt 3.$ t.13 1 500 hp without tripping.

u g g 3'g g (3#5imulating a loss of offsite poM.a ,hunction with a
A, jAm a

1~c6
,

!safen Lnjection actuation pgsignal, and:j ,, j y jg
a) Verifying de energir of the emergency busses and \

lead shedding from' energency bus 'es. g'g i

J
t) Ve-ifying the diesel starts from ambient condition on the !v auto-start signal, energizes the emergency busses with

perranently connected loads, energizes the auto connected ;

i

emergency loads through the load sequencer and operates Ifer > $ minutes while its generator is loaded with the I i

emergency loads.*
.

tQL ,(,

_ . _ ,

,
e r < .I4 -

* (c) Verifying that automaticall
automaticallyt:ypassedonkbypasseddieseltripsare~ '~'

s '
a Te u,rnacc t ienc tua t i I

Signal. m
% Verifying the diesel generator operates for t 60 minutes

!z4 I t 1,l/ while loaded to > 4000 kW for No.1A Emergency Diesel-

Generator or 12700 kW for No. IB Emergency Diesel Generator. !
I

i_'%. Verifying that the auto-connected loads to each diesel
!9 ! 01.11 generator do not exceed 4000 kW for ho.1A Emergency Diesel

Generator or 2700 kW for No. IB Emergency Diesel Generator.

*O i ' '.3 I All engine starts for the purpose of this Surveillance Requirement
un J t may be oreceded by an engine pre-lube period)lecommencec Dy Inc

24 3.s t % (manufacturersothatmechantcaiwearandstresson_.thedieselengin UN* I
, , , , , , (is minimir ye,

renvr .y 3. g. l. a

CALVERT f NT1 3/4 8-5 Amendment No. 214-
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% ira M 3.s.1

. INSERT REOUIRED ACTION B.2 AND B.3.1

|
.

M

B.2 Declare required feature (s) supported by the 4 hours from dascavery of Condition B concurrent
i

inoperable LCO 3.8.1.b DG inoperable when with inoperability of raduadant required feature (s)
:its redundant required feature (s) is
;

inoperable.
i

M

B.3.1 Determine OPERABLE DG(s)is not 24 hours
inoperable due to a common cause failure.

QB i

,

,

' INSERT ACTION C

,

C. LCO 3.81 c DG inoperable C.) Declare CREVs. CRETs, 4 hours from discovery of
or H: Analyzer supported Condition C concurrent with i

by theinoperable DG inoperability of redundant\
inoperable when the required feature (s)
redundant CREVs,

CRETs, or 11: Anlayzer is
; inoperable or does not
| have emergency power.

,

|

AND
;

; ;

C.2 Declare CREVs CRETs, 72 hours
and H: Analyzer j
supponed by the
inoperable DG inoperable. !

i

e

, ,

F

O4 >

.
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3/4.8 JLECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

i
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 3 (Continued)

ER 3 730
At least once per 184 days by verifying the diesel starts fromc.

^

ambient cond1
<10 seconds.}ionandacceleratestoatleast60Hzin |

d. At least once per REFUELING INTERVAL by:

X Subjecting the dip (el to an inspection i
ts manufactue(r's}/ik. 4ccordance withproce' cures prepjred in conjunction wit ,. '.

recormtendations f_or this_ class of st by service.
33I13 ,4. Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of

t 500 hp without trippi jg,

3. e'Tiinulating a loss of offsite power in conjunction with at
! tafety ir.jem en actuat t est signal, and:

t /,/;'

a) Verifying de-energ124 tion of the emergency bdses and'
+

lcat sheccing from the emergency busses. I

b) Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition on the
i auto start signal, energizes the emergency busses with ,

! pennanently connected loads, energizes the auto connected
i emergency loads through the load sequencer and operates j
'

fer > . . -m t

eierie*5 minutes while its generator is loaded with the /]
[,-)

!.cy loacs.* ../
s

~ Qd -i tj heetfying that auto 5itically bypassed diesel trip's'are

autoTatically bypassed o} C Q f j i f }-~
Y "* * 6 Ta f e ts-Tru ec t ion AcTua t,,,,,oyf .

o A
t '4. Verifying the diesel generator operates for 160 minutes

_

eMle leaccc to 3 3000 kW.
I

t 5. Verifyir; that the auto-connected loads to each diesel
generator do not exceed 3300 kW.

I

!
l

O'

3 All engine starts for the purpose of this Surve!% eJtenuirament
may,te Prececed by an engine pre-lube periodfreconinended by the

.

gnanufac turer so~that 'irechanTear'irear and itress on the diesel engine 1"3 /g * gNI
"

sis mintrized. ~ - -
-'

s. .
_ m_

N.wc-r :( M \ h -

MS
~

,

~~ nn
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.8.1 - AC S*?JRCES - OPERATING

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical 1

Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result, the
Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, unden.odable by
plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs Improved Technical Specification (ITS) development, certam
!

wording preferences or conventions were adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the
Technical Specifications. Additional information may also have been added to more fully !

desenbe cach Linuting Condition for Operation (LCO) and to be consistent with
NUREG-1432. However, the additional information does not change the intent of the CTS.
The reformatting. renumbering, and rewording process involves no technical changes to
existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specifications (CTS) 3.8.1.1.a requires two " physically independent" offsite
circuits to be Operable. Improved Technical Specification 3.8.1 will require two " qualified"
offsite circuits to be Operable. He ITS use of qualified (as defmed in the Bases) refers to the
those offsite circuits that are described in the Updated Fmal Safety Analysis Report and are
part of the licensing basis for the plant. Although qualified expands the description of offsite
circuits, it does not technically change the requirement for the offsite circuits. The Updated
Final Safety Analysis Report describes the offsite circuits as physically independent, therefore
this is an administrative change His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A3 Current Technical Specification 3.81.1 does not contain any Actions when three or more
- required AC Sources are inoperable. Therefore if this Condition occurred, the CTS would

require Specification 3.0.3 to be entered. Improved Technical Specification 3.8.1 will add an
Action (Action H) which will require LCO 3.0.3 to be entered when three or more AC Sources

are inoperable. Since there is no difference between the Actions that are required to be taken in
CTS and ITS. this change is considered administrative. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1431

A4 Improved Technical Specification 3.8.1 Action E (when one required offsite source is '

inoperable and one diesel generator [DG) is inoperable) contains a Note which requires the
Distribution Systems - Operating Specification (LCO 3.8.9) Action to be entered when there is
no AC power source to any train. This Note was added as a reminder to ensure that the
appropriate Actions are entered when the 4.16 kV bus is de-energized. This Note takes
exception to ITS LCO 3.0.6 (resulting in cascading in the ITS), which allows only eight hours
to restore the de-energized bus. The CTS, through cascading, would also only allow
eight hours to restore the de-energized bus. The Note does not impact any Completion Time;
the time to restore the de-energized bus is the same in the CTS and ITS. Therefore, since the
time to restore the de-energized bus remains the same, this change is considered adminictrative.

i This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
1

A.5 Current Technical Specification 3.8.1.1 Actions e, d, and e (for two required offsite
inoperable, one offsite and one DG inoperable, and two DGs inoperable, respectively) requires
Actions to be taken once in these Conditions, which are the same u those required in.

CTS 3.8.1.1 Actions a and b (for one offsite circuit inoperable and one DG inoperable,
respectively). These separate requirements in the individual Actions will not be included in
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| SECTION 3.8.1 - AC SOURCES - OPERATING
!

| p ITS 3.8.1 because the ITS requires simultaneous entry into all applicable Actions in the LCO.
V Thus, there is no need to repeat Actions. The exclusion of requirements which duplicate other

requirements in the Technical Specification constitutes an adnumstrative change. His change j
is consistent with NUREG-1432. -

|

1A.6 Current Technical Specifications 3.8.1.1.b.1 and 3.8.1.1.b.3 require the DG to consist of fuel
oil day tanks and a separate fuel transfer pump for each DG. These requirerrents, as well as

{the specific minimum required volume of fuel oil which must be contained in each DG's fuel '

oil day tank, are being moved to Surveillance Requirements (SRs). Improved Technical
Specifications will contain the requirements for these support systems in tie SRs. Surveillance
Requirement 3.8.1.5 contains the requirement for the volume of fuel in the day tanks, and SR
3.8.1.7 contains the requirements to verify the fuel oil transfer pumps operate correctly. The
movement of requirements from the LCO to the SRs is considered an administrative change.
This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.7 Current Techmcal Specification 4 R.l.l.2.a.4 is the monthly DG Operability test. It is
modified by a footnote (*) whicl allows the SR to be preceded by warm-up procedures
recommended by the manufacturer, hcoroved Technical Specification SR 3,8.1.3 will add two
Notes which allow a modified DG start invohing idling and gradual acceleration to
synchronous speed. and the perfonnance ofITS SR 3.8.1.9 to satisfy this SR. The change
adds specific detail to the SR, but is consistent with Calvert Cliffs current practice to perform
wann-up procedures as recommended by the manufacturer. Improved Technical Specification
311.9 is the quarterly fast start and encompasses this SR. This is a current practice which is
beme added to the SR as a Note. Therefore, addition of these specifies to the CTS SR as a

) NotIconstitutes an admmistrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A8 Current Technical Specification SR 4.8.1.1.2.d3 requires the verification that the emergency
bus de-energi: s and load sheds, and the DG starts, energizes permanently-connected loads,
and connects auto-connected loads through the load sequencer on a loss of offsite power in
conjunction with an Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) signal. The CTS SR also mquires that j
automatically-bypassed DG trips are automatically bypassed on an ESF signal. The CTS does
not specifically allow credit to be taken for the SR if an actual signal occurred. Improved
Technical Specificatinn SRs 3.8.Ll6 and 3.8.1.14 will allow the test to be credited with an
actual signal. as well as with a simulated signal (test signal). This change allows credit to be
taken for an actual signal if the above functions can be verified to perform as required. The
actual signal is as good as a simulated signal because it requires the above actions to be
performed as required. This is consistent with current plant practice if all the functions can be
verified Adding additional information to the SR is an adn'inistrative change. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL Cil ANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.] 1mproved Technical Specification LCO 3.8.1 proposes to add requirements (LCO 3.8.1.c) to |

CTS 3.8.1.1 LCO, which will require the other unit's DG capable of supplying power to the
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System, Control Room Emergency Temperature

| System, and Hydrogen Analyzers to be Operable. This requirement was added because certain
equipment needed to meet one unit's accident analysis is powered from the other unit's ACi

| Sources. Currently, operating instructions require the other unit's Control Room Emergencyg
d Ventilation System, Control Room Emergency Temperature System, and Hytirogen Analyzer
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,o Technical Specifications to be entered because both emergency and normal power supplies are
( required to be Operable. In the ITS, tne definition of Operability only requires one source,

because ITS 3.8.1 provides the proper Actions to be taken if sources are inoperable (it requires ]
;

redundant required features to be declared inoperable). Derefore, the other unit's DG
,

supporting the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System, Control Room Emergency i
Temperature System, and Hydrogen Analyzers have been added to this LCO. %e addrtion of !

requirements to the Technical Specification constitutes a more restrictive change. His change j
does not affect plant safety because it requires the other unit's DG to be Operable to support i

equipment required by this unit. In conjunction with the addition of LCO 3.8.1.c, the following
was also added: 1) one Action (ITS Action C) was added for the other unit's DG; 2) an SR
Note was added listing which SRs apply to each unit's DG; and 3) SR 3.8.1.17 was added to
reference the other unit's SRs that apply. These additions will ensure that the appropriate
Actions are taken when the other unit's DG is inoperable, and ensure that the other unit's DG
is properly tested, and that the proper SRs are applicable for each unit's AC Sources.

hl.2 Improved Technical Specification 3.8.1 Actions A and B contain a limit on the total combined

duration of operation for one offsite circuit inoperable (Action A), and one DG inc,perable
(Action B) of six days. This will prevent continuous operation in a degraded electrical
condition by entering the two Actions repeatedly. Current Technical Specification 3.8.1.1 does
not contain this limitation. Therefore, the addition of this limitation is a more restrictive
change. This change does not affect plant safety because it prevents operation in a degraded
electrical condition for an inappropriately long period.

M3 Improved Technical Specification SR 3.8.1.4 (verification that each DG is synchronized,
loaded. and operates for 2 60 minutes) contains a Note which is not included in
CTS 4.8.1.1.2.af The Note requires this SR to be preceded by, and immediately follow
without shutdown a successful performance of the monthly Operability (SR 3.8.1.3) or the
semi-annual test (SR 3 8.1.9). This requirement ensures the DG is performing as required
prior to being loaded. and also limits the number of DG starts. His Note does not adverselv
affect plant safety because it requires the load test to be performed after a successful DG start,
which decreases the wear and tear on the diesel engine by limiting the number of starts. The
addition of these Notes places restrictions on testing requirements, which constitutes a more
restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

M4 Improved Technical Specification 3.8.1 will add one Surveillance (SR 3.8.1.6) to CTS 3.8.1.1.
Surveillance Requirement 3.816 requires accumulated water to be removed from each day
tank once per 3i days. Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil degradation,
however the bacteria must have water in order to survive. Therefore, removal of water from

I fuel oil eliminates the potential for microbiological fouling. Removing the accumulated water
will also elinunate the potential for water entrainment in the fuel oil during DG operation. The
addition of this SR is consistent with NUREG 1432. This change does not adversely affect
plant safety because it unproves the quality of the DG fuel oil.

|

M .5 Improved Technical Specification 3.8.1 will add an SR (SR 3.8.1.15) to CTS 3.8.1.1 which
requires the verification that each DG synchronizes with the offsite power source while loaded
with emergency loads, upon a simulated restoration of offsite power, and loads can be
transferred to the offsite power source. He SR has a Frequency of 24 months. His SR will
ensure that the manual synchronization and load transfer from the DG to the offsite source can

'O be made. The addition of SRs to the Technical Specifications consututes a more restrictive

1
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change. This change will not adversely impact plant safety because it ensures the DG can be
k paralleled to the grid. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECilNICAL CilANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECIINICAL CII ANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTE
LA.1 Current Technical Specification SRs 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 (monthly DG Operability), 4.8.1.1.2.c

(semi-annual DG test), and 4.8.1.1.2.d.3 (24-month simulated loss of offsite power in
conjunction with an ESF signal DG test) contain a footnote (*), which allows warm-up
procedures recommended by the manufacturer prior to DG testing, so that mechanical wear
and stress on the diesel engine is minimized. The explanation of why the warm-up procedures
are allowed (so that mechanical wear . . .) is being moved to the Technical Specification Bases.
Movement of this information to the Bases will continue to ensure that warm-up procedures
are used as recommended by the manufacturer. Informational details such as this are
consistently being moved to the Bases as part of the conversion to NUREG-1432. Any
changes to this information in the Bases will be consistent with the requirements of the Bases
Control Program of Section 5.0. The Bases control program will ensure that changes to these
requirements will be appropriately reviewed. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.1 (24-month DG overhaul) requires the DG to
( be inspected. in accordance with procedures prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's

!
recommendations for this class of standby senice. This requirement is being moved out of the
Technical Specifications into phnt procedures. This Surveillance is a maintenance task and, in
conjunction with the conversion to NUREG-1432, all maintenance-related tasks are being
moved out of Technical Specifications. Plant maintenance, while important, is not required to
verify Operabihty of the DG, nor does it verify the DG functions as required by the safety ;

analysis. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432. '

LA.3 Current Technical Specification 3.8.1.1 LCO lists the specific requirements which make the
required offsite circuits and DGs Operable. It requires that the offsite circuits consist of either l

two 500 kV offsite power circuits, or, as necessary, the 69 kV Southem Maryland Electric
Cooperative offsite power circuit described in the NRC's Jamtary 14,1977 Safety Evaluation
Report, and one 500 kV offsite power circuit. These requirements are being moved out of the
Technical Specifications and into the Bases. The ITS requirement that two offsite circuits be j
Operable is adequate to ensure that offsite power is available Also, the specific qualified |

offsite circuits will be located in the Bases. The specific systems which comprise the AC
electrical power source are being moved as part of the conversion to NUREG-143't The
Bases will be controlled in accordance with the Bases Control Program required by ITS
Section 5.0. Le Bases control program will ensure that changes to these requirements will be
appropriately reviewed. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.4 Current Technical Specification SR 4.8.1.1.2.a.6 requires verification that the DG is aligned to
provide standby power to the associated emergency busses. Improved Technical Specification
3.8.1 will not contain this SR. The requirements of this SR will be moved to the Bases of

'O iTS Section 3.8.1. This is acceptable because the DG is verified aligned to provide standby

|
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|
'

power to the associated emergency busses with the performance of SRs 3.8.1.3 and 3.8.1.9.
| V This requirement can be adequately controlled in the Bases which require change control in
'

accordance with Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. This approach provides an
effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more approprire change control
process. The level of safety of facility operation is =EW by the cnange because this
requirement will be performed monthly with other SRs. Furthermore, NRC wi Cahert Cliffs
resources associated with processing license *= to these regi.-h will be
reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on
safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.5 Current Technical Specification SR 4.8.1.i.2.d.3 specifically lists the type of test signal
(safety injection actuation signal and simulated loss of offsite power) to ensure that the |
emergency bus de-energizes and load sheds, and the DG starts, energizes permanently-
connected loads. and connects auto-connected loads through the load sequencer on a loss of
offsite power, in conjunction with a safety injection actuation signal and simulated loss of
offsite power. The CTS SR also requires that automatically-bypassed DG trips are
automatically bypassed on a safety injection actuation signal and simulated loss of offsite
power. Improved Technical Specification SRs 3.8.1.16 and 3.8.1.14 require the above
functions to be performed as required on an actual or simulated signal. The specific test
signals will no longer be specified in the SR. The test signals will be moved to Section B 3.8.1

of the ITS Bases. This is acceptable because these details do not impact the requirement to
verify the above functions are performed as required. These details can be adequately
controlled in the Bases which require change control in accordance with Bases Control
Program in ITS Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control
and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility
operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement for the
above functions to be performed as required. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources
associated with processing bcense amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This

,

change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This |
change is consistent with NUREG-1432. '

TECHNICAL CilANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L1 Current Technical Specification 3.8.1.1 Actions a and d require performance of the DG
Operability test within 24 hours, or 8 hours when less than the required number of offsite
circuits are Operable (one or two offsite circuits inoperable, respectively). Improved Technical
Specification 3.8.1 will not contain this requirement. The CTS requirement to perform
increased testing on the DG does not prove the DG is any more reliable or Operable tium prior
to it being tested, The requirement only adds additional unnecessary testing to the DGs. In
Generic Letter 93-05 and NUREG 1366, the NRC recommends the deletion of attemate testing
that requires testing the DGs and other unrelated systems not associated with an inoperable
train or subsystem (other than an inoperable DG). Specifically, the NRC recommended
deleting the testing of the DG when an offsite circuit is inoperable. This recommendation is a
result of an effort to eliminate unnecessary testing of the DG. It was concluded that excessive
testing of the DG results in degradation of the diesel engine. Flimineing the DG test, when an
offsite circuit is inoperable, constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

O
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pd Current Technical Specification 3.8.1.1 does not require any Actions to take when requiredL.2!

features are inoperable solely due to an inoperable power source. However, CTS 3.0.5 allows
,

the required feature (s) to be considered Operable for the purpose of sansfymg the %=. ;s

ofits applicable LCO provided: (1) its wnw4ieg normal or emergency power source is ;
;

Operable, and (2) all of its redundant required feature (s), systems (s), subsystem (s), train (s),
;

component (s) and device (s) are Operable. Current Tehai=1 SpeA=rian 3.0.5 allows -

two hours for this verification. Improved Tehne=1 SMM-,3.8.1 Achans A, B, and D
.

will contain a requirement to declare required feature (s) with no offsste power /DG avadable |
inoperable when its redundant required feature (s)is inoperable. He ITS will allow 24 hours ;

for Action A (one offsite circuit inoperable),4 hours for Achon B (one DG inoperable), and !
12 hours for Action D (two offsite circuits moperable), to declare the required feature (s)

'

inoperable after discovery that the redundant required feature (s) is moperable. His change
essentially increas:s the time to declare the required feature (s) inoperable from 2 hours to ;

24 hours,12 hours or 4 hours. The 24-hour Completion Time is tweeptable tu verify the . '

redundant feature (s) is operable when one offsite circuit is inoperable because: (1)the i
redundant counterpart to the inoperable required feature is still Operable, although single j
failure protection may have been lost; (2)the capacity and capability of the remammg AC ;
sources are still available; (3) a reasonable time for repairs is provided for restoration before :
the unit is subjected to transients associated with shutdown; and (4) the low probability of a ,

design basis accident occurring during this period. The 12-hour Completion Time is *

acceptable to verify the redundant features are Operable when two offsite circuits are :

inoperable because. (1) a shorter Completion Time is warranted when two offsite circuits are '!
inormrabi: because 24 hours is allowed when one offsite circuit is inoperable; (2) the low i

pn d ility of a design basis accident occurring during this period; and (3) the availability ofi

the Us which are required to be Operable. The four-hour Completion Time is appropriate _!

,

,

because: (1) the remaining Operable DG and the offsite circuits are adequate to supply !

electrical power; (2) a reasonable time for repairs is provided for restoration before the unit is - ;

subjected to transients associated with a shutdown; (3) the low probability of a design basis
,

accident occurring during this period, and (4)the redundant counterpart to the inoperable '

required feature is still Operable. Increasing the Completion Time to declare the required -

feature (s) inoperable constitutes a less restrictive change. His change is consistent with '

NUREG 1432,
s

| L.3 Current Technical Specification 3.8.1.1 Action b requires the' testing of the redundant DG !
within 24 hours uhen one DG is inoperable. Improved Technical Specification 3.8.1 Action B {
will require either the testing of the redundant DG within 24 hours, or verification that the ]

[ Operable DG is not inoperable due to a common cause failure when one DG is inoperable.
'

The addition of the option to verify the Operable DG is not inoperable due to a common cause
| failure, instead of requiring the DG to be tested, is recommer.ded in Generic Letter 93-05 and

| NUREG-1366. This recommendation is part of an effort to climinate unnecessary testing of {
! DGs. Excessive D1 testing can cause degradation of the diesel engme De reliability of the 1

DGs has been identified as one ci the main factors affectmg the risk of core damage from
station blackout. If the Operable DG can be shown to not be inoperable due to a common
cause failure, the DG is assumed Operable and does rd have to be tested if the Operable DG
is shown to be inoperable due to a common cause failure, it is declared moperable and,

: ITS 3.8.1 Action E is entered. If cause of the inoperable DG cannot be determmed, then
i testing will have to be performed on the Operable DG. De addenen of an opuan which

_ prevents testing of the Operable DG constitutes a less restrictive change. His change is.

consistent with NUREG-1432.
'

6

I

l
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L.4 Current Technical Specification SRs 4.8.1.1.2.a.1 through 4.8.1.1.2.a.7 require that testing for
the DG be performed every 31 days on a Staggered Test Basis. Improved Technical
Specification SRs 3.8.1.3, 3.8.1.4, 3.8.1.5, 3.8.1.7, and 3.8.1.8 mill not require testmg for the
DG on a Staggered Test Basis. Here are two DGs. Just as other systems with two trams
(Iow pressure safety injection, Contamment Spray, etc.), the DGs are tested by train with other
components on the same train. Normally, different cumycists on different trams are not

:
tested on the same day. This is a good operatmg practice because it prevents components from )
opposite trains from becoming inoperable at the same time. His change makes the DGs i
consistent with ESF trains in that Staggered Testmg is not required. He deletion of I

requirements on SRs constitutes a less restrictive change. His change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

L.5 Current Technical Specification SR 4.8.1.1.1.b requires the offsite circuits be demonstrated

Operable, at least once per refueling interval during shutdown, by manually transferring unit
poncr supply from the normal circuit to the alternate circuit. Improved Technical
Specification SR 3.8.1.10 uill not contain this restriction. The procedure can be accomplished I

in any Mode and, while not routine, has been done at power at Calvert Cliffs. His test is
normally performed with SR 3.8.1.16 (loss offsite power with ESF signal) which is nonnally
performed during a refueling outage, but is capable of being performed at power at Calvert
Cliffs. This change is acceptable b ,use, while the desirable time to perform the test is dming
a refueling outage. it can be dore cly in any Mode, as exhibited at Calvert Cliffs. The

|

,

deletion of Mode restrictions on an a evastitutes a less restrictive change. This change is j
consistent with NUREG-143 1

L.6 Current Technical Specification 4.8.1.1.2.a.5 requires verification the DG is synchronized,
loaded, and operates for 2 60 minutes every 31 days. Improved Technical Specification
SR 3.8.1.4 performs the same test, however, it is modified by a Note which allows momentary
transients below the load range to not invalidate the test. His allows for changing bus loads
which may cause transients below the load range. Electrical loads to equipment sometimes
vary; therefore, variation of the loads which may result in momentarily being below the limit
does not invalidate the test. The purpose of the test is to verify the DG is capable of
synchronizing with the offsite electrical system. Since during accidents the DG loads may
vary, allowing these perturbations during testing is acceptable. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

L.7 Current Technical Specification 4.8.1.1.2.d.4.c requires verification that automatically
bypassed DG trips are automatically bypassed on a SIAS in conjunction with a simulated loss
of offsite power. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.8.1.14 will require verification that
automatically bypassed DG trips are automatically bypassed on an actual er simulated
required actuation signal. This allows the appropriate signals for each DG to be tested. The
non critical protective functions bypassed are described in UFSAR, Chapter 8. Unless
specifically configured, operation of the DGs bypasses is not contingent on 'a SIAS in
conjunction with simulated loss of offsite power. This change is less restrictive because IA,
2A, and 2B DGs do not require verification that automatically bypassed DG trips are
automatically bypassed on a SIAS in conjunction with a simulated loss of offsite power. The
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

(Ow/
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VI. l
3/4.8 ELECTRICAI. POWER SYSTDts

$URVEILLANCE REQUIRDtENTS (Continued)
1

y,gt 3,g,3 L b. it least o e per vz cays Dy ve fying that a sample ofuel f he fuel storage ta is Aithin the accep e limi g
.

diese
tsf yg ge specift in Table 1 of AS 75 @ en checked viscosity. l lyater nd sediment. f r

3 As lean onct per 454 cays Dy rura ryirig Ent uitzel ssarss from \ambient condi
g 10 seconds } ion and accelerates to at least 60 H2 in T |

i
'

! ' ,

d. At least once per REFUELING INTERVAL by:

1. Subjecting the cliesel to an inspection in accordance with
procedures prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's
reconmendations for this class of standby service.

2. Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of
1 500 hp without tripping.

3. Simulating a loss of offsite power in conjunction with a
safety in,jection actuation test signal, and

a) Verifying de-energiration of the emergenc
load shedding from the emergency busses y busses and

t) Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition on thes

6 auto start signal, energizes the emergency busses with
. -- pertanently connected loads, energizes the auto-connected

emergency loads through the load sequencer and operates
for 15 minutes while its generator is loaded with the
emergency loads,

c) Verifying that automatically bypassed diesel trips are
automatically bypassed on a Safety Injection Actuation
Si gt.al .

4. Verifying the diesel generator operates for 160 minutes
while leaded to > 4000 kW for No.1A Emergency Diesel
Generator or 12700 kW for No.1B Emergency Diesel Generator.

5. Verifying that the auto-connected loads to each diehl
generator do not exceed 4000 kW far No.1A Emergenc/ Diesel
Generator or 2700 kW for No. IB Emergency Diesel Generator.

All engine starts for the purpose of this Surveillance Requirement
may be preceded by an engine pre-lube period recomended by the
manufacturer so that mechanical wear and stress on the diesel engine
is minimized.

A
S u Da w ssoor of S y &
Spec tic.h 2.5.1, *A.c,
'"ss. - on.Ly to
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$URVEILLANCE REQUIRDIEKf1 (Centloved) ( 5-<<%- o--+-g''r

For the 69 kV SMECO offsite power circuit, within one hour ob2.
substitution for a 500 kV offsite power circuit, and at least
once per 8 hours thereafter during use by verifying correct
breaker alignments and indicated power availability and '<

,

b. Demonstrated OPERABLE at least cace per REFUELING INTERVAL during
shutdown by manually transferring unit power supply from the
normal circuit to the alternate circuit.

451.1.2 Each diesel generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: j
At least once per 31 days on a6 TAG 5tREDATST 8451Dby:

f
a.

- verifying the fuel level in the day fuel tanQ
5R 38.3.i d) Verifying the fuel level in the fuel storage tank.

i n irifiliig~the'foel transfef'p0mp can be started and transfers
fuel from the storage system to the day tank.,

4. *ierifying the diesel starts and achieves a generator voltage
and frequency,of 4160 1 420 volts and 60 1 1.2 Hz.
respectively.

l'
5. Verifying the generator is synchronized, loaded to 12700 kW. |

I . .
and operates for 1 60 minutes.

6. Verifying the diesel generator is aligned to provide standby

l . Verifying that the automatic load sequencer timer is OPERABLE

power to the associated emergency busses.

7
i with the interval between each load block within i 10% of its (( design interval.

_ J
b. C enst once er u cays Dy ver fying that a sample of dieseT\$R 3.'$ ,1,,2, fuel from t fuel storage tan i hin the accepta e limits

viscosity,T AII
'

j specified n Table 1 of AS 975 hen checked f j
grater a sedirnent.

. J

TN!fM k3,63,t

b~ m O i
|f All engine starts for the purpose of this Surveillance Requiremen'

may be preceded by an engine prelube period and/or other warmup
procedures recommended by the manufacturer 50 that mechanical weari

( and stress on the diesel engine is minimized.

! CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/4 8 4 Amendment No. 191
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.8.3 - DIESEL FUEL OIL

'

Specifications. Adding an AOT to Action statements when none currently exists constitutes
a more restrictive change. This change does not adversely affect plant safety because it
cascades the plant to the support system Specification if restoration cannot be completed
within a certain time limit. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

t

M.4 Current Technical Specification 4.8.1.1.2.b references ASTM D975-81 for sampling the ..

! diesel fuel oil storage tanks for viscosity, water, and sediment. Improved Technical
Specification B 3.8.1 requirements for testing the diesel fuel oil storage tanks will require '|

! compliance with ASTM D975-92. His change will commit Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power
Plant to the updated ASTM which contains additional testing requirements. De requirement

3

to include additional testing constitutes a more restrictive change. His change does not |

impact plant safety because the updated ASTM includes better testing methodology along |
with additional testing u hich allows for a more thorough test of the diesel fuel oil. 1

!

TECIINICAL CilANGES - RELOCATIONS

None j
s

!
TECHNICAL CH ANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROI 15'I) .

DOCUMENTS
|

LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.8.L2 Actions e and d (Unit 1 only) require the suspension
of moving heavy loads over irradiated fuel when one required AC source is inoperable. This

'

requirement will be mosed out of Technical Specifications and into plant procedures. All ;

heavy load requirements are being moved out of Technical Specifications as part of the
;

conversion to NUREG-1432. It is acceptable to move heavy load requirements out of i

Technical Specifications because heavy load requirements are not assumptions, nor are they !

initiators, of any esent in the accident analyses. This change is consistent with {
NUREG 1432. '

>
LA.2 Current Technical Specification 3.8.1.2 Action d footnote (*) requires that the performance j

of Action d. not preclude completion of actions to establish a safe conservative position. |
This requirement is being moved to the Improved Technical Specification Bases. The ITS >

Bases states that suspension of these activities does not preclude completion of actions to
:

establish a safe, conservative condition. The movement of this requirement to the Bases will
still ensure that the actions taken will establish a safe, conservative position. This type of |
specific information is being moved to the Bases as part of the conversion to NUREG-1432. |

Any changes to these requirements will be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in '

Section 5.0 of the ITS. This will ensure that any changes to these requirements will be I

appropriately reviewed. Tnis change is consistent with NUREG-1432. '

LA.3 Cu-rent Technical Specifications 3.8.1.1 and 3.8.1.2 Actions foi a FOST inoperable require
verification that the Operable FOST is aligned to the appropriate DG. Improved Technical
Specification 3.8.3 Actions will not contain this requirement. His requirement is a
condition of Operability and is more appropriate for plant procedures. His is acceptable
because Technical Specifications should only contain specific requirements for a support :
system Operability (requiring the FOST is sufficient), and not get specific. His specific |
requirement is more appropriate for plant procedures. Requirements in plant procedures will |

1

be controlled via the plant change control process. His approach provides an effective level
i

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.8.33 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.8.3 - DIESEL FUEL OIL

t

p of control, and for a more appropriate change control process. He level of safety of facilityV operations is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement that the
i DG be connected to an Operable FOST. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources
I associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. His
|

change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety. His
| change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

.

| TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
L,1 Current Techmal Specification 3.8.1.1 allows various AOTs when the FOSTs are

! inoperable, depending on the unit, tank, and time of year. These times range from two hours i
!

to seven days. Improved Technical Specifications will contain various AOTs depending on
the cause for the inoperabilities (i.e., FOST level, particulates, and new fuel oil properties).
These AOTs range from 48 hours to 30 days. Specifically, this change increases the AOT
from 2 hours. 72 hours, and 7 days before having to begin a shutdown, to 48 hours,7 days,
and 30 days before having to declare the DG inoperable. In order to m.ike a one-on-
one comparison to the current Technical Specification, the ITS AOTs will be converted to
time required to begin a shutdown (ITS AOTs plus DG AOT). He ITS would allow 5 days
for level (48-hour AOT plus a 72-hour AOT for the DG),10 days (7-day AOT plus the DG
AOT) for panicula'es, and 33 days (30-day AOT plus the DG AOT) for new fuel oil
properties, prior to i)eginning a shutdown. Therefore, this change results in an increase in
AOTs uhen a FOST is inoperable from 2 hours,72 hours, or 7 days to begin a shutdown,
depending on which tank to 5 days.10 days, or 33 days for all tanks, depending on which |
parameter is not v.ithin limits. The 48-hour AOT for FOST level (prior to declaring the DG '

inoperable) allows time for obtaining the requisite replacement volume and performing the -

analyses required prior to addition of fuel oil to the tank The time is also acceptable based |
on the remaining capacity, the fact that procedures will be initiated to obtain replenishment,
and the low probability of an event during this brief period. The 7-day AOT, when the
particulate les els are high prior to declaring the DG inoperable, is acceptable because a high
lesel of particulates does not mean failure of the fuel oil to burn properly in the diesel
engine, particulate concentration is unlikely to change significantly between Surveillance
Frequency intervals, and proper engine performance has been recently demonstrated (within

,

31 days). The 30-day AOT for new fuel oil properties is acceptable because the DG is Skely !
to still perform its intended function even though the fuel oil properties are oatsida simits.
Relaxation of the AOTs constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.8.1.1 Unit 1 Actions f, g, and h, and Unit 2 Actions f
and g, require the Operable FOST volume and flow path to be verified within one hour and
once per eight hours thereafter, when one FOST is inoperable. Improved Technical
Specification 3.8.1 will not contain this regt Waent. Increased Frequency testing of the

,

Operable FOST is unnecessary when one is inoperable. The normal SR Frequency I

(performed every 31 days) is adequate to ensure that a sufficient supply of fuel oil is
available, since low level alarms are provided to alert the operator of low level in-between

| performances of the SR. Also, the operators would be aware of any large use of fuel oil
'

during this period. The deletion of an unnecessary Action constitutes a less restrictive
change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

i

O
d.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.8.3-4 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.8.3 - DIESEL FUEL OIL

/3 L3 Current Technical Speci6 cation 3.8.1.2.c requires the No. 21 FOST to be restored toU Operable status within 72 hours when inoperable. If the FOST cannot be restored within|

72 hours, CTS require Core Alterations, irradiated fuel movement, and positive reactivity
additions to be suspended. Improved Technical SpeciGcation 3.8.3 will require the FOST to
be restored to Operable status within 7 days for particulate concentration and 30 days for
new fuel oil propenies not within limits. If the required FOST cannot be reston,d within the

i AOT, the associated DG must be declared inoperable, which requires the immediate
suspension of Core Alterations, movement of irradiated fuel, and positive reactivity
additions. This change increases the AOTs when the No. 21 FOST is inoperable from
72 hours to 7 days for particulate concentration, and 30 days for new fuel oil properties not
within limits. The 7-day AOT, when particulate concentration is high, is acceptable because
a high level of paniculates does not mean failure of the fuel oil to burn properly in the diesel
engine, particulate concentration is unlikely to change significantly between Surveillance
Frequency intersals. and proper engine performance has been recently demonstrated (within
the previous 31 day st The 30-day AOT, when new fuel oil properties are not within limit, is
acceptable because the DG will still perform its intended function. Relaxation of the AOTs
constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is condstent with NUREG 1432.

L4 Current Technical Specification 3.8.1.2.d requires Core Alterations, irradiated fuel
mos ement. and positive reactivity additions to be immediately suspended when the No. l A
FOST is inoperable. Improved Technical Specification 3.8.3 will require the FOST to be
restored to Operable status within 48 hours for level,7 days for particulate concentration,
and 30 days for new fuel oil propenies not within limits. If the required FOST cannot be
restored within the AOTs. the associated DG must be declared inoperable, which requires the<.

( immediate suzpensio:. of Core Alterations, mosement of irradiated fuel, and positive
reactisity additions This chcnge essentially increases the AOT when the No. l A FOST is
inoperable from 72 hours to 48 hours for level, 7 days for particulate concentration, and
30 days for new fuel oil properties not within limits. The 48-hour AOT for FOST level not
within limits allow s time for obtaining the requisite replacement volume and performing the
analyses required prior to addition of fuel oil to the tank. The time is also acceptable based
on the remaining capacity, the fact that procedures will be initiated to obtain replenishment,
and the low probability of an event during this brief period. The seven-day AOT, when
particulate concentration is high, is acceptable because a high level of particulates does not
mean failure of the fuel oil to burn properly in the diesel engine, particulate concentration is
unlikely to change signi0cantly between Surveillance Frequency intervals, and proper engine
performance has been recently demonstrated (within the previous 31 days). The 30-day
AOT, when new fuel oil properties are not within limit, is acceptable because the DG will l
still perform its intended function. Relaxation of the AOTs constitutes a less restrictive !

change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L5 Current Technical Specincation SR 4.8.1.1.2.a.2 requires the verification that each FOST j

level is within limits every 31 days on a Staggered Test Basis. Improved Technical |
Speci0 cation SR 3.8.3.1 will not require FOST testing on a Staggered Test Basis. The '

FOSTs support two DGs. Just as other systems with two trains (Iow pressure safety
injection, Containment Spray, etc.), the DGs are tested by train with other components on the
same train. Thus, the associated storage tank which supports the DG is normally tested with
the DG. Normally, different components on different trains are not tested on the same day.

p This is a good operating practice because it prevents components from opposite trains from
V becoming inoperable at the same time. This change makes the FOST testing consistent with

CALVER1 CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.8.3-5 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| SECTION 3.8.3 - DIESEL FUEL OIL
|

| .

''

DGs, which are consistent with ESF trains in that Staggered Testing is not required. He
deletion of requirements on SRs constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

!

|
|

|

|

|

O
|

i

l

I

1

I

!O
i
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l 3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT $ (Continued)|

fcfocumented and updated, as appropriate, in the system
description contained in FSAR Cha

j accordance with 10 CFR 50.71(e). pter 8. and updated in

I . At least once per 18 months, the battery charger * shall bee

demonstrated capable of recharging the battery at a rate of
1400 amperes while supplying nonnal D.C. loads or equivalent or .
greater dury load.

,

' f. At least once per 60 months by verifying that the battery
,

capacity is at least 83% of the manufacturer's rating when
subjected to a performance discharge test. This perfonnance
discharge test shall be performed subsequent to the satisfactory 2completien of the required battery service test. >

!

% b s u s > > >. c ka ry ft
i p , . G . 4 .. 3 . 6 . c,

'

- Or A y''' t f. s, , a i

O | i
i

i

!

!

!

, ( Not applicable to the charger associated with the Reserve Battery.)

|
! CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 8-16 Amendment No. 183
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3/4.8 ELE *TRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 4

!

$URVEILLANCE REQUIRENDFS (Continued)

documented and updated, as appropriate in the system
; description contained in F3AR Chapter 8, and updated in

accordance with 10 CFR 50.71(e).

At least once per 18 months, the battery charger * shall bee.

/ demonstrated capable of recharging the battery at a rate of
[ 5 400 an: peres while supplying normal D.C. loads or equivalent or

'

greater duxy load.

At least once per 60 months by verifying that the battery if.

capacity is at least 80% of the manufacturer's rating when
subjected to a perfomance discharge test. This perfomance.

( discharge test shall be perfomed subsequent to the satisfactor
- completion cf the required battery service test.

'

/
ida.c >1..a. -( C L e. ~ e, * s

-e
/

t I

. . " . *f . t.) ,

. - - V -
'

,

I

( het applicable to the charger associated with the Reserve Batte
i

! i
i
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3,$ 4/44 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3'7'q 4/4,4r2 ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS m-
!$~ '"d -flu A C, hCo eJ AC V'h I

-+-f, Distribution - vorratino '

Ait c * .c eA f as Hr' - $,kJ t

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION [
,

LWA m m niia-ne e r,-g ,- shall be -- - ' " -" 0PERABLE:

fa.'(12S'-nolt MC. bus /o.11)the associated 125-volt'D.C. battery 3 h
, p car.L cr as necessary sneJReserve Battery, and one associated fulq capacity charger.*.
,

ikf b. (f25-y/olt D.C/ bus M.123 the associated 125-volt D.C. battery %g r. cau or as necessary the Reserve Battery, and one associated full / A.2
' '' j capacity charger.

5 c. (IE5tvolt D/C. bus tv6. 2D the associated 125-volt D.C. battery h''
'': w cant or as necessary the' Reserve Battery, and one associated full'

~~

j capacity charger. N_

N.ii [k d. di5-/:lt D.C/ bus he./22h the associated 125-volt D.C. battery Ib
.

t
' 'cau cr es necessary tne Reserve Battery, and one associated ful b

J an city chargery

ANL10aEltIT): M0;ES 1, 2. 3 and 4.
. . . . . .

ACTION:

A $ith one 125-volt bus inoperable, restore the inoperable bus to
AN/ , ' OPERABLE status within 2 hourseer be in at least NOT STANDBY

' * // /, ~~
fwithin the next 6 hours and iniCOLD $HtTTDOWN within th following . . -.

s30 hours. l. T T u. 6,.,3 . <. a :C.T- (// . !
cc.t... n.? .cs J.

i,. With one 125 volt D.C. battery inoperable and the associatedi
125-v0lt D.C. bus not being supplied by the Reserve Battery'

, except during surveillance testing per
! Specification 4.8.2.3.2.d.1:

,1. Restore the inoperable battery to OPERABLE status within
2 hours, or replace the inoperable battery with the OPERABLE
Reserve Battery within the next 2 hours, or

.

2. Be in at least NOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in
COLD $HlfTDOWN within the followinc 30 hours

C. c. . Dic.n, ef Ja,.. , ftr.
( )if " '( < b 2.S. (

" D c E,u e4,-''e
l d
i
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3,$ 3/4,4. ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTDt$
p .

3,y,3 3/' !.2 ONSITE POWER DIKIRIBLITION SYSTEM [
-D.C. Distributi E no vd ad bus e I c d . . ,. 4

|\ LLO 3.%.R P*"" ' ' ' ^ * * ' ' ' ^ ' ' * *
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ~ ' - SC". %.

6 ,, J.S.2.0 its 'Rilawing L.C. .n.a ti;ir, hall be energized and OPERABLE:
I

etD.'.busfo. ' the associated 125-volt D.C. battery hia.
S~ ba r~s ete5Yari serve Battery, and one associated full. .

* capacity charger. ,
.

{
l b. (IEv[lt D[C. busfo. I associated 125-volt D.C. battery h !

.

$ p bat 6r as nenssary the Reserve Battery, and one associated full
i

'
.

; j capacity charger.
g 7'

c. T25-v, fit D.C/ bus yib2 the associated 125-volt D.C. battery |
-

,' baff or as~ne~cessary the eserve Battery, and one associated full I '
'

; j capacity charger.. . .

I . 13-21t D.C./ bus hM 22) ociated 125-volt D.C. battery @Y..k' - k
d

~

bank or as neces'sDf the Reserve Battery, and one associated full)capacity charger.
,

--

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACT!'05: ~"
~

'a. /With one 125-volt bus inoperable, restore the inoperable bus to" "# C -

' DPERABLE status within 2 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY l

-(withinthenext6hoursandi COLD-$#1IIR9h0L.with t wing -
'

l- ie> i _. s30 hours, f - < .; ' '. L e , u IIe e - f,- .c P . ' s' |
. - - . . . .

_ _ _ _ ___ f . ...,.w , .. .a ~

b. With one 125-volt D.C. battery inoperable anftEif'i~ssociated ' go
125-volt D.C. bus not being supplied by the Reserve Battery
except during surveillance testing per
Specification 4.8.2.3.2.d.1:

1. Restore the inoptrable battery to OPERABLE status within
2 hours, or replace the inoperable battery with the OPERABLl'
Reserve Battery within the next 2 hours, or

i 2. Be in at least NOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.s- _.

i
5** J . u. ., 3 .f C'...,,-.,

'

i
'

F.c q,, c . ( 3.9.4,.4 o,

"
CC. Sove c ' '. - O - 4 ".p

t

| CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/4 8-13 Amendment No. 160 ||
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, DISCUSSION OF CHANGESl

SECTION 3.8.9 - DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS - OPERATING

| A TECilNICAL CHANGES - RELOCATIONS
None

TECIINICAL CliANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.] Current Technical Specification LCO 3.8.2.1 and SR 4.8.2.1 list specifically that the AC
electrical power busses shall have a source of power other than the DG, and the breakers
between the redundant busses shall be open. These specific requirements are being moved to
the Bases. The Bases will require a separate and i% offsite power source to each bus.
Specific details on the Operability of equipment are being moved to the Bases as part of the
conversion to NUREG-1432. The requirement that the AC electrical power busses have a

j source of power other than the DG is still required as stated in the Bases. Any change to this
'

requirements will be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in Section 5.0 of the ITS.
The Bases Control Program will ensure that any changes to these requirements will be
appropnately revieued. Tius change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA2 Current Technical Specification 3.8.2.1 lists the specific AC distribution subsystems required|

(4160 Volt emcgency bus. 480 Volt emergency bus, and 120 VAC vital bus). Current
Technical Specification 3.8 2.3 lists the specific subsystems that makeup the DC Distribution
(125 VDC bus). The description of the specific subsystems that make up *.% Distribution |
System are being moved out of the Technical Specifications into the Bases. The movement of

this description to the Bases is pan of the conversion to NUREG-1432. The LC0 along with1

its' de cription in the Bases. is appropriate to ensure the appropriate AC or DC distribution |
subsystems are requird Any thange to these requirements will be in accordance with the,

i

Bases Control Program m Section 5.0 of the ITS. The Bases Control Program will ensure that
any changes-to these requirements will be appropriately reviewed. This change is consistent
with NUREG-1431

TECilNICA1 Cil ANGE I FSS RESTRICTIVE

None

i

!

|

|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.8.9-2 Revision I
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3,9 3/4e8 [LECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
_ , , , . -

. m.., ---......-,,,m evenue.1,. m,,.
_, .... ...; - - - - - -

j
j ,a A c, g,J.f 4.f ,hc/rs./o-8r4,G, Distributio own Ac

f

J.,4a. U .- s L ,4a.a >L..n L. or " 3'E
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION j,,^,"/d'PV"## "Pi'N

_

(co 3,3,10 3.S.2.0 A: e ;c. ,;.--. t T ;;- mv a.s. g
- --

w m u.si -.. .o.;;
SPERAttE gns energized from soprces m -

(but_ alicyf to an OPERABLE d}4sel generato.6 u-n a si=>si sw.yatof - g 4,
v--wr m n-r

f

1 160 volt gency Bus-

1 480 volt rgency Bus
)

4, 4, 7.2 120 t A.C. Vital sses-

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With less than the above complement of A.C. busses OPERABLE anda.
energized: .

|

(i g,,,*, t.,, t | Imediately suspend all operations involving CORE
XALTERATI M S, positive reactivity chances. movement of

p / irradiatec_ fuel A-d : ( 4~ 4r. g s# .. c. 4 1 -
:n ^ r '::.. M I: : :- ._nf,N g, ,,

V 4* -
ct.+9 u v ' i " e " - 4 - r: M red '.C. 5 :::: ;r; ,. ;;ra; to
OfERABLE-err; s w ,Les assivs, and j-

..

1[minimumA.C.electricalbussestoOPERABLEandenergizedI m ediately initiate corrective actions to restore the
f*i L'A " A M ~

- (stat-s,and

7'. All contain e.t penetrations provici cirect access from th
f containren atmosphere to the outsi e atmosphere shall beI either c sed by an isolation valv , blind flange, or man 1 g , 2,,valve, be capable of being c1 ed by an OPERABLE aut atic'

purge alve. A minimum of one oor in each airlock sh
be]clos d and the equipment door hall be closed and he in

{ e by a minimum of four b ts.j

r
Decl re , ,s .c u, ta g ,,$,, ,, J4.A h'''< I.y ,J,,p, 4
'^*."R a3 g ,, ,,J,n,

'

'

af ra v o
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.8.10 - DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS - SHUTDOWN

Q ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES
\

! A.1 The proposed change will reformat,, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
j Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result,

the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

. During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG-1432. However, the additional information does not change the intent of the
CTS. The reformatting. renumbering, and rewording process involves no technical changes
to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Speci0 cation 3.8.2.2 applies to the AC Distribution System during
Modes 5 and 6. This CTS encompasses the 4160 Volt emergency bus, the 480 Volt
emergency bus, and the 120 VAC vital bus. Current Technical Specification 3.8.2.3 applies
to the DC Distribution System during Modes 5 and 6. This CTS encompasses the 125 VDC
bus,125 Volt batteries and the battery chargers. The ITS will divide the DC Distribution
CTS into two Specifications, DC Sources - Shutdown Technical Specification (batteries and
chargers), and Distribution Systems - Shutdown Technical Specification. The AC
Distribution Technical Specification will not be divided. Improved Technical
Specification 3.8.10 will discuss the Distribution Systems - Shutdown (Modes 5 and 6, and
during mos ement of irradiated fuel assemblies) which encompass the AC, DC, and AC Vital

q bus electrical distribution systems. This change is administrative since no technical changes
V were made. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.3 Current Technical Specifications 3.8.2.2 Action a.1 and 3.8.2.4 Action a. require the Actions
taken (suspension of Core Alterations, positive reactivity changes, and movement of
irradiated fuel) to remain in affect until the minimum required distribution systems
equipment is restored to Operable status. Improved Technical Specification 3.8.10 will not
contain this requirement. Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.0.2 requires the LCO to
be entered and the Required Actions and Conditions to be satisfied until the LCO is met or
no longer applicable. Tiierefore, statinb this in the Actions is not required. The deletion of a
requirement in the Technical Specifications that exists elsewhere in the Technical
Specifications constitutes an administrative change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A.4 Improved Technical Specification 3.8.10 will add Required Action (A.2.5) to CTS 3.8.2.2
and 3.8.2.4 to declare the required shutdown cooling (SDC) subsystem (s) inoperable and not
in operation when the associated distribution subsystem is inoperable. This action was
added because. pursuant to iTS LCO 3.0.6, the SDC Actions would not have to be entered.
Requiring the SDC Actions to be entered is appropriate because SDC (which provides core
cooling) may be degraded. The CTS already requires the SDC LCO Actions to be entered
based on the definition which requires both normal and emergency power. Thus, this change
ensures that appropriate Actions are taken in the ITS. The addition of a requirement that
already exists in the CTS constitutes an administrative change. This change is consistent
with NUREG-1432.
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| 3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will allow momentary transients below the load range to not invalidate a
!

Surveillance test which verifies that the DG is capable of synchromzmg with the offsite electrical
system. This change is acceptable because such transients may occur under accident conditions or
under the test conditions, and therefore, these transients do not invalidate the test results. As the

test results are still acceptable, the verification that the DG is capable of perfomung its safety
function is unchanged. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in
a margin of safety.

|
i

3.8.1 Chance L.7
i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
|accident previously evaluated? !

Current Technical Specification SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.4.c requires verification that the automatically
bypassed diesel trips are automatically bypassed on a Safety injection Actuation Signal and a
simulated loss of offsite power. The ITS SR 3.8.1.14 will require verification that the

1

automatically bypassed diesel trips are automatically bypassed on a required actuation signal.
This change is needed because the Diesel Generators have different non-critical protective trips that
are bypassed automatically on a required actuation signal. The specific trips are described in the
Bases The Diesel Generators are not an initiator of any accident previously evaluated so the
probabihty of an accident previously evaluated is not increased. The ITS SR will contmue to
require testing that the trips are automatically bypassed so the ability of the Diesel Generator to
mitigate an accident previously evaluated is not affected. Therefore, this change will not involve
an mcrease in the probabihty or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.m

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

Current Technical Specification SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.4.c requires verification that the automatically
bypassed diesel trips are automatically bypassed on a Safety injection Actuation Signal and a
simulated loss of offsite power. The ITS SR 3.8.1.14 will require verification that the
automatically bypassed diesel tr.ps are automatically bypassed on a required actuation signal.
This change will not physically alter the plant (no new or different types of equipment will be
installed). The change does not require any new or unusual operator actions. Therefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a m .rgin of safety?

Current Technical Specification SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.4.c requires verification that the automatically
bypassed diesel trips are automatically bypassed on a Safety Injection Actuation Signal and a
simulated loss of offsite power. The ITS SR 3.8.1.1.14 will require verification that the
automatically bypassed diesci trips are automatically bypassed on a required actuation signal.
This change is needed because the Diesel Generators have different non-critical trips that are
automatically bypassed on a required actuation signal. The specific trips are described in the

| Bases. Testing that the automatically bypassed trips are bypassed will contmue to be perfonned.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

< m

U ,
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3.8.2 Chance L1(nV) 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an I
accident previously evaluated?

Upon a loss of the required offsite power source while shutdown, the CTS require suspending i
Core Alterations. positive reactivity changes, and movement of irradiated fuel, and the ;

| immediate initiation of corrective actions to restore one offsite circuit to Operable status. The ;
! proposed change would give the option of declaring required features with no offsite power |
| inoperable and following the prescribed Actions. There are two previously evaluated accidents

|considered for a shut down reactor: a fuel handling accident and a boron dilution accident. '

Neither of these analyses are initiated by a loss of offsite power or assume a concunent loss of
offsite power. Therefore, the probability of these events is not affected. As a loss of offsite

;

power is not assumed in either of these two events, the actions taken in response to a loss of
'

offsite power will not affect the actions taken to mitigate these events. Therefore, the
consequences of these events are not affected. The proposed change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

Upon the loss of offsite power while the reactor is shutdown, the proposed change will give the
option of declaring affected features with no offsite power inoperable, and following the required
Actions instead of suspending Core Alterations, positive reactivity changes, and movement of .

irradiated fuel, and immediately initiating corrective actions to restore one offsite circuit to !
q Operable status. This change does not im olve a significant change ir the design or operation of |

Q the plant. No harduare is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed |
change may introduce the possibility of a fuel handling accident or boron dilution accident with a ;

loss of offsite power. However, the Actions entered for the required features will provide the
appropriate compensatory measures to ensure the plant is maintained in a safe condition.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously esaluated.

I
3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

Upon a loss of the required offsite power source while shut down, the CTS require suspending
Core Alterations. positise reactivity changes, and movement of irradiated fuel, and the
immediate initiation of correctise actions to restore one offsite circuit to Operable status. The
proposed change would give the option of declaring required features with no offsite power 1

inoperable, and following the prescribed actions. This change will allow an evaluation to be |
made to determine if some plant operations, such as fuel movement, may continue, while I
following the Actions for an inoperable offsite power source and the inoperable required
features. The Actions for the inoperable features provide the appropriate compensatory
measures to ensure the plant is maintained in a safe condition. Allowing an evaluation to
determine whether to follow the current set of generic Actions or the specific Actions specified
for the inoperable required features will have no effect on the margin of safety. Therefore, the
proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

:

|

t
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l

| G 3.8.2 Change L2
U

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated? '

,

! The proposed change lists the SRs that are required to be performed. Some SRs are not listed
i because these SRs may cause the AC sources to be rendered inoperable. However, these SRs

must still be able to be met (i.e., no known problems exist which would cause the SR to fail ifit
was performed). This change will prevent the plant from being placed at risk from the loss of an
AC source during the performance of these SRs. The Actions will preclude requiring the
Operable DG from being paralleled with the offsite power network, or otherwise rendered
inoperable during performance of SRs, and to preclude de-energizing a required

| 4 kV Engineered Safety Feature bus or disconnecting a required offsite circuit during
'

performance of SRs. With limited AC sources available, a single event could compromise both
the required circuit and the DG. The SRs are required to still be met, although performance is
not required. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation
of accidents or transients. This change will continue to protect against the single failure
assumptions on AC Sources. Thus, this change does not significantly increase the probability of
an accident previously evaluated. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase
in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.,

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change lists the SRs that are required to be performed. Some SRs are not listed
! ( because these SRs may cause the AC sources to be rendered inoperable. However, these SRs

'

must still be able to be met (i.e., no known problems exist which would cause the SR to fail if it
was performed). This change will prevent the plant from being placed at risk from the loss of an
AC source during the performance of these SRs. This change does not involve a significant
change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of
the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety'

The proposed change lists the SRs that are required to be performed. Some SRs are not listed
because these SRs may cause the AC sources to be rendered inoperable. However, these SRs i

must still be able to be met (i.e., no known problems exist which would cause the SR to fail ifit !
was performed). This change will prevent the plant from being placed at risk from the loss of an
AC source during the performance of these SRs. The SRs will still be required to be met,
although performance is not required. This will ensure that the required AC sources are not
placed at risk when required to support equipment needed for safe Operation in Modes 5 and 6.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. !

,

| 3.8.2 Chance L3 |

|
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the Action, when one required AC source is inoperable in Modes 5h, and 6, which requires all containment penetrations providing direct access from the containment

|
,
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I

atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be either closed by an isolation valve, blind flange, orN
i manual valve, or be capable of being closed by an Operable automatic purge valve. Also deleted
| is the Action which requires a minimum of one door in each air lock to be closed, and the
| equipment door closed and held in place by a minimum dfour bolts. The remaining Actions to
| suspend Core Alterations, movement of irradiated fuel, and pudtive reactivity additions will
| eliminate the initiators of all analyzed events in Modes 5 and 6 (fuel handling accident and boron
i dilution event). Thus, this change does not significantly increase the probability of an accident

previously evaluated. Requirements in other Technical Specifications will ensure the
appropriate Actions are taken if core cooling is lost (Reactor Coolant System [RCS] loop
requirements in Mode 5, and Shutdown Cooling requirements in tiode 6). As the remaining
actions will ensure that the fuel cladding boundary is not compromised, not requiring
containment closure will not change the configuration of the accidents previously evaluated.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence
of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the Action, when one required AC source is inoperable in Modes 5
and 6 which requires all containment penetrations providing direct access from the containment
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be either closed by an isolation valve, blind flange, or
manual valve, or be capable of being closed by an Operable automatic purge valve. Also deleted
is the Action which requires a minimum of one door in each air lock to be closed, and the
equipment door closed and held in place by a minimum of four bolts. This change does not

A involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added
V to the plant as pan of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new ,

accident initiators. Therefore. the change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change ins olse a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the Action, when one required AC source is inoperable in Modes 5
and 6, which requires all cam 6 ment penetrations providing direct access from the containment
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be either closed by an isolation valve, blind flange, or
manual valve, o be capable of being closed by an Operable automatic purge valve. Also deleted
is the Action which requires a minimum of one door in each air lock to be closed, and the
equipment door closed and held in place by a minimum of four bolts. The deletion of this action
is acceptable because the remaining Actions to suspend Core Alterations, movement ofirradiated

fuel, and positive reactivity additions are sufficient to ensure that events as analyzed in the safety
analyses do not occur. Also, other Technical Specification Actions (located in the RCS Loops in
Mode 5, and the Shutdown Cooling [SDC] in Mode 6 Specifications) ensure appropriate Actions
are taken if core cooling were lost. As the events that could lead to a release of radioactivity
from the fuel are prevented, the additional boundary to release the containment is not necessary.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

,
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t

3.83 Change L.1

i V 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
I accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the allowed outage times (AOTs) when a fuel oil storage tank
(FOST) is inoperable from 2 hours,72 hours, or 7 days prior to shutting down, depending on the 1

unit, FOST, and time of the year, to 48 hours, 7 days, and 30 days prior to declaring the DG
| inoperable, depending on the cause of the inoperability. This change essentially increases the
!

AOT prior to shutting down from 2 hours,72 hours, and 7 days, to 5 days (48-hour AOT for
level plus a 72. hour AOT for the DG),10 days (7 days plus 72 hours), and 33 days (30 days plus
72 hours). This change will not significantly increase the probability of an accident. The FOST
or inoperable DG is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The consequence of an accident is
not significantly increased. The increased AOTs when the FOST level, particulate levels, and ;

new fuel oil properties are not within limits will not prevent the DG from starting and '

; performing its intended function; however, continuous operation with these parameters out-of-
limits is limited due to the degraded fuel oil conditions. This 48 hour AOT is acceptable because

,

of the remaining capacity in the other FOSTs, actions that can be taken to obtain additional fuel l

oil, and the remote likelihood of an event occurring during this brief period. The 7 day AOT is i

acceptable because high particulate levels do not prevent the fuel oil from burning in the diesel
engine, particulate concentration is unlikely to change significantly between Surveillance

;

Frequency intervals, and proper engine performance has been recently demonstrated (within )
31 days) by other Surveillances. The 30-day AOT is acceptable because the DG will still
perform its intended function esen though fuel oil properties are outside limits and due to the :
initial tests performed on the new fuel oil. This change will not significantly affect the

;p assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, this change does not
!

i

l d intohe a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously i

evaluated.
|

|
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any !

accident previously evaluated 7

The proposed change will increase the AOTs when a FOST is inoperable from 2 hours,72 hours,
or 7 days prior to shutting down, depending on the unit, FOST, and time of ti,e year, to 48 hours,
7 days, and 30 days prior to declaring the DG inoperable, depending on the cause of the
inoperability. This change essentially increases the AOT prior to shutting down from 2 hours,

1

72 hours, and 7 days, to 5 days (48-hour AOT for level plus a 72-hour AOT for the DG),10 days
(7 days plus 72 hours), and 33 days (30 days plus 72 hours). This change does not involve a
significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the
plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

| The proposed change will increase the AOTs when a FOST is inoperable from 2 hours,72 hours,
| or 7 days prior to shutting down, depending on the unit, FOST, and time of the year, to 48 hours,

7 days, and 30 days prior to declaring the DG inoperable, depending on the cause of the
inoperability, This change essentially increases the AOT prior to shutting down from 2 hours,
72 hours, and 7 days, to 5 days (48-hour AOT for level plus a 72-hour AOT for the DG),10 days
(7 days plus 72 hours), and 33 days (30 days plus 72 hours). The increase in the AOTs are
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' O allowed because the DG will still be capable of starting and loading, however, the fuel oil isV degraded or may not coraain enough fuel for 7 days. This is acceptable because the proposed |

AOTs provide a reasonable amount of time to restore the fuel oil while limiting the time in the
I
'

degraded condition. Also, the increase in AOTs may prevent a transient due to an unnecessary I

plant shutdown. Therefore, the proposed change does r.ot involve a significant reduction in a
! margin of safety.

,

1
,

3.8.3 Chance L2
.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirements to increase the Frequency of testing (once within
one hour and once per eight hours thereafter) on the Operable FOST when one is inoperable.
This change will not signincantly increase the probability of an accident. The FOST is not an
initiator of any analyzed event. The consequences of an accident are not significantly increased.
The Operable FOST will still be tested at a Frequency (31 days) which is adequate to verify
Operability. The 31-day Frequency is the normal Surveillance Frequency and is adequate to
ensure that a sufDcient supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms will alert the
operator of any low level conditions between Surveillances. Thus, the Operable FOST will
continue to be availabk w about the additional testing. This change will not significantly affect
the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, this change does

| not insche a signi6 cant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously
! evaluated.

1

' Q[D 2. Don the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident presiously evaluated? |

The proposed change deletes the requirements to increase the Frequency of testing (once within
one hour and once per eight hours thereafter) on the Operable FOST when one is inoperable.
This change does not involve a signincant char.ge in the design or operation of the p! ant. No
hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the requirements to increase the Frequency of testing (once within
one hour and once per eight hours thereafter) on the Operable FOST when one is inoperable.
Eliminating the increased interval for the Surveillance is acceptable because the current interval
is suf6cient to prove the FOST is Operable under normal conditions, and it is, therefore, also
acceptable when one FOST in inoperable. Also, low level alarms exist to alert the operator of
any low level conditions in the FOSTs. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a

I significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.8.3 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the AOTs when No. 21 FOST is inoperable from 72 hours to
7 days, and 30 days when particulate concentration and new fuel oil properties are not within

;
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I p limits. This change will not significantly increase the probability of an accident. Number 21
j FOS 1 is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The consequences of an accident are not'

'

significantly increased. The increased AOTs, when the particulate levels and new fuel oil
propenies are not within limits, will not prevent the DG from staning and performing its i
intended function; however, continuous operation with these parameters out-of-limits is limited |
due to the degraded fuel oil condition. The 7-day AOT is acceptable because high particulate I

levels do not prevent the fuel oil from burning in the diesel engine, particulate concentration is !
unlikely to change significantly between Surveillance Frequency intervals, and proper engine !

perfomiance has been recently demonstrated (within 31 days). As the FOST and DG will still be
capable of performing their intended function, the consequences of increasing the AOT from
72 hours to 30 days are not increased. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions
relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, the proposed change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or conse'quence of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the AOTs when No. 21 FOST is inoperable from 72 hours to
7 days, and 30 days when particulate concentration and new fuel oil properties are not within
limits. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change

| will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
;

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated,
q
V 3. Does the change invoh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will increase the AOTs when No. 21 FOST is inoperable from 72 hours to
7 days, and 30 days when particulate concentration and new fuel oil properties are not within
limits. The increase in the AOTs are allowed because the DG will still be capable of starting and
loading. however, the fuel oil is degraded or may not contain enough fuel for 7 days. This is |
acceptable because the proposed AOTs provide a reasonable amount of time to restore the fuel
oil while limiting the time in the degraded condition. Also, the increase in AOTs may prevent a
transient due to an unnecessary plant shutdown. Therefore, the proposed change does not
invoh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.8.3 Chanee L4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in tSe probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the AOTs when the No. lA FOST is inoperable from
72 hours to 48 hours,7 days, and 30 days for level, particulate concentration, and new fuel oil
propenies not within limits, respectively. This change does not significantly increase the
probability of an accident. The No. lA FOST is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The
consequences of an accident are not significantly increased. 'Ihe increased AOTs when the
FOST level, particulate levels, and new fuel oil properties are not within limits will not prevent
the DG from starting and performing its intended function; however, continuous operation with

f- these parameters out-oflimits is limited due to the degraded fuel oil conditions. This
; ( 48-hour AOT is acceptable because of the remaining capacity in the FOST, procedures will be
!
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QD initiated to obtain replenishment, and the low probability of an event occurring during this brief
period. The 7-day AOT is acceptable because high particulate levels do not prevent the fuel oil
from burning in the diesel engine, particulate concentration is unlikely to change significantly
between Surveillance Frequency intervals, and proper engine performance has been recently
demonstrated (within 31 days). The 30-day AOT is acceptable because the DG will still perform

| its intended function even though fuel oil properties are outside limits. His change will not
significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients.

| Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence
! of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the AOTs when No. l A FOSTis inoperable from 72 hours to
48 hours,7 days, and 30 days for level, particulate concentration, and new fuel oil properties not
uithin limits. This change does not involve a signi0 cant change in the design or operation of the
plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will increase the AOTs when No. l A FOST is inoperable from 72 hours to
;

48 hours. 7 days. and 30 day s for level, particulate concentration, and new fuel oil properties not
]within limits. The increase in the AOTs are allowed because the DG will still be capable of |

) starting and loading. how ever the fuel oil is degraded or may not contain enough fuel for 7 days.
This is acceptable because the proposed AOTs provide a reasonable amo.mt of time to restore

the fuel oil while limiting the time in the degraded condition. Also, the increase in AOTs may
present a transient due to an unnecessary plant shutdown. Therefore, the proposed change does
not invoh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.8.3 Chance L5

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will delete the requirement to verify the FOST level on a Staggered Test |
Basis. This change will not signincantly increase the probability of an accident previously )
evaluated. The FOST and DG inoperability are not an initiator of any analyzed event. This
change will not signincantly increase the consequences of an accident. The Surveillance for i

each FOST will still be performed on the same Frequency. The ability of the Surveillance to
verify Operability has not changed. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions
relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, the change does not involve a
signincant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

! The proposed change will delete the requirement to verify the FOST level on a Staggered Test
I Basis. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant.

No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed change
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!

(s will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
( possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

!

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

| The proposed change will delete the requirement to verify the FOST level on a Staggered Test
t

Basis. The margin of safety is not significantly affected because the Surveillance will still be
performed on the same periodicity. Deleting the requirement to stagger the testing of the FOST
provides more flexibility to perform the Surveillances with the DG to which it is normally
aligned. Allowing the same train components to be tested during the same period prevents the
opposite train components from becoming inoperable due to a failed Surveillance. Derefore,
the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

l
3.8.4 Chance L1 '

l. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously esaluated?

The proposed change adds an optional SR (modified performance discharge test) which
encompasses both the performance discharge test and the service test. This change will not
significantly increase the probability of an accident. The DC Sources are not an initiator of any
analyzed event. This change will still ensure that the battery will perform as designed by
meeting the requirements of the battery service test and performance discharge test. The results
of the modified performance tect encompass the requirements of the performance discharge test 1
and tla ervice test with the performance of one Surveillance. This change is consistent with the

| q recommendations of institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)-450-1995. As the
Q performance of the batteries is unaffected, this change will not significantly affect the,

| assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. The proposed change does not
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated. I

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change adds an optional SR (modified performance discharge test) which
encompasses both the performance discharge test and the service test. This change does not
involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added !

to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new |

accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change adds an optional SR (modified performance discharge test) which
! encompasses both the performance discharge test and the service test. This change follows the
; recommendations of IEEE-450-1993. This change will still ensure that the battery performs as
i designed by meeting all the requirements of the battery service test and performance discharge

test. The effectiveness of the testing is unaffected. Therefore, the proposed change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

O
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(] 3.8.4 Chanee L.2
V

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for the battery charger test and the battery service
test from 18 months to 24 months. The change does not significantly increase the probability of
an accident. The DC sources are not an initiator of any analyzed event. The requirement to
perform these tests every 18 months can place the unit in jeopardy if the reserved battery or one
of the battery chargers uas inoperable, because for both these tests, the battery is required to be !

discharged. Thus, it is recommended (Regulatory Guides 1.32 and 1.129 for the service test) that
these tests be performed on a refueling interval during shutdown (which is every 24 months for
Calvert Cliffs). The performance of these SRs every 24 months will continue to prove the ,

battery and charger are capable of performing their design function, so the consequences of I

presiously evaluated accidents are unaffected. This change will not significantly affect the
assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, this change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for the battery charger test and the battery service
test from 18 months to N months. This change does not involve a significant change in the
design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed

p change. The propmed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the
V change does not create the pessibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident

previously evaluated.

3. Does the change invols e a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for the battery charger test and the battery service
test from 18 months to 24 months. It is recommended by Regulatory Guides 1.32 and 1.129 that
the service test be performed es ery 24 months (during a refueling shutdown) because the battery
is required to be discharged. The charger test should also be performed on a refueling interval
because this test requires the charger to charge the battery from its design minimum charge state.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.8.4 Chnnoe L.3

1. Does the change involse a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the Frequency of the Surveillance which verifies battery
vohage from 7 days to 31 days. This change will not significantly affect the prc,bability of an
accident. The DC sources or more specifically the battery cell parameters are not initiators of
any analyzed event. This change will not significantly affect the consequences of an accident.
Verifying battery voltage is within limits once per 31 days is adequate and ensures the battery
will still perform its intended function. Other Surveillances are performed at a more frequent
interval which also provide assurance that the battery will perform as required. This change is
consistent with the recommendations in IEEE-450-1995. This change will not significantlyO affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, this
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| change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident
'

previously evaluated.

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different klad of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the Frequency of the Surveillance which verifies battery
voltage from 7 days to 31 days. This change does not involve a significant change in the design
or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the,

I change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident

| previously evaluated.

3. Does the change invoh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

; The proposed change will decrease the Frequency of the Surveillance which verifies battery
| voltage from 7 days to 31 days. The proposed Frequency for verifying the battery voltage will

continue to ensure that the battery will perform its intended function. Other Surveillances which
are performed at a more frequent interval contribute to identifying battery degradation. This
change is consistent with the recommendations of IEEE-450-1995. Therefore, the proposed

| change does not invoh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.8.5 Chanpc L1

1. Does the change insolve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

; Upon a loss of the required DC source while shutdown, the CTS require suspending Core !
'

Alterations, positive reactivity changes, and movement of inadiated fuel, and the immediate
i

initiation of corrective actions to restore one DC source to Operable status. The proposed change |
would give the option of declaring required features with no DC source inoperable and following |
the prescribed actions. There are two previously evaluated accidents considered for a shut down ;

| '

reactor: a fuel handling accident and a boron dilution accident. Neither of these analyses are
initiated by a loss of the DC source or assume a concurrent loss of the DC source. Therefore, the

| probability of these events is not affected. As a loss of the DC source is not assumed in either of
I these two events, the actions taken in response to a loss of the DC source will not affect the

actions taken to mitigate these events. Therefore, the consequences of these events are not
affected. The proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequence of an accident previously evaluated. j

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any j

| accident previously evaluated? )

Upon a loss of the required DC source while shutdown, the CTS require suspending Core
Alterations, positive reactivity changes, and movement of irradiated fuel, and the immediate i

initiation of corrective actions to restore one DC source to Operable status. The proposed change
would give the option of declaring required features with no DC source inoperable and following
the prescribed Actions. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as pan of the proposed change.
The proposed change may introduce the possibility of a fuel handling accident or boron dilution
accident with a loss of the DC source. However, the Actions entered for the required features>

|
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will provide the appropriate compensatory measures to ensure the plant is maintained in a safe '
-

condition. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of ;
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

|!
3. Does the change involve a significant reduction la a margia of safety' '

Upon a~ loss of the required DC source while shutdown, the CTS require suspending Core
Alterations, positive reactivity changes, and movement of irradiated fuel, and the immediate i

| - initiation of corrective actions to restore one DC source to Operable status. The proposed change
would give the option of declaring required features with no DC source inoperable and following
the prescribed Actions. The proposed change would give the option of declaring required .

| features with no DC source inoperable, and following the prescribed Actions. This change will -

| allow an evaluation to be made to determine if some plant operations, such as fuel movement,
( may continue while following the Actions for an inoperable DC source and the inoperable
[ required features. The Actions for the inoperable features provide the appropriate compensatory

| measures to ensure the plant is maintained in a safe condition. Allowing an evaluation to j

( determine whether to follow the current set of generic Actions or the specific Actions specified [
|- for the inoperable required features will have no effect on the margin of safety. Therefore, the |

proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. ?

i

3.8.5 Chance L.2 i

I1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident presiously evaluated

.I

; The proposed change lists the SR that is required to be performed. Some SRs are not listed |
| because these SRs may cause the DC sources to be rendered inoperable. However, these SRs i

i must still be able to be met (i.e., no known problems exist which would cause the SR to fail ifit i
j. was performed). This change will prevent the plant from being placed at risk from the loss of a

| DC source during the performance of these SRs. The Actions will preclude SRs on the battery or
j the charger which could render them inoperable and to preclude de-energizing a required AC

| vital bus during performance of SRs. With limited DC sources available, a single event could
~

| compromise the required DC source. The SRs are required to still be met, although performance
! is not required. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the
i mitigation of accidents or transients. This change will continue to protect against the single
| failure assumptions on DC Sources. Thus, this change does not significantly increase the

probability of an accident previously evaluated. Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

|

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

|- |

L The proposed change lists the SR that is required to be performed. Some SRs are not listed
because these SRs may cause the DC sources to be rendered inoperable. However, these SRs

j must still be able to be met (i.e., no known problems exist which would cause the SR to fail if it |
! was performed). This change will prevent the plant from being placed at risk from the loss of a j

| DC source during the performance of these SRs. This change does not involve a significant
i change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of
; the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.

i Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from

| any accident previously evaluated.
,
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i

3. Does the change involve a Jgnificant reduction in a margin of safety?

| The proposed change lists the SR that is required to be performed. Some SRs are not listed
! because these SRs may cause the DC sources to be rendered inoperable. However, these SRs
!

must still be able to be met (i.e., no known problems exist which would cause the SR to fail ifit
i was performed). This change will prevent the plant from being placed at risk from the loss of a

DC source during the performance of these SRs. The SRs will still be required to be met,
although performance is not required. This will ensure that the required DC sources are not
placed at risk when required to support equipment needed for safe Operation in Modes 5 and 6.,

'

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin ofsafety.

3.8.5 Chance L3

1. Does the change involse a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the Action, when one required DC source is inoperable in Modes 5
and 6, which requires all containment penetrations providing direct access from the containment
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be either closed by an isolation valve, blind flange, or
manual valve, or be capable of being closed by an Operable automatic purge valve. Also deleted
is the Action which requires a minimum of one door in each air lock to be closed, and the
equipment door closed and held in place by a minimum of four bolts. The remaining Actions to
suspend Core Alterations, movement of irradiated fuel, and positive reactivity additions will
eliminate the initiators of all analyzed events in Modes 5 and 6 (fuel handling accident and boron

g dilution event). Thus this change does not significantly increase the probability of an accident
) previously evaluated. Requirements in other Technical Specifications will ensure the

appropriate Actions are taken if core cooling is lost (RCS loop requirements in Mode 5, and SDC
requirements in Mode 6). As the remaining Actions will ensure that the fuel cladding boundary
is not compromised, not requiring containment closure will not change the configuration of the
accidents previously evaluated. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the Action, when one required DC source is inoperable in Modes 5
and 6, which regi"res all containment penetrations providing direct access from the containment
atmosphere to tht outside atmosphere to be either closed by an isolation valve, blind flange, or
manual s alve, or be capable of being closed by an Operable automatic purge valve. Also deleted
is the Action which requires a minimum of one door in each air lock to be closed, and the
equipment door closed and held in place by a minimum of four bolts. This change does not
involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added
to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed citange will not introduce any new
accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the Action, when one required DC source is inoperable in Modes 5
and 6, which requires all containment penetrations providing direct access from the containment

!
i

!
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A atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be either closed by an isolation valve, blind flange, or
, V manual valve, or be capable of being closed by an Operable automatic purge valve. Also deletedI

is the Action which requires a minimum of one door in each air lock to be closed, and the
equipment door closed and held in place by a minimum of four bolts. He deletion of this Action
is acceptable because the remaining Actions to suspend Core Alterations, movement ofirradiated

fuel, and positive reactivity additions are sufficient to ensure that events as analyzed in the safety
analyses do not occur. Also, other Technical Specification Actions (located in the RCS Loops in
Mode 5, and the SDC in Mode 6 Specifications) ensure appropriate Actions are taken if core
cooling was lost. As the events that could lead to a release of radioactivity from the fuel are
prevented, the additional boundary to release the containment is not necessary. Herefore, the
proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.8.6 Chanee L1

1. Does the change insolse a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previoust,s evaluated?

The proposed change will add Astions to allow battery cell parameters to be restored instead of
immediately declaring the battery inoperable. This change will not significantly increase the
probability of an accident. The DC sources or more specifically the battery cell parameters are
not initiators of any analyzed event. Increasing the time allowed to restore the battery to
Operable status when it is inoperable due to battery cell p*.rameters is acceptable because

*

a though the battery may be degraded there is sufficient capacity for it to perform its intended
function for a limited period of time. Also, some battery Surveillances will be performed at an
increased frequency which will proside bdication of further degradation. As the battery is still i

capable of performing its function the consequences is not significantly increased by allowing an
allowed outage time. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the

| probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change ercate the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any ,

accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change will add Actions to allow battery cell parameters to be restored instead of
immediately declaring the battery inoperable. This change does not involve a significant change
in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated. |

3. Does the change invols e a significant reduction b a margin of safety?

The proposed change will add Actions to allow t 4ttery cell parameters to be restored instead of
immediately declaring the battery inoperable. Even though the battery may be degraded due to
battery cell parameters, it is still capable of performing its intended function for a limited petiod
of time. Surveillances will be performed on an increased frequency to monkor further

i degradation. Allowing time to restore the battery to Operable status may prevent an unnecessary

| plant shutdown which is a plant transient. Herefore, the proposed change dca not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

i

(%
V

t
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A 3.8.6 Chance L.2
1

'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

I
1

The proposed change will decrease the requirement for battery cell voltage from 2 2.10 Volt to |
2 2.08 Volt. This change will not significantly increase the probability of an accident. He DC
sources or more specifically the battery cell parameters are not initiators of any analyzed event.
The consequences are not significantly increased. Decreasing the voltage requirements for
battery voltage will not affect N Operability or performance of the battery as verified by the
battery manufacturer. Thus, the battery will still be capable of performing its design function.

'

This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or '

transients. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

l

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any;

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the requiremerit for battery cell voltage from 2 2.10 Volt to
2 2.08 Volt. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the
plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the j
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

4

1

3. Does the change invoh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

( The proposed change will decrease the requirement for battery cell voltage from 2 2.10 Volt to
2 2.08 Volt. This change will not affect the battery with respect to its design function. The
battery will still be proven to be capable of performing its function. Relaxing the voltage I

requirements will not affect the ability of the battery as verified by the manufacturer. Therefore, |
the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

1.8.6 Chanee L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated? i

The proposed change will expand the acceptance criteria for electrolyte level of each connected )
cell from between the minimum and maximum level indication marks to above the top of the
ptes and not overflowing. This change will not significantly increase the probability of an
acciden.. The DC sources, or more specifically the battery cell parameters are not initiators of
any analyzed event. The consequences of an accident are not significantly increased. The
battery will still be able to perform its intended function with the relaxation of this requirement. |

The proposed limits will continue to ensure that the cell plates suffer no physical damage and the
adequate electron transfer capability is maintained in the event of transient conditions. This
change is also consistent with the recommendations of IEEE-450-1995. This change will not
significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients.

| Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence
| of an accident previously evaluated.
!
|
'

O
Ut

|
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|

(d Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
|N 2.

accident previously evaluated? '

'

l

| The proposed change will expand the acceptance criteria for electrolyte level of each connected |

! cell from between the minimum and maximum level indication marks to above the top of the
1

| plates and not overflowing. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or
! operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. ;
!

The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does '

not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any aceident previously
evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will expand the acceptance criteria for electrolyte level of each connected
cell from between the minimum and maximum level indication marks to above the top of the
plates and not overCowing. These limits, consistent with recommendations in IEEE-450, will
continue to ensure that the plates suffer no physical damage and that adequate electron transfer
capability is maintained in the event of transient conditions. These limits will not decrease the
capability of the battery to perform its intended functioi. Therefore, the proposed change does
not ins oh e a signi0 cant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.8.6 Chance L.t

1. Does the change intohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
,

accident previously es aluated ? '

The proposed change will decrease the Frequency of the Surveillance which verifies the specific
grasity has not decreased more than a certain amount from 92 days to 12 months. This change
will not significantly increase the probability of an accident. The DC sources, or more
specifically the battery cell parameters, are not initiators of any analyzed event. The I
consequences of an accident is not significantly increased. Verification that the specific gravity {
has not decreased more than a certain amount once per 12 monts is adeq ate and ensures the
battery will still perform it intended function. Other Surveillances which verify specific gravity
are performed at a more frequent interval which also provide assurance that the battery will l
perform as required. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the i
probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the Frcquency of the Surveillance which verifies the specific
gravity has not decreased more than a certain amount from 92 days to 12 months. This change
does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is

;

being added to the plant as pan of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce
any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will decrease the Frequency of the Surveillance which verifies the specific

| gravity has not decreased more than a certain amount from 92 days to 12 months. The
'

Frequency of testing will continue to ensure that the battery will perform its intended function.
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|

O Other Surveillances which check specific gravity are performed at a more frequent interval. This
| d change is consistent with the recommendations of IEEE-450-1995. Therefore, the proposed
| change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

18.6 Chanee L.5

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the AOT when the battery voltage is not within limits from
24 hours to 31 days. This change will not significantly increase the probability of an accident.
The DC sources or more specifically the battery cell parameters are not initiators of any analyzed
event. Increasing the time allowed to restore the battery to Operable status when it is inoperable
due to battery cell parameters is acceptable because although the battery may be degraded there |

is suf0cient capacity for it to perform its intended function for a limited period of time. Also,
other battery Surveillances will be performed at an increased frequency which will provide
indication of further degradation. As the battery is still capable of performing its function, the
consequences is not significantly increased by increasing the allowed outage time. Therefore,
this change does not invohe a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an j
accident presiously evaluated. |

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident presiously evaluated?

The proposed change will increase the AOT when the battery voltage is not within limits from
O 24 hours to 31 days. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or |V operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. |

The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously '

evaluated.

I
3. Does the change ins oh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will increase the AOT when the battery voltage is not within limits from 24 l
hours to 31 days. Even though the battery may be degraded due to battery cell parameters, it is 1

still capable of performing its intended function for a limited period of time. Surveillances will
be performed on an increased frequency to monitor further degradation. Allowing time to
restore the battery to Operable status may prevent an unnecessary plant shutdown which is a
plant transient. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

3.8.6 Chance L.6

1. Does the change involve a significant inertae in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will add requirements for measuring float current which can replace the
requirements for specific gravity. This change will not significantly increase the probability of
an accident. The DC sources or more specifically the battery cell parameters are not initiators of

| any analyzed event. The consequences of an accident is not significantly increased. Specific

| gravity is a measure of the battery state of charge. This change, which allows the measurementp) of float current to replace the measurement of specific gravity, is acceptable because the float(,

i
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O current is the most accurate measure of battery state of charge as indicated in IEEE-450-1995.O Thus, the accuracy of the battery testing is enhanced. As the batteries are unaffected this change
will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence
of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will add requirements fcr measuring float current which can replace the
requirements for specific gravity. This change does not involve a significant change in the
design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will add requirements for measuring float current which can replace the
requirements for specific gravity. The measure of float current is the most accurate
measurement of battery state of charge as indicated in IEEE-450-1995. Therefore, the proposed
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3X6 Chance if

1. Does the change insche a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will replace the current requirement to verify the specific gravity to not
have decreased more than 0.02 frm the value observed during the previous test with the
requirement that the specific gravity to not be 0.02 below the average of connected battery cells.
This change will not significant!> increase the probability of an accident. The DC sources or
more specifically the battery cell parameters are not initiators of any analyzed event. The
cornequences of an accident are not significantly increased. This change expands the acceptance
criteria. This change ensures that the effect of a highly charged or new cell does not mask
overall degradation of the battery, whereas applying individual criteria to each cell could mask
the overall degradation. Other SRs performed on individual cells will ensure that any
degradation of individual cells will be identified. This change will not significantly affect the
assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, this change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident presiously evaluated?

The proposed change will replace the current requirement to verify the specific gravity to not

| have decreased more than 0.02 frora the value observed during the previous test with the
requirement that the specific gravity to not be 0.02 below the average of connected battery cells.
This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No'

.
hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will

(
.
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() not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibilityp
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will replace the current requirement to verify the specific gravity to not
have decreased more than 0,02 from the value observed during the previous test with the
requirement that the specific gravity to not be 0.02 below the average of connected battery cells,
This change will ensure that the overall degradation of a battery is not masked by concentrating
on the results ofindividual cell's specific gravity. Also, other SRs on individual cells will ensure
that any degradation of an individual cells will be identified. As the ability of the battery to
perform its function is unaffected, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.

3.8.6 Change LS

1. Does the change involse a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the Frequency of the Surveillance which verifies specific
gravity from 7 days to 31 days. This change will not significantly affect the probability of an
accident. The DC sources or more specifically the battery cell parameters are not initiators of :

any analyzed event. This change will not significantly affect the consequences of an accident. !

Verifying specific gravity is within limits once per 31 days, is adequate and ensures the battery
will still perform its intended function. Other Surveillances are performed at a more frequent

hc
interval which also provide assurance that the battery will perform, as required. This change is
consistent with the recommendations in IEEE 450-1995. This change will not significantly
affect the assumptions relatise to the mitigation of accidents or transients. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any j
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will decrease the Frequency of the Surveillance which verifies specific j
gravity from 7 days to 31 days. This change does not involve a significant change in the design I

or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change will decrease the Frequency of the Surveillance which verifies specific
gravity from 7 days to 31 days. The proposed Frequency for verifying the specific gravity will
continue to ensure that the battery will perform its intended function. Other Surveillances which
are performed at a more frequent interval contribute to identifying battery degradation. This

; change is consistent with the recommendations of IEEE-450-1995. Therefore, the proposed
'

change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.8-27 Revision 1
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NO SIGNIFICAhT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

O 3.8.10 Chance L.1
V-

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

Upon a loss of a required distribution subsystem while shutdown, the CTS require suspending J

Core Alterations, positive reactivity changes, and movement of irradiated fuel, and the i

immediate initiation of corrective actions to restore one offsite circuit to Operable status. The
proposed change would give the cption of declaring required features with no distribution l

subsystem inoperable and following the prescribed Actions. There are two previously evaluated I

accidents considered for a shutdown reactor: a fuel handling accident and a boron dilution
accident. Neither of these analyses are initiated by a loss of a required distribution subsystem.
Therefore, the probability of these events is not affected. As a loss of offsite power is not
assumed in either of these two events, the Actions taken in response to a loss of offsite power
will not affect the Actions taken to mitigate these events. Therefore, the consequences of these ;

events are not affected. The proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously esaluated?

Upon a loss of a required distribution subsystem while shutdown, the CTS require suspending
Core Alterations, positive reactivity changes, and movement of irradiated fuel, and the

)
immediate initiation of corrective actions to restore one offsite circuit to Operable status. The l
proposed change would gise the option of declaring required features with no offsite power
inoperable and allowing the prescribed Actions. This change does not involve a significant
change in the desien or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of
the proposed change. The proposed change may introduce the possibility of a fuel handling
accident or boron dilution accident with a loss of offsite power. liowever, the Actions entered
for the required features will provide the appropriate compensatory measures to ensure the plant
is maintained in a safe condition. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility cf a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

Upon a loss of a required distribution subsystem while shutdown, the CTS require suspending
Core Alterations, positive reactivity changes, and mcVement of irradiated fuel, and the

1

immediate initiation of corrective actions to restore one offsite circuit to Operable status. The I

proposed change would give the option of declari".g required features with distribution |
subsystem inoperable and following the prescribed Actions. This change will allow an |
evaluation to be made to determine if some plant operations, such as fuel movement, may |

continue while following the Actions for an inoperable offsite power source and the inoperable
required features. The Actions for the inoperable features provide the appropriate compensatory
measures to ensure the plant is maintained in a safe condition. Allowing an evaluation to
determine whether to follow the current set of generic Actions or the specific Actions specified
for the inoperable required features will have no effect on the margin of safety. Therefore, the
proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a marg.i of safety.

I

O
!

l
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

q 3.8.10 Chaneve L.2

O 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or onsequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the Action, when one required distribution subsystem is inoperable
in Modes 5 and 6, which requires all containment penetrations providing direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be either closed by an isolation valve, blind
flange, or manual valve, or be capabl: of being closed by an Operable automatic purge va!ve.
Also deleted is the Action which requires a minimum of one door in each air lock to be closed,
and the equipment door closed and held in place by a minimum of four bohs. The remaining
Actions to suspend Core Alterations, movement of irradiated fuel, and positive reactivity
additions will eliminate the initiators of all analyzed events in Modes 5 and 6 (fuel handling
accident and boron dilution event). Thus, this change does not significantly increase the
probabiliiy of an accident previously evaluated. Requirements in other Technical Specifications
will ensure the appropriate Actiora are taken if core cooling is lost (RCS loop requirements in
Mode 5, and SDC requirements in Mode 6). As the remaining Actions will ensure that the fuel
cladding boundary is not compromised, not requiring containment closure will not change the
configuration of the accidents previously evaluated. Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different Idad of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the Action, when one required distribution subsystem is inoperable
fm in Modes 5 and 6. which requires all containment penetrations providing direct access from the
t containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be either closed by an isolation valve, blind

Dange, or manual vahe, or be capable of being closed by an Operable automatic purge valve.
Also deleted is the Action which requires a minimum of one door in each air lock to be closed,
and the equipment door closed and held in place by a minimum of four bolts. This change does
not invohe a signincant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is beins
added to the plant as pan of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any
new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change intoh e a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the Action, when one required distribution subsystem is inoperable
in Modes 5 and 6, which requires all containment penetrations providing direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be either closed by an isolation valve, blind
Dange, or manual valve, or be capable of being closed by an Operable automatic purge valve.
Also deleted is the Action which requires a minimum of one door in each air lock to be closed,
and the equipment door closed and held in place by a minimum of four bolts. The deletion of
this Action is acceptable because the remaining Actions te suspend Core Alterations, movement
ofirradiated fuel, and positive reactivity additions are sufficient to ensure that events as analyzed
in the safety analyses do not occur. Also, other Technical Specification Actions (located in the
RCS Loops in Mode 5, and the SDC in Mode 6 Specifications) ensure appropriate Actions are
taken if core cooling was lost. As the events that could lead to a release of radioactivity from the
fuel are prevented, the additional boundary to release the containment is not necessary.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

e ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
t

i k
This proposed Technical Specification changes hase been evaluated against the criteria for and
identification oflicensing and regulatory Actions requiring environmental assessment in accordance with

10 CFR 51.21, it has been determined that the proposed changes meet the criteria for categorical
exclusion as provided for under 10 CFR 51.22(cK9). The following is a discussion of how the proposed
Technical Specification changes meet the criteria for categorical exclusion.

10 CFR 51.22(c)(9): Although the proposed changes involve changes to requirements with respect to,

| inspection or Sun eillance Requirements,

; (i) proposed changes involve No Significant Hazards Consideration (refer to the No Significant
! Ilazards Consideration section of this Technical Specification Change Request);

(ii) there are no significant changes in the types or sigmficant increase in the amounts of any
effluents that may be released offsite since the proposed changes do not affect the generation of
any radioactive effluents nor do they affect any of the permitted release paths; and

(iii) there is no significant metcase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. ;

Accordingly, the proposed changes meet the eligibility criteria for categorical exclasion set forth in
10 CFR Sl.22(c)(9). Based on the afbrementioned and pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22 (b), no environmental
assessment or environmental impact statement need be prepared in connection with issuance of an
amendment to the Technical Specifications incorporating the proposed changes of this request.
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AC 5:urces-0perati

3.8.

ACTIONS

CONDITION RIQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

8. (continued) B.4 Restore " ;"":'; DG 72 hours
toOPERAILEstatus.

AliQ

/ga % 6 days fromr

(sara' discovery of
J a:St7 p en ri (., h# *"

. @--

Twkrequiredhffsitt I Declare required 12 hours from.

circuits inoperable, feature (s) inoperable
discovery /'

of mwhen its redundant Condition \h/
reqvired feature (s) concurrent wi
is inoperable. inoperability of

/9S.I.l\ redundant~'

\ Af"* > d[
required
feature (s)

k5
Y.'2 Restere o 24 l)ours bbrequired ffsite

circuit to OPERABLE
status.

(continued)
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,

O. V
INSERT ACTION C

C. LCO 3.8.1.c DG inoperabic. C.1 Declare CREVs, CRETs, 4 hours from disawery of
or H2 Analyzer supported Condition C concurrent with
by theinoperable DG inoperability of redundant
inoperable when the required feature (s)

[ redundant CREVs,
!

CRETs, or H Antayzer is2

inoperable or does not
have emergency power.

l

AND

C.2 Declare CREVs, CRETs, 72 hours
and11 Analyzer2

supported by the
inoperable DG inoperable.
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AC Sources-Operating

3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
, k 4. 8 | l.2.J. ?h h &SR 3.6.1. 4 ------- N OT E-----------------------

---

This Sur 111ance shall not be pe d /
in F.0 1 or 2. ffoDivef, crean yge]

7 unpianned e nts tha ati yas
fgf.,, g

........................ ,c..............
;- J

-

Verify e ch DG automa c trip is bypasse months }A-on [ actual or simula d loss of voltage
signal on the emer ncy bus concurrent wit

i

an actual or simu ted ESF actuation
signal)except:

a. Engine erspeed; [and)

b. Gene ter differential curre [;
fc. L lube oil pressure;

,

d. igh crankcase pressure and

Start failure relay).
U z

[< (continued)

%,f, -t ?, l ,,.dm. hc. Ily
|J ,'~ . t :! b la El / .' AIL

'

a -h m .-*oi c , /1, bypn. c ej
n ds .1 ., rvn an

m,. /. 4,/ so,:na . Advm /I\.
lgye
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O

Dis *ribution Systems-Shutdown
3.8.10

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

3.522 A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate actions to lamediately
M ug,1 restore required AC,

DC, and AC vital bus

/ I.T 2.'i electrical power
distributiong ,,, -c subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

E.C

'A'y A.2.5 Declare associated Inmediately
tJE d iequired shutdown

cooling subsystem (s)
inoperable and not in
operation.

SURVE!LLANCE REOUIP!wE6TS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
. .

SR 3.8.10.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 daysD 23 voltace to required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution

. g , Ly subsystems.
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

!

p/ Calvert Cliffs is currently only required to suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
i containment when any of these LCOs are not met. This was stated in a June 27,1991 NRC Safetyw
| Evaluation Report for Amendment Nos.155 (Unit 1) and 135 (Unit 2). Calvert Cliffs does not

credit any equipment in the fuel handling building with having emergency power, and the Calvert
Cliffs fuel handling accident in the safety analysis does not assume a loss of offsite power.
Therefore, this change was made consistent with Calvert Cliffs currcat licensmg basis.

18. NUREG-1432 contains a Note which requires SR 3.8.1.3, DG monthly Operability test, to be
conducted on only one DG at a time. Calven Cliffs ITS SR 3.8.1.4, DG monthly Operability test,

i

will not contain this Note. Although Calven Cliffs' cu rent practice is to perform the SR on only
one DG at a time, Calven Cliffs does not currently contain a requirement prohibiting the testmg of
both DGs at one time, and reserves the right to do so. This would also allow Calvert Cliffs to
credit the test if both DGs were inadvertently staned simultaneously or within one hour of one
another. This change is consistent with current 1; censing basis.

19. NUREG 1432, Generic Change TSTF-ll5 contains a requirement in Action A.2 to perfomi
certain SRs. Calven Cliffs ITS will alter TSTF-115 slightly to allow the performance of either set
of SRs within 24 hours, and once per 7 days thereafter. This change will allow Calven Cliffs to
utilize either float current or specific gravity as one of the parameters to test instead of only
requiring one or the other. as required by NUREG 1432, Generic Change TSTF-115.

|

20. NUREG-1432 SR 3.8.1.16 (verification that each DG synchronizes with offsite power, transfers
1

load, and returns to steady state) and SR 3.8.1.19 (Engineered Safety Feature / loss-of offsite power '

DG test)(Calven Cliffs ITS SRs 3.8.1.15 and 3.8.1.16, respectively) contain a Note which
) prevents the SRs from being performed in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4. Calven Cliffs ITS will not

contain this Note. Calvert Chffs does not currently contain a requirement prohibiting these tests in
Modes 1,2, 3, and 4. and reserves the right to do so This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs'
current licensing basis.

21 NUREG-1432 SR 3.8.1.13 requires the verification that each DG non-critical automatic trip is
bypassed on an actual or simulated signal. Calven Cliffs ITS SR 3.8.1.14 will verify that )
automatically bypassed DG trips are automatically bypassed on an actual or simulated required j
actuation signal Calvert Cliffs verifies that the bypassed trip signals are bypassed, not that the
non-bypassed tnp signals are not bypassed in addition, the Calven Cliffs CTS and ITS do not
specify the bypassed trip signals. because they vary between the DGs. The bypassed trips are
identified in the Updated Fmal Safety Analysis Report This change is consistent with the current
Calven Cliffs SRs and licensing basis.

22. NUREG-1432 SR 3.8.3.5. " Diesel Fuel Oil" contains a bracketed frequency of 31 days to check
for and remove accumulated water from each fuel oil storage Tank. There is no existing CTS
requirement to perform this Surveillance. NUREG 1.137 recommends this test be performed
quarterly for above ground tanks, as the tanks at Calvert Cliffs are.

23. NUREG-1432 SR 3.8.5.1, "DC Sources - Shutdown," lists the SRs in Specification 3.8.4 that are
applicable (SRs 3.8.4.1, 3.8.4.2, 3.8.4.3, and 3.8.4.4, which is consistent with TSTF-ll5). The
SR is modified by a Note which states that SRs 3.8.4.2,3.8.4.3, and 3.8.4.4 are not required to be
performed (which is consistent with TSTF-ll5). Thus, only one SR in Specification 3.8.4 is,

; -

required to actually be performed (SR 3.8.4.1). This change will delete the current SR 3.8.5.1
requirements and replace it with a Surveillance that requires the battery termmal voltage to be

CAIXERT Cf. LFTS UNITS 1 & 2 3.8-4 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-I432
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

Oy 2125 Volt on float charge once per 31 days. This SR is identical to SR 3.8.4.1. This change
simplifies SR 3.8.5.1 requirement by listing the only SR that is required. This change will cause
less confusion to the Technical Specification users as to which SRs are required for
Specification 3.8.5.1.

24. NUREG-1432 SR 3.8.4.2, "DC Sources Operating," is a requirement to verify each battery
charger supplies 2 400 amps at 2125 Volt for a bracketed time of 8 hours. De time is not
contained in the CTS, and current practice is to verify each battery charger supplies current for
15 minutes. This change incorporates current Calvert Cliffs requirements into bracketed
information.

|

|
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AC Sources-Operating
5 3.8.1

BASES

ACTION $ Ed (continued)

and B are entered concurrently. The 'At|2' connector between
the ?! :. .;r and 6 day Completion Times means that both
Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more
restrictive Completion Time must be met.

As in Required Action B.2, the completion Time allows for an
exception to the normal ' time zero' for beginning the
allowed time ' clock.' This will result in establia,hing the
' time zero' at the time that the LCO was initially not met,
instead of at the time Condition B was entered.

_ h<f .1 ne %2 G 7 g
ym j ",* g Required Actien t.1, whi applies when two offsite circuits

are inoperable, is inte ded to provide assurance that an
A c nw c.i e. c ~

eventwithacoinciden)dantrequiredsafetyfunctions. single failure will not re> ult in acoe 1ete less of redur; The
Com;1stic*. Time fc- this failure of redundant required
features is redu:e: Ac 12 hours from that allowed for oneO trait. with:st effsite power 'feguired Action A.2). TheO rationale for the reductior. .: 12 hours is that Regulatory
Guice1.93(Ref.f)allowsacompletionTimeof24hoursfor @two required offsite circuits inoperable, based uoen the
assumption that two complete safety trains are OPERABLE.
When a concurrent redundant required feature failure exists,
this assureption is not the case, and a shorter Completion
Time of 12 hours is appropriate. Ihese features are poweredr

| fror redundar.t AC safety trains. Q h W includes motor-friver
faux y ji fy feec ate a.ps. Qingle train reatures, M th as
Mur>fne driven 111ary pump 7s are not included in thei

| list.

h The Cornpletion Time for Required Action .1 is intended to hallow the operator time to evaluate and repair any
discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also
allows for an exception to the normal ' time zero' for

.

beginning the allowed outage time ' clock." In this Requiredi

Action, the Completion Time only begins on discovery that
both:

a. All required offsite circuits are ineperable; and I

b. A required feature is inoperable.
I |

| (continued)

I
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|

|
i

INSERT B 3.8.1 ACTIONS C.1 & C.2

C 1 and C 2

Required Action C.1 applies when the LCO 3.8.1.c DG is inoperable, ne LCO 3.8.1.c DG is
from the other unit and supplies power to one train of CREVS, CRETS, and H Analyzers. One

| train is powered from one of each unit's DGs. ne Required Action when this DG is inoperable is
2

j to declare the CREVS, CRETS, or H Analyzer supported by the inoperable DG inoperable when2

| the redundant CREVS, CRETS, or H Analyzer is inoperable or does not have emergency power. |h2

| This Required Action must be completed within 4 hours from discovery of Condition C concurrent
with inoperability of redundant features (s). Required Action C.2 requires the CREVS, CRETS,
and H Analyzer to be declared inoperable within 72 hours.2

!
Required Action C. ) is intended to proside assurance that a loss of offsite power, during the period

! the LCO 3.8.1.c DG is inoperable, does not result in a complete loss of safety function for the
CREVS, CRETS, or the H Analyzers. The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator; 2

i
time to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also allows for
an exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock." In this

| Required Action, the Completion Time only begins on discovery that both:

i

An inoperable LCO 3.8.1.c DG exists; anda.

b. A train of CREYS, CRETS, or H Analyzers on the other train is inoperable.2

If at any time during the esistence of this Condition a train of CREVS, CRETS, or H Analyzer2

becomes inoperable, this Completion Time begins to be tracked.

Discovering the LCO 3.8.1.c DG inoperable coincident with one train of CREVS, CRETS, or H
2

Analyzer that is associated with the one LCO 3.8.1.b DG results in starting the Completion Time
for the Required Action. Four hours from the discovery of these events existing concurrently, is
acceptable because it minimizes risk while allowing time for restoration before subjecting the unit
to transients associated with shutdown. The four hour Completion Time also takes into account
the capacity and capability of the remaining CREVS, CRETS, and H Analyzer train, a reasonable2

time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

nc 72 hour Completion Time to declare the CREVS, CRETS, and H analyzer inoperable is2

consistent with the Action B for restoring an inoperable DG to Operable status. If the LCO 3.8.1.c
DG cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours the CREVS, CRETS, and H

2

Analyzer associated with this DG must be declared inoperable because a loss of offsite power
would cause single failure protection to be lost. He Completion Time of 72 hours accounts for the
lost of single failure protection while minimizmg ti.e plant risk because the likelihood of an event
occurring is low. The Actions associated with the CREVS, CRETS, and H Analyzer will ensure2

the appropriate Actions are taken.

t
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AC Sources-operati
8 3.8.

BASES
e

is @SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1. continued)
REQUIREMENTS

and fye6uency and wh'le asTntaining a adcified mergHigthgAlverspeed trip.
Ucr-44y- , U,e sip::? Thiscx

. . 3pach Dano its norte r :r u . -44-2- f2'__
Surveillance s.y be accomplished b -

[ ,7 ripping the DG output breaker with the DG cabargesting
greater than or equal to its associated singl
post-accident load while paralleled to offsite power

Co6sederY 6)M
_

K- d'h ::hb :r;;';t; +" TWm~- :

pp a s -a

sdeoulpfd b6 IEEE-308. (Ref. hae load rejection test b
is acceptaoie if the increase in djesel speed does not

y ,,1 (, L W (,q%'), the overspeed trip setpoint, or 15% above synchronous speed,
---

,j .? exceed zu of sne cif rarence perween synchronous speed andp

, g ,, f; Lp whichever is lower.

The time, voltage, nd frequency toleran s specified in ].

O ,,rN, this SR are deri d from Regulatory Gui 1.9 (Ref. 3) NV reconnendation for response during i d sequence interva
|

4
,
'

The [3] secon , specified is equal t 60% of a typical I'

5 second lo sequence interval ass cisted with sequen ng ;
pf the largest load. The voltage nd frequency spect ed

!tre con litent with the design r ge of the equipmen
>ower by the DG. SR 3.8.1.9. corresponds to th maximum

ifre ncy excursion, while SR .8.1.9.b and SR 3. 1.9.c are I

st dy state voltage and fr uency values to.whi the | |

@t etem innet ra m r f:l' R ; 1a s emier+4ani The
.pe month}' Frequency is cons- with _them
:= ":: = r == n:; - 1 QgjQ g,A, y y ,Q |

This SR is modifi by a Note. Ine r ason vor tne note is
that during oper tion with the rest r critical, performa
of this SR cou cause perturbatio to the electrical
distribution ystems that could c allenge continued ste y
state opera on and, as a resui unit safety systems,
Mdit is M90- f:r =ph: '' ???9t 'Mt :th', ais 7''g'g
4R . Inefderteensurethat e DG is tested under cad
condit ns that are as close o design basis condi ens as |

,

possi e, Note 2 requires t t, if synchronized t offsite
ipow , testing must be per rmed using a power f ter l

(y< 0.9]. This power fact is chosen to be rep sentativej

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE % J.1.12 (continued) --

REQUIREMENTS
standby condit hat is, with the e e coolant and oil
continuously circulate tempera saintained

#'' % consistent with manufacturer ndstions. The reason

T/ e u v.cr|4rf I / critical, performance his Surve ce could cause
f r Note 2 is that during at with the reactore

gg,t,ff, g " f ^ % 5e/t perturbations to electrical distribu systems that
, * ~5'5 M J fr L. 4 ' could challen entinued steady state opera n and, as a

/ ^ lc l,yc f,3) / ,. ), result, u safety systems. r-- m - 7 i; t;i;., '-

h A' M /,et. .t) , ,, i
~ ~~

L M M e <L 1, Q
C'e ra, 4 .,4 g SF 3 . e .1. . 9

,g

( A < f.M W r ./ ,q -i s This Surveillance demonstrates that DG noncritical
3

' e.u . c ,, L ,,'( q protective functions de.#. nicar unar war hsraturel .1

15 * a n bypassed on dess of yoMage 1&effal cansefrent wWan.) h !
it susg,3 an y%,e DG ($1Jactuationete]Dsionalfana tical prctective unytTons !,

lcet J, .La.m,c (Hngine op fspeed, generator fferential current, bw lube j
-

-
i

g 7 , u ' + ! ' ' , * 'N * /Mc11 presfure, Mgh_cranken pressure, and start 11ure i
'i

r relad) trie the_DC to Mert substantial damac to the DC, ,

f~ - - '~ < ine noncritical trips are bypassed during DBAs and Q'

b--)i provide an alarm on an abnomal engine condition. This
alarm provides the operator with sufficient time to react
appropriately. The DG availability to mitigate the DBA is
mere critical than protecting the engine against minor
proble.ts that are not immediately detrimental to emergency
operation of the DG.

month} Frekuency is based on engineering judgment,The
taking into considt ration unit conditions required to
perform the Surveil lance, and is intended to be consistent
with expected fuel cycle lengths. Operating experience has
shown that these components usually pass the SR when

, performed at the@ month)* frequency. Therefore, the |
t % f requency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability 3 }h%' ,. m ,a p' ut MW ; ;,- standpoint 4} 2, '

,

(e a-

CA A S o f '' M jThe SR i / modified by a Note. TtH(reason for the Note is
y'p' g g (,2), that feming the Surveillagn would remove a require DG

ervice, f ram = " .:h;r 'e, - M .T.ad : : t th:t -t ! #'5/ fro -

'

*

Jp.j

(continued)
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AC Sources-0perati |
'

8 3.8
I

. BASES |

l ,__% :

RE ERE ES 10. Regulatory Guide 1.137 Rev. [ ,

11. SI C84.1-198 . @
12. ASME, Boile and Pressure Ve Code, Sectio @

$. IEEE Standard 308-

_ _ _
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|
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(3m)
Diesel Fuel 011 Lube Oil, and Starting Air

8 3.8.3
.

BASES

SURVE!LLANCE i SP 3.2.3.2 (continu 9
REQUIREMENTS

c;:r:t 5 ':r-enc The [500] gal requirene is based.

on the DG manufac r consumption values for e run time
of the DG. [[mpi it in this SR is the requi nt to verify
the capabilii.y transfer the lube oil fr its storage
location to t DG, when the DG lube oil s does not hold
adequate inv tory for 7 days of full loa operation without
the level r aching the manufacturer rec nded minimum
level { @
A 31 da Frequency is adequate to ens e that a sufficient
lube o supply is onsite, since'DG arts and run time are
p y monitored by the unit staf j

Sr 3.E.?

The tests listed below are a means of deterwining whether
new fuel oil is of the appropriate grade and has not been
centaminated with substances that would have an immediate,
detrimental impact on diesel engine combustion. If results
from trese tests are within acceptable limits, tne fuel oil

i may be added to the storage tanks without concern for
\ centaminating the entire volume of fuel oil in the storage

' '' tanks. These tests are to be conducted prior to adding the
new fuel to the storage tank (s), but in no case is the time

,

I

between receipt of new fuel and conducting the tests to
exceed 31 days. The tests, limits, and applicable ASTM
Stancards are as follows:

a. Sample the new fuel oil in accordance with ASTM - I

{ D4C57 p (Ref. / [ gy;;
i

,

Verify in accorda M th the tests s ecified i ASTM hb.
0975 M (Ref. /) that the sample h s an abseTute~%[ specific gravity at 60/60*F of 2 0 and s OPL or hfI

%g c( an API gravity at 60'F of 2 @* and s g', a Enematic I i-_a
viscosity at 40*C of 21.9 centistokes sqd 5 4.1
centistokes, and a flash point ( 125'F; ano g

c. Verify that the new fuel oil has jii ci r ano orignt
|appeacance with propere;oisr unen ed in acc
IkitVASTM D4176-I / 1 (Ref. 6).

'
< - ~

4. A 05 % odu .a.J sc).~d.
'Mr

(continued)
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Diesel Futi 011. Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.B.3. (continued)
RIQUIREMENTS

Failure to meet any of the above limits is cause for
rejecting the new fuel oil, but does not represent a failure
to meet the LCO concern since the fuel oil is not added tothe storage tanks.

Within 31 days following the initial new fuel oil semple,
the fuel oil is analyzed to establish that the othe gg ,

iproperties specified in Tabla 1 of ASTM D975- (Ref. ) '

are met for new fuel oil.9- t-M ia =rra --a with p gMTr. "MM | (" '.
W v ,Tu. w,5) %' sei ww .n.i n u j er m}Julfur anc ith ASTM D m 2-f

Ref M-- r ASTM D2622-f
.n

(Ref. The 31 day perloc
H acceptable because the fuel oil p perties of interest.
even if they were not within stated limits, would not have
an jernediate effect on DG operation. This Surveillance

)ensures the availability of high quality fuel oil for the
D35. |

Fuel cil degradation during long term storage shows up as an I

increase in particulate, due mostly to oxidation. The

O preser.ce ef particulate does not mean the fuel oil will not j
,

burn preferly in a diesel engine. The particulate can cause
ld . .- fouling of filters and fuel oil injection equipment,
|however, which can cause engine failure.
Ipp @

Particulate concentrations should be determined h) Mis)/fccordanc th A y5a76-f # M inoa a mej.
(inet W ivolvep49fhlmetric determination of '.otal Or g #

~

particulate concentration in the fuel oil and has a limit of 16,24 . I
10 mg/1. It is acceptable to obtain a field sample for f6
subsequent laboratory testing in lieu of field testing.
LUor mied @ " 4- -+4rA the total stored fuel oil volume @bcAu.L is contained in two interconnected tanks, each tank

- . . ted separately. #* @must be considered an

*T7. c '/ " ''/ "*'' The Frequency of this test takes into consideration fuel oil
f, , i s. / d,.2 ./.A degradation trends that indicate that particulate
4r / (< 14 concentration is unlikely to change significantly between

Frequency intervals.
%

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel 011, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
8 3.8.3

,

BASES I

.|

,

| SURVEILLANCE 1
i

REQUIREMENTS
' \ '

(continued) Draining of the fue oil stored in the supply tanks val
of accumulated s ment, and tank cleaning are regu, at
10 year interva by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 9,

paragraph 2.f This also requires the performa e of the ;
A.'4E Code, tion XI (Ref. 8), examinations the tanks. Wrr* 4 4 48,

i it, reclud the introduction of surfactants the fuel oil
system, e cleaning should be accomplishe using sodium
hypochi ite solutions, or their equival t. rather than
soap detergents. This SR is for pr ntative
mai enance. The presence of sedine does not necessarily iesent a failure of this SR, p ded that accumulated i
r

diment is removed durino perfo nee of the Surveillancey
]

.

G.el<e 6 -n
REFERENCES 1. f SAR, t--+4aa .!.:.;].

'a

*h Regulatory Guide 1;137. h
3m 'N!! '1 % ;;%, f.;;; $ S_

b;/.hESAR, Chapter 16h
#

|
~

dhFSAR, Chapter g ggp [f

(Jj 6. ASTM Standards: D4057 M ; D975- ,- @a
,

eth )
( I. ASTM Standards, D975, Table 1. g

4. r~:. w .,...a n. = - -, ~ . m .<-- .:. -r z.

!
men

I

!
!

l

l
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Distribution Systems-Operating

5 3.8.9

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The onsite Class IE AC, DC, and AC vital bus e.lectrical
power distribution systems are Jividadapaui to4two[e
redundant and independent ACLDK and AMital hos)

a n J. f. . e hbo.J.d electrical power distribution subsysteng.j

" M ",)E
D C- The AC primary electrical power distribution system consists hA t y,4 y of two 4.16 kV Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) buses, eachon

d j* C # having at leastMone separate and indeper, dent offsite source

e L ,,,ulr. P M ofpowerfaswell a dedicated onsite diesel generator
(DG) source. Each 4.16 kV ESF bus}*is normally connected
to a preferred offs te source.jKi r a loss In
tefer a offs e power urce t t. 4.16 kV F bus,

acconn14I=dhvtra r to e alte e offs e source
ut iting time del ad hut ada. vni n relav l if all
offsite sources are unavailable, the onsite emergency DG
supplies power to the 4.16'LV ESF bus. Control power for
the 4.15 kV breakers is supplied from the Class IE @g batteries. Additional descriptien of this system may be

.) f aund in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1, 'AC Sources-Operating,'V , , _ , and the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources-Operating.'

f t@\/ syMM The sc::nd: y M-cl::tH::1 ;:nr oisu iaiwu ay Liu Tei
y eae4*++vincludes the safety related load centers, motor hcontrol centwrs, and distribution panels shown in

Table B 3.8.3-1. m.54eh. d p;~ .
,,..,~ r,

e

The 120 VAC vital buses are = n;:d
and are normally gg8Lt from th: invert [rt. The

alternate power supply for the vital buses areKlass IE g

A vw)' ceert W veltt; ::;r:; tiara fe. .r,e. , ;;;;r:d : . -. - . mu

g'M d b~ " tr:fr :: 15: :::::i.t d i ...::r, and its use is governed by
LCO 3.8.7, " Inverters-Operating.' Each constant voltage

v L , , , L ,a , ,.1 source tra foriner is powered from a Class IE AC bus. rg,,4 ,p
There areN independent l25/058 VDC electricaldQgD'dMc 3 d e d f
gm ofo cu, W :"- '; ; f;r ::;t, trein) .

adTM.$h d%7';.'"" }';"""''y" g',

E'* n Clas; 1E FCF (Acc. f
n .a ,,,n @q c c

,

! i *t taa s t, r m t -

| ./
(continued) i.
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Distribution Systems-Operating
i 8 3.8.9

BASES (continued)
-

^^ gj 7
APPLICABLE The initia co itio s sign Basis beient( and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient nalyses the SAR, Chapter (Ref. and

Chapter Ref. , assume ESF systems are OPE LE. The>

| AC, DC, and AC vit bus electrical yomer distribution
| systems are designed to provide sufficient capacity, h
| capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the

,

availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the
, fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limits
| are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail
| in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits;
'

Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS); and ,

Section 3.6, Containment Systems.
!

The OFERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical,

| power distribution systems is consistent with the initial hassumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon
meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes
maintaining power distribution systems OPERABLE during,

i accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC |
| electrical power; and i

b. A worst case single failure.

~ ' ~ ~The distribution systems satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC j
Policy Statement.

m m

| %W4 lo.cl a..r 1 s% \'1
The required power d)fs1r bution m| LCO ,____ :. A n i

^ E '. Table F 3.8.9-1g nsure e availability of AC, DC, and AC
/

~
# # '' ^ vital bus electrical for the systems required to shut
'

DM A fy B S down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after

l' q p) an anticipated operational occurrence (A00) or a postulated!

DBA. The AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
; distributiong&y:t=: are required to be OPERABLE. {*~ {v

N
;

e >.p
Maintaining the 'r:P ^ .... L .:.. C AC ,=d ".C " .1 L.. -|i ( bu () o f ,2p
e b n icai m . ..,;,..,.t..., ....,.t. 3,PERABLE ensures

.

| C
! that the redundancy incorporated into the design of ESF is

not defeated. Therefore, a single failure within any system
or within the electrical power distribution & y;^ ; will

not prevent safe shutdown of the reactor.
\ out g r ,a p

(continued)
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Distribution Systems-0perating
; 8 3.8.9
i

BASES Cbad
i
:

i LCO OPERABLE AC electrical p Jer distribution subsystems require.

(continued) the associated buses, 1 d centers, actor control centers,
and distribution panele.-to be energized to their proper
voltages. OPERABLE tu enemca r - ci strimutAnni
cesares> require the arssociated buses to be energized to
their proper voltage from either the associated battery or ,s
charger. OPERABLE vital bus electrical power distribution UJ
subsystems require the associated buses to be energized to
their proper voltageJ rom sne sociates pnverter ta

h ip| pnver C voltage, inverter sing internal AC rce,
Qass constant voltage n:fersar). f I

In addition, tie breakers between redundant' safety related
AC, 00, and AC vital bus power distribution subsystems, if
they exist, must be open. This prevents any electrical
malfunction in any power distribution subsystem from
propagating to the redundant subsystem, which could cause
the failure of a redundant subsystem and a loss of essential,

! safety function (s). If any tie breakers are closed, the I

,

affected redundant electrical power distribution subsystems !

are considered inoperable. This applies to the onsite,'' safety related redundant electrical power distribution
, /"N subsystems. M d;c; x t , L. . .. . pcchd; ad......it

'" " ' ' " " ' " * " " ' ' ' "'hj j
. ..

, APPLICA2!LITY The electrical power distribution subsystems are required to |
| be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that: )|

| a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant
| pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
'

of A00s or abnormal trantients; and

| b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
| OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained
I in the event of a postulated DBA.

| Electrical power distribution subsysten requirements for
MODES 5 and 6 are covered in the Bases for LC0 3.8.10,
" Distribution Systems-Shutdown.'

!
i

(continued)
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Distribution Systems-Operating'

B 3.B.9

|
'

Table B 3.B.9-1 (pa e 1 of 1)
AC and DC Electrical Power D stribution Systems

! TYPE TACE TRAIN A* TRAINB*[
At safety [4160 [ESFSus][NB01) [ESFSus NB02)

buses
[480 V) Load Centers L Centers 1

[NG01,NG03) G02,NG04]

[4E: V) or Control Motor Control
.ters Centers

[NG01A, NG01 , [NG02A,NG021,
NG018, NG02B, NG04C,,

NG031, 0 NG041,NG04D)
|Q

[120 V) Dist ution Pane Distribution Panels ,

NP01,NP03) \ [NP02,NPO4) j
/ i

DC buses 1125 V) Bus [NK01] us[NK02) ;

Bus (NK03] Bu NK04)
,

/ Distribution Panels Distributi Panels
/ [NK41,NK43,NK51) [NK42,NK44, K52)

A: vita . [120 V) Bus [NN01) Bus [NN02) ]bus
<

Bus [NNO3) Bus [NN04)
'

* Ea:h trair cf the A: a : D: electrical power distribution systems is
a sutsyste:

' '

|s

f ' ! 0 9'< T
o i

'

i
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Insert B 3.8.9 1bq
~b|

Table B 3.8.9-1 (page 1 of 1) ,

| AC and DC Electrical Power Distribution Systems
1
f

I

4160 volt Emergency Bus #11 (Unit 1), #21 (Unit 2)

4160 volt Emergency Bus #14 (Unit 1), #24 (Unit 2)

480 volt Emergency Bus #11 A (Unit 1), #21 A (Unit 2)
>

480 volt Emergency Bus #11B (Unit 1), #21B (Unit 2)

| 480 volt Emergency Bus #14 A (Unit 1),824 A (Unit 2) '

480 volt Emergency Bus #14B (Unit 1), #24B (Unit 2)

480 volt Emergency Bus #104R (Unit 1), #204R (Unit 2)

4510 volt Emergency Bus #114R (Unit 1), #214R (Unit 2)

120 volt A.C. Vital Bus #11 (Unit 1), #21 (Unit 2)

120 volt A C Vital Bus #12 (Unit 1), #22 (Unit 2)

I 120 volt A C. Vital Bus #13 (Unit 1). #23 (Unit 2)

| O
| 120 volt A C. Vita] Bus f14 (Unit 1), r24 (Unit 2)
I

} 125 volt D.C. Bus #11 (Unit 1 and Unit 2)

! l125 volt D.C. Bus *12 (Unit I and Unit 2)

125 volt D.C. Bus #21 (Unit I and Unit 2)

125 volt D.C. Bus #22 (Unit 1 and Unit 2)

|

I

1

|
,

_ w
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Distribution Systees-Shutdown
B 3.8.10

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.0 2. A.2.3. A.2.4. and A.2.5

Although redundant required features may require redundant
trains of electrical pcwer distribution subsystems to be
OPERABLE, one OPERABLE distribution subsystem train may be
capable of supporting sufficient required features to ellow
continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movement. By
allowing the option to declare required features associated
with sn inoparable tistribution subsystem inoperable,
appropriate restrictions arc implemented in n:trdance with
the affected distribution subsystems LCO's i % ired Actions.

r

In many instances, this option may involve undesired '

administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance for 12sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspend
CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies v i
and operations involving positive reactivity additions). in g/w.f
Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of
postulated events. It is further required to immediately
initiate action to restore the requi,ed AC and DC electrical

r- power distribution subsystems and to continue this action
*

until restoration is accomplished in order to provide the
, , necessary '>ower to the unit safety systems.

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative
Required Actions, a required shutdown cooling (SDC)
subsystem may be inoperable. In this case, Required Actionsi

'

!
A.2.1 through A.2.4 do not adequately address the concerns
relating to coolant circulation and heat removal. Pursuant-

7'h 46r, .s ulsfde gs) to LCO 3.0.6 the SDC ACTIONS would not be entered. I

h e re 4 % Itro p' *#g Therefor 4, Required Action A.2.5 is provided to direct
decle-ing SDC inoperable, which results in taking theid WP''' 58d "5

resuH e f W pppropriateSDCactions.gt

I 6-
!

rasc h /r,a. 40 A"[ [ The Completion Time of innediately is consistent with the
n

i

hrequired times for actions requiring prompt sttention. The

b ase d i f M A C|* restoration of the required distribution subs)i' ems should
be completed as quickly as possible in order to n!9mize the

N>. lever, yh sppnym./L time the unit safety systems may be without power.

s/// /rpW1A c 4.,u a re

b i. - -h lu >.
i

(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF CASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

:

p PLANT SPECIFIC CH ANGES,

U l. This change to the non-bracketed value, system name, or termmology was made to be consistent i
with the Calvert Cliffs-specific number, system name, or termmology. 'Ihis change also includes
additions to or deletions from the Bases to make them comply with Calven Cliffs' design,
operations, or safety analyses.

'

2. This addition, delecion, or modification to references, or the changmg of reference numbers was

performed to ensure that the references are applicable to Calvert Cliffs, and to ensure consistency
between references in the text and the reference section.

3. This change incorporates Calvert Cliffs-specific information into brackets. Bracketed information
.

located throughout NUREG 1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert Cliffs information.
I

t
4 Calvert Cliffs has an Updated Final Safety Analysis Repon (UFSAR), therefore, "FSAR" will be 1

changed to "UFSAR" throughout the improved Technical Specification (ITS) Bases.

5. The Background Section of the 3.8.1 Bases was rewritten in its entirety to discuss the Calvert
Chffs AC sources. These changes make the Background Section consistent with the Calven Cliffs

,

design.

6. This change deletes infonnation from the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) Bases !
Section 3.8.1 which describes the offsite circuits relative to fast transfer capability. Calvert Cliffs !

does not have fast transfer capabihty, therefore, this paragraph is not applicable. This change is
i

consistent with Calven Cliffs' design

7. This change deletes the bracketed information labeled Reviewers Notes. This is acceptable I

because the Reviewers Notes are information for the NRC reviewers and not intended to be
maintained in the individual plant's Technical Specifications.

8. This change adds or deletes information from the Actions Section of the 3.8.1 Bases. In
Sections A.2, and D.1 and D.2, the reference to the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
pumps was deleted because Calvert Cliffs has two 100% turbine-driven AFW pumps. In
Section B.2, the reference to single train systems, such as turbine-driven AFW pumps, was deleted
because Calven Cliffs has two turbine-driven AFW pumps. Also, m Actions C.1 and C.2, the last
paragraph. which discusses allowing continued operation with two offsite circuits inoperable, was

,

'

deleted. If Calvert Cliffs loses two required offsite circuits, then both units would trip. This
paragraph was deleted because it could cause confusion to the reader alluding that power
operations may continue if one is restored within 24 hours. These changes are consistent with
Calvert Cliffs design.

9. This change to the ITS Bases incorporates changes made to the ITS. This change ensures
consistency between the ITS and ITS Bases.

10. NUREG-1432 Section 3.8 contains information that cannot be verified agamst the Calvert Cliffs
design The Calven Cliffs ITS will not include information that cannot be verified to be applicable
to the Calvert Cliffs design. Therefore, this information is being deleted.

O
%)
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432 !
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS |

O 11. This change adds or deletes information from the SR Section of the 3.8.1 Bases to moreU specifically comcide with the Calven Cliffs current practices or design. In Section 3.8.1.3, the .I
discussion mout power factors is being deleted because it is not applicable to Calven Cliffs. This !

change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs design. I

12. The shutdown Specifications in Section 3.8 are AC Sources-Shutdown (3.8.2), DC Sources
Shutdown (3.8.5), inveners-Shutdown (3.8.7), and Distribution Systems- Shutdown (3.8.10).
These LCOs contain Actions which require the suspension of movement of trradiatM fuel
assemblies. In the NRC Safety Evaluation Report for Amendments 155 (Unit 1) and 135 (Unit 2), I

it was clarified that the suspension of the movement ofirrndiatM fuel assemblies applies only to '

containment. This requirement was clarified in the Bases Section for these LCOs.
|

l13. This change adds or deletes information in the Background Section of the 3.8.3 Bases to more -

speci'ically coincide with the Calvert Cliffs current practices or design. A section was added to
more specifically describe the Calven Cliffs diesel fuel oil storage tanks. The sentence that
references underground fuel oil storage tanks is being deleted because Calven Cliffs does not have

underground fuel oil storage tanks. These changes are consistent with Calvert Cliffs' design.

14. This change adds wordmg to LCO Section of 3.8.4 which states that a battery charger is
considered Operable as long as it is receiving power from its normal source and is capable of being
aligned to a diesel generator (DG) within two hours of an event. This was added because the
chargers provide a post accident recovery function by recharging any discharged batteries.
Because at least two hourr are available, operator Action can be credited for manual realignment i
of a DG to a DC bus to suppon charging. Therefore, a charger still performs its design safety

|Q function even if it does not automatically receive emergency power from a DG. This is consistent
with the Calven Chffs current licensing basis.

15. This change adds clarifying information to the Background Section of the 3.8.7 Bases. The added |
information clarifies that the inverters can be powered from the DC Bus which is energized from j
the station battery and'or batterv chargers. This added information is consistent with Calvert
Cliffs' design.

j

16. This change adds clarifying information to the LCO Section of the 3.8.7 Bases. The added
information clarifies that there are four inverters per Unit, and that the AC sital bus can be |

powered from the backup bus, which is a 120 VAC bus powered by Engineered Safety Features
motor control center through a regulating transformer. This added information is consistent with
Calven Cliffs' design. A similar statement on the back up power source to the AC sital bus was
also added to the Actions Section of the 3.8.7 Bases.

117. This change deletes information that is not applicable and adds clarifying information to the '

Background and LCO Sections of the 3.8.9 Bases. The added information replaces trains with
load groups and discusses specifically the composition of the 120 VAC vital bus. These changes
are consistent with the Calvert Cliffs design. |

|

| 18. Table B 3.8.9-1 is revised to include Calvert Cliffs specific infonnation. This table lists the AC
and DC electrical power distribution systems. Calven Cliffs is a two-umt site with shared systems
and shared DC somces, that supplies power (through the AC vital bus) to the other unit's Reactor

-3 Protective System and Engineered Safety Features Actuation Signalinstrumentation. ConstructingQ a table similar in format to the one in B 3.8.9-1 Bases would be very complicated and not useful.
.

| CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.8-2 Revision 1
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!

|

! DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

( Current Technical Specification 3.8.2.1 contains a similar table in the LCO. nat information is
used as Table B 3.8.9-1. In addition, a reference is added to the Calvert Cliffs UFSAR which;

I

contains a drawing (UFSAR Figure 8-9) that depicts the information located in the table.
| Therefore, the referenced table in the Bases will be supplemented with reference to the UFSAR

figure.

19. NUREG-1432 B 3.8.1 Actions contain statements which state "According to" certam references.

Calvert Cliffs ITS will state " Consistent with" certain references for those references Calvert Cliffs
is not committed to. For references Calvert Cliffs is not comnutted to, "According to" is
inappropriate. His change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

20. NUREG-1432 B 3.8.1 SR 3.81.4 states the SR verifies that the DGs are capable of synchronizing
with the offsite electrical system and accepting loads greater than or equal to the equivalent of the
maximum expected accident loads. Calvert Cliffs ITS will not verify the DGs are capable of
accepting loads greater than or equal to the equivalent of the maximum expected accident loads.
Calvert Cliffs ensures this m a 24-month SR (Calvert Cliffs ITS SR 3.8.1.11). This change is
consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

21. NUREG-1432 SR 3.8.2.1 states the reason rome of the SRs are excluded is to prevent paralleling
the DG to the offsite power network. The Calvert Cliffs ITS will not include this statement.
Whenser Calvert Cliffs runs the DG, it is paralleled to offsite power; therefore, the statement was
deleted. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

22. NUREG-1432 Specification Required Action A.2.5 requires the associated required SDCO subsystem (s) to be declared " inoperable" and "not in operation." However, this does not precludeV s

using the inoperable SDC subsystem (s) if needed. The appropriate actions for the inoperable SDC
subsyrtem(s) are still required to be followed. This change clarifies the Section 3.8.10 Bases that

;

SDC subsystem (s) declared inoperable due to inoperable distribution systems do not have to be '

tumed offif operating.

23. NUREG-1432 B 3.8.9 LCO Section states that Operable vital bus electrical power distribution
subsystems require the associated busses to be energized to their proper voltage from the
associated inverter via inverted DC voltage, inverter using internal AC source or Class IE constant I

voltage transfonner, improved Technical Specification B 3.8.9 LCO Section will not specifically
state that the proper voltace is from the associated inverter via It is not necessary to state.

where the vital bus is powered from to be Operable, only that it has proper voltage. The inverter
Technical Specification requires the inverter to power the vital bus and if not then the backup
source is allowed for a limited period of time. Therefore, the vital bus Technical Specification is
not required to be entered solely due to not being powered from the inverter. The inverter
Technical Specification requires the power distribution Technical Specification to be entered if the
inverter cannot be restored within the allowed outage time. However, the power distribution
Technical Specification is required to be entered if the proper voltage is not on the sital bus. This
change is consistent with the 3.8 Technical Specifications.

This change will be reviewed for applicability to .other Combustion Fnginemg plants and other
vendors Based on these results, a generic change will be proposed accordingly.

l

; O
,
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1

Containment Penetrations |,

3.9.3 ||
l

O 'actio"s
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more A.1 Suspend CORE Imediately
containment ALTERATIONS. I

! penetrations not in

required status. A_N_Q

A.2 Suspend movement of Inunediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies within
containment.

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMEf(I$

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.3.1 Verify each required containment penetration 7 days
is in the required status.

1

SR 3.9.3.2 -------------------NOTE-------------------

Not applicable tc containment purge and
exhaust valve (s) in penetrations closed to
comply with LCO 3.9.3, c.1.
_______..._____________ .________________.

J

Verify each required containment pur;e and Once each
exhaust valve actuates to the isolation refueling I

position on an actual or simulated actuation outage prior to
signal. the start of

CORE

ALTERATIONS or
movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies in

! containment
i

!

O
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| SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
3.9.4 '

O 3.9 aEruELins OeEa^110ns

| 3.9.4 Shutdown. Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
*

i

LC0 3.9.4 One SDC loop shall be OPERABLE and in operation.

--------------------------- NOTES---------------------..-----
'.

1. The required SDC loop may not be in operation for t

s I hour per 8 hour period, provided no operations are
permitted that would cause reduction of the Reactor
Coolant System boron concentration.

2. The shutdown cooling pumps may be removed from operation
during the time required for local leak rate testing of
containment penetration number 41 pursuant to the
requirements of SR 3.6.1.1 or to permit maintenance on
valves located in the comon SDC suction line, provided:

a. no operations are permitted that would cause a
reduction to Reactor Coolant System boron
' "''"''''' "-

CJ
'
-

b. CORE ALTERATIONS are suspended, and i
c. containment penetrations are in the status '

described in LC0 3.9.3, except that the EAL
temporary closure device may not be used in place 1

of an EAL door.
......___ ..................______ ..........................

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with the water level it 23 ft above the top of the
irradiated fuel asseinblies seated in the reactor vessel,

i

i

l

|
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|

SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
3.9.4

r-
Qy

,

ACTIONS
'

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

| A. One required SDC loop A.1 Initiate action to Immediately
,

| inoperable or not in restore SDC loop to 1

operation. OPERABLE status and

| operation.
,

|
'

IAND Immediately

A.2 Suspend operations
involving a reduction
in reactor coolant

,

boron concentration. I

M
l
IA.3 Suspend loading of Immediately

irradiated fuel
assemblies in the
core.

=
1

A.4 Place containment 4 hours
penetrations in the

status described in ,

LCO 3.9.3, except
that the EAL
temporary closure

gdevice may not be
used in place of an
EAL door.

;

!
,

O
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,
SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level |

| 3.9.4 |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENU

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

1

SR 3.9.4.1 Verify one SDC loop is in operation and 12 hours
circulating reactor coolant at a flow rate
of 2 1500 gpm.

i
!

O

1

i

O
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.9.4-3 Revision 0
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|

|
|

SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
3.9.5

+O actions (comt4evee)

|
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. No SDC loop OPERABLE B.1 Suspend operations Immediately
or in operation. involving a

reduction in reactor
coolant boron
concentration.

AND

B.2 Initiate action to Immediately
restore one SDC loop
to OPERABLE status
and to operation.

AM

B.3 Place containment 4 hours
penetrations in the
status described in

O 'co 3 9 3 except.

that the EAL
temporary closure

gdevice may not be
used in place of an
EAL door.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.5.1 Verify required SDC loops are OPERABLE. 12 hours

|
|

!

O.
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!
t

SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
3.9.5

| m
j lj SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

I SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
i

SR 3.9.5.2 Verify SDC loop in operation is circulating 12 hours
; reactor coolant at a flow rate of
i 2 1500 gpm.

;

i

SR 3.9.5.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power available to the required
SDC pum;; that is not in operation.

-

O

i

!

|

.

;

|

| O
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Nuclear Instrumentation
l B 3.9.2 )

O '

BASES

| This is because generating a meaningful test signal is
!

difficult; the detectors are of simple construction, and any
| failures in the detectors will be apparent as change in I
! channel output. This Frequency is the same as that employed
'

for the same channels in the other applicable MODES.
i

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix 1C

2. UFSAR, Chapter 14

I

:

O

i
|

O
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|

Containment Pcnetrations
B 3.9.3

O
C/,

, BASES
1

practice dictates that the bolts required by this LC0 be
approximately equally spaced.

The containment air locks, which are also part of the
containment pressure boundary, provide a means for personnel
access during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 operation in accordance
with LC0 3.6.2, " Containment Air Locks." Each air lock has
a door at both ends. The doors are normally interlocked to
prevent simultaneous opening when containment OPERABILITY is
required.

In other situations, the potential for containment
pressurization as a result of an accident is not present, {therefore, less stringent requirements are needed to isolate

|
the containment from the environment. Both containment |

personnel airlock doors may be open during the movement of 1

irradiated fuel assemblies in containment and during CORE
g

ALTERATIONS provided one airlock door is OPERABLE, the plant
gg is in MDDE 6 with 23 feet of water above the fuel and a
y designated individual is continuously available to close the

air lock door. This individual must be stationed at the !

Auxiliary Building side of the outer airlock door.
Operability of a containment personnel airlock door requires
that the door is capable of being closed, that the door is
unblocked, and no cables or hoses are run through the |1 ;
ai rl oc k. The requirement in MODE 6 with 23 feet of water

i
above the fuel ensures that there is sufficient time to I
close the personnel airlock following a loss of shutdown
cooling before boiling occurs.

The requirements on containment penetration closure ensure
that a release of fission product radioactivity within
containment will be restricted to within regulatory limits.

The Containment Purge and Exhaust System includes two
subsystems. The nonnal subsystem includes a 48 inch purge
penetration and a 48 inch exhaust penetration. The second
subsystem, a containment vent, includes a 4 inch purge
penetration and an 4 inch exhaust penetration. During

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.9.3-2 Revision Rt
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i

| Containment Penetrations
,

I B 3.9.3 :
i '

!O'

BASES '

!

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the normal purge and exhaust *

penetrations are secured in the closed position (via a blind !
flange). The containment vent valves can be opened |
intermittently, but are closed automatically by the '

Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)' '

Neither of the subsystems is subject to a Specification in
MODE 5. '

:

In MODE 6, large air exchanges are desired to conduct
refueling operations. The normal 48 inch purge system is |
used for this purpose and all valves are closed by the ESFAS

|
in accordance with LC0 3.3.7, " Containment Radiation Signal '

(CRS)."

The containment vent valves are allowed to be opened in-
MODE 6, however, they are connected to the penetration room

g
| Technical Specification emergency air cleanup systems, which

exhaust to the environment through high efficiency
particulate air and charcoal filters.

The other containment penetrations that provide direct
access from containment atmosphere to environment must be . |
isolated on at least one side. Isolation may be achieved by
an OPERABLE automatic isolation valve, or by a manual
isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent. Equivalent
isolation methods must be approved in accordance with
appropriate American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME)/American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Codes,
and may include use of a material that can provide a
temporary, ventilation barrier for the other containment
penetrations during fuel movements.

APPLICABLE During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
SAFETY ANALYSES assemblies within containment, the most severe radiological

consequences result from a fuel handling accident. The fuel
handling accident is a postulated event that involves damage

| to irradiated fuel (Ref.1). Fuel handling accidents,
described in Reference 1, include dropping a single

||

|O
|
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P

|

|

I Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

| O
| V
j BASES

i

l irradiated fuel assembly and handling tool or a heavy object
onto other irradiated fuel assemblies. The requirements of
LC0 3.9.6, " Refueling Pool Water Level," and the minimum
decay time of 100 hours prior to CORE ALTERATIONS ensure

! that the release of fission product radioactivity,
! subsequent to a fuel handling accident, results in doses

that are within the acceptance limits given in the UFSAR
g

(Ref. 1).

Containment penetrations satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 3.

LC0 This LC0 limits the consequences of a fuel handling accident
,

in containment by limiting the potential escape paths for
fission product radioactivity released within containment. .

The LC0 reauires any penetration providing direct access
from the containment atmosphere to the environment to be
closed except for the OPERABLE containment purge and exhaust
penetrations and the containment personnel air locks. For
the OPERABLE containment purge and exhaust penetrations,
this LC0 ensures that these penetrations are isolable by a
CRS. The OPERABILITY requirements for this LCO ensure that
the automatic purge and exhaust valve closure times
specified in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) can be achieved and therefore meet the assumptions
used in the safety analysis to ensure releases through the
valves are terminated, such that the radiological doses are

|

within the acceptance limit.

The containment personnel air lock doors may be open during
movement of irradiated fuel in the containment and during
CORE ALTERATIONS provided that one door is capable of being
closed in the event of a fuel handling accident. Should a
fuel handling accident occur inside containment, one
personnel air lotk door will be closed following an
evacuation of cor.tainment.

|
,

i G
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

O
BASES

The LCO is modified by a Note which allows the emergency air
lock temporary closure device to replace an emergency air
lock door. The temporary closure device provides an

i

adequate barrier to shield the environment from the
containment atmosphere in case of a design basis event.

1

|
APPLICABILITY The containment penetration requirements are applicable

during CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment because this is when there is
a potential for a fuel handling accident. In MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4, containment penetration requirements are addressed by
LCO 3.6.1, " Containment." In MODES 5 and 6, when CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
containment are not being conducted, the potential for a
fuel handling accident does not exist. Therefore, under
these conditions no requirements are placed on containment
penetration status.

A
O

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With the containment equipment hatch, air locks, or any
containment penetration that provides direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the environment not in the
required status, including the Containment Purge and Exhaust
Isolation System not capable of automatic actuation when the
purge and exhaust valves are open, the unit must be placed
in a condition in which the isolation function is not
needed. This is accomplished by innediately suspending CORE
ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
within containment. Performance of these actions shall not
preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe
position.

:

O,

l
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Containment Penetrations
| B 3.9.3

G
O

BASES

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1
;- REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that each of the containment,

! penetrations required to be in its closed position is in
that position. The Surveillance on the open purge and
exhaust valves will demonstrate that the valves are not i

! blocked fro closing. Also, the Surveillance will !
| demonstrate that each valve operator has motive power, which
; will ensure each valve is capable of being closed by an

OPERABLE CR5.

The Surveillance is performed every 7 days during CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
the containment. The Surveillance interval is selected to
be commensurate with the normal duration of time to complete
fuel handling operations. A surveillance before the start
of refuelir.g operations will provide two or three
surveillance verifications during the applicable period for

|- this LCO. As such, this Surveillance ensures that a
'

postulatec fuel handling accident that releases fission
product radioactivity within the containment will not result
in a release of fission product radioactivity to the
environment in excess of those described in the UFSAR ,

'(Ref. 1).

SR 3.9.3.2

This Surveillance demonstrates that each containment purge
and exhaust valve actuates to its isolation position on I

| manual initiation or on an actual or simulated high
radiation signal. The once each refueling outage Frequency
maintains consistency with other similar ESFAS
instrumentation and valve testing requirements. In

! LC0 3.3.7 " Containment Radiation Signal (CRS)," the
Containment Radiation Signal System requires a CHANNEL CHECK
every 7 days and a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 31 days to
ensure .the channel OPERABILITY during refueling operations.
Every' 24 months a CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed.

|

,
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|

Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3,

|

|O
'

BASES

Surveillance Requirement 3.6.3.4 demonstrates that the
isolation time of each valve is in accordance with the
Inservice Testing Program requirements. These surveillances
performed during MODE 6 will ensure that the valves are
capable of closing after.a postulated fuel handling accident
to limit a release of fission product radioactivity from the
containment.

This SR is modified by a Note stating that this
demonstration is not applicable to valves in isolated
penetrations. LC0 3.9.3, c.1, provides the option to close

| penetrations in lieu of requiring automatic isolation
'

capability.
,

I

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 14.18 i

i

O |

.

|

O:
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
B 3.9.4

BASES

concentration distribution cannot be ensured without forced
! circulation. This permits operations such as core mapping
! or alterations in the vicinity of the reactor vessel hot leg
| nozzles, and RCS to SDC isolation valve testing. During

this 1 hour period, decay heat is removed by natural
convection to the large mass of water in the refueling pool.

A second Note also allows both SDC loops to not be in
| operation during the time required for local leak rate
| testing of containment penetration number 41 pursuant to the
| requirements of SR 3.6.1.1 or to permit maintenance on

valves located in the comon SDC suction line. In addition
to the requirement in Note 1 regarding control of boron
concentration, CORE ALTERATIONS are suspended and
containment penetrations are in the status described in the
LC0 3.9.3, except that the EAL temporary closure device may
not be used in place of an EAL door. The EAL temporary
closure device may not withstand the containment

|
pressurization which could occur from a loss of shutdown
cooling. This allowance is necessary to perform required

| maintenance and testing.
:

|

| APPLICABILITY One SDC loop must be in operation in MODE 6, with the water
! level 2 23 ft above the top of the irradiated fuel
i assemblies seated in the reactor vessel, to provide decay

heat removal. The 23 ft level was selected because it
corresponds to the 23 ft requirement established for fuel
movement in LC0 3.9.6, " Refueling Pool Water Level."

!

Requirements for the SDC System in other MODES are covered
!. by LCOs in Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS), and
i Section 3.5, Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS). Shutdown

cooling loop requirements in MODE 6, with the water level
< 23 ft above the top of the irradiated fuel assemblies
seated in the reactor vessel, are located in LCO 3.9.5,

! CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.9.4-3 Revision M
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level;

B 3.9.4
|

BASES !

" Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water
Level."

,
ACTIONS Shutdown cooling loop requirements are met by having one SDC

|. loop OPERABLE and in operation, except as permitted in the
|- Note to the LCO.

A.1
|
l

If one required SDC loop is inoperable or not in operation,
.

! action shall be immediately initiated and continued until
the SDC loop is restored to OPERABLE status and to
operation. An immediate Completion Time is necessary for an
operator to initiate corrective actions.,

!
:
i

A.2

0-
-

;

If SDC loop requirements are not met, there will be no
forced circulation to provide mixing to establish uniform
boron concentrations. Reduced boron concentrations can
occur through the addition of water with a lower boron

:

concentration than that contained in the RCS. Therefore, |

actions that reduce boron concentration shall be suspended |
,

| immediately. J

|

|

A.3

If SDC loop requirements are not met, actions shall be taken
immediately to suspend loading irradiated fuel assemblies in
the core. With no forced circulation cooling, decay heat
removal from the core occurs by natural convection to the
heat sink provided by the water above the core. A minimum
refueling water level of 23 ft above the irradiated fuel
assemblies seated in the reactor vessel provides an adequate i

'

available heat sink. Suspending any operation that would

O |,
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| SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
i B 3.9.4
i
!

BASES

t increase the decay heat load, such as loading a fuel
assembly, is a prudent action under this condition.

,

| A.4
|

| If SDC loop requirements are not met, all containment
| penetrations must be placed in the status described in

LC0 3.9.3, except that the EAL temporary closure device
)

I cannot be used in place of an EAL door. The 4 hour
! Completion Time allows fixing most SDC problems and provides

sufficient time to verify containment penetration status.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that the SDC loop is in
,

operation and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is |

p determined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient
i decay heat removal capability and to prevent thermal and

| boron stratification in the core. The Frequency of 12 hours ,

! is sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump
control, and alarm indications available to the operator in i
the control room for monitoring the SDC System. |

|
!

REFERENCE 1. UFSAR, Section 9.2
|

l
l!

| |

|

! !

;

O,v,
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-Lou Water Level
B 3.9.5

BASES
l

1

i B.1
! !

IIf no SDC loop is in operation or no SDC loops are OPERABLE,
there will be no forced circulation to provide mixing to j

establish uniform boron concentrations. Reduced boron
concentrations can occur by the addition of water with lower
boron concentration than that contained in the RCS. ]
Therefore, actions that reduce boron concentration shall be i
suspended immediately.

B.2

If no SDC loop is in operation or no SDC loops are OPERABLE,
action shall be initiated immediately and continued without
interruption to restore one SDC loop to OPERABLE status and
operation. Since the unit is in Conditions A and B
concurrently, the restoration of two OPERABLE SDC loops and
one operating SDC loop should be accomplished expeditiously.n

e

L)\
fu

If no SDC loop is in operation, place containment
penetrations in the status described in LC0 3.9.3, except
that the EAL temporary closure device cannot be used in i

place of an EAL door, within 4 hours. With the SDC loop
,

requirements not met, the potential exists for the coolant
|to boil and release radioactive gas to the containment
!

atmosphere. Placing containment penetrations in the status
described in LC0 3.9.3 ensures that dose limits are not
exceeded.

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on the
low probability of the coolant boiling in that time.

|
|

(Ju
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| SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
B 3.9.5

BASES

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that one SDC loop is
operating and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is
determined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient
decay heat removal capability and to prevent thermal and
boron stratification in the core. In addition, this

Surveillance demonstrates that the other SDC loop is
OPERACLE.

In addition, during operation of the SDC loop with the water
level in the vicinity of the reactor vessel nozzles, the SDC
icop flow rate determination must also consider the SDC pump
suction requirements. The Frequency of 12 hours is,

sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump control,|

and alarm indications available to the operator to monitor
the SDC System in the control room.

|

Verification that the required loops are OPERABLE and in
operation ensures that loops can be placed in operation as
needec, to maintain decay heat and retain forced
circulation. The Frequency of 12 hours is considered

i

reasonable, since other administrative controls are I

available and have proven to be acceptable by operating
experience.

SR 3.9.5.2

This Surveillance demonstrates that the SDC loop is in
operation and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is
determined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient
decay heat removal capability and to prevent thermal and
boron stratification in the core. The Frequency of 12 hours
is sufficient, considering tte flow, temperature, pump
control, and alarm indications available for the operator in

| the control room for monito m g the SDC System.
,

'

/~T
U

'
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
B 3.9.5

BASES

SR 3.9.5.3

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that
an additional SDC pump _can be'placed in operation, if
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker. alignment and power available to the required pump.
The Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of
other administrative controls available and has been shown
to be acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.2 l

Ox.)

!

' (
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!

Refueling Pool Water Level
|

B 3.9.6

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

| B 3.9.6 Refueling Pool Water Level
!
!
t -

! BASES

BACKGROUND The movement of irradiated fuel assemblies or performance of
CORE ALTERATIONS, except during latching and unlatching of
control rod drive shafts, within containment requires a
minimum water level of 23 ft above the top of the irradiated
fuel assemblies seated in the reactor vessel. During
refueling this maintains sufficient water level in the the

| fuel transfer canal, the refueling pool, and the spent fuel
pool. Sufficient water is necessary to retain iodine

| fission product activity in the water in the event of a fuel
| handling accident (Refs. I and 2). Sufficient iodine
i activity would be retained to limit offsite doses from the
| accident to within the acceptance criteria given in the
| UFSAR (Ref. 2).

| /N
N]

'

APPLICABLE During core alterations and during movement of irradiated
i SAFETY ANALYSES fuel assemblies, the water level in the refueling pool is an

initial condition design parameter in the analysis of the
,

fuel handling accident in containment postulated by '

Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 1). A minimum water level of
| 23 ft (Regulatory Position C.1.c of Ref. 1) allows a

decontamination factor of 100 (Regulatory Position C.1 9 of
Ref.1) to be used in the accident analysis for iodine.
This relates to the assumption that 99% of the total iodine

l released from the pellet to cladding gap of all the dropped
fuel assembly rods is retained by the refueling pool water.

| The fuel pellet to cladding gap is assumed to contain 10% of
the total fuel rod iodine inventory (Ref.1).

The fuel handling accident analysis inside containment is
described in Reference 2. With a minimum water level of
23 ft and a minimum decay time of 100 hours prior to fuel;

I handling, the analysis and test programs demonstrate that
the iodine release due to a postulated fuel handling

psj'
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i

Refueling Pool Water Level
B 3.9.6

t3
V BASES

J

accident is adequately captured by the water and offsite '

;

doses are maintained within allowable limits (Ref. 2). I

Refueling pool water level satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 2.

LCO A minimum refueling pool water level of 23 ft above the
irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the reactor vessel is
required to ensure that the radiological consequences of a

; postulated fuel handling accident inside containment are
within the acceptable limits given in the VFSAR (Ref. 2). I

APPLICABILITY LC0 3.9.6 is applicable during CORE ALTERATIONS, except
during coupling and uncoupling of control element assembly
drive shafts, and when moving irradiated fuel assemblies in
containment. The LCO minimizes the possibility of a fuel

O handling accident in containment that is beyond the
| assumptions of the safety analysis. If irradiated fuel is
| not present in containment, there can be no significant

radioactivity release as a result of a postulated fuel
handling accident. Requirements for fuel handling accidents
in the spent fuel pool are covered by LCO 3.7.13. " Spent
Fuel Pool (SFP) Water Level."

|

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With a water level of < 23 ft above the top of the
| irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the reactor vessel, all
! operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of

| irradiated fuel assemblies shall be suspended immediately to
ensure that a fuel handling accident cannot occur.

i |
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! Refueling Pool Water Level
B 3.9.6

,-

(,) BASES

The suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movement shall
not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe
position.

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification of a minimum water level of 23 ft above the top
of the irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the reactor
vessel ensures that the design basis for the postulated fuel
handling accident analysis during refueling operations is
met. Water at the required level above the top of the
irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the reactor vessel
limits the consequences of damaged fuel rods that are
postulated to result from a fuel handling accident inside
containment (Ref. 2).

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment
and is considered adequate in view of the large volume of

f'') water and the normal procedural controls of valve positions,
which make significant unplanned level changes unlikely.

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.25, March 23, 1972

2. UFSAR, Section 14.18
I

i

l

I

|

| ("x
U]
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.9.4 - SHUTDOWN COOLING (SDC) AND COOLANT CIRCULATION-

HIGH WATER LEVEL

/N ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGFS
'

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Techni/l
Specifications with no change ofintent to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result, the
Technical Speci0 cations should be more easily readable, and therefore, understandable by
plant operators as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, ce,tain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
infonnation may also have been added to raore fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG-1432. However, the additional information does not change the intent of the

I current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
ins olves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.9.8.1 requires one shutdown cooling (SDC) loop to
be in operation. Improsed Technical Specification 3.9.4 will require one SDC loop to be
Operable and in operation. This requirement is implied because if the system is in operation
and not compl. sing with its SR. (which is the same for both CTS and ITS) it is declared
inoperable. Adding a requirement that is implied is considered an administrative change.
This change :s consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.3 Current Technical Specification 3.9.8.1 Action states that the provisions of
Specification 3.0.3 arc not applicable. Improved Technical Specification 3.9.4 will not
contain this requircment. Improsed Technical Specification LCO 3.0.3 is only applicable in
N1odcs 1. 2. 3. and 4. Therefore. LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable to this Mode 6 Specification.
Remosal of a requirement from a specific Technical Specification because it exists in
Section 3.0 is considered administrative. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.4 The CTS LCO 3,9.8.1 Action a requirement that allows the SDC pumps to be de energized
contains a requirement that the water level above the top of the irradiated fuel assemblies be
greater than 23 feet. Improved Technical Specification 3.9.4 LCO Note 2 contains the same
allowaace but does not contain the requirement that the water level be greater than 23 feet
above the irradirted fuel assemblies seated in the reactor vessel. The requirement that the
water level be greater than 23 feet above the irradiated fuel assemblies is not required
because the Applicability contains the requirement. The deletion of a requirement which is
part of the Applicability constitutes an administratise change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A.5 Current Techmcal Specifications LCO 3.9.8.1 Action a includes an action to suspend all
operations involving a.i increase in the reactor decay heat load. Improved Technical
Specificativn 3.9.4 Action A.2 is to suspend loading irradiated fuel assemblies in the core.
Loading irradiated fuel assemblies in the core is essentially the only way to increase the
reactor decay heat load. Since there are no differences between the Actions that are required
to be taken in CTS and ITS, this change is considered administrative. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.6 Current Technical Specifications LCO 3.9.8.1 Applicability requi es that one SDC loop be
Operable and in operation when in Mode 6 at all reactor svater levels. Improved Technical

CALVERT CIIFTS - UNITS I & 2 3.9.4-1 Revision 1
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I
; DISCUSSION OF CHANGES'

SECTION 3.9.4 - SIlUTDOWN COOLING (SDC) AND COOLANT CIRCULATION- 1
HIGH WATER LEVEL '

i )
!p Specification 3.9.4 Applicability will require one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation 1

( in Mode 6 with 2 23 feet of water above the top of the irradiated fuel assemblies seated in
the reactor vessel. This CTS was divided into two requirements in the ITS: one for water
level 2 23 feet above the top ofirradiated fuel assemblies, and one for water level < 23 feet |

above the top of the irradiated fuel assemblies. This change is for the case when water level
is 2 23 feet above the top of irradiated fuel assemblies. Specification 3.9.5 is for the case;

when water level is < 23 feet above the top of the irradiated fuel assemblies. Converting the
CTS into two LCOs which provide equivalent requirements is considered an administrative
change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

|

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.9.8.1 does not contain a requirement to immediately,

[ initiate action to restore one SDC loop to Operable status and operation. This requirement |

| exist.s as an option to the other Actions (the option to restore always exists). Improved
| Technical Specification 3.9.4, Required Action A.1 will require the immediate initiation of
| action to restore one SDC loop to Operable status and operation (it is "AND'ed" to the other !

Required Actions). This requirement will en::re that Action is taken to restore forced flow
and deca) heat removal capability, and to prevent thermal and boron stratification in the |

core. The addition of Required Actions is a more restrictive change. This change does not |
|

| adsersely affect plant safety because it adds a requirement to immediately initiate action to
restore forced flow. This change is censistent with NUREG-1432.

| M.: Current Technical Specification 3.9.8.1 Action a footnote * allows the SDC loop to be !
remosed from operation for up to one hour per eight-hour period. Improved Technical| v

| Specification 3.9.4 LCO Note 1 also allow s the SDC loop to be taken out-of-service for up to
i one hour per eight hours. but it also contains the caveat that no operations are permitted that
!

uould cause reduction of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) boron concentration. Boron
concentration reduction is prohibited because uniform concentration distribution cannot be
ensured uithout forced circulation. Therefore, the addition of this limitation is a more

| restrictise change. This change does not adversely affect plant safety because it requires
addi' .- limitations to prevent uneven boron distribution in the core. This change is
conswat uith NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECilNICAL Cll ANG ES MOVEMENT OF INFOIG1ATION TO LICENSEE--

CONTROLLED DOCUNfENTS

; LA.1 Current Technical Specification 3.9.8.1 Action a requires that all operations which could
involve a reduction in RCS boron concentration bu suspended and, specifically to de-
energize charging pumps and to close charging flow paths. Improved Te:hrdcal
Specification SR 3.9.4 for the same condition will require that operations that could hhe

n a reduction in RCS boron concentration be suspended, but will not contain the i.m 'e

Q charging pump and flow path requirements. The requirements will be mod m. *
,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.9.4 - SIIUTDOWN COOLING (SDC) AND COOLANT CIRCULATION-

| HIGH WATER LEVEL

Q procedures. This is acceptable because this detail is not required to meet the overall
|

V requirement. This detail can be adequately controlled via the plant procedure change control
process. This approach provides an effective level of control and provides for a more

!

appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by
the change. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing
license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. His is a less restrictive
movement of information change with no effect on safety. His change is consistent with

L NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - IISS RESTRICTIVE
L1 Current Technical Speci0 cation 3A8.1, Action a requires all containment penetrations

providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere be
isolated within four hours when the one required SDC loop is inoperable, and when the SDC
loops are de-energized br leak rate testing. Improved Technical Specification 3.9.4
Action A.4 requires the containment penetrations to be placed in the conditions described in
LCO 3.9.3, except that the Emergency Air Lock temporary closure device may not be used
in place of an Emergency Air Lock door. The Emergency Air Lock temporary closure
device may not withstand the containment pressurization which could occur from a loss of
shutdown cooling. This description of containment penetration status is the same as in CTS

| 3.9.4. This penetration status places the penetrations in a condition which allows for closure

to mitigate events that result in a release of radioactivity. The additional flexibility thus
provided allows containment purge as long as the Containment Purge Supply and Exhaust

A lsolation System is Operable, and allows both containment personnel air lock doors to be
h open if the specified criteria are met. Allowing these conditions constitutes a less restrictive

changs but all design accident criteria continue to be met. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432 CEOG-115.

L.: Current Technical Specification 4.9.8.1 requires reactor coolant flow rate be determined
21500 gpm at least once per four hours. improved Technical Specification SR 3.9.4.1
requires flow rate be determined 21500 gpm at least once per 12 hours. This change
decreases the Frequency to verify SDC flow from four hours to twelve hours. The 12-hour

: Frequency is sufficient considering the flow, temperature, pump control, and alarm
!

indications available to the operator in the Control Room for monitoring the SDC System.
Also, as long as LCO 3.9.4.1 is met, which requires one SDC loop to be in operation, flow is

| not expected to change significantly with time. This verification is oriented toward ensuring
i no significant sysiem line-up problem or system failure prevents flow from meeting
| requirements. Plant history indicates such prot >lems are rare. Reducing the Surveillance
| Frequency constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with
! NUREG-1432.
|

| L.3 Current Technical Specification 3.9.8.1 LCO and Action a footnote * allows the SDC loop to
| be removed from operation for up to one hour per eight hour period during the performance

.,f Core Alterations in the vicinity of the reactor pressure vessel hot legs. Improved
Technical Specification LCO 3.9.4 Note allows the SDC loop to be removed from operation3

for up to one hour per eight hour period any time in the Applicable Mode, provided no
operat:ons are permitted that would cause reduction of the RCS boron concentration. Thee

v allowance is no longer limited to when Core Alterations are taking place in the vicinity of

CALVERT CLITTS - UNITS I & 2 3A43 Revision 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.9.4 - SIIUTDOWN COOLING (SDC) AND COOLANT CIRCULATION-'

HIGH WATER LEVEL I

!

k],) the hot legs (operations such as core mapping, RCS to SDC isolation valve testing, etc., will
/

now be permitted). The concern when SDC is removed from operation for this short period
of time is not decay heat removal but potential reactivity events, which can occur due to |
boron reductions. Since the boron concentration is not permitted to be reduced when in this I

condition, uniform concentration distribution is maintained and the reactivity will remain
within limits. Removing this limit on when the Note is applicable constitutes a less
restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

!
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.9.5 - SilUTDOWN COOLING (SDC) AND COOLANT CIRCULATION -

LOW WATER LEVEL
,

|f') TECilNICAL CilANGES MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE- i-

U CONTROLLED DOCM1ENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.9.8.2 Footnote # allows one SDC loop to be replaced !
.

by one spent fuel pool cooling loop when it is lined up to provide cooling flow to the irradiated !
fuel in the reactor core, and the heat generation rate of the core is below the heat removal
capacity of the spent fuel pool cooling loop. Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.9.5
Note will allow one SDC loop to be replaced by one spent fuel pool cooling loop. The

,

'

requirements for this substitution will be moved to Section B 3.9.5 of the ITS Bases. His is
; acceptable because moving this detail to the Bases will not change the specific requimnents
! that ensure the spent fuel pool cooling loop maintains adequate heat removal capacity. His
| detail can be adequately controlled in the Bases which require change control in accordance

3
with the Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. This approach providcs an effective level i

of regubtory comrol and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of
safety of faciht.s operation is unaffected by the change, because there is no change m the

! requirement which allows one SDC loop to be replaced. Furtherme NRC and Calvert ClitTs
| resources associated with processing licenshg amendments to tb., allowance will be reduced.

| This is a less restrictiw movement ofinformation change with no effect on safety.
.

1

!

TECHNICAL. CilANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.) Current Technical Specif cation 3 9.8.1, Action a requires all containment penetrations
, providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere be isolated
| witlan four hours Imfroved Technical Specification 3.9.5 Action B.3 requires theg

Q containment penetrations to be placed in the :onditions described in LCO 3.9. 3, except that
the EAL temporarv closure device may not be used in place of an EAL door. The EAL

| temporary closure daice may not withstar.d the containment pressurization which could occur
from a loss of SDC. This description of contamment penetration status is the same as in
CTS 3.9.4 This penetration status places the penetration in a condition which allows for

j closure to mingate esents that result in a release af radioactivity. The additional flexibility I
| thus provided allows containment purge as long as the Contamment Purge Supply and Exhaust
| Isolation System is Operable; and allows both containment personnel air lock doors to be open
! if the specified criteria are inet. Allowing these conditions constitutes a less restrictive change,
| but all design accident criteria continue to be met.

|
| |L.2 Current Technical Specification 4.9.8.1 requires reactor coolant flow rate be determined 1

'

'

21500 rpm at kast once per four hours. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.9.5.2
requires flow rate be determined 21500 gpm at least once per 12 hours. This change
decreases the Frequency to verify SDC flow from four hours to 12 hours. The
12-hour Frequency is suf6cient, considering the flow, temperature, pump control, and alarm
indications available to the operator in the Centrol Room for monitoring the SDC System.

|
Also, as long as the LCO 3.9.5.1 is met requiring one SDC loop to be in operation, flow is not |

expected to change significantly with time. This verification is oriented toward ensuring no !
i

significant system line-up problem or system failure prevnts flow from meetmg requirements. |
'

Plant history indicates such problems are rare. Reducing the Surveillance Frequency
! constitutes a less restrictive change. The intent of the Surveillance and plant history support
i reducing the Surveillance Frequency. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

<d
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS '

SECTION 3.9 - REFUELlNG OPERATIONS {

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES
/~'N i

ly! Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (BGE), Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2, is converting to the improved '

Technical Specification (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications, ;
Combustion Engineering Plants.'' The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbering, and
rewording of Technical Specifications, with no change in intent, and are the incorporation of current
plant practices consistent with NUREG-1432. These changes, since they do not involve technical

s

ci.anges to the Technical Specifications or current plant practices, are administrative. Below is the No '

Significant llazards Consideration for the conversion of this Section to NUREG-1432.
!

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specification changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The

i
following is provided in support of this conclusion. !

1. Does the change insche a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
|accident presiously evaluated?
|

The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbering, and rewording of the existing
Technical Specifications, along with the incorporation of current plant practices and other
changes, as discussed above, in order to be consistent with NUREG-1432. These changes
ins olve no technical changes to the existing Technical Specifications. Specifically, there will be

;

no change in ti.c requirements imposed on Calvert Cliffs due to these changes. Thus, the
changes are administrative in nature and do not impact initiators of analyzed events. The
proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and,
therefore, do not ins oh e a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident 1

b] previously es aluated. I
!

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident presiously evaluated?

The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbering, and rewording of the existing
Technical Specifications, along with the incorporation of current plant practices and other
changes, as discussed above, in order to be consistent with NUREG-1432. The change will not
involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to,

| the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new
accident initiators. Therefore, the changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbering, and rewording of the existing
Technical Specifications, along with the incorporation of current plant practices and other
changes, as discussed above, in order to be consistent with NUREG-1432. The changes are
administrative in nature and will not involve any technical changes. The changes will not reduce

i a margin of safety because it has no effect on any safety analysis assumptions. Therefore, the
i changes do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

.

f'T
U
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE,

' O |

Q Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs Units I and 2, is converting to the ITS as outlined in
|
1

| NUREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustien Engineering Plants." The proposed
! changes involve adding more restrictive requirements to the existing Technical Speci0 cations by either
! making current requirements more stringent or by adding new requirements which currertly do not exist. |
I Below is the No Significant Hazards Consideration for the conversion of this Section to NUREG-1432.

|
!

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
| Specification changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
i following is provided in support of this conclusion.
!

1. Does the change !nvolve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident presiously evaluated?,

!
The proposed changes provide more stringent requirements than previously existed in the
'lechnical Speci0 cations. Each change was evaluated, and it was determined that these more

stringent requirements do not result in operation that will increase the probability ofinitiating an
analyzed event. If anything. the new requirements may decrease the probability or consequences
of an analyzed event by incorporating the more restrictive changes discussed above. The
proposed changes do not alter assumptions relative to mitigation of an accident or transient. The

more restrictive requirements continue to ensure process variables, structures, systems, and
components are maintained consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis. The
proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events and,
therefore. do not intoh e a signiDeant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident

[] previously evaluated.
V

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different Idnd of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed changes provide more stringent requirements than previously existed in the
'

Technical Speci6 cations. The changes will not involve a significant change in design or
,

operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed changes. 1

The proposed changes will net introduce any tue accident initiators. The changes do impose
| different requirements. However, these changes are consistent with the assenptions in the safety
! analyses and licensing basis. Therefore. the changes do not create the possibility of a new or

different Lind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

J. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed changes provide more stringent requirements than previously existed in the
Technical Speci0 cations. An evaluation of these changes concluded that adding these more
restrictive requirements either increases or has no effect on the margin of safety. The changesi

| provide additional restrictions which may enhance plant safety. The changes maintain
I

requirements within the safety analyses and licensing basis. As such, no question of safety is
: involved. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

4

;
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
i

SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS 1

I
TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONSO )

( / Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs Units I and 2 are converting to the ITS as outlined
in NITREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants." The proposed

,

changes involve relocating exis:ing Technical Specification Requirements and Surveillances to licensee-
|

controlled documents. These Technical Specification Requirements and Surveillances do not meet the '

criteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications, as determined in the Calvert Cliffs Units I and 2
Technical Specifications change submittal for conversion to the ITS. Below is the No Significant ;

Hazards Consideration for the conversion of this Section to NUREG-1432.

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Spedfication changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
following is provided in support of this conclusion.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
3

accident previously evaluated?
|

The proposed changes relocate requirements and surveillances for structures, systems,
components. or variables that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications,
as identified in the Calvert Cliffs Units I and 2 Technical Specifications change submittal for |

conversion to the ITS. The affected structures, systems, components, or variables are not
i

assumed to be initiators of analyzed events. The requirements and surveillances for these
|

affected structures. systems, components, or variables will be relocated from Technical l

Specifications to the Technical Requirements Manual. The affected structures, systems,
components or variables are not assumed to mitigate accidents or transients. The proposed

| A changes do not signi0cantly affect initiators or mitiption of analyzed events and, therefore, do
V not insolve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously

evaluated.

2. Does the change crcate the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes relocate requirements and surveillances for structures, systems,
components, or variables that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications,
as identified in the Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 Technical Specifications change submittal for
conversion to the ITS Technical Specifications. The changes will not involve a significant
change in design or operation of the plant. No hardw are is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed change. The proposed changes will not introduce any new accident initiators. The
changes will not impose different requirements, and adequate control of information will be
maintained. The changes will not alter assumptions made in the safety analysis and licensing
basis. Therefore, the changes will not create the possibility of a new n different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated.

|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety?

The proposed changes relocate requirements and surveillances for stn etures, systems,
components, or variables that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications,
as identified in the Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 Technical Specifications change submittal for
conversion to the ITS. The changes do not reduce the margin of safety since they have no effecti

p on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the relocated requirements and surveillances for

d the affected structure, system, cc q. nent, or variable remain the same as the existing Technical
'

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.9-3 Revision 1
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

1

Specifications. Since any future changes to these requirements or surveillance procedures will

\- ') be evaluated per the requirements 10 CFR 50.59, no reduction (significant or insignificant) in a(

margin of safety will be allowed without prior NRC approval. j
!

The NRC review provides a cenain additional margin of safety, and although this review will no
longer be performed prior to being incorporated (if the changes do not reduce the margin of j

safety), the NRC still inspects the 10 CFR 50.59 process. Therefore, the margin of safety lost by l

not requiring NRC prior approval is not significant. Also, since the proposed change is {
consistent with NUREG-1432 approved by the NRC Staff, revising the Technical Specifications

'

to reflect the approsed level of detail reinforces the conclusion that there is no significant
reduction in the margin of safety. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant reduction
in the margin of safety

1

TECilNICAL CilANGES - 310VE31ENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

_

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2, is converting to the ITS as outlined in
NUREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineermg Plants." The proposed
changes involve moving details (engineering procedural, etc.) out of the Technical Specideations and
into a licensee-controlled document. These changes, since detail is being removed, are less restrictive.
Below is the No Significant Hazards Consideration for the conversion of this Section to NUREG-1432.

In accordance with the criteria set fonk in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specification changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
following is provided in suppwt of this conclusion.

1. Does the change involse a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluatcd?

iThe proposed changes move details from the Technical Specifications to a licensee-controlled
document. The changes do not result in any hardware changes or changes to plant operating
practices. The details being removed from the Technical Specifications are not assumed to be an
initiator of any analyzed event. The licensee-controlled document containing the removed
Technical Specification details will be maintained using the provisions of the plant document
change control process, and is subject to the change control process ii. the Administrative
Controls section of the Technical Specifications. Since any changes to the relocated details will
be evaluated per the plant document change control process, no increase (significant or |

| insignificant) in the probability of an accident previously evaluated will be allowed. The details
!

j which are being moved from Technical Specifications are not assumed to mitigate accidents or |
transients. Since any changes to the relocated details will be evaluated per the plant document

i
. change control process, no increase (significant or insignificant) in the consequences of an
| accident previously evaluated will be allowed. Therefore, there will be no significant increase in
| the consequences of accidents previously evtluated. Therefore, the changes do not involve a

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

; 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

|

The proposed changes move details from the Technical Specifications to a licensee-controlled I, (p) document. The change will not invohe a significant change in design or operation of the plant.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.9a Revision 1 |
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SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed changes. The proposed changesO will . not introduce any new accident initiators. The changes will not impose differer.tV
requirements, and adequate control ofinformation will be maintained. The changes will not alter
assumptions made in the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, the changes will not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accidert previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change ins oh e a significant reduction in the margin of safety?

The proposed changes move details from the Technical Specifications to a licensee-controlled
document. The changes do not reduce the margin of safety since they have no effect on any
safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the detail to be moved from the Technical
Specificat;ons to a licensee-cor. trolled document is the same as the existing Technical
Specifications. Since any future changes to this licensee-controlled document will be evaluated
per the requirements of the plant document change control process, no reduction (significant or
insigniGeant) in a margin of sately will be allowed without prior NRC approval.

The NRC review provides a certain margin of safety, and although this review will no longer be
performed prior to submittal, the NRC can audit the plant document change control process.
Therefore, the margin of safety lost by not requiring NRC prior approval is not significant. Also,
since the proposed changes are consistent with the Combustion Engineering Plants Standard
Technical Specification. NUREG-1432, approved by the NRC Staff, revising the Technical
Specifications to reDect the approved level of detail reinforces the conclusion that there is no
significant reduction in the margin of safety. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant

q reduction in the margin of saf ety.

' O
IECilNICAL CII ANGF4 - LESS RESTRICTIVE

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company. Calvert Cliffs Units I and 2 is converting to the ITS as outlined in
NUREG-1432, ''Stsndard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants." The proposed
change invohes making the CTS less restrivive. Below are the No Significant Hazards Considerations

| for conversion to NUREG-1432.

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specifications change and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
following is provided in support of this conclusion.

?.9.1 Chanee L.1
i
l

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
j accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change effectively decreases the frequency at which boron concentration is
detennined from three times once every seven days to three times once every nine days (once
every 72 hours). This change will not significantly increase the probability of an accident
previously evaluated. The boron concentration during Mode 6 is not an initiator of any analyzed
events. The consequences of an accident are not significantly increased due to this change. The
requirement to determine boron concentration is still required. The maximum time interval

i between tests remains 72 hours, however, the requirement to determine it three times in seven
f days is being deleted. Operating experience has shown that the boron concentrationJ

,
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requirements during refueling have never been exceeded at Calvert Cliffs, thus increasing the

(b} interval to every 72 hours will not lessen the plants ability to detect a decrease in boron
concentration to below required limits. Also, instrumentation is available to detect acute
decreases in boron concentration. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions
relative to the mitigation of accidents. 'Iherefore, this change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change removes the requirement to determine boron concentration three times per
seven days. The change will not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the
plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change uill not introduce any new accident initictors. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change effecthely decreases the frequency at which boron concentration is
determined from once every sesen days to once every nine days. The margin of safety is not
signincantly affected because the boron concentration will still be taken at an interval which
operating experienx bs shown to be sufficient to detect decreases in boron concentration. The

maximum time interval between tests remains 72 hours, although the requirement to verify the
boron concentration three times in seven days is being deleted. Thus, the most limiting time
interval between any tu o tests is retained, while the requirement to periodically do the test moreOb of ten is remos ed. Other instruments are available which are capable of detecting acute changes
in boron concentration. lherefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the
margin of safety.

3.9.1 Chanee L2

1. Does the change insche a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change removes the requirement, to determine boron concentration, is within its
limit prior to removing or unbolting the reactor vessel head, and prior to withdrawal of any full
length control element assembly (CEA) in excess of three feet from its fully inserted position.
This change will not significantly increase the probability of an accident previously evaluated.
The boron concentration during refueling is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The
consequences of an accident are not significantly affected by this change. The requirement that
the Surveillances be performed prior to entering a Mode of Applicability (in this case Mode 6), -

and es cry 72 hours while the plant is in Mode 6, will still be performed. The Surveillance is still
required prior to entering Mode 6, within which the specific cases exist, and at an appropriate'

interval while in Mode 6. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to
the mitigation of accidents. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

/~T
4
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i
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| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

s~,'

The proposed change removes the requirement to determine boron concentration is within its
limit prior to removing or unbolting the reactor vessel head, and prior to withdrawal of any full
length CEA in excess of three feet from its fully inserted position. The change will not involve a
significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the
plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the chang- does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change removes the requirement to determine boron concentration is within its
limit prior to removing or unbolting the reactor vessel head, and prior to withdrawal of any full
length CEA in excess of three feet from its fully inserted position. The Surveillance will still be
required to be performed prior to entering a Mode of Applicability (in this case Mode 6, and
every 72 hours while the plant is in Mode 6). This is sufficient to assure the boron concentration
is within the assumptions in the plant safety analyses. Therefore, the change does not involve a
significant reduction in the margin of safety.

M.2 Chance L1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident presiously evaluated?

(d T he proposed change remoses the Channel Functional Tests for source range monitors (SRMs) i'N
in Mode 6. This change will not significantly increase the probability of an accident previously

| evaluated. The SRMs are not an initiator of any analyzed event. The consequences of an
'

accident are not significantly affected by this change. The SRMs perform a monitoring function
only and do not initiate any automatic actions, therefore a Channel Functional Test is not:

required Performance of the Channel Check and Channel Calibration is adequate to ensure the j
SRMs uill effectiscly monitor neutron flux in order to alert Operations of a boron dilution event. |

| This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents. I

| Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence
| of an accident previously evaluated.

|
| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

accident previously evaluated.
i

The proposed change removes the Channel Functional Tests for SRMs m Mode 6. The change
will not invohe a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is

| being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce
; any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or

different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change removes the Channel Functional Tests for SRMs in Mode 6. A Channel
p Functional Test is not required for the SRMs because they do not provide an automatic function.

Also, other tests performed on the SRMs will ensure they function adequately to alert the plant
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staff of a boron dilution Therefore, the change does not involve a significant mduction in the
margin of safety.,

[ 3.9.3 Chance L1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would allow centainment penetrations to be shut by a piece of equipment
equivalent to an isolation valve, blind flange, or manual valve. This change does not

| significantly affect the probability of an accident. Containment penetrations are not initiators of
i any analyzed event. The consequences of an accident are not significantly affected by this
! change. The penetration will be shut with a component equivalent to the approved isolation
! devices. This meets the intent of isolating penetrations to prevent a release of fission product

radioactisity to the environment. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions
| relative to the mitigation of accidents. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant

increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kiad of accident from any
accident presiously evaluated?

| The proposed change would allow containment penetrations to be shut by a piece of equipment
equivalent to an isolation valve, blind flange, or manual valve. The change will not involve a;

( significant chance in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the
! plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
'

initiators Therefore, the chance does not create the possibility of a new or different kind ofOO accident from any accident previously evaluated.
i

| 3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change would allow containment penetrations to be shut by a piece of equipment
equisalent to an isolation valve, blind flange, or manual valve. The margin of safety is not
significanti,s affected because the valve will be isolated. Shutting a penetration by something
equivalent to the components listed would meet the intent of the Specification to prevent a

; release of fission product radioactivity to the environment. Therefore, the change does not
'

involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.9.3 Chance L2
|

| 1. Dots the change invohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform the verification that the valves in,

i penetrations are in the closed position or capable of being automatically placed in their closed
; position 72 hours prior to start of Core Alterations. This change essentially increases the time
: within which the Surveillance must be performed prior to entering the Mode of Applicability

from 72 hours to seven days. The Surveillance is required to be performed every seven days and-

must be perienned prior to the Mode of Applicability. This change will not significantly affect
the probability of an accident. Containment Penetrations are not initiators of any analyzed event.
The consequences of an accident are not significantly affected by this change. The Surveillance
is still required to be performed prior to the start of Core Alterations. Since the performance of(nj the Surveillance every seven days is adequate during the Mode of Applicability, it is also,
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'

adequate prior to the Mode of Applicability. This change will not significantly affect theO assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents. Therefore, this change does not involve a\

significant increase in the probability or consequence of sn accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

!
The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform the verification that the valves in
penetrations are in the closed position or capable of being automatically placed in their closed
position 72 hours prior to stan of Core Alterations. This change does not involve a significant

;
change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of

I

the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform the verification that the valves in
;

penetrations are in the closed position or capable of being automatically placed in their closed
position 72 hours prior to start of Core Alterations. The test will be required to be performed
seven days prior to Core Alterations versus 72 hours prior to Core Alterations. The Surveillance
will still be performed at an interval which is adequate to ensure that the penetrations are in a
condition consistent with the safety analysis. Therefore, the change does not involve a
significant reduction in the margin of safety.

|

O) 3.9.3 Chanpc IJ
t
U l. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an j

accident previously evaluated? |

l

The proposed change changes the required Frequency to perform the Surveillance which verifies|

| the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves closed on an actuation signal from 72
| hours prior to the start of Core Alterations to once per refueling o itage prior to the start of Core

Alterations or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the containment. This change
essentially increases the time within which the Surveillance must be performed prior to entering
the Mode of Applicability from 72 hours to an unspecified period. This change does not
significantly affect the probability of an accident. The containment purge and exhaust isolation

| valves are not initiators of any analyzed events. The consequences of an accident are not
! significantly affected. The Surveillance is still required to be performed prior to entering the
i Mode of Applicability which will provide assurance that the valves will perform as required. |
| This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents. '

!
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence

i of an accident previously evaluated.
|

2. Does the dr.nge create the possibility of a new or different kind of ace!$ent from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change chang . the required Frequency to perform the Surveillance which verifies
the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves closed on an actuation signal from 72
hours prior to the stan of Core Alterations to once per refueling outage prior to the start of Core

/O
O Alterations or movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies within the containment. This chanFe does
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not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being:

) added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any
! V

new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

| 3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

| The proposed change changes the required Frequency to perform the Surveillance which verifies
,

!
the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves closed on an actuation signal from 72
hours prior to the start of Core Alterations to once per refueling outage prior to the start of Core
Alterations or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the containment. The margin of| '

safety will not be significantly affected by this change because the Surveillance will still be
| performed prior to entering the Mode of Applicability which is adequate to provide assurance
| that the containment purge and exhaust isolation valves will be in the closed position or capable
I

of being closed, as required Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the
margin of safety.

MJ Chance L4
i 1. Does the change invcive a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
! accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the Surveillance interval, for verifying the Containment Purge
and Exhaust isolation System is capable ofisolating on an actuation signal, from seven days to
once each refueling outage. This change does not significantly affect the probability of an
accident. The Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation System is not an initiater of any |

~s
) analyzed esents. The consequences of an accident are not significantly affected. The once each |

,

'

refueling outage Frequency is adequate to ensure the containment purge valves isolate on the !
required signal. Also, a channel check is performed every 12 hours and a Channel Functional !
Test is performed esery 92 days on the instrumentation. These tests will help ensure that the |

| valves will perform as required. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions
relative to the mitigation of accidents. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant i

increase in the probability or consec 3c7ce of an accident previously evaluated. |
|

2. Does the change create the p9ssibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the Surveillance interval, for verifying the Containment Purge
| and Exhaust Isolation System is capable of isolating on an actuation signal, from seven days to

once each refueling outage. The change will not involve a significant change in the design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

'
3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the Surveillance interval, for verifyir.g the Containment Purge
and Exhaust Isolation System is capable of isolating on an actuation signal, from seven days to
once each refueling outage. The margin of safety is not affected by this change because otherO

(O tests required to be performed on the isolation signal instrumentation ensures the valves will
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isolate on the required isolation signal. The once each refueling outage Frequency is consistent

(v) with other plant safety equipment. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety.

;
4

3.9.3 Chance L5 |

I. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

|
The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform the Surveillance which verines the I

containment vent isolation valves close on an actuation signal 72 hours prior to the start of Core
Alterations. This change essentially increases the time within which the Surveillance must be
performed prior to entering the Mode of Applicability from 72 hours to seven days. This change
does not signi6cantly affect the probability of an accident. The containment penetrations are not
initiators of any analyzed es ents. The consequences of an accident are not signi6cantly affected. j
The Surveillance is still required to be performed at an interval that provides reasonable '

assurance that the vahes will perform as required. This change will not signincantly affect the
assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents. Therefore, this change does not involve a
signi6 cant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated. I

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform the Surveillance which veri 6es the
|

containment vent isolanon s ak es close on an actuation signal 72 hours prior to the start of Core I

Alterations. This change de not in ohe a significant change in the design or operation of the

('] plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. -

3. Does the change ins olve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform the Surveillance which verifies the
containment vent isolation vah es close on an actuation signal 72 hours prior to the start of Core
Alterations. The margin of safety will not be significantly affected by this change because the
Surveillance will still be performed at an interval which is adequate to provide reasonable
assurance that the containment penewions will be in the closed position or capable of being !
closed, as required. This enables the Surveillance Frequency to be consistently applied. |
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety. |

|
3.9A Chance L1 |

|

1. Does the change insole a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change replaces the requirement to isolate containment penetrations when no
shutdown cooling (SDC) loops are Operable with a requirement to place the penetrations in the
status consistent with the Containment Penetrations Technical Specification, except that the
emergency air lock (EAL) temporary closure device may not be used in place of an EAL door. ]
This change does not significantly increase the probability of an accident. Containment I

p penetrations are not an initiator of any analyzed events. The consequences of an accident are not
g) significantly affected by this change. The requirements of the Containment Penetrations
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Technical Specification requires placing the plant in a condition to allow isolation of,

) O containment penetrations to mitigate events which result in the release of radioactivity. This
| \_ ./ change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents.
i Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence
| of an accident previously evaluated.

|

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any,

| accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change replaces the requirement to isolate containment penetrations when no SDC
loops are Operable with a requirement to place the penetrations in the status consistent with the
Containment Penetrations Technical Specificetion, except that the EAL temporary closure device

; may not be used in place of an EAL door. This change does not involve a significant change in
the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the
proposed charge. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.

| Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
'

any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change ins olve a significant reduction in a margin of safery?

! The proposed change replaces the requirement to isolate containment penetrations when no SDC
!

loops are Operable with a requirement to place the penetrations in the status consistent with the

| Containment Penetrations Technical Specification, except that the EAL temporary closure device
may not be used in place of an EAL door. The penetration status in the Containment Penetration

! Technical Specification meets the requirements of the related design basis event. This

p/ penetration status places the penetrations in position to close or be closed in order to mitigate an|

\ event ins ch ine the release of radioactivity. Therefore, the change does not invoke a significant|
! reduction in the margin of safety.

i 3.9.4 Chance L.2
,

'

1. Does the change intohe a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for determining the SDC flow from four hours to
twelve hours. This change does not significantly increase the probability of an accident.
Shutdown cooling flow rate is not an initiator of;ny analyzed events. The consequences of an
accident are not significantly affected by this change. The 12-hour Frequency is adequate to
ensure that SDC flow is sufficient considering flow, temperature, pump control, and alarm
indications available to the operator in the Control Room for monitoring the SDC Syste n. The

| verification ensures no significant system line up problem or system failure prevents flew from
! meeting requirements. Plant history indicates that problems with the system are rare. This
l change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents.
!

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase ir the probability or consequence
of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for determining the SDC flow from four hours to

(] twelve hours. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the<

%J
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plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed j
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the

(.- possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
|

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? |
|The proposed change decreases the Frequency for determining the SDC flow frota four hours to j

twelve hours. The 12-hour Frequency is sufficient to ensure the SDC flow is adequate to meet
the requirements The SDC flow does not change significantly with time, and if SDC flow does
change significantly, other SDC indication and alarms in the Control Room are available to
detect the anomaly. The verification ensures no significant system line-up problem or system
failure prevents flow from meeting requirements. Plant history indicates such problems are rare.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.9.4 Change L3
1

1. Does the change insolve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

<

The proposed change expands the allowance for removing a SDC loop from service for one hour
during each eight-hour period, from during Core Alterations in the vicinity of the hot leg to
anytime, provided no operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the Reactor Coolant

System boron concentration. This change does not significantly~ increase the probability of an
accident. The concern with taking SDC out-of-service for short periods of time is not decay heat
removal. but potential reactivity events which can be caused due to boron reductions. However,
these concerns are alleviated because operations that would cause reductions in boronO concentration are not permitted when SDC is taken out of-service. The consequences of an\
accident are not significantly affected by this change. The mass of water covering the core will !

provide adequate decay heat removal capability during the short period, and the requirement to
not perform any operation that could cause a reduction in boron concentration minimizes the

!
chances of reactivity events from occurring. This change will not significantly affect the
assumptions relatise to the mitigation of accidents. Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change expands the allowance for removing a SDC loop from service for one hour
); during each eight-hour period from during Core Alterations in the vicinity of the hot leg to i'

anytime provided no operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the Reactor Coolant i

System boron concentration. This change does not involve a significant change in the design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does

)
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 1

evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
!

The proposed change expands the allowance for removing a SDC loop from service for one hour j"

during each eight-hour period, from during Core Alterations in the vicinity of the hot leg to
. . anytime provided no operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the Reactor Coolant

v

A
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System boron concentration. Shutdown cooling is only allowed to be out-of-service for one hour inO
every eight. During this period, the mass of water covering the core and the requirement toO'

suspend operations with the potential to reduce the boron concentration ensures adequate decay
heat removal is available, and that the chance of a reactivity event is minind Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.9.5 Channe L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change replaces the requirement to isolate contamment penetrations when no SDC
loops are Operable, with a requirement to place the penetrations in the status consistent with the
Containment Penetrations Technical Specification, except that the EAL temporary closure device
may not be used in place of an EAL door. This change does not significantly increase the
probabihty of an accident. Containment penetrations are not an initiator of any analyzed events.
The consequences of an accident are not significantly affected by this change. The requirements of
the Containment Penetrations Technical Specification require placing the plant in a condition to
allow isolation of containment penetrations to mitigate events which nsult in release of
radioactivity. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of
accidents. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously es aluated?

The proposed change replaces the requirement to isolate containment penetrations when no SDC
loops are Operable, with a requirement to place the penetrations in the status consistent with the
Containment Penetrations Technical Specification, except that the EAL temporary closure desice
may not be used in place of an EAL door. This change does not involve a r!snificant change in the
design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change replaces the requirement to isolate containment penetrations when no SDC
loops are Operable, with a requirement to place the penetrations in the status consistent with the

j Containment Penetrations Technical Specification, except that the EAL temporary closure device
| may not be used in place of an EAL door. The penetration status in the Contamment Penetration

Technical Specification meets the requirements of the related design basis event. This penetration
i

status places the penetrations in position to close or be closed in order to mitigate an event
involving the release of radioactivity. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant

*
reduction in the margin of safety.

,.m
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J.9.5 Channe L.2
!

(O) 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an| '' '''

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for determining the SDC flow from fourhours to|

twelve hours. This change does not significantly increase the probability of an accident.
Shutdown cooling flow rate is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The m- of are
accident are not significantly affected by this change. He twehre-hour Frequency is adequate to
ensure that SDC flow is sufficient considering flow, temperature, pump control, and alarm
indications available to the operator in the Control Room for monitoring the SDC System The
verification ensures no significant system line-up problem or system failure prevents flow irom
meeting requirements. Plant history indicates that problems with the system are rare. This change
will not significantly affect the assumptions relative to the mitigation of accidents. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or difTerent kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed chaage decreases the Frequency for determuung the SDC flow from four hours to
twelve hours. His ch.mge does not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the
plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated,

n
/ T 3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?V

The proposed change decreases the Frequency for determining the SDC flow from four hours to
twelve hours. The 12-hour Frequency is sufficient to ensure the SDC flow is adequate to meet the
requirements. The SDC flow does not change significantly with time, and if SDC flow does
change significantly, other SDC indi.ations and alarms in the Control Room are avaf able to detect

the anomaly. The verific:. tion ensures no significant system line-up problem er system failure
prevents flow from meeting requirements. Plant history indicates such problems are rare.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

19.5 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change expands the allowance for removing a SDC loop from senice for one hour
during each ; ht-hour period, from during Core Alterations in the vicinity of the hot leg to
anpime, provided no operations are permitted that would cause reduction of tae Reactor Coolant
System boron concentration. 'lhis change does not significantly increase the probability of an
accident. The concem with taking SDC out-of-senice for short periods of time is not decay heat
removal, but potential reactivity events which can be caused due to boron reductions. However,
these concerns are alleviated because operations that would cause reductions in boron

| concentration are not permitted when SDC is taken out-of-senice. The consequences of an
accident are not significantly affected by this change. The mass of water covering tha core will

i provide adequate decay heat removal capability during the short period. and the requirement to notg)
perform any operation that couH cause a reduction in boron concentration mininuzes the chances
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of reactivity events from occurring. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions
:

(] relative to the mitigation of accidents. Therefore, this change does not involve a significantG increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

The proposed change expands the allowance for re:noving a SDC loop from service for one hour
i

during each eight-hour period, from during Core Alterations in the vicinity of the hot leg to anytime ;
provided no operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the Reactor Coolant System !
boron concentration. This change does not invoh'e a significant change in the desiga or operation 1

| of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The
| proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not

create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
t

3.
1

Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

| The proposed change expands the allowance for removing a SDC loop from senice for one hour
;

during each cipht-hour period. from during Core Aherations in the viciaity of the hot leg to anytime !
provided no operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the Reactor Coolant System I

boron concentration. Shutdoun cooling is only allowed to be out-of-senice for one hour in every
eight. During this penod, the mass of water covering the core and the requirement to suspend
operations with the potential to reduce the boron concentration ensures adequate decay heat
removal is available. and that the chance of a reactivity event is minimal. Therefore, the change

,

does not involve a sigmficant reduction in the margin of safety. '

IhQ 3.9.6 Chance I .1r

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to verify the refueling water level is within limits two

hours prior to Core Alterations or movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies. The change essentially
-

increases the time within which the Surveillance must be performed prior to entering the Mode of
Applicability from two hours to 24 hours. This change does not significantly increase the
probability of an accident. Refueling water level is not an mitiator of any analyzed event. The

| consequences of an accident are not signi'icantly affected by this change. Performing the
) Surveillance within 24 hours prior to the Modes of Applicability is adequate to ensure that water

level is within limits once the Mode of Applicability is reached. Also, adequate volume is ensured
| due to the large volume of water and the normal admmistrative controls on the valve positions,
| which makes mplanned changes unlikely. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions
| relative to the mitig aon of accidents. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant !

,

increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated. '

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident f
j previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to verify the refueling water level is within limits two

hours prior to Core Alterations a movement ofirradtated fuel assemblies. No hardware is being
added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce anyO

V
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.9 , REFUELING OPERATIONS

new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different
Lind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to verify the refseling water level is withm Insts two

hours prior to Core Alterations or movement ofirradtated fuel assemblies. The change essarially
increases the time within which the Surveillance must be performed prior to cuitering the Mode of
Applicability from two hours to 24 hours. Perfomung the Surveillance 24 hours prior to reachmg
the Mode of Applicability is adequate based on the large volume of water and the normal
procedural controls of valve positions, which make significant unplanned changes imlikely.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margm of safety.

ENVIRON %1 ENTAL ASSESS \1!'NT
|

This proposed Technical Specification changes have been evaluated against the criteria for a:.di

identification oflicensing and regulatory actions requiring emironmental assessment in accordance with 10
CFR 51.21. It has been determined that the proposed changes meet the criteria for categorical exclusion as

'

provided for under 10 CFR 5122(c)(9L The following is a discussion of how the proposed Technical )
1

Specification changes meet the enteria for categorical exclusion.

10 CFR 51.22(c)(9): Although the proposed changes involve changes to requirements with respect to
inspection or Surveillance Requirements.

i (i) proposed chances imoh Ne Significant Hazards Consideration (refer to the No Significant
Hazards Consideration section of this Technical Specification Change Request),

(ii) there are no significant changes in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents
that may be released ofDne since the proposed changes do not affect the generation of any

i radioactive effluents nor do they affect any of the permitted release paths; and
!

(iii) there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.

Accordingly, the proposed changes meet the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in
c. 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Based on the aforementioned and pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22 (b), no emironmental
'

assessment or emironmental impact statement need be prepared in connection with issuance of an
amendment to the Technical Specifications incorporating the proposed changes of this request.

1

!

l
i
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| Containment Penetrations
| 3.9.3

'
i

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
.

| $URVE!LLANCE FREQUENCY j
!

|

SR 3.9.3.1 Verify each required containment 7 days
t

! MiA penetration is in the required status.

I
i

SR 3.9.3.2
9. 6.4.1.*L. k.

Verify each required containment purge and
! exhasst valve actuates to the isolation -- . pposition on an actual or simultted f on d 'Pv'

. actuation signal, ,<he).3,vf gI

fo'oe +> 4k .flaai el ~
,

(OPE Al.rfhT'"V,
'

\
| ,

o, unar crel al lin'f,.I | '

( |%gs1 ascr>lly u Wk
w-

!

O(~\ '

\v/ I
)

l
'

. . .

, x

-,

- tM t - - - - ..
_ ... - . - -

| //, t py ~ ) t <. : A v 'n(;) * po k '' ' : 75 ff '7)'* ~~
' . ,,, ., . . , <<

! cbj -h c . ., ,. I , i LL C 3-
,_ .
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|
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l

SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level,

'

| 3.9.4
|

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.4 Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulation-High Water level

Pirso.e .a T57f*
(3&t'|h LCO 3.9.4 One SDC loop shall be in operat on.

/ ne+ b h 'T5TF-/53
------------ ---- ----------NOTE----- - - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

l.TherequiredSDC cop mayMaosed fanboperation for (gs 1 bour per B} hour period, provided no operations are vi iu<;p RT permitted that would cause reduction of the Reactor Coolant
!

, 9. 4 L C O % 4 Syster boron concentration.
|

-.

-----------------------------------------------------------
| ' N C)TE 2

~5

AFPLICAEILITY: MDDE C with the water level 2 23 ft above the top of (EFfoD
<tTisti--f2nJp.

_ __-_- -

__ ,

S , , ,, ,, .) . de f be| ene-, r||s.o Sco bs' *% OC \
ACTIONS ^'- ~ '

6* ' b
I

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
't/t1TC

(t. 5 1; ) T5 Tf *lWbi ' Li\ A.vSD;loca(eg'kWsecJiC A.7 Suspend operations imediately \
s

/

|
.

{{)Md
/4 involving a reduction' /

x . . ' .' .* ';
.

_ . _ . ~ s in reactor coolant
I

j r, g c /ci et Cv' * ; J 'y, boron concentration.

r- Opc f *' '/ 5

A.t suspend loading Imediately
(3 irradiated fuel

assemblies in the
core.

k>

.3 Initiate 44 tion to I 'diateTy)
\

satisfy C loop / 7"e 77, fy f
requi ents. /j

E
r

(continued)

a.t y.,J,dc g@ .. M n A r t. AC' L J ad g['f-/Oj
; h.g. k or c:nsu &~+ w A'

op..b s .
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O
$DC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level

3.9.4

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

hse 11 con einment'4 hoursIq,g,g A. (continued) A.4
penet ations

$ d ta g, prov ding d rect gg, j f C
ace ss fr

;

' c tai t

atmosph e to out ide
ignosp%re. - y j

|
/ '|

| W e w h * w s p O r.+ tans h & s4. k

SUEVEILLAN:E REQUIREMENTS
'

~ _ -
| SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCYl
!

6 e 7' g\, SF 3.9.4.1 Verify one SDC loop is in operation and 12 hours
!l

| \ / circulatine reactor coolar.'. at a flow rate!

of 2 721,0$ gpm.h|

| V VI6?-~

1
: y

(6tepHLJ%EALsp,,,,
$.v'stw% eaI Q \

1 C OSJ6

| N " p| Roe 04 e a E hl cloor.

|
%_ I

L

l
!

!

l
!

|
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O
SDC and Coolant Circulation-tow Water Level

3.9.;

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

I B. (continued) B.3 Close 1
' 1 4 hours| ~3 *q * g' | cont ament!

pen rations exqy Ret k EALAcitorq. pr iding ect
)

leg.<erI clefere M.C.c [
cess fr

contain nt
)atmosp>bre to *87**f k s d ',ap)d6<

(
| outside atmosp ere) W~ o r,7

k<--
-

i Piet tode;; ant puhreress ,, tLe sLiss ' Q pf,. I t [
3' '5j SURVEILLANCE RE0VIFEMENTS

'

"# **

$URVE!LLANCE FREQUENCY
!

4. 't S. ) SR 3.9.5.1 Je_Qfmquired SDC loops are OPERAJLE 12 hours Qcorisingerationy
, _.-( 3

ford SR 3.9.5.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days( t.c r i indicated power available to the required
\ 50C pump that is not in operation,

r - ~ ~ -

6m p ,.,.s m ..
, m - .m e o

< ~ .>% . ., . . .s ,4 . ~.- ~go

vs5,, .:
, ,- h- y

-_ F " '.-

a.
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
| SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

! PLANT SPECIFIC CIIANGES

1. These changes incorporate Calvert Cliffs-specific information into brackets. Bracketed
i information located throughout NUREG-1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert

Cliffs requirements.

2. The change to the non bracketed system name, number of systems / components, terminology,
i or value was changed to be consistent with Calven Cliffs-specific system name, number of
i systems / components, terminology, or values. This change also includes numbering changes
| due to the addition or deletion of Specifications, Action, or Surveillance Requirements.

| 3. An allowance in the Current Technical Specification (CTS) to remove shutdown cooling
(SDC) pumps from operation during local leak rate testing of Containment
Penetration No. 41 is incorporated into the Improved Technical Specification (ITS).
Securing the SDC pumps is the only way to perform this test, and is consistent with the

| current Calven Cliffs licensing basis.

4. The requirement that water level in the reactor vessel has to be 23 feet above the reactor
vessel flange is being replaced with the requirement for the water level to be 23 feet above
the top of irradiated fuel assemblies. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs
current licensing ba>is.

5. The allowance to remove the required SDC loop from operations for s one hour per
eight hour perioJ was added to be consistent with the CTS allowance for all reactor water
lesels. NL' REG-143: onh has this allowance for the high water level Specification. This
change is consistent u ith the current Calven Cliffs licensing basis.,

! 6. The allowance in the C7 S to replace one required Operable SDC loop whh a spent fuel pool'

cooling loop when it is lined up to provide cooling flow to the irradiated fuel in the reactor
core, and the heat generation rate of the core is below the heat removal capacity of the spent

| fuel pool cooling loop les els is incorporated into the ITS. This change is consistent with the
current Calvert Cliffs licensing basis.

7 The Surveillance to verify one SDC loop is in operation is separated from the verification
that SDC loops are Operable and the flow rate verification is added. Flow rate verification is
a CTS requirement.

8. The containment penetration status required by LCO 3.9.3," Containment Penetrations," as
modified by Generic Change TSTF-68, allows one door in each air lock to be capable of

; being closed. Calvert Cliffs has two containment air locks: the containment Personnel Air

Lock and the Emergency Air Lock (EAL). The CTS allows both doors of the containment |
Personnel Air Lock to be open provided that one door is capable of being closed. The CTS

allowance does not apply to the EAL, and one EAL door must be closed to comply with the |
LCO. Therefore, the Calvert Cliffs ITS will reflect these differing requirements. In
addition, the allowance for a temporary closure device to be used as an acceptable
replacement for an EAL door is being added as an LCO Note ITS. This allowance is |
consistent with the current Calvert Cliffs licensing basis.

i

,
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| DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
i

SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

:

10. The CTS requires that each required containment purge and exhaust valve be verified to
actuate to the isolation position on an actuation signal prior to starting Core Alterations.

| Improved Technical Specification SR 3.9.3.2 requires this verification every 18 rnonths. He
Calvert Cliffs ITS will retain the CTS requirement. This will ensure that the test is performed
each refueling outage prior to the system being requir-d to be Operable. His change is

|
| consistent with the Caken Cliffs current licensing basis.

|

:11. This change to a plant-specific Note is consistent with NUREG-1432, CEOG -115. He plant-,

| specific CTS allowance to use the EAL temporary closure device in place of an EAL door is
| excepted from the shutdown cooling specifications. The EAL temporary closure desice may
| not be able to withste.n3 the containment pressurization which could occur with a loss of

shutdown cooling

1
t

.,

| ,

|

|

1

i |
|

i

i

!

|

i

I

: s
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SF 3. 9. 2 d
REQU'RENENTS

SR 3.9.2.1 is t' e performance of a CHANNEL CHECK, which is an

cong,arison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a
similar parameter on other channels. It is based or the
assum; tion that the two indication channels should be
consistent with core conditions. Change: in fuel loading
and core geometry can result in significant differences
betweer. source range channels, but each chanrel should be
consistent with its 1ccal conditions.

The Frequency of 12 hours is consistent with the CHANNEL
CHECK Frequency specified similarly for the same instruments
in LCD 3.3.1, * Reactor Protection System.'

Sr 3.9.7.2

SR 3.9.2.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIERATION every
.mer.ths.d This SR is modified by a Note stating that hreutrer cete:ters a j from the IHANNEL rarirritT10N,

int r35C 7EEKT ON for the source range neutron flux
tree.it:rs to sts of cbtaining the ete:ter plateau or .O f rtar; disyfirrinator curves, eva ating those curves, and(~) ccm;arir 'the curves to the ma facturer's data. The
IB mer.+ Frequency is based . the need to perform isSurv lance under the con tions that apply dur a plant
oujage. Operating exper' nce has shown these mponents i

usually pass the Surve' lance when performed n the 18 month /Fre:/~ ;ett:31 s

REFEREtEES 1. [10CFR5
Q.GD 49' ,0

f:2pensix A]DC 13/GDC 26, GDC/28, and )s
i

UFsA A /rpp a,Ji, Ic
2.*FSAR,Sectionp7.g h()

l

I

h l.e ga v<,c qe ntra h a mto w3U lesk s 1"aI ''s

s.u. m g a . , a s. # . u , # g
J .bes in % dc4cdus -Tal be 97,ecat as edamp ,% gAn oy

; d .nule 4 A Th,$ f,<ga *7 i.% m ,,6.fe /,ggfo r' % Some da avlv ia ile e%e- -pph.S lh0065. _
'
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|O
! Containment Penetrations-
l~

B 3.9.3

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.3 Containment Penetrations

, BASES
1

!

, EACKGP.0J' N3 During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of fuel assemblies
!

!
within containment with irradiated fuel in containment, a
release of fission product radioactivity within the

| containment will be restricted from escaping to the
! environment when the LCO requirements are met. In MODES 1,'

e
2, 3, and 4, this is accomplishad by maintaining containment ((EC6 //$OPERABLE as described in LC0 3.6.1, " Containment." In,

l. MODE 6, the potential for containment pressurization as a
result of an accident is not likely; ther.efore, reautrements_ f"Nped
to isolate the containment from the[oy)(ida4tmefphe6/can ~
be less stringent. The 1C0 requifements are referred to as
" containment closure" rather than ' containment OPERABILITY."
Containment closure means that all potential escape paths 3/)uj.%
are closed or capable of being closed. Since there is n 4
potential for containment pressurization, the Appendix J w
leakage criteria and tests are not required.

| The containment serves to contain fission product
! radioactivity that may be released from the reactor core

fcilowing an acciden'.. such that offsite radiation exposures i

,

are maintained well within the requirements of 10 CFR 100. '

Additionally, the containment structure provides radiation
!

,
'

shielding from the fission products that may be present in
the containment atmosphere following accident conditions. ,

|

1he containment equipment hatch, which is part of the

|
containment pressure boundary, provides a means for moving
large equipment and components into and out of containment.'

iDuring CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment, the equipment hatch must be

! held in place by at least four bolts. Good engineering
practice dictates that the bolts required by this LCO be
approximately equally spaced.

| The containmest air locks, which are also part of the
containment pmssure boundary, provide a means for personnel
access during MDES 1, 2, 3, and 4 operation in accordance,

| with LCO 3.6.2, " Containment Air Locks.* Each air lock has
| a door at both ends. The doors are noma 11y interlocked to
'

!
prevent simultaneous opening when containment OPERAB LITY is
required. CDoc{ng perio y f shutdown wh g containmen

(continued)
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Containment Penetrations

B 3.9.3
,

BASES

BACKGROUND Tosureisn required, th door inte lock sechanf; may be)(continued) disabled, owing both do s of an a lock to r n openfor exten d periods when requent c tainment entr is
i

,

necessar . During CORE TERATIONS r sovement of
irradi ed fuel assembi s within c ntainment, co sinnent . [) 'pwi closu is required; t refore, th door interlo mechsnis

,

|

,9', may emain disabled, b t one air 1 ck door must lwaysi 1 1
re in closed. TS U"O I

w

h ''
The requirements on containment penetration closure ensureJ
that a release of fission product radioactivity within |

containment will be restrictedjirum escaping o the N
'

r" renvironment. in ciu>ure re rictions are fficient to( h w b re d 4,U restrict fissic product ra cactivity re se from i STF 6B
-

'

h. i containment d to a fuel ndling accid during
.

,

e'5 ' trifueling. IJ
l

The Containment Purge System includes twossubsystems. The nore
subsystem includes a Pg inch purge )-

penetration and a inch exhaust penetration. The secondj# 3q subsystem, ca rnoiource sWtYm includes gffSinch purge g j

1

9 C:fygr penetration and an inch exhaust penetration. Durine, u#
! MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, e o v m es tr esc u f; the normal ;

! purge and exhaust penetrations are secured in the cicsed |e<~.-.-
positi6i?. The d2BT. valves O >etn s inrWowf(vu , y ,, , { W(7 e

~

prrmacnDean b opened intermittently, but are c osed g@ |
'

) ~

automatically by e Engineered Safety Features Actuation ;
m .. ._ f _ ~ " , System (ESFAS). either of the subsystems is subject to a @Specification in GDE 5.

g
3,j ln MDDE 6, large air exchanges er ceaserf to conduct I

6. ,,,,.,., - /, - refueling operations. The normal %oinch purge system is i
4

2used for this purpose and all .ves are closed by tha ESFAS _ _ _ _ |
accordance with L(D., o

. (RP5)--Sh u scown. * _actorProtectivy 3.5,"1, Ceda'M
. _ _r==-- , g. g

The mini rge system remains op ational in MODE 6 and all m 3 '

four v ves are also closed b the ESFAS. i
t

|

or h
e rinipurce system is 40t used in MODE 6. All urj E) inch valves are s ured in the closed posit n.

_

! The other containment penetrations that provide direct
access from containment atmosphere to(DWige'aMqskhedD

khc Ord ' ' "

(continued)
!
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INSERT 3.9.3 B ACKGROUND

f
In other situations, the potential for containment pressurization as a result of an accident is not

{present, therefore, less strmgent requirements are needed to isolate the contamment from the i

j emirorunent. Both containment personnel airlock doon may be open during the movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies in containment and during CORE ALTERATIONS provided one airlock
door is OPERABLE, the plant is in MODE 6 with 23 feet of water above the fuel and a designated
individual is continuously available to close the airlock door. This individual must be stationed at h,

| the Auxiliary building side of the outer airlock door. OPERABILITY of a containment personnel
i airloch .-loor requires that the door is capable of being closed, that the door is unblocked, and no
!

cables or hoses are run through the airlock. The requirement in MODE 6 with 23 feet of water
; above the fuel ensures that there is sufficient time to close the personnel airlock following a loss of
| shutdown cooling before boiling occurs.
L

,

I

|

.. ._ _ .. .
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- Containment Penetrations

B 3.9.3
i

BASES |

BACKGROUND must be isolated on at least one side. Isolation may be hao.4.,,c k(continued) achieved by an OPERABLE automatic isolation valve, or by a
manual isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent.
Equivalent isolation methods must be approvedend may -

' W"* # ^5"
ude use of a material that can provide a temporary, (. des t

'

m 2 ' ions during fuel movementsventilation barrier for the herihtfat hycohtai'nseYi

AFPLICAELE During CORE AL E ONS or ovement of irradiated fuel bSAFETY ANALYSES assemblies wit in contai nt, the most severe radiological
consecuences r uit from fuel handling accident. The fuel
handling accide, is a po tulated event that involves damage

'= _ to irradiated fue e. Fuel handling accidents,3,, A,3 >in Reference nelude dropping a single Q h,
.

irra::tated fuel assemb y and handling tool or a heavy object
ionto other irradiated fuel assemblies. The requirements of I

O{ C LCO 3.9.6, ' Refueling Water Level," and the minimum decay '

tirN of J.M hours prior to CORE ALTERATIONS ensure that the hrelease of fission product radioactivity, subsequent to a
fuel handii accident, esults in doses that are GD
wittin t co ceilne v ques spec 1flec in r CFR 100. T .e }Ci

- w in atec limits for ffsite radiation xposure are

, yd[,"*M)|
*

**' " s W :criaine[ which defi es 'well within'
^ *f r in Standard Review Flan Secti n 15.7.4, Rev 1 '

.

(Eef. ! , O CFR 100 to 25U(f cp n , r less cf the 10 C 100 valuey,
w-

Centainrtent penetrations satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Staterient.

iLCO This LCO limits the consequences of a fuel handling accident
!in containment by limiting the potential escape paths for
ifission product radioactivity released within containment.
:The LCO requires any penetration provid

from the containment atmosphere to the sicVatme'spbg.c)@toiM-ret. direct necessm
ord W c o,d,%,3 be closed except for the OPERABLE contathment purge and @EN -j d ,

|

_ exhaust penetrations, For the OPERABLE containment purge -

L rr,onat l mirlo&5 and exhaust penetrations, this LCO ensures that these TtT F.6 8 '

if penetrations are isolable by(theenMnrwnVPuroeind
(Extatrst iso piiun 5 m em. The OPERABILITY requirements for
This LEO ensure that the automatic purge and exhaust valve

o C &$ closure times specified in the FSAR can be achieved and
therefore meet the assun.ptions used in the safety analysis

(continued)
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Containment Penetrations

B 3.9.3

BASES
.

| SURVEILLANCE SF 3.9.3.1 (contiwAd)
REQ' IREMENTSJ

. , .,

0 BLE [ulomatir $,ntainment purge an u nsust isgjaeiorD hCA.5

The Surveillance is performed every 7 days during CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
the containment. The Surveillance interval is selected to| be comensurate with the norsal duration of time to complete;

i fuel handling operations. A survelliance before the start
of refueling operations will provide two or three
surveillance verifications during the applicable per'od for
this LCD. As such, this Surveillance ensures that a

| " eMM o N8'd
.

postulated fuel handling accident that releases fission

| D. Ib produ:t radioactivity within the containment will not result
in a release of fission product radioactivity to the'

s LA F 5/,/d (f,f .\ envireneen*. 75T h%s L A . _ j

SP 3.c.3.7

This Surveillance demonstrates that each containment purge
and exhaust valve actuates to its isolation position on/9 marul 1nitiatien or on An actual or simulated high

'

V radiaticn signal. The(d1P mantn t requency maintains
,
"

!!

!
censistency with other similar ESFAS instrumentation and j

Lt03.3."7"(v M M valve testing requirements _. _.InJLC(V3.3.4 ['@ioitalvor7 pf
L./ L'3

|>

3.3.3 nnalecR Mscellaneous Vtuationu Jihe C(ntainment
.

t. o. n. i ..,' (ud. /
.IPurm isclas4BSignal System requires a CHANNEL CHECK every I

, . 7 cays anc a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 31 days to ensure
I*g<y jte char.nel OPERABILITY during refueling operations. Every i,

g 'e <+ p menths a CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed. The system G

<actuatien response time is demonstrated every 18 months, @
c

during refueling, on a STAGGERED TEST BAS!$. SR 3.6.3@ (.B
; demonstrates that the isolation time of each valve is in
i accordance with the Inservice Testing Program requirements.

These surveillances performed during MODE 6 will ensure that
the valves are capable of closing after a postulated fuel

ihandling acciaent to limit a release of fission product
iradioactivity frem the containment. '

,

__ _ n.s.M b
~ -- =w=-}" "v'

tw* %S %. ot> ~~Or ea Vu rn4.a.

| ,s c . g % % 4, %<> is isd e * A p'. U") . l'* # ##
.

~

p r..L, +L ,,. s. , f ,4 y pu M ~s be s e,. y ,,.1, .is- i
~-

i,.l. h. , c.,. L .tf --
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Containment Penetrations
8 3.9.3 '

I

I
{ BASES (continued) l

REFEREtiCES 1. SafetyEvapst1onSE-0002000- ev70, h
T

h/.hS*,R, SectionJ/[.h g
(3. /fiUF.EG-0800/ Section 15,T.4, Rev.1/ July 1989 g

1

r

:

I
|

I

|

1

| |
| ,

'
i
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I
J

|
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|
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
| B 3.9.4

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.4
Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level <

EASES

| BACKGROVO
' T_he purposes of the SDC System in NODE 6 are to remove decay|

eat and sammeheat from the Reactor Coolant System @ |h i( C+4 c ,-
reg,jg ) c(RCS), 'qWar ov u to provide mixing of boratedoolant, o provide su c nt coolant circulation to @(.

'
minimize the effects of a boron dilution accident, and toi
prevent baron stratification (Ref. 1 .
the RCS by circulating reactor coolan)t through the SDC heatHeat is removed from
exchanger (s), where the heat is transferred to the Component
Cooling Water System via the SDC heat exchanger (s). The
coolant is then returned to the RCS via the RCS cold leg (s). |
Operation of the SDC Syste:a for normal cooldown or decay ||

heat removal is manually accomplished from the control room.
-

'

The heat removal rate is adjusted by controllin
reactor coolant through the SDC heat exchanger (g the flow ofs) andbypassing the heat exchanger (s). Mixing of the reactor
coolant is maintained by this continuous circulation of e

reactor coolant through the SDC System. !
)

i
AFR ICAELE ~

~

If the reacter coolant temperature is not saintained below
SAFET) ANALYSES 200'F, boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This

could lead to inadequate cooling of the reactor fuel due to
a resulting loss of coolant in the reactor vessel. 1

Additionally, boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a
reduction in boron concentration in the coolant due to the ;

boron plating out on components near the areas of the ;
,

boiling activity, and because of the possible addition of! i

water to the reactor vessel with a lower boron concentration
''

!than is required to keep the reactor subtritical. The loss
of reactor coolant and the reduction of baron concentration

i

in the reactor coolant would eventually challenge the
integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a fission product )
barrier. One train of the SDC System is required to be )
operational in MODE _6, _with_ the water level 123 ft above( -ra hbd !the ter of th*Igrac R ve C fTa to prevent this
challenge.~ Th'e LCD does permit r@e-energizing of the SDC4~.G(
pump for short durations under the condition that the boron.., ,. a y

9. , , , concentration is not diluted. This conditional
2 , ,,, . o de-energizing of the SDC pump does not result in a challenge,; to the fission product barrier.

(continued)

, CEDG STS B 3.9-14
i Rev 1, 04/07/95
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
8 3.9.4 )

i

!
BASES '

<

d ACTIONS LJ'
(cor.tinued)

: If SDC loop reovirements are not met. all containmaat I

penetrationiJto the outsid atmosphere aus be closed t [gdM-//f4 prevent f ssion products if released by loss of dec*

heat ev t. from escani the containee buildino.. hei 4 hour completion Time allows f xino most SDC oroblems !

,
"

fpe nod *
T

'

SURVE]LLANCE SR 3.9.4.1
:

REQUIREMENTS
ij

This Surveillance demonstrates that the SDC loop is in !

cperation and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is
: determined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient<

decay heat removal capability and to prevent therv,a1 and
baron stratification in the core. The Frequency of 12 hours

,

is sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump
j control, and alarm indications available to the operator in,

the control room for monitoring the SDC System. i

REFEREN:[5 1. FSAR, Section J/[.
!. g
1 I
S ~

i

mK+ be q)oed Ts %e s he% l
j

surrkt r~ tw 1 A. 3.a
--

__

'
Ig ,c (JJ.]rs SabC 'E NM ""

! 1x ~4~fL'f 4"w'
'

w 1,n +
Cs w_~_---

/fdtepbhad ik EAL I'mporary chat
( dW M% . not Le eud b panecdl '

'% E AL cloor ,1w
--
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level

B 3.9.5

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.5 Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level

BASES

BACKGROUND The purcoses 'of the SDC System in MODE 6 are to remove decay
,

!

heat andhe6siWa) heat.from the Reactor Coolant System0d.,e %M
(oolant, to provide sufficient coolant circulation TORCS),lis Jehuirarby EDF.AQ to provide mixing of boratedc

minimize the effects of a boron dilution accident, and to
prevent boron stratification (Ref. 1). Heat is removed from
the RCS by circulating reactor coolant through the SDC heat
exchanger (s), where the heat is transferred to the Component

;
Cooling Wat.er System via the SDC heat exchanger (s). The
coclant is then returned to the RCS via the RCS cold leg (s).
Operation of the SDC System for normal cooldown or decay
heat removal is manually accomplished from the control room.
The heat removal rate is adjusted by controlling the flow of
reactor coolant through the SDC heat exchanger (s) and
bypassing the heat exchanger (s). Mixing of the reactor
coolant is maintained by this continuous circulation of
reactor coolant through the SDC System. ,

'

AFFLICAELE - - If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below
SAFETY ANALYSES 200*F, boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This

could lead to inadequate cooling of the reactor fuel due to
the resulting loss of coolant in the reactor vessel.
Additionally, boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a
reduction in boron concentration in the coolant due to the
bcron plating out on components near the areas of the
boiling activity, and because of the possible addition of
water to the reactor vr4sel with a lower boron concentration
than is required to keep the reactor suberitical. The loss
of reactor coolant and the reduction of boron concentration
in the reactor coolant would eventually challenge the
integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a fission product

. barrier. Two trains of the SDC System are required to be"O*M OPERABLE, and one train is required to be in operation in
hl MODE 6, with the water level < 23 ft above the top of the

a w ,, p .m nacrvesses t wfgej to prevent this challenge. 4:,.a. t . . A

r, Ju mi SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level satisfies
Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
CEOG STS B 3.9-18 Rev 1. 04/07/95
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level'
i

B 3.9.5
1

l BASES

I
e
''

ACTIONS U
j

i If no SDC loop is in operation or no SDC loops are OPERABLE.
; there will be no forced circulation to provide sizing to

establish uniform boron concentrations. Reduced boron
concentrations can occur by the addition of water with lower
boren concentration than that contained in the RCS.
Therefore, actions that reduce boron concentration shall be
suspended immediately. i

U

If no SDC loop is in operation or no SDC loops are OPERABLE,
action shall be initiated imediately and continued without
interruption to restore one SDC loop to OPERABLE status and
cperation. Since the unit is in Conditions A and B
concurrently, the restoration of two OPERABLE SDC loops and
one operating SDC loop should be accomplished _ expeditiously.

QIiq wn5ao ni pa%%[ t'n 4kt S4nYug
@^_ @

"
'N If re G loor is in eneration ~all con iment penetr yog, f / Cfrovidiny direct access e cont ent atmospher M

Q outside atmosphere m t be closedrwithin 4 hours. With
them)icop requirements not met. Die potential exists for t

the coolar.t to boil'and release radioactive nat to the
contain e t atmo her Llostrpf containment oentfrations h UM

~

/that/are open o t e,4utside 4 mosphere ) ensures that dose
'iu. Tis are not exceeceo.

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on the
low probability of the coolant boiling in that time.

SURVElllANCE SP 3.9.E.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that one SDC loop is
operating and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is
deternined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient
decay heat removal capability and to prevent thermal and
boron stratification in the core. In addition, this
Surveillance demonstrates that the other SDC loop is
OPERABLE.

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.9-20 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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SDC and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level

B 3.9.5

i bases

SURVEILLANCE sR 3.o.5.1 (continued)
; REQUIREMENTS

In addition, during operation of the SDC loop with the water
| level in the vicinity of the reactor vessel nozzles, the SDC'

loop flow rate determination must also consider the SDC pumpsuctict requirements. The Frequency of 12 hours is
;

sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump control,'

and alarr indications available to the operator to monitor
the 50; System in the control room.

| Verification that the required loops are OPERABLE and in
i operation ensures that loops can be placed in operation as

needed, to maintain decay heat and retain forced
circulaticn. The Frequency of 12 hours is considered|

,

;
' reasonable, since other administrative controls are

availatie and have proven to be acceptable by operating 1experiena.

p-
'

t

sr ?.9 E !

veri'icaticn that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that
,

C ar. aeditionai SD; pump can be placed in operation, if
neend,10 rtaintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant i

'

circulatior. Verification is performed by verifying proper'

breaktr alignment and power available to the required pump.
Tbt Frecuency of 7 days is consid? red reasonable in view of ,

other actinistrative controls available and has been shown| to be acceptable by operating experience.

.

Di

Ifec.For) 9,1 h@ ih
REFEREN;ES 1. FSAR,(5en wf0y T.d

N
i

w ,r

{5 A M S '.t
~

t

:
.

d This berve Ustete rhmeesirdt) YkaE tle I k loof b In
'

I

cyr.ter .J e,%)dt, sr< u er c o k d . % <lo ordeo

)$ de dercincJ [,, |he SIwle e.e ce%ary dogro< lit
sA;aad ha

% + re m e d sa p h dr4 , ss b tv g e n ty
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Refueling Water Level f

B 3.9.6 i

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

1 B 3.9.6 Refueling ater Level
!

( BASES

(
BACKGROUC The movement of irradiated fuel asstablies or performance of

CORE ALTERATIONS, except durin latching and unlatching of
icen N Cd control rod drive shafts, with n cor.tainment requir<

h''g imuoater level of 23 ft above the top of the'

el fle a). rino refueling this maintaw aff ent '
,

water level in ntpfment.Ahe raMe11netarfll. the !**"
fuel transfer canal, the refueling cavity, and the spent

s

fuel pool. Sufficient water is necessary to retain iodine
fission product activity in the water in the ever t of a feel |

i

|

i handling accident (Refs. I and 2). Sufficient iodine
activity would be retained to limit offsite doses from the
accident te n ox or a H 100 limits, as provided by/thO 'guidance g( Reference .

Q'* 'f& '

'

AFPLICAELE During core alterations and during movement of irradiated
SAFETY ANALYSES fut1 asser li !

i . the water level in the (F-im rAca,

rrtfwelin p is an initial condition design parameter ini e / the analysis 7f the fuel handling accident in containment'

postulated by Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref.1). A minimum"

water level of 23 ft (Regulatory Position C.I.c of Ref.1)
i

'

allows a decontamination fceter of 100 (Regulatory
Position C.).g of Ref. 1) to be used in the accident
analysis for iodine. This relates to the assumption that
991 of the total iodine released from the pellet to cladding
gap of all the dropped fuel assembly rods is retained by the
refueling cavity water. The fuel pellet to cladding gap is

i assumed to contain 10% of the total fuel rod iodineinventory (Ref. 1).
i

; The fuel handling accident analysis inside containment isi M described in Reference 2. With a Mnimum water level of| M z3 ft and a minimum occay time or hours prior to fuel
handling, the analysis and test p rams demonstrate that
the iodine release due to a postulated fuel handling
accident is adequately captured by the water and offsite
doses a intained within allowable limits (Ref. g h
Refuelingwater level satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC

! Policy Statement.
!

|
'

(continued)
CEOG STS B 3.9-22 Rev 1, O'/07/95
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Refueling Water Level
! B 3.9.6

I

BASES (continued)

!

7 _ LCD A minimum refueling water level of 23 ft above the6Bi ' ~ ~.g sm runce;is required to ensure that the radiol-

( consecuences of a postulated fuel handling accident 1ncal
8 '

f
,

( r.g l q.fcc J u side
Qcontainment are wisin acceptable list _tsm wrovided py the

| ge (Cg &amfartre or xererence _v. - y g

AFFLICAEILJ R LCO 3.9.6 is atelicable during CORE ALTE xcept
' 0Q ~ 1,rs t, e, e ' duringILerthist; antf wdae 4Wi)of 7^ ^'n drhe shafts.
r

b 'e Y|

and wh6n movin Uuel aMimMsA'it|W orsatncroOJMG 'Y I
pcssioility of a fuel hanh. he .C0 miniatzes the /NCM y#trradiated fue essembTie '' ,

ingaccidentincontainmentY
is beyond the assumptions of the safety analysis, if
irradtated fuel is not present in containment there can be

| no significant radioactivity release as a resu,lt of a
f

( postulated fuel handling accident. Requirements for fuel
handling accidents in the spent fuel pool are covered byi emLCD 3.7.Q. 'fuelgjgttge> Pool Water Level." 2L/if3) ( y -+),

| |v
O \

A;TICM A 1 ard A.2
I
i WM water level of < 23 ft above the top of the @ Q!

a s.afi pc - all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or W
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies shall be suspended
imediately to ensure that a fuel handling accident cannot
OCCUR.

The suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movement shall
not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe
position.

l

E]

In af ition to i . diately susp ding CORE A ERATIONS gy.)mov/tentofirra ated fuel, a ion to rest #re refuel gi

c ity water 1 elmustbeirtiatedimme[ately. j
__

I

|
|

!

(continued)
CEOG STS B 3.9-13 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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| c0
|V
l Refueling Water Level

B 3.9.6

| BASES (continued) |

| I
;

i

| $URVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1
t REQUIREMENTS
! _ _ _ _ _ _ Verification of a minhum water level of 23 ft above the top
i irrehitd of theEindor vesse1 M ance) ensures that the design basis

-lor the postuTated fue'. handling accident analysis during
'

( hl refueling operations is met. Water at the required level
l \ " W# p'" abeve the top of the.di'actorMessel SPandblimits the h

.

. !<

consequences or unmaged fuel roos that are postulated to |
4 4d result from a fuel handling accident inside containment '

in 4h (Ref. 2),
fe n c W

j venel The Frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment
and is considered adequate in view of the large volume of

cg water and the normal procedural controls of valve positions,
[ ,q,J,,g,J [ <l ) which make significant unplanned level changes unlikely.

Qn.' Ired 1t __f

REFERENCES 1. egulatory Guide 1.25, March 23, 1972.

FSAR, Section % C)h2.

|

N.lREG-060.Section)5.7.4. Ce '[b
! 3.

n/ (4.

i

<

w 10 CFR 0.10.i j

|

,

I,

|

|

| l

|

i
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DISCUSSION OF DASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

i

PLANT SPECIFIC CILANGES :

1. These changes incorporate Calvert Cliffs-specific information into brackets. Bracketed
information located throughout NUREG-1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert
Cliffs requirements.

.

2. The change to the non-bracketed system name, number of systems / components, terminology,
or value was changed to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs-specific system name, number of
systems / components, terminology, or values. This change also includes numbering changes
due to the addition or deletion of Specifications, Action, or Surveillance Requirements. i

3. This change either adds or deletes information to the Bases to conform to Calvert Cliffs'
design or safety analyses.

4. This change to the Improved Technical Specification (ITS) Bases incorporates changes made
to the ITS. This change ensures consistency between the ITS and the ITsBases.

5. Calvert Cliffs has an Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), therefore, "FSAR" J

will be changed to "UFS AR" throughout the ITS Bases.

6. The addition, deletion, or modification to references, or the changing of reference numbers
]was performed to ensure that the references are applicable to Calven Cliffs and to ensure ~

consistency betw een references in the text and the reference section.

p 7 Calven Cliffs is not committed to the General Design Criteria (GDC) in 10 CFR Part 50h Appendix A: Cahert Cliffs is commined to the draft GDC located in UFSAR Appendix IC. !
Therefore, the Criterion in UFSAR Appendix IC, where applicable, was referenced in the

|
Technical Specification Bases.

1

8. The reference to GDC 34 in the Background Section of the Bases for Specifications 3.9.4 !
and 3.9.5 was deleted. Calvert Cliffs is not comrdtted to the GDC in 10 CFR Part 50 !
Appendix IC; Cah en Cliffs is committed to the draft GDC/ located in UFSAR Appendix IC. '

There is no equivaler.1 requirement to GDC 34 in UFSAR Appendix IC.
!

9. The reason for exclusion of the neutron detectors from CHANNEL CALIBRATION is the
same as that used for ITS Surveillance Requirement 3.3.12.3 since the instruments are the
same, and the Surveillance Requirement 3.3.12.3 explanation conforms to Calvert Cliffs
design.

10. NUREG-1432 3.9.4 and 3.9.5 Bases, Background Section, states the purposes of the SDC !

System in Mode 6 are to remove decay heat and sensible heat from the Reactor Coolant
|

System. Calven Cliffs ITS 3.9.4 and 3.9.5 Bases, Background Section, states the purposes
i

of the SDC Systen_ in Mode 6 are to remove decay heat and other residual heat from the '

Reactor Coolant System. This deviation will change " sensible" to "other residual" in the
Bases statement. Using "other residual" heat is more accurate because heat removed by the
SDC System encompasses more than just decay and sensible heat. Also, these words exactly

)quote GDC 34, however, Calvert Cliffs is not a GDC plant. '

O

CALVER1 Cliffs - UNITS 1 & 2 3.9-1 Revision 1
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f

DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
,

!
! SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

;

l

i l1. Bases statements w hich refer to the CFR or the Standard Review Plan as the source of offsitep dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the Calvert Cliffs
\j UFSAR. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calvert Cliffs are approved by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission and stated in the UFSAR. The CFR contains the maximum
allowable limits, not the plant-specific limits which are typically more conservative. Calvert
Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review Plan and, therefore, the current licensing
basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.

|

|

1

|

|

|

|
.

| l

!

|
<

O.
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Page Replaceme::t Instructi:ns
VOLUME 15

Section 5.0

O
Note: Underkned Titles are tabs. Regarding CTS markups: Pages are referenced by citing the unit number as well as the
specification number which is located in the upper right-hand corner ofthe page.
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IMPROVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES
4

SECTION 5.0 - ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
1

'

Section 5.0 does not contain a Bases Section.
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m

e'
3/4.6 {09,AINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT
,,

f Containment Leakace

b.
!4, LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

i$i
3e 1 3.6.1.2 Containment leakage rates shall be limited to:,

, as specified indE' 3 A maximum allowable containment leakage rate,nt Lea age Rate esting Prog am."| h
i ] ]< Specification (f35.6 'Conta

d[ e Q h A combined [eakage rate of (1 for all gg,
etrm+4 ant and valves su ype and C teus

{*g " "'" R W '. Q | 2 | t.':~ ' 1
o -

.

~

'7H LITT : MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.
-

With either (a) the measured overall integrated containment
.

ACTION:
1eakage rate exceeding the acceptance criteria specified in the Containment,

{LeakageRateTestingProgram.or(b)withthemeasuredcombinedleakage
<

I

.'
rate for a enetrations ant. valves subject to Types 8 and C tests
exceeding L , restore the overall integrated containment leakage ratat prA

, to withi . acceptance _ criterinyecif_ied in the_ Containment Leakag
Qan

[ TJ5 ting cgra ,ra?DEe combined le kace rate ter ity nonetrannnt gg
yalves s j gt_to Type E and C tetts)1 e,r1 than precual toe.50 LJ priorf

(' sin; thDEactoTdcI6ian't System temperature above 200'F.to cr

_

'.S.l
SURVE!LLAhCE REQUIREMENTS h(C 46-Ok

The containment leakage ratesWMemonstratem thD4

o ,qp y pes ~ 'che' cite @shall be detertinealn ennf amance with the
f..wie .Qia, methFsfand provisions specified inGO CFLJeft SD Appendfx J:- . . _ _ _ _ _ . . ,_

Perfonn required visual examinations andgy'DeftsrtTnbin]am qg
'Np a.

accordance with the Containment Leakage / Rate Testing 7rogr 7

ut Mit 'Ifdi 3hp 4 _i

r.s.w w.a Q,4..st.p u p-D,, , ,
4.4

-
-;
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3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

('

$URVEILLANCE REQllIREMENTS (Continued)
_

- ..s.,
, g,gg,, % Verifying that the HEPA filter _panks];g;..;;;/wltn Regulasory_ 1;7.:!ti Kdq ev-er c =:: . .-.- :;;.. r a ,Iy Hp n

io-M5.a .c<6 CMf R=WJor Guide 1.52, b ' 7'
RAl 151on 2,(MArfn M7f4 while operatTng the filter train at

. -
a flow rate of 3000 cfm t.10%.

C,f.)\,, ' t , Verifying E z' G.; 5t:r m; All that a laborat r LA.7' _

_ analysis cf a representative carbon sample nbtained
m,= m v 4,r- _ c: _ r - . a in accordancewith Gegt'orr'isitMCJrftiof]Regulato'ry Guide 1.52 LA7Revision 2AagMdemonstrates a removal efficiency of

!2 90% for radioactive methyl iodine when the sample is '

tested in accordance with ANS! N510-1975 (30'C, 95% R.H.).

f~. ~~VeTITpr; a systempow rate of 3000 cfm/_10% during spies
~

s
'

Cueritica .nen 192ted in accordance eiK ANSI N5101974 LM2

(chf t e rM35[rs o f,,edicoa l ,heftfrbe r oper1[ft opty:] -
1

-

Verifyingan:,4~S-chs utsNM that a laboratory anal
v ~m') of a ren;e;tet we carbon se+ple obtained$s, w:c =c- :ysis

,

-

crc' .e1 7 G 'e* :er tert-4 7 in7ccorcance with ReguiaPerfEcIn C8ev Rept1I:F Guide 1.52 Revision 2 .1
4.7v

/ cerenst-etes a re aci ef ficiency of 2 90% for radioactive ~,
,

y/h (A ty_tretryl ic:M.c ett tne sample is tested in accordance withV / ASSI- MC-197f. (M 95% R.H.). Opsw' F "Dm" .*.,'s
- m - - -

5

kp

/|{}{ , ".C- Subsequent tTieGstalji .g tre adsorter tray used for o_ pinin]g
o. n.

f. l'A- t. '.- the carben se ;1e, the'.f.11ter trair thM be de-enttraw,,

_/
g & CELPfa F 2v ald_g_-_ifyin; inat the charcoal acsorbers re-a
\ M'halMatec pocarcon Is*figerent le_ when theJ N {

*
,

at teste: n.:. m , eccorcance witn negulate r4A -5. a) 'M.7/ i

'

eff.gcjjeplatcry Guide 1.52, Revision 2. M>ttnq?b, while s

o;eralug tne sentilation system. at a flow rate of i
3000 cfm + 1C5.

^ ^ ( b est cr k18 nn+M ing that the s op [o] Ihf.i .i ' ecross the ccnir.ec NEPA filters and charcoal adsorber banks is
, ,

\ '~ < 4 inches Kater Gauge while operating the filter train at a flow
rate of 3000 cfrr 1105..

|

1

i
;
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ZA/JERT .g, .C, j| .symoe,$.uA,. 1

D |Y' N ye /0 of /C)
i a verr

-
! _

| 55.l| Vi~TP
i

-3/4.; ;wn7wtry eveme

i SUAVEILLANCE 6 )l

fff/} [.('Etleast/ceper1 nths b D C
g. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA

filters and charcoal adsorber banks is < 6 taches Water Gauge
while operating the filter train at a flow rate,of 2000 cfm
i 10%.

gm.o , .f' da
{f. Verifying that the filter train starts on Containment g g,4 A U"I /y*1selation Tett Unni

g /[. ch comolete or Dartiamolas- T nr serrA T1L4r uR L /,. *J_f, g, //,( rifying that the HEPA ft ter Dants M e > 994 pr ~.he")0P '
en 1. hey are tested in-place in accordance with negulatory

dM~MtfhTs_ ; W 2 ;- - ==aarara Guide 1.52 Revision 2
09M Ivw, while operating the filter train at a flow rate of
2000 cftr 110%.

/ [Afgeachorplete (partial rto's.Or.Ent oT a enricoal ansorpeI)
biqV

_f~il g verifying that the charcoa' adsorbersfreMove ?. 99Mf abIw ' g'
p atec hydyctarhn m Tricerant rart u-- -g tnen-p ace in accorcance with(RegaMrory ameT0nne m.y are tegen -----

a ane T u) 8 44,.ofitegulatory Guide 1.52. Revision z, stadleM, whi' e operating
the filter train at a ficw rate of 2000 cfm 110%.

I. After maintena .e affecting the air flo cistribution by tes in;''.g

(%} within 1 2D5 cf the average flow per nit when tested in
it,-place and erifying that the air f1 distribution is u fem g, A /

f

U - -. 4ccordancp =lth the previsions of etion 9 of 'Industr alVer.tilayen' and Section 8 c'f ANS h510 1975.

s ksa s e p d r.h s. .,
snk- w gi,o y A 2 ~:
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INSERT 5 6.7 k,6

O
5.6.7 Post-Accident Monitorine Report

When a report is required by Condition B or G of LCO 3.3.10. " Post Accident ([Monitoring Instrumentation," a report shall be submitted within the following 14 days.
The report shall outline the preplanned alternate metixxl ofirsdets, the cause of
the inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring the instrumentation channels

i

of the Function to OPERABLE status. '
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3/4.6 {0NTAIMMENT SYSTEMS )

1

3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT
'

Containment Leakane
p4

} LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

g .2 Containment leakage rates shall be limited to:
'

"

Q h A maximum allowable containment leakagage Rate esting Program."
/% e rate, , as specified in,

Specification .5.6, "Contal Lea |gg
a

23 1 S ti,,a D' A combined leakage rate of {(17):100 Std53for 11
;J < penetrations and valves sub pe 5 ar.1 C tests @C %-0Q
! '5 'is (prespired 1e4,.) ,u |(,yy ;, K ,G 6 g g,g - -

-

ci E1 s. I

}; q$ E
a *d 'a

t' 'S 5 'D#APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.e
:. =

ACTION: With either (a) the measured overall integrated containment '

leakage rate exceeding the acceptance criteria specified in the Containment
'( I Leakage Rate Testing Program, or (b) with the measured combined leakage

4 rate for al enetrations and valves subject to Types B and C tests
(exceedin restore the overall integrated containment leakage ra
I' to withinT e ac,c,eptance criteria seccified in the containment Leakane Ratf)R 3

T ogra? Ic Ine comD1ned leakace rate fnr all nenetrations an 46-o$7 |h t Type B and C testsfo lesedhan or M1 to 0A01) priormet

dMereasding the Reactor Coolant System temperature above 200*F
e

j

Of
s

N
/) |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

'A.6f1.D The coetainrrent leakage ratesMail Wnstrate@
(ollomre test ses,edle enf,)shall be detemined in confomance with the

g anc provisions specified in 40 CFR> eft 50 Aptedir JD

(pgq6-f- %) a . Perfom required visual examinations angflype-fFtset in
,

accordance with the Containment Leakage / Rate Testing rogram,

f hoge r icles i.3, fe

' esse f or (4La (o Anim 4 Lu L.y R.h Ted:e&r
wn%,e,nrJ a.e -

-
-

s s

|
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-3/4.-7 -PLANT-5YSYtMS~

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 5 (Continued)
<-

kiNdl. %. Verifyino that the HEPA filter banks [[; ,.i
/ Sthen _the_fITe~ tested in nlace in accordan 00t ;,'Oi 00P}M 5ps b

A ,u r"4 4. -u-
Kegulator '

Pc1 M 15ns W and W f BaecTat e 1.52, h
IrevTslon KMartfi1D% while operating the filter train at A ssj j.

>Za flow rate of 3000 cfm + 10%. Dm -

{{II, b % VerifyingCrithW31 dayf aft,anemef'a}that a labor
analysis of a representative carnorsample obtaine /7n
tLWm:- m " + :,;t:e:r t-t t@Jn meenreancewith gptria.t oliMett C.6#0f) Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revis on~ T. _ chAf78, demonstrates a removal efficiency of
2 90% for radioactive methyl todine when the sample is
tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975 (30*C, 95% R.H.).

b t dan N No

.

Qtyjv_efy_7Mours oFeharcoal adsofber operatiVbyd-e '

( g, m m
j

7 Verifying'F n en Uttr =:'e$ tKat a laboratory analysis-' g'0.;
of a representative carbon sampWobtained$n~C:d - treye

hi"kt ieT-CE RDReiul.m.,.
T~;rA MrWr'L accordance with Reevlaterv

-

atory e 1.52, Revision 2,@ G W T MS,
/,,\ cemonstrates a removal efficiency of 2 9M for radioactive

|

methyl iodine when the sample is tested in accordance with Al l'\~~) . ... . Ah51 h510-1975 (30*C, 95% R.H.). ^- # ,

A: r.w . r 1

ubs ent to r stalling th Afsorbe sed for p H'aining f ej , ^ $..u

-

..s 3
. ,'~ , / / , t arbon s y e, the filtef' train sh be.demonststad ' p ,2W r ..,,p
'

'

ERABLE , als _ fying that the charcoal adsorbers removef3 - , , - ,

~ p9eh ute Mro;e rocw rice""-m r 'rAMev y//~j-y/|> 1

|
-

c in place in accorcance with@eg'My PMTrions-t33 ;
5. Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision z.

Ioperating ne ventilation system at a flow rate (fprCh J&fh, whilevi
3000 cfm i 1%.

d,(At att once per'l8 me by verifying that the pressure drop #
!

comoinecT# filters and charcoal adsorber banks isacross
.-4;'t
p < rate of 3000 cfm 110%.4 inches Water Gauge while operating the filter train at a flow

| CALVERT CLIFF $ - UNIT 2 3/4 7-21 Amendment No. 163 |
|
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.T os e4 s . C. // '

Q.kie h d IA
, m

T',$o)! /~ f W
-O/;.6 sc;;" :" r ivs m s

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

6ubse:;upt'to reinsta theadsorbef4ayusedforobtaini
~

the Sarbon sample, e f1 ter trainAfiell be descastpdted
g 'p' j j ' g omg_tr.jyjireriiymv 6 net tne cnarcoa t _scsorsersi.we z yy% o 64.~7Re haMenatto-fiycrocargoertefrtgerent_ tes petjehen they are Ttestec Jn-place in accorcance witn gagerttTom . 1- s..m.e mii2P

gyt_4.'ing the ventilation system at a flow rate of 2000 cfmT Regulatory Guide 1.52 Revision Z,Qi4Edf.D78,' while~op t

4 M,*

k. ht Icas,Vonce perja''inenths by: L a' If ,asy %, ,n
-

-

4- g , o <f
S . T. /l. ) p,,,,,

(. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA
filters and charcoal adsorber banks is < 6 inches Water Gauge
while operating the filter train at a flow rate of 2000 cfm
t TV-

|OF.* f
gee f,g;,.,s : .m a. ~

(2. \erifying that the filter train starts on Containm b $TQsolaticr. Test Signal.
\ 3 ,7. / ( " ? R f /~ 5 ,,

,_ // 4 K. f,MF,- een4+4p t p= " 4 = _y,gp44cemeM-of-4-4|EPL.f 444ede nN- *-

f verifyirfthat the HEPA TTiter bankfremovet-99me-00D
&#ce. 5.m:m c. they ere tested in-place in accordance witn KegulatoryWe no Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2 .. .

(A TJ~rfDf' , unile operating the filter train at a flow rate of - fr m f :*

y
- - .2000 tfr 1 105..

a mn/, * '''

,'. jf r ,,y,.p,

f, (, / l . b k. MWet-somp3:ete or pay _tici.;rf;1erement of a charcoal-edecrbd - * *.ati _v e r i fyi n g t h a tlhf_.gha r.ccrJ, a g s o rbe rs/7 ,

M*f*Nrmeerbowef r40erant--tera-eeT/E _epyov ,193% oJ _ah ,, 7:M
nen tr,ev are tested

NIRegulatory Guice 1.52 RevTsfon 2,1rgiete in a'ccordance with(ReguMlory.Ses1tiont CManddd)bM Q'
art 1F ' whi' e operating

the filter train at a flow rate of 200 c m i 10%.
f After sintenance affecting t e' air flow distributton by sting 'N in- ace and verifying tha e air flow distributio unifom

,

L /,,]/#thim 120% cf the a ge flow per unit when ed invisions of Section 9 ofjeaccorcance with the ,

Industrial )Qentilation* and Se tion 8 of ANSI N51019?ff. >
)

i
|

.

CALVERT Cliffs - UNIT 2 3/4 6-24 Amendment No. 189 |
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Y*d $ N+2 -''t *. lc0 r a J ti(TP,

SpJuk 5.0
ro.wr1 s.c t1

(M9 e I 2a of 15)
O'- c.s.n mgemu === g ao , . ga,,-

or wA4rmm .: ._

-$URVHMMCE-SECL'1% , L"'. :1 k1*fYP
i t

% each etur$lete or partial reprecenefit # a A-Q1 assurnen|
j 5.q ij, _verifyino that the charcoal adsorbers(remo(t 994,sra: ocemeted hudrocaroon perigerant.sesi amwhen tney arw tested
| ~7 in accordance witn Regulatorr m .--ns c.5.e-efti! cira A.

4

n
t 6f Reed a o Guide 1.52 Revision tota w s7alwhile operating
| the ventilation system at a flow rate of E.000 cfm i 10%. 4

g. Af ter maintenefice affecting the air ow distribution by ting }
in-place and' verifying that the 41 flow distribution i niform
within 1 20% of the average fl r unit when tested A, !accordance with the provision f Section 9 of "Ind- rial
Ve'itilation' and Section 8 o ANSI N510-1975. J

|
,

|

O'

1

|
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INSERT 5.6.7

A .6 ,

5.6.7 Post Accident Monitorine Report

When a repon is required by Condition B or G of t,C0 % 10," Post Accident \b :

Monitoring Instrumentation," a report shall be submittra within the followmg 14 days.
The report shall outline the preplanned alternate method of monitormg, the cause of
the inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring the instrumentation channels
of the Function to OPERABLE status.
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Responsibility
5.1

i

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

(C5h 5.1 Responsibility

h*The 9fflant ..,,T..h((,, . l. l) 5.1.1
... .dniMshall be responsible for overall unit @, koperation and shall delegate in writing the succession to thisresponsibility during his absence.

j The4/lant
Qgs,)/ implementation, each proposed testxQor his designee shall approve, prior toh1

experiment or modification to_

systems or equipment that affecgu, clear safety, (:w rx>
i y, v . . ) 5.1.2 ns gg

~' The (_M ft supsW (!!)' .shall be responsible for the contml
room comand function. During any absence of the from thecontrol room while the unit is in M00E 1, 2, 3 or 4, an {i ,
individual with an active Senior Reactor Operator
shall be designated to assume the control room cosu(sand function.SRO) licenseI

During any :5sence of the
from the control room while theunit i

m FiODE 5 or 6, an in tvidual with an active SRO license
or Reactor Operator license sh 11 be designated to assume the
control room comand function.

,

- ~
c..,u e.- e.,,~.- w c

,0 --

CEOS STS
5.0-1 Rev 1, 04/07/95

O
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l
i

Organization
5.2

-. ~

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS indd'ag O e d Sr"'6' +M of A*b
hh es.an 4J |

5.2 Organization
[ 'b

!
*

1 ss % s- w~-g,Q 5.2.1 Onsite and offsite Oroanizations

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for unit ,

operation and corporate sanagement, respectively. The onsite and |

offsite organizations shall include the positions for activities !
affecting safety of the nuclear power plant. |

j
Lines of authority, responsibility, and communication shall

a.

be defined and established throughout highest management
levels, intermediate levels, and all operating organizationpositions.

> h. M) These relationships shall be documented and j

updated, as apprcpriate, in o manization charts, functional I

descriptions of departmental responsibilities and
'

relationships, and .iob descriptions for key personnel
-

positions,ofshallbedocumentedintheeguivalent forms of cocumentauon. Thesesrequirements
j i

lb. TheMJiant ....-- 5 t
safe operation of the plan)t and shall have control overshall be responsible for overallh .i c') R
those onsite activities necessary for safe operation and

,

'

main enance of _t_he clant:!

pe Di,d.. N. d, M, ... y*h. . m E^'.'.b.......,,,o.u,shallhave
_

c.
r . ..

ccrporate respc tsibility for overall plant , nuclear safety @
. . , _ _ ,

rd shall take any measures needed to ensure acceptable
,

i-

perforr.ance of the staff in operating, maintaining, andp * '

'

providin; technical support to the plant to ensure nuclears
safety; and

d.
The individuals whc train the operating staff, carry out
health physics, or perform quality assurance functions may

7 'e i G repcrt to the appropriate onsite manager; however, these
-

d-
individuals shall have sufficient organizational fre
ensure their independence from operating pressures. edom to

(0 2) 5.2.2 Unit Staff
;

The unit staff organization shall include the following:
,, s 4. Go -j ' " ' */ bon

icensed operator all be assigned t each reactoring fuel and an itional non-lic d operator

;

i (continued)

CEOG STS
5.0-2 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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|

Organization
O 5.2

h 5.2 Organization

,

[(,2. g 5.2.2 Unit Staff (continued)

@
| tz:1m"unr;"E--'-"r ~ "an ;Gi c.g .

-

**oy ......m..

pocp,re.ktotEl'oE'three 50nUlcensed operators"b
-

i

' _...m _,_. .b ^ *._ m
c ne, J

b. njie st one icensed Reactor Opera
M the cent I room when fuel is the(rea)ctor.shall be prese

r RO
.22)) ' addition hile the unit is in E 1, 2, 3, or 4 ast,

In

nsed Senior Reactorperator (SRO) shallp, atresent[h6T/* /AM3
ane 11
in control ren-

SYiftcrewcompositionmaybelessthantheminimum
~ _ _ _ ,

i
s c.Q22hg requirement of 10 CFR 50.54(m)(2)(1) and 5.2.2.a and 5.2.2.k 1

for a period of time not to exceed 2 hours in order to )'

\
accoernodate unexpected absence of on-duty shift crew members

'

provided imediate action is taken to restore the shift crew
composi_ tion to within the minimum requirements. I
(r&d+is potie n h ]d. A Pe:M ' "'y i., ec inician) shall be on site when fuel is om n'Q 4.2. /\ W> uin the reactor. The position may be vacant for not more/

than 2 hours, in order to provide for unexpected absence,
provided imediate action is taken to fill the required
position.

'
_ . .e. Admintstrative procedure shall be de'veloped and implemented

\to limit the working h rs of unit staff who perform hsafety related functi s (e.g., licensed SR0s, licensed R0 ,,

\
health physicists, axiliary operators, and key maintena

f personnel). e

1

Adequate shift overage shall be maintained without outinef heavy use of vertime. The objective shall be to ave
| cperating p sonnel work an [8 or 12] hour day, ominal
\ 40 hour w while the unit is operating. How er, in theevent th unforeseen problems require suost tial amounts

of over ime to be used, cr during extended eriods of
shutd n for refueling, major maintenance or major plant
mod ication. on a temporary basis the f lowing guidelines
st I be followed:
1. An individual should not be pe ,itted to work more than

(( 16 hours straight, excluding ift turnover time;
~ J

(continued)

CEOG STS

{
- d .. . . _ . ~ _ ,Rev 1, 04/07/95

_

\ 7~h csc |icen. sed ojxra}xs (c>u,,|cJ Q ,,J
| m,nimm .5 h,D c <c a compoc,ho- a'e7a in .) by
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|
|

l

| ,m Organization

| (CSL)
*

5.2 Organization

f.2.2) 5.2.2
ilnit Staff (continued)'

""~

12.
An individual should not be permitted to work more than16 hours in any 24 our period
in any 48 hour per od, nor more, nor more than 24 hours bthan 72 hours in any
7 day period, all excluding shift turnover time;

3. A break of at
ast 8 hours should be allowed betwework periods,

neluding shift turnover time;
4. Except duri

extended shutdown periods, the use fovertine s
uld be considered on an individual sisand not f
the entire staff on a shift.

Any deviatic
from the above guidelines shall bein advance thorizedy the

with app (roved administrative)procedu es, or by
Plant Superintendent or his signee, in I

,

accordanc
higher !

els of management, in accordance wi
1:rocedu es and with documentation of the basestablished
the d lation. for granting

Con als shall be included in the proced
ir ividual overtime shall be reviewed es such that

'perintendent) or his designee to ens e that excess (vePlant
Ithly by the

ours have not been assigned. Routi
deviation from the

i ;
.

above guidelines is not authorized. i

!

O _' .] ,

g" The"aiacunt of overtime worked by unit staff members
.

(6. A h
(/-

performing safety related functions shall be limited and
controlled in accordance with the HRC Policy Statement on 4-

workin:;hoursjGenericletter84'-12).

f crations ganager (f MfistgOpu.afio# Man (a [7)y '. . g f. e
,,,,,

'
sha hold an SRO license. g

9
LIhe Shift lec .ical Advisor ( A) shall provide adv oryy*LL*s technical s port to the Shi Supervisor ]g/ of therma ydraulics, rea or engineering,(SF) in pg@/ <,

e areas 1

land ant.analysi ith regard to e safe operation of e unit. 'n
g

additi n, the STA shal
meet the qualificat ns specified byssion Polic tatement on Enginee ing Expertise o's

, l- ~
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.0 ADMlHISTRATIVE CONTROLS

d4 5.5 Programs and Manuals

The following programs shall be established, laplemented, and maintained.
(45.1) 5.5.1 offsite Dese calculation Manual f0DCM)

TheODCMshallcontainthemethUologyandparametersuseda.

in the calculation of offsite doses resulting from
8 T L'h radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents, in the calculation

of gaseous and liquid effluent monitoring alars and trip
setpoints, and in the conduct of the radiological
environmental monitoring program; and

b. The ODCM shall also contain the radioactive effluent
controls and radiolo ical environmental monitoring
activities and descr ptions of the infomation that shouldh 510 be included in the Annual Radiological Environmental
Operating, and Radioactive Effluent Release Reports required
by 5pecificationM5.6.2.-}'and SpecificationM5.6.tj8

,

(hlicenseeinitiatedchangestothe00CM: h
, I' ,'C a h h Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall be

retainet. This documentation shall contain:
(.32. Suf ficient infon:ation to support the change (s)
<.

together with the appropria nalyses or evaluations/s 6 5.Lc.).c.g) justifying the change (s), o u)

hl.''Adeterminationthatthechange(s)maintainthelevels
.

of radioactive effluent control required by
10 CFF. 20.1302, 40 CFR 190, 10 CFR 50.36a, and

,

g ,5. J. c . ).1 10 CFF. 50, Appendix I, and not adversely impact the
accuracy or reliability of effluent, dose, or setpointcalculation:,;

? g
4. 5.1. c . 2,> $(.Shall become effective after the approval of th lant I

&wpc-r4Meneenti; and mm,g )
4g. Shall be submitted to the NRC in the form of a complete, hlegible copy of the entire ODCM as a part of or concurrent

'
. with the Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period

,

, g ,1, c , g of the report in which any change in the ODCM was made.
Each change shall be identified by markings in the margin of

|

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
O 5.6

((_ D ) 5.6 Reporting Requirements

_I .6.6 leacter Coelant Syst[ (RCS) PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMIT /5

lEPORT (PTtR) (co inued)
~

6. The minis temperature requirements of Appendix G o 10 CFR
~

Part 50 all be incorporated into the pressure d
temper ure limit curve,.

7. Lic sees who have removed two or more capsul should
c are for each surveillance material the asured increase

j i reference temperature (RT ,) to the pre cted increase in
.T,,; where the predicted increase in RT is based on the

,

mean shift in RT ,, plus the two standa deviation value
(20,) specified in Regulatory Guide 1. , Revision 2. If

measured value exceeds the predicted alue (increase in RT ,,
+ 20,), the licensee should provide supplement to the PTLR
to demonstrate how the results aff ct the approved

d_ methodology.
_

5.6.7 EDGFadresFenert

bif a individual emergency diesel r.erator (EDG) experiences fou '

or re valle failures in the las 25 demands, these failures a
.y non valic f ailures experien d by that EDG in that time pe od

shat 1 be reported within 30 da . Reports on EDG failures s 11 97 #~ Uinclude the infomation recce . ended in Regulatory Guide 1. ,p) Revision 3. Regulitcry Posi on C.5, or existing Regulat y ,

q Guidt 1.10E_ reporting, reg' rement.
.

}
_

5.6 PM8 Fec*t
'i{

khen a rescrt is required by Condition 8 or G of LCO 3.3. ,'
f/f,v> 'Fost Accident Monitoring (Pati) Instrumentation,' a repor all

be submitted within the following 14 days. The report shall
*' p outline the preplanned alternate method of monitoring, the cause

of the inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring the## pn
instrumentation channels of the function to OPEFABLE status.

(h ""~

~~"

5. 6.T Tenden surveillame Pecert @
4

Any abnomal degradation of the . containment structure detectedf'g g,h during the tests required by the Pre-Stressed Concrete Containment
_ Tendon Surveillance Program shall be reported to the NRC within

(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432j SECTION 5.0 - ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

PLANT SPECIFIC CIIANGES

[ 1. This change incorporates the Calvert Cliffs-specific information into brackets.

| 2. The NUREG-1432 requirement (5.2.2.a) that two non-licensed operators be available for each
unit in Modes 1,2,3, and 4, and a total of three be assigned for both units when the plant is
shutdown or defueled, is being replaced by a requirement to have a total of three non-licensed;

| operators available for both units at all times when the Technical Specifications are applicable.
!

This requirement is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

3. NUREG-1."2 Specification 5.5.4 contains information regarding the Radioactive Efiluent
Controls Program. Calven Cliffs improved Technical Specifications (ITS) revise the wording
for some of the requirements consistent with Calvert Cliffs Technical Specification
Amendments 217 and 197, respectively, for Calven Cliffs Units 1 and 2. This change is
consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis.

4. The NUREG-1432 overtime policy (5.2.2.e) in brackets was changed to be consistem with
Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis. The changes involved deleting the information in the first
set of brackets and adopting the information in the second set of brackets, which is consistent
with Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

5. The Shift Technical Advisor requirements in NUREG-1432 (5.2.2.g) were replaced by Calvert
Cliffs-specific requirements for the Shift Technical Advisor. These changes are consistent with
the Calvert Cliffs current licensin basis.

6. ~lhis change deletes the bracketed information labeled Reviewers Notes. This is acceptable
because the Reviewers Notes are information for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) |
reviewers and not intended to be maintained in the individual plant's Technical Specifications.

7. The bracketed information in NUREG-1432 Section 5.4.1.f, about Core Protection Calculator

Addressable Constants. have been deleted because Calvert Cliffs does not have Core Protection ;
Calculators. I

8. The acronym "FS AR" is being change to "UFSkR" to reflect that Calvert Cliffs has an Updated |
Final Safety Analysis Report.

1
9. The applicable sections from Current Technical Specification (CTS) 3.4.5," Steam Generators,"

!
were included as the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program as required by the Reviewer's !
Note in NUREG-1432.

10. The bracketed information in NUREG-1432 Section 5.5.ll.e, Ventilation Filter Testing Program,
is being deleted because Calvert Cliffs does not utilize heaters in their filtration trains.

I 1. Section 5.5.12.c of NUREG 1432 is being deleted because Calvert Cliffs does not have any
outdoor liquid radwaste tanks. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing
basis.

i

i pJ
|
!
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DISCUSSION OF TECilNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 5.0 - ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

22. The proposed t .unge to NUREG-1432 adds a requirement that licensed operators counted towards
i

the minimum shift crew composition shall be licensed for both units. His is a specific reqmrement 1

Q for Calvert Cliffs and is consistent with the current licensing basis.

t23. The proposed change to Specification 5.5.ll.c changes the penetration requum.a of methyl j
,

'

iodide from less than 10%, to less than or equal to 10%. This change is enn= tent with the Calvert
!

Cliffs current licensing basis, which requires a 2 90% removed efficiency of methyi iodide. |

| 24. He proposed changes to Specifications 5.5.11.a and 5.5.11.b change the penetration system
bypass requirements of the high efEciency particulate air filters and charcoal absorbers from

< l.0% to s 1.0%. This change is wasistent with the current Calvert Cliffs licensing basis which
requires a 2 99% removal efficiency.

25. NUREG-1432 requires the particulate concentration to be tested in accordance with American
Society of Testing Material D-2276, Method A-2 or A-3. Calvert Cliffs ITS will include the
requirement to test for particulates, but not in accordance with ASTM D-2276, Method A-2 or

|A-3. Total particulate concentration will be determined by gravimetric analysis. This reference
;

was deleted because Cah ert Cliffs is not committed to this test method. This change is consistent i

| with Calvert Cliffs' current licensing basis. I

i

26. The Calvert Cliffs CTS Administrative Controls uses generic titles provided in American National |
Standards Institute /American Nuclear Society 3.1 mstead of plant specific titles. The plant-
specific titles that correspond to the generic titles are given in the Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report. The use of generic titles in the Administrative Controls was encouraged in a letter from

|l s C.1. Grimes (NRC) to Lee Bush (WOG), Brian Mann (CEOG), Clinton Szabo (B&WOG), and I() Andrew Maron (BWROG). dated November 40,1994. These generic titles are carried over into the
Calvert Cliffs ITS. Also, some additional titles appear in NUREG-1432. For consistency, generic
titles have been used in those locations. In addition, a change was made to allow the corresponding
plant-specific titles to be placed in the Quality Assurance Plan or the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report. This is consistent with the November 10,1994 letter. This change has been |

| proposed as a change to the ITS NUREG as TSTF-65, but has not yet been approved by the NRC.
\

, I

|
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